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SixTen and Associates 
Mandate Reimbursement Services 
KEITH B. PETERSEN, MPA, JD, President 
5252 Balboa Avenue, Suite 807 
San Diego, CA 92117 

June 14, 2006 

Paula Higashi, Executive Director 
Commission on State Mandates 
980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Telephone: (858) 514-8605 
Fax: (858) 514-8645 

E-Mail: Kbpsixten@aol.com 

RECEIVED 
JUN 1 6 2006 

COMMISSION ON 
STATE Mt\_NDATES 

RE: Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84 Health Fee Elimination 
Fiscal Years: 2001-02. and 2002-03 

Dear Ms. Higashi: 

Enclosed is the original and two copies of the above referenced incorrect reduction 
claim for Santa Monica Community College District. 

SixTen and Associates has been appointed by the District as its representative for this 
matter and all interested parties should direct their inquiries to me, with a copy as 
follows: 

Thomas J. Donner, Executive Vice President 
Business and Administration 
Santa Monica Community College District 
1900 Pico Blvd. 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 

Thank-you. 

Sincerely, 

u 
' Keith B. Petersen 

Exhibit A
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State of California 
COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 
980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 323-3562 
CSM 2 (12/89) 

INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIM FORM 

Local Agency or School District Submitting Claim 

SANTA MONICA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 

Contact Person 

Keith B. Petersen, President 
SixTen and Associates 
5252 Balboa Avenue, Suite 807 
San Diego, CA 92117 
Address 

Thomas J. Donner, Executive Vice President 
Business and Administration 
Santa Monica Community College District 
1900 Pico Blvd. 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 

Representative Organization to be Notified 

Robert Miyashiro, Consultant, Education Mandated Cost Network 
c/o School Services of California 
1121 L Street, Suite 1060 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

JUN 1 6 2006 
COMMISSION ON 

STATE MANDATES 

Telephone Number 

Voice: 858-514-8605 
Fax: 858-514-8645 
E-mail: Kbpsixten@aol.com 

Telephone Number 

Voice: 916-446-7517 
Fax: 916-446-2011 
E-mail: robertm@SSCal.com 

This claim alleges an incorrect reduction of a reimbursement claim filed with the State Controller's Office pursuant to 
section 17561 of the Government Code. This incorrect reduction claim is filed pursuant to section 17561 (b) of the 
Government Code. 

CLAIM IDENTIFICATION: Specify Statute or Executive Order 

HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S. Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987 

Fiscal Year Amount of the Incorrect Reduction 

2001-2002 
2002-2003 

Total Amount 

$198,795 
$165,612 

$364,407 

IMPORTANT: PLEASE SEE INSTRUCTIONS AND FILING REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPLETING AN 
INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIM ON THE REVERSE SIDE. 

Name and Title of Authorized Representative 

Thomas J. Donner, Executive Vice President 

Signature of Authorized Represe 

x~ 

Telephone No. 

Voice: 310-434-4200 
Fax: 310-434-4386 
E-Mail: DONNER_ THOMAS@smc.edu 

Date 

June /J.....,2006 
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1 Claim Prepared by: 
2 Keith B. Petersen 
3 SixTen and Associates 
4 5252 Balboa Avenue, Suite 807 
5 San Diego, California 92117 
6 Voice: (858) 514-8605 
7 Fax: (858) 514-8645 

8 

9 BEFORE THE 

10 COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 

11 STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
12 
13 INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIM OF: ) 
14 ) No. CSM ____ _ 
15 ) 
16 ) Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S. 
17 ) Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987 
18 SANTA MONICA ) 
19 Community College District, ) Education Code Section 76355 
20 ) 
21 ) Health Fee Elimination 
22 Claimant. ) 
23 ) Annual Reimbursement Claims: 
24 ) 
25 ) Fiscal Year 2001-02 
26 ) Fiscal Year 2002-03 
27 ) 
28 ) 
29 INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIM FILING 

30 PART I. AUTHORITY FOR THE CLAIM 

31 The Commission on State Mandates has the authority pursuant to Government 

32 Code Section 17551 (d) to" ... to hear and decide upon a claim by a local agency or 

33 school district, filed on or after January 1, 1985, that the Controller has incorrectly 

34 reduced payments to the local agency or school district pursuant to paragraph (2) of 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 subdivision (d) of Section 17561." Santa Monica Community College District (hereafter 

2 "District") is a school district as defined in Government Code Section 17519. Title 2, 

3 CCR, Section 1185 (a), requires the claimant to file an incorrect reduction claim with 

4 the Commission. 

5 This incorrect reduction claim is timely filed. Title 2, CCR, Section 1185 (b), 

6 requires incorrect reduction claims to be filed no later than three years following the 

7 date of the Controller's remittance advice notifying the claimant of a reduction. A 

8 Controller's audit report dated March 17, 2006 (as revised April 19, 2006), has been 

9 issued. The audit report constitutes a demand for repayment and adjudication of the 

10 claims. 

11 There is no alternative dispute resolution process available from the Controller's 

12 office. In response to an audit issued March 10, 2004, Foothill-De Anza Community 

13 College attempted to utilize the informal audit review process established by the 

14 Controller to resolve factual disputes. Foothill-De Anza was notified by the Controller's 

15 legal counsel by letter of July 15, 2004 (attached as Exhibit "A"), that the Controller's 

16 informal audit review process was not available for mandate audits and that the proper 

17 forum was the Commission on State Mandates. 

18 PART II. SUMMARY OF THE CLAIM 

19 The Controller conducted a field audit of the District's annual reimbursement 

20 claims for the costs of complying with the legislatively mandated Health Fee Elimination 

21 program for the period of July 1, 2001 through June 30, 2003. As a result of the audit, 

2 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1 /84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 the Controller determined that $364,407 of the claimed costs are unallowable: 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

7 

Fiscal 
Year 

2001-02 

2002-03 

Totals 

Amount Audit 
Claimed Adjustment 

$198,795 $198,795 

$165,612 $165.612 

$364,407 $364,407 

sco Amount Due 
Payments <State> District 

$31,295 <$31,295> 

$ 0 $ 0 

$31,295 <$31,295> 

8 Since the District has been paid $31,295 for these claims, the audit report concludes 

9 that the entire amount is payable to the state. 

10 PART Ill. PREVIOUS INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIMS 

11 The District has not filed any previous incorrect reduction claims for this 

12 mandate program. The District is not aware of any other incorrect reduction claims 

13 having been adjudicated on the specific issues or subject matter raised by this incorrect 

14 reduction claim. 

15 PART IV. BASIS FOR REIMBURSEMENT 

16 1. Mandate Legislation 

17 Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2"d Extraordinary Session, repealed Education 

18 Code Section 72246 which had authorized community college districts to charge a 

19 student health services fee for the purpose of providing student health supervision and 

20 services, direct and indirect medical and hospitalization services, and operation of 

21 student health centers. This statute also required the scope of student health services 

22 for which a community college district charged a fee during the 1983-84 fiscal year be 

3 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1 /84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 maintained at that level thereafter. The provisions of this statute were to automatically 

2 repeal on December 31, 1987. 

3 Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, amended Education Code Section 72246 to 

4 require any community college district that provided student health services in 1986-87 

5 to maintain student health services at that level each fiscal year thereafter. 

6 Chapter 8, Statutes of 1993, Section 29, repealed Education Code Section 

7 72246, effective April 15, 1993. Chapter 8, Statutes of 1993, Section 34, added 

8 Education Code Section 763551
, containing substantially the same provisions as former 

1 Education Code Section 76355, added by Chapter 8, Statutes of 1993, Section 
34, effective April 15, 1993, as last amended by Chapter 758, Statutes of 1995, Section 
99: 

"(a) The governing board of a district maintaining a community college may 
require community college students to pay a fee in the total amount of not more than 
ten dollars ($10) for each semester, seven dollars ($7) for summer school, seven 
dollars ($7) for each intersession of at least four weeks, or seven dollars ($7) for each 
quarter for health supervision and services, including direct or indirect medical and 
hospitalization services, or the operation of a student health center or centers, or both. 

The governing board of each community college district may increase this fee by 
the same percentage increase as the Implicit Price Deflator for State and Local 
Government Purchase of Goods and Services. Whenever that calculation produces an 
increase of one dollar ($1) above the existing fee, the fee may be increased by one 
dollar ($1 ). 

(b) If, pursuant to this section, a fee is required, the governing board of the 
district shall decide the amount of the fee, if any, that a part-time student is required to 
pay. The governing board may decide whether the fee shall be mandatory or optional. 

(c) The governing board of a district maintaining a community college shall adopt 
rules and regulations that exempt the following students from any fee required pursuant 
to subdivision (a): 

(1) Students who depend exclusively upon prayer for healing in 
accordance with the teachings of a bona fide religious sect, denomination, or 
organization. 

4 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 Section 72246, effective April 15, 1993. 

2 2. Test Claim 

3 On December 2, 1985, Rio Hondo Community College District filed a test claim 

4 alleging that Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2"d Extraordinary Session, by eliminating the 

5 authority to levy a fee and by requiring a maintenance of effort, mandated increased 

(2) Students who are attending a community college under an approved 
apprenticeship training program. 

(3) Low-income students, including students who demonstrate financial 
need in accordance with the methodology set forth in federal law or regulation 
for determining the expected family contribution of students seeking financial aid 
and students who demonstrate eligibility according to income standards 
established by the board of governors and contained in Section 58620 of Title 5 
of the California Code of Regulations. 
( d) All fees collected pursuant to this section shall be deposited in the fund of 

the district designated by the California Community Colleges Budget and Accounting 
Manual. These fees shall be expended only to provide health services as specified in 
regulations adopted by the board of governors. 

Authorized expenditures shall not include, among other things, athletic trainers' 
salaries, athletic insurance, medical supplies for athletics, physical examinations for 
intercollegiate athletics, ambulance services, the salaries of health professionals for 
athletic events, any deductible portion of accident claims filed for athletic team 
members, or any other expense that is not available to all students. No student shall be 
denied a service supported by student health fees on account of participation in athletic 
programs. 

( e) Any community college district that provided health services in the 1986-87 
fiscal year shall maintain health services, at the level provided during the 1986-87 
fiscal year, and each fiscal year thereafter. If the cost to maintain that level of service 
exceeds the limits specified in subdivision (a), the excess cost shall be borne by the 
district. 

(f) A district that begins charging a health fee may use funds for startup costs 
from other district funds and may recover all or part of those funds from health fees 
collected within the first five years following the commencement of charging the fee. 

(g) The board of governors shall adopt regulations that generally describe the 
types of health services included in the health service program." 

5 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 costs by mandating a new program or the higher level of service of an existing program 

2 within the meaning of California Constitution Article XIII B, Section 6. 

3 On November 20, 1986, the Commission on State Mandates determined that 

4 Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2"d Extraordinary Session, imposed a new program upon 

5 community college districts by requiring any community college district, which provided 

6 student health services for which it was authorized to charge a fee pursuant to former 

7 Section 72246 in the 1983-1984 fiscal year, to maintain student health services at that 

8 level in the 1984-1985 fiscal year and each fiscal year thereafter. 

9 At a hearing on April 27, 1989, the Commission of State Mandates determined 

10 that Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, amended this maintenance of effort requirement to 

11 apply to all community college districts which provided student health services in fiscal 

12 year 1986-1987 and required them to maintain that level of student health services in 

13 fiscal year 1987-1988 and each fiscal year thereafter. 

14 3. Parameters and Guidelines 

15 On August 27, 1987, the original parameters and guidelines were adopted. On 

16 May 25, 1989, those parameters and guidelines were amended. A copy of the 

17 parameters and guidelines, as amended on May 25, 1989, is attached as Exhibit "B." 

18 So far as is relevant to the issues presented below, the parameters and guidelines 

19 state: 

20 

21 

"V. REIMBURSABLE COSTS 

A. Scope of Mandate 

6 
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11 
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13 

14 
15 
16 
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18 
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23 
24 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1 /84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

4. 

Eligible community college districts shall be reimbursed for 
the costs of providing a health services program. Only 
services provided in 1986-87 fiscal year may be claimed. 

VI. CLAIM PREPARATION 

8... 3. Allowable Overhead Cost 

Indirect costs may be claimed in the manner 
described by the State Controller in his claiming 
instructions. 

VII. SUPPORTING DATA 

For auditing purposes, all costs claimed must be traceable to 
source documents and/or worksheets that show evidence of the 
validity of such costs .... 

VIII OFFSETTING SAVINGS AND OTHER REIMBURSEMENTS 

Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences as a direct result 
of this statute must be deducted from the costs claimed. In 
addition, reimbursement for this mandate received from any 
source, e.g., federal, state, etc., shall be identified and deducted 
from this claim. This shall include the amount of $7.50 per full-time 
student per semester, $5.00 per full-time student for summer 
school, or $5.00 per full-time student per quarter, as authorized by 
Education Code section 72246(a). This shall also include 
payments (fees) received from individuals other than students who 
are not covered by Education Code Section 72246 for health 
services .... " 

Claiming Instructions 

26 The Controller has frequently revised claiming instructions for the Health Fee 

27 Elimination mandate. A copy of the September 1997 revision of the claiming 

28 instructions is attached as Exhibit "C." The September 1997 claiming instructions are 

29 believed to be, for the purposes and scope of this incorrect reduction claim, 

7 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 substantially similar to the version extant at the time the claims which are the subject of 

2 this incorrect reduction claim were filed. However, since the Controller's claim forms 

3 and instructions have not been adopted as regulations, they have no force of law, and, 

4 therefore, have no effect on the outcome of this incorrect reduction claim. 

5 PART V. STATE CONTROLLER CLAIM ADJUDICATION 

6 The Controller conducted an audit of the District's annual reimbursement claims 

7 for Fiscal Years 2001-02, and 2002-03. The audit concluded that 100% of the 

8 District's costs, ~s claimed, are unallowable. A copy of the March 17, 2006 (as revised 

9 on April 19, 2006) audit report and is attached as Exhibit "D." 

10 VI. CLAIMANT'S RESPONSE TO THE STATE CONTROLLER 

11 By letter dated December 19, 2005, the Controller transmitted a copy of its draft 

12 audit report. By letter dated January 4, 2006, the District objected to the proposed 

13 adjustments set forth in the draft audit report. A copy of the District's letter of January 

14 4, 2006 is attached as Exhibit "E." The Controller then issued its final audit report 

15 without change to the adjustments as stated in the draft audit report. 

16 PART VII. STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

17 . Finding 1: Overstated indirect cost rates 

18 The Controller asserts that the District overstated its indirect cost rates and 

19 costs in the amount of $146,966 for the two fiscal years. This finding is based upon the 

20 Controller's statement that "the district did not obtain federal approval for its IRCPs. 

21 We calculated indirect cost rates using the methodology described in the SCO claiming 

8 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 instructions." Contrary to the Controller's ministerial preferences, there is no 

2 requirement in law that the claimant's indirect cost rate must be "federally" approved, 

3 and the Commission has never specified the federal agencies which have the authority 

4 to approve indirect cost rates. 

5 CCFS-311 

6 In fact, both the District's method and the Controller's method utilized the same 

7 source document, the CCFS-311 annual financial and budget report required by the 

8 state. The difference in the claimed and audited methods is in the determination of 

9 which of those cost elements are direct costs and which are indirect costs. Indeed, the 

10 federally "approved" rates which the Controller will accept without further action, are 

11 "negotiated" rates calculated by a district and then submitted for approval to federal 

12 agencies which are the source of federal programs to which the indirect cost rate is to 

13 be applied, indicating that the process is not an exact science, but a determination of 

14 the relevance and reasonableness of the cost allocation assumptions made for the 

15 method used. 

16 Regulatory Requirements 

17 No particular indirect cost rate calculation is required by statute. The 

18 parameters and guidelines state that "Indirect costs may be claimed in the manner 

19 described by the Controller in his claiming instructions." The District claimed these 

20 indirect costs "in the manner'' described by the Controller. The correct forms were used 

21 and the claimed amounts were entered at the correct locations. 

9 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84· 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 In the audit report, the Controller asserts that "the specific directions for the 
. 

2 indirect cost rate calculation in the claiming instructions are an extension of Parameters 

3 and Guidelines." It is not clear what the legal significance of the concept of "extension" 

4 might be, regardless, the reference to the claiming instructions in the parameters and 

5 guidelines does not change "may" into a "shall." Since the Controller's claiming 

6 instructions were never adopted as law, or regulations pursuant to the Administrative 

7 Procedure Act, the claiming instructions are merely a statement of the ministerial 

8 interests of the Controller and not law. 

9 Unreasonable or Excessive 

10 Government Code Section 17561(d)(2) requires the Controller to pay claims, 

11 provided that the Controller may audit the records of any school district to verify the 

12 actual amount of the mandated costs, and may reduce any claim that the Controller 

13 determines is excessive or unreasonable. The Controller is authorized to reduce a 

14 claim only if the Controller determines the claim to be excessive or unreasonable. 

15 Here, the District has computed its indirect cost rate utilizing cost accounting principles 

16 from the Office of Management and Budget Circular A~21, and the Controller has 

17 disallowed it without a determination of whether the product of the District's calculation 

18 would, or would not, be excessive, unreasonable, or inconsistent with cost accounting 

19 principles. 

20 Neither state law nor the parameters and guidelines made compliance with the 

21 Controller's claiming instructions a condition of reimbursement. The District has 

10 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 followed the parameters and guidelines. The burden of proof is on the Controller to 

2 prove that the District's calculation is unreasonable, not to recalculate the rate 

3 according to its unenforceable ministerial preferences. Therefore, the Controller made 

4 no determination as to whether the method used by the District was unreasonable, but, 

5 merely substituted its FAM-29C method for the method reported by the District. The 

6 substitution of the FAM-29C method is an arbitrary choice of the Controller, not a 

7 "finding" enforceable either by fact or law. The Controller's adjustment of the District's 

8 indirect cost rate should be withdrawn, since no legal or factual basis has been shown 

9 to disallow the indirect cost rate calculation used by the District. 

10 Finding 2: Understated authorized health revenues claimed 

11 The Controller asserts that the "authorized health fee revenues" were 

12 understated by $538,244 for the two fiscal years. The District reported the actual 

13 student health fees collected as a reduction of health service costs. The adjustments 

14 for the student health services revenue are based on two reasons. First, the Controller 

15 adjusted the reported number of students subject to payment of the health services fee. 

16 Then, the Controller calculated the student fees collectible based on the highest 

17 student health service fee chargeable, rather than the fee actually charged the student, 

18 resulting in a total adjustment of $538,244 for the two fiscal years. 

19 Education Code Section 76355 

20 Education Code Section 76355, subdivision (a), in relevant part, provides: "The 

21 governing board of a district maintaining a community college may require community 

11 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 college students to pay a fee ... for health supervision and services ... " There is no 

2 requirement that community colleges levy these fees. The permissive nature of the 

3 provision is further illustrated in subdivision (b) which states "If, pursuant to this 

4 Section, a fee is required, the governing board of the district shall decide the amount of 

5 the fee, if any, that a part-time student is required to pay. The governing board may 

6 decide whether the fee shall be mandatory or optional." 

7 Parameters and Guidelines 

8 This Controller states that the "Parameters and Guidelines states that health 

9 fees authorized by the Education Code must be deducted from costs claimed." The 

10 parameters and guidelines actually state: 

11 "Any offsetting savings that the claimant experiences as a direct result of 
12 this statute must be deducted from the costs claimed. In addition, 
13 reimbursement for this mandate received from any source, e.g., federal, state, 
14 etc., shall be identified and deducted from this claim. This shall include the 
15 amount of [student fees] as authorized by Education Code Section 72246(a)2." 

16 In order for a district to "experience" these "offsetting savings" a district must actually 

17 have collected these fees. Student health services fees actually collected must be 

18 used to offset costs, but not student fees that could have been collected and were not. 

19 The use of the term "any offsetting savings" further illustrates the permissive nature of 

20 the fees. 

21 I 

2 Former Education Code Section 72246 was repealed by Chapter 8, Statutes of 
1993, Section 29, and was replaced by Education Code Section 76355. 

12 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 Government Code Section 17514 

2 The Controller relies upon Government Cade Section 17514 for the conclusion 

3 that "[t]o the extent community college districts can charge a fee, they are not required 

4 to incur a cost." Government Code Section 17514, as added by Chapter 1459, Statutes 

5 of 1984, actually states: 

6 " Costs mandated by the state" means any increased costs which a local 
7 agency or school district is required to incur after July 1, 1980, as a result of any 
8 statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, or any executive order 
9 implementing any statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, which mandates 

10 a new program or higher level of service of an existing program within the 
11 meaning of Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California Constitution." 

12 There is nothing in the language of the statute regarding the authority to charge a fee, 

13 any nexus of fee revenue to increased cost, nor any language which describes the 

14 legal effect of fees collected. 

15 The audit report states that the Controller agrees that community college 

16 districts "may choose not to levy a health service fee" and that Education Code Section 

17 76355 "provides the districts with the authority to levy of such fees." However, it does 

18 not logically follow from that statement to the Controller's conclusion, based on 

19 Government Code Section 17514, that "health service costs recoverable through 

20 authorized fees are not costs that the district is required to incur." 

21 Government Code Section 17556 

22 The Controller relies upon Government Code Section 17556 for the conclusion 

23 that the "COSM shall not find costs mandated by the State if the district has the 

13 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 authority to levy fees to pay for the mandated program or increased level of services." 

2 Government Code Section 17556 as last amended by Chapter 589/89 actually states: 

3 "The commission shall not find costs mandated by the state, as defined in 
4 Section 17514, in any claim submitted by a local agency or school district, if after 
5 a hearing, the commission finds that: ... 
6 ( d) The local agency or school district has the authority to levy service 
7 charges, fees, or assessments sufficient to pay for the mandated program or 
8 increased level of service. . .. " 

9 The Controller misrepresents the law. Government Code Section 17556 prohibits the 

10 Commission on State Mandates from finding costs subject to reimbursement, that is, 

11 approving a test claim activity for reimbursement, where there is authority to levy fees 

12 in an amount sufficient to offset the entire mandated costs. Here, the Commission has 

13 already approved the test claim and made a finding of a new program or higher level of 

14 service for which the claimants do not have the ability to levy a fee in an amount 

15 sufficient to offset the entire mandated costs. 

16 Student Health Services Fee Amount 

17 The Controller asserts that the district should have collected a student health 

18 service fee each semester from non-exempt students in the amount of $12 and $9 for 

19 FY 2001-02 and FY 2002-03. Districts receive notice of these fee amounts from the 

20 Chancellor of the California Community Colleges. An example of one such notice is the 

21 letter dated March 5, 2001, attached as Exhibit "F." While Education Code Section 

22 76355 provides for an increase in the student health service fee, it did not grant the 

23 Chancellor the authority to establish mandatory fee amounts or mandatory fee 

14 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 increases. No state agency was granted that authority by the Education Code, and no 

2 state agency has exercised its rulemaking authority to establish mandatory fees 

3 amounts. It should be noted that the Chancellor's letter properly states that increasing 

4 the amount of the fee is at the option of the district, and that the Chancellor is not 

5 asserting that authority. Therefore, the state cannot rely upon the Chancellor's notice 

6 as a basis to adjust the claim for "collectible" student health services fees. 

7 Fees Collected vs. Fees Collectible 

8 This issue is one of student health fees revenue actually received, rather than 

9 student health fees which might be collected. The Commission determined, as stated 

10 in the parameters and guidelines, that the student health services fees "experienced" 

11 would reduce the amount subject to reimbursement. Student fees not collected are 

12 student fees not "experienced" and as such should not reduce reimbursement. Further, 

13 the amount "collectible" will never equal actual revenues collected due to changes in 

14 student BOGG eligibility, bad debt accounts, and refunds. 

15 Because districts are not required to collect a fee from students for student 

16 health services, and if such a fee is collected, the amount is to be determined by the 

17 District and not the Controller, the Controller's adjustment is without legal basis. What 

18 claimants are required by the parameters and guidelines to do is to reduce the amount 

19 of their claimed costs by the amount of student health services fee revenue actually 

20 received. Therefore, student health fees are merely collectible, they are not 

21 mandatory, and it is inappropriate to reduce claim amounts by revenues not received. 

15 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 The audit finding should be rejected and the annual student health services actually 

2 received used in lieu of a calculated amount potentially collectible either as reported by 

3 the District or the Controller. 

4 Enrollment and Exempted Student Statistics 

5 The audit report states that the Controller adjusted the reported total student 

6 enrollment based the "'enrollment census' data run" and the reported number of exempt 

7 students based on "the list of 'BOGG used' data run." The Controller has not provided 

8 any factual basis why these different and later data sources, subject to review and 

9 revision after the fact for several years, are preferable to the data reported by the 

10 District which was available at the time the claims were prepared. That is to say, the 

11 Controller does not indicate how and why its determination of the student counts is any 

12 more accurate than the amount reported on the claims. 

13 PART VIII. RELIEF REQUESTED 

14 The District filed its annual reimbursement claims within the time limits 

15 prescribed by the Government Code. The amounts claimed by the District for 

16 reimbursement of the costs of implementing the program imposed by Chapter 1, 

17 Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S., Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, and Education Code 

18 Section 76355 represent the actual costs incurred by the District to carry out this 

19 program. These costs were properly claimed pursuant to the Commission's parameters 

20 and guidelines. Reimbursement of these costs is required under Article XlllB, Section 

21 6 of the California Constitution. The Controller denied reimbursement without any 

16 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 basis in law or fact. The District has met its burden of going forward on this claim by 

2 complying with the requirements of Section 1185, Title 2, California Code of 

3 Regulations. Because the Controller has enforced and is seeking to enforce these 

4 adjustments without benefit of statute or regulation, the burden of proof is now upon the 

5 Controller to establish a legal basis for its actions. 

6 The District requests that the Commission make findings of fact and law on each 

7 and every adjustment made by the Controller and each and every procedural and 

8 jurisdictional issue raised in this claim, and order the Controller to correct its audit 

9 report findings therefrom. 

10 I 

11 I 

12 I 

13 I 

14 I 

15 I 

16 I 

17 I 

18 I 

19 I 

20 I 

21 I 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

PART IX. CERTIFICATION 

By my signature below, I hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the laws 

of the State of California, that the information in this incorrect reduction claim 

submission is true and complete to the best of my own knowledge or information or 

belief, and that the attached documents are true and correct copies of documents 

received from or sent by the state agency which originated the document. 

Executed on June , 1--, 2006, at Santa Monica, California, by 
~ 

,L~~d:::.~~~::::__...t,.1.~zk:.~o.-v'~-----
r, Executive Vice President 

Business a dministration 
Santa Monica Community College District 
1900 Pico Blvd. 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 
Voice: 310-434-4200 
Fax: 310-434-4386 
E-Mail: DONNER_ THOMAS@smc.edu 

APPOINTMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE 

Santa Monica Community College District appoints Keith B. Petersen, SixTen 
and Associates, as its reg esentative for this·incorrect reductio claim. 

~ ~ C;Lot 
Thomas J. ner, Executive Vice President Dae 
Business and Administration 
Santa Monica Community College District 

Attachments: 
Exhibit "A" 
Exhibit "B" 
Exhibit "C" 
Exhibit "D" 
Exhibit "E" 
Exhibit "F" 

Controller's Legal Counsel's Letter of July 15, 2004 
Commission Parameters and Guidelines amended May 25, 1989 
Controller's Claiming Instructions September 1997 
Controller's Audit Report dated March 17 (April 19), 2006 
District's Letter dated January 4, 2006 
Chancellor's Letter dated March 5, 2001 
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July 15, 2004 

'\\\ 

STEVE WESTLY 
Calif omia State Controller 

Mike Brandy, Vice Chancellor 
Foothill-De Anza Community College District 

· 12345 El Monte Road 
Los Altos, CA 94022 

Re: Foothill-De Anza Community College District Audit 

Dear Mr. Brandy: 

·*· · RECEIVED 
'. [ Ji 2 ~-ant-1 

811"1·, 1 -·~. I , . '·· _ .,,, .• ,_ ., 1..• ~r-r·· _,. ··1 ,_S 
\.h.J 11 { L~l<.J' -. ... _ i', ·; / v t . 

This is in response to your letter to me dated May 13, 2004, concerning the Controller's 
Audit of the Health Fee claim. 

The Controller's info~8:1 audit review process was established to resolve factual disputes 
where no other forum for resolution, other than a judicial proceeding, is available. 

The proper forum for resolving issues involving mandated cost programs is through: the 
incorrect reduction process through the Commission on State Mandates. As such, this 
office will not be scheduling an informal conference for this matter. 

However, in light of the concerns expressed in your letter concerning the auditors 
assigned and the validity of the findings, I am forwarding your letter to Vince Brown, 
Chief Operating Officer, fornis. review and response. 

If you have any questions you may contact Mr. Vince Brown at (916) 445-2038. 

RJC/st 

cc: VincentP. Brown, Chief Operating Officer, State Controller's Office 
Jeff Brownfield, Chief, Division of Audits, State Controller's Office 

100 l':mitnl M::ill SuitP. 1 R"iO S::ir.rnmP.ntn r'.A Q<:;R l .d. • P n Hnv Q.d.?R"iO S"r.r<1niPntn I' 6 Oii")"" 
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Adopted: 8/27/87 
Amended: 5/25/89 

PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES 
Chapter l, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S. 

Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987 
Health Fee Elimination 

I. SUMMARY OF.MANDATE 

Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S. repealed Education Code Section 
72246 which had authorized community college districts to charge a 
health fee for the purpose of providing health supervision and services, 
direct and indirect medical and hospitalization services, and operation 
of student health centers. This statute also required that health 
services for which a community college district charged a fee during the 
1983-84 fiscal year had to be maintained at that level in the 1984-85 
fiscal year and every year thereafter. The provisions of this statute 
would automatically repeal on December 31, 1987, which would reinstate 
the community colleges districts' authority to charge a health fee as 
specified. 

Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, amended Education Code section. 72246 to 
require any community college district that provided health services in· 
1986-87 to maintain health services at the level provided during the 
1986-87 fiscal year in 1987-88 and each fiscal year thereafter. 

II. COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES' DECISION 

At its hearing on November 20, 1986, the Commission on State Mandates 
determined that Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S. imposed a ·~new 
program" upon community college districts by requiring any community 
college district which provided health services for which it was 
authorized to charge a fee pursuant to fonner Section 72246 in the 
1983-84 fiscal year to ma~rit~in health services at the level provided 

' during the 1983-84 fiscal year in the 1984-85 fiscal year and each 
fiscal year thereafter. This maintenance of effort requirement applies 
to all community college districts which levied a health services fee in 
the 1983-84 fiscal year, regardless of the extent to which the "health 
services fees collected offset the actual costs of providing health 
services at the 1983-84 fi~cal.year level. 

At its hearing of April 27, 1989, the Commission detennined that Chapter 
1118, Statutes of 1987, amended this maintenance of effort requirement 
to apply to all community college districts which provided health 
services in fiscal year 1986-87 and required them to maintain that level 
in fiscal year 1987-88 and each fiscal year thereafter. 

I I I. ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS 

Community college districts which provided health services in 1986-87 
fiscal year and continue to provide the same services as a result of 
this mandate are eligible to claim reimbursement of those costs. 

25
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IV. PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT 

Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S., became effective July l, 1984. 
Section 17557 of the Government Code states that a test claim must be 
submitted on or before November 30th following a given fiscal year to 
establish for that fiscal year. The test claim for this mandate was 
filed on November 27, 1985; therefore~ costs incurred on or after 
July 1, 1984, are reimbursable. Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, became 
effective January 1, 1988. Title 2, California Code of Regulations, 
section 1185.3(a) states that a parameters and guidelines amendment 
filed before the deadline for initial claims as specified in the 
Claiming Instructions shall apply to all years eligible for 
reimbursement as d~fined in the original parameters and guideli~es; 
therefore, costs incurred on or after January 1, 1988, for Chapter 1118, 
Statutes of 1987, are reimbursable. 

Actual costs for one fiscal year should be included in each claim. 
Estimated costs for the subsequent year may be included on the same 
claim if applicable. Pursuant to Section 1756l(d)(3) of the Government 
Code, all claims for reimbursement of costs shall be submitted within 
120 days of notification by the State Controller of the enactment of the 
claims bill. 

If the total costs for a given fiscal year do not exceed $200; no 
reimbursement shall be allowed, except as otherwise allowed by 
Government Code Section 17564. · 

V. REIMBURSABLE COSTS 

A. Scope of Mandate 

Eligible community college districts shall be reimbursed for the 
costs of providing a health services program. Only services provided 
in 1986-87 fiscal year may be claimed. 

B. Reimbursable Activities~.~ 

For each eligible claimant, the following cost items are reimbursable 
to the extent they were provided by the community college district in 
fiscal year 1986-87: 

ACCIDENT REPORTS 

APPOINTMENTS 
College Physician - Surgeon 

Dermatology, Family Practice, Intern a 1 Medicine 
Outside Physician 
Dental Services 
Outside Labs (X-ray, etc.) 
Psychologist, full services 
Cancel/Change Appointments 
R.N. 
Check Appointments 

26
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ASSESSMENT, INTERVENTION & COUNSELING 
Birth Control 
Lab Reports 
Nutrition 
Test Results (office) 
VD 
Other Medical Problems 
CD 
URI 
ENT 
Eye/Vision 
De rm. /A 11 ergy 
Gyn/Pregnancy Services 
Neuro 
Ortho 
GU 
Dental 
GI 
Stress Counseling 
Crisis Intervention 
Child Abuse Reporting and Counseling 
Substance Abuse Identification and Counseling 
Aids 
Eating Disorders 
Weight Control 
Persona 1 Hygiene 
Burnout 

EXAMINATIONS (Minor Illnesses) 
Recheck Minor Injury 

HEAL TH TALKS OR FAIRS - INFORMATION 
Sexually Transmitted Disease_ 
Drugs 
Aids 
Child Abuse 
Birth Control/Family Pla·flrd.ng 
Stop Smoking 
Etc. 
Library - videos and cassettes 

FIRST AID (Major Emergencies) 

FIRST AID (Minor Emergencies) 

FIRST AID KITS (Filled) 

IMMUNIZATIONS 
Diptheria/Tetanus 
Measles/Rube 11 a 
Influenza 
Infonnati on 

27



INSURANCE 
On Campus Accident 
Yo l untary 

- 4 -

Insurance Inquiry/Claim Administration 

LABORATORY TESTS DONE 
Inquiry /Interpretation 
Pap Smears 

PHYSICALS 
'Employees 
Students 
Athletes 

MEDICATIONS (dispensed OTC for misc. illnesses) 
Antacids 
Antidiarrhial 
Anti histamines 
Aspirin, Tylenol, etc. 
Skin rash preparations 
Mi SC. 
Eye drops 
Ear drops 
Toothache - Oil cloves 
Sti ngki 11 
Midol - Menstrual Cramps 

PARKING CARDS/ELEVATOR KEYS 
Tokens 
Return card/key 
Parking inquiry 
Elevator passes 
Temporary handicapped parking permits 

REFERRALS TO OUTSIDE AGENCIES 
Private Medical Doctor 
Health Department ,· .. ·=· 
Cl i ni c 
Denta 1 
Counseling Centers 
Crisis Centers 
Transitional Living Facilities (Battered/Homeless Women) 
Family Planning Facilities· 
Other Health Agencies 

TESTS 
Blood Pressure 
Hearing 
Tuberculosis 

Reading 
Information 

Vision 
Gl ucometer 
Urinalysis 
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Hemoglobin 
E.K.G. 
Strep A testing 
P .G. testing 
Mono spot 
Hemacul t 
Mi SC. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Absence Excuses/PE Waiver 
Allergy Injections 
Bandaids 
Booklets/Pamphlets 
Dressing Change 
Rest 
Suture Remova 1 
Temperature 
Weigh 
Mi SC. 
Infonnat ion 
Re po rt/F o nn 
Wart Removal 

COMMITTEES 
Safety 
En vi ronme nta l 
Disaster Planning 

SAFETY DATA SHEETS 
Central fi 1 e 

X-RAY SERVICES 

COMMUNICABLE DISEASE CONTROL 

BODY FAT MEASUREMENTS 

MINOR SURGE RI ES 

SELF-ESTEEM GROUPS 

MENTAL·HEALTH CRISIS 

AA GROUP 

-f-·.-·;· 
f •" 

- 5 -

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS GROUP 

WORKSHOPS 
Test Anxiety 
Stress Management 
ColTlllunication Skills 
Weight Loss 
Assertiveness Skills 
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VI. CLAIM PREPARATION 

Each claim for reimbursement pursuant to this mandate must be timely 
filed and set forth a list of each item for which reimbursement is 
claimed under this mandate. 

A. 

B. 

Description of Activity 

1. Show the tota 1 number of fu 11 -time students enrolled per 
semester /quarter. 

2. Show the total number of full -time students enro 11 ed in the summer 
program. 

3. Show the total ~umber of part-time students enro 11 ed per 
semester /quarter. 

4. Show the total number of part-time students enrolled in the summer 
program. 

Actual Costs of Claim Year for Providing 1986-87 Fiscal Year Program 
Leve 1 of Service 

Cl aimed costs should be supported by the following information: 

1. Employee Salaries and Benefi.ts 

Identify the employee( s), show the classification of the 
employee(s) involved, describe the mandated functions performed 
and specify the actual number of hours devoted to each function, 
the productive hourly rate, and the related benefits. The average 
number of hours devoted to each function may be claimed if 
supported by a documented time study. 

2. Services and Supplies 

Only expenditures which· can be identified as a direct cost of the 
mandate can be claimed. List cost of materials which have been 
consumed or expended specifically for the purpose of this mandate. 

3. Allowable Overhead Cost 

Indirect costs may .be claimed in the manner described by the State 
Controller in his claiming instructions. 

VII. SUPPORTING DATA 

For auditing purposes, all costs claimed must be traceable to source 
documents and/or worksheets that show evidence of the validity of such 
costs. This would include documentation for the fiscal year 1986-87 
program to substantiate a maintenance of effort. These documents must 
be kept on file by the agency submitting the claim for a period of no 
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less than three years from the date of the final payment of the claim 
pursuant to this mandate; and made available on the request of the State 
Controller or his agent. 

VIII. OFFSETTING SAVINGS.AND OTHER REIMBURSEMENTS 

Any offsettin_g savings the claimant. experiences .as a direct result of 
this. statute must be deduc;ted "from the costs cla;imed. ln addition, 
re.imbursement .for this mandate. recelved from ar:iy source, e .• g. , federa 1, 
state, etc., shall .. be identified and de.ducted from this .claim. This 
shall include the amount of '$7.50 per fu.11-time student per semester, 
$5.00.per full-time student for .summer school, or $5~00 per full-time 
student per quarter, as authorized by Education Code section 72246{a) . 

. This shall also include payments (fees) received from individuals other 
than students who are not covered by Education Code Section 72246 for 
health services. 

IX. REQUIRED CERTIFICATION 

0350d 

The following certification must accompany the claim: 

I DO HEREBY CERTIFY.under penalty o.f perjury: 

THAT the foregoing is true and correct: 

THAT Section 1090 to 1096, inclusive, of the Government Code and 
other applicable provisions of the law have been complied with; 

and 

THAT I am the person authorized by the local agency to file claims 
for funds with the State of California. 

Signature of Authori ze<;i .'Re'presentati ve Date 

Title Telephone No. 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

1. Summary of Chapters 1/84, 2nd E.S., and Chapter 1118/87 

Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E. S., repealed Education Code § 72246 W"lich authorized 
community college districts to charge a fee for the purpose of providing health supervision 
and services, direct and indirect medical and hospitalization services, and operation of 
student health centers. The statute also required community college districts that charged 
a fee in the 1983/84 fiscal year to maintain that level of health services in the 1984/85 
fiscal year and each fiscal year thereafter. The provisions of this statute 1M>uld 
automatically repeal on December 31, 1987, W"lich IM>Uld reinstate the community college 
districts' authority to charge a health fee as specified. 

Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987 amended Education Code§ 72246 to require any 
community college district that provided health services in the 1986/87 fiscal year to 
maintain health services at that level in the 1986/87 fiscal year and each fiscal year 
thereafter. Chapter a, Statutes of 1993, has revised the numbering of§ 72246 to§ 76355. 

2. Eligible Claimants 

Any community college district incuning increased costs as a result of this mandate is 
eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs. 

3. Appropriations 

To determine if current funding is available for this program, refer to the schedule 
"Appropriations for State Mandated Cost Programs" in the "Annual Claiming Instructions for 
State Mandated Costs" issued in mid-September of each year to community college 
presidents. 

4. Types of Claims 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims 

A claimant may file a reimbursement claim and/or an estimated claim. A 
reimbursement claim details the costs actually incurred for a prior fiseal year. An 
estimated claim shov.s the costs to be incurred for the current fiscal year. 

B. Minimum Claim 

Section 17564(a), Government Code, provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to 
Section 17561 unless such a claim exceeds $200 per program per fiscal year. · 

5. Filing Deadline 

Revised 9/97 

( 1) Refer to item 3 "Appropriations" to determine if the program is funded for the current 
fiscal year. If funding is available, an estimated claim·must be filed 'Nith the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30, of the fiscal year in W"lich costs 
are to be incurred. Timely filed estimated claims will be paid before late claims. 

After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a 
reimbursement claim by November 30, of the following fiscal year regardless 
whether the payment was more or less than the actual costs. If the local agency 
fails to file a reimbursement claim, monies received must be returned to the 
State. If no estimated claim was filed, the local agency may file a reimbursement 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 1of3 
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School Mandated Cost Manual State Controller's Office 

claim detailing the actual costs incurred for the fiscal year, provided there was ari 
appropriation for the program for that fiscal year. {See item 3 above). 

(2) A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed ViAth the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30 following the fiscal year in Vvtlich 
costs were incurred. If the claim is filed after the deadline but by November 30 of the 
succeeding fiscal year, the approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, 
not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline ViAll not be 
accepted. 

6. Reimbursable Components 

Eligible claimants vvill be reimbursed for health service costs at the level of service 
provided in the 1986/87 fiscal year. The reimbursement vvill be reduced by the amount of 
student health fees authorized per the Education Code § 76355. 

After January 1, 1993, pursuant to Chapter 8, Statutes of 1993, the fees students 'N0re 
required to pay for health supervision and services were not more than: 

$10.00 per semester 

$5.00 for summer school 

$5.00 for each quarter 

Beginning vvith the summer of 1997, the fees are: 

$11.00 per semester 

$8.00 for summer school or 

$8.00 for each quarter 

The district may increase fees by the same percentage increase as the Implicit Price 
Deflator {IPD) for the state and local government purchase of goods and services. 
Whenever the IPD calculates an increase of one dollar ($1) above the existing amount, the 
fees may be increased by one dollar {$1 ). 

7. Reimbursement Limitations 

A. If the level at Vvtlich health services 'N0re provided during the fiscal year of 
reimbursement is less than the level of health services that were provided in the 
1986/87 fiscal year, no reimbursement is forthcoming. 

B. Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source {e.g. 
federal, state grants, foundations, etc.) as a result of this mandate, shall be identified 
and deducted so only net local costs are claimed. 

8. Claiming Forms and Instructions 

The diagrairi "Illustration of Claim Forms" provides a graphical presentation of forms 
required to be filed ViAth a claim. A claimant may submita computer generated report in 
substitution for forms HFE-1.0, HFE-1.1, and form HFE-2 provided the format of the report 
and data fields contained vvithin the report are identical to the claim forms included in these 
instructions. The claim forms provided vvith these instructions should be duplicated and 
used by the claimant to file estimated and reimbursement claims. The State Controller's 
Office ViAll revise the manual and claim forms as necessary. In such instances, new 
replacement forms ViAll be mailed to claimants. 

Chapters 1 /84 and 1118/87, Page 2 of 3 Revised 9/97 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

A. Form HFE- 2, Health Services 

This form is used to list the health services the community college provided during the 
1986/87 fiscal year and the fiscal year of the reimbursement claim. 

B. Form HFE-1.1, Claim Summary 

This form is used to compute the allovvable increased costs an individual college of 
the community college district has incurred to comply with the state mandate. The 
level of health services reported on this form must be supported by official financial 
records of the community college district. A copy of the document must be submitted 
with the claim. The amount sho'Ml on line (13) of this form is canied to form HFE-1.0. 

C. Form HFE-1.0, Claim Summary 

This form is used to list the individual colleges that had increased costs due to the 
state mandate and to compute a total claimable cost for the district. The ''Total 
Amount Claimed", line (04) on this form is canied forvvard to form FAM-27, line 13, for 
the reimbursement claim, or line (07) for the estimated claim. 

D. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

Revised 9/97 

This form contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized representative 
of the local agency. All applicable information from form HFE-1.0 and HFE 1.1 must 
be carried forvvard to this form for the State Controller's Office to process the claim for 
payment. 

Form HFE-2 

Health 
Services 

Form HFE-1.1 
Component/ 
Activity 

Cost Detail 

Form HFE-1.0 

Claim Summary 

FAM-27 

Claim 

for Payment 

Illustration of Claim Forms 

Forms HFE-1.1, Claim Summary 

Complete a separate form HFE-1.1 for each 
college for which costs are claimed by the 
community college district. 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 3of3 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

CLAIM FOR PAYMENT I• 
F9r StateiCforitroller Use «'.Yrily ~ •. • Pr<>9ra111 > 

• 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 (19) Program Number 00029 i········29: 

HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 
(20) Date Filed __ / __ / __ ~'~;\::.~ .•.. : ' .. : 
(21) LRS Input ___ ! __ ! __ 

r. (01 l Claimant Identification Number 

"" Reimbursement Claim Data ,_ 
A 
B (02) Claimant Name 

(22) HFE-1.0,(04)(b) 
E 
L Countv of Location 

(23) 

H Street Address or P .0. Box Suite 
E (24) 

R 
Cilv State Zio Code 

~ (25) 

Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (26) 

(03) Estimated D (09) Reimbursement D (27) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined 0 (28) 

(05) Amended D (11) Amended 0 (29) 

Fiscal Year of Cost (06) 20 /20 (12) 20 /20 (30) --- --- --- ---

Total Claimed Amount (07) (13) (31) 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000 (14) (32) 

Less: Prior Claim Payment Received (15) (33) 

Net Claimed Amount (16) (34) 

Due to Claimant (08) (17) (35) 

Due to State .. (18) (36) 
~ --' --· '·.. _..-_ . .. " ... 

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code § 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the local agency to file claims 
with the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, and certify under 
penalty of perjury that I have not violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by 
Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or actual 
costs for the mandated program of Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, set forth on the attached statements. 

Signature of Authorized Officer Date 

Type or Print Name Title 

(38) Name of Contact Person for Claim 
( ) Ext. Telephone Number -. 

E-Mail Address 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 
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Program HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 
FORM 

.02'9 Certification Claim Form 
FAM-27 

Instructions 
·. 

(01) Leave blank. 

(02) A set of mailing labels with the claimant's l.D. number and address was enclosed with the letter regarding the claiming 
instructions. The mailing labels are designed to speed processing and prevent common errors that delay payment. Affix a label in 
the space shown on form FAM-27. Cross out any errors and print the correct information on the label. Add any missing address 
items, except county of location and a person's name. If you did not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

(03) If filing an original estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated. 

(04) If filing an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04) Combined. 

(05) If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. 

(07) Enter the amount of estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete form 
HFE-1.0 and enter the amount from line (04 )(b). 

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07). 

(09) If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement. 

(10) If filing an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (10) Combined. 

( 11) If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended. 

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

(13) Enterthe amount of reimbursement claim from form HFE-1.0, line (04)(b). 

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs are incurred or the claims shall be 
reduced by a late penalty. Enter either the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty) or $1,000, whichever 
is less. 

(15) If filing a reimbursement claim and a claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for the claim. 
Otherwise, enter a zero. 

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

(17) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is positive, enter that amount on line (17) Due from State. 

(18) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is negative, enter that amount in line (18) Due to State. 

(19) to (21) Leave blank. 

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for 
the reimbursement claim, e.g., HFE-1.0, (04)(b), means the information is located on form HFE-1.0, line (04), column (b). Enter 
the information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, i.e., no 
cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should be 
shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process. 

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and 
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by a signed 
certification. 

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person whom this office should contact if additional information is 
required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED, ORIGINAL FORM FAM-27 WITH ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (NO COPIES 
NECESSARY) TO: 

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) 

Address, if delivered by other delivery service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Chapter 1 /84 and 1118/87 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

MANDATED COS TS FORM 

HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION HFE-1.0 
CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 
Reimbursement D 
Estimated D 19 _/19 -

(03) List all the colleges of the community college district identified in form HFE-1.1, line (03) 

(a) (b) 
Name of College Claimed 

Amount 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 
>-----· 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

(04) Total Amount Claimed [Line (3.1 b) + line (3.2b) + line (3.3b) + ... line (3.21 b)) 

Revised 9/97 Chapters 1 /84 and 1118/87 
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School Mandated Cost Manual 

HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 

HFE-1.0 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. Only a community college district may file a claim with the State 
Controller's Office on behalf of its colleges. 

(02) Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. Enter the fiscal year 
for which the expenses were/are to be incurred. A separate claim must be filed for each fiscal year. 

Form HFE-1.0 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form HFE-1.0 if you are filing an 
estimated claim and the estimate is not more than 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. Simply 
enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated claim 
exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, forms HFE-1.0 and HFE-1.1 must be 
completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the high 
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) List all the colleges of the community college district which have increased costs. A separate form HFE-1 .1 
must be completed for each college showing how costs were derived. 

(04) Enter the total claimed amount of all colleges by adding the Claimed Amount, line (3.1 b) + line (3.2b) ... + 
(3.21b). 

Chapters 1 /84 and 1118/87 Revised 9/97 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

MANDATED COSTS FORM 
HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION HFE-1.1 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement c:=J 
Estimated c:=J 19_/19_ 

(03) Name of College 

(04) Indicate with a check mark, the level at which health services were provided during the fiscal year of reimbursement in comparison to the 
1986/87 fiscal year. If the "Less" box is checked, STOP, do not complete the form. No reimbursement is allowed. 

LESS SAME MORE 

c::=J [:=J c=i 
-

Direct Cost Indirect Cost Total 

(05) Cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim 

(06) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services which are in excess of the 
level provided in 1986/87 

(07) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services at the 1986/87 level 
[Line (05) - line (06)] 

(08) Complete columns (a) through (g) to provide detail data for health fees 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 
Student Health 

Period for which health 
Number of Number of Unit Cost for Full-time Unit Cost for Part-time Fees That 
Full-time Part-time Full-time Student Part-time Student Could Have 

fees were collected Students Students Student per Health Fees Student per Health Fees Been 
Educ. Code (a) x (c) Educ. Code Collected 

§ 76355 § 76355 (b) x (e) (d) + (f) 

1. Per fall semester 

2. Per spring semester 

3. Per summer session 

4. Per first quarter 

5. Per second quarter 

6. Per third quarter 

(09) Total health fee that could have been collected [Line (8.1 g) + (8.2g) + ......... (8.6g)] 

(10) Sub-total [Line (07) - line (09)] 

Cost Reduction 

(11) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

(12) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(13) Total Amount Claimed [Line (1 O) - {line (11) + line (12)}] 

Revised 9/97 Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 
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School Mandated Cost Manual State Controller's Office 

HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

CLAIM SUMMARY 
Instructions 

(O'I) Enter the name of the claimant. Only a community college district may file a claim with the State 
Controller's Office on behalf of its colleges. 

FORM 

HFE-1.1 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. Enter the fiscal 
year of costs. 

Form HFE-1.1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. If you are filing an estimated claim and the estimate does 
not exceed the previous year's actual costs by 10%, do not complete form HFE-1.1. Simply enter the amount of the 
estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (05), Estimated. However, if the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs by more than 10%, form HFE-1.1 must be completed and a statement attached explaining the 
increased costs. Without this information the high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the 
previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) Enter the name of the college or community college district that provided student health services in the 
1986/87 fiscal year and continue to provide the same services during the fiscal year of the claim. 

(04) Compare the level of health services provided during the fiscal year of reimbursement to the 1986/87 fiscal year and 
indicate the result by marking a check in the appropriate box. If the "Less" box is checked, STOP and do not 
complete the remaining part of this claim form. No reimbursement is forthcoming. 

(05) Enter the direct cost, indirect cost, and total cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim on line (05). Direct 
cost of health services is identified on the college expenditures report (individual college's cost of health services as 
authorized under Education Code§ 76355 and included in the district's Community College Annual Financial and 
Budget Report CCFS-311, EDP Code 6440, column 5). If the amount of direct costs claimed is different than 
shown on the expenditures report, provide a schedule listing those community college costs that are in 
addition to, or a reduction to expenditures shown on the report. For claiming indirect costs, college districts 
have the option of using a federally approved rate (i.e., utilizing the cost accounting principles from the Office of 
Management and Budget Circular A-21 ), or the State Controller's methodology outlined in "Filing a Claim" of the 
Mandated Cost Manual for Schools. 

(06) Enter the direct cost, indirect cost, and total cost of health service_s that are in excess of the level provided 
in the 1986/87 fiscal year. 

(07) Enter the difference of the cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim, line (05), and the cost of providing 
current fiscal year health services that is in excess of the level provided in the 1986/87 fiscal year, line (06). 

(08) Complete columns (a) through (g) to provide details on the amount of health service fees that could have 
been collected. Do not include students who are exempt from paying health fees established by 
the Board of Governors and contained in Section 58620 of Title 5 of the California Code of 
Regulations. After 01/01/93, the student fees for health supervision and services were $10.00 per semester, $5.00 
for summer school, and $5.00 for each quarter. Beginning with the summer of 1997, the health service fees are: 
$11.00 per semester and $8.00 for summer school, or $8.00 for each quarter. 

(09) Enter the sum of Student Health Fees That Could Have Been Collected, (other than from students who 
were exempt from paying health fees) [Line (8.1 g) + line (8.2g) + line (8.3g) + line (8.4g) + line (8.5g) + 
line (8.6g)). 

(10) Enter the difference of the cost of providing health services at the 1986/87 level, line (07) and the total 
health fee that could have been collected, line (09). If line (09) is greater than line (07), no claim shall be 
filed. 

( 11) Enter the total savings experienced by the school identified in line (03) as a direct cost of this mandate. 
Submit a schedule of detailed savings with the claim. 

(12) Enter the total other reimbursements received from any source, (i.e., federal, other state programs, etc.,). 
Submit a schedule of detailed reimbursements with the claim. 

(13) Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (11 ), and other Reimbursements, line (12), from Total 
1986/87 Health Service Cost excluding Student Health Fees. 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 Revised 9/97 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

MANDATED COSTS 

HEAL TH ELIMINATION FEE 

HEAL TH SERVICES 

{01) Claimant: / (02) Fiscal Year costs were incurred: 

{03) Place an "X" in columns (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health services 
were provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal years. 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 

FORM 

HFE-2 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 
1--------------------------------+----+-------

Accident Reports 

Appointments 
College Physician, surgeon 
Dermatology, family practice 
Internal Medicine 
Outside Physician 
Dental Services 
Outside Labs, (X-ray, etc.) 
Psychologist, full services 
Cancel/Change Appointments 
Registered Nurse 
Check Appointments 

Assessment, Intervention and Counseling 
Birth Control 
Lab Reports 
Nutrition 
Test Results, office 
Venereal Disease 
Communicable Disease 
Upper Respiratory Infection 
Eyes, Nose and Throat 
EyeNlsion 
Dermatology/Allergy 
Gynecology/Pregnancy Service 
Neuralgic 
Orthopedic 
Genito/Urinary 
Dental 
Gastro-lntestinal 
Stress Counseling 
Crisis Intervention 
Child Abuse Reporting and Counseling 
Substance Abuse Identification and Counseling 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
Eating Disorders 
Weight Control 
Personal Hygiene 
Burnout 
Other Medical Problems, list 

Examinations, minor Illnesses 
Recheck Minor Injury 

Health Talks or Fairs, Information 
Sexually Transmitted Disease 
Drugs 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 

Revised 9/93 Chapter 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 1 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH ELIMINATION FEE 

HEAL TH SERVICES 

FORM 

HFE-2 

(01) Claimant: j (02) Fiscal Year costs were incurred: 

(03) Place an "X" in column (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health services were 
provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal years. 

Child Abuse 
Birth Control/Family Planning 
Stop Smoking 
Library, Videos and Cassettes 

First Aid, Major Emergencies 

First Aid, Minor Emergencies 

First Aid Kits, Filled 

Immunizations 
Diphtheria/Tetanus 
Measles/Rubella 
Influenza 
Information 

Insurance 
On Campus Accident 
Voluntary 
Insurance Inquiry/Claim Administration 

Laboratory Tests Done 
Inquiry /Interpretation 
Pap Smears 

Physical Examinations 
Employees 
Students 
Athletes 

Medications 
Antacids 
Antidiarrheal 
Aspirin, Tylenol, Etc 
Skin Rash Preparations 
Eye Drops 
Ear Drops 
Toothache, oil cloves 
Sting kill 
Midol, Menstrual Cramps 
Other, list 

Parking Cards/Elevator Keys 
Tokens 
Return Card/Key 
Parking Inquiry 
Elevator Passes 
Temporary Handicapped Parking Permits 

Chapter 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 2 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 

Revised 9/93 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH ELIMINATION FEE 

HEALTH SERVICES 

(01) Claimant: I (02) Fiscal Year costs were Incurred: 

(03) Place an "X" in columns (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health services 
were provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal years. 

Referrals to Outside Agencies 
Private Medical Doctor 
Health Department 
Clinic 

Tests 

Dental 
Counseling Centers 
Crisis Centers 
Transitional Living Facilities, battered/homeless women 
Family Planning Facilities 
Other Health Agencies 

Blood Pressure 
Hearing 
Tuberculosis 

Reading 
Information 

Vision 
Glucometer 
Urinalysis 
Hemoglobin 
EKG 
Strep A testing 
PG Testing 
Monos pot 
Hemacult 
Others, list 

Miscellaneous 
Absence Excuses/PE Waiver 
Allergy Injections 
Bandaids 
Booklets/Pamphlets 
Dressing Change 
Rest 
Suture Removal 
Temperature 
Weigh 
Information 
Report/Form 
Wart Removal 
Others, list 

Committees 
Safety 
Environmental 
Disaster Planning 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 

FORM 

HFE-2 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 

Revised 9/93 Chapter 1/84and 1118/87, Page 3 
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STEVE WESTLY 
Qia:lifnrnia ~ta:t.e illnntrnller 

April 19;2006 

Thomas J. Donner, Ed.D. 
Interim Superintendent/President 
Santa Monica Community College District 
1900 Pico Boulevard 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 

Dear Dr. Donner: 

Enclosed is a revised copy of the State Controller's Office audit of the costs claimed by the 
Santa Monica Community College District for the legislatively mandated Health Fee Elimination 
Program (Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2"d Extraordinary Session, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 
1987) for the period of July I, 200 I, through June 30, 2003. Minor corrections have been made 
to pages 5 and 9; and the pages have been marked as "revised 04/19/06." Please discard your 
copies of the prior version. 

If you have any questions, please call me at (916) 323-5849. 

Since~ 

~SPANO,Chief 
Compliance Audits Bureau 
Division of Audits 

JLS/wq 

RE: C06-MCC-OOI 

Enclosure 

cc: Chris Bonvenuto, Accounting Manager 
Santa Monica Community College District 

Cheryl Miller, SixTen and Associates 
Marty Rubio, Specialist, Fiscal Accountability Section 

California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office 
Jeannie Oropeza, Program Budget Manager 

Education Systems Unit,Department of Finance 

MAILING ADDRESS P.O. Box 942850, Sacramento, CA 94250-5874 
SACRAMENTO 300 Capitol Mall, Suite 518, Sacramento, CA 95814 (916) 324-8907 

LOS ANGELES 600 Corporate Pointe, Suite I 000, Culver City, CA 90230 (310) 342-5656 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

Schedule 1 (continued) 

Actual Costs Allowable Audit 
Cost Elements Claimed per Audit Adjustment Reference 1 

Summa!}'.'.: July 1, 2001, through June 30, 2003 

Health services costs: 
Salaries and benefits $ 927,010 $ 927,010 $ 
Services and supplies 78,819 78,819 
Indirect costs 332,097 185,131 (146,966) Finding I 

Total health services costs · 1,337,926 1,190,960 (146,966) 
Less cost of services in excess of FY 1986-87 services 

Subtotal 1,337,926 1,190,960 (146,966) 
Less authorized health fees (973,519) (1,511,763) (538,244) Finding 2 

Subtotal 364,407 (320,803) (685,210) 
Adjustment to eliminate negative balance 320,803 320,803 

Total $ 364,407 $ (364,407) 
Less amount paid by the State {31,2952 

Allowable costs claimed in excess of (less than) amount paid $ (31,295) 

1 See the Findings and Recommendations section. 

Revised 04119106 Steve Westly • California State Controller 5 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

District's Response 

Revised 04119106 

The District reported actual student health service revenues as a 
reduction of student health service costs. The Controller instead 
calculated "authorized health fee revenues," that is, the student fees 
collectible based on the highest student health service fee chargeable, 
rather the fee actually charged the student, or the fees actually 
collected. 

"Authorized" Fee Amount 

The Controller alleges that claimants must compute the total student 
health fees collectible based on the highest "authorized" rate. The 
Controller does not provide the factual basis for the calculation of the 
"authorized" rate, nor provide any reference to· the "authorizing" 
source, nor the legal right of any state entity to "authorize" student 
health services rates absent rulemaking or compliance with the 
Administrative Procedure Act by the "authorizing" state agency. 

Education Code Section 76355 

Education Code Section 76355, subdivision (a), states that "The 
governing board of a district maintaining a community college may 
require community college students to pay a fee . . . for health 
supervision and services ... " There is no requirement tbat community 
colleges levy these fees. Th.I'! permissive nature of the ... provision is 
further illustrated in subdivisibn (b) which states "If, pursuant to this 
section, a fee is required, the governing board of the district shall 
decide the amount of the fee, if any, that a part-time student is required 
to pay. The governing board may decide whether. the fee shall be 
mandatory or optional." (Emphasis supplied in both instances) 

Parameters and Guidelines 

The Controller asserts that the parameters and guidelines require that 
health fees authorized by the Education Code must be deducted from 
the costs claimed. This is a misstatement of the parameters and 
guidelines. The parameters and guidelines, as last amended on May 25, 
1989, state that "Any offsetting savings ... must be deducted from the 
costs claimed ... This shall include the amount of (student fees) as 
authorized by Education Code Section 72246(a)." Therefore, while 
student fees actually collected are properly used to offset costs, student 
fees that could have been collected, but were not, are not an offset. 

Government Code Section 17514 

The Controller relies upon Government Code Section 17 514 for the 
conclusion that "[t]o the extent community college districts can charge 
a fee, they are not required to incur a cost." Government Code Section 
17514, as added by Chapter 1459, Statutes of 1984, actually states: 

"Costs mandated by the state" means any increased costs which a local 
agency or school district is required to incur after July 1, 1980, as a 
result of any statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, or any 
executive order implementing any statute enacted on or after January 1, 
1975, which mandates a new program or higher level of service of an 
existing program within the meaning of Section 6 of Article XIII B of 
the California Constitution. 

Steve Westly • California State Controller 9 48
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COLLEGE DISTRICT 

Audit Report 
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STEVE WESTLY 
filalH.ornht ~tale filontrolhr 

Thomas J. Donner, Ed.D. 
Interim Superintendent/President 

March 17, 2006 

Santa Monica Community College District 
1900 Pico Boulevard 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 

Dear Dr. Donner: 

The State Controller's Office audited the costs claimed by the Santa Monica Community College 
District for the legislatively mandated Health Fee Elimination Program (Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 
2nct Extraordinary Session, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987) for the period of July 1, 2001, 
through June 30, 2003. 

The district claimed $364,407 for the mandated program. Our audit disclosed that the entire amount 
is unallowable, because the district claimed unallowable costs and understated revenue. The State 
paid the district $31,295, which the district should return. 

If you disagree with the audit findings, you may file an Incorrect Reduction Claim (IRC) with the 
Commission on State Mandates (COSM). The IRC must be filed within three years following the 
date that we notify you of a claim reduction. You may obtain IRC information at COSM's Web site, 
at www.csm.ca.gov (Guidebook link); you may obtain IRC forms by telephone, at (916) 323-3562, 
or by e-mail, at csminfo@csm.ca.gov. 

If you have any questions, please contact Jim L. Spano, Chief, Compliance Audits Bureau, at 
(916) 323-5849. 

Sincerely, 

/llrY~ 
JEFFREY V. BROWNFIELD 
Chief, Division of Audits 

NB/ams 

cc: Chris Bonvenuto 
Accounting Manager 
Santa Monica Community College District 

Cheryl Miller 
SixTen and Associates 

Marty Rubio,· Specialist 
Fiscal Accountability Section 
California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office 

Jeannie Oropeza, Program Budget Manager 
Education Systems Unit 
Department of Finance 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

Audit Report 
Summary 

Background 

The State Controller's Office (SCO) audited the costs claimed by the 
Santa Monica Community College District for the legislatively mandated 
Health Fee Elimination Program (Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd 
Extraordinary Session, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987) for the 
period of July 1, 2001, through June 30, 2003. The last day of fieldwork 
was September 22, 2005. 

The district claimed $364,407 for the mandated program. Our audit 
disclosed that the entire amount is unallowable, because the district 
claimed unallowable costs and understated revenue. The State paid the 
district $31,295. Th~ district should return the total amount to the State. 

Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2"d Extraordinary Session (E.S.), repealed 
Education Code Section 72246 which had authorized community college 
districts to charge a health fee to provide health supervision and services, 
and medical and hospitalization services, and to operate student health 
centers. This statute also required that health services for which a 
community college district charged a fee during fiscal year (FY) 1983-84 
had to be maintained at that level in FY 1984-85 and every year 
thereafter. The provisions of this statute would automatically sunset on 
December 31, 1987, reinstating the community college districts' 
authority to charge a health service fee as specified. 

Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, amended Education Code Section 72246 
(subsequently renumbered as Section 76355 by Chapter 8, Statutes of 
1993); The law requires any community college district that provided 
health services- in FY 1986-87 to maintain health services at the level 
provided during that year in FY 1987-88 and each fiscal year thereafter. 

On November 20, 1986, the Commission on State Mandates (COSM) 
determined that Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2"d E.S., imposed a "new 
program" upon community college districts by requiring specified 
community college districts that provided health services in FY 1983-84 
to maintain health services at the level provided during that year in FY 
1984-85 and each fiscal year thereafter. This maintenance-of"effort 

, ~equirement applied to all community college districts that levied a 
health service fee in FY 1983-84. 

On April 27, 1989, the COSM determined that Chapter 1118, Statutes of 
1987, amended this maintenance-of-effort requirement to apply to all 
community college districts that provided health services in FY 1986-87, 
requiring them to maintain that level in FY 1987-88 and each fiscal year 
thereafter. 

Parameters and Guidelines establishes the state mandate and defines 
reimbursement criteria. The COSM adopted Parameters and Guidelines 
on August 27, 1987, and amended it on May 25, 1989. In compliance 
with Government Code Section 17558, the SCO issues, claiming 
instructions for mandated programs, to assist school districts in claiming 
reimbursable costs. 

Steve Westly • California State Controller 1 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

Objective, 
Scope; and 
Methodology 

Conclusion 

Views of 
Responsible 
Official · 

We conducted the audit to determine whether costs claimed represent 
increased costs resulting from the Health Fee Elimination Program for 
the period of July 1, 2001, through June 30, 2003. 

Our audit scope included, but was not limited to, determining whether 
costs claimed were supported by appropriate source documents, were not 
funded by another source, and were not unreasonable and/or excessive. 

We conducted the audit according to Government Auditing Standards, 
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, and under the 
authority of Government Code Sections 12410, 17558.5, and 17561. We 
did not audit the district's financial statements. We limited our audit 
scope to planning and performing audit procedures necessary to obtain 
reasonable assurance that costs claimed were allowable for 
reimbursement. Accordingly, we examined transactions, on a test basis, 
to determine whether the costs claimed were supported. 

We limited our review of the district's internal controls to gaining an 
understanding of the transaction flow and claim preparation process as 
necessary to develop appropriate auditing procedures. 

We asked the district's representative to submit a written representation 
letter regarding the district's accounting procedures, financial records, 
and mandated cost claiming procedures as recommended by Government 
Auditing Standards. However, the district declined our request. 

Our audit disclosed instances of noncompliance with the requirements 
outlined above. These instances are described in the accompanying 
Summary of Program Costs (Schedule 1) and in the Findings and 
Recommendations section of this report. 

For the audit period, the Santa Monica Community College District 
claimed $364,407 for costs of the Health Fee Elimination Program. Our 
audit disclosed that the entire amount is unallowable. 

For FY 2001-02, the State paid the district $31,295. Our audit disclosed 
that all of the costs claimed are unallowable. The district should return 

·the entire amount to the State. 

For FY 2002-03, the district received no payment. 

We issued a draft audit report on December 9, 2005. Thomas J. Donner, 
Ed.D., Interim Superintendent/President, responded by letter dated 
January 4, 2006 (Attachment), disagreeing with the audit results. This 
final audit report includes the· district's response. 

Steve Westly • California State Controller 2 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

Restricted Use This report is solely for the information and use of the Santa Monica 
Community College District, the Los Angeles County Office of 
Education, the California Department of Education, the California 
Community Colleges Chancellor's Office, the California Department of 
Finance, and the SCO; it is not intended to be and should not be used by 
anyone other than these specified parties. This restriction is not intended 
to limit distribution of this report, which is a matter of public record. 

JEFFREY V. BROWNFIELD 
Chief, Division of Audits 

Steve Westly • California State Controller 3 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

Schedule 1-
Summary of Program Costs 

July 1, 2001, through June 30, 2003 

Actual Costs Allowable 
Cost Elements Claimed · per Audit 

July 1, 2001, through June 30, 2002 

Health services costs: 
Salaries and benefits $ 443,354 $ 443,354 
Services and supplies 67,963 67,963 
Indirect costs 166,485 95,872 

Total health services costs 677,802 607,189 
Less cost of services in excess of FY 1986-87 services 

Subtotal 677,802 607,189 
Less authorized health fees (479,007) (750,759) 

Subtotal 198,795 (143,570) 
Adjustment to eliminate negative balance 143,570 

Total $ 198,795 -

Less amount paid by the State {31,295} 

Allowable costs claimed in excess of (less than) amount paid $ (31,295) 

July 1, 2002, through June 30, 2003 

Health services costs: 
Salaries and benefits $ 483,656 $ 483,656 
Services and supplies 10,856 10,856 
Indirect costs 165,612 89,259 

Total health services costs 660,124 583,771 
Less cost of services in excess of FY 1986-87 services 

Subtotal 660,124 583,771 
Less authorized health fees ( 494,512) (761,004} 

Subtotal 165,612 (177,233) 
Adjustment to eliminate negative balance 177,233 

Total $ 165,612 
Less amount paid by the State 

Audit 
Adjustment R~ference 1 

$ 

(70,613) Finding 1 

(70,613) 

(271,752) Finding 2 

(342,365) 
143,570 

$ (198,795). 

$ 

(76,353) Finding 1 

(76,353) 

(76,353) 
(266,492) Finding 2 

(342,845) 
177,233 

$ (165,612) 
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uw•uu. Jv..iu1uLu \.....vu1111uriuy LUttege LJM'trtc:t Health Fee Elimination Program 

Schedule 1 (continued) 

Actual Costs Allowable Audit 
Cost Elements Claimed per Audit Adjustment Reference 1 

Summary: July 1, 2001, through June 30, 2003 

Health services costs: 
Salaries and benefits $ 927,010 $ 927,010 $ 
Services and supplies 78,819 78,819 
Indirect costs 332,097 185,131 (146,966) Finding 1 

Total health services costs 1,337,926 1,190,960 (146,966) 
Less cost of services in excess of FY 1986-87 services 

Subtotal 1,337,926 1,190,960 (146,966) 
Less authorized health fees (973,519) (1,511,763) (538,244) Finding 2 

Subtotal 364,407 (320,803) (685,210) 
Adjustment to eliminate negative balance 320,803 320,803 

Total $ 364,407 - $ (364,407) 
Less amount paid by the State {31,295} 

Allowable costs claimed in excess of (less than) amount paid $ (31,295) 

1 
See the Findings and Recommendations section. 

Revised 04119106 Steve Westly • California State Controller 5 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

Findings and Recommendations 
FINDING.1-
0verstated indirect 
cost rates 

The district overstated its indirect cost rates, and thus overstated its 
indirect costs by $146,966 for the audit period. 

The district claimed indirect costs based on indirect cost rate proposals 
(ICRPs) prepared for each fiscal year by an outside consultant. However, 
the district did not obtain federal approval for its ICRPs. We calculated 
indirect cost rates using the methodology described in the SCO claiming 
instructions. Our calculated indirect cost rates did not support the indirect 
cost rates claimed. The audited and claimed indirect cost rates are 
summarized as follows. 

Allowable indirect cost rate 
Less claimed indirect'cost rate 
Unsupported indirect cost rate 

Fiscal Year 
2001-02 2002-03 

18.75% 
(32.56)% 

(13.81)% 

18.05% 
(33.49)% 

(15.44)% 

Based on these unsupported indirect cost rates, the audit adjustments are 
summarized below. 

Claimed direct costs 
Unsupported indirect cost rate 
Audit adjustment 

Fiscal Year 
2001-02 2002-03 Total 

$ 511,317 
x(lJ.81)% 

$ (70,613) 

$ 494,512. 
x (15.44)% 

$ (76,353) $ (146,966) 

Parameters and Guidelines states that indirect costs may be claimed in 
the manner described in the SCO claiming instructions. The SCO 
claiming instructions prescribes the SCO's methodology (FAM-29C), a 
federally approved rate prepared in accordance with Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-21, or a flat rate (the most 
conservative rate). Form FAM-29C uses total expenditures reported on 
the California Community College Annual Financial and Budget Report, 
Expenditures by Activity (CCFS-311). 

Recommendation 

We recommend that the district implement procedures to ensure that 
claimed indirect costs are based on indirect cost rates computed in 
accordance with the SCO claiming instructions, and that it monitors staff 
adherence to its procedures. The district should obtain federal approval · 
for ICRPs prepared in accordance with OMB Circular A-21. Alternately, 
the district should use form F AM-29C to prepare ICRPs based on the 
methodology allowed in the SCO claiming instructions. 

Steve Westly • California State Controller 6 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

FINDING2-
Understated authorized 
health fee revenues 
claimed 

District's Response 

The Controller asserts that the indirect cost method used by the District 
was inappropriate since it was not a cost study specifically approved by 
the federal government. The parameters and guidelines do not require 
that indirect costs be claimed in the manner described by the 
Controller. The parameters and guidelines for Health Fee Elimination 
(as last amended on May 25, 1989) state that "indirect costs may be 
claimed in the manner described by the Controller in his claiming 
instructions." The parameters and guidelines do not require that indirect 
costs be claimed in the manner described by the Controller in the draft 
audit report. · 

The Controller's claiming instructions state that for claiming indirect 
costs, college districts have the option of using a federally approved 
rate from the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21, a rate 
calculated using form F AM-29C, or a. 7% indirect cost rate. The 
Controller claiming instructions were never adopted as rules or 
regulations, and therefore have no force of Jaw. The burden is on the 
Controller to show that the indirect cost rate used by the District is 
excessive or unreasonable, which is the only mandated cost audit 
standard in statute (Government Code Section 17651(d)(2). If the 
Controller wishes to enforce other audit standards for mandated cost 
reimbursement, the Controller should comply with the Administrative 
·Procedure Act. 

Since the Controller has stated no legal basis to disallow the indirect 
cqst rate calculation method used by the District, and has not shown a 
factual basis to reject the rates as unreasonable or excessive, the 
adjustments should be withdrawn. 

SCO's Comment 

The fiscal effect of the finding and recommendation remains unchanged. 

Parameters and Guidelines states that indirect costs may be claimed in 
the manner described in the SCO's claiming instructions. Therefore, the 
specific directions for the indirect cost rate calculation in the claiming 
instructions are an extension of Parameters and Guidelines. The SCO's 
claiming instructions state that community colleges have the option of 

·'-1J:sing a federally approved rate, prepared in accordance with OMB 
Circular A-21, the SCO's alternate methodology, using Form FAM-29C, 
or a flat 7% rate. In this case, the district chose to use indirect cost rates 
not approved by a federal agency, which is not an option provided by the 
SCO's claiming instructions. 

The district understated authorized health fee revenue by $53 8,244 for 
the audit period. 

The district reduced claimed costs by actual rather than authorized health 
fee revenues. Therefore, we recalculated the authorized health fee 
revenues by multiplying student enrollment by term, net of allowable 
health fee exemption, by the authorized student health fee. We obtained 
student enrollment information from the "enrollment census" data run 
and student waiver information from the list of "BOGG used" data run. 

Steve Westly • Calif;rnia State Controller 7 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

A summary of our adjustment to authorized health fee revenues is as 
follows. 

Fall Winter Spring Summer Total 

FY 2001-02 

Student enrollment 29,476 13,164 29,390 15,484 
Less allowable health fee 

exemptions {6,374) {4,288) {6,1372 {2,7492 

Subtotal 23,102 . 8,876 23,253 12,735 
Authorized student health fee x$12.00 x $ 9.00 x$12.00 x $ 9.00 

Audited authorized health fee 
revenues $277,224 $ 79,884 $279,036 $114,615 $750,759 

Claimed authorized health fee 
revenues {479,007) 

Audit adjustment, FY 2001-02 271,752 

FY 2002-03 

Student enrollment 29,803 13,199 28,219 16,781 
Less allowable health fee 

exemptions {6,343) {3,2552 (6,076) {2,9732 

Subtotal 23,460 9,944 22,143 13,808 
Authorized student health fee x$12.00 x $ 9.00 x$12.00 x $ 9.00 

Audited authorized health fee 
revenues $281,520 $ 89,496 $265,716 $124,272 761,004 

Claimed authorized health fee 
revenues {494,512) 

Audit adjustment, FY 2002-03 266,492 

Total $538,244 

Parameters and Guidelines states that health fees authorized by the 
Education Code must be deducted from costs claimed. Education Code 
Section 7635(c) states that health fees are authorized from all students 
except those students who: (1) depend exclusively on prayer for healing; 
(2) are attending a community college under an approved apprenticeship 
training program; or (3) demonstrate financial need. 

Also, Government Code Section 17514 states that "costs mandated by 
the State" means any increased costs which a district is required to incur. 
To the extent community college districts can charge a fee, they are not 

'required to incur a cost. In addition, Government Code Section 17556 
states that the COSM shall not find costs mandated by the State if the 
district has the authority to levy fees to pay for the mandated program or 
increased level of services. 

Recommendation 

We recommend that the district implement procedures to ensure that 
allowable health services program costs are offset by the amount of 
health service fee revenue authorized by the Education Code, and that it 
monitors staff adherence to its procedures. 

Steve Westly • California State Controller 8 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee EliminalionProgram 

Revised 04119106 

District's Response 

The District reported actual student health service revenues as a 
reduction of student health service costs. The Controller instead 
calculated "authorized health fee revenues," that is, the student fees 
collectible based on the highest student health service fee chargeable, 
rather the fee actually charged the student, or the fees actually 
collected. 

"Authorized" Fee Amount 

The Controller alleges that claimants must compute the total student 
health fees collectible based on the highest "authorized" rate. The 
Controller does not provide the factual basis for the calculation of the 
"authorized" rate, nor provide any reference to the "authorizing" 
source, nor the legal right of any state entity to "authorize" student 
health . services rates absent rulemaking or compliance with the 
Administrative Procedure Act by the "authorizing" state agency. 

Education Code Section 76355 

Education Code Section 76355, subdivision (a), states that "The 
governing board of a district maintaining a community college may 
require community college students to pay a fee .... for health 
supervision and services ... " There is no requirement that community 
colleges levy these fees. The permissive nature of the provision is 
further illustrated in subdivisfon (b) which states "If, pursuant to this 
section, a fee is required, the governing board of the district shall 
decide the amount of the fee, if any, that a part-time student is required 
to pay. The governing board may decide whether the fee shall be 
mandatory or optional." (Emphasis supplied in both instances) 

Parameters and Guidelines 

The Controller asserts that the parameters and guidelines require that 
health fees authorized by the Education Code must be deducted from 
the costs claimed. This is a misstatement of the parameters and 
guidelines. The parameters and guidelines, as last amended on May 25, 
1989, state that "Any offsetting savings ... must be deducted from the 
costs claimed ... This shall include the amount of (student fees) as 
authorized by Education Code Section 72246(a)." Therefore, while 

.~-- student fees actually collected are properly used to offset costs, student 
fees that could have been collected, but were not, are not an offset. 

Government Code Section 17 514 

The Controller relies upon Government Code Section 17514 for the 
conclusion that "[t]o the extent community college districts can charge 
a fee, they are not required to incur a cost." Government Code Section 
17514, as added by Chapter 1459, Statutes of 1984, actually states: 

"Costs mandated by the state" means any increased costs which a local 
agency or school district is required to incur. after July I, 1980, as a 
result of any statute enacted on or after January I, 1975, or any 
executive order implementing any statute enacted on or after January I, 
1975, which mandates a new program or higher level of service of an 
existing program within the meaning of Section 6 of Article XIII B of 
the California Constitution. 

Steve Westly• California State Controller 9 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

There is nothing in the language of the statute regarding the authority to 
charge a fee, any nexus of fee revenue to increased cost, nor any 
language which describes the legal effect of fees collected. 

Government Code Section 17556 

The Controller relies upon Government Code Section 17556 for the 
conclusion that "the COSM shall not find costs mandated by the State 
if the s.chool district has the authority to levy. fees to pay for the 
mandated program or increased level of service." Government Code 
Section 17556 as last amended by Chapter 589/89 actually states: 

"The commission shall not find costs mandated by the state, as defined 
in Section 17514, in any claim submitted by a local agency or school 
district, if after a hearing, the commission finds that: ... (d) The local 
agency or school district has the authority to levy service charges, fees, 
or assessments sufficient to pay for the mandated program or increased 
level of service .... " 

The Controller misrepresents the law. Government Code Section 17556 
prohibits the Commission on State Mandates from finding costs subject 
to reimbursement, that is approving a test claim activity for 
reimbursement, where the authority to levy fees in an amount sufficient 
to offset the entire mandated costs. Here, the Commission has already 
approved the test claim and made a finding of a new program or higher 
level of service for which the claimants do not have the ability to levy a 
fee in an amount sufficient to offset the entire mandated costs. 

SCO's Comment 

The finding and recommendation remain unchanged. 

We agree that community college districts rriay choose not to levy a 
health service fee. However, Education Code Section 76355 gives 
districts the authority to levy a health service fee. The authorized fees are 
specified in Education Code Section 76355(c), as identified in the 
finding. Government Code Section 17556 states that the Commission on 
State Mandates (COSM) shall not find costs mandated by the State as 
defined in Government Code Section 17514 if the district has authority to 
levy fees to pay for the mandated program or increased level of service . 

. For this mandated program, the COSM concluded that districts have 
authority to levy a health service fee; thus, the adopted Parameters and 
Guidelines identifies authorized health service fees as offsetting 
reimbursements. Health services costs recoverable through an authorized 
fee are not costs the district is required to incur; therefore, the related 
health services costs are not mandated costs as defined by Government 
Code Section 17514. 

Steve Westly • California State Controller 1 0 
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January 4, 2006 

CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Mr. Jim L. Spano, Chief 
Complia-nce Audits Bureau 
California State Controller 
Division of Audits 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250-5874 

Re: Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984 
Health Fee Elimination 
State Controller's Audit 
Fiscal Years: 2001-02 and 2002~03 

Dear Mr. Spano: 

This letter is the response Df the Santa Monica Community College District to· the letter 
from Jeffrey V. Brownfield, Chief, Divisio.n of Audits, dated December 19, 2005, and 
received by the District on December23, 2005, which enclosed a draft copy of the State 
Controller's Office audit report of our Health Fee Elimination claims for the period of July 
1, 2001 through June 30, 2003. 

Finding 1 - Overstated indirect cost rates 

The Controller asserts that the indirect cost method used by the District was 
inappropriate since it was not a cost study specifically approved by the federal 
government. The parameters and guidelines do not require that indirect costs be 
clai_med inthe manner described by the Controller. The parameters and guidelines for 

· Health Fee Elimination (as iast amended on May 25, 1989) state that "Indirect costs may 
be claimed in the manner described by the Controller in his claiming instructions." The 
parameters and guidelines do not require that indirect costs be claimed in the manner 
described by the Controller in the draft audit report. 

The Controller's claiming instructions state that for claiming indirect costs, college 
districts have the option ofusing a federally approved rate from the Office of 
Management and Budget CircularA-21, .a rate calculated using form FAM-29C, or a 7% 
indirect cost rate. The Controller claiming instructions were never adopted as rules or 
regulations, and therefore have no force of law. The burden is on the Controller to show 
that the indirect cost rate used by the District is excessive or unreasonable, which is the 
only mandated cost audit standard in statute (Government Code Section 17651 (d)(2). If 
the Controller wishes to enforce other audit standards for mandated cost reimbursement. 
the Controller should comply with the Administrative Procedure Act. 

Santa Monica Com1mmity College District • 1900 Pico Blvd. •.Santa Monica, CA 90405-1628 • (310) 434-4200 
Office ofU1e Superintendent and President 

Fax: (310) 434-4386 
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" Costs mandated by the state" means any increased costs which a local agency or 
school district is required to incur after July 1, 1980, as a result of any statute enacted on 
or after January 1, 1975, or any executive order implementing any statute enacted on or 
after January 1, 1975, which mandates a new program or higher level of service of an 
existing program within.the meaning of Section 6 of Article XIII 8 of the California 
Constitution." 

There is nothing in the language of the statute regarding the authority to char.ge a fee, 
any nexus of fee revenue to increased cost, nor any language which describes the legal 
effect of fees collected. 

Government Code Section 17556 

The Controller relies upon Government Code Section 17556 for the conclusion that "the 
COSM shall noHind o:o~ts mandated·by the State.if the school district has the authority 
to levy fees to' pay fodhe-rnactdated.program or !nt:reased·lever ofS:ervice." Governm~nt 
Code Section 17556 as last amended by Chapter 589/89 actually states: 

"The commission shall not find costs mandated by the state, as defined in Section 
17514, in any claim submitted by a local agency or school district, if after a hearing, the 
commission finds that: . . . (d) The local agency or school district has the authority to 
levy service charges, fees, or assessments sufficient to pay for the mandated program 
or increased level of service. . .. " 

The Controller misrepresents the law. GovernmentCode Section 17556 prohibits the 
Commission on State Mandates from finding costs subject to reimbursement, that is 
approving a test claim activity for reimbursement, where the authority to levy fees in an 
amount sufficient to offset the entire mandated costs. Here, the Commission has 
already approved the test claim and made a finding of a new program or higher level of 
service for which the claimants do not have the ability to levy a fee in an amount 
sufficient to offset the ehtire mandated costs. 

The District requests that the audit report be changed to comply with the appropriate 
application of the Government Code concerning audits of mandate claims. 

Sincerely, ~, 
.~. ff~/ ~/··.·pr#~ 
Thomas J. Donner, Interim Superintendent/President 
Santa Monica Community College District 

CC : Keith Peterson 
SixTen and Associates 
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January 4, 2006 

SANTA 
MONICA 
CD~E·.· 

CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Mr. Jim L. Spano, Chief 
Compliance Audits Bureau 
California State Controller 
Division of Audits 
P.O .. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250-5874 

Re: Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984 
Health Fee Elimination 
State Controller's Audit 
Fiscal Years: 2001-02 and 2002-03 

Dear Mr. Spano: 

This letter is the response of the Santa Monica Community College District to the letter 
from Jeffrey V. Brownfield, Chief, Division of Audits, dated December 19, 2005, and 
received by the District on December 23, 2005, which enclosed a draft copy of the Stale 
Controller's Office audit report of our Health Fee Elimination claims for the period of July 
1, 2001 through June 30, 2003. 

Finding 1 - Overstated indirect castrates 

The Controller asserts that the indirect cost method used by the District was 
inappropriate since it was not a cost study specifically approved by the federal 
government. The parameters and guidelines do .not require that indirect costs be 
claimed in the manner described by the Controller. The parameters and guidelines for 
Health Fee Elimination (as last amended on May 25, 1989) state that "Indirect costs may 
be claimed in the manner described by the Controller in his claiming instructions." The 
parameters and guidelines do not require that indirect costs be claimed in the manner 
described by the Controller in the draft audit report. 

The Controller's claiming instructions state that for claiming indirect costs, college 
districts have the option of using a federally approved rate from the Office of 
Management and Budget Circular A-21, a rate calculated using form FAM-29C, or a 7% . 
indirect cost rate. The Controller claiming instructions were never adopted as rules or 
regulations, and therefore have no force of law. The burden is on the ·controller to show 
that the indirect cost rate used by the District is excessive or unreasonable, which is the 
only mandated cost audit standard in statute (Government Code Section 17651 (d)(2), If 
the Controller wishes to enforce other audit standards for mandated cost reimbursement, 
the Controller should comply with the Administrative Procedure Act. 

Santa Monica Community College District • 1900 Pico Blvd. • Santa Monica, CA 90405-1628 • (310) 434-4200 
Office of the Superintendent and President 
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Since the Controller has stated no legal basis to .disallow the indirect cost rate 
calculation method used by the District, and has not shown a factual basis to reject the 
rates as unreasonable or excessive, the adjustments should be withdrawn. 

Finding 2 - Understated authorized health fees revenues claimed 

The District reported actual student health service revenues as a reduction of student 
health service costs. The Controller instead calculated "authorized health fee revenues," 
that is, the student fees collectible based on the highest student health service fee 
chargeable, rather the fee actually charged the student, or the fees actually collected. 

"Authorized" Fee Amount 

The Controller alleges that claimants must compute the total student health fees 
collectible based on the highest "authorized" rate. · The Controller does not provide the 
factual basis for the calculation of the "au.thorized" rate, nor provide any reference to the 
"authorizing" source, nor the legal right of any state entity to "authorize" student health 
services rates absent rulemaking or compliance with the Administrative Procedure Act 
by the "authorizing" state agency. · 

Education Code Section 76355 

Education Code Section 76355, subdivision (a}, states that "The governing board of a 
district maintaining a community college may require community college students to pay 
a fee ... for health supervision and services ... " There is no requirement that 
community colleges levy these fees. The permissive nature of the provision is further 
illustrated in subdivision (b) which states "If, pursuant to this section, a fee is required,· 
the governing board of the district shall decide the amount of the fee, if any, that a part
time student is required to pay. The governing board may decide whether the fee shall 
be mandatory or optional." (Emphasis supplied in both instances) 

Parameters and Guidelines 

The Controller asserts that.the parameters and guidelines require that health fees 
authorized by the Education Code must be deducted from the costs claimed. This is a 
misstatement of the parameters and guidelines. The parameters and guidelines, as last 
amended on May 25, 1989, state that "Any offsetting savings ... must be deducted from 
the costs claimed ... This shall include the amount of (student fees) as authorized by 
Education Code Section 72246(a)." Therefore, while student fees actually collected are 
properly used to offset costs, student fees that could have been collected, but were not, 
are not an offset. 

Government Code Section 17514 

The Controller relies upon Government Code ·Section 17514 for the conclusion that "[t]o 
the extent community college districts can charge a fee, they are not required to incur a 
cost." Government Code Section 17514, as added by Chapter 1459; Statutes of 1984, 
actually states: 
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" Costs mandated by the state" means any increased costs which a local agency or 
school district is required to incur after July 1., 1980, as a result of any statute enacted on 
or after January 1, 1975, or any executive order implementing any statute enacted on or 
after January 1, 1975, which mandates a new program or higher level of service of an 
existing program within the meaning of Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California 
Constitution." 

There is nothing in the language of the statute regarding the authority to charge a fee, 
any nexus .of fee revenue to increased cost; nor any language which describes the legal 
effect of fees collected. 

Government Code Section 17556 

The Controller relies upon Government Code. Section 17556 for the conclusion that "the 
COSM shall not find costs mandated by the State if the school district has the authority 
to levy fees to pay for the mandated program or increased level of service." Government 
Code Section 17556 as last amended by Chapter 589/89 actually states: 

"The commission shall not find costs mandated by the state, as defined in Section 
17514, in any claim submitted by a local agency or school district, if after a hearing, the 
commission finds that: ... (d) The local agency or school district has the authority to 
levy service charges, fees, or assessments sufficient to pay for the mandated program 
or increased level of service. ..." 

The Controller misrepresents the law. Government Code Section 17556 prohibits the 
Commission on State Mandates from finding costs subject to reimbursement, that is. 
approving a test claim activity for reimbursement, where the authority to levy fees in an 
amount sufficient to offset the entire mandated costs. Here, the Commission has 
already approved the test claim and made a finding of a new program or higher level of 
serviGe for which the claimants do not have the ability to levy a fee in an amount 
sufficient to offset the entire mandated costs. 

The District requests that the audit report be changed to comply with the appropriate 
application of the Government Code concerning audits of mandate claims. 

CC : Keith Peterson 
SixTen and Associates 
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'CALiFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

• 
CHAlll.IC,S::_LLnl:l!~..ne_ci~I"!'---

~::;_.---.......... -u~\iiilJ1--n v---i:. 

1102 Q STREET 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814·6511 
(916} 445-8752 
HTT?:l/WWW .cccco.ecu 

March 5, 2001 · 

To; 

From: 

Subject: 

-superintendents/Presidents 
Chief Business ·Officers 
Chief Student Services Officers 
Health Services Program Directors 
Financial Aid Officers -
Admissions and Records Officers 
Extended Opportunity Program Directors 

Thomas J. Nussbaum 
Chancellor · 

Student Health Fee Increase 

Education Code Section 78355 ·provides the governing board of.a community college 
disttict'the- option of increasing the student health services tee by the same percentage 
as the increase in the Implicit Price Oeflatorfor State and Local-Government Purchase 
of Goods and Services. Whenever that calculation produces an increase of one dollar 
above the existing fee, the fee may be increased by $1.00. 

Based on calculations by the Financial, Economic, and Demographic Unit in the 
Department of Finance, the lmplicft- Price' Deflater Index .has now increased enough 
since the last fee increase of March 1997 to support a one dollar increase in the student -

. health fees. Effective with th:e Summer.Session of 2001, districts.may begin charginga 
maximum fee of $12.00 per semester, $9.00 for summer session,· $9.00 for each 
intersession of at least four weeks, or $9.00 for each quarter. 

For part-time students, the governing board shall decide the amount of the fee, if any, 
that the student is required to pay. The governing board may decide whether the fee 
shall be· mandatory or optlonal. 

The governing board operating a health services program must have rules that exempt 
the following students from any health services tee: 

• Students who depend exclusively upon· prayer for healing in accordance with the 
teachings of a bona fide religious sect, denomination, or organization. 
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.... - . ::Llcenm-enaems.r;,..; "'8.S1 •• ~ms 

• Students who are attending a community coUege under an approved ·apprenticeship 
training program. 

• Students who receive Board of Governors· EnroUment Fee Waivers, including 
students who demonstrate financial need in aooordance with the methodology set 
forth in federal. law or regulation for determining the expected family contribution of 
students seeking_iinancialaid and students who demonstrate:eligibility according to 
income standards established by the board .of governors and contained in Section 
58620 of Title 5 of the California Code of Regulations. 

All fees collected pursuant to this section shall be deposited in the Student Health Fee 
Account In the Restricted General Fund of the district. These fees shall be expended 
only to provide heaJ th services as specified in regulations adopted by the board of 
governors. Allowable expenditures include health supervision and services, including 
direct or indirect medical and hospitalization services, or the operation of a student 
health center or centers, or both. Allowable expenditures exclude.athletic-related 
salaries, services, insurance, insurance deductibles, or any other expense that is not 
available to all students. No studentshall be denied a service supported by student 
health fee on account .of participation in athletic programs. 

If you have any questions about this memo or about student health services, please 
contact Mary Gill, Dean, Enrollment Management Unit at 916.323.5951. If you have 
any_ questions ab.out the fee increase or the underrying calculations, please contact 
Patrick Ryan in Fiscal Services Unit at 916.327;6223. 

CC: Patrick J. Lenz 
Ralph Black 
Judith R. James . 
Frederick E ... Harris 

l:\Fisc/FiscUniV01 StudentHealthFees/01 IStuHealthFees.doc 
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State of California School Mandated Cost Manual 
~~ ................................... ~ ....... ~.....-~ ..................... ~~~.....-~.....-~ ....... ~ ....... ~.....---P-~~~~~~:'"'""':""!""---:--

CLAIM FOR PAYMENT 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 

HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

(01) Claimant Identification Number: 
L 819385 

F or State Controller Use only 
(19) Program Number 00029 
(20) Date File _l_J_ 

(21) LRS Input _l_J_ 

A (02) Mailing Address: (22) HFE - 1.0, (04)(b) $ 198,795 

B1--.............. ----=-~ ....... ~ ....... ~ ....... ~ ....... ~.....-.............. ~~~~~ ....... ~ ....... ~~---==~ ..................... ~ .............. -t-~ ....... ~ ....... ~ ..................... ~--1 
E Claimant Name (23) 
L Santa Monica Communi 

County of Location (24) 
H Los An eles 
E Street Address (25) 
R 1900 Pico Blvd. 
E City State Z p Code (26) 

Santa Monica CA 90405-1628 
Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (27) 

(03) Estimated IBJ (09) Reimbursement IBJ (28) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined 0 (29) 

(05) Amended D (11) Amended D (30) 

Fiscal Year of 
Cost 
Total Claimed 
Amount 

(06) 
2002-2003 

(07) 
$ 215,000 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, but notto exceed 
$1000 
Less: Estimate Claim Payment Received 

Net Claimed Amount 

Due from State 

Due to State 

(38) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

(12) (31) 
2001-2002 

(13) (32) 
$ 198,795 
(14) (33) 
$ 
(15) (34) 
$ 31,295 
(16) (35) 
$ 167,500 
(17) (36) 
$ 167,500 
(18) (37) 
$ 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code § 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the local agency to file claims with the State of 
California for costs mandated by Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not violated 
any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of costs claimed herein; and 
such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 
1987. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or actual costs for the 
mandated program of Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, set forth on the attached statements. 

Date 

Type or Print Name Title 

(39) Name of Contact Person or Claim 
858 514-8605 

SixTen and Associates E-Mail Address kbpsixten@aol.com 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 75



Claimant Name 

Santa Monica Community College District 

MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(02) Type of Claim: 
Reimbursement 

Estimated 

x 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 
HFE-1.0 

Fiscal Year 

2001-2002 

(03) List all the colleges of the community college district identified in form HFE-1.1, line {03) 

(a} 
Name of College 

1. Santa Monica College 

2. 

3. 

4:-

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

1 '1. 

'12. 

'13. 

'14. 

'15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

(04) Total Amount Claimed [Line (3.1b) +line (3.2b) +line (3.3b) + ... line (3.21b)] 

Revised 9/97 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

(b) 
Claimed 
Amount 

198,794.65 

198,795 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 76



State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 
FORM 

HFE-1.1 
CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant: (02) Type of Claim: Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement !JS] 
' 

Santa Monica Community College District Estimated D 2001-2002 

(03} Name of College Santa Monica College 

(04) Indicate with a check mark, the level at which health services were provided during the fiscal year of reimbursement In comparison to the 1986/87 fiscal 
year. If the "Less" box Is checked, STOP, do not complete the form. No reimbursement is allowed. 

LESS SAME MORE 

I I I x I CJ 
Direct Cost Indirect Cost of: Total 

32.56% 

(05) Cost of Health Services for the Fiscal year of Claim $ 511,317 $ 166,485 $ 677,802 
~ 

(06) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services which are in excess of the 
level provided in 1986/87 $ - $ - $ -
(07) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services at the 1986/87 level $ 511,317 $ 166,485 $ 677,802 
[Line (05) - line (06)] 

(08} Complete Columns (a) through (g) to provide detail data for health fees 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 

Period for which health fees were 
Unit Cost for 

Full-time 
Unit Cost for 

Part-time 
Student Health 

Number of Number of Full-time Part-time Fees That Could 

collected Full-time Part-time Student per 
Student 

Student per 
Student 

Have Been 
Health Fees Health Fees 

Students Students Educ. Code 
(a) x (c) 

Educ.Code 
(b)x (e) 

Collected 
§ 76355 § 76355 (d) + (f) 

$ - $ - actual 
1. Per fall semester 

$ - $ - actual 
2. Per spring semester 

$ - $ - actual 
3. Per summer session 

$ - $ - $ -
4. Per first quarter 

$ - $ - $ -
5. Per second quarter 

$ - $ - $ -
6. Per third quarter 

(09) Total health fees that have been collected [Line (8.1 g) + (B.2g) + ......... (8.69)) 
$ 479,007 

(1 O) Sub-total [Line (07) - line (09)) 
$ 198,795 

Cost Reduction 
(11) Less: OffsettinQ SavinQs, if applicable $ -
(12) Less: Other Reimbursements, if annlicable $ -
(13) Total Amount Claimed [Line (10)- {line (11) +line (12)}) 

$ 198,795 

Revised 9/97 Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 
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.. ~ .~ ·.~ .. ~:"· 
•. ~·-:: .. 

SANTA MONICA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 9--
CALCULATION OF INDIRECT COST RA TE, rJ / ,..f> 

FISCAL YEAR ·r/iil-· ~ltvi5 
2000-2001 (1,11 

REFERENCE DESCRIPTION 2000-2001 

(CCFS 311) 

l/YSTRUCTIONALACTIVITY 

Instructional Costs 

Instructional -Salaries and Benefits 42,309,603 

Instructional Ooeratin_e: Expenses 781,794 
Instructional Sunnnrt Instructional Salaries and Benefits 661,186 

Auxiliary Operations Instructional Salaries and Benefits 49,970 

TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS 1 43 802553 

Non-Instructional Costs 

Non-Instructional Salaries and Benefits 1,920,542 

Instructional Admin. Salaries and Benefits 3,805,142 

Instructional Admin. Ooeratimz Exoenses v 498,420 

Auxiliary Classes Non-Inst. Salaries and Benefits 2,307,496 

Auxiliaiv Classes Ooeratio_e: Expc:nSes 3,052,226 

TOTAL NON-INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS 2 11.583 826 

TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITY COSTS 3 (1 t 2) 55 386379 

DIRECT SUPPORT ACTIVITY 

-Direct Suoport Costs 

Instructional Support ServicesNon Inst. Salaries and Benefits 3,554,179 

Instructiona Sunnort Services Ooeratinl! Exoeenses 666,017 

Admissions and Records 3,111,760 

Counsellin" and Guidance 7,016,197 

Other Student Services 5,132,448 

TOTAL DIRECT SUPPORT COSTS 4 - 19 480 601 

TOTALJ, •. , · .. • r A rT1v1Ty rns.rs .. 
,j Am nTRRrvT' -~11ppn11'1' r.n.<:T.<: _'i (1 + 41 74 866'980 

Indirect Support Costs 

Ooeration and Maintenance of Plant 7,773,644 

Planning and Policy Makin~ 4,011,766 

General Instructional Suooort Services 12,589,079 

TOTAL INDIRECT SUPPORT COSTS 6 24374489 

IQUL INS.IRUCTIQt:lALACTIW:~ QQ,ST~ Al::i.D DllfE.QT 
.<mppnvT r'fl~Ts ,j Am rnT..t ,_ TNnTRRf"T' -~TTppnPT COSTS 

(_'i +I'll - TOTAi. r>n~rs 99241469 

STTPPODT COS1'S ALT ... - -- ,..;l)A'J'RS 

Indirect Support Costs Allocation Rate= /! " - 'Tntoi Tn;i: •• ~, .<:unnmt< r'n•t< ff;\ I 
l 32.56% I 

Total Instructional Activitv Costs 
, 

and Direct Suooort Costs (5) '-.../ 

Direct Su11Port Costs Allocation Rate= 
Total rn~-· ~ .. ---~ rn••• < 4) 35.17% 

Total Instructional Activity Costs (3) 

Total Suooort Cost Allocation 67.73% 
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MANDATED COSTS 
HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

COMPONENT/ACTtvlTY COST DETAIL 

(01} Claimant 

Santa Monica Community College District 

(03) Place an "X" in column (a} and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health 
Service was provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal year. 

Accident Reports 

Appointments 
College Physician, surgeon 
Dermatology, Family practice 
Internal Medicine 
Outside Physician 
Dental Services 
Outside Labs, (X-ray, etc.,) 
Psychologist, full services 
Cancel/Change Appointments 
Registered f'-Jurss 
Check Appointments 

Assessment, Intervention and Counseling 
Birth Control 
Lab Reports 
Nutrition 
Test Results, office 
Venereal Disease 
Communicable Disease 
Upper Respiratory Infection 
Eyes, Nose and Throat 
EyeNision 
Dermatology/ Allergy 
Gynecology/Pregnancy Service 
Neuralgic 
Orthopedic 
Genito/Uri nary 
Dental 
Gastro-1 ntestinal 
Stress Counseling 
Crisis Intervention 
Child Abuse Reporting and Counseling 
Substance Abuse Identification and Counseling 
Eating Disorders 
Weight Control 
Personal Hygiene 
Burnout 
Other Medical Problems, list 

Examinations, minor illnesses 
Recheck Minor Injury 

Health Talks or Fairs, Information 
Sexually Transmitted Disease 
Drugs 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
Child Abuse 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 
HFE-2.1 

Fiscal Year 

2001-2002 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x
x 
x 
x 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
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.. .Joi Mandated Cost Manual State of California 
~~~~~--~----~~~~~--~~~~~~~--------~~~------------------

Santa Monica Community College District 

MANDATED COSTS 
HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

(03) Place an "X" in column (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health 
Service was provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal year. 

Birth Control/Family Planning 
Stop Smoking 
Library, Videos and Cassettes 

First Aid, Major Emergencies 
First Aid, Minor Emergencies 
First Aid Kits, Filled. 

Immunizations 
Diphtheriarr etanus 
Measles/Rubella 
Influenza 
Information 

Insurance 
On Campus Accident 
Voluntary 
Insurance Inquiry/Claim Administration 

Laboratory Tests Done 
Inquiry/Interpretation 
Pap Smears 

Physical Examinations 
Employees 
Students 
Athletes 

Medications 
Antacids 
Anti diarrheal 
Aspirin, Tylenol, etc., 
Skin Rash Preparations 
Eye Drops 
Ear Drops 
Toothache, oil cloves 
Sting kill 
Midol, Menstrual Cramps 
Other, list---> Ibuprofen 

Parking Cards/Elevator Keys 
Tokens 
Return Card/Key 
Parking Inquiry 
Elevator Passes 
Temporary Handicapped Parking Permits 

FORM 
HFE-2.1 

Fiscal Year 

2001-2002 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
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(01) Claimant 

Santa Monica Community College District 

MANDATED COSTS 
HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

(03) Place an "X" in column (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health 
Service was provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal year. 

Referrals to Outside Agencies 
Private Medical Doctor 
Health Department 
Clinic 
Dental 
Counseling Centers 
Crisis Centers 
Transitional Living Facilities, battered/homeless women 
Family Planning Facilities 
Other Health Agencies 

Tests 
Blood Pressure 
Hearing 
Tuberculosis 

Reading 
Information 

Vision 
Glucometer 
Urinalysis 
Hemoglobin 
EKG 
Strep A Testing 
PG Testing 
Monospot 
Hemacult 
Others, list 

Miscellaneous 
Absence Excuses/PE Waiver 
Allergy Injections 
Bandaids 
Booklets/Pamphlets 
Dressing Change 
Rest 
Suture Removal 
Temperature 
Weigh 
Information 
Report/Form 
Wart Removal 
Others, list...condums for sale 

Committees 
Safety 
Environmental 
Disaster Planning 
Skin Rash Preparations 
E e Dro s 

... 11001 Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 
HFE-2.1 

Fiscal Year 

2001-2002 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

.x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
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~9..~.1~~.~9,.•_l?.'!'.~~-... ~.!~~!..~!.~ .. f!.!!!.:."!~.A-~J'.~ ... ~.~~.Y.!l;:~~-- .. _ .................... J.~.1 .. 1..l~L .......... - ....... _ -~ .... ~.!qt.: .. !? ... _ ....... -..................... - ...... 12.1\l ..... _ ..... ·--....... - .... ~.9~.: .. " .. _____ .... -~J.'-.;!I.! : .. ~.1 ....... ;l.L ... . 
SUB-TOTAL OBJ£.CT 31000 t~,419 l::J,<167.SS .OO .00 1,048.96- D 

006~4900-0032 PERS/CLAS-HEAL TH SERVI CE .o· • 00 • OIO .. 00 .00 0 

~~.::.J~I.~-~.-................... Q~d.~.Q.:r. .. ~g!!L~ ..... _ ........................................................................ _ .... .9 .......... --.·--··--····· .... · _ ...... : ~Q .................................... ~.~.9......... .... . .... . ...... ·. 9.1? ............. . :.f! .. Q ..... JL. ··-

DOB.C•Ull00-0032 0A$Dl/OTH-HEALTH SERVICES 0 tl,8Sf.78 ,OID .00 11.158.78- 0 
006~4&00-0032 P1£0.ICARE;/0TH-H.£ALTH SERVICES 9,331 2,609.74 .OJ[) ,00 6.727.U :72 
Q!!.!.~:~.Q9.:_~.?-?. ... J.'!J.P.1£.~_1!,E~J!L.!!1!H .. :-J!f;~!:-.. HL~.~~Y..! .. ~I~---··------···-······-··-JL .... - ......... _ ........ J..! .. ~.L~.: .. Q~--····-········--- ................. ! . .Q~ ................................... · .. 9.2 ............... _, __ J_,_~.!.!..: . .Q;?..: ...... !? ...... -sua • Tflt AL OBJECT :33000 9,337 iS,387.5'1 .oo .00 16,0SCD.54- 0 

006~4900-~0~~ HIW•DTH ClASS·HE~LTH SERVICES 43,502 38,19~.24 .OO .00 . 4,7G5.76 11 
00644G00•0-032 H/W-OfH CERT-HEALTH SERVICES 0 ~.&2$.56 .oo .oo 3,628.56- o sua:·ra·fA1:-··-.. -............ oaJE'c·r-3·40·00 ........ ·---·-.. ·····-··--···--······ ........ · .............. .fa·~wf·-·· · · -· ............ ;i"z~·'i?i'i'~-•a · .................. -.............. :oa·· .. -· ............... ·· · ··-:· i>O · ................... y~·o:1;(·21i···· .. ·2··· .... .. 

:l064.4t00-1)'032 SUl/OTH CUS-HEA.LTH SERVICE$ 482 310.19 • 01() .00 171.1'!1 36 

.... --........ -·--·-···-···-·-·•-•o.-•• ... o•-·•---·----·----.. ·- ----·-·····--····-··-··-·---·•-N••··--·OOOOooOO•OOO'"'•••-OOOOO-•OO--·······-·••oo.,, _____ ................ .-ooooo-o••o-oo•-•o••-··•HO.•o-• .. _ .. __ ....... ________ 0000000 ·······-OO•••-.o-oooHOOOO-Oo•O•-OOoOOOO•'"--···-·--····-"'-·---·-·····--·-----· 

~#.N'if~~-jiji·N i cli ·cat1HufH 'fv .. ··ccfi.:f£6£ .......................... -............................... - ............... :0'3· .. ·..:·· .. c;t·iNe·R'Ai: ... :F'uNiY~·-Rfi .. r·rn·c:·r"EiB"··· .............. ........ · · ...... · · ........ - - · .... 648 .. · ··-· .. "P'aii:~ol)·:.:·n.z .. ··- · 
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•• _. ..................... --····--···· .. ······ .. ····-························•oo••-oo•••··· .. ··-.. ······-··· .. ·--.. -· .... .:... .• -.......... -............ -._ ....... -........ u. .. - ........ H••o•OOHH .. ••-··········"'-·····-··-· .. ···-··"'···-.. ·····-··-... 1-... --···--.......... - ..................... _ ............ _ ................... - .................... _ ........... ~ .............. - ..... .. 

IO•ftt AS OF 06/89/02 p. B. A. s. AC c.J"Ul'n LI s T IN L. 0. P'. SEOUENC& l"ROCESSIE:D ca 129.IOl? f'AGE 2 
SANTA flllONICA C~~MONllY COLL~SE f''( 01-02 03 - GEru:Rl!L f\J:ND-REST"I t:T£0 

i(Jiff-;Hff'ii"Eif -···-·· ........ ·····-··- ······ ········-··-· -··-·· ...... ····-·· ..................................... _ ................ c'(fR ~'E"iif""""' ........................... ·····- ...................... ____ ...................................... -... -.. ···---.............................. -·· .... -··-·-·· .... ""'p"ciif ...... . 
P'RCS LOC ACCIOUN'T NAME lBUl>!>ET IE><PENO E.NeUMIB PflE-IENC 1.ALANCE LEFT 

----·~------~--~~-------------~-----~~---------~~-----·--------------~-----------·-----------~--~-----~----------·-~--------~--
•-0064"4000-D032' SIJl/OTH CERT-HEALTH SERVICES 0 168.39 .00 .00 J68.39- 0 ····su1r=Yoi':At······-·· ·····-·c;a·:;ic"f·-3s·o·ao·······-·-·-········-·-·--·· .. ·--··-·-··-·· ····------·-·······-··~1·i····· .. ·········-····-·--········ :q·rir~s·ir·-·····-··----··--··· .. ·· -~ .. co·····--···-····---·· ··--·-:acr·--···---····- .. · ·-··--:r:··.;r::r······-·r··· .. •·· 
1-00644000-0032 ~/C·CLASSlflED-HE~LTH SERVICES 4,DGS ~.820.29 .00 . oo 1 . 2 4 4. 7 n 3 t 
•-00644000-003~ W/C-CLAS-HEJ!.LTH SERVICES 0 1,'198.l~ .00 ·-·sua;..Yor.Ac- ·- ·· · · .. oiD'£ifr ···3&-0a!:i······ ·· ···--·--···---··---·-----·-·-············· ......... ·:;c ·a ·1Hr .. ··-- ····· - ............. ~c:ri 1·-. ·,ff--· ... , ..................... · ·~air·······- · ........... - .. d~.Q. __ .. ·····-·· ... 1 ._ 1.~.~.d !?..~. __ q .. .. 

.oo 253.~"4- Q 

'-00644DC0-0032 "IC CERT-HEALTH SEttYIC£$ 410 .CO ,1>0 .00 410.00 HlO 
'"0064"1000-0032 OISTR IRETllilEIHEAl'TH SERVICES O 3.03 .()0 .oo 3,03- O ····501·=·1a:r;;;I .................... osJ"EiC"f .. 3iHHfo···--···--·····-·-···----···-·-·········--······ .. -· ... - ··-·-··-~T·a··-······-···-··-········-·········· .. ···::i·:·c;:t·-··-·-····· .. ·-·-·· .. --··--: .. ao····-- · ···-············-······:oo-··--···-·-··- ·······1fotr::9;-···· s9-······· 

MAJl!IR TOTAL CJBJEC'T :10000 70,i?JS 76;D80.35' .00 .00 5,865.:35- 0 

-006441000-0032 REF£R IBODKSIHEAL TH SERVICES 0 • 00 . on . on . oo l)I 

... § .. '!!::'..l.Q.I!.!b ...................... 9.~.J.f~J.. ... ~ .. ~J2Q1.~ ............. , __ , __ , ........ ,., .... _.,_,._,,_ .............................. 9..-.......................................... '..9..'?..,._, ......... ,_ ... , ... , .. ,._., •• d?.!? ...................................... ,'..9..9. .. ···-····"'" .............. !,'.Q,g ..•...•• .9 ......... . 

-0064JIOOO-OD32 SUBSCRIPTIONS/HEALTH SERVICES 
sua-rotAL ~BJECT "43000 

0 
0 

28.00 
28.00 

. no 
.00 

.co 
• (] 0 

211.0D- QI 
28 .100- 0 

·::·oos·44-,n;i0·:-1:>1fa2··-s·i.iiif sc·irr"P·rTo-.:rsiii't.ii.t.fif "s-Eif vTca· .. ··········-·---·-······-···· .. -· .......... if···-.. ---····--· ..... _ ................ : .. 00--· .................. ----- ···: oo--···-· ··-----·· --······:·cic1··-··-· .. ···-·-·· --··-·-· ···:an· -- ·m .. _ ·· 
-00644000-0032 SUPPLllES/.HE/\LTtt SERVICES 7.,.233 6,757.:t3 .on .00 4175.62 7 
-00644IOOIO-DDS2 S-OFTW~E llCENSE/H£AL.TH SE;RVIC£s 0 Q3,608.00 .00 .00 13,608.05- 0 
-0064'40-00-0032 PC UP G1t.l\i>ES/HEAL iH SElt\l'l CfS ct • 00 , 00 . 00 • 00 QI 

-:.·::a---r~:·;.· · .-·-.. --.. ··.-·-·-· ....... ·· ... =--;:.":T····."':~ · .. :·· .. ··--····-·-··---·-·--·· ............................. ··········:;.··;·:;::;::.--...... -................... .. ... ~-:=-~·-···--· ··-·--·····-··-·-······-·· .. --·---·"·r. .. -·- ··-·-····----- · ...... ~.-6-·--· .. ···--n·~ .. _. .. , .. : . .-::.·· ··':'-.::-_-·-··;;··-· 

11AJUIR TOTAL OllJECT 40000 7,233 20, 3~3. 3<8 .00 .00 n 3 , I 6 0 • 3$ - . 0 

-··-·-ro•O•"l- .. ·--••••• ... oo .. - .......... _ 0o•• ......... ··----· '"-'"' ..... _.. ''""' ooOo-oo -••••.-••- ""'---·--·-••0 .. 00•0•0•--••0 ......... -··-••'' 00 0•-•I•'"•' r"O• .. OOoo--•-H•-0 ..... 00- -·--00•.0oo_,. _,.,_ .. ·---~0-00-· OO•OOOOoO 000•0000-• ... 000H••o•o-OH ·---- -..- ......... -oo• ·---·~ .. ·----- -oooo ,._, _., .... , ..... o•oo•o- o •OO•o ooo O••-•• oO oooo•o •o , .... 0o ooo ..... , 

----------------------~~-----~------·--------~---~~---------~------------~--·-----------------------~-~-------------------·-----

-00644000-0D3Z MllEAG:t/HEALl'H $ERVIC.ES 0 25&.3B .00 .oo Z55.3B- II> 

:.2.~.!~~9.!!~.:-.P .. Q.~? .... ~ .. 9...~!:.; .. ~.~-~-i;.§.r..t!~-e.h.I.!:t .. g.~_Y.!£s.~.---···-·· .. ·········-·· .. ·····-·········1~ .. .?..~.L--··--·---·--··--···-····..:.-'~-~---··-··--········-···--····-!..!?..C?.. ....... - ............................ ~ .. q.2 _____ ............. i •. ~.~.!.:.~9 ..... t9.! ....... . 
SUfil-TOTAL 08JE-CT 52000 4,361 255.38 .OD .Oil 4,10,.'62 94 

-00641f000-D032 11£Ml!ER~HIPS/HEAl.TH: SERVICES 0 75.00 .00 .OO 75.00- Cl 

~:-~:·~·~:::=~-~-~~•H•;•~·~~~!:!~~:-::·~-;·~••••~;~~·~·~~·~••••-•••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••oo•••-••H••~•:•••'"'"""-'""-•••·-•:•-1~~-:~•••"""1!~~•••'•'-~·:~·••••••••••••••••••••••"'•••~•~·:·~-••••""" ••-•••"'"'••!.•~•~•~•::•••"•9.·~••••• • 
~~~:~~!t~~-~-'.~:~-~i'.~~-~~;:~~~~~-'.~-~~~~~~~--- ------~"----- ~~:·~~· '~~-------?.~,_j,-~~--------_j:" __ .ll'. i;:~_ .. ;~:-.!~-
-0064141000-00$.2 R£NTS/l..EASES~HE,f.l..1H SERVIC.ES 0 466.56 .oo .oo 466.56-: Cl 
-006414000•0032R~PAJR/HEALTHSERVl.CES 0 878.15 .00 .OD '78.15- ~ 
-15632000-0032 £0UIPMENT/REPAIR-MATRICIJLATION 0 .00 .oo .00 .OD Ill "su-e-.:·mA.1······-· .. ··-·-··-a:a j£cf-ssooo·-···-····----·------····-···--·-------·····--·-·---··-·--·o. .. ··-···--.. ····-··--·· .. f~·~44·: .. rr--···---··-···--····--:-i»i:r·-.......................... --·:·oo .. ·--:····--····r:··344·~·1·r:·-·····ir-.. --··· 

-00'4~00lft-D032 OTH COHTR SRVCS/HEALTH SERVICES 0 . 00 .00 . 00 .OD 0 
·--·-·---·· -··-··-•oo•000•••-00--00-00oOoo-•••-oOo••••o•Oo-•o•O-ooo•oo•O•O•• .. - .... -o-oo•OO_O ___ , ___ o0 .. 000oo0•oo __ ,.,_ .. _______ 0000oo .... oo00•00000 ... o000 .. 0o~0·0000000._000 ....... ___ 0._0_0 .. 0o0_0_0_0_0•o--------···---·--·--··-Oo0 .. _0 ______ • ________ , _________ 000••00000o0.00o0_0 ______ 0000000-oO••-·--·---·---HO---·--··---·---

··-iriiPiT'i···t;otirc;,···c:·o·mHT.ii~·rrv··· cocc·E"s·E:--· ................. ·-···-·--·-··--·· .. ·--··---··-.. ·········--·-·c;·s-···:····6f'ijfifAC'fiiiiiio=-R'fS1'iH·c-fifiii ........... --.......... ··-·--····-···············--·-··-···············54§ .............. 'P.so~oa::·if;r·· .. ·· 
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o00000_ .. ____ 0 .. 000000HOo00 __ .,.HOOo0000 0000_0 .. -----·--···---··------·-···-·-··-••oooOo ___ oOOHO---··-• .. ot•0•o0•0•1o0o•oOo0-0•o00-0•000o0o•-••••olol• .... o000-·-··-·····-"" 000-00_0_, ................... __ ...... : ...... _ ........................... _. ......... HOoOO o0o0--------·------·-··-········-.. oo000 .. 0o0-000• .. o0 .... -o .. o000o0• .. ··--····· 

-R2 A$ Of 06/IS/02 f'.B.l\.S. 
SAHTA 1'10ftl CA Catr1'1UN1 TY COLLEGE 

ACCOU~T L!ST IH L.O,P. 
FY· Ot-02 

S-EOUENCE PROCESSED 
03 - GEN£Jl!Al. FUND-RESTRICTED 

08/29/02 

jiff ··i'dutfrH::;r-···· · · · · ---- -· ······- · · ---- ····--·-· ---···--·-····c:uiififlfi:.rf--· ··· ............. _. ··-·-···-- ·· ·-·------ ----------- .......... - · · - ·- ·· · · 
f>ROG LOC ACCOUNT NAM.E ·eu1>r. ET £)'PEND .EHCUMB PRE-ENC 

.'!!~!: IP..1.~'!-. ........ ..... ~!;'.-! !"..~.1 .. ~ .. 8.CJ.IP.~-. _ ....................................... ·-····-··-·····-···-·-·· ____ g __________ .. __ ···-·····-·····-·· .... .... = .9 .. !? .... - ......................... -~9~----······· ............... = 9.1?. .......... . 
AJOllt TOTAL 08.J"ECT 501J100 

006HOOO-OD32 E~IJJ PMEHTIHEAL TH SERVICES· 
SUB•TOTAL OBJECT 64000 

4,361 

"7,22~ 
7,224 

38,~79.09 

5,00.~.72 
:i, 008. 72 

.oo 

.DO 
• IOO 

. 00 

.OD 
, CIO 

PACE 3· 

· · ··· ·-· ·· -· ··rcriiY
a111LANcE LEFT 

·-~-~- .. -~- ·-···· 

:HI , 6 I e . 09 -

2,215.28 
2, 215. 218 

!!I 

31 
3l 

oif6~4ooo:: oD"3~r-rt"A!ff/i>~·ifr::trii·s£:tifAI'fti-··s·crE"Ncf·---·:·-······--·--·-··-·······---·-·ei···········-·········-·· ·-··:Ls.fl ·:·r3··-·-··· --··-···-·············-:·ocr········· ······-········· ···-·:·c;o····- •···· ·· ·· ::i~·-5 if r::f3:····· o -···· 
SVB•TOTAL OBJECT 65000 0 3,581.73 .l()O .D-0 3,581.7!3- 0 

~l.9.LH?J .. ~.!. .............. 9.~ } .. ~~!.. .. ~9..9~P .• ............................. ········-·--···· ................. ?....!.g~-~-- ..................... -~-1 •• ;;J!Q: .. ~-~--··········-··--· __ ···---·:-~g . .... . . •...•...•. S!.C1 .......... ·-··. J .•.. 3J1.~ ·'-~.:-........ o .... . 

DCATION TOTALS NUMBER OF ACCOUNTS -46 "125,()5'9 ,o()O ,00 IJS,257.81- 0 

···-··-.. ·-··""""'""' ..... -................. ····--···- ........... - .......... _,, .. --··· _, . ., .. ___ , .... _ ..... _,, __ .... _ .... _ .. ____ ····--· .. .--·---· .. -·····-- ......... .:. .. -...................... _ .. _____ , .... -..................... _.,. .................. -- ............... -... - ····-· ····- .... -.... -···--··:.-................. . 

....... _ ................... -.......... -............................................... -.... -....... -........ -·······-···-·-· .. ··---·-- .................... _ .. ______ ,,, .. -............. _ .... _ ............ -·-··-··--·---····---·-··-··--"·'·-··-····--·--·---·-·--·--·-·--·-·-·-----····--···--····-··----·-····--·····-···-···---··-··--·······-·-

.... .., .. ._,_ ..... , .... ., oo••••••• uo" oo •••• ""'"" '"" •'••••··-· '"'" "'-••'•'""""-••••- ,. .. ,. •• ""'"''•••·•--••• ....... t_..., •• -., ... ,..,,,, • .._ .. , .... ._.•ho•""'"'•--••••••.,., ... ._,_, ........ , ... ._•••••"••'"'''"'"'• ....... , .... , •• •'•••'"''"'~'· ... •••.,.•"• ,, • ., "•'"'"''''"" •••- "~'" ... , .. , ... oo .. '"" "'" o "••" -·••h•••••• ••••• "'••• 00-· ,..,,..._,, "' •• '""'"" "" •• ,.,_ .. , .... i..,.,, "'"•''" '"' 

s:A-tit"A···tioN rcf\····e:1rr;Hurn f w·-;coi.:i E"6E: _____ --····-·· ------···---------·· ······ ······· ················153--· ·..:···c;e-NtifA-c··"Fliift;-:;fes··riifff'ffii-·:···----------·-··· ........ · · ··· · · ··· ............... ····11f5ir - ·· · -- ·-PiiHilfoo ::ifa·-·--
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................... ~ ............................................................. _____ .................................. _.!.i.'€:!. .. <f:.!.'..!.?.'. ................ J1:1...t,l!!7.?l~.--·-··- .. ·--............................. _ ......................................... ~ ................................ _ ......................... __________ , _______ ... . 

om-R• AS OF 06/89/0~ 

- SANTA L"IONlCA CDttllUNR TT COLLEGE 
P.S:A.S. ACCOUN1 LIST IN D.P.L. SE~UENC£ PROCESS~O 08/29/e2 

FY 01-02 03 • GEN~RAL FUNm-~£STRQCTED 
PAGE 5 

~ 
..................................................... -···· -. ··········· -- .. ···-·· .. -·· ···--··· -·· -·· -........................... ······-····· ........................... ······-····-···-··-·-·· --- ................................ - ....................................................................... - ... ·----· .. -·-· .. ·· ··----·- ·- -···-- ···-------..... a. 
CUNT NUf1BER CURRENT PCffl 

PAOG ·· LOC ACCOUNT NA.ME BUOJGET AOJUS1'ME:NTS INCOMr CASH DE.PCJ:sllJ"S BA:LANCE LEFT ff!. 
~:;;~~;~~=~;;;-~;;~~;;;~·;;~~~~;~~~-;~~~;~;--------·--------~------------·--:~~------------:~~------------~~~------------~~~---~ ~ i;-:·94·;;-a.g·oocr:.--o·o·r 9"Tt.i'cotfi/fi"ui er e:··"f£tT-·fiifi:Kcii"w·-···· .. ----· ................................... o ................. _ ......................... :·o·a···--.. -··-···-·-·-· ···-···:·ao··-··-···--------·· -·--··-··:·cro ·- ····--·-··--···-.. ·· -·.ocr-··-ii" ___ _ 
0•13701080-0071 INCDME14A.SIC $Kl\..t.S TRN flE!l n 0 .QO .OO .-00 .00 D 
0·13701110·0071 INCOME/MICRO OFF 2.000 TRNS· 0 .DO ~5,ta1D.OO .-00 2'5,114111.00- D 
?..:.:t~!.~.?..9..Q.9..:.Q.~-~. ~Lh~~A~ ... ~.~YI.~~-~ ~ § ... ! ... E:.Qt'l.r!: .. ~Q~H~.IS.:-.. ~P..!L ............... ?. .... ~9..£ ........ ··-·-· ................ _ ...... ~.P..~ ................ !J..~. ~.!..~--~~~----·· .... . . .... .......... . . :.'.?..~. ..... . ... . .. ·~-·-~!Ji.· .. ~~-~----P. ..... . 
D-906 .. 9900·0021 INCOME/Ft IHS/lNJElitH"L STIJDENT l;T-R 0 .DO 92,4118.QO / .DO 92',·~u.oo- D 
D-0064.2000·0032 S:TUDENl HEAL TH F!:ES O • 00 c~ "" . DO . 00 O 
D-0064-4000•0032 I NCOMEIHEAL TH S£ttifl CES '1215, 059 . DO 47 91 • 00 53, 9111. 91 - o 
~:-~~~~.g~~~-g-H--~~~~~-~~fi~-~-r~~"~k~~~-·---------·--·--· .. ·- .. ··-·-·- --~~-~~-f~Ti--- ............. ---·-····-·--......... ,~~-5-- .... t~si:"i'~··s: 86~~.;-... - ...................... :·ii~ ................ --~~:-~~~-:~·~0 .. -·-~·-·-· 
1•3369.'SOD0-0012 STAlf'F f'ARKlffG F"EE:S 0 ,(}O ,00 .00 .00 ltl 
D·OOOOOODO-OQIOO LOCAL ftEV£NlJE-HOLO l N(; () . 0.0 . 00 • GD • 00 1D 
:>-1364'70DO~Ol)il INCOtiE/JQB PLAC£ME~IT 9,865 .0-0 .oa .oo 9,1865.«DO lOrD :;·:.-r3·s'ii9'oo·:·c;·iafr··-vifiiorf1FP.R"os: .. i N"tatie:-· ·· ·-·-· ......................... --··············-·-···-·····---··o··-· .. ·-·· ......... ___ , __ · · .......... : .. a·o--- ............................. -:·ao .............................. ~-ifo····· .............. ··· ............ :q,·o··· ..... ;a· ...... . 
)•1370HDO·OC>71 INCOttEITELECDMM \/OC TRA.lN 0 .oo 28,066.25 .oo 2B,D6s.i~- 10 
)•3369!5000-01)12 PARKlNG u:n INCOl"l.E US!,864 ,00 238,699.$6 .oo ae,:835.96- ·o 
)-3369SOOO•Otll31 1 NCOM-E/f'SQI orFsU 0 . DO . 00 • 00 . 1110 D 
>=6~ossooo:·oar$T·1··Ncoi'iiUiiiooR"P-AR'K-'PA·irrtifR:stiTP-------·--···--·--···· .................. _ .. ___ o-·--···-···-----··-·-··----··--· .. -~-o·o··-···· ...................... _ ....... _..air---· .. --.····--.. ·····-----··:-oo--.. ---·--· .................... :-c,c;---·--c-·-
>-&'11o'!tooo-oo 19 1 NCOhE/<JTH~R LOCAL GltAti!TS-KCft'if 0 . 00 . 00 . OD .80 0 
)•6470:90D0-0019 INTERNET ROYALT!£S-Kt:ftli 0 .DO .00 .00 .CIO. 0 
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1·666'42000-0029 OIS"TR l'lA·TCff/DISABLEO STUOIENT 0 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 
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State of California School Mandated Cost Manual 
~::;;:.::.....;;...;.....;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ........ ..-"!""'--~--~~"!"'!"'--~--

CLAIM FOR PAYMENT 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 

HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 

For State Controller Use only 
(19) Program Number 00029 
(20) Date File _!_!_ 

(21) LRS Input _!_. I_. 

' ' ' I '! 
' i , ' 

J I l; \i 'I 

I ' ,, ' ' II 
, j '1, I'! l ' 

' ' ' 
I I \ > 

' ,· I 
(01) Claimant Identification Number: Reimbursement Claim Data 

L S19385 
A (02) Mailing Address: (22) HFE - 1.0, (04)(b) $ 165,612 

BL-------------------------......,..,..,,.,.-------1-----------1 
E Claimant Name (23) 
L~S~a~n~ta=·~M~o~n~i~ca::...;:C~o~m~m~u~ni~t:....;;;..;;.;;.=.;;..;;;..;.;;;.;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~--11-:-::::"":':"~~~~~~~+-~~~~~~~~~-1 

County.of Location (24) 
H Los An eles 
E Street Address (25) 
R 1900 Pico Blvd. 
E City State Zip Code (26) 

Santa Monica CA 90405-1628 
Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (27) 

(03) Estimated [Kl (09) Reimbursement IBJ (28) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined D (29) 

(05) Amended D (11) Amended D (30) 

Fiscal Vear of 
Cost 
Total Claimed 
Amount 

(06) 
2003-2004 

(07) 
$ 170,000 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, but not to exceed 
$1000 
Less: Estimate Claim Payment Received 

Net Claimed Amount 

Due from State 

Due to State 

(08) 
$ 170,000 

!i!il!!!!!il!il!l!!llill:l!llilll!llii!il!!lil!!!lili!i 
(38) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

(12) (31) 
2002-2003 

(13) (32) 
$ 165,612 
(14) (33) 
$ 
(15) (34) 
$ 
(16) (35) 
$ 165,612 
(17) (36) 
$ 165,612 
(18) (37) 
$ 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code § 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the local agency to file claims with the State of 
California for costs mandated by Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, and certify under penalty of pe~ury that I have not violated 
any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of costs claimed herein; and 
such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 
1987. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or actual costs for the 
mandated program of Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, set forth on the attached statements . 

. Business Services 

(39) Name of Contact Person or Claim 
Telephone Number ___ _,._8_5_8._5_1_4_-8_6.,..o_s _________ -1 

SixTen and Associates E-Mail Address kbpsixten@aol.com 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 86



School Mandated Cost Manual 

Claimant Name 

Santa Monica Community College District 

MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(02) Type of Claim: 

Reimbursement 

Estimated 

x 

(03) List all the colleges of the community college district identified in form HFE-1.1, line (03) 

(a) 
Name of College 

1. Santa Monica City College 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

(04) Total Amount Claimed [Line (3.1b) +line (3.2b) +line (3.3b) + ... line (3.21b)] 

Revised 9/97 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

FORM 
HFE-1.0 

Fiscal Year 

2002-2003 

(b) 
Claimed 
Amount 

165,612.07 

165,612 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 87



State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

MANDATED COSTS 

HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 
FORM 

HFE-1.1 
CLAIM SUMMARY 

· (01) Claimant: (02) Type of Claim: Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement W 
Santa Monica Community College District Estimated D 2002-2003 

(03) Name of College Santa Monica City College 

(04) Indicate with a check mark, the level at which health services were provided during the fiscal year of reimbursement in comparison to the 1986/87 fiscal 
year. If the 'Less" box Is checked, STOP, do not complete the form. No reimbursement Is allowed. 

LESS SAME MORE 

c=J I x I D 
Direct Cost Indirect Cost of: Total 

33.49% 

(05) Cost of Health Services for the Fiscal year of Claim $ 494,512 $ 165,612 $ 660,124 

(06) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services which are in excess of the 
$ - $ - $ -l~vel provided In 1986/87 

(07) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services at the 1986/87 level $ 494,512 $ 165,612 $ 660,124 [Line (05) - line (06)] 

(08) Complete Columns (a) through (g) to provide detail data for health fees 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 

Period for which health fees were Unit Cost for 
Full-time 

Unit Cost for 
Part-time 

Student Health 
Number of Number of Full-time Part-time Fees That Could 

collected Full-time Part-time Student per 
Student Student per 

Student 
Have Been 

Health Fees Health Fees 
Students Students Educ. Code 

(a) x (c) 
Educ. Code 

(b)x(e) 
Collected 

§ 76355 § 76355 (d)+(f) 

$ - $ -
1. Per fall semester 

$ - $ -
2. Per spring semester 

$ - $ -
3. Per summer session 

$ - $ - $ -
4. Per first ouarter 

$ - $ - $ -
5. Per second quarter 

$ - $ - $ -
6. Per third quarter 

(09) Total health fee that could have been collected [Line (8.1 g) + (8.2g) + ......... (8.6g)] 
$ 494,512 

(10) Sub-total [Line (07) - line (09)] 
$ 165,612 

Cost Reduction 
(11) Less: Offsettinq Savinas, if annlicable $ -
(12) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable $ -
(13) Total Amount Claimed [Line (10) - {line (11) +line (12)}] 

$ 165,612 

Revised 9/97 Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 88



) 

SANTA MONICA C01\1M.UNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 
. . CALCULATION OF INDIRECT COST RATE, 

FISCAL YEAR . 
2001-2002 

REFERENCE DESCRIPTION 
. (CCFS 311) 

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITY 

I.nstructlonal Costs 

Instructional Salaries and Benefits 

Instructional Ooentln.1t Exoenses 
Instructional Sunoort instructional Salaries and Benefits 

Auxiliarv Onerations Instructional Salaries and Benefits 

TOTJl,LINSTRUCTIONAL COSTS 1 

Non-Instructlonal Costs 

Non-Instructional Salaries and llenefits 

Instructional Admln. Salaries and Benefits 

Instructional Admin. Onerating Expenses 

Auxiliarv Classes Non-wL Salaries and llenefits 

TOTAL NON-INSTR'UCTIONAL COSTS 2 

TOTAL lNSTRUCTIONl\.L ACTIVITY COSTS 3 (1 + 2) 

DIRECT SUPPORT ACTIVITY 

Direct Suppo'rt Costs 

Instructional Sucoort ServicesN'on Inst. Salaries and Benefits 

Instructiona Supilort Services Ooerating Expeenses 

Admissions and Records 

Counsellin~ and Guidance 

Other Student Services 

TOTAL DIRECT SUPPORT COSTS 4 

TnTAT 1111.~TRTl('T[nNAT. ACTIVITY COSTS 

AlllDDIR"'"''TSTTPPn11TCn.~TS s (3 + 41 

Indirect Succor! Costs 

Oceration and Maintenance of Plant 

Planning and Policy Making 

General Instructional Sut>cort Services 

TOTAL INDIRECT SUPPORT COSTS 6 

· TOTALINSTRUCTJnN~ r ACTJVJTYr'OSTSANDDTRECT 

SUPPORT rosrs AND TOTALJNn111ECf SUPPORT COSTS 

rs+ 61 = rnrAL rn~Ts 

SUPPORT COST$ ALLOCATION RATES 

Indirect Sucoort Costs Allocation Rate;= 

'l'ntal Tnclirect Suonorts Costs (fi\ 

Total Instru<:tional Activity Costs . 

abd Direct Suooort Costs (5) 

Direct Suouort Costs 'Allocation Ra~e = 
'T'ntal Direct Suooort ""°ts 14\. 

Total Instructional Activity Costs !3) 

Tota.I Support Cost Allocation 

2001-2002 

48 137 488 

637 771 
699,832 

466 220 

49 941311 

1,569,620 

4,398,515 

343,815 

1,979;893 

2,979,852 

il,271695 

61.213,006 

4,094,910 

1,060,473 

3,213,768 

7 876,313 

5,557,855 

21803319 

83 016 325 

8,476,505 

4,295,609 

15,032,300 

27 804 414 

110 -820 739 

l ) 
\ 33.49% 

\ / 

35.62% 

69.11% 

89



{01) . Claimant 

Santa Monica Community College District 

MANDATED COSTS 
HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

{03) Place an "X" in column (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health 
Service was provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal year. 

Accident Reports 

Appointments 
College Physician, surgeon 
Dermatology, Family practice 
Internal Medicine 
Outside Physician 
Dental Services 
Outside Labs, (X-ray, etc.,) 
Psychologist, full services 
Cancel/Change Appointments 
Registered Nurse 
Check Appointments 

Assessment, Intervention and Counseling · 
Birth Control 
Lab Reports 
Nutrition 
Test Results, office 
Venereal Disease 
Communicable Disease 
Upper Respiratory Infection 
Eyes, Nose and Throat 
EyeNision 
Dermatology/ Allergy 
Gynecology/Pregnancy Service 
Neuralgic 
Orthopedic 
Genito/Urinary 
Dental 
Gastro-lntestinal 
Stress Counseling 
Crisis Intervention 
Child Abuse Reporting and Counseling 
Substance Abuse Identification and Counseling 
Eating Disorders 
Weight Control 
Personal Hygiene 
Burnout 
Other Medical Problems, list 

Examinations, minor illnesses 
Recheck Minor Injury 

Health Talks or Fairs, Information 
Sexually Transmitted Disease 
Drugs 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
Child Abuse 

Revised Q/97 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 
HFE-2.1 

Fiscal Year 

2002-2003 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x· 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

,.,.. ... __ ..__ .. _ -t IOA --..Ji .. ..._ ..c n1n~ ,... ___ .. -I." 
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(01) Claimant 

Santa Monica Community College District 

MANDATED COSTS 
HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

(03) Place an "X" in column (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health 
Service was provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal year. 

Birth Control/Family Planning 
Stop Smoking 
Library, Videos and Cassettes 

First Aid, Major Emergencies 
First Aid, Minor Emergencies 
First Atd *its, Fitted 

Immunizations 
Diphtheria/Tetanus 
Measles/Rubella 
Influenza 
Information 

Insurance 
On Campus Accident 
Voluntary 
Insurance Inquiry/Claim Administration 

Laboratory Tests Done 
Inquiry/Interpretation 
Pap Smears 

Physical Examinations 
Employees 
Students 
Athletes 

Medications 
Antacids 
Antidiarrheal 
Aspirin, Tylenol, etc., 
Skin Rash Preparations 
Eye Drops 
Ear Drops 
Toothache, oil cloves 
Sting kill 
Midol, Menstrual Cramps 
Other, list 

Parking Cards/Elevator Keys 
Tokens 
Return Card/Key 
Parking Inquiry 
Elevator Passes 
Temporary Handicapped Parking Permits 

Sc. JI Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 
HFE-2.1 

Fiscal Year 

2002-2003 

(a) (b) 
FY FY 

1986/87 of Claim 

x x 
x x 
x x 

x x 
x x 
x x 

x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

"""'- ___ ... ____ ,. ,,..,., --..J ...... n1n-, n---" _,,. _, 
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State of California S ol Mandated Cost Manual 
------------------------------------------------------------..-------------.. 

(01) Claimant 

Santa Monica Community College District 

MANDATED COSTS 
HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

(03) Place an "X" in column (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health 
Service was provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal year. 

Referrals to Outside Agencies 
Private Medical Doctor 
Health Department 
Clinic 
Dental 
Counseling Centers 
C-risis -Gamers 
Transitional Living Facilities, battered/homeless women 
Family Planning Facilities 
Other Health Agencies 

., Tests 
Blood Pressure 
Hearing 
Tuberculosis 

Reading 
Information 

Vision 
Glucometer 
Urinalysis 
Hemoglobin 
EKG 
Strep A Testing 
PG Testing 
Monospot 
Hemacult 
Others, list 

Miscellaneous 
Absence Excuses/PE Waiver 
Allergy Injections 
Banda ids 
Booklets/Pamphlets 
Dressing Change 
Rest 
Suture Removal 
Temperature 
Weigh 
Information 
Report/Form 
Wart Removal 
Others, list. .. condums for sale 

Committees 
Safety 
Environmental 
Disaster Planning 
Skin Rash Preparations 
E e Dro s 

FORM 
HFE-2.1 

Fiscal Year 

2002-2003 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 

-· ····--·- ... ,,... ----· ...... ""'"".., "'---" _.,.. 
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1-1~,.,, 1;-1 L.of/ 
I •1••••••••• .. •-•00•1••-•••••••-•-·-•••••-••••••• .. ,_.,., .. __ 1•1•••••·---··-.. , ... _, .. ,_,.,_,.,._,,., ... , .. ,.,,.,,_,_,_.,...,._.,, ____ ,.,, .. ,,., ... _ ... __ ,,.,.,, ____ ,,., ____ ,,,., ................ , ..... , .. ,.,, __ ,.,,.,.,.,_,_, _____ , .................... _ ... , ..... , ...... ___ ,1, .. __ ,,., ... , ... , .................... , .. , ....... _ ...... , .. -, .. , ..... , ......... ,,, .. ,.,. ................... ,_, ......................... ,,.,,,,.,.,_, .. ,, ............ , ...... ,.,, ... , 

1

10200·R2 AS OF 06/83/03 P.B. A.S. ACCOUNT LJST -IN L.D. P. SEQUENCE PROCESSED 08/23/03 PAGE 
:11 - SANTA MONICA COH~UNJTY COLLEGE FY 02-03 03 - GENERAL FUND-RESTRICTED 

· iC"c'f>u"N·-r .. -·iofuHsfif'--·-·-·· .. ·-····--·----·--·-.. -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·-·--·-·-----·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·--·-···-·-·-·--·--·-c-ulii"Eiir·-------------···-·-·-·-·--·--·-·-----:--.. -·--··-·· .. ···-·--.. -·-·-·-·-·-·-.. ---·--···-·----·-·-·-----·-·--··-·-·--·--·-----·-·-·-·-·-p-c::-iif·-···-
>BJ PROS LDC ACCOUNT ·NAME BUDGET EXPEND £NCUl1B PRE-ENC BALANCE LEFT 
----------------------------------------------------------------·---------------------·--------------------------------------------
~·~-~Q.:::9.9-~.~.!1J!.Q.9-.:i>~-?. ... f.tL!~.l.~.~h-.. !:_~.~lt'!.~l:-.L.~.~-~b!.t:L..~g~yL_c_~!-. ____ J.9J~ .. _.!1.9. ........ _________ ,J,.9.~!..!.l..@.!..9..9 ........ -................... _______ d~.Q-·--·-·--·-·--··-·----·-·-: .. ~9. ... _, _____ , ____ ~_f_!.~.! .. d?..~.: ....... L __ _ 
!700-0D64"1000-0032·0TH EXTRA DUTY/HEALTH SERVICES 0 ,00 ,00 .00 .00 0 
!800-0064-4000-0032 NON TEACH SABBATJ CAL/HEAL TH SERVI C 0 . , 00 • 00 • 00 , 00 0 

,. SUB-TOTAL OBJECT -12000 105,940 J09 1 778.00 ,00 ,OQ 3,938.00- 0 ... 
rs·so::.·006.~4000·:·00·32····cout:rsi:toliT~riin7svr17HE:-.\I.fli .. sififvTcE:s--·-···--·-·---·-·--··1:.-····-···-·-···---···--·-·-···---·-·~oo-·-··--·-·---·--·--·-·-···-:oo-·--···-·--.. -·-·---·-·-·-·--7·0:0···-·-.... -....... _ .. __________ -:-oo---·-·-o· .. ··-· 
1600-00644000-0032 PHYS & MENTAL/SU"/HEAL TH SERVl CES 0 , 00 • 00 . 00 • 00 0 
1630-0064-4000-0032 PHYS & f'IENTAL/RE6/HEALTH SERVl.CES D • 00 • 00 . 00 • 00 0 
!.~.~.!?.::Q~-~-~.:'-9..Q~::.Q.!?.?..?. ... f.tl.X.!._.~----t1~~JA4.t..!1 .. ~.l::.Y.!..;?.~-~!.!:l~~-~n!._!_~!!Y. .... -.. ·--·-·-··--··-.. ·--~·-·-·-···-····-·-·-··-···-"'~.!.!'1'..?..!.!>.Q. _____ ......... - ... ·-----...... !.Q.~L ... _ .. ______ ,, ____ ,_ ........... : .. ~Q.-·-···-·-·-·-·-·--~-'--~.!..?._!.2.9...:. ____ !! _____ _ 
1670-00644000-0032 PHYS & HENTAL/HRLY/WIN/HEALTH SERV 0 6,784.80 .00 .DO 6,784.80- 0 

"'SUB-TOTAL OBJECl 1'4000 0 tG,i"&~_..$0 .00 .00 l6,761.80- 0 

I " ' ..llJU~ .. .J .. Q.l~J. .... _ ......... _Q.!.!!§g_!,_, ___ tC?..9-9.J?., ________ ,, ... ·---·-·-·-·--"··--·-···--·--··-·-..... _,_J,Q.~.d!.~.!;!.,_.,.,. ... _, ____ ,_, ___ L?.~.1..~.:t?..: .. !.~.----·-·-· .. -·-·····-·-·--··-···-!.!?.!! ............................. -·-·---~--~-P-.. .:. .... ,_ ........ ?.fl .. !...~~-~-: .• ~ .. 1?..: ....... ~ .. ---·-·-·· 

~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

,g.~:~_:.9.9.~.!!.:!.~.!?.9_:_9-.Q.~_g __ .£~-~!U .. ~.~.~!..!t~~-~-!.tL.~§-~V L~§~---·-··-·---·--·--···-·-·--·--·---6-'!.!~~.LL. _______ .:._ ..... ~---~:!.1._~gg_:~~.!L .. --.-··--·-·-·-········---~-~~---·-·--·--·-·--·-···-·---·---: .. 9..~ ....................... ~.d!J .. Ld~.!.:: .. __ J? .... --. 
900-006'44000-0032 DTH CLAS/HEALTH SERVICES 182, 869 · 190, 498, 45._,,,~.~-~:·· . 00 • 00 7, 629, 4'5- 0 

•SUB-TOTAL OBJECT 21000 2'13,080 253,721.33 ,00 .00 10,641.33- 0 

1100-00644000-0032 STUDENT HE(P/HEALTH SERVICES 0 .00 .-00 .00 .00 0 
i·~r3i:r=oos·;r.;·ooo·:-o·o·~r2-··c-i:Eiffc·A"iliiR"i.:v7FiE".Atlir-s.E:R"v1·cE-s·-·-·---.. --·---·-·-.. --·-·-···-·-···o---··-----·-··--···-··-·-···--·-:-oo··-·--···--·-·-· .. ··-·---·--:·oo·-··-·-·-·-·-·-·-· .... -....... -... : .. oir-···-···-······-.. ·-·-·-.. ·-·-·-.. :·ocr-···-·cf··-·-· 
12~0-00644000-0032 CLERICAL ~VERTIME/HEALTH ~ERViCES 0 297.87 .00 .00 297.87· 0 
1940-00644000-0032 DTH Cl.AS/OT-HEALTH SERVICES . 0 7,022.41 ,00 .00 7.022.41- 0 
........ ~--.. ~~-~.:.I!> .I~.!:-...................... Q~.-!.~.~.I_ .. g_~Q.?.-9 .. ___________ ... _ --···-·-···-............................ -.......... -........ --.. 9. ___ .... - ....... _ ....... .7..!..?.1.~.:..?..~.-- .......................... _ ... !..~.Q ................ ·-·-·-·-·- ____ .:._Q 9-.. . ... ___ .... . '!. .• ;t;!.~ .. -.. ~-~:::. ·-. -~ ........ ·-

••• MAJOR TOTAL OBJECT 20000 243,080 261. 0'4'. 6' .oo • 00 17,961.6J- 0 

--·-·--·--·"'·---••OoO-o-•-·-·-·----·-·-•••••'"""'-··-•-••0•o•o0o .. oOoo•0•0•HoO•••••OO•-·-···-·-···-···-·-·-··-·--·-• .. o•o•l•0 .. 0•0-0•o•0-0"'0"0"'o"""001 ... 000_1_0 __ ,_001-1"'0"'0"'1 .... 0 .. 0•0-•00.• .. o---•-••0•o-ooo•o•o-oo•o0°'0"1-l•Oo0-000::000--0•0•-·•••••-----·-·--·-·-·--·-·-···-·-•-0•l•l-••1•0•0•1 .. H•Ool•-••O•o .. 000000 .. 0•H'Oo"''"'0'"'-0"'0000•o-•o•ol•0000 .. o--1"'0"'100-00_0 .. 00000H 

200-00644000-0032 STRS/OTH-HEALTH SERVICES 9,728 5,589.08 .00 .00 4,139.92 43 
300-00644000-0032 STRS/OTH CERT-HEALTH SERVICES 6,455 10,439.62 ,00 .OO 3,984.62- 0 

-·-·-,·;ii. •• ~Y.~.:.IP.I~.~----·--·---···-··-·-Q!.~J~.g.! ... ~J O_Q.~---·-·---···-·---------·-·-·-·-·-·-···--·--·--··-·-.... t!!.~ .. ? .. ~.;? .......................... _J .. §.t .. 9-~!..:_?'.!J __ , _________ , ________ , ____ : .. 9J?.._. ________ ,,, ________ ,, ________ :_~J! ..... _______________ J.~.~L-.. ~.Q __ ...... 1. ... _ ..... . 
!2-.:, 10644000-0032 PERS/CL~S-HEAL TH SERVICES 

• SUB-TOTAL OBJECT 32000 
5,676 

5.676 
5,.282. 92 

5,282.92 
.oo 

.oo 
. 00 

.oo 
393. 08 7 

393.08 7 

1200~006'44ocro·=·o-o32·-·o;;tri:>·i7o'fH':-tiE"i.-i:'i'i:i-·-·,rfirv·i·-cs"E·ir···-······ .. -··-·-···-·-·~-·--···--rn:--220-··-·--·· ........... -·-·-r1·:-1fe·.4·:··73---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-···-··-·-·--:-ocr··-·--·-·-.. --.--.... -···-··-··~oa··-.. ··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·1·:·-535·:·2r···--r2······ .. 
1600-006440QD-0032 l'IEDICARE/OTH-HEAllH SERVJCES 3,194. 2,732.70 .00 · .00 1,161..30 30 
1700-006-4'4000-0032 MEDI CARE/O·TH CERT-HEALTH SERVICES 1, 041 1, 834'. 9"4 , 00 . 00 793. 84- 0 
..... ~ .. ~-~-!:-.I 9.I. ~k.. . ........ !?.~.l..!;~.I ... ~~-2.9-.!L. ...... ____ .... .. .................... ·-·-·--·-··· -·· ..... J.'-i .. .1-~.~-- ....... -.... .. ......... t~-'--~~~.dF. .......... - ...................... ...:.9..•.L. _ ........................... • .. 9..P........... .. ..... 1 •. 9Q.~...:.? ~- .. V> . . .... . 

1200-0064 .. 000-0032 H/W-OTH CLASS-HEALTH SERVICES 40,841 '49,407.83 .00 . 00 
1300-00644000-0032 H/W-OTH CERT-HEALTH SERVICES 3,573 4, ·140. 1.f • ()0 .oo 

• ~\!B-TOTAL O~J~CT. 3'!~01;1 ... ~~·~M ...... 53,548 .... ~~ .oo .oo ... . ..... 

i200-00644000-0032 SUl/OTH CLAS-HEALTH SERVICES '412 308.76 .oo .oo 
i310·0D64"4000-003Z SVl/OTH CERT-HEALTH SERVICES 79 T51.93 .oo .oo 
--···- o•OO OoO 000 00000 Oo 0 •o-OOo ____ 0 00••- o 0 0 0 - --··-·-- O•OH-OO•OOo _____ ,_000000 000 0•0-00 0 -·-··-· 000 ·--·· --·-·-·--··-·--·-·-•loo0---·-··•00 -0-000 • -00o00 .... 0H0 .. 000•-0o .. •oOo ..... --o-oo-0•0•-·•oOOO•OO••O•OOO•O•O•OH--oOo•o•0•0000•00.0•-----··••000HoOooooO•oo•••••••O 000 .. ••••• oo 

8,566.93- 0 
567.18- 0 

9,1.34.0_1- 0 

S03.24 25 
72. 83- 0 

;·r·-=-s"A·ti1-;.,---··i1otn-c;o;··-·c·or;;Fiu-ffff'r-c:orcE"GE ...................... -....... -.. -... -.. ···--·--·-·-.. ·--·-·-·-·-··--··o:r·-=·-s·E-NEiiAI.-F"uNif--R"E:s·rR"rc'ffii---·--·-··-···-···-·-·· .. -·--·-·--·-···-·-·-·-·-·--·--·-·-·--·-·5·so····-·-···-· .. -p9·0·2o·o=·R2-·--
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80200-R2 AS OF 06/83/03 P.B.A.S. ACCOUNT LIST IN L.C.P. SEQUENCE PROCESSED 08/23/03 PAGE 2 
01 - SANTA MONICA COMMUNITY COLLEGE FY 02-03 03 - GENERAL FUND-RESTRICTED 

'Acc'oT.fiiff--riijjiii!°ER __ ,, ................... ,., __ , _____ ,,,_., .............................. _, ___ ,_, ___ ,_, ____ , __ , ______ ,_,, __________ , ____ CURR'E'lif"""'·-··-··--·---·u·•-•·U••-"--"""'"''"'""""'"'"'"'""""--·-···--·-·-·-·--···-·--------··----·-------·--··-······""''"'''''""'-"""'"'"''""'""'''"''""P'c'N'f--··· 
OBJ PRCIG LOC ACCOUNT NAME 8U06ET EXPEND ENCUHB PRE-ENC BALANCE LEFT 

_______ !_!?_Y.~.:.I.QJ.Al:: .. _______ .......... ,Q~.l);:J;.I._-.~-~Q.Q.Q ................... - .. -.............. - ................. - ............... - .. -1!.!. ____ , ______ ,, ___ ............... 1.~_P.__, __ ?.~-----.. ------------------ ...... .: .. Q.9.. _______ ................... : .. Q.9 .......... - ...... -... c ...... _.~.9 .. :.~J ...... ----~ .......... . 

6200-00644000-0032 W/C-CLASSIFIED-HEALTH SERVICES 4,038 3,0!8.BI .00 .00 1,019.19 25 
6300-00644000-0032 W/C-CLAS-HEALTH SERVICES 769 1,484.34 .00 .DO 715.34- 0 

---···-~-.. -~ . ."-.~.:.lQ.!£1.!:. ___ ,,_, __ ,_ ........ g.~-:l.E..i:=.!. ... ~-~.P..2.Q ............. - .................... - .. :~--------·····-·-.. ·------..'.'l.!...!!!.?_._, ___________ ,_,_, __ .. 1.!..~.!:?.!.~.J.! ...................................... : .. !!.!? ....................................... ~.P-Q ............................. ~.Q.:,'!.: .• ~.!? ........... !L ....... .. 

8200-00644000-0032 \UC CERT-HEAL TH SERVICES 0 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 0 
8300-00644000-0032 OISTR RETlRE/HEALT~ SERVICES O .OD .00 .00 .00 0 
·---... !. .... ~Y.~.:-~'!.!J..1.~.!:-...... -............... .Q.~.!.~-~-! .... ~-~.!?-~!! ....... - ............................................. - ........... -.............. -~.-------------- .... -................ .:.~9_ .......... , ................. ,_,_,,,_,: .. Q.2 ......... __ ,,, ...................... : ... ~.Q ........................................ d?.!? .......... 5! .......... . 

••it t'IAJDR TOT·AL OBJEC·T 30000 

2300-00644000-0032 REFER BOOKS/HEALTH SERVICES 
~ SUB-TOTAL OBJECT 42000 

·89,726 

100 
100 

96,074.64 

.00 
,DO 

.00 

.oo 
,OD 

,00 

.DO 
.oo 

6,348.64- 0 

1·00. 00 \00 
100.00 100 

aaoa·:-c;c;·5·440·00-=·0032·-·su1fscR"fP-trn"Ns/·irE"1'I"T'H--s'E·irvTcE'.s· .. -·----.. --.... -..................... ;-a1r········----·-···-----.. -·-------·-.... -.:-«fo··-.. ·'-------.. -----·--.. --------·~oo--·-·-------·--·-.. -----·-·-:1ro··-·--·--···-........... ., .. oo·~ao···Too···· .. -
• SUB-TOTAL OBJECT 43000 100 .00 .00 .OO 100.00 100 

5300-00644000-0032 SU8SCR[PTIONS/HEALTH SERVICES 0 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 
5"500:-c·:::-er.t~o-oo:::-0"0·32-·s·u;:;·P-I.TEs/"tt"fiira··-5'f-if;n·cEs···-·······----·-........ -·--·-·-·-·-.. · .. 1~0·0-o·-····-·---.. --.. -·-·--.... --,:-·1rn=;-;-;--2··-.. ----·-·-·-·--· .. -·-·---·-·-·~oo·-.. -·-----.. ··---·--------~ao··---·----·--·--.. -·2-;·o-si:T2=·-·--.r·-·-· 
5501-00644000-0032 SOFTWARE LICE~SE/HE~LTH SERVICES 3,200 .DO .OD .00 3,200.00 100 
SS03-006~4000-0032 PC UP GRADES/HEALTH SERVICES 0 .00 .OD ,00 .00 0 
.......... ! ... ~.Y..!t:lE..J.~.':o .. _ ................ _~_}£.P .. ! ... ~-~.9..!!.Q ___ , __ , ........................... - ................................. --~-.!?~.!Q~.-·--··-·····--·--·----.. ~-l .. ~-~?.:_t?. ....................................... : .. ~.9 ........................................ :-~~--.................. !.1 ... !.:1.~.! .. !! ...... JJ ______ ,, 

"*"" 11AJDR TD'TAL OBJECT 40000 10,400 ·9,057.12 .00 . 00 1,342.88 ,3 
-·-·-·-·-·----····-···-·-· ... ·-···--·--··-·-.. ·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·--··-·-·-·--·~··--·-·-----.·-·-···--·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·------·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·---··-·-·-·----···--···-·--·-·-·-.. ·--·--·-·-·-·-·--·----·-·--·--·--·-·--·-·-·-·-·--···--·--·-·--··-·--·---·--... ·--·--·--·---·-·--·--·".""--····--""'"·-·-·· 
2-100-00644000-00:l2 MILEAGE/HEAL TH SERV.JCES -400 • 00 . 00 . OD 400. 00 I 00 
2200-00644000-0032 CONFERENCE~HEALTH 'SERVICES 1,500 .00 .bo .00 1,500.00 100 
------·~--~ . .!:!.1!.:-.. I.Q.!Ab ..... ___________ .ft_ll:!_lg__£.L..:~2~.QfL ...... --------------·---------·---·-·--------·---.!.~~9..Q .... _______ .. __ ,_ ............ --------~--~-12 ... -.................................. ,J!.Q ................................ · ....... .!J~.Q.._ .. __________ , .. l., ... ~.!tQ.!..Q.Q ..... !.Q.Q. ...... __ 

3, 00644000-0032 MEMBERSHIPS/HEALTH SERVICES 
- SUB-TOTAL OBJECT 53000 

2.00 
200 

90.-00 
90.00 

.00 
.oo 

.00 
.00 

1 Io. oo 55 
110.00 55 

4T.oo·:·i:i'Ci6.44.iia·o: .. oo·i'2···.--i·IsuR"A"N'Ef71i'Elirr1r··sE"R"ii'fcfs-··--·-·---·-.. ·-·--·-.. --.................. _ ...... 6 .............. _.,_ ............. -............. -:-ao· .. ·--·--·--·-·----.............. :.oo·---.. --.. ·-··-.. --.. -·-----······-~c;-<r·· .. -·-·---·-----.. --·-·-··:-oo·---···-1r··-
• SUB-TOTAL OBJECT 54000 O • 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 0 

6300-00644000-0032 RENTS/LEASES-H~ALTH SERVICES 727 655.23 .00 .OO 71.77 10 s·soo-=·cHi6441>0·c,-:-·cra·32--RE:P'A"fR/'ilEAT'fR-·-·sE"RvTceir---·-·-.. -·-···-·--·--·-·-···---·-···-·-·:;-oo·-----------·--···-·-------r;5·s-:-a·o ............................... _._.-:-_orr·.,.···-·------·--------:·c;·o·-···--···---·---.. -..... 33-:-·20·-----·5···-· 
6500-75632000-0032 EQUIPMENT/REPAIR-MATRICULATION O .00 .00 .00 .00 O 

"SUB-TOTAL OBJECT 56000 l,427 1,322.03 .00 .0.0 104 .. 97 7 

·59·i:io--=Tios44'i.i'C>cr=off:i":r··ar-•r·caN"fif-sfrfifcs7H'E:A"m··-s-£R"vl-c'Es·--.. ---·-.... ------·-·-·--i-oo ___ ... _ .. ______ , ...... - ............... ~o·O'·------------· ............ :o-o···-.... ---·--·--------·---~·oo ................ _ .......... 1·o·o·:a·o·-Tirn·----
.. SUS-TOTAL OBJECT 58000 100 .oo ,00 .00 100.00 100 

··--·-·------·-·----·--·-·----·--··--·-.----·-------·--·--·-·-·----···-·-·-·-····-·-·-·-·-------·--·-·-··---···-··--·-·-·--·--·-··--·-·-·-·-· .. ·-·-·-·--·---·--·-·--·-·-·-·--·--·--·-·---·-----·----·-·-·----·-·---·-·-·-·-----·-----·--··-·-·-·-·----·-·-·-·--···----·---·-·-··-·--·-

·c;-r---= .... s'Ari-i'ii··-r:;a·m·c--;;,--· cfff1.i1UN"TrY ... caL:·CEs·E ................................................ _._ .................... ______ ·a3··-:::· .. irfN"E'R'i\[ .... i:"utiiF''iitsrR·rc:YE"o .............................. ~·-·-----·-···-···--·---·-.. ---.............. s6T""·----.. -.. -P·s·a2·00·.::·R·2·-.. .. 
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··-·---······--·--·---·-·-·---·-·-··-···--------··-·-···--·-·-·-···-·-·--------·---------·--------·-··-----------···----·--··--·-·-·-----·-·----··········-···-·-------··-·-·-·---···--·---·-···-·-··-···--.. -·-----· .... ·-···---·-···--·--· .. -----·-·-·· .. ··-··········-··--If) 
~0200-R2 AS OF 06/83/03 "P.8.A.S. ACCOUNT LIST JN L.O.P. SEQUENCE PROCESSfO ·oe123/03 PAGE 3 ~ 
~I - SANTA HCINICA CQl111UNITY COLLEGE FY 02-03 03 -· GENERAL FUND-RESTRlCTED CL 

__J iic'courrr-N'uifi'i:R"'-·-·--·------·-·-·-·----·-·----·---·---·-·---·-·-------·-·----·--·--·-·----·-·-·-·,5u"Ft'RE'tir-··------.. ·-----.. ·-···----·-·---···--·-··-·····----·-·---·-·-·-·-·-·-·------·-·-·-----·------·---·-·-···---·-····--·-·--··--·-··-·-·--·P-cN"1-· ~ 

~~~----~~~~---=~~--~~~~~~~-~~~~---------------------------~~~:~~--------~=~~~~~---------~~~~~~--------~~~=~~=--------~~=~~~: ___ ::~~ ~ 
~~!.--n.~-!.P..!LJJ?..!Ak_._ .. ______ . .9.~::l.!£1 .... -.~~.9.-~JL ... _. _____ ,_,_, __ , ____________________________ ,!.t..!"2'L ..... ________ , ____ ,_,J_dJ.1_,,,.9_~.--.-··---·-···----·-·-·-·..!-QJ~---·-·---·--·-·------'··9_1?. _______ ,_,,.,_,_?-A...?..!.~.-· .. ~.?---·-~L-. 

H.9..Q.:.9..Q.!.i~J~.9-~_::.q.~~g_ __ g_g_!!.!..f.!1J..~.!L!:!!'.~.b.!..!:L .. ~.!;.B.Y'J .. Q~J?--.-~---··-· .. ----·-·--·-·---!:J~.Q.Q ________ ,_,_, ____________ .,~J!§..: .. !'HL ___________ :..'. __________ ,,_!!!L _____________ ........... .:..9.9. .... -·--·-····--..?...!..?..L~ .. ,_P..'! .... _.!.~ .. 
• SUB·TOTAL OBJECT 6'4000 2,600 3'6.50 .00 .00 2.213.50 85 

S200·0064'4000-0032 LEASE/PURCHASE-HEALTH SCIENCE I.GOO .QO .oo .oo 1,600.DO 100 

......... ~ .... :?..Y..!:.IQ.!.~.~----·-·-··-··-·-·-·Q!!~J;£I.. .. ~-~9._9_~---·----·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·-···---···-··-·-·-·--·-·--·····L .. !.~.Q. ....................... --.... __ ._ .... _, __ ,: .. Q.~----·--·-·-·-·--·-·-·····--·-···9.~-·--·-·--·--·-·-···-·--·-···=·9..~.· ....... --.-·····---·~·-'-~·Q-~-=.9..Q ... J .. ~.~ ..... . 
n·. "TAJOR TOTAL OBJECl 60000 4,200 3U.50 • 00 .oo 3,813.50 91 

·-----------------------------------------------------·------------------~-·---------------------------------------------------

~-~-..... l::!?..£.~.!.!.!!~ ... .!.QI~.!::.§ .... !'!~~~§.!LQE ... ~£g~l!!! .... _____ ,_~~ .. -·---···---···--·····----~t~!-'--~.?..!... __ ,_ .... , .... L .... 1!.1.1 .. ~.U . ..! .. 'Z.~L ....... J .................. __ , __ .~.9.!t ... _ ... --···--·-··-····· .. -·-·...!-.~P---.--·-···-'-·-·~.?...i.~.\!.~ . .:..?J!.:_. __ ,.Q .... .. 

5'1---:-··s'A"N''fh--MONICi\"""c"iiFiHUNTfi'-coiTfs['-·-·-·-···--·--·--···-·-----·-··-·--·-·--·--·-··-·-·---0·3·-·::--c;·E)~·ERA-r··FiJiii'=iifsr'R'J'fiE"iJ"'""-•-····--·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·····-·-·····-·-·--·-··-··-·-···-·-·-·5·52·-·-·-···-·-·p802(fo::-ji;f 
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, ,_ r < • ~ ,. ....... -

··---·"'·-·-----·-·-·-·-·-·---·---·--···--------·-·----···----·-·-··--·--·--·----... --... ---· .. ·---·--~---:. .. --... ·--·-------................ ---·--------·---·-------·-·------···--·--·-·---· ... ·-·-·-.. -·-·--... ·-·--................... ,_,, _______ ,..,._, ______ , __ ..,, ............ , __ ,... ... _, 

B0200-R1 AS QF 06/83/03 P.8.A.S. ACCOUNT LIST IH O.P.L. SEQUENCE PROCESSED 08/Z3/03 PAGE 4 
01 - SANTA MONICA CD"KUNITY COLLEGE FV 02..:03 03 - GENERAL FUND-RESTRICTED 

irccourfr-irut1irfR--·--·-·---·-·-··-···-·-·-··--.. --.--.-----.. ·-·-·-.. ··-·---· _ ...... ·-·-·--·-·-·-.. ·-- .... --............... "cUR'R E:-N"T"····-·-.. ·--.............. -···-·-........... -... ····-·-·-............. ·-··-·--................ -... ·-· .. --.. --···-·-···-·-·-·····-.. ·-.. ---.. -·-·-···-·-·-.... -........ _. ______ F>_cN'f-·-·-· 
OBJ PRQG LDC ACCOUNT NAME BUDGET ADJUSHIENTS I NCOl'IE CASH DEPOSITS 8ALANC£ LEFT 

6900-62689000-007t STATE/DTH FUNDS-ETP. 496,664 .00 · S0,280.00 .00 446,384,00 90 s·9o·ir.:·s47o9500=·001·9-·n•·c:ai1£7s·rA'1'fJcA'c···6'R"AN.f7i<"cR.·w·-····--·--····-·····--···-···--·--·-·-··o--··---·······-·-·-·····--.... __ , __ ,_:_c»o··--···-·-··-··-z9··;··1·49·:55--·--·-·-·--·-·-·-·--····:-D"o--··-·-·--··29·;·T·49:··55::.--···-a······-
690o-s47osso3-0019 lNCOl"IE/KCRW-CAS-02/03 0 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 
6900-97689000-007' OTH STATE REVENUE/UAll 10,000 .oo .oo .oo 10,000,00 100 

---~·-···-··--Q~}:.S~!._J.!!J. .. ~.!:,.~---·-·-~~-~~-g~---Q.f.. __ ~.~-~.!'.!.~~!~ .............. ~.?. __ .. :!.. ............. - ..... !'-1 .. ~.§i! .. • .. ~~--·-·----·-···-··--·---·-···-~-~Q-···----~.!..Q.~1..1..~.~-~-:-!!.!_, _____ ........ -~ .. l?_L.!.~.Q.:_.~l_Q._. ____ ?..'-~-~-~.L.!i-~.1.!.-~.!L .... ?..~ ....... --

8000-D OOOOOOD-OOOO LOCAL REVENUE HOLDING 665,531- .00 .00 .00 665,531.00-100 
8000-007900CJ0-0002 REVENUE RESERVE 0 ." 00 • 00 , 00 . 00 0 
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JOHN CHIANG 
filalif.arnia ~tafo fil.antr.alfor 

December 1 7, 2008 

Paula Higashi, Executive Director 
Commission on State Mandates 
980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Incorrect Reduction Claim 
Health Fee Elimination, 05-4206-I-12 

Keith B. Petersen 
SixTen and Associates 
5252 Balboa Avenue, Suite 807 
San Diego, CA 92117 

Santa Monica Community College District, Claimant 
Education Code Section 76355 
Statutes 1984, Chapter 1, 2nd E.S.; Statutes 1987, Chapter 1118 
Fiscal Years 2001-02 and 2002-03 

Dear Ms. Higashi and Mr. Petersen: 

This letter is in response to the above-entitled Incorrect Reduction Claim. The subject 
claims were reduced primarily because the Claimant claimed excessive indirect costs, 
based upon an invalid ICRP, and understated authorized health service fees. The 
reductions were appropriate and in accordance with law. 

The Controller's Office is empowered to audit claims for mandated costs and to reduce 
those that are "excessive or unreasonable."1 This power has been affirmed in recent 
cases, such as the Incorrect Reductions Claims (IR Cs) for the Graduation Requirements 
mandate.2 If the claimant disputes the adjustments made by the Controller pursuant to 
that power, the burden is upon them to demonstrate that they are entitled to the full 
amount of the claim. This principle likewise has been upheld in the Graduation 
Requirements line of IRCs.3 See also Evidence Code section 500.4 In this case, the audit 

1 See Government Code section 17561, subdivisions (d)(l)(C) and (d)(2), and section 17564. 
2 See for example, the Statement of Decision in the Incorrect Reduction Claim of San Diego Unified School District 
[No. CSM 4435-I-01 and 4435-I-37], adopted September 28, 2000, at page 9. 
3 See for example, the Statement of Decision in the Incorrect Reduction Claim of San Diego Unified School District 
[No. CSM 4435-I-01 and 4435-I-37], adopted September 28, 2000, at page 16. 
4 "Except as otherwise provided by law, a party has the burden of proof as to each fact the existence or nonexistence 
of which is essential to the claim for relief or defense that he is asserting." 

300 Capitol Mall, Suite 1850, Sacramento, CA 95814 + P.O. Box 942850, Sacramento, CA 94250 
Phone: (916) 445-2636 +Fax: (916) 322-1220 

Exhibit B
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December 17, 2008 
Page2 

determined that the claimant was claiming indirect costs based on an unapproved ICRP, 
as required by the Parameters and Guidelines. Therefore, these claimed costs are 
unsupportable and thus, disallowed. 

In its claim, the Claimant utilizes an unapproved indirect cost rate proposal. The 
Parameters and Guidelines provide for the use of an ICRP determined using the OMB 
Circular A-21 method, or the SCO's FAM-29C. Since the Claimant did not have a 
current approved ICRP (via the OMB Circular A-21 method), the auditors utilized the 
FAM-29C and determined that the allowable rate was much less than claimed. The claim 
was thus reduced to reflect the allowable rate. 

In addition, the audit determined that the Claimant understated authorized health services 
fees, confusing collected with authorized. The Parameters and Guidelines provide that 
offsetting savings shall include the amount authorized for student fees. The relevant 
amount is not the amount charged, nor the amount collected, rather, it is the amount 
authorized. This is consistent with mandates law in general, and specific case law on 
point. 5 Therefore, these claimed costs are unsupportable and thus, disallowed. 

Enclosed please find a complete detailed analysis from our Division of Audits, exhibits, 
and supporting documentation with declaration. 

Sincerely, 

~f).~ 
SHAWND. SILVA 
Staff Counsel 

SDS/ac 

Enclosure 

cc: Robert Miyashiro, Education Mandated Cost Network 
Ginny Brummels, Div. of Acctg. & Rptg., State Controller's Office (w/o encl.) 
Jim Spano, Division of Audits, State Controller's Office (w/o encl.) 

5 See Connell v. Santa Margarita Water District (1997) 59 Cal.App.4th 382, 400-03. 
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1 PROOF OF SERVICE 

2 I am employed in the County of Sacramento, State of California. At the time of service, I was at least 18 
years of age, a United States citizen employed in the county where the mailing occurred, and not a party to the 

3 within action. My business address is 300 Capitol Mall, Suite 1850, Sacramento, CA 95814. 

4 On December 17, 2008, I served the foregoing document entitled: 

5 SCO'S RESPONSE TO THE INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIM FOR 
SANTA MONICA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT, CSM 05-4206-1-12 

6 

on all interested parties in this action by placing a true and correct copy thereof enclosed in a sealed envelope, 
7 addressed as follows: 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Paula Higashi (originaV 
Executive Director 
Commission on State Mandates 
980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Keith B. Petersen, President 
SixTen and Associates 
5252 Balboa Avenue, Suite 807 
San Diego, CA 92117 

[X] BYMAIL 

Robert Miyashiro, Consultant 
Education Mandated Cost Network 
c/o School Services of California 
1121 L Street, Suite 1060 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

I placed the envelope for collection and processing for mailing following this business's ordinary practice with 
which I am readily familiar. On the same day correspondence is placed for collection and mailing, it is deposited 
in the ordinary course of business with the United States Postal Service. 

[ ] BY PERSONAL SERVICE 
I caused to be delivered by hand to the above-listed addressees. 

[ ] BY OVERNIGHT MAIL/COURIER 
To expedite the delivery of the above-named document, said document was sent via overnight courier for next day 
delivery to the above-listed party. 

[ ] BY FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
In addition to the manner of service indicated above, a copy was sent by facsimile transmission to the above-listed 
party. 

I declare that I am employed in the office of a member of the bar of this court at whose direction the 
service was made. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of California that the foregoing is true and 
correct. 

Executed on December 17, 2008, at Sacramento, California. 

Amber A. Camarena 

Proof of Service - 1 
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Description 

RESPONSE BY THE STATE CONTROLLER'S OFFICE 
TO THE INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIM BY 

SANTA MONICA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 
Health Fee Elimination Program 
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SCO Response to District's Comments 
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OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
300 Capitol Mall, Suite 1850 

2 Sacramento, CA 94250 

3 
Telephone No.: (916) 445-6854 

4 
BEFORE THE 

5 
COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 

6 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

7 

8 

9 
No.: CSM 05-4206-I-12 

10 INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIM ON: 

11 Health Fee Elimination Program AFFIDAVIT OF BUREAU CHIEF 

12 Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2ru1 Extraordinary 
Session, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987 

13 
SANTA MONICA COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

14 DISTRICT, Claimant 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

I, Jim L. Spano, make the following declarations: 

1) I am an employee of the State Controller's Office (SCO) and am over the age of 18 
years. 

2) I am currently employed as a bureau chief, and have been so since April 21, 2000. 
Before that, I was employed as an audit manager for two years and three months. 

3) I am a California Certified Public Accountant. 

4) I reviewed the work performed by the SCO auditor. 

5) Any attached copies of records are true copies of records, as provided by the Santa 
Monica Community College District or retained at our place of business. 

6) The records include claims for reimbursement, along with any attached supporting 
documentation, explanatory letters, or other documents relating to the above-entitled 
Incorrect Reduction Claim. 

1 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

IO 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

7) A field audit of the claims for fiscal year (FY) 2001-02 and FY 2002-03 commenced on 
July 14, 2005, and ended on September 22, 2005. 

J do declare that the above declarations are made under penalty of perjury and are true and 

coJTect to the best of my know ledge, and that such know ledge is based on personal 

observation, information, or belief. 

Date: October 9, 2007 
OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 

By: 

2 

L. Spano, Chi 
andate Cost Audits Bureau 

Division of Audits 
State Controller's Office 
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STATE CONTROLLER'S OFFICE ANALYSIS AND RESPONSE 
TO THE INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIM BY 

SANTA MONICA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 

SUMMARY 

For Fiscal Year (FY) 2001-02, and FY 2002-03 

Health Fee Elimination Program 
Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 211

t1 Extraordinary Session, 
and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987 

The following is the State Controller's Office's (SCO) response to the Incorrect Reduction Claim 
that the Santa Monica Community College District submitted on June 16, 2006. The SCO 
audited the district's claims for costs of the legislatively mandated Health Fee Elimination 
Program for the period of July 1, 2001, through June 30, 2003. The SCO issued its final rep01t on 
March 17, 2006 (Exhibit D). 

The district submitted reimbursement claims totaling $364,407 as follows. 

• FY 2001-02-$198,795 (Exhibit G) 
• FY 2002-03-$165,612 (Exhibit G) 

The SCO audit disclosed that the entire amount is unallowable. The unallowable costs occmTed 
primarily because the district overstated indirect costs and understated health fees. The State paid 
the district $31,295. The amount paid exceeded allowable costs by $31,295. The following 
table summarizes the audit results. 

Actual Costs Allowable Audit 
Cost Element Claimed per Audit Adjustments 

July 1, 2001, through June 2002 
Health services costs: 

Salaries and benefits $ 443,354 $ 443,354 $ 
Services and supplies 67,963 67,963 
Indirect costs 166,485 95,872 {70,613) 

Total health expenditures 677,802 607,189 (70,613) 
Less authorized health fees (479,007) (750,759) (271,752) 
Adjustment to eliminate negative balance 143,570 143,570 
Total program costs $ 198)95 $ (198)95) 
Less amount paid by State {31,295) I 

Allowable costs claimed in excess of (less than) amount paid $ (311295) 
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Actual Costs Allowable Audit 

Cost Element Claimed per Audit Adjustments 

July 1, 2002, through June 2003 

Health services costs: 
Salaries and benefits $ 483,656 $ 483,656 $ 

Services and supplies 10,856 10,856 

Indirect costs 165,612 89,259 (76,353) 

Total health expenditures 660,124 583,771 (76,353) 

Less authorized health fees (494,512) (761,004) (266,492) 

Adjustment to eliminate negative balance 177,233 177,233 

Total program costs $ 165,612 $ (165,612) 

Less amount paid by State 

Allowable costs claimed in excess of (less than) amount paid $ 

Summary: July 1, 2001, throuf!h June 2003 

Health services costs: 

Salaries and benefits $ 927,010 $ 927,010 $ 

Services and supplies 78,819 78,819 
Indirect costs 332,097 185,131 146,966) 

Total health expenditures 1,337,926 1,190,960 (146,966) 

Less authorized health fees (973,519) (1,511,763) (538,244) 
Adjustment to eliminate negative balance 320,803 320,803 

Total program costs $ 364,407 $ (364,407) 

Less amount paid by State (31,295) I 

Allowable costs claimed in excess of (less than) amount paid $ (31.295) 

1 Payment information is based on amount paid when the final report was issued. 

The district's IRC contests all audit adjustments, totaling $364,407. The district believes that its 
indirect cost rates claimed are appropriate and that it reported the correct amount of health 
service fee revenues. 

I. SCO REBUTTAL TO STATEMENT OF DISPUTE-
CLARIFICATION OF REIMBURSABLE ACTIVITIES, CLAIM CRITERIA, AND 
DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS 

Parameters and Guidelines 

On August 27, 1987, the Commission on State Mandates (CSM) adopted parameters and 
guidelines for Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd Extraordinary Session. The CSM amended the 
parameters and guidelines on May 25, 1989 (Exhibit B), because of Chapter 1118, Statutes 
of 1987. 
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The parameters and guidelines (amended May 25, 1989) state: 

V. REIMBURSABLE COSTS 

A. Scope of Mandate 

Eligible community college districts shall be reimbursed for the costs of providing a 
health services program Only services provided in 1986-87 fiscal year may be 
claimed. 

B. Reimbursable Activities 

For each eligible claimant, the following cost items are reimbursable to the extent 
they were provided by the community college district in fiscal year 1986-87 .... [see 
Exhibit B for a list of reimbursable items.) 

VI. CLAIM PREPARATION 

B. Actual Costs of Claim Year for Providing 1986-87 Fiscal Year Program Level of 
Service 

Claimed costs should be supported by the following information: 

1. Employee Salaries and Benefits 

Identify the employee(s), show the classification of the employee(s) involved, 
describe the mandated functions performed and specify the actual number of 
hours devoted to each function, the productive hourly rate, and the related 
benefits. The average number of hours devoted to each function may be claimed 
if supported by a documented time study. 

2. Services and Supplies 

Only expenditures which can be identified as a direct cost of the mandate can be 
claimed. List cost of materials which have been consumed or expended 
specifically for the purpose of this mandate. 

3. Allowable Overhead Cost 

Indirect costs may be claimed in the manner described by the State Controller in 
his claiming instructions. 

VII. SUPPORTING DATA 

For auditing purposes, all costs claimed must be traceable to source documents 
and/or worksheets that show evidence of the validity of such costs. This would 
include documentation for the fiscal year 1986-87 program to substantiate a 
maintenance of effort. These documents must be kept on file by the agency 
submitting the claim for a period of no less than three years from the date of the 
final payment of the claim pursuant to this mandate, and made available on the 
request of the State Controller or his agent. 

3 
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VIII. OFFSETTING SA VIN GS AND OTHER REIMBURSEMENTS 

Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences as a direct result of this statute must be 
deducted from the costs claimed. In addition, reimbursement for this mandate received 
from any source, e.g., federal, state, etc., shall be identified and deducted from this claim 
This shall include the amount ... authorized by Education Code section 72246 for health 
services [now Education Code section 76355]. 

sea Claiming Instructions and Filing Instructions 

The sea annually issues claiming instructions, which contain filing instructions for 
mandated cost programs. The September 2002 claiming instructions provide instructions for 
indirect cost claims. Section 5B(2) of the instructions (Tab 3) states, "A college has the 
option of using a federally approved rate, utilizing the cost accounting principles from Office 
of Management and Budget Circular A-21, "Cost Principles for Educational Institutions," or 
the Controller's methodology outlined in the following paragraphs [FAM-29C]. .. " The 
instructions are consistent with the Health Fee Elimination Claim Summary Instructions, 
Item (05) (Tab 4). 

The September 2002 indirect cost claiming instructions are believed to be, for the purposes 
and scope of the audit period, substantially similar to the version extant at the time the 
district filed its FY 2001-02 and FY 2002-03 reimbursement claims. 

II. THE DISTRICT OVERSTATED INDffiECT COST RATES 

The district overstated its cost rates, thereby overstating its indirect costs by $146,966 for the 
audit period. The district believes its indirect cost rates are appropriate. 

SCO Analysis: 

The district claimed indirect costs based on indirect cost rate proposals (ICRP) prepared for 
each fiscal year by an outside consultant using OMB Circular A-21 simplified indirect cost 
rate methodology. However, the district did not receive federal approval of its ICRPs. 

The parameters and guidelines allow community college districts to claim indirect costs 
according to the SCO's claiming instructions (Tab 3). The claiming instructions require that 
districts obtain federal approval ofICRPs prepared using OMB Circular A-21 methodology. 
Alternatively, districts may use the SCO's Form FAM-29C to compute indirect cost rates. 
F01m F AM-29C calculates indirect cost rates using total expenditures rep01ted on the 
California Community Colleges Annual Financial and Budget Report, Expenditures by 
Activity (CCFS-311). Fo1m FAM-29C eliminates unallowable expenses and segregates the 
adjusted expenses between those incurred for direct and indirect activities relative to the 
mandated cost program. 

For FY 2001-02 and FY 2002-03, the SCO auditor calculated indirect costs using the 
methodology described in the SCO claiming instructions using Form FAM-29C. The 
alternative methodology did not supp01t the rates that the district claimed. 
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Consistent with this methodology, the SCO auditor calculated the indirect cost rates of 
18.75% for 2001-02 and 18.05% for FY 2002-03. The district claimed the indirect cost rates 
of 32.56% for FY 2001-02 and 33.49% for FY 2002-03. The differences between rates 
claimed and rates computed by the SCO were applied to total direct costs for each 
corresponding year, resulting in overstated claimed costs of $70,613 for FY 2001-2002 and 
$76,353 for FY 2002-03, totaling $146,966. 

District's Response 

The Controller asserts that the District overstated its indirect cost rates and costs in the 
amount of $146,966 for the two fiscal years. This finding is based upon the Controller's 
statement that "the district did not obtain federal approval for its IRCPs. We calculated 
indirect cost rates using the methodology described in the SCO claiming instructions." 
Contrary to the Controller's ministerial preferences, there js no requirement in law that the 
claimant's indirect cost rate must be "federally" approved, and the Commission has never 
specified the federal agencies which have the authority to approve indirect cost rate. 

CCFS-311 

In fact, both the District's method and the Controller's method utilize the same source 
document, the CCFS-311 annual financial and budget report required by the state. The 
difference in the claimed and audited methods is in the determination of which of those cost 
elements are direct costs and which are indirect costs .... 

Regulatory Requirements 

No particular indirect cost rate calculation is required by statute. The parameters and 
guidelines state that "Indirect costs may be claimed in the manner described by the Controller 
in his claiming instructions." The District claimed these indirect costs "in the manner" 
described by the Controller. The correct forms were used and the claimed amounts were 
entered at the correct locations. In the audit report, the Controller asserts that "the specific 
directions for the indirect cost rate calculation in the claiming instructions are an extension of 
the Parameters and Guidelines. It is not clear what the legal significance of the concept of 
"extension'' might be, regardless, the reference to the claiming instructions in the parameters 
and guidelines does not change "may" into a "shall." Since the Controller's claiming 
instructions were never adopted as law, or regulations pursuant to the Administrative 
Procedure Act, the claiming instructions are merely a statement of the ministerial interests of 
the Controller and not law. 

Unreasonable or Excessive 

Government Code section 17561(d)(2) requires the Controller to pay claims, provided that 
the Controller may audit the records of any school district to verify the actual amount of the 
mandated costs, and may reduce any claim that the Controller determines is excessive or 
unreasonable. The Controller is authorized to reduce a claim only if the controller determines 
the claim to be excessive or unreasonable. Here, the District has computed its indirect cost 
rate utilizing cost accounting principles from the Office of Management and Budget Circular 
A-21, and the Controller has disallowed it without a determination of whether the product of 
the District's calculation would, or would not, be excessive, unreasonable, or inconsistent 
with cost accounting principles. 
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Neither state law nor the parameters and guidelines made with the Controller's claiming 
instructions a condition of reimbmsement. The District has followed the parameters and 
guidelines. The burden of proof is on the Controller to prove that the District's calculation is 
mrreasonable, not to recalculate the rate according to its unenforceable ministerial 
preferences. Therefore, the Controller made no determination as to whether the method used 
by the District was lUITeasonable, but, merely substituted its F AM-29C method for the 
method reported by the District. The substitution of the F AM-29C method is an arbitrary 
choice of the Controller, not a "finding" enforceable either by fact or law .... 

SCO's Comment 

The parameters and guidelines, section VI, state, "Indirect costs may be claimed in the 
manner described by the State Controller in his claiming instructions." The district 
misinterprets "may be claimed" by implying that compliance with the claiming instructions is 
voluntary. Instead, "may be claimed" simply permits the district to claim indirect costs. 
However, if the district chooses to claim indirect costs, then the district must comply with the 
SCO's claiming instructions. The district's implication that it claimed costs in the manner 
described by the SCO simply by completing what it interprets to be the correct foims is 
without merit. 

The SCO's claiming instructions (Tab 3) state, "A college has the option of using a federally 
approved rate, utilizing the cost accounting principles from Office of Management and 
Budget Circular A-21, "Cost Principles for Educational Institutions," or the Controller's 
methodology outlined in the following paragraphs [FAM-29C] .... " This instruction is 
consistent with the parameters and guidelines for other community college district mandated 
programs, including the following. 

• Absentee Ballots 
• Collective Bargaining 
• Health Benefits for Survivors of Peace Officers and Firefighters 
• Law Enforcement College Jurisdiction Agreements 
• Mandate Reimbursement Process 
• Open Meetings Act 
• Photographic Record of Evidence 
• Sex Offenders Disclosure by Law Enforcement Officers 
• Sexual Assault Response Procedure 

(Note: These parameters and guidelines provide a third option, a 7% flat rate.) Therefore, the 
SCO did not act arbitrarily by using the FAM-29C methodology to calculate allowable 
indirect cost rates. 

The SCO developed Form FAM-29C to (1) equitably allocate administrative support costs to 
personnel that perform community college district mandated cost activities; and (2) provide a 
consistent indirect cost rate methodology for all community college districts' mandated cost 
program. 
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Form FAM-29C is consistent with OMB Circular A-21 cost accounting principles as they 
apply to mandated cost programs. The circular states that a cost is allocable to a particular 
cost objective in accordance with the relative benefits received. It also describes a simplified 
method for indirect cost rate calculations; many California community college districts 
cmTently use the simplified method. However, the circular states that the simplified method 
should not be used in instances where it produces results that appear inequitable. 

The OMB Circular A-21 simplified indirect cost rate methodology (Tab 5) does not 
equitably allocate administrative support costs for personnel who perform mandated cost 
activities. For example, the circular classifies library costs and a po1tion of depaitment 
administration expenses as indirect costs. However, these costs are instructional-related and 
do not benefit mandated cost activities. 

In addition, neither this district nor any other district requested that the Commission review 
the SCO's claiming instructions pursuant to Title 2, California Code of Regulations (CCR), 
section 1186. Furthermore, the district's deadline has elapsed to request a review of the 
claiming instructions applicable to the audit period. Title 2 CCR section 1186, subdivision 
(j)(2), states, "A request for review filed after the initial claiming deadline must be submitted 
on or before January 15 following a fiscal year in order to establish eligibility for 
reimbursement for that fiscal year." 

The CSM is not responsible for identifying the district's responsible federal agency. OMB 
Circular A-21 states: 

[Cognizant agency responsibHity] is assigned to the Deparhnent of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) or the Deparhnent of Defense's Office of Naval Research (DOD), normally 
depending on which of the two agencies (HHS or DOD) provides more funds to the 
educational institution for the most recent three years ... ill cases where neither HHS nor 
DOD provides Federal funding to an educational institution, the cognizant agency assignment 
shall default to HHS. 

Government Code section 17 5 5 8. 5 requires the district to file a reimbursement claim for 
actual mandate-related costs. Government Code section l 756l(d)(2) allows the SCO to audit 
the district's records to verify actual mandate-related costs and reduce any claim that the 
SCO dete1Tnines is excessive or unreasonable. In addition, Government Code section 12410 
states, "The Controller shall audit all claims against the state, and may audit the disbursement 
of any state money, for correctness, legality, and for sufficient provisions of law for 
payment." Therefore, the district's contention that the SCO "is authorized to reduce a claim 
only if it determines the claim to be excessive or unreasonable" is without merit. 

Nevertheless, the SCO did report that the district's claimed indirect costs were excessive. 
"Excessive" is defined as "exceeding what is usual, proper, necessary, or normal. ... 
Excessive implies an amount or degree too great to be reasonable or acceptable .... "2 The 
district did not obtain federal approvals of its ICRPs for FY 2001-02 and FY 2002-03; 
therefore, the SCO auditor calculated indirect costs using the methodology described in the 
SCO claiming instructions using Form FAM-29C. The alternative methodology indirect cost 
rates did not support the rates that the district claimed; thus, the rates claimed were excessive. 
In conclusion, the indirect costs claimed were not computed in accordance with the SCO 
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claiming instructions as promulgated by the Parameters and Guidelines. Therefore, the 
finding stands. 

2 Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition,© 2001. 

III. THE DISTRICT UNDERSTATED AUTHORIZED HEALTH FEE REVENUES 
CLAIMED 

The district understated authorized health fees by $538,244 for the audit period because it 
reported actual revenues received rather than the health service fees it was authorized to 
collect. The SCO calculated the authorized health fee revenues by multiplying student 
enrollment by term, net of allowable health fee exemption, by the authorized student health 
fee. The district believes that it reported the coITect amount of health service fee revenues. 

SCO Analysis: 

The parameters and guidelines require a district to deduct authorized health services fees 
from costs claimed. Education Code section 76355, subdivisions (a) and (c), authorize health 
fees from all students except those students who: ( 1) depend exclusively on prayer for 
healing; (2) are attending a community college under an approved apprenticeship training 
program; (3) demonstrate financial need. 

Government Code section 17 514 defines "costs mandated by the state" as any increased costs 
that a school district is required to incur. To the extent community college districts can 
charge a fee, they are not required to incur a cost. In addition, Government Code section 
17556 states that CSM shall not find costs mandated by the State if the school district has the 
authority to levy fees to pay for the mandated program or increased level of service. 

District's Response 

The Controller asserts that the "authorized health fee revenues" were understated by 
$538,244 for the two fiscal years. The District reported the actual student health fees 
collected as a reduction of health services costs. The adjustments for the student health 
services revenue are based on two reasons. First, the Controller adjusted the reported number 
of students subject to payment of the health services fee. Then, the Controller calculated the 
student fees collectible based on the highest student health service fee chargeable, rather than 
the fee actually charged the student, resulting in a total adjustment of $538,244 for the two 
fiscal years. 

Education Code Section 76355 

Education Code section 76355, subdivision (a), in relevant part, provides: "The governing 
board of a district maintaining a community college may require community college students 
to pay a fee ... for health supervision and services .... "There is no requirement that 
community colleges levy these fees. The permissive nature of the provision is further 
illustrated in subdivision (b) which states "If, pursuant to this Section, a fee is required, the 
governing board of the district shall decide the am0tmt of the fee, if any, that a part-time 
student is required to pay. The governing board may decide whether the fee shall be 
mandatory or optional. " [Emphasis added by district.] 
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Parameters and Guidelines 

This Controller states that the "Parameters and Guidelines states that health fees authorized 
by the Education Code must be deducted from costs claimed." The parameters and guidelines 
actually state: 

"Any offsetting savings that the claimant experiences as a direct result of this statute must 
be deducted from the costs claimed. In addition, reimbursement for this mandate received 
from any source, e.g., federal, state, etc., shall be identified and deducted from this claim 
This shall include the amount of [student fees] as authorized by Education Code section 
72246(a)3

." 

In order for a district to "experience" these "offsetting savings" the district must actually have 
collected these fees. Student health fees actually collected must be used to offset costs, but 
not student health fees that could have been collected and were not. The use of the term "any 
offsetting savings" further illustrates the permissive nature of the fees. 

Government Code Section 17514 

The Controller relies upon Government Code section 17514 for the conclusion that "To the 
extent community college districts can charge a fee, they are not required to incur a 
cost." ... There is nothing in the language of the statue regarding the authority to charge a 
fee, any nexus of fee revenue to increased cost, nor any language which describes the legal 
effect off ees collected 

Government Code Section 17556 

The Controller relies upon Government Code section 17556 for the conclusion that the "CSM 
shall not find costs mandated by the State if the district has the authority to levy fees to pay for 
the mandated program or increased level of services." ... The Controller misrepresents the law. 
Government Code section 17556 prohibits the Commission on State Mandates from finding costs 
subject to reimbursement, that is, approving a test claim activity for reimbursement, where there 
is authority to levy fees in an amount sufficient to offset the entire mandated costs. Here, the 
Commission has already approved the test claim and made a finding of a new program or higher 
level of service for which the claimants do not have the ability to levy a fee in an amount 
sufficient to offset the entire mandated costs. 

Student Health Service Fee Amount 

The Controller asserts that the district should have collected a student health service fee each 
semester from non-exempt students in the amount of $12 or $9 for FY 2001-02 and FY 2002-
03. Districts receive notice of these fee amounts from the Chancellor of the California 
Community Colleges. An example of one such notice is the letter dated March 5, 2001, 
attached as Exhibit "F." While Education Code section 76355 provides for an increase in the 
student health service fee, it did not grant the Chancellor the authority to establish mandatory 
fee amounts or mandatory fee increases .... Therefore, the Controller camiot rely upon the 
Chancellor's notice to adjust the claim for "collectible" student health services fees. 

Fees Collected vs. Fees Collectible 

This issue is one of student health fees revenue actually received, rather than student health 
fees which might be collected. The Commission determined, as stated in the parameters and 
guidelines, that the student health services fees "experienced" would reduce the amount 
subject to reimbursement. Student fees not collected are student fees not "experienced" and 
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as such should not reduce reimbursement. Further, the amount "collectible" will never equal 
actual revenues collected due to changes in a student's BOGG eligibility, bad debt accounts, 
and refunds. 

Because districts are not required to collect a fee from students for student health services, 
and if such a fee is collected, the amount is to be determined by the District and not the 
Controller, the Controller's adjustment is without legal basis. What claimants are required by 
the parameters and guidelines to do is to reduce the amount of their claimed costs by the 
amount of student health services fee revenue actually received, which the District has done 
for this incorrect reduction claim Therefore, student health fees are merely collectible, they 
are not mandatory, and it is inappropriate to reduce claim amounts by revenues not 
received .... 

Emollment and Exempted Student Statistics 

The audit report states that the Controller adjusted the reported total student emollment based 
the "the enrollment census' data run" and the reported number of exempt students based on 
the "list of 'BOGG used' data run." The Controller has not provided any factual basis why 
these different and later data sources, subject to review and revision after the fact for several 
years, are preferable to the data reported by the District which was available at the time the 
claims were prepared .... 

3 Former Education Code section 72246 was repealed by Chapter 8, Statutes of 1993, Section 29, and was 
replaced by Education Code section 76355. 

SCO's Comment 

We agree that community college districts may choose not to levy a health service fee. 
However, Education Code section 76355, subdivision (a), provides districts the authority to 
levy a health service fee. The parameters and guidelines state that health fees authorized by 
the Education Code must be deducted from costs claimed. Education Code section 76355, 
subdivision (a), states that a governing board of a community college district may require 
students to pay a health supervision and service fee. Education Code section 76355, 
subdivision (c), exempts collection of health fees from those students who: (1) depend 
exclusively on prayer for healing; (2) are attending a community college under an approved 
apprenticeship training program; (3) demonstrate financial need. 

We also agree that the California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office (CCCCO) does 
not have the authority to establish mandatory fee amounts or mandatory fee increases. The 
CCCCO merely notifies districts of changes to the authorized fee amount, pursuant to 
Education Code section 76355, subdivision (a). 

Effective beginning the summer of 1987, authorized health service fees, pursuant to 
Education Code section 76355, were $8 per student for summer and $11 per student for the 
fall and spring semesters. Effective beginning the summer 2001 session, Education Code 
section 76355(a) authorized a $1 increase to health service fees, resulting in authorized health 
service fees of $9 per student for summer semester and $12 per student for the fall and spring 
semesters (Tab 8). 

Regardless of the district's decision to levy or not levy a health service fee, the district does 
have the authority to levy the fees. In addition, contrary to the district's response, the SCO 
made no distinction between full-time or part-time students regarding the authorized health 
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service fee. Districts are authorized to levy the full fee amount to both pait-time and full time 
students. Government Code section 17 514 states that "costs mandated by the state" means 
any increased costs that a school district is required to incur. Furthermore, Government Code 
section 17556, subdivision ( d), states that the CSM shall not find costs mandated by the State 
if the school district has the authority to levy fees to pay for the mandated program or 
increased level of service. For the Health Fee Elimination mandated program, the CSM 
clearly recognized the availability of another funding source by including the fees as 
offsetting savings in the parameters and guidelines, section VIII (amended May 25, 1989). 
To the extent districts have authority to charge a fee, they are not required to incur a cost. 

The district misrepresents the CSM's determination regarding authorized health service fees. 
The CSM's staff analysis of May 25, 1989, regarding the proposed parameters and guidelines 
amendments (Tab 6), states: 

Staff amended Item "VIII. Offsetting Savings and Other Reimbursements" to reflect the 
reinstatement of [the] fee authority. 

In response to that amendment, the [Department of Finance (DOF)] has proposed the addition 
of the following language to Item VIII. to clarify the impact of the fee authority on claimants' 
reimbursable costs: 

"If a claimant does not levy the fee authorized by Education Code section 72246(a), 
it shall deduct an amount equal to what it would have received had the fee been 
levied." 

Staff concurs with the DOF proposed language which does not substantively change the 
scope ofltem VIII. 

Thus, it is clear that the CSM's intent was that claimants deduct authorized health service 
fees from mandate-reimbursable costs claimed. Furthermore, the staff analysis included an 
attached letter from the CCCCO, dated April 3, 1989. In that letter, the CCCCO concmTed 
with the DOF and the CSM regarding authorized health service fees. 

Since the CSM's staff concluded that DOF's proposed language did not substantively change 
the scope of staffs proposed language, CSM staff did not further revise the proposed 
parameters and guidelines. The CSM's meeting minutes of May 25, 1989 (Tab 7) show that 
the CSM adopted the proposed parameters and guidelines on consent, with no additional 
discussion. Therefore, there was no change to the CSM's interpretation regarding authorized 
health service fees. 

Two court cases addressed the issue of fee authority. 4 Both cases concluded that "costs" as 
used in the constitutional provision, exclude "expenses that are recoverable from sources 
other than taxes." In both cases, the source other than taxes was fee authority. 

The district also states, "the amount 'collectible' will never equal actual revenues collected 
due to changes in a student's BOGG eligibility, bad debt accounts, and refunds." The district 
is responsible for providing accurate enrollment and BOGG grant data, including any 
changes that result from BOGG grant eligibility or students who disenroll. Consistent with 
OMB Circular A-21, Section J, the district is responsible for any bad debt accounts. 
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The SCO calculated authmized health fee revenues from records provided by Chris 
Bonvenuto, Santa Monica Community College District's Accounting Manager (Tab 9). The 
SCO multiplied student enrollment by term, net of 8llowable health fee exemption, by the 
authorized student health fee. The SCO obtained student enrollment information from the 
"enrollment census" data run 8nd student waiver information from the list of BOGG used" 
data run. The SCO was not provided 811Y other records in suppmt of authorized health fee 
revenues. 

4 County of Fresno v. Co!{/ornio (199 l) 53 Cal. 3d 482; Co1111el/ v. Santo Margarita (1997) 59 Cal. J\pp. 4111 382. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The State Controller's Office audited the Santa Monica Community College District's claims 
for costs of the legislatively mandated Health Fee Elimination Program (Chapter 1, Statutes 
of 1984, 2°d Extraordinary Session, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987) for the period of 
July 1, 2001, through June 30, 2003. The district claimed $364,407 for the mandated 
program. Our audit disclosed that the entire claimed costs are unallowable. The unallowable 
costs occutTed primarily because the district overstated indirect costs and understated health 
fees. 

In conclusion, the Commission on State Mandates should find that: ( 1) the SCO coITectly 
reduced the district's FY 2001-02 claim by $198,795; and (2) the SCO con-ectly reduced the 
district's FY 2002-03 claim by $165,612. 

V. CERTIFICATION 

I hereby ce1tify by my signature below that the statements made in this document are true 
and correct of my own knowledge, or, as to all other matters, I believe them to be true and 
correct based upon information and belief. 

Executed on October 9, 2007, at Sacramento, California, by: 

L. Spano, Chie 
andated Cost Audits Bureau 

Division of Audits 
State Controller's Office 
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State of California School Mandated Cost Manual. 

. B. Indirect Cost 

·Indirect cciits are: (a) Incurred for a' common or; joint p~rpose benefiting mi;>re th.an one cost 
objective, and. {b) not readily assignable to the cost objectives spedfically benefited·, without 
effort disproportionate to the resµlts achieved, .Indirect costs can originate in the department 
perfonning. the mandate or in depaitme.nts that .supply the department peifc:irming the mandate · 
with goods; serviees and facilities; As noted previously, in order for a cos(to be allo~able, it· -

. must be allocable to a particular cost objective~ With respect to· indirect costs, this requires that · 
. the cost be distributed to benefiting cost objectives. on bases, which produee ·an equitable result 

in relation to. the b~refits derived by tlie 111a.nqate: . ; 

f1). lridirect Costs for Schools _ .. 

-School di~tricts a~d county superintendentsof schools ~ay clai~ inc:!irect costs incurred for . 
mandated_ costs.: .For. fiscal,· years· prior to 1986-81, ,school districts 'and county 
superinte17dertts of sc_hools may use ~he Department of Education -Form No~. J41 A or J. 
73A; respectively, applicable to the fiscal year of the claim. The rate,, however, must not be 
applied to items of direct costs claiine_d in complying with the mandate ihhose same costs 
are included _in cost centers identified as General Support (1.e.; EDP Ccides 0400, 405: 41 O 
.in Column 3). For the HmB-87 and .. subsequent fiscal years, school districts an~ county 
superintendents of schools 111ay use ttie Annual Program Cost Data Report, Dep~rtment of 
Edueation Form Nos. J-380 or J-580; respectively, apP.licable to. the fiscal year or the claim. 

- . . 

Th.e· amount ~f indirect costs the claimant' iS' eligible to Claim is i:;omputed by multiplying the 
rate by direct costs. When applying the rate, multiply the rate by direct costs not included in 

. total support services EDP No. 422 of the J-380 or J-580. If there are· any exceptions lo this 
general rule for applying tile indirect cost rate, they will be found in the individual· mandate 
instructions. · 

(2)_ Indirect Cost Rate for Community Colleges 

. '. 

/. 

_ A college· has the option of u_sing a federally approved rate, utilizing the cost accounting 
principles from Office of Management ·and Budget Circular ·A-21 "Cost Pri.ncip/es for 
Educ:ational -Institutions," .or· the Controller's. methodology ·outlined _in· _the following. 

· - paragraphs: If the federal rate is used! it must be from the same fiscal year ir:i which-the 
costs were incurred. - ' - · 

_The Controller. allows the following methodology for- use by communily colleges in 
computing an indirect cost rate for ~tate mandates. The oqjective of this computation i;;to 
detennine an equitable rate for use in. allocating adminlstra~ve support to personnel that 

. performed · the mandated co~t · activities cl~imed by the C()mmunity college. This 
·methodology assumes that administrative services are provided to· all activities of tile 
institution in relation to the direct costs .incurred in. the performance· of those activities. Form ' 

-_ FAM~29C has been developed to' assist the. .community college in- computing an indirect 
cost rate for state mandates. Co111pletion of this form consists o~ three main steps: 

• The elimination of unallowable costs from the· expenses reported on the financial 
statements. ·- - · · · ' 

• The segregation of th~ adjusted expenses between those incurred for direct . and 
· indirect activities. 

•· The development of a ra_tio between the total indirect expenses and total direct 
. expenses_ incurred t;>y the community· college . 
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State of California School-Mandated Cost Manual 

The computation is based on total expenditures as reported in "California Community _ 
Colleges Annual Financial and Budget Report, Expenditures by Activity (CCFS..311)."- · 
Expenditures classified by activity are segregated by-the function they serve.· Each function 
may. include expenses for salarie5, .fringe benefits, supplies, and· capital . outlay. -OMB · 
Circular-A-21 requires e:xpenditur:es for capital outlays to be.excluded from the indirect cost · 
rare computation. · - - ·. · 

Generally, a direct cost is--one incurred specifically to.ran~ activity, wiii1e· in~irect costs are _ 
of a more general n:;itur-e ahd are incurred_ for the benefit of several aetivities~ f\s previously. 
noted; the objective of this -computation is lo equitably allocate adrninistraiive support-costs 

:_to personnel thgt perform mandated cost activities Claimed' by-the college; For the purpose 
-of this computation we . have: defined indirect costs to be those costs which provide 
. administra'tive. support to_ personnel who perform mandated. cost activities. We have defined 

Revlsed-9/02 

direct· costs to be those_ indirect costs that do not provide administrative support .fo 
personnel who perforfl! mandated cost activities and those costs that are directly related to 
'instructional activities of the college. Accounts that should be classified as indirect costs· 
are: Planning and Policy-Making, Fiscal Operations; General Administrative ,Services, and 
Logistical Ser\.ices. If any -·~sts included (n these accoun~s are claimed as-a mandated 
cos~ i.e., salaries of employee- performing mandated cost activities, . the_ cost should be 
reclassified as a direct cost _Accounts in the following groups' of accounts· shciuld be 
classified as direct costs: Instruction, ,Instructional Administration, -Instructional Support 
Services, Admissions and Records, Counseling· and Guidance, Other Student· Services 
Operatio_n ahd Maintenance of Plant, Community Relations, Staff Services, Non: 
instructional Staff-Retir~es' -Benefits and Retirement Incentives, Community Services, 
Ancillary Services and Auxiliar}t. Operations. -A college may classify a portion of \he 
expenses reported in the account Operation and Maintenance of Plant as in!ilirect: The 
claimant has t~e option of using a 7% or a higher expense percentage is allowable it the 
college can support its allocation basil~. · -

The rate, derived by determining -the ratio of total in-direct expenses and total direct 
expenses when applied to the direct costs claimed, wil! result in an equitable distribution of 
the college's mandate rel~ted indirect costs. An example qt A.he methodology used to 
compute an indi~ct cost raie•is presented _inTable ~- . 
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·. State of Californi_a .Schqol -Mandated Cost M~nual 

· Table 4 · _ Indirect Cost Rate for Community Cof.leges . . - . 

-. . ··MANDATED. C9ST · . . FORM 
IND.IRECTCOST RATE FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES · FAM-29C 

(01) Claimant {02) Peribd of Claim 

(03) Expenditures by Act[vity (04) Allowable Costs .. 

, -Activity EDP Total · · Adjusimenis_ Total·· Indirect Direct· 

Subtotal Instruction 599 $19,590,357 $1,339,059 $16,251,298 . $0 . $18,251.WS 

lnstructionai Adminisiration . 6000. . ' 
. . 

-
.._ Acade!mic Administration , 301 · 2,941,386 . 105,348 2;~36,038 0 2;636,038 

Cou'rse CurricUlum & Deveiop. 302 ·· . 21,59~ .. o 21,595 0- 21;595 

Instructional Support Setvice 6100 

Learning Center 311 22,737 863 '21,874 0 21,874 

_Ubra'ry 312 SHl,220 2,5.91 515,629 0 ·. 515,629 

Media 313 522,530 115,710 ·406,820 ,.0 :· 406,820 

Museums· and Galleries 314 0 (} 0 0 0 

Admissions and Records 6200. 584,939 12,952 571,98? 0 571,987 

Counseling· and Guidance 6300 1,679,596 54;il01 1,625,195 ·o 1,625,195 

Other Student Services 6400 

Financial Aid Administration . 321 391,459 . 20,724 370,735 0 370,735 

Health Services 322 .. 0 0 0 0 0 

Job Placement Services 323 . 83,663 0 83,663 : 0 63,663 

Student Personnel Admin. 324 289,926 12,953 276,973 
., 

0 276,973 

Veterans Services 325 . 25,427 . Q. 25.427 0 25,427 
. . 

Other Student Services 329 0 0 0 0 Q· 
Operation & Maintenance . '6500 

Building Maintenance 331 1,079,260 44,039 1,035,221 0 1,035;221 

Custodial ServiC:es 332 1,227,668 33,677 1,193,991 0 Us3,991 ! 

Grounds Maintenance 
' 

333. 596,257 . 70,807 525,450 Q 525,450 

Utilities · 334 1,236,305 _o 1,236,305 0 1,236,305 
! 

Other 339 3,454 3,454 
. 

0 0 
·I 

0 

Planning a11d Policy Making 6600 587,817 22,451 565,366 565,~6 0 

General Inst.: Support Seniices 6700 

Community Relations -341 0 0 0 0 .o 
-· 

342 553;184 (a) 64,151 Fiseal Operati_ons : 634,605 . - . 17,270 . 617!335 
-

. \ 

' 
Subtotal $32,037,201 $1 ~856,2~9 $30,:180,902 $1,118,550 $29,062,352 

Revised 9102 · _ flling.a Claim, Pag~ 9 
·.i 
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Table 4 Indirect Cost Rate for Community Coileges (conlin~ed) 
. . . . . - ' 

MANDATED COST ' - , FORM 
-- INDIRECT COST RATE FOR COMMIJNITY COLLEGES 

. -
. FAMM29C -

-· 

(01) Claii;nant , (02) Period of Claim 

(03) Expenditures by Activity 
. 

(04) Allowable Costs 

- . 
.Activity . EDP· Total, ·Mjustments Total Indirect Direct 

General fost Sup. Serv, (cont.) '6700 ' 
Administrative Services - 343 $_1.,244,248 $219,331 $1,024,917 ·$933,494 (a) $91.423 . - ,. 
Logistica_I Services · . 344 1,650;889 126,935 1,523,954 : 1,523,954 :0 

· Slaff Ser\.ices . 345 0 0 - 0 0 ' 0 -· 
Noninstr. Staff Benefit & lncent. 346 10,937· 0 10,937 0 ·10,937 

Community Ser\rices 6800 

Community Recreation 351 703,858 20,509 683,349 0 ' 683;349 

Community Service Classes 352 423,188 24,826 398,362 ·O 398,362 

Community Use of Facilities 353 . 89,877 10,096 . 79,781 0 79,781 

.{\ncillar;y Services 6900 

Bookstores 361 0 0 0 0 0 

Child Development Center 362 - 89,051 - 1,206 87,845 0 87,84_5 

- Farm Operations . 363 0 .. 0 0 -o 0 

Food·Services 364 '. 0 0 0- 0 0 

Parking 365 420,274 6,857 413,417 0 41M17 

Student Activities - 3663 0 0 0 ' 0 0 

Student Housing si 0 O· :o .. 
0 0 

Oiher 379 0 0- 0 0 0 

Au.xi_liary Operations 7000 

I 
I 
J 

Auxiliary Clas~es - 381 ·- 1, 124,557 - 12,401 1,112,156 o· 1;112;156 

Other Auxiliary Operations 382 0 0 o· 0 0 

Physieal Property AcquisiliOns 7100 814,318 814,318 0 0 o· 
-,. 

(O~~ Total $38,608,398 $3,092,778 $35,515,620 - $3;575,998 $31,939,622 

(00) Indirect Cosl Rate: (Total Indirect CcisVTotal Direct Cost) 11.1961% . 
- . 

(0'7) Notes - . 
. , 

-

·ca> M~mdated Cost activities designated as. direct costs per claim instructions. , 

Revised 9/02 ·fifing a Claim, P~ge 10 
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Sta1e Controller's Oftlce School Mandated Cost Manual 

HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 

1. - Summary of Chapters 1/84, ind E.S., and Chapter 1118187 

Chapter 1, statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S., repealed Education Code § 72246 \\flich authorized 
community coliege districts to chame a fee for the. purpose of providing health supervision 
and services, direct anctlnditect mediCal ·and hesp1tallzatioii setvices, and operation of 
student health oemeiS. The statute also requi'red cotnmurtlfy COiiege distticts that charged 
a fee in the 1983184 fiscal yearto maintain that level Of health services in the 1984/85 
fiscal year and each fiscal year thereafter. The provisions ~this statute v.ould 
automatically repeal on December31, 1987, 'Which would reinstate the community college 
districts' authority to charge a health fee as specified. 

Chapter 1118, statutes of 1987 amended Education Code§ 72246 to require any 
community college district that provided health services In the 1986/87 fiscal year to 

. maintain health serviees at that level in the 1986/81 fiscal year and each fiscal year 
thereafter. Chapter 8, statutes Of 1993, has revised the numbering of§ 72246 to § 76355. 

2. Eligible Claimants 

3. 

4. 

Any community college district incuning increased costs as a result of this mandate is 
eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs. 

Appropriations . 

To detennine if current funding is avallable tor this program, refer to the schedule 
"Appropriations for State Mandated Cost Programs" in the "Annual Claiming Instructions for 
State Mandated Costs" issued iii mid-September of each year to community college 
presidents. 

Types of Claims 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Cliims 

A claimant may file a reimbu'sement claim and/or en estimated claim. A 
··reimbursement ~aim details the costs aotually incurred for a prior fiseal year. An 
estimated claim shows the costs to be Incurred for the current fiscal year. 

B. ·Mtnlnium ClaJm. 

Section 17564(a), Government COde, provides that no claim shall be flied pursuant to 
Section 17561 unless such a clalm exceeds $200 per program per fiscal year. · 

. . 

6. Fiiing Deadline 

(1) Ref et to Item 3 "Appropriations" to determine If the program ts funded for the current 
fiscal year. If funding is available, an estimated claim· must be filed v.;th the State 
Contrdler's Office and postmarked by November 30, of the fiscal year in Yttlich costs 
are to be Incurred. Timely filed estimated claims wit be paid before late claims. 

After ha\ting received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a 
reimbursement Claim by November 30, of the follov-4ng fiscal year regardless 
\\tlether the payment was more or less than the actual costs. If the local agency 
falls to file a reimbursement claim, monies received must be returned to the 
state. If no estimated claim was flied, the local agency may file a reimbursement 

.. )--------------------
Revised 9/97 Chapters 1~84 and 1118/87, Page 1 of 3 
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. ') 
~.~;- -~. 

) 

6. 

7. 

Claim detalllng the actual costs Incurred for the fiscal year, provttfed there was an 
appropriation for the program for that fiscat year. {See Item 3 above). 

(2) A reimbursement claim dQling the actual costs must be filed ¥.4th the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November.30 f611<M4ng the fiscal year in which 
costs were incurred. If the Clahri Is fifed after the deadline but by November 30 of the 
succeeding fiscBl year, the approved· claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, 

. net.to exceed $1,000. Cialms flied more than one year after the deadline wm. not be 
aecejltet:t. 

Reimbursable Compo11ents 

Sliglble claimants v.111 be reimbursed for health service costs at the level of service 
provided in the 1986/87 fiscal year. The reimbursement wit be reduced by the amount of 
student health fees authorized perthe Education Code§ 76355. · · 

After January 1, 1993, pursuant to Chapter a, statutes of 1993, the.fees students were 
required to pay for health supervision and services were not more than: 

$1 o.oo per semester 

$5.00 for summer school 

$5.00 for each quarter 

Beginning wth the summer of 1997, the fees are: 

. $11.00 per semester 

$8.00 for summer school or 

$8.00 for each quarter 

The district may increase fees by the same percentage increase as the Implicit Price 
Deflator (iPD) for the state and local government purchase of goods and services. 
\Nllenevetthe IPD calcUlates ah increase of one dollar ($1) above the existing amount, the 
fees may be increased by one dollar ($1 ); 

Reimbursement Umltatlons 

A. If the level at \\tllch health services were provided during the fiscal year of 
reimbursement Is less than the level Of health services that were provided in the 
1986/87 fiscal year, no reimbursement Is forthcoming. · 

B. Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source {e.g. 
federal, state grants, foundations, etc.) as a result Of tl1is mandate, shall be identified 
and deducted so only net local costs are claimed. 

8. Claimi"g Fonn• and Instructions 

The diagram '111ustration of Claim Fonns" provides a graphical presentation of forms 
required to be flied ¥.4th a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated report in 
·substitution for forms HFE-1.0, HFE-1.1, and fonn HFE-2 provlded.1he format of the report 
and data fields contained Yt1thln the report are Identical to the claim fonns included in these 
instructions. The Claim forms provided wth these Instructions should be duplicated and 
used by the claimant to file estlmat8d and reimbursement claims. The State Controller's 
Office Y.111 revise the manual end claim fonns as necessary. In such instances, new 
replacement fonns \\ill be malled-to claimants. 

· Chapter& 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 2 of 3 Revised 9/97 
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A. Fonn HFE- 2, Health Services 

This fonn is used to list the health services the community college provided during the 
1986/87 fiscal year and the fiscal year of the reimbursement claim. 

a. Fam HFE-1.1, claim summary 

This form Is used to compute the allowable Increased-· costs an-individual coliege·of 
. the commi.nilty oollege: di"strict has lneurred to ~mply wth the state mandate'. The 

level o1 health seMces reported on this f'onn must be supported by official ffnanciat 
reeotiis Of the community OOliege dfsttict A copy Of·ttie ·document must be submitted 
vJth the claim. The amount shoYKI ori line (13} of this fonn Is carried to fonn HFE-1.0. 

c. Form HFE .. 1.0, Claim Summary 

This fomi is used to llSt the individual colleges that had increa5ed costs due to the 
· state. mandate and to c0mpute a total claimable ciOst for the district. The ''Total · 

Antolri Claimed", line (04) on this fonn Is earned forwara to fonn FAM-27, llne 13, for 
the reimbursement claim, or line (07) for the estimated claim. 

D.· ·Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

This fonn contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized representative 
of the local agency. All applicable infonnation from form HFE-1.0 and HFE 1.1 must 
be canied forward to this form for the State Controller's Office to. process the claim for 
payment. 

Form HFE-2 

Health 
Services 

Form HFE-1.1 
Componart/ 
Activity· 

. Cost Detall 

Form HFE·1.0 

Claim SllTllllllY 

FAM-27 
Claim 

for Payment 

Illustration of Claim Forms 

Forms HFE-1.1, ct•im Summary 

Complete• 1eparate form HFE-1.1 for each 
college for which cosla are olaimed by the 
communly college datrict. 

.. j. """R-e-vi~se_d_9_/9_7 __ ~-:--~~~-----C-h-ap_ta_rs_1_/_84_an_d_1_1_1_8/_8_7_, P-.-,-,-3-. o-f-3 
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·state Controller's Office 

CLAIM FOR PAYMENT 
Pursuantto Governme_nt Cc;>cie Section 17561 

HEAL TH FEE ELllViiNATION 

11111 Claim'!nt Identification Number 
.. 

"(02) Claimant Name c .. 

•. 

Countv of Location r 

.. 

Street Addressot P.O.·Box Suite -

School Mandated Cost Manual 
For siatEjCpiltroller Use Only: · ·Program 

(_19) Program Number 00029 

c2<i) ·Date Filed --'--'-· _ 

.(21) LRS Input_·. _l __ i_· _ 

Reimbur.sement Claim Data 

(22) HF~-1.0, !04)(b) 

(23) 

(24) 

CitV Slate ZioCode 
j (25) 

' Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursemel)t Clairri (26) 

) 
(03) Estimated 0 (09) Reimbursement ·o (27). 

r 

(04l Combined 0 (10) Combined o· (28) 
.. 

(05) Amended D. (1.1) Amended D (29) 

Fiscal Year of Cost (06) 20:__..:_/20 __ (12) -20...:..__/20 __ (30) 

Total Ciaimed Amount (07) (13) (31) 

Less: 10.% Late Penalty, not fo exceed $1,000 (14) (32) 

Less: Prior Claim Payment Received (15) (33) -

Net Claimed Amount (16) (34) 

Due from State (08). (17) (35) 

Due to State (18) (36) 

(~7) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 
In accordance with the provisions of Govern_mer:it Code § 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the local agency to file claims 
with th~ State of California for co.stsma~dated by Ch;ipter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter1 ns; Statutes of 1987, and certify under 
penalty of perjury that I have not violate.d any of the.provisions of Government Code Sections 1090to1096, inelusive •. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from ttie claimant, nor any grant or payment receiv~d; for reimb11rsement of 
. costs claimed herein; and such· costs are for a new program or Increased level of services of an existing program mandated by Chapter 

1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987. · · . 

The amounts for Es.timated Claim arid/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for. payment of estim.ated and/~r actual 
costs· for the mandated program of Chapter 1, S~atutes of 1984, and Chapter 11"18, Statutes of.1981, set forth on the attached statements. 

Signature of Authorized Officer Date 

Type or-Print Name Title 

(38) Name of Contact Person for Claim . 
Telephone Number. ....< ....... __ ..._ ) ___ -_____ · _E_x_t. ____ ---1 

E-Mail Address 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) Chapters 1/84and1118/87 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Co~t-Manual 
- - - -

Program ' HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 
FORM 

Certification Claim Form - -029 lnstruction·s 
FAM-27 · 

~ -· 

(01) 

(02) 

(03)' 

-(04) 

(05) - -

(06). 

(07) 

(08) 

(09) 

(10) 

- (11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

'(15) _-

(16) -

(17) 

(18) 

. 
Leave blank. · 

A set .Qf mailfng labels -with the claimant's l.D. num~er -and address ~~s enc_losed -with the-_letter regarding 'the claiming 
instructions. The maillrig labels are designed to speed proces~ing and prevent-common.errors that delay payment Affilt a label in 
the space shown on-form FAM-27.·Cross out any errors and print _the ·correct information on the ·label. Add any ·missing addr(lss 
items, except C()Unty of location and a person'~ name. I( you did not receive labels, print or type-·y_our agency'_s _mailing addres.s'. 

-. If filing an origirial estimated claim, enter-:an "X" _in the box on fine (03) E_slimated. 

If filing an origi~ai-estirnated claim on behalf of districts within the couniy, enter an "X" in th~ box on lirie (-04) Combined. . . . . . : . . 

lffiling an amended or combined claim, enier an "X" in the box on line :{05) Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. -

Enier the fiscal ye~r in which costs are io b~ Incurred. 

. E~ter the amount-of estimated- claim. ii the estimate exceeds the previous- year's actual costs by more than 1-0%, comp let(! form 
HFE-1:0 and enter the amount from •iine (04)_(b). . . - - - -

Enter the.same amount as showi:i on line (07). 

-If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the bo_x on: line (09) Reimbursement. 

If fHin~ an origi~gf reimbursement claim on behalf of_ districts within th_e county-, enter an "X" in the box_ on line '(10) Combined. 

If filing an amended ora:combined claim on behalr or districts within the county: enter an "X'~ in the box on line (11) Amended. 

- Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are befog claimed. If- actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complet~ a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. · 

Enter the amount of reimbursement claim from form HFE-1.0, line (04)(b). 

Reimbursement Cl~ims-must be filed by J!Jnuary 1 s of the following fiscal year in -~hich cosis are i~curred or the claims shall be 
redumid by a late penalty. Enter either the product of multiplying lirie (13) by the factor 0. ~ O (10% perialty) or $1,000, whichever 
is.less. - · -

. - .. -

. If filing a reimbursement claim and a claim was previously filed. for the same fiscal year, enter the amoun.t received for the claim. 
Otherwise, enter a zero~ 

Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and.line (15) fro~ line (13). 

If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is positive, en_ter that amounton line (17) Due from Slate. 

!Uine (16) Net Claimed Amount is negative, enter that amount in line (18) Due to _Slate. 

(19) to (21) Leave blank'. 

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as.specified on the le.ft-hand column ol lines (2~) through·(36)for 
the reimbursement claim, e.g., HFE-1.0, (04)(b), means the information is locat_ed on form HFE-LO, fine (04), column (b). Enter 

(37) -

(38) 

- the.information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cm;finformation-should be rounded to the nearest dollar, i.e., no 
cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a .whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should be -
shown as_ 8. Completion of this data block will ex~edite the payment process. 

Read the statement "Certificati<;m of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and 
·must include the .person's name and title,: typed or printed. Claims· cannot ·be paid unless accompanied by a -signed-, 
certlficalion. - - -

Enter the-name, telephone numb~r. and e-mail address of the person whom this office should contact if additio~al i~forrnation is 
required. · - ' · 

SUBMIT A SiGNED, ORIGINAL FORM FAM-27 WITH ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (NO COPIES 
NECESSARY) TO: . . . - . . . 

_ Address, -If delivered by. U.S. Postal Service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Relmburs-ements Sedlon · 
Division-of Accoun-ting and Reporting 
p_o. Box 942850, 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Address, if delivered by. oth_ei' delivery service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: LocafReimbursements Section 
Division of Acco1,1nting anJI Reporting 
3301·C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramen_to; CA 9S.81_6 

Fonn FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) Chapter1/84 and 1118/87 
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Staie Controller's Office 

(01) Claimant-. 

Scho.ol Mandated Cost Manuiil 

. MANDATED COSTS 

HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 

- · ·cLAtM SUMMARY_ 

(02) Type of Claim · 
R~imburSement CJ 
Estimated c=J· 

FORM 

HFE-1.0 

Fiscal Year 

19_/19_ 

(03) Listall the colleges of the community college distri.~t identified infonn HFE"'.1-1, line (03) 

1. 

2: 

3. 

4. 
-. 

. 5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

g_ 

10. 

11. 

12.• 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16 . .. 

17. 

1a·_ 

19. 

20. 

21. 

(04) Total Amount Claimed 

Revised·9/97 .. · 

(a) 
Name of College 

(Line (3.1b) +line (~.2b) +'line (3.3b) + .. .line (3:21 b)] 

(b) 
Cl11imed· 
Amount 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 
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HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 
. . ~-

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 

HFE-1J) 

(01 ), Enter the name of the claim~nt. Only a commi.iriity college district may file a cla!m with the State 
·Controller's _Office on behalf of its colleges .. - · · -

, • (02) Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. Enter the fi~cal year 
· ·for which the expt:l_nses were/are to be incurre~. A separate claim must be filed for each fiscal year. 

Form HFE-1.0 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complet!;l fo-rm HFE-t.o if you are filing an 
estimated claim. and the estimate js not more than 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. Simply 

· enter the amount of the estimated ~laini on form FAM-27,line (07). However, if the estimated claim · 
exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than .:10%, forms HFE-1.b and HFE-1, 1 must be 

- -completed• and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this infomrntfon the high 
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs: -

(03) List all the colleges of the community college district which have increased ~osts. A separate form HFE-1.1 
_, must be completed for each college showing how costs were derived. 

(04) Enter the total claimed amount ~fall colleges by adding the Claimed Amo~nt, line (3.1b) +line (3.2b) ___ + 
(3.21b). - - . . 

;. 

Ch .. ptei:s 1/84an-d1118/87 · Revised 9/97 -

' l .. 
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, .• .. -
MANDATEO COSTS 

: 

·FORM 
HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION ' . HFE-1.1 

. CLAIM·SUMMARY 
. ' -

(01) ·craimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 
... 

' _ Reimbursement' c:=J ·. , 
Estimated c=J 1 a_· _119_. _ 

. (03) Name qt College· . . -

.. . ' 
(04) Indicate with a ch~k mark, the level al which hi;atth services were provided during the fiscal ye<!r or reimbursement in comparison lo the 

1986187 fiscal year. If Iha "Less" box is checked, STOP, do not complete the form. No reimbursement is allowed. 

J LESS SAME MORE ' - . c=I·· [:=J - .c=J ... ' 

· Direct Cost Indirect Cost Total 
--

(OS) Cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim 

(06) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services which are in excess of th~ 
level providedin 1986/87 . -

(07) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services al the 1986/87 level 
(~ine (O~) - line (06)) 

(08) . Compl'ete columns (a) through (g) to provide detail data for health fees 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e). (f) ' (g) 
-·· Sludel)I Health 

Period ~for which :health 
Number· or ·Number of Unit cost ror . Full-time Unit Cost for Part-lime ·.Fees That 
Full-time Part-time Fuli-time Student Part-lime Student Could Have 

fees were collected Students . Students Student per Health Fees Student per · Health Fees Been 
Educ. Code (a) x (c) Educ. Code Collected 

§ 76355 § 76355 (l>) x (e) (d)+ (I) 

1. Per fall semester • / 

2, Per spring semester 
-

3. Per summer session 

4: Per first quarter 

5. Per.second quarte.r 

6. Per third quarter ·-
-

.. 

(09) Total health fee that could have been collected · iune (B.1g). + (B.2g) + ..... : ... (B.6g)J .. 
. -

. (10) Sub-total . [Line (07) ~ line (09)) 
-

Cost Reduction 

. (1'1} ·Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicabie 

(12) Less: _,Other Reimbursements, if applicable ' 
.. 

(13) Total Ainoun.t Claimed [tine (10)_- {line (11) +line (12)}] 
. ' 

Revised 9/97 Chapters 1/84 and 1118/37 
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-__ {01) 

- (02) 

(03) 

(04) 

(05) 

(06) 

(07) 

(08) 

(09) 

(10) 

- - -

HEAL TH FEEELIMINATION 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

. lnstructfons 

Enter the name of the claimant. Oniy a community college district may file a claim with the State. -
Controller's Office on behalf of its colle~es. _ _ _ _ _ 

FORM 

HFE-1.1 

Type of Claim. Check a box. Reimbursement or Estimated, fo identify the type of claim being filed: . En.ter the fiscal 
year of costs. - - · 

Form HFE~1.1 must be filed f~r a reimbursement claiin. If you are tiling an estimated clai~ and the esti~ate does 
not exceed the previous years actua·I costs by 10%, do not complete form HFE-1.1. Si11]ply enter the amount of the 
estimated Claim on form FAM:-27,. line (05);. Estimated. -However, if_the estimated Claim exceeds the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs by more than 10%, ftirm HFE-1.1 must be completed and a statement attached explaining the 
increased costs. Without this information_ the high estimated claim will ~autom_atically be reduced to 110% of the 
previous fiscal year's actual costs. ' . 

Enter the name of the college or community college district that provided student health se,rvices in 1he _ 
19B6i87 fiscal year and continue to provide the same services during the fiscal year of th~ da!m. -

Compare the level of health services provided during the fiscal year of reimbursement to the 1986/87 fiscal year and 
indicate the result by marking a check in the appropriate box. If the "Less" box is checked, STOP and do not 
complete the remaining part of this claim form. No reimbursement is forthcoming. 

- - -

Enter the direct cost, indirect cost, and total cost of health services for the fiscal year of Claim on line (05). Direct -
cost of health se..Vices is identified on the college expenditures report (individual college's cost of health services as 
authorized under Education Code§ 76355 and included in.the district's Community'Colfege Annual Financial and · 
Budget Report CCFS~311, EDP _Code 6440, column 5). If the amount of c,lir.ect costs cl3imed is different than -
shown on the expenditures report, provide a schedule;listing those community college costs that are in 
addition to, or a _reductia"n to expenditures shown on the· report. For claiming indirect costs, college districts 
_have the optipn of using a federally approved rate (i.e., utilizing the cost accounting principles from-the Office or 
Management and Bud_get Circular A-21 ), or the State Controller's- methodology outlined in "Filing a Claim" of the 
Mandated Cost Manual for Schools. . · · 

Enter the direct cost, indirect-cost, and total cost of health service_s that are in exc;:ess of the level-provided 
in the 1986/87 fiscal year. · - · 

Enter the difference of the cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim, line (05), and the cost of providing 
current fiscal year health services that is in excess of-the level provided in the 1986/87 fiscal year. line (06): 

Complete columns (a) through (g) io provide details on the amount of health service fees that could h~ve 
~een collected~ Do not include students who are exempt from paying health fees established by 
the Board of Governors and contained in Section 58620 of Title 5 of the California Code of 
Regulations. After 01/01/93, the student fe.es for health supervision and services were $10.00 per semester, $5.(JO · 
-for summer school, and $5.0Q for eac-h quarter.· Beginning with the sumriier·of-1997, the health ·service fees are: 
$11.00 per semes_ter and $8.00 for summer.school, or $8.00 for each quarter. __ _ _. 

-Enter the sum of Student Health Fees That Could Have Been Collected, {other than_ from students who 
were exempt from paying health fees) [Line {8.1g) +line (6~2g) +line (8.3g) +line (8.4g) +line {8.5g) + 
line (R6g)). · · · 

Enter: the difference of the cost of providing health services at the 1986/87 level, line (07) and ~he total 
health fee that could have been collected, line (09). If line {09) is gr;eater than lin·e (07), :no claim shall be 
filed. - - - - - - . - -

(11) _ -Enter the total savings experienced by the school identified in line (03) as a direct cost of this mandate. -
Submit a. schedule of detailed savings with the cfaim. _- - -- -

(12) Enter·.th~-total other reimbursements received from any ~ource. (i.e.; feder~I. other state progr~ms:·etc:,). 
Submit a schedule or detailed reimbursements with the. claim. 

(13) _ Subtract the sum ofOffsetting Savings, line (11 ), and Other Reimbursements, line (1.2), from Total 
1986/l!7 Health Service Cost excluding Student _Health Fees. · _ \ 
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State Controller's Office · 

MANDATED COSTS 

.HEAl,.THELIMINATION FEE 
1 . . . ·. . 

HEALTH SERVICES' 

. - . . . 

Hchool IViandated Cost Manual· · 

·, ·FORM 

J-[FE•2 

- {01). Claimant: · - (02) Fiscal Year costs were incurred: 

(03) Place ~n ''X;, in'columns (a) and/or (b);_ as applicable, to _indicate V{hich health services. 
w~re, pr-ovided by st_udent health _service fees for tbe indicated fiscal years: · 

Accident Reports , 

. Appointments _ . 
· College Physician, surgeon 
Derm_atology, family practice 
-Internal Medicine.··. 
Outside Physician 
Dental Services 
Outsfde Labs, (X-ray,- etc.) 

. Psychologist, full services 
·Cancel/Change Appointments 
Registered Nurse 
Check Appointments 

/Assessment, Intervention and Counseling 
Birth Control 
Lab Reports " _ 
Nutrition· 
Test Results, office 
Venereal Disease 
Communicable Disease 
UpperRespirato,.Y Infection 
Eyes. Noseand Throat 
EyeNision · 
Dermatology/Allergy 
Gynecology/Pregnancy Service · 
Neuralgic 
Orthopedic 

-·Genito/Urinary 
Dental 
Gastro-lntestinal 
Stress Counseling 
Crisis I nterventfon . 

· Child Abuse_ Reporting and Counseling 
Substance Abuse ldentificatien and. Counseling 
Acquire_d Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
Eating Disorders 
Weight Control . 
Personal Hygiene 
Burnout , · .. . 
:other Medical problems, list 

Examinations, minor illnesses 
, Recheck Minor lnjt,Jry . 

Health Talks or Fairs, Information 
. Sexually transmitted Disease 
Drugs · · · 

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 

(a) · (b) _ 
FY FY 

1986/87" .. ·of Claim . 

I. 
I . 

·Revised 9/93. Chapter 1/84 _and 1118/87, Page 1 
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·state Controller's office School Mandated Cost Manual 

MAN~ATED COSTS 
.... . .. , -. . . 

HEALTH'ELIMINATION FEE 

. ~HEALTH ·sERViCES 

{01) aaimant .. - . (O~) Fiscal Year costs were-incurred: 

. ~ - - , ._, 

· (03}Place{ati "X" in column (a) arid/or (b),-as applicable, ~o indicate· which health services were 
· provided by student health service fee~ for the indicated fiscal years.' . · · .· . . . · ·_ . · ·. : · 

. ~ . - . . - . . . . . . . . 

ChildAbuse . . 
Birth Cohtrol/Famiiy Planning 
Stop Smoking 

. Librar}r, Videos and Cassett~s 
. . - . 

· First· Aid, M~jor Emergencies 

·. FirstNd; Minor-Emergen~ies . 

·- ·First Aid Kits, Filled 

Immunizations ' 
Diphtheria{Tetanus 
Measles/Rubella 

· Influenza 
Information 

Jnst1rance ·. 
· On Campus Accident 

VoluntCJry . 
Insurance lnquir"Y/ClaimAdministration 

-
Laboratory Tests Done . 

Inquiry/Interpretation 
Pap Smears 

Physical Examinations 
Employees 

.·.Students 
Athlete's 

Medications -
Antacids . 
Antidlarrheal 
Aspirin, Tylenol, Etc 
Skin Rash Preparations 
Eye Drops 

. Ear Drops . 
Toothache; oil cloves 
Stingkill 

. . 

Midbl, Menstrual Cramps 
Other, list . · 

Parking Cards/Elevator Keys . 
Tokens· 
Return Card/Key 
Parking Inquiry 
Elevator Passes 
Temporary Handicapped Parking Permits · 

Chapter 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 2 

(a) . 
FY 

1986/87 

,. 

FORM . 

.HFE.:2-. 

(b) 
FY 

. arc1aim 

Revised 9/93 

., 
i,_ 

I 
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State Controller's Office Scho()I Mandat.ed Cost Manual 

- -· 
(01) Claii:nant: 

MANDATED COSTS 
:HEALTH ELIMINATION FEE .. 

· ··Ht:AL TH ·SERVICES · 

.. (02} Fiscal Year costs \'lere incurred: -.. ' _. ~ . . . . . 

FORM-. 

· HFE-2 

,-

(03) Place aii "X!;jn .columns (a) andior (b), as appiicable, to indl~ate which health servic~s- .· . - ~-. 
' were provided by studenthealt_h seryicefees for the:indi~at~d fiscal years. · · · 1986,87 

(b) 
FY 

of Clain'! 

Referrals tO Oi.rtsideA9encies.' 
Private Medical Doctor 
Health Department 
Clinic · ·· 
Dental , 

. Counseling Centers 
Crisis Centers -
Transitional Living Facilities, battered/homeless women . 
·family Pianning Facilities. 

·. Other Health Age_ncies 

.Tests , 
- · BloOd Pressure 

-Hearing_-
Tuberculosis 

.. Reading 
Information 

Vision 
Glucometer 
Urinalysis - · _ · 
Hemoglobin 
EKG 

· Strep A testing 
PG Testing 
Monospot 
Hema cult 
Others; list 

· Miscellaneous . 
. Absence Excuses/PE WaiVer 
Allergy Infections 
~and aids 
Booklets/Pamphlets· 
Dressing Change 
_Rest 
St.iture Removal 

· temperature · 
Weigh_ 
Information 
Report/Form 

. Wart ·Removal 
Others, iist 

Committees 
Safety 
Environmental 
DiSa.ster Planning 

Revised 9/93 Chapter 1/84and 1118/87, Page 3 
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Circ:~lar A-21, Revised 

CIRCULAR NO. A-21 
Revised 

. CIRCULAR A-21 
(Revised·OS/10/04) · 

TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS 

· SUBJECT: Cost Principles for Educational Institutions 

L Purpose. This Circular establishes principles for determining costs. 
applicable to grants, contracts, and other agreements with edµcational 
institutions. The principles deal with the subject of cost determination, and 
make no attempt to identify the circumstances or dictate the extent of agency 
and institutional participation in the financing of a particular project. The 
principles are designed. to provide that the Federal Government bear its fair 
share of total costs, determined in accordance with generally· accepted 
accounting principles, except where restricted or prohibited by law. Agencies 
are not expected to place additional restrictions on individual items ofcost. 
Provis~on for profit or other increment above cost is outside the scope of this 
Circular. 

2. Supersessio.n. The Circular sup~rsedes Federal Management Circular 73 8, 
. dated December 19, 1973. FMC 73 8 is revised and reissued under its original 

designation of OMB Circular. No. A 21., · 

· . 3. Applicability. 

· ·a. All Federal agencies that sponsor research and development; training, 
and other work at educational institutions shall apply the provisions of 
this Cir.cular in determin'ing the costs incurred for such work. The 
principles shall also be used as a guide in the pricing of fixed price or 
lump sum agreements. · 

b. In addition,· Federally Funded Research and Deve1opment Centers 
·associated with educational institutions shall be required to comply with 
the Cost Accounting Standards, .rules and regulations issued by the Cost 
Accounting Standards Board, and set forth in 48 CFf{ part 99; provided 
that they are subject thereto under defense related co.ntracts .. 

~ 

4. Responsibilities. The successful application of cost accounting principles 
requires development" of mutual understanding between representatives of 
educational institutions and of the Federal Government as to their scope, 
implementation, and interpretation .. 

5. Attachment. The principles and related policy guides are set forth in the 
Attachment, "Principles for determining costs applicable to grants, contracts, 
a11d other agreements with educational institutions." 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars/a021/nrint/a21 2004.html 
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(;_ircul~ A-21, Revised 

6. Effective date. The provisions ofthis Cir_cular shalJ be -effective October i, 
1979, except for subsequent amendments incorporated here·in for: which the 
effective dates were specified in these revisions {47 FR 33658, 51 FR 20908, 
51 FR 43487, 56 FR 50224, 58 FR 39996, 61 FR 20880, 63 FR 29786, 63 FR 

-57332, 65 FR 48566 and 69 FR 25970). Institutions as of the start of their 
first fiscal year beginning after that date shall implement the provisions. 
Earlier implementation, or a delay in implementation of individu_al provisions, 
is permitted by mutual agreement between an institution and the cognizant 
Federal agency. 

7. Inquiries. Further information concerning this Circular may be obtained by_ -
contacting the Office of Federal Financial Management, Office of Management 
and Budget, Washington, DC 20503, telephone {202) 395 3993. 

Attachment 

PRINCIPLES FOR DETERMINING COSTS APPLICABLE TO GRANTS, 
CONTRACTS, AND OTHER AGREEMENTS WITH 
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

1. Objectives 
2. Policy guides 
3. Application 

-4. Inquiries 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

1. Major functions of an institution 
2. Sponsored agreement 
3. Allocation 
4~ Facilities and administrative (F&A) costs 

C. Basic considerntiq__~ 

1. Composition of total costs 
2. Factors affecting allow ability of costs 

-3. Reasonable costs 
4. Allocable costs 
5. Applicable credits 
6. Costs incurred by State and local governments 
7. Limitations on allowance of costs 
8. Collection of unallowable costs 
9. Adjustment of previously negotiated F&A cost l'.ates containing 

unallowable costs 
10. Consistency in estimating, accumulating and reporting costs 
11. E:onsistency in allocating costs incurred for the same purpose 
12. Accounting for unallowable costs -
13. Cost accounting period 
14. Disclosure statement 

htto://www. whitehouse. 1wv/omb/circulars/a02 l /nrint/a21 2004.html 
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C'tcUlarA-21, Revised. 

D. Direct costs 

1.· G~neral 
2. Application to sp.onsored agreements 

E. F&A costs 

1. General 
2. Criteria for distribution 

F. Identification and assignment_Qf_f&A costs 

. . 
1. Definition of Facilities and Administration~ 
2. Depreciation and ·use allowances 
3 .. Interest 
4. Operation and maintenance expenses 
5. General admi_nistration and general expenses 
6. Departniental administration expenses 
.7. Sponsored projects administration 
8. Library expenses 
9; · Student administration and services 

10. Offset for F&A expenses otherwise provided for by the Federal. 
Government · · 

G. Determination and aQRlication of F&A cost rate or rates 

1. F&A cost pools 
2. The distribution basis· 
3. ·Negotiated lump sum for F&A costs 
4. Predetermined rates for F&A costs 
5. Negotiated fixed rates and carry forward provisions 
6. Provfsional and final rates for F&A costs _ 
7. Fixed rates for the life of the spon?ored agreement 
8. · Limitation on reimbursement of administrative costs 
9. Alternative method for administrative costs 

10. Individual rate components 
11. Negotiation and approval of F&A rate 
12. Standard format for submission 

H. Simplified method for small institutions 

1. General 
2. Simplified procedure 

I. Reserved 

J. General provisions for selected items of cost 

1. Advertising and public relations costs 
2. Advisory councils 
3. Alcoholic beverages 
4. Alumni/ae activities 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars/a02l/print/a21 2004.html 
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(2) Other than formal negotiation. The cognizant agency,and . 
educational institution may reach an agreement on rates without a . . 

-formal negotiation conference; for example, through correspondence or 
use of the simplified method described in this Circular . 

. g. Formalizing determinations and-agreements, The cognizant agency shall 
formalize-all determinations or agreements reached with an edacational 
institution and provide copies to other agencies having an interest. 

h. Disputes and disagreements; Where the cognl~ant agency is unable to 
reach agreement with an educational institution with regard to rates or 
audit resolution, the appeal system of the cognizant agency shall be 

. followed for resolution of the disagreement. 

12. Standard Format for Submission. For facilities and administrative (F&A) 
rate proposals submitted on or after July 1, 2001, educational institutions 
shall use the standard format, shown in Appendix C, to submittheir F&A rate_ 
proposal to the cognizant agency. The cognizant agency may, on an 
institution by institution basis, grant exceptions from all or portions of Part II 

. of the standard format requirement. This requirement does not apply to 
educational institutions that use the simplified method for calculating F&A 
rates, as described in Section H. 

H. Simplified method for small institutions. 

l. General. 

a. Where the total direct cost of work covered by Circular A 21 at an 
institution doe.s not exceed $10 million in a fiscal year, the use of the 
simplified procedure described in subsections 2 or 3, may be used in 
determining allowable F&A costs. Under this simplified procedure, the· 
institution's most recent annual financial report and immediately 
available supporting information shall be utilized as basis for 
determining the F&A cost rate applicable to all sponsored agreements. 
The institution may use either the salaries and wages (see subsection 
2) or modified total direct costs (see subsection 3)-as distribution basis. 

b. The simplified procedure should n<;>t be used where it produces results 
that appear inequitabl_e to the Federal Government o_r the institution. In 
any such case, F&A costs should be determined through use of the 
regular procedure. 

2. Simplified procedure Salaries and wages ba?e. 

a. Establish the total amount of salaries and wages paid to all employees 
ofthe institution. · 

b. Establish an F&A cost pooJ consisting of the expenditures (exclusive of 
capital items and other costs specifically identified as unallowable) that 
customarily are classified under the following titles or their equivalents: 

. . ' 

(1) General administration and general expenses (exclusive of costs of 
. student administration and services, student activities, student aid, and 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars/a02 l/print/a2 l _ 2004.html-
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scholarships). 

· (2) Operation and maintenance of physical plant; and depreciation and 
use allowances; after appropriate adjustment for costs applicable to -
other- institutional activities. · 

(3) Library. 

(4) Department administration expenses, which will be computed as 20 
· perce'nt of the salaries and expenses of deans and· heads of 
departments; 

In those cases where expenditures· classified under subsection {1) have 
previo1.,1sly been allocated to ot~er institutional activities, they may be 
included in the F&A cost pool. The tota·I amount of salaries and wages 
included in the F&A cost pool must be-separately identified. 

c. Establish a salary and wage distribution base, determined by deducting 
from the total of salaries and wages as established .in subsection a the 

. amount of salaries and wages included under subse~tion b. -

· d. Establish the F&A cost rate, determined by dividing the amount in the 
FM cost pool, subsection b, by ·the amount of the distribution base, 
subsection c. 

e. Apply the F&A cost rate to direct salaries and wages for individual 
agreements to determine the amount of F&A costs allocable to such 
agreements. 

3. Simplified procedure Modified total direct cost base. 

a. Establish the total costs incurred by the institution for the base period. 

b. Esta_blish a- F&A cost pool consisting of the expenditures (exclusive of 
capital items and other costs specifically identified as unallowable) that 
customarily are classified under the following titles or their equivalents: 

(1) General administration and general expenses (exclusive of costs of . . 

student administration and services, student activities, student aid, and 
scholarships). 

. . . 

(2) Operation and mairitenance of physical plant; and depreciation and 
use: allowances; after appropriate adjustment for costs app1icable to 
other institutional activities. · 

(3) Library. 

(4) Department administration expenses, which will be computed as 20 
percent of the salaries and expenses of deans and heads of 
departments. 

In those cases where expenditures classified under subsection (1) have 
previously been allocated to other institutional activities, they may be 
included in the F&A cost pool. The modified total direct costs amount · 
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·included in the F&A cost pool must be separately identified. 

· c. Establish a modified tota_I direct ·cost distribution ba.se, as defined in 
Section G.2, thatconsists of all institution's direct functions. . . 

d. Establish the F&A cost rate, determined by dividing the amount in the 
F&A cost pool, subsection b, by the amount of the distribution base; 
subsection c. · 

e. Apply the F&A cost rate. to the modified total direct costs for individual 
agreements to determine the amount of F&A costs allocable to such 
agreements. 

· J. General provisions for selected items of cost. 

Sections 1 through 54 provide principles to be applied in establishing the: 
allowability ·of certain ite.ms involved in determining cost. These principles 
should apply irrespectiv~ of whether a particular item of cost is properly 
treated as direct cost or F&A cost. Failure to mention a particular item of cost 
is not intended to-imply that it is either allowable or unallowable; rather, -
determination as to allowability in each case should be based on the 
treatment provided for similar or related items of cost. In case of a 
discrepancy between the provisions of 9 specific sponsored agreement and 
the provisions below, the agreement should govern. 

1. Adve~tising and public relations costs. 

a. The term advertising costs means the costs of advertising media and· 
corollary administrative costs. Advertising media include magazines, 
newspapers, radio and television, direct mail, exhibits, electronic or 

·computer transmittals, and the like. · 

b. The term public relations includes community relations and means 
those activities dedicated to maintaining the image of the institution or 
maintaining or promoting understanding and favorable relations with 
the comrounity or public at large or any segment of the public. 

c. The only allowable advertising costs are those that are solely for: 

· (l)The recruitment of_ personnel required for the performance by the 
· _institution of obligations arising under a sponsored agreement (See also 

subsection b. of section J.42, Recruiting); 

(2) The procurement of goods and services for the performance of a 
sponsored .agreement; 

(3) The disposal of scrap··or surplus materials acquired in the 
performance of a sponsored agreement except when non-Federal 
entities are reimbursed for disposal costs at a predetermined amount; 
or 

( 4) Other specific purposes necessary to meet the requirements of the 
spo.nsored agreement. 

http://www.whitehous~.gov/omb/circulars/a021/print/a21_2004.html 
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. Hearing: 5/25/89 
File Number: CSM-4206 
Staff: · Deborah Fraga-Oeck{:!r 
WP 0366d ' . 

PROPOSED P_ARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES AMENDMENTS 
· Chapter l, Statutes of 1984, 2n_d E.S. 

Chap.ter _ ll l 8, Sta~u~es ?f· 1987 ___.,-.--_ . 
· Health Fee- El1m1nat1on I/"' -

Executive Sununa ry . 

At its hearing of Nov~mber ·,20,--1986, the Commission on State Mandates found· 
that Chapter 1 , -· Statutes of_ 1984, 2nd E .s .. , imposed -state mandated costs upon-_· 

· local conmunity college districts by Jl) r:equtring :those community college · 
districts which provided health services ·for which- i_t was authorized to aml 

·-did charge a fee to-maintai.n· such· health services at ·the level provided. during. 
the 1983-84. fiscal year in the 1984-85 fiscal year and· each fiscal year·· 
thereafter -and (..2) repealing the. di strict' s· authority to charge a heal th fee. 
The requirements of this statute would_ .repeal on ·oecember 31, 1987~ unless 

- su~sequent legislation was enacted. . . · · 

Chapter 1118~ Statutes of 1987, was enacted -September 24, · 1987,. and became . 
effective January 1, 1988. Chapter 1118/87 modified the requirements · 
contained in Chapter 1/84, 2nd E..S., ._to require those communi.ty college 
districts which provided health services in -fiscal· year 1986~87 to maintain 
·such health services· in the 1987-88 fiscal year and eai;:h .fiscal year 
thereafter. Additionally, the_ language contained-in C_hapter ·1/84, 2nd.LS., 
which repealed the districts•. authority to charge a health f'ee' to cover the 
costs of the health services program was.allowed to_-sunset,. thereby · · 
re.i'nstating the- districts' aut_hority to charg~ a foe as specified. Parameters 
and-guideliiles_amendments are appropriate to. address· the.changes contained in_ 
Chapter l 118/8--7.because this statute amended . the same Educ at ion ·code sections 
previously en~cted by Chapter_ l /84, _2.nd LS., an9 found to contain a mandate .. 

Cornniissi-On staff included 'the Department of Finance ·suggested non-substantive 
ame.ndment to the staff's proposed parameters and guidelines amendments. The 

·Chancellor's Office; the State Controller's Office, ·and the claimant are in 
agreement with these amendment.S:.. Therefore, staff reco1J11Pends. that the 
Commj ssion adopt the· pa~ameters and guidelines amendments as requested by the. 
Chancellor's O~fice a·nd .as developed by staff .. 

. Claimant , -

Rio Honqo Community College qi strict, .. 

Requesting Party .. 

. C_aTifornia Community· Colleg~s Chancellor's Office. 

' 
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Chronology ' 

12/2/85 

7/24/,86 

11 /20/86 

· 1 /22/87 

4/9./87 

.8/.27 /87 
,r . 

l 0/22/87 

.9/28/88· 

, .. 
- 2 

Test Claim filed with Colll!llissfon on· State Mandates:. 

·. Test Claim continued at claimant'.s reques_t_ 
. . 

Cammi ssfon approved mandate. · 

Cammi s.sibn adopted Statement of Deci si-On~ 

Cl afmant submitted proposed· parameters an5J gui.<ielines-.. 

Commis_sion adopted parameters and gui_del i.nes 

Connnission adopted cost es:timate 
·- . . 

Mandate funded i"n Commission's Claims Bi.tl .. Chapter 1.425/88· · 

Summary of Mandate .. 

. Chapter 1/84, 2nd E.S., effective-July l, -1984, repealed Education Code (EC} 
Section 72246 wh.ich had· autfiori"zed community· college di,stricts to cha·rge a 
health fee· for. the purpos~ of. p.rovid'i-ng heal~h super.vision ·and serv.kes,,. 
direct and· indirect medical· and hospitalization· .ser-vic!;!s,_ an.d operatfon-of 
student health c.enters. The statute also required t_hat any·communHy·college 
district which provided health. ~ervices for which it. w~s authorized to charge 

.. a f~e._shall _majn.tai.w health service.s :at .the level ·providetl during the- ;19:8'J..::84. 
fi seal year in the _1984-85· fiscal year:. and eacti fi scaJ: year thereafter_. · 

Pri"or to the ·passage of .Chapter 1 /84, .. 2nd· E.S., the impl.ementatfon of· a· ·liealth 
services program was at th~ local community college diStrfot's. optiqi1. _If · 
implemented, the t:es.pective community ·college distrfct.)fod. the authority "to· 
charge a health fee up.top.so per semester for·day and evening students,. and 
$5 per summer session. · 

"Proposed .Amendments 

The. Coinmuni.ty Colleges Ghancellor's Office. (Chancel.lor'·s Off.ice) ha·s r~q!Jested · 
parameter-s .. and guidelines amendments· be made to .addres~- the.- c.hanges_ i.n .. '' 
mandate·d activities effectuated by Chapter 1118/87 •. (Attachment G} In order. 
to expedite .the· process, staff has developed languag€ to accomplfsh the 
f.o 11 owing: (1) cha.nge the eli_g-ibl e .cl ai1J1ants to. those conimuni"ty ~allege:· 
gistricts_w.hich provided a .health services program in ffscal year 1986·-8-7';: and.· • 
( 2.) .change the offsetting ·savings and other reimbursements,. to include: the· . 
reinstated_ authority to ch~rge a health fee.. (Attachment' B) · · · -

RecoR111endations 

· : ·: ·Th~ ·Qepa:r-tment_ .o{.·Fi-~an.cEi!. (D_OF) pl"~~~sed one no!l:...s4bs"tantfye-·ainendment.· :to ·: 
· - clarify the effect of .. the· fee: authori-ty language on. the scoi>e .of the. .. · 

reinibursabl e ccfats. -. With t.hi s amendment, the DOF be l°i::!ves the. amendments to 
th~ parameters and.guidelines are· approp.riate .for 'f'.his mandate and' recommerids 
the Cammi ssi o.n adopt them.· . (Attachment CJ · . . - · · · 
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The .. Chancellor's. Office recorrmends that the~ Coinmissi,on approve the.amended 
parameters and guidelines· developed by. staff with the addi tidlia:l language 
.suggested .bY the DOF •· {Attachmen_t D t.. . . . · · · 

Ttie State Contro·ller's ·affice_.(SCOL Upo·n ·review of the propo:sed amendments, 
finds the pr9posals proper and acceptable. (Attachment El 

. . 

· The cl ainiant, ·in jts reconmendation, states its belief that the rev1 s1 ons are 
appropriate· and concurs witry the proposed changes~ -(Attachment F) 

- . 

Staff Analysis 

Issue J:. Eligibl~ Cl~imants 

The mandate·found in Chapter 1/84, 2nd E:s., was fo.r-'_a new program with a 
required ma-intemince of effort at the· fiscal jear 198·3-84 level. ChaJ]ter 
1118/87 superseded that level of service by requiring that conmunity college 
districts whiCh prov-ided a health services program in fiscal .year 1986-87 · 
maintainthat .lever .of effort· :in fiscal year 1987-88 and. each subsequent ·year 
thereafter .. Additionally, this expanded the ·group _of eligible claimants 
because the requirement is no longer imposed on only those conmunity college. 
districts which .had charged a heal th fee fpr. the program.- At the time :of · 
enactment of C·hapter 1118/87, ·there were 11 c.ormmnity .. college districts-·which 
provided the health ·-services ·program but had never ~harged a.· heal th fee for · 
t~e service. · : .. ·· · · · : · · · · · . 

·Therefore~ staff has_amended the language· iii Item IIL "Eligible Clai~ants" to 
,reflect this ·change in the scope··of:;the mandate·.. , 

Issue 2: · Reimbursement Alte·rnatives 

In response to Chapter_l/84.·-2nd E.S.,ltem VI.B. contained.two alternatives 
for cla·imirig reimbursement costs.-· This gave claimants ·a .choice· between. 
claiming actual c_o·~ts f~r providjng the health' services prog)".am,. or funding 
the program as· was done· prior to the man.date when a health ... fee could ·be . · 
.charged. · · · · 

·. The first a ltern_ati-ve ·was i ri "It~m· ·vr. B·. r.· and- provided for the· -use of· the 
·fonnula which the eligible claimants were_a1:1thorizeq_to utilize.prior to the 

implementatio.n .of ·Chapter 1 /84, 2nd E.S .. --total . eligible enrolline.nt' multiplied 
by the health fee charged per student in fiscal year 1983-84. ·With the sunset 
of the repeal of the _health_ fee· authority as contafoed in Chapfer·.l /84,· 
2nd E.S •. , claimants can now ch·arge the· health f~e as·was allowed prior to 
fi sea 1 year ·1983-84, thereby fuildi ng the pr~gram as. was done prior to· the 
mand_ate. T~erefore; this alternative ;'s. ito_longe·r.applic(lble to thfs mandat~ 
and has· been deleted· by· staff~· . . 

The second alternative was ·in Item VI.B.2; and provided for the claiming of 
.actual.costs involved ihmaintafning a health services program__ at the·:fiscal 
year-1983-84 level.. _This alternative fs n9wthe' sole method qf reimbursement 
for this mandate. ·However, .it has been .. ameridea to."il;!.flect that . . · ·· 
Chapter .. 1118/87-requfres a maintenance of effort at·the fiscal year 1986-87 
leve1. · · ·· - -

- ':" -
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Issue 3: · Offsetting Savings and Other Reiniburs·ements 

With the suns.et of the repe~l of the fee authority_ contained in Chapter l/84, 
2nd E.S., Education ·cod~ (EC) section 72246(a) again provides .. c_ommunity: 
college _di~triCts wi~h the authority to cha·rge a health fe~ -a·s.follows: .... 

;'7224·6.{a} The· go.ve:rn~ng .boar,d~_-of_a. dist.r.kt~.m~Jntai,ni.ng .a c;qmmunity 
college may ·requfre "C:onmunitY colJege stud·ents ·t.o pay a fee- -~·n ·the total 
amou-nt of not more than seven dollars and. ·.fifty ce.nts ( .$7 .50) for each . 
seme'ster, and five dqll~rs (.$5) for s_umnier school; or five dollars ($5) 
for each quarter for-health supervision and_·services, including direct or 
indi rec.t medical and hospitalization ·services, or the operatiori of a 

· student health center or centers, authorized by S_ectfon 72244, or both. 11 

_ .Staff aITTended Item· 11 V·III: Offsetting Savi.ngs and. Other Refmbursements 11 to 
.reflect the reinstatement of. this· fee ,-autho·rity. · 

In response to that amendment, the·DOF has proposed the addit.ion of ·the 
following language 1;o Item VIIL to clar_ify. the impact of the foe authority on 
claimants' reimbursable costs: · · · ·· . . ·. · 

. . 

11 lf a c.l aimant do.es. not levy. the fee aJthori zed by Education Cqde Section 
72246(a), it shall deduct an amount equal to what it woul~ hav~ received 
had the fee been levied. 11 

Staff concurs_w.ith the DOF proposed·.language which does not substantively. 
change· the scop~ of Item VIII. ·· .. ·. . . . 

- . ' ·= -·. . ·. . - .: . . - - ( : • . -: .· . 

- -=~ t .... . :-:··_;. 

Issue 4:_ . Editorial Changes. 

In preparing the proposed. parameters and guideli'nes -amendments, it,was not 
necessary· for staff to make any of the normal ed-itorial changes as th~ 
origJnal. parameters_ and· guidel i-ne.'s_ contained the 1 ariguage usually adop~ed by 
the commission. · 

··.staff, the DOF ,. the .Chancellor's Offi-ce, the sea, and the claimant are in 
agre~ment wHh .. the recommended amendments which are sho\'Jn in Attachment A with 
additions in~icated_ by underlining_ and deletions by strik8'9ut.-

. ~ . 

Staff. Recommendation __ 

Staff .reco1J1111ends the .adopti~n of th~ 'stdtt' s prop<:i'sed parameters an·d 
guidelines amendment.s, :which are basecfon the original parameters -and 
guidelin~s adopted in response to Chapter 1/84, 2nd E.S., and amended iri 
response to~Chapter 1118/8.7, as.well as incorporating.the:.amendment 
rei::orrmended by ·the DOF. Al 1 parties. concur with these amendment$ .. . . . . . - . -. . . . ·.· . 

.. -- :·:. :·· . .. . : .·. · .. ,·· 
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· Adopted: 8/27 /87 

PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES 
Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1981/-7 ill'fiMl'i.JZ/ 

trealth fee .EtiminatiOn 

I . · SUMMARY. OF .. MANDATE .. 
. . 

Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S. rep~aled Educa_tion Code. Section 
72246 wh.ich had· authori"z~-Q: conunun:i:tY ·c::oJleg_e· _distri_cts to_ charge ·a · 
h~alth_fee.for the-purpose of provi_ding health s_upervjsi'i:m_ and ·services, 
direct and indirect m_edical and hospitarization services, and ·operation 
of student health centers. This statute al so re qui red that heal th 
services_ for which a coimnunity- college district charged ~-fee during -the· 
1963-84-fiscal yearha,d to be maintained· at.that level in the 1984-85 
fiscal yea·rand every year thereafter.· The provisions of thi_s statute 
would automatically repeal on.December 31, 1987; whieh would-reinstate 
the community colleges distritts'-·authority to charge·a health:fee as 
spec1f1ed. • 

Chapter. 1118, Statutes of 1987, amended Education.Code· section 72246 to 
require any conununity co11ege district that provided health services in 
1986-87 to m~1nta1n health services pt the level provid~d during the 
1986-87 fiscal year in 1987-88 and each fiscal year thereafter. 

II. COMMiSSION ON STATE 'MANDATES I ElECISIUN .. 

At its hearing on.November 20, 1986, the Commission on State Mandates 
detennined that Chapter l, Statutes ·of. 1984, 2nd E.S. imposed a "new 
programu upon community college distric~s by requiring any community -. 
college district wh:ich provided health-. serviCes for which it was · 
authorized to charge· a fee pursuant. to fonner· Section 72246 in the 
1983-84 .fiscal year to maintain health-services at the leve.l provid~d 
dOring the· 1983-84 fiscal year. in.the 1984~85 fista1· year and each· 

-fiscal year there.after. This maintenarice of effort ·requirel!lent applies .. 
to all community college di.stricts which levied a he~Tth .. .services fee in 

. the 1983-84 fiscal year, regarciless of the extent-to which the health -
services fees collected .offset the actual .costs pf providing hea:lth-·-
services at the 1983-84 fiscal· year level. · 

• ¥ . . • • ~ ~ . • - • • . • • • • •. - • r .. . - .· 

At-.1ts hearing of April 27,. 1989,.the ·conunissfon .. determined that Chap-ter 
1118, -Statutes of 1987-, amended th1 s ma1 ntenance of effort requ·1 rement 
to appl'y to all community col1ege· dfstricts which provided health · · 

"" serv1ces in flscal year 1986-87- and required them to- marntarn that level 
in fiscal year 1987-88 and each fiscil year thereafter._ . · 

III. ELIGIBLE .. CLAIMANTS 

Conmunity college districtS ·which provided health '.services f¢f/U~in. 
198p6-8M fiscal year and continu.e to provide the sam·e_services·as. _ 
a result-of this mandate are eligible ,to claim reimbursement of those 

. costs. · 
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IV .. PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT 

·:Chapter l, Statui;es of 1984, 2nd E.S., became effective· July 1, 1984-. 
Section 17557 of the Government Code states that a test claim· must be 
submitted on or before November 30th following, a given.fiscal year. to 

·establish for that fiscal year. The test claim· for this mandate was 
filed on November 27, 1985; therefore, costs i'ncurred on·.or after 

.Juiy 1, 1984; are reimbursable. Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987; became 
effective January 1~ 1988. Ti.tle 2, California Code of Regulations, 

· sect1on I IB'5.3(a) states that. a parameters and· guidelines amendment 
f.1·led before the deadlrne for rn1bal cla1ms as spec1f1ed· rn the 
.Claiming Instruc·tfons· shall apply.to all years eligible for 
reimbursementas defined in the original parameters and.'guidelines; 
therefore, costs ·incurred on or after January I, 1988; for Chapter :1118~ 
Statutes. of t987, are reimbursable . 

Actual costs for one fiscal year should"be incluc;led .. in each ·claim. 
Estimated costs for· the subsequent year m·ay .·be i nc1 uded on the same 
cl aim if applicable. ·Pursuant to Se~tion 17561( d){3) of the (Jovernment 
Code, al 1 cl aims for reimbursement· of costs shall pe submitted withi·n . 
120 days of notification by the State Controi.ler of the enactment of the 
cl aims bil 1. · · · · 

If the tota·l costs fcfr a· given fi sear Year do not exc~ed $200~ no 
reimbursement· shall be all owed; except as otherw.i se al 1 owed .by· 
Government Code Section 17564. - · · 

A. Scope of Mandate 

Eligible community colleg'e· di-stricts. shall ·be reimbursed -for the 
co.sts of p rovi·di ng a . heal th services programwft~¢~:t/:tti~/~~t~0tHY. 
'f.t/J/1~.'!IYla/f<i.i. Only services providedJ¢r/f~~/in · 
T98p6-~7 fi ~cal year may :be cl aimed. .. 

'--".·-· ·'-

B. Reimbursable Activ·ities 

For each eligible·claimant, the fo.llowing·cost items.are reimbursable 
:to the. extent they were provided by the. community college district 'in 
fi seal yea: JSJ3$fS1f.l 986.~87: · . - . . · . : · 

ACCIDENT REPORTS 

APPOINTMENTS 
College Physitian ~ Surgeo~. 

· ·. Denn.atology, Family P'ractice, Internal Medici.ne. 
·Outside Ph.Ysicfon -
Dental Servic·es 

. :. . . -: . . . ~ 

.'outside Labs. (X~ray~ etc.) 
. . Psychologist, fµl l services 

· Cancel /Change Appointments · 
R.N. . 
Check Appointments 
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ASSESSMENT, INTERVENTION & COUNSELING 
Birth Control· 
Lab -Reports . 
Nutrition · 
Test Results (.office) 
VD· 
Other. .Medi ca 1 ·Prob·l ems 
CD . 
URI 

·ENT 
Eye/Vision . 
Denn. /Allergy 
Gyrr/Pregnancy Services 
Neuro 
brtho 
GU 
Dental 
GI 

.. Stress Counseling 
· Crisis Intervention 

Child Abuse Reporting.and Counseling. 
Substance Abuse Identification and Counseling 
A1ds · .. 

. Eating Disorders 
Weight Control 
Personal ·Hygiene 
Burnout 

EXAMINATIONS ·(Minor Illnesses). 
Recheck Mi nor :Injury 

HEALTH TALKS .OR FAIRS - INFORMATION 
Sexually Transmitted Disease 
Drugs . 

·Aids·. . 
· Child Abuse.· 

- ·Birth Control/Family Pl_anning 
Stop Smoking 
Etc.· 

· · library·-. videos antt casse~tes-

f:"IRSt AID (Major ·Emergencies) 

·FIRST AID (Minor Emergencies) 

i="IRST AID l~ITS (Fil led) 

IMMUNIZATIONS. . 
Di ptheri a/Tetanus 
Measles/Rubella 
Influenza · 
Information 

INSURANCE 
on Campus Accident· 
Voluntary . . 

· Insuranc~ Inquiry/Claim Adminis.tration 

. : . ~ : 
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LABORATORY TESTS DONE 
Iriqui ry/Int~rpretat ion 
P~p Smears- -

PHYSICALS 
Employees 
Students 
Athletes 

- 4 -

·MEDICATIONS (dispensed OTC for misc. illnesses) 
Antacids 
Antidfarrhi al 
Anti hi starrii nes -
Aspirin, Tylenol. etc: 
Skin rash-:preparafions - - -· 
Mi SC. ' . 

Eye drops 
Ear drops. 
Toothache .:. Oi-1 cloves 

-stfogkill 
Midol - -Menstrual Cramps 

PARKING CARDS/ELEVATOR KEYS 
Tokens 
Return card/key 
Parking inquiry" 
Eleva ~0-r. passes -
Temporary han~1cap"jjed parking permits 

REFERRALS TO OUTSIDE AGENCIES 
- Private Medi ca 1 Doctor · 

Heal.th Deparbnent -
CJ i ni c 
Dental 
Counseling Centers 
Crisis Centers . 
Transitional Living.Fa~iljties.(Battered/Homeless Women) 
Family Planning Facilities · -

- Other -Hea 1th Agencies -_ . 

TESTS 
·Bl ood Pres su-re 
Hearing , 
Tuberculosis 
· _ R~!ldi ng _ - . 

Infonnat.jon, 
Vi sfon-
Gl uconieter 
Uri na.lysfs . 
Hemog) obi n:, ._ .. 

· E.K .G-.. '_ ,;. · 
-: . Strep :A. testing· 

_P~G. t;estirig· __ 
Monosp-ot . .
Hemacul t 
Misc. 

·.· =· 
-·- .. ·····-· . 

. • •· I.· 

-. 
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MISCELL~NEOUS . . 
· Absence Excuses/PE Waive·r 

Allergy Injections 
Bandaids 
Booklets/Pamphlets 
Dressing Change 
Rest 
Suture Removal 
Temperature 
Weigh 
Misc. 
Information -
Report/Form .. 
Wart Removal 

COMMJTTEES 
Safety 
Environmental 
Di s~ster ·Planning· 

SAFETY DATA.SHEETS. 
Central fi 1 e· · 

X-RAY SERVICES 

COMMUNICABLE DISEASE CONTROL 

- 5. -

BODY FAT MEASUREMENTS · ;· · .... 

MINOR SURGERIES 

SELF-~STEEM GROUPS .. 

MENTAL HEALTH'. CRISIS 

AA GROUP 

. ADULT CHl~DREN OF ALCOHOLICS .. GROUP 

WORKSHOPS 
Test Anxiety 
·stress. Management 
Communication Skills 
Weight Loss- . 
As.sertiveness Ski 11 s 

VI.: CLAIM. PREPARATION 

; . 

-- ..... 

, . 

Each claim.for reimbursement. pursuant to· this.man.date--must b~.timely. 
filed-and set forth a list Of each item for Which reimbursement is 
cl aimed. under this mandate. //g)'f~j~)'(t/¢7.;{fllf;t11:t~1trl9iY /¢7,:fiit/r/.¢T.t't/ 1lv1¢.~r 
~nu r/Jfltw¢ l;O't¢rrrl{U ;0y,111 il11Vrifj/ ;!trl¢14rltl¢r~n ¢1.J.tr:11¢if>HrJ.rttr1._M~ri r 
st~9f~nt1;Cn{lf/¢vlr~nl1i~rit/¢¢J:flltilr/JrlY'1-J19i¢t~;tlftr/J#'tl-¢fl~r¢2f>'~m1 
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, A. Desc-ripti on of Activity . . . 

l.· Show the total number of full"='time studen:ts enrolled per 
. semester/quarter. · · ·. - · 

·.; 

2. S~ow ,the total number of fuJl.:.;·ti:me -students enrolled- in the summer 

3-. · Show· the tota 1 number of ··part-time students enro 1:1 ed per-
~em~ster /quarter.. · 

4. ·Sbow_ the total number of part-time students enrolled .in the summer 
program. 

-Claimed costs·shouldbe supported by the fol~owing information: 

""YI 

. '/../ 

f/rirJf f,'//¢t/Il1ri¢f.<i¢./frli/'tHfi rYW//$-f'i/lfr/f j'f,¢~1 /jrUt l'tr/JI tiJ.¢¢r/dt. 
tK'i/K¢U:Uif/ t<it'flr/.rU/~rfJd"f~m/ . 

l</J-Y4.1!fl~m~~rl¢f1tr.rJrJ.ri·;r'tt/iJ.n1i<trif.trirt.i!YJ./J!.f"J 11t~t¢id~Pfl~I -
al6¢)1ef 11 fl!lt.tv1~1t»1tnrt~rriatf>l<tll:tH<ilt¢tar nu10~·hit 
<tYtJ.r/J<i'l1/Yl¢~1¢./'</Jri/1JUrt.i/YJ/~IJ I /rt.ir,l.Jt'JY,11 ¢¢.116.Y /l.t¢T/I 
'11:/Sf.U' /Vlf tM!tKelt0:f9'1 I ;l'.trl0~rr't/t<i:luH~id 'ff,_¢r/J.jjyl¢y'¢j{ trirJ./ ~y 
:tw·e-1 a!i1t?H rt.9!167<i1JuiY,1i'¢tt1Prfitil~rtrr ~t0t 1 

· lt.lt~tvl?>:'/.i>lti.lit!IA~t~al_ Costs of. Cl~im Year for· P.roviding 
19Bi~-8$f..7 Fiscal-Year Program Level of ServiCe. · 

_ l. Emp1.oyee Salaries _and B~nefits 

Identify the employee(s)) show the classification of the · 
.employee(s) involved, describe the. mandated function's perfonned 
and specify the actual number of hours devoted. to each 'function, 
the-productive h6urly rate, -a:nd the._related b~'nefit's. The average 
number· of hours devoted·to each function may be claimed:if 
su.pported by a- documented .'time study. · 

· 2. -Serv.1ces and Suppli.es 

Only expendi-ture~whiCh can be -identified as a dir~ct cost of the 
mandate can be claimed.· List cost of materials which·have been 
consum_ed or· expended specif1ca1 ly .. for ·the purpQse: ... of :th'i s mandate. 

3. Allowable Overhead Cost 

e Indirect costs may be cl~imed in:the manner ·described by "the State 
-co·ntroller in h1s ~.l~ii11ing.instructions .. 
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VI I. SUPPORTING DATA 

For auditfng purposes, all costs cl aimed must be traci:abl e to source 
documents and/o-r worksheets that show e_vidence of the. validity of ·such 
costs_. Th'is would include documentation for the fiscal year· -

_l98;36-8«-7"program to-substantiate a maintenance of effort~ These 
documents must be kept on file by the agency submitting-. the claim for a 
period Of no less than three _years from the date of the final payment ·Of 
the claim pursuant to--this-m·andate; and made available on the request of 
the State Controller or his agent. -

VIII. OFFSETTING -SAVINGS AND OTHER REIMBURSEMENTS 

Any offsett"i iig ·savings the claimant experiences as a direct result of 
this statute must be deducted from the costs claimed. In addition, 
reimbursement far this mandate received _from a-ny source~ e.g., federa 1, 
state. etc.,- sha 11 M identified and_ deduct(;!d from this cl aim. Thfs 
shall include the amount of $7.50 per full-time student per semester~ · 
$5.00 per tul 1-:time student tor summer sch_ool, -cw $!;1.00 per·fuU.:..time 
student per quarter, ~s authorized by Educati-on. Code sect1an 72246(a1. 
This shall also include payments (fees) .~¢IA received from·-ind-ividuals 
other tnan students who w~riare ·not covered by fr/>'lr.Mr Educ-a ti on 
Code Section 72246 for -healtnservices. -

- . 
rx-. REQ"UIRED CERTIFICATlON . > 

Tile_ follow] ng certification-must··accompany-the cl aim: 

I DO HEREBY CERTlF.Y under p_enalty of perjury: 

- THAT the for_egoing- is true- and correct~ 

_THAT .Section 1090 to -109-6, inclusive, of the Government" Code and 
other applicable provisions ·of the __ law-have been complied with; 

and , 
-

THAT r _am· 'th_e -pe_rson autho-ri-zed- by: the 1 oca·l -agency- to fi-1 e c 1 a-i ms 
~orfunds with the· State of Cali-for-nia·. _ -· 

Signature- o_f Auth(_)rized Representative -Date 

-n_tle Telephone N-o .. 

f • ~ -. '.. • 
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CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE j GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN, Gaw.mar 

\uro·RNIA "co~UNITY COLLEGES 
..ANINTH STREET --

.AMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814 
-(91°6) """s-8752 'H5-U63 

·- -

February 22, 1989 

Mr. Robert w-. Eich 
E~ecutive Dire~tor 
Commission on State Mandates 

-- 1130 "K" Street, Suite LLSO- . 
Sacramento, CA -9S814-3927 

Dear Mr, Ei_ch: 

As you know,_ the Commission ol;l August 2T; -.19-8_7 ·adopted 
Parameters _and -Guideline-s for claiming -reimbursements of 

-mandated costs related to --C:ornmuni ty_ -college :heal th
services. _ Fees formerly collected_ by communi"ty colleg~s 
had been eliminated:by Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, -
Second Extraordinary Session. - La-st··year' s- mandate claims 
bil.-1. (AB 2763 )- included funding· to pa-y all these claims 
through 1988,-89. - --

Th,e Governor's partial approval of AB 2763.last September 
included a stipulation that claims for the current year 
would be paid -this fiscal year, but -prior-year claims 
wi1-l be p~id in equal installments- from the. next three 
budget acts. The Governor-did not address the -fact that 
the ongoing costs of "pr_oviding the man~ated level of 
service will continue to exceed the maximum pe:rmisi?ibl_e 
fee- of $7 .50 per student per- semester;_ - -

On behalf. of all eligible community college districts, 
the Chancellor' s ·Of;f;l.ce proposes the fol-lowing changes in 
the Parameters and Guidelines~ -

. . 
o Payment of 1988-89 mandated -c-osts in excess of 

maxiin~ permissible fees. ·(This amount is payable 
from AB 2763:) - · 

.. . r ·. : 
o Payment of all-prior-year claims in installments 

over the next three years. (Funds for these 
payments will- be i~cl_uded in the next _3 budg~t
act_s.) 

o Payment of future-years mandated costs in excess of 
the maximum ·pe_rmissible, fee~~ "(No funding has· yet 

-been ·provided for -these costs.) -

.. ~:~ .. ~ 
---~ 
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Mr. Eich 2 .) Febi:'uary 22, 1989 . 

If you have any guesti~ns regarding :this proposal, p_le~se 
contact Pa~rick Ryan at (916) 445-1163. 

Sincerely, -
- -

-~CLU1·d- -~fV~j 
DAVID MERTES 
Chancellor· 

DM:PR;mh 

cc: ~bor~ Fraga-Decker, 
Douglas· -aurri s· · 
Joseph Newmyer 
Gary Cook 

.l ., 

CSM 

·, 
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_J:f\~, em or a trc.i"u m 

• 

..... , : March 22, 1989 

'"'-a Deborah Fraga-Decker 
Program Analyst_ 

-Conmission on State Mandates 

fn.m1 D"parhnant qf Finance 

Proposed Amendments to Parameters and -Guide-1 i.nes -for Cl a1m. ·Na. CSM ... 4206 -- Chapter 
1, Statutes of 1984-, 2nd E.S. ·andChapter 1118~ Statutes. ofJ987- -- Health fee. 
Eli mi nation 

_Pursua11t to your request, the Department of· Finance has reviewed the p·roposed 
amendments to the parameters and _gu1de11nes related to convnunity college health 
services. These amendments~ which are requested by" the. Chancel1or 1·s. Office, 
refl~ct· the impact that Chapter 1118/87 has on tlie original parameters adopted by 
the Commission for Chapter 1/84 on August 27, 1987. Specifically, Chapter 1118/87~ 

Cl} requires districts which were providing health servkes fo 1986-87, rather 
.. thall. 1983-84., ... to .. c:anti nue. to_p.rov.i.de . s.u.c.b ser.vtces ..•.. i.rr~specti ve of 

whether or not a fee was charged -f.or the services; and 

(2} allows al 1 df stri cts to again charg·e a· fee of up to· $7. 50 per ·student for 
the Services~ · In this -rega r;d, ·we waul d point -out that,. the proposed . · 
amendment to 11 VIII. Offsetting ·savings, and Other Reimbursements", could 
be interpreted to require that, iif a district elected not to charge _fees 
it would not have to· deduct anything from 1ts c1aim. ·· We believe that. 
pursuant to Section 17556 .{d} of the Government Code. an amount equal to 
$7.50 pe~ student must be deducted ·whether or not 1t is actual1y charged· 
.sfoc:e the d1 strict has the authority to 1 evy the fee·. We· suggest that the 
followfog language_be aQded as a second paragraph under· 11Vl!I": 11 lf a · 
cl a1mant does not levy the foe authorized by. Education Code Section · 
72246 ,(a), it ·shall deduct an ;imourif equal to what ·it would ·have receiv"ed 
had the fee been.levied;».· - - · - - · 

Wi~h the amendm~nt.described above,: we believe th_e amend!Jtents to the parameters. and_· 
gmde11nes are appropriate-for this mandate and recqm)1end the Commissfon adopt them 
at its Apr_il 27. 1989, meeting. · · . · · - _ · . -

Any questions regarding this recommendation should be ci1 rected to Ja.mes M. Apps. or 
K1_m. Cl ~ment of 11'\Y _staff at. 324-0043. . .. - · - · 

U~
-

. 

<-~- Fred K1ass · . . ' .. · .. 

Assistant Program Budget Manager 

cc: see second page 
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cc:· Glen Beatie, .Stat· ~ontroller.1 s ·Office 
Pa~ Ryan, Chancel ,~' s. Office,, Conanun1ty College 
Juli et Musso, Legi sla"tive Ar:ialyst' s Office 

..) Richard'Frpnk,:Attorney General · 

-·-·· 
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I::~ ·< i~tFORNIA COM.MUNITY COLLEGES 
. ; .;;·: NINTH STF!EET 

,'!'.'· k\ENTO, CA.Lfl"ORNIA . 9581-4 
. , ... ·:.<!-815:2 145-1163 

~1pri1 3 I 1989 

;y[r_ Robert W. Eich 
Executive Director 
Commission on State Mandates 

~~ ""O K Street, Suite LLSO 
·:-.acramento, CA··. 95814 · 

·Attention: Ns. Deborah Fraga-Decker 

Subject: CSM .4206 

RECEIVED 

AP.R 0 5 ~989 
\ COMMISSION ON · 
· ~~AT£ M/l.NDAfE:s,,. .· 

. ... ~_ ... M/"· 

Amendments to Parameters and Guidel~nes 
Chapter l, Statue~ of 1984, 2nd E.$. 
Chapter 118, Statues of.1987 
Health Fee Elimination 

:Jear Mr. Eich:. 

-CSl4 Attachment D 

G~RGE Dl!IJKMEJIAN, O<minior 

in_ response to your r~q1.1est" of March 8, we have reviewed th.El propo~ed 
l.anguage changes necessary to amend the existing pararnete-rs and· · 
guidelines to meet the regu;lrements of Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987 .. 

The Department of Finance has also provided i.ts a copy.of their 
:-u;;gestion to add the following la.11guage in part VIII: 11 1£ a claii:nant 
:-lees not levy the fee authorized by Education Code Section 7224.6{ a'), 
it.shall deduct an amottnt·equal to.what it would have rec~ived had the 
fee been levied. u ·This o.ffice concurs with ·their suggestion. ·which is 
aonsistant with the law and wi.th our request .of February 22." 

.. ~i. ~::h the additional . 1 ahgtiJ;tge suggested by the Department of Finance, 
~he· Cha_n.c~llor' s 0£fici;i :i:econunends approval 0£ the amended paramete1rs 
and guidelines a.s d~a.f.ted for presentation to the CornmJ·ssion o.n 
.!'-\p:dl 27 I. 1999 .· . . 

S:i.ncerel, y, 

·17~d: .. ;Kv_fu _·; 
DJWIP MERTES 
Chancellor 

cc: ,Jiirt "Apps, · Depa~tment of Finance 
"Glen Beatie, State Controller's Office 
Richard· Frank, .Attorney General·' s Office 
Juliet Muso, .Leq:.siative l.\nalyst!·s .Office 

/ Do1.1qiaa Burz-is 
·Joseph Newmyer 
Gary Coo~ 
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-·.· .. _ ........... . 

GRAY DAVIS 
Olantrn!br irf :tly:e ~-~ @:alifur:tti'n 

. April 3,. 1989 

;fa. Deborah li'T:aga-Decke.r 
Program Analyst · 

P. 0. BOX 9429!50 

SACRAMENTO, CA 94250~0()01 

Commission on State Mandates 
. 1130 K Street, Suite LLSO 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

:>-;;,~;: Ms. Fraga.-Dacker-: 

b..ll"l f.\".'-·lodt;.lllllt'.11 ~ ' . : . . . . . ::. ·~ ·: . . . : 

RE: Proposed Amendments to Parameters and Guidelines: Chapter 1/84, 2nd 
E.S., and Chapter 1118/87 - Health~ Elimination 

We have· re.viewed the amendments proposed on the-above subject.and find the . 
proposals p:r:oper and acce.ptable. 

Howeva:r:, the .Coounission may wish to clarify section "VIII. OFFSETTING SAVINGS 
AND OTHER.REIMBURSEMENTS". that the required offset is the amount recsiv~d or 
would have ~eceived per student·i~ the-claim yea~ •. 

Lt you ha.ve any questions, please call Glen.Beatieat 3-8137. 

srcerel~, 

q.t1t1\/\/l ~-[6V 
.ttl~ llaas, _Assistant Chief 
Iti....fision of Accounti~g · 

GH/~B:dv!. 

S.C8l822 

. ) 
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: ' 

... 
Ms;~·.~;,~brah Fraga-Decker 
Pro:9:r;:ai~L.Arfalyst .· · 
Coliiiii"i.is·fon. ·on-: State'. Mandates 
i 1a·Q\M;isi·nee:t ~· · $.Mt~ LL so · 
sacf~~iment~, · tA··. 9SS14 · 

~· ••• • 4 :: •••• -: • • • ~ • 

· .. 

• ... .. · ·.'· 
·. I 

.... 

RE°FERE.NC£: . ·CSM-4206 . . 
. AMENDMENTS TO PARAMETERS ANO GU.IDELiij~s 

D~af' D~borah: 

·CHAPTER 1, STATUTES OF 1984;·. iNil E.S. ·. 
CHAPTER 1118, STATUTES OF 1987- . 
HEALTH FEE ELIMtNATION 

.... ., .. 

We h·ave -.reviewed your letter of MarCh 7 to ChanceHci?;<:!-fl'a.iHd,i:-. · 
the. a~~~~h.ed ame~?m~nts .to. the heal th f~e p~r.cpn:e~~·r~ ,:~~.~:~~Jf4.~:~~.~le '.-,,;:/} 
b(}'] 1~,Ye th.ese rev1s1ons to be most appropriate and.;co~l11Jr.:·.$.~t:el:lf:·. .-fr;:'· .. 
ttt'¢.":_.~]lang~s you have irroposed. . < , ·: ·;~gi2f%~~i~~!:~~tyt_ 
I ~C?.·4ld· 1 iJ<e ·ta thank you again for your experti.se and .he·1t>f:uh!H"t~i~~,i~.i;( 
thro_!,lgh"out this. entire process. · 

Y~.if~s truiUlY". 

·· .. ·. . 
~·fu~t ...... .- ood. . 

v:; be ·~P·r.es id ent· . 
Adfiff~Tiib·-atfve-Aftafrs·:- . 

. TMW; blj 

~.., .. .-d of Trturi:.o@S: IBabelle B. Gonthier • "Bill E. ReTIIBndez • Marilee Morgan • Ralph s~ Pruilieco •.·Hilda Solie 
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MINUTES 

COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 
May. 25, 1989 

l O:OO a.m. 
State Capitol, Room 437· 
Sacramento, California 

?resent were: Chairperson Rus.sell Gould, Chief Deputy Director, Department of . 
Finance; Fred R •. Buenrostro, Representative of the State Treasurer; D. Robert 
Shuman, Representative of_ the State Controller; Robert Martinez, Oir.ector, 
')ffice of Planning and Research; and Robert c. Creighton, Public Member~ 

, 

There being a quorum p_resent, Chairper~on Gould called the meeting to order at 
10:02 a.m. 

--:~em l Minutes 

Chairperson Gould asked if there wel'.'e any corrections or additions .to the 
minutes of the Commi ssi ori 's hearing of April 27, l 989~ There were no 
corrections ~r additions. 

-,-he minutes were adopted without. objection. 

Consent Calendar 

~:ie following items were on the Commiss1on's consent agenda: 

:·"'.:em 2 Proposed Statement of Deci s·ion 
Chapter 406, Statutes of 1988 
Special Election - Bridges 

Item 3 Proposed Statement of Decision 
Chapter 583, Statutes of 1985 · 
Infectious Waste Enforcement 

~tern 4 Proposed. Statement of ·Decision 
Chapter 980, Statutes of· 1984 
Court Audits 

'~em 5 Proposed Statement .of Decision 
Chapter 1286; Statutes of 19~5 
Homeless Mentally_ Ill 
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Item 6 Proposed Parameters and Guidelines Amendment 
Chapter l, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S. 
Chapter 11 lS, Statutes .of 1987 
Health Fee Elimination 

Item 7 Proposed Parameters and Guidelines Amendment 
Chapter 8, Statutes of 1988 
Democratic Presidential Dele~ates 

Item 10 P.rop-osed Statewide Cost Estimate 
Chapter 498~, Statutes of 1983, 
Education Code Section.48260.5 
Notification of Truancy 

Item 12 Propos~d Statewide Cost Estimate 
Chapter 1226, Statutes of-1984 
Chapter 1526, Statutes of 1985 
.investment.Reports 

There being no discussion or appearanc~s on Items 2~ 3, 4, 5, 6y 7, 10, and 
12, Member Buenrostro moved· adoption of the staff recommendation on these 
items on the consent calendar. Member Martinez. seconded the motion. The 
vote on the .motion was unanimous. The motion carried. 

The following items were continued: 

Item 13 Proposed Statewide Cost Estimate 
Chapter 1335, Statutes of 1986 
Trial Court Delay Reduction Act 

Item 16 Test-Claim 
:chapter 841, Statutes of 1982. 
Pat1ents' Rights Advocates 

Item l 7 Test Cl aim -· · 
Chapter 921, Statutes of 1987 
Countywide Tax Rates 

The next item to be heard by the Commission was:_ 

. Item 8 Proposed Parameters and Guidelines ·Amendment 
Chap~er 961" Statutes of 1975 
Collective Bargaining 

215 

, The party requesting the proposed amendment, Fount'ain Valley School District, 
'did not appea·r at the hearing. Carol Miller, appearing on behalf of the 
Education Mandated Cost Network, stated that .the Network was interested f n the 
issue of reimbursing a school district for the time the district 
Superintendent spent in, or preparing for, collective bargai·ning issues . 
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The Conunission then discussed the issue of reimbursing the Superintendent's 
· time as a direct cost to the mandated program or as an indirect cost as 

required by the.federal.publications OASC-10, and Federal Management Circular 
.74-4. Upon conclusion of this·discus.sion, the·Commission, staff, and 
Ms. Mi 11 er, agreed that the Commission could deny ~his proposed amendment by 

_ the Fountain Valley School Di strict~ and Ms. Miller could assist a·nother 
district in an attempt to amend the parameters and guidelines to allow 
reimbursement.of the· Superintendent's cost relative to collective bargaining 
~rt~~. . . . . . 

Membe~ Creighton then inquired on the is~ue of holding.collective bargaining 
sessions ·outside of nonnal working hours and the number of teachers the 
parameters and guidelines reimburse for participating in collective bargaining 
sessions. Ms. Mfller stated that because of the classroom ,disruption that can 
~~sult from.the use of a substitute teacher, bargaining sessions are sometimes 
held outside of normal work hours for practical reasons. Ms. Miller al so 
stated that -the parameters and guidelines permit reimbursement for·· five 
substitute teachers. 

Member Martinez moved and Member Buenrostro seconded a motion to adopt the 
-ct::i.ff recommendation to deny the proposed amendments to the parameters and 

. guidelines. The roll call· vote on the motion was unanimous. The motion 
carried. 

Item 9 Proposed Statewide Cost Estimate 
Chapter 498, Statutes of 1983 
Education Code Section 51225.3 
Graduation Requir~ments 

Carol Miller-appeared on behalf of the claimant, Santa Barbara Unified School 
District. Jim Apps and DonEnderton appeared on behalf of the Department of 
::;nance~ and Rick Knott appeared on behalf o.f the San Di ego Unif} ed Sch6ol 
District. · · 

Carol M111er began the d1scussfon on this matter by stating her abjection to 
the Department of Finance raising.issues that were already argued in the, 
parameters and guidelines hearings for.,this mandate. Based on th1s objectionJ 

. ~ls. Miller requested that the Commissfon adopt staff 1s recommendation and 

. allow the Controller's Office to handle any audit exceptions. 

Jim Apps stated that because school districts .. did not report funds that have 
been received by them, then the data reported in ·the survey is suspect. 
Therefore. the Department of Finance is not convinced that the cost estimate 
based on the data received by the schools is legitimate. · 

. Discussion continued on the validity of the cost estimate and on the figures 
pres~nted to the Co1m1ission for its consideration~ 

f.1ember Creighton then made.a motion to adopt staff's recommendation. Member. 
Shuman seconded the motion. Th~ vote on the motion was; Member Buenrostro, 
r:io; Member Creighton_ •. aye; Member Martinez", no; Member Shuman, aye; and 
Chairperson Gould, no. The motion failed~ 
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Chairperson Gould made an alternative motion that staff~ the Department of 
. Finance, and the school districts, conduct a pre-hearing conference and ag_ree 
~nan estimate _to be presented to the Commission at a future hearing. Member 
Buenrostro seconded the motion. The ro1l call vote on the motion was 
unani nious. · The mot 1 on carded. · 

Item 11 Statewide Cost Estimate 
Chapt~r 815, Statutes of 1979 
Chapter 1327, Statutes of 1984 
Chapter 757, Statutes of 1985 
Short-Ooyle Case Management 

Pamela Stone, representing the County of Fresno, :stated.that the county was in 
agreement with the staff propose·d statewide cost ~stimate of .$20,000,000 for 
the 1985-.86 through. 1989-90 fi seal years, and was opposed to the reduction of 
·the co.sts estimate being proposed by the Department of Me.ntal Heal th 1 s·1 ate 
filing. · · · 

Lynn Whetstone~ represent1ng th~ Department of Mental Health, stated that the· 
D~partment agrees with the methodology used by Comm;·ssion staff to develop ·the 
cost estimate, however, the Department questioned the mariner in which 
Commission staff extrapolated its survey figures 1nto a statewide estimate • 

. Ms. Whetstone stated that due to the reasons stated in its late filing, the 
Department believes that the cost estimate be reduced to $17,280,000. 

Member Shuman mow~d, and Member Martinez seconded a motion to adopt the staff 
proposed statewide cost estimate of $20,000,000for the 1985-86 through 
1989-90 fiscal years. The roll call vote on the motion was unanimous. The 
motion carried. · 

Item 14 .State Mandates Apportionment System 
Request for Review of Base Year Entitlement 
Chapter 1242,. Statutes of 1977 . · 
Senior Citizens' ·Property Jax Postponement 

Leslie Hobson appeared on behalf of the claimant, Coun·ty of Placer, .and stated 
agreement-with the staff analysis. · 

There.were .no other appearances and no further discussion. 

Member Creighton moved approval of the staff recommendation. Member Shuman 
seconded the motion. ·The roll call vote was unanimous •. The motion carried. 

·Item 15 Test Claim 
Chapter 670, Statutes of 1987 

. As.sig.ned Judges 

Vicki Wajdak and Pam~la·Stone appea·red on behalf. of the claimant, County of 
Fresno. Beth Mullen appeared-oh behalf of the Administrative· Office of 
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the Courts. Jim Apps appeared on behalf of the Department of Finance. Allan 
Burdick appeared on behal f of the County Supervisors Association of 
California. P:amela Stone restated_ the claimant's position that the revenue 
losses due to this statute· were actually increased costs because Fresno is now 

·:-~quired to compensate its part-time justice court.j_udges for work performed 
or-another county while on assignment. Beth Mullen stated her opposition to 

'::his interpretation because Fresno's part-time justice court judge cannot be 
assigned elsewhere until all work required to be perfoniled for Fresno ha.s been 
completed; therefore, Fresno is only required to compensate the judge for its 
own work. · ' · · 

There followed discussion by the parties and the Conmission regarding the 
~:':lplicability of the Supreme Court's decisions in County of Los An~eles and . 
Lucia Mar. Chairperson Gould aske~ Cm1111ission Counsel ~ary Hori w etfier this 
statute ·imposed a ,new program and- h1gherc le.vel of service as contemplated by 
these two decisiOn,s. M_r. Hori stated that it did-meet th~ definition of new 
;::-"'ogram and higher level of service as contemplated by the Suprem~ Court. 

'Vlember Creighton moved to adopt the staff reconmendat1on to find a mandate on 
counties whose part-time justice court judge is assigned within the home 
county. · Member Shuman seconded the motion. The roll call vote was 
unanimous. The motion carried. 

Item 18 Test Claim 
Chapter 1247, Statutes of 1977 
Chapter 797, Statutes of 1980 

_ Chapter 1373.1.. Statutes of 1980 
Public Law 9~-372 · 

_Attorney's Fees - Special Education 

Chairperson Gould recused himself from the hearing on this item. 

Clayton ·Parker~ representing the Newport-Mesa Unified -School District, 
stibmitted a late filing ·on the test claim rebutting the staff analysis. 
;or.ember Creighton stated-that he had not had an opportunity to review the late 
-tfling and 1nquired on whether the claim should be_ heard at this hearing. 
Staff.infonned Member Cre1ghtoh and Member Buenrostro that in reviewing the -
filing before this item was called. the.filing appeared to be summary of the 
~~111mant 1 s position on the staff analysis, and that there appeared to·beno 
·''a.son to continue the item. · , · · . 

Mr. Parker stated that Commission staff had misstated the events that resulted 
in the claimant-having tO pay attorneys' fees to a pupil 1 s guardians, and 
because of case law, courts do not have any diScretion in awarding attorney's 
"'ees. Mr. P~rker stated that because state legi sl at1on has codified the 
federal Education of the Handicapped Act, s<:ho()l districts are subject to the 
provf sions of Public Law 94-142 and Public Law' 99-372. Member Buenrostro then 
i~quired whether staff was comfortable with discussing the issue of a state 
executive order incorporating federal law. 
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St<1ff informed the Commission that it was not comfortable discussing this 
1 ssue, and further. noted that it appeared that Mr. Parker was basf ng his 
reasoning for finding P.L. 99-372 t.o.be a statErmandated program, on the Board 
of Control's finding that Chapter 1247, Statutes of 1977, and Chapter 797, 
Statutes of 1980, were a state manqated 'program. Staff noted that Board of 

·Control's finding i's currently the subject of the litigation in Huff v. 
Conuni ssi on an· State Mandates (Sacramento County Superior Court case-No. 
3522951. . . 

Member Creighton moved and Member-Martinez seconded a motion to continue this 
item and. have legal counsel and staff review the arguments presented by 

. Mr. Parker. The vote an_the motion was unanimous.· The motion carried. 

With no further items on the agenda, Chairperson Gould adjourned the hearing 
·at 11 : 45 a. m. · 

Executive Director 

~. RWE~GLH:cm:0224g 
! 

• i 

• 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
l ,, ·; ; 

I: (.'•': '• 

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
' CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE 

1102 Q STREET 
SArnAMENTO, CA 95814-6511 
(916) 445-8752 
HTTP:/fvww.J. C:CCCO.EDU 

March 5, 2001 

To; 

From: 

Subject: 

Superintendents/Presidents 
Chief Business Officers 
Chief Student Services Officers 
Health Services Program Directors 
Financial Aid Officers 
Admissions and Records Officers 
Extended Opportunity Program Directors 

Thomas J. Nussbaum 
Chancellor 

Student Health Fee Increase 

Education Code Section 76355 provides the governing board of a c6mmunity college 
district the option of increasing the student health services fee by the same percentage 
as the increase in the Implicit Price Deflator for State and Local Government Purchase 
of Goods and Services. Whenever that calculation produces an increase of one dollar 
above the existing fee, the fee may be increased by $1.00. 

Based on calculations by the Financial, Economic, and Demographic Unit in the 
Department of Finance, the Implicit Price Deflator Index has now increased enough 
since the last fee increase of March 1997 to support a one dollar increase in the student 

I ' 

health fees. Effective with the Summer Session of 2001, districts may begin charging a 
maximum fee of $12.00 per semester, $9.00 for summer session, $9.00 for each 
intersession of at least four weeks, or $9.00 for each quarter. · 

For part-time students, the governing board shall decide the amount of the fee, if any, 
that the student is required to pay. The governing board may decide whether the fee 
shall be mandatory or optional. 

The governing board operating a health services program must have rules that exempt 
the following students from any health services fee: 

• Students who depend exclusively upon prayer for healing in accordance with the 
teachings of a bona fide religious sect, denomination, or organization. 

I - i 
, l . 

; 
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Superintendents/Presidents 2 March 5, 2001 

• Students who are attending a community college under an approved apprenticeship 
training program. 

• Students who receive Board of Governors Enrollment Fee Waivers, including 
students who demonstrate financial need in accordance with the methodology set 
forth in federal law or regulation for determining the expected family contribution of 
students seeking financial aid and students who demonstrate eligibility according to 
income standards established by the board of governors and contained in Section 
58620 of Title 5 of the California Code of Regulations. 

All fees collected pursuant to this section shall be deposited in the Student Health Fee 
Account in the Restricted General Fund of the district. These fees shall be expended 
only to provide health services as specified in regulations adopted by the board of 
governors. Allowable expenditures include health supervision and services, including 
direct or indirect medical and hospitalization services, or the operation of a student 
health center or centers, or both. Allowable expenditures exclude athletic-related 
salaries, services, insurance, insurance deductibles, or any other expense that is not 
available to all students. No student shall be denied a service supported by student 
health fee on account of participation in athletic programs. 

If you have any questions about this memo or about student health services, please 
contact Mary Gill, Dean, Enrollment Management Unit at 916.323.5951. If you have 
any questions about the fee increase or the underlying calculations, please contact 
Patrick Ryan in Fiscal Services Unit at 916.327.6223. 

CC: Patrick J. Lenz 
Ralph Black 
Judith R. James 
Frederick E. Harris 

l:\Fisc/FiscUniV01 StudentHealthF ees/01 IStuHealthF ees. doc 

i _..,.-./ 
i, 
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W/IP' Section ___ IP'age __ 
Prepared by __ Date_· __ · 
Reviewed by __ Qa_t_~ __ 

. f (~[ ! 1,·1 ;,, 
SANT A MONlICA COMIM1UNil'fV <COJLJLEGIE DISTIIUCT. 

.. ~ " 

Audit review: 

Health Fee Elimination Program 
Review of Shade1IBt Cmrnt/IH!eaRth JF'ees 

July 1, 2001 through June 30, 2003 
C06-MCC-0001 

Based on the following documents provided by Chris Bonvenuto, we computed the 
student health fees that could have been collected. 

1. Emollment Census 3'If b-?-li 
2. List of BOGG used 3J./;o~,q 

Fall Winter Spring Summer Total 

FY 2001-02 

Student enrollment 29,476 13, 164 29,390 15,484 

Less allowable health fee exceptions (6,374) (4,288) (6,137) (2,749) 

Subtotals 23,102 8,876 23,253 12,735 

Authorized student health fee $ 12.00 $ 9.00 $ 12.00 $ 9.00 

Audited authorized health fee revenues $ 277,224 $ 79,884 $ 279,036 $ 114,615 $ 750,759 

Claimed authorized health fee revenues (479,007) 

Audit adjustment, FY 2001-02 $ 271,752 

FY 2002-03 

Student enrollment 29,803 13, 199 28,219 16,781 

Less allowable health fee exceptions (6,343) (3,255) (6,076) (2,973) 

Subtotals 23,460 9,944 22,143 13,808 

Authorized student health fee $ 12.00 $ 9.00 $ 12.00 $ 9.00 

Audited authorized health fee revenues 281,520 89,496 265,716 124,272 $ 761,004 

Claimed authorized health fee revenues (494,512) 

Audit adjustment, FY 2002-03 $ 266,492 

Total 1$ 538,244 

Parameters and Guidelines states that health fees authorized by Education Code must be 
deducted from costs claimed. Education Code Section 76355 ©states that health fees are 
authorized from all student except those students who: (l) depends exclusively on prayer 
for healing; (2) are attending a community college under an approved apprenticeship 
training program; or (3) demonstrate financial need. 

: 'Lj 
l .. 13 
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W /P Sectim1 ___ rage __ 
Prepared by __ Date __ 
Reviewed by ___ Date-. __ _ 

SAN1f A MONICA COMMlUNilf'V COlLlLIE<GlE l!MS1f!IUCT ( \ }_. \(; ;~ /., " 
Health Fee Elimination Program 

!Review of Sti.ll<leITTt Cmrnt/ll-IIealth lFees 
July 1, 2001 through June 30, 2003 

C06-MCC-OOO 1 

Also, Government Code Section 17514 states that costs mandated by the State means any 
increased costs which a district is required to incur. To the extent community college 
districts can charge a fee, they are not required to incur a cost. In addition, Government 
Code Section 17556 states that COSM shall not find costs mandated by the State if the 
district has the authority to levy fees to pay for the mandated program or increased level 
of services. 

CONCLUSION 

The district understated authorized health fee revenue by $538,244 for the audit period. 

The district did not use the actual number of student counts and Boards of Governors 
Grants (BOGG) waiver counts in its rep01ting of the health fee revenue. We recalculated 
the authorized health fees the district was authorized to collect, using the enrollment by 
p~ad count and the annual fee summary-BOGG only. 

Audit adjustment 

Understated authorized health fee revenues claimed 1 1·· 
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SANTA MONICA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 
Health Fee Elimination Proaram 
Analysis of Health fees collected 
Julv 1. 2001 throuoh June 30. 2003 

PER 
Semester Form Unit 

HFE 1.1 Cost 
Fiscal Year 2001102 Full-time 

Fall 2001 
Winter 2002 
Sonne 2002 
Summer2001 
Total 

Fiscal Year 2002103 
Fall 2002 
Winter2003 
Sorino 2003 
Summer2002 
Total 

Total 

Unit 
Total Cost Total 

Part-time 

'· 11 

" 

Purpose To determine tl1e number of student counts and the health fees could have been collected 

Source Enrollment Census - data run received Auqust 24, 2005 , 
List of BOGG used • data run received August 24. 2005 • 
Approved claims for FYS 2001102 and 2002103 

' 

Chris Bonvenuto, accounting Manager f) 
Scheduled the health fees reported on the claim {f roVIJ.a:J, Scope 
Summarized the headcount and BOGG waiver from the district's data run (CD rpvoded by 

Chris Bonvenuto) 
Recalculated the health fees by using the actual headcount and BOGG waiver count 
Compared the audited numbers with calimed number 
Summarized the headcount and BOGG waiver from the district's data run (CD rpvoded by 
Summarized the variance 

CLAIM 
Total 

rees collected 

$ 

s 479 007 

$ 

$ 494 512 

$ 973 519 

PER AUDIT VARIANCE 
Headcount BOGG No. of Unit Audited 

waiver students Cost fees corrected 

29.476 (6.374) 23.102 $ 12.00 s 277.224 
13.164 (4.288) 8,876 9.00 79.884 
29.390 (6,137) 23.253 12.00 279,036 
15 484 (2,749) 12.735 9.00 114.615 
87.514 s 750 759 s 271.752 

29,803 (6,343) 23,460 s 12.00 $ 281,520 
13,199 (3.255) 9,944 9.00 89.496 
28.219 (6,076) 22.143 12.00 265.716 
16 781 (2,973) 13.808 9.00 124 272 
88,002 s 761 004 266 492 

51511763 s 538 244 

Per district's enrollment census data run 
Summer 01 Fall 01 Winter o; Sprinq 02 Summer 02 Fall 02 Winter 03 Sprinq 03 

15484 29476 13164 29390 16781 29803 13199 28219 

Per district's List of BOGG used 
Summer 01 Fall 01 Winter 02 Spring 02 Summer 02 Fall 02 Winter 03 Sprinq 03 

BOGG-AFDC 243 452 251 406 202 348 183 345 
BOGG-B 2082 4338 3388 4178 2164 4450 2291 4235 
BOGG-C 237 1184 455 1166 420 1158 610 1130 
GR 20 34 31 56 20 42 17 40 
Social sec. 167 366 163 331 167 345 154 326 

Subtotal 27 49 637 4 4288 6137 2973 6343 3255 6076 
Conclusion The district understated health fees credited against the costs of health service 

bv S538.244 for the audit oeriod 

~ :··l ·~·· 
'Veterans are not allowabh • Veterans 
BOGG fee waivers for 

25 12 27 16 29 19 1.G 

this mandate Total 2757 6399 4300 6164 2989 6372 3274 6102 

,,..,..--·· 
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Santa Monica Community College District 
Heellh Fee Elimination program 
Summary of BOGG fee waiver student count 
July 1, 2001 through June 30, 2003 
C06-MCC-0001 

Data Run 
Lines 

end 
2 

Data Run ---- Data Run 
Tenn 

Summer01 

,Fall 01 

Winter02 

Spring 02 

Summer02 

'··: l Fall02 

"·" . Winter 03 

Spring 03 

Purpose 

Source 

Scope 

Lines BOGGB 
start 

AFCD 
Count 

2441 243 
start end j Count 

245 2326 2082 

2 4531 452 454 4791 4338 

2 2521 251 253 2540 2288 

407 406 40$ 4585 4178 

203 202 zo,i 2367 2164 

2 349 348 350 4799 4450 

184 183 185 2475 2291 

2 3461 3451 347 4581 I 42351 

To detail summarize the number of BOGG fee waiver for the audit period 

Data run -List of BOGG-from Chris Benvenuto, accounting manager 

Detailed schedule the BOGG fee waiver 
ldentino.d by type of BOGG 

i.: '. ~,Ii 

Lines BOGGC 
start end j Count 

2327 2563 237 

4792 59751 1184 

2541 2995 I 455 

4586 5751 115G 

2368 2787 420 

4800 5957 1158 

2476 3085 610 

4582 5711 I 11301 

Conclusion BOGG count will be used wl1en we computed the fee revenues that the district should have been collected 

Data Run Data Run 
Lines fGR 

start end I Count 
Lines Soc. Sec. 

start end Count 
2564 2583 20 2584 2750 167 

5976 6009 34 6010 6375 366 

2996 3026 31 3027 3189 163 

575:2 5807 56 5808 6138 331 

2788 2807 20 2808 2974 167 

5958 5999 42 6000 6344 245 

3086 3102 17 3103 3256 154 

5712 5751 I 401 5752 60771 3261 

Data Run 
Lines 

start 
2751 

Veterans I 
end jCount 

2758 8 

6376 6400 25 

3190 3201 12 

6139 6165 27 

2975 

6345 

3257 

6078 

29901 16i 

6373LJI 291 
3275 191 
G103 26 

i 
I 

BOGG 
Total i 
Coun~ 1

1 2757 

63991' 

3200 

6164 

29S9i 
i 

6372 

I 
3274 

6102 

-...~~ 
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BENFORD JEANISE 787157 11 Gk q/11/-i 
CADY KENT 720144 11 
DEVON SCHWARTZ 792931 11 
HOKE KAMAL 793112 11 
KAM KATHY 812800 11 
KIL MISUN 828050 11 
KIM HYE ON-SOOK 772961 11 
KLINE CORINNE 828695 11 
KLINGENSMITH THEODOR 823724 11 
LEE ALICE 767431 11 
LEE MICHELLE 729233 11 
MAY LYNETTE 675269 11 
NINH THIEN 812512 11 
OMAR OMAR -765657 11 
PHILLIPS MARCUS 823968 11 
RIHA KLARA 725832 11 
TEHRANI SHAH RAM 826703 11 
THOMAS VERONICA 810352 11 
XIONG SHIYUE 791623 11 
YU EUN 754426 11 
ACOSTA CRISTINA 674643 12 
ALANIZ DANIELA 791564 12 
BEAS RICHARD 757625 12 
CHERNOVSKY STEVEN 628111 12 
CONLIN SEAN 810285 12 
FEARON MARK 742616 12 
KAHEN SAMI 748881 12 
KIM soo 826128 12 
KWON CHUL-GEUN 677103 12 
LAU ATHENA 819355 12 
MAZARIEGO GLADYS 823317 12 
OTA JENNIFER 717178 12 
THOMAS LUIS 781805 12 
YAZDI REX 760158 12 
PENUELA CARLOS 782399 12.5 
HALL JASON 774080 13 
LI GRACE 823385 13 
SHIRLEY ANDREA 806198 13 
CHUNG CHI 831301 14 

-1¥\.ft- KASHANI FARAZ 727478 14 

"Jtf 'BS PACHECO MONICA 757081 14 
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W /IP Section __ Page __ 
Prepared by __ . Date _1 

__ 

Reviewed by (\ }--Date~. i ,: • 

SANTA MONICA COMM!UJNllTY COLLEGE DISTRIClr 1\ · '1 l. · 
Health Fee Elimination Program 

Review of Shndennft Co1LDl!llt/Healltlln Fees 
July 1, 2001 through June 30, 2003 

C06-MCC-OOO 1 

PURPOSE 

1. To determine if the colTect number of student count is applied 
2. To detennine if the health fees are properly computed 

SOURCE 

1. Health Fee Elimination claims for FY 2001/02 and FY 2002/03. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Enrollment Census - data run , 
'r· 

List of BOGG used - data run 
I_.·,· :~ / f 

Chris Bonvenuto, Accounting manager, Fiscal Services 

SCOPE 

1. Summarized the health fee rep01ied in the claim 
2. Scheduled the actual student count, by term 
3. Scheduled the actual BOGG waiver, by term 
4. Computed the student count (actual head count minus BOGG fee waiver). 
5. Multiplied the net student count with the authorized student health fee 

(Letter dated March 5, 2001 California community colleges chancellor's office to the 
superintendents - effective with the summer session of 2001, districts may begin 
charging a maximum fee of $12 per semester, $9 for summer session.) -r ·!' ·1 1..--f, .. 

6. Compared the audited health fee that should have collected, with the district's 
reported fee in the claim. 

7. Audit adjustment = audited authorized health fee revenues less claimed authorized 
health fee revenues. 

f 
I 
: 
i 

- - i 
!., , f , ' 
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~\/•~ Soc Sec 719104 SAFAVINll DONYA 33 
Soc Sec 719102 SAFAVINllLENA 33 
Soc Sec 104575 SALAZAR JESSE 11 
Soc Sec 782742 SALCEDO ALEXANDRA 66 
Soc Sec 608563 SANDFOR DEMETRIUS 66 
Soc Sec 688597 SAREBAN FIROOZEH 66 
Soc Sec 810976 SEEGER MARGARET 11 
Soc Sec 806240 SHAKIBAI DAMON 33 
Soc Sec 453507 SHAMSIM PARVIN 44 
Soc Sec 712412 SHAPIRO TRAVIS 33 
Soc Sec 724630 SHEPTOV Y 88 
Soc Sec 811571 SHULTZ ROY 66 
Soc Sec 806334 SILLAH KEMELLA 33 
Soc Sec 665156 SILVA NIN NETH 55 
Soc Sec 763628 SIMANIAN PEJMAN 33 
Soc Sec 652554 SINA MOSHE 22 
Soc Sec 776318 SOLAREZ SARAH 33 
Soc Sec 107928 SPUNGEN JANET 33 
Soc Sec 340071 STRICKLA MERCEDES 11 
Soc Sec 90865 SWIRE LEWIS 11 
Soc Sec 722277 TABRIKIAt HELENA 33 
Soc Sec 707281 TAGOE DOMINIC 11 
Soc Sec 606601 TAN RAKSMEY 77 
Soc Sec 776931 TANG JOSEPHINE 33 
Soc Sec 527629 TAORMINIVIRGINIA 11 
Soc Sec 749209 TERMECH GISOO 44 
Soc Sec 828442 THOMAS JEROME 44 
Soc Sec 689344 THOMPSC JEANETTE 33 
Soc Sec 636369 TOOMARI SHAHDOKHT 55 
Soc Sec 783363 VALADEZ IBETH 77 
Soc Sec 782280 VILLA ADRIANA 44 
Soc Sec 157519 VILLARRE RAUL 11 
Soc Sec 787819 VOSOUGI- GISSEL 66 
Soc Sec 830013 WALLACE MELVILLE 55 
Soc Sec 824796 WILLIAMS NICHOLAS 33 
Soc Sec 790734 WILLIAMS K 55 
Soc Sec 403776 WILSON ROBIN 33 
Soc Sec 828207 WINTERBI SCOTT 44 
Soc Sec 804072 YEHDEGO SELAMAWIT 33 
Soc Sec 780721 ZABOLIANALAN 66 
Soc Sec 760714 ZARRABIZ IDA 66 
Soc Sec 752192 ZIESMER JILLIAN 44 

Veteran/ 764464 BARLAHAI RAYMOND 33 
Veteran 794387 FARRALE:ANNAMARIE 33 

1 

Veteran( 769908 GARCIA JESSE 55 
Veteran\ 822842 JULIO KRISTINE 66 
Veteran\ 781888 MARULAN ZANDRA 33 
Veteran 

1

! 736697 NUNEZ MICHAEL 33 
Veteran ! 823453 PASOS KARLA 33 

y,,,_ i.\~~ Veteran/ 786697 WARD DANIEL 55 
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DISTRICT'S 

INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIM 

FILED WITH THE .. 

COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 

ON JUNE 16, 2006 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 
NINTH STREET, SUITE 300 
:AMENTO, CA 95814 

{ ,NE: (916) 323-3562 
' ,.,x: (916) 445-0278 
E-mail: csminfo@csm.ca.gov 

June 20, 2006 

ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER, Governor 

Ms. Ginny Brummels Mr. Keith B. Petersen 
SixTen and Associates 
5252 Balboa A venue, Suite 807 
San Diego, CA 92117 

Division of Accounting and Reporting 
State Controller's Office 
3301 C Street, Suite 501 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Re: Incorrect Reduction Claim 
Health Fee Elimination, 05-4206-1-12 
Santa Monica Community College District, Claimant 
Education Code Section 76355 
Statutes 1984, Chapter 1, 2nd E.S.; Statutes 1987, Chapter 1118 
Fiscal Years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003 

Dear Mr. Petersen and Ms. Brummels: 

On June 16, 2006, the Santa Monica Community College District filed an incorrect reduction 
claim (IRC) with the Commission on State Mandates (Commission) based on the Health Fee 
Elimination program for fiscal years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003. Commission staff determined 
that the IRC filing is complete. 

Government Code section 17551, subdivision (b), requires the Commission to hear and decide 
upon claims filed by local agencies and school districts that the State Controller's Office (SCO) 
has incorrectly reduced payments to the local agencies or school districts. 

SCO Review and Response. Please file the SCO response and supporting documentation 
regarding this claim within 90 days of the date of this letter. Please include an explanation of the 
reason(s) for the reductions and the computation ofreimbursements. All documentary evidence 
must be authenticated by declarations under penalty of perjury signed by persons who are 
authorized and competent to do so and be based on the declarant's personal knowledge, 
information or belief. The Commission's regulations also require that the responses (opposition or 
recommendation) filed with the Commission be simultaneously served on the claimants and their 
designated representatives, and accompanied by a proof of service (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 2, 
§ 1185.01). 

The failure of the SCO to respond within this 90-day timeline shall not cause the Commission to 
delay consideration of this IRC. 

Claimant's Rebuttal. Upon receipt of the SCO response, the claimant and interested parties 
may file rebuttals. The rebuttals are due 30 days from the service date of the response. 

Prehearing Conference. A prehearing conference will be scheduled if requested. 
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Public Hearing and Staff Analysis. The public hearing on this claim will be scheduled after 
the record closes. A staff analysis will be issued on the IRC at least eight weeks prior to the 
public hearing. 

Dismissal of Incorrect Reduction Claims. Under section 1188.31 of the Commission's 
regulations, IR Cs may be dismissed if postponed or placed on inactive status by the claimant for 
more than one year. Prior to dismissing a claim, the Commission will provide 60 days notice 
and opportunity for the claimant to be heard on the proposed dismissal. 

Please contact Tina Poole at (916) 323-8220 if you have any questions. 

~::~~ 
NANCY PATTON 
Assistant Executive Director 

Enclosure: Incorrect Reduction Claim Filing - (SCO only) 

J :rnandates/IRC/2005/4206-1-12/cornpleteltr 
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SixTen and Associates 
"~andate Reimbursement Services ! . 

. ITH B. PETERSEN, MPA, JD, President 
5252 Balboa Avenue, Suite 807 
San Diego, CA 92117 

June 14, 2006 

Paula Higashi, Executive Director 
Commission on State Mandates 
980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Telephone: (858) 514-8605 
Fax: (858) 514-8645 

E-Mail: Kbpsixten@aol.com 

~ RECEIVED. 
JUN 1 6 2006 

COMMISSION ON 
STATE Mf.NDATES 

' 

RE: Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1 /84 Health Fee Elimination 
FiscalYears: 2001-02. and 2002-03 

Dear Ms. Higashi: 

Enclosed is the original and two copies of the above referenced incorrect reduction 
claim for Santa Monica Community College District. 

SixT en and Associates has been appointed by the District as its representative for this 
matter and all interested parties should direct their inquiries to me, with a copy as 
follows: 

Thomas J. Donner, Executive Vice President 
Business and Administration 
Santa Monica Community College District 

· 1900 Pico Blvd. 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 

Thank-you. 

Sincerely, 

u 
' 

Keith B. Petersen 
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State of California 
COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 
980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
·q16) 323-3562 

SM 2 (12/89) 

INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIM FORM 

Local Agency or School District Submitting Claim 

SANTA MONICA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 

Contact Person 

Keith B. Petersen, President 
SixTen and Associates 
5252 Balboa Avenue, Suite 807 
San Diego. CA 92117 
Address 

ThOmas J. Donner, Executive Vice President 
Business and Administration 
Santa Monica Community College District 
1900 Pico Blvd. 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 

Representative Organization to be Notified 

Robert Miyashiro, Consultant, Education Mandated Cost Network 
c/o School Services of California 
'121 L Street, Suite 1060 
acramento, CA 95814 

JUN 1 6 2006 

COMMISSION ON 
STATE MANDATES 

·Claim No. fJ2 - tlo 1a-- .t:>-ta. 

Telephone Number 

Voice: 858-514-8605 
Fax: 858-514-8645 
E-mail: K!Jpsixten@aol.com 

Telephone Number 

Voice: 916-446-7517 
Fax: 916-446-2011 
E-mail: robertm@SSCal.com 

This claim alleges an incorrect reduction of a reimbursement claim filed with the State Controller's Office pursuant to 
section 17561 of the Government Code. This incorrect reduction claim is filed pursuant to section 17561 (b) of the 
Government Code. 

CLAIM IDENTIFICATION: Specify Statute or Executive Order 

HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S. Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987 

Fiscal Year Amount of tt1e Incorrect Reduction 

2001-2002 
2002-2003 

Total Amount 

$198,795 
$165,612 

$364,407 

IMPORTANT: PLEASE SEE INSTRUCTIONS AND FILING REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPLETING AN 
INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIM ON THE REVERSE SIDE. 

Name and Title of Authorized Representative 

Thomas J. Donner, Executive Vice President 

Telephone No. 

Voice: 310-434-4200 
Fax: 310-434-4386 
E-Mail: DONNER_ THOMAS@smc.edu 

Date 

June /J.....,2006 
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Claim Prepared by: 
Keith B. Petersen 

3 SixTen and Associates 
4 · 5252 Balboa Avenue, Suite 807 
5 San Diego, California 92117 
6 Voice: (858) 514-8605 
7 Fax: (858) 514-8645 

8 

9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

BEFORE THE 

COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIM OF: ) 
) 
) 
) 

SANTA MONICA 
Community College District, 

Claimant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~> 

No. CSM ____ _ 

Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S. 
Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987 

Education Code Section 76355 

Health Fee Elimination 

Annual Reimbursement Claims: 

Fiscal Year 2001-02 
Fiscal Year 2002-03 

INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIM FILING 

PART I. AUTHORITY FOR THE CLAIM 

The Commission on State Mandates has the authority pursuant to Government 

Code Section 17551(d) to" ... to hear and decide upon a claim by a local agency or 

school district, filed on or after January 1, 1985, that the Controller has incorrectly 

reduced payments to the local agency or school district pursuant to paragraph (2) of 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1 /84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 subdivision (d) of Section 17561." Santa Monica Community College District (hereafter 

2 "District") is a school district as defined in Government Code Section 17519. Title 2, 

3 CCR, Section 1185 (a), requires the claimant to file an incorrect reduction claim with 

4 the Commission. 

5 This incorrect reduction claim is timely filed. Title 2, CCR, Section 1185 (b), 

6 requires incorrect reduction claims to be filed no later than three years following the 

7 date of the Controller's remittance advice notifying the claimant of a reduction. A 

8 Controller's audit report dated March 17, 2006 (as revised April 19, 2006), has been 

9 issued. The audit report constitutes a demand for repayment and adjudication of the 

10 claims. 

There is no alternative dispute resolution process available from the Controller's 

12 office. In response to an audit issued March 10, 2004, Foothill-De Anza Community 

13 College attempted to utilize the informal audit review process established by the 

14 Controller to resolve factual disputes. Foothill-De Anza was notified by the Controller's 

15 legal counsel by letter of July 15, 2004 (attached as Exhibit "A"), that the Controller's 

16 informal audit review process was not available for mandate audits and that the proper 

17 forum was the Commission on State Mandates. 

18 PART II. SUMMARY OF THE CLAIM 

19 The Controller conducted a field audit of the District's annual reimbursement 

20 claims for the costs of complying with the legislatively mandated Health Fee Elimination 

/1 program for the period of July 1, 2001 through June 30, 2003. As a result of the audit, 

2 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84· 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 the Controller determined that $364,407 of the claimed costs are unallowable: 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

7 

Fiscal 
Year 

. 2001-02 

2002-03 

Totals 

Amount 
Claimed 

$198,795 

$165.612 

$364,407 

Audit sco Amount Due 
Adjustment Payments <State> District 

$198,795 $31,295 <$31,295> 

$165.612 $ 0 $ 0 

$364,407 $31,295 <$31,295> 

8 Since the District has been paid $31,295 for these claims, the audit report concludes 

9 that the entire amount is payable to the state. 

10 PART Ill. PREVIOUS INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIMS 

11 The District has not filed any previous incorrect reduction claims for this 

mandate program. The District is not aware of any other incorrect reduction claims 

1 3 having been adjudicated on the specific issues or subject matter raised by this incorrect 

14 reduction claim. 

15 PART IV. BASIS FOR REIMBURSEMENT 

16 1. Mandate Legislation 

17 Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2"d Extraordinary Session, repealed Education 

1 8 Code Section 72246 which had authorized community college districts to charge a 

1 9 student health services fee for the purpose of providing student health supervision and 

20 services, direct and indirect medical and hospitalization services, and operation of 

21 student health centers. This statute also required the scope of student health services 

22 for which a community college district charged a fee during the 1983-84 fiscal year be 

3 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1/84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 maintained at that level thereafter. The provisions of this statute were to automatically 

2 repeal on December 31, 1987. 

3 Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, amended Education Code Section 72246 to 

4 require any community college district that provided student health services in 1986-87 

5 to maintain student health services at that level each fiscal year thereafter. 

6 Chapter 8, Statutes of 1993, Section 29, repealed Education Code Section 

7 72246, effective April 15, 1993. · Chapter 8, Statutes of 1993, Section 34, added 

. 8 Education Code Section 763551
, containing substantially the same provisions as former 

1 Education Code Section 76355, added by Chapter 8, Statutes of 1993, Section 
34, effective April 15, 1993, as last amended by Chapter 758, Statutes of 1995, Section 
99: 

"(a) The governing board of a district maintaining a community college may 
require community college students to pay a fee in the total amount of not more than 
ten dollars ($10) for each semester, seven dollars ($7) for summer school, seven 
dollars ($7) for each intersession of at least four weeks, or seven dollars ($7) for each 
quarter for health supervision and services, including direct or indirect medical and 
hospitalization services, or the operation of a student health center or centers, or both. 

The governing board of each community college district may increase this fee by 
the same percentage increase as the Implicit Price Deflater for State and Local 
Government Purchase of Goods and Services. Whenever that calculation produces an 
increase of one dollar ($1) above the existing fee, the fee may be increased by one 
dollar ($1 ). 

(b) If, pursuant to this section, a fee is required, the governing board of the 
district shall decide the amount of the fee, if any, that a part-time student is required to 
pay. The governing board may decide whether the fee shall be mandatory or optional. 

(c) The governing board of a district maintaining a community college shall adopt 
rules and regulations that exempt the following students from any fee required pursuant 
to subdivision (a): 

(1) Students who depend exclusively upon prayer for healing in 
accordance with the teachings of a bona fide religious sect, denomination, or 
organization. 

4 
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· Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1 /84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 Section 72246, effective April 15, 1993. 

2 2. Test Claim 

3 On December 2, 1985, Rio Hondo Community College District filed a test claim 

4 alleging that Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2no Extraordinary Session, by eliminating the 

5 authority to levy a fee and by requiring a maintenance of effort, mandated increased 

(2) Students who are attending a community college under an approved 
apprenticeship training program. 

(3) Low-income students, including students who demonstrate financial 
need in accordance with the methodology set forth in federal law or regulation 
for determining the expected family contribution of students seeking financial aid 
and students who demonstrate eligibility according to income standards 
established by the board of governors and contained in Section 58620 of Title 5 
of the California Code of Regulations. 
( d) All fees collected pursuant to this section shall be deposited in the fund of 

the district designated by the California Community Colleges Budget and Accounting 
Manual. These fees shall be expended only to provide health services as specified in 
regulations adopted by·the board of governors. 

Authorized expenditures shall not include, among other things, athletic trainers' 
salaries, athletic insurance, medical supplies for athletics, physical examinations for 
intercollegiate athletics, ambulance services, the salaries of health professionals for 
athletic events, any deductible portion of accident claims filed for athletic team 
members, or any other expense that is not available to all students. No student shall be 
denied a service supported by student health fees on account of participation in athletic 
programs. 

( e) Any community college district that provided health services in the 1986-87 
fiscal year shall maintain health services, at the level provided during the 1986-87 
fiscal year, and each fiscal year thereafter. If the cost to maintain that level of service 
exceeds the limits specified in subdivision (a), the excess cost shall be borne by the 
district. 

(f) A district that begins charging a health fee may use funds for startup costs 
from other district funds and may recover all or part of those funds from health fees 
collected within the first five years following the commencement of charging the fee. 

(g) The board of governors shall adopt regulations that generally describe the 
types of health services included in the health service program." 

5 
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Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community .College District 
1/84; 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

1 costs by mandating a new program or the higher level of service of an existing program 

2 within the meaning of California Constitution Article XIII 8, Section 6. 

3 On November 20, 1986, the·Commission on State Mandates determined that 

4 Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2"0 Extraordinary Session, imposed a new program upon 

5 community college districts by requiring any community college district, which provided 

6 student health services for which it was authorized to charge a fee pursuant to former 

7 Section 72246 in the 1983-1984 fiscal year, to maintain student health services at that 

8 level in the 1984-1985 fiscal year and each fiscal year thereafter. 

9 At a·hearing on April 27, 1989, the Commission of State Mandates determined 

1 O that Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, amended this maintenance of effort requirement to 

apply to all community college districts which provided student health services in fiseal 

12 year 1986-1987 and required them to maintain that level of student health services in 

1 3 fiscal year 1987 -1988 and each fiscal year thereafter. 

14 3. Parameters and Guidelines 

15 On August 27, 1987, the original parameters and guidelines were adopted. On 

16 May 25, 1989, those parameters and guidelines were amended. A copy of the 

17 parameters and guidelines, as amended on May 25, 1989, is attached as Exhibit "B." 

18 So far as is relevant to the issues presented below, the parameters and guidelines 

19 state: 

20 "V. REIMBURSABLE COSTS 

21 A Scope of Mandate 

6 
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13 

15 
16 
17 
18 
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20 
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22 
23 
24 

25 

Incorrect Reduction Claim of Santa Monica Community College District 
1 /84 · 1118/87 Health Fee Elimination 

4. 

Eligible community college districts shall be reimbursed for 
the costs of providing a health services program. Only 
services provided in 1986...S7.fiscal year may be claimed. 

VI. CLAIM PREPARATION 

8... 3. Allowable Overhead Cost 

Indirect costs may be claimed in the manner 
described by the State Controller in his claiming 
instructions. 

VII. SUPPORTING DATA 

For auditing purposes, all costs claimed must be traceable to 
source documents and/or worksheets that show evidence of the 
validity of such costs .... 

VIII OFFSETTING SAVINGS AND OTHER REIMBURSEMENTS 

Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences as a direct result 
of this statute must be deducted from the costs claimed. In 
addition, reimbursement for this mandate received from any 
source, e.g., federal, state, etc., shall be identified and deducted 
from this claim. This shall include the amount of $7.50 per full-time 
student per semester, $5.00 per full-time student for summer · 
school, or $5.00 per full-time student per quarter, as authorized by 
Education Code section 72246(a). This shall also include 
payments (fees) received from individuals other than students who 
are not covered by Education Code Section 72246 for health 
services .... " 

Claiming Instructions 

26 The Controller has frequently revised claiming instructipns for the Health Fee 

27 Elimination mandate. A copy of the September 1997 revision of the claiming 

28 instructions is attached as Exhibit "C." The September 1997 claiming instructions are 

29 believed to be, for the purposes and scope of this incorrect reduction claim, 
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1 substantially similar to the version extant at the time the claims which are the subject of 

2 this incorrect reduction claim were filed. However, since the Controller's claim forms 

3 and instructions have not been adopted as regulations, they have no force of law, and, 

4 therefore, have no effect on the outcome of this incorrect reduction claim. 

5 PART V. STATE CONTROLLER CLAIM ADJUDICATION 

6 The Controller conducted an audit of the District's annual reimbursement claims 

7 for Fiscal Years 2001-02, and 2002-03. The audit concluded that 100% of the 

8 District's costs, ~s claimed, are unallowable. A copy of the March 17, 2006 (as revised 

9 on April 19, 2006) audit report and is attached as Exhibit "D." 

10 VI. CLAIMANT'S RESPONSE TO THE STATE CONTROLLER 

By letter dated December 19, 2005, the Controller transmitted a copy of its draft 

12 audit report. By letter dated January 4, 2006, the District objected to the proposed 

13 adjustments set forth in the draft audit report. A copy of the District's letter of January 

14 4, 2006 is attached as Exhibit "E." The Controller then issued its final audit report 

15 without change to the adjustments as stated in the draft audit report. 

16 PART VII. STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

17 . Finding 1: Overstated indirect cost rates 

18 The Controller asserts that the District over~_tated its indirect cost rates and 

19 costs in the amount of $146,966 for the two fiscal years. This finding is based upon the 

20 Controller's statement that "the district did not obtain federal approval for its IRCPs. 

21 We calculated indirect cost rates using the methodology described in the SCO claiming 
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1 instructions." Contrary to the_ Controller's ministerial preferences, there is· no 

2 requirement in law that the claimant's indirect cost rate must be "federally" approved, 

3 and the Commission has never specified the federal agencies which have the authority 

4 to approve indirect cost rates. 

5 CCFS-311 

6 In fact, both the District's method and the Controller's method utilized the same 

7 source document, the CCFS-311 annual financial and budget report required by the 

8 state. The difference in the claimed and audited methods is in the determination of 

9 which of those cost elements are direct costs and which are indirect costs. Indeed, the 

1 o federally "approved" rates which the Controller will accept without further action, are 

"negotiated" rates_ calculated by a district and then submitted for approval to federal 

12 agencies which are the source of federal programs to which the indirect cost rate is to 

13 be applied, indicating that the process is not an exact science, but a determination of 

14 the relevance and reasonableness of the cost allocation assumptions made for the 

15 method used. 

16 Regulatory Requirements 

17 No particular indirect cost rate calculation is required by statute. The 

18 parameters and guidelines state that "Indirect costs may be claimed in the manner 

19 described by the Controller in his claiming instructions.", The District claimed these 

20 indirect costs "in the manner'' described by the Controller. The correct forms were used 

/1 and the claimed amounts were entered at the correct locations. 

9 
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1 In the audit report, the Controller asserts that "the specific directions for the 
. 

2 indirect cost rate calculation in the claiming instructions are an extension of Parameters 

3 and Guidelines." It is not clear what the legal significance of the concept of "extension" · 

4 might be, regardless, the reference to the claiming instructions in the parameters and 

5 guidelines does not change "may'' into a "shall." Since the Controllers claiming 

6 instructions were never adopted as law, or regulations pursuant to the Administrative 

7 Procedure Act, the claiming instructions are merely a statement of the ministerial 

8 interests of the Controller and not law. 

9 Unreasonable or Excessive 

10 Government Code Section 17561(d)(2) requires the Controller to pay claims, 

provided that the Controller may audit the records of any school district to verify the 

12 actual amount of the mandated costs, and may reduce any claim that the Controller 

13 determines is excessive or unreasonable. The Controller is authorized to reduce a 

14 claim only if the Controller determines the claim to be excessive or unreasonable. 

15 Here, the District has computed its indirect cost rate utilizing cost accounting principles 

·16 from the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21, and the Controller has 

17 disallowed it without a determination of whether the product of the District's calculation 

18 would, or would not, be excessive, unreasonable, or inconsistent with cost accounting 

19 principles. 

20 Neither state law nor the parameters and guidelines made compliance with the 

21 Controllers claiming instructions a condition of reimbursement. The District has 

10 
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1 followed the param~ters arJd guidelines. The burden of proof is on the Controller to 

2 prove that the District's calculation is unreasonable, not to recalculate the rate 

3 according to its unenforceable ministerial preferences. Therefore, the Controller made 

4 no determination as to whether the method used by the District was unreasonable, but, 

5 merely substituted its F AM~29C method for the method reported by the District. The 

6 substitution of the FAM-29C method is an arbitrary choice of the Controller, not a 

7 "finding" enforceable either by fact or law. The Controller's adjustment of the District's 

8 indirect cost rate should be withdrawn, since no legal or factual basis has been shown 

9 to disallow the indirect cost rate calculation used by the District. 

1 0 Finding 2: Understated authorized health revenues claimed 

. ' 
12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

The Controller asserts that the "authorized health fee revenues" were 

understated by $538,244 for the two fiscal years. The District reported the actual 

student health fees collected as a reduction of health service costs. The adjustments 

for the student health services revenue are based on two reasons. First, the Controller 

adjusted the reported number of students subject to payment of the health services fee. 

Then, the Controller calculated the student fees collectible based on the highest 

student health service fee chargeable, rather than the fee actually charged the student, 

resulting in a total adjustment of $538,244 for the two fiscal years. 

Education Code Section 76355 

Education Code Section 76355, subdivision (a), in relevant part, provides: "The 

governing board of a district maintaining a community college may require community 

11 
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1 college students to pay a fee ... for health supervision and services ... " There is no 

2 requirement that community colleges levy these fees. The permissive nature of the 

3 provision is further illustrated in subdivision (b) which states "If, pursuant to this 

4 Section, a fee is required, the governing board of the district shall decide the amount of 

5 the fee, if any, that a part-time student is required to pay. The governing board may 

6 decide whether the fee shall be mandatory or optional." 

7 Parameters and Guidelines 

8 This Controller states that the "Parameters and Guidelines states that health 

9 fees authorized by the Education Code must be deducted from costs claimed." The 

10 parameters and guidelines actually state: 

"Any offsetting savings that the claimant experiences as a direct result of 
12 this statute must be deducted from the costs claimed. In addition, 
13 reimbursement for this mandate received from any source, e.g., federal, state, 
14 etc., shall be identified and deducted from this claim. This shall include the 
15 amount of [student fees] as authorized by Education Code Section 72246(a)2

." 

16 In order for a district to "experience" these "offsetting savings" a district must actually 

17 have collected these fees. Student health services fees actually collected must be 

18 used to offset costs; but not student fees that could have been collected and were not. 

19 The use of the term "any offsetting savings" further illustrates the permissive nature of 

20 the fees. 

21 I 

2 Former Education Code Section 72246 was repealed by Chapter 8, Statutes of 
1993, Section 29, and was replaced by Education Code Section 76355. 

12 
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1 Government Code Section 17514 

2 The Controller relies upon Government Code Section 17514 for the conclusion 

3 that "[t]o the extent community college districts can charge a fee, they are not required 

4 to incur a cost" Government Code Section 17514, as added by Chapter 1459, Statutes 

5 of 1984, actually states: 

6 " Costs mandated by the state" means any increased costs which a local 
7 agency or school district is required to incur after July 1, 1980, as a result of any 
8 statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, or any executive order 
9 implementing any statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, which mandates 

1 O a new program or higher level of service of an existing program within the 
11 meaning of Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California Constitution." 

12 There is nothing in the language of the statute regarding the authority to charge a fee, 

any nexus of fee revenue to increased cost, nor any language which describes the 

14 legal effect of fees collected. 

15 The audit report states that the Controller agrees that community college 

16 districts "may choose not to levy a health service fee" and that Education Code Section 

17 76355 "provides the districts with the authority to levy of such fees." However, it does 

18 not logically follow from that statement to the Controller's conclusion, based on 

19 Government Code Section 17514, that "health service costs recoverable through 

20 authorized fees are not costs that the district is required to incur. n 

21 Government Code Section 17556 

22 The Controller relies upon Government Code Section 17556 for the conclusion 

23 that the "COSM shall not find costs mandated by the State if the district has the 
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1 authority to levy fees to pay for the mandated program or increased level of services." 

2 Government Code Section 17556 as last amended by Chapter 589/89 actually states: 

3 "The commission shall not find costs mandated by the state, as defined in 
4 Section 17514, in any claim submitted bY-a:local agency or school district, if after 
5 a hearing, the commission finds that: ... 
6 ( d) The local agency or school district has the authority to levy service 
7 charges, fees, or assessments sufficient to pay for the mandated program or 
8 increased level of service. . .. n 

9 The Controller misrepresents the law. Government Code Section 17556 prohibits the 

10 Commission on State Mandates from finding costs subject to reimbursement, that is, 

11 approving a test claim activity for reimbursement, where there is authority to levy fees 

12 in an amount sufficient to offset the entire mandated costs'. Here, the Commission has 

already approved the test claim and made a finding of a new program or higher level of 

· 14 service for which the claimants do not have the ability to levy a fee in an amount 

15 sufficient to offset the entire mandated costs. 

16 Student Health Services Fee Amount 

17 The Controller asserts that the district should have collected a student health 

18 service fee each semester from non-exempt students in the amount of $12 and $9 for 

19 FY 2001-02 and FY 2002-03. Districts receive notice of these fee amounts from the 

20 Chancellor of the California Community Colleges. An example of one such notice is the 

21 letter dated March 5, 2001, attached as Exhibit "F." While Education Code Section 

22 76355 provides for an increase in the student health service fee, it did not grant the 

23 Chancellor the authority to establish mandatory fee amounts or mandatory fee 

14 
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1 increases. No state agency was granted that authority by the Education Code, and no 

2 state agency has exercised its rulemaking authority to establish mandatory fees 

3 amounts. It should be noted that the Chancellor's letter properly states that increasing 

4 the amount of the fee is at the option of the district, and that the Chancellor is not 

5 asserting that authority. Therefore, the state cannot rely upon the Chancellor's notice 

6 as a basis to adjust the claim for "collectible" student health services fees. 

7 Fees Collected vs. Fees Collectible 

. 8 This issue is one Of student health fees revenue actually received, rather than 

9 student health fees which might be collected. The Commission determined, as stated 

10 in the parameters and guidelines, that the student health services fees "experienced" 

would reduce the amount subject to reimbursement. Student fees not collected are 

12 student fees not "experienced" and as such should not reduce reimbursement. Further, 

13 the amount "collectible" will never equal actual revenues collected due to changes in 

14 student BOGG eligibility, bad debt accounts, and refunds. 

15 Because districts are not required to collect a fee from students for student 

16 health services, and if such a fee is collected, the amount is to be determined by the 

17 District and not the Controller, the Controller's adjustment is without legal basis. What 

18 claimants are required by the parameters and guidelines to do is to reduce the amount 

19 of their claimed costs by the amount of student health services fee revenue actually 

20 received. Therefore, student health fees are merely collectible, they are not 

21 mandatory, and it is inappropriate to reduce claim amounts by revenues not received. 

15 
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1 The audit finding should be rejected and the annual student health services actually 

2 received used in lieu of a calculated amount potentially collectible either as reported by 

.3 the District or the Controller. 

4 Enrollment and Exempted Student Statistics 

5 The audit report states that the Controller adjusted the reported total student 

6 enrollment based the "'enrollment census' data run" and the reported number of exempt 

7 students based on "the list of 'BOGG used' data run." The Controller has not provided 

· 8 any factual basis why these different and later data sources, subject to review and 

9 revision after the fact for several years, are preferable to the data reported by the 

1 n District which was available at the time the claims were prepared. That is to say, the 

Controller does not indicate how and why its determination of the student counts is any 

12 more accurate than the amount reported on the claims. 

13 PART VIII. RELIEF REQUESTED 

14 The District filed its annual reimbursement claims within the time limits 

15 prescribed by the Government Code. The amounts claimed by the District for 

16 reimbursement of the costs of implementing the program imposed by Chapter 1, 

17 Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S., Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, and Education Code 

1 8 Section 76355 represent the actual costs incurred by the .District to carry out this 

19 program. These costs were properly claimed pursuant to the Commission's parameters 

20 and guidelines. Reimbursement of these costs is required under Article XlllB, Section 

? " 6 of the California Constitution. The Controller denied reimbursement without any 

16 
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1 basis in law or fact. The District has met its burden of going forward on this claim by 

2 complying with the requirements of Section 1185, Title 2. California Code of 

' 3 Regulations. Because the Controller has enforced and is seeking to enforce these 

4 adjustments without benefit of statute or regulation, the burden of proof is now upon the 

5 Controller to establish a legal basis for its actions. 

6 The District requests that the Commission make findings of fact and law on each 

7 and every adjustment made by the Controller and each and every procedural and 

8 jurisdictional issue raised in this claim, and order the Controller to correct its audit 

9 report findings therefrom. 

10 I 

I 
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PART IX. CERTIFICATION 

By my signature below, I hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the laws 

of the State of California, that the information in this incorrect reduction claim 

submission is true and complete to the best of my own knowledge or information or 

belief, and that the attached documents are true and correct copies of documents 

received from or sent by the state agency which originated the document. 

Executed on June . ·1:--, 2006, at Santa Monica, California, by 

r, Executive Vice President 
Business a dministration 
Santa Monica Community College District 
1900 Pico Blvd. 
Santa Monica, CA ~0405 
Voice: 310-434-4200 
Fax: 310-434-4386 
E-Mail: DONNER_ THOMAS@smc.edu 

APPOINTMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE 

Santa Monica Community College District appoints Keith B. Petersen, SixTen 
and Associates, as its reg sentative for this· incorrect reduction claim. 

~··~ c~ 
Thomas J. ner, Executive Vice President Toae 
Business and Administration 
Santa Monica Community College District 

Attachments: 
Exhibit "A" 
Exhibit "B" 
Exhibit "C" 
Exhibit "D" 
Exhibit "E" 
Exhibit "F" 

Controller's Legal Counsel's Letter of July ,,j 5, 2004 
Commission Parameters and Guidelines amended May 25, 1989 
Controller's Claiming Instructions September 1997 
Controller's Audit Report dated March 17 (April 19), 2006 
District's Letter dated January 4, 2006 
Chancellor's Letter dated March 5, 2001 
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July 15, 2004 

STEVE WESTLY 
Calif omia State Controller 

Mike Brandy, Vice Chancellor 
Foothill-De AnZa Community College District 
12345 El Monte Road 
Los Altos, CA 94022 

Re: Foothill-De Anza Community College District Audit 

Dear Mr. Brandy: 

This is in response to your letter to me dated May 13, 2004, concerning the Controller's 
Audit of the Health Fee claim. 

The· Controller's info~al audit review process wa~ established to resolve factual disputes 
where no other forum for resolution, other than a judicial proceeding, is available. 

The proper forum for resolving issues involving mandated cost programs is through the 
incorrect reduction process through the Commission on State Mandates. As such, this 
office will not be scheduling an infonnatconference for this matter. 

However, in light of the concerns expressed in your letter concerning the auditors 
assigned and the validity of the findings, I am forwarding your letter to Vince Brown, 
Chief Operating Officer, forlifa review and response. 

If you have any questions you may contact Mr. Vince Brown at (916) 445-2038. 

RJC/st 

cc: Vincent P. Brown, Chief Operating Officer, State Controller's Office 
Jeff Brownfield, Chief, Division of Audits, State Controll~r's Office 
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Adopted: 8/27/87 
Amended: · 5/25/89 

PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES 
Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S. 

Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987 
Health Fee Elimination 

I. SUMMARY Of ·MANDATE 

Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S. re~ealed Education Code Section 
72246 which had authorized corranunity college districts to charge a 
health fee for the purpose of providing health supervision and services, 
direct and indirect medical and hospitalization services, and operation 
of student health centers. This statute also required that health 
services for which a corrnnunity college district charged a fee during the 
1983-84 fiscal year had to be maintained at that level in the 1984-85 
fiscal year and every year thereafter. The provisions of this statute 
would automatically repeal on December 31, 1987, which would reinstate 
the community colleges districts• authority to charge a health fee as 
specified. · 

Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, amended Education Code section .72246 to 
require any community college district that p_rovided health services in 
1986-87 to maintain health services at the level provided during the 
1986-87 fiscal year in 1987-88 and each fiscal year thereafter. 

I I. COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 1 DEC IS ION 

At its hearing on November 20, 1986, the Commission on State Mandates 
determined that Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S. imposed a 11 new 
program 11 upon community college districts by requiring any community 
college district which provided health services for which it was 
authorized to charge a fee pursuant to fonner Section 72246 in the 
1983-84 fiscal year to ma~rltifin health services at the level provided 
during the 1983-84 fiscal year in the 1984-85 fiscal year and each 
fiscal year thereafter. This maintenance of effort require~ent applies 
to all community college districts which levied a health services fee in 
the 1983-84 fiscal year, regardless of the extent to which the 'health 
services fees collected offset the actual costs of providing health 
services at the 1983-84 fiscal.year level. 

At its hearing of April 27, 1989, the Commission determined that Chapter 
1118, Statutes of 1987, amended this maintenance of effort requirement 
to apply to all community college districts which provided health 
services in fiscal year 1986-87 and required them to maintain that level 
in fiscal year 1987-88 and each fiscal year thereafter. 

III. ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS 

Community college districts which provided health services in 1986-87 
fiscal year and continue to provide the same services as a result of 
this mandate are eligible to claim reimbursement of those costs. 
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IV. PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT 

Chapter l, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S., became effective July 1, 1984. 
Section 17557 of the Government Code states that a test claim must be 
submitted on or before November 30th following a given fiscal year to 
establi~h for that fiscal year. The test claim f6r this mandate was 
filed on November 27, 1985; therefore~ costs incurred on or after 
July l, 1984, are reimbursable. Chapter 1118, .Statutes of 1987, became 
effective January 1, 1988. Title 2, California Code of Regulations, 
section 1185.3(a) states that a parameters and guidelines amendment 
filed before the deadline for initial claims as specified in the 
Claiming Instructions shall apply to all years eligible for 
reimbursement as d~fined in the original parameters and guideli~es; 
therefore, costs incurred on or after January-1, 1988, for Chapter 1118, 
Statutes of 1987, are reimbursable. 

Actual costs for one fiscal year should be included in each claim. 
Estimated costs for the subsequent year may be included on the same 
claim if apRlicable. Pursuant to Section 1756l(d)(3) of the Government 
Code, all claims for reimbursement of costs shall be submitted within 
120 days of notification by the State Controller of the enactment of the 
cl aims bill. 

If the total costs for a given fiscal year do not exceed $200, no 
reimbursement shall be allowed, exGept as otherwise allowed by 
Government Code Section 17564. · 

V. REIMBURSABLE COSTS 

A. Scope of Mandate 

Eligible community college districts shall be reimbursed for the 
costs of providing a health services program. Only services provided 
in 1986-87 fiscal year may be claimed. 

B. Reimbursab 1 e Ac ti vi ti ~-s"·. -=-

For each eligible claimant, the following cost items are reimbursable 
to the extent they were provided by the community college di strict in 
fiscal year 1986-87: 

ACCIDENT REPORTS 

APPOINTMENTS 
College Physician - Surgeon 

Dermatology, Family Practice, Internal Medicine 
Outside Physician 
Dental Services 
Outside Labs (X-ray, etc.) 
Psychologist, full services 
Cancel/Change Appointments 
R.N. 
Check Appointments 
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ASSESSMENT, INTERVENTION & COUNSELING 
Birth Control 
Lab Reports 
Nutrition 
Test Results (office) 
VD 
Other Medical Problems 
CD 
URI 
ENT . 
Eye/Vision 
Derm./Al 1 ergy 
Gyn/Pregnancy Services 
Neuro 
Ort ho 
GU 
Dental 
GI 
Stress Counseling 
Crisis Intervention 
Child Abuse Reporting and Counseling 
Substance Abuse Identification and Counseling 
Aids 
Eating Disorders 
Weight Control 
Persona 1 Hygiene 
Burnout 

EXAMINATIONS (Minor Illnesses) 
Recheck Mi nor Injury 

HEAL TH TALKS OR FAIRS - INFORMATION 
Sexually Transmitted Disease_ 
Drugs 
Aids 
Chi 1 d Abuse 
Birth Control/Family Pl.a·finlng 
Stop Smoking 
Etc. 
Library - videos and cassettes 

FIRST AID (Major Emergencies) 

FIRST AID (Minor Emergencies) 

FIRST AID KITS (Filled) 

IMMUNIZATIONS 
Diptheria/Tetanus 
Measles/Rube 11 a 
Influenza 
Infonnati on 
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INSURANCE 
On Campus Accident 
Voluntary 

- 4 -

Insurance Inquiry/Claim Administration 

LABORATORY TESTS DONE 
Inquiry /Interpretation 
Pap Smears 

PHYSICALS 
'Employees 
Students 
Athletes 

MEDICATIONS (dispensed OTC for misc. illnesses) 
Antacids 
Antidiarrhi al 
Anti histamines 
Aspirin, Tylenol, etc. 
Skin rash preparations 
Mi SC. 

Eye drops 
Ear drops 
Toothache - Oil cloves 
Sti ngki 11 
Midol - Menstrual Cramps 

PARKING CARDS/ELEVATOR KEYS 
Tokens 
Return card/key 
Parking inquiry 
Elevator passes 
Temporary handicapped parking permits 

REFERRALS TO OUTSIDE AGENCIES 
Private Medical Doctor 
Hea 1th Depa rtrnent ,. 
Cl i ni c 
Dental 
Counseling Centers 
Crisis Centers 

"!··. ·;· 

Transitional Living Facilities (Battered/Homeless Women) 
Family Planning Facilities· 
Other Health Agencies 

TESTS 
Blood Pressure 
Hearing 
Tuberculosis 

Reading 
Infonnation 

Vision 
Gl ucometer 
Urinalysis 
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Hemoglobin 
E.K.G. 
Strep A testing 
P.G. testing 
Mono spot 
Hemacul t 
Mi SC. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Absence Excuses/PE Waiver 
Allergy Injections 
Bandaids 
Bookl~ts/Pamphlets 
Dressing Change 
Rest 
Suture Remova 1 
Tempera tu re 
Weigh 
Misc. 
Information 
Report/Form 
Wart Removal 

COMMITTEES 
Safety 
En vi ronme nta 1 
Disaster Planning 

SAFETY DATA SHEETS 
Centra 1 f i 1 e 

X-RAY SERVICES 

COMMUNICABLE DISEASE CONTROL 

BODY FAT MEASUREMENTS 

MI NOR SURGERIES 

SELF-ESTEEM GROUPS 

MENTAL· HEAL TH CRISIS 

AA GROUP 

"· ... . . : ~ .. ;- -· 

- 5 -

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS GROUP 

WORKSHOPS 
Test Anxiety 
Stress Management 
Comnunication Skills 
Weight Loss 
Assertiveness Skills 
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VI. CLAIM PREPARATION 

Each claim for reimbursement pursuant to this mandate must be timely 
filed and set forth a list of each item for which reimbursement is 
claimed under this mandate. 

A. 

B. 

Description of Activity 

1. Show the tot a 1 number of full -time students enrolled per 
semester/quarter. 

2. Show the tot a 1 number of full -time students enrolled in the summer 
program. 

3. Show the total ~umber of part-time students enrolled per 
semester /quarter. 

4. Show the to ta 1 number of part-time students enrolled in the summer 
program. 

Actual Costs of.Claim Year for Providing 1986-87 Fiscal Year Program 
Level of Service 

Cl aimed costs should be supported by the following information: 

1. Employee Salaries and Benefits 

Identify the employee( s}, show the classification of the 
employee(s) involved, describe the mandated functions performed 
and specify the actual number of hours devoted to each function, 
the productive hourly rate, and the related benefits. The average 
number of hours devoted to each function may be claimed if 
supported by a documented time study. 

2. Services and Supplies 

Only expenditures whkh· can be identified as a direct cost of the 
mandate can be claimed. List cost of materials which have been 
consumed or expended specifically for the purpose of this mandate. 

~. Al 1 owab'l e Overhead Cost 

Indirect. cos:ts ma,y .be cl aimed in the manner described by the State 
Contrtiller in his claiming instructions. 

VII. SUPPORTING DATA 

For auditing purposes, all costs cl aimed must be traceable to source 
documents and/or worksheets that show evidence of the validity of such 
costs. This would include documentation for the fiscal year 1986-87 
program to substantiate a maintenance of effort. These documents must 
be kept on file by the agency submitting the claim for a period of no 
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1 ess than three years from the date of the fi na 1 payment of the claim 
pursuant to this mandate; and made available on the request of the State 
Controller or his agent. 

VIII. OFFSETTING SAVINGS.AND OTHER REIMBURSEMENTS 

Ariy offset:t:in_g savl11g$ the ~claimant_ exp.eriences __ as a direct resu.1± of 
ttii-s ;statute-must ·be ~d-ediJtlie'd fftom 0±he . .c.osts cla1me'd.. 11) ad.di tion, 
re~:i'.nibu-rsement--:f6~-_:thls·,mantla:±e-:-.r~cE!:;we:d-\ffa'.iom -aTJY source,_- .e<g. _, federa 1, 
state, etc.,, shall .:b:e tdentiffed and deduc.ted from :this ;;claim. Thts 
shall _i.nclude ·the ~mount uf $7:.SD :per ftflJ-;time student _per semester, 
Jfi.OO>per,full-:-:t1J1le- student,for·su111irie:r school, or ·,$5.00,per full-time 
student per ·qu·arter, as authorized ·by Edlicatfon Code section 72246(a:). 

_This shall also include payments (fees) received from individuals other 
than students who are not covered by Education Code Section 72246 for 
health services. 

IX. REQUIRED CERTIFICATION -

0350d 

The following certification must accompany the claim: 

I DO HEREBY CERTIFY under penalty o_f perjury: 

THAT the foregoing is true and correct: 

THAT Section 1090 to 1096, inclusive, of the Government Code and 
other applicable provisions of the law have been complied with; 

and 

THAT I am the person authofi zed by the 1oca1 agency to file cl aims 
for funds with the State of California. 

Signature of Authori zeg .'Re:presentati ve Date 

Title Telephone No. 
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HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 

1. Summary of Chapters 1/84, 2nd E.S., and Chapter 1118/87 

Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E. S., repealed Education Code § 72246 W'lich authorized· 
community college distiicts to charge a fee for the purpose of providing health supervision 
and services, direct and indirect medical and hospitalization services, and operation of 
student health centers. The statute also required community college districts that charged 
a fee in the 1983/84 fiscal year to maintain that level of health services in the 1984/85 
fiscal year and each fiscal year thereafter. The provisions of this statute oould 
automatically repeal on December 31, 1987, Wiich 'Mluld reinstate the community callege 
districts' authority to charge a health fee as specified. 

Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987 amended Education Code § 72246 to require any 
community college district that provided health services in the 1986/87 fiscal year to 
maintain health services at that level in the 1986/87 fiscal year and each fiscal year 
thereafter. Chapter 8, Statutes of 1993, has revised the numbering of§ 72246 to§ 76355. 

2. Eligible Claimants 

. Any community college district incuning increased costs as a result of this mandate is 
eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs. 

3. Appropriations 

To determine if current funding is available for this program, refer to the schedule 
"Appropriations for State Mandated Cost Programs" in the "Annual Claiming Instructions for 
State Mandated Costs" issued in mid-September of each year to community college 
presidents. 

4. Types of Claims 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims 

A claimant may file a reimbursement claim and/or an estimated claim. A 
reimbursement claim details the costs actually incurred for a prior fiseal year. An 
estimated claim shows the costs to be incurred for the current fiscal year. · 

B. Minimum Claim·· 

Section 17564(a), Government Code, provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to 
Section 17561 unless such a claim exceeds $200 per program per fiscal year. 

5. Filing Deadline 

Revised 9/97 

( 1) Refer to item 3 "Appropriations" to determine if the program is funded for the current 
fiscal year. If funding is available, an estimated claim·must be filed "'1th the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30, of the fiscal year in Wiich costs 
are to be incurred. Timely filed estimated claims iMll be paid before late claims. 

After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a 
reimbursement claim by November 30, of the follov.ing fiscal year regardless 
>Mlether the payment V\l'ds more or less than the actual costs. If the local agency 
fails to file a reimbursement claim, monies received must be returned to the 
State. If no estimated claim V\l'dS filed, the local agency may file a reimbursement 

Chapters 1/84and1118/87, Page 1of3 
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claim detailing the actual costs incurred for the fiscal year, provided there was ari 
appropriation for the program for that fiscal year. (See item 3 above). 

(2) A reimbursement claimdetailing the actual costs must be filed 'JI.1th the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30 following the fiscal year in v.tiich 
costs were incurred. If the claim is filed after the deadline but by November 30 of the 
succeeding fiscal year, the approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, 
not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than·one year after the deadline 'J\111 not be 
accepted. 

6. Reimbursable Components 

Eligible claimants 'J\111 be reimbursed for health service costs at the level of service 
provided in the 1986/87 fiscal year. The reimbursement 'J\111 be reduced by the amount of 
student health fees authorized per the Education Code § 76355. 

After January 1, 1993, pursuant to Chapter 8, Statutes of 1993, the fees students were 
required to pay for health supervision and services were not more than: 

$10.00 per semester 

$5.00 for summer school 

$5.00 for each quarter 

Beginning with the summer of 1997, the fees are: 

$11.00 per semester 

$8.00 for summer school or 

$8.00 for each quarter 

The district may increase fees by the same percentage increase as the Implicit Price 
Deflator (IPD) for the state and local government purchase of goods and services. 
Whenever the IPD calculates an increase of one dollar ($1) above the existing amount, the 
fees may be increased by one dollar ($1 ). 

7. Reimbursement Limitations 

A. If the level at Wiich health services 'N6re provided during the fiscal year of 
reimbursement is less than the level of health services that \/\/ere provided in the 
1986/87 fiscal year, no reimbursement is fortheoming. 

B. Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source (e.g. 
federal, state grants, foundations, etc.) as a result of this mandate, shall be identified 
and deducted so only net local costs are claimed. 

8. Claiming Forms and Instructions 

The diagram "Illustration of Claim Forms" provides a graphical presentation of forms 
required to be filed 'JI.1th a claim. A claimant may submit·a computer generated report in 
substitution for forms HFE-1.0, HFE-1.1, and form HFE-2 provided the format.of the report 
and data fields contained within the report are identical to the claim forms included in these 
instructions. The claim forms provided INith these instructions should be duplicated and 
used by the claimant to file estimated and reimbursement claims. The State Controller's 
Office v...111 revise the manual and claim forms as necessary. In such instances, new 
replacement forms \Nill be mailed to claimants. 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 2 of 3 Revised 9/97 
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A. Form HFE- 2, Health Services 

This form is used to list the health services the community college provided duting the 
1986/87 fiscal year and the fiscal. year of the reimbursement claim. 

B. Form HFE-1.1, Claim Summary 

This form is used to compute the allowable increased costs an individual college of 
the community college district has incurred to comply ~th the state mandate. The 
level of health services reported on this form must be supported by official financial 
records of the community college district. A copy of the document must be submitted 
VI.1th the claim. The amount sho'Ml on line (13) of this form is canied to form HFE-1.0. 

C. Form HFE-1.0, Claim Summary 

This form is used to list the individual colleges that had increased costs due to the 
state mandate and to compute a total claimable cost for the district. The 'Total 
Amount Claimed", line {04) on this form is canied forward to form FAM-27, line 13, for 
the reimbursement claim, or line {07) for the estimated claim. 

D. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

Revised 9/97 

This form contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized representative 
of the local agency. All applicable information from form HFE-1.0 and HFE 1.1 must 
be carried forward to this form for the State Controller's Office to process the claim for 
payment. 

Form HFE-2 

Health 
Services 

Form HFE-1.1 
ComponenU 
Activity 

Cost Detail 

Form HFE-1.0 

Claim Summary 

FAM-27 

Claim 

for Payment 

Illustration of Claim Forms 

Forms HFE-1.1, Claim Summary 

Complete a separate form HFE-1.1 for each 
college for which costs are claimed by the 
community college district. . 

Chapters 1/84and1118/87, Page 3of3 
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CLAIM FOR PAYMENT 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 

HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 

(01\ Claimant Identification Number 
L 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

1s~R¢!3~1~~11otr&:9~e11,t~m,;,': 
(19) Program Number 00029 

(20) Date Filed __ I __ . I __ 

(21) LRS Input __ / __ / __ 

Reimbursement Claim Data 
AB ~(~02~)~C~la~im_a_n~t~N-am~e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+-~~~~~~~~.--~~~~~~~~; 

(22) HFE-1.0,(04)(b) 
E i--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-t-~~~~~~~~---1 
L Countv of Location 

H Street Address or P.O. Box 
E 

R Cltv 
E 

Type of Claim 

State 

Estimated Claim 

(03) Estimated 

(04) Combined 

(05) Amended 

(23) 

Suite 
(24) 

ZioCode 
(25) 

Reimbursement Claim (26) 

D (09) Reimbursement 0 (27) 

D (10) Combined 0 (28) 

D (11) Amended 0 (29) 

20 ___ /20 __ (12) 20 ---/20 Fiscal Year of Cost (30) (06) 

Total Claimed Amount (07) (13) (31) 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000 (14) (32) 

Less: Prior Claim Payment Received (15) (33) 

Net Claimed Amount (16) (34) 

Due to Claimant (08) (17) (35) 

Due to State (18) (36) 

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 
In accordance with the provisions of Government Code§ 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the local agency to file claims 
with the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, and certify under 
penalty of perjury that I have not violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for .reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by 
Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or actual 
costs for the mandated program of Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, set forth on the attached statements. 

Signature of Authorized Officer Date 

Type or Print Name Title 

(36) Name of Contact Person for Claim 
Telephone Number Ext. 

E-Mail Address 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) Chapters 1 /84 and 1118/87 
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(01) Leave blank. 

HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 
Certification Claim Form 

Instructions 

FORM 
FAM-27 

(02) A set of mailing labels with the claimant's l.D. number and address was enclosed with the letter regarding the claiming 
instructions. The mailing labels are designed to speed processing and prevent common errors that delay payment. Affix a label in 
the space shown on form FAM-27. Cross out any errors and print the correct information on the label. Add any missing address 
items, except county of location and a person's name. If you did not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

{03) If filing an original estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated. 

(04) If filing an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04) Combined. 

(05) If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "X'' in the box on line (05) Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. 

(07) Enter the amount of estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete form 
HFE-1.0 and enter the amount from line {04){b). 

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07). 

(09) If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement. 

(10) lffiling an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (10) Combined. 

{ 11) If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (11 ) Amended. 

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

(13) Enter the amount ofreimbursement claim from form HFE-1.0, line (04)(b). 

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs are incurred or the claims shall be 
reduced by a late penalty. Enter either the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty) or $1,000, whichever 
is less. 

(15) If filing a reimbursement claim and a claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for the claim. 
Otherwise, enter a zero. 

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

(17) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is positive, enterthat amount on line (17) Due from State. 

(18) If line (16) Net Claimed Amountis negative, enter that amount in line (18) Due io State. 

(19) to (21) Leave blank. 

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for 
the reimbursement claim, e.g., HFE-1.0, (04)(b), means the information is located on fonm HFE-1.0, line (04), column (b). Enter 
the information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, i.e., no 
cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should be 
shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process. 

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and 
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by a signed 
certification. 

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person whom this office should contact if additional information is 
required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED, ORIGINAL FORM F AM-27 WITH ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (NO COPIES 
NECESSARY) TO: 

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) 

Address, if delivered by other delivery service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Chapter 1 /84 and 1118/87 
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. 
MANDATED COSTS FORM 

HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION HFE-1.0 
CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 
Reimbursement D 
Estimated D 19_/19_ 

(03) List all the colleges of the community college district identified in form HFE-1.1, line (03) 

(a) (b) 
Name of College Claimed 

Amount 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9 . 

. 10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

(04) Total Amount Claimed [Line (3.1 b) + line {3.2b) + line (3.3b} + ... line (3.21 b)) 

Revised 9/97 Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 
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HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 

HFE-1.0 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. Only a community college district may file a claim with the State 
Controller's Office on behalf of its colleges. 

(02) Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being flied. Enter the fiscal year 
for which the expenses were/are to be incurred. A separate claim must be filed for each fiscal year. 

Form HFE-1.0 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form HFE-1.0 if you are filing an 
estimated claim and the estimate is not more than 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. Simply 
enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated claim 
exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, forms HFE-1.0 and HFE-1.1 must be 
completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the high 
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) List all the colleges of the community college district which have increased costs. A separate form HFE-1.1 
must be completed for each college showing how costs were derived. 

(04) Enter the total claimed amount of all colleges by adding the Claimed Amount, line (3.1b) +line (3.2b) ... + 
(3.21b). 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 Revised 9/97 
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MANDATED COSTS FORM 
HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION HFE-1.1 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement c:=J 
Estimated c:=J 19_/19_ 

(03) Name of College 

(04) Indicate with a check mark, the level at which health services were provided during the fiscal year of reimbursement in comparison to the 
1986/87 fiscal year. If the "Less" box is checked, STOP, do not complete the form. No reimbursement is allowed. 

LESS SAME MORE 
[=::J [=::J c:::::J 

Direct Cost Indirect Cost Total 

(05) Cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim 

(06) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services which are in excess of the 
level provided in 1986/87 

(07) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services at the 1986/87 level 
[line (05) - line (06)] 

(08) Complete columns (a) through (g) to provide detail data for health fees 

(a) (b) (c) (d) {e) {f) {g) 
Student Health 

Period for which health 
Number of Number of Unit Cost for Full-time Unit Cost for Part-time Fees That 
Full-time Part-time Full-time Student Part-time Student Could Have 

fees were collected Students Students Student per Health Fees Student per Health Fees Been 
Educ.Code {a) x (c) Educ. Code Collected 

§ 76355 § 76355 (b) x (e) (d) + (f) 

1. Per fall semester 

2. Per spring semester 

3. Per summer session 

4. Per first quarter 

5. Per second quarter 

6. Per third quarter 

(09) Total health fee that could have been collected [Line (8,1g) + {8.2g) + ......... {8.6g)] 

(10) Sub-total (Line {07) - line {09)) 

Cost Reduction 

(11) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

(12) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(13) Total Amount Claimed [Line {10) - {line {11) + line {12)}) 

Revised 9/97 Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 
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HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. Only a community college district may file a claim with the State 
Controller's Office on behalf of its colleges. 

FORM 

HFE-1.1 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. Enter the fiscal 
year of costs. 

Form HFE-1. 1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. If you are filing an estimated claim and the estimate does 
not exceed the previous year's actual costs by.10%, do not complete form HFE-1.1. Simply enter the amount of the 
estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (05), Estimated. However, if the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs by more than 10%, form HFE-1.1 must be completed and a statement attached explaining the 
increased costs. Without this information the high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the 
previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) Enter the name of the college or community college district that provided student health services in the 
1986/87 fiscal year and continue to provide the same services during the fiscal year of the claim. 

(04) Compare the level of health services provided during the fiscal year of reimbursement to the 1986/87 fiscal year and 
indicate the result by marking a check in the appropriate box. If the "Less" box is checked, STOP and do not 
complete the remaining part of this claim form. No reimbursement is forthcoming. 

(05) Enter the direct cost, indirect cost, and total cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim on line (05). Direct 
cost of health services is identified on the college expenditures report (individual college's cost of health services as 
authorized under Education Code§ 76355 and included in the district's Community College Annual Financial and 
Budget Report CCFS-311, EDP Code 6440, column 5). If the amount of direct costs claimed is different than 
shown on the expenditures report, provide a schedule listing those community college costs that are in 
addition to, or a reduction to expenditures shown on the report. For claiming indirect costs, college districts 
have the option of using a federally approved rate (i.e., utilizing the cost accounting principles from the Office of 
Management and Budget Circular A-21 ), or the State Controller's methodology outlined in "Filing a Claim" of the 
Mandated Cost Manual for Schools. 

(06) Enter the direct cost, indirect cost, and total cost of health services that are in excess of the level provided 
in the 1986/87 fiscal year. 

(07) Enter the difference of the cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim, line (05), and the cost of providing 
current fiscal year health services that is in excess of the level provided in the 1986/87 fiscal year, line (06). 

(08) Complete columns (a) through (g) to provide details on the amount of health service fees that could have 
been collected. Do not include students who are exempt from paying health fees established by 
the Board of Governors and contained ·in Section 58620 of Title 5 of the California Code of 
Regulations. After 01/01/93, the student fees for health supervision and services were $10.00 per semester, $5.00 
for summer school, and $5.00 for each quarter. Beginning with the summer of 1997, the health service fees are: 
$11.00 per semester and $8.00 for summer school, or $8.00 for each quarter. 

(09) Enter the sum of Student Health Fees That Could Have Been Collected, (other than from students who 
were exempt from paying health fees) [Line (8.1 g) + line (8.2g) + line (8.3g) + line (8.4g) + line (8.5g) + 
line (8.6g)]. 

(10) Enter the difference of the cost of providing health services at the 1986/87 level, line (07) and the total 
health fee that could have been collected, line (09). If line (09) is greater than line (07), no claim shall be 
filed. 

(11) Enter the total savings experienced by the school identified in line (03) as a direct cost of this mandate. 
Submit a schedule of detailed savings with the claim. 

(12) Enter the total other reimbursements received from any source, (i.e., federal, other state programs, etc.,). 
Submit a schedule of detailed reimbursements with the claim. 

(13) Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (11 ), and Other Reimbursements, line (12), from Total 
1986/87 Health Service Cost excluding Student Health Fees. 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 Revised 9/97 
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MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH ELIMINATION FEE 

HEAL TH SERVICES 

(01) Claimant: I (02) Fiscal Year costs were incurred: 

(03) Place an "X" in columns (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health services 
were provided by student health service fees for the indicated flscal years. 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 

FORM 

HFE-2 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 
-.... 

1---------'"~--------'--------------------+---__,I-----·--

Accident Reports 

Appointments 
College Physician, surgeon 
Dermatology, family practice 
Internal Medicine 
Outside Physician 
Dental Services 
Outside Labs, (X-ray, etc.) 
Psychologist, full services 
Cancel/Change Appointments 
Registered Nurse 
Check Appointments 

Assessment, Intervention and Counseling 
Birth Control 
Lab Reports 
Nutrition 
Test Results, office 
Venereal Disease 
Communicable Disease 
Upper Respiratory Infection 
Eyes, Nose and Throat 
EyeNislon 
Dermatology/Allergy 
Gynecology/Pregnancy Service 
Neuralgic 
Orthopedic 
Genito/Urinary 
Dental 
Gastro-lntestlnal 
Stress Counseling 
Crisis Intervention 
Child Abuse Reporting and Counseling 
Substance Abuse Identification and Counseling 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
Eating Disorders 
Weight Control 
Personal Hygiene 
Burnout 
Other Medical Problems, list 

Examinations, minor illnesses 
Recheck Minor Injury 

Health Talks or Fairs, Information 
Sexually Transmitted Disease 
Drugs 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 

Revised 9/93 Chapter 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 1 
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I MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH ELIMINATION FEE 

HEAL TH SERVICES 

FORM 

HFE-2 

{01) Claimant: I (02) Fiscal Year costs were incurred: 

(03) Place an "X" in column (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health services were 
provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal years. 

Child Abuse 
Birth Control/Family Planning 
Stop Smoking 
Library, Videos and Cassettes 

First Aid, Major Emergencies 

First Aid, Minor Emergencies 

First Aid Kits, Filled 

Immunizations 
Diphtheria/Tetanus 
Measles/Rubella 
Influenza 
Information 

Insurance 
On Campus Accident 
Voluntary 
Insurance Inquiry/Claim Administration 

Laboratory Tests Done 
Inquiry/Interpretation 
Pap Smears 

Physical Examinations 
Employees 
Students 
Athletes 

Medications 
Antacids 
Antidiarrheal 
Aspirin, Tylenol, Etc 
Skin Rash Preparations 
Eye Drops 
Ear Drops 
Toothache, oil cloves 
Sting kill 
Midoi, Menstrual Cramps 
Other, list 

Parking Cards/Elevator Keys 
Tokens 
Return Card/Key 
Parking Inquiry 
Elevator Passes 
Temporary Handicapped Parking Permits 

Chapter 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 2 
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(b) 
FY 

of Claim 
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MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH ELIMINATION FEE 

HEAL TH SERVICES 

(01) Claimant: I (02} Fiscal Year costs were Incurred: 

(03) Place an "X" in columns (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health services 
were provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal years. 

Referrals to Outside Agencies 
Private Medical Doctor 
Health Department 
Clinic 

Tests 

Dental 
Counseling Centers 
Crisis Centers 
Transitional Living Facilities, battered/homeless women 
Family Planning Facilities 
Other Health Agencies 

Blood Pressure 
Hearing 
Tuberculosis 

Reading 
Information 

Vision 
Glucometer 
Urinalysis 
Hemoglobin 
EKG 
Strep A testing 
PG Testing 
Monos pot 
Hemacult 
Others, list 

Miscellaneous 
Absence Excuses/PE Waiver 
Allergy Injections 
Band aids 
Booklets/Pamphlets 
Dressing Change 
Rest 
Suture Removal 
Temperature 
Weigh 
Information 
Report/Form 
Wart.Removal 
Others, list 

Committees 
Safety 
Environmental 
Disaster Planning 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 

FORM 

HFE-2 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 

Revised 9/93 Chapter 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 3 
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STEVE WESTLY 
fila:lifornia: ~ta:b filontroll.er 

April 19 ;"2006 

Thomas J. Donner, Ed.D. 
Interim Superintendent/President 
. Santa Monica Coinmunity College District 
1900 Pico Boulevard 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 

Dear Dr. Donner: 

Enclosed is a revised copy of the State Controller's Office audit of the costs claimed by the 
Santa Monica Community College District for the legislatively mandated Health Fee Elimination 
Program (Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd Extraordinary Session, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 
1987) for the period of July 1, 2001, through June 30, 2003. Minor corrections have been made 
to pages 5 and 9, and the pages have been marked as "revised 04/19/06." Please discard your 
copies of the prior version. 

If you have any questions, please call me at (916) 323-5849. 

Since~ 

~ SPANO, Chief 
Compliance Audits Bureau 
Division of Audits 

JLS/wq 

RE: C06-MCC-001 

Enclosure 

cc: Chris Bonvenuto, Accounting Manager 
Santa Monica Community College District 

Cheryl Miller, SixTen and Associates 
Marty Rubio, Specialist, Fiscal Accountability Section 

California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office 
Jeannie Oropeza, Program Budget Manager 

Education Systems Unit,Department of Finance 

MAILING ADDRESS P.O. Box 942850, Sacramento, CA 94250-5874 
SACRAMENTO 300 Capitol Mall, Suite 518, Sacramento, CA 95814 (916) 324-8907 

LOS ANGELES 600 Corporate Pointe, Suite IOOO, Culver City, CA 90230 (310) 342-5656 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

Schedule 1 (continued) 

Actual Costs Allowable Audit 
Cost Elements Claimed per Audit Adjustment Reference 1 

Summa!}:'.: July 1, 2001, through June30, 2003 

Health services costs: 
Salaries and benefits $ 927,010 $ 927,010 $ 
Services and supplies 78,819 78,819 
Indirect costs 332,097 185,131 (146,966) Finding 1 

Total health services costs 1,337,926 1,190,960 (146,966) 
Less cost of services in excess of FY 1986-87 services 

Subtotal 1,337,926 1,190,960 (146,966) 
Less authorized health fees {973,519) (1,511,763) {538,244} Finding 2 

Subtotal 364,407 (320,803) (685,210) 
Adjustment to eliminate negative balance 320,803 320,803 

Total $ 364,407 $ (364,407) 
Less amount paid by the State {31,295} 

Allowable costs claimed in excess of (less than) amount paid $ (31,295) 

1 See the Findings and Recommendations section. 

Revised 04119106 Steve Westly • California State Controller 5 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

District's Response 

Revised 04119106 

The District reported actual student health service revenues as a 
reduction of student health service costs. The Controller instead 
calculated "authorized health fee revenues," that is, the student fees 
collectible based on the highest student health service fee chargeable, 
rather the fee actually charged the student, or the fees actually 
collected. 

"Authorized" Fee Amount 

The Controller alleges that claimants must compute the total student 
health fees collectible based on the highest "authorized" rate. The 
Controller does not provide the factual basis for the calculation of the 
"authorized" rate, nor provide any reference to the "authorizing" 
source, nor the legal right of any state entity to "authorize" student 
health services rates absent rulemaking . or compliance with the 
Administrative Procedure Act by the "authorizing" state agency. 

Education Code Section 76355 

Education Code Section 76355, subdivision (a), states that "The 
governing board of a district maintaining a community college may 
require community college students to pay a fee . . . for health 
supervision and services ... "There is no requirement that community 
colleges levy these fees. Tht permissive nature of the ~provision is 
further illustrated in subdivisibn (b) which states "If, pursuant to this 
section, a fee is required, the governing board of the district shall 
decide the amount of the fee, if any, that a part-time student is required 
to pay. The governing board may decide whether the fee shall be 
mandatory or optional.".(Emphasis supplied in both instances) 

Parameters and Guidelines 

The Controller asserts that the parameters and guidelines require that 
health fees authorized by the Education Code must be deducted from 
the costs claimed. This is a misstatement of the parameters ·and 
guidelines. The parameters and guidelines, as last amended on May 25, 
1989, state that "Any offsetting savings ... must be deducted from the 
costs claimed ... This shall include the amount of (student fees) as 
authorized by Education Code Section 72246(a)." Therefore, while 
student fees actually collected are properly used to offset costs, student 
fees that could have been collected, but were not, are not an offset. 

Government Code Section 17514 

The Controller relies upon Government Code Section 17 514 for the 
conclusion that "(t]o the extent community college districts can charge 
a fee, they are not required to incur a cost." Government Code Section 
17514, as added by Chapter 1459, Statutes of 1984, actually states: 

"Costs mandated by the state" means any increased costs which a local 
agency or school district is required to incur after July 1, 1980, as a 
result of any statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, or any 
executive order implementing any statute enacted on or after January 1, 
1975, which mandates a new program or higher level of service of an 
existing program within the meaning of Section 6 of Article XIII B of 
the California Constitution. 

Steve Westly• California State Controller 9 228
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STEVE WESTLY 
Oialifornht ~fttfo <IT.onfr.oller 

Thomas J. Donner, Ed.D. 
Interim Superintendent/President 

March 17, 2006 

Santa Monica Community College District 
1900 Pico Boulevard 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 

Dear Dr. Donner: 

The State Controller's Office audited the costs claimed by the Santa Monica Community College 
District for the legislatively mandated Health Fee Elimination Program (Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 
2"d Extraordinary Session, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987) for the period o:f July 1, 2001, 
through June 30, 2003. 

The district claimed $364,407 for the mandated program. Our audit disclosed that the entire amount 
is unallowable, because the district claimed unallowable costs and understated revenue. The State 
paid the district $31,295, which the district should return. 

If you disagree with the a~dit findings, you may file an Incorrect Reduction Claim (IRC) with the 
Commission on State Mandates (COSM). The IRC must be filed within three years following the 
date that we notify you of a claim reduction. You may obtain IRC information at COSM's Web site, 
at www.csm.ca.gov (Guidebook link); you may obtain IRC forms by telephone, at (916) 323-3562, 
or by e-mail, at csminfo@csm.ca.gov. 

If you have any questions, please contact Jim L. Spano, Chief, Compliance Audits Bureau, at 
(916) 323-5849. 

Sincerely, 

*~ JEFFREY V. BROWNFIELD 
Chief, Division of Audits · 

NB/ams 

cc: Chris Bonvenuto 
Accounting Manager 
Santa Monica Community College District 

Cheryl Miller 
SixTen and Associates 

Marty Rubio, Specialist 
Fiscal Accountability Section 
California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office 

Jeannie Oropeza, Program Budget Manager 
Education Systems Unit 
Department of Finance 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

Audit Report 
Summary 

Background 

The State Controller's Office (SCO) audited the costs claimed by the 
Santa Monica Community College District for the legislatively mandated 
Health Fee Elimination Program (Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd 

Extraordinary Session, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987) for the 
period of July 1, 2001, through Jm:1e 30, 2003. The last day of fieldwork 
was September 22, 2005. 

The district claimed $3 64,407 for the mandated program. Our audit 
disclosed that the entire amount is unallowable, because the district 
claimed unallowable costs and understated revenue. The State paid the 
district $31,295. Th~ district should return the total amount to the State. 

Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd Extraordinary Session (E.S.), repealed 
Education Code Section 72246 which had authori~ed community college 
districts to charge a health fee to provide health supervision and services, 
and medical and hospitalization services, and to operate student health 
centers. This statute also required that health services for which a 
community college district charged a fee during fiscal year (FY) 1983-84 
had ·to be maintained . at that level in ·FY 1984-85 and every year 
thereafter. The provisions of this statute would· automatically sunset on 
December 31, i987, reinstating the community college districts' 
authority to charge a health service fee as specified. 

Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, amended Education Code Section 72246 
(subsequently renumbered as Section 76355 by Chapter 8, Statutes of 
1993); The law requires any community college district that provided 
health services. in FY 1986-87 to maintain health services at the level 
provided during that year in FY 1987-88 and each fiscal year thereafter. 

On November 20; 1986; the Commission on State Mandates (COSM) 
determined that Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S., imposed a "new 
program" upori community college districts by requiring specified 
community college districts that provided health services in FY 1983-84 
to maintain health services at the level provided during that year in FY 
_]2_~4-85 and each fiscal year thereafter. This maintenance-of~effort 

requireinent applied to all community college districts that levied a· 
health service fee in FY 1983-84. 

On April 27, 1989, the COSM determined that Chapter 1118, Statutes of 
1987, amended this maintenance-of-effort requirement to apply to all 
community college districts that provided health services in FY 1986c87, 
requiring them to maintain that level in FY 1987-88 and each fiscal year 
thereafter. 

Parameters and Guidelines establishes the state mandate and defines . 
reimbursement criteria. The COSM adopted Parameters and Guidelines 
on August 27, 1987, and amended it on May 25, 1989. In compliance 
with Government Code Section 17558, the SCO issues' claiming 
instructions for mandated programs, to assist school districts in claiming 
reimbursable costs. 

Steve Westly• California State Controller 1 
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_ Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

Objective, 
Scope, and 
Methodology 

Conclusion 

Views of 
Responsible 
Official 

We conducted the audit to determine whether costs claimed represent 
increased costs resulting from the Health Fee Elimination Program for 
the period of July 1, 2001, through June 30, 2003. 

Our audit scope included, but was not limited to, determining whether 
costs claimed were supported by appropriate source documents, were not 
funded by another source, and were not unreasonable and/or excessive. 

We conducted the audit according to Government Auditing Standards, 
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, and under the 
authority of Government Code Sections 12410, 17558.5, and 17561. We 
did not audit the district's financial statements. We limited our audit 
scope to planning and performing audit procedures necessary to obtain 
reasonable assurance that costs claimed were allowable for 
reimbursement. Accordingly, we examined transactions, on a test basis, 
to determine whether the costs claimed were supported. 

We limited our review of the district's internal controls to gammg an 
understanding of the transaction flow and claim preparation process as 
necessary to develop appropriate auditing procedures. 

We asked the district's representative to submit a written representation 
letter regarding the district's accounting procedures, financial records, 
and mandated cost claiming procedures as recommended by Government 
Auditing Standards. However, the district declined our request. 

Our audit disclosed instances of noncompliance with the requirements 
outlined above. These instances are described in the accompanying 
Summary of Program Costs (Schedule 1) and in the Findings and 
Recommendations section of this report. 

For the audit period, the Santa Monica Community College District 
claimed $364,407 for costs of the Health Fee Elimination Program. Our 
audit disclosed that the entire amount is unallowable. 

For FY 2001-02, the State paid the district $31,295. Our audit disclosed 
that all of the costs claimed are unallowable; The district should return 

·tfie entire amount to the State. 

For FY 2002-03, the district received no payment. 

We issued a draft audit report on December 9, 2005. Thomas J. Donner, 
Ed.D., Interim Superintendent/President, responded by letter dated 
January 4, 2006 (Attachment), disagreeing with the audit results. This 
final audit report includes the district's response. 

Steve Westly • California State Controller 2 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

Restricted Use This report is solely for the information and use of the Santa-Monica 
Communit)r College District, the Los Angeles County Office ·of 
Education, the California Department of Education, the California 
Community Colleges Chancellor's Office, the California Department of 
Finance, and the SCO; it is not intended to be and should not be used by 
anyone other than these specified parties. This restriction is not intended 
to limit distribution of this report, which is a matter of public record. 

JEFFREY V. BROWNFIELD 
Chief, Division of Audits 

Steve Westly • California State Controller 3 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

Schedule 1-
Summary of Program Costs 

July 1, 2001, through June 30, 2003 

Actual Costs Allowable 
Cost Elements Claimed · per Audit 

July 1, 2001, through June 30, 2002 

Health services costs: 
· Salaries and benefits $ 443,354 $ 443,354 

Services and supplies 67,963 67,963 
Indirect costs 166,485 95,872 

Total health services costs 677,802 607,189 
Less cost of services in excess of FY 1986-87 services 

Subtotal 677,802 607,189 
Less authorized health fees (479,007} (750,759) 

Subtotal 198,795 (143,570) 
Adjustment to eliminate negative balance 143,570 

Total $ 198,795 
Less amount paid by the State (31,295} 

Allowable costs claimed ~n excess of (less than) amount paid $ (31,295) 

July 1, 2002, through June 30, 2003 

Health services costs: 
Salaries and benefits $ 483,656 $ 483,656 
Services and supplies 10,856 10,856 
Indirect costs 165,612 89,259 

Total health ser\rices costs 660,124 583,771 
Less cost of services in excess of FY 1986-87 services 

Subtotal 660,124 583,771 
Less authorized health fees ~-~~· ( 494,512) (761,004} 

Subtotal 165,612 (177,233) 
Adjustment to eliminate negative balance 177,233 

Total $ 165,612 
Less amount paid by the State 

Audit 
Adjustment R~ference 1 

$ 

{70,613) Finding 1 

(70,613) 

(271,752) Finding2 

(342,365) 
143,570 

$ (198,795) 

$ 

(76,353) Finding 1 

(76,353) 

(76,353) 
(266,492) Finding 2 

(342,845) 
177,233 

$ (165,612) 
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Schedule 1 (continued) 

Cost Elements 

Summary: July l, 200 l, through June 30, 2003 

Health services costs: 
Salaries and benefits 
Services and supplies 
Indirect costs 

Total health services costs 
Less cost of services in excess of FY 1986-87 services 

Subtotal 
Less authorized health fees 

Subtotal 
Adjustment to eliminate negative balance 

Total 
Less amount paid by the State 

$ 

$ 

Actual Costs 
Cfaimed 

927,010 $ 
78,819 

332,097 

1,337,926 

Allowable 
per Audit 

927,010 $ 
78,819 

185,131 

1,190,960 

1,337,926 1,190,960 
(973,519) (1,511,763) 

364,407 

364,407 

(320,803) 
320,803 

- $ 
(31,295) 

Audit 
Adjustment Reference 1 

(146,966) Finding 1 

(146,966). 

(146,966) . 
(538,244) Finding 2 

(685,210) 
320,803 

(364,407) 

Allowable costs claimed in excess of (less than) amount paid $ (31,295) 

1 See the Findings and Recommendations section. 

Revised 04119106 Steve Westly • California State Controller 5 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

Findings an-d Recommendations 
FINDING-1-
0verstated indirect 
cost rates 

The district overstated its indirect cost rates, and thus overstated its 
indirect costs by $146,966 for the audit period. 

The district claimed indirect costs based on indirect cost rate proposals 
(ICRPs) prepared for each fiscal y~ar by an outside consultant. However, 
the district did not obtain federal approval for its ICRPs. We calculated 
indirect cost rates using the methodology described in the SCO claiming 
instructions. Our calculated indirect cost rates did not support the indirect 
cost rates claimed. The audited and claimed indirect cost rates are 
summarized as follows. 

Allowable indirect cost rate 
Less claimed indirect ·cost rate 
Unsupported indirect cost rate 

Fiscal Year 
2001-02 2002-03 

18.75% 
(32.56)% 

(13.81)% 

18.05% 
(33.49)% 

(15.44)% 

Based on these unsupported indirect cost rates, the audit adjustments are 
summarized below. 

Claimed direct costs 
Unsupported indirect cost rate 
Audit adjustment 

Fiscal Year 
2001-02 2002-03 Total 

$ 511,317 
x(B.81)% 

$ (70,613) 

$ 494,512 
x (15.44)% 

$ (76,353) $ (146,966) 

Parameters and Guidelines states that indirect costs may be claimed in 
the manner described in the SCO claiming instructions. The SCO 
claiming instructions prescribes the SCO's methodology (FAM-29C), a 
federally approved rate prepared in accordance with Office of · 
Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-21, or a flat rate (the most 
conservative rate). Form FAM-29C uses total expenditures reported on 
the California Community College Annual Financial and Budget Report, 
Expenditures by Activity (CCFS-311). 

Recommendation 

We recommend that the district implement procedures to ensure that 
claimed indirect costs are based on indirect cost rates computed in 
accordance with the SCO claiming instructions, and that it monitors staff 
adherence to its procedures. The district should obtain federal approval · 
for ICRPs prepared in accordance with OMB Circular A-21. Alternately, 
the district should use form FAM-29C to prepare ICRPs based on the 
methodology allowed in the SCO claiming instructions. 

Steve Westly• California State Controller 6 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

FINDING2-
Understated authorized 
health foe revenues 
claimed 

District's Response 

The Controller asserts that the indirect cost method used by the District 
was inappropriate since it was not a cost study specifically approv.ed by 
the federal government. The parameters and guidelines do not require 
that indirect costs be claimed in the manner described by the 
Controller. The parameters and guidelines for Health Fee Elimination 
(as last amended on May 25, 1989) state that "indirect costs may be 
claimed in the manner described by the Controller in his claiming 
instructions." The parameters and guidelines do not require that indirect 
costs be claimed in the manner described by the Controller in the draft 
audit report. · 

The Controller's claiming instructions. state that for claiming indirect 
costs, college districts have the option of using a federally approved 
rate from the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21, a rate 
calculated using form FAM-29C, or a 7% indirect cost "rate. The 
Controller claiming instructions were .never adopted as rules or 
regulations, and therefore have no force of law. The burden is on the 
Controller to show that the indirect cost rate used by the District is 
excessive or unreasonable, which is the only mandated cost audit 
standard in statute (Government Code Section 17651 ( d)(2). If the 
Controller wishes to enforce other audit standards for mandated cost. 
reimbursement, the Controller should comply with the Administrative 
·Procedure Act. 

Since the Controller has stated no legal basis to disallow the indirect 
cost rate calculation method used by the District, and has not shown a 
factual basis to reject the rates as unreasonable or excessive, the 
adjustments should be withdrawn. 

SCO's Comment 

The fiscal effect of the finding and recommendation remains unchanged. 

Parameters and Guidelines states that indirect costs may be claimed in 
the manner describedin the SCO's claiming instructions. Therefore, the 
specific directions for the indirect cost rate calculation in the claiming 
instructions are an extension of Parameters and Guidelines. The SCO's 
claiming instructions state that community colleges have the option of 

''-1.ising a federally approved rate, prepared in accordance with OMB 
Circular A-21, the SCO's alternate methodology, using Form FAM-29C, 
or a flat 7% rate. In this case, the district chose to use indirect cost rates 
not approved by a federal agency, which is not an option provided by the 
SCO's claiming instructions. 

The district understated authorized health fee revenue by $538,244 for 
the audit period, 

The district reduced claimed costs by actual rather than authorized health 
fee revenues. Therefore, we recalculated the authorized health fee 
revenues by multiplying student enrollment by term, net of allowable 
health fee exemption, by the authorized student health fee. We obtained 
student enrollment information from the "enrollment census" data run 
and student waiver information from the list of "BOGG used" data run. 

Steve Westly • California State Controller 7 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

A summary of our adjustnient to authorized ·health fee revenues is as 
follows. 

Fall Winter S2ring Summer Total 

FY 2001-02 

Student enrollment 29,476 13,164 29,390 15,484 
Less allowable health fee 

exemptions {6,374) {4,288) {6,137} {2,7492 

Subtotal 23,102 . 8,876 23,253 12,735 
Authorized student health fee x$12.00 x $ 9,00 x$12.00 x $ 9.00 

Audited authorized health fee 
revenues $277,224 $ 79,884 $279,036 $114,615 $750,759 

Claimed authorized health fee 
revenues {479,007) 

Audit adjustment, FY 2001-02 271,752 

FY 2002-03 

Student enrollment 29,803 13,199 28,219 16,781 
Less allowable health fee 

exemptions (6,343) {3,255} (6,076} {2,9732 

Subtotal 23,460 9,944 22,143 13,808 
Authorized student health fee x$12.00 x $ 9.00 x$12.00 x $ 9.00 

Audited authorized health fee 
revenues $281,520 $ 89,496 $265,716 $124,272 761,004 

Claimed authorized health ·fee 
revenues {494,512) 

Audit adjustment, FY 2002-03 266,492 

Total $538,244 

Parameters and Guidelines states that health fees authorized by the 
Education Code must be deducted from costs claimed. Education Code 
Section 763 5( c) states that health fees are authorized from all students 
except those students who: (1) depend exclusively on prayer for healing; 
(2) are attending a community coJlege under an approved apprenticeship 
training program; or (3) demonstrate financial need. 

Also, Government Code Section 17514 states that "costs mandated by 
the State" means any increased costs which a district is required to incur. 
To the extent community college districts can charge a fee, they are not 

, required to incur a cost. In addition, Government Code Section 17556 
states that the COSM shall not find costs . mandated by the State if the 
district has the authority to levy fees to pay for the mandated program or 
increased level of services. 

Recommendation 

We recommend that the district implement procedures to ensure that 
allowable health services program costs are offset by the amount of 
health service fee revenue authorized by the Education Code, and that it 
monitors staff adherence to its procedures. 

Steve Westly • California State Controller 8 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health Fee Elimination Program 

Revised 04119106 

District's Response 

The District reported actual student health service revenues as a 
reduction of student health service costs. The Controller instead 
calculated "authorized health fee revenues," that is, the student fees 
collectible based on the highest student health service fee chargeable, 
rather the fee actually charged the student, or the fees actually 
collected. 

"Authorized" Fee Amount 

The Controller alleges that claimants must compute the total student 
health fees collectible based on the highest "authorized" rate. The 
Controller does not provide the factual basis for the calculation of the 
"authorized" rate, nor provide any . reference· to the "authorizing" 
source, nor the legal right of any state entity to "authorize" student 
health . services rates absent rulemaking or compliance with the 
Administrative Procedure Act by the "authorizing" state agency. 

Education Code Section 76355 

Education Code Section 76355, subdivision (a), states that "The 
governing board of a district maintaining a community college may 
require community college students to pay a fee . . . for health 
supervision and services ... " There is no requirement that community 
colleges levy these fees. The permissive nature of the provision is 
further illustrated in subdivisfon (b) which states "If, pursuant to this 
section, a fee is required, the governing board of the district shall 
decide the amount of the fee, if any, that a part-time student is required 
to pay. The gove1J1ing board may decide whether the fee shall be 
mandatory or optional." (Emphasis supplied in both instances) 

Parameters and Guidelines 

The Controller asserts that the parameters and guidelines· require that 
health fees authorized by the Education Code must be deducted from 
the costs claimed. This is a misstatement of the parameters and 
guidelines. The parameters and guidelines, as last amended on May 25, 
1989, state that "Any offsetting savings ... must be deducted from the 
costs claimed ... This shall include the amount of (student fees) as 
authorized by Education Code Section 72246(a)." Therefore, while 

·=-"'·-· student fees actually collected are properly used to offset costs, student 
fees that could have been collected, but were not, are not an offset. 

Government Code Section 17514 

The Controller relies upon Government Code Section 17514 for the 
conclusion that "[t]o the extent community college districts can charge 
a fee, they are not required to incur a cost." Government Code Section 
17514, as added by Chapter 1459, Statutes ofl984, actually states: 

"Costs mandated by the state" means any increased costs which a local 
agency or school district is required to incur after July 1, 1980, as a 
result ofany statute enacted on or after January I, 1975, or any 
executive orderimpleinenting any statute enacted on or after January I, 
1975, which mandates a new program or higher level of service of an 
existing program within the meaning of Section 6 of Article XIII B of 
the California Constitution. 

Steve Westly• California State Controller 9 
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Santa Monica Community College District Health _Fee Elimination Program 

There is nothing in the language of the statute regarding the authority to 
charge a fee, any nexus of fee revenue to increased cost, nor any 
language which describes the legal effect offees collected. 

Government Code Section 17556 

The Controller relies upon Government Code Section 17556 for the 
conclusion that "the COSM shall not find costs mandated by the State 
if the school district has the authority to leV)'. fees to pay for the 
mandated program or increased level of service." -Government Code 
Section 17556 as last amended by Chapter 589/89 actually states: 

"The commission shall not find costs mandated by the state, as defined 
in Section 17514, in any claim submitted by a local agency or school 
district, if after a hearing, the commission finds that: ... ( d) The local 
agency or school district has the authority to levy service charges, fees, 
or assessments sufficient to pay for the mandated program or increased 
level of service. . .. " 

The Controller misrepresents the law. Government Code Section 17556 
prohibits the Commission on State Mandates from finding costs subject 
to reimbursement, that is approving a test claim activity for 
reimbursement, where the authority to levy fees in an amount sufficient 
to offset the entire mandated costs. Here, the Commission has already 
approved the test claim and made a finding of a new program or higher 
level of service for which the claimants do not have the ability to levy a 
fee in an amount sufficient to offset the entire mandated costs. 

SCO's Comment 

The finding and recommendation remain unchanged. 

We agree that community college districts may choose not to levy a 
health service fee. However, Education Code Section 76355 gives 
districts the authority to levy a health service fee. The authorized fees are 
specified in Education Code Section 76355(c), as identified in the 
finding. Government Code Section 17556 states that the Commission on 
State Mandates (COSM) shall not find costs mandated by the State as 
defined in Government Code Section 17 514 if the district has authority to -
levy fees to pay for the mandated program or increased level of service. 

__ Eor this mandated program, the COSM concluded that districts have 
authority to levy a health service fee; thus, the adopted Parameters and 
Guidelines identifies authorized health service fees as offsettiiig 
reimbursements. Health services costs recoverable through an authorized 
fee are not costs the district is required to incur; therefore, the related 
health services costs are not mandated costs as defined by Government 
Code Section 17514. 

Steve Westly • Ca/ifor_nia State Controller 10 
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January 4, 2006 

CERTIFIED MA1L - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTE:D 

Mr. Jim L. Spano, Chief 
Complia-nce Audits Bureau 
California State Controller· 
Division of Audits 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250-5$74 · 

Re: Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984 
Health Fee Elimination 
State Controller's Audit 
Fiscal Years: 2001-02 and 2002~03 

Dear Mr. Spano: 

This letter is theresponse of the Santa Mmiica Community College District to· the letter 
from Jeffrey V. Brownfield, Chief, Divisio_n of Audits, dated December 19, 2005, and 
received by the District on OecemlJer 23 ,_ 2005, which. enclosed a draft copy of the State 
Controller's Office audit report of our Health Fee Elimination claims for the period bf July 
1, 2001 through June 30, 2003. 

Finding 1 - Overstated indirect cost rates 

The Controller asserts that the indirect cost method used by the District was 
inappropriate since itwas not a cost study specifically approved by the federal 
government. The parameters and guidelines do not require that indirect costs be 
clai_med inthe manner described by the Controller. The parameters and guidelines for 

· Health Fee Elimination (as last amended on May 25, 1989) state_ that "Indirect costs may 
be claimed in the manner described by the Controller in his claiming instructions.'' The 
parameters and guidelines do not require that indirect costs be claimed in the manner 
described by the Controller in the draft audit report. 

The ContmUer's claiming instructions state that for claiming-indirect costs, college 
districts have the option ofosing <rfederatly approved rate from the Office of 
Management and Budget Circu~ar~A-21, a rate calculated using form FAM~29C, or a 7% 
inclirect cost rate. The Cbnlrolfer claiming instructions were never adopted as rules or 
regulations, and therefore have no force of law. The burden is on the Controller to show 
that the indirect cost rate used by the District is excessive or unreasonable, which is the 
only mandated cost audit standard in statute (Government Code Section 17651 (d)(2). If 
the Controller wishes to enforce other audit standards for mandated cost reimbursement, 
the Controller should comply with the Administrative Procedure Act. 

Santa Monica Community College District • 1900 Pico Blvd. • -Santa Monica, CA 90405-1628 • (310) 434-4200 
Office of U1e Superintendent and President 

Fax: (310)434-4386 . 
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···I~i~ililtii~litll,~~!1;;:~ 
the goveming,:S.Qarct:'6ffhe. di$tricH~hail t;ie:cj<;te'the amottntoHhe::fee, if any, that a part
titne .student-ls .reqt,Jif,$dfchp?!y. Thegpverritng board may ~eciiaewhether the·fee shaU 
Be mandato\-y or{)ptionat" {Ernplla;'Sis supplied.fn.hotn·ins~nce;S} . . 

. . -· . 

Parameters and:GiJtcfeJft;t~s- ·· · 
. . .- . -- - ' '. 

·_'~ -, 

The Controller r.$1ies upo:rr Go~emm~rttC-orl~~'Seotien:+r:st4J6r the co~blusionthat "lt]o 
the:-extent-·sornmtlnity;·~oll~gg:di$tri¢.ts·.~an~charge -a'.f~e.;·-th~y. are-Pi otreq u frea to incttr a 
cost."Gov.emment Cod~$ectiqtY17;5M, as added by Chapter 1459, Statutes of 1984, 
actua»Y"sfates: · · · · ·· · - ·_ ·· <.. · · 
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" Costs mandated by the state" means any increased costs which a local agency or 
school district is required to incur after July 1, 1980, as a result of any statute enacted on 
or after January 1, 1975, or any executive order implementing any statute enacted on or 
after January 1, 1975, which mandates a new program or higher level of service of an 
existing program withinthe meaning of Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California 
Constitution." 

There is nothing in the language of the statute regarding the authority to chargE! a fee, 
any nexus of fee revenue t0 increased cost, nor anY: language which desc;:ribes the legal 
effect of fees collected. 

Government Code Section 17556. 

The Gontrofler relies. upon Government Coae Seotion 17556 for the concfusion that "the 
COSM sh~ll not find cf;)$fa mctndated·hy Ute State ,if the school distri~t has ·the auttiority 
fo levy fee~ tQ~:pit-y for 11'.ie.':rnarldf:fred:pr.ogratti or increaser:Heve\ of$ervibe." Gov~rnmemt 
c·ode Section 17556 as last amended by Chapter 589/8'9 actually states: 

"The commission shall not find costs mandated by the state, as defined in Section 
17514, in any claim submitted by a local agency or school district, if after a hearing, the 
commission finds that: . . . (d) The local agency or school district has the authority to 
levy service charges, fees, or assessments sufficient to pay for the mandated program 
or increased level of service. . .. " 

The Controller misrepresents the law. GovetnmentCode Section 17556 pmhibits the 
Commission on State Mandates from finding costs subject to reimbursement, that is 
approving a test claim activity for reimbursement, where the authority to levy fees in an 
amount sufficient to offset the entire mandated costs. Here, the Commission has 
already approved the test claim and made a finding of a new program or higher level of 
service for which the claimants do not hav.e the ability to levy a fee in an amount . 
sufficient to offset the entire mandatea costs .. 

The District requests that the audit report be Changed to comply with the appropriate 
application of the Government Code concerning audits of mandate claims. 

Sincerely, ~ 

~~ •,d/. ff,/., .. · , 
~~7'/ y - ------

Thomas J. Donner, Interim Superintendent/President 
Santa ·Monica Community College Bistrict 

CC : Keith Peterson 
SixTen and Assotia,tes 
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January 4, 2006 

SANTA 
MONICA 
CD~E··.· 

CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Mr. Jim L. Spano, Chief 
Compliance Audits Bureau 
California State Controller 
Division of Audits 
P.O .. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250-5874 

Re: Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984 
Health Fee Elimination 
State Controller's Audit 
Fiscal Years: 2001-02 and 2002-03 

Dear Mr. Spano: 

This letter is the response of the Santa Monica Community College District to the 1.etter 
from Jeffrey V. Brownfield, Chief, Division of Audits, dated December 19, 2005, and 
received by the District on December 23, 2005, which enclosed a draft copy of the State 
Controller's Office audit report of our Health Fee Elimination claims for the period of July 
1, 2001 through June 30, 2003. 

Finding 1 - Overstated indirect castrates 

The Controller asserts that the indirect cost method used by the Districfwas 
inappropriate since it was not a cost study specifically approved by the federal 
government. The parameters and guidelines do not require that indirect costs be 
claimed in the manner described by the ·controlier. The parameters and guidelines for 
Health Fee Elimination (as last amended on May 25, 1989) state that "Indirect costs may 
be claimed in.the manner described by the Controller in his claiming instructions." The 

_ parameters and guidelines do not require that indirect costs be claimed in the manner 
described by the Controller in the draft audit report. 

The Controller's claiming instructions state that for claiming-indirect costs, college 
districts have the option of using a federally approved rate from the Office of 
Management and Budget Circular A-21, a rate calculated using form FAM-29C, or a 7% _ 
indirect cost rate. The Controller claiming instructions were never adopted as rules or 
regulations, and therefore have no force of law. The burden is on the Controller to show 
that the indirect cost rate used by the District is excessive or unreasonable, which is the 
only mandated cost audit standard in statute (Government Code Section 17651 (d)(2). If 
the Controller wishes to enforce other audit standards for mandated cost reimbursement, 
the Controller should comply with the Administrative Procedure Act. 

Santa Monica Community College District • 1900 Pico Blvd. • Santa Monica, CA 90405-1628 • (31 O) 434-4200 
Office of the Superintendent and President 

Fax: (310) 434-4386 248



Since the Controller has stated no legal basis to disallow the indirect cost rate 
calculation method used by the District, and has not shown a factual· basis to reject the· 
rates as unreasonable or excessive, the adjustments should be withdrawn. 

Finding 2 - Understated authorized health fees revenues claimed 

The District reported actual student health service revenues as a reduction of student 
health service costs. The Controller instead calculated "authorized health fee revenues," 

· that is, the student fees collectible based on the highest student health service fee 
chargeable, rather the fee actually charged the student, or the fees actually collected. 

"Authorized" Fee Amount 

The Controller alleges that claimants must compute the total student health fees 
collectible based on the highest "authorized" rate. · The Controller does not provide the 
factual basis for the calculation of the "authorized" rate, nor provide any reference to the 
"authorizing" source, nor the legal right of any state entity to "authorize" student health 
services rates absent rulemaking or compliance with the Administrative Procedure Act 
by the "authorizing" state agency. · 

Education Code Section 76355 

Education Code Section 76355, subdivision (a), states that "The governing board of a 
district maintaining a community college may require community college students to pay 
a fee ... for health. supervision and services ... " There is no requirement that 
community colleges levy these fees. The permissive nature of the provision is further 
illustrated in subdivision (b) which states "If, pursuant to this section, a fee is required, 
the governing board of the district shall decide the amount ofthe fee, if any, that a part
time student is required to pay. The governing board may decide whether the fee shall 
be.mandatory or optional." (Emphasis supplied in both instances) 

Parameters and Guidelines 

The Controller asserts that.the parameters and guidelines require that health fees 
authorized by the Education Code must be deducted from the costs claimed. This is a 
misstatement of the parameters and guidelines. The parameters and guidelines, as last 
amended on May 25, 1989, state that "Any offsetting savings ... must be deducted from 
the costs claimed ... This shall include the amount of (student fees) as authorized by 
Education Code Section 72246(a)." Therefore, while student fees actually collected are 
properly used to offset costs, student fees that could have been collected, but were not, 
are not an offset. 

Government Code Section 17514 

The Controller relies upon Government Code ·Section 17514 for the conclusion that "[t]o 
the extent community college districts can charge a fee, they are not required to incur a 
cost." Government Code Section 17514, as added by Chapter 1459, Statutes of 1984, 
actually states: 
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" Costs mandated by the state" means any increased costs which a local agency or 
. school district is required to incur after July 1., 1980, as a result of any statute enacted on 
or after January 1, 1975, or any executive order implementing any statute enacted on or 
after January 1, 1975, which mandates a new program or higher level of service of an 
existing program within the meaning of Section 6 -0f Article XIII B of the California 

.·Constitution." 

There is nothing in the language of the· statute regarding the authority to charge a fee, 
any nexus .of fee revenue to increased cost; nor any language which describes the legal 
effect of fees collected. 

Government Code Section 17556 

The Controller relies upon Government Code Section 17556 for the conclusion that "the 
COSM shall not find costs mandated by the State if the school district has the authority 
to· levy fees to pay for the mandated program or increased level of seNice." Government 
Code Section 17556 as last amended by Chapter 589/89 actually states: 

"The commission shall not find costs mandated by the state, as defined in Section 
17514, in any claim submitted by a local agency or school district, if after a hearing, the 

. commission finds that: ... (d) The local agency or school district has the authority to 
levy service charges, fees, or assessments sufficient to pay for the mandated program 

. or increased level of seNice. . .. " 

The Controller misrepresents the law. Government Code Section 17556prohibits the 
Commission on State Mandates from finding costs subject to reimbursement, that is_ 
approving a test claim activity for reimbursement, where the authority to levy fees in an 
amount sufficient to offset the entire mandated costs. Here, the Commission has 
already approved the test claim and made a finding of a new program or higher level of 
serviGe for which the claimants do not have the ability to levy a fee in an amount 
sufficient to offset the entire mandated costs. 

The DistriGt requests that the audit report be changed to comply with the appropriate 
application of the Government Code concerning audits of mandate claims. 

CC : Keith Peterson 
SixTen and Associates 
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'CAl.iFO.RNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
CuA ... c.ci,.i,n1:11!~e:I~~--·n. - ,~ ___ ....,,,-~,..,'\iil'1--r1~c:;;. 
'102 Q STREET 

.CRAMENTO, CA. 95814·6511 
ns) 445-a1s2 

HTTP:l/WWW.CCCCO.EDU 

March 5, 2001· 

To; 

From: 

Subject: 

-superintendents/Presidents 
. Chief Business Officers 
Chief Student Services Officers 
Health Services Program Directors 

· Financial Aid Officers · 
Admissions and Records Officers 
Extended Opportunity Program Directors 

ThomasJ.Nussbaum 
Chancellor · 

Student Health Fee Increase 

Education Code Section 76355 provides the governing board of a community cdllege 
disttlchhe. option of increasing the student health services fee by the same· percentage 
as the increase in the Implicit Price Deflator for State and Local Government Purchase 
of Goods and Services. Whenever that calculation produces an increase of one dollar 
above the existing fee, the fee may be increase'd by $1.00. 

Based on catculations by the Financial. Economic, and Demographic Unit in the 
Department of Finance,. the lmpliCit Price' Deflater Index ,has now increased enc.ugh 
since the last fee increase of March 1997 to support a one dollar· increase in the student · 

-health fees. Effective with th:e Summ_er.Session of 2001, districts.may begin chargin~la 
maximum fee of $12.00 per semester, $9.00 for-summer session, $9.00 for each 
intersession of at least four weeks, or $9.00 for each quarter. 

For part-time students, the governing board shall decide the amount of the foe, if any, 
that the student is required. to pay. The governing board may decide whether the fee 
shall be·mandatory or·optional. . 

The governing board operating a-health services program must have rules thatexempt 
the following students from any health services tee: 

• Students-who depend exclusively upon-prayer for healing in accordance with the 
teachings of a bona fide religious sect, denomination,- or organization. · 

'-.. 
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. ~12.cenmenaems.: P '"'2.s •. __ tns 

• Students who are attending a community coUege under an approved ·apprenticeship · 
training program. 

• Students who receive Board of Governors· Enrollment Fee Waivers, including 
students who demonstrate financial need iii accordance with the methodology set 
forth in federal. law or regulation for determining .the ·expected family contributfon of 
students seeking financial ~Id and students who demonstrate;eligibility according to 
income standards establishea·by the.board Of governors and contained in Section 
58620 of Title 5 of the California Code of Regulations. 

All fees collected pursuant to this section ·shall be deposited .in the Student Health· Fee. 
· Account in the Restricted General Fund of the district. These fe.es shalt be expended. 

only to provide heal th services as specified in regulations aaQpted by the board of 
governors. Allowable expenditures include health supervision and services, including 
direet or indirect medical and hospitalization services, or the operation Of a sttident . 
health center or centers, or bdth. ·Allowable expenditures exctuda.athletic•related 
salaries, services, insurance~ insurance de.ductibles, or any other expense.that is not 
available to all students. No student'shall be dented a service supported by student 
health fee on account .of participation in athletic programs. 

If.you have any questions about this memo or about student health services, please 
contact Mary Gill, Dean, Enrollment Management Unit at 916.323.5951. If you have 
any_ questions about the.fee increase or the 1mderlying calculations, please contact 
Patrick Ryan in Fiscal Services Unit at 916.327;6223. 

CC: Patrick J. Lenz 
Ralph Black · 
Judith R. James 
Frederick E .... Harris 

l:\Fisc/FiscUnit/01 StudentHealthFees/01 IStuHealthFees.doc 
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State of California School Mandated Cost Manual 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-r~~~~--~~"'!""!""----:---

CLAIM FOR PAYMENT 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 

HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 

(01) Claimant Identification Number: 
L 819385 

F or State Controller Use only 
(19) Program Number 00029 . 
(20) Date File _/__J_ 

(21) LAS Input _!_!_ 

A (02) Mailing Address: (22) HFE - 1.0, (04)(b) $ 198,795 

Bi-,..,.....,.-~.,-:-:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1-~~~~~~~--1~~~~~~~~~, 
E Claimant Name (23) 
L Santa Monica Communi 

County of Location (24) 
H Los An eles 
E Street Address (25) 
R 1900 Pico Blvd. 
E City State Zip Code (26) 

Santa Monica CA 90405-1628 
Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (27) 

(03) Estimated [El (09) Reimbursement [El (28) 

(04) Combined D (1 O) Combined D (29) 

(05) Amended D (11) Amended D (30) 

Fiscal Year of 
Cost 
Total Claimed 
Amount 

(06) 
2002-2003 

(07) 
$ 215,000 

"!SS: 10% Late Penalty, but not to exceed 
.000 

Less: Estimate Claim Payment Received 

Net Claimed Amount 

Due from State 

Due to State 

(12) (31) 
2001-2002 

(13) (32) 
$ 198,795 
(14) (33) 
$ 
(15) (34) 
$ 31,295 
(16) (35) 
$ 167,500 
(17) (36) 
$ 167,500 
(18) (37) 
$ 

·.~-

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code § 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the local agency to file claims with the State of 
California for costs mandated by Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not violated 
any ofthe provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of costs claimed herein; and 
such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 
1987. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or actual costs for the 
mandated program of Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, set forth on the attached statements. 

Date 

;heryl Miller 
ype or Print Name Title 

(39) Name of Contact Person or Claim 
858 514-8605 

SixT en and Associates E-Mail Address kbpsixten@aol.com 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 255



Claimant Name 

Santa Monica Community College District 

MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(02) Type of Claim: 
Reimbursement 

Estimated 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 
· HFE-1.0 

Fiscal Year 

x 

2001-2002 

(03) List all the colleges of the community college district identified in form HFE-1.1, line (03) 

(a) 
Name of College 

1. Santa Monica College 

2. 

3. 

4: 

5. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

(04} Total Amount Claimed [Line (3.1 b) + line (3.2b) + line (3.3b) + .. .line (3.21 b)] 

Revised 9/97 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

(b) 
Claimed 
Amount 

198,794.65 

198,795 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 256



State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

MANDATED COSTS 

HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 
FORM 

HFE-1.1 
CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant: (02) Type of Claim: Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement [KJ 
' 

Santa Monica Community College District Estimated ·D 2001-2002 

(03) Name of College Santa Monica College 

(04) Indicate with a check mark, the level at which health services were provided during the fiscal year of reimbursement in comparison to the 1986/87 fiscal 
year. If the 'Less" box Is checked, STOP, do not complete the form. No reimbursement is allowed. 

LESS SAME MORE 

I I I x I CJ 
Direct Cost Indirect Cost of: Total 

32.56% 

(05) Cost of Health Services for the Fiscal year of Claim $ 511,317 $ 166,485 $ 677,802 
~ 

(06) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services which are in excess of the 
$ - $ - $ -level provided in 1986/87 

(07) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services at the 1986/87 level 
$ 511,317 $ 166,485 $ 677,802 

[Line (05) - line (06)] 

,08) Complete Columns (a) through (g) to provide detail data for health fees 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 

Period for which health fees were 
Unit Cost for 

Full-time 
Unit Cost for 

Part-time 
Student Health 

Number of Number of Full-time Part-lime Fees That Could 
collected FulHinie Part-time Student per 

Student 
Student per 

Student 
Have Been 

Health Fees Health Fees 
Students Students Educ. Code 

(a) x (c) 
Educ. Code 

(b) x (e) 
Collected 

§ 76355 § 76355 (d) + (f) 

$ - $ - actual 
1. Per fall semester 

$ - $ - actual 
2. Per sorinq semester 

$ - $ - actual 
3. Per summer session 

$ - $ - $ -
4. Per first quarter 

$ - $ - $ -
5. Per second quarter 

$ - $ - $ -
6. Per third quarter 

(09) Total health fees that have been collected [Line (8.1 g) + (8.2g) + ......... (8.69)] 
$ 479,007 

(10) Sub-total [Line (07) - line (09)] 
$ 198,795 

;ost Reduction 
111) Less: Offsettino Savinas, if aoolicable $ -
112) Less: Other Reimbursements, if aoolicable - $ -
(13) Total Amount Claimed [Line (10)- (line (11) +line (12))] 

$ 198,795 

Revised 9/97 Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 
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SANTA MONICA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 9--
CALCULATION OF INDIRECT COST RATE, (J t ,,D 

FISCAL YEAR : f/-rJ I- : £1;1 tJJ 
2000-2001 ~\]..-fl 

REFERENCE DESCRIPTION 2000-2001 

CCCFS 311) 

l~STRUCTIONALACTIVITY 

Instructional Costs 
Instructional ·Salaries and Benefits 42,309,603 

Instructional Ooeratinl! Exilenses 781794 
Instructional Sunnort Instructional Salaries and Benefits 661,186 

Auxiliarv Onerations Instructional .Salaries and Benefits 49,970 

'l'OTAL INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS I 43 802553 

Non-Instructional Costs 

Non-Instructional Salaries and Benefits 1,920,542 

InstructioilaJ Admin. Salaries and Benefits 3 805,142 

Instructional Admin. Operatinl! Expenses . 498,420 

Auxiliarv Classes Non-Inst Salaries and Benefits 2,307,496 

Auxiliary Classes Operatinl! Exneru.es 3,052,226 

TOTAL NON-INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS 2 11583 826 

TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITY COSTS 3 (1:I'2) 55 386379 

DIRECT SUPPORT ACTIVITY 

· Direct Sunnort Costs 

Instructional Sunnort ServicesNon Inst. Salaries and Benefits 3,554,179 

Instructiona Sunnort Services Oneratinl! Eicoeenses 666,017 

Admissions and Records 3,111,760 

Counse!linl! and Guidance 7,016,197 

Other Student Services 5,132,448 
.::.-· 

TOTAL DIRECT SUPPORT COSTS 4 . 19,480,601 

TOTATJ .,., r. A . '·"" 
ANJ2 DlflB_CT SJJ_PPORX. cosrs_ 5. (3_ +!I.I 74 866'980 

Indirect Support Costs 

Ooeration and Maintenance of Plant 7,773,644 

Planning and Policy Making 4,011,766 

General Instructional Suooort Services 12,589,079 

TOTAL INDIRECT SUPPORT COSTS 6 24 374489 

I TOTAT. -- ----·-·--ynNA r_ d.CTIVJTY CO!ff.~ AND nTllJU'T 

{'fl.<:Tf: dAm rnTAT. TlllnT'D1lr'r..<:TTPPflVT{'fl.'ITS 

I f5 + 61 = TOTA 1 t-Y>STS 99241469 

"' ·~ 
('0~1'S ALTl\f'A,TlONDA'l'~Q 

Indirect Support Costs Allocation Rate = /T ' Tntol '""'"""' Sunnn ... f'no•• Iii\ { I 32.56% 

Total Instructional Activitv Costs 1 

and Direct Suooort Costs (5) '-..../ 

Direct Sunnort Costs Allocation Rate=-
'fntol n;root ~ .. nnnrt f'noto (4) 35.17% 

.i Total Instructional Activity Costs (3) 

Total Support Cost Allocation 67.73% 
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MANDATED COSTS 
HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

Santa Monica Community College District 

(03) Place an "X" in column (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health 
Service was provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal year. 

Accident .Reports 

Appointments 
College Physician, surgeon 
Dermatology, Family practice 
Internal Medicine 
Outside Physician 
Dental Services 
Outside Labs, (X-ray, etc.,) 
Psychologist, full services 
Cancel/Change Appointments 
Registeied f'-Jurss 
Check Appointments 

Assessment, Intervention and Counseling 
Birth Control 
Lab Reports 
Nutrition 
Test Results, office 
Venereal Disease 
Communicable Disease 
Upper Respiratory Infection 
Eyes, Nose and Throat 
EyeNision 
Dermatology/Allergy 
Gynecology/Pregnancy Service 
Neuralgic 
Orthopedic 
Genito/Urinary 
Dental 
Gastro-lntestinal 
Stress Counseling 
Crisis Intervention 
Child Abuse Reporting and Counseling 
Substance Abuse Identification and Counseling 
Eating Disorders 
Weight Control 
Personal Hygiene 
Burnout 
Other Medical Problems, list 

Examinations, minor illnesses 
Recheck Minor Injury 

Health Talks or Fairs, Information 
Sexually Transmitted Disease 
Drugs 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
Child Abuse 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 
HFE-2.1 

Fiscal Vear 

2001-2002 

(a) 
.. FY 

1986/87 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
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x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
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x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

X'
x 
x 
x 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
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(01) Claimant 

· Santa Monica Community College District 

MANDATED COSTS 
HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

(03) Place an "X" in column (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health 
Service was provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal year. 

Birth Control/Family Planning 
Stop Smoking 
Library, Videos and Cassettes 

First Aid, Major Emergencies 
First Aid, Minor Emergencies 
First Aid Kits, Filled. 

Immunizations 
Diphtherian-etanus 
Measles/Rubella 
Influenza 
Information 

Insurance 
On Campus Accident 
Voluntary 
Insurance Inquiry/Claim Administration 

Laboratory Tests Done 
I nquiry/lnterpretation 
Pap Smears 

Physical Examinations 
Employees 
Students 
Athletes 

Medications 
Antacids 
Antidiarrheal 
Aspirin, Tylenol, etc., 
Skin Rash Preparations 
Eye Drops 
Ear Drops 
Toothache, oil cloves 
Sting kill 
Midol, Menstrual Cramps 
Other, list---> Ibuprofen 

Parking Cards/Elevator Keys 
Tokens 
Return Card/Key 
Parking Inquiry 
Elevator Passes 
Temporary Handicapped Parking Permits 

.. Joi Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 
HFE-2.1 

Fiscal Year · 

2001-2002 

(a) (b) 
FY FY 

1986/87 of Claim 

x x 
x x 
x x 

x x 
x x 
x x 

x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
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(01) Claimant 

Santa Monica Community College District 

MANDATED COSTS 
HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

(03) Place an "X" in column (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health 
Service was provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal year. 

Referrals to Outside Agencies 
Private Medical Doctor 
Health Department 
Clinic 
Dental 
Counseling Centers 
Crisis Centers 
Transitional Living Facilities, battered/homeless women 
Family Planning Facilities 
Other Health Agencies 

Tests 
Blood Pressure 
Hearing 
Tuberculosis 

Reading 
Information 

Vision 
Glucometer 
Urinalysis 
Hemoglobin 
EKG 
Strep A Testing 
PG Testing 
Monospot 
Hemacult 
Others, list 

Miscellaneous 
Absence Excuses/PE Waiver 
Allergy Injections 
Bandaids 
Booklets/Pamphlets 
Dressing Change 
Rest 
Suture Removal 
Temperature 
Weigh 
Information 
Report/Form 
Wart Removal 
Others, list.. .condums for sale 

Committees 
Safety 
Environmental 
Disaster Planning 
Skin Rash Preparations 
Ee Oro s 

.;11001 Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 
HFE-2.1 

Fiscal Year 

2001·2002 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

.x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
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·-··-....................................... ,,1-/~A t. r'fl-' L:>f'S " """- l•••••••l.aoo .. •oHH•••n-••• .. -•••--••-·•-4-•0•l-H·•- •o•o•,..l•O•--••••• ... •••- ... .,., ..... _, ••·--·•-•--•"••-•••-·•-.o•••• ____ ., .. _,. ___ , _________ ;..,_,,_ ... ,,,,,.. ... ,_ .. __ ,,. ___ ,_. ___ .. _,.,._H ____ ,,,. __ 

l•R2 AS OF 06/89/02 P.8.#..S. ACCOUNT LJ$T IHI l...O.P. SEQUENCE PROCESSED Ol/~9/102 PAGE 
S~NlA ~ONICA COMMUNITY COLLECE FY en -02 O:J - GENEl!Al.. FUHO-RESTRI CTED 

l0N'f "niJiiBE°Ff°-·· .......... -.. .. . . . . ........ -··· .... ···--·-· .. ·-···· ........ -··. ·c:1:r1fiHf"N"r"' ........... _, ........ ··--·-·· ··-·····-····· .. ·····--·····-··-·--·--·-·····-·············-··-.. ··-·-··-·- ·- ··--··-·- ··-··- -· . . . ...... ·,; CNf ... -
.PROG tot· ACCQUHT NAME BUDl:;ET EXPEND ENCUl'18 PRE-ENC BALANCE LEFT 

---------•-----~--------------.--•---~----·----------------·-----------~--------~----~------••••-•••---·-•--•--•-w•••------~~--
. ~.9-.!!.~.1~.~P.:.~~.~~: ... !".~~.~~-~-~-~ .... !': .• ~!.~!f.t:.~!.!i.~~-~.!f! .... ~.~SYJ.H~~-- ........... ~J .. 1.~-~.I ···-···· .......... J.2.3 .... ~~g :.J!?. .................... _, .... _ ....... :~P. ........................... ·. ~-Q .. 
01)6'14000-0032 OTlf EXTRA DUTY/HEAi.TH StfllllCES 0 .oo .oo .oo 
CD$~400D•0032 NOii TEACH SABBATlCALIHEALTH SEft'{IC 0 .00 .00 .00 
SUB-TOTAL !JBJECT 12000 91, .967 12~, 850, 80 , 00 . DO 

.•...... -~.1. I ~.8.;!..~.~-~ : ... ~ ..... 
.oo 0 
.00 0 

31,883.40- 0 

ci"fi6~~.-o·oo:·oo:t·:~:r .. ·caiir:fs EL oii:.r~rn"L'Y/.~iUi'!.iTfE"P.'i..:.'fli'· iffRYficlts· · ····· -·-·-· ···· ..... 6. ··· ····-···· ··-···-·· ··-···· •······· ·. ·ao· ·· ·· -··· ··-- ······· ·······-·:-01r · · - ··· ··- · ·· ··· ·-····· ···:o:o- ·- ····-· ...... · · ·· -·· ·: ioo ·· ··· ·a· 
00644000"'0032 PHYS & 11ENTAL/SUM/flE1'LTH SER\llctS 0 .00 .00 ,00 .IOO O 
DDG"l4000·0032 PHYS & 11ENTAL/REG/-M£1\LTH S-£ft\llCES 6,41lit .00 .co .CD 6,'IQ4.i00 100 

Y..Q~i~.9J;>_Q.::~~-?..-P.HJ.~ .. ~ .. .1'J.~.t.~.!::.!. ~-~'::.Yl-~.!.J!1t.!:!.~.~-!: r_l1 .. ~.~~Y. ............... ~ .• J .~.L. ····---····-·· .... ?. ,J .. ~P.d L ..... ·-··--·-···········--···:.Q!L ........... _ ..•.•. ·····-~-~ .. --·· ..•....... '? '· ;J~.~- ·:~~- ... .?.? .... .. 
006414000·0032 PHYS 4 11EtHA.LJ'HRLY/WINIHEALTH SIERV . 0 .DO .OD ,00 ,•C>O 0 
SUB·T!tl'AL CIBJECl HOOO 15,5:27 2.,1-30.16 .00 .oo 12.,796.8·"1 82 

AJOR TOTAL OBJ.ECT 10000 . t07 49'4 \26.,580.96 - .00 .00 19 H6.9•6· 0 
-•p.oo•oo•ooOO-Oo ··-··• .. •o•oooooo-••••000000&• o •••••' ooooo• .. ••••••••••Ooooo•••o•ooo••o•O •Ooooo-•••o ••4-• .. ••-oooOo•oo-••••O ....... , ... ,,,_. ••• oooooooo•ooOoolo ........................... ••0 0 •o Ooo ,, ... ·-· .,,_ .. oooo•O•loOOoo .. •••o•.-O•o eooo.,o oO .. o0••oOOo•o-oooOoooo .. o•oo •00o0o•0 ....... O•OH00•••-1 ·-••••••••••- 00000-•oooo .. oo'o"'"'""" -·· ••••••--• .. ••••••••••-·-· 

9..~-~.:'!:~.~~~::.9..9.~ .. ?.:.. •. ~J&!U~.~J:..t..!:L~.b.J.tl....~-~-~.YJ.£~l ............. -._-··-·--... -.... g~.f..1.;?.~.g ................. _ ..... _.,_~_l.· .. £?.!.:.1L ........... _ ............ ---.:.~.2. ................... _ ............... : .. Q.!t.-.. ·-··--1..~!J .. ~.~-t:.~.;! ..... z .. :t_,_, 
0064'4MO•OO:l2 OTll CU~S/HEAL.'TH SERVICES 0 177,565.~S .00 ,OCJ 1i77,~G5.&~·- O 
$Ul$•TllTAl. OEJ.JECT :21000 2·21.~:n 2:ia;s<1-11.02 .OG .00 10.112.02- 0 

00644'000-0032. S-TUOE.ltT liELP/tl£ALTH SERVICES 0 .Oro .00 .DO ,00 0 
ifoa·•~iHfc:r;.·00:>2· ··cL"tf:ffc·A'i::tiHfLY /iiEA.t:··rn···n-RVfcis··--· · ··-·· -···· - · --·· ·· · · ·····r; · ... · ·· ...... ·· ··········· · ······ :·cfo ···············-··-·· · · ··· - ··~«.er· · · · · · · · ·· ········:-co-······· · ·· ·' · ·· · ··. oo· -· ·o-· ·· 
OD6HO.t>0·003i2 CLEftli'.:AL OVEJIT!l'JE/HEALTH SEt:IVJCES 0 .00 .00 .DC! .00 0 
0064-tOtl0-00312 DTlll Cl:..AS HRLY/HEJILTH S:ERVICE . 0 .00 .00 .DO .00 0 

~8l·~-1~-~~'.t_Q9.;?..?. .... t?.!.~s§~·~·t-·~~k80·?..!!..l:!.€~!. . .T.~L.§;~~Y.!.f.~ .................................... ,/t... ......................... :l·~*1·!-·~~~--···· .. ··-··- .. -· ... ·--··-:"fig!L ............................ :-i;g.!L ... ~--·····-2%~-~-~-~~~::: ... 59. .....• 
. . 

A.JOR TOTAL OllJECT i20000 2'28, 5::J? 2'4(),692,58 ,OD .oo 12, l6D.5B- 0 
,.,, ... _,.,,, • ......... ,o•o• .. H 0 ... ,oo•l•oO ool•• 0 U" •o•ooo 0 I"''""'"' •••o oO••" "-•o•O•I•••••••••-••••• """"'"'_. ........... "'""'', ..... ,,._,•I••-'•••••"•""'"'"'"'''"•''"'" o' ........ o••• 0000 0 ..... '°' .... ., .. ,., ... , .. o • ••Ooo--•-•0•••0o .. oooio .. 0oo .... o•o-• o 0• •••••••••'""'" o oo•••-.. •• o ••o .. , _,, •-•••O o "0"'"' o •••• • "'"" ....... , ...... o -• oo0 oo ----- .. ------~------~---·-----~--------~------~------------------------~·- .. -----~----------------------------------------~~--~---
0064'1000·0032 STR~/OT1:i-HEl\l.TH SERV-JCES ~ '4,987.60 .Oo .00 <l,9S7.60- 0 

Q9..!!.,.~~~9..":.q.~-~~ .... ~.!.~~t..~:r:.~ ... .f..~.8!.:."!~.A.k1.!L .~.;~.YJJ;~~-.......................... H.r .. 1 . .\.~ ........ ········· ······ ... ii! .... ~.!~-· .. !.6 ....................................... "-.C!~-. - ..... ·-····· -··-··-~-Q.Q. .... r··-·--······"~.l.'--~! !--~-~ ....... ;l.~-~-·. 
SIJB-TCTAL oaJ£CT 31000 12,419 l:'.l.~67.SS .oo .oo J,04ll.96- D 

006114tD0-003l2 PERS/CLAS-HEAL TH SERVI t::E n· . 00 . OIO .• 00 .oo 0 

$.~.:J~t.~-"--- .. ········--···g~,J..~.9.T. .. ~.g~Q.Q. .................... -........................................................... 9 ...................... _, ____ ......... : ~9. .................................. d~.~---· ... -- . .... . ...... '. 9.1? ........... - .. !.9.~ ..... B. ... ··-

OOBHGIOO-D032·0A$0l/OTH-HEALTH SERVICES 0 1·1,&5l.78 .DID .. DO 11.158.78- 0 
oos.--.too-0032 11£0.ICARE/OlH-H£ALTH SERVl'CES 9,337 :e:,&09.7"1 .OJQ ,00 6.7Z7.U :72 
9.9.!.,.~~.Q.9..:-.9.'9.~J?.._.~:g.P..!.£.~.!tl;/.!U!L.!l~!iL:-H~~t!~ ... !.~B.~.!.£~.! .... _ ....... -.. -· ............ g, ......................... J.!.!>JJ!.: .. 9.t •... -.................... -.. -!.9.!?. ...................... _ ........... · .. 9.Q .... -.. -·--····-.!.~-~.! .. ~..:.~~.:: •.•• P ...... .. 
SUB•TOTAL oaJECT :33000 9,337 15,387.54 .oo .oo 16,0SCD.54- 0 

00644900-~032 HIW-DTH CLASS-HEALTH SERVIC[S ~3,502 3~.PS~.24 .OO .00 . ~.7m5.76 11 
0064.it000•0-032 HIW-OfH CERT-HEALTH SERll IC£S 0 3 62&. SS . • 00 . oo ·. 3 628. 56- o siJrs·:·fiiH·c····-··············c;e;J£Cr-3iiifo.,,. ........ ·-····-·····-·-··--·····---·--···--- · ............... ff;if2··-·· · · -· ........... 4i;-:i-2,caa · ···········- ............ ········:oa·· .. -· ............... ·· · .... ~ ifo · ..... _ ........... T~·oir ... fo· .. ····2--· -··-

J06.r\4'00-C'032 SUJ/OTH ClAS-HEA.LTH SERVlt:ES 02 310.19 .DO .00 171.f!t as 
•• __ ,_ ...... .,, oo•--•·-•••••-•• •- •••••••"•••••• O• _._ ---· _., Oo - .. •"- _,.,.,, "° --••••-•" •• -•• ••••- '" - ••-• n ... -••oo "•••••"'"' •""' ,.,, __ ""'•'" oOHOH "°""--••• '""" •••-,. • -- .... , ... - ••• .. ••""""" .. •--•·•-•••••"' •••-·-•-••••-·•-•• .,._ o• oo --• .. _.. ... , .... •••• ••"•••--•• o•ooo•-••" --·••o0--•••oo•I•- - ""'"' --"""'"" -·- .. •••-•••••••--·-- .. ...,, 

~"-H'if,;·-~·N i CA ·cat1Hu~·i rv····c'6Ii't6E'""""""' ............................................................. ·······Q"3-··:···c;tiHFiRA.I"""":F'li°N0°:··Rfi'°f"RTc'fiEii>'." ................ -····.. . . ··-·· ......... - ...... 549··. ··-· - "P862oo::·n.z····-. 
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,. • ..., .. •-•••h•••n-•O•o-l•,_, .. ,.,..,,, .• uoo10 • ., ••• ,, ••• ,,,._.,,,_.,_.,.,,. .. ,.,,.,,,,.,,_,,,,,, __ .. __ ., • .;... .... .,. .. .,.,..-.,, .. ,,,.,.,._,_,_,,_,,..,,, •• ~0o-oo"'''''"'"'""""'o.•0oou,.••• 

IO•IU AS OF U/02 P.B.A.S. ~CcrlUNT LIST IN L 
F'Y 01-02 

S£0UENC6 l"RQCESS~O 08 /29./t>i? PME 
SANTA 1'1CN I e,, ..JMMUIH'T Y COLL ES£ 03 - G£NE:RAL FUND-RESTftl CTfO 

iurrr-·;rui1iffif .......... · ........... _ ................. _ .. -.............. - ............. _ .... _ ..... -................... _ ................ c.i:fnfifiif ................................................................................................................. · ...... ···--· .. ··---· ............................. _ ............... Fi.cN'f ..... .. 
P'RCG LOC ACCOUN'T NAME IBUOSET EX,..END E.NCUMIB !'RE-ENC IAtANCE I.EFT 

----·-------"--~----··---------------------------~--------------------------------------------·--·------------------~-----------
•-C064<4000-D03l? SIJllCTH· CERT-HEALTH S.ERV1CES 0 16.8.39 .00 .00 t68,39· 0 --··1n:;a:·::y5:r:-;.;r··· .. ·--· ·····-·o·icTrc'r··5'so·o:o···-.. -···-· .. ·····---··--···--···-.. -·-............................... ~ .. 5·2 .................................... ~-fir:·s·i;---· ..................... m .... --... co····--···-···· ........ ··--·-:oo .. ·--·----.. --.... ·-···-:f:··.;r2· ......... r .. ·••·· 

•-006'14000-0032 W/C·CLASS!FIED·HE~LTH SERVICES 4,065 2,320.29 .00 . oo 1 • 2"14. 7 n 31 
t-COG4"4COO-DOU W/C-Cl..AS·HE>.LTH SERVICES . 0 1, '198. 15 .00 ····sua·;:ror-:Ac- ....... · · .. o.ii':H'.ifl' ... 3s1foii ........................................................................ ·:1i··;ir1rn .............. ·· ........... ,c:n s .. : .r.r·· · ........................... · ·:ao· ......... · ............... : . .Q.<L .............. .1 ~ 1.~.!.d ~.-..... <L. .. .oo 253.~"4- 0 

•-006"44000•0032 WIC CERT-HEALTH SERlllCE$ 410 .QO ,1)0 .00 '110.00 1il0 
•-0064"4000·0032 DIStR IRETl!i!E/HEALTH SERVICES 0 .3'.03 .oo .oo 3,03· o ····suir=·ro'rirc .. ···- ............... aa·Yfcl· .. 3•00·0·····-· .... -....... _ .. __________ ............................. ··-· .. ·-:rn;---....................................... 5 .. :·oa ................................. --: .. oo·-··· · ......................... :-<10·· .. -···-·-.. -........ 406~·:9·,.·-·· 99_ ...... . 

Ml\Jl!IR TOTAL C)BJEC't 30000 70,~15 76; 080' 3~ .OD .00 5, 86'5 .:35- 0 
OOo•o0 .. 00 ... IO•o .. - ........ •-••h•O•OO•O•• 0 ••' o 0 ,,.,,_ "'°'"'" oo•o•••o••"-'I Oooo• .. o 00 - .......... 4 ... ,o .. •-OfO ···------····"••lo,.0oooo !000ot-i•0000 .... ,.,,, .. ,,.,,.,, •••• •,'"'" 0 .................................. •ol\HOI ... 000 .......... _ ........... OoOOo Oo OOOMoOooOoool••OO• Oo ooo O•o ........ OOOoOoO .... " OO ........ " 0 ooo 0 O o , .. 0. o. o•••A ooO ooooo0 oooOo• 0.-

- - - • - - M - - -~---·---·--~--~---~------------------~------~-·~----------------------------------------------------------------------

-0064<!000-.1'.>032 RE.F£R IBOllXS/HEAL TH. SERVICES 0 , 00 . Dt> . DO • 00 Ill 

... §.Y.!.:'..LQ.J!.!h ...................... 9.~.:!E;.~..! .... ~ .. ?J?.Q.~ .............. _______ , ......... --··-··-······--............................ Q .............................................. · .. 9..9 ............... -·-·--·--.... : .. ~.!L._ ... _ ............ - .......... '..9S!.. ............................... !.~Q .. ~ ......... !L ....... .. 

-006411000•0032 SUBSCRIPTIDNS/HEALTlt SERVICES 
sue-roTAL OBJECT 43000 

a 
0 

28.00 
28.00 

.oo 
.OD 

.co 
.oo 

2e.oo- c 
28,100- 0 

·:·oo-.r:.-41nrl(r=t>-r.n•2·· s·uif s·ciH-PYrt>"l'is/ii'E'"Ai:'fir··s·Eir vrc·fi ................................................. a·-··- .. ·- ................................. : .. 00·---· .......................... -·:co-·····- ...... ______ ·· .. ····:·cia· ··-··-·-·····-.. · · .. ____ ···:·ac· · -- ·ti·- .. 
-0064'1000-D032 SU~PL I IESl'HEAL TH SE.RV I CE$ 7 .1.233 6,757.~a .o~ .OD "475.62 7 
-0064<IOOIO-DDS2 S·OFtWARE LI CEffSE/HEAl TH SERVI c£s a 13,608.00 .00 .oo 13,&os.o~- a 
-OOS440<10·0.0ll2 PC UP G1t~.0ES/HEAl TH SERV'l CES O "':. ·::n-:-r::=-t: · ....... ·-····.··--· ....... ·· .. -::.·;:.·;;·--·.":~ · ··.-·~···-·-· .. ---··---·-............................. _ ................. :;·:··:;:;.";:- .. ············-···· .. ~· .. ·· .oo .o~ .......................... ·--····--···--········· .. ··· .... _ .. , .......... _____ ........ ---·-·· - . 

·~ .. ,:r::: ~n 

.oo .co 0 - .. ·-~-~---··--·-· .. n··~-_-i-:. ... :. .. ·-~--~-:-·""';;··-·· 

MJIJIJIR TOTAL OIU EC T 40000 7,233 20,3~3.3~ .00 .OD n 3 , I 6 O , 3$ - . O 

....... - .. ••·•-•••••""''"''"""'""""'""'"'"""'" .. "'-"'"'"""" ... '" .. '"' .. '"'"''""'""•'••"•'''-'" ,.,., __ ... .., ___ "'"'"-'-•'""'"""'"'---•••-'""""'"'-'"'"''"H'O•"••.-••h"'"--•••ol0o•o ..,., ... -••••-•••ooo••.,..,•••-••• ... •"••-••o•looo•ooo.,.1000 ... 00"•'0••,••00,.o...,NO----·••"'""''"-'"''"-••"'••-·---••oooo••h--••-.••••"OO•••U•• ••-•••••••·-•'"""""''" ,., .. .,.,...,,.. 

-----~-----------------~-·---"-------------------·~-------·--------------~--*·---------------~--------~------------·-----------

-00644DD0-D092 ttl lEAG:£/H£All'H SE.RVI C.ES O 25&. 38 , 00 • 00 Z55, 38- CI1 
-0064.il000-0032 CONFERErtCE/tlEALTH SERV·ICES -4 361 .00 .OD .00 ~ 361.00 noe ··slia:·y5;-:;;;::-.................. oa:.rn:c·T"-·s-2·ooir··- .. ······--· .. ··-·-··-.. ····· ... -................................ ii";-~&r···- .. -· .. --·--···--.. -·25·5··:-ra-···-· .. ·-······ .. -····-···:·o·ir·--.. -·-·· .. ··-··---··-.. --~·oa· .. ··-----·· ··-.. c·1-cr5·~:s2· .... 9.r·-··--· 

-00644000-0032 11£M8ER~HIPS/H£Al.Ttt SERVfCES O 75.00 .DO .00 75.00- Cl 

:;::·:·~:·!~=~-~~~-··;-~:·~~~:·!·~-~-:-!:~~·~··"~~-~~-~-~~~····-·-.............................................. Q.~ ............ ·-····-····-·:-2~-~-::···"'--11~---: ... ~-:-~---- ........................... ~.~:~····-···- .............. .?..~.~-~·::-··--Q·~-·"'•. 
=t~r;~~~~··-~-'.~m;,~i~~~;_·~-~~~~-'.'.'..~~~~~~~---··--~~---- ~;:.~~:' o~~-----·--?~,_p;.~--------·---_jr ___ ~1: i~~_o_;~ : ... 2~.--
-006<4<4000-00SZ RE.'NlS/1,.EASES·HEALTH SERVIC.ES 0 466.56 .oo .oo 466.56-: 19 
-006"4400C-DO:J2 REPAIR/HEALTH SER'Vl!:ES 0 !78.15 .00 .oo '78.15- ii 
-1S632DOC-DOS~ .£0UIP'11ENT/RE;PAIR-tHITRICULATION 0 .00 .oo .00 .00 CD ... saa·=-rD't"Xi: ...................... iia;H:c·f-ssiH:i"o·-·-··-····---.. ---~---··· .. ·-·-··-------............. ----·-···o.··-·--·········-··--·····; .. ; .. ~·44'.·:·fr-·······--·-··-·· .. ·-·····-·-:oa····--.. --·-·····-·-·····--·:·c;o .... __ ,._. __ .... ;··; .. :r;;4·:··:rr:·-· .... o ........ . 

-D064~00lij-0032 OTH CONTR SRVCS/HEALTH SERVtCES 0 '00 .00 . 00 .co 0 

..... -.............................. --.. --........................ -.. -·-········--·- .. ··-···-··· .... ----··---··· .. ---· .. ---··-...... -..................... -........ _.,_ ...................... _.,, ... _ ..... -.--·-···---" ... _'"'""--"'····-···-.. ·--··---------.. ---·--··-----··-··· .. --... ···-----·-.. -··-.. -----·-·--.... --·--·--... --

. ···iiAPifii··-;;;oiirc;, .. ··c:·oNitiT.irfiT·r· ~·acc·E"6'E: ............................. __ .......................................... c;·9····:· .. ·cfliE'RAC'fiiiNo::.·R'irs·t·;n·r:-ri'fo··---·;·-······ .. ·· .................................................... lf;i"9 ................ :Pifo2oo::·if2 ....... . 
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-·. --.. ---·--···---··------·· __ .. _ -----.. ·-······-- .... _ .. _ .. _ _. ...... ······-···· .. ··-·-·····-······· ...................... ···-····-···· .......... -....... --.. --.... -: ...... _ ...... ,_ ............ ,.. ..... _ ............. -.... --.. -- ...... -....... __ ··- ........ --............................. -.. -··-·- ..... . 
-R2 A~ Of 06119/02 i".B. A. S. 
SANTA 11DIN1 CA CCDMMUNJ TY COLLEGE 

ACCO~~T LIST IH L.O.P. 
. FY· O t -oi 

SEQUENCE PROCESSED 
03 - GEHUAl. FUNDwRESTftlCTED 

08/29/02 

;n- -iiiuiis"Eiir··-··· · · · · -· -· -· ······- · · ··--·· -.-...... -·-···-··-····cuiiHffi;rf-- ··· ·······-··-··-· ---·-···-- ·· ······-··- · ........ _ ··•··•·· ·· · · - ·· -· · 
f'ltOG LOC ACCOUNT Nl\1'1-E ~UDGET EXPEND ENCUMB PRE-ENC 

.l!l.J!.: J.!;JJ~!!-. ........ ..... ~~ -~ \:'.~.1- ~ .. s_(J!E.~ .. _ ......•... --········--····--···-········-······ .. ·····-····· ___ g, ........................................ : .~?-!? ..................... --···· .::.99 .. - ..................•.. : .9.1? .. --·· ... . 
AJQlt TOTAL OBJ"ECT 50(1100 

006""1000-0032 EOIJI PMEHT!HEAL TH SERVICES: 
SUB-TOTAL OBJECT 64000 

4,361 

7' ~2i1 
7,224 

"38,~79,09 

5' 00.8-' 7'2: 
'5,008'.72 

.co 

.OD 
.DO 

• 00 

.oo 
• CIO 

PArCE 3· 

· · ··· · ..... -· ··;.cril· 
BA.LANCE LEFT 

~ ~.Q .... ~- ...... 

34,&18.09-

2,215.28 
2,215.218 

OI 

31 
3t 

o'ifil4o6o: 00·3a-··-ctA.s"f/i'"uifcii"ii·sc:.-"tAitiCs·cTtii.icf···-:·-·········-·-···············--···-·ci· .. ···············-· .. ·· · .... :1:-s;·,g·,-:·r5········· ................... ·····--:-ao-·--··- ······--·············:·cir--········· 3·;·5 aT:ia: .. ···· c; • •·· 
SVB·TOTAL OBJECT 65000 O 3,581.73 .IOO .CO 3,Sal.73- 0 

~~9.LD?.I~!:-.............. 9.1!-.~ .. ~9..!.. .. ~9 .. 9~!' ......................................... - ....................... .!...! .. ~?..~ ...................... -~-•·-~-~Q ..... ~.~---·-········-··--··- ... -- •. :.~Q. . ............ .9.'1 ........... ·-·· . .1.·.~-~-~ :-~~-7 ...... ~ .... . 

:_:.:.:.:.::.7 .. :.:.::.::.: .. :.:.: .. :.:.;::.:-.. :.::.;:::.: .. :-.. ~.:.:: .. :.:: .. :.:.::.:: .. : .. :.::.: .. :.:.::-.. :.:.:.:.::.:.::· .. :.:.:...:.::..:.::.::.::.: .. : .. :.: .. -:_::.~:.~:_:.::.:-..:.::.: .. :-.. :.::.::..::-.: .. ::..~-~-~-=-=--:.:.::.:.-:..:.:~.:::.::.::_;-_:_-:::..:: . .:-..:.:.:.:::..:~:.:..:.:.:.: __ ,,_, 
DCATION TOTALS NUMBER OF ACCOUNTS <16 425,059 .o()O ,00 86,257.81- 0 

................................ _, ..... , ___ ... , __ , ____ ...... -.............................. ··--····-··-·--·-··-.............. -.... ·····-············-·····--·····-·-··-·---... ······-··-············-······-.. ···-·············-··--······-................. -.... --···-···· ...... -............. -_ ......... ,_,. ________ ,.._, ....... -- ... -..... -........ , _________ , ____ _, ............... . 

···-·········--··•b······ -···-·······- .. ·· .... ····--···- ............... -....... -··----·· -······-·-····-·-····-··-- ···-- ··--·---- ····---· ................................... .:. ................................ -- .. ··~-·---··--··· ..................................................... - ........... _.···-· ...... -........ :.-................. . 

0._,.,••••-••--··-·-••10 -·•• ... ••••- • ••-•••• H """"" •••'•"" .. ooo• """•••••• o0•0•••••••• ••••••• M•-••••o"••••••••••-•••••-•••- •••••'"•••··-•• ..... o••••-•••4••••••• "'""-• "'"""""" ••••'"" o••••'" "'""""' ._.._, •••• •• •-·••• •-••••••••••"'•'•O•oo•o•••--••--·--•O.••• • .... ''"" ••••• • H• ... ,,., • ., ••• H••-•• •• •••''""" ••- ••••-••• ., .. .,••-••••••••-"' "" "•-•••• .. 

............................... ............ _ ........... - .•.• - .• ·- .......................................... _, ....................... _.,. ··----............ ··--··-- -·· .... _ ..................... ,."'I"'" ........................ - ........ _,,········-···· .. ---- ................... --·----------· - ----·-·-·· -··-·· .............. ••••••· ........................ _., ..... ······- ·-······· .... ·-

............... ______ ........... , ______ , ... .... .. . .................................. ····- ............. _.,, ... _ _., .................................. -........................................................................................................... -........ _ ............ ,_, .................... ·--·-h••······ ............. ···-·· ... -······••""••••"'""• ..... .. 

........ h·-···-·,···· ......... ~ ................. ·-·· ................ "-·-·-··-~-·-···- ................... --... ----···-··-·----···-····--· ... ··-··-···· .. ·-·· ____ ................................... ······· -..... --··· .................... -...................... .., ..... _ ......................................... ~·-·· ............ ··-- .. --·-·· ................... ~--·-·· ................ . 

iiA"il'fA""M"o~ffcA'""'C"ffi1"Htitn i ff""'coLi EGE·-·· .......... ----· .. ········-··-··-.............................. 15":f' :.:·-·c;fN"lHfliiC""FUiifO":jfes"i'iRTtTfo"":····-···--·····-·-·- ...............•.. ,.._ .......... ·····11f56"' - ... -· ""Pi!i"ol?"ci."C) :.·;ii2······-
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.................. -.--········ ···············-···--···········-···--······--··-·-------·····-·l.i.4..:t..!.:.Z:Lt ................ /.1:1...?l!!l?l.:tr-. .... _•••• .... w~••• ••-•• .,, .... ,, ,_,,,. .. ,,,.,.,..-....... ,, -~u ... •• --.,,-.. ,•--••• .. ---••••.__.,, .... _,.,_ .. .,,,.,.,, .... , .. --·--• ••••-•o•o ,.,., 

011-R.I AS OF '89./_0?. J>. a; Ill.. S. A.CCOUNl LI ST IN C. •• 5£t)U.ENC-E PROCES$~D 08.129/Cl2 PAGE .. Ull 
- SANTA "ONlC~ ~OM~UNIJT COLLEGE FY 01-02 03 • GE"~RAL FUNO-~ESTR;CTED ~ . 
···-····-···-····------··--··-······-···· ................................. ·······-··-······--·······--·-·····-···-······-···-····· .. ·····-··· .. ··--·-······-·····-···-·"--··-·-.. ···-··"·~·--···--·····-~---·-······-·- .. -·-··-···---····"····--.. ·-····-··-.. ··---.. --····-·--·--·----·····~---·······a.. CONT NUt1BER CUft~EIH . PCNl . 

PAOG ·· LOC ACCOUNl NA.ME BUDGET AOJUSTME'NTS INCOME' C.ASH DE.POSlll"S BA:LANCE LEf"T <i 
----------------~------------ ... ---------~~-----------·-----~-~---------~---·------------~--~-------------------~-------------·----~ 5 
D·9&49tOODO-OH9 .ARTHRPIS FOIJNDAf.ICIN PROJECT 0 .00 .DO .00 .00 D l-
0·:947(fg"i)Oif~-o-ij'1'°9"Tj.j'cof.fE/i:i"i.iii["fC:-'fEE."f"'fiffi'.ii:cif\f"'"'"""-·-· .. ··-···· ........................ o·····-··-··-··-·· .. -···········-··---:·a·ti"······-.. ···-·"-···-···-···:·o.o-···"······-·---··-·---·-··~·oo·· -··-··---·-···-·· --··.oc;--···o·---
o. 1 370 I 080 • 00 71 I NCDME/Jll>.$1 c SK'l .Lt.s UN fEtl n Q • 00 • 00 • -00 . 00 D 
0·137011H>·0071 INCOME/MICRO err 2.0QO TRNG· 0 .oo ~5.1-10.00 .-00 Z5.1141LOO- 0 
?..:.H!~.!..9.!?.!?.:::.Q.q.~.1?. .. hQ~t:.J:. ... ~_gy£~!«.'=: ~~- .. ~ • .:...C::.12~!!: .. ~Q!l~.~-'S.::.~.?..!L ........•.. ... .?..,.~~:?~ ...... .................................. ~.P..~ ................... !~.'-~·!.·~--~~~---···· ....................... ~9..~ .......... _ ·~ ... ~.!.§ .. ~.~~-~ ...... 9-...•. 
D-90649900·0021 INCOtlE/FI INS/INTERN'L. STUDENT "CT.R 0 .00 92,418.QO / .DO 92,'411.0C>· C 
0•0064.2000·0032 sTUO!:Nl HEAL TH FEE$ 0 • DO ~ r . DO . 00 O 
D·D064-40D0•0032 INCOME/HEALTH Sl::RVIC£S 42$,059 .DO '-._£2..-0.C.S-.~f .DO 53,941.91· D 

~:-~-~~ ~g~g-::~-~-~---~ ~t-g~-~1t-~%~~T~~~H-a§·-···--·--···-·-·--····- ······· ··-· .. :~~-~··:-i -~ii .. ·········-····------· ··--············~-~-5-··· .. rC:s.sf:··r .. s : a~r· --.. ·-· ···········-·······:-~~ ······- ·· ·-·· ·· l~;l~·:1 .. ~~----~·-·-· 
l-33'59.'SOD(l·ocr.u STAFF fARKrnG F•E£S 0 .~o .oo .oo .oo ID 
IJ•DOODOOJJO·OQIOO L.OCAL REV(tHJE-HOLDlNG-· 0 .oo .o~ .oo .OO 1D 
)·13~4"7000-01)71 INCOMJ::/JOB PLACEHE~IT S,865 .00 .QO .00 9,IB6!LCO 1010 
:;·::T364i9·oi»:·c;·c.·1T··-vf"NiD-il"R:-fi·R'o~-.- ·· i Ni::'oFf"f .... ·-·-· .......................................................... 0 ........................... · · -······-·:··c:i"a ................................. -... o 5----- ...................... ~-ira-··· ·······-······ ··· ............ :"ici"" .... ~5- .. ·· 
)•13i'OHDO-OOl71 lNCOttE'.ITELECOMM voe TRA.IN D .oo 28,066.25 .oo 28,066.~!>- •O 
)•3369!5000-0(1112 PARKJNG LOT INCOME 151,864 .oo :238,699.~6 .oo es,:a35,,s- ·o 
J-3.369!SOQO•OOl31 l NCOM-E/f'SO OFFS!:r C • Oe> . 00 • 00 .1110 D 
:;=6~-ono50::.·aa.s·i ... T.Nc·o;;t1r;o0Rf'A"R'K-"Pitiii"TN"Uist'ffi'-·-· ........................................... _o _________________________________ .. ~-o·n-· ................................ -._ .. air--··--............. -----···:-oo-···-----···-··-··· ......... :c,o-··--c--
>-a.q 10'9oco-oo 19 I NCOJ\JE/OTHER l,.O.CAL GRANTS-KCft'4 D • 00 . 00 • 00 .&O 0 
)·647090C0·0G19 INTERNET ROYALifES-l<tRH' 0 .00 .00 .00 .CllO. o 
>·OGOdOQDO·OCIOO DISiRJCT MAlCff l'DLCING 0 .00 .00' .·00 .Clio O ;·:.oCiDoooocr:·o-c;·o:o· .. rtfAtiS.Yfrr .. nr-t:io-i.:tliN'cf··A.cc·owt·-·-· .. -····-····-···· ......................... o .............................................. : .. &er··- .. ·· .................... ··--... oir-·········---···············-·:·c;·a-··--····-··-·-···--·········:·@a·--··a·-··· 
>·0064-'IOC.Q-0032 TRANSl"(R lN-HEA1.T~ SERlffCES D .00 .OO .DO .00 O 
>-2460tooo-ooi2 DIS'TRU;T MATCHl1$L(JCK GR:AN"T"-1)B16Q c .00, .00 .oo .oo 0 
>·24601000-0045 DISiRICT MATCHIBLOC:K GRAN'T-58160 o .00 .oo .DO .DO 0 ··· .. :;·~~'";\:::"" :-::::,:; =QQJ•·=.--·:·. ···: ·,•::-c=-;:':.':'. • --:·~-a-.:\~!;.•-:··:··~ ... -··---·-··•·· .. ·· ····-··-······-, ·• .......... ,.. _____ .... -· ..... -· .. -- .. -···· ......... n-•····· • . . ·~·····-··•·n••·····"··- ... •··-·-··-· .. -.. -......... ·-----.. ;:..-.:· ~- .. __ .,_, .... _..... . ... fi"i5""'· .. •····· •... 

1-H1osooo-0D33 01s·-rRrcr l'IATCH/f'l!utRAL 'Htl~K srunv 193,li~7 .oo us,986.63 .oo 19,15'10.:n7 10 
1·6.66-1·2DOO·OD29 OJS'TR M·TCff/OISABLE:D STUO£NT 0 .oo .00 .00 .DO 0 
1·666-12'100-0029 DISTRICT MAtCHIHE.b.RJNG IJ'lPAIR£0 .o .oO .00 .00 .DO 0 ;::esif4:22oO:o9"ii ... oTsT"in~e:--r·MA. .. fcfi1·rE·:A~·;n-iiifoTs·Aa·cfo··········· .. ···-· .. ·-·· .. ·· ........ o ........... _ ............................... ~ .. ,;-o···· .................................. ~.01r--·-·-.. ·-··-·-··------:-oo······-·-··-····-····-··-····;·ifo-·--.. o·-· 
1-79630000•0025 OISift MATCH/.l'tATRlt'.:Ul.A.TlON. 0 ,00 .OD .00 .DO 0 
1•766!10001-002$ OJSTR ~ATC!+ INCO.ME/MATR.IC 'JHK TAllK P .00 .00 .co .DO 0 
~::z.u.!l .. ~9-!?.!?..:.2.~J!~ ... P...L~1.~L~.! ... .!l~J Clji.H~!L.~1.'t~~!.!.!:!'. ............ _ .............. ~ ............ Q ........... - ....•... ·--·········--····-~--~rn ...................... __ ............. ~.!? ........ -···--···--.. ----:E~----··--··-·· ______ : .. P.Q ...... ...E .... . 
1•536'13000-0030 f'IATCH-lNltf'F'UNP TR .... ~/CAT. a..:EOPS 0 .oo .00 .oo .o~ 0 
l·OOOOOOOO·OOOO ERROR ACCOUNT f'OlfO,JECT :SOOO D .00 .OD .00 '-' .OD 0 

OBJECT TOTALS rtUl11!.ER DF.ACCOutns 61 5,7:i2,1!t7 .DO 6,20<!,-<111.26 .o~ ol.72,214 .. 26• D 

if··-c·E"6sE1Cr<'i"f.6.T:s··1ru1rafii-·aF-·"1"Ccoiifi'fi·-·······~5;············--·-·-·····rr;··i--iis·:·,5·9-·-····-···-·· .. ··············-............ ;·o-o··-Ts·~~·nr;:.j24·:·&5···--·····--;-5o;··cs3 ... o~···-··-·-·····Ho:·ir:n·~-1s·····-3··--··-

-----------------·--------------------------------~~-M-------------·----·----~------------~--~-~-----------·---------------~---
............................ _ ........................................................... _ .. __ , .... - ........ _ .. ___ .......................................................................... --.................................................... .!.IR.~.£2.i.!:j?..Z:.i!...Z. ........................................ _ ... _ ......................................... ~ ...... . 

I 

••-·.,.•-.. ··--•·•--•·••••-o-•o•O'•••••••••••••••·,.-••••·~l•-••••••••-·•-••-••l-•oooo••.,.••HoOoOo•ou••-••••.,-•-•--""'''"""'-•"'"••••••••-••••••••-•••••••""""--••o••--••-••-••Uoo"""'"-'-•"'""''"''-' .. "'"''''"""'"•••-- ... --.-oo-... o---•--•-•-••••'-•"'"''''"'-••---·-·-·-••••-•••-0o ... -., .. ,_ .. ,.., ... ,. ... ,_,,, .. ,,, .... ,,,,,,._,.,,,.,,..,..,, .. ., .. , 
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State of California School Mandated Cost Manual 
..:::==~~~..:....;.:.:.:.:......~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~':"':"'"~~ 

' ),. 
' 

CLAIM FOR PAYMENT 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 

HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

lU1) Claimant Identification Number: 

For State Controller Use only 
(19) Program Number 00029 
(20) Date File _!_!_ 

(21) LRS Input _/_. I_ .. 

L 819385 
A (02) Mailing Address: (22) HFE - 1.0, (04)(b) $ 165,612 

(23)' 
Bi.-,....,....,....~.,.....,,.,,.--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+-:==.,..-~~~~~-t-~~~~~~~~---t 
E Claimant Name 

(24) 
L~S~a~n~ta~M~o~n~i~ca~C~o~m_m~u_n_i,__~_...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--1......,,,...,.,...~~~~~~~-i--~~~~~~~~~--i 

County of Location 
H Los An eles 
E Street Address 
R 1900 Pico Blvd. 
E City 

Santa Monica 
. Type of Claim 

Fiscal Vear of 
Cost 
Total Claimed 
Amount 

State 
CA 

Estimated Claim 

(03) Estimated IBJ 
(04) Combined D 
(05) Amended D 
(06) 

2003-2004 
(07) 
$ 170,000 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, but not to exceed 
'lO 
J: Estimate Claim Payment Received 

Net Claimed Amount 

Due from State 

Due to State 

(08) 
$ 170,000 

li!l!lli!i!!!il!!!illllli!!illlili!lililllllil!!l!illlt 
(38) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

(25) 

Zip Code (26) 
90405-1628 

Reimbursement Claim (27) 

(09) Reimbursement IBI (28) 

(10) Combined D (29) 

(11) Amended D (30) 

(12) (31) 
2002-2003 

(13) (32) 
$ 165,612 
(14) (33) 
$ 
(15) (34) 
$ 
(16) (35) 
$ 165,612 
(17) (36) 
$ 165,612 
(18) (37) 
$ 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code § 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the local agency to file claims with the State of 
California for costs mandated by Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not violated 
any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of costs claimed herein; and 
such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by Chapter 1, Statutes of 1'984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 
1987. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or actual costs for the 
mandated program of Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, set forth on the attached statements . 

. Business Services 

Name of Contact Person or Claim 
858 514-8605 

SixTen and Associates E-Mail Address kbpsixten@aol.com 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) Chapters 1/84and 1118/87 266



Claimant Name 

Santa Monica Community College District 

MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(02) Type of Claim:· 

Reimbursement 

Estimated 

x 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 
HFE-1.0 

Fiscal Year 

2002-2003 

(03) List all the colleges of the community college district identified in form HFE-1.1, line (03) 

(a) 
Name of College 

1. Santa Monica City College 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

b. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

(04) Total Amount Claimed [Line (3.1b) +line (3.2b) +line (3.3b) + ... line (3.21b)) 

Revised 9/97 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

(b) 
Claimed 
Amount 

165,612.07 

165,612 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 267



State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 
FORM 

HFE-1.1 
CLAIM SUMMARY 

-(01) Claimant: (02) Type of Claim: Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement W 
Santa Monica Community College District Estimated D 2002-2003 

·-

(03) Name of College Santa Monica City College 

(04) Indicate with a check mark, the level at which health services were provided dl!ring the fiscal year of reimbursement in comparison to the 1986/87 fiscal 
year. If the 'Less" box is checked, STOP, do not complete the form. No reimbursement Is allowed. 

LESS SAME MORE 

I I I x I ~ 
Direct Cost Indirect Cost of: Total 

33.49% 

(05) Cost of Health Services for the Fiscal year of Claim $ 494,512 $ 165,612 $ 660,124 

(06) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services which are in excess of the 
$ . $ - $ -level provided In 1986/87 

(07) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services at the 1986/87 level $ 494,512 $ 165,612 $ 660,124 
[Line (05) - line (06)] 

(08) Complete Columns (a) through (g) to provide detail data for health fees 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 
--

Period for which health fees were Unit Cost for 
Full-time 

Unit Cost for 
Part-time 

Student Health 
Number of Number of Full-time Part-time Fees That Could 

collected Full-time Part-time Student per 
Student 

Student per 
Student 

Have Been 
Health Fees Health Fees 

Students Students Educ. Code 
(a)x (c) 

Educ. Code 
(b) x (e) 

Collected 
§ 763!)5 § 76355 (d)+(f) 

$ - $ -
1. Per fall semester 

$ - $ -
2. Per sprini:i semester 

$ - $ -
3. Per summer session 

$ - $ - $ -
4. Per first quarter 

$ - $ - $ -
5. Per second quarter 

$ - $ - $ -
6. Per third auarter 

(09) Total health fee that could have been collected [Line (8.1g) + (8.2g) + ......... (8.69)] 
$ 494,512 

(10) Sub-total [Line (07) - line (09)] 
$ 165,612 

Cost Reduction 
) Less: Offsettinq Savini:is, if applicable $ -

.L) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable $ -
(1_3) Total Amount Claimed [Line (10) -{line (11) +line (12)}] 

$ 165,612 
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SANTA MONICA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 
. . CALCULATION OF INDIRECT COST RATE, 

FISCAL YEAR . 

( ) 
2001-2002 

I 

REFERENCE DESCRIPTION 

. CCCFS 311) 

INSTRUCflONALACTIVITY 
Instructional Costs 

InstruclionafSalaries and Benefits 

Inslrllctional o~tln• .. Exoenses 
Instruclional Sunnnrt Instructional Salaries and Bcncfi.ts 

Auriliarv Ooeralions Instructional Salaries and Benefits 

TOTAT INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS 1 

Non-Instructional Costs 

Non-Instructional Salaries and Benefits 

Instructional Admln. Salari.es and Benefits 

· Instrucliona!Admin. 0nl'lrntinir Expenses 

Auxiliuv Classes Non-Inst. Salaries and Benefits 

TOTAL NON-INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS 2 

TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITY COSTS 3 (1 + 2) 

DIRECT SUPPORT ACTIVITY 
Direct Support Costs 

Instruclional Supuort ServicesNon Inst. Salaries and Benefits 

Instructiona Support Services Operatinir ElClleenses 

Admissions and Records 

Counsellin!!- and Guidance 

) Other Student Services 

TOTAL DIRECT SUPPORT COSTS 4 

TOTAL TJJSTRTlr.TJnNAL Ar:TJVITY f'n~TS 

A>JD DlR~rT STJPP.ORT COSTS 5 (3 + 4l 

Indirect Support Costs 

Operation and Maintenance of Plant 

Plannin!! and Policy Makin!! 

General Jnstroctional Support Services 

TOTAL INDIRECT SUPPORT COSTS 6 

. TnTAL INSTRTlCTJnNAL ACTIVITY f'n.~TS AND DIREr:T 

.rnppnRr COSTS. AND TOTAL INDIRECT SUPPORT COSTS 

rs+ 61 = rnTAL rnsrs 

SUPPORT CO.'ITS ALLOf'ATil'IN RA TE.'I 

Indirect Supoort Costs Allocation Rate;= 

Toral InstructionalActivity Costs . 

aild Direct Support Costs (5) 

Direct Suol>Ort Costs 'Allocation Rate= 

Total Direct Su~nnrt rn.1s 14). 

Total Instructional Activity Costs (3) 

I 
Tot~! Support Cost Allocation 

2001-2002 

48 137.488 

637,771 
699,832 

466,220 

49941.311 

. 1 569,620 

4,398,515 

343 815 

1,979.893 

2,979,852 

h 271.695 

61.213 006 

4,094,910 

1,060,473 

3,213,768 

7,876 313 

5,557,855 

21803319 

83 016 325 

8,476,505 

4,295,609 

i5,032,300 

27 804 414 

110;820 739 

I ) 
\ 33.49% 

\ / 

35.62% 

69.11% 
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(01). Claimant. 

Santa Monica Community College District 

MANDATED COSTS 
HEALTH·FEE ELIMINATION 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

(03) Place an "X" in column (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health 
Service was provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal year. 

Accident Reports 

Appointments 
College Physician, surgeon 
Dermatology, Family practice 
Internal Medicine 
Outside Physician 
Dental Services 
Outside tabs: (X-ray, etc.,) 
Psychologist,· full services 
Cancel/Change Appointments 
Registered Nurse 
Check Appointments 

Assessment, Intervention and Counseling 
Birth Control 
Lab Reports 
Nutrition 
Test Results, office 
Venereal Disease 
Communicable Disease 
Upper Respiratory Infection 
Eyes, Nose and Throat 
EyeNision 
Dermatology/ Allergy 
Gynecology/Pregnancy Service 
Neuralgic 
Orthopedic 
Genito/Urinary 
Dental 
Gastro-lntestinal 
Stress Counseling 

·Crisis Intervention 
Child Abuse Reporting and Counseling 
Substance Abuse Identification and Counseling 
Eating Disorders 
Weight Control 
Personal Hygiene 
Burnout 
Other Medical Problems, list 

Examinations, minor illnesses 
Recheck Minor Injury 

ealth Talks or Fairs, Information 
Sexually Transmitted Disease 
Drugs 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
Child Abuse 

Revised 9/97 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 
HFE-2.1 

Fiscal Vear. 

2002-2003 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x· 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
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(01) Claimant 

Santa Monica Community College District 

MANDATED COSTS 
HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

COMPONENTIA<:::TIViTY COST DETAIL 

(03) Place an "X" in column (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health 
Service was provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal year. 

Birth Control/Family Planning 
Stop Smoking 
Library, Videos and Cassettes 

First Aid, Major Emergencies 
First Aid, Minor Emergencies 
First Atd Kits, Rl~ed 

Immunizations 
Diphtheria!f etanus 
Measles/Rubella 
Influenza 
Information 

Insurance 
On Campus Accident 
Voluntary 
Insurance Inquiry/Claim Administration 

Laboratory Tests Done 
Inquiry/Interpretation 
Pap Smears 

Physical Examinations 
Employees 
Students 
Athletes 

Medications 
Antacids 
Antidiarrheal 
Aspirin, Tylenol, etc., 
Skin Rash Preparations 
Eye Drops 
Ear Drops 
Toothache, oil cloves 
Sting kill 
Midol, Menstrual Cramps 
Other, list 

Parking Cards/Elevator Keys 
Tokens 
Return Card/Key 
Parking Inquiry 
Elevator Passes 
Temporary Handicapped Parking Permits 

Sc. _;1 Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 
HFE-2.1 

Fiscal Year 

2002~2003 

(a) (b) 
FY FY 

1986/87 of Claim 

x x 
x x 
x x 

x x 
x x 
x x 

x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

"'- ___ ._ ____ .. lftA ---1 .C .. ... l\lft-r n ___ I\_, 4" 
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(01) Claimant 

Santa Monica Community College District 

MANDATED COSTS 
HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

(03) Place an "X" in column {a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health 
Service was provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal year. 

Referrals to Outside Agencies 
Private Medical Doctor 
Health Department 
Clinic 
Dental 
Counseling Centers 
GrisisCeAters 
Transitional Living Facilities, battered/homeless women 
Family Planning Facilities 
Other Health Agencies 

" Tests 
Blood Pressure 
Hearing 
Tuberculosis 

Reading 
Information 

Vision 
Glucometer 
Urinalysis 
Hemoglobin 
EKG 
Strep A Testing 
PG Testing 
Monospot 
Hemacult 
Others, list 

Miscellaneous 
Absence Excuses/PE Waiver 
Allergy Injections 
Bandaids 
Booklets/Pamphlets 
Dressing Change 
Rest 
Suture Removal 
Temperature 
Weigh 
Information 
Report/Form 
Wart Removal 
Others, list. .. condums for sale 

Committees 
Safety 
Environmental 
Disaster Planning 
Skin Rash Preparations 
E e Oro s 

ol Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 
HFE-2.1 

Fiscal Year 

2002-2003 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 

-· - __ ... ____ ... ,,.... ___ _. ........ ,.._,"_ r"'I.---,.. _ .. " 
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/7C"'• Ir/ L&>..£/ 
I ••·-·• .. ····-··-•··-······-·-·· .... , ......... --•·•······---··--···-···-·· ... •--···-······•-·-·-.... --··---·••••••-·--•·•··----···----····----··- ......... -·-----···-·····-·--..................................... , •• _____ ,.i ... ·--··-·-···-----· .. ··---····--·-·--· .. -·· ~--.. ······-·--···-· 
I 

10200•R2 AS. 06/83/03 P.8.A.S. ACCOUNT LJSl L.O.P. SEQUENCE PROCESSED 08/23/03 r 
) 

: l l - SANT A t'ION J CA COMt'IUN J TY COLLEGE FY 0.2-03 03 • GENERAL FUND-RESTRICTED 

· 1Ccou"N'i"··;,tuHsfR-·-···-·-·····-····-.-··--·-··-·······-·-·-·-···---·-·--·-----·-···-·--·--···--·---·--·--·-·-· cu1fiiE"N"r·--;.----------···--·--·-·--·--···-----:-··-·--··-;····~-·----·-···-·-···-.. ---·-· .. ---·-·---------··-···--·--·--.. --:--·-·--p-ciff~·--
>sJ .PROS LOC ACCOUNT ~AME BUDGET E~PEND £NCU"B . ~RE-ENC BALANCE LEFT 

·--------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------·--------------------------------------------
~.~~Q.::9..Q.~.1~-~f!.9..:.9.~-?. ... !'_fiX.~.:!~~~--~-ii~~-1~1:-.!.'.."'.!;.~bJJ:L ... !!;.!!~L9_~!-·----·-!.9J~.d!.1.!?. ....... ______ , __ ,J.9.'-. .... !Z.!.!.J!.!L .... -................... -..... ·--~-~.Q-·--·-·--·---··-·------~.!? ...... __ , __ , ____ ~-t-~-:U .. ~.9.9..:: ...... _Q ____ _ 
! 700-006441000- 0032 · OTH EXTRA DUTY /HEALTH SERVICES · O . , 00 • 00 • 00 • 00 0 
!800-00644000-0Ci32 NON TEACH SA8BATJCAL/HEALTH SERVIC 0 .• 00 .00 .oo .OO. O 

""SUB-TOTAL OBJECT -12000 )05,910 109 1 778.00 .OO ,00 3,838.00- 0 ... 
r~rso::.·ooii':.f4ooo·:·c;o32····iH•uffs"E'Loa7~riiIY7i:VMlifE".\Cfli"s£RvTcE:s···:-· .. -·-·-·--·-·---.. ,f .... -.-·-···--·-·--·-·-·-·---·-·700-·--·-·-·---·--·--·-·-·-·-.-oir·--·-·-·--.. -·-···-·······--7·0-o ... _ ................... __ . ___ .. -:-cfir--·-··o·····-· 
1600-00644000-0032 PHY$ & ttENTAL/SUH/HE:AL TH SERVl. CES 0 , 00 • 00 . 00 . 00 0 
1630-00644000-0032 PHYS & ttENTAL/RE$/HEALTH SERVl.CES 0 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 
• !.!.l!?.!?..:..Q.~-~-~.:!.Q.Q.9,.::1>.9.~~ ••. .f..tlH' ..... ~L!'.\~NT,A~L~ .. ~l::ll!.!-:>_~!.'.t!!.~-1:-.J.1.!._!_s,!,!Y. .... ;. ..... _ ........ _ ......... !? .......... _ •. _ ..... -·-·-·-·-P-".~.!..?..!.9 .. Q. •.•. _ .•.•.•. -•. -•... -----...... ~Q.~ ............... _,_, ___ , .......... : .. ~Q. ........... -·-·-·-·~·L'-!..? .. ~~-9..:._ .. J?.._ ... . 
1670-00644000-0032 PHYS & MENTAL/HRLY/WIN/HEALTH SERV O 6,784.80 .oo .00 6,784.80- 0 

•SUB-TOTAL OBJECT 14000 . 0 t6,?6'~~-.$0 ,00 .00 l6,76l,80- 0 

I • \ J}J~.~ ... I.Q.i~!::. ... _ ........ _.Q_~ . .J...~.£!., ___ t<?-9..9._Q •• _ ............... _.,_ .............. -•. -·--·-··""'"""··-·-.!.Q.!!,i .. !.1.~ .. -........ -......... -.J .. ?..!?.i..§ .. :t?..: . .!.~.--·-·-· .. ..:.·-·--·-·-···-: .. !?.~.L .............. ,_,,_, __________ ..:...9..!!.. • .:.. .... _ ...... J~9 .. !...~.!! . ..Jt~.: ....... Q.. ......... . 

·------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------.--------------------------------------------------

.. ~.!H~_:.9.9-~.H:~QQ.:.~Q.~g ... £h~J$.! .. ~.~!:-!..!:l..~.~.l:.!tL~§.~YJ£!;.~-·-··-·---·--·--·····-·--·--·---~Q;i:?..LL_., ____ ._, ___ ,:. __ ~.~1-?.g,g_:~!.L. __ ,_,_,_,_,_, ___ , _______ __.! • .QQ.. ___ , __ , __ ,_, ___ , __________ d~.!?. ................. -... ~.i-?.1.L.~t: .. __ 9.., .. __ , 
900-00644000-'0032 on1 CLAS/HEAL TH SERVICES 182, 869 '90, 49,8. 45-.>:•.:.i~~-~:- • 00 '00 7' 629' 415• 0 

• SUB-TOTAL OBJE:CT 2JOOO 2"3,080 25~,721.33 ,00 .oo 10,641.33· D 

II 00-00644000-0032 STUDENT HELP/HEALTH SERVICES 0 • 00 ,.oo • 00 , 00 0 
i'~fiicr=oos·4-:.;·o·,:,-o·:o·o·;:r2-··c-i:E:;n .. c·A'i'7iiR'i:V78E:-;;"L·T'A--s.ififv1·cE:s .. -·---.. ·-·-·-··-·· .. --·-·-···-·-·-.. o---··--·---·-··--·.-·-··-·-···--·-:-oo······-···--·-·-·· .. ···---·--:·oo·-.. -·-·-···-···-·······-·· .. ·-···:··oo·-·-·-·-·-·-·· .. -···-···-.. ·-·-·-··;·oa···-·-·-·c,..-·-·-· 
12~0'-00644000-0032 CLERICAL ·DVERT.JtlE/HEAL TH 8.ERV J.CES 0 297. 87 . 00 . 00 . 297. 87• 0 
19 ... 0-00644000-0032 OTH CL.AS/OT->!EALTH SERVICES . O 7,022.4J . ,00 .00 7.022.41· 0 

• SUB-TOTAL 08.JECT 23000 0 7, 320. 28 • 00 . . • 00 7 320. 2f;.. 0 .. _ .......................... --···: ........................................ _____ ............... _ ...... - ........ --······-........... - .................. _ ........ --·-·-·--·-·-·---· ............. _,_ ......... _ ........... _ ..... _ ............. - ........... ·-........... - ................... _, _____ ... _, ___ ...... . .. ... _._ ..... ! - .. , .... ·-·-................. ·-

••• MAJOR TOTAL OBJECT 20000 20, 080 261.04t.6t .oo • 00 1 7, 961. 6 I - 0 

' ' 

•M---------------~-----------------------------------------·------------------~----------------------------------------------------.,._..,•--• .. "'•"•--•·•••-•••-••• .. ·----•-•-•••••,.•••••••"''"'"'"""""'""" .. "'"""'''"'"'''''"'' .. 1-•11-•-••-•-••o•o .. o•o-o'"•'-0--•"'"''"'-'"''"'"'-'"''""'-'"';.., .. ,_,,,_,,,_,_, __ ,_,,_,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,_.,,_,,, ___ ,_,.,,.,,_,,,., • .,,,.,,.,,,.,,.,,_,,.,,,_,,,:=0•0--1•••-•••••••----·--•"'-'--'-'"''-'"''-'""""''""'."'''"'"''"''"'"""'' •••-•••••"'"""""-"'"",.'"'"'''"'-'"''"""''-'""''"''''_.•--•-•"'•••-••-•-•oouoo 

200-00$44000-0032 STRS/OTH-HEALlH SERVICES 9,728 5,588.08 .00 .00 4,139.9~ 43 
300-00644000-0032 STRS/OTH CERT-HEALTH SERVICES 6,455 J0,43~.62 .00 ,00 3,gj .... 62- 0 

•••••.• 11- •• ~!!.~.:.J.Q!.~.~·-····-·-·-······-·-Q!}._;,~.r ... ~J_Q_Q.~---·-·---···-·---------·-·····---·---·--·-·· .. -·-.... t~~ .. ? .. ~.~-·-·············-·········-.J .. §.1 .. 9J~.Z.:-7:.g __ ,_, __________________ ,_.~ ... .:o..~-~.---·--···-···-·-·-·····~----=-q..Q. ..... ---·-·--·-·-.J.~.§_.,;~ .. 9.-..... .1. •.• _ .•.•.. 
' . 

~~ l064~000-0032 PERS/CLAS-HEALTH SERVICES 
• SUB-TOTAL OBJECT 32000 

5,676 
5,676 

~ •. 282. 92 
5,282.92 

.oo 
.oo 

'00 
.oo 

393. 08 7 
393.08 7 

12oo=ooif44'ooo·:·o-o3r·o;;s·rruo·1H':-"·£A·r1j:r·s-ifRV'i'c"E·s····-·-·-····-···-·-···-···--·--···--i·3·;··2·20-····--·········· .. ·--·T1·:··5·9·.jj·: .. i3·---·-·-·······-·-·-·-·--·-·-·-·:-.rcr·-·-·-····· .. ·--·-·· .. ···-··-··:-oo"····-···--·-···-··r;-535·;·2r····T2······ .. 
1600-006440Q0-003Z l'IEDICARE/OTH-HEALTH SERVJCES 3,1194. 2,732.70 .00 · .00 1,161..~0 30 
1700-006'4'4000-0032 MEDI CARE/O·TH CERT-HEAL TH SERV1 CES 1, 04 t 1, 8341. ll-4 • 00 • 00 7!13. 8 ... - 0 

•SUB-TOTAL. OBJECT 33000 \8,15'5 16,252.27 .00 .OO l,902.73 10 
• • ooo •• - ·--••• o••• ooooooo. o ••o• • '• o "'•• •ooo• •o•o••••-0•• .. oo•o•O•O•oo•o••••••o•••H-•O--•••Oooooo -0•00000•••- ••••o•h•-o'"o•0•'"--•000 ••-•-•••• -•••0••.,-000 ••oooo•o•OOooo ,,_.,000000~0•-ooo~o•oo•o••OO.o•OO ooo-000000000 .. 00 '''"''"'''••••oo- o••••••-•0000--00 .. o•Ooo Oo ---·-•" •••••-•• •••••• ••••••••••• •O•'• • • • "' 'oO ••••••• •I • • •1••• • • 1•1•• 

1200-00644000-0032 H/W-OTH CL.ASS-HEALTH SERVICES 40, 841 
1300·0064~000-0032 H/W·OTH CERT-HEALTH SERVICES 3,573 

• ~!o!B-TOTAL O~J~CT. 3~gO«:' ... . . . ...... ~~. ~J-4. 

i200-00644000-0032 SUl/OTH CLAS-HEALTH SERVICES 412 
i310-00644000-0032 SVl/OTH CERT-HEALTH SERVICES 79 

"'· '407. $3 .oo 
4,HO. I-& .QO 

...... 53.50_._~1 .oo 
308.76 .oo 
T5J. 83 .oo 

. 00 
• 00 

.00 

.oo 

.oo 

'· 566. ll3- 0 
567.18- 0 

9,134.0_I- 0 

103.2"4 25 
72. 83- 0 

iT''·:····s"A'N'f/\"'"1.ftrNTcA··]~OMMU'tff'fy-cifLIEGE
0000000000000000

···"·-··"·······-.. ·-·-···--·-·-····"·---·-······-····o:f·-=-;;·E";~E:RAI
0

-FUND:.-R·Es'fiiic'ffif'-·-·-"····-···-··"··-···-·-·~-·····--·-·-···--·--·-·-·--·-·5·50-""'"'"'-"'pe'o2o'o:·R2"''--
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·------·------___::-,·----··------~------... ·----·--·--·----·--·------------... -·--·--···-... -·-·-·-··-... ---------·~·-·-·---·---------------·-·--------------------·--·--·-·-- ----------·--·-.... -.--.. 

S0200-R2 AS 06/63/03 P.B.A.S. ACCOUNT LIS L.O.P. SEOUENCE PROCESSED 08/23/03 2 
01 - SANTA Ml._ JA COMMUNlTV COLLEGE FY 02 _J 03 - GENERAL FUND~RESTRICTED 

1ti-c:·c·ifCffff-tfuliifi"E:if-·-·····-··-·····-·-·--·-··-·-·····--·-·····-,·---·:··-·-········-·--·········-··-·--·------·-··-·--·-·--.. -··c·u'RR"E.ii"f .... ______________ ........... -.. -.. ·-···-··-·-·········-····---·--·--·---···-·-·----·---·-····-----·-····,-·············-···-····-··-·-·--····· .. ·····-pcNf--·-· 
OBJ PRCG LCC ACCOUNT NAME BUDGET EXPEND ENCUl't8 PRE-ENC BALANCE LEFT 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------~----------------------------------* SUB-TOTAL .OBJECT ·:J5000 . 491 460. SS . 00 . 00 . 30. 41 6 ---·-·-------·-·-·-·-·---·-·-·--·-·-····-·-··--·--·-·--·· .. ·-·""'-·- .... -... ·-····--·-·-·-·--·-··-·-·--·-·-·-- ·-·-·- ................ ··-·-·-------·-·-·-·----·-·---·-·--·-·-·-··-·-··-·-·-.................. ____ ........................................... _._ ....... _ ..... --.----.......... -..... _,_ .. , ... __ ..... ,_ .............. --.............. _., .... _ .. _____ ........ ··-·· ........... _ .. 

6200-00644000-0032 ~IC-CLASSIFIED-HEALTH SERVICES 4,038 3,018.BI .00 .00 1,019.19 25 
6300-006440CI0-0032 W/C-CLAS-HEALTH SERVICES . 769 1,484.3-4 .00 .00 715.34- 0 

·--····-~----§.Y..~.:I.Q!.~'=·--···,······-········~-~.:!."E!;;.!. ... ~-~.P..Q.Q .......... - ......... _______ ..... _ ... '!::. ______ ,_ .•.•. _ .... ______ 1_ ..... !.Q? _____________ ,, ____ ... ~.t:..~.!? .. ~ .. ~..! .. ~ ................. ---· .. ·-···--.. :-~!? .... - .. -·-·····-········· .......... :.P_Q,_ .......................... ~.Q.~-=·-~-~---·-···-~-·-·-···· 

82DO-OOS44000-0032 \UC CERT-HEAL TH SERVICES 0 • 00 • 00 • DO . 00 0 
8300-00644000-0032 0 I STR RETl RE/HEALTH S.ERV·I CES 0 . 00 .. 00 . 00 , 00 0 
-·-·····!.-.. ~-Y.!!.::)'J!J_~b ..... -........... ......Q~.::1.§_~.I .... ~.!Q.9..Q .. _______________ ,, _____________ , ___________________________ , ______ , __ , ___ ,Q, ______________________ .. _________ _,._~g_ .... -... .., ... _ .... , .. __ , ___ _,_,!..Q.Q ____ , ___ .. ______ ,_, ________ , ___ _.__!>..Q_, ___ ........... _ ....... ~ ........ _ .. •.g,fL. .. -•... Q_. _____ , 

.tc • ._ l'IAJOR TOT·AL DBJEC·T 30000 ·89, 726 96,074.64 .00 • 00 6,348.64- 0 

-------------------------------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------·-----------------------"""•-''"'"'"''"''"""""""""'"'""""''"'"" ......... __ ..,,..,, .. , """'""'"-•-•••••••••••••---- ·-••••'" ••·•--"'""."' """'"'"'""•-••"'""""-""'"'"-"""'-"'"'"',..'"'"-"'"'""'"""_"_""'"--•·•-·- -·••---·-•-·-oo•••••'""'""-""''"-""''•"•-·•·•-••"''"',.."'"•--•·•-••-• .. --_.-, .... _ .... ,_, .. ,_ • .,_ .... -•-·•--··-•-•••.O-••oo•-"---•·--•--.............. - .. 

2300-00644000-~032 REFER BOOKS/HEALTH SERVICES 
r SUB-TOTAL OBJECT 42000 

lOO 
I OD 

.oo 
,DO 

•. 00 
,OD 

.00 
,00 

1·00.00 100 
J 00. 00 I DO 

a-:roo-:cff:i·s·44-0·00::·0·0·32····s-u1rscifiP-rro"N·s-;·irE"i\T.:J-'ifsER.vTcE:s· .. ····-······-· .. ··········---·-···Ta-O"······-.. ·-·····-·-····-.. ··-·-·····--····~:oo··--·-···~········-··-···-·----·-.-o-o--·-·-·-·----------····:c;o-··--···············-····ro-a·:·iHf"~ro·o···· ... 
•SUB-TOTAL OBJECT 43000 100 ,00 .DO ,00 100.00 100 

5300-00644000-0.032 SUBS CR [PH ONS/HEAL TH SERV l CES 0 . 00 . 00 .. 00 • 00 0 \·rsoa:e:·::;e;-4".ifO"o'o:::-0·03;f··s-uP·P'crE:s'/tifAIYii····sE"1fY-I'cE's"·-·····-·----·-........... --·-·-·····-.. 7-;oo·a·--·-······-····-·····--··-9:-a·sr.T2··-·-·-···-·······-· .. -·--·-·-·--·.-oo·····----····-·--·-·------.-·50········-···-···-··-·2;·0·!ff~12=·-·-a···-··· 
5501-.00644000-0032 SOFTWARE LICE"SE/Hc~LTH SERVICES 3,200 ·.00 .oo .GO 3,200.00 100 
550.:l-006-44000-0032 PC UP GRADES/HEAL TH SERVICES O . 00 . 00 • 00 • 00 0 

-·-·---~ ... §.Y.!1_:.I~J.!?h.-·-·-·····---·J!~.J..E..12.1 ... 1.!?.9..Q.Q_._, ________ ...... _ ......... ·-·-·····---·······--............ ,_J.Q ....... !Q.Q ..... -·--·-·-·-·-··-···· .. ~·'··~-~-Z .. ~ .. L?.. ___ , ___ ,_ ..... --·······---·-: .. 9.9 __________ ................. __ .:l!.9.. __________ ......... !.1 ... Li~.:Jt! ...... J .. !.---·-·-

11•• MAJDR TD'TAL OBJECT 40000 10,·400 . 9' 057. 12 .00 .00 I, :142. 88 ,3 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------............... ___ ,_,_ .......... _, .. ,_, .. __ , _____ ,_··-·-.. ·-·-·-·-·-· .. ·-·---···--·-·-·-·"·-·-···-·-·--···--·-·"·-··-·--· .. ---.. ·-·-···--·-·-···-·-·-· .. ·-·--·------·-·-·-···-·-· .. ·-·--.... -... ·-·--···--···-·-··-···--·-··--·-·-... ·---·----·---·--·--·--·-·-··-·--·-· .. -·--·--··-·---·-··---·--·--·--···-----·-.. ----···"'"---· ..... .. 
2.1 00-006-44000-0032 MILEAGE/HEAL Ttf SERV.1.CES -400 . 00 . 00 . OD 400. 00 I 00 
2200~00644000-0032 CONFERENCE~HEALTH "SERVICES J,500 ~oo .00 .00 1,500.00 lOO 

w SUB-TOTAL OBJECT ·52000 1,900 ,DO .00 .. 00 I 900.00 100 ---··-:-·---·--·--···-··-·-··-···--·-·--···-····---·-····· .. ····---·----·--·--·----·--··--·---·--··--····-·-·-·---·--·-·-·--·······------·--······-···-·····-·--·--·-····-···-···--·······-·--·······--·--··-.. ··--·---·---·-·-··-··-·····-------·--··-·-·--···-·-·-·-~-·---···-·-··--····-··-.--···--
3, 00644000-0032 ME~BERSHIPS/HEALTH SERVICES 

- SUB-TOTAL OBJECT S:JOOO 
2.00 

200 
90.-00 

90.00 
.00 

.00 
.00 

.00 
lf0.00 55 

110.00 SS 

~n·o·o-:·ae:iti"44.oao·=-.. cro:ff-·TN"sUR"AN·c-t:7ifE A rrw-sfi'vi"cE:s-·-··--·-·· ······· .. ·······-···-···-·····--·-·a····-···-· ···-······-.. ··--·-······-···-·:-01;--··--·--'----·-··-····-·-._-or·-·-···-··-··--····------·.-0-0--··-·---···--·--··----··:-oir-·· .. -5-·--
" SUB•TOTAL OBJECT 54000 O • 00 • 00 • 00 • 00 0 

6300-00644000-0032 RENTS/LEASES-HEALTH SERVICES . 727 655.23 .00 . .00 71.77 10 
s·s·ao-:"irci644o·oa-=·o·o32--R.'EP'A"'fii/HE A C'fFi·-~sERv 1c"Es·---·-·---·-.. ·-·--·---·-·-·----·······--=,-o-1r-··-·-·-·-·--·-······--·--·55s-:-a·cr······-··-----···--·-·-:·o o ···,---···---·-·--·--·:·c;·o-···--·-·--·-·-·-··-····33-:-·20-·--·5-·-· 
6500-75632000-0032 EQUIPMENT/REPAIR-MAT~lCULATION 0 .OD . ~OO .00 .00 0 

"SUB-TOTAL IJBJECT 56000 1,427 1,322.03 .00 .0.0 IOcl .• 97 7 

·59·0«>-.:-cios44'o"Cio'.:oa·32···aYif'.cotffR-sTN'C"s7i:rE:A" L rii··-sE:iiirfcE:s······--···· ... ·--·--·-·-·-·-i·o-c;---······---·--.... -----·-···········-,-c;-a-··------------·-·-··--.. :·1;0·-···-·--·------·---·-~·act···-·····-·--·--·-··i·o·a:oo·-i··o-0-···· 
'I< SUS-TOTAL OBJECT 58000 100 .OO ,00 ,00 100,00 100 

-c;·i··-·:: .... s:e:·wn1··-,:;0·"·1 ·c--;;.--·c-o-i1i1ut.iTrY···c-oL:rE"sE'-···-· ... _ .................... , .. _ .......•. _._ ............ --·· .. ··-·---·c;·:r-::····iffN.ifRi\L'···F-ufio·=iiifsrRTc'ffii'"'"'··· ....... -···-···-···-·······-·····-···--·-···-······--·-··-·-51n·· ··-·-·· .. ···-,;·a·o2·00·.::·R·2-.. ·· 
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~0200-R2 AS ~ 06/83/03 ~.8.A.S. ACCOUNT LIST L.O.P. SEQUENCE PROCESSED ·oe/2~/03 r. 3 CS! 
[)I - SANTA "ONICA COHHUNITY COLLEGE FY 02-03 03 ~ GENERAL FUND-RESTRJCT~D a.. 

_J 
iiccourr1-iiuH"e:·E:-R''··-·--·--··--··-·····~---···----·---·--···-·--···-------·-·----·-··--···----···-·-·e:u'ftififiii-··------.. ·-----.. -·-·----·-·---·-·--·-········---·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·------·--·-----·--------·-·-···----·----·-·--··-·-·-·-·--p-c-N"1-· g: 
t>BJ PROG LDC ACCOUNT NAl1E . . BUDGET ·EXPENQ . EHCUttB PRE-ENC BALANCE LEFT ~ 

·--•·------------------------------·------------------------------·----------------------------•-•-•••-••-----------••••-----a•-•--
~!.--!l~~P..L"L9-.!Ak_,_,, ______ .9.~~.!£.L ... ~~9.9J~.---------·-···-··------------·-·--·----·--·-·~--L!'2L ..... ------·-·--·-J-,_~!.~:.9._;!, __ , __ , _____________ ..i._Q..ct_ ______ _., ____ , _____ ,_oo ____ ...... .J~..A...?.H_.J!.? .. _J~.L .. 

·---------------------------------·-------~-------------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------

U.Q.2..:.9..Q.!.i:'!J!9-.Q.::.~.Q.~~---·~J~.Y.!.f..tt~~-IL!il~.b.!!L.U.B.YJ .. Q~~----~---···-···--··-·-·-·-·-·---g,_,_~-~Q-··--·-···-···-·-·-·--···-·--.. ~J!§.: .• !?.9 ____________ :.. __________ ,:..QQ ____________________ . .!__Q.l~-----·--·---···~.!...~.!~ . .:..f!9-._._~.l?. .. 
• SUB•TOTAL OBJECT 64000 2,600 . 3U.50 ,OO .00 2.213 .. 50 85 

S200•006414000-0032 LEASE/PURCHASE-HEALTH SCIENCE 1,600 .OO .oo :oo 1,600,00 100 
·-·-·-·-~----~-~.!;-_!Q.!~.h ..... --·--···-·-·-·Q~_.Jj;~_T....!iJ!.9..~-~---·----·-···-·-·-·-·---·-·---·-·-····-·--·--···--·--1.! .. ~.~-Q. •. _________ , ....... ---··-·-·-·· .. ··--·=··Q.Q ______ :_ __________ ... ___ _. __ 9,2_, _______ , ________________ ,:.9..Q; .••.•..• _, _________ !. .•.. ~.9..!?.;..!!9. .. .J .. Q.Q ..... . 

u• .. ..,AJOR TOTAL OBJECT 60000 4,200 396.50 • 00 .oo 3,813.50 91 

·--········ ... .:.:.:.:.:::.::· .. :.:.:.:.:: .. :-..:.:.:.:.:. :..:.:.::.:.::.:.:.::.:.::.:: .. :.:.::_::. .. ::..::::..:.=..:.::..::.:.:.:.:.::.:.:_:.:.=..:.:.:::..::.:::::.:.: . .:.::-.. :::..:.:.:. :.:=.s.:_:_;:_7_:.:.:."'.".:.-:.:.:.:.:::.:..::.:-_:.:.::.:.::.:.:_:::. : .. :::.:.::-.. :::.:.:.::..:.:..:-:.:_: .: .. :_:.::.:.:. :_: _ 

!.! •..... !d?.P..~JJ.~~~ .... !.QI~b.~ .... ~.~!:!!!§.~L.£L.A!?£gY.!.l!! .... _______ ~~ .. -·---···.:_-···--····--·-·~t~!.t.~.?:.~----······,··-·.,t.. .. :.1!.i1 .. ~J_t~.'Z.~L.~ .... .J .........•.... , .. _ ...... ~.!t'? •... -·--···--·-··-·······-·-·.!..Q,9.. ______ , .. :.._ ... ~.Z..i.~.?..~.:.J._~.:. __ ,_g, ____ , 

···--······· .. ·-·-·-· .. ·-· .. ···-·····-·-----· ......... -................................ -.................... __ ._ ................... _ ............................ , ... _ ............ - ............ _. ____ , ................ ~-- .. ·-·---·-·-•"'""-···-·-·-··-·-·-·-·-·---·-···--·-···-·-·-·-···----···,.-·-· .. ····-.. -·-··-·-·---·-···· .. ·· .. ·-··- .. ·-·-· .......................... _,_,,_ ... , ................................................... .. 

··-•-•••--•'"•;..-,,.•--•••"•---•-••0•••1••••-•••-•-----•••---••••H•-•-•••---•••••--•oo•-·•-••o••••••--•-•---•••"''-•.--•••-.0-1•1--•"•-,. .. - .. ,.,._,., __ ,_,,.._,..,..,.,,.. __ ,,,,_ ... , __ , .. ,,.,, ... , __ ,,.,,.,.,,_,,,,. ...... ,.,,., .. , .. ,_, __ ,_, __ ,. ... , __ ,_, ___ ,,_, ___ ,,,_,,. ____ ,,.,,.,,.,.,,,.,., .. "'""'"'"-•••--••••••-•·•-00"•-•·1--••••1••••--•••• 

, ... , .. , .. ,.,, .... ,,.,_,,,, .. ,, .. ,_,,, .. ,,, ... ,,,,., •• _, .. ,,.,_., ..... ,,., .. ,,. ... , ... .,.,.,,,_,.,,,.,_, __ ,,., ... , ...... ,,., ...... , ........... ., .... ,.,.,., .. , .. ,.,, .. , .. , ... _.,, .. ,_~----·--·--•-•---·--•-•"'"''"'"••-•••••••••--••-•••••••-•"•-••••oo••••-•"'"'''-'"''"'---•••••·•-"'"'"_"'_'"''"""''"''''"'--•--•-'t••-•••":"-"""'"''_'_"'"'-"'"'"'"''"'".,"-'"'''"'"'""'•••••-•••-•••oo••--••O"''"'" ... '-•••••o,.•• 

.. -... _ .... ·--·· ·--... -.. ...:.. .... _ ·-· -·· .. ··-·· .. ·-·· ........................................ · ....... -· ............................................ --·-··· .. _ .. ·-· . 

5·,--·:-··s'A"it'f!i--Mtl"N"foA"""c"ili1i1D"NTfY'"-·c:oTCEsE·-·········--·--···-·-·-·-----·-··-·-·-·-·--·--·-··--·-·---ij·3·-·::--G·ENirRA0r··Fu1iti"=-RESTR 0l00CTEir·-·-·-·-··--·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·····-·-···-·-·-·-··-··-··-·····-·--·5·52·-·-·-·-·--·PB02(fiFR2" 
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----···----·-·--·-.. ·-·--":' ---· .. ·-------·----·-·----·-·-·--·---------.. ·---··---·--- ---·--·· ~-----------·-----------· .. --·-----... ·--·--·---·-·-.. ·-··----·-··---··--···--·----···--·-
80200-RI AS 06/83/03 P.B.A.S. ACCOUNT LIS O.P.L. SEQUENCE PRDCEsS.ED 08/2.3/03 
01 - SANTA Mu ... ..:A CIJMMUNITY COLL.EGE f'Y .02-..,3 03 - GENERAL FUNO-RESTRI CTED 

.4 

A:"ccouii·~rnutis-e:-~-·--···-.--·-·--·:·-··-·-···-··------·--···-·-·-··-·-·--- -·----·---·--·····--·-·-···-··-·-.. ··e:uR"RE:·to1·y-··----.. ·--· .. ··-·-·-·---····-····--:-··---·-·-······-··-··-·-·--·--·-·-··---···-··--·-·-~----· ·--··----···--·----··-·-·--p--crft--·-· 
OBJ PRQG LDC ACCOUNT NAHE . BUDGET ADJUST11.ENTS 1 NCOl'IE CASH .DEPOSITS BALANCE LEFT 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~lt9..Q:.2.g_~_!~E.9.P..:.9..Q.!.J.._.~-1~-I~l.f!.!!L.E!:!!m.~.:.H.E._:. ____ , ___ , __ ,_ .. ________ .. _, __ , ___ , ____ ,.1_!§ ... _~.!-~--··---··--·-·-·-···-·-···-·--·--·-=-Q.~ ... -~.-·-·-··..:...~Q ... &!.Q.:J!!L.--.~·-·-·-·······---·-·=.P..L .. _, ___ ~-~-~.i. .. ~~-~h.9..!?.:. __ . .!Q ...... -
6900-s4709500""00.19 INCCl1E/STATE/CAC GRANT/KCRW 0 . 00 29, 149.55 .00 29, 149.55- 0 
6900-54709503-0019 1 NCOl1E/KCRW-CAS-02/03 0 . 00 . 00 • 00 . 00 0 
6900-97689000-0071 OTH STATE REVENUE/UAll 10,000 .oo .oo ,oo 10,000,00 100 

--~· .. ··-·-·-~!!..-l-!£:L.IQ.!.~!:-.~ ..... ~.!:l-~!-~!i .. QJ: .... ~.9..9.g,h!~!~ .............. ~.~---:! .. ~ ................ -.. ~-1 •• ~.§.~;~ .. ~~--·-·--·······-·-·---·-·-·-·-.! . .9-.Q_ .•. -.-~.!.P..~?..!..g,.1.~.:..~.! .. _. __ .. ____ ! . .9_1..?.~P..:..9_Q ..... _,_?...1..~.~-~!. . .l?~.~.! .. ~.g,_,_ .. ,?..~.--······ 
sooo-00000000-0000 LOCAL REVENUE HOLDING 665,531- .oo .oo .00 665,5H.OO-JOO 
8000-00790000-0002 REVENUE RESERVE 0 ." 00 • CO • OD . 00 0 
8200-00677000-0031 lHCOME/SMPD SRANT . o: .00 .00 .00 .oo 0 
8 2 o o :t'97"oTooa=·oir7r··c ticfoii'fi v"EsT"'.GooowTcc··- ... -.............. -·--· .. ·-·······--·······--·······--a···--·-·--····---·-·-···-· -··-·-·-:··o-o-·····--··~·12-;5<Jo:-oa--.. ---·--·····---·-·---·~-c;o··-·-·-··-·· .. ··-r2:·50-o~·o-a"':··· .... ir .... . 
8200-20677000-0031 IHCCtlE/SMPD GRANT 5,393 .ao .00 .oo 5,393.00 100 
8,~ ·-23649994-0028 INC1lf1E/PICO PART ·CITY 0 .00 . .00 . .00 .00 · 0 

.I!.~. 'g_;!~.1~-~ s ~:.Q_Q.~ .. LJ .. !!.~QJ:!.§L P 1 .. ~!! . ..fJI. ~ :L.£.!.1.!_Q..?.LQ.~-·-- -·· .. ··-······-····-···!.f;}.~~--E~ ... _ .... -·-·····-·-· .... -................... : .. Q.Q ___ .........•.• !..~. !~.1..J.Z:.?..: . .9..Q. ••. _,_ ....... ____ , ... _ ........ : .. Q.Q .................... ?._L&~.! .. ~9..9.. .... _ .!.!L ... . 
821...- ·30601000-0027 lHCOtlE/C·ALWORl<S C.OUNTY 02/03 107,791 .00 97,0ll.69 10,779, lO .·21 0 
8200-34647000-0040 INCOME/J08TRACK•JOB CENTER. 4,770 .00 .00 .00 4,770·.00 lOO 
8200-34701 000-00 71 I NCOH.E/BROADBA ND- TELE CDMt1 TRAIN 34, 800 . 00 I, 7 40. QO . 00 33, 060. 00 95 

g~.Q.::?..!~.?..1..~.!? .. l?..:9..Q.~.L . .J .. ~~Q.t!s!. .. r:'.l~.?. •. t~PJL.!J:l..t::_~g_B ... :~.1!9.!g.£!. .... -._· .. ---··-·-···--··· ..... !?_., ......................... , __ ............... :.P..Q._._. ___ , ........ l.1.J..Q.;!.?..: .• Q.P_ .. ____ ,., .......................... : .. l?..Q. •• ·-····-········J.-1 . .i..f!..?..g.: .. !!Q .. : ... ~q-·-·-. 
8200-43060000-0059 IHCOME/ECDLLEGE 0 .00 .·oo .oo .00 0 
8200-49602002-0064 INCOM'E/APA/BIOMEO·- 01-02 11,41·3 .00 11,413.00 .00 .od O 
8.200-49602D03-0064 [ NCOME/ APA-BI OMED 02/03 20. 000 . 00 9, 025 .·oo • 00 1 o, 975. 00 55 

!l.~~.=--:!~l!.~.?.-~.!?2.:.~_9ZL.:.L~-~£'.t!.S ... !f..!:.!..:~:.Y_~.~-i,.-·-·-·-···----··-·····-.. ····---·-··-·····-·--········-···········P.-····-·-···---·····-··-···-·--·-·-··-.:. . .!!..~_:. ______ .•. --~-'--S!..~~.:.~.!?-········-··:-.. ·--··-·-·-~·!:!~.-... - .. -·--·--·-l!..i..?..~~.:.-~2.:::. ___ ~, .... -
82oo-s2602Doo-004s ~ NCO'ME/ Tr TLE6 I hT' L TRADE 0 • 00 . . 00 • 00 . 00 c 
8200-60649001-0064 TUJTION AID/CHILD DEV.ELOP TRAINING 0 .00 ltL'OO .DD 111.DO- 0 
82D0-60649002-0064 INCDJ1EICHILD DEV TRAIN '03 10,00'0 .00 . 5,625.00 2,925.00 1,450,00 15 

-~-g5l.Q.:.~ .. 1Z9.J!.Q.Q_l?..::.9.0.1 9 ... J~.~-~M.Hf!.~-~LL o !:Ah:1S.£!t\L .. _; ____ ·---····-·-···-·-·-··-.. ·-·~-?..~-~1-. .? .. ~,§ .............. -·-··-·----·---···-·:...9..Q. _____ ~.1..L~!?,;o . .Z.~z .. ._~.z-·--···-···-·-·-··-·--····--·=-Q,Q. ... _._J .. ~ .. ;?.!J.i .. :il!Z.: .. ?.~-·-···-~·~----· 
e2·09-64709050-0019 INCOME TECH SUP~LIES KCRW 0 .po -72,465.00 .00 72,465,00- 0 
8200-72647000-0040 I HCOJ1E/ JOB SVC CTR-JOB FAIR 0 • 00 • 00 • 00 . 00 O 
&200-79602004-0109 INCOME/SCH TD CAREER 20,763 .00 26,372.00 .DO 5,609,00- 0 
8200-80709100•001 9 ST -MON I CA CI TY CCUNCI L/KCRW GftANT D . • 00 . 00 • O~ . 00 · 0 
·9:200-=-1·:.t6"ii·9·9·a-;··=oi·ct!i-·-nrcoME7co·mr·sfii'cisE:-:-ifftr1:rir·sR'A'Nr··-·-··········-·-·· .. -··-·--···-·· .. a------·-·····--·-···-·-··--·-···-:·00' .... -...... ------·-·· .. ··-·-.-o-o--··-···-···-·-···-----·--····:·aa-··----·--.. --···-·-.. -···-·~c.-ci-·-····o-··· 
8200-84649!J02-0103 JNCOME/SIMON GRANT· 02./03 \00,000 .00 f!:!,9ll2.25 .oo 80,097.75 .eo 
8200-~21~0510-0071 INCOME/PROP 10 208,909 .00 110,036.00 ,00 98,87::1.00 47 
8220-54709400-0019 l"NCOl1E/PUB.LIC TEL-E ENT·KCRW · 4,588 . . .DC 4,8.26.55 . .00 238.55- 0 
a·?·"·:;·:·9·;ffo·s·o·o-o=ooT9-·TNcoi1E"7-Puacrc-T'Et:"E-··fii'r/i<c'Rw-·-·-·-··-····-·--· .. ·-----·-·-·--·-a···-··-----.,.---·-·--·--·--·--:-a·o--····-···-···.,.--·--·-·-~o-o---·---···-·---·-·-·-:·ao·· .. -···--···--.. ··-··-.. -·-·--:-oo---· .. -o··-· 
a·.. 13701H0-0071 INCOME/tllCRD CFF 2000 TRNG 0 31,835.00 .00 3J,835.00- 0 
87l.~ ·90649900-0021 INCOME/Fl JNSVRANCE-JNT STU CTR 834,740 .00 690,542.00- 0 
8760-00642000-0032 DO NOT USE . 0 • D • 00 , 00 . . 00 0 
sfso-=-oo6"'i"4o'oo=o·o·32·-TN"c'oi1'E7iiEACi'~r-·s·ffivTcE's···-·-·····-·-···-····-··-····-·····--·-··.<i·s·6";·9·r3 .. ···-············-·-·····-........ _. ___ -·-:·9·0·--····-····-·-;r;:.r;·5·12 .. .-·~ro·-·'*'·-·-· ·-·-:··-·········-:-o-a·-·····--.. ··-··-·:.ff;s3·~r:20::.-····c;···-··· 
8760-00644D00-0084 INCOME/PSYCH SERVICES 212,609 . .. .00 33,639.00 16 
8810-33695000-0012 STUDENT PARK!NG FEES 1,022,395 .00 1,009,147.50 ,00 13,247,50 1 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 
980 NINTH STREET, SUITE 300 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814 
PHONE: (916) 323-3562 
FAX: (916) 445-0278 
E-mail: csminfo@csm.ca.gov 

September 4, 2014 

Mr. Keith B. Petersen 
SixTen & Associates 
P.O. Box 340430 
Sacramento, CA 95834-0430 

Ms. Jill Kanemasu 
State Controller's Office 
Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 700 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

And Parties, Interested Parties, and Interested Persons (See Mailing List) 

EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Governor 

Re: Draft Proposed Decision, Schedule for Comments, and Notice of Hearing 
Health Fee Elimination, 05-4206-1-12 
Education Code Section 76355 
Statutes 1984, Chapter 1, 2nd E.S.; Statutes 1987, Chapter 1118 
Fiscal Years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003 
Santa Monica Community College District, Claimant 

Dear Mr. Petersen and Ms. Kanemasu: 

The draft proposed decision for the above-named matter is enclosed for your review and 
comment. 

Written Comments 

Written comments may be filed on the draft proposed decision by September 25, 2014. You are 
advised that comments filed with the Commission are required to be simultaneously served on 
the other interested parties on the mailing list, and to be accompanied by a proof of service. 
However, this requirement may also be satisfied by electronically filing your documents. Please 
see http://www.csm.ca.gov/dropbox.shtml on the Commission's website for instructions on 
electronic filing. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 2, § 1181.3.) 

If you would like to request an extension of time to file comments, please refer to section 
1187.9(a) of the Commission's regulations. 

Hearing 

This matter is set for hearing on Friday, December 5, 2014, at 10:00 a.m., State Capitol, 
Room 44 7, Sacramento, California. The proposed decision will be issued on or about 
November 21, 2014. Please let us know in advance if you or a representative of your agency 
will testify at the hearing, and if other witnesses will appear. If you would like to request 
postponement of the hearing, please refer to section 1187.9(b) of the Commission's regulations. 

:::::e~~t~ZJt7 have any questions. 
Heather Halsey ~ 
Executive Director 

j :\mandates\irc\2005\4206 (health fee )\05-4206-i-12\correspondence\draftpdtrans.doc 
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Hearing Date: December 5, 2014 
J:\MANDATES\IRC\2005\4206 (Health Fee)\05-4206-I-12\IRC\draft pd.docx  
 

INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIM 
DRAFT PROPOSED DECISION 

Former Education Code Section 72246 (Renumbered as §76355)1   

Statutes 1984, Chapter 1 (1983-1984 2nd Ex. Sess.) (AB2X 1) and Statutes 1987, Chapter 1118 
(AB 2336)  

Health Fee Elimination 
Fiscal Years 2001-2002, 2002-2003 

05-4206-I-12 

Santa Monica Community College District 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Overview 

This Incorrect Reduction Claim (IRC) challenges the State Controller’s Office (Controller’s) 
findings in an audit of the Santa Monica Community College District (claimant) for the Health 
Fee Elimination program for fiscal years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003.  Of the $364,047 claimed 
during this period, the Controller found that the entire amount was unallowable.  The Controller 
found that claimant over-reported indirect costs of $146,966 because it did not use a federally 
approved indirect cost rate.  The Controller recalculated indirect costs using another authorized 
method.  In addition, the Controller found that claimant underreported offsetting revenues of 
$538,244 by reporting the health fee revenue collected, rather than the revenue claimant was 
authorized to collect.  The Controller determined that the fee revenue the claimant was 
authorized to collect exceeded the costs claimed (both direct costs and recalculated indirect 
costs), resulting in no reimbursement to the claimant.  This IRC presents the following issues: 

• Reduction of costs claimed based on the claimant’s development and application of 
indirect cost rates. 

• Adjustment of authorized but uncollected health service fees that should have been 
deducted as offsetting revenue from reimbursement claims. 

Health Fee Elimination Program 

Prior to 1984, former Education Code section 72246 authorized community college districts to 
charge almost all students a general fee (health service fee) for the purpose of voluntarily 
providing health supervision and services, direct and indirect medical and hospitalization 
services, and operation of student health centers.2  In 1984, the Legislature repealed the 
community colleges’ fee authority for health services.3  However, the Legislature also reenacted 

1 Statutes 1993, chapter 8. 
2 Former Education Code section 72246 (Stats. 1981, ch. 763) [Low-income students, students 
that depend upon prayer for healing, and students attending a college under an approved 
apprenticeship training program, were exempt from the fee.]  
3 Statutes 1984, 2nd Extraordinary Session, chapter 1, section 4 [repealing Education Code 
section 72246].   
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section 72246, to become operative on January 1, 1988, in order to reauthorize the fee, at $7.50 
for each semester (or $5 for quarter or summer semester).4   

In addition to temporarily repealing community college districts’ authority to levy a health 
services fee, the 1984 enactment required any district that provided health services during the 
1983-1984 fiscal year, for which districts were previously authorized to charge a fee, to maintain 
health services at the level provided during the 1983-1984 fiscal year for every subsequent fiscal 
year until January 1, 1988.5  As a result, community college districts were required to maintain 
health services provided in the 1983-1984 fiscal year without any fee authority for this purpose 
until January 1, 1988.   

In 1987,6 the Legislature amended former Education Code section 72246, which was to become 
operative January 1, 1988, to incorporate and extend the maintenance of effort provisions of 
former Education Code section 72246.5, which became inoperative by its own terms as of 
January 1, 1988.7  In addition, Statutes 1987, chapter 1118 restated that the fee would be 
reestablished at not more than $7.50 for each semester, or $5 for each quarter or summer 
semester.8  As a result, beginning January 1, 1988 all community college districts were required 
to maintain the same level of health services they provided in the 1986-1987 fiscal year each 
year thereafter, with a limited fee authority to offset the costs of those services.  In 1992, section 
72246 was amended to provide that the health fee could be increased by the same percentage as 
the Implicit Price Deflator whenever that calculation would produce an increase of one dollar.9   

Procedural History 
Claimant signed and dated the reimbursement claim for fiscal year 2001-2002 on January 8, 
2003, and signed and dated the reimbursement claim for fiscal year 2002-2003 on January 5, 
2004.  Controller issued the draft audit report on December 9, 2005 and claimant submitted 
comments on it on January 4, 2006.  Claimant issued the final audit report on March 17, 2006 
and a revised final audit report on April 19, 2006. 

Claimant filed this IRC on June 16, 2006.  The Controller’s comments were filed December 23, 
2008. 

Commission Responsibilities 

4  Statutes 1984, 2nd Extraordinary Session, chapter 1, section 4.5. 
5 Education Code section 72246.5 (Stats. 1984, 2d. Ex. Sess., ch. 1, § 4.7). 
6 Statutes 1987, chapter 1118. 
7 Education Code section 72246 (as amended, Stats. 1987, ch. 1118).  See also former Education 
Code section 72246.5 (Stats. 1984, 2d Ex. Sess., ch. 1, § 4.7). 
8 Education Code section 72246 (as amended, Stats. 1987, ch. 1118). 
9 Education Code section 72246 (as amended, Stats. 1992, ch. 753).  In 1993, former Education 
Code section 72246, was renumbered as Education Code section 76355.  (Stats. 1993, ch. 8). 
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Government Code Section 17551(d) requires the Commission to hear and decide a claim that the 
Controller has incorrectly reduced payments to the local agency or school district.  If the 
Commission determines that a reimbursement claim has been incorrectly reduced,  
section 1185.9 of the Commission’s regulations requires the Commission to send the decision to 
the Controller and request that the costs in the claim be reinstated. 

The Commission must review questions of law, including interpretation of parameters and 
guidelines, de novo, without consideration of conclusions made by the Controller in the context 
of an audit.  The Commission is vested with exclusive authority to adjudicate disputes over the 
existence of state-mandated programs within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6.10  The 
Commission must also interpret the Government Code and implementing regulations in 
accordance with the broader constitutional and statutory scheme.   In making its decisions, the 
Commission must strictly construe article XIII B, section 6 and not apply it as an “equitable 
remedy to cure the perceived unfairness resulting from political decisions on funding 
priorities.”11 

With regard to the Controller’s audit decisions, the Commission must determine whether they 
were arbitrary, capricious, or entirely lacking in evidentiary support.  This standard is similar to 
the standard used by the courts when reviewing an alleged abuse of discretion of a state 
agency.12  The Commission must also review the Controller’s audit in light of the fact that the 
initial burden of providing evidence for a claim of reimbursement lies with the claimant.13  In 
addition, section 1185.2(c) of the Commission’s regulations requires that any assertions of fact 
by the parties to an IRC must be supported by documentary evidence.  The Commission’s 
ultimate findings of fact must be supported by substantial evidence in the record.14 

Claims 

The following chart provides a brief summary of the claims and issues raised and staff’s 
recommendation. 
  

10 Kinlaw v. State of California (1991) 54 Cal.3d 326, 331-334; Government Code sections 
17551, 17552.  
11 County of Sonoma, supra, 84 Cal.App.4th 1264, 1280, citing City of San Jose v. State of 
California (1996) 45 Cal.App.4th 1802, 1817.  
12 Johnston v. Sonoma County Agricultural (2002) 100 Cal.App.4th 973, 983-984.  See also 
American Bd. of Cosmetic Surgery, Inc. v. Medical Bd. of California (2008) 162 Cal.App.4th 
534, 547. 
13 Gilbert v. City of Sunnyvale (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 1264, 1274-1275. 
14 Government Code section 17559(b), which provides that a claimant or the state may 
commence a proceeding in accordance with the provisions of section 1094.5 of the Code of Civil 
Procedure to set aside a decision of the Commission on the ground that the Commission’s 
decision is not supported by substantial evidence in the record. 
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Subject  Description  Staff Recommendation 

Reduction of costs 
claimed based on the 
claimant’s 
development and 
application of 
indirect cost rates. 

Claimant asserts that the 
Controller incorrectly reduced 
indirect costs claimed because 
claimant did not obtain federal 
approval for its indirect cost 
rate proposal for fiscal years 
2001-2002 and 2002-2003.   

Deny – The parameters and 
guidelines direct claimants to 
claim indirect costs consistently 
with the claiming instructions, 
which in turn rely on either the 
state’s FAM-29C method, or the 
OMB Circular A-21 method, 
which requires federal approval.  
Claimant used the OMB Circular 
A-21 method, but did not obtain 
federal approval.  Therefore, the 
Controller’s reduction and 
recalculation of these costs using 
the FAM-29C method is correct as 
a matter of law and not arbitrary, 
capricious, or entirely lacking in 
evidentiary support. 

Adjustment of 
authorized but 
uncollected health 
service fees that 
should have been 
deducted as 
offsetting revenue 
from reimbursement 
claims. 

 

Claimant argues that it is 
inappropriate to reduce the 
claim amounts by revenues not 
collected.  According to 
claimant, neither the law nor 
the parameters and guidelines 
require a community college 
district to charge students a 
health fee.   

Deny - The reduction is correct as 
a matter of law.  In the Clovis 
Unified School District decision, 
the court upheld the Controller’s 
use of the Health Fee Rule to 
reduce reimbursement claims 
based on the fees districts are 
authorized to charge.  The 
Commission is bound by the 
court’s decision in Clovis Unified 
and must apply the Health Fee 
Rule upheld by the court.   

 

Staff Analysis 
A. Claimant did not comply with the parameters and guidelines and Controller’s 

claiming instructions in preparing its indirect cost rate using OMB Circular A-21.  
Therefore, the Controller’s reduction and recalculation of these costs using the 
FAM-29C method is correct as a matter of law and not arbitrary, capricious, or 
entirely lacking in evidentiary support. 

In its audit, the Controller found that claimant over-reported indirect costs of $146,966 for 2001-
2002 and 2002-2003 because it did not obtain federal approval, as required by OMB Circular  
A-21, for its indirect cost rate.  Indirect costs were claimed for 2001-2002 in the amount of 
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$166,485 (32.56%) and $165,612 (33.49%) in 2002-2003.  When the Controller recalculated the 
indirect cost rate using the FAM-29C methodology authorized by the claiming instructions, it 
found that $95,872 (18.75%) was allowed in 2001-2002 and $89,259 (18.05%) was allowed in 
2002-2003.15  

1. The parameters and guidelines expressly reference the Controller’s claiming instructions, 
which in turn provide for an indirect cost rate to be developed in accordance with federal 
OMB Circular A-21 guidelines, requiring federal approval of indirect cost rates.  

Parameters and guidelines adopted by the Commission are required to provide instructions for 
eligible claimants to prepare reimbursement claims for the direct and indirect costs of a state-
mandated program.16  The reimbursement claims filed by the claimants are, likewise, required as 
a matter of law to be filed in accordance with the parameters and guidelines.17   

The parameters and guidelines for the Health Fee Elimination program provide that “indirect 
costs may be claimed in the manner described by the State Controller in his claiming 
instructions.”18  The applicable claiming instructions provide that a district can use a federally 
approved rate, incorporating the accounting principles of the OMB Circular A-21; or the district 
can use the alternative state procedure, identified as Form FAM-29C.19 

2. Claimant did not comply with the requirements of the claiming instructions in developing 
and applying its indirect cost rate, so the Controller’s adjustment is correct as a matter of 
law. 

The claimant calculated indirect costs using OMB Circular A-21.  The claiming instructions 
specify that, to use the OMB Circular A-21 option, a claimant must obtain federal approval, 
which the claimant here did not do.  Thus, the claimant did not comply with the requirements of 
the claiming instructions in developing and applying its indirect cost rate.  Therefore, the 
Controller’s adjustment for overstated indirect costs is correct as a matter of law. 

3. The Controller’s decision to apply the alternative FAM-29C indirect cost rate described in 
the claiming instructions is not arbitrary, capricious, or entirely lacking in evidentiary 
support. 

In its audit of claimant’s reimbursement claims, the Controller, concluding that the rate was not 
approved and therefore not supported by the parameters and guidelines and the claiming 

15 Exhibit B, Controller’s Comments, tab 2, pages 4-5.  
16 Government Code section 17557; California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.7.  
17 Government Code sections 17561(d)(1); 17564(b); and 17571.  
18 Exhibit A, IRC, page 29. 
19 Exhibit A, IRC, page 40.  See also Exhibit B, Controller’s Comments, Tab 4, page 35.  See 
also the September 2002 claiming instructions: Exhibit B, Controller’s Comments, tab 3, page 
22. 
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instructions, recalculated the indirect cost rate using the alternative state procedure, the “FAM-
29C method,” outlined in the School Mandated Cost Manual.20   

The Controller’s use of the FAM-29C method for calculating indirect costs is not arbitrary, 
capricious or lacing in evidentiary support.  The FAM-29C method is expressly identified and 
allowed by the claiming instructions.  Although claimant argues that this substitution of methods 
was arbitrary, claimant failed to comply with the requirements of the claiming instructions with 
respect to the OMB method of calculating indirect cost rates.  Claimant does not assert that the 
rate calculated was arbitrary; only that it was arbitrary to substitute the state method outlined in 
the claiming instructions for the claimant’s preferred but incorrectly executed method. 

Moreover, there is no evidence in the record suggesting that the Controller’s reduction to the 
claims was unreasonable.   

Therefore, staff finds that the Controller’s application of the alternative FAM-29C indirect cost 
rate authorized by the claiming instructions is not arbitrary, capricious, or entirely lacking in 
evidentiary support. 

B. The Controller’s audit reduction for offsetting Health Fee Revenue authorized but 
not realized is correct as a matter of law. 

The Controller found that the claimant understated its offsetting revenue by $538,244 for fiscal 
years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003 on the ground that the authorized, but uncollected health service 
fees should have been deducted as offsetting revenue.  The claimant reported and deducted only 
the amounts collected rather than the fee revenue authorized by the statute, which was $9 per 
student for summer semester and $12 per student for the fall and spring semesters during 2001-
2003.21  The Controller therefore recalculated offsetting revenue using student enrollment for 
full-time and part-time students after subtracting Board of Governor’s Grants (BOGG) waiver 
counts and other exemptions, and then applied the fees authorized to be charged to the student 
count.22  After the Controller’s calculation of authorized offsetting revenue, the amount of fee 
revenue authorized to be charged exceeded the direct and recalculated indirect costs, resulting in 
no reimbursement to the claimant. 

Staff finds that this adjustment is correct as a matter of law, and consistent with the Clovis 
Unified School District decision, which upheld the Controller’s use of the Health Fee Rule to 
reduce reimbursement claims based on the fees districts are authorized to charge.23   

Conclusion 
Pursuant to Government Code section 17551(d), staff concludes that the following reductions in 
the Controller’s audit of the subject reimbursement claims are supported by the law and the 
record: 

20 Exhibit B, Controller’s Comments, tab 2, pages 6-7. 
21 Exhibit B, Controller’s Comments, page 10. 
22 Exhibit A, page 57.  Exhibit B, State Controller’s Comments, pages 10 and 20. 
23 Clovis Unified School Dist. v. Chiang (2010) 188 Cal.App.4th 794, 812.   
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• The reduction of indirect costs claimed for fiscal years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003, in the 
amount of $146,966, based on claimant’s failure to comply with the claiming instructions 
in the development of its indirect cost rate is correct as a matter of law, and the Controller’s 
use of an alternative method authorized by the claiming instructions to calculate indirect 
costs is not arbitrary, capricious, or entirely lacking in evidentiary support. 

• The reduction of $538,244 during fiscal years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003, because claimant 
reported the health fee revenue collected rather than the revenue it was authorized to 
collect, is correct as a matter of law pursuant to the court’s ruling in Clovis Unified School 
Dist. v. Chiang (2010) 188 Cal.App.4th 794, 812. 

Staff Recommendation 
Staff recommends that the Commission adopt the proposed statement of decision to deny the 
IRC, and authorize staff to make any technical, non-substantive changes following the hearing. 
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BEFORE THE 

COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

IN RE INCORRECT REDUCTION CLAIM 
ON: 

Former Education Code Section 72246 
(Renumbered as §76355)24 

Statutes 1984, Chapter 1 (1983-1984 2nd Ex. 
Sess.) (AB2X 1) and Statutes 1987, Chapter 
1118 (AB 2336)  
Fiscal Years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003  

 
Santa Monica Community College District, 
Claimant. 

Case No.: 05-4206-I-12 

Health Fee Elimination Program 
DECISION PURSUANT TO 
GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 17500 ET 
SEQ.; TITLE 2, CALIFORNIA CODE OF  
REGULATIONS, DIVISION 2,  
CHAPTER 2.5. ARTICLE 7 

(Adopted, December 5, 2014) 

 

DECISION 

The Commission on State Mandates (Commission) heard and decided this incorrect reduction 
claims (IRC) during a regularly scheduled hearing on December 5, 2014.  [Witness list will be 
included in the adopted decision.]   

The law applicable to the Commission’s determination of a reimbursable state-mandated 
program is article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution, Government Code  
section 17500 et seq., and related case law. 

The Commission [adopted/modified] the staff analysis to [approve/partially approve/deny] the 
consolidated IRCs at the hearing by a vote of [vote count will be included in the adopted 
decision].  

Summary of the Findings  

Pursuant to Government Code section 17551(d), the Commission concludes that the following 
reductions in the Controller’s audit of the subject reimbursement claims are supported by the law 
and the record: 

• The reduction of indirect costs claimed for fiscal years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003, in the 
amount of $146,966, based on claimant’s failure to comply with the claiming instructions 
in the development of its indirect cost rate, is correct as a matter of law, and the 
Controller’s use of an alternative method authorized by the claiming instructions to 

24 Statutes 1993, chapter 8. 
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calculate indirect costs is not arbitrary, capricious, or entirely lacking in evidentiary 
support. 

• That the reduction of $538,244 during fiscal years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003, because 
claimant reported the health fee revenue collected rather than the revenue it was authorized 
to collect, is correct as a matter of law pursuant to the court’s ruling in Clovis Unified 
School Dist. v. Chiang (2010) 188 Cal.App.4th 794, 812. 

Accordingly, the Commission denies this IRC. 

COMMISSION FINDINGS 
I. Chronology 
01/08/03 Claimant signed and dated reimbursement claim for fiscal year 2001-2002.25 

01/05/04 Claimant signed and dated reimbursement claim for fiscal year 2002-2003.26 

12/09/05 Controller issued draft audit report. 

01/04/06 Claimant submitted comments on draft audit report.27 

03/17/06 Controller issued final audit report.28 

04/19/06 Controller issued revised final audit report.29 

06/16/06 Claimant Santa Monica Community College District (SMCCD) filed IRC.30 

12/23/08 Controller submitted comments on IRC.31 

II. Background 
Health Fee Elimination Program 

Prior to 1984, former Education Code section 72246 authorized community college districts to 
charge almost all students a general fee (health service fee) for the purpose of voluntarily 
providing health supervision and services, direct and indirect medical and hospitalization 

25 Exhibit A, IRC, page 74. 
26 Exhibit A, IRC, page 85. 
27 Exhibit A, IRC, pages 67-69. 
28 Exhibit A, IRC, pages 49-61.  
29 Exhibit A, IRC, page 45. 
30 Exhibit A. 
31 Exhibit B. 
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services, and operation of student health centers.32  In 1984, the Legislature repealed the 
community colleges’ fee authority for health services.33  However, the Legislature also reenacted 
section 72246 in order to reauthorize the fee, at $7.50 for each semester (or $5 for quarter or 
summer semester), which was to become operative on January 1, 1988.34   

In addition to temporarily repealing community college districts’ authority to levy a health 
services fee, the 1984 enactment required any district that provided health services during the 
1983-1984 fiscal year, for which districts were previously authorized to charge a fee, to maintain 
the health services at the level provided during the 1983-1984 fiscal year for every subsequent 
fiscal year until January 1, 1988.35  As a result, community college districts were required to 
maintain health services provided in the 1983-1984 fiscal year without any fee authority for this 
purpose, until January 1, 1988.   

In 1987,36 the Legislature amended former Education Code section 72246, which was to become 
operative January 1, 1988, to incorporate and extend the maintenance of effort provisions of 
former Education Code section 72246.5, which became inoperative by its own terms as of 
January 1, 1988.37  In addition, Statutes 1987, chapter 1118 restated that the fee would be 
reestablished at not more than $7.50 for each semester, or $5 for each quarter or summer 
semester.38  As a result, beginning January 1, 1988 all community college districts were required 
to maintain the same level of health services they provided in the 1986-1987 fiscal year each 
year thereafter, with a limited fee authority to offset the costs of those services.39 

The Controller’s Audit and Summary of the Issues 

For fiscal years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003, claimant claimed $1,005,829 in direct costs, all of 
which the Controller allowed.  Claimant also claimed $332,097 in indirect costs, of which the 

32 Statutes 1981, chapter 763.  Students with low-incomes, students that depend upon prayer for 
healing, and students attending a college under an approved apprenticeship training program, 
were exempt from the fee.  
33 Statutes 1984, 2nd Extraordinary Session 1984, chapter 1, section 4 [repealing Education Code 
section 72246].   
34  Statutes 1984, 2nd Extraordinary Session 1984, chapter 1, section 4.5. 
35 Education Code section 72246.5 (Stats. 1984, 2d. Ex. Sess., ch. 1, § 4.7). 
36 Statutes 1987, chapter 1118. 
37 Education Code section 72246 (as amended, Stats. 1987, ch. 1118).  See also former Education 
Code section 72246.5 (Stats. 1984, 2d Ex. Sess., ch. 1, § 4.7). 
38 Education Code section 72246 (as amended, Stats. 1987, ch. 1118). 
39 In 1992, section 72246 was amended to provide that the health fee could be increased by the 
same percentage as the Implicit Price Deflator whenever that calculation would produce an 
increase of one dollar.  (Ed. Code § 72246, as amended by Stats. 1992, ch. 753).  In 1993, former 
Education Code section 72246, was renumbered as Education Code section 76355.  (Stats. 1993, 
ch. 8). 
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Controller allowed only $185,131.40  The Controller found that claimant over-reported indirect 
costs of $146,966 because it did not obtain federal approval for its indirect cost rate.  Claimant 
claimed indirect costs for 2001-2002 of $166,485 (32.56%) and $165,612 (33.49%) in 2002-
2003 using the OMB Circular A-21, which requires federal approval.  When the Controller 
recalculated the indirect cost rate using the FAM-29C methodology allowed by the claiming 
instructions, it found that $95,872 (18.75%) was authorized in 2001-2002 and $89,259 (18.05%) 
was authorized in 2002-2003.41   

Also, claimant identified and deducted offsetting health fee revenue in the amount of $973,519 
for both fiscal years, the amount of fee revenue collected.  The Controller determined that 
claimant was authorized by law to collect $1,511,763, finding that $538,244 in offsetting 
revenues “authorized” to be charged pursuant to Education Code section 76355(a) was 
underreported.   The Controller recalculated offsetting revenue using student enrollment for full-
time and part-time students after subtracting Board of Governor’s Grants (BOGG) waiver counts 
and other exemptions, and then applied to fees authorized to be charged; $9 per student for the 
summer semester and $12 per student for the fall and spring semesters.42  After the Controller’s 
calculation of authorized offsetting revenue, the amount of fee revenue authorized to be charged 
exceeded the direct and recalculated indirect costs, resulting in no reimbursement to the 
claimant. 

Thus, the Controller made the following audit adjustments: 

 Fiscal Year 2001-2002 Fiscal Year 2002-2003 Audit Adjustment 

Indirect Costs $        (70,613)        $         (76,353) $       (146,966) 

Offsetting Savings $        271,752               $       266,492 $        538,244 

Total $     (342,365) $     (342,845)    $      (685,210) 

Thus, the following issues are disputed in this IRC for fiscal years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003: 

• Reduction of costs claimed based on the claimant’s development and application of 
indirect cost rates. 

• Adjustment of authorized but uncollected health service fees that should have been 
deducted as offsetting revenue from the reimbursement claims. 

III. Positions of the Parties 
A. Santa Monica Community College District 

Claimant argues that the Controller inappropriately reduced indirect costs claimed.43  Claimant 
disputes the Controller’s finding that indirect costs were overstated because the indirect cost rate 

40 Exhibit A, page 55. 
41 Exhibit B, State Controller’s Comments, page 13. 
42 Exhibit A, page 57.  Exhibit B, State Controller’s Comments, pages 10 and 20. 
43 Exhibit A, IRC, page 11. 
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proposal was not federally approved, arguing that there is no requirement for federal approval, 
and no particular cost rate calculation required by statute.  Since the claiming instructions were 
never adopted as regulations pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, they are merely a 
statement of the ministerial interest of the Controller and not law. 44  According to claimant, the 
burden of proof is on the Controller to show that the district’s calculation is unreasonable rather 
than recalculate the rate according to its preferences.45 

Claimant also argues that it is inappropriate to reduce from the claim amounts revenues not 
received.  According to claimant, neither Education Code section 76355 nor the Health Fee 
Elimination parameters and guidelines require a community college district to charge the student 
a health fee.  Claimant also asserts that neither Government Code sections 17514 or 17556 
require collection of a fee.  And claimant argues that the Controller has not indicated that its 
determination of student accounts would be more accurate than the reported claims.46 

B. State Controller’s Office 

The Controller asserts that the audit findings are correct because the claimant did not claim its 
indirect costs rate in accordance with the parameters and guidelines and claiming instructions, 
which require federal approval when using the OMB Circular A-21.  Since federal approval was 
not obtained, the Controller recalculated indirect costs using the FAM-29C, also authorized by 
the claiming instructions. 

The Controller’s also found that claimant underreported offsetting revenues of $538,244 that 
were “authorized” to be charged pursuant to Education Code section 76355(a) during fiscal years 
2001-2002 and 2002-2003.  Instead, the claimant identified as offsetting revenue only the 
amount of fee revenue “collected.”  For the Health Fee Elimination program, the Controller said 
that the Commission clearly recognized the availability of another funding source by including 
the fees as offsetting revenue in the parameter and guidelines.  To the extent that districts have 
authority to charge a fee, they are not required to incur a cost. 

It is the Controller’s position that the audit adjustments are correct and that this IRC should be 
denied. 

IV. Discussion 
Government Code section 17561(b) authorizes the Controller to audit the claims filed by local 
agencies and school districts and to reduce any claim for reimbursement of state mandated costs 
that the Controller determines is excessive or unreasonable.   

Government Code Section 17551(d) requires the Commission to hear and decide a claim that the 
Controller has incorrectly reduced payments to the local agency or school district.  If the 
Commission determines that a reimbursement claim has been incorrectly reduced, section 1185.7 

44 Exhibit A, IRC pages 8-10. 
45 Exhibit A, IRC page 11. 
46 Exhibit A, IRC page 11-16. 
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of the Commission’s regulations requires the Commission to send the decision to the Controller 
and request that the costs in the claim be reinstated. 

The Commission must review questions of law, including interpretation of the parameters and 
guidelines, de novo, without consideration of legal conclusions made by the Controller in the 
context of an audit.  The Commission is vested with exclusive authority to adjudicate disputes 
over the existence of state-mandated programs within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6.47  
The Commission must also interpret the Government Code and implementing regulations in 
accordance with the broader constitutional and statutory scheme.  In making its decisions, the 
Commission must strictly construe article XIII B, section 6 and not apply it as an “equitable 
remedy to cure the perceived unfairness resulting from political decisions on funding 
priorities.”48 

With regard to the Controller’s audit decisions, the Commission must determine whether they 
were arbitrary, capricious, or entirely lacking in evidentiary support.  This is similar to the 
standard used by the courts when reviewing an alleged abuse of discretion of a state agency.49  
Under this standard, the courts have found that: 

When reviewing the exercise of discretion, “[t]he scope of review is limited, out 
of deference to the agency’s authority and presumed expertise:  ‘The court may 
not reweigh the evidence or substitute its judgment for that of the agency. 
[Citation.]’” ... “In general ... the inquiry is limited to whether the decision was 
arbitrary, capricious, or entirely lacking in evidentiary support. . . .” [Citations.] 
When making that inquiry, the “ ‘ “court must ensure that an agency has 
adequately considered all relevant factors, and has demonstrated a rational 
connection between those factors, the choice made, and the purposes of the 
enabling statute.” [Citation.]’ ”50 

The Commission must also review the Controller’s audit in light of the fact that the initial burden 
of providing evidence for a claim of reimbursement lies with the claimant. 51  In addition, section 
1185.2(c) of the Commission’s regulations requires that any assertion of fact by the parties to an 

47 Kinlaw v. State of California (1991) 54 Cal.3d 326, 331-334; Government Code sections 
17551, 17552. 
48 County of Sonoma, supra, 84 Cal.App.4th 1264, 1280, citing City of San Jose v. State of 
California (1996) 45 Cal.App.4th 1802, 1817. 
49 Johnston v. Sonoma County Agricultural (2002) 100 Cal.App.4th 973, 983-984.  See also 
American Bd. of Cosmetic Surgery, Inc. v. Medical Bd. of California (2008) 162 Cal.App.4th 
534, 547. 
50 American Bd. of Cosmetic Surgery, Inc, supra, 162 Cal.App.4th at 547-548. 
51 Gilbert v. City of Sunnyvale (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 1264, 1274-1275. 
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IRC must be supported by documentary evidence.  The Commission’s ultimate findings of fact 
must be supported by substantial evidence in the record.52 

A. Claimant did not comply with the parameters and guidelines and Controller’s 
claiming instructions in preparing its indirect cost rate using OMB Circular A-21.  
Therefore, the Controller’s reduction and recalculation of these costs using the 
FAM-29C method is correct as a matter of law and not arbitrary, capricious, or 
entirely lacking in evidentiary support. 

In its audit, the Controller found that claimant over-reported indirect costs of $146,966 for 2001-
2002 and 2002-2003 because it did not obtain federal approval for its indirect cost rate.  
Claimant claimed indirect costs for 2001-2002 of $166,485 (32.56%) and $165,612 (33.49%) in 
2002-2003, but did not obtain federal approval of these rates as required by OMB Circular A-21.  
When the Controller recalculated the indirect cost rate using the FAM 29C methodology 
authorized by the claiming instructions, it found that $95,872 (18.75%) was allowed in 2001-
2002 and $89,259 (18.05%) was allowed in 2002-2003.53  

As discussed below, the Commission finds that the claimant did not comply with the parameters 
and guidelines and Controller’s claiming instructions in preparing its indirect cost rate, so the 
Controller’s reduction and recalculation of these costs is correct as a matter of law and not 
arbitrary, capricious, or entirely lacking in evidentiary support.  

1. The parameters and guidelines expressly reference the Controller’s claiming instructions, 
which in turn provide for an indirect cost rate to be developed in accordance with federal 
OMB Circular A-21 guidelines, requiring federal approval of indirect cost rates.  

Parameters and guidelines adopted by the Commission are required to provide instructions for 
eligible claimants to prepare reimbursement claims for the direct and indirect costs of a state-
mandated program.54  The reimbursement claims filed by the claimants are, likewise, required as 
a matter of law to be filed in accordance with the parameters and guidelines.55  The parameters 
and guidelines for the Health Fee Elimination program provide that “indirect costs may be 
claimed in the manner described by the State Controller in his claiming instructions.”56 

Claimant argues that it is not required to adhere to the claiming instructions.57  Claimant also 
argues that the word “may” is permissive, and that therefore the parameters and guidelines do not 

52 Government Code section 17559(b), which provides that a claimant or the state may 
commence a proceeding in accordance with the provisions of section 1094.5 of the Code of Civil 
Procedure to set aside a decision of the Commission on the ground that the Commission’s 
decision is not supported by substantial evidence in the record. 
53 Exhibit B, Controller’s Comments, tab 2, pages 4-5.  
54 Government Code section 17557; California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.7.  
55 Government Code sections 17561(d)(1); 17564(b); and 17571.  
56 Exhibit A, IRC, page 29. 
57 Exhibit A, IRC, page 10. 
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require that indirect costs be claimed in the manner described by the Controller.58  In addition, 
claimant argues that “[n]either state law nor the parameters and guidelines made compliance 
with the Controller’s claiming instructions a condition of reimbursement.”59   

Claimant is incorrect.  The parameters and guidelines plainly state that “indirect costs may be 
claimed in the manner described by the State Controller.”  The interpretation that is consistent 
with the plain language of the parameters and guidelines is that “indirect costs may be claimed,” 
or may not, but if a claimant chooses to claim indirect costs, the claimant must adhere to the 
Controller’s claiming instructions.   

The claiming instructions specific to the Health Fee Elimination mandate, included in the IRC 
and Controller’s comments,60 do not discuss specific rules or guidelines for claiming indirect 
costs for this mandate.  However, the School Mandated Cost Manual61 provides general 
instructions for school districts and community college districts seeking to claim indirect costs, 
and those instructions provide guidance to claimants for all mandates, absent specific provisions 
to the contrary.  More recently the manuals for school districts and community college districts 
have been printed separately, and therefore both the general instructions, and the instructions 
specific to the Health Fee Elimination mandate, are now provided in the Mandated Cost Manual 
for Community Colleges, available on the Controller’s web site.62  The Mandated Cost Manual 
contains general instructions for claiming under all mandates, with the suggestion that claimants 
refer to the parameters and guidelines and specific claiming instructions, as follows:  

The claiming instructions contained in this manual are issued for the sole purpose 
of assisting claimants with the preparation of claims for submission to the State 
Controller’s Office.  These instructions have been prepared based upon 
interpretation of the State of California statutes, regulations, and parameters and 
guidelines adopted by the Commission on State Mandates.  Therefore, unless 
otherwise specified, these instructions should not be construed in any manner to 
be statutes, regulations, or standards.63 

The Controller submitted pages from the Mandated Cost Manual addressing indirect cost rates, 
revised September 2002, in response to the IRC.64  The Controller also submitted an excerpt of 
the School Mandated Cost Manual revised September 1997, which contained the program-

58 Ibid.  
59  Ibid. 
60 Exhibit B, Controller’s Comments, tab 3. 
61 Exhibit B, Controller’s Comments, tab 3. 
62 Exhibit __, Community College Mandated Cost Manual General Instructions Updated 
September 28, 2001.  The same language exists in the Manual updated September 29, 2000 and 
September 30, 2003. 
63 Ibid. 
64 Exhibit B, Controller’s Comments, tab 3. 
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specific instructions for the Health Fee Elimination mandate.65  This last document suggests that 
all community college claiming instructions were, at or near the relevant time period, published 
in the School Mandated Cost Manual.66  Therefore, the reference in the parameters and 
guidelines to the Controller’s claiming instructions necessarily includes the general provisions of 
the School Mandated Cost Manual, and the manual provides ample notice to claimants as to how 
they may properly claim indirect costs.  Claimant’s assertion that “[n]either State law or the 
parameters and guidelines made compliance with the Controller’s claiming instructions a 
condition of reimbursement”67 is therefore not correct.68 

Claimant also argues that because the claiming instructions “were never adopted as law, or 
regulations pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, the claiming instructions are merely a 
statement of the ministerial interests of the Controller and not law.”69  In the Clovis case, 70 the 
Controller’s contemporaneous source document rule, or CSDR, was held to be an unenforceable 
underground regulation because it was applied generally against school districts and had never 
been adopted as a regulation under the APA.71  Here, claimant implies the same fault in the 
claiming instructions with respect to indirect cost rates.  But the distinction is that here the 
parameters and guidelines, which were duly adopted at a Commission hearing, require 
compliance with the claiming instructions.  The Commission’s parameters and guidelines are a 
final, binding document,72 and provide notice of the options for claiming indirect costs, pursuant 
to duly issued claiming instructions, which are general and apply to all programs.  Moreover, the 
Commission is not the venue in which to challenge the Controller’s claiming instructions on the 
ground that those instructions may constitute an underground regulation.  Until the courts declare 
otherwise, the Commission will presume that, where reasonable and consistent with the 
parameters and guidelines, the Controller’s claiming instructions are valid and enforceable. 

Therefore, the Commission finds that the parameters and guidelines expressly reference the 
claiming instructions, which clearly provide the option for indirect cost rates to be developed in 
accordance with OMB Circular A-21 guidelines, requiring federal approval of indirect cost rates. 

65Exhibit B, Controller’s Comments, tab 4.  
66 Available at: <http://www.sco.ca.gov/Files-ARD-Local/Manuals/ccd_1112_print.pdf.> 
[accessed on July 1, 2014]. 
67 Exhibit A, IRC, page 10. 
68 Government Code section 17564(b) was amended by Statutes 2004, chapter 890, to require: 
“Claims for direct and indirect costs filed pursuant to Section 17561 shall be filed in the manner 
prescribed in the parameters and guidelines and claiming instructions.” 
69 Exhibit A, IRC, page 10.  
70 Clovis Unified School Dist. v. Chiang (Clovis)(2010) 188 Cal.App.4th 794. 
71 Id. at page 807. 
72 CSBA v. State, supra, 171 Cal.App.4th 1183, 1201. 
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2. Claimant did not comply with the requirements of the claiming instructions in developing 
and applying its indirect cost rate, so the Controller’s adjustment is correct as a matter of 
law. 

Claimant argues that “there is no requirement in law that the claimant’s indirect cost rate must 
be ‘federally’ approved,” and that “[n]o particular indirect cost rate calculation is required by 
statute.”73  Claimant also argues that “the District has computed its indirect cost rate utilizing 
cost accounting principles from the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21, and the 
Controller has disallowed it without a determination of whether the product of the District's 
calculation would, or would not, be excessive, unreasonable, or inconsistent with cost 
accounting principles.”74  In addition, claimant asserts that “[n]either the Commission nor the 
Controller has ever specified the federal agencies which have the authority to approve indirect 
cost rates.”75 

The Commission disagrees with the claimant’s interpretation.  As discussed above, the 
Commission’s duly adopted parameters and guidelines require compliance with the Controller’s 
claiming instructions, and the claiming instructions are presumed to be valid and enforceable.  
Those claiming instructions reveal that while federal approval of an indirect cost rate is not 
strictly required, it is an element of the option for using the OMB Circular A-21 for developing 
an indirect cost rate.  The September 1997 claiming instructions submitted by claimant with the 
IRC contain an HFE-1.1 Form, which is for computing the allowable increased costs an 
individual college in the district has incurred to comply with the state mandate.  The claiming 
instructions state that a “copy of the document must be submitted with the claim.”  The 
instructions on the form HFE-1.1, for line (05), “Cost of health services for the fiscal year of the 
claim” state: 

For claiming indirect costs, college districts have the option of using a federally 
approved rate (i.e., utilizing the cost accounting principles from the Office of 
Management and Budget Circular A-21), or the State Controller’s methodology 
outlined in “Filing a Claim” of the Mandated Cost Manual for Schools.76   

Similarly, the September 2002 claiming instructions, under the heading “Indirect Cost Rate for 
Community Colleges” state:  

A college has the option of using a federally approved rate, utilizing the cost 
accounting principles from Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21 
“Cost Principles for Educational Institutions,” or the Controller’s methodology 
outlined in the following paragraphs.77  If the federal rate is used, it must be from 
the same fiscal year in which the costs were incurred. 

73 Exhibit A, IRC, page 9. 
74 Ibid.  
75 Ibid. 
76 Exhibit A, IRC, page 40.  See also Exhibit B, Controller’s Comments, Tab 4, page 35. 
77 Note that the methodology later outlined is the state Form FAM-29C. 
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The Controller allows the following methodology for use by community colleges 
in computing an indirect cost rate for state mandates.  The objective of this 
computation is to determine an equitable rate for use in allocating administrative 
support to personnel that performed the mandated cost activities claimed by the 
community college.  This methodology assumes that administrative services are 
provided to all activities of the institution in relation to the direct costs incurred in 
the performance of those activities.  Form FAM-29C has been developed to assist 
community colleges in computing an indirect cost rate for state mandate.78 

The claiming instructions specify that, to use the OMB Circular A-21 option, a claimant must 
obtain federal approval, which the claimant here did not do.  Thus, the claimant did not comply 
with the requirements of the claiming instructions in developing and applying its indirect cost 
rate.  Therefore, the Controller’s adjustment for overstated indirect costs is correct as a matter of 
law. 

3. The Controller’s decision to apply the alternative FAM-29C indirect cost rate described in 
the claiming instructions is not arbitrary, capricious, or entirely lacking in evidentiary 
support. 

In its audit of claimant’s reimbursement claims, the Controller, concluding that the rate was not 
approved and therefore not supported by the parameters and guidelines and the claiming 
instructions, recalculated the indirect cost rate using the alternative state procedure, the “FAM-
29C method,” outlined in the School Mandated Cost Manual.79   

Claimant asserts that “the difference in the claimed and audited methods is in the determination 
of which of those cost elements are direct costs and which are indirect costs.”  Claimant 
continues:  

Indeed, federally ‘approved’ rates which the Controller will accept without further 
action, are ‘negotiated’ rates calculated by the district and submitted for approval 
to federal agencies which are the source of federal programs to which the indirect 
cost rate is to be applied, indicating that the process is not an exact science, but a 
determination of the relevance and reasonableness of the cost allocation 
assumptions made for the method used.80  

Claimant argues that the Controller “made no determination as to whether the method used by 
the District was reasonable, but merely substituted its FAM-29C method for the method reported 
by the District.”  Claimant also argues that the Controller’s decision to recalculate indirect costs 
by its own method “is an arbitrary choice of the Controller, not a ‘finding’ enforceable by fact or 
law.”81  

78 Exhibit B, Controller’s Comments, tab 3, page 22.  
79 Exhibit B, Controller’s Comments on the IRC, tab 2, pages 6-7. 
80 Exhibit A, IRC, page 9. 
81 Exhibit A, IRC, page 11. 
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The Commission finds that the Controller’s use of the FAM-29C method for calculating indirect 
costs is not arbitrary, capricious, or entirely lacking in evidentiary support.  The FAM-29C 
method is expressly identified and allowed by the claiming instructions.  Although claimant 
argues that this substitution of methods was arbitrary, based on the above analysis, claimant 
failed to comply with the requirements of the claiming instructions with respect to the OMB 
method of calculating indirect cost rates that it used.  Claimant does not assert that the rate 
calculated was arbitrary; only that it was arbitrary to substitute the state method outlined in the 
claiming instructions for the claimant’s preferred but incorrectly executed method. 

Moreover, the Commission does not have evidence in the record suggesting a finding that the 
Controller’s reductions to claimant’s claim were unreasonable or arbitrary.  The determination of 
which costs are direct and which are indirect is not sufficiently explained in the record, nor are 
any specific delineations made.  If the claimant wishes to have the Commission reinstate costs 
adjusted by the Controller, the claimant must carry the burden of establishing what adjustments 
were unreasonable and why.82 

Based on the foregoing, the Commission finds that the Controller’s application of the alternative 
FAM-29C indirect cost rate authorized by the claiming instructions is not arbitrary, capricious, 
or entirely lacking in evidentiary support. 

B. The Controller’s audit reduction for Health Fee Revenue authorized but not 
realized is correct as a matter of law.  

The Controller found that the claimant understated its offsetting revenue by $538,244 for fiscal 
years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003 on the ground that the authorized, but uncollected health service 
fees should have been deducted as offsetting revenue.  The claimant reported and deducted only 
the amounts collected rather than the fee revenue authorized by the statute, which was $9 per 
student for summer semester and $12 per student for the fall and spring semesters during 2001-
2003.83  The Controller therefore recalculated offsetting revenue using student enrollment for 
full-time and part-time students after subtracting BOGG waiver counts and other exemptions, 
and then applied the fees authorized to be charged to the student count.84  After the Controller’s 
calculation of authorized offsetting revenue, the amount of fee revenue authorized to be charged 

82 Government Code 17558.7: “If the Controller reduces a claim approved by the commission, 
the claimant may file with the commission an incorrect reduction claim pursuant to regulations 
adopted by the commission.”;  California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1185: “An 
incorrect reduction claim shall contain: “(2) A written detailed narrative that describes the 
alleged incorrect reduction(s).  The narrative shall include a comprehensive description of the 
reduced or disallowed area(s) of cost(s). ¶ (3) If the narrative describing the alleged incorrect 
reduction(s) involves more than discussion of statutes or regulations or legal argument and 
utilizes assertions or representations of fact, such assertions or representations shall be supported 
by testimonial or documentary evidence and shall be submitted with the claim.” 
83 Exhibit B, Controller’s Comments, page 10. 
84 Exhibit A, page 57.  Exhibit B, State Controller’s Comments, pages 10 and 20. 
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exceeded the direct and recalculated indirect costs, resulting in no reimbursement to the 
claimant. 

Claimant argues that the relevant offset is the amount of fee revenue collected and not the 
amount authorized by statute.  Claimant states: 

This issue is one of student health fees revenue actually received, rather than 
student health fees which might be collected.  The Commission determined, as 
stated in the parameters and guidelines, that the student fees “experienced” 
[collected] would reduce the amount subject to reimbursement.  Student fees not 
collected are student fees not “experienced” and as such should not reduce 
reimbursement.  Further, the amount “collectible” will never equal actual 
revenues collected due to changes in student’s BOGG eligibility,85 bad debt 
accounts, and refunds. 

Because districts are not required to collect a fee from students for student health 
services, and if such a fee is collected, the amount is to be determined by the 
District and not the Controller, the Controller’s adjustment is without legal 
basis.86 

After claimant filed its IRC, the Third District Court of Appeal issued the Clovis decision, which 
specifically addressed the issue of whether the Controller properly reduced reimbursement 
claims for state-mandated health services provided by community college districts pursuant to 
the Health Fee Elimination program using the “The Controller’s Health Fee Rule.” The Health 
Fee Rule, as stated in the Controller’s Health Fee Elimination Program specific claiming 
instructions, provides that a reimbursements will be reduced by the amount of student fees 
authorized.  As quoted by the court, the Health Fee Rule states in pertinent part:  

Eligible claimants will be reimbursed for health service costs at the level of 
service provided in the 1986/87 fiscal year. The reimbursement will be reduced 
by the amount of student health fees authorized per the Education Code [section] 
76355.87  

Education Code section 76355(a) provides in relevant part the following:  

(a)(1) The governing board of a district maintaining a community college may 
require community college students to pay a fee in the total amount of not more 
than ten dollars ($10) for each semester, seven dollars ($7) for summer school, 
seven dollars ($7) for each intersession of at least four weeks, or seven dollars 
($7) for each quarter for health supervision and services, including direct or 
indirect medical and hospitalization services, or the operation of a student health 
center or centers, or both.  

85 BOGG is Board of Governor’s Grant. 
86 Exhibit A, IRC, page 15. 
87 Clovis, supra, 188 Cal.App.4th 794, 811.  Emphasis in original.  
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(a)(2) The governing board of each community college district may increase this 
[health service] fee by the same percentage increase as the Implicit Price Deflator 
for State and Local Government Purchase of Goods and Services. Whenever that 
calculation produces an increase of one dollar ($1) above the existing fee, the fee 
may be increased by one dollar ($1).88  

Pursuant to the plain language of Education Code section 76355(a)(2), the fee authority given to 
districts automatically increases at the same rate as the Implicit Price Deflator; when that 
calculation produces an increase of one dollar above the existing fee, the fee may be increased by 
one dollar. 

Claimant argues that neither Education Code section 76355 nor the Health Fee Elimination 
parameters and guidelines require a community college district to charge the student a health fee.  
Claimant also asserts that neither Government Code sections 17514 or 17556 require collection 
of a fee.89 

But the court in the Clovis decision upheld, as a matter of law, the Controller’s use of the Health 
Fee Rule to reduce reimbursement claims based on the fees districts are authorized to charge.  In 
its decision, the court noted that its conclusion is consistent with the state mandates process 
embodied in Government Code sections 17514 and 17556(d), and that: “To the extent a local 
agency or school district ‘has the authority’ to charge for the mandated program or increased 
level of service, that charge cannot be recovered as a state-mandated cost.”90  The court also 
noted that, “… this basic principle flows from common sense as well.  As the Controller 
succinctly puts it, ‘Claimants can choose not to require these fees, but not at the state’s 
expense.’”91   

The court also responded to the argument that, “since the Health Fee Rule is a claiming 
instruction, its validity must be determined solely through the Commission’s P&G’s.”92  The 
court stated:  

To accept this argument, though, we would have to ignore, and so would the 
Controller, the fundamental legal principles underlying state-mandated costs.  We 
conclude the Health Fee Rule is valid.93  

Although the claimant here was not a party to the Clovis case, it is binding on the claimant under 
principles of collateral estoppel.94  Collateral estoppel applies when (1) the issue necessarily 

88 Education Code section 76355, as amended by Statutes 1995, chapter 758. 
89 Exhibit A, IRC, pages 11-14. 
90 Clovis, supra,188 Cal.App.4th 794, 812.   
91 Ibid. 
92 Ibid.  Emphasis in original. 
93 Ibid. 
94 The petitioners in the Clovis case included Clovis Unified School District, El Camino 
Community College District, Fremont Unified School District, Newport-Mesa Unified School 
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decided in the previous proceeding is identical to the one that is currently being decided; (2) the 
previous proceeding terminated with a final judgment on the merits; (3) the party against whom 
collateral estoppel is asserted is a party to or in privity with a party in the previous proceeding; 
and (4) the party against whom the earlier decision is asserted had a full and fair opportunity to 
litigate the issue.95  The issue decided by the court is identical to the issue in this IRC.  In 
addition, the claimant here has privity with the petitioners in the Clovis action.  “A party is 
adequately represented for purposes of the privity rule if his or her interests are so similar to a 
party’s interest that the latter was the former’s virtual representative in the earlier action.”96  In 
addition, the Controller was a party to the Clovis action and is bound to comply with the court’s 
decision for all matters addressing the Health Fee Elimination program.   

Thus, pursuant to the court’s decision in Clovis, the Health Fee Rule used by the Controller to 
adjust reimbursement claims filed by claimants for the Health Fee Elimination program is 
correct.  Since the Clovis case is a final decision of the court addressing the merits of the issue 
presented here, the Commission, under principles of stare decisis, is required to apply the rule set 
forth by the court.97   

Accordingly, the Commission finds that the Controller’s adjustment based on the fee revenue 
authorized to be charged is correct as a matter of law. 

V. Conclusion 
Pursuant to Government Code section 17551(d), the Commission concludes that the following 
reductions in the Controller’s audit of the subject reimbursement claims are supported by the law 
and the record: 

• The reduction of indirect costs claimed for fiscal years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003, in the 
amount of $146,966, based on claimant’s failure to comply with the claiming instructions 
in the development of its indirect cost rate is correct as a matter of law, and the Controller’s 
use of an alternative method authorized by the claiming instructions to calculate indirect 
costs is not arbitrary, capricious, or entirely lacking in evidentiary support. 

• The reduction of $538,244 during fiscal years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003, because claimant 
reported the health fee revenue collected rather than the revenue it was authorized to 
collect, is correct as a matter of law pursuant to the court’s ruling in Clovis Unified School 
Dist. v. Chiang (2010) 188 Cal.App.4th 794, 812. 

Accordingly, the Commission denies this IRC.   

 

District, Norwalk-La Mirada Unified School District, Riverside Unified School District, San 
Mateo Community College District, Santa Monica Community College District, State Center 
Community College District, and Sweetwater Union High School District. 
95 Roos v. Red (2006) 130 Cal.App.4th 870, 879-880. 
96 Rodgers v. Sargent Controls & Aerospace (2006) 136 Cal.App.4th 82, 91. 
97 Fenske v. Board of Administration (1980) 103 Cal.App.3d 590, 596. 
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DECLARATION OF SERVICE BY EMAIL 

 
I, the undersigned, declare as follows: 

I am a resident of the County of Solano and I am over the age of 18 years, and not a party to the 
within action.  My place of employment is 980 Ninth Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, 
California 95814. 

On September 4, 2014, I served the: 

Draft Proposed Decision, Schedule for Comments, and Notice of Hearing 
Health Fee Elimination, 05-4206-I-12  
Education Code Section 76355 
Statutes 1984, Chapter 1, 2nd E.S.; Statutes 1987, Chapter 1118 
Fiscal Years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003 
Santa Monica Community College District, Claimant 

by making it available on the Commission’s website and providing notice of how to locate it to 
the email addresses provided on the attached mailing list. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 
true and correct, and that this declaration was executed on September 4, 2014 at Sacramento, 
California. 

             
____________________________ 
Heidi J. Palchik 

      Commission on State Mandates 
980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA  95814 
(916) 323-3562 
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SixTen and Associates 
Mandate Reimbursement Services 

San Diego 
5252 Balboa Avenue, Suite 900 
San Diego, CA 92117 
Telephone: (858) 514-8605 
Fax: (858) 514-8645 
www.slxtenandassoclates.com 

September 22, 2014 

KEITH B. PETERSEN, President 

Heather Halsey, Executive Director 
Commission on State Mandates 
980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Ms. Halsey: 

RE: CSM 05-4206-1-12 
Santa Monica Community College District 
Fiscal Years: 2001-02 and 2002-03 
Heaith Fee Eiimination 
Education Code Section 76355 
Statutes of 1984, Chapter 1, 211

d. E.S. 
Statutes of 1987, Chapter 1118 
Incorrect Reduction Claim 

Sacramento 
P.O. Box 340430 

Sacramento, CA 95834-0430 
Telephone: (916) 419-7093 

Fax: (916) 263-9701 
E-Mail: kbpslxten@aol.com 

i have received the Commission Draft Proposed Decision (DPD) dated September 4, 
2014, for the above~referenced incorrect reduction claim, to which I respond on behalf 
of the District. 

PART A. APPLICATION OF AN INDIRECT COST RATE 

The audit asserts that the District overstated its indirect cost rates and costs in the 
amount of $146,966 for both fiscal years. This finding is based upon the Controller's 
statement that the district did not obtain federal approval for its ICRPs, a stated 
requirement of the Controller's claiming instructions. 

The threshold Commission conclusion is that claimants must comply with the 
Controller's claiming instructions and that the Controller's use of its own instructions 
and forms to recalculate the indirect cost rates was not arbitrary. The District asserts 
that the Controller's claiming instructions are not alone enforceable as a matter of law 
as they are not regulations nor were they adopted pursuant to the administrative 
rulemaking process required to enforce agency manuals and instructions, as did the 

Exhibit D
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Heather Halsey, Executive Director 2 September 22, 2014 

Clovis Court.; 

The Controller has never asserted that its claiming instructions are alone legally 
enforceabie (DPD, i5): 

The claiming instructions contained in this manual are issued for the sole 
purpose of assisting claimants with the preparation of ciaims for submission to 
the State Controller's Office. These instructions have been prepared based upon 
interpretation of the State of California statutes, regulations, and parameters and 
guideiines adopted by the Commission on Staie Mandates. Therefore, uniess 
otherwise specified, these instructions should not be construed in any manner to 
be statutes, regulations, or standards. 

Therefore, any documentation standards or cost accounting formulas pubiished in the 
claiming instructions, to be enforceable, must derive from another source. However, 
there are no cost accounting standards for calculating the indirect cost rate for the 
Health Fee Elimination mandate published anywhere except the Controller's claiming 
instructions. 

The Commission (DPD, 15) instead relies upon the "plain language" of the 1989 
parameters and guidelines: 

1 From the Clovis Appellate Court Decision (4): 

"Once the Commission determines that a state mandate exists, it adopts 
regulatorv "[P]arameters and [G]uidelines" (P&G's) to govern the state-mandated 
reimbursement. (§ 17557.) The Controller, in turn, then issues nonregulatorv 
"(C]laiming [l]nstructions" for each Commission-determined mandate; these 
instructions must derive from the Commission's test claim decision and its 
adopted P&G's. (§ 17558.) Claiming Instructions may be specific to a particular 
mandated program, or general to all such programs." Emphasis added. 

From the Clovis Appellate Court Decision (15): 

"Given these substantive differences between the Commission's pre-May 27, 
2004 SOC P&G's and the Controller's CSDR, we conclude that the CSDR 
implemented, interpreted or made specific the following laws enforced or 
administered by the Controiier: the Commission's pre-May 27, 2004 P&G's for 
the SOC Program(§ 17558 [the Commission submits regulatorv P&G's to the 
Controller, who in turn issues nonregulatorv Claiming Instructions based 
thereon]; and the Controiier's statutory authority to audit state-mandated 
reimbursement claims (§ 17561,subd. (d)(2))." Emphasis added. 
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Ciaimant is incorrect. The parameters and guideiines piainiy state that "indirect 
costs may be claimed in the manner described by the State Controller." The 
interpretation that is consistent with the plain language of the parameters and 
guidelines is that "indirect costs may be claimed," or may not, but if a claimant 
chooses to claim indirect costs, the claimant must adhere to the Controller's 
claiming instructions. 

Claiming indirect costs is not conditional on the claiming instruction methods. Colleges 
"may" claim indirect costs, or any other eligible cost, on every mandate, not just Health 
Fee Elimination. The Commission attribution of the conditional "may" to the ultimate 
decision to claim indirect costs, rather than the subsequent discretionary choice to use 
claiming instructions method is gratuitous. 

Regarding the requirement for the administrative rulemaking process to enforce agency 
manuals and instructions, the Commission (DPD, 16) misses the factual issue: 

Moreover, the Commission is not the venue in which to challenge the Controller's 
claiming instructions on the ground that those instructions may constitute an 
underground regulation. Until the courts declare otherwise, the Commission will 
presume that, where reasonable and consistent with the parameters and 
guidelines, the Controller's claiming instructions are valid and enforceable. 

The Commission does not need a court to declare the ciaiming instructions to be 
underground regulations or to ascertain whether they are consistent with the claiming 
instructions. The Commission need only ask the Controller if the claiming instructions 
have been adopted pursuant to the required process. if the answer is no, the 
Commission cannot enforce the claiming instructions for the Controller. The 
Controller's use of the FAM-29C method for audit purposes is a standard of general 
appiication without appropriate state agency ruiemaking and is therefore unenforceable 
(Government Code Section 11340.5). The formula is not an exempt audit guideline 
(Government Code Section 11340.9(e)). State agencies are prohibited from enforcing 
underground regulations. if a state agency issues, enforces, or attempts to enforce a 
rule without following the Administrative Procedure Act, when it is required to, the rule is 
called an "underground regulation." Further, the audit adjustment is a financial penalty 
against the District, and since the adjustment is based on an underground regulation, 
the formula cannot be used for the audit adjustment (Government Code Section 
11425.50). 

Somehow the "assistance" provided by the claiming instructions has become a 
requirement even though the parameters and guidelines use the word "may." The 
Commission now has concluded that the contents of the claiming instructions are as a 
matter of law derivative of the authority of the parameters and guidelines, without 
benefit of a legal citation for this leap of jurisprudence. Assuming for argument that the 
leap can be made, would that derivative authority continue for any changes made to the 
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claiming instructions after the adoption of the 1989 parameters and guidelines, that is, 
an open-ended commitment of the Commission's authority to the Controller who can 
make changes without reference to the Commission process? Is this derivative 
authority iimited to Heaith Fee Eiimination or appiicabie to all mandates? 

Note that the Heath Fee Elimination parameters and guidelines were amended on 
january 29, 20i0. However, the indirect cost rate ianguage remained the same: 

3. Allowable Overhead Cost 

indireci costs may be ciaimed in the manner described by the State 
Controller in his claiming instructions. 

The Commission has had numerous opportunities to ciarify its intent and ianguage 
regarding the indirect cost rate calculation methods and resolve or avoid the delegation 
and derivation issue. For example, and by contrast, the parameters and guidelines 
language for the new coliege mandate Cal Grants, adopted on the same date as the 
January 29, 2010, amendment for Health Fee Elimination, has the needed specific and 
comprehensive language: 

B. Indirect Cost Rates 

Indirect costs are costs that have been incurred for common or joint purposes. 
These costs benefit more than one cost objective and cannot be readily 
identified with a particular final cost objective without effort disproportionate to 
the results achieved. After direct costs have been determined and assigned to 
other activities, as appropriate, indirect costs are those remaining to be allocated 
to benefited cost objectives. A cost may not be allocated as an indirect cost if 
any other cost incurred for the same purpose, in like circumstances, has been 
claimed as a direct cost. 

Indirect costs include: (a) the indirect costs.originating in each department or 
agency of the governmental unit carrying out state mandated programs, and (b) 
the costs of central governmental services distributed through the central service 
cost allocation plan and not otherwise treated as direct costs. 

Community coiieges have the option of using: (1) a federally approved rate, 
utilizing the cost accounting principles from the Office of Management and 
Budget Circular A-21, "Cost Principles of Educational Institutions"; (2) the rate 
caicuiated on State Controiier's Form FAM-29C; or (3) a 7% indirect cost rate. 

This language in the parameters and guidelines for Cal Grants makes the Controller's 
guidance on the suggested three choices of indireci cost caicuiation methods iegaiiy 
enforceable. The Commission properly adopted this language within the scope of their 
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discretion and has utilized it in coiiege mandate parameters and guidelines since at 
least 2002. However, this language has never been adopted by the Commission for 
Health Fee Elimination. The District agrees that the parameters and guidelines have 
the force of law, but that it does not extend by reference (tenuous or not) to the general 
or specific claiming instructions for Health Fee Elimination. Neither the Commission nor 
the Controller have ever adopted the Controller's claiming instructions pursuant the 
process required by the Administrative Procedure Act, nor has the Commission ever 
before stated that parameters and guidelines are subordinate to the Controller's 
claiming instructions. 

In the absence of legally enforceable claiming instructions, rules or methods, or 
standards or specific language in the parameters and guidelines for the indirect cost 
rate calculation, the remaining standard is Government Code Section 17561. No 
particular indirect cost rate calculation method is required by law. Government Code 
Section 17561 (d)(2) requires the Controller to pay claims, provided that the Controller 
may audit the records of any school district to verify the actual amount of the mandated 
costs, and may reduce any claim that the Controller determines is excessive or 
unreasonable. The Controller is authorized to reduce a claim if the Controller 
determines the claim to be excessive or unreasonable. Here, the District computed 
indirect cost rates utilizing cost accounting principles from the Office of Management 
and Budget Circular A-21, and the Controller has disallowed the rates without a 
determination of whether the product of the District's calculation is excessive, 
unreasonable, or inconsistent with cost accounting principles. 

There is no rebuttable presumption for this mandate that the Controller's methods are 
per se the oniy reasonable method. The Controiier made no determination as to 
whether the method used by the District was reasonable or not, but merely substituted 
the Controller's method for the method used by the Districts. The substitution of the 
Controiier's method is an arbitrary choice of the auditor, not a "finding" enforceable 
either by fact or law. In order to move forward with the adjustment, the burden of proof 
is on the Controller to prove that the District's calculation is unreasonable. Indeed, 
federaiiy "approved'' rates which the Controller will accept without further action, are 
"negotiated" rates calculated by the district and submitted for approval, indicating that 
the process is not an exact science, but a determination of the relevance and 
reasonableness of the cost allocation assumptions made for the method used. Neither 
the Commission nor the Controller can assume that the Controller's calculation 
methods are intrinsically more accurate and the Commission cannot shift that burden or 
create the presumption to the contrary where none is present in law. 

PART B. UNDERSTATED OFFSETTING REVENUES 

This finding is the result of the Controller's recalculation of the student health services 
fees which may have been "collectible" which was then compared to the District's 
student health fee revenues actually received, resulting in a total adjustment of 
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$538,244 for the audit period. The Controller computed the total student health fees 
collectible based on state rates while the District reported actual fees collected. 

The Commission (DPD, 20) finds that the correct calculation and application of 
offsetting revenue from student health fees have been resolved by the Clovis Unified 
decision, and that the reduction is correct as a matter of law: 

After claimant filed its IRC, the Third District Court of Appeal issued the Ciovis 
decision, which specifically addressed the issue of whether the Controller 
properly reduced reimbursement claims for state-mandated health services 
provided by community college districts pursuant to the Health Fee Elimination 
program using the "The Controller's Health Fee Rule." The Health Fee Rule, as 
stated in the Controller's Health Fee Elimination Program specific claiming 
instructions, provides that a reimbursements will be reduced by the amount of 
student fees authorized. As quoted by the court, the Health Fee Rule states in 
pertinent part: 

Eligible claimants will be reimbursed for health service costs at the level of 
service provided in the 1986/87 fiscal year. The reimbursement will be 
reduced by the amount of student health fees authorized per the 
Education Code [section] 76355. 

The District agrees that claimants and state agencies are bound to apply the Health 
Fee Rule as decided law and that this extends to retroactive fiscal years still within the 
Commission's or Controller's jurisdiction. 

On October 27, 2011, the Commission adopted a consolidated statement of decision 
for seven Health Fee Elimination incorrect reduction claims. The statement of decision 
for these seven districts included issues presented in this current incorrect reduction 
claim. The application of the Health Fee Rule, as determined by the Commission's 
October 27, 2011, statement of decision, however, involves two factual elements: the 
number of exempt students and the specific enrollment statistics for each semester. 
That decision approved the Controller's use of specific Community College Chancellor's 
MIS data to obtain these enrollment amounts. That approved method is stated in the 
more recent HFE audits as: 

FINDING- Understated authorized health service fees 

We obtained student enrollment data from the CCCCO. The CCCCO identified 
enrollment data from its management information system (MIS) based on 
student data that the district reported. CCCCO identified the district's enrollment 
based on its MIS data element STD7, codes A through G. CCCCO eliminated 
any duplicate students based on their Social Security numbers. Cited from the 
October 19, 2012 HFE Audit Report for State Center CCD. Available at the 
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Controller's web site. 

For the audit of this District, completed before the October 27, 2011, Commission 
decision, the enrollment statistics used by the auditor were different: 

FINDING 2- Understated authorized health fee revenues claimed 

We obtained student enrollment information from the "enrollment census" data 
run and student waiver information from the list of "BOGG used" data run. 

Therefore, to properly implement the Health Fee Rule, it will be necessary for the 
Controller to utilize the statistics approved by the October 27, 2011, decision. Until 
then, the Commission's ultimate conclusion that the adjustments here are not arbitrary 
or lacking in evidentiary support is unfounded. 

CERTIFICATION 

By my signature below, I hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the laws of the 
State of California, that the information in this submission is true and complete to the 
best of my own knowledge or information or belief, and that any attached documents 
are true and correct copies of documents received from or sent by the District or state 
agency which originated the document. 

Executed on September , 2014, at Sacramento, California, by 

Keith B. Petersen, President 
Six Ten & Associates 

Service by Commission Electronic Drop Box 
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P.O. Box 340430, Sacramento, CA 95834-0430
Phone: (916) 419-7093
kbpsixten@aol.com

Sandra Reynolds, Reynolds Consulting Group,Inc.
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P.O. Box 894059, Temecula, CA 92589
Phone: (951) 303-3034
sandrareynolds_30@msn.com

Kathy Rios, State Controller's Office
Division of Accounting and Reporting, 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 324-5919
krios@sco.ca.gov

Nicolas Schweizer, Department of Finance
Education Systems Unit, 915 L Street, 7th Floor, 915 L Street, 7th Floor, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-0328
nicolas.schweizer@dof.ca.gov

David Scribner, Max8550
2200 Sunrise Boulevard, Suite 240, Gold River, CA 95670
Phone: (916) 852-8970
dscribner@max8550.com

Jim Spano, Chief, Mandated Cost Audits Bureau, State Controller's Office
Division of Audits, 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 323-5849
jspano@sco.ca.gov

Dennis Speciale, State Controller's Office
Division of Accounting and Reporting, 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 324-0254
DSpeciale@sco.ca.gov
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Heather Halsey 
Executive Director 
Commission on State Mandates 
980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Draft Proposed Decision 
Incorrect Reduction Claim 

JOHN CHIANG 
@alifnrnht ~±ate @nntrnller 

September 25, 2014 

Health Fee Elimination, 05-4206-I-12 
Education Code Section 76355 
Statutes 1984, Chapter 1, znct E.S.; Statutes 1987, Chapter 1118 
Fiscal Years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003 
Santa Monica Community College District, Claimant 

Dear Ms. Halsey: 

The State Controller's Office has reviewed the Commission on State Mandates' (Commission) 
draft staff analysis related to the above incorrect reduction claim filed by Santa Monica Community 
College District. We support the Commission's conclusion and recommendation. 

The district did not follow the parameters and guidelines that direct claimants to claim indirect 
costs consistently with the claiming instructions. Further, the district did not deduct authorized, but 
uncollected, health service fees as offsetting revenue consistent with the appellate court decision in 
Clovis Unified School District v. Chiang. 

If you have any questions, please contact me by telephone at (916) 323-5849. 

;~~, 
/" ~~ndated Cost Audits Bureau 

Division of Audits 

MAILING ADDRESS P.O. Box 942850, Sacramento, CA 94250-5874 
SACRAMENTO 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816 (916) 324-8907 

LOS ANGELES 900 Corporate Center Drive, Suite 200, Monterey Park, CA 91754-7616 (323) 981-6802 

RECEIVED

Commission on
State Mandates

September 25, 2014

Exhibit E
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DECLARATION OF SERVICE BY EMAIL 

I, the undersigned, declare as follows: 

I am a resident of the County of Sacramento and I am over the age of 18 years, and not a party to 
the within action. My place of employment is 980 Ninth Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, 
California 9 5 814. 

On September 23, 2014, I served the: 

SCO Comments 
Health Fee Elimination, 05-4206-I-12 
Education Code Section 76355 
Statutes 1984, Chapter 1, 2nd E.S.; Statutes 1987, Chapter 1118 
Fiscal Years 2001-2002 and 2002-2003 
Santa Monica Community College District, Claimant 

By making it available on the Commission's website and providing notice of how to locate it to 
the email addresses provided on the attached mailing list. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Cali rn that the foregoing is 
true and correct, and that this declaration was executed on Septemb r 23, 2014 at Sacramento, 
California. 

o Duran 
Commission on State Mandates 
980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 323-3562 
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COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES

Mailing List

Last Updated: 8/18/14

Claim Number: 05-4206-I-12

Matter: Health Fee Elimination

Claimant: Santa Monica Community College District

TO ALL PARTIES, INTERESTED PARTIES, AND INTERESTED PERSONS:

Each commission mailing list is continuously updated as requests are received to include or remove
any party or person on the mailing list. A current mailing list is provided with commission
correspondence, and a copy of the current mailing list is available upon request at any time. Except
as provided otherwise by commission rule, when a party or interested party files any written material
with the commission concerning a claim, it shall simultaneously serve a copy of the written material
on the parties and interested parties to the claim identified on the mailing list provided by the
commission. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 2, § 1181.3.)

Socorro Aquino, State Controller's Office
Division of Audits, 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 322-7522
SAquino@sco.ca.gov

Marieta Delfin, State Controller's Office
Division of Accounting and Reporting, 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 322-4320
mdelfin@sco.ca.gov

Eric Feller, Commission on State Mandates
980 9th Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 323-3562
eric.feller@csm.ca.gov

Donna Ferebee, Department of Finance
915 L Street, Suite 1280, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
donna.ferebee@dof.ca.gov

Susan Geanacou, Department of Finance 
915 L Street, Suite 1280, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
susan.geanacou@dof.ca.gov

Ed Hanson, Department of Finance
Education Systems Unit, 915 L Street, 7th Floor, 915 L Street, 7th Floor, Sacramento, CA 95814
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Phone: (916) 445-0328
ed.hanson@dof.ca.gov

Cheryl Ide, Associate Finance Budget Analyst, Department of Finance
Education Systems Unit, 915 L Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-0328
Cheryl.ide@dof.ca.gov

Robert Isomoto, Santa Monica Community College District
Business and Administration, 1900 Pico Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90405-1628
Phone: (310) 434-4201
Isomoto_Bob@smc.edu

Jill Kanemasu, State Controller's Office
Division of Accounting and Reporting, 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 322-9891
jkanemasu@sco.ca.gov

Jay Lal, State Controller's Office (B-08)
Division of Accounting & Reporting, 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 324-0256
JLal@sco.ca.gov

Kathleen Lynch, Department of Finance (A-15)
915 L Street, Suite 1280, 17th Floor, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
kathleen.lynch@dof.ca.gov

Yazmin Meza, Department of Finance
915 L Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-0328
Yazmin.meza@dof.ca.gov

Robert Miyashiro, Education Mandated Cost Network
1121 L Street, Suite 1060, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 446-7517
robertm@sscal.com

Andy Nichols, Nichols Consulting
1857 44th Street, Sacramento, CA 95819
Phone: (916) 455-3939
andy@nichols-consulting.com

Christian Osmena, Department of Finance
915 L Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-0328
christian.osmena@dof.ca.gov

Keith Petersen, SixTen & Associates
Claimant Representative
P.O. Box 340430, Sacramento, CA 95834-0430
Phone: (916) 419-7093
kbpsixten@aol.com

Sandra Reynolds, Reynolds Consulting Group,Inc.
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P.O. Box 894059, Temecula, CA 92589
Phone: (951) 303-3034
sandrareynolds_30@msn.com

Kathy Rios, State Controller's Office
Division of Accounting and Reporting, 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 324-5919
krios@sco.ca.gov

Nicolas Schweizer, Department of Finance
Education Systems Unit, 915 L Street, 7th Floor, 915 L Street, 7th Floor, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-0328
nicolas.schweizer@dof.ca.gov

David Scribner, Max8550
2200 Sunrise Boulevard, Suite 240, Gold River, CA 95670
Phone: (916) 852-8970
dscribner@max8550.com

Jim Spano, Chief, Mandated Cost Audits Bureau, State Controller's Office
Division of Audits, 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 323-5849
jspano@sco.ca.gov

Dennis Speciale, State Controller's Office
Division of Accounting and Reporting, 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 324-0254
DSpeciale@sco.ca.gov
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA   JACK SCOTT, CHANCELLOR 

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
CHANCELLOR’S OFFICE
1102 Q STREET 
SACRAMENTO, CA  95811-6549 
(916) 445-8752 
http://www.cccco.edu 

Memorandum 

April 3, 2012 Fiscal Services Memo 12-01 
Via E-mail Only 

To:      Chief Business Officers 
Chief Student Services Officers 
Health Services Program Directors 
Financial Aid Officers 
Admissions and Records Officers 

From: Frederick E. Harris, Assistant Vice Chancellor 
College Finance and Facilities Planning 

Subject:  Student Health Fee 

Education Code Section 76355 provides the governing board of a community college 
district the option of increasing the student health services fee by the same percentage as 
the increase in the Implicit Price Deflator for State and Local Government Purchase of 
Goods and Services.  Whenever that calculation produces an increase of one dollar above 
the existing fee, the fee may be increased by $1.00. 

Based on calculations by the Financial, Economic, and Demographic Unit in the 
Department of Finance, the Implicit Price Deflator Index has now increased enough since 
the last fee increase of 2011 to support a one dollar increase in the student health fees.  
Effective with the Summer Session of 2012, districts may begin charging a maximum fee 
of $19.00 per semester, $16.00 for summer session, $16.00 for each intersession of at 
least four weeks, or $16.00 for each quarter. 

For part-time students, the governing board shall decide the amount of the fee, if any, that 
the student is required to pay.  The governing board may decide whether the fee shall be 
mandatory or optional. 

The governing board operating a health services program must have rules that exempt the 
following students from any health services fee: 

Exhibit F
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• Students who depend exclusively upon prayer for healing in accordance with the 
teachings of a bona fide religious sect, denomination, or organization. 

• Students who are attending a community college under an approved apprenticeship 
training program. 
 

All fees collected pursuant to this section shall be deposited in the Student Health Fee 
Account in the Restricted General Fund of the district.  These fees shall be expended only 
to provide health services as specified in regulations adopted by the board of governors.  
Allowable expenditures include health supervision and services, including direct or indirect 
medical and hospitalization services, or the operation of a student health center or centers, 
or both.  Allowable expenditures exclude athletic-related salaries, services, insurance, 
insurance deductibles, or any other expense that is not available to all students.  No 
student shall be denied a service supported by student health fee on account of 
participation in athletic programs. 

 
If you have any questions about the fee increase, please contact Michael Yarber at 
916.327.6818 or myarber@cccco.edu.  
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FOREWORD 

The claiming instructions contained in this manual are issued for the sole purpose of assisting claimants 
with the preparation of claims for submission to the State Controllers Office. These instructions have been 
prepared based upon interpretation of the State of California statutes, regulations, and parameters and 
guidelines adopted by the Commission on State Mandates. Therefore, unless otherwise specified, these 
instructions should not be construed in any manner to be statutes, regulations, or standards. 

If you have any questions concerning the enclosed material, write to the address below or call the Local 
Reimbursements Section at (916) 323-3258. 

State Controllers Office 
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, 94250 

Prepared by the State Controller's Office 
Updated September 29, 2000 
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1. 

FILING A CLAIM 

Introduction 

The law in the State of California provides for the reimbursement of costs incurred by local 
agencies and school districts for costs mandated by the State. Costs mandated by the 
State means any increased costs which a local agency or school district is required to incur 
after July 1, 1980, as a result of any statute enacted after January 1, 1975, or any executive 
order implementing such statute which mandates a new program or higher level of service 
of an existing program. 

Estimated claims that show costs to be incurred in the current fiscal year and 
reimbursement claims that detail the costs actually incurred for the prior fiscal year may be 
filed with the State Controller's Office. Claims for on-going programs are filed annually by 
January 15. Claims for new programs are filed within 120 days from the date claiming 
instructions are issued for the program. A penalty is assessed for late claims. The State 
Controller's Office may audit the records of any local agency or school district to verify the 
actual amount of mandated costs and may reduce any claim which is excessive or 
unreasonable. 

When a program has been reimbursed for three or more years, the Commission On State 
Mandates may approve the program for inclusion in the State Mandates Apportionment 
System (SMAS). For programs included in SMAS, the State Controller's Office determines 
the amount of each claimant's entitlement based on an average of three consecutive fiscal 
years of actual costs adjusted by any changes in the implicit price deflater. Claimants with 
an established entitlement receive an annual apportionment adjusted by any changes in the 
implicit price deflater and, under certain circumstances, by any changes in workload . 
Claimants with an established entitlement do not file further claims for the program. 

The State Controller's Office is authorized to make payments for costs of mandated 
programs from amounts appropriated by the State Budget Act, by the State Mandates 
Claims Fund, or by specific legislation. In the event there is insufficient appropriation to pay 
claims in full, claimants will receive prorated payments in proportion to the dollar amount of 
approved claims for the program. Balances of prorated payments are paid when 
supplementary funds are made available. 

The instructions contained in this manual are intended to provide general guidance for filing 
a mandated cost claim. Since each mandate is administered separately, it is important to 
refer to the specific program for information relating to established policies on eligible 
reimbursable costs. 

2. Types of Claims 

A claimant may file a reimbursement claim for mandated costs incurred during the previous 
fiscal year or may file an estimated claim for mandated costs to be incurred during the 
current fiscal year. For mandates included in the State Mandates Apportionment System, a 
claimant who had established a base year entitlement would automatically be reimbursed by 
the State Controller's Office for the mandate. 

All claims received by the State Controller's Office will be reviewed to verify costs. 
Adjustments to the claims will be made if the amounts claimed are determined to be 
excessive, improper or unreasonable. Claims must be filed with sufficient documentation to 
support the costs claimed. The types of documentation required to substantiate a claim are 

Revised 10/98 Filing a Claim, Page 1 
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identified in the "Cost Elements of a Claim" section of this manual. The certification on 
Form FAM-27 must be signed and dated by the entity's authorized representative in order 
for the State Controller's Office to make payment on the claim. 

A. Reimbursement Claim 

A reimbursement claim is defined by Government Code Section 17522 as any claim for 
costs incurred by a school district and filed with the State Controller's Office against an 
appropriation made for the purpose of paying the claim. 

• A claimant may file an annual reimbursement claim by January 15 following the fiscal 
year in which costs were incurred for an on-going program. A reimbursement claim 
must detail the costs actually incurred for a fiscal year. The claim must include 
supporting documentation to substantiate the costs claimed. Prior to January 1, 1990, if 
a claimant submitted an otherwise valid reimbursement claim after the deadline, the 
Controller would have paid the claim in an amount equal to 80 percent of the amount 
that would have been paid had the claim been timely filed. Any reimbursement claim 
submitted more than one year after the deadline would not be paid. 

• After January 1, 1990, the late penalty provision was changed by Chapter 589/89. Any 
reimbursement claim with a filing deadline that is after January 1, 1990, will be reduced 
by 1 O percent of the approved costs, but not to exceed $1, 000 if it is filed after the 
deadline. Any reimbursement claim submitted more than one year after the deadline will 
not be paid. 

B. Estimated Claim 

An estimated claim is defined by Government Code Section 17522 as any claim filed 
with the State Controller's Office during the fiscal year in which the mandated costs are 
to be incurred by the school district against an appropriation made to the State 
Controller's Office for the purpose of paying those costs. 

• A claimant may file an estimated claim for mandated costs to be incurred during the 
fiscal year. Estimated claims are due by January 15 of the fiscal year in which the costs 
are to be incurred or by a date specified in the claiming instructions. After having 
received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a reimbursement claim 
by January 15 of the following fiscal year. The reimbursement claim must detail the 
actual costs incurred for the fiscal year in which the estimated claim was filed. If actual 
costs are greater than or less than the estimated claim, the balance is either the amount 
due to the claimant or due from the claimant. 

C. Entitlement Claim 

An entitlement claim is defined by Government Code Section 17522 as any claim filed 
by a school district with the State Controller's Office for the sole purpose of establishing 
or adjusting a base year entitlement for a mandate that has been included in the State 
Mandates Apportionment System. School mandates included in the State Mandates 
Apportionment System are listed in Appendix A. 

Once a mandate has been included in the State Mandates Apportionment System and 
the claimant has established a base year entitlement, the claimant will receive 
automatic payments from the State Controller's Office for the mandate. The automatic 
apportionment is determined by adjusting the claimant's base year entitlement for 
changes in the implicit price deflater of costs of goods and services to governmental 
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3. 

4. 

agencies, as determined by the State Department of Finance. For programs approved 
by the Commission On State Mandates for inclusion in the State Mandates 

Apportionment System on or after January 1, 1988, the payment for each year 
succeeding the three year base period is adjusted according to any changes by both 
the deflator and average daily attendance. Annual apportionments for programs 
included in the system are paid on or before November 30 of each year. 

• A base year entitlement is determined by computing an average of the claimant's costs 
for fiscal years 1982-83, 1983-84, 1984-85 or any three consecutive years thereafter. 
The amount is first adjusted according to any changes in the deflator. The deflator is 
applied separately to each year's costs for the three years which comprise the base 
year. The State Controller's Office will perform this computation for each claimant who 
has filed claims for three consecutive years. If a claimant has incurred costs for three 
consecutive years but has not filed a claim in each of those years, the claimant may file 
an entitlement claim, Form FAM-43, to establish a base year entitlement. An entitlement 
claim does not result in the claimant being reimbursed for the costs incurred, but rather 
entitles the claimant to receive automatic payments from the State Mandates 
Apportionment System. 

Minimum Claim Amount 

The State Controller's Office will not accept or make payment on a claim of $200 or less. 
However, a county superintendent of schools may submit a combined claim which exceeds 
$200 on behalf of school districts even though an individual district's costs may be $200 or 
less, provided the county superintendent is the fiscal agent for the districts. All subsequent 
claims based upon the same mandate shall be filed in the combined form. The county 
superintendent shall attach a schedule showing the names of those school districts that are 
included in the combined claim. A school district may withdraw from the combined claim 
form by providing a written notice of its intent to file a separate claim to the county 
superintendent of schools and to the Controller at least 180 days prior to the deadline for 
filing the claim. 

Eligibility of Costs 

Unless specified in the statutes, regulations, or parameters and guidelines, the 
determination of allowable and unallowable costs for mandates is based on generally 
accepted accounting principles. The determination of allowable reimbursable mandated 
costs for unfunded mandates is made by the Commission on State Mandates. The State 
Controller's Office determines allowable reimbursable costs, subject to amendment by the 
Commission on State Mandates, for mandates funded by special legislation. Unless 
specified, allowable costs are those direct and indirect costs, less applicable credits, 
considered to be eligible for reimbursement. In order for costs to be allowable and thus 
eligible for reimbursement, the costs must meet the following general criteria. 

A. The cost is necessary and reasonable for proper and efficient administration of the 
mandate and not a general expense required to carry out the overall responsibilities of 
government. 

B. The cost is allocable to a particular cost objective . 

C. The cost is net of any applicable credits that offset or reduce expenses of items allocable to 
the mandate. 
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The State Controller's Office has identified certain costs that, for the purpose of 
claiming mandated costs, are unallowable and should not be claimed on the claim 
forms unless specified as reimbursable under the program. These expenses include, 
but are not limited to, subscriptions, depreciation, memberships, conferences, 
workshops, and general education. 

5. Cost Elements of a Claim 

Claims for reimbursement of mandated costs are comprised of allowable costs that are 
either direct or indirect. Because each mandate is unique, the cost element guidelines in 
this chapter are provided as a general reference. If the requirements of a specific mandate 
differ from these cost guidelines, the requirements outlined under the specific mandate shall 
take precedence. 

A. Direct Costs 

A direct cost is a cost that can be identified specifically with a particular program or 
activity. Costs that are typically classi~ed as direct costs are: 

Table 1 Annual Billable Hours 

Hours Per Total 
Days Day Hours 

Gross Hours 365 8 2,920 

Weekends 104 8 (832) 

Holidays (G.C. 6700) 11 8 (88) 

Vacation 14 8 (112) 

Sick Leave, Misc. 11 8 (88) 

Annual Billable Hours 1,800 

• As illustrated in Table 1, a claimant may use 1,800 hours for a full-time employee. If a 
claimant uses an amount less than 1,800 hours as annual billable hours, a computation 
of how these hours were computed must be included with the claim. 

• Compensation of employees for time devoted specifically to the execution of the 
mandate. 

• Cost of materials acquired, consumed, or expended specifically for he purpose of the 
mandate. 

• Services furnished specifically for the mandate by other entities . 

(1) Employee Wages, Salaries, and Fringe Benefits 

For each of the mandated activities performed, the claimant must list the names of the 
employees who worked on the mandate, their job classification, hours worked on the 
mandate, and rate of pay. 
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Table 2 

The claimant may in-lieu of reporting actual compensation and fringe benefits use an 
hourly rate: 

(a) Compute a billable hourly rate for salaried employees to include actual fringe 
benefit costs. The methodology for converting a salary to a billable hourly rate is 
to compute the employee's annual salary and fringe benefits and divide by the 
annual billable hours. Annual billable hours equal the gross annual hours less 
non-work hours. 

Annual Billable Rate, Salary + Benefits Method 

Formula: Description: 

[(EAS + Benefits) + ABH] = ABR EAS = Employee's Annual Salary 

ABH = Annual Billable Hours 

[($26,000 + $7,750)] + 1,800 hrs= $18.75 ABR =Annual Billable Rate 

• As illustrated in Table 2, if you assume an employee's compensation was $26,000 and 
$7,750 for annual salary and fringe benefits, respectively, using the "Salary+ Benefits 
Method," the annual billable rate would be $18.75. 

(b) A claimant may also compute the annual billable rate by using the "Percent of 
Salary Method." 

Table 3 Annual Biiiabie Rate, Percent of Salary Method 

Example: 

Step 1: Fringe Benefits as a Percent of Salary Step 2: Annual Billable Rate 

Retirement 

Social Security 

15.00% 

6.30 

Health & Dental Insurance 5.25 

Workers Compensation 

Total 

Description: 

EAS = Employee's Annual Salary 

FBR = Fringe Benefit Rate 

3.25 

29.80% 

Formula: 

[(EAS x (1 + FBR)) + ABH] = ABR 

[($26,000 + (1.2698)) + 1,800] = $18.75 

ABH = Annual Billable Hours 

ABR = Annual Billable Rate 

• As illustrated in Table 3, both methods produce the same annual billable rate. 

Reimbursement for personal services includes, but is not limited to, compensation 
paid for salaries, wages and employee fringe benefits. Employee fringe benefits 
include regular compensation paid to employees during periods of authorized 
absences (i.e., annual leave, sick leave, etc.) and employer's contributions for social 
security, pension plans, insurance, workmen's compensation insurance and similar 
payments. These benefits are eligible for reimbursement as long as they are 
distributed equitably to all activities. Whether these costs are allowable is based on 
the following presumptions: 

• The amount of compensation is reasonable for the service rendered. 
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• The compensation paid and benefits received are appropriately authorized by the 
governing board. 

• Amounts charged for personal services are based on payroll documents that 
aresupported by time and attendance or equivalent records for individual employees. 

• The methods used to distribute personal services should produce an equitable 
distribution of direct and indirect allowable costs. 

For each of the employees included in the claim, the claimant must use reasonable 
rates and hours in computing the wage cost. If a person of a higher-level job position 
performs an activity which normally would be performed by a lower-level position, 
reimbursement for time spent is allowable at the average salary range for the 
lower-level position. The salary rate of the person at the higher-level position may be 
claimed if it can be shown that it was more cost effective in comparison to the 
performance by a person at the lower-level position under normal circumstances and 
conditions. The number of hours charged to an activity should reflect the time 
expected to complete the activity under normal circumstances and conditions. The 
number of hours in excess of normal expected hours are not reimbursable. 

It is the responsibility of the claimant to make available to the State Controller's Office, 
upon request, documentation in the form of time sheets, payroll journals, canceled 
payroll warrants, personnel files, organization charts, duty statements, pay rate 
schedules, and other relevant documents to support claimed costs. The type of 
documentation necessary for each claim may differ with the type of mandate. 

(2) Materials and Supplies 

Only those materials and supplies not included in the overhead rate and used 
exclusively for the mandated activity are reimbursable under this cost element. The 
claimant must list the materials and supplies that were used to perform the mandated 
activity, the number of units consumed, the cost per unit and the dollar amount 
claimed as a cost. Material and supplies purchased to perform a particular mandated 
activity are expected to be reasonable in quality, quantity and costs. Purchases in 
excess of reasonable quality, quantity and costs are not reimbursable. Materials and 
supplfes that are withdrawn from inventory must be charged to the mandated activity 
based upon a recognized method of pricing, consistently applied. 

It is the responsibility of the claimant to make available to the State Controller, upon 
request, documentation in the form of general and subsidiary ledgers, purchase 
orders, invoices, canceled warrants and other inventory records to support claimed 
costs. The type of documentation necessary for each claim may differ with the type of 
mandate. 

(3) Contracted Services 

For each of the activities performed, the claimant must list the name of the consulting 
firm that was contracted with to provide the service and describe the specific 
mandated activities performed by the consultant. The claimant must also provide the 
inclusive dates when the service was performed, the number of hours spent to perform 
the mandate, and the consultant's hourly billing rate. The hourly billing rate shall not 
exceed the rate specified in the claiming instructions for the mandated program. The 

• 

• 

consultant's statement, which includes an itemized list of costs for services performed, • 
must accompany the claim. 
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(4) 

It is the responsibility of the claimant to make available to the State Controller, upon 
request, documentation in the form of general and subsidiary ledgers, contracts, 
invoices, canceled warrants and other relevant documents to support the claimed 
costs. The type of documentation necessary for each claim may differ with the type of 
mandate. 

Equipment Rental Costs 

Equipment purchases and leases (with an option to purchase) are not reimbursable as 
a direct cost unless specifically allowed by the claiming instructions for a particular 
mandate. Equipment rentals used solely for the mandate are reimbursable to the 
extent such costs do not exceed the retail purchase price of the equipment plus a 
finance charge. For each of the activities performed, the claimant must identify the 
equipment that was rented, the time period for which the equipment was rented and 
the cost of the rental. 

It is the responsibility of the claimant to make available to the State Controller, upon 
request, documentation in the form of general and subsidiary ledgers, invoices, 
canceled warrants, equipment usage records, and other relevant documents to 
support the claimed costs. The type of documentation necessary for each claim may 
differ with the type of mandate. 

(5) Capital Outlays 

Capital outlays for land, building, equipment, furniture and fixtures may be claimed 
only if the claiming instructions specify them as allowable for the program. If the 
capital outlays are allowable, the claiming instructions for the mandated program will 
specify the basis for the reimbursement. 

It is the responsibility of the claimant to make available to the State Controller, upon 
request, documentation in the form of general and subsidiary ledgers, invoices, 
canceled warrants, equipment usage records, and other relevant documents to 
support the claimed costs. The type of documentation necessary for each claim may 
differ with the type of mandate. 

(6) Travel Expenses 

Revised 10/98 

Travel expenses are normally reimbursable in accordance with travel rules and 
regulations of local jurisdictions, except for programs which must be reimbursed in 
accordance with the State Board of Control travel standards (Refer to Appendix B, 
State of California Travel Expense Guidelines, for current rates.). For each activity 
performed, the claimant must identify the purpose of the trip, the name and address of 
the person incurring the expense, the date and time of departure and return for each 
trip, a description of each expense claimed, the cost of commercial transportation or 
number of private auto miles traveled and amount of tolls and parking with receipts 
over $6.00. 

It is the responsibility of the claimant to make available to the State Controller, upon 
request, documentation in the form of general and subsidiary ledgers, receipts, 
employee time sheets, canceled warrants, agency travel guidelines, and other relevant 
documents to support the claimed costs. The type of documentation the claimant 
should submit with the claim differs with the type of mandate and is discussed in the 
Claim Forms and Instructions section of each mandate . 
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B. Indirect Cost 

Indirect costs are: (a) Incurred for a common or joint purpose benefiting more than one cost • 
objective, and (b) not readily assignable to the cost objectives specifically benefited, without 
effort disproportionate to the results achieved. Indirect costs can originate in the 
department performing the mandate or in departments that supply the department 
performing the mandate with goods, services and facilities. As noted previously, in order for 
a cost to be allowable, it must be allocable to a particular cost objective. With respect to 
indirect costs, this requires that the cost be distributed to benefiting cost objectives on 
bases which produce an equitable result in relation to the benefits derived by the mandate. 

(1) Indirect Costs for Schools 

School districts and county superintendents of schools may claim indirect costs 
incurred for mandated costs. For fiscal years prior to 1986-87, school districts and 
county superintendents of schools may use the Department of Education Form Nos. 
J41A or J-73A, respectively, applicable to the fiscal year of the claim. The rate, 
however, must not be applied to items of direct costs claimed in complying with the 
mandate if those same costs are included in cost centers identified as General 
Support (i.e., EDP Codes 400, 405, 410 in Column 3). For the 1986-87 and 
subsequent fiscal years, school districts and county superintendents of schools may 
use the Annual Program Cost Data Report, Department of Education Form Nos. J-380 
or J-580, respectively, applicable to the fiscal year of the claim. 

The amount of indirect costs the claimant is eligible to claim is computed by 
multiplying the rate by direct costs. When applying the rate, multiply the rate by direct 
costs not included in total support services EDP No.422 of the J-380 or J-580. If there 
are any exceptions to this general rule for applying the indirect cost rate, they will be • 
found in the individual mandate instructions. 

(2) Indirect Cost Rate for Community Colleges 

A college has the option of using a federally approved rate, utilizing the cost 
accounting principles from Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21 "Cost 
Principles for Educational Institutions," or the State Controller's methodology outlined 
in the following paragraphs. If the federal rate is used, it must be from the same fiscal 
year in which the costs were incurred. 

The State Controller allows the following methodology for use by community colleges 
in computing an indirect cost rate for state mandates. The objective of this 
computation is to determine an equitable rate for use in allocating administrative 
support to personnel that performed the mandated cost activities claimed by the 
community college. This methodology assumes that administrative services are 
provided to all activities of the institution in relation to the direct costs incurred in the 
performance of those activities. Form FAM-29C has been developed to assist the 
community college in computing an indirect cost rate for state mandates. Completion 
of this form consists of three main steps: 

• The elimination of unallowable costs from the expenses reported on the financial 
statements. 

• The segregation of the adjusted expenses between those incurred for direct and indirect 
activities. 
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• Table 4 Indirect Cost Rate for Community Colleges 

MANDATED COST FORM 
INDIRECT COST RATE FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES FAM-29C 

(01) Claimant: (02) Period of Claim: 

(03) Expeditures by Activity (04) Allowable Costs 

Activity EDP Total Adjustments Total Indirect Direct 

Subtotal Instruction 599 $19,590,357 $1,339,059 $18,251,298 $0 $18,251,298 

Instructional Administration 6000 

Academic Administration 301 2,941,386 105,348 2,836,038 0 2,836,038 

Course Curriculum & Develop. 302 21,595 0 21,595 0 21,595 

Instructional Support Serivce 6100 

Learning Center 311 22,737 863 21,874 0 21,874 

Library 312 518,220 2,591 515,629 0 515,629 

Media 313 522,530 115,710 406,820 0 406,820 

Museums and Galleries 314 0 0 0 0 0 

Admissions and Records 6200 584,939 12,952 571,987 0 571,987 

• Counseling and Guidance 6300 1,679,596 54,401 1,625,195 0 1,625,195 

Other Student Services 6400 

Financial Aid Administration 321 391,459 20,724 370,735 0 370,735 

Health Services 322 0 0 0 0 0 

Job Placement Services 323 83,663 0 83,663 0 83,663 

Student Personnel Admin. 324 289,926 12,953 276,973 0 276,973 

Veterans Services 325 25,427 0 25,427 0 25,427 

Other Student Services 329 0 0 0 0 0 

Operation & Maintenance 6500 

Building Maintenance 331 1,079,260 44,039 1,035,221 0 1,035,221 

Custodial Services 332 1,227,668 33,677 1,193,991 0 1,193,991 

Grounds Maintenance 333 596,257 70,807 525,450 0 525,450 

Utilities 334 1,236,305 0 1,236,305 0 1,236,305 

Other 339 3,454 3,454 0 0 0 

Planning and Policy Making 6600 587,817 22,451 565,366 565,366 0 

General Inst. Support Services 6700 

Community Relations 341 0 0 0 0 0 

Fiscal Operations 342 634,605 17,270 617,335 553,184 (a) 64,151 

Subtotal $32,037,201 $1,856,299 $30, 180,902 $1,118,550 $29,062,352 
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Table 4 Indirect Cost Rate for Community Colleges (continued) • MANDATED COST FORM 
INDIRECT COST RATE FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES FAM-29C 

(01) Claimant: (02) Period of Claim: 

(03) Expeditures by Activity (04) Allowable Costs 

Activity EDP Total Adjustments Total Indirect Direct 

General Inst. Sup. Serv. (cont.) 6700 

Administrative Services 343 $1,244,248 $219,331 $1,024,917 $933,494 (a) $91,423 

Logistical Services 344 1,650,889 126,935 1,523,954 1,523,954 0 

Staff Services 345 0 0 0 0 0 

Noninstr. Staff Benft & lncent. 346 10,937 0 10,937 0 10,937 

Community Services 6800 

Community Recreation 351 703,858 20,509 683,349 0 683,349 

Community Service Classes 352 423,188 24,826 398,362 0 398,362 

Community Use of Facilities 353 89,877 10,096 79,781 0 79,781 

Ancilliary Services 6900 

Bookstores 361 0 0 0 0 0 

Child Development Center 362 89,051 1,206 87,845 0 87,845 • Farm Operations 363 0 0 0 0 0 

Food Services 364 0 0 0 0 0 

Parking 365 420,274 6,857 413,417 0 413,417 

Student Activities 3663 0 0 0 0 0 

Student Housing 67 0 0 0 0 0 

Other 379 0 0 0 0 0 

Auxiliary Operations 7000 

Auxiliary Classes 381 1,124,557 12,401 1,112,156 0 1, 112, 156 

Other Auxiliary Operations 382 0 0 0 0 0 

Physical Property Acquisitions 7100 814,318 814,318 0 0 0 

(06) Total $38,608,398 $3,092,778 $35,515,620 $3,575,998 $31,939,622 

(07) Indirect Cost Rate: (Total Indirect CostfTotal Direct Cost) 11.1961% 

(08) Notes 

(a) Mandated Cost activities designated as direct costs per claim instructions. 
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• The development of a ratio between the total indirect expenses and total direct expenses 
incurred by the community college . 

The computation is based on total expenditures as reported in "California Community 
Colleges Annual Financial and Budget Report, Expenditures by Activity (CCFS-311)." 
Expenditures classified by activity are segregated by the function they serve. Each 
function may include expenses for salaries, fringe benefits, supplies and capital outlay. 
OMB Circular A-21 requires expenditures for capital outlays to be excluded from the 
indirect cost rate computation. 

Generally, a direct cost is one incurred specifically for one activity, while indirect costs 
are of a more general nature and are incurred for the benefit of several activities. As 
previously noted, the objective of this computation is to equitably allocate 
administrative support costs to personnel that perform mandated cost activities 
claimed by the college. For the purpose of this computation we have defined indirect 
costs to be those costs which provide administrative support to personnel who perform 
mandated cost activities. We have defined direct costs to be those indirect costs that 
do not provide administrative support to personnel who perform mandated cost 
activities and those costs that are directly related to instructional activities of the 
college. Accounts that should be classified as indirect costs are: Planning and Policy 
Making, Fiscal Operations, General Administrative Services and Logistical Services. 
If any costs included in these accounts are claimed as a mandated cost (i.e. salaries 
of employee performing mandated cost activities), the cost should be reclassified as a 
direct cost. Accounts in the following groups of accounts should be classified as direct 
costs: Instruction, Instructional Administration, Instructional Support Services, 
Admissions and Records, Counseling and Guidance, Other Student Services, 
Operation and Maintenance of Plant, Community Relations, Staff Services, 
Non-instructional Staff-Retirees' Benefits and Retirement Incentives, Community 
Services, Ancillary Services and Auxiliary Operations. A college may classify a 
portion of the expenses reported in the account Operation and Maintenance of Plant 
as indirect. The claimant has the option of using a 7% or a higher expense 
percentage is allowable if the college can support its allocation basis. 

The rate, derived by determining the ratio of total indirect expenses and total direct 
expenses when applied to the direct costs claimed, will result in an equitable 
distribution of the college's mandate related indirect costs. An example of the 
methodology used to compute an indirect cost rate is presented in Table 4. 

C. Offset Against Mandated Claims 

As noted previously, allowable costs are defined as those direct and indirect costs, less 
applicable credits, considered to be eligible for reimbursement. When all or part of the 
costs of a mandated program are specifically reimbursable from local assistance revenue 
sources (e.g., state, federal, foundation, etc.), only that portion of any increased costs 
payable from school district funds is eligible for reimbursement under the provisions of 
Government Code Section 17561 . 
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Example 1: 

As illustrated in Table 5, this example shows how the "Offset Against State Mandated • 
Claims" is determined for school districts receiving block grant revenues not based on a 
formula allocation. Program costs for each of the situations equals $100,000. 

Table 5 Offset Against State Mandates, Example 1 

Actual Local State Offset Against Claimable 
Program Assistance Mandated State Mandated Mandated 

Costs Revenues Costs Claims Costs 

1. $100,000 $95,000 $2,500 $-0- $2,500 

2. 100,000 97,000 2,500 -0- 2,500 

3. 100,000 98,000 2,500 500 2,000 

4. 100,000 100,000 2,500 2,500 -0-

5. 100,000 * 50,000 2,500 1,250 1,250 

6. 100,000 * 49,000 2,500 250 2,250 

*School district share is $50,000 of the program cost. 

Numbers (1) through (4), in Table 5, show intended funding at 100% from local assistance 
revenue sources. Numbers (5) and (6) show cost sharing on a 50/50 basis with the district. 

In numbers (1) through (6), included in the program costs of $100,000 are state mandated • 
costs of $2,500. Offset Against State Mandated Claims is the amount of actual local 
assistance revenues which exceeds the difference between program costs and state 
mandated costs. The Offset Against State Mandated Claims cannot exceed the amount of 
state mandated costs. 

In (1), local assistance revenues were less than expected. Local assistance funding was 
not in excess of the difference between program costs and state mandated costs. As a 
result, the Offset Against State Mandated Claims is zero and $2,500 is claimable as 
mandated costs. 

In (4), local assistance revenues were fully realized to cover the entire cost of the program, 
including the state mandate activity; therefore, the Offset Against State Mandated Claims is 
$2,500. 

In (5), the district is sharing 50% of the project cost . Since local assistance revenues of 
$50,000 were fully realized, the Offset Against State Mandated Claims is $1,250. 

In (6), local assistance revenues were less than the amount expended and the Offset 
Against State Mandated Claims is $250. Therefore, the Claimable Mandated Costs are 
$2,250. 
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6. 

Example 2: 

As illustrated in Table 6, this example shows how the Offset Against State Mandated Claims 
is determined for school districts receiving special project funds based on approved actual 
costs. local assistance revenues for special projects must be applied proportionately to 
approved costs. 

Table 6 Offset Against State Mandates, Example 2 

Actual Local State Offset Against Claimable 
Program Assistance Mandated State Mandated Mandated 

Costs Revenues Costs Claims Costs 

1. $100,000 $100,000 $2,500 $2,500 $-0-

2. 100,000 ** 75,000 2,500 1,875 625 

3. 100,000 ** 45,000 1,500 1,125 375 

** School district share is $25,000 of the program cost. 

In (2), the entire program cost was approved. Since the local assistance 
revenue source covers 75% of the program cost, it also proportionately covered 75% of the 
$2,500 state mandated costs, or $1,875. 

If in (3) local assistance revenues are less than the amount expected because only $60,000 
of the $100,000 program costs were determined to be valid by the contracting agency, then 
a proportionate share of State Mandated Costs is likewise reduced to $1,500. The Offset 
Against State Mandated Claims is $1, 125 Therefore, the Claimable Mandated Costs are 
$375. 

Federal and State Funding Sources 

The listing in Appendix C is not inclusive of all funding sources that should be offset against 
mandated claims but contains some of the more common ones. State school fund 
apportionments and federal aid for education, which are based on average daily attendance and 
are part of the general system of financing public schools as well as block grants which do not 
provide for specific reimbursement of costs (i.e., allocation formulas not tied to expenditures), 
should not be included as reimbursements from local assistance revenue sources. 

7. Governing Authority 

8. 

The costs of salaries and expenses of the governing authority, such as the school superintendent 
and governing board, are not reimbursable. These are costs of general government as described 
by the federal guideline entitled "Cost Principle and Procedures for Establishing Cost Allocation 
Plans and Indirect Cost Rates for Grants and Contracts with the Federal Government," A-87. 

Payment of Claim by State Controller's Office 

All claims submitted to the State Controller's Office are reviewed to determine if the claim was 
prepared in accordance with the claiming instructions. If any adjustments are made to a claim, 
the claimant will receive a "Notice of Claim Adjustments" detailing adjustments made by the State 
Controller's Office. 
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9. Audit of Claim by State Controller's Office 

The State Controller's Office has the authority to audit the records of a claimant and may reduce • 
any claim which is determined by the State Controller's Office to be excessive or unreasonable. 
The claimant has the responsibility of retaining, for a period of two years after the end of the 
calendar year in which the reimbursement claim is filed or last amended, all supporting 
documents (books of original entry, general and subsidiary ledgers, purchase orders, invoices, 
canceled warrants and payroll records). In those instances where no funds are appropriated for 
the program for the fiscal year which the claim is made, the time for the State Controller's Office 
to initiate an audit commence to run from the date of initial payment of the claim. The claimant 
also has the responsibility of organizing the claim, supporting work papers and source documents 
in a manner which provides the auditor with a clear audit trail from the claim to supporting 
documents. 

10. Claim Forms and Instructions 

A claimant may submit a computer generated report in substitution for Form 1 and Form 2, 
provided the format of the report and data fields contained within the report are identical to the 
claim forms included with these instructions. The claim forms provided with these instructions 
should be duplicated and used by the claimant to file an estimated or reimbursement claim. The 
State Controller's Office will revise the manual and claim forms as necessary. 

A. Form 2, Component/Activity Cost Detail 

This form is used to segregate the detail costs by claim component. In some mandates, 
specific reimbursable activities have been identified for each component. The expenses • 
reported on this form must be supported by the official financial records of the claimant and 

copies of supporting documentation, as specified in the claiming instructions, must be 
submitted with the claims. All supporting documents must be retained for a period of not 
less than two years after the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim is filed or last 
amended. 

B. Form 1, Claim Summary 

This form is used to summarize direct costs by component and compute allowable indirect 
costs for the mandate. The direct costs summarized on this form are derived from Forms 2 
and are carried forward to Form FAM-27. 

Community colleges have the option of using a federally approved rate (i.e., utilizing the 
cost accounting principles from Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21) or Form 
FAM-29C. 

C. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

This form contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized representative of the 
county. All applicable information from Form 1 must be carried forward onto this form in 
order for the State Controller's Office to process the claim for· payment. 
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INVESTMENT REPORTS 

1. Summary of Chapters 783/95, 156196,and 749/96 

Government Code§ 53646, subdivisions (a), (b), and (e), as added and amended by 
Chapter 783, Statutes of 1995, Chapters 156 and 749, Statutes of 1996, requires the 
treasurer or chief fiscal officer to render an annual statement of investment policy and a 
quarter1y report of investments, containing specified information to the legislative body and 
oversight committee, as specified. 

On March 27, 1997, the Commission on State Mandates determined that Chapter 783, 
Statutes of 1995, Chapters 156 and 749, Statutes of 1996 resulted in state mandated costs 
that are reimbursable pursuant to Part 7 (commencing with Government Code§ 17500) of 
Division 4 of Title 2. 

2. Eligible Claimants 

Any school district (K-12), county office of education, or community college district, that 
incurs increased costs as a result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of 
these costs. 

3. Appropriations 

These claiming instructions are issued following the adoption of the program's parameters 
and guidelines by the Commission on State Mandates. Funding for payment of initial 
claims covering fiscal period January 1, 1996 through June 30, 1996 and fiscal years 
1996-97, and 1997-98, may be made available in a future appropriations act subject to the 
approval of the Legislature and the Governor. 

To determine if this program is funded in subsequent fiscal years, refer to the schedule 
"Appropriation for State Mandated Cost Programs" in the "Annual Claiming Instructions for 
State Mandated Costs" issued in September of each year to county superintendents of 
schools and superintendents of schools. 

4. Types of Claims 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims 

A claimant may file a reimbursement and/or an estimated claim. A reimbursement 
claim details the costs actually incurred for a prior fiscal year. An estimated claim 
shows the costs to be incurred for the current fiscal year. 

B. Minimum Claim 

New 1/98 

Government Code§ 17564(a) provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to 
Government Code§ 17561 unless such a claim exceeds $200 per program per fiscal 
year. However, any county superintendent of schools, as fiscal agent for the school 
district, may submit a combined claim in excess of $200 on behalf of one or more 
districts within the county even if the individual district's claim does not exceed $200. 
A combined claim must show the individual costs for each district. Once a combined 
claim is filed, all subsequent years relating to the same mandate must be filed in a 
combined form. The county receives the reimbursement payment and is responsible 
for disbursing funds to each participating district. A district may withdraw from the 
combined claim form by providing a written notice to the county superintendent of 
schools and the State Controller's Office of its intent to file a separate claim, at least 
180 days prior to the deadline for filing the claim. 
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5. Filing Deadline 

A. Initial Claims 

Initial claims must be filed within 120 days from the issuance of claiming instructions. 
Accordingly: 

(1) Reimbursement claims detailing the actual costs incurred for the period 1/1/96 to 
6/30/96 and 1996/97 fiscal years must be filed wth the State Controller's Office and 
postmarked by May 20, 1998. If the reimbursement claim is filed after the deadline 
of May 20, 1998, the approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not 
to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline wll not be 
accepted. 

(2) Estimated claims for costs to be incurred during the 1997/98 fiscal year must be filed 
wth the State Controller's Office and postmarked by May 20, 1998. Timely filed 
estimated claims are paid before late claims. If a payment is received for the 
estimated claim, a 1997/98 reimbursement claim must be filed by November 30, 
1998. 

B. Annually Thereafter 

Refer to the item, "Reimbursable State Mandated Cost Programs", contained in the 
cover letter for mandated cost programs issued annually in September, \'klich 
identifies the fiscal years for \'klich claims may be filed. If an "x" is sho'Ml for the 
program listed under "19_119_ Reimbursement Claim", and/or "19_/19_ 
Estimated Claim", claims may be filed as follows: 

(1) An estimated claim filed wth the State Controller's Office must be postmarked by 
November 30 of the fiscal year in \'klich costs are to be incurred. Timely filed 
estimated claims wll be paid before late claims. 

After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a 
reimbursement claim by November 30 of the followng fiscal year. If the district 
fails to file a reimbursement claim, monies received for the estimated claim must 
be returned to the State. If no estimated claim was filed, the agency may file a 
reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs incurred for the fiscal year, 
provided there was an appropriation for the program for that fiscal year. For 
information regarding appropriations for reimbursement claims, refer to the 
"Appropriation for State Mandated Cost Programs" in the previous fiscal year's 
annual claiming instructions. 

(2) A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed wth the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30 followng the fiscal year in V\flich 
costs were incurred. If the claim is filed after the deadline but by November 30 of the 
succeeding fiscal year, the approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, 
not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline wll not be 
accepted. 

6. Reimbursable Components 

For each eligible claimant, the direct and indirect cost of labor, supplies, and services 
incurred for the followng mandated components are reimbursable: 

A. Statement of Investment Policy 

Prepare and submit the annual statement of investment policy and changes to: 

(1) The legislative body and any oversight committee for consideration at a public 
meeting, effective January 1, 1996. 
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(2) The county board of supe!Visors and any oversight committee for review and 
approval at a public meeting, effective January 1, 1997. 

B. Quarterly Report of Investments 

(1) Implementation Costs 

Develop or modify existing policies and procedures for accumulating and 
compiling data to prepare the quarterly report of investments, as required in 
§ 53646, subdivisions (b)(1), (2), (3), and/or (e). 

(2) Ongoing Costs 

(a) Accumulate and compile data necessary to prepare the quarterly reporls of 
investments, as required in Government Code§ 53646, subdivision (b)(1), 
(2), (3), and/or (e). 

(b) Render a quarterly report of investments to the chief executive officer, the 
internal auditor, and the legislative body of the school district as required in 
Government Code§ 53646, subdivision (b)(1). 

7. Reimbursement Limitations 

A. Reimbursement claims may be filed for costs incurred, as follows: 

(1) Pursuant to Chapter 783, Statutes of 1995, costs are reimbursable on or after 
January 1, 1996. See 6.A.(1) above. 

(2) Pursuant to Chapter 156, Statutes of 1996, costs are reimbursable on or after 
July 12, 1996. See 6.B.(2)(b) above. Permit the use of a statement, in lieu of the 
report, for any investment in an insured account. 

(3) Pursuant to Chapter 749, Statutes of 1996, costs are reimbursable on or after 
January 1, 1997. See 6.A.(2) above. 

B. Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source (e.g., 
se1Vice fees collected, federal funds, other state funds etc.,) as a result of this mandate 
shall be identified and deducted so only the net local cost is claimed. 

8. Claiming Forms and Instructions 

The diagram "Illustration of Claim Forms" provides a graphical presentation of forms 
required to be filed v.ith a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated report in 
substitution for forms INR-1 and INR-2 provided the format of the report and data fields 
contained v.ithin the report are identical to the claim forms included in these instructions. 
The claim forms provided v.ith these instructions should be duplicated and used by the 
claimant to file estimated or reimbursement claims. The State Controller's Office IMll 
revise the manual and claim forms as necessary. In such instances, new replacement 
forms v.ill be mailed to claimants. 

A. Form INR-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail 

New1/98 

This form is used to segregate the detailed costs by claim component. A separate 
form INR-2 must be completed for each cost component being claimed. Costs 
reported on this form must be supported as follows: 

(1) Salaries and Benefits 

Identify the employee(s), and/or show the classification of the employee(s) 
involved. Describe the mandated functions performed and specify the actual 
time devoted to each function by each employee, the productive hourly rates 
and related fringe benefits. 
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Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but 
are not limited to, employee time records that show the employee's actual time 
spent on this mandate. 

(2) Materials and Supplies 

Only expenditures that can be identified as a direct cost of this mandate may be 
claimed. List the cost of materials consumed or expended specifically for the 
purpose of this mandate. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but 
are not limited to, invoices, receipts, purchase orders and other documents 
evidencing the validity of the expenditures. 

(3) Contracted Services 

Contracting costs are reimbursable to the extent that the function to be performed 
requires special skill or knowiedge that is not readily available from the claimant's 
staff or the service to be provided by the contractor is cost effective. 

Give the name(s) of contractor(s) who performed the service(s). Describe the 
activities performed by each named contractor, actual time spent on this 
mandate, inclusive dates when services were performed, and itemize all costs for 
services performed. Attach consultant invoices with the claim. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but 
are not limited to, contracts, invoices, and other documents evidencing the 
validity of the expenditures. 

(4) Fixed Assets 

List the cost of fixed assets acquired specifically for the purpose of this mandate. 
Explain the use of each fixed asset. Leased fixed assets (with an option to 
purchase), are considered purchases. The cost of the fixed asset cannot be 
expensed for the year of purchase, unless permitted by the Commission on State 
Mandates. Only the asset's yearly depreciated value using the straight-line 
method may be claimed. The Internal Revenue Service, "Publication 946" may 
be used to obtain an estimated useful life for the fixed asset. If a fixed asset is 
acquired for the subject state mandate, but is utilized in some way not directly 
related to the program, only the pro-rated portion of the asset which is used for 
purposes of the program is reimbursable. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but 
are not limited to, invoices, receipts, purchase orders and other documents 
evidencing the validity of the purchases. 

(5) Training 

Only the cost for a reasonable number of employees attending the training is 
reimbursable. Specialized training must be justified in writing by the claimant. 
Give the class title, dates, location, and name(s) of the employee(s) attending 
training classes associated with the mandate. Reimbursable costs include 
salaries and benefits for time spent, the registration fee, transportation, lodging, 
and per diem. Reimbursement for travel expenses, lodging and per diem shall 
not exceed those rates which are applicable to state employees. Refer to the 
Appendix: State of California Travel Expense Guidelines. 

For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained for a period of two 
years after the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or 
last amended, whichever is later. When no funds are appropriated for the initial claim 
at the time the claim was filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years 
from the date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be made 
available to the State Controller's Office on request. 
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B. Form INR-1, Claim Summary 

This form is used to summarize direct costs by claim component and compute 
allowable indirect costs for the mandate. Claim statistics shall identify fhe work 
performed for costs claimed. The claimant must give the number of investment 
reports prepared during the fiscal year of the claim. 

School districts and local offices of education may compute the amount of indirect 
costs utilizing the State Department of Education's Annual Program Cost Data Report 
J-380 or J-580 rate, as applicable. The cost data on this form is carried forward to 
form FAM-27. 

C. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

New 1/98 

Form FAM-27 contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized 
representative of the district All applicable information from form INR-1 must be 
carried forward to this form for the State Controllers Office to process the claim for 
payment 

! 

Form lNR-2 

ComponenU 

Actiwy 

Cost Detail 

.l, 

Form INR-1 

Claim Summary 

• 
FAM-27 
Claim 

for Payment 

~ 

Illustration of Claim Forms 

Form INR-2 Component/Activity Cost Detail 

Complete a separate form INR-2, for each cost 

component for 'Nhich expenses are claimed . 

1. Statement of Investment Policy 

2. Quarterly Report of Investments 
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CLAIM FOR PAYMENT 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 

INVESTMENT REPORTS 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

(19) Program Number00161 
(20) Date File 
(21) LRS Input 

{01) Claimant Identification Number 
l 

Reimbursement Claim Data 

A 
B 
E 
L 

(02) Mailing Address 

Claimant Name 

(22) INR-1, (03) 

(Zl) INR-1, (04)(1)(fj 

H County of Location 

E 

(24) INR-1, (04)(2)(D 

R Street Address or P. 0 . Box 
E 

(25) INR-1, (06) 

State Zip Code (26) 

Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (27) 

(03) Estimated D (09) Reimbursement D (28) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined 

(05) Amended 0 (11) Amended 

Fiscal Year of 
Cost 

Total Claimed 

(06) 
19_/19_ 

(07) 

Less: 10°/o Late Penalty, but not to 
exceed $1000 

Less: Estimated Claim Payment 

Net Claimed Amount 

Due from State 

Due to State 

(38) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

(12) 
19_/19_ 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

0(29) 

D (30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

In accordance \Mth the provisions of Government Code 17561, I certify that I am the person authorized by the local agency to file 
claims Wth the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 783, Statutes of 1995, Chapters 156 and 749, Statutes of 1996; and 
certify under penalty of perjury that I have not violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there vvas no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by 
Chapter 783, Statutes of 1995, Chapters 156 and 749, Statutes of 1996. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs for the mandated program of Chapter 783, Statutes of 1995, Chapters 156 and 749, Statutes of 1996 set forth on the 
attached stat em en ts. 

Signature of Authorized Representative 

Type or Print Name 

(39) Name of Contact Person for Claim 

1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1 

Form FAM-27 (New 1/98) 

Date 

Title 

Telephone Number 

LLLJ l_Ll_I l_l_l_LI Ext. l_LLLI 
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(01) 

(02) 

(03) 

(04) 

(05) 

(06) 

(07) 

(08) 

(09) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

Leave blank. 

INVESTMENT REPORTS 

Certification Claim Form 

Instructions 

FORM 

FAM-27 

A set of maJHng labels vvith the claimant's 1.0. number and address has been enclosed with the claiming instructions. The 
mailing labels are designed to speed processing and prevent common errors that delay payment. Affix a label in the place 
shown on form FAM-27. Cross out any errors and print the correct information on the label. Add any missing address items, 
except county of location and a person's name. If you did not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

lf filing an original estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on tine {03) Estimated. 

If filing an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04) Combined. 

If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "X'' in the box on line {05) Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank 

Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. 

Enter the amount of estimated claim. If estimate exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 100&, complete 
form !NR-1 and enter the amount from line (11 ). !f more than one form INR-1 is completed due to multiple department 
involvement in this mandate, add line (11) of each form INR-1. 

Enter the same amount as shown in line (07). 

If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X'' in the box on line (00) Reimbursement. 

If filing an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (10) Combined. 

If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended. 

Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

Enter the amount of reimbursement claim from form INR-1, line (11 ). If more than one form INR-1 is completed due to multiple 
department involvement in this mandate, add line (11) of each form tNR-1. 

Filing Deadline. Initial Cf aims of Chs. 783fJ5 156/96 and 749/96. If the reimbursement claim for the period 111196 to 6/'3J/96 or 
fiscal year 1006197 is filed after May 20, 1998, the claim must be reduced by a late penalty. Enter the product of multiplying line 
(13) by the factor 0.10 (1CY1k penalty) or $1,0JO, whichever is less. 

Filing Deadline. Annually Thereafter. If the reimbursement claim is filed after November 30 following the fiscal year in which 
costs were incurred, the claim must be reduced by a !ate penalty. Enterthe product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.10 
(1 CY% penalty) or $1,0JO, whichever is less. 

lf you are filing a reimbursement claim and have previously filed an estimated claim for the same fiscal year, enter the amount 
received for the estimated claim. otherwise, enter a zero. 

Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

If line (16) Net C!almed Amount is positive, enter that amount on line (17) Due from State. 

If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is negative, enter that amount in line (18) Due to State. 

Leave blank. (19)to(21) 

(22) to (37) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left~hand column of lines (22) through (25) for 
the reimbursement claim [e.g., INR~1, (03), means the information is located on form INR-1, line (CX3). Enter the information on 

the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, {i.e., no cents). Indirect cost 

(38) 

(39) 

percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol (Le., 7.548% should be sho'vV!1 as 8). The claim 
cannot be processed for payment unless this data block is correct and complete. 

Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If the statement is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's 
authorized representative and must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless 
accompanied by a signed certification. 

Enter the name of the person and telephone number that this office should contact if additional information is required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED ORIGINAL AND A COPY OF FORM FAM-27, AND A COPY OF ALL OTHER FORMS AND 
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS TO: 

Address, if delivered by 
U. S. Postal Service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursement Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Address, if delivered by 
other delivery setvice: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursement Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 501 
Sacramento, CA 95816 
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MANDATED COSTS 

INVESTMENT REPORTS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

FORM 

INR-1 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement 
Estimated 19_/19 

Claim Statistics 

(03) Number of investment reports prepared during the fiscal year 

(04) Reimbursable Components: (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Salaries and Materials and Training Contracted Fixed Assets Total 
Benefits Supplles Services 

1. Statement of Investment Policy 

2. Quarterly Report of Investments 

(05) Total Direct Costs 

Indirect Costs 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate [From J-380 or J-580] 
% 

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (06) x (line (05)(1) - {line (05)(d) + line (05)(e)})] 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (05)(1) + line (07)] 

Cost Reduction 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

(10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (08) - {Line (00) + Line (1 O)}] 
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INVESTMENT REPORTS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

(01} Enter the name of the claimant. 

FORM 

INR-1 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year of costs. Form INR-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete 
form INR-1 if you are filing an estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs by more than 10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, 
line (07), Estimated. However, if the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by 
more than 10%, form INR-1 must be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. 
Without this information the high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous 
fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) Enter the number of investment reports that were prepared during the fiscal year .. 

(04) Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the totals from form INR-2, line 
(05) columns (d), (e), (f}, (g}, and (h) to form INR-1, block (04) columns (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) in the 
appropriate row. Total each row. 

(05) Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through (f}. 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate. Enter the indirect cost rate from the Department of Education form J-380 or J-580, 
as applicable, for the fiscal year of costs. 

(07) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06) by Total Direct Costs, 
line (05)(f) reduced by the sum of Contracted Services, line (05)(d), and Fixed Assets, line (05)(e). 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (05)(f), and Total Indirect Costs, 
line (07). 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct 
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim. 

(10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of other reimbursements received from 
any source, (i.e., service fees collected, federal funds, other state funds, etc.) Vvilich reimbursed any 
portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the reimbursement sources and 
amounts. 

(11) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (09) and Other Reimbursements, 
line (10) from Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (08). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the 
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim, or line (13) for the Reimbursement 
Claim. 
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MANDATED COSTS FORM 
INVESTMENT REPORTS INR-2 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year Costs Were Incurred 

(03) Reimbursable Components: Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed. 

c::J Statement of Investment Policy 

c::J Quarterly Report of Investments 

(04) Description of Expenses: Complete columns (a) through (h) Object Accounts 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (0 (g) (h) 
Employee Names, Job Classifications, Hours 

Functions Performed Hourly Rate Worked Salaries Materials Training Contracted Fixed 
and or or and and Services Assets 

Description of Expenses Unit Cost Quantity Benefits Supplies 

(05) Total C:::J Subtotal C:::J Page: __ of __ 
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INVESTMENT REPORTS 
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Enter the fiscal year in which costs were incurred. 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 

INR-2 

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box \Mlich indicates the cost component being claimed. Check 
only one box per form. A separate form INR-2 shall be prepared for each component \Mlich applies. 

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support 
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box "checked" in line (03), enter the 
employee names, position titles, a brief description of their activities performed, actual time spent by 
each employee, productive houriy rates, fringe benefits, supplies used, contracted services, training 
costs, and fixed assets. Contracted Services are reimbursable to the extent that activities 
performed require special skills or knowledge that are not readily available from the claimant's staff. 
If a piece of equipment acquired for the Investment Reports program is also utilized for other 
programs, only a prorated cost of the equipment is reimbursable. For audit purposes, all supporting 
documents must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than !\Ml years after the end of 
the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim \NaS filed or last amended, whichever is later. 
Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller's Office on request. 

Submit these 
ObjecU Columns supporting 

Subobject 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

documents 

Salaries= 
Salaries Employee Name Hourly Hours Hourly Rate 

Rate Worked 

Hie 

Benefits 
Activities Rate 

Performed 

Materials and Description of Unit Supplies 
Supplies Used Cost 

Employee Name 
Training Tltle 

Name of Class 

Name of 
Contractor Hourly 

Contracted 
Rate Services Specific Tasks Dates of 

Performed 

Description of 
Fixed Equipment Un[ 

Assets Purchased 
Cost Equipment I D Used 

(05) Total line (04), columns {d), (e), (f), (g), and (h) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate 
box to indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed for the component/ 
activity, number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d), (e), (f), (g), and (h) to form INR-1, 
block (04), columns (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e). 
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ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

1, Summary of Chapters 77178 and 920194 

Elections Code§ 3003, as added and amended by Chapter 77, Statutes of 1978, and Chapter 
920, Statutes of 1994, requires that absentee ballots be available to any registered voter 
without the prerequisite of certain conditions as required under prior law 

On June 17, 1981, the Board of Control, predecessor to the Commission on State Mandates, 
determined that Chapter 77, Statutes of 1978, resulted in state mandated costs that are 
reimbursable pursuant to Part 7 (commencing with Government Code§ 17500) of Division 4 
of Title 2. 

2. Eligible Claimants 

Any school district (K-12), county board of education, or community college, that administers 
an election program and incurs increased costs as a result of this mandate is eligible to claim 
reimbursement of these costs. 

3, Appropriations 

These claiming instructions are issued following the adoption of the program's parameters 
and guidelines by the Commission on State Mandates. Funding for payment of initial claims 
covering fiscal years 1996-97 and 1997-98, may be made available in a future appropriation 
act subject to the approval of the Legislature and the Governor. 

To determine if this program is funded in subsequent fiscal years, refer to the schedule, 
"Appropriation for State Mandated Cost Programs," in the "Annual Claiming Instructions 
for State Mandated Costs" issued in September of each year to county superintendents of 
schools and superintendents of schools. 

4. Types of Claims 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims 

A claimant may file a reimbursement and/or an estimated claim. A reimbursement 
claim details the costs actually incurred for a prior fiscal year. An estimated claim 
shows the costs to be incurred for the current fiscal year. 

B. Minimum Claim 

New2/98 

Government Code§ 17564(a) provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to 
Government Code § 17561 unless such a claim exceeds $200 per program per fiscal 
year. However, any county superintendent of schools, as fiscal agent for the school 
district, may submit a combined claim in excess of $200 on behalf of t\NO or more 
districts within the county even if an individual district's claim does not exceed $200. 
A combined claim must show the individual costs for each district. Once a combined 
claim is filed, all subsequent years relating to the same mandate must be filed in a 
combined form, The county receives the reimbursement payment and is responsible 
for disbursing funds to each participating district A district may vvithdrawfrom the 
combined claim form by providing a ""1"itten notice to the county superintendent of 
schools and the State Controller's Office of its intent to file a separate claim, at least 
180 days prior to the deadline for filing the claim. 
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5. Filing Deadline 

A. Initial Claims 

Initial claims must be filed within 120 days from the issuance of claiming instructions. 
Accordingly: 

(1) Reimbursement claims detailing the actual costs incurred for the 1996/97 fiscal year 
must be filed with the State Controlle1"s Office and postmarked by June 17, 1998. If 
the reimbursement claim is filed after the deadline of June 17, 1998, the approved 
claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed 
more than one year after the deadline will not be accepted. 

(2) Estimated claims for costs to be incurred during the 1997/98 fiscal year must be filed 
with the State Controllers Office and postmarked by June 17, 1998. Timely filed 
estimated claims are paid before late claims. If a payment is received for the 
estimated claim, a 1997/98 reimbursement claim must be filed by November 30, 
1998. 

8. Annually Thereafter 

Refer to the item, "Reimbursable State Mandated Cost Programs", contained in the 
cover letter for mandated cost programs issued annually in September, which 
identifies the fiscal years for which claims may be filed. If an "x" is shovvn for the 
program listed under "19_/19_ Reimbursement Claim", and/or "19_/19_ 
Estimated Claim", claims may be filed as follows: 

(1) An estimated claim filed with the State Controller's Office must be postmarked by 
November 30 of the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. Timely filed 
estimated claims will be paid before late claims. 

After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a 
reimbursement claim by November 30 of the following fiscal year. If the district 
fails to file a reimbursement claim, monies received for the estimated claim 
must be returned to the State. If no estimated claim vvas filed, the agency may 
file a reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs incurred for the fiscal year, 
provided there vvas an appropriation for the program for that fiscal year. For 
information regarding appropriations for reimbursement claims, refer to the 
schedule, "Appropriation for State Mandated Cost Programs" in the previous 
fiscal years annual claiming instructions. 

(2) A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed with the State 
Controllers Office and postmarked by November 30 following the fiscal year in 
which costs were incurred. If the claim is filed after the deadline but by November 
30 of the succeeding fiscal year, the approved claim must be reduced by a late 
penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the 
deadline will not be accepted. 

6. Reimbursement 

Eligible claimants will be reimbursed for costs associated with an increase in absentee 
ballot filings using one of the recommended methods listed below. 

Methods 1, 2, and 3, are intended for use where a school district or county board of 
education election is done by the county election official and billed to the district. Method 
1 is the simplest and is applicable when the county election official does all calculations 
and provides a billing which distinguishes the reimbursable amount and the 
non-reimbursable amount billed. 
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Method 2 is under the assumption that the percentage increase in absentee ballots is 
uniform throughout the county and uses county-wide figures to determine the percentage of 
reimbursable costs. 

Method 3 is more complex and requires the school district or county board of education to 
have data on the number of ballots and absentee ballots filed in the district. This method 
requires the collection of more data which, may or may not be readily available. 

Method 4 is the most complex and is intended for use where school districts or county 
boards of education do their own elections and have the information on the number of 
ballots and absentee ballots as well as the per-ballot cost information needed for this 
method. 

A. Method 1 

If the county election official determines the claimant's pro rata share of reimbursable 
costs and reports these costs in a separate bill or as a line item on a bill, the claimant 
may claim the amount paid to the county for the reimbursable costs. 

B. Method 2 

(1) Obtain data from the county election official on the number of reimbursable absentee 
ballots {n), the number of absentee ballots cast (z) for the fiscal year, and the amount 
billed to the school district or county board of education by the county for the total 
absentee ballot costs. 

(2) Calculate the Reimbursable Cost Percentage 

Jl • 100 =Reimbursable Cost Percentage (p) 
z 

(3) Calculate the Reimbursable Costs 

_Q_ • Amount billed by county= Amount of Reimbursable Costs 
100 

C. Method 3 

lllew2/98 

(1) Base Year Calculation (remains the same for all fiscal years claimed) 

w) Number of ballots cast in the district from January 1, 1975 through 

December 30, 1978 (w). 

x) Number of absentee ballots cast in the district from January 1, 1975 

through December 30, 1978 (x). 

(2) Calculation for Fiscal Year Claimed (compute for each fiscal year claimed) 

y) Number of ballots cast in the district in the fiscal year claimed (y). 

z) Number of absentee ballots cast in the district in the fiscal year claimed (z) 

(3) Formula for Calculating Number of Reimbursable Absentee Ballots Filed 

z - (x • y) = Number of Reimbursable Absentee Ballots (n) 
w 

(4) Calculation of Reimbursable Cost Percentage 

rr • 100 =Reimbursable Cost Percentage (p) 
z 

(5) Calculation of Reimbursable Costs 

JL • Amount billed by county= Amount of Reimbursable Costs 
100 
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D. Method 4 

(1) Base Year Calculation (remains the same for all fiscal years claimed) 

w) Number of ballots cast in the district from January 1, 1975 through 
December 30, 1978 (w). 

x) Number of absentee ballots cast in the district from January 1, 1975 through 
December 30, 1978 (x) 

(2) Calculation for Fiscal Year Claimed (compute for each claim) 

y) Number of ballots cast in the district in the fiscal year claimed (y) 

z) Number of absentee ballots cast in the district. in the fiscal year claimed (z) 

(3) Formula for Calculating Number of Reimbursable Absentee Ballots Filed 

z -~ = Number of reimbursable absentee ballots (n) 
w 

(4) Calculation of Cost per Absentee Ballot Filing 

a. Material $ 

b. Postage $ 

c. Labor $ 

d. Overhead $ 

e. Cost per Absentee Ballot $ 

(a+b+c+d) 

(5) Computation of Reimbursement 

A. Number of Reimbursable Filings (Item 3) 

B. Cost per Filing (Item 4e) $ ____ _ 

Total Reimbursement (Ax B) $ ____ _ 

7. Reimbursement Limitations 

Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source including 
but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, other state funds as a result of this 
mandate shall be identified and deducted so only net local costs are claimed. 

8. Claiming Forms and Instructions 

The diagram "Illustration of Claim Forms" provides a graphical presentation of forms 
required to be filed with a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated report in 
substitution for forms AB-1.1, AB-1.2, AB-1.3 and AB-2 provided the format of the report 
and data fields contained within the report are identical to the claim forms included in 
these instructions. The claim forms provided with these instructions should be duplicated 
and used by the claimant to file estimated or reimbursement claims. The State 
Controller's Office will revise the manual and claim forms as necessary. In such 
instances, new replacement forms will be mailed to claimants. 

A. Form AB-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail 

This form is used to segregate the detailed costs by claim component. A separate 
form AB-2 must be completed for each cost component being claimed. Costs 
reported on this form must be supported as follows: 

Chapters 77/78 and 920/94, Page 4 of 6 New2/98 
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(1) Salaries and Benefits 

Identify the employee(s), and/or show the classification of the employee(s) 
involved, Describe the mandated functions performed and specify the actual 
time devoted to each function by each employee, the productive hourly rates, 
and related fringe benefits. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but 
are not limited to, employee time records that show the employee's actual time 
spent on this mandate. 

(2) Materials and Supplies 

Only expenditures that can be identified as a direct cost of this mandate may be 
claimed. List the cost of materials consumed or expended specifically for the 
purpose of this mandate. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but 
are not limited to, invoices, rece'1pts, purchase orders, and other documents 
evidencing the validity of the expenditures. 

(3) Contracted Services 

Contracting costs are reimbursable to the extent that the function to be performed 
requires special skill or knoVv1edge that is not readily available from the claimant's 
staff or the service to be provided by the contractor is cost effective. 

Give the name(s) of contractor(s) who performed the service(s). Describe the 
activities performed by each named contractor, actual time spent on this 
mandate, inclusive dates when services were performed, and itemize all costs for 
services performed. Attach consultant invoices with the claim. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but 
are not limited to, contracts, invoices, and other documents evidencing the 
validity of the expenditures. 

For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained for a period of two 
years after the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or 
last amended, whichever is later. When no funds are appropriated for the initial claim 
at the time the claim was filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years 
from the date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be made 
available to the State Controller's Office on request 

B. Forms AB-1.1, 1.2, 1.3, Claim Summary 

These forms are used to summarize costs for the mandate. Claim statistics shall 
identify the work performed for costs claimed. On forms AB-1.2 and AB-1.3 the 
claimant must showthe following: (1) The number of ballots cast from 1/1/75 through 
12/30178, (2) the number of absentee ballots filed from 1/1175 through 12/30/78, (3) 
the number of ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim, (4) the number of absentee 
ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim. Direct costs on form AB-1.3 are brought 
forward from form AB-2. 

School districts and local offices of education may compute the amount of indirect 
costs utilizing the State Department of Education's Annual Program Cost Data Report 
J-380 or J-580 rate, as applicable. The cost data on this form is carried forward to 
form FAM-27. 

C. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

New 2/911 

Form FAM-27 contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized 
representative of the district All applicable information from form AB-1, 1, AB-1.2, or 
AB-1.3 must be carried forward to this form for the State Controller's Office to process 
the claim for payment 
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Form AB~i .2 

Claim Summary 

Illustration of Claim Forms 

I 
Form AB-2 l 
Component/ 

' Actwrry 

~-0~-~~~ 
i 

Form AB-1.3 J 
Claim Summary I 

~-~/ 
FAM-27 I 
Claim 

for Payment ___ _ 

Chapters 77/78 and 920/94, Page 6 of 6 
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CLAIM FOR PAYMENT 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 

ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

(19) Program Number OOC02 
(al) Date File 
(21) LRS Input 

(01) Claimant Identification Number 
l 

Reimbursement Claim Data 

A 
B 
E 

(02) Mailing Address (22) AB-1.1, (03) 
---------------------·--·---·-·--·-·---·---·----4------·-·----····-···--+--------·--··· 

L Claimant Name (23) AB-1.1, (06) 

H Countyof Location (24) AB-1.2, (03)(a) 
E 

R Street Address or P. 0 .. Box (25) AB-1.2, (03)(b) 
E 

···-----·- ----- ·----------.;1------------------ -·---- -----1 
City 

Type of Claim 

Fiscal Year of 
Cost 

State Zip Code (26) AB-1.2, (03)(c) 

Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (27) AB-1.2, (03)(d) 

(03) Estimated [] (09) Reimbursement D · (28) AB-1.2, (05) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined 

(05) Amended D (11) Amended 

'(06) (12) 
19_/19 19_/19_ 

D (29) AB-1.3, (03)(a) 

D (3o) ;\8.1 3, (03)(b) 

(31) AB-1.3, (03)(c) 

----+--------+----------+----------+--·------·-----
Total Claimed (07) (13) (32) AB-1.3, (03)(d) 

-1-----------j------··-····-·--
Less: 10% Late Penalty, but not to 
exceed $1000 

Less: Estimated Claim Payment 

Net Claimed Amount 

(38) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(33) AB-1.3, (04)(d) 

(34) AB-1.3, (05) 

. (35) 

(36) 

(37) 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code 17561, I certify that I am the person authorized by the local agency to file 
claims Yllith the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 77, Statutes of 1978, and Chapter 920, Statutes of 1994; and certify 
under penalty of perjury that I have not violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there ms no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by 
Chapter 77, Statutes of 1978, and Chapter 920, Statutes of 1994. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs for the mandated program of Chapter 77, Statutes of 1978, and Chapter 920, Statutes of 1994, set forth on the attached 
statements. 

Signature of Authorized Representative Date 

Type or Print Name Title 

(39) Name of Contact Person for Claim Telephone Number 

1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1 Ll_l_J l_Ll_I l_l_l_l_I Ext. l_l_l_l_I 

Form FAM-27 (New 2198) Chapters 77 /78 and 920194 
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(01) 

(02) 

(03) 

(04) 

(05) 

(06) 

(07) 

(08) 

(09) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19)to(21) 

(22) to (37) 

(38) 

(39) 

Leave blank. 

ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

Certification Claim Form 

Instructions 

FORM 

FAM-27 

A set of mailing labels with the claimant's l.D. number and address has been enclosed with the claiming Instructions. The 
mailing labels are designed to speed processing and prevent common errors that delay payment. Affix a label in the place 
shown on form FAM-27. Cross out any errors and print the correct information on the label. Add any missing address items, 
except county of location and a person's name. If you dld not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

If filing an original estimated claim, enter an "X" In the box on line (03) Estimated. 

If filing an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04) Combined. 

If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

Enter the fiscal year in Which costs are to be Incurred. 

Enter the amount of estimated claim. If estimate exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10°/o, complete 
form AB-1.1, i .2, or 1.3, as applicable, and enter the total claimed amount. 

Enter the same amount as shown in line (07). 

If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement. 

If fillng an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an" X" in the box on line (10) Combined. 

If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" ln the box on line {11) Amended. 

Enter the fisca\ year for which actual costs are being claimed. lf actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

Enter the amount of reimbursement claim from form AB-1 .1, 1.2, or i .3. 

Filing Deadline. lnltia! Claims of Chs. 77/78 and 920/94. If the reimbursement claim for fiscal year i006/97 is filed after June 17, 
1998, the claim must be reduced by a late penalty. Enter the product of multlp!ylng line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty) or 
$1,000, whichever is less. 

Filing Deadline. Annually Thereafter If the reimbursement clalm is filed after November 30 following the fiscal year in which 
costs were incurred, the claim must be reduced by a !ate penalty. Enter the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.1 O 
(100/c, penalty) or $1,000, whichever is less. 

lf you are filing a reimbursement claim and have previously filed an estimated claim for the same fiscal year, enter the amount 
received for the estimated claim. Otherwise, enter a zero. 

Enterthe result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is positive, enter that amount on line (17) Due from State. 

!f line (16) Net Claimed Amount is negative, enter that amount in line (18) Due to State. 

Leave blank. 

Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (34) for 
the reimbursement claim [e.g., AB~1.3, (03)(a), means the information is located on form AB-1.3, line (03)(a). Enter the information 
on the same line but in the right-hand column as applicable. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, {Le., no 
cents). !ndirect cost percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol (i.e., 7.548°/o should be 
shown as 8). The claim cannot be processed for payment unless this data block is correct and complete. 

Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If the statement is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's 
authorized representative and must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless 
accompanied by a signed certification 

Enter the name of the person and telephone number that this office should contact if additional information is required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED ORIGINAL AND A COPY OF FORM FAM-27, AND A COPY OF ALL OTHER FORMS AND 
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS TO: 

Address, if delivered by 
U. S. Postal Setvice: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursement Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Address, if delivered by 
other delivery setvice: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursement Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 c Street, Suite 501 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Chapters 77178 and 920/94 New 2/98 
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(01) Claimant 

MANDATED COSTS 

ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(02) Type of Claim 

Reimbursement 
Estimated 

Select Method 1, or 2 for Claiming Reimbursable Costs 

Method 1 

FORM 

AB-1.1 

Fiscal Year 

19 9 

This method is applicable when all calculations are done by the county election official then the school district 
is billed for the cost of election services. 

(03) Amount billed by the county for election costs (attach billing statement) 

Method 2 
In this method the percentage increase in absentee ballots is assumed to be uniform throughout the county so 
county-wide figures are used to determine the percentage of reimbursable costs. 

(04) Obtain data from the county election official on the number of reimbursable absentee 
ballots (attach the county's calculation) 

-----·-·----------------------·~-·--·------------·---!-----

(05) Number of absentee ballots cast in the fiscal year 

1 
(06) Amount billed by the county 

(07) Increased Costs [Line (06) x {line (04) + line (05)}] 

( 08) Increased Costs [From line (03) or line (07)] 

Cost Reduction 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

(10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (08) - {Line (09) + Line (1 O))] 

New 2/98 Chapters 77 /78 and 920/94 
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ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 
AB-1.1 

Fill in (01), (02), and (08) through (11) for all methods. Fill in (03) for method 1 only. Fill in (04) through 
(07) for method 2 only. 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year of costs. Form AB-1.1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete 
form AB-1.1 if you are filing an estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs by more than 10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, 
line (07). However, if the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal years actual costs by more than 
10%, form AB-1.1 must be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without 
this information, the high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs. 

(03) Amount billed by the county for election costs. Enter the amount billed by the county and attach a copy 
of the billing statement. 

(04) Enter the data obtained from the county election official on the number of reimbursable absentee ballots 
and attach a copy of the county's calculation showing how this amount was derived. 

(05) Number of absentee ballots cast in the fiscal year. Enter the number of ballots that were cast in the 
fiscal year. 

(06) Amount billed by the county. Enter the amount that was billed by the county. 

(07) Increased Costs. Multiply line (06) by the quotient derived from dividing line (04) by line (05). 

(08) Increased Costs. Enter the amount of increased costs from line (03), if method 1 was used, or line (07), 
if method 2 was used. 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct 
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings IMth the claim. 

(10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of other reimbursements received from 
any source, including but not limited to service fees collected, federal funds, or other state funds 
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the 
reimbursement sources and amounts. 

(11) Total Claimed Amount Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements, 
line (10), from Increased Costs, line (08). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the amount forward 
to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim, or line (13) for the Reimbursement Claim. 
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I 

MANDATED COSTS 

ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

FORM 

AB-1.2 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 

Method 3 

Reimbursement [=:=I 
Estimated [=:=I 19_/19 

This method requires the school district to have data on the number of ballots and absentee ballots filed in the 
district. 

Claim Statistics 

(03)(a) Number of ballots cast from 1/1175 through 12/30178 

Number of absentee ballots cast from 1/1175 through 12/30/78 

(04) Number of Reimbursable Absentee Ballots Filed [Line (03)(d) -{(03)(b) x (03)(c) + (03)(a))] 

(05) Amount Billed by County (attach billing statement) 

(06) Increased Costs [Line (05) x (line (04) + line (03)(d))] 

Cost Reduction 

(07) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

(08) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(09) Total Claimed Amount [Line (06) - (line (07) + line (08))] 
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ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 

AB-1.2 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year of costs. Form AB-1.2 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete 
form AB-1.2 if you are filing an estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs by more than 10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, 
line (07). However, if the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 
10%, form AB-1.2 must be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without 
this information, the high estimated claim vvill automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs. 

(03) (a) Enter the number of ballots that were cast from January 1, 1975 through December 30, 1978. 
(b) Enter the number of absentee ballots cast from January 1, 1975 through December 30, 1978. 
(c) Enter the number of ballots that were cast in the fiscal year of claim. 
(d) Enter the number of absentee ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim. 

(04) Number of Reimbursable Absentee Ballots Filed. Enter the difference of the number of absentee ballots 
cast in the fiscal year of claim, line (03)(d), and the result of multiplying the number of absentee ballots 
cast from 1/1/75 to 12/30/78, line (03)(b), by the number of ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim, line 
(03)(c), and dividing by the number of ballots cast from 1/1/75 to 12/30/78, line (03)(a). 

(05) Amount Billed by County. Enter the amount that was billed to the school district by the county. Attach a 
copy of the billing statement. 

(06) Increased Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the amount billed by the county, line (05), by the quotient 
from dividing the number of reimbursable absentee ballots filed, line (04), by the number of absentee 
ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim, line (03)(d). 

(07) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct 
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings vvith the claim. 

(08) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of other reimbursements received from 
any source, including but not limited to service fees collected, federal funds, or other state funds 
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the 
reimbursement sources and amounts. 

(09) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (07), and Other Reimbursements, 
line (08), from Increased Costs, line (06). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the amount forward 
to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim, or line (13) for the Reimbursement Claim. 
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MANDATED COSTS FORM 

ABSENTEE BALLOTS AB-1.3 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 
Reimbursement CJ 
Estimated CJ 19 - 119 -

Method 4 
This method is used where the school district administers its OIMl elections and information on the number of 
ballots and absentee ballots, and the cost per ballot is readily available. 

" ___ , ___ ,,_,,____ " - -··-----~--·-·-·-

Claim Statistics 

.. _,,_, __ ,_ ... ~-·--

-----=~~~C ____ (03)(a) Number of ballots cast from 1/1175 through 12/30178 

-~·- ... --~·---- --
(b) Number of absentee ballots cast from 111175 through 12130178 

- -

I (c) Number of ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim 

·--- ------
(d) Number of absentee ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim 

I (04) Total Cost of Absentee Ballots in the Fiscal Year of Claim (a) (b) (c) (d) I 
I I 

I ' I 
Salaries and Materials and Contracted I Total Direct 

Benefits Supplies Services I Costs 

I 
I 

... 

Indirect Costs I 
~(_0_5_)_1_n-di-re_c_t_C_o_s_t_R_a_te ____________________ IF_ro_m_J_-38_o_or-J--58~0J·~----~ 

!---------·---------------------·-------+----! 
(06) Total Indirect Costs [Line (05) x {line (04)(d) - line (04)(c))] 

. (07) Total Cost of Absentee Ballots in the Fiscal Year of Claim [Line (04)(d) +line (06)] 

(08) Cost per Absentee Ballot in the Fiscal Year of Claim [Line (07) + line (03)(d)] 

(11) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

(12) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(13) Total Claimed Amount [Line (10) - (Line (11) + Line (12))] 
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ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 

AB-1.3 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year of costs. Form AB· 1.3 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete 
form AB-1.3 if you are filing an estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs by more than 10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, 
line (07). However, if the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 
10%, form AB-1.3 must be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without 
this information, the high estimated claim \Mii automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs. 

(03) (a) Enter Uie number of ballots that were cast from January 1, 1975 through December 30, 1978. 
(b) Enter the number of absentee ballots cast from January 1, 1975 through December 30, 1978. 
(c) Enter the number of ballots that were cast in the fiscal year of claim. 
(d) Enter the number of absentee ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim. 

(04) Total Cost of Absentee Ballots in the Fiscal Year of Claim. Enter the totals from form AB-2, line (05), 
columns (d), (e), and (f) to form AB-1.3, block (04) columns (a), (b), and (c) in the appropriate row. 
Total the row. 

(05) Indirect Cost Rate. Enter the indirect cost rate from the Department of Education form J-380 or J-580, 
as applicable, for the fiscal year of costs. 

(06) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the difference of Total Direct Costs, line (04)(d), and 
the sum of Contracted Services, line (04)(c), by the Indirect Cost Rate, line (05). 

(07) Total Cost of Absentee Ballots in the Fiscal Year of Claim. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line 
(04)(d), and Total Indirect Costs, line (06). 

(08) Cost per Absentee Ballot in the Fiscal Year of Claim. Enter the result of dividing line (07) by line (03)(d). 

(09) Number of Additional Absentee Ballot Filings. Multiply the number of absentee ballots cast from 1/1/75 
to 12/30/78, line (03)(b), by the number of ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim, line (03)(c). Divide that 
product by the number of ballots cast 1/1/75 to 12/30178, line (03)(a). Subtract the quotient from the 
number of ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim, line (03)(d). Enter the difference as the number of 
additional ballot filings. 

(10) Total Cost of Additional Absentee Ballot Filings. Enter the product of multiplying line (08) by line (09). 

(11) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct 
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings \Mth the claim. 

(12) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of other reimbursements received from 
any source, including but not limited to service fees collected, federal funds, or other state funds 
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the 
reimbursement sources and amounts. 

(13) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (11 ), and Other Reimbursements, 
line (12), from Total Cost of Additional Absentee Ballot Filings, line (10). Enter the remainder on this line 
and carry the amount forward to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim, or line (13) for the 
Reimbursement Claim. 
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MANDATED COSTS 

ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 

AB-2 

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year Costs Were Incurred 

(03) Total Cost of Absentee Ballots in the fiscal year of claim 

1(04) Description of Expenses: Complete colum~s (a) through (h) 
-~ 

Object Accounts 

r----~·-----·---- .. ------------·-·· "" (t)--i (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Employee Names, Job Classifications, Hours 

Contracted I Functions Performed Hourly Rate Worked Salaries Materials 
I 

and or or and and Services 
Description of Expenses Unit Cost ! Quantity Benefits Supplies 

" --------------·-·- " ~--

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

' 

(05) Total c=i Subtotal c=i Page: __ of __ 
I 
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ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Enter the fiscal year in which costs were incurred. 

(03) Leave blank. 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 

AB-2 

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support 
reimbursable costs on form AB-1.3, line (04). To detail costs for the component activity box 
"checked" in line (03), enter the employee name(s), position title(s), a brief description of the 
activities performed, actual time spent by each employee, productive hourly rates, fringe benefits, 
supplies used, and contracted services. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) must be of 
sufficient detail to explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. If the descriptions 
are incomplete, the claim cannot be processed for payment. For audit purposes, all supporting 
documents must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than twc years after the end of 
the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. 
Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller's Office on request. 

Object/ 
Subobject 

(a) 

Salaries Employee Name Hour!y 
Rate 

Title 

Benefit 
Activities Rate 

Benefits Performed 

------·----

Materials and Description of Unit Quantity 
Supplies Supplies Used Cost 

Used 

-------
Hours 

Name of Worked ltemfzed 
Contracted Contractor Hourly 

Cost of Rate Inclusive Invoice 
Services 

Specific Tasks Dates of Services 
Performed Service 

(05) Total line (04), columns (d), (e), and (f) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to 
indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed for the component/activity, 
number each page. Enter the totals from line (05), columns (d), (e), and (f) to form AB-1.3, block (04), 
columns (a), (b), and (c). 
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COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

1. Summary of Chapters 961175 and 1213191 

The Rodda Act repealed Education Code Article 5 (commencing with§ 13080), of Chapter 1 
of Division 10 and added Chapter 10.7 (commencing with § 3540) to Division 4 of Title 1 of 
the Government Code, relating to public educational employment relations. 

The Rodda Act which became operative July 1, 1976, repealed the Winton Act and enacted 
provisions requiring the employer and employee to meet and negotiate, thereby creating a 
collective bargaining atmosphere for public school employers. It also established the Public 
Employment Relations Board (PERB). PERB is responsible for issuing formal 
interpretations and rulings regarding collective bargaining under the act. 

Government Code section 3547.5 as added by Chapter 1213, Statutes of 1991, requires 
school districts to publicly disclose major provisions of a collective bargaining agreement 
after negotiations but before the agreement becomes binding. 

On July 17, 1978, the Commission on State Mandates, (formerly Board of Control), 
determined that Chapter 961, Statutes of 1975, resulted in state mandated costs which are 
reimbursable pursuant to Part 7 (commencing with Government Code§ 17500) of Division 4 
of Title 2. 

On August 20, 1998, the Commission on State Mandates determined that Chapter 1213, 
Statutes of 1991, resulted in state mandated costs which are reimbursable pursuant to Part 
7 (commencing with Government Code§ 17500) of Division 4 of Title 2. 

2. Eligible Claimants 

Any school district (K-12), county office of education, or community college district that 
incurs increased costs as a direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement 
of these costs. 

3. Appropriations 

These claiming instructions are issued following the adoption of the program's parameters 
and guidelines by the Commission on State Mandates. To determine if current funding is 
available for this program, refer to the schedule "Appropriation for State Mandated Cost 
Programs" in the "Annual Claiming Instructions for State Mandated Costs" issued in October 
of each year to county superintendents of schools and superintendents of schools. 

4. Types of Claims 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims 

A claimant may file a reimbursement and/or an estimated claim. A reimbursement 
claim details the costs actually incurred for a prior fiscal year. An estimated claim 
shows the costs to be incurred for the current fiscal year. 

B. Minimum Claim 

Government Code§ 17564(a), provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to 
Government Code§ 17561 unless such a claim exceeds $200 per program per fiscal 
year. However, any county superintendent of schools, as fiscal agent for the school 
district, may submit a combined claim in excess of $200 on behalf of one or more 
districts within the county even if the individual district's claim does not exceed $200. A 
combined claim must show the individual costs for each district. Once a combined 
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claim is filed, all subsequent years relating to the same mandate must be filed in a 
combined form. The county receives the reimbursement payment and is responsible 
for disbursing funds to each participating district. A district may withdraw from the 
combined claim form by providing a written notice to the county superintendent of 
schools and the State Controller's Office of its intent to file a separate claim at least 
180 days prior to the deadline for filing the claim. 

5. Filing Deadline 

Refer to the item, "Reimbursable State Mandated Cost Programs", contained in the annual 
cover letter for mandated cost programs issued annually in October, which identifies the 
fiscal years for which claims may be filed. If an "x" is shown for the program listed under 
"19_/19_Reimbursement Claim", and/or "19_/19_Estimated Claim", claims may be filed 
as follows: 

A. An estimated claim must be filed with the State Controller's Office and postmarked by 
January 15 of the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. Timely filed estimated 
claims will be paid before late claims. 

After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a 
reimbursement claim by January 15 of the following fiscal year. If the district fails to file 
a reimbursement claim, monies received for the estimated claim must be returned to 
the State. If no estimated claim was filed, the agency may file a reimbursement claim 
detailing the actual costs incurred for the fiscal year, provided there was an 
appropriation for the program for that fiscal year. For information regarding 
appropriations for reimbursement claims, refer to the "Appropriation for State Mandated 
Cost Programs" in the previous fiscal year's annual claiming instructions. 

B. A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed with the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by January 15 following the fiscal year in which 
costs were incurred. If the claim is filed after the deadline but by January 15 of the 
succeeding fiscal year, the approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, 
not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline will not be 
accepted. 

6. Reimbursable Components 

The objective of the reporting forms is to determine the Rodda Act costs incurred during the 
current year and compare them with the adjusted costs incurred in the base year under the 
Winton Act. The first three claim components listed below apply to both the Winton Act and 
Rodda Act. Components D through F, which apply only to the Rodda Act, represent 
activities that were not required under the Winton Act. 

A. Determining Bargaining Units and Exclusive Representation 

The cost of determining appropriate bargaining units, exclusive representation and 
representatives are reimbursable. Activities determined to be eligible reimbursements 
for this component are as follows: 

(1) Bargaining Unit Lists 

Developmental costs of proposed lists for the bargaining unit determination 
hearing. 

(a) Contracted services necessary for development of proposed lists. 

{b) Salaries and benefits of district employees and related costs necessary to develop 
proposed lists. 
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(2) PERB Hearings 

Representation cost for the school employer at PERB hearings held to determine 
the bargaining units and their exclusive representative. 

(a) Salaries and benefits of district employees used to prepare for and represent 
employer at hearings. 

(b) Contracted services used to prepare for and represent the employer at hearings. 

(3) Substitutes 

The cost of hiring substitutes to replace the employer and exclusive bargaining 
unit witnesses required to testify at PERB hearings. The claimant must include 
with the claim, a list of teacher witnesses, their job classifications and the date 
they were required to testify. 

The cost of substitute release time for employee witnesses asked to attend 
PERB hearings by bargaining units, but not required to testify, is not eligible 
for reimbursement in this component. 

( 4) Travel Costs 

Travel expenses incurred by district employer representatives required to attend 
PERB hearings. Reimbursement shall comply with the rate specified by the 
regulations governing employees of the local school district. However, the 
reimbursement cannot exceed the rate adopted by the Board of Control for state 
employees. 

(5) Transcripts 

The cost of preparing one transcript for each PERB hearing. 

B. Election of Unit Representation 

The cost of elections and decertification elections of unit representatives are 
reimbursable in the event PERB determines that a question of representation exists 
and orders an election by secret ballot. The claimant must include with the claim, any 
PERB agreements or orders which state how the election must be held. 

Activities determined to be eligible reimbursements for this component are as follows: 

(1) Precinct Voting List 

The salaries, benefits, and related cost of developing and preparing a precinct 
voting list, if required by PERB. 

(2) Ballot Tally Observers 

The salary and benefits of a school employer representative required by PERB to 
observe the ballot count. 

C. Cost of Negotiations 

The cost associated with the receipt of the exclusive representative's initial contract 
proposal, holding of public hearings, providing a reasonable number of copies of the 
employer's contract proposal to the public, development and presentation of the initial 
district contract proposal, negotiation of the contract, and reproduction and distribution 
of the final contract agreement are reimbursable. The claimant must include with the 
claim, a listing of the dates of all negotiation sessions held during the period for which 
the claim is being filed. 
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Activities determined to be eligible reimbursements for this component are as follows: 

(1) Representative's Contract Proposal 

The employer's cost of analyzing the exclusive representative's initial contract 
proposal. 

(a) Salaries and benefits for public school district employer representatives and 
supporting personnel participating in planning sessions and related contracted 
services. 

(2) Public Hearings 

The cost of holding public hearings related to the contract negotiations. 

(3) Public Distribution of Proposed Contract 

The cost of providing a reasonable number of copies of the district's proposed 
contract to the public. 

(a) Reproduction of copies of the initial contract proposal for the district's supervisory, 
management, and confidential representatives are reimbursable. 

(b) A reasonable number of copies of the initial contract for distribution to the public is 
reimbursable. 

(4) District Contract Proposal 

The cost of employer salaries and benefits necessary for development and 
presentation of the initial district contract proposal and related contracted services. 

(5) Negotiation 

The cost of negotiating a contract with the employee representatives. 

(a) Salaries and benefits for district employer representatives participating in 
negotiations and related contracted services. Reimbursable costs for a maximum 
of five school district representatives per unit per negotiating session will be 
reimbursed. 

(b) Substitutes hired so that exclusive bargaining unit representatives can attend 
negotiations. List the job classification of the bargaining unit representative that 
required a substitute. List the dates and time the substitute worked. Substitute 
cost for a maximum of five representatives per unit negotiating per session are 
reimbursable. 

(6) Public Distribution of Final Contract 

The cost of reproduction of the contract and distribution of the final contract 
agreement. 

(a) Reproduction of copies of the initial contract for distribution to the district's 
supervisory, management, and confidential employee representatives. 

(b) A reasonable number of copies of the final contract for purposes of public 
information. 

The following costs are not eligible for reimbursement for this component: 

(c) The cost of copies of the final contract provided to the collective bargaining unit 
members. 

(d) The salaries of union representatives. 
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D. Impasse Proceedings 

The cost of impasse proceedings are reimbursable. Activities determined to be 
reimbursable for this component are as follows: 

(1) Mediation 

Representation costs for the school employer at mediation sessions are 
reimbursable. 

(a) Salaries and benefits for district employees to prepare and represent the employer 
at the sessions. 

(b) Contracted services used to prepare for and represent the employer at the 
sessions. 

(c) Substitutes hired to allow exclusive bargaining unit representatives to attend 
impasse proceedings. List the job classification of the employee witnesses and 
the dates and time of their attendance at mediation sessions. Reimbursements to 
a public school district employer are limited to the cost of hiring a maximum of five 
substitutes to replace five representatives so they can attend a mediation session. 

(d) The cost of renting facilities for the sessions. 

(2) Fact Finding 

The cost of development and publication of the findings of the panel. 

(a) All the costs of the district employer representative serving on the fact finding 
panel. 

(b) Fifty percent of the cost of the fact finding panel mutually incurred by the employer 
representative and the employee bargaining unit representative. This may include 
the cost of teacher substitutes so that witnesses can attend fact finding 
proceedings and the rental of facilities required to conduct the fact finding hearing. 

(c) Special costs imposed on the district for the development of unique data required 
by a fact finding panel. Describe the special costs and explain why this data 
would not have been required by a fact finding panel under the Winton Act. 

(d) Cost of the mediator is not eligible for reimbursement for this component. 

E. Collective Bargaining Agreement Disclosure 

Disclosure of the collective bargaining agreement after negotiation and before adoption 
by the governing body, as required by Government Code section 3547.5 and California 
State Department of Education Management Advisory 92-01 (or subsequent 
replacement), attached to the amended parameters and guidelines. 

(1) Prepare the disclosure forms and documents. 

(2) Distribute a copy of the disclosure forms and documents to board members with a 
copy of the proposed agreement. 

(3) Make a copy of the disclosure forms and documents of the proposed agreement 
available to the public, prior to the day of the public meeting. 

(4) Train employer's personnel on the preparation of the disclosure forms and documents. 

(5) Supplies necessary to prepare the disclosure forms and documents. 

For items (1) through (3) above, list the date(s) of the public hearings at which the 
major provisions of the agreement were disclosed in accordance with the requirements 
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of Government Code section 3547.5 and Department of Education Advisory 92-01 (or 
subsequent replacement). 

Procedures or formats that exceed those or which duplicate activities required 
under any other statute or executive order are not reimbursable under this item. 

F. Contract Administration 

The cost of contract administration and adjudication of contract disputes either by 
arbitration or litigation are reimbursable. 

Activities determined to be reimbursable for this component are as follows: 

(1) Training Sessions 

Reasonable costs incurred for a reasonable number of training sessions held for 
supervisory and management personnel regarding contract administration and 
interpretation of the negotiated contract. 

(2) Grievances 

(a) Salaries and benefits of public school district personnel involved in adjudication of 
contract disputes along with related contracted services. 

(b) Substitutes hired so that representatives of an exclusive bargaining unit can 
attend adjudication hearings regarding contract disputes. List the job 
classifications of the employee witnesses and the dates and time they were 
required to attend adjudication hearings. 

(c) The cost of one transcript per hearing is reimbursable. 

(3) Contract Disputes Presented Before PERB 

(a) Public school employer costs regarding contract disputes which are presented 
before PERB. 

(b) Litigation costs incurred by a public school employer as a defendant in a court suit 
involving contract disputes may be reimbursable. (See (4). "Appeal of PERB 
Ruling", below, if claimant is the plaintiff). 

(c) Expert witness fees if the witness is called by the public school employer. 

(d) Reasonable reproduction costs for copies of a new contract which are required as 
a result of a dispute. 

(e) A public school employer's portion of an arbitrator's fees (50% of costs) for 
adjudicating grievances. 

(4) Appeal of PERB Ruling 

Reasonable claimant costs associated with a contract dispute are reimbursable 
when the claimant is the plaintiff in a court suit to appeal a PERB ruling and the 
claimant is the prevailing party. 

(a) The costs incurred become eligible for reimbursement in the fiscal year in which 
the appeal process has been exhausted. 

(b) The claimant must include with the claim a copy of the court's ruling. 

(c) If the claim includes costs associated with more than one appeal, the costs 
associated with each appeal must be shown separately. 

No reimbursement is allowed where the public school employer has filed action 
directly with the courts without first submitting the dispute to PERB. if required. 
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No reimbursement shall be provided for filing of a brief with the court by a person 
who is not party to a litigation (i.e., amicus curiae). 

The following costs are not eligible for reimbursement of this component. 

( d) Contract interpretations conducted at staff meetings. 

(e) Personal development and informational programs (i.e., classes, conferences, 
seminars, workshops) and time spent by employees attending such meetings. 

(f) Labor/management non-adversarial training sessions. 

(g) Purchase of books and subscriptions for personal development and information 
purposes. 

G. Unfair Labor Practice Charges 

The cost of unfair labor practice adjudication process and public notice complaints are 
reimbursable. 

Activities determined to be eligible for reimbursement for this component are as 
follows: 

(1) Unfair Labor Practice Presented to PERB 

(a) Salaries and benefits of public school district employer representatives and 
related contract services. 

(b) The cost of substitutes hired to replace representatives of an exclusive bargaining 
unit required to attend adjudication hearings regarding unfair labor practice 
charges. 

(c) The cost of one transcript for each PERB hearing. 

( d) Reasonable reproduction costs. 

(e) Expert witness fees if the witness is called by the public school employer. 

(2) Appeal of a PERB Ruling 

Claimant costs associated with the appeal of a PERB unfair labor practice 
decision are reimbursable if the claimant is the prevailing party. 

(a) The costs incurred become eligible for reimbursement in the fiscal year in which 
the appeal process has been exhausted. 

(b) The claim must include a copy of the court's ruling. 

(c) If the claim includes costs associated with more than one appeal, the costs 
associated with each appeal must be shown separately. 

The following costs are not eligible for reimbursement for this component. 

(d) Appeal of an unfair labor practice decision if PERB is the prevailing party. 

(e) The filing of a brief with the court by a person who is not party to the litigation (i.e., 
amicus curiae). 

7. Reimbursement Limitations 

A. Fringe Benefits 

The actual fringe benefit costs may be claimed if supported by an itemized list of the 
costs, such as for: Retirement, Social Security, health and dental insurance, workers 
compensation, etc .. If no itemization is submitted, twenty one percent of direct salary 
may be used for computing the fringe benefit costs. 
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8. Contracted Services 

The contracted services guidelines in Claiming Forms and Instructions [See 8.A{3)] 
shall prevail, except that the reimbursable fee for collective bargaining contracted 
services will not exceed $100 per hour. Additionally, annual retainer fees shall be 
based on a fee not greater than $100 per hour. Those claims which are based on 
annual retainers shall contain a certification that the fee is no greater than $100 per 
hour. Reasonable expenses will also be paid if identified on the monthly billings of 
consultants. However, travel expenses for consultants and experts (including 
attorneys) hired by the claimant shall not be reimbursed in an amount higher than that 
received by State employees. Prior to the 1987 /88 fiscal year, the contracted service 
fee was at a rate no greater than $65 per hour. 

C. Travel Expenses 

Reimbursement for business and travel expenses is limited in an amount and type to 
those that can be claimed by State Employees. Refer to Appendix A, State of 
California, Travel Expense Guidelines, for current per diem rates. 

D. Other Revenue Sources 

Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source (e.g. 
service fees collected, federal funds, other state funds, etc.,) as a result of this 
mandate shall be identified and deducted so only net local costs are claimed. 

E. Governing Authority 

Salaries and expenses of the governing authority, for example, the Board of Trustees 
and the Superintendent of Schools, are not reimbursable as a direct cost. 

8. Claiming Forms and Instructions 

The diagram "Illustration of Claim Forms" provides a graphical presentation of forms 
required to be filed with a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated report in 
substitution for forms CB-1 and CB-2 provided the format of the report and data fields 
contained within the report are identical to the claim forms included in these instructions. 
The claim forms provided with these instructions should be duplicated and used by the 
claimant to file estimated or reimbursement claims. The State Controller's Office will revise 
the manual and claim forms as necessary. In such instances, new replacement forms will 
be mailed to claimants. 

A. Form CB-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail 

This form is used to segregate the detailed costs by claim component. A separate form 
CB-2 must be completed for each cost component being claimed. Costs reported on 
this form must be supported as follows: 

(1) Salaries and Benefits 

Identify the employee(s), and/or show the classification of the employee(s) 
involved. Describe the mandated functions performed and specify the actual time 
devoted to each function by each employee, productive hourly rate, and related 
fringe benefits. 

Reimbursement for personal services include compensation paid for salaries, 
wages, and employee fringe benefits. Employee fringe benefits include regular 
compensation paid to an employee during periods of authorized absences (e.g., 
annual leave, sick leave) and the employer's contribution of social security, 
pension plans, insurance, and worker's compensation insurance. Fringe benefits 
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are eligible for reimbursement when distributed equitably to all job activities which 
the employee performs. 

Source documents may include, but are not limited to, time logs evidencing actual 
costs claimed under Reimbursable Activities, time sheets, payroll records, 
canceled payroll warrants, organization charts, duty statements, pay rate 
schedules, and other documents evidencing the expenditure. 

(2) Materials and Supplies 

Only expenditures that can be identified as a direct cost of this mandate may be 
claimed. List the cost of materials and supplies consumed specifically for the 
purposes of this mandate. Purchases shall be claimed at the actual price after 
deducting cash discounts, rebates, and allowances received by the claimant. 
Supplies that are withdrawn from inventory shall be charged based on a 
recognized method of costing, consistently applied. 

Source documents may include, but are not limited to, general and subsidiary 
ledgers, invoices, purchase orders, receipts, canceled warrants, inventory 
records, and other documents evidencing the expenditure. 

(3) Contract Services 

Provide the name(s) of contractor(s) who performed the service(s), including any 
fixed contracts for services. Describe the reimbursable activity(ies) performed by 
each named contractor, and give the number of actual hours spent on the 
activities, if applicable. Show the actual dates when services were performed and 
itemize all costs for those services. Attach consultant invoices with the claim. 

Source documents may include, but are not limited to, general and subsidiary 
ledgers, contracts, invoices, canceled warrants, and other documents evidencing 
the expenditure. 

(4) Travel Expenses 

Travel expenses for mileage, per diem, lodging and other employee entitlements 
are reimbursable in accordance with the rules of the local jurisdiction. Provide the 
name(s) of the traveler(s), purpose of travel, inclusive travel dates, destination 
points and costs. 

Source documents may include, but are not limited to, employee travel expense 
claims, receipts, and other documents evidencing the travel expenses. 

For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained for a period of two 
years after the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or 
last amended, whichever is later. Such documents shall be made available to the 
State Controller's Office on request. 

B. Form CB-1, Claim Summary 

This form is used to summarize direct costs by claim component and compute 
allowable indirect costs for the mandate. The direct costs summarized on this form are 
derived form CB-2 and are carried forward to form FAM-27. 

School districts and local offices of education may compute the amount of indirect 
costs utilizing the State Department of Education's Annual Program Cost Data Report 
J-380 or J-580 rate, as applicable. Community college districts have the option of 
using a federally approved rate (i.e., utilizing the cost accounting principles from the 
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21,) or form FAM-29C. The cost data on 
this form is carried forward to form FAM-27. 
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C. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

Form FAM-27 contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized 
representative of the district. All applicable information from form CB-1 must be carried 
forward to this form for the State Controller's Office to process the claim for payment. 

Illustration of Claim Forms 

I 

I 
I 

I f-
-

Form CB-2 -

Com ponenUActivity -

Cost Detail -
-

Form CB-1 

Claim Summary 

,. 
FAM-27 

Claim 

for Payment 
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Form CB-2 Component/Activity Cost Detail 

Complete a ~eparate fonn CB-2, for each cost 

component in which expenses are daimed. 

A. Determining Bargaining Units and Exclusive Represent 

1. Bargaining Unit Lists 
2. PERS Hearings 
3. Substitutes 
4. Travel Costs 
5. Transcripts 

B. Election of Unit Representation 
1. Precinct Voting Lists 
2. Ballot Tally Observers 

C. Cost of Negotiations 
1. Representatives' Contract Proposal 
2. Public Hearings 
3. Public Distribution of Proposed Contract 
4. District Contract Proposal 
5. Negotiation 
6. Public Distribution of Final Contract 

D. Impasse Proceedings 
1. Mediation 
2. Fact Finding 

E. Collective Bargaining Agreement Disclosure 
1. Prepare disclosure forms and documents 
2. Distribute forms and documents 
3. Copy forms and documents 
4. Train employer's personnel 
5. Purchase necessary supplies 

F. Contract Administration 
1. T rainig Sessions 
2. Grievances 
3. Contract Disputes presented before PERS 
4. Appeal of PERB ruling 

G. Unfair Labor Charges 
1. Unfair Labor Practice Presented to PERS 
2. Appeal of a PERB ruling 
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7. Reimbursement Limitations 

Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source (e.g. service 
fees collected, federal funds, other state funds, etc.,) as a result of this mandate shall be 
identified and deducted so only net local costs are claimed. 

ll. Claiming Forms and Instructions 

The diagram "Illustration of Claim Forms" provides a graphical presentation of forms 
required to be filed with a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated report in 
substitution for forms PCS-1 and PCS-2 provided the format of the report and data fields 
contained within the report are identical to the claim forms included in these instructions. 
The claim forms provided with these instructions should be duplicated and used by the 
claimant to file estimated or reimbursement claims. The State Controller's Office will revise 
the manual and claim forms as necessary. In such instances, new replacement forms will 
be mailed to claimants. 

A. Form PCS-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail 

This form is used to segregate the detailed costs by claim component. A separate form 
PCS-2 must be completed for each cost component being claimed. Costs reported on 
this form must be supported as follows: 

(1) Salaries and Benefits 

Identify the employee(s), and/or show the classification of the employee(s) 
involved. Describe the mandated functions performed and speeify the actual 
time devoted to each function by each employee, the productive hourly rates 
and related fringe benefits. In lieu of actual hours, the average number of hours 
devoted to each reimbursable activity can be claimed if supported by a documented 
time study. At present no instructions are available for performing a time study. 
Therefore, it is suggested that claims be based on actual costs. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are 
not limited to, employee time records that show the employee's actual time spent 
on this mandate. If a documented time study is the basis for claimed time spent, 
attach the time records with the claim. The State Controller's Office will review the 
documented time study for precision and reliability. 

(2) Materials and Supplies 

Only expenditures that can be identified as a direct cost of the mandate may be 
claimed. List the cost of materials consumed or expended specifically for the purpose 
of this mandate. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are 
not limited to, invoices, receipts, purchase orders and other documents evidencing 
the validity of the expenditures. 

(3) Contract Services 

Give the name(s) of contractor(s) who performed the service(s). Describe the 
activities performed by each named contractor, actual time spent on this mandate, 
inclusive dates when services were performed, and itemize all costs for services 
performed. Attach consultant invoices with the claim. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are 
not limited to, contracts, invoices, and other documents evidencing the validity of 
the expenditures. 
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For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained for a period of two 
years after the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or 
last amended, whichever is later. Such documents shall be made available to the 
State Controller's Office on request. 

B. Form PCS-1, Claim Summary 

This form is used to summarize direct costs by claim component and compute 
allowable indirect costs for the mandate. Claim statistics shall identify the work 
performed for costs claimed. The claimant must give the average daily attendance, the 
number of parent-teacher conferences for pupils suspended from class (not from 
school), the number of counseling personnel attending these conferences, and the 
actual time claimed by counseling personnel for these services. 

School districts and local offices of education may compute the amount of indirect 
costs utilizing the State Department of Education's Annual Program Cost Data Report 
J-380 or J-580 rate, as applicable. The cost data on this form are carried forward to 
form FAM-27. 

C. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

Form FAM-27 contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized 
representative of the district. All applicable information from form PCS-1 must be 
carried forward to this form for the State Controller's Office to process the claim for 
payment. 

Revised 10/98 

Form PCS-2 

Component/ 
Activity 

Cost Detail 

Form PCS-1 
Claim Summary 

i 
FAM-27 
Claim 

for Payment 

Illustration of Claim Forms 

Form PCS-2 Component/Activity Cost Detail 

Complete form PCS-2, for the cost component 

for which expenses are claimed. 

1. Pupil Counseling 

Chapters 965/77 and 498/83, Page 4 of 4 
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CLAIM FOR PAYMENT 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

L (01) Claimant Identification Number 

(19) Program Number00011 
(20) Date File 
(21) LRS Input 

Reimbursement Claim Data 

: (02) Mailing Address (22) CB-1, (03)(1 )(e) 

e•~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~+-~~~~~~~ 

L Claimant Name (23) CB-1, (03)(2)(e) 

H County of Location (24) CB-1, (03)(3)(e) 

E1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~+-~~~~~~~ 
R Street Address or P. 0 .. Box (25) CB-1, (03)( 4)(e) 
E1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~+-~~~~~~~ 

City State Zip Code (26) CB-1 , (03)(5)( e) 

Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (27) CB-1, (03)(6)(e) 

(03) Estimated D (00) Reimbursement D (28) CB-1, (04)(d) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined D (29) CB-1, (04)(e) 

(Cl5) Amended D (11) Amended D (30) CB-1 , (Cl5)( e) 

Fiscal Year of (06) (12) (31) 

Cost 19_/_ 19_/_ 

Total Claimed (07) (13) (32) 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, but not to exceed (14) (33) 

$1000 (if applicable) 

Less: Estimated Claim Payment Received (15) (34) 

Net Claimed Amount (16) (3.5) 

Due from State (17) (36) 

Due to State (18) (37) 

(38) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

In accordance \Mth the provisions of Government Code 17561, I certify that I am the person authorized by the local agency to file 
claims \Mth the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 961, Statutes of 1975; and certify under penalty of perjury that I 
have not violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, Inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs clained herein; and such costs are for a new program or Increased level of services of an existing program mandated by 
Chapter 961, Statutes of 1975. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs for the mandated program of Chapter 961, Statutes of 1975, set forth on the attached statements. 

Signature of Authorized Representative 

Type or Print Name 

(39) Name of Contact Person for Claim 

LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLI 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 10/96) 

Date 

Title 

Telephone Number 

LLLJ LLLI LLLLI Ext. LLLLI 

Chapter 961n5 
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(01) Leave blank. 

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

Certification Claim Form 

Instructions 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 
FAM-27 

(02) A set of mailing labels with the claimanrs l.D. number and address has been enclosed with the claiming instructions. The mailing 
labels are designed to speed processing and prewnt common errors that delay payment. Affix a label in the place shown on form 
FAM-27. Cross out any errors and print the correct information on the label. Add any missing address items, except county of 
location and a person's name. If )'OU did not receive labels, print or type )'OUr agency's mailing address. 

(03) If filing an original estimated claim, enter an ":>e' in the box on line (03) Estimated. 

(04) If filing an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X' in the box on line (04) Combined. 

(05) If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "X' in the box on line (05) Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. 

(07) Enterthe amount of estimated claim. If estimate exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete form 
CB-1 and enterthe amount from line (11). If more than one form CB-1 is completed due to multiple department inwlwment in this 
mandate, add line (11) of each form CB-1. 

(08) Enter the same amount as shown in line (07). 

(00) If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X' in the box on line (00) Reimbursement. 

(10) If filing an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an" X" in the box on line (10) Combined. 

(11) If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended. 

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

(13) Enterthe amount of reimbursement claim from form CB-1, line (11). If more than one form CB-1 is completed due to multiple 
department involwment in this mandate, add line (11) of each form CB-1. 

• 

(14) If a reimbursement claim is filed after November :30 of the fiscal year in which costs were incurred, the claim must be reduced by a • 
late penalty. Enter the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor0.10 (10% penalty) or $1,000, whichever is less. 

(15) If )'OU are filing a reimbursement claim and have previously filed an estimated claim for the same fiscal year, enter the amount 
received for the estimated claim. otherwise, enter a zero. 

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

(17) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is positive, enter that amount on line (17) Due from state. 

(18) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is negative, enter that amount in line (18) Due to State. 

(19) to (21) Leave blank. 

(22) to (37) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (:30) 
for the reimbursement claim (e.g., CB-1, (03), means the information is located on form CB-1, line (03). Enter the information 
on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, (i.e., no cents). 
Indirect cost percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol (i.e., 7.548% should be shown 
as 8). The claim cannot be orocessec! for payment unless this data block is correct and complete. 

(38) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If the statement is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's 
authorized representative and must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless 
accompanied by a signed certification. 

(39) Enter the name of the person and telephone number that this office should contact if additional information is required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED ORIGINAL AND A COPY OF FORM FAM-27, AND A COPY OF ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS TO: 

Address, If delivered by: 
U.S. Postal Service 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reinbursement Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Chapter 961175 

Address, If delivered by: 
Other delivery service 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reinbursement Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 501 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 10/96) 
• 
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MANDATED COSTS 

• COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
FORM 

CB-1 
CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim [:=J Fiscal Year 
Reimbursement 
Estimated L=:J 19_/19_ 

Rodda Act Direct Costs Cost Elements 

(03) Reimbursable Components (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Salaries and Materials and Travel Contracted Total 

Benefits Supplies Services 

1. Determination of Bargaining Units and 
Exclusive Representation 

2. Election of Unit Representation 

3. Cost of Negotiations 

4. Impasse Proceedings 

5. Contract Administration 

(04) Total Rodda Act Direct Costs 

• Winton Act Direct Costs 

(05) Base Year, 1974n5 Direct Costs 

(06) Base Year Direct Costs Adjusted by IPD [Line (05)(e) x 2.841] for 1996197 f.y. 

(07) Increased Direct Costs [Line (04)(e) - line (06)) 

Indirect Costs 

(08) Total Rodda Act Direct Costs less Contracted Services [Line (04)(e) - line (04)(d)] 

(09) Base Year Costs less Contracted Services adjusted by IPD [{Line (05)(e)- line (05)(d)} x 2.841] 

(10) Increased Direct Costs less Contracted Services [Line (08) - line (09)] 

(11) Indirect Cost Rate From J-380, J-580 or FAM-27C % 

(12) Increased Indirect Costs [Line (10) x line (11)) 

(13) Total Increased Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (07) + line (12)) 

Cost Reduction 

(14) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

• (15) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(16) Total Claimed Amount [Line (13) - {Line (14) + line (15)}) 

Revised 9/97 Chapter 961n5 380
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COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

FORM 

CB-1 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. Enter the fiscal 
year for which costs were incurred or are to be incurred. 

Form CB-1 must filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form CB-1 if you are filing an estimated claim 
and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%. Simply enter the 
amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated claim exceeds the previous 
fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, form CB-1 must be completed and a statement attached explaining the 
increased costs. Without this information the high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the 
previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) For each of the reimbursable components, enter the total allowable cost from form CB-2, line (05) columns (d) 
through (g) onto form CB-1, block (03), lines (1) through (6), columns (a) through (d). Total each line and enter in 
column (e). 

(04) Add columns (d) and (e) for Cost Elements, block (03) and enter the totals on this line. 

(05) 

(06) 

Method A. Enter the 1974175 Winton Act (base year) costs on line (05)(e). Enter on line (05)(d) any contracted 
services costs included in line (05)(e). 

Method B. Enter the amount from form CB-1.1, line (04)(b) onto line (05)(e). Enter on line (05)(d) any contracted 
services costs included in line (05)(e). 

Method A. Multiply the base year cost on line (05)(e) by the implicit price deflator (IPD). The 1996/97 implicit price 
deflator is 2.841. 

Method B. Enter the amount from form CB-1.1, line (04 )( d). 

(07) Subtract the Base Year Direct Costs Adjusted by the Implicit Price Deflator, line (06), from Total Rodda Act Direct 
Cost, line (04)(e). 

(08) Subtract Total Contracted Services, line (04)(d), from Total Rodda Act Direct Costs, line (04)(e). 

(09) Subtract Base Year Contracted Services, line (05)(d) from Base Year, 1974175 Direct Costs, line (05)(e) and 
multiply the remainder by the Implicit Price Deflator. 

(10) Subtract Base Year Costs less Contracted Services adjusted by IPD, line (09) from Total Rodda Act Direct Costs 
less Contracted Services, line (08). 

( 11) Enter the indirect cost rate. School districts (K-12) may compute the amount of indirect costs to claim by 
multiplying their total direct costs by the State Department of Education forms J-380 or J-580 rate applicable to the 
fiscal year of costs. Community college districts may use the federally approved OMB A-21 rate, or the rate 
computed using form FAM-29C. 

(12) Multiply Incremental Direct Costs less Contracted Services, line (10), by Indirect Cost Rate, line (11 ). 

(13) Enter the sum of Incremental Costs, line (07), and Incremental Indirect Costs, line (12). 

( 14) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct result of this 
mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim. 

(15) Less: other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of fees that could have been collected by the 
school district as authorized under the California Public Records Act (Government Code § 6250 et. seq.) for 
providing information requested by interested persons regarding its schools. In addition, enter the amount of any 
other reimbursements received from any source (i.e., service fees collected, federal funds, other state funds, etc.,) 
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a detailed schedule of the reimbursement 
sources and amounts. 

(16) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (14), and other Reimbursements, 
line (15), from Total Increased Direct and Indirect Costs, line (13). Enterthe remainder of this line and 
carry the amount forward to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim, or line (13) for the 
Reimbursement Claim. 

Chapter 961n5 Revised 9/97 
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MANDATED COSTS 
FORM 

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING CB-1.1 
DETERMINING VVINTON ACT COSTS 

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year 
19_/_ 

NOTE: Beginning \\1th the 1992193 claims, a school distrtct has the option of using Method A or Method B for 
this segment of the claim to determine increased costs due to the Rodda Act. 

Method A: School districts have been using this method in previous fiscal years to determine increased 
costs. The school district reduces the current Rodda Act costs by the total 1974n5 Winton Act (base 
year) cost adjusted by annual changes in the implicit price deflater. Rodda Act costs in excess of the 
adjusted Winton Act costs are claimable. If a school district chooses to continue wth this method, do not 
complete form CB-1.1. 

Method B: This method is new. It may be advantageous for a school district to use this method if the 
district can provide cost documentation for each 1974n5 Winton Act cost component listed below. The 
Rodda Act has the three similar matching cost components. Under each matched component, report 
only the amount of Winton Act costs adjusted by changes in the implicit price deflater for vllich current 
Rodda Act costs exist. Examples: (1) If the Rodda Act costs exceed the adjusted Winton Act costs for 
the component, all Winton Act costs of the component must be reported for purposes of reducing the 
Rodda Act costs. (2) If the adjusted Winton Act costs exceed current Rodda Act costs for the 
component, residual Winton Act costs do not have to be applied against current Rodda Act costs of other 
components. If Method Bis chosen, the claimant must complete the followng: 

• (01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

• 

(02) Enter the fiscal year for vllich costs are being filed. 

(03) Complete the followng schedule to determine the amount of Winton Act base year costs for offset 
against the current Rodda Act costs. 

(a) Enter in column (a) the current Rodda Act costs for each of the three cost components, if any. 

(b) Enter in column (b) the amount of 1974n5 Winton Act costs applicable to each of the three 
components. The total on line (4) column (b) should be the same as sh<Mfl on form CB-1, line (S)(e). 

(c) Enter in column (c) the product of multiplying the 1974n5 Winton Act cost component in column (b) 
by the implicit price deflater specified for the fiscal year of the claim. 

(d) Enter in each row, column (d), the lesser amount of column (a) or column (c). Total column (d) and 
forward the amount to form CB-1, line (06). 

Similar Cost Components of the Rodda Act and Winton (a) (b) (c) (d) 
1974175 1974175 Winton Winton Act Act 

Current Rodda Winton Act Act Costs Costs to be 
Act Costs Costs Applied Adjusted by IPO Applied 

1. Determination of Bargaining and Exclusive $ $ $ $ 
Representation 

2. Election of Unit Representation 

3 . Meet and Confer (Cost of Negotiations) 

4. Totals $ $ $ $ 

Chapter 9&1n5 Revised 10/96 
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State Controller's Office 

MANDATED COSTS 

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 

CB-2 

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year Costs Were Incurred 

(03) Reimbursable Components: Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed. 

D 1. Determination of Bargaining Units and Exclusive Representation 0 4. Election of Unit Representation 

D 2. Cost of Negotiations 

~ 3. Impasse Proceedings 

(04) Description of Expenses: Complete columns (a) through (g). 

(a) (b) (c) 
Employee Names, Job Classifications, Hourly Hours 

Functions Performed Rate Worked 
and or or 

Description of Expenses Unit Cost Quantity 

(05) Total C=:J Subtotal C=:J Page: ___ of __ _ 

Chapter 961/75 

D 5. Contract Administration 

D 6. Unfair Labor Practice Charges 

Object Accounts 

(d) (e) (f) (g) 

Salaries Materials Contracted Travel 
and and Services 

Benefits Supplies 

Revised 10/96 
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COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Enter the fiscal year in which costs were incurred. 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 

CB-2 

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box which indicates the cost component being claimed. Check 
only one box per form. A separate form CB-2 shall be prepared for each component which applies. 

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support 
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box "checked" in line (03), enter the 
employee names, position titles, a brief description of their activities performed, actual time spent by 
each employee, productive hourly rates, fringe benefits, supplies used, contracted services, etc. For 
audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less 
than two years after the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last 
amended, whichever is later. Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller's 
Office on request. 

Object/ Columns 
Subobject 
Accounts (a) (b) (c) (d) (g) 

Salaries= 
Salaries Employee Name Hourly Hours Hourly Rate 

Rate Worked 

Title 

Benefits Benefit 
Activities Rate 

Performed 

Materials and Description of Unit Quantity 

(05) 

Supplies Supplies Used Cost Used 

Name of Hours 
Contracted Contractor Worked 

Services Hourly Inclusive 
Specific Tasks Dates of 

Performed Rate Service 

Purpose of Trip Per Diem Rate Days 
Name and Title Mileage Rate Miles 

Travel 
Departure and Transportation Transportation 
Return Date Cost Mode 

Total line (04), columns (d), (e), (f) and (g) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to 
indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed for the component/activity, 
number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d), (e), (f) and (g) to form CB-1, block (04), 
columns (a), (b), (c) and (d). 

Revised 10/96 Chapter 961/75 
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• HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

• 

• 

1. Summary of Chapters 1/84, 2nd E.S., and Chapter 1118/87 

Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S., repealed Education Code§ 72246 \\tlich authorized 
community college disbicts to charge a fee for the purpose of providing health supervision 
and services, direct and indirect medical and hospitalization services, and operation of 
student health centers. The statute also required community college distrtcts that charged 
a fee in the 1983/84 fiscal year to maintain that level of health services in the 1984185 
fiscal year and each fiscal year thereafter. The provisions of this statute \\Ould 
automatically repeal on December 31, 1987, \\tlich \\Ould reinstate the community college 
districts' authority to charge a health fee as specified. 

Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987 amended Education Code§ 72246 to require any 
community college disbict that provided health services in the 1986187 fiscal year to 
maintain health services at that level in the 1986187 fiscal year and each fiscal year 
thereafter. Chapter 8, Statutes of 1993, has revised the numbering of§ 72246 to§ 76355. 

2. Eligible Claimants 

3. 

4. 

Any community college district incurring increased costs as a result of this mandate is 
eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs. 

Appropriations 

To determine if current funding is available for this program, refer to the schedule 
"Appropriations for State Mandated Cost Programs" in the "Annual Claiming Instructions for 
State Mandated Costs" issued in mid-September of each year to community college 
presidents. 

Types of Claims 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims 

A claimant may file a reimbursement claim and/or an estimated claim. A 
reimbursement claim details the costs actually incurred for a prior fiseal year. An 
estimated claim shows the costs to be incurred for the current fiscal year. 

B. Minimum Claim· 

Section 17564(a), Government Code, provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to 
Section 17561 unless such a claim exceeds $200 per program per fiscal year. · 

5. Filing Deadline 

( 1) Refer to item 3 "Appropriations" to determine if the program is funded for the current 
fiscal year. If funding is available, an estimated claim·must be filed VIAth the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30, of the fiscal year in \\tlich costs 
are to be incurred. Timely filed estimated claims VIAii be paid before late claims. 

After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a 
reimbursement claim by November 30, of the folloVIAng fiscal year regardless 
\\tlether the payment was more or less than the actual costs. If the local agency 
fails to file a reimbursement claim, monies received must be returned to the 
State. If no estimated claim was filed, the local agency may file a reimbursement 

Revised 9/97 Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 1 of 3 
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claim detailing the actual costs incurred for the fiscal year, provided there was an 
appropriation for the program for that fiscal year. (See item 3 above). 

(2) A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed YI.1th the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30 followng the fiscal year in v.tlich 
costs were incurred. If the claim is filed after the deadline but by November 30 of the 
succeeding fiscal year, the approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, 
not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline Yl.111 not be 
accepted. 

6. Reimbursable Components 

Eligible claimants Yl.111 be reimbursed for health service costs at the level of service 
provided in the 1986/87 fiscal year. The reimbursement Yl.111 be reduced by the amount of 
student health fees authorized per the Education Code § 76355. 

After January 1, 1993, pursuant to Chapter 8, Statutes of 1993, the fees students were 
required to pay for health supervision and services were not more than: 

$10.00 per semester 

$5.00 for summer school 

$5.00 for each quarter 

Beginning YI.1th the summer of 1997, the fees are: 

$11.00 per semester 

$8.00 for summer school or 

$8.00 for each quarter 

The district may increase fees by the same percentage increase as the Implicit Price 
Deflater (IPD) for the state and local government purchase of goods and services. 
Whenever the IPD calculates an increase of one dollar ($1) above the existing amount, the 
fees may be increased by one dollar ($1). 

7. Reimbursement Limitations 

A. If the level at v.tlich health services were provided during the fiscal year of 
reimbursement is less than the level of health services that were provided in the 
1986/87 fiscal year, no reimbursement is forthcoming. 

B. Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source (e.g. 
federal, state grants, foundations, etc.) as a result of this mandate, shall be identified 
and deducted so only net local costs are claimed. 

8. Claiming Forms and Instructions 

The diagram "Illustration of Claim Forms" provides a graphical presentation of forms 
required to be filed YI.1th a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated report in 
substitution for forms HFE-1.0, HFE-1.1, and form HFE-2 provided the format of the report 
and data fields contained wthin the report are identical to the claim forms included in these 
instructions. The claim forms provided YI.1th these instructions should be duplicated and 
used by the claimant to file estimated and reimbursement claims. The State Controller's 

• 

• 

Office Yl.111 revise the manual and claim forms as necessary. In such instances, new • 
replacement forms Yl.111 be mailed to claimants. 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 2 of 3 Revised 9/97 
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A. Form HFE-2, Health Services 

This form is used to list the health services the community college provided during the 
1986187 fiscal year and the fiscal year of the reimbursement claim. 

B. Form HFE-1.1, Claim Summary 

This form is used to compute the allowable increased costs an individual college of 
the community college district has incurred to comply \\4th the state mandate. The 
level of health services reported on this form must be supported by official financial 
records of the community college district. A copy of the document must be submitted 
\\4th the claim. The amount sh<>Wl on line (13) of this form is carried to form HFE-1.0. 

c. Form HFE-1.0, Claim Summary 

This form is used to list the individual colleges that had increased costs due to the 
state mandate and to compute a total cldimable cost for the district. The ''Total 
Amount Claimed", line (04) on this form is carried forward to form FAM-27, line 13, for 
the reimbursement claim, or line (07) for the estimated claim. 

D. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

Revised 9/97 

This form contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized representative 
of the local agency. All applicable information from form HFE-1.0 and HFE 1.1 must 
be carried forward to this form for the State Controller's Office to process the claim for 
payment. 

Form HFE-2 

Health 
Services 

Form HFE-1.1 
Component/ 
Activity 

Cost Detail 

Form HFE-1.0 

Claim Summary 

FAM-27 

Claim 

for Payment 

Illustration of Claim Forms 

Forms HFE-1.1, Claim Summary 

Complete a separate form HFE-1.1 for each 
college for which costs are claimed by the 
community college district. 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 3 of 3 387
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iX:if '<~fa.\ . ·:;;;;: "' ... ~. 
' ' ' 

CLAIM FOR PAYMENT 
(19) Program Number CXXJ29 

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 (:!>) Date File I I 
HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION (21) LRS Input I I • ~ (01) Claimart Identification Number 

.... 
Reimbursement Claim Data 

L 
A (02) Mailing Address (22) HFE-1.0, (04)(b) 
B 
E 
L Claimant Name (23) 

H County of Location (24) 
E 
R Street Address or P. o .. Box (25) 
E 

City State Zip Code (26) 

"- .... 

Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (27) 

(03) Estimated D (a:!) Reimbursement D (28) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined D (29) 

(ClS) Amended D (11) Amended D (3J) 

Fiscal Year of (06) (12) (31) 

Cost 19_/19_ 19_/19_ 

Total Claimed (07) (13) (32) 

Amount 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed (14) (33) 

$1000 

Less: Estimated Claim Payment Received (15) (34) • 
Net Claimed Amount (16) (35) 

Due from State 
... <1n 

(36) 

Due to State (18) (37) 

(38) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

In accordance wth the provisions of Government Code 17561, I certify that I am the person authorized by the local agency to file 
clains wth the state of C.llfornla for costs mandated by Chapter 1, statutes of 1984 and Chapter 1118, statutes of 1987; and certify 
under penalty of perjury that I have not violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, Inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or Increased level of services of an existing program mandated by 
Chapter 1, statutes of 1984 and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the state for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs for the mandated program of Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984 and Chapter 1118, statutes of 1987, set forth on the attached 
statements. 

Signature of Authorized Represertative Date 

• Type or Prirt Name Title 

(39) Name of Cortact Person for Claim Telephone Number 

LLLI I I I LLI I I I I I LI I I LLI LLLJ I I I I I I I I I Ext. LI I I I 
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(01) Leave blank. 

HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

Certification Claim Form 

Instructions 

FORM 

FAM-27 

(02) A set of mailing labels with the claimant's l.D. number and address has been enclosed with the claiming instructions. The 
mailing labels are designed to speed processing and prevent common errors that delay payment. Affix a label in the place 
shown on form FAM-27. Cross out any errors and print the correct information on the label. Add any missing address items, 
except county of location and a person's name. If you did not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

(03) If filing an original estimated claim, enter an ·x:o in the box on line (03) Estimated. 

(04) If filing an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X' in the box on line (04) Combined. 

(as) If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "X' in the box on line (as) Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. 

(07) Enter the amount of estimated claim. If estimate exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete 
form HFE-1.0 and enter the amount from line (04)(b). 

(06) Enter the same amount as shown in line (07). 

(a:l) If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X' in the box on line (a:l) Reimbursement. 

(10) If filing an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an • X • in the box on line (10) Combined. 

(11) If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X • in the box on line (11) Amended. 

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal )'ear are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

(13) Enterthe amount of reimbursement claim from form HFE-1.0, line (04)(b). 

(14) If the reimbursement claim is filed after November 3J following the fiscal )'ear in which costs were incurred, the claim must be 
reduced by late penalty. Enter either the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty) or $1,000, whichever is 
less. 

(15) If you are filing a reimbursement claim and have previously filed an estimated claim for the same fiscal )'ear, enter the amount 
received fdr the estimated claim. Otherwise, enter a zero. 

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

(17) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is positive, enter that amount on line (17) Due from state. 

(18) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is negative, enter that amount in line (18) Due to state. 

(19) to (21) Leave blank. 

(22) to (37) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of line (22) for the 
reimbursement claim (e.g., HFE-1.0, (04)(b), means the information is located on form HFE-1.0, line (04)(b). Enterthe 
information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, (i.e., no cents). 
Indirect cost percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol (i.e., 7.548% should be 
shown as 8). The claim cannot be Processed for cayment unless this data bloc!< is correct and complete. 

(38) Read the statement "Certification of Claim.• If the statement is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's 
authorized representative and must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be caid unless 
accomcanied by a sjaned certification. 

(39) Enter the name of the person and telephone number that this office should contact if additional information is required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED ORIGINAL AND A COPY OF FORM FAM-27, AND A COPY OF ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS TO: 

Address, If delivered by: 
U.S. Postal Sentlce 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursement Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942860 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 

Address, If delivered by: 
Other delivery service 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursement Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 501 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/97) 
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• 
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(01) Claimant 

MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(02) Type of Claim 
Reimbursement 

Estimated 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 

HFE-1.0 

Fiscal Year 

19_/19_ 

(03) List all the colleges of the community college district identified in fonn HFE-1.1, line (03) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7 . 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21 . 

(04) Total Amount Claimed 

Revised 9/97 

(a) 
• Name of College 

(b) 
Claimed 
Amount 

[Line (3.1b) +line (3.2b) +line (3.3b) + .. .line (3.21b)) 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 

390
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HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 

HFE-1.0 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. Only a community college district may file a claim with the State 
Controller's Office on behalf of its colleges. 

(02) Check a box, Reimbursement or E$timated, to identify the type of claim being filed. Enter the fiscal year 
for which the expenses were/are to be incurred. A separate claim must be filed for each fiscal year. 

Form HFE-1.0 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form HFE-1.0 if you are filing an 
estimated claim and the estimate is not more than 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. Simply 
enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated claim 
exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, forms HFE-1.0 and HFE-1.1 must be 
completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the high 
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) List all the colleges of the community college district which have increased costs. A separate form HFE-1.1 
must be completed for each college showing how costs were derived. 

• 

(04) Enter the total claimed amount of all colleges by adding the Claimed Amount, line (3.1 b) + line (3.2b) ... + • 
(3.21b). 

• 
Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 Revised 9/97 
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• MANDATED COSTS FORM 
HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION HFE-1.1 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement c:::::J 
Estimated c:::::J 19_/19_ 

(03) Name of College 

(04) Indicate with a check mark, the level at which health services were provided during the fiscal year of reimbursement In comparison to the 
1986/87 fiscal year. If the ·Less" box is checked, STOP, do not complete the form. No reimbursement is allowed. 

LESS SAME MORE 

C=:J C=:J C=:J 
Direct Cost Indirect Cost Total 

(05) Cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim 

(06) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services which are in excess of the 
level provided in 1986/87 

(07) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services at the 1986/87 level 
[Line (05) - line (06)) 

• (08) Complete columns (a) through (g) to provide detail data for health fees 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 
Student Health 

Period for which health 
Number of Number of Unit Cost for Full-time Unit Cost for Part-time Fees That 
Full-time Part-time Full-time Student Part-time Student Could Have 

fees were collected Students Students Student per Health Fees Student per Health Fees Been 
Educ. Code (a) x (c) Educ. Code Collected 

§ 76355 § 76355 (b) x (e) (d) + (f) 

1. Per fall semester 

2. Per spring semester 

3. Per summer session 

4. Per first quarter 

5. Per second quarter 

6. Per third quarter 

(09) Total health fee that could have been collected (Line (8.1 g) + (8.2g) + ......... (8.6g)) 

(10) Sub-total (Line (07) - line (09)) 

Cost Reduction 

(11) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

• (12) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(13) Total Amount Claimed [Line (10) - {line (11) + line (12)}) 

Revised 9/97 Chapters 1 /84 and 1118/87 
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HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. Only a community college district may file a claim with the State 
Controller's Office on behalf of its colleges. 

FORM 

HFE-1.1 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. Enter the fiscal 
year of costs. 

Form HFE-1.1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. If you are filing an estimated claim and the estimate does 
not exceed the previous year's actual costs by 10%, do not complete form HFE-1. 1. Simply enter the amount of the 
estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (05), Estimated. However, ifthe estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs by more than 10%, form HFE-1.1 must be completed and a statement attached explaining the 
increased costs. Without this information the high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the 
previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) Enter the name of the college or community college district that provided student health services in the 
1986/87 fiscal year and continue to provide the same services during the fiscal year of the claim. 

(04) Compare the level of health services provided during the fiscal year of reimbursement to the 1986/87 fiscal year and 
indicate the result by marking a check in the appropriate box. If the "Less" box is checked, STOP and do not 
complete the remaining part of this claim form. No reimbursement is forthcoming. 

(05) Enter the direct cost, indirect cost, and total cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim on line (05). Direct 
cost of health services is identified on the college expenditures report (individual college's cost of health services as 
authorized under Education Code § 76355 and included in the district's Community College Annual Financial and 
Budget Report CCFS-311, EDP Code 6440, column 5). If the amount of direct costs claimed is different than 

• 

shown on the expenditures report, provide a schedule listing those community college costs that are in • 
addition to, or a reduction to expenditures shown on the report. For claiming indirect costs, college districts 
have the option of using a federally approved rate (i.e., utilizing the cost accounting principles from the Office of 
Management and Budget Circular A-21 ), or the State Controller's methodology outlined in "Filing a Claim" of the 
Mandated Cost Manual for Schools. 

(06) Enter the direct cost, indirect cost, and total cost of health servic~s that are in excess of the level provided 
in the 1986/87 fiscal year. 

(07) Enter the difference of the cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim, line (05), and the cost of providing 
current fiscal year health services that is in excess of the level provided in the 1986/87 fiscal year, line (06). 

(08) Complete columns (a) through (g) to provide details on the amount of health service fees that could have 
been collected. Do not include students who are exempt from paying health fees established by 
the Board of Governors and contained in Section 58620 of Title 5 of the California Code of 
Regulations. After 01/01/93, the student fees for health supervision and services were $10.00 per semester, $5.00 
for summer school, and $5.00 for each quarter. Beginning with the summer of 1997, the health service fees are: 
$11.00 per semester and $8.00 for summer school, or $8.00 for each quarter. 

(09) Enter the sum of Student Health Fees That Could Have Been Collected, (other than from students who 
were exempt from paying health fees) [Line (8.1g) +line (8.2g) +line (8.3g) +line (8.4g) +line (8.5g) + 
line (8.6g)]. 

(10) Enter the difference of the cost of providing health services at the 1986/87 level, line (07) and the total 
health fee that could have been collected, line (09). If line (09) is greater than line (07), no claim shall be 
filed. · 

(11) Enter the total savings experienced by the school identified in line (03) as a direct cost of this mandate. 
Submit a schedule of detailed savings with the claim. 

(12) Enter the total other reimbursements received from any source, (i.e., federal, other state programs, etc.,). 
Submit a schedule of detailed reimbursements with the claim. 

(13) Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (11 ), and Other Reimbursements, line (12), from Total 
1986/87 Health Service Cost excluding Student Health Fees. 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 Revised 9/97 
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MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH ELIMINATION FEE 

HEALTH SERVICES 

(01) Claimant: I (02) Fiscal Year costs were incurred: 

(03) Place an "X" in columns (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health services 
were provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal years. 

Accident Reports 

Appointments 
College Physician, surgeon 
Dermatology, family practice 
Internal Medicine 
Outside Physician 
Dental Services 
Outside Labs, (X-ray, etc.) 
Psychologist, full services 
Cancel/Change Appointments 
Registered Nurse 
Check Appointments 

Assessment, Intervention and Counseling 
Birth Control 
Lab Reports 
Nutrition 
Test Results, office 
Venereal Disease 
Communicable Disease 
Upper Respiratory Infection 
Eyes, Nose and Throat 
EyeNision 
Dermatology/Allergy 
Gynecology/Pregnancy Service 
Neuralgic 
Orthopedic 
Genito/Urinary 
Dental 
Gastro-lntestinal 
Stress Counseling 
Crisis Intervention 
Child Abuse Reporting and Counseling 
Substance Abuse Identification and Counseling 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
Eating Disorders 
Weight Control 
Personal Hygiene 
Burnout 
Other Medical Problems, list 

Examinations, minor illnesses 
Recheck Minor Injury 

Health Talks or Fairs, Information 
Sexually Transmitted Disease 
Drugs 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 

FORM 

HFE-2 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 

Revised 9/93 Chapter 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 1 
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MANDATED COSTS 

HEAL TH ELIMINATION FEE 

HEALTH SERVICES 

FORM 

HFE-2 

(01) Claimant: j (02) Fiscal Year costs were incurred: 

(03) Place an "X" In column (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health services were 
provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal years. 

Child Abuse 
Birth Control/Family Planning 
Stop Smoking 
Library, Videos and Cassettes 

First Aid, Major Emergencies 

First Aid, Minor Emergencies 

First Aid Kits, Filled 

Immunizations 
Diphtheria/Tetanus 
Measles/Rubella 
Influenza 
Information 

Insurance 
On Campus Accident 
Voluntary 
Insurance Inquiry/Claim Administration 

Laboratory Tests Done 
Inquiry/Interpretation 
Pap Smears 

Physical Examinations 
Employees 
Students 
Athletes 

Medications 
Antacids 
Antidiarrheal 
Aspirin, Tylenol, Etc 
Skin Rash Preparations 
Eye Drops 
Ear Drops 
Toothache, oil cloves 
Sting kill 
Midol, Menstrual Cramps 
Other, list 

Parking Cards/Elevator Keys 
Tokens 
Return Card/Key 
Parking Inquiry 
Elevator Passes 
Temporary Handicapped Parking Permits 

Chapter 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 2 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 

Revised 9/93 
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MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH ELIMINATION FEE 

HEALTH SERVICES 

(01) Claimant: I (02) Fiscal Year costs were incurred: 

(03) Place an "X" in columns (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health services 
were provided by student health service fees for the Indicated fiscal years. 

Referrals to Outside Agencies 
Private Medical Doctor 
Health Department 
Clinic 

Tests 

Dental 
Counseling Centers 
Crisis Centers 
Transitional Living Facilities, battered/homeless women 
Family Planning Facilities 
Other Health Agencies 

Blood Pressure 
Hearing 
Tuberculosis 

Reading 
Information 

Vision 
Glucometer 
Urinalysis 
Hemoglobin 
EKG 
Strep A testing 
PG Testing 
Monospot 
Hemacult 
Others, list 

Miscellaneous 
Absence Excuses/PE Waiver 
Allergy Injections 
Bandaids 
Booklets/Pamphlets 
Dressing Change 
Rest 
Suture Removal 
Temperature 
Weigh 
Information 
Report/Form 
Wart Removal 
Others, list 

Committees 
Safety 
Environmental 
Disaster Planning 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 

FORM 

HFE·2 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 

Revised 9/93 Chapter 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 3 396
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1. 

2. 

MANDATE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS 

Summary of Chapters 486n& and 1459/84 

On March 27, 1986, the Commission on State Mandates detennined that both Chapter 486, 
Statutes of 1975, and Chapter 1459, Statutes of 1984, resulted in State mandated costs 
that are reimbursable pursuant to Part 7 (commencing with Section 17500) of Division 4 of 
Title 2 of the Government Code. Chapter 486, Statutes of 1975, established the Board of 
Control's authority to hear and make detenninations on claims submitted by local 
governments that allege costs mandated by the State. in addition, Chapter 486n5 
contained provisions authorizing the State Controller's Office to receive, review, and pay 
reimbursement claims for mandated costs submitted by local governments. 

Chapter 1459, Statutes of 1984, created the Commission on State Mandates which 
replaced the Board of Control with respect to hearing mandate cost claims. This law 
established the "sole and exclusive procedure" by which a local agency or school district is 
allowed to claim reimbursement as required by Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California 
Constitution for State mandates under the Revenue and Taxation Code (Government Code 
Section 17552). 

Together these laws established the process by which local agencies· and school districts 
are to receive reimbursement for State mandated programs. They also dictated 
reimbursement activities by requiring localities to file claims according to instructions 
issued by the State Controller's Office . 

Eligible Claimants 

Any school district, county office of education or community college district that incurs 
increased costs as a result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of these 
costs. 

3. Appropriations 

Claims may only be filed with the State Controller's Office for programs that have been 
funded in the state budget, the State Mandates Claims Fund, or in special legislation. To 
detennine funding available for the current fiscal year, refer to the schedule "Appropriations 
for State Mandated Cost Programs" in the "Annual Claiming Instructions for State 
Mandated Costs" issued in mid-September of each year to county superintendents of 
schools and superintendents of schools. 

4. Types of Claims 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims 

An eligible claimant may file a reimbursement and/or an estimated claim. A 
reimbursement claim details the costs actually incurred for a prior fiscal year. An 
estimated claim shows the costs to be incurred for the current fiscal year. 

B. Minimum Claim 

A claim for reimbursement or an estimate must exceed $200 per year. However, a 
county superintendent of schools, as fiscal agent for the district, may submit a 
combined claim in excess of $200 on behalf of school districts within the county even 
if the individual district's claim does not exceed $200. The combined claim must show 
the individual claim costs for each district. Once a combined claim is filed, all 
subsequent claims for the same mandate must be filed in a combined fonn. A school 

Chapters 486n5and1459/84, Page 1of6 Revised 4196 397
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district may withdraw from the combined claim form by providing a written notice to 
the county superintendent of schools and the State Controller's Office, of its intent to • 
file a separate claim at least 180 days prior to the deadline for filing the claim. . 

5. Filing Deadline 

(1) Refer to item 3 "Appropriations" to determine if the program is funded for the current 
fiscal year. If funding. is available, an estimated claim must be filed with the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30 of the fiscal year in which costs 
are to be incurred. Timely filed estimated claims will be paid before late claims. 

(2) After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a 
reimbursement claim by November 30 of the following fiscal year regardless whether 
the payment was more or less than the actual costs. If the district fails to file a 
reimbursement claim, monies received must be returned to the State. If no 
estimated claim was filed, ttie district may file a reimbursement claim detailing the 
actual costs incurred for the fiscal year, provided there was an appropriation for the 
program for that fiscal year. (See item 3 above). 

A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed with the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30 following the fiscal year in 
which the costs were incurred. If the claim is filed after the deadline but by 
November 30 of the succeeding fiscal year, the approved claim must be reduced 
by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year 
after the deadline will not be accepted. 

6. Reimbursable Components 

Eligible claimants will be reimbursed for costs incurred in the filing of successful test claims 
and reimbursement claims. The purpose of a test claim is to establish that local • 
governments (counties, cities, school districts, special districts, etc.,) cannot be made 
financially whole unless all state mandated costs, both direct and indirect, are reimbursed. 
Since local costs would not have been incurred for test claims and reimbursement claims 
but for implementing State imposed mandates, all resulting costs are recoverable. 

A. Test Claims 

Revised 4196 

All costs of successful test claims presented to the Commission on State Mandates 
are reimbursable, including unsuccessful test claims if an adverse Commission ruling 
is later reversed as a result of a court order. The following costs would be 
reimbursable: 

Accumulated costs (current and prior years) for presenting a test claim which was 
successful shall be claimed in the fiscal year in which the Commission determined a 
reimbursable mandate exists for the program. After a successful test claim, costs 
incurred for developing parameters and guidelines, and necessary cost data for the 
program shall be claimed in the fiscal year in which costs were incurred. 

(1) Preparing and Presenting Test Claims 

The costs of preparing and presenting test claims to the Commission and the 
additional costs of litigation, if an unsuccessful test claim is later revised by a 
court order. 

(2) Developing Parameters and Guidelines 

The costs of developing parameters and guidelines for the successful test claim . 

(3) Collection of Cost Data 

The collection of cost data to determine the statewide impact of the successful 
test claim. 

Chapters 486n5 and 1459/84, Page 2 of 6 
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(4) Drafting Claiming Instructions 

The costs of assisting the State Controller's Office in drafting the required 
claiming instructions. 

B. Reimbursement Claims 

(1) Preparation of the Claim 

All costs incurred for the preparation and submission of successful 
reimbursement claims to the State Controller's Office are claimable. 

(2) Classes for Claim Preparation 

The costs of attending classes designed to assist the claimant in identifying and 
correctly preparing the required documentation for a specific mandate are 
reimbursable. Allowable costs include, but are not limited to, salaries and 
benefits, transportation, registration fees and per diem. 

Please note that costs of preparing and submitting reimbursement claims should 
be claimed in the fiscal year in which costs were incurred rather than in the fiscal 
year of the program cost. 

For example, the initial filing deadline for Chapter 1117 /84, Airport Land Use, for 
the increased costs incurred in the 1985/86 through 1988/89 fiscal years was May 
15, 1990. The costs would be incurred in the 1989/90 fiscal year to prepare and 
file reimbursement claims for all four fiscal years. Therefore, the costs should be 
identified in the 1989/90 Mandate Reimbursement Process claim. 

C. Incorrect Reduction Claims 

If a claimant files a successful appeal with the Commission on State Mandates 
regarding the incorrect reduction of a claim and the Commission rules for the 
claimant, the following costs are reimbursable: 

(1) Preparation of the Claim 

All costs incurred for the preparation and submission of a claim to the State 
Controller's Office. 

(2) Presentation to the Commission 

The cost of presenting a successful incorrect reduction claim to the Commission. 

Accumulated costs {current and prior years) to present a successful incorrect 
reduction claim shall be claimed in the fiscal year in which the Commission 
determined that the claim was incorrectly reduced. 

7. Reimbursement Limitations 

A. Legal costs not exceeding $90 per hour will be considered reimbursable, subject to 
proper documentation. Any amount exceeding $90 per hour will be subject to review 
and subsequent approval by the State Controller's Office. 

B. Reimbursement limitation for independent contractor costs is detailed under Item 
8.A.{3) of these claiming instructions for the preparation and submission of 
reimbursement claims. 

C. Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source {e.g. 
federal, state grants, foundations, etc.) as a result of this mandate shall be identified 
and deducted so only net costs are claimed . 

Revised 9/97 Chapter 486n5 and 1459/84, Page 3 of 6 399
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8. Claiming Forms and Instructions 

The diagram "Illustration of Claim Forms" provides a general graphical presentation of 
forms required to be filed with a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated 
report in substitution for form MRP-1 and form MRP-2 provided the format of the report 
and data fields contained within the report are identical to the claim forms included with 
these instructions. The claim forms provided with these instructions should be duplicated 
and used by the claimant to file estimated and reimbursement claims. The State 
Controller's Office will revise the manual and claim forms as necessary. In such 
instances, new replacement forms will be mailed to claimants. 

A. Form MRP-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail 

This form is used to segregate the detailed costs by claim component. A separate form 
MRP-2 must be completed for each cost component being claimed. Costs reported on this 
form must be supported as follows: 

(1) Salaries and Benefits 

Identify the district employee(s), and/or show the classification of the employee(s) 
involved. Describe the mandated activities performed by each employee and 
specify the actual time spent, the productive hourly rate and the related fringe 
benefits. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but 
are not limited to, employee time records that show the employee's actual time 
spent on the mandate. 

(2) Materials and Supplies 

Only expenditures which can be identified as a direct cost of the mandate may be 
claimed. List the cost of materials which have been consumed or expended 
specifically for the purpose of this mandate. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include but are 
not limited to, invoices, receipts, purchase orders and other documents 
evidencing the validity of the expenditures. 

(3) Contracted Services 

Give the name(s) of contractor(s) who performed the service. Describe the 
activities performed by each named contractor, inclusive dates when services 
were performed, and actual time spent performing the mandate. Itemize all costs 
for services performed. Attach consultant invoices with the claim. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but 
are not limited to, contracts, invoices and other documents evidencing the validity 
of the expenditures. 

Limitation on reimbursement for independent contractor costs for the 
preparation and submission of reimbursement claims. 

(a) If a school district contracts with an independent contractor for the preparation 
and submission of reimbursement claims, the costs reimbursable by the state for 
that purpose shall not exceed the lesser of (1) 1 O percent of the amount of the 
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claims prepared and submitted by the independent contractor, or (2) the actual 
costs that would necessarily have been incurred for that purpose if performed by 
employees of the school district. 

The maximum amount of reimbursement provided for an independent 
contractor may be exceeded only if the school district establishes, by 
appropriate documentation and governing board certification, that the 
preparation and submission of these claims could not have been 
accomplished without the incurring of the additional costs claimed by the 
school district. 

(b) Costs incurred for contract services for the preparation, submission and/or 
presentation of claims are recoverable within the limitations imposed under (a) 
above. Provide copies of the contractor's invoices that were paid. For the 
preparation and submission of claims pursuant to Government Code Sections 
17561 and 17564, submit an estimate of the actual costs that would have been 
incurred for that purpose if performed by employees of the school district. This 
cost estimate is to be certified by the governing body or its designee. 

If reimbursement is sought for independent contractor costs that are in 
excess of [Test (1)] ten percent of the claims prepared and submitted by 
the independent contractor or [Test (2) ] the actual costs that necessarily 
would have been incurred for that purpose if performed by employees of the 
school district. Appropriate documentation must be submitted to show that 
the preparation and submission of these claims could not have been 
accomplished without the incurring of the additional costs claimed by the 
district. Appropriate documentation includes the record of dates and time 
spent by staff of the contractor for the preparation and submission of claims 
on behalf of the school district, the contractor's billed rates, and an 
explanation of reasons for exceeding Test (1) and/or Test (2). In the 
absence of appropriate documentation, reimbursement is limited to the 
lesser of Test (1) and/or Test (2). No reimbursement shall be permitted for 
the cost of contracted services without the submission of an estimate of 
actual costs by the district. 

(4) Training 

Only the cost for a reasonable number of employees attending the training is 
reimbursable. Give the class title, dates, location and name(s) of employee(s) 
attending training on the preparation of claims. Reimbursable costs include 
salaries and benefits for time spent, the registration fee, transportation, lodging 
and per diem. Reimbursement for travel expenses, lodging and per diem shall 
not exceed those rates which are applicable to State employees. Refer to the 
Appendix: State of California Travel Expense Guidelines. 

For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained for a period of two 
years after the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or 
last amended, whichever is later. Such documents shall be made available to the 
State Controller's Office on request. 

B. Fonn MRP-1, Claim Summary 

This form is used to summarize direct costs by claim component and compute the 
allowable indirect costs for the mandate. Claim statistics shall identify the work 
performed for which costs are claimed. The claimant must give the chapter/statute 
and name of each mandated program. If claiming the cost of a successful test claim 
or incorrect reduction claim, give the date when the claim was heard by the 
Commission On State Mandates. Direct costs on this form are carried forward from 
form MRP-2. 
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School districts and local offices of education may compute the amount of indirect 
costs utilizing the State Department of Education's Annual Program Cost Data Report, 
J-380 or J-580 rate. Community college districts have the option of using a federally 
approved rate (i.e., utilizing the cost accounting principles in the Office of 
Management and Budget Circular A-21) or form FAM-29C to determine the amount of 
indirect costs. 

C. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

This form contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized representative 
of the school district. All applicable information from form MRP-1 must be carried 
forward to this form for the State Controller's Office to process the claim for payment. 

Form MRP-2 

Component/ 
Activity 

Cost Detail 

Form MRP-1 

Claim Summary 

FAM-27 
Claim 

for Payment 

Revised 10/96 

Illustration of Claim Forms 

Form MRP-2 Component/Activity Cost Detail 

Complete a separate form for each cost component listed 

below. Claimable activities (i.e., A,B,C, .. ) are identified 

for each cost component. 

1. Test Claims 

A. Preparing and Presenting Test Claims 

B. Developing Parameters and Guidelines 

C. Collection of Cost Data 

D. Drafting Claiming Instructions 

2. Reimbursement Claims 

A. Preparation of the Claim 

B. Classes for Claim Preparation 

3. Incorrect Reduction Claim 

A. Preparation of the Claim 

B. Presentation to the Commission 
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CLAIM FOR PAYMENT 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 
MANDATE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

(19) Program Number0042 
(20) Date File I 
(21) LRS Input I 

L (01) Claimant ldentlfication Number Reimbursement Claim Data 

A 
B 

(02) MaiHng Address (22) MRP-1, (03)(a) 

E1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.-~~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~~~1 

L Claimant Name (23) MRP-1, (03)(b) 

H County of Location (24) MRP-1, (03)(c) 
E1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~ 
R street Address or P. 0 .. Box (25) MRP-1, (04)(1)(d) 
E 

City 

Type of Claim 

Fiscal Year of 
Cost 

Total Claimed 

state 

Estimated Claim 

(03) Estimated 

(04) Combined 

(05)Amended 

(06) 
19_/_ 

(07) 

Zip Code (26) MRP-1, (04)(2)(d) 

Reimbursement Claim (27) MRP-1, (04)(3)(d) 

D (09) Reimbursement D (28) MRP-1, (06) 

i--~~~~~~~~---~~~~~-

D (10)Combined o .... <29_) --------1-------
D (11) Amended (30) 

(12) (31) 
19_/_ 

(13) (32) 

Less: 100.A, Late Penalty, but not to (14) (33) 
exceed $1000 (if applicable) 

Less: Estimated Claim Payment Received (15) (34) 

Net Claimed Amount (16) (35) 

Due from State (17) (36) 

Due to State (18) (37) 

(38) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code 17561, I certify that I am the person authorized by the local agency to file 
claims with the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 486, Statutes of 1975 and Chapter 1459, Statutes of 1984; and 
certify under penalty of perjury that I have not violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application for nor any grant or payment received, other than from the claimant, for reimbursement 
of costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or Increased level of services of an existing program mandated by 
Chapter 486, Statutes of 1975, and Chapter 1459, Statutes of 1984. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs for the mandated program of Chapter 486, Statutes of 1975, and Chapter 1459, StaUtes of 1984, set forth on the attached 
statements. 

Signature of Authorized Representative Date 

• Type or Print Name Title 

(39) Name of Contact Person for Claim 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I LI 

Fonn FAM-27 (Revised 4196) 

Telephone Number 
C I I ) 11 I llLJExt.11111 
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(01) Leave blank. 

MANDATE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS 
Certification Claim Fonn 

Instructions 

FORM 
FAM-27 

(02) A set of malling labels with the claimanfs l.D. number and address has been enclosed with the claiming instructions. The maiUng labels 
are designed to speed processing and prevent common errors that delay payment. AffD< a label in the place shown on form FAM-27. 
Cross out any errors and print the correct information on the label. Add any missing address items, except county of location and a 
person's name. If you did not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

(03) If filing an original estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on Une (03) Estimated. 

(04) If fiHng an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an ·x- in the box on Hne (04) Combined. 

(05) If fiHng an amended or combined claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. 

(07) Enter the amount of estimated claim. If estimate exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete form 
MRP-1 and enter the amount from line (11). 

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07). 

(09) If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an ·x- in the box on line (09) Reimbursement. 

(10) If filing an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an• X •in the box on line (10) Combined. 

(11) If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an ·x • in the box on line (11) Amended. Leave 
boxes(09)and(10)blank. 

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, complete a 
separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

(13) Enter the amount of reimbursement claim from form MRP-1, line (11 ). 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

If a reimbursement claim is fried after November 30 of the fiscal year in which costs were incurred, the claim must be reduced by a late 
penalty. Enter the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty) or $1,000, whichever Is less. 

If you are filing a reimbursement claim and have previously filed an estimated claim for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for 
the estimated claim. Otherwise, enter a zero. 
Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

(17) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is positive, enter that amount on line (17) Due from State. 

(18) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is negative, enter that amount in line (18) Due to State. 

(19) through (21) for State Controller's use only. Leave blank. 

(22) through (37) for the Reimbursement Claim 

Bring fOIW8rd the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (28) for the reimbursement claim [e.g., 
MRP-1, (03)(a), means the information is located on form MRP-1, line (03)(a) . Enter the information on the same Une but in the 
right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, (i.e., no cents). Indirect cost percentage should be shown 
as a whole number and without the percent symbol (i.e. 7.548% should be shown as 8). The claim cannot be processed for payment 
unless tb!s data block Is correct and complete. 

(38) Read the statement ·certification of Claim.• If the statement is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized 
representative and must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be cald unless accomcanied by a siQn8d 
certification. 

(39) Enter the name of the person and telephone number that this office should contact if additional information Is required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED ORIGINAL AND A COPY OF FORM FAM-27, AND A COPY OF ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS TO: 

Address, K dellvenld by: 
U.S. Postal Service 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursement Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250-6875 

Fonn FAM-27 (Revised 4196) 

Address, K dellvenld by: 
0th• delivery setvlce 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursement Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Sutte 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 
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• MANDATED COSTS 

MANDATE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS FORM 
MRP-1 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement c:::J 
Estimated c:::J 19_/ __ 

Claim Statistics 

(03) Chapter Name and Number of Mandates (a) (b) (c) 
Test Reim Incorrect 

Claims bursement Reduction 
Claims Claims 

Total Number of Claims Filed 

• Direct Costs Object Accounts 
(04) Reimbursable Components: (a) (b) (c) (d) 

Salaries& Materials& Contracted Total 
Benefits Supplies Services 

1. Test Claims 

2. Reimbursement Claims 

3. Incorrect Reduction Claims 

(05) Total Direct Costs 

Indirect Costs 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate From J-380, J-580 or FAM-29C % 

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (06) x {fine (05)(d) - line(05)(c)}] 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (05)(d) + One (07)) 

Cost Reduction 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

• (10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(11) Total Claimed Amount: [Line (08) - {Line (09) + Line (1 O)}] 
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MANDATE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 
MRP-1 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to Identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred or are to be incurred. Form MRP-1 must be filed 
for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form MRP-1 if you are filing an estimated claim and the 
estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%. Simply enterthe 
amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated claim exceeds 
the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, form MRP-1 must be completed and a 
statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the high estimated claim 
will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) Test Claims: Enter the chapter/statute or state regulation and program name. Give the date when 
the successful test claim was heard by the Commission on State Mandates. Enter an "X" in column 
(a) for each program. 

Reimbursement Claims: List each chapter/statute or state regulation and program name that is 
included in the claim preparation costs. Enter an "X" in column (b) for each program. 

Incorrect Reduction Claims: Enter the chapter/statute or state regulation and program name. 
Give the date when the successfully appealed incorrect reduction claim was heard by the 
Commission on State Mandates. Enter an "X" in column (a) for each program. 

Total the "X"s in each column. (Attach a separate schedule if more space is needed to meet your 
requirements). 

(04) Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the totals from form MRP-2, 
line (05) columns (d), (e) and (f) to form MRP-1, block (04) columns (a), (b) and (c) in the appropriate 
row. Total each row and enter in column (d). 

(05) Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through (d). 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate. Enter the indirect cost rate from the Department of Education form J-380 or 
J-580 or FAM-29C, as applicable, for the fiscal year of the costs. 

(07) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the difference of Total Direct Costs, line (05)(d) 
and Contracted Services, line (05)(c) by the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06). 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (05)(d) and Total Indirect 
Costs, line (07). 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a 
direct result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim. 

(10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of other reimbursements received 
from any source (i.e., federal, state grants, foundations, etc.) which reimbursed any portion of the 
mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the reimbursement sources and amounts. . 

(11) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (09) and Other Reimbursements, 
line (10) from Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (08). Enter the remainder on this line and carry 
foiward the amount to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim, or line (13) for the 
Reimbursement Claim. 
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MANDATED COSTS 

MANDATED REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS 
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 

MRP-2 

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year Costs Were Incurred 

(03) Reimbursable Components: Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed. 

c::::J 1. Test Claims 

c::::J 2. Reimbursement Claims 

c::::J 3. Incorrect Reduction Claims 

(04) Description of Expenses: Complete columns (a) through (f). 

(a) 
Employee Names, Job Classifications, F\Jnctions Performed 

and 
Description of Expenses 

(b) (c) 
Hourly Rate Hours 

or VVorl<ed 
Unit Cost or Quantity 

(05) Total C=:J Subtotal C=:J Page:. ___ of ___ _ 

Chapters 48&ns and 1459/84 

Object Accounts 

(d) 
Salaries 

and 
Benefits 

(e) (f) 
Materials Contracted 

and Services 
Supplies 

Revised 10/96 
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MANDATED REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS 
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

Instructions 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 
MRP-2 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. If more than one department has incurred costs for this mandate, giw the name of each department. 
A form MRP-2 should be completed for each department. 

(02) Enter the fiscal )'98r in which costs were incurred. 

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check only one box per form to indicate the cost component being claimed. A separate form MRP-2 
shall be prepared for each component which applies. 

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support reimbursable costs. Allowable costs 
for the following cost components include, but are not limited to: 

Test Claim - Salaries and benefits, supplies, consultants and legal services, trawl, etc. 

Reimbursement Claim - Salaries and benefits, supplies, contracted services, training, etc. 

Incorrect Reduction Claim - Salaries and benefits, supplies, contracted services, etc. 

To detail costs under each cost component activity heading, enter the employee names, position titles, a brief description of the 
activities performed, actual time spent by each employee, productiw hourly rates, fringe benefits, supplies used, trawl costs, 
contracted services costs, training costs, etc. If attorney fees are claimed, costs not exceeding $90 per hour will be considered 
reimbursable, subject to proper documentation. Any amount owr $90 per hour will be subject to review and approval by the State 
Controller's Office. For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained for a period of two years after the end of the 
calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichewr is later. Such documents shall be made 
available to the State Controller's Office on request. 

Object/ Columns S ulxnit these 

Sub-object supporting 

Accounts (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) documents 
with the claim 

Salaries Employee Name Hourly Hours 
Rate Worked 

Title 

Benefit 

Benefits Activities Rate 

Services and 
Supplies Description 

of Unit Quantity 
Office Supplies Supplies Used Cost Used 

Trawl 
Purpose of Trip Per Diem Rate Days 
Name and Title Mileage Rate Miles 
Departure and Transportation Trawl Mode 
Return Date Cost 

Name of Period of 

Contracted Services 
Contractor Hourly Rate Contract lnwice 

Specific Tasks Hours Worked 

Employee Name 

Training Title Registration 

Name of Class 
Fee 

• 

• 

(05) Total line (04), columns (d), (e) and (f) and enterthe sum of this line. Check the appropriate box to indicate ifthe amount is a total or • 
subtotal. If more than one form is needed for the componenUactivity, number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d), (e) and (f) 
to form MRP-1, block (04) columns (a), (b) and (c) in the appropriate row. 
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OPEN MEETINGS ACT 

1. Summary of Chapter 641/86 

On October 22, 1987, the Commission on State Mandates determined that Chapter 641, 
Statutes of 1986, added Section 54954.2 to the Government Code to require that the 
legislative body of the local agency, or its designee, post a single agenda containing a brief 
general description of each item of business to be transacted or discussed at the meeting 
and specify the time and location of the regular meeting. The agenda must be posted at 
least 72 hours before the meeting in a location freely accessible to the public. 

The Commission further determined that Chapter 641, Statutes of 1986, added Section 
54954.3 to the Government Code to provide an opportunity for members of the public 
to address the legislative body on specific agenda items or any item of interest that is 
within the subject matter jurisdiction. This opportunity for comment must be stated on 
the posted agenda. The Commission found these additions to the Government Code 
imposed a new program on local agencies and resulted in costs mandated by the State. 

2. Eligible Claimants 

3. 

Any school district or local office of education which incurs increased costs as a result of 
this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of those costs . 

Appropriations 

Claims may only be filed with the State Controller's Office for programs that have been 
funded in the State Budget Act or in special legislation. To determine if current funding is 
available for this program, refer to the schedule "Appropriations for State Mandated Cost 
Programs" presented in the "Annual Claiming Instructions for State Mandated Costs" 
~ssued in mid-September each year to superintendents of schools. 

4. Types of Claims 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims 

A claimant may file a reimbursement claim and/or an estimated claim. A 
reimbursement claim details the costs actually incurred for the previous fiscal year. 
An estimated claim shows the costs to be incurred for the current fiscal year. 

A claim for reimbursement or an estimate must exceed $200. However, any county 
superintendent, as fiscal agent for the school district, may submit a combined claim in 
excess of $200 on behalf of one or more districts within the county even if the 
individual district's claim does not exceed $200. A combined claim must show the 
individual claim costs for each district. Once a combined claim is filed, all subsequent 
fiscal years relating to the same mandate must be filed in a combined form. The 
county superintendent receives the reimbursement payment and is responsible for 
disbursing funds to each participating district. A district may withdraw from the 
combined claim form by providing a written notice to the county superintendent and 
the State Controller's Office, at least 180 days prior to the deadline for filing the 
claim, of its intent to file a separate claim. 

Revised 10/95 Chapter 641/86, Page 1 of 5 
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B. Filing Deadline 

(I) Refer to item 3 "Appropriations" to determine if the program is funded for the 
current fiscal year. If funding is available, an estimated claim may be filed. 

An estimated claim must be filed with the State Controller's Office and 
postmarked by November 30 of the fiscal year in which costs are to be 
incurred. Timely filed estimated claims will be paid before late claims. 

(2) A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed with the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30 following the fiscal year in 
which costs were incurred. If the claim is filed after the deadline, but by 
November 30 of the succeeding fiscal year, the approved claim will be reduced by a 
late penalty of I 0% but not to exceed $1,000. If the claim is filed more than one 
year after the deadline, the claim cannot be accepted. 

If the school district received payment for an estimated claim, a reimbursement 
claim must be filed by November 30 regardless if the amount received was 
more or less than the actual costs. If the district fails to file a reimbursement 
claim, monies received must be returned to the State. If no estimated claim 
was filed, the district may file a reimbursement claim by November 30 detailing 
the actual costs incurred for the fiscal year. See item 3 above. 

5. Reimbursable Components 

Eligible claimants will be reimbursed for the increased costs incurred to prepare and post, 
at a site accessible to the public and at least 72 hours before the meeting, a single agenda 
containing a brief general description of each item of business to be transacted or 
discussed at the regular meeting and citing the time and location of the regular meeting. 
Further, every agenda for a regular meeting must state that there is an opportunity for 
members of the public to address the legislative body on items of interest to the public 
that are within the subject matter jurisdiction of the legislative body, subject to exceptions 
stated therein. 

More specifically, reimbursable activities of Government Code sections 54954.2 and 
54954.3, Chapter 641/86, in accordance with the provisions of Government Code section 
54954.4 of Chapter 238/91 are: 

A. Increased costs to prepare a single agenda for a regular meeting of the legislative 
body of a local agency containing a brief general description (generally need not 
exceed 20 words) of each item of business to be transacted or discussed at a regular 
meeting and citing the time and location of the regular meeting. 

(I) Writing, composing, drafting 

(2) Typing, word processing 

(3) Editing, reviewing 

B. Costs to post a single agenda 72 hours before a regular meeting in a location freely 
accessible to the public. 

(I) Post a brief agenda at one location only. 
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6. Reimbursement Limitations 

A. Non-reimbursable activities include, but are not limited to, selecting items for the 
agenda, researching and compiling information to support the agenda items, 
preparing staff reports for agenda items, and copying and distributing the agenda 
packets to members of the legislative body or the public. Meetings or time spent to 
discuss agenda recommendations, as well as time spent to post an agenda in more 
than one location is also not reimbursable. 

B. Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source as a 
result of this mandate must be deducted form the amount claimed. 

7. Claim Forms and Instructions 

The diagram, "Illustration of Claim Form" provides a graphical presentation of forms 
required to be filed with a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated report in 
substitution for forms OMA-1, OMA-2 and OMA-3, provided the format of the report and 
data fields contained within the report are identical to the claim forms included in these 
instructions. The claim forms provided with these instructions ~ be duplicated and 
used by the claimant to file estimated and reimbursement claims. The State Controller's 
Office will revise the manual and claim forms as necessary. In such instances, new 
replacement forms will be mailed to claimants. 

Chapter 238, Statutes of 1991, directs the State Controller's Office "to rigorously review 
each claim and authorize only those claims, or parts thereof, which represent costs which 
are clearly and unequivocally incurred as the direct and necessary result of compliance 
with Chapter 641, Statutes of 1986, and for which complete documentation exits." A claim 
without documentation cannot be processed for payment. 

In an effort to reduce the amount of paper flow, the review of claims will be based on a 
sampling of the full year's costs. Submit with the claim, a copy of original documents 
showing the actual time spent on the required activities for the first regular meeting held in 
the months of August, November, February and May. If no regular meeting was held in 
the specified months, use the succeeding month. Documents upon which the information 
is recorded may include, abut are not limited to, detailed time records, project work logs, 
calendars, time studies, etc. Such documents must be of original entries, recorded during 
or immediately following the performance of the activities. 

Of the months indicated, highlight the original entries which show the date, time spent, and 
the activity of preparing a brief general description of agenda items {e.g., writing, typing, 
proofreading, etc.) and the name{s) of person{s) who performed the activities. Also 
highlight the entries for the activity of posting the agenda, if claimed. 

Highlighting will assist the Controller's staff in easily locating the claimed activity in those 
specified months. These costs are subject to review. In addition, submit a copy of posted 
agendas relating to the meetings for which documentation is submitted. Time 
documentation must be performed throughout the fiscal year. The months to be used for 
sampling the claim may vary from year to year at the discretion of the State Controller's 
Office. 

A. Form OMA-3, Time/Work Documentation 

Revised 10/96 

This form is used to document the name of persons, work activities, and time spent 
on preparation and posting the brief agenda. Information on this form must be 
carried forward to form OMA-2. A copy of form OMA-3 or other time record forms 
must be submitted with the claim. 
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B. OMA-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail 

This form is used to segregate the cost detail by claim component. A separate form 
OMA-2 must be completed for each cost component being claimed. 

Costs reported on this form must be supported by the following: 

( 1) Salaries and Benefits 

Identify the employees, and/or show the classification of the employees 
involved. Describe the mandated functions performed and specify the actual 
number of hours devoted to each function, the productive hourly rate, and the 
related fringed benefits. In-lieu of actual hours, the average number of hours 
devoted to each function may be claimed, if supported by a documented time 
study. At the present, no instructions are available for performing a time study. 
Therefore, it is suggested that claims be based on actual costs. 

Source documents required to maintained by the claimant may include, but are 
not limited to, employee time records, which show the employee's actual time 
spent on the mandate. 

(2) Office Supplies 

Only expenditures that can be identified as a direct cost of the mandate can be 
claimed. List the cost of materials that were consumed or expended 
specifically for the purpose of this mandate. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but 
are not limited to, invoices, receipts, purchase orders, and other documents 
evidencing the validity of the expenditures. 

(3) Contracted Services 

Give the names of contractors who performed the service. Describe the 
activities performed by each named contractor, actual hours spent on activities, 
and show the inclusive dates when services were performed. Itemize all costs 
for those services. performed. Attach consultant invoices with the claim. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but 
are not limited to, contracts, invoices, and other documents evidencing the 
validity of the expenditures. 

For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained by the claimant for a 
period of not less than two years after the end of the calendar year in which the 
reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. Such documents 
shall be made available to the State Controller's Office on request. 

Chapter 641/86, Page 4 of 5 Revised 10/96 
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C. Form OMA-1, Claim summary 

This form is used to summarize direct costs by claim component and compute 
allowable indirect costs for the mandate. Claim statistics shall identify the amount of 
work performed during the claim period for which costs are claimed. The claim must 
show the number of regular public meetings for which a brief agenda was prepared 
and posted. Direct costs on this form are carried forward from form OMA-2. 

School districts and local offices of education may compute the amount of indirect 
costs utilizing the State Department of Education's Annual Program Cost Date 
Report J-380 or J-580 rate, respectively. The cost data on this form is carried 
forward to form FAM-27. 

D. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

This form contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized representative 
of the school district. All applicable information from form OMA- I must be carried 
forward to this form in order for the State Controller's Office to process the claim 
for payment. 

Revised 10/95 

Form OMA-3 
Time/Work 
Documentation 

Form OMA-2 
Component/ 

Activity 

Form OMA-I 

Claim Summary 

FAM-27 
Claim 

for Payment 

Illustration of Claim Forms 

Form OMA-2 Component/Activity Cost Detail 

Complete a form OMA-2, for each component 
in which expenses are claimed. 

I. Preparation of brief agendas and posting. 

Chapter 641/86, Page 5 of 5 
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• 
For ~tate Controller Vse . Only >::i8\>~:y: A ,. ',': 

CLAIM FOR PAYMENT (19) Program Number 00092 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 (20) Date File I I 

OPEN MEETINGS ACT (21) Signature Present I 
~ (01) Claimant Identification Number ~ Reimbursement Claim Data L 

A 
B (02) Mailing Address (22) OMA-1,(03) 
E 
L Claimant Name (23) OMA-l,(04)(d) 
H 
E County of Location (24) OMA-1,(05) R 
E Street Address or P.O. Box (25) 

City State Zip Code (26) 
It... ~ 

Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (27) 

(03) Estimated CJ 
(09) Reimbursement D (28) 

(04) Combined CJ 
(I 0) Combined CJ (29) 

(05) Amended CJ 
(11) Amended CJ (30) 

Fiscal Year of (06) (12) (31) Cost 19_/_ 19_/ __ 

Total Claimed (07) (13) (32) Amount 

Less:lOo/o Late Penalty, but not to exceed (14) (33) 
Sl,000 (if applicable) • Less: Estimated Claim Payment Received (15) (34) 

Net Claimed Amount (16) (35) 

Due from State 
... (17) 

(36) 

Due to State 
(18) (37) 

(38) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code 17561, I certify that I am the person authorized by the school district to file 
claims with the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 641, Statutes of 1986; and certify under penalty of perjury that I 
have not violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there were no applications for nor any grants or payments received, other than from the claimant, for 
reimbursement of costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or increased level of service of an existing program 
mandated by Chapter 641, Statutes of 1986. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs for the mandated program of Chapter 641, Statutes of 1986 set forth on the attached statements. 

Signature of Authorized Representative Date 

Type or Print Name Title 

(39) Name of Contact Person for Claim Telephone Number • 
l_J_J_J_J_J_J_J_J_J_J_J_J_J_J_J_J_J_J_J_J (_1_1_) l_l_l_J l_l_l_J_J EXT. l_J_J_l_J 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 10/95) Chapter 641/86 414
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(01) Leave blank. 

OPEN MEETINGS ACT 
Certification Claim Form 

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 

FORM 
FAM-27 

(02) A set of mailing labels with the claimant's l.D. number and address have been enclosed with the claiming instructions. The mailing 
labels are designed to speed processing and prevent common errors that delay payment. Affix a label in the place shown on form 
FAM-27. Cross out any errors and print the correct information on the label. Add any missing address items, except county of 
location and a person's name. If you did not receive labels, print or type your district's mailing address. 

(03) If filing an original estimated Claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated. 

(04) If filing an original estimated Claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04) Combined. 

(05) If filing an amended claim to an original estimated or combined, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. Leave boxes (03) 
and (04) blank. 

(06) Enter the current fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. 

(07) Enter the amount of estimated claim from form OMA-1, line (10). 

(08) Enter the same amount as shown in line (07). 

(09) If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement. 

(10) If filing an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an" X" in the box on line (10) Combined. 

(11) If filing an amended claim to an original reimbursement claim or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an 
"X "in the box on line (11) Amended. Leave boxes (09) and (10) blank. 

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

(13) Enter the amount of reimbursement claim from form OMA-1, line (10). 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

If the reimbursement claim is filed after November 30 of the fiscal year in which the costs were incurred, the claim must be reduced 
by a late penalty amount. Enter the result of the multiplication of the 10% late penalty times line (13) or $1,000 whichever is less. 

If filing a reimbursement claim and have previously filed an estimated claim for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for 
the estimated claim, otherwise enter a zero. 

Enter the result of subtracting the sum of line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

(17) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is positive, enter that amount on line (17) Due from State. 

(18) If line (16) Net claimed Amount is negative, enter that amount in line (18) Due to State. 

(19) through (21) For State Controller's use only, Leave blank 

(22) through (37) For the Reimbursement Claim. 

Bring forward cost information as specified on the left-hand column of line (22) through (24) for the reimbursement claim [e.g., 
OMA-1,(03) means the information is located on form OMA-1, line (03)]. Enter the information on the same line but in the 
right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar,. (i.e., no cents). Indirect costs percentage should be 
shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol (i.e., 7.548% should be shown as 8). The claim cannot be processed 
for oayment unless this data block is correct and comolete. 

(38) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If the statement is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the district's authorized 
representative and must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by an 
original signed certification. · 

(39) Enter the name of the person and telephone number may be contacted if additional information is required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED ORIGINAL AND A COPY OF FORM FAM-27 AND A COPY OF ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS TO: 

Address, if delivered by: 
U.S. Postal Service 

KATHLEEN CONNELL 
Controller of California 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250-5875 

Chapter 641/86 

Address, if delivered by: 
Other delivery service 

KATHLEEN CONNELL 
Controller of California 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 c Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 10/95) 

• 
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• 

(01) Claimant 

Claim Statistics 

MANDATED COSTS 

OPEN MEETINGS ACT 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(02) Type of Claim 

Reimbursement c:::J 
Estimated c:::J 

(03) Number of regular meetings for vJ'lich a brief agenda was prepared and posted 

Direct Costs 

(04) Reimbursable Components: 

Preparation of Brief Agenda and Posting 

Indirect Costs 

(05) Indirect Cost Rate 

(06) Total Indirect Costs 

Cost Reduction 

(08) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

(a) 
Salaries and 

Benefits 

Object Accounts 

(b) 
Materials and 

Supplies 

(c) 
Contracted 

Services 

[From J-380 or J-580, as applicable) 

[Line (05) x line (04)(d)) 

• (09) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(10) Total Cost [Line (07) - {line (08) + line (09)}) 

FORM 
OMA-1 

Fiscal Year 

19_/_ 

(d) 

Total 

Revised 10/96 Chapter 641/86 
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OPEN MEETINGS ACT 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

FORM 
OMA-1 

{01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

{02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. Enter the fiscal 
year for which costs were incurred or are to be incurred. 

Form OMA-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form OMA-1 if you are filing an estimated 
claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%. Simply enter the 
amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line {07). However, if the estimated claim exceeds the previous 
fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, form OMA-1 must be completed and a statement attached explaining 
the increased costs. Without this information the high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the 
previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

{03) Claim Statistics. Enter the number of regular meetings for which a brief agenda was prepared and posted. 

{04) Reimbursable Components. Enter all the totals from form OMA-2, line {05) columns {d), {e), and {f) to form OMA-1, 
block {04) columns {a), {b), and (c) in the appropriate row. Total the row and enter in column {d). 

(05) Indirect Cost Rate. Enter the Indirect Cost Rate form the Department of Education form J-380 or J-580, as 
applicable to the fiscal year of costs. 

{06) 

(07) 

Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying line (05) Indirect Cost Rate times line {04){d) Total Direct Costs. 
If the cost of contracted services is included in Total Direct Costs, the amount for contracted services must be 
subtracted from the Total Direct Costs before multiplying the Indirect Cost Rate. 

Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of line (04)(d) and line {06). 

{08) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct result of this 
mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim. 

(09) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of other reimbursements received from any source, 
(i.e., service fees collected, federal funds, other state funds, etc.,) which reimbursed any portion of the mandated 
cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the reimbursement sources and amounts. 

(10) Total Cost. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (08) and Other Reimbursements, line {09) from 
Total Direct and Indirect Costs line {07). 

Chapter 641/86 Revised 10/96 
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MANDATED COSTS 

OPEN MEETINGS ACT 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 

OMA-2 

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year Costs Were Incurred 

(03) Reimbursable Component: Preparation of Brief Agenda and Posting 

(04) Description of Expenses: Complete columns (a) through (f). 

Employee Names, Job Classifications, Functions Performed 
and 

Description of Expenses 

Hourly Rate Hours Worked 
or or 

Unit Cost Quantity 

(05) Total ~ Subtotal ~ Page: ___ ·of __ _ 

Revised 10/96 

Object Accounts 

(d) (e) (f) 

Salaries 
and 

Benefits 

Materials and Contracted 
Supplies Sel"Jices 

Chapter 641/86 
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OPEN MEETINGS ACT 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

Instructions 

(01} Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02} Enter the fiscal year for v.ttich costs were incurred. 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 

OMA-2 

(03} Reimbursable Components. Check the box v.ttich indicates the cost component being claimed. Check 
only one box per form. A separate form OMA-2 shall be prepared for each component v.tlich applies. 

(04} Description of Expenses. The folloVlling table identifies the type of information required to support 
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box "checked" in block (03), enter the 
employee names, position titles, a brief description of their activities performed, actual time spent by each 
employee, productive hour1y rates, fringe benefits, supplies used, contract services, etc. For audit 
purposes, all supporting documents must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than 
tv.o years after the end of the calendar year in v.ttich the reimbursement claim vvas filed or last amended, 
v.ttichever is later. Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller's Office on request. 

Columns 
Object/ 

Subobject (a) (b) (c) (d) (f) 
Accounts 

Salaries= 
Employee Name Hourly Hours Hourly Rate 

Salaries Rate Worked x 
Hours Worked 

Title 

Benefit 

Benefits Activities Rate 
Performed 

Materials and Description 
of Unit Quantity 

Supplies Supplies Used Cost Used 

Hours 

Contracted Name of Worked 
Contractor Hourly Rate 

Services Inclusive Services lnwice 
Specific Tasks Dates for Performed 

Performed Service 

(05} Total line (04), columns (d}, (e} and (f} and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to 
indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one.form is needed for the componenUactivity, 
number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d}, (e} and (f} to form OMA-1, block (04} columns 
(a}, (b} and (c} in the appropriate row. 

Chapter 641/86 Revised 10/96 
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• MANDATED COSTS FORM 
OPEN MEETINGS ACT OMA-3 

TIME/WORK DOCUMENTATION 

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year Costs Were Incurred 

(03) Time/Work Log 

Reimbursable Activities 
Writing, Composing, Typing, Editing, Post 

Drafting Word-processing Reviewing (at l location only) 
Date and Type Employee 

I I I I of Meetings Names and Titles Date Time Date Time Date Time Date Time 

• 

(04) Certification: 
' 

I hereby certify the above activities and recording of time spent are true and correct. 

• Prepared by: Title Date 

Signature: Page of 

Revised 10/95 Chapter 641/86 420
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OPEN MEETINGS ACT 
TIME/WORK DOCUMENTATION 

Instructions 

(01) Claimant: Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Fiscal Year Costs Were Incurred: Enter the fiscal year in which costs were incurred. 

FORM 
OMA-3 

This form should be used continuously throughout the fiscal year for recording time spent on reimbursable Open 

(03) Time/Work Log: Enter the dates when meetings were held and types of meeting (regular, etc.). Give the 
employee names and titles who prepared brief general descriptions for agenda items (writing, composing, 
drafting, typing, word processing, editing, reviewing, etc.), and indicate dates and times for performing the 
activities. Information on this form must be carried forward to form OMA-2, line (04) columns (a) and (c). 

The Open Meetings Act--Chapter 641, Statutes of 1986, requires that school district post a single agenda for 
each open meeting held. The agenda must contain a brief description (generally not exceeding 20 words) of 
each item of business to be transacted or discussed. The agenda must be posted 72 hours before the meeting in a 
location freely accessible to the public. 

For reimbursement purposes, time spent for agenda preparation and posting must be recorded on the time/work 
log immediately following the performance of the activities. Time should be recorded to the nearest minute or 
tenth of an hour (0.1 hour = 6 minutes). Costs without time documentation will not be reimbursed. 

Non-reimbursable activities include, but are not limited to, selecting items for the agenda, researching and • 
compiling information to support the agenda items, preparing staff reports of agenda items, and copying and 
distributing the agenda packets to members of the legislative body or the public. Meetings or time spent to 
discuss agenda recommendations, as well as time spent to post in more than one location is also not 
reimbursable. 

(04) Certification: Read the certification. If the statement is true, enter the name, title, date and signature for the 
preparer of form OMA-3. 

If more than one form is needed for recording employees' time, number each page. 

• 
Chapter 641/86 Revised 10/95 
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THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS 

1. Summary of the Mandate 

Chapter 1249, Statutes of 1992, added Penal Code section 832.9. This statute requires 
school districts employing peace officers to reimburse the officer or any member of his or 
her immediate family for actual and necessary moving and relocation expenses incurred 
Vvtien it is necessary to move because the officer has received a threat that a life 
threatening action may be taken against the officer or his or her immediate family as a 
result of the peace officer's employment. 

Chapter 666, Statutes of 1995, amended Penal Code section 832.9, by specifying 
guidelines for reimbursement. 

On April 24, 1997, the Commission determined that the requirements of Penal Code 
section 832.9, as added by Chapter 1249, Statutes of 1992 and amended by Chapter 666, 
Statutes of 1995, imposed upon school districts, a new program or higher level of service, 
within the meaning of section 6, article XIII B of the California Constitution and section 
17514 of the Government Code. 

2. Eligible Claimants 

Any school district (K-12), county board of education, or community college, employing 
peace officers pursuant to Penal Code section 830, and incurring increased costs as a 
direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs. 

3. Appropriations 

These claiming instructions are issued following the adoption of the program's parameters 
and guidelines by the Commission on State Mandates. Funding for payment of initial 
claims covering fiscal years 1995-96, 1996-97, and 1997-98 may be made available in a 
future appropriation act subject to the approval of the Legislature and the Governor. 

To determine if this program is funded in subsequent fiscal years, refer to the schedule, 
"Appropriation for State Mandated Cost Programs," in the "Annual Claiming Instructions for 
State Mandated Costs" issued in September of each year to county superintendents of 
schools and superintendents of schools. 

4. Types of Claims 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims 

A claimant may file a reimbursement andlor an estimated claim. A reimbursement 
claim details the costs actually incurred for a prior fiscal year. An estimated claim 
shows the costs to be incurred for the current fiscal year. 

B. Minimum Claim 

l\lew 5/98 

Government Code section 17564(a) provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to 
Government Code section 17561 unless such a claim exceeds $200 per program per 
fiscal year. However, any county superintendent of schools, as fiscal agent for the school · 
district, may submit a combined claim in excess of $200 on behalf of districts within the 
county even if the individual district's claim does not exceed $200. A combined claim 
must show the individual costs for each district. Once a combined claim is filed, all 
subsequent years relating to the same mandate must be filed in a combined form. The 
county receives the reimbursement payment and is responsible for disbursing funds to 
each participating district. A district may withdraw from the combined claim form by 
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providing a witten notice of its intent to file a separate claim, to the county superintendent 
of schools and the State Controller's Office at least 180 days prior to the deadline for filing 
the claim. 

5. Filing Deadline 

A. Initial Claims 

Pursuant to Government Code section 17561, subdivision (d)(3), initial claims must be 
filed IMthin 120 days from the issuance of claiming instructions. Accordingly: 

(1) Reimbursement claims detailing the actual costs incurred for the 1995-96, and 
1996-97 fiscal years must be filed IMth the State Controller's Office and postmarked 
by September 1, 1998. If the reimbursement claim is filed after the deadline of 
September 1, 1998, the approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, 
not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline IMll not be 
accepted. 

(2) Estimated claims for costs to be incurred during the 1997-98 fiscal year must be filed 
IMth the State Controller's Office and postmarked by September 1, 1998. Timely filed 
estimated claims are paid before late claims. If a payment is received for the 
estimated claim, a 1997-98 reimbursement claim must be filed by November 30, 
1998. 

B. Annually Thereafter 

Refer to the item, "Reimbursable State Mandated Cost Programs", contained in the annual 
cover letter for mandated cost programs issued annually in September, Wiich identifies 
the fiscal years for Wiich claims may be filed. If an "x" is shoW"l for the program listed 
under "19_-19_ Reimbur~ement Claim", and/or "19_-19_ Estimated Claim", claims 
may be filed as follows: 

(1) An estimated claim filed IMth the State Controller's Office must be postmarked by 
November 30 of the fiscal year in Wiich costs are to be incurred. Timely filed 
estimated claims IMll be paid before late claims. 

After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a 
reimbursement claim by November 30 of the follolMng fiscal year. If the district fails 
to file a reimbursement claim, monies received for the estimated claim must be 
returned to the State. If no estimated claim was filed, the agency may file a 
reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs incurred for the fiscal year, provided 
there was an appropriation for the program for that fiscal year. For information 
regarding appropriations for reimbursement claims, refer to the schedule, 
"Appropriation for State Mandated Cost Programs," in the previous fiscal year's 
annual claiming instructions. 

(2) A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed IMth the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30 follolMng the fiscal year in vilich 
costs were incurred. If the claim is filed after the deadline but by November 30 of the 
succeeding fiscal year, the approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, 
not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline IMll not be 
accepted. 

6. Reimbursable Components 

For each eligible claimant, the direct and indirect cost of labor, supplies, and services 
incurred for the follolMng mandated components are reimbursable: 

Chapters 1249192 and 666195, Page 2of17 New!i/98 423
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A. Moving and Relocation Expenses from July 1, 1995 through December 31, 1995 

(1) Review and Approval of Claims 

Review and approve claims for actual and necessary moving and relocation 
expenses incurred ""'1en it is necessary lo move because the officer has received a 
threat that a life threatening action may be taken against the officer, or his, or her 
immediate family as a result of the peace officer's employment. Costs incurred 
before and after the change of residence, including the cost of moving household 
effects either by commercial household goods carrier or by the employee, are 
reimbursable. 

(2) Payment of Expenses 

Payment of the approved reimbursement to the peace officer or member of the 
immediate family residing wth the officer for actual and necessary moving and 
relocation expenses. 

B. Moving and Relocation Expenses from January 1, 1996 to Present 

(1) Notification of a Threat 

Receipt of notification of a credible threat. (Penal Code section 832.9, subdivisions 
(b)(5) and (c)). 

(2) Approval of Relocation Plans 

Approval of relocation plans and if necessary. velification of residency of any 
immediate family member. (Penal Code section 832.9, subdivisions (a), (b)(3), 
and (d)}. 

(3) Review and Approval of Claims 

Review and approval of claims for actual and necessary moving and relocation 
expenses incurred ""'1en it is necessary to move because the officer has received 
a threat that a life threatening action may be taken against the officer, or his. or 
her immediate family as a result of the peace officer's employment. Costs 
incurred before and after the change of residence, including the cost of moving 
household effects either by commercial household goods carrier or by the 
employee. Approval of "actual and necessary relocation costs" is subject to the 
limitations set forth in Penal Code section 832.9, as amended by Chapter 666, 
Statutes of 1995. 

(4) Payment of Expenses 

Payment of the approved reimbursement to the peace officer or member of the 
immediate family for actual and necessary moving and relocation expenses. 

7. Reimbursement Limitations 

A. Litigation expenses "allowable as costs" and "not allowable as costs" pursuant to section 
1033.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure, are not reimbursable if incurred by claimants 
and/or local law enforcement agencies responding to and/or defending claims or actions 
brought under Penal Code section 832.9. 

B. After January 1, 1996, the followng costs are not reimbursable: 

New5/98 

(1) Moving Costs 

Moving Costs that are not included in the Department of Personnel Administration 
rules governing promotional relocations, (Penal Code section 832.9, subdivision 
(b)(1). Refer to DPA Article 7, beginning on page 7.) 
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(2) Loss/Decrease in Value 

Loss or decrease in value of a peace officer's residence due to a forced sale, (Penal 
Code section 832.9, subdivision (b}(2).) 

(3) Unapproved Expenses 

Costs incurred by a peace officer or the immediate family IMthout prior approval of 
the appointing authority, (Penal Code section 832.9, subdivision (b}(3}.) 

(4) Unauthorized Payment of Salaries 

Unauthorized payment of the peace officer's salary Wiile moving, (Penal Code 
section 832.9, subdivision (b}(4}.) 

(5) Temporary Housing 

Temporary relocation housing IMlich exceeds 60 days, (Penal Code section 832.9, 
subdivision (b)(6).) 

(6) Relocation Costs 

Relocation costs incurred 120 days after the original notification of a viable threat if 
the peace officer has failed to relocate, (Penal Code section 832.9, subdivision 
(b)(7}.) 

C. Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source 
including but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds 
as a direct result of this mandate, shall be identified and deducted so only net local 
costs are claimed. 

8. Claiming Forms and Instructions 

The diagram "Illustration of Claim Forms" provides a graphical presentation of forms required 
to be filed IMth a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated report in substitution for 
forms TAP-1 and TAP-2 provided the format of the report and data fields contained IMthin the 
report are identical to the claim forms included in these instructions. The claim forms provided 
with these instructions should be duplicated and used by the claimant to file estimated or 
reimbursement claims. The State Controller's Office IMll revise the manual and claim forms as 
necessary. In such instances, new replacement forms will be mailed to claimants. 

A. Form TAP-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail 

This form is used to segregate the detailed costs by claim component. A separate 
form TAP-2 must be completed for each cost component being claimed. Costs 
reported on this form must be supported as follows: 

(1) Salaries and Benefits 

Identify the employee(s). and/or show the classification of the employee(s} 
involved. Describe the mandated functions performed by each employee, and 
specify the actual time spent, the productive hourty rates, and related fringe 
benefits. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but 
are not limited to, employee time records that show the employee's actual time 
spent on this mandate. 

(2) Services and Supplies 

Only expenditures that can be identified as a direct cost of this mandate may be 
claimed. List the cost of materials consumed or expended specifically for the 
purpose of this mandate. 
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Source documents to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are not limited 
to, invoices, receipts, purchase orders, and other documents evidencing the validity 
of the expenditures. 

(3) Contracted Services 

Contracting costs are reimbursable to the extent that the function to be performed 
requires special skill or knov.iedge !hat is not readily available from the claimant's 
staff or the service to be provided by the contractor is cost effective. 

Give the name(s) of contractor(s) \Mio performed the service(s). Describe the 
activities performed by each named contractor, actual time spent on this mandate, 
inclusive dates \Mien services were performed, and itemize all costs for services 
performed. Attach consultant invoices IMth the claim. 

Source documents to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are not 
limited to, contracts, invoices, and other documents evidencing the validity of the 
expenditures. 

(4) Employee Reimbursement 

Reimbursement to the peace officer or member of his or her immediate family for 
actual and necessary moving and relocation expenses must provide the following: 

(a) Show the dates \Mien the claimant received notification of the threat, \Mien 
moving and relocation expenses were incurred, and \Mien the officer or member 
of his or her immediate family was reimbursed. 

(b) Submit IMth the claim, a copy of the contract, invoices, and receipts for the cost 
of moving and relocation. Identify the independent contractor or employee \Mio 
provided services for moving and relocation. . 

(c) If confidentiality is involved, to protect the officer's relocation, mark out sensitive 
areas of the contract, invoices, and receipts. 

For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained for a period of tV>.Q years 
after the end of the calendar year in IMlich the reimbursement claim was filed or last 
amended, IMlichever is later. When no funds are appropriated for the initial claim at the 
time the claim was filed, supporting documents must be retained for tV>.Q years from the 
date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be made available to the State 
Controller's Office on request. 

B. Form TAP-1, Claim Summary 

New5/98 

This form is used to summarize direct costs by claim component and compute 
allowable indirect costs for the mandate. Claim statistics shall identify the V>.Qrk 
performed for costs claimed. The claimant must give the number of peace officers 
\Mio were relocated in the fiscal year of claim as a result of credible threats received. 

The Commission on State Mandates requests that claimants send a copy of form TAP-1 
for each of the initial years' reimbursement claims by mail or facsimile to the Commission 
on State Mandates, 1300 I Street, Suite 950, Sacramento, CA 95814, Facsimile: (916) 
445-0278. Although providing this information is not a condition of payment, claimants 
are encouraged to provide this information to enable the Commission to develop a 
state\Mde cost estimate and recommend an appropriation to the Legislature. 

School districts and local offices of education may compute the amount of indirect 
costs utilizing the State Department of Education's Annual Program Cost Data Report 
J-380 or J-580 rate, as applicable. The cost data on this form is carried forward to 
form FAM-27. 
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C. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

Form FAM-27 contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized representative 
of the district. All applicable information from form TAP-1 must be carried forward to this 
form for the State Controller's Office to process the claim for payment 

r 
Form TAP-2 

ComponenV 
Acti\/i:y 

Cost Detail 

+ 
Form TAP-1 

Claim Summary 

i 
FAM-27 
Claim 

for Payment 

-

Illustration of Claim Forms 

Form TAP-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail 

Complete a separate form TAP-2 for each cost 
component for which costs are claimed. 

1, Moving and Relocation Expenses 7/1195 to 12/31/95 

2. Moving and Relocation Expenses 1/1/96 to Present 
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DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION RULES 

599.714.1 Scope 

Moving and Relocation Expenses 

Effective January 1, 1996 

(a) Whenever a permanent state officer or employee is required by any appointing pov;er because of a 
change in assignment promotion or other reason related to his/her duties, to change his/her place of 
residence, such officer, agent or employee shall receive reimbursement of his/her actual and necessary 
moving and relocation expenses incurred by him/her both before and after and by reason of such change 
of residence, subject to the provisions and limitations of this article. 

(b) For the purposes of this article, a move occurs on the official reporting date to the new headquarters, 
and when a change in residence is reasonable to be required. Relocation shall be paid, when the 
following conditions are met: 

(1) The officer's or employee's officially designated headquarters is changed for the advantage of the 
State, which includes the following: 

(A) A promotion offered by any appointing authority, not including those movements that the employee 
could make through transfer, reinstatement, or reemployment eligibility; or 

(B) An involuntary transfer initiated by and at the discretion of the appointing authority, 

(C) Any involuntary transfer required to affect a mandatory reinstatement following: 

- termination of a career executive or exempt appointment 
- leave of absence 
- rejection from probation 

(D) any involuntary transfer required to affect a mandatory reinstatement following the expiration or 
involuntary termination of a temporary appointment, limited term appointment, or training and 
development assignment when: 

- the employee did not relocate to accept the appointment or assignment, or 
- the employee did relocate, at State expense, to accept the appointment or assignment. 

(2) The move must be a minimum of 50 miles plus the number of miles betv;een the old residence and 
the old headquarters. 

(3) Relocations that meet the above criteria will be fully reimbursed to the extent and limitations in this 
article. 

(c) A change of residence is not deemed reasonable to be required for voluntary transfers or permissive 
reinstatements, with or without a salary increase, in response to general requests which specify that 
moving and relocation expenses will not be paid, or for any non-promotional transfer which is primarily 
for the benefit of the officer or employee. 

(d) When an appointment does not meet the criteria in (a) and (b) the appointing pov;er may, at his/her 
discretion, determine in advance that it is in the best interest of the State to reimburse all or part of the 
actual reasonable and necessary relocation expenses provided in this article as an incentive to recruit 
employees to positions that are designated by the appointing pov;er as difficult to fill or because of 
outstanding qualifications of the appointee, or due to unusual and unavoidable hardship to the employee 
by reason of the change of residence. 

(1) Relocations that meet this criteria shall be reimbursed only for the items in this article specifically 
authorized by the appointing pov;er, and may be subject to further limitations designated by the 
appointing pomr. 
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(2) Upon determination that any reimbursement \'All be made, the appointing power shall: 

(A) Determine Wiich provisions \'All apply to the relocation and establish any additional limitations to 
those provisions such as dollar limits, weight limits, or time limits. 

(B) Notify the employee in wiling, of specific allowable reimbursements prior lo the move. 

(e) Requirements and limitations specified in this article may not be waived or exceeded by the 
appointing power. 

(f) Unauthorized relocation expenses and relocation expenses incurred prior to receipt of a \Mitten notice 
of allowable relocation expenses are the responsibility of the employee. 

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 19815.4(d), 19816 and 19820, Government Code. Reference: Section 
19841, Government Code. 

599.715.1 Reimbursement for Miscellaneous Expenses 

An officer or employee Wio is required to change his/her place of residence according to Section 
599.714.1 may receive reimbursement for up to $200 for miscellaneous expenses upon submittal of 
documentation of the payment of all such expenses and certification that the expenses were related to 
dissolution of the old household and/or the establishment of a new household and were not otherv-Ase 
reimbursed. 

(a) Reimbursement for the installation and/or connection of appliances or antennas purchased after the 
change of residence shall be allowed provided no claim is made for installation and/or connection of a 
similar item in the movement of household goods, and installation and/or connection occurs V>Athin sixty 
days of the establishment of a new residence. 

(b) Deposits are not reimbursable. 

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 19815.4(d), 19816 and 19820, Government Code. Reference: Section 
19841, Government Code. 

599.716.1 Reimbursement for Sale of a Residence 

(a) Whenever a state officer or employee is required, as defined in Section 599. 714.1 to change his/her 
officially designated headquarters and this requires the sales of his/her residence the officer or employee 
shall be reimbursed only for actual and necessary selling costs as determined by prevailing practices 
within the area of sale. Claims for reimbursement must be substantiated by the seller's closing escrow 
statement and other pertinent supportive documents. Seller's points are not eligible for reimbursement. 
Claims \'All include only those items Wiich are listed in the following subsection. 

(b) Actual and necessary selling costs are: 

(1) Brokerage commission 
(2) Title insurance 
(3) Escrow fees 
(4) Prepayment penalties 
(5) Taxes, charges or fees fixed by local authority required to consummate the sale of the 

residence 
(6) Miscellaneous sellers costs customary to the area, not to exceed $200. 

(c) Actual and necessary selling costs \'All be reimbursed for that portion of the dwelling the employee 
actually occupies if the employee or officer O\MlS and resides in a multi-family dwelling. 

(d) Commissions and fees \'All not be reimbursed if paid to the employee, the employee's spouse or 
spouse's employer, or to any member of the household. 
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(e) Claims for the sale of a residence must be submitted v.ithin two years follov.ing the date the officer or 
employee reports to the new official headquarters. No extensions v.ill be allowed thereafter. 

(f) Rebates to employees v.ill be deducted from the claim prior to reimbursement. 

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 3517.8, 19815.4(d), 19816.and 19820, Government Code. Reference: 
Section 19841, Government Code. 

599.717.1 Settlement of a Lease 

(a) Whenever an officer or employee is required, as defined by Section 599.714. 1(a) to change his/her 
place of residence and such change requires the settlement of a lease on the employee's old residence, 
the officer or employee shall receive the actual and necessary cost of settlement of the unexpired lease 
lo a maximum of one year. In no event shall the lease seltlement include any costs, deposits, or fees. 

( I ) Reimbursement shall not be allowed if it is determined that the officer or employee knew or 
reasonably should have l<no\Nfl that a transfer according to Section 599.714. 1 was imminent before 
entering into a lease agreement. 

(2) Claims for settlement of a lease shall include a lease agreement signed by both the employee and 
the lessor, and shall be itemized and submitted v..;thin nine months follov.ing the new reporting date. 

(b) If an employee is required under 599.714. 1(a) to change his/her place of residence and such notice to 
the employee is insufficient to provide the employee the notice period required by a month to month 
rental agreement, reimbursement may be claimed for the number of days penalty paid by the employee 
to a maximum of 30 calendar days. 

(1) Reimbursement shall not be allowed for days that the employee failed to notify the landlord after 
notification by the employer of the reassignment. 

(2) Claims shall be accompanied by a copy of the rental agre_ement, an itemized receipt for the penalty, 
and the name and address of the individual or company to which the rental penalty has been paid. 

(c) No reimbursement shall be made for forfeiture of cleaning or security deposits, or for repair, 
replacement, or damages of rental property. 

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 19815.4(d), 19816 and 19820, Government Code. Reference: Section 
19841, Government Code. 

599.718.1 Expenses for Moving Household Effects 

(a) For the purpose of these regulations, household or personal effects include items such as furniture, 
clothing, musical instruments, household appliances, food, and other items which are usual or necessary 
for the maintenance of one household. 

(b) Household effects shall not include items connected to a for profit business, items from another 
household, items that are permanently affixed to the property being vacated or items that would normally 
be discarded or recycled. 

(c) At the discretion of the appointing power, other items may be considered household effects based on 
a consideration of the estimated cost of the move and a review of the items listed on the inventory. 
Expenses related to moving items other than those described in (a) that have not been approved by the 
appointing power shall be the responsibility of the employee. 

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 19815.4(d), 19816 and 19820, Government Code, Reference: Section 
19841, Government Code. 
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599.719.1 Reimbursement for Moving Household Effects 

Reimbursement shall be allowed for the cost of moving an employee's effects either via commercial 
household goods canier or by the employee. Reimbursements under this rule shall not exceed the cost 
of moving the employee's household goods from the old residence to the new headquarters plus 50 miles 
unless the appointing authority determines that a longer move is in the best interest of the State. Any 
additional expense associated v.Ath an interstate or intercountry move shall be approved in advance by 
the appointing power. No reimbursement v.All be allowed for the hiring of casual labor. 

(a) When the employee retains a commercial mover, reimbursement for actual and necessary expenses 
incurred by a commercial mover under this article for the packing, insurance, one pickup, transportation, 
storage-in-transit (not including warehouse handling charges except \Mien required by interstate tariffs), 
one delivery, unpacking, and installation at the new location of an employee's household effects shall be 
allowed subject to the follov.Ang: 

(1) Weight of household effects for \Mlich expenses may be reimbursed shall not exceed 5,000 kilograms 
(11,000 pounds). 

(2) Duration of storage-in-transit for \Mlich charges may be reimbursed shall not exceed 60 calendar days 
unless a longer period of storage is approved in advance by the appointing authority based on hardship 
to the employee. 

(3) Rates at \Mlich reimbursement is allowed shall not exceed the minimum rates, at the minimum 
declared valuation, established by the California Public Utilities Commission for household goods 
carriers, unless a higher rate is approved by the Department of General Services. 

(4) Cost of insurance for \Mlich reimbursement is allowed shall not exceed the cost of insurance 
coverage at $2.00 valuation for each pound of household effects shipped by household goods canier. 

(5) Claims for exceptions to the 11,000 pounds statutory limit v.All be considered by the appointing 
authority up to a maximum of 23,000 pounds, only \Mien it has been determined that every reasonable 
effort had been made to conform to the limit. Exceptions to the number of pick-ups and deliveries may 
be made by the appointing power \Mien it is reasonably necessary and in the best interest of the state. 

(b} When the employee does not retain a commercial mover, reimbursement shall be allowed as follrnNs 
for expenses related to the movement by the employee of his/her household effects in a truck or trailer. 

( 1) Rental of a truck or trailer from a commercial establishment. When not included in the truck rental 
rate, the cost of gasoline, rental of a furniture, dolly, packing cartons and protective pads v.All be 
reimbursed. If the total costs exceed $1,000 the claim must be accompanied by at least one written 
commercial rate quote. Reimbursement VIAii be made at the rate (including gasoline) \Mlich results in the 
lowest cost; or 

(2) Mileage reimbursement at the rates provided in Section or 599.631.1 (b) for noncommercial 
privately-ov.nled motor vehicles used in transporting the employee's household effects. 

(3) Reimbursement for more than one trip by the method described in (b)(1) or (2) above may be allowed 
if the employee's agency has determined that the total cost 1M:Juld be less than the cost of movement by 
a commercial household goods carrier. 

(c) If household goods are moved exclusively in the employee's personal vehicle, reimbursement for 
mileage may be claimed at the State mileage rate. No other mileage or moving expense shall be 
allowed. 

(d) All claims for the reimbursement of the movement of household goods require receipts. Unless an 
exception is granted by the appointing authority, claims shall be submitted no later than 2 years and 60 
days from the effective date of appointment or 15 days prior to voluntary separation, \Mlichever is first. 

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 19815.4(d), 19816, and 19820, Government Code. Reference: Section 
19841, Government Code. 
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599.720.1 Reimbursement for Movement of a Mobile Home 

For the movement of a mobile home Wiich contains the household effects of an officer or employee, 
and has seJVed as the employee's residence at the previous location al the time of notification of 
relocation, reimbursement will be allowed as follows: 

(a) Where transportation of the trailer coach is by a commercial mobile home transporter and receipts 
are submitted: 

(1) For tolls, taxes, charges, fees, or permits fixed by the State or local authority required for the 
transportation or assembly or trailer coaches actually incurred by the employee. 

(2) Charges for disassembly and assembly of the trailer, including but not limited to, disassembly and 
assembly of trailer, skirts, aVlfflings, porch, the trailer coach itself and other miscellaneous documented, 
itemized expenses related to the dissolution of the old household and/or the establishment of the new 
household, up to $2,500 unless an exception is approved by the appointing power. 

(3) Reimbursement will be allowed for the actual cost supported by voucher of rental and installation of 
Wieels and axles necessary to comply with the requirements of Chapter 5, Article 1 of the California 
Vehicle Code. 

(4) Three competitive bids shall be obtained and reimbursement will be approved at the lowest bid. 
Based on information documenting the attempt to obtain three bids as provided by the employee, the 
appointing power may waive the three bid requirement. 

(5) Reimbursement received under this section precludes any additional reimbursement for 
miscellaneous expenses under Section 599.715.1. 

(6) Movement of the trailer coach at rates not exceeding the minimum rates established by the California 
Public Utilities Commission for mobile home transporters: 

(7) Charges at P.U.C. minimum rates to obtain permits identified above; 

(8) Storage-in-transit for up to 60 calendar days at P.U.C. minimum rates, unless an ex1ension is 
approved by the appointing authority. 

(b) Where transportation of the coach is by the employee, expenses may be claimed for a one-way trip 
by submitting gasoline receipts. 

(c) Reimbursement will not be allowed for: 

(1) Purchase of parts and materials except for those items necessary to comply with minimum 
requirements of the California Administrative Code, Title 25, Chapter 5. 

(2) Repairs including tires and tubes, and breakdoVlffl in transit. 

(3) Costs associated with maintenance or repair of the trailer coach. 

(4) Costs for separate shipment of household effects by a household goods carrier unless that is 
determined to be the most economical method of transport. 

(5) Costs associated with the movement or handling of permanent structures. 

(d) All claims related to the movement of a trailer coach and the household goods therein require 
receipts and shall be submitted no later than 2 years and 60 days from the effective date of 
appointment, or 15 days prior to voluntary separation, Wiichever is first. No ex1ensions will be granted: 

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 19815.4(d), 19816, and 19820, Government Code. Reference: 
Section 19841, Government Code. 
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599.722.1 Relocation Subsistence Reimbursement and Mileage 

(a) If eligible under Section 599. 714(a), an officer or employee shall be reimbursed for actual 
lodging, supported by a receipt, and meal and incidental expenses in accordance "1Ath and not to 
exceed the rate established in Section 599.619(a)(1) and (2), while localing a permanent residence 
at the new location. Employees who do not furnish receipts for lodging may be reimbursed for meals 
only in accordance "1Ath 599.619(a). A permanent residence is typically an abode that is purchased, 
or rented on a monthly basis, of a type that provides long-term living accommodations, where any 
utilities are hooked up (gas, electric, cable, phone), and mail is delivered. 

(1) Reimbursement may be claimed for up to 60 days, except an extension of up to 30 days may be 
granted IMlen the appointing power has determined in advance that the delay of change of residence 
is a result of unusual and unavoidable circumstances that are beyond the control of the officer or 
employee. The maximum reimbursement to be received by said officer, or employee shall not 
exceed the equivalent dollar amount of 60 days of full meals, incidentals, and receipted lodging. 

(2) Interruptions in relocation caused by sick leave, vacation, or other authorized leaves of absence 
shall be reimbursable at the option of the employee providing the employee remains at the new 
location and is actively seeking a permanent residence. 

(3) The relocation subsistence claim shall terminate immediately upon establishment of a permanent 
residence. The appointing power shall determine when a permanent residence has been 
established. 

(4) Partial days shall count as full days for the purpose of computing the 60-day period. 

(b) Upon approval of the Appointing Power, meals and/or lodging expenses, for up to fourteen days, 
arising from trips to the new location for the sole purpose of locating housing shall be reimbursed in 
accordance ViAth Section 599.619(a)(1) and (2), or 599.619(c)(1) or 599.619(d). Claims for 
reimbursement of mealsnodging expenses in this item are limited to those incurred after receipt of 
formal written authorization for relocation and prior to the effective date of appointment. The peribd 
claimed shall be included in the computation of the 60-day relocation period. 

(c) Reimbursement for travel from the old residence to the new headquarters may be claimed one 
way one time and shall not exceed the mileage rate allowed in 599.631 (a). 

Note: Authority cited: Section 3539.5, Government Code. Reference: Section 19841, Government 
Code. 

599.724.1 Payment of Claims for Moving and Relocation Expenses 

(a) The Department of Personnel Administration shall be responsible for prescribing any specific 
procedures necessary for effective and economical operation of this article. Claims shall be made 
on authorized forms, scheduled in the normal manner and submitted through regular channels to the 
State Controller for payment. All claims must be substantiated by invoices, receipts, or other 
evidence for each item claimed. 

(b) Agencies may contract directly ViAth the carrier for movement of household effects of officers and 
employees at state expense, subject to the same restrictions as if the shipment was arranged by the 
officer or employee and reimbursed by the State. 

(c) If the change in residence results in the salary of the officer or employee being paid by a different 
appointing power, all allowable moving and relocation expenses shall be paid by the new appointing 
power except IMlere the old appointing power agrees to pay all or part of the expenses allowable 
under this Article. 

(d) Each department shall be responsible for insuring that upon notice to the employee of an impending 
move a copy of these rules shall be given to the officer or employee. 

(e) When exceptions have been granted by an appointing authority, the written justification of those 
exceptions shall be maintained ViAth the applicable claims. 
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NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 19815.4(d), 19816, and 19820, Government Code, Reference: Section 
19841and19842, Government Code. 

599.619 Reimbursement for Meals and Lodging 

The employee on travel status shall be reimbursed actual expenses for receipted lodging , and for meals 
and incidentals as provided in this section, unless directed to travel under the provisions of 599.624.1. 
Lodging and/or meals provided by the State or included in hotel expenses or conference fees, or in 
transportation costs, such as airline tickets, or otherv.Ase provided shall not be claimed for 
reimbursement. Snacks and continental breakfasts, such as rolls, juice, and coffee, are not considered 
to be meals. The circumstances of travel will determine the rate allowed. 

(a) Short-term Travel. Reimbursement for short-term subsistence will be authorized only \Mien the 
traveler incurs expenses arising from the use of reasonable, moderately priced commercial lodging and 
meal establishments, such as hotels, motels, bed and breakfast inns, campgrounds, restaurants, cafes, 
diners, etc. that cater to the general public. Employees \Mio stay with friends or relatives may claim 
meals only in a=rdance with the rates and time frames set forth below. Lodging receipts are required. 
The short-term rate is intended for trips of such duration that weekly or monthly rates are not obtainable 
and will be discontinued after the 30th consecutive day assigned to one location unless an extension has 
been previously documented and approved by the appointing power. In extending short-term travel, the 
appointing power shall consider the expected remaining length of travel assignment. 

(1) In computing reimbursement for continuous short-term travel of more than 24 hours and less than 31 
consecutive days, the employee will be reimbursed for actual costs up to the maximum allowed for each 
meal, incidental, and lodging expense for each complete 24 hours of travel, beginning with the traveler's 
time of departure and return, as follows: 

(A) On the first day of travel on a trip of 24 hours or more: 

Trip begins at or before 6 a.m. : breakfast may be claimed on the first day 

Trip begins at or before 11 a.m.: lunch may be claimed on the first day 

Trip begins at or before 5 p.m.: dinner may be claimed on the first day 

(B) On the fractional day of travel at the end of the trip of more than 24 hours: 

Trip ends at or after 8 a.m.: breakfast may be claimed 

Trip ends at or after 2 p.m.: lunch may be claimed 

Trip ends at or after 7 p.m.: dinner may be claimed 

If the fractional day includes an overnight stay, receipted lodging may be claimed. No meal or lodging 
expense may be claimed or reimbursed more than once on any given date or 24 hour period. 

(C) Reimbursement shall be for actual expenses, subject to the following maximum rates: 

Meals: 

Breakfast. ................................................................................................................... $ 6.00 

Lunch .......................................................................................................................... 10.00 

Dinner ......................................................................................................................... 18.00 

Incidentals ................................................................................................................... 6.00 

Receipts are not required for regular short term travel meals. 
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Lodging: 

State\Mde, \Mth receipts ............................................................ Actual up to $79.00 plus tax 

If lodging receipts are not submitted, reimbursement shall be for meals only at the rates and time frames 
set forth in this section. 

(2) In computing reimbursement for continuous travel of less than 24 hours, actual expenses, up to the 
maximums in (C) above, \Mii be reimbursed for breakfast and/or dinner and/or lodging in accordance wth 
the follo\Mng time frames: 

Travel begins at or before 6 a.m. and ends at or after 9 a.m.: breakfast may be claimed 

Travel begins at or before 4 p.m. and ends at or after 7 p.m.: dinner may be claimed 

If the trip of less than 24 hours includes an overnight stay, receipted lodging may be claimed. 

No lunch or incidentals may be reimbursed on travel of less than 24 hours. 

(b) Long-term Travel. Reimbursement for long-term meals and receipted lodging vvill be authorized 
when the traveler incurs expenses in one location comparable to those arising from the use of 
commercial establishments catering to the long-term visitor. Meals and/or lodging provided by the State 
shall not be claimed for reimbursement. With approval of the appointing power and upon meeting the 
criteria in (3) below, an employee on long-term field assignment who is living at the long term location 
may claim either: 

(1) $24.00 for meals and incidentals and up to $24.00 for receipted lodging for travel of 12 hours up to 24 
hours; either $24.00 for meals or up to $24.00 for receipted lodging for travel less than 12 hours, or 

(2) reimbursement for :.ctual individual expense, substantiated by receipts for lodging, utility gas, and 
electricity, up to a maximum of $1, 130.00 per calendar month while on a long term assignment, and 
$10.00 for incidentals, v.Athout receipts, for each period of 12 to 24 hours; $5.00 for meals and 
incidentals for periods of less than 12 hours at the long term location. 

(3) To claim expenses under either (1) or (2) above, the employee must meet the follov.Ang criteria: 

(A) The employee continues to maintain a permanent residence at the primary headquarters and 

(8) The permanent residence is occupied by the employee's dependents, or 

(C) The permanent residence is maintained at a net expense to the employee exceeding $200 per 
month, 

(D) The employee must submit substantiating evidence of these conditions to the appointing power 
in accordance \Mth its requirements. 

(4) Employees who do not meet the criteria to claim (1) or (2) above may claim $12,00 for meals and 
incidentals and $12,00 for receipted lodging for every 12 to 24 hours at the long term location; $12.00 for 
meals or $12.00 receipted lodging for periods of less than 12 hours at the long term location. 

(5) With the approval of the appointing power, the reimbursement of long term lodging may continue 
when the employee is away from the long term location on short term business travel or other absences 
from the location as approved by the appointing authority. 

(c) Out-of-State Travel. Out-of-State travel is any kind of travel outside the State of California for the 
purpose of conducting business outside the State of California. For short-term out-of-state travel, 
employees \Mii be reimbursed for actual lodging expenses, supported by receipt, and \Mii be reimbursed 
for meal and incidental expenses as defined in section 599.619(a). Failure to furnish lodging receipts will 
limit reimbursement to meals only at the rates specified in (a). Long-term out-of-state travel \Mii be 
reimbursed according to section 599.619(c). 
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(d) Out-of-Country Travel. For short-term out-of-country travel, employees v.All be reimbursed for actual 
lodging expenses, supported by a receipt, and wll be reimbursed for actual meal and incidental 
expenses subject to maximum rates in a=rdance v.Ath the published Government meal and incidental 
rates for foreign travel for the dates of travel. Failure to furnish lodging receipts wll limit reimbursement 
to meals only in a=rdance v.Ath the published Government meal and incidental rates for foreign travel. 
Long-term out-of-country travel wll be reimbursed a=rding to section 599,619(a) through (c). 

(e) Exceptions to reimburse in excess of the maximum lodging rate cited in (a) of this rule may be 
granted by the appointing power only in an emergency, or \Mien there is no lodging available at the State 
maximum rate or \Mien it is cost effective. The appointing power shall document the reasons for each 
exception and shall keep this documentation on file for three calendar years from the date of exception. 

NOTE: Authority cited: sections 3539.5, 19815.4(d), 19816 and 19820, Government Code. Reference: 
Sections 3527(b) and 11030, Government Code. 

599.631 TRANSPORTATION BY PRIVATELY OWNED AUTOMOBILE 

(a) Where the employee is authorized to use a privately owied automobile on official state business the 
reimbursement rate shall be up to 31 cents per mile. Claims for reimbursement for private vehicle 
expenses must include the vehicle license number and the name of each state officer, employee, or 
board, commission, or authority, member transported on the trip. No reimbursement of transportation 
expense shall be allowed any passenger in any vehicle operated by another state officer, employee, or 
member. 

(1) Expenses arising from travel between home and headquarters or garage shall not be allowed, 
except as provided in 599.626(d)(2) or 599.626.1 (c), regardles.; of the employee's normal mode of 
transportation. 

(2) When a trip is commenced or terminated at a claimant's home on a regularly scheduled V;Ork day, the 
distance traveled shall be computed from either his or her residence or headquarters, IMlichever shall 
result in the lesser distance except as provided in 599.626.1(c). 

(3) However, if the employee commences or terminates travel on a regularty scheduled day off, mileage 
may be computed from his or her residence. 

(b) Where the employee's use of a privately owied automobile is authorized for travel to or from a 
common carrier terminal, and the automobile is not parked at the terminal during the period of travel, the 
employee may claim double the number of miles between the terminal and the employee's headquarters 
or residence, IMlichever is less, at a rate defined in section 599.631(a), IMlile the employee occupies the 
automobile for the distance between the terminal and his or her residence or headquarters. If the 
employee commences or terminates travel one hour before or after his/her regularly scheduled V;Ork day, 
or on a regularly scheduled day off, mileage may be computed from his/her residence. 

(c) All ferry, bridge, or toll road charges v.All be allowed wth any required receipts. 

(d) All necessary parking charges IMlile on state business wll be allowed, v.Ath any required receipts, for: 

(1) Day parking on trips away from the headquarters office and employee's primary residence. 

(2) Overnight parking on trips away from the headquarters and employee's primary residence, except 
that parking shall not be claimed if expense-free overnight parking is available. 

(3) Day parking adjacent to either a headquarters office, a temporary job site, or training site, but only if 
the excluded employee had other reimbursable private or state automobile expenses for the same day. 
An employee may not prorate weekly or monthly parking fees. 
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(e) Gasoline, maintenance, and automobile repair expenses will not be. allowed. 

(f) The mileage reimbursement rates include the cost of maintaining liability insurance at the minimum 
amount prescribed by a law and collection insurance sufficient to cover the reasonable value of the 
automobile, less a deductible. When a privately owned automobile operated by a state officer, agent, or 
employee is damaged by collision or is otherwise accidentally damaged, reimbursement for repair or the 
deductible to a maximum of $500.00 will be allowed if: 

(1) The damage occurred V>klile the automobile was used on official state business by permission or 
authorization of the employing agency; and 

(2) The automobile was damaged through no fault of the state officer, agent, or employee; and 

(3) The amount claimed is an actual loss to the state officer, agent, or employee, and is not recoverable 
directly from or through the insurance coverage of any party involved in the accident; and 

(4) The loss claimed does not result from a decision of a state officer, agent, or employee not to maintain 
collision coverage; and 

(5) The claim is processed in accordance with the procedures prescribed by the Department of Personnel 
Administration. 

(g) Specialized Vehicles. An employee with a physical disability V>klo must operate a motor vehicle on 
official state business and V>k!o can operate only specially equipped or modified vehicles may claim a 
rate of 24 cents per mile without certification. Where travel is authorized to and from a common carrier 
terminal, as specified in section 599.631(b) the employee may compute the mileage as defined in 
section 599.631(b). Supervisors approving these claims must determine the employee's need for the 
use of such vehicles. 

AUTHORIZED RELOCATION EXPENSES 

Per Diem - Employees may claim up to 60 days V>klile at the new location until a new permanent 
residence is found. Specific per diem allowance for excluded employee are attached. Extensions of the 
per diem may be granted by the Department of Personnel Administration if the employee suffers unusual 
hardship. Requests for extensions must be submitted to the Relocation Liaison, on a Std. 256 prior to 
the expiration of the 60 day period. The Relocation Liaison will review the Std. 256 for completeness 
then forward to the Department of Personnel Administration. 

Shipment of Household Goods - The State will pay for the packing, transportation, insurance, 
storage-in-transit, unpacking and installation of employee's household effects. The employer will issue 
the relocating employee a "Moving Service Authorization" V>klich the employee will give to any licensed 
mover. The Moving Service Authorization authorizes the mover to bill the State directly. There is no 
actual dollar limitation, (the State only pays minimum tariff rates), however there is an 11,000 pound 
weight limit. If the mover estimates the weight of the household goods to be more than 11,000 pounds, 
the employee should immediately submit a Std. 256 with the mover's estimate to the Relocation Liaison. 
The Department of Personnel Administration may approve excess weight provided the employee 
requests the exception in advance of the actual move. 

The State will not pay for the shipment of the following prohibited items: 

automobiles 
other motor vehicles 
farm tractor, implements and equipment 
trailers with or without other property 
boats 
all animals, livestock, or pets 
belongings V>klich are not the property of the immediate family of the officer or employee 
belongings related to commercial enterprises engaged in by the officer or employee 
firev.Qod, fuels 
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bricks, sand ceramic wall tile 
Vi.ire fence or other building materials 
wastepaper and rags 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

Storage in Transit - The State Vi.ill pay for the storage of household goods for up to 60 days. Storage is 
limited to 11,000 pounds of household goods unless the excess weight has been previously approved by 
DPA. The storage company should bill the State directly using the authorization of the Moving Service 
Authorization. Miscellaneous items taken out of storage prior to the moving company delivering all 
household goods is not reimbursable and must be paid by the employee. 

Sale of Residence - The State Vi.ill pay for certain costs associated Vi.ith the sale of the employee's 
dwelling Wiich was his/her residence at the time of notification of the transfer. 

Reimbursable costs are: 

Brokerage Commission 
Escrow fees 
Title insurance 
Prepayment penalties 
Local taxes, charges or fees required to consummate !he sale 
Miscellaneous sellers costs up to $200.00 

Nonreimbursable costs are: 

Seller's Points 
Property tax 
Repair v.ork and re-inspection fees 

Excluded employees have tv.o years from the reporting date at the new headquarters to submit a claim 
for reimbursement of seller's costs. There is no extension of the time limit for Non-represented 
en:ployees. 

Settlement of a Lease - The State Vi.ill pay for the settlement of a lease Wiich was entered into prior to 
notification of the transfer. Claims for payment of the lease settlement must be submitted Vi.ithin 9 
months from the reporting date at the new headquarters. 

Movement of a Trailer Coach - The State Vi.ill pay for the actual cost of transporting the mobile home to 
the new location plus up to $2,500 for disassembly and assembly of the trailer. Request for 
reimbursement in excess of $2,500 must be submitted to DPA on a Std. 256 prior to the move; approval 
Vi.ill only be given for the lowest of three bids. Household goods must be shipped in the mobile home 
unless DPA approves a separate shipment. 

Miscellaneous - There is a $200.00 miscellaneous allowance Vi.ith documentation and certification, Wiich 
is intended to assist the employee in establishing the new household. This allowance should be used to 
pay utility installation fees, appliance hook-up fees and the like. It is appropriate to use this alloV\/ance for 
cable hook-up. This allowance may not be used to satisfy deposit requirements. The allowance may not 
be claimed if moving a mobile home; hook-up, etc., are included in the mobile home set-up charge. 

Mileage - The employee may be reimbursed 24 cents per mile for one vehicle to make one one-way trip 
between the old residence and the new residence. Anything over locating cents is considered taxable 
income. 

Private car mileage for the purpose of locating housing at the new location is not reimbursable. 

EXPENSES INCURRED PRIOR TO THE OFFICIAL TRANSFER CANNOT BE CLAIMED. 
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CLAIM FOR PAYMENT ill~~11~I$~~~j~filili~~H1[~1~ili~1ill~I~~itlmllliiJga1~1~~1~r~~~1~1~J~l®&l~ 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 (19) Program Number 00163 

THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS (20) Date File I I 
(21) LRS Input I I 

L (01) Claimant Identification Number Reimbursement Claim Data 

A 
(02) Mailing Address (22) TAP-1, (03) B 

E 
L Claimant Name (Z3) TAP-1, (04)(1)(e) 

H County of Location (24) TAP-1, (04)(2)(e) 
E 
R 
E street Address or P. 0 .. Box (25) TAP-1, (06) 

C~y State Zip Code (28) 

Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (27) 

(03) Estimated D (09) Reimbursement D (28) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined D (29) 

(05) Amended D (11) Amended D (30) 

Fiscal Year of (06) (12) (31) 

Cost 19_/19_ 19_/19_ 

Total Claimed (07) (13) (32) 

Amount 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed (14) (33) 

$1,000 

Less: Estimated Claim Payment Received (15) (34) 

Net Claimed Amount (16) (35) 

Due from State 

•••• f17) 

(36) 

Due to State (18) (37) 

(38) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

In accordance Wth the provisions of Government Code§ 17561, I certify that I am the person authorized by the local agency to file 
claims v.lth the State of Californla for costs mandated by Chapter 124S, Statutes of 1992, and Chapter 666, Statutes of 1995, and 
certify under penalty of perjury that I have not violated any of the provisions of Government Code sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there ~s no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or Increased level of services of an existing program mandated by 
Chapter 124S, Statutes of 1992, and Chapter 666, Statutes of 1995. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Clabn are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs for the mandated program of Chapter 1249, Statutes of 1992, and Chapter 666, Statutes of 1995, set forth on the attached 
statements. 

Signature of Authorized Representative Date 

Type or Print Name Tltle 

(39) Name of Contact Person for Claim Telephone Number 

LLl_LLLLLLLl_LLLLLLLLI LLLJ LLLI LLLLI Ext. LLLLI 

Form FAM-27 {New 5/98) Chapters 1249/92 and 666/95 
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THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS 

Certification Claim Form 

Instructions 

FORM 

FAM-27 

(01) Leave blank. 

(02) A set of mailing labels with the claimant's LO. number and address has been enclosed with the claiming instructions. The 
mailing labels are designed to speed processing and prewnt common errors that delay payment. Affix a label in the space 
shown on form F AMR27. Cross out any errors and print the correct information on the label. Add any missing address items, 
except county of location and a person's name. If you did not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

{CX3) If filing an original estimated claim, enter an "X'' in the box on line (03) Estimated. 

(04) If filing an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X:' in the box on line (04) Combined. 

(05) If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "x:' in the box on line (05) Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred, 

(07) Enter the amount of estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 100..fi, complete 
form TAP~1 and enter the amount from line (11). 

(08} Enter the same amount as shown on line (07}. 

(09) If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line {09) Reimbursement. 

(10) If fifing an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an" X" in the box on line (10) Combined. 

(11} lf filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended. 

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

(13) Enter the amount of reimbursement claim from form TAP-1, line (11 ). 

(14) Filing Deadline. Initial Claims of Ch. 1249192 and 666195. If the reimbursement r.faim for 1995-96 or 1996-97 is filed after 
September 1, 1998, the claim must be reduced by a late penalty. Enter either the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 
0.10 (1 O"h penalty) or $1,CXXJ, whichever is less. 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19)to(21) 

(22) to (37) 

(38) 

(39) 

Filing Deadline. Annually Thereafter. If the reimbursement claim is filed after November 30 fo/lovving the fiscal year in w'hich 
costs 'vVere incurred, the claim must be reduced by a late penalty. Enter either the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 
0.10 (10"h penalty) or $1,CXXJ, whichever is less. 

If filing a reimbursement claim and have previously filed an estimated claim for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received 
for the estimated claim. Otherwise, enter a zero. 

Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is positive, enter that amount on line (17} Due from State. 

If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is negative, enter that amount in line (18) Due to State. 

Leave blank. 

Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forvvard the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (25} 
for the reimbursement claim e.g. TAP-1, (03), means the information is located on form TAP-1, line (03). Enter the information on 
the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, (i.e., no cents). Indirect costs 
percentage should be shown as a 'Nhole number and without the percent symbol (i.e., 7.548% should be shown as 8). The claim 
cannot be processed for payment unless this data block is correct and complete. 

Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If It is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized representative 
and must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by a signed certification. 

Enter the name of the person and telephone number that this office should contact if additional information is required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY OF FORM FAM-27, AND ONE COPY OF ALL OTHER FORMS AND 
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS TO: 

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATIN: Local Re&nbursement Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Address, If delivered by other delivery service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
A TIN: Local Reimbursement Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 
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(01) Claimant 

MANDATED COSTS 
THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(02) Type of Claim 

FORM 

TAP-1 

Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement c::::::J 
Estimated c::::::J 19_-19_ 

(03) Number of peace officers relocated in the fiscal year of claim 

Direct Costs 

(04) Reimbursable Components: 

1. Moving and Relocation Expenses (7/1J95 -12131195) 

2. Moving and Relocation Expenses (1/1196 - Present) 

(05) Total Direct Costs 

Indirect Costs 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate 

(a) 
Salaries 

and 
Benefits 

(b) 
Materials 

and 
Supplies 

(c) 

Contracted 
Services 

(d) 
Employee 

Reimburse 
ment 

[From J-380 or J-580] 

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (06) x (line (05)(e)- <line (05)(c) +line (05)(d) >JI 

(08) Total Direct and indirect Costs [Line (05)(d) +line (07)1 

Cost Reduction 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

(10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (08) - (Line (09) + Line (10))1 

(e) 

Total 

% 
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THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 
TAP-1 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year of costs. Form TAP-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete 
form TAP-1 if you are filing an estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs by 10%, do not complete form TAP-1. Simply enter the amount of the estimated 
claim on form FAM-27. line (07). However, if the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's 
actual costs by more than 10%, form TAP-1 must be completed and a statement attached explaining the 
increased costs. Without this information the high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% 
of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) Enter the number of peace officers relocated in the fiscal year of claim due to credible threats. 

(04) Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the totals from form TAP-2, line 
(05) columns (d), (e), and (f) to form TAP-1, block (04) columns (a), (b), and (c) in the appropriate 
row. Total the row. 

(05) Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through (d). 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate. Enter the indirect cost rate from the Department of Education form J-380 or J-580, 
r,1s applicable, for the fiscal year of costs. 

(07) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06) by the Total Direct 
Costs, line (05)(d) reduced by the sum of Contracted Services, line (OS)(c) and Employee 
Reimbursement, line (OS)(d). 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (OS)(d) and Total Indirect Costs, 
line (07). 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct 
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim. 

(10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of other reimbursements received from 
any source, including but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds V>tiich 
reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the reimbursement 
sources and amounts. 

(11) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements, 
line (10). from Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (08). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the 
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (13) for the Reimbursement Claim. 
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MANDATED COSTS FORM 
THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS TAP-2 
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

(01) Claimant 

(03) Reimbursable Components: Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed. 

D Moving and Relocation Expenses (7/1/95) - 12/31/95) 

Moving and Relocation Expenses (1/1/96 - Present) 

(04) Description of Expenses: Complete columns (a) through (f) Object Accounts 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (•) (f) (g) 
Hours 

Employee Names, Job Classifications, Functions Performed Hourly Rate Worked Salaries Material Contracted Employee 
and or or and and Services Reimburse 

Description of Expenses Unit Cost Quantity Benefits Supplies ment 

. . 

(05) Total C:=J Subtotal C:=J Page: Of 
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THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Enter the fiscal year for Viklich costs were incurred. 

FORM 

TAP-2 

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box Viklich indicates the cost component being claimed. 
Check only one box per form: A separate form TAP-2 shall be prepared for each component 
Viklich applies. 

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies !he type of information required to support 
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box "checked" in block (03), list separately 
costs associated with each officer's relocation. Enter the employee name(s), position title(s), a brief 
description of the activities performed, actual time spent by each employee, productive hourly rates, 
fringe benefits, supplies used, and contracted services. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) 
must be of sufficient detail to explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. If the 
descriptions are incomplete, the claim cannot be processed for payment. For audit purposes, all 
supporting documents must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than two years after the 
end of the calendar year in Viklich the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, Viklichever is later. 
When no funds are appropriated for the initial claim at the time the claim was filed, supporting 
documents must be retained for two years from the date of the initial claim. Such documents shall be 
made available to the State Controller's Office on request. 

Object/ 
Sub-object 
Accounts (a) (b) 

Columns 

(c) {d) (e) 

Salaries Employee Name Hourly 
Rate 

Hours 
Worked H:::r::~ 11)11111Jlli' 

Benefits 

Material and 
Supplies 

Contracted 
Services 

Hie 

Activities 
Performed 

Description 
of 

Suppffes Used 

Name of Contractor 

Benefit 
Rate 

Unit 
Cost 

Quantity 
Used 

Specific Tasks Hourly Rate Inclusive 
Performed Dates 

Date of 
Employee Name of Peace Receipt of 

Reimbur&efllent Officer Notification 
ofThreat 

Benefits= 
Benefit Rate 

(f) (g) 

Invoices 

Invoices 

(05) Total line (04), columns (d), (e), and (f) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to 
indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed for the component/activity, 
number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns {d), (e), and (f) to form TAP-1, block (04) 
columns (a), (b), and (c) in the appropriate row. 
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FOREWORD 

The claiming instructions contained in this manual are issued for the sole purpose of assisting claimants 
with the preparation of claims for submission to the State Controller's Office. These instructions have 
been prepared based upon interpretation of the State of California statutes, regulations, and parameters 
and guidelines adopted by the Commission on State Mandates. Therefore, unless otherwise specified, 
these instructions should not be construed in any manner to be statutes, regulations, or standards. 

If you have any questions concerning the enclosed material, write to the address below or call the Local 
Reimbursements Section at (916) 324-5729. 

State Controller's Office 
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Prepared by the State Controller's Office 
Updated September 28, 2001 
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1. 

FILING A CLAIM 

Introduction 

The law in the State of California provides for the reimbursement of costs incurred by local 
agencies and school districts for costs mandated by the State. Costs mandated by the State means 
any increased costs which a local agency or school district is required to incur after July 1, 1980, as 
a result of any statute enacted after January 1, 1975, or any executive order implementing such 
statute which mandates a new program or higher level of service of an existing program. 

Estimated claims that show costs to be incurred in the current fiscal year and reimbursement claims 
that detail the costs actually incurred for the prior fiscal year may be filed with the State Controller's 
Office (SCO). Claims for on-going programs are filed annually by January 15. Claims for new 
programs are filed within 120 days from the date claiming instructions are issued for the program. A 
penalty is assessed for late claims. The SCO may audit the records of any local agency or school 
district to verify the actual amount of mandated costs and may reduce any claim which is excessive 
or unreasonable. 

When a program has been reimbursed for three or more years, the Commission On State 
Mandates (COSM) may approve the program for inclusion in the State Mandates Apportionment 
System (SMAS). For programs included in SMAS, the SCO determines the amount of each 
claimant's entitlement based on an average of three consecutive fiscal years of actual costs 
adjusted by any changes in the implicit price deflater. Claimants with an established entitlement 
receive an annual apportionment adjusted by any changes in the implicit price deflater and, under 
certain circumstances, by any changes in workload. Claimants with an established entitlement do 
not file further claims for the program. 

The SCO is authorized to make payments for costs of mandated programs from amounts 
appropriated by the State Budget Act, by the State Mandates Claims Fund, or by specific 
legislation. In the event the appropriation is insufficient to pay claims in full, claimants will receive 
prorated payments in proportion to the dollar amount of approved claims for the program. Balances 
of prorated payments will be made when supplementary funds are made available. 

The instructions contained in this manual are intended to provide general guidance for filing a 
mandated cost claim. Since each mandate is administered separately, it is important to refer to the 
specific program for information relating to established policies on eligible reimbursable costs. 

2. Types of Claims 

A claimant may file a reimbursement claim for mandated costs incurred during the previous fiscal 
year or may file an estimated claim for mandated costs to be incurred during the current fiscal year. 
For mandates included in SMAS, a claimant who had established a base year entitlement would 
automatically be reimbursed by the SCO for the mandate. 

All claims received by the SCO will be reviewed to verify costs. Adjustments to the claims will be 
made if the amounts claimed are determined to be excessive, improper or unreasonable. Claims 
must be filed with sufficient documentation to support the costs claimed. The types of 
documentation required to substantiate a claim are identified in the "Cost Elements of a Claim" 
section of this manual. The certification on Form FAM-27 must be signed and dated by the entity's 
authorized representative in order for the SCO to make payment on the claim. 

A. Reimbursement Claim 

A reimbursement claim is defined by Government Code Section (GC §) 17522 as any claim for 
costs incurred by a local agency or school district and filed with the SCO against an 
appropriation made for the purpose of paying the claim. 
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• A claimant may file an annual reimbursement claim by January 15 following the fiscal year 
in which costs were incurred for an on-going program. A reimbursement claim must detail 
the costs actually incurred for a fiscal year. The claim must include supporting 
documentation to substantiate the costs claimed. 

• Prior to January 1, 1990, if a claimant submitted an otherwise valid reimbursement claim 
after the deadline, the Controller would have paid the claim in an amount equal to 80 
percent of the amount that would have been paid had the claim been timely filed. Any 
reimbursement claim submitted more than one year after the deadline would not be paid. 

• After January 1, 1990, the late penalty provision was changed by Chapter 589/89. Any 
reimbursement claim with a filing deadline that is after January 1, 1990, will be reduced by 
10 percent of the approved costs, but not to exceed $1,000 if it is filed after the deadline. 
Any reimbursement claim submitted more than one year after the deadline will not be paid. 

• As added by Chapter 643/99, on October 10, 1999, all initial claims for all fiscal years 
required to be filed on their initial filing date for a state-mandated local program shall be 
considered as one claim for the purpose of computing any late claim penalty. 

B. Estimated Claim 

An estimated claim is defined by GC § 17522 as any claim filed with the SCO during the fiscal 
year in which the mandated costs are to be incurred by the local agency or school district 
against an appropriation made to the SCO for the purpose of paying those costs. 

• A claimant may file an estimated claim for mandated costs to be incurred during the fiscal 
year. Estimated claims are due by January 15 of the fiscal year in which the costs are to be 
incurred or by a date specified in the claiming instructions. After having received payment 
for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a reimbursement claim by January 15 of the 
following fiscal year. The reimbursement claim must detail the actual costs incurred for the 
fiscal year in which the estimated claim was filed. If actual costs are greater than or less 
than the estimated claim, the balance is either the amount due to the claimant or due from 
the claimant. 

C. Entitlement Claim 

An entitlement claim is defined by GC § 17522 as any claim filed by a local agency or school 
district with the SCO for the sole purpose of establishing or adjusting a base year entitlement 
for a mandate that has been included in SMAS. School mandates included in SMAS are listed 
in Appendix A. 

Once a mandate has been included in SMAS and the claimant has established a base year 
entitlement, the claimant will receive automatic payments from the SCO for the mandate. The 
automatic apportionment is determined by adjusting the claimant's base year entitlement for 
changes in the implicit price deflater of costs of goods and services to governmental agencies, 
as determined by the State Department of Finance. For programs approved by the COSM for 
inclusion in SMAS on or after January 1, 1988, the payment for each year succeeding the three 
year base period is adjusted according to any changes by both the deflater and average daily 
attendance. Annual apportionments for programs included in the system are paid on or before 
November 30 of each year. 

• A base year entitlement is .determined .by computing an average of the claimant's costs for 
fiscal years 1982-83, 1983-84, 1984-85 or any three consecutive years thereafter. The 
amount is first adjusted according to any changes in the deflater. The deflater is applied 
separately to each year's costs for the three years which comprise the base year. The SCO 
will perform this computation for each claimant who has filed claims for three consecutive 
years. If a claimant has incurred costs for three consecutive years but has not filed a claim 
in each of those years, the claimant may file an entitlement claim, form FAM-43, to 
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3. 

4. 

establish a base year entitlement. An entitlement claim does not result in the claimant 
being reimbursed for the costs incurred, but rather entitles the claimant to receive 
automatic payments from SMAS. 

Claims should be rounded to the nearest dollar. Submit a signed, original form FAM-27, Claim for 
Payment, and all other forms and supporting documents (no copies necessary). Use the following 
mailing addresses: 

If delivered by 
U.S. Postal Service: 

Office of the State Controller 
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Minimum Claim Amount 

If delivered by 
Other delivery services: 

Office of the State Controller 
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street. Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

GC Section 17564 provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to Sections 17551 and 17561, 
unless such a claim exceeds two hundred dollars ($200), provided that a county superintendent of 
schools or county may submit a combined claim on behalf of school districts, direct service districts, 
or special districts within their county if the combined claim exceeds $200, even if the individual 
school district's, direct service district's, or special district's claims do not each exceed $200. The 
county superintendent of schools or the county shall determine if the submission of the combined 
claim is economically feasible and shall be responsible for disbursing the funds to each school, 
direct service, or special district. These combined claims may be filed only when the county 
superintendent of schools or the county is the fiscal agent for the districts. A combined claim must 
show the individual claim costs for each eligible district. All subsequent claims based upon the 
same mandate shall only be filed in the combined form unless a school district, direct service 
district, or special district provides to the county superintendent of schools or county and to the 
SCO, at least 180 days prior to the deadline for filing the claim, a written notice of its intent to file a 
separate claim. 

Eligibility of Costs 

Unless specified in the statutes, regulations, or parameters and guidelines, the determination of 
allowable and unallowable costs for mandates is based on generally accepted accounting 
principles. The determination of allowable reimbursable mandated costs for unfunded mandates is 
made by the COSM. The SCO determines allowable reimbursable costs, subject to amendment by 
the COSM, for mandates funded by special legislation. Unless specified, allowable costs are those 
direct and indirect costs, less applicable credits, considered to be eligible for reimbursement. In 
order for costs to be allowable and thus eligible for reimbursement, the costs must meet the 
following general criteria: 

• The cost is necessary and reasonable for proper and efficient administration of the 
mandate and not a general expense required to carry out the overall responsibilities of 
government. 

• The cost is allocable to a particular cost objective. 

• The cost is net of any applicable credits that offset or reduce expenses of items 
allocable to the mandate. 

The SCO has identified certain costs that, for the purpose of claiming mandated costs, are 
unallowable and should not be claimed on the claim forms unless specified as reimbursable under 
the program. These expenses include, but are not limited to, subscriptions, depreciation, 
memberships, conferences, workshops, and general education. 
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5. Cost Elements of a Claim 

Claims for reimbursement of mandated costs are comprised of allowable costs that are either direct 
or indirect. Because each mandate is unique, the cost element guidelines in this chapter are 
provided as a general reference. If the requirements of a specific mandate differ from these cost 
guidelines, the requirements outlined under the specific mandate shall take precedence. 

A. Direct Costs 

A direct cost is a cost that can be identified specifically with a particular program or activity. 
Costs that are typically classified as direct costs are: 

Table 1 Annual Billable Hours 

Days Hours Per Day Total Hours 

Gross Hours 365 8 2,920 

Weekends 104 8 (832) 

Holidays 11 8 (88) 

Vacation 14 8 (112) 

Sick Leave, Misc. 11 8 (88) 

Annual Billable Hours 1,800 

• As illustrated in Table 1, a claimant may use 1,800 hours for a full-time employee. If a 
claimant uses an amount less than 1,800 hours as annual billable hours, a computation 
of how these hours were computed must be included with the claim. 

• Compensation of employees for time devoted specifically to the execution of the 
mandate. 

• Cost of materials acquired, consumed, or expended specifically for he purpose of the 
mandate. 

• Services furnished specifically for the mandate by other entities. 

(1) Employee Wages, Salaries, and Fringe Benefits 

For each of the mandated activities performed, the claimant must list the names of the 
employees who worked on the mandate, their job classification, hours worked on the 
mandate, and rate of pay. The claimant may in-lieu of reporting actual compensation and 
fringe benefits use an hourly rate: 

(a) Compute a billable hourly rate for salaried employees to include actual fringe benefit 
costs. The methodology for converting a salary to a billable hourly rate is to compute 
the employee's annual salary and fringe benefits and divide by the annual billable 
hours. Annual billable hours equal the gross annual hours less non-work hours. 

Table 2 Annual Billable Rate, Salary + Benefits Method 

Formula: 

[(EAS + Benefits) -7 ABH] = ABR 

[($26,000 + $7,750)) -7 1,800 hrs= $18.75 

Description: 

EAS = Employee's Annual Salary 

ABH =Annual Billable Hours 

ABR = Annual Billable Rate 

• As illustrated in Table 2, if you assume an employee's compensation was $26,000 and 
$7,750 for annual salary and fringe benefits, respectively, using the "Salary+ Benefits 
Method," the annual billable rate would be $18.75. 
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(b) A claimant may also compute the annual billable rate by using the "Percent of Salary 
Method." 

Table 3 Annual Billable Rate, Percent of Salary Method 

Example: 

Step 1 : Fringe Benefits as a Percent of 
Salary 

Step 2: Annual Billable Rate 

Retirement 

Social Security 

15.00 % Formula: 

6.30 [(EAS x (1 + FSR)) +ASH)= ASR 

Health & Dental Insurance 5.25 

Workers Compensation 

Total 

Description: 

EAS = Employee's Annual Salary 

FBR = Fringe Benefit Rate 

3.25 [($26,ooo + (1.2698)) + 1,800 J = $18.75 

29.80 % 

ASH = Annual Billable Hours 

ABR =Annual Billable Rate 

• As illustrated in Table 3, both methods produce the same annual billable rate. 

Reimbursement for personnel services includes, but is not limited to, compensation paid for 
salaries, wages and employee fringe benefits. Employee fringe benefits include regular 
compensation paid to employees during periods of authorized absences (i.e., annual leave, 
sick leave, etc.) and employer's contributions for social security, pension plans, insurance, 
workmen's compensation insurance and similar payments. These benefits are eligible for 
reimbursement as long as they are distributed equitably to all activities. Whether these 
costs are allowable is based on the following presumptions: 

• The amount of compensation is reasonable for the service rendered. 

• The compensation paid and benefits received are appropriately authorized by the 
governing board. 

• Amounts charged for personnel services are based on payroll documents that are 
supported by time and attendance or equivalent records for individual employees. 

• The methods used to distribute personnel services should produce an equitable 
distribution of direct and indirect allowable costs. 

For each of the employees included in the claim, the claimant must use reasonable rates 
and hours in computing the wage cost. If a person of a higher-level job position performs an 
activity which normally would be performed by a lower-level position, reimbursement for 
time spent is allowable at the average salary range for the lower-level position. The salary 
rate of the person at the higher level position may be claimed if it can be shown that it was 
more cost effective in comparison to the performance by a person at the lower-level 
position under normal circumstances and conditions. The number of hours charged to an 
activity should reflect the time expected to complete the activity under normal 
circumstances and conditions. The number of hours in excess of normal expected hours 
are not reimbursable. 
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(2) Materials and Supplies 

Only those materials and supplies not included in the overhead rate and used exclusively 
for the mandated activity are reimbursable under this cost element. The claimant must list 
the materials and supplies that were used to perform the mandated activity, the number of 
units consumed, the cost per unit, and the dollar amount claimed as a cost. Material and 
supplies purchased to perform a particular mandated activity are expected to be 
reasonable in quality, quantity and costs. Purchases in excess of reasonable quality, 
quantity and costs are not reimbursable. Materials and supplies that are withdrawn from 
inventory must be charged to the mandated activity based upon a recognized method of 
pricing, consistently applied. 

(3) Contracted Services 

For each of the activities performed, the claimant must list the name of the consulting firm 
that was contracted with to provide the service and describe the specific mandated 
activities performed by the consultant. The claimant must also provide the inclusive dates 
when the service was performed, the number of hours spent to perform the mandate, and 
the consultant's hourly billing rate. The hourly billing rate shall not exceed the rate specified 
in the claiming instructions for the mandated program. The consultant's statement, which 
includes an itemized list of costs for services performed, must accompany the claim. 

(4) Equipment Rental Costs 

Equipment purchases and leases (with an option to purchase) are not reimbursable as a 
direct cost unless specifically allowed by the claiming instructions for a particular mandate. 
Equipment rentals used solely for the mandate are reimbursable to the extent such costs 
do not exceed the retail purchase price of the equipment plus a finance charge. For each of 
the activities performed, the claimant must identify the equipment that was rented, the time 
period for which the equipment was rented and the cost of the rental. 

(5) Capital Outlays 

Capital outlays for land, building, equipment, furniture and fixtures may be claimed only if 
the claiming instructions specify them as allowable for the program. If the capital outlays 
are allowable, the claiming instructions for the mandated program will specify the basis for 
the reimbursement. 

(6) Travel Expenses 

Travel expenses are normally reimbursable in accordance with travel rules and regulations 
of local jurisdictions, except for programs which must be reimbursed in accordance with the 
State Board of Control travel standards (Refer to Appendix B, State of California Travel 
Expense Guidelines, for current rates.). For each activity performed, the claimant must 
identify the purpose of the trip, the name and address of the person incurring the expense, 
the date and time of departure and return for each trip, a description of each expense 
claimed, the cost of commercial transportation or number of private auto miles traveled, 
and amount of tolls and parking with receipts over $10.00. 

(7) Documentation 

Revised 9/01 

It is the responsibility of the claimant to make available to the SCO, upon request, 
documentation in the form of general and subsidiary ledgers, purchase orders, invoices, 
contracts, canceled warrants, equipment usage records, land deeds, receipts, employee 
time sheets, agency travel guidelines, inventory records, and other relevant documents to 
support claimed costs. The type of documentation necessary for each claim may differ with 
the type of mandate. 
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B. Indirect Cost 

Indirect costs are: (a) Incurred for a common or joint purpose benefiting more than one cost 
objective, and (b) not readily assignable to the cost objectives specifically benefited, without 
effort disproportionate to the results achieved. Indirect costs can originate in the department 
performing the mandate or in departments that supply the department performing the mandate 
with goods, services and facilities. As noted previously, in order for a cost to be allowable, it 
must be allocable to a particular cost objective. With respect to indirect costs, this requires that 
the cost be distributed to benefiting cost objectives on bases which produce an equitable result 
in relation to the benefits derived by the mandate. 

(1) Indirect Costs for Schools 

School districts and county superintendents of schools may claim indirect costs incurred for 
mandated costs. For fiscal years prior to 1986-87, school districts and county 
superintendents of schools may use the Department of Education Form Nos. J41A or J-
73A, respectively, applicable to the fiscal year of the claim. The rate, however, must not be 
applied to items of direct costs claimed in complying with the mandate if those same costs 
are included in cost centers identified as General Support (i.e., EDP Codes 400, 405, 410 
in Column 3). For the 1986-87 and subsequent fiscal years, school districts and county 
superintendents of schools may use the Annual Program Cost Data Report, Department of 
Education Form Nos. J-380 or J-580, respectively, applicable to the fiscal year of the claim. 

The amount of indirect costs the claimant is eligible to claim is computed by multiplying the 
rate by direct costs. When applying the rate, multiply the rate by direct costs not included in 
total support services EDP No. 422 of the J-380 or J-580. If there are any exceptions to this 
general rule for applying the indirect cost rate, they will be found in the individual mandate 
instructions . 

(2) Indirect Cost Rate for Community Colleges 

A college has the option of using a federally approved rate, utilizing the cost accounting 
principles from Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21 "Cost Principles for 
Educational Institutions," or the Controller's methodology outlined in the following 
paragraphs. If the federal rate is used, it must be from the same fiscal year in which the 
costs were incurred. 

The Controller allows the following methodology for use by community colleges in 
computing an indirect cost rate for state mandates. The objective of this computation is to 
determine an equitable rate for use in allocating administrative support to personnel that 
performed the mandated cost activities claimed by the community college. This 
methodology assumes that administrative services are provided to all activities of the 
institution in relation to the direct costs incurred in the performance of those activities. Form 
FAM-29C has been developed to assist the community college in computing an indirect 
cost rate for state mandates. Completion of this form consists of three main steps: 

• The elimination of unallowable costs from the expenses reported on the financial 
statements. 

• The segregation of the adjusted expenses between those incurred for direct and 
indirect activities. 

• The development of a ratio between the total indirect expenses and total direct 
expenses incurred by the community college. 
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The computation is based on total expenditures as reported in "California Community 
Colleges Annual Financial and Budget Report, Expenditures by Activity (CCFS-311 )." 
Expenditures classified by activity are segregated by the function they serve. Each function 
may include expenses for salaries, fringe benefits, supplies, and capital outlay. OMB 
Circular A-21 requires expenditures for capital outlays to be excluded from the indirect cost 
rate computation. 

Generally, a direct cost is one incurred specifically for one activity, while indirect costs are 
of a more general nature and are incurred for the benefit of several activities. As previously 
noted, the objective of this computation is to equitably allocate administrative support costs 
to personnel that perform mandated cost activities claimed by the college. For the purpose 
of this computation we have defined indirect costs to be those costs which provide 
administrative support to personnel who perform mandated cost activities. We have defined 
direct costs to be those indirect costs that do not provide administrative support to 
personnel who perform mandated cost activities and those costs that are directly related to 
instructional activities of the college. Accounts that should be classified as indirect costs 
are: Planning and Policy Making, Fiscal Operations, General Administrative Services, and 
Logistical Services. If any costs included in these accounts are claimed as a mandated 
cost, i.e., salaries of employee performing mandated cost activities, the cost should be 
reclassified as a direct cost. Accounts in the following groups of accounts should be 
classified as direct costs: Instruction, Instructional Administration, Instructional Support 
Services, Admissions and Records, Counseling and Guidance, Other Student Services, 
Operation and Maintenance of Plant, Community Relations, Staff Services, Non
instructional Staff-Retirees' Benefits and Retirement Incentives, Community Services, 
Ancillary Services and Auxiliary Operations. A college may classify a portion of the 
expenses reported in the account Operation and Maintenance of Plant as indirect. The 
claimant has the option of using a 7% or a higher expense percentage is allowable if the 
college can support its allocation basis. 

The rate, derived by determining the ratio of total indirect expenses and total direct 
expenses when applied to the direct costs claimed, will result in an equitable distribution of 
the college's mandate related indirect costs. An example of the methodology used to 
compute an indirect cost rate is presented in Table 4. 
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Table 4 Indirect Cost Rate for Community Colleges 

MANDATED COST FORM 
INDIRECT COST RA TE FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES FAM-29C 

(01) Claimant (02) Period of Claim 

(03) Expenditures by Activity (04) Allowable Costs 

Activity EDP Total Adjustments Total Indirect Direct 

Subtotal Instruction 599 $19,590,357 $1,339,059 $18,251,298 $0 $18,251,298 

Instructional Administration 6000 

Academic Administration 301 2,941,386 105,348 2,836,038 0 2,836,038 

Course Curriculum & Develop. 302 21,595 0 21,595 0 21,595 

Instructional Support Service 6100 

Learning Center 311 22,737 863 21,874 0 21,874 

Library 312 518,220 2,591 515,629 0 515,629 

Media 313 522,530 115,710 406,820 0 406,820 

Museums and Galleries 314 0 0 0 0 0 

Admissions and Records 6200 584,939 12,952 571,987 0 571,987 

• Counseling and Guidance 6300 1,679,596 54,401 1,625,195 0 1,625,195 

Other Student Services 6400 

Financial Aid Administration 321 391,459 20,724 370,735 0 370,735 

Health Services 322 0 0 0 0 0 

Job Placement Services 323 83,663 0 83,663 0 83,663 

Student Personnel Admin. 324 289,926 12,953 276,973 0 276,973 

Veterans Services 325 25,427 0 25,427 0 25,427 

Other Student Services 329 0 0 0 0 0 

Operation & Maintenance 6500 

Building Maintenance 331 1,079,260 44,039 1,035,221 0 1,035,221 

Custodial Services 332 1,227,668 33,677 1, 193,991 0 1,193,991 

Grounds Maintenance 333 596,257 70,807 525,450 0 525,450 

Utilities 334 1,236,305 0 1,236,305 0 1,236,305 

Other 339 3,454 3,454 0 0 0 

Planning and Policy Making 6600 587,817 22,451 565,366 565,366 0 

General Inst. Support Services 6700 

Community Relations 341 0 0 0 0 0 

Fiscal Operations 342 634,605 17,270 617,335 553,184 (a) 64, 151 

• Subtotal $32,037,201 $1,856,299 $30, 180,902 $1,118,550 $29,062,352 
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Table 4 Indirect Cost Rate for Community Colleges (continued) • MANDATED COST FORM 
INDIRECT COST RA TE FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES FAM-29C 

(01) Claimant (02) Period of Claim 

(03) Expenditures by Activity (04) Allowable Costs 

Activity EDP Total Adjustments Total Indirect Direct 

General Inst. Sup. Serv. (cont.) 6700 

Administrative Services 343 $1,244,248 $219,331 $1,024,917 $933,494 (a) $91,423 

Logistical Services 344 1,650,889 126,935 1,523,954 1,523,954 0 

Staff Services 345 0 0 0 0 0 

Noninstr. Staff Benefit & lncent. 346 10,937 0 10,937 0 10,937 

Community Services 6800 

Community Recreation 351 703,858 20,509 683,349 0 683,349 

Community Service Classes 352 423,188 24,826 398,362 0 398,362 

Community Use of Facilities 353 89,877 10,096 79,781 0 79,781 

Ancillary Services 6900 

Bookstores 361 0 0 0 0 0 

Child Development Center 362 89,051 1,206 87,845 0 87,845 • 
Farm Operations 363 0 0 0 0 0 

Food Services 364 0 0 0 0 0 

Parking 365 420,274 6,857 413,417 0 413,417 

Student Activities 3663 0 0 0 0 0 

Student Housing 67 0 0 0 0 0 

Other 379 0 0 0 0 0 

Auxiliary Operations 7000 

Auxiliary Classes 381 1, 124,557 12,401 1,112,156 0 1,112,156 

Other Auxiliary Operations 382 0 0 0 0 0 

Physical Property Acquisitions 7100 814,318 814,318 0 0 0 

(05) Total $38,608,398 $3,092,778 $35,515,620 $3,575,998 $31,939,622 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate: (Total Indirect Cost/Total Direct Cost) 11.1961% 

(07) Notes 

(a) Mandated Cost activities designated as direct costs per claim instructions. 
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C. Offset Against Mandated Claims 

As noted previously, allowable costs are defined as those direct and indirect costs, less 
applicable credits, considered to be eligible for reimbursement. When all or part of the costs of 
a mandated program are specifically reimbursable from local assistance revenue sources (e.g., 
state, federal, foundation, etc.), only that portion of any increased costs payable from school 
district funds is eligible for reimbursement under the provisions of GC § 17561. 

Example 1: 

As illustrated in Table 5, this example shows how the "Offset Against State Mandated Claims" 
is determined for school districts receiving block grant revenues not based on a formula 
allocation. Program costs for each of the situations equals $100,000. 

Table 5 Offset Against State Mandates, Example 1 

Program Actual Local State Offset Against Claimable 
Costs Assistance Mandated State Mandated Mandated 

Revenues Costs Claims Costs 
1. $100,000 $95,000 $2,500 $-0- $2,500 
2. 100,000 97,000 2,500 -0- 2,500 
3. 100,000 98,000 2,500 500 2,000 
4. 100,000 100,000 2,500 2,500 -0-
5. 100,000 • 50,000 2,500 1,250 1,250 
6. 100,000 • 49,000 2,500 250 2,250 

•School district share is $50,000 of the program cost. 

Numbers (1) through (4), in Table 5, show intended funding at 100% from local assistance 
revenue sources. Numbers (5) and (6) show cost sharing on a 50150 basis with the district. In 
numbers (1) through (6), included in the program costs of $100,000 are state mandated costs 
of $2,500. The offset against state mandated claims is the amount of actual local assistance 
revenues which exceeds the difference between program costs and state mandated costs. This 
offset cannot exceed the amount of state mandated costs. 

In (1), local assistance revenues were less than expected. Local assistance funding was not in 
excess of the difference between program costs and state mandated costs. As a result, the 
offset against state mandated claims is zero and $2,500 is claimable as mandated costs. 

In (4), local assistance revenues were fully realized to cover the entire cost of the program, 
including the state mandate activity; therefore, the offset against state mandated claims is 
$2,500. 

In (5), the district is sharing 50% of the project cost .Since local assistance revenues of $50,000 
were fully realized, the offset against state mandated claims is $1,250. 

In (6), local assistance revenues were less than the amount expended and the offset against 
state mandated claims is $250. Therefore, the claimable mandated costs are $2,250 

Example 2: 

As illustrated in Table 6, this example shows how the offset against state mandated claims is 
determined for school districts receiving special project funds based on approved actual costs. 
Local assistance revenues for special projects must be applied proportionately to approved 
costs . 
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Table6 Offset Against State Mandates, Example 2 

Program Actual Local State Offset Against Claimable 
Costs Assistance Mandated State Mandated Mandated 

Revenues Costs Claims Costs 

1. $100,000 $100,000 $2,500 $2,500 $-0-

2. 100,000 •• 75,000 2,500 1,875 625 

3. 100,000 •• 45,000 1,500 1, 125 375 

••School district share is $25,000 of the program cost. 

In (2), the entire program cost was approved. Since the local assistance revenue source covers 
75% of the program cost, it also proportionately covered 75% of the $2,500 state mandated 
costs, or $1,875. 

If in (3) local assistance revenues are less than the amount expected because only $60,000 of 
the $100,000 program costs were determined to be valid by the contracting agency, then a 
proportionate share of state mandated costs is likewise reduced to $1,500. The offset against 
state mandated claims is $1, 125 Therefore, the claimable mandated costs are $375. 

6. Federal and State Funding Sources 

The listing in Appendix C is not inclusive of all funding sources that should be offset against 
mandated claims but contains some of the more common ones. State school fund apportionments 
and federal aid for education, which are based on average daily attendance and are part of the 
general system of financing public schools as well as block grants which do not provide for specific 
reimbursement of costs (i.e., allocation formulas not tied to expenditures), should not be included 
as reimbursements from local assistance revenue sources. 

7. Governing Authority 

The costs of salaries and expenses of the governing authority, such as the school superintendent 
and governing board; are not reimbursable. These are costs of general government as described 
by the federal guideline entitled "Cost Principle and Procedures for Establishing Cost Allocation 
Plans and Indirect Cost Rates for Grants and Contracts with the Federal Government," A-87. 

8. Payment of Claim by State Controller's Office 

All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if the claim was prepared in accordance 
with the claiming instructions. If any adjustments are made to a claim, the claimant will receive a 
"Notice of Claim Adjustments" detailing adjustments made by the SCO. 

9. Audit of Claim by State Controller's Office 

The SCO has the authority to audit the records of a claimant and may reduce any claim which is 
determined by the SCO to be excessive or unreasonable. The claimant has the responsibility of 
retaining, for a period of two years after the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement 
claim is filed or last amended, all supporting documents (books of original entry, general and 
subsidiary ledgers, purchase orders, invoices, canceled warrants and payroll records). In those 
instances where no funds are appropriated for the program for the fiscal year which the claim is 
made, the time for the SCO to initiate an audit commence to run from the date of initial payment of 
the claim. The claimant also has the responsibility of organizing the claim, supporting work papers 
and source documents in a manner which provides the auditor with a clear audit trail from the claim 
to supporting documents. 
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10. Claim Forms and Instructions 

A claimant may submit a computer generated report in substitution for Form-1 and Form-2, 
provided the format of the report and data fields contained within the report are identical to the 
claim forms included with these instructions. The claim forms provided with these instructions 
should be duplicated and used by the claimant to file an estimated or reimbursement claim. The 
SCO will revise the manual and claim forms as necessary. 

A. Form-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail 

This form is used to segregate the detail costs by claim component. In some mandates, specific 
reimbursable activities have been identified for each component. The expenses reported on 
this form must be supported by the official financial records of the claimant and copies of 
supporting documentation, as specified in the claiming instructions, must be submitted with the 
claims. All supporting documents must be retained for a period of not less than two years after 
the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim is filed or last amended. 

8. Form-1, Claim Summary 

This form is used to summarize direct costs by component and compute allowable indirect 
costs for the mandate. The direct costs summarized on this form are derived from Form-2 and 
are carried forward to form FAM-27. 

Community colleges have the option of using a federally approved rate (i.e., utilizing the cost 
accounting principles from Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21) or form FAM-29C. 

C. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

This form contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized representative of the 
county. All applicable information from Form-1 must be carried forward onto this form in order 
for the SCO to process the claim for payment. 
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ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

1. Summary of Chapters nns and 920/94 

Elections Code§ 3003, as added and amended by Chapter 77, Statutes of 1978, and Chapter 
920, Statutes of 1994, requires that absentee ballots be available to any registered voter without 
the prerequisite of certain conditions as required under prior law. 

On June 17, 1981, the Board of Control, predecessor to the Commission on State Mandates, 
detemiined that Chapter 77, Statutes of 1978, resulted in state mandated costs that are 
reimbursable pursuant to Part 7 (commencing with Government Code§ 17500) of Division 4 
of Title 2. 

2. Eligible Claimants 

Any school district (K-12), county board of education, or community college, that administers an 
election program and incurs increased costs as a result of this mandate is eligible to claim 
reimbursement of these costs. 

3. Appropriations 

4. 

These claiming instructions are issued following the adoption of the program's parameters 
and guidelines by the Commission on State Mandates. Funding for payment of initial claims 
covering fiscal years 1996-97 and 1997-98, may be made available in a future appropriation act 
subject to the approval of the Legislature and the Governor. 

To detemiine if this program is funded in subsequent fiscal years, refer to the schedule, 
"Appropriation for State Mandated Cost Programs," in the "Annual Claiming Instructions 
for State Mandated Costs" issued in September of each year to county superintendents of 
schools and superintendents of schools. 

Types of Claims 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims 

A claimant may file a reimbursement and/or an estimated claim. A reimbursement 
claim details the costs actually incurred for a prior fiscal year. An estimated claim 
shows the costs to be incurred for the current fiscal year. 

B. Minimum Clalm 

Government Code§ 17564(a) provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to 
Government Code§ 17561 unless such a claim exceeds $200 per program per fiscal 
year. However, any county superintendent of schools, as fiscal agent for the school 
district, may submit a combined claim in excess of $200 on behalf of two or more 
districts within the county even if an individual district's claim does not exceed $200. A 
combined claim must show the individual costs for each district. Once a combined 
claim is filed, all subsequent years relating to the same mandate must be filed in a 
combined fomi. The county receives the reimbursement payment and is responsible 
for disbursing funds to each participating district. A district may withdraw from the 
combined claim fomi by providing a written notice to the county superintendent of 
schools and the State Controller's Office of its intent to file a separate claim, at least 
180 days prior to the deadline for filing the claim . 
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5. Filing Deadline 

A. lnitlal Claims 

Initial claims must be filed within 120 days from the issuance of claiming instructions. 
Accordingly: 

(1) Reimbursement claims detailing the actual costs incurred for the 1996/97 fiscal year 
must be filed with the State Controller's Office and postmarked by June 17, 1998. If 
the reimbursement claim is filed after the deadline of June 17, 1998, the approved 
claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed 
more than one year after the deadline will not be accepted. 

(2) Estimated claims for costs to be incurred during the 1997/98 fiscal year must be filed 
with the State Controller's Office and postmarked by June 17, 1998. Timely filed 
estimated claims are paid before late claims. If a payment is received for the 
estimated claim, a 1997/98 reimbursement claim must be filed by November 30, 
1998. 

B. Annually Thereafter 

Refer to the item, "Reimbursable State Mandated Cost Programs", contained in the 
cover letter for mandated cost programs issued annually in September, which 
identifies the fiscal years for which claims may be filed. If an "x" is shown for the 
program listed under "19_/19_ Reimbursement Claim", and/or "19_/19_ 
Estimated Claim", claims may be filed as follows: 

(1) An estimated claim filed with the State Controller's Office must be postmarked by 
November 30 of the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. Timely filed 
estimated claims will be paid before late claims. 

After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a 
reimbursement claim by November 30 of the following fiscal year. If the district 
fails to file a reimbursement claim, monies received for the estimated claim must 
be returned to the State. If no estimated claim was filed, the agency may file a 
reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs incurred for the fiscal year, 
provided there was an appropriation for the program for that fiscal year. For 
information regarding appropriations for reimbursement claims, refer to the 
schedule, "Appropriation for State Mandated Cost Programs" in the previous 
fiscal year's annual claiming instructions. 

(2) A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed with the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30 following the fiscal year in which 
costs were incurred. If the claim is filed after the deadline but by November 30 of the 
succeeding fiscal year, the approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, 
not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline will not be 
accepted. 

6. Reimbursement 

Eligible claimants will be reimbursed for costs associated with an increase in absentee 
ballot filings using one of the recommended methods listed below. 

Methods 1, 2, and 3, are intended for use where a school district or county board of 
education election is done by the county election official and billed to the district. Method 1 
is the simplest and is applicable when the county election official does all calculations and 
provides a billing which distinguishes the reimbursable amount and the non-reimbursable 
amount billed. 
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Method 2 is under the assumption that the percentage increase in absentee ballots is 
uniform throughout the county and uses county-wide figures to determine the percentage of 
reimbursable costs. 

Method 3 is more complex and requires the school district or county board of education to 
have data on the number of ballots and absentee ballots filed in the district. This method 
requires the collection of more data which. may or may not be readily available. 

Method 4 is the most complex and is intended for use where school districts or county 
boards of education do their own elections and have the information on the number of 
ballots and absentee ballots as well as the per-ballot cost information needed for this 
method. 

A. Method 1 

If the county election official determines the claimant's pro rata share of reimbursable 
costs and reports these costs in a separate bill or as a line item on a bill, the claimant 
may claim the amount paid to the county for the reimbursable costs. 

B. Method 2 

( 1) Obtain data from the county election official on the number of reimbursable absentee 
ballots (n). the number of absentee ballots cast (z) for the fiscal year. and the amount 
billed to the school district or county board of education by the county for the total 
absentee ballot costs. 

(2) Calculate the Reimbursable Cost Percentage 

JL • 100 =Reimbursable Cost Percentage (p) 
z 

(3) Calculate the Reimbursable Costs 

JL • Amount billed by county = Amount of Reimbursable Costs 
100 

C. Method 3 

New 2198 

(1) Base Year Calculation (remains the same for all fiscal years claimed) 

w) Number of ballots cast in the district from January 1, 1 g75 through 

December 30, 1978 (w). 

x) Number of absentee ballots cast in the district from January 1, 1975 

through December 30, 1978 (x). 

(2) Calculation for Fiscal Year Claimed (compute for each fiscal year claimed) 

y) Number of ballots cast in the district in the fiscal year claimed (y). 

z) Number of absentee ballots cast in the district in the fiscal year claimed (z) 

(3) Formula for Calculating Number of Reimbursable Absentee Ballots Filed 
• 

z -~ = Number of Reimbursable Absentee Ballots (n) 
w 

(4) Calculation of Reimbursable Cost Percentage 

.!'.! • 100 = Reimbursable Cost Percentage (p) 
z 
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(5) Calculation of Reimbursable Costs 

JL • Amount billed by county= Amount of Reimbursable Costs 
100 

D. Method4 

(1) Base Year Calculation (remains the same for all fiscal years claimed) 

w) Number of ballots cast in the district from January 1, 1975 through 
December 30, 1978 (w). 

x) Number of absentee ballots cast in the district from January 1, 1975 through 
December 30, 1978 (x) 

(2) Calculation for Fiscal Year Claimed (compute for each claim) 

y) Nu1111ber of ballots cast in the district in the fiscal year claimed (y) 

z) Number of absentee ballots cast in the district in the fiscal year claimed (z) 

(3) Formula for Calculating Number of Reimbursable Absentee Ballots Filed 

z - {L_y} = Number of reimbursable absentee ballots (n) 
w 

(4) Calculation of Cost per Absentee Ballot Filing 

a. Material $ 

b. Postage $ 

C. Labor $ 

d. Overhead $ 

e. Cost per Absentee Ballot $ 

(a+b+c+d) 

(5) Computation of Reimbursement 

A. Number of Reimbursable Filings (Item 3) 

B. Cost per Filing (Item 4e) $ _____ _ 

Total Reimbursement (Ax B) $ ____ _ 

7. Reimbursement Limitations 

Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source including 
but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, other state funds as a result of this 
mandate shall be identified and deducted so only net local costs are claimed. 

8. Claiming Forms and Instructions 

The diagram "Jllustration of Claim Forms" provides a graphical presentation of forms 
required to be filed with a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated report in 
substitution for forms AB-1.1, AB-1.2, AB-1.3 and AB-2 provided the format of the report 
and data fields contained within the report are identical to the claim forms included in these 
instructions. The claim forms provided with these instructions should be duplicated and 
used by the claimant to file estimated or reimbursement claims. The State Controller's 
Office will revise the manual and claim forms as necessary. Jn such instances, new 
replacement forms will be mailed to claimants. 
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CLAIM FOR PAYMENT 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 

ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

(19) Program Number OOC02 
(al) Date File 
(21) LRS Input 

(01) Claimant Identification Number 
l 

Reimbursement Claim Data 

A 
B 
E 

(02) Mailing Address (22) AB-1.1, (03) 
---------------------·--·---·-·--·-·---·---·----4------·-·----····-···--+--------·--··· 

L Claimant Name (23) AB-1.1, (06) 

H Countyof Location (24) AB-1.2, (03)(a) 
E 

R Street Address or P. 0 .. Box (25) AB-1.2, (03)(b) 
E 

···-----·- ----- ·----------.;1------------------ -·---- -----1 
City 

Type of Claim 

Fiscal Year of 
Cost 

State Zip Code (26) AB-1.2, (03)(c) 

Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (27) AB-1.2, (03)(d) 

(03) Estimated [] (09) Reimbursement D · (28) AB-1.2, (05) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined 

(05) Amended D (11) Amended 

'(06) (12) 
19_/19 19_/19_ 

D (29) AB-1.3, (03)(a) 

D (3o) ;\8.1 3, (03)(b) 

(31) AB-1.3, (03)(c) 

----+--------+----------+----------+--·------·-----
Total Claimed (07) (13) (32) AB-1.3, (03)(d) 

-1-----------j------··-····-·--
Less: 10% Late Penalty, but not to 
exceed $1000 

Less: Estimated Claim Payment 

Net Claimed Amount 

(38) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(33) AB-1.3, (04)(d) 

(34) AB-1.3, (05) 

. (35) 

(36) 

(37) 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code 17561, I certify that I am the person authorized by the local agency to file 
claims Yllith the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 77, Statutes of 1978, and Chapter 920, Statutes of 1994; and certify 
under penalty of perjury that I have not violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there ms no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by 
Chapter 77, Statutes of 1978, and Chapter 920, Statutes of 1994. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs for the mandated program of Chapter 77, Statutes of 1978, and Chapter 920, Statutes of 1994, set forth on the attached 
statements. 

Signature of Authorized Representative Date 

Type or Print Name Title 

(39) Name of Contact Person for Claim Telephone Number 

1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1 Ll_l_J l_Ll_I l_l_l_l_I Ext. l_l_l_l_I 

Form FAM-27 (New 2198) Chapters 77 /78 and 920194 
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(01) 

(02) 

(03) 

(04) 

(05) 

(06) 

(07) 

(08) 

(09) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19)to(21) 

(22) to (37) 

(38) 

(39) 

Leave blank. 

ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

Certification Claim Form 

Instructions 

FORM 

FAM-27 

A set of mailing labels with the claimant's l.D. number and address has been enclosed with the claiming Instructions. The 
mailing labels are designed to speed processing and prevent common errors that delay payment. Affix a label in the place 
shown on form FAM-27. Cross out any errors and print the correct information on the label. Add any missing address items, 
except county of location and a person's name. If you dld not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

If filing an original estimated claim, enter an "X" In the box on line (03) Estimated. 

If filing an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04) Combined. 

If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

Enter the fiscal year in Which costs are to be Incurred. 

Enter the amount of estimated claim. If estimate exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10°/o, complete 
form AB-1.1, i .2, or 1.3, as applicable, and enter the total claimed amount. 

Enter the same amount as shown in line (07). 

If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement. 

If fillng an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an" X" in the box on line (10) Combined. 

If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" ln the box on line {11) Amended. 

Enter the fisca\ year for which actual costs are being claimed. lf actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

Enter the amount of reimbursement claim from form AB-1 .1, 1.2, or i .3. 

Filing Deadline. lnltia! Claims of Chs. 77/78 and 920/94. If the reimbursement claim for fiscal year i006/97 is filed after June 17, 
1998, the claim must be reduced by a late penalty. Enter the product of multlp!ylng line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty) or 
$1,000, whichever is less. 

Filing Deadline. Annually Thereafter If the reimbursement clalm is filed after November 30 following the fiscal year in which 
costs were incurred, the claim must be reduced by a !ate penalty. Enter the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.1 O 
(100/c, penalty) or $1,000, whichever is less. 

lf you are filing a reimbursement claim and have previously filed an estimated claim for the same fiscal year, enter the amount 
received for the estimated claim. Otherwise, enter a zero. 

Enterthe result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is positive, enter that amount on line (17) Due from State. 

!f line (16) Net Claimed Amount is negative, enter that amount in line (18) Due to State. 

Leave blank. 

Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (34) for 
the reimbursement claim [e.g., AB~1.3, (03)(a), means the information is located on form AB-1.3, line (03)(a). Enter the information 
on the same line but in the right-hand column as applicable. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, {Le., no 
cents). !ndirect cost percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol (i.e., 7.548°/o should be 
shown as 8). The claim cannot be processed for payment unless this data block is correct and complete. 

Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If the statement is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's 
authorized representative and must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless 
accompanied by a signed certification 

Enter the name of the person and telephone number that this office should contact if additional information is required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED ORIGINAL AND A COPY OF FORM FAM-27, AND A COPY OF ALL OTHER FORMS AND 
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS TO: 

Address, if delivered by 
U. S. Postal Setvice: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursement Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Address, if delivered by 
other delivery setvice: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursement Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 c Street, Suite 501 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Chapters 77178 and 920/94 New 2/98 
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(01) Claimant 

MANDATED COSTS 

ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(02) Type of Claim 

Reimbursement 
Estimated 

Select Method 1, or 2 for Claiming Reimbursable Costs 

Method 1 

FORM 

AB-1.1 

Fiscal Year 

19 9 

This method is applicable when all calculations are done by the county election official then the school district 
is billed for the cost of election services. 

(03) Amount billed by the county for election costs (attach billing statement) 

Method 2 
In this method the percentage increase in absentee ballots is assumed to be uniform throughout the county so 
county-wide figures are used to determine the percentage of reimbursable costs. 

(04) Obtain data from the county election official on the number of reimbursable absentee 
ballots (attach the county's calculation) 

-----·-·----------------------·~-·--·------------·---!-----

(05) Number of absentee ballots cast in the fiscal year 

1 
(06) Amount billed by the county 

(07) Increased Costs [Line (06) x {line (04) + line (05)}] 

( 08) Increased Costs [From line (03) or line (07)] 

Cost Reduction 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

(10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (08) - {Line (09) + Line (1 O))] 

New 2/98 Chapters 77 /78 and 920/94 
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ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 
AB-1.1 

Fill in (01), (02), and (08) through (11) for all methods. Fill in (03) for method 1 only. Fill in (04) through 
(07) for method 2 only. 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year of costs. Form AB-1.1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete 
form AB-1.1 if you are filing an estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs by more than 10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, 
line (07). However, if the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal years actual costs by more than 
10%, form AB-1.1 must be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without 
this information, the high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs. 

(03) Amount billed by the county for election costs. Enter the amount billed by the county and attach a copy 
of the billing statement. 

(04) Enter the data obtained from the county election official on the number of reimbursable absentee ballots 
and attach a copy of the county's calculation showing how this amount was derived. 

(05) Number of absentee ballots cast in the fiscal year. Enter the number of ballots that were cast in the 
fiscal year. 

(06) Amount billed by the county. Enter the amount that was billed by the county. 

(07) Increased Costs. Multiply line (06) by the quotient derived from dividing line (04) by line (05). 

(08) Increased Costs. Enter the amount of increased costs from line (03), if method 1 was used, or line (07), 
if method 2 was used. 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct 
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings IMth the claim. 

(10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of other reimbursements received from 
any source, including but not limited to service fees collected, federal funds, or other state funds 
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the 
reimbursement sources and amounts. 

(11) Total Claimed Amount Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements, 
line (10), from Increased Costs, line (08). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the amount forward 
to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim, or line (13) for the Reimbursement Claim. 

Chapters 77178 and 920194 New 2198 
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I 

MANDATED COSTS 

ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

FORM 

AB-1.2 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 

Method 3 

Reimbursement [=:=I 
Estimated [=:=I 19_/19 

This method requires the school district to have data on the number of ballots and absentee ballots filed in the 
district. 

Claim Statistics 

(03)(a) Number of ballots cast from 1/1175 through 12/30178 

Number of absentee ballots cast from 1/1175 through 12/30/78 

(04) Number of Reimbursable Absentee Ballots Filed [Line (03)(d) -{(03)(b) x (03)(c) + (03)(a))] 

(05) Amount Billed by County (attach billing statement) 

(06) Increased Costs [Line (05) x (line (04) + line (03)(d))] 

Cost Reduction 

(07) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

(08) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(09) Total Claimed Amount [Line (06) - (line (07) + line (08))] 
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ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 

AB-1.2 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year of costs. Form AB-1.2 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete 
form AB-1.2 if you are filing an estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs by more than 10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, 
line (07). However, if the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 
10%, form AB-1.2 must be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without 
this information, the high estimated claim vvill automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs. 

(03) (a) Enter the number of ballots that were cast from January 1, 1975 through December 30, 1978. 
(b) Enter the number of absentee ballots cast from January 1, 1975 through December 30, 1978. 
(c) Enter the number of ballots that were cast in the fiscal year of claim. 
(d) Enter the number of absentee ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim. 

(04) Number of Reimbursable Absentee Ballots Filed. Enter the difference of the number of absentee ballots 
cast in the fiscal year of claim, line (03)(d), and the result of multiplying the number of absentee ballots 
cast from 1/1/75 to 12/30/78, line (03)(b), by the number of ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim, line 
(03)(c), and dividing by the number of ballots cast from 1/1/75 to 12/30/78, line (03)(a). 

(05) Amount Billed by County. Enter the amount that was billed to the school district by the county. Attach a 
copy of the billing statement. 

(06) Increased Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the amount billed by the county, line (05), by the quotient 
from dividing the number of reimbursable absentee ballots filed, line (04), by the number of absentee 
ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim, line (03)(d). 

(07) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct 
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings vvith the claim. 

(08) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of other reimbursements received from 
any source, including but not limited to service fees collected, federal funds, or other state funds 
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the 
reimbursement sources and amounts. 

(09) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (07), and Other Reimbursements, 
line (08), from Increased Costs, line (06). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the amount forward 
to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim, or line (13) for the Reimbursement Claim. 
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MANDATED COSTS FORM 

ABSENTEE BALLOTS AB-1.3 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 
Reimbursement CJ 
Estimated CJ 19 - 119 -

Method 4 
This method is used where the school district administers its OIMl elections and information on the number of 
ballots and absentee ballots, and the cost per ballot is readily available. 

" ___ , ___ ,,_,,____ " - -··-----~--·-·-·-

Claim Statistics 

.. _,,_, __ ,_ ... ~-·--

-----=~~~C ____ (03)(a) Number of ballots cast from 1/1175 through 12/30178 

-~·- ... --~·---- --
(b) Number of absentee ballots cast from 111175 through 12130178 

- -

I (c) Number of ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim 

·--- ------
(d) Number of absentee ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim 

I (04) Total Cost of Absentee Ballots in the Fiscal Year of Claim (a) (b) (c) (d) I 
I I 

I ' I 
Salaries and Materials and Contracted I Total Direct 

Benefits Supplies Services I Costs 

I 
I 

... 

Indirect Costs I 
~(_0_5_)_1_n-di-re_c_t_C_o_s_t_R_a_te ____________________ IF_ro_m_J_-38_o_or-J--58~0J·~----~ 

!---------·---------------------·-------+----! 
(06) Total Indirect Costs [Line (05) x {line (04)(d) - line (04)(c))] 

. (07) Total Cost of Absentee Ballots in the Fiscal Year of Claim [Line (04)(d) +line (06)] 

(08) Cost per Absentee Ballot in the Fiscal Year of Claim [Line (07) + line (03)(d)] 

(11) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

(12) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(13) Total Claimed Amount [Line (10) - (Line (11) + Line (12))] 
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ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 

AB-1.3 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year of costs. Form AB· 1.3 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete 
form AB-1.3 if you are filing an estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs by more than 10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, 
line (07). However, if the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 
10%, form AB-1.3 must be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without 
this information, the high estimated claim \Mii automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs. 

(03) (a) Enter Uie number of ballots that were cast from January 1, 1975 through December 30, 1978. 
(b) Enter the number of absentee ballots cast from January 1, 1975 through December 30, 1978. 
(c) Enter the number of ballots that were cast in the fiscal year of claim. 
(d) Enter the number of absentee ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim. 

(04) Total Cost of Absentee Ballots in the Fiscal Year of Claim. Enter the totals from form AB-2, line (05), 
columns (d), (e), and (f) to form AB-1.3, block (04) columns (a), (b), and (c) in the appropriate row. 
Total the row. 

(05) Indirect Cost Rate. Enter the indirect cost rate from the Department of Education form J-380 or J-580, 
as applicable, for the fiscal year of costs. 

(06) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the difference of Total Direct Costs, line (04)(d), and 
the sum of Contracted Services, line (04)(c), by the Indirect Cost Rate, line (05). 

(07) Total Cost of Absentee Ballots in the Fiscal Year of Claim. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line 
(04)(d), and Total Indirect Costs, line (06). 

(08) Cost per Absentee Ballot in the Fiscal Year of Claim. Enter the result of dividing line (07) by line (03)(d). 

(09) Number of Additional Absentee Ballot Filings. Multiply the number of absentee ballots cast from 1/1/75 
to 12/30/78, line (03)(b), by the number of ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim, line (03)(c). Divide that 
product by the number of ballots cast 1/1/75 to 12/30178, line (03)(a). Subtract the quotient from the 
number of ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim, line (03)(d). Enter the difference as the number of 
additional ballot filings. 

(10) Total Cost of Additional Absentee Ballot Filings. Enter the product of multiplying line (08) by line (09). 

(11) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct 
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings \Mth the claim. 

(12) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of other reimbursements received from 
any source, including but not limited to service fees collected, federal funds, or other state funds 
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the 
reimbursement sources and amounts. 

(13) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (11 ), and Other Reimbursements, 
line (12), from Total Cost of Additional Absentee Ballot Filings, line (10). Enter the remainder on this line 
and carry the amount forward to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim, or line (13) for the 
Reimbursement Claim. 
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MANDATED COSTS 

ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 

AB-2 

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year Costs Were Incurred 

(03) Total Cost of Absentee Ballots in the fiscal year of claim 

1(04) Description of Expenses: Complete colum~s (a) through (h) 
-~ 

Object Accounts 

r----~·-----·---- .. ------------·-·· "" (t)--i (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Employee Names, Job Classifications, Hours 

Contracted I Functions Performed Hourly Rate Worked Salaries Materials 
I 

and or or and and Services 
Description of Expenses Unit Cost ! Quantity Benefits Supplies 

" --------------·-·- " ~--

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

' 

(05) Total c=i Subtotal c=i Page: __ of __ 
I 
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ABSENTEE BALLOTS 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Enter the fiscal year in which costs were incurred. 

(03) Leave blank. 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 

AB-2 

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support 
reimbursable costs on form AB-1.3, line (04). To detail costs for the component activity box 
"checked" in line (03), enter the employee name(s), position title(s), a brief description of the 
activities performed, actual time spent by each employee, productive hourly rates, fringe benefits, 
supplies used, and contracted services. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) must be of 
sufficient detail to explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. If the descriptions 
are incomplete, the claim cannot be processed for payment. For audit purposes, all supporting 
documents must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than twc years after the end of 
the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. 
Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller's Office on request. 

Object/ 
Subobject 

(a) 

Salaries Employee Name Hour!y 
Rate 

Title 

Benefit 
Activities Rate 

Benefits Performed 

------·----

Materials and Description of Unit Quantity 
Supplies Supplies Used Cost 

Used 

-------
Hours 

Name of Worked ltemfzed 
Contracted Contractor Hourly 

Cost of Rate Inclusive Invoice 
Services 

Specific Tasks Dates of Services 
Performed Service 

(05) Total line (04), columns (d), (e), and (f) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to 
indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed for the component/activity, 
number each page. Enter the totals from line (05), columns (d), (e), and (f) to form AB-1.3, block (04), 
columns (a), (b), and (c). 
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Collective Bargaining 

1. Summary of Chapters 961/75 and 1213/91 

The Rodda Act repealed Education Code Article 5 (commencing with § 13080), of Chapter 1 of 
Division 1 O and added Chapter 10. 7 (commencing with § 3540) to Division 4 of Title 1 of the 
Government Code, relating to public educational employment relations. 

The Rodda Act, which became operative July 1, 1976, repealed the Winton Act and enacted 
provisions requiring the employer and employee to meet and negotiate, thereby creating a collective 
bargaining atmosphere for public school employers. It also established the Public Employment 
Relations Board (PERB). PERB is responsible for issuing formal interpretations and rulings regarding 
collective bargaining under the Rodda Act. 

Government Code Section 3547.5 as added by Chapter 1213, Statutes of 1991, requires school 
districts to publicly disclose major provisions of a collective bargaining agreement after negotiations 
but before the agreement becomes binding. 

On July 17, 1978, the Commission on State Mandates (COSM), (formerly Board of Control) 
determined that Chapter 961, Statutes of 1975, resulted in state mandated costs that are 
reimbursable pursuant to Part 7 (commencing with Government Code § 17500) of Division 4 of 
Title 2. 

On August 20, 1998, COSM determined that Chapter 1213, Statutes of 1991, resulted in state 
mandated costs that are reimbursable pursuant to Part 7 (commencing with Government Code 
§ 17500) of Division 4 of Title 2 . 

2. Eligible Claimants 

Any school district (K-12), county office of education, or community college district that incurs 
increased costs as a direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs. 

3. Appropriations 

These claiming instructions are issued following the adoption of the amended parameters and 
guidelines by COSM. To determine if this program is funded in subsequent fiscal years, refer to the 
schedule "Appropriation for State Mandated Cost Programs" in the Annual Claiming Instructions for 
State Mandated Costs issued in October of each year to county superintendents of schools and 
superintendents of schools. 

4. Types of Claims 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims 

A claimant may file a reimbursement and/or an estimated claim. A reimbursement claim details 
the costs actually incurred for a prior year. An estimated claim shows the costs to be incurred for 
the current fiscal year. 

B. Minimum Claim 

Section 17564(a) of the Government Code provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to 
Section 17561 unless such a claim exceeds $200 per program per fiscal year. However, any 
county superintendent of schools, as fiscal agent for the school districts, may submit a combined 
claim in excess of $200 on behalf of districts within the county even if an individual district's claim 
does not exceed $200. A combined claim must show the individual claim costs for each district. 
Once a combined claim is filed, all subsequent fiscal years relating to the same mandate must be 
filed in a combined form. The county superintendent receives the reimbursement payment and is 
responsible for disbursing funds to each participating school district. A school district may 
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withdraw from the combined claim form by providing a written notice of its intent to file a separate 
claim to the county superintendent of schools and the State Controller's Office at least 180 days 
prior to the deadline for filing the claim. 

5. Filing Deadline 

A. Initial Claims- -County offices of education and school districts that submitted 1998-99 
fiscal year claims for professional and consultant services at the $100 per hour rate may 
amend their claims to be reimbursed at the $135 per hour rate. 

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561, Subdivision (d)(1 )(A), initial claims must be filed 
within 120 days from the issuance date of claiming instructions. Accordingly: 

(1) Amended reimbursement claims for the 1998-99 fiscal year must be filed with the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by August 3, 2000. If the amended reimbursement claim 
is filed after the deadline of August 3, 2000, the approved amount of the difference between 
the $100 and $135 rate change must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed 
$1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline will not be accepted. 

(2) An amended 1999-00 estimated claim for professional and consultant services at the $135 
per hour rate may be filed with the State Controller's Office and postmarked by 
August 3, 2000. Timely filed amended estimated claims will be paid before late claims. 

B. Annually Thereafter 

Refer to the item "Reimbursable State Mandated Cost Programs" contained in the cover letter for 
mandated cost programs issued annually in October that identifies the fiscal years for which 
claims may be filed. If an "x" is shown for the program listed under "19_/19_Reimbursement 
Claim" and/or "19_/20_Estimated Claim," claims may be filed as follows: 

(1) An estimated claim filed with the State Controller's Office must be postmarked by January 15 
of the fiscal year in which costs will be incurred. Timely filed estimated claims will be paid 
before late claims. 

After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a reimbursement 
claim by January 15 of the following fiscal year. If the school district fails to file a 
reimbursement claim, monies received for the estimated claim must be returned to the State. 
If no estimated claim was filed, the school district may file a reimbursement claim detailing 
the actual costs incurred for the fiscal year, provided there was an appropriation for the 
program for that fiscal year. For information regarding appropriations for reimbursement 
claims, refer to the "Appropriation for State Mandated Cost Programs" in the previous fiscal 
year's annual claiming instructions. 

(2) A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed with the State Controller's 
Office and postmarked by January 15 following the fiscal year in which costs will be incurred. 
If the claim is filed after the deadline but by January 15 of the succeeding fiscal year, the 
approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed 
more than one year after the deadline will not be accepted. 

6. Reimbursable Activities 

The objective of the reporting forms is to determine the Rodda Act costs incurred during the current 
year and compare them with the adjusted costs incurred in the base year under the Winton Act The 
first three claim components listed below apply to both the Winton Act and Rodda Act. Components D 
through F, which apply to the Rodda Act, represent activities that were not required under the Winton 
Act. 
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A. Determining Bargaining Units and Exclusive Representation 

The cost of determining appropriate bargaining units, exclusive representation and 
representatives are reimbursable. Activities determined to be eligible reimbursements for this 
component are as follows: 

(1) Bargaining Unit Lists 

Development of proposed lists for the bargaining unit determination hearings. 

(a) Contract services necessary for development of proposed lists. 

(b) Salaries and benefits of district employees and related costs necessary to develop 
proposed lists. 

(2) PERB Hearings 

Representation costs for the school employer at PERB hearings held to determine the 
bargaining units and their exclusive representative. 

(a) Salaries and benefits of district employees used to prepare for and represent employer at 
hearings. 

(b) Contract services used to prepare for and represent the employer at hearings. 

(3) Substitutes 

The cost of hiring substitutes to replace the employer and exclusive bargaining unit witnesses 
required to testify at PERB hearings. The claimant must include with the claim, a list of 
teacher witnesses, their job classifications, and the date they were required to testify. 

The cost of substitute release time for employee witnesses asked to attend PERB hearings 
by bargaining units, but not required to testify, is not eligible for reimbursement in this 
component. 

(4) Travel 

Travel Expenses incurred by district employer representatives required to attend PERB 
hearings. Reimbursement shall reflect the rate specified by the regulations governing 
employees of the local school district. However, the reimbursement cannot exceed the rate 
adopted by the Board of Control for state employees. 

(5) Transcript 

The cost of preparing one transcript per PERB hearing is reimbursable. 

B. Election of Unit Representation 

The cost of elections and decertification elections of unit representatives is reimbursable in the 
event PERB determines that a question of representation exists and orders an election held by 
secret ballot. The claimant must include with the claim, any PERB agreements or orders that 
state how the election must be held. 

Activities eligible for reimbursement for this component are as follows: 

(1) Precinct Voting List 

The salaries, benefits, and related cost of developing and preparing a precinct list, if required 
by PERB. 

(2) Ballot Tally Observers 

The salary and benefits of a school employer representative, if required by PERB to observe 
the ballot count. 

C. Cost of Negotiations 
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Costs associated with receipt of the exclusive representative's initial contract proposal, holding 
public hearings, providing a reasonable number of copies of the employer's contract proposal to 
the public, development and presentation of the initial district contract proposal, negotiation of the 
contract, reproduction and distribution of the final contract agreement. The claimant must include 
with the claim, a listing of the dates of all negotiation sessions held during the fiscal year of claim. 

Activities determined to be eligible for reimbursement of this component are as follows: 

( 1) Representative's Contract Proposal 

The employer's cost of analyzing the exclusive representative's initial contract proposal. 

(a) Salaries and benefits for public school employer representatives and supporting 
personnel participating in planning sessions and related contract services. 

(2) Public Hearings 

The cost of holding public hearings related to the contract negotiations. 

(3) Public Distribution of Proposed Contract 

The cost of providing a reasonable number of copies of the district's proposed contract to the 
public. 

(a) Reproduction of copies of the initial contract proposal for the district's supervisory, 
management, and confidential representatives are reimbursable. 

(b) A reasonable number of copies of the initial contract for distribution to the public is 
reimbursable. 

(4) District Contract Proposal 

The cost of employer salaries and benefits necessary for development and presentation of 
the initial district proposal and related contract services. 

(5) Negotiation 

The cost of negotiating a contract with the employee representatives. 

(a) Salaries and benefits for district employer representatives participating in negotiations 
and related contract services. Reimbursable costs for a maximum of five school district 
representatives per unit per negotiating session will be reimbursed. 

(b) Substitutes hired so that exclusive bargaining unit representatives can attend 
negotiations. List the job classification of the bargaining unit representative who required 
a substitute. List the dates and time the substitute worked. Substitute costs for a 
maximum of five representatives per unit negotiating per session are reimbursable. 

(6) Public Distribution of Final Contract 

The cost of reproduction of the contract and distribution of the final contract agreement. 

(a) Reproduction of copies of the initial contract for distribution to the district's supervisory, 
management, and confidential employee representatives. 

(b) A reasonable number of copies of the final contract for purposes of public information. 

The following costs are not eligible for reimbursement of this component: 

(c) The cost of copies of the final contract provided to the collective bargaining unit 
members. 

(d) The salaries of union representatives. 

D. Impasse Proceedings 
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The cost of impasse proceedings is reimbursable. Activities determined to be reimbursable for 
this component are as follows: 

(1) Mediation 

Representation costs for the school employer at mediation sessions are reimbursable. 

(a) Salaries and benefits for district employees to prepare and represent the employer at the 
sessions. Cost for a maximum of five public school employer representatives per 
mediation session will be reimbursed. 

(b) Contract services used to prepare for and represent the employer at the sessions. 

(c) The cost of substitutes hired to allow exclusive bargaining unit representatives to attend 
impasse proceedings. List the job classification of the employee witnesses and the dates 
and time of their attendance at mediation sessions. Reimbursement to a public school 
district employer is limited to the cost of hiring a maximum of five substitutes to replace 
five representatives so they can attend a mediation session. 

(d) The cost of renting facilities for the sessions. 

(e) The cost of the mediator is not eligible for reimbursement. 

(2) Fact Finding 

The cost of development and publication of the findings of the panel. 

(a) All the costs of the district employer representative serving on the fact-finding panel. 

(b) Fifty percent of the cost of the fact-finding panel mutually incurred by the employer 
representative and the employee bargaining unit representative. This may include the 
cost of teacher substitutes so that witnesses can attend fact-finding proceedings and the 
rental of facilities required to conduct the fact-finding hearing. 

(c) Special costs imposed on the district for the development of unique data required by a 
fact-finding panel. Describe the special costs and explain why this data would not have 
been required by a fact-finding panel under the Winton Act. 

E. Collective Bargaining Agreement Disclosure 

Disclosure of collective bargaining agreement after the negotiation and before adoption by the 
governing body, as required by Government Code Section 3547.5 and California State 
Department of Education Management Advisory 92-01 (or subsequent replacement). 

(1) Prepare the disclosure forms and documents. 

(2) Distribute a copy of the disclosure forms and documents to board members with a copy of the 
proposed agreement. 

(3) Make a copy of the disclosure forms and documents and the proposed agreement available 
to the public, prior to the day of the public meeting. 

(4) Train employer's personnel to prepare the disclosure forms and documents. 

(5) Materials and supplies necessary to prepare the disclosure forms and documents. 

For items (1) through (3) above, list the date(s) of the public hearing(s) at which the major 
provisions of the agreement were disclosed in accordance with the requirements of Government 
Code Section 3547.5 and the Department of Education Advisory 92-01 (or subsequent 
replacement). 

Procedures or formats that exceed those or duplicate activities required under any other statute 
or executive order are not reimbursable under this component. 

F. Contract Administration 
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The cost of contract administration and adjudication of contract disputes either by arbitration or 
litigation is reimbursable. 

Activities determined to be reimbursable for this component are as follows: 

(1) Training Sessions 

Reasonable costs incurred for a reasonable number of training sessions held for supervisory 
and management personnel regarding contract administration and interpretation of the 
negotiated contract. 

(2) Grievances 

(a) Salaries and benefits of public school personnel involved in adjudication of contract 
disputes along with related contract services. 

(b) Substitutes hired so that representatives of an exclusive bargaining unit can attend 
adjudication hearings regarding contract disputes. List the job classifications of the 
employee witnesses and the dates and time they were required to attend adjudication 
hearings. 

(c) The cost of one transcript per hearing is reimbursable. 

(3) Contract Disputes Presented Before PERB 

(a) Public school employer costs regarding contract disputes that are presented before 
PERB. 

(b) Litigation costs incurred by a public school employer as a defendant in a court suit 
involving contract disputes may be reimbursable. (See (4) "Appeal of PERB Ruling," 
below, if claimant is the plaintiff). 

(c) Expert witness fees if the witness is called by the public school employer. 

(d) Reasonable reproduction costs for copies of a new contract that is required as a result of 
a dispute. 

(e) A public school employer's portion of an arbitrator's fees (50% of costs) for adjudicating 
grievances. 

(4) Appeal of PERB Ruling 

Reasonable claimant costs associated with a contract dispute are reimbursable when the 
claimant is the plaintiff in a court suit to appeal a PERS ruling and the claimant is the 
prevailing party. 

(a) The costs incurred become eligible for reimbursement in the fiscal year in which the 
appeal process has been exhausted. 

(b) The claimant must include with the claim a copy of the court's ruling. 

(c) If the claim includes costs associated with more than one appeal, the costs associated 
with each appeal must be shown separately. 

No reimbursement is allowed where the public school employer has filed action directly with 
the courts without first submitting the dispute to PERB, if required. 

No reimbursement shall be provided for filing of a brief with the court by a person who is not 
party to a litigation (i.e., amicus curiae). 

The following costs are not eligible for reimbursement of this component: 

(d) Contract interpretations conducted at staff meetings. 

(e) Personal development and informational programs (i.e., classes, conferences, seminars, 
workshops) and time spent by employees attending such meetings. 
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(f) Labor/management non-adversarial training sessions 

(g) Purchase of books and subscriptions for personal development and information 
purposes. 

G. Unfair Labor Practice Charges 

The cost of unfair labor practice adjudication process and public notice complaints are 
reimbursable. 

Activities determined to be reimbursable for this component are as follows: 

(1) Unfair Labor Practice Presented to PERS 

(a) Salaries and benefits of public school district representatives and related contract 
services. 

(b) The cost of substitutes hired to replace representatives of an exclusive bargaining unit 
required to attend adjudication hearings regarding unfair labor practice charges. 

(c) The cost of a transcript for each PERS hearing. 

(d) Reasonable reproduction costs. 

( e) Expert witness fees if the witness is called by the public school district. 

(2) Appeal of a PERS Ruling 

Claimant costs associated with the appeal of a PERS unfair labor practice decision are 
reimbursable if the claimant is the prevailing party. 

(a) The costs incurred become eligible for reimbursement in the fiscal year in which the 
appeal process has been exhausted . 

(b) The claim must include a copy of the court's ruling. 

(c) If the claim includes costs associated with more than one appeal, the costs associated 
with each appeal must be shown separately. 

The following costs are not eligible for reimbursement of this component: 

(d) Appeal of an unfair labor practice if PERS is the prevailing party. 

(e) The filing of a brief with the court by a person who is not party to the litigation (i.e., 
amicus curiae). 

7. Reimbursement Limitations 

A. Fringe Benefits 

The actual fringe benefit costs may be claimed if supported by an itemized list of the costs, such 
as for: Retirement, social security, health and dental insurance, workers' compensation, etc .. If no 
itemization is submitted, twenty one percent of direct salary may be used for computing the fringe 
benefit costs. 

B. Contract Services 

The contract s.ervices guidelines in 8.A.(3) shall prevail, except that the reimbursable fee for 
collective bargaining contract services will not exceed $135 per hour. Additionally, annual retainer 
fees shall be based on a fee not greater than $135 per hour. The claims that are based on annual 
retainers shall contain a certification that the fee is no greater than $135 per hour. Reasonable 
expenses will also be paid if identified on the monthly billings of consultants. However, travel 
expenses for consultants and experts (including attorneys) hired by the claimant shall not be 
reimbursed in an amount higher than that received by state employees as established under Title 
2, Division 2, Section 700ff, California Code of Regulations. 
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C. TravelExpenses 

Reimbursement of business and travel expenses is limited to an amount and type of that which 
can be claimed by state employees. Refer to Appendix B, State of California, Travel Expense 
Guidelines, for current per diem rates. 

D. Other Revenue Sources 

Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source including, but not 
limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds as a direct result of this 
mandate shall be identified and deducted so only net local cost is claimed. 

E. Governing Authority 

Salaries and expenses of the governing authority e.g. the Board of Trustees and Superintendent 
of Schools, are not reimbursable as a direct cost. These are costs of general government as 
described by the federal guideline "Cost Principles and Procedures for Establishing Cost 
Allocation Plans and Indirect Cost Rates for Grants and Contracts with the Federal Government," 
ASMB C-10. 

F. Quantify "Increased" Costs 

Determination of increased costs for each of these components requires the cost of current year 
Rodda Act activities to be offset (reduced) by the cost of the base year Winton Act activities. The 
Winton Act base year is generally fiscal year 1974-75. 

Winton Act base year costs are adjusted by the Implicit Price Deflator (IPD) prior to offset against 
the current year Rodda Act costs for claim components, 6.A., 6.B., and 6.C. The IPD shall be 
listed in the annual claiming instructions. 

Base Year Adjustment 

1974-75 1.490 1979-80 FY 

1974-75 1.560 1980-81 FY 

1974-75 1.697 1981-82 FY 

1974-75 1.777 1982-83 FY 

The cost of a claimant's current year Rodda Act activities are offset (reduced) by the cost of the 
base year Winton Act activities either by matching each component when claimants can provide 
sufficient documentation to segregate each component of the Winton Act base year activity costs 
or, by combining all three components when claimant cannot satisfactorily segregate each 
component of the Winton Act base year costs. 

All allowable activity costs for Rodda Act components, 6.D., 6.E., 6.F., and 6.G., are increased 
costs since there were no similar activities required by the Winton Act; therefore no Winton Act 
base year offset is to be calculated. 

8. Claiming Forms and Instructions 

The diagram "Illustration of Claim Forms" provides a graphic presentation of forms required to be filed 
with a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated report in substitution for forms CB-1 and 
CB-2 provided the format of the report and data fields contained within the report are identical to the 
claim forms included in this program. The claim forms provided for this program can be duplicated 
and used by the claimant to file estimated or reimbursement claims. The State Controller's Office will 
revise the manual and claim forms as necessary. 

A. Form CB-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail 
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This form is used to segregate the detailed costs by claim component. A separate form CB-2 
must be completed for each cost component being claimed. Costs reported on this form must be 
supported as follows: 

(1) Salaries and Benefits 

Identify the employee(s) and/or show the classification of each employee(s) involved. 
Describe the mandated functions performed by each employee and specify the actual time 
spent, the productive hourly rate, and related fringe benefits. 

Reimbursement of personnel services includes compensation paid for salaries, wages, and 
employee fringe benefits. Employee fringe benefits include regular compensation paid to an 
employee during periods of authorized absences (e.g. annual leave, sick leave) and the 
employer's contribution to social security, pension plans, insurance, and workers' 
compensation insurance. Fringe benefits are eligible for reimbursement when distributed 
equitably to all job activities that the employee performs. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are not limited 
to, employee time records that show the employee's actual time spent on this mandate. The 
worksheet used to compute the hourly salary rate must be submitted with your claim. Actual 
benefit percent must be itemized. If no itemization is submitted, twenty one percent (21 %) 
must be used for computation of claim costs. Identify the classification of employees 
committed to functions required under the Winton Act and those required by Chapter 961, 
Statutes of 1975. 

(2) Materials and Supplies 

Only expenditures that can be identified as a direct result of this mandate may be claimed. 
List the cost of materials consumed or expended specifically for the purpose of this mandate . 
The cost of materials and supplies that are not used exclusively for the mandate is limited to 
the pro rata portion used to comply with this mandate. Purchases shall be claimed at the 
actual price after deducting cash discounts, rebates, and allowances received by the 
claimant. Supplies that are withdrawn from inventory shall be charged based on a recognized 
method of costing, consistently applied. 

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are not limited 
to, invoices, receipts, purchase orders, and other documents evidencing the validity of the 
expenditures. 

(3) Contract Services 

Show the name(s) of professionals or consultants separately, specify the functions performed 
relative to the mandate, length of appointment, and the itemized costs of such services. 
Invoices must be submitted as supporting documentation with the claim. The maximum 
reimbursable fee for contract services is $135 per hour. Annual retainer fees shall be no 
greater than $135 per hour. Reasonable expenses will also be paid as identified on the 
monthly billings of consultants. 

Source documents requfred to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are not limited 
to, contracts, invoices, and other documents evidencing the validity of the expenditures. 

(4) Travel 

Travel expenses for mileage, per diem, lodging, and other employee entitlements are 
reimbursable in accordance with the rules of the local jurisdiction. Give the name(s) of the 
traveler(s), purpose of travel, inclusive dates, destination points, and costs. 

Source documents may include, but are not limited to, employee travel expense claims, 
receipts and other documents evidencing the travel expenses . 
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For audit purposes all supporting documents must be retained for a period of two years after the • 
end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever . 
is later. Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller's Office on request. 

B. Form CB-1, Claim Summary 

This form is used to summarize direct costs by cost component and compute allowable indirect 
costs for the mandate. The direct costs summarized on this fonm are derived from form CB-2 and 
carried forward to form FAM-27. 

School districts and county offices of education may compute the amount of indirect costs utilizing 
the State Department of Education's Annual Program Cost Data Report J-380 or J-580 rate, as 
applicable. Community college districts must use one of the following three alternatives: A 
federally approved rate based on OMB Circular A-21; the State Controller's FAM-29C that utilizes 
CCFS-311. 

C. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

This form contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized officer of the school 
district. All applicable information from form CB-1 must be carried forward to this form in order for 
the State Controller's Office to process the claim for payment. 
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Claim Summary 
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Illustration of Forms 

Fonn CB-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail 
Complete a separate form CB-2 for each cost component claimed. 

A. Determining Bargaining Units and Exclusive Representation 

(1) Bargaining Unit Lists 
(2) PERB Hearings 
(3) Substitutes 
( 4) Travel Costs 
(5) Transcripts 

B. Election of Unit Representation 

(1) Precinct Voting List 
(2) Ballot Tally Observers 

C. Cost of Negotiations 

D. 

(1) Representative's Contract Proposal 
(2) Public Hearings 
(3) Public Distribution of Proposed Contract 
(4) District Contract Proposal 
(5) Negotiation 
(6) Public Distribution of Final Contract 

Impasse Proceedings 

(1) Mediation 
(2) Fact Finding 

E. Collective Bargaining Agreement Disclosure 

(1) Prepare Disclosure Forms and Documents 
(2) Distribute Forms and Documents 
(3) Copy Forms and Documents 
(4) Train Employer's Personnel 
(5) Purchase Necessary Supplies 

F. Contract Administration 

G. 

(1) Training Sessions 
(2) Grievances 
(3) Contract Disputes Presented to PERB 
(4) Appeal of a PERS Ruling 

Unfair Labor Practice Charges 

(1) Unfair Labor Practice Presented to PERS 
(2) Appeal of a PERB Ruling 
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CLAIM FOR PAYMENT For State Controller Use Only Program 

• 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 (19) Program Number 00011 

011 COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
(20) Date Filed __ 1 __ 1 __ 

(21) LRS Input __ ! __ ! __ 

r (01) Claimant Identification Number " Reimbursement Claim Data L 
A (02) <.;1a1mant Name 
B (22) CB-1, (03)(1)(e) 
E 
L County of Location 

(23) CB-1, (03)(2)(e) 

H Street Address or P.O. Box Suite 
E (24) CB-1, (03)(3)(e) 
R 
E City State Zip Code 

\.. ~ 
(25) CB-1, (03)(4)(e) 

Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (26) CB-1, (03)(5)(e) 

(03) Estimated D (09) Reimbursement D (27) CB-1, (03)(6)(e) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined D (28) CB-1, (03)(7)(e) 

(05) Amended D (11) Amended D (29) CB-1, (04)(d) 

Fiscal Year of Cost (06) 20 _/20_ (12) 20 _/20 -- (30) CB-1, (04)(e) 

Total Claimed Amount (07) (13) (31) CB-1, (05)(e) 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000 (14) (32) 

• Less: Prior Claim Payment Received (15) (33) 

Net Claimed Amount (16) (34) 

Due from State (08) (17) (35) 

Due to State (18) (36) 

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code§ 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the local agency to file claims 
with the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 961, Statutes of 1975, and Chapter 1213, Statutes of 1991, and certify under 
penalty of perjury that I have not violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by Chapter 
961, Statutes of 1975, and Chapter 1213, Statutes of 1991. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or actual 
costs for the mandated program of Chapter 961, Statutes of 1975, and Chapter 1213, Statutes of 1991, set forth on the attached 
statements. 

Signature of Authorized Officer Date 

Type or Pnnt Name Title 
(38) Name of Contact Person for Claim 

Telephone Number ( ) - Ext. • 
E-Mail Address 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9101) Chapters 961175 and 1213/91 
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Program COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
FORM 

011 Certification Claim Form 
Instructions 

FAM-27 

(01) Leave blank. 

(02) A set of mailing labels with the claimant's l.D. number and address was enclosed with the letter regarding the claiming 
instructions. The mailing labels are designed to speed processing and prevent common errors that delay payment. Affix a label in 
the space shown on form FAM-27. Cross out any errors and print the correct information on the label. Add any missing address 
items, except county of location and a person's name. If you did not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

(03) If filing an original estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03), Estimated. 

(04) If filing an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04), Combined. 

(05) If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05), Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. 

(07) Enter the amount of estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete form 
CB-1 and enter the amount from line (16). 

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07). 

(09) If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09), Reimbursement. 

(10) If filing an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (10), Combined. 

(11) If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (11), Amended. 

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

(13) Enter the amount of reimbursement claim from form CB-1, line (16). 

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs were incurred or the claims shall be 
reduced by a late penalty. Enter either the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty) or $1,000, whichever 
is Jess. 

(15) If filing a reimbursement claim and a claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for the claim. 
Otherwise, enter a zero. 

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enter that amount on line (17), Due from State. 

(18) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative, enter that amount in line (18), Due to State. 

(19) to (21) Leave blank. 

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for 
the reimbursement claim, e.g., CB-1, (03)(1 )(e). means the information is located on form CB-1, block (03), line (1 ), column (e). 
Enter the information on the same line but m the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, 
i.e , no cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should 
be shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process. 

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and 
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by a signed 
certification. 

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person whom this office should contact if additional information is 
required 

SUBMIT A SIGNED, ORIGINAL FORM FAM-27 WITH ALL OTHER FORMS ANO SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (NO COPIES 
NECESSARY) TO: 

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) 

Address, if delivered by other delivery service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
AITN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Chapter 961/75 
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Program MANDATED COSTS 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

FORM 

011 CLAIM SUMMARY 
CB-1 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement CJ 
Estimated CJ 20 120 - -

Rodda Act Direct Costs Cost Elements 

(03) Reimbursable Components (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Salaries and Materials and Travel 
Contract 

Total 
Benefits Supplies Services 

1. Determining Bargaining Units and 
Exclusive Representation 

2. Election of Unit Representation 

3. Cost of Negotiations 

4. Impasse Proceedings 

5. Collective Bargaining Agreement 
Disclosure 

6. Contract Administration 

7. Unfair Labor Practice Charges 

(04) Total Rodda Act Direct Costs 

Winton Act Direct Costs 

(05) Base Year, 1974-75 Direct Costs 

(06) Base Year Direct Costs Adjusted by JPD [Line (05)(e) x 3.174 for 2000-01 F.Y.] 

(07) Increased Direct Costs [Line (04)(e) - line (06)] 

Indirect Costs 

(08) Total Rodda Act Direct Costs less Contract Services [Line (04)(e) - line (04)(d)] 

(09) Base Year Costs less Contract Services adjusted by IPD [{Line (05)(e)- line (05)(d)} x 3.3174) 

(10) Increased Direct Costs Jess Contract Services [Line (08) - line (09)] 

( 11) Indirect Cost Rate From J-380. J-580, or FAM-27C % 

(12) Increased Indirect Costs [Line (10) x line (11)] 

(13) Total Increased Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (07) +line (12)] 

Cost Reduction 

(14) Less: Offsetting Savings 

15) Less: Other Reimbursements 

(16) Total Claimed Amount [Line (13)-{line (14) +line (15)}] 

Revised 9/01 Chapters 961l75 and 1213/91 
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Program COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
FORM 

011 CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 
CB-1 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred or are to be incurred. 

Form CB-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form CB-1 if you are filing an 
estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 
10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the 
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, form CB-1 must be 
completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the high 
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) For each of the reimbursable components, enter the total allowable cost from form CB-2, line (05), 
columns (d) through (g) onto form CB-1, block (03), lines (1) through (7), columns (a) through (d). Total 
each line and enter in column (e). 

(04) Add columns (03)(d) and (e) for Cost Elements, and enter the totals on this line. 

(05) Method A Enter the 1974-75 Winton Act (base year ) costs on line (05)(e). Enter on line (05)(d) any 
contract service costs included in line (05)(e). 

Method B. Enter the amount from form CB-1.1, line (04)(b) onto line (05)(e). Enter on line (05)(d) any 
contract service costs included in line (05)(e). 

(06) Method A Multiply the base year cost on line (05)(e) by the implicit price deflater (IPD). The 2000-01 
IPD is 3.174. 

(07) 

Method B. Enter the amount from form CB-1.1, line (04)(d). 

Subtract the Base Year Direct Costs Adjusted by the IPD, line (06), from Total Rodda Act Direct Cost, 
line (04)(e). 

(08) Subtract Total Contract Services, line (04)(d), from Total Rodda Act Direct Costs, line (04)(e). 

(09) Subtract Base Year Contract Services, line (05)(d), from Base Year, 1974-75 Direct Costs, line (05)(e), 
and multiply the remainder by the IPD. 

(10) Subtract Base Year Costs less Contract Services adjusted by the IPD, line (09), from Total Rodda Act 
Direct Costs less Contract Services, line (08). 

(11) Enter the indirect cost rate. School districts (K-12) may compute the amount of indirect costs to claim 
by multiplying their total direct costs by the State Department of Education forms J-380 or J-580 rate 
applicable to the fiscal year of costs. Community college districts may use the federally approved OMB 
A-21 rate, or the rate computed using form FAM-29C. 

(12) Multiply Incremental Direct Costs less Contract Services, line (10), by Indirect Cost Rate, line (11 ). 

(13) Enter the sum of Incremental Costs, line (07), and Incremental Indirect Costs, line (12). 

(14) Less: Offsetting Savings. If applicable, enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct 
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim. 

(15) Less: Other Reimbursements. If applicable, enter the amount of other reimbursements received from 
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds, 
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the 
reimbursement sources and amounts. 

(16) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements, 
line (10), from Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (08). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the 
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (13) for the Reimbursement Claim. 
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MANDATED COSTS FORM 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING CB-1.1 

DETERMINING WINTON ACT COSTS 

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year 19 _120_ 

NOTE: Beginning with the 1992-93 claims, a school district has the option of using Method A or Method B for this 
segment of the claim to determine increased costs due to the Rodda Act. 

Method A: School districts have been using this method in previous fiscal years to determine increased 
costs. The school district reduces the current Rodda Act costs by the total 1974-75 Winton Act (base 
year) cost adjusted by annual changes in the implicit price deflater. Rodda Act costs in excess of the 
adjusted Winton Act costs are claimable. If a school district chooses to continue with this method, do not 
complete form CB-1.1. 

Method B: This method is new. It may be advantageous for a school district to use this method if the 
district can provide cost documentation for each 1974-75 Winton Act cost component listed below. The 
Rodda Act has the three similar matching cost components. Under each matched component, report only 
the amount of Winton Act costs adjusted by changes in the implicit price deflater for which current Rodda 
Act costs exist. Examples: (1) If the Rodda Act costs exceed the adjusted Winton Act costs for the 
component, all Winton Act costs of the component must be reported for purposes of reducing the Rodda 
Act costs. (2) If the adjusted Winton Act costs exceed current Rodda Act costs for the component, 
residual Winton Act costs do not have to be applied against current Rodda Act costs of other components. 
If Method B is chosen, the claimant must complete the following: 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

• (02) Enter the fiscal year for which costs are being filed. 

• 

(03) Complete the following: 

1. 

2. 

3 . 

4. 

(a) Enter in column (a) the current Rodda Act costs for each of the three cost components, if any. 

(b) Enter in column (b) the amount of the 1974-75 Winton Act costs applicable to each of the three 
components. The total on line (4) column (b) should be the same as shown on form CB-1, line (5)(e). 

(c) Enter in column (c) the product of multiplying the 1974-75 Winton Act cost component in column (b) 
by the implicit price deflater specified for the fiscal year of the claim. 

(d) Enter in each row, column (d), the lesser amount of column (a) or column (c). Total column (d) and 
forward the amount to form CB-1, line (06). 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Similar Cost Components of the 

Current Rodda 197 4-75 Winton 
Rodda Act and Winton Act 1974-75 Winton 

Act Costs Winton Act Costs 
Act Costs Act Costs Applied 

Adjusted by IPD to be Applied 

Determination of Bargaining and Exclusive $ $ $ $ 
Representation 

Election of Unit Representation 

Meet and Confer (Cost of Negotiations) 

Totals $ $ $ $ 

Revised 4/00 Chapters 961175 and 1213/91 
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(01) Claimant 

MANDATED COSTS 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

(02) Fiscal Year Costs Were Incurred 

(03) Reimbursable Components: Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed. 

CJ Determining Bargaining Units and Exclusive Representation CJ Collective Bargaining Agreement Disclosure 

CJ Contract Administration CJ Election of Un~ Representation 

CJ Cost of Negotiations CJ Unfair Labor Practice Charges 

CJ Impasse Proceedings 

(04) Description of Expenses: Complete columns (a) through (g) Object Accounts 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 

Employee Names, Job Classifications, Hourly Hours 
Salaries Materials 

Functions Performed Rate Worked 
and and Travel 

and Description of Expenses or or 
Benefits Supplies 

Unit Cost Quantity 

(05) Total CJ Subtotal CJ Page: __ of __ 

FORM 
CB-2 

(g) 

Contract 
Services 

Revised 4/00 Chapters 961/75 and 1213/91 
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COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) No entry required. 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 
CB-2 

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box that indicates the cost component being claimed. Check 
only one box per form. A separate form CB-2 shall be prepared for each component that applies. 

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support 
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box "checked" in block (03), enter the 
employee name(s), position title(s), a brief description of the activities performed, actual time spent by 
each employee, productive hourly rate(s), fringe benefit(s), materials and supplies used, travel, and 
contract services. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) must be of sufficient detail to 
explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, all supporting documents 
must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than two years after the end of the calendar 
year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. Such documents 
shall be made available to the State Controller's Office on request. 

Object/ Columns Submit these 

Sub object supporting 

Accounts (a) (b) (C) (d) (e) (f) (g) 
documents 

with the claim 

Employee Hourly Hours Salaries= 
Salaries Hourly Rate Name Rate Worked 

x Hours Worked 

Title Benefit Hours Benefits= 
Benefits Rate Worked Benefit Rate 

Activities x Salaries 

Materials Description 
Cost= 

and of 
Unit Quantity Unit Cost 

Supplies Supplies Used Cost Used x Quantity 
Used 

Purpose of Trip Per Diem Days Total Travel 
Name and Title Rate Cost= Travel Miles 
Departure and Mileage Rate Rate x Days 
Return Date Travel Cost Travel Mode or Miles 

Name of 
Hours 

Worked Itemized 
Contract Contractor Hourly Cost of 
Services Specific Tasks Rate Inclusive Services 

Performed 
Dates of Performed 
Service 

(05) Total line (04), columns (d), (e), (f) , and (g) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box 
to indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the component 
costs, number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d), (e), (f), and (g) to form CB-1, block 
(04), columns (a), (b), (c), and (d) in the appropriate row. 

Chapters 961175 and 1213/91 Revised 4100 

• 

• 
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OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 

STATE MANDATED COSTS CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS NO. 2001-07 

HEAL TH BENEFITS FOR SURVIVORS OF 
PEACE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS (SCHOOLS) 

JUNE 4, 2001 

In accordance with Government Code Section (GC §) 17561, eligible claimants may submit 
claims to the State Controller's Office (SCO) for reimbursement of costs incurred for state 
mandated cost programs. The following are claiming instructions and forms that eligible 
claimants will use for the filing of claims for Health Benefits for Survivors of Peace Officers and 
Firefighters (HB). These claiming instructions are issued subsequent to adoption of the 
program's parameters and guidelines (P's & G's) by the Commission on State Mandates 
(COSM). 

Labor Code Section (LC §) 4856 as added by Chapter 1120, Statutes of 1996, requires school 
districts to provide lifelong health benefits to the survivors of peace officers and firefighters who 
died in the line of duty after September 30, 1996. Chapter 193, Statutes of 1997, amended 
LC § 4856 to apply these benefits retroactively, thereby requiring school districts to provide 
health benefits to survivors of peace officers and firefighters killed in the line of duty before 
September 30, 1996 . 

On October 26, 2000, the COSM determined that LC § 4856 establishes costs mandated by the 
State according to the provisions listed in the attached P's & G's. For your reference, the 
P's & G's are included as an integral part of the claiming instructions. 

Eligible Claimants 

Any school district (K-12), county board of education, or community college that employs peace 
officers (pursuant to Penal Code Section 830 et seq.) and firefighters and incurs increased costs 
as a direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs. 

Filing Deadlines 

A. Initial Claims 

Initial reimbursement claims must be filed within 120 days from the issuance date of 
claiming instructions. If the death of the peace officer or firefighter occurred before 9/30/96, 
reimbursement claims for Chapter 193, Statutes of 1997, for the period 111/98 to 6/30/98 and 
fiscal years 1998-99 and 1999-00, must be filed with the SCO and be delivered or 
postmarked on or before October 2, 2001. If death occurred after 9/30/96, for Chapter 1120, 
Statutes of 1996, .reimbursement costs for fiscal years 1997-98 through 1999-00, must be 
filed with the SCO and be delivered or postmarked on or before October 2, 2001. Estimated 
claims for the 2000-01 fiscal year must also be delivered or postmarked on or before 
October 2, 2001. Thereafter, having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant 
must file an annual reimbursement claim by January 15 of the following fiscal year. Claims 
filed after the deadline will be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000. 
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Costs for all initial reimbursement claims must be filed separately according to the fiscal year • 
in which the costs were incurred. However, the initial claims will be considered as one claim 
for the purpose of computing the late claim penalty. Do not prorate the penalty among fiscal 
years. If the claims are late, the penalty should be applied to a single fiscal year. 

In order for a claim to be considered properly filed, it must include any specific supporting 
documentation requested in the instructions. Claims filed more than one year after the 
deadline, or without the requested supporting documentation, will not be accepted. 

B. Estimated Claims 

Unless otherwise specified in the claiming instructions, school districts are not required to 
provide cost schedules and supporting documents with an estimated claim if the estimated 
amount does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%. Claimants 
can simply enter the estimated amount on form F AM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated 
claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, claimants must 
complete supplemental claim forms to support their estimated costs as specified for the 
program to explain the reason for the increased costs. If no explanation supporting the higher 
estimate is provided with the claim, it will automatically be adjusted to 110% of the previous 
fiscal year's actual costs. Future estimated claims filed with the SCO must be postmarked by 
January 15 of the fiscal year in which costs will be incurred. Timely filed claims will be paid 
before late claims. 

Minimum Claim Cost 

GC § 17564(a) provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to§ 17561 unless such a claim 
exceeds $200 per program per fiscal year. However, any county superintendent of schools, as the 
fiscal agent for the district, may submit a combined claim in excess of $200 on behalf of districts 
within the county even if an individual claim does not exceed $200. A combined claim must 
show the individual claim costs for each eligible district. Once a combined claim is filed, all 
subsequent fiscal years relating to the same mandate must be filed in a combined form. The 
county superintendent receives the reimbursement payment and is responsible for disbursing 
funds to each participating district. A district may withdraw from the combined claim form by 
providing the county superintendent and the SCO with a written notice of its intent to file a 
separate claim at least 180 days prior to the deadline for filing the claim. Claims should be 
rounded to the nearest dollar. 

Reimbursement of Claims 

Initial reimbursement claims will only be reimbursed to the extent that expenditures can be 
supported and if such information is unavailable, claims will be reduced. In addition, ongoing 
reimbursement claims must be supported by documentation as evidence of the expenditures. 
Examples of documentation may include, but are not limited to, employee time records that 
identify mandate· activities, payroll 1"ecords, -invoices, receipts, contracts, travel expense 
vouchers, purchase orders, and caseload statistics. 

Audit of Costs 

• 

All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if costs are related to the mandate, • 
are reasonable and not excessive, and the claim was prepared in accordance with the P's & G's 

2 
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adopted by the COSM. If any adjustments are made to a claim, a "Notice of Claim Adjustment," 
specifying the claim component adjusted, the amount adjusted, and the reason for the adjustment, 
will be mailed within 30 days after payment of the claim. 

On-site audits will be conducted by the SCO as deemed necessary. Accordingly, all 
documentation to support actual costs claimed must be retained for a period of two years after 
the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or amended regardless 
of the year of costs incurred. When no funds are appropriated for initial claims at the time the 
claim is filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years from the date of initial 
payment of the claim. Claim documentation shall be made available to the SCO on request. 

Retention of Claiming Instructions 

The claiming instructions and forms in this package should be retained permanently in your 
Mandated Cost Manual for future reference and use in filing claims. These forms should be 
duplicated to meet your filing requirements. You will be notified of updated forms or changes to 
claiming instructions as necessary. 

For your reference, these and future mandated costs claiming instructions and forms can be 
found on the Internet at www.sco.ca.gov/ard/local/locreim/index.htm. 

Address for Filing Claims 

Submit a signed, original form FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all other forms and supporting 
documents (no copies necessary) to: 

If delivered by 
U.S. Postal Service: 

Office of the State Controller 
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

3 

If delivered by 
other delivery services: 

Office of the State Controller 
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 
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Adopted: March 29, 2001 
f: \mandates\ 1997\97tc25\Ps&Gs\adoptpg 

Parameters and Guidelines 

Labor Code Section 4856, Government Code Section 21635 
Statutes of 1996, Chapter 1120 
Statutes of 1997, Chapter 193 

Health Benefits for Survivors of Peace Officers and Firefighters 

I. SUMMARY AND SOURCE OF THE MANDATE 

Statutes of 1996, chapter 1120 enacted Labor Code section 4856, which requires local 
agencies to provide lifelong health benefits to the survivors of peace officers and 
firefighters who die in the line of duty. Statutes of 1997, chapter 193 further amended 
Labor Code section 4856 by applying this benefit retroactively. Additionally, chapter 
1120 amended Government Code section 21635, by deleting language exempting local 
agencies from collective bargaining under the Meyers-Milias-Brown Act with their 
employees for survivor health benefits. 

On October 26, 2000, the Commission adopted its Statement of Decision that the test 
claim legislation constitutes a reimbursable state mandated program upon local 
governments within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution 
and Government Code section 17514. 

II. ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS 

1. Providing Survivor Health Benefits (Labor Code Section 4856) 
Counties, cities, a city and county, and special districts, as defined in Government 
Code section 17518 that employ peace officers and firefighters, and school districts, 
as defined in Government Code section 17519, that employ peace officers are eligible 
claimants. 

2. Collective Bargaining (Government Code Section 21635) 
Counties, cities, a city and county, and special districts, as defined in Government 
Code section 17518 are eligible claimants. 

III. PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT 

Section 17557 of the Government Code, prior to its amendment by Statutes of 1998, 
chapter 681, (effective September 22, 1998), stated that a test claim must be submitted on 
or before December 31 following a given fiscal year to establish eligibility for 
reimbursement for that fiscal year. The test claim for this mandate was filed on 
June 9, 1998 . 
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Statutes of 1996, chapter 1120, an urgency statute, became effective September 30, 1996. 
It requires that local agencies provide health benefits to the survivors of peace officers • 
and firefighters killed in the line of duty after September 30, 1996. And it allows 
collective bargaining for the continued health benefits coverage of a surviving spouse. 
Therefore, costs incurred for Statutes of 1996, chapter 1120, are eligible for 
reimbursement on or after July 1, 1997. 

Statutes of 1997, chapter 193, became effective on January 1, 1998. It requires that local 
agencies provide health benefits to the survivors of peace officers and firefighters killed 
in the line of duty before September 30, 1996. Therefore, cost incurred for Statutes of 
1997, chapter 193, are eligible for reimbursement on or after January 1, 1998. 

Actual costs for one fiscal year shall be included in each claim. Estimated costs for the 
subsequent year may be included on the same claim, if applicable. Pursuant to section 
17 561, subdivision ( d)( 1) of the Government Code, all claims for reimbursement of 
initial years' costs shall be submitted within 120 days of notification by the State 
Controller of the issuance of claiming instructions. 

If total costs for a given year do not exceed $200, no reimbursement shall be allowed, 
except as otherwise allowed by Government Code section 17564. 

IV. REIMBURSABLE ACTIVITIES 

For each eligible claimant, all direct and indirect costs oflabor, materials, supplies and 
services, training and travel for the performance of the following activities. are eligible 
for reimbursement: 

Component A. Providing Survivor Health Benefits (Labor Code Section 4856) 

1. Developing or updating internal policies, procedures and manuals as necessary to 
provide health benefits to the deceased peace officer's or firefighter's surviving 
spouse and eligible dependents, as required under Labor Code section 4856 
(one-time activity). 

2. Upon the death of a peace officer or firefighter killed in the line of duty, the 
ongoing costs of maintaining files, manually or electronically, related to providing 
health benefits to the deceased peace officer's or firefighter's surviving spouse and 
eligible dependents, as required under Labor Code section 4856, is reimbursable. 

3. Dependent Notification 

a. Upon the death of a peace officer or firefighter killed in the line of duty, 
providing a one-time notification to the surviving spouse that the local 
government employer must continue providing health benefits to the 
deceased employee's spouse and minor dependents under the same terms 
and conditions provided before death, or prior to the accident or injury that 
caused death. If there is no surviving spouse, then providing a one-time 
notification to the minor dependents, or guardian, that the local 
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4. 

5. 

b. 

government employer must continue providing health benefits until the 
minor dependents reach the age of 21 years. 

Providing a one-time notice to the minor dependents of peace officers or 
firefighters killed in the line of duty, when they are no longer eligible for 
continued health benefits under the surviving spouse's coverage. Or, if 
there is no surviving spouse, when the minor dependents reach the age of 
21 years. 

c. Upon remarriage of the surviving spouse, providing a one-time notice to 
the surviving spouse that the new spouse or stepchildren cannot be added 
as family members under the continued health benefits coverage of the 
surv1vmg spouse. 

Upon the death of a peace officer or firefighter killed in the line of duty, 
communicating with the insurance plan provider for the purpose of notifying the 
insurance plan provider of the peace officer's or firefighter's death, and 
coordinating with the insurance plan provider to ensure that the deceased peace 
officer's or firefighter's surviving spouse and eligible dependents will continue 
receiving health benefits under the same terms and conditions as provided before 
death, or prior to the accident or injury that caused death. 

Upon the death of a peace officer or firefighter killed in the line of duty, the 
amount of the insurance premiums paid to HM Os, or the contributions to self
insured pools, for the continued health benefits coverage to the deceased peace 
officer's or firefighter's surviving spouse, as required under Labor Code section 
4856, is reimbursable. Eligible minor dependents are provided health benefits 
under the surviving spouse's coverage. If there is no surviving spouse, eligible 
dependents are provided health benefits until the age of21 years. A surviving 
spouse's new spouse or stepchildren are ineligible for continued health benefits 
under the surviving spouse's coverage. 

Component B. Collective Bargaining for the Continued Health Benefits Coverage of a 
Surviving Spouse (Government Code Section 21635) 

I. Developing or updating internal policies, procedures and manuals as necessary to 
collectively bargain with local employee representatives (one-time activity). 

2. Maintaining files manually or electronically related to collective bargaining. 

3. The cost of up to five employer representatives and the cost of up to five 
employee representatives will be reimbursed for the following activities if a 
representative of a recognized employee organization requests that the local 
governmental employer meet and confer in good faith. 

a. Reviewing the recognized employee organization's initial contract proposal. 

b. Developing and presenting the local government employer's response to the 
recognized employee organization's initial contract proposal. 

c. Participating in negotiating planning sessions in preparation of pending 
negotiations with the recognized employee organization's representatives. 

3 
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d. Negotiating with the recognized employee organization's representatives. 

e. Holding public hearings, pursuant to Government Code 3505.1, so that the 
governing board can approve the memorandum of understanding. 

f. Reproducing and distributing to employer representatives (supervisory, 
management, and confidential) that portion of the final contract agreement. 
Reproducing and distributing copies of the final contract to collective 
bargaining unit members are not reimbursable. 

V. CLAIM PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION 

Claims for reimbursement must be timely filed and identify each cost element for which 
reimbursement is claimed under this mandate. Claimed costs must be identified to each 
reimbursable activity identified in Section IV of this document. 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 

Claimed costs shall be supported by the following cost element information: 

A. Direct Costs 

Direct Costs are defined as costs that can be traced to specific goods, services, units, 
programs, activities or functions. 

Claimed costs shall be supported by the following cost element information: 

1. Salaries and Benefits 

Identify the employee(s), and/or show the classification of the employee(s) involved. 
Describe the reimbursable activities performed and specify the actual time devoted to 
each reimbursable activity, the productive hourly rate, and related employee benefits. 

Reimbursement includes compensation paid for salaries, wages, and employee benefits. 
Employee benefits include regular compensation paid to an employee during periods of 
authorized absences (e.g., annual leave, sick leave) and the employer's contributions to 
social security, pension plans, insurance, and workers' compensation insurance. 
Employee benefits are eligible for reimbursement when distributed equitably to all job 
activities performed by the employee. 

2. Materials and Supplies 

Only expenditures that can be identified as a direct cost of this mandate may be claimed. 
List the cost of the materials and supplies consumed specifically for the purposes of this 
mandate. Purchases shall be claimed at the actual price after deducting cash discounts, 
rebates and allowances received by the claimant. Supplies that are withdrawn from 
inventory shall be charged based on a recognized method of costing, consistently applied. 

3. Contract Services 

Contracted services for participation of employer representatives in contract negotiations 
and negotiation planning sessions will be reimbursed. Provide the name(s) of the 
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contractor(s) who performed the services, including any fixed contracts for services . 
Describe the reimbursable activity(ies) performed by each named contractor and give the 
number of actual hours spent on the activities, if applicable. Show the inclusive dates 
when services were performed and itemize all costs for those services. Submit contract 
consultant and attorney invoices with the claim. 

4. Travel 

Travel expenses for mileage, per diem, lodging, and other employee entitlements are 
eligible for reimbursement in accordance with the rules of the local jurisdiction. Provide 
the name(s) of the traveler(s), purpose of travel, inclusive dates and times of travel, 
destination points and travel costs. 

5. Training 

The cost of training an employee to perform the mandated activities is eligible for 
reimbursement. Identify the employee(s) by name and job classification. Provide the 
title and subject of the training session, the date(s) attended, and the location. 
Reimbursable costs may include salaries and benefits, registration fees, transportation, 
lodging, and per diem. 

B. Indirect Costs 

Indirect costs are defined as costs which are incurred for a common or joint purpose, 
benefiting more than one program and are not directly assignable to a particular 
department or program without efforts disproportionate to the result achieved. Indirect 
costs may include both (1) overhead costs of the unit performing the mandate; and (2) the 
costs of central government services distributed to other departments based on a 
systematic and rational basis through a cost allocation plan. 

Cities, Counties, and Special Districts 

Compensation for indirect costs is eligible for reimbursement utilizing the procedure 
provided in the OMB A-87. Claimants have the option of using 10% of direct labor, 
excluding fringe benefits, or preparing an Indirect Cost Rate Proposal (ICRP) ifthe 
indirect cost rate claimed exceeds I 0%. 

If the claimant chooses to prepare an ICRP, both the direct costs (as defined and 
described in OMB Circular A-87 Attachments A and B) and the indirect costs shall 
exclude capital expenditures and unallowable costs (as defined and described in OMB 
Circular A-87 Attachments A and B). However, unallowable costs must be included in 
the direct costs if they represent activities to which indirect costs are properly allocable. 

The distribution base may be (1) total direct costs (excluding capital expenditures and 
other distorting items, such as pass-through funds, major subcontracts, etc.), (2) direct 
salaries and wages, or (3) another base which results in an equitable distribution . 
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In calculating an ICRP, the Claimant shall have the choice of one of the two following 
methodologies: 

I. The allocation of allowable indirect costs (as defined and described in OMB 
Circular A-87 Attachments A and B) shall be accomplished by (I) classifying a 
department's total costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, and (2) 
dividing the total allowable indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an 
equitable distribution base. The result of this process is an indirect cost rate 
which is used to distribute indirect costs to mandates. The rate should be 
expressed as a percentage which the total amount allowable indirect costs bears to 
the base selected; or 

2. The allocation of allowable indirect costs (as defined and described in OMB 
Circular A-87 Attachments A and B) shall be accomplished by (I) separating a 
department into groups, such as divisions or sections, and then classifying the 
division's or section's total costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, 
and (2) dividing the total allowable indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an 
equitable distribution base. The result of this process is an indirect cost rate 
which is used to distribute indirect costs to mandates. The rate should be 
expressed as a percentage which the total amount allowable indirect costs bears to 
the base selected. 

School Districts 

I. School districts must use the J-380 (or subsequent replacement) non-restrictive 
indirect cost rate provisionally approved by the California Department of 
Education. 

2. County offices of education must use the J-580 (or subsequent replacement) 
non-restrictive indirect cost rate provisionally approved by the State Department 
of Education. 

3. Community colleges have the option of using (1) a federally approved rate, 
utilizing the cost accounting principles from the Office of Management and 
Budget Circular A-21 "Cost Principles of Educational Institutions", (2) the rate 
calculated on State Controller's Form FAM-29C, or (3) a 73 indirect cost rate. 

VI. SUPPORTING DAT A 

For audit purposes, all costs claimed shall be traceable to source documents (e.g., 
employee time records, invoices, receipts, purchase orders, contracts, worksheets, 
calendars, declarations, etc.) that show evidence of the validity of such costs and their 
relationship to the state mandated program. All documentation in support of the claimed 
costs shall be made available to the State Controller's Office, as may be requested, and 
all reimbursement claims are subject to audit during the period specified in Government 
Code, section 17558.5, subdivision (a). 
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VII. OFFSETTING SA VIN GS AND OTHER REIMBURSEMENT 

Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences as a direct result of the subject mandate 
shall be deducted from the costs claimed. In addition, reimbursement for this mandate 
received from any source, including but not limited to, service fees collected, federal 
funds and other state funds shall be identified and deducted from this claim. 

VIII. STATE CONTROLLER'S OFFICE REQUIRED CERTIFICATION 

An authorized representative of the claimant shall be required to provide a certification of 
the claim, as specified in the State Controller's claiming instructions, for those costs 
mandated by the State contained herein. 

IX. PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES AMENDMENTS 

Pursuant to Title 2, California Code of Regulations, section 1183.2, Parameters and 
Guidelines amendments filed before the deadline for initial claims as specified in the 
Claiming Instructions shall apply to all years eligible for reimbursement as defined in the 
original parameters and guidelines. A Parameters and Guidelines amendment filed after 
the initial claiming deadline must be submitted on or before January 15, following a 
fiscal year in order to establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year . 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

CLAIM FOR PAYMENT For State Controller Use Only Program 

• 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 (19) Program Number00198 

198 HEAL TH BENEFITS FOR SURVIVORS OF (20) Date Filed __ ! __ ! __ 

PEACE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) (21) LRS Input __ / __ / __ 

r (01) Claimant Identification Number "I Reimbursement Claim Data L 
A (02) 1,;1a1mant Name 
B (22) H6-1, (03) 
E 
L County of Location 

(23) H6-1, (04)(A)(1)(f) 

H Street Address or P.O. Box Suite 
E (24) HB-1, (04)(6)(1)(!) 

R 
E City State Zip Code 

(25) HB-1, (04)(6)(2)(!) 

'" ~ 

Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (26) H6-1, (04)(6)(3)(1) 

(03) Estimated D (09) Reimbursement D (27) H6-1, (04)(6)(4)(1) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined D (28) H6-1, (04)(6)(5)(!) 

(05) Amended D (11) Amended D (29) H6-1, (06) 

Fiscal Year of Cost (06) 20_/20 -- (12) 20_/20 -- (30) 

Total Claimed Amount (07) (13) (31) 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000 (14) (32) 

• Less: Prior Claim Payment Received (15) (33) 

Net Claimed Amount (16) (34) 

Due from State (OB) (17) (35) 

Due to State (18) (36) 

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code§ 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the local agency to file claims 
with the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 1120, Statutes of 1996, certify under penalty of perjury that I have not violated 
any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by Chapter 
1120, Statutes of 1996. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or actual 
costs for the mandated program of Chapter 1120, Statutes of 1996, set forth on the attached statements. 

Signature of Authorized Officer Date 

Type or Print Name Title 
(38) Name of Contact Person for Claim 

( Telephone Number ) - Ext_ • 
E-Mail Address 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) Chapter 1120/96 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

Program HEAL TH BENEFITS FOR SURVIVORS OF 

198 
PEACE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) FORM 

Certification Claim Form FAM-27 
Instructions 

(01) Leave blank. 

(02) A set of mailing labels with the claimant's l.D. number and address was enclosed with the letter regarding the claiming 
instructions. Affix a label in the space shown. If you did not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

(03) If filing an original estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03), Estimated. 

(04) If filing an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04), Combined. 

(05) If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05), Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. 

(07) Enter the amount of estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous yea~s actual costs by more than 10%, complete form 
HB-1 and enter the amount from line (11 ). 

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07). 

(09) If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09), Reimbursement. 

(10) If filing an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (10). Combined. 

(11) If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (11), Amended. 

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

(13) Enter the amount of reimbursement claim from form HB-1, line (11 ). 

(14) Filing Deadline. Initial Claims of Ch. 1120/96 and Ch.193197. lfthe reimbursement claims for the fiscal years 1997-98 through 
1999-00 (Ch. 1120/96) and 1/1/98 to 6/20/98, and fiscal years 1998-99 through 1999-00 (Ch. 193/97) are filed after 
October 2, 2001, the claims must be reduced by a late penalty. Costs for all initial reimbursement claims must be filed separately 
according to the fiscal year in which the costs were incurred. However. the initial claims will be considered as one claim for the 

• 

purpose of computing the late claim penalty. Do not prorate the penalty among the fiscal years. If the claims are late, the penalty • 
should be applied to a single fiscal year. Enter either the product of multiplying the sum total of line (13) for all applicable 
FAM-27's by the factor 0.1 O (10% penalty) or $1,000, whichever is less. 

In subsequent years, reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs were incurred 
or the claims shall be reduced by a late penalty. Enter either the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty) 
or $1,000, whichever is less. 

(15) If filing a reimbursement claim and a claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for the claim. 
Otherwise, enter a zero. 

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13) 

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enter that amount on line (17). Due from State. 

(18) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative. enter that amount in line (18), Due to State. 

(19) to (21) Leave blank. 

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for 
the reimbursement claim, e.g .. HB-1, (04)(A)(1 )(f), means the information is located on form HB-1, block (04), line (A)(1 ), column 
(f). Enter the information on the same line but 1n the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, 
i.e .. no cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 35% should be 
shown as 35. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process. 

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If 1t is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and 
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by a signed 
certification. 

(38) Enter the name. telephone number, and e-mail address of the person to contact 1f additional information is required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED, ORIGINAL FORM FAM-27 WITH ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (NO COPIES 
NECESSARY) TO: 

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) 

Address, if delivered by other delivery service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Chapters 1120/96 
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• 
Program 

MANDATED COSTS 

HEAL TH BENEFITS FOR SURVIVORS OF FORM 

198 PEACE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS (SCHOOLS) HB-1 
CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement CJ 
Estimated CJ 19 /20 - -

Claim Statistics 

(03) Number of peace officers and firefighters who died in the line of duty during the fiscal year 

Direct Costs Object Accounts 

(04) Reimbursable Components (a) (b) (c) (d) (f) 

Salaries Materials Contract Travel 
and and Services and Total 

A. One-Time Costs Benefits Supplies Training 

1. Develop Policies & Procedures 

. 

li. 
. 

B. Ongoing Costs . . 

1 . File Maintenance 

• 2. Dependent Notification 

3. Insurance Notification 

4. Continued Coverage 

(05) Total Direct Costs 

Indirect Costs 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate [From J-380 or J-580] % 

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (06) x line (05)(f)) 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (05}(f) + line (07)) 

Cost Reduction 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings 

• (10) Less: Other Reimbursements 

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (08) ·{line (09) +line (10))] 

New 6/01 Chapters 1120/96 and 193/97 
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HEAL TH BENEFITS FOR SURVIVORS OF 
Program PEACE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS (SCHOOLS) FORM 

198 CLAIM SUMMARY HB-1 
Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. If more than one department has incurred costs for this mandate, give 
the name of each department. A separate form HB-1 should be completed for each department. 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year of costs. 

Form HB-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form HB-1 if you are filing an 
estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 
10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the 
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, form HB-1 must be 
completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the high 
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) Enter the number of peace officers and firefighters who died in the line of duty during the fiscal year of 
the claim. 

(04) Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the total from form HB-2, line 
(05), columns (d) through (h) to form HB-1, block (04), columns (a) through (e) in the appropriate row. 
Total each row. 

(05) Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through (f). 

• 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate. Enter the indirect cost rate from the Department of Education form J-380 or J-580, • 
as applicable for the fiscal year of costs. 

(07) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06), by the Total Direct 
Costs, line (05)(f). 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (05)(f), and Total Indirect 
Costs, line (07). 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings. If applicable, enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct 
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim. 

(10) Less: Other Reimbursements. If applicable, enter the amount of other reimbursements received from 
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds, 
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the 
reimbursement sources and amounts. 

(11) Total Claimed Amount. From Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (08), subtract the sum of Offsetting 
Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements, line (10). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the 
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim or line (13) for the Reimbursement 
Claim. 

New 6/01 Chapters 1120/96 and 193/97 
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Program 
MANDATED COSTS 

• 198 
HEAL TH BENEFITS FOR SURVIVORS OF 

PEACE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS (SCHOOLS) 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

FORM 

HB-2 

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year 

(03) Reimbursable Components: Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed. 

One-Time Costs: D Develop Policies and Procedures (A 1) 

Ongoing Costs: D File Maintenance (A2) D Insurance Notification (A4) 

D Dependent Notification (A3) D Continued Coverage (A5) 

(04) Description of Expenses Object Accounts 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 

Employee Names, Job Classifications, Hourly Hours 
Salaries Materials Travel 

Functions Performed, Description of Rate Worked 
and and Contract 

and or or Services Expenses, and *Date of Death 
Unit Cost Quantity 

Benefits Supplies Training 

• 

(05) Total D SubtotalD Page: __ of __ 

New 6/01 Chapters 1120/96 and 193/97 
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Program 
HEAL TH BENEFITS FOR SURVIVORS OF 

PEACE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS (SCHOOLS) FORM 

198 COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL HB-2 
Instructions 

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant. If more than one department has incurred costs for this mandate, give 
the name of each department. A separate form HB-2 should be completed for each department. 

(02) Fiscal Year. Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred. 

(03) Reimbursable Components. Each component title lists the corresponding reimbursable activity from the 
Parameters and Guidelines. For example, Continued Coverage (A5), means the component description is listed in 
the Parameters and Guidelines under Section IV. Reimbursable Activities, Component A. 5. 

Check the box which indicates the cost component being claimed. Check only one box per form. A separate form 
HB-2 shall be prepared for each applicable component. 

(04) *Date of Death. Enter the date of death for each peace officer and firefighter in block (04), column (a}. 

Ch. 193/97, Death before 9/30/96: Reimbursement of costs for the period 1/1/98 to 6/30/98 and fiscal years 
1998-99 and 1999-00 for actual claims and 2000-01 for estimated claims. 

Ch. 1120/96, Death after 9/30/96: Reimbursement of costs for fiscal years 1997-98 through 1999-00 for actual 
claims and 2000-01 for estimated claims. 

Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support reimbursable 
costs. To detail costs for the component activity box "checked" in block (03), enter the employee names, position 
titles, a brief description of the activities performed, actual time spent by each employee, productive hourly rates, 
fringe benefits, supplies used, contract services, travel expenses, etc. The descriptions required in column 
(4)(a) must be of sufficient detail to explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, 
all supporting documents must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than two years after the end of 
the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. When no funds 
are appropriated for the initial payment at the time the claim was filed, supporting documents must be retained for 

• 

two years from the date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be made available to the State • 
Controller's Office on request. 

Object/ Columns 
Submit these 
supporting 

Sub object 
documents Accounts (a) lb) le) (d) (e) (f) (g) I (h) with the claim 

Salaries= 

Salaries Employee Hour1y Hours Hour1y Rate 
Namemtle Rate Worked x Hours 

Worked 

Activities Benefit Hours 
Benefits= 

Benefits Benefit Rate 
Performed Rate Worked 

x Salaries 

Cost= 
Description Materials and 

of 
Unit Quantity Unit Cost 

Supplies 

Contract 
Services 

Travel and 
Training 

Travel 

Training 

(05) 

New 6/01 

Supplies Used 
Cost Used x Quantity 

Used 

Name of Hours Worked Itemized 
Contractor Hour1y lndusive Cost of 

Invoice 
Specific Tasks Rate Dates of Services 

Pertormed Service Pertormed 

Purpose of Trip Per Diem 
Days Cost= Rate x 

Name and Title Rate Days or Miles 

Mileage Rate 
Miles 

Departure and or Total 
Return Date Travel Cost 

Travel Mode Travel Cost 

Employee 
Namemtle Dates Registration 

Attended Fee 
Name of Class 

Total line (04), columns (d) through (h) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to indicate if the 
amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the componenUactivity costs, number each 
page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d) through (h) to form HB-1, block (04), columns (a) through (e) in the 
appropriate row. 

Chapters 1120/96 and 193/97 
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HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 

1. Summary of Chapters 1/84, 2nd E.S., and Chapter 1118/87 

Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E.S., repealed Education Code § 72246 v.tiich authorized 
community college districts to charge a fee for the purpose of providing health supervision 
and services, direct and indirect medical and hospitalization services, and operation of 
student health centers. The staMe also required community college districts that charged 
a fee in the 1983/84 fiscal year to maintain that level of health services in the 1984/85 
fiscal year and each fiscal year thereafter. The provisions of this statute \l\IOUld 
automatically repeal on December 31, 1987, v.tlich \l\IOUld reinstate the community college 
districts' authority to charge a health fee as specified. 

Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987 amended Education Code § 72246 to require any 
community college district that provided health services in the 1986/87 fiscal year to 
maintain health services at that level in the 1986/87 fiscal year and each fiscal year 
thereafter. Chapter 8, Statutes of 1993, has revised the numbering of § 72246 to § 76355. 

2. Eligible Claimants 

3. 

4. 

Any community college district incurring increased costs as a result of this mandate is 
eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs. 

Appropriations 

To determine if current funding is available for this program, refer to the schedule 
"Appropriations for State Mandated Cost Programs" in the "Annual Claiming Instructions for 
State Mandated Costs" issued in mid-September of each year to community college 
presidents. 

Types of Claims 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims 

A claimant may file a reimbursement claim and/or an estimated claim. A 
reimbursement claim details the costs actually incurred for a prior fiscal year. An 
estimated claim shows the costs to be incurred for the current fiscal year. 

B. Minimum Claim 

Section 17564(a), Government Code, provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to 
Section 17561 unless such a claim exceeds $200 per program per fiscal year. 

5. Filing Deadline 

Revised 9/97 

(1) Refer to item 3 "Appropriations" to determine if the program is funded for the current 
fiscal year. If funding is available, an estimated claim must be filed wth the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30, of the fiscal year in v.tiich costs 
are to be incurred. Timely filed estimated claims v.fll be paid before late claims. 

After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a 
reimbursement claim by November 30, of the follov.fng fiscal year regardless 
v.tiether the payment was more or less than the actual costs. If the local agency 
fails to file a reimbursement claim, monies received must be returned to the 
State. If no estimated claim was filed, the local agency may file a reimbursement 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 1of3 
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claim detailing the actual costs incurred for the fiscal year, provided there was an 
appropriation for the program for that fiscal year. (See item 3 above). 

(2) A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed ....;th the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30 follMng the fiscal year in vJ!ich 
costs were incurred. If the claim is filed after the deadline but by November 30 of the 
succeeding fiscal year, the approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, 
not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline ...,;11 not be 
accepted. 

6. Reimbursable Components 

Eligible claimants ...,;11 be reimbursed for health service costs at the level of service 
provided in the 1986/87 fiscal year. The reimbursement ...,;11 be reduced by the amount of 
student health fees authorized per the Education Code § 76355. 

After January 1, 1993, pursuant to Chapter 8, Statutes of 1993, the fees students were 
required to pay for health supervision and services were not more than: 

$10.00 per semester 

$5.00 for summer school 

$5.00 for each quarter 

Beginning v.Ath the summer of 1997, the fees are: 

$11.00 per semester 

$8.00 for summer school or 

$8.00 for each quarter 

The district may increase fees by the same percentage increase as the Implicit Price 
Deflator (I PD) for the state and local government purchase of goods and services. 
\Nhenever the IPD calculates an increase of one dollar ($1) above the existing amount, the 
fees may be increased by one dollar ($1 ). 

7. Reimbursement Limitations 

A. If the level at vJ!ich health services were provided during the fiscal year of 
reimbursement is less than the level of health services that were provided in the 
1986/87 fiscal year, no reimbursement is forthcoming. 

B. Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source (e.g. 
federal, state grants, foundations, etc.) as a result of this mandate, shall be identified 
and deducted so only net local costs are claimed. 

8. Claiming Forms and Instructions 

The diagram '111ustration of Claim Forms" provides a graphical presentation of forms 
required to be filed ....;th a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated report in 
substitution for Jorms HFE-1.0, HFE-1.1,.and form HFE-2 provided the format of the report 
and data fields contained wthin the report are identical to the claim forms included in these 
instructions. The claim forms provided wth these instructions should be duplicated and 
used by the claimant to file estimated and reimbursement claims. The State Controller's 
Office \'\All revise the manual and claim forms as necessary. In such instances, new 
replacement forms ...,;11 be mailed to claimants. 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 2 of 3 Revised 9/97 
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A. Form HFE- 2, Health Services 

This form is used to list the health services the community college provided during the 
1986187 fiscal year and the fiscal year of the reimbursement claim. 

B. Form HFE-1.1, Claim Summary 

This form is used to compute the allowable increased costs an individual college of 
the community college district has incurred to comply with the state mandate. The 
level of health services reported on this form must be supported by official financial 
records of the community college district. A copy of the document must be submitted 
with the claim. The amount shov.fl on line (13) of this form is carried to form HFE-1.0. 

C. Form HFE-1.0, Claim Summary 

This form is used to list the individual colleges that had increased costs due to the 
state mandate and to compute a total claimable cost for the district. The '"Total 
Amount Claimed", line (04) on this form is carried forward to form FAM-27, line 13, for 
the reimbursement claim, or line (07) for the estimated claim. 

D. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

Revised 9/97 

This form contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized representative 
of the local agency. All applicable information from form HFE-1.0 and HFE 1.1 must 
be carried fOIWard to this form for the state Controller's Office to process the claim for 
payment. 

Form HFE-2 

Health 

Services 

Form HFE-1.1 
Component/ 

Activity 

Cost Detail 

Form HFE-1.0 

Claim Summary 

FAM-27 

Claim 

for Paymert 

Illustration of Claim Forms 

Forms HFE-1.1, Claim Summary 

Complete a separate form HFE-1.1 for each 

college for which costs are claimed by the 
community college district. 

Chapters 1184 and 1118/87, Page 3 of 3 
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CLAIM FOR PAYMENT For State Controller Use Only Program 

• 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 (19) Program Number 00029 

029 (20) Date Filed __ / __ / __ 
HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

(21) LRS Input __ ! __ / __ 

r (01) Claimant Identification Number " Reimbursement Claim Data L 
A (02) <,;laimant Name 
B (22) HFE-1.0, (04)(b) 
E 
L County of Location 

(23) 

H Street Address or P.O. Box Surte 
E (24) 

R 
E City State Zip Code 

'- ~ 
(25) 

Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (26) 

(03) Estimated D (09) Reimbursement D (27) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined D (28) 

(05) Amended D (11) Amended D (29) 

Fiscal Year of Cost (06) 20_/20 -- (12) 20_/20 -- (30) 

Total Claimed Amount (07) (13) (31) 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000 (14) (32) 

• Less: Prior Claim Payment Received (15) (33) 

Net Claimed Amount (16) (34) 

Due from State (08) (17) (35) 

Due to State (18) (36) 

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code§ 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the local agency to file claims 
with the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, and certify under 
penalty of perjury that I have not violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by Chapter 
1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or actual 
costs for the mandated program of Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, and Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987, set forth on the attached statements. 

Signature of Authorized Officer Date 

Type or Print Name Title 
(38) Name of Contact Person for Claim 

( ) Telephone Number - Ext. • 
E-Mail Address 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 
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Program HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 
FORM 

029 Certification Claim Form 
Instructions 

FAM-27 

(01) Leave blank. 

(02) A set of mailing labels with the claimant's l.D. number and address was enclosed with the letter regarding the claiming 
instructions. The mailing labels are designed to speed processing and prevent common errors that delay payment. Affix a label in 
the space shown on form FAM-27. Cross out any errors and print the correct information on the label. Add any missing address 
items, except county of location and a person's name. If you did not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

(03) If filing an original estimated claim, enter an ''X" in the box on line (03) Estimated. 

(04) If filing an original estimated claim on beha~ of districts wtthin the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04) Combined. 

(05) If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. 

(07) Enter the amount of estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete form 
HFE-1.0 and enter the amount from line (04)(b). 

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07). 

(09) If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement. 

(10) If filing an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (10) Combined. 

(11) If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended. 

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

(13) Enter the amount of reimbursement claim from form HFE-1.0, line (04)(b). 

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs are incurred or the claims shall be 
reduced by a late penalty. Enter either the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty) or $1,000, whichever 
is less. 

(15) If filing a reimbursement claim and a claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for the claim. 
Otherwise, enter a zero. 

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

(17) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is positive, enter that amount on line (17) Due from State. 

(18) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is negative, enter that amount in line (18) Due to State 

(19) to (21) Leave blank. 

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for 
the reimbursement claim, e.g., HFE-1.0, (04)(b), means the information is located on form HFE-1.0, line (04), column (b). Enter 
the information on the same line but in the right-hand column Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, i.e., no 
cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e .. 7.548% should be 
shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process. 

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and 
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by a signed 
certification. 

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person whom this office should contact if additional information is 
required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED, ORIGINAL FORM FAM-27 WITH ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (NO COPIES 
NECESSARY) TO: 

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) 

Address, if delivered by other delivery service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Chapter 1/84 and 1118/87 
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• MANDATED COSTS FORM 

HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION HFE-1.0 
CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 
Reimbursement D 
Estimated D 19_119_ 

(03) List all the colleges of the community college district identified in fonn HFE-1.1, line (03) 

(a) (b) 
Name or College Claimed 

Amount 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7 . 

• 8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

• (04) Total Amount Claimed 1une (3.1b) + line (3.2b) + line (3.3b) + .. .line (3.21 b)) 

Revised 9197 Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 
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HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 

HFE-1.0 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. Only a community college district may file a claim with the State 
Controller's Office on behalf of its colleges. 

(02) Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. Enter the fiscal year 
for which the expenses were/are to be incurred. A separate claim must be filed for each fiscal year. 

Form HFE-1.0 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form HFE-1.0 if you are filing an 
estimated claim and the estimate is not more than 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. Simply 
enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated claim 
exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, forms HFE-1.0 and HFE-1.1 must be 
completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the high 
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03} List all the colleges of the community college district which have increased costs. A separate form HFE-1.1 
must be completed for each college showing how costs were derived. 

(04) Enter the total claimed amount of all colleges by adding the Claimed Amount, line (3.1 b) + line (3.2b) ... + 
(3.21 b). 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 Revised 9/97 
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• MANDATED COSTS FORM 
HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION HFE-1.1 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement c=J 
Estimated c=J 19_/19_ 

(03) Name of College 

(04) Indicate with a check mark, the level at which health services were provided during the fiscal year of reimbursement In comparison to the 
1986187 fiscal year. If the "Less" box is checked, STOP. do not complela the fOrm. No reimbursement Is allowed. 

LESS SAME MORE 

c::J c::J c::J 
Direct Cost Indirect Cost Total 

(05) Cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim 

(06) Cost of providing current fiscal year heatth savices which are in excess of the 
level provided in 1986187 

(07) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services at the 1986187 level 
[Line (05) - line (06)] 

(08) Complete columns (a) through (g) to provide detail data for health fees 

• (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (t) (g) 
Student Health 

Period for which health 
Number of Number of Unit Cost fOr Ful~time Unit Cost for Part-time Fees Thal 
Full-time Part-time Full-time Student Part-Ume Studen1 Could Have 

fees were collected S1udenls Students Student per Health Fees Student per Health Fees Been 
Educ. Code (a) x (c) Educ. Code Collected 

§ 76355 § 76355 (b) x (e) (d) + (t) 

1. Per fall semester 

2. Per spring semester 

3. Per summer session 

4. Per first quarter 

5. Per second quarter 

6. Per third quarter 

(09) Total health fee that could have been collected [Line (8.1g) + (8.2g) + ......... (8.69)] 

(10) Sub-total [Line (07) - line (09)] 

Cost Reduction 

(11) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

(12) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

• (13) Total Amount Claimed [Line (10) - {line (11) + line (12))] 

Revised 9/97 Chapters 1/84 and 1118187 
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HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. Only a community college district may file a claim with the State 
Controller's Office on behalf of its colleges. 

FORM 

HFE-1.1 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box. Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. Enter the fiscal 
year of costs. 

Form HFE-1.1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. If you are filing an estimated claim and the estimate does 
not exceed the previous year's actual costs by 10%, do not complete form HFE-1.1. Simply enter the amount of the 
estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (05), Estimated. However, if the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs by more than 10%, form HFE-1.1 must be completed and a statement attached explaining the 
increased costs. Without this information the high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the 
previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) Enter the name of the college or community college district that provided student health services in the 
1986187 fiscal year and continue to provide the same services during the fiscal year of the claim. 

(04) Compare the level of health services provided during the fiscal year of reimbursement to the 1986187 fiscal year and 
indicate the result by marking a check in the appropriate box. If the "Less" box is checked, STOP and do not 
complete the remaining part of this claim form. No reimbursement is forthcoming. 

(05) Enter the direct cost, indirect cost, and total cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim on line (05). Direct 
cost of health services is identified on the college expenditures report (individual college's cost of health services as 
authorized under Education Code§ 76355 and included in the district's Community College Annual Financial and 
Budget Report CCFS-311, EDP Code 6440, column 5). If the amount of direct costs claimed is different than 
shown on the expenditures report, provide a schedule listing those community college costs that are in 
addition to, or a reduction to expenditures shown on the report. For claiming indirect costs, college districts 
have the option of using a federally approved rate (i.e., utilizing the cost accounting principles from the Office of 
Management and Budget Circular A-21 ), or the State Controller's methodology outlined in "Filing a Claim" of the 
Mandated Cost Manual for Schools. 

(06) Enter the direct cost, indirect cost, and total cost of health services that are in excess of the level provided 
in the 1986/87 fiscal year. 

(07) Enter the difference of the cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim, line (05), and the cost of providing 
current fiscal year health services that is in excess of the level provided in the 1986187 fiscal year, line (06). 

(08) Complete columns (a) through (g) to provide details on the amount of health service fees that could have 
been collected. Do not include students who are exempt from paying health fees established by 
the Board of Governors and contained in Section 58620 of Title 5 of the CalifOrnia Code of 
Regulations. After 01/01193, the student fees for health supervision and services were $10.00 per semester, $5.00 
for summer school, and $5.00 for each quarter. Beginning with the summer of 1997, the health service fees are: 
$11.00 per semester and $8.00 for summer school, or $8.00 for each quarter. 

(09) Enter the sum of Student Health Fees That Could Have Been Collected, (other than from students who 
were exempt from paying health fees) [Line (8.1g) + line (8.2g) +line (8.3g) +line (8.4g) + line (8.5g) + 
line (8.6g)]. 

(10) Enter the difference of the cost of providing health services at the 1986/87 level, line (07) and the total 
health fee that could have been collected, line (09). If line (09) is greater than line (07), no claim shall be 
filed. 

(11) Enter the total savings.experienced by the sc~ool~dentified in~ine{03) as a direct cost of this mandate. 
Submit a schedule of detailed savings with the claim. 

(12) Enter the total other reimbursements received from any source, (i.e., federal, other state programs, etc.,). 
Submit a schedule of detailed reimbursements with the claim. 

(13) Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (11), and other Reimbursements, line (12), from Total 
1986/87 Health Service Cost excluding Student Health Fees. 
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MANDATED COSTS FORM 

• HEALTH ELIMINATION FEE HFE-2 

HEAL TH SERVICES 

(01) Claimant: J (02) Fiscal Year costs were incurred: 

(03) Place an "X" in columns (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to Indicate which health services (a) (b) 
FY FY 

were provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal years. 1986/87 of Claim 

Accident Reports 

Appointments 
College Physician, surgeon 
Dermatology, family practice I 
Internal Medicine 
Outside Physician 
Dental Services 
Outside Labs, (X-ray, etc.) 
Psychologist, full services 
Cancel/Change Appointments 
Registered Nurse 
Check Appointments 

Assessment, Intervention and Counseling 
Birth Control 
Lab Reports 
Nutrition 
Test Results, office 

• Venereal Disease 
Communicable Disease 
Upper Respiratory Infection 
Eyes, Nose and Throat 
EyeNision 
Dermatology/Allergy 
Gynecology/Pregnancy Service 
Neuralgic 
Orthopedic 
Genito/Urinary 
Dental 
Gastro-1 ntestinal 
Stress Counseling 
Crisis I nterventlon 
Child Abuse Reporting and Counseling 
Substance Abuse Identification and Counseling 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
Eating Disorders 

I 
Weight Control 
Personal Hygiene I 

Burnout 
Other Medical Problems, list I 

Examinations, minor illnesses 
! Recheck Minor Injury 

Health Talks or Fairs, Information i 
Sexually Transmitted Disease 

• Drugs 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 

R&YISed 9/93 Chapter 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 1 
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MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH ELIMINATION FEE 

HEALTH SERVICES 

(01) Oaimant: I (02) Fiscal Year costs were incurred: 

FORM 

HFE-2 

(03) Place an "X" in column (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health services were j ~ 
provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal years. ~ 1986187 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 

Child Abuse 
Birth Control/Family Planning 
Stop Smoking 
Library, Videos and Cassettes 

First Aid, Major Emergencies 

First Aid, Minor Emergencies 

First Aid Kits, Filled 

Immunizations 
Diphtheria/Tetanus 
Measles/Rubella 
Influenza 
Information 

Insurance 
On Campus Accident 
Voluntary 
Insurance Inquiry/Claim Administration 

Laboratory Tests Done 
Inquiry/Interpretation 
Pap Smears 

Physical Examinations 
Employees 
Students 
Athletes 

Medications 
Antacids 
Antidiarrheal 
Aspirin, Tylenol, Etc 
Skin Rash Preparations 
Eye Drops 
Ear Drops 
Toothache, oil doves 
Sting kill 
Midol, Menstrual Cramps 
Other, list 

Parking Cards/Elevator Keys 
Tokens 
Return Card/Key 
Parking Inquiry 
Elevator Passes 
Temporary Handicapped Parking Permits 

Chapter 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 2 
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MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH ELIMINATION FEE 

HEALTH SERVICES 

(O 1 ) Claimant: J (02) Fiscal Year costs were Incurred: 

(03) Place an "X" In columns (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health services 
were provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal years. 

Referrals to Outside Agencies 
Private Medical Doctor 
Health Department 
Olnic 
Dental 
Counseling Centers 
Crisis Centers 
Transitional Living Facilities, battered/homeless women 
Family Planning Facilities 
Other Health Agencies 

Tests 
Blood Pressure 
Hearing 
Tuberculosis 

Reading 
Information 

Vision 
Glucometer 
Urinalysis 
Hemoglobin 
EKG 
Strep A testing 
PG Testing 
Monos pot 
Hema cult 
Others. list 

Miscellaneous 
Absence Excuses/PE Waiver 
Allergy Injections 
Bandaids 
Booklets/Pamphlets 
Dressing Change 
Rest 
Suture Removal 
Temperature 
Weigh 
Information 
Report/Form 
Wart Removal 
Others, list 

Committees 
Safety 
Environmental 
Disaster Planning 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 

FORM 

HFE-2 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 

Revised 9/93 Chapter 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 3 
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• INVESTMENT REPORTS 

• 

• 

1. Summary of Chapters 783/95, 156196,and 749/96 

Government Code§ 53646, subdivisions (a), (b), and (e), as added and amended by 
Chapter 783, Statutes of 1995, Chapters 156 and 749, Statutes of 1996, requires the 
treasurer or chief fiscal officer to render an annual statement of investment policy and a 
quarterly report of investments, containing specified information to the legislative body and 
oversight committee, as specified. 

On March 27, 1997, the Commission on State Mandates determined that Chapter 783, 
Statutes of 1995, Chapters 156 and 749, Statutes of 1996 resulted in state mandated costs 
that are reimbursable pursuant to Part 7 (commencing with Government Coae '§ 17500) of 
Division 4 of Title 2. 

2. Eligible Claimants 

3. 

Any school district (K-12), county office of education, or community college district, that 
incurs increased costs as a direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement 
of these costs. 

Appropriations 

These claiming instructions are issued following the adoption of the program's parameters 
and guidelines by the Commission on State Mandates. Funding for payment of initial claims 
covering fiscal period January 1, 1996 through June 30, 1996 and fiscal years 1996-97, and 
1997-98, may be made available in a future appropriations act subject to the approval of the 
Legislature and the Governor. 

To determine if this program is funded in subsequent fiscal years, refer to the schedule 
"Appropriation for State Mandated Cost Programs" in the "Annual Claiming Instructions for 
State Mandated Costs" issued in September of each year to county superintendents of 
schools and superintendents of schools. 

4. Types of Claims 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims 

8. 

A claimant may file a reimbursement and/or an estimated claim. A reimbursement 
claim details the costs actually incurred for a prior fiscal year. An estimated claim 
shows the costs to be incurred for the current fiscal year. 

Minimum Claim 

Government Code§ 17564(a) provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to 
Government Code§ 17561 unless such a claim exceeds $200 per program per fiscal 
year. However, any county superintendent of schools, as fiscal agent for the school 
district, may-submit·a combine<tcla!m in·excess of $200 on behalf of one or more 
districts within the county even if the individual district's claim does not exceed $200. A 
combined claim must show the individual costs for each district. Once a combined 
claim is filed, all subsequent years relating to the same mandate must be filed in a 
combined form. The county receives the reimbursement payment and is responsible 
for disbursing funds to each participating district. A district may withdraw from the 
combined claim form by providing a written notice to the county superintendent of 
schools and the State Controller's Office of its intent to file a separate claim, at least 
180 days prior to the deadline for filing the claim. 

Revised 10/98 Chapters 783/95, 156/96, and 749/96, Page 1of5 
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5. Filing Deadline 

A. lnltlal Claims 

Initial claims must be filed within 120 days from the issuance of claiming instructions. 
Accordingly: 

(1) Reimbursement claims detailing the actual costs incurred for the period 1/1/96 to 
6/30/96 and 1996/97 fiscal years must be filed with the State Controller's Office and 
postmarked by May 20, 1998. If the reimbursement claim is filed after the deadline of 
May 20, 1998, the approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to 
exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline will not be 
accepted. 

(2) Estimated claims for costs to be incurred during the 1997/98 fiscal year must be filed 
with the State Controller's Office and postmarked by May 20, 1998. Tim!!IY filed 
estimated claims are paid before late claims. If a payment is received for the 
estimated claim, a 1997/98 reimbursement claim must be filed by November 30, 1998. 

B. Annually Thereafter 

Refer to the item, "Reimbursable State Mandated Cost Programs", contained in the 
cover letter for mandated cost programs issued annually in September, which identifies 
the fiscal years for which claims may be filed. If an "X:' is shown for the program listed 
under "19_/19_ Reimbursement Claim", and/or "19_/19_ Estimated Claim", 
claims may be filed as follows: 

( 1) An estimated claim filed with the State Controller's Office must be postmarked by 
November 30 of the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. Timely filed 
estimated claims will be paid before late claims. 

After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a 
reimbursement claim by November 30 of the following fiscal year. If the district 
fails to file a reimbursement claim, monies received for the estimated claim must 
be returned to the State. If no estimated claim was filed, the agency may file a 
reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs incurred for the fiscal year, 
provided there was an appropriation for the program for that fiscal year. For 
information regarding appropriations for reimbursement claims, refer to the 
"Appropriation for State Mandated Cost Programs" in the previous fiscal year's 
annual claiming instructions. 

(2) A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed with the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30 following the fiscal year in which 
costs were incurred. If the claim is filed after the deadline but by November 30 of the 
succeeding fiscal year, the approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, 
not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline will not be 
accepted. 

6. Reimbursable Components 

For each eligible claimant, the. dire~! and indirect "°5t.of ~r, supplies. and. services 
incurred for the following mandated components are reimbursable: 

A. Statement of Investment Policy 

Prepare and submit the annual statement of investment policy and changes to: 

(1) The legislative body and any oversight committee for consideration at a public 
meeting, effective January 1, 1996. 

Chapters 783/95, 156/96, and 749/96, Page 2 of 5 Revised 10/98 
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(2) The county board of supervisors and any oversight committee for review and approval 
at a public meeting, effective January 1, 1997 . 

8. Quarterly Report of Investments 

(1) Implementation Costs 

Develop or modify existing policies and procedures for accumulating and 
compiling data to prepare the quarterly report of investments, as required in 
§ 53646, subdivisions (b)(1), (2), (3), and/or (e). 

(2) Ongoing Costs 

(a) Accumulate and compile data necessary to prepare the quarterly reports of 
investments, as required in Government Code§ 53646, subdivision (b)(1 ), 
(2), (3), and/or (e). 

(b) Render a quarterly report of investments to the chief executive officer. the 
internal auditor, and the legislative body of the school district as required in 
Government Code§ 53646, subdivision (b)(1).' 

7. Reimbursement Limitations 

A. Reimbursement claims may be filed for costs incurred, as follows: 

(1) Pursuant to Chapter 783, Statutes of 1995, costs are reimbursable on or after 
January 1, 1996. See 6.A.(1) above. 

(2) Pursuant to Chapter 156, Statutes of 1996, costs are reimbursable on or after 
July 12, 1996. See 6.B.(2)(b) above. Permit the use of a statement. in lieu of the 
report, for any investment in an insured account. 

(3) Pursuant to Chapter 749, Statutes of 1996, costs are reimbursable on or after 
January 1, 1997. See 6.A.(2) above. 

8. Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source including 
but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds as a result of 
this mandate shall be identified and deducted so only the net local cost is claimed. 

8. Claiming Forms and Instructions 

The diagram "Illustration of Claim Forms" provides a graphical presentation of forms 
required to be filed with a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated report in 
substitution for forms INR-1 and INR-2 provided the format of the report and data fields 
contained within the report are identical to the claim forms included in these instructions. 
The claim forms provided with these instructions should be dupficated and used by the 
claimant to file estimated or reimbursement claims. The State Controller's Office will revise 
the manual and claim forms as necessary. In such instances, new replacement forms will 
be mailed to claimants. 

A. Form INR-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail 

This .form is-used tQ segregate-the .QetaMed-oosts-Oy-claim -component. A separate form 
INR-2 must be completed for each cost component being claimed. Costs reported on 
this form must be supported as follows: 

Effective 1019/97, Chapter 825197, requires only quarterly reports on securities, investments, or moneys held in 

individual school accounts that are $25,000 or more . 

Revised 10/98 Chapters 783/95, 156/96, and 749/96, Pagel of5 
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(1) Salaries and Benefits 

Identify the employee(s). and/or show the classification of the employee(s) 
involved. Describe the mandated functions performed and specify the actual 
time devoted to each function by each employee, the productive hourly rates 
and related fringe benefits. 

Source documents may include, but are not limited to. employee time records that 
show the employee's actual time spent on this mandate. 

(2) Materials and Supplies 

Only expenditures that can be identified as a direct cost of this mandate may be 
claimed. List the cost of materials consumed or expended specifically for the 
purpose of this mandate. 

Source documents may include, but are not limited to, invoices, receipts, 
purchase orders and other documents evidencing the validity of the expenditures. 

(3) Contract Services 

Give the name(s) of contractor(s) who performed the service(s). Describe the 
activities performed by each named contractor. actual time spent on this mandate, 
inclusive dates when services were performed, and itemize all costs for services 
performed. Attach consultant invoices with the claim. 

Source documents may include, but are not limited to, contracts, invoices, and 
other documents evidencing the validity of the expenditures. 

(4) Fixed Assets 

List the cost of fixed assets acquired specifically for the purpose of this mandate. 
Explain the use of each fixed asset. Leased fixed assets (with an option to 
purchase). are considered purchases. The cost of the fixed asset cannot be 
expensed for the year of purchase, unless permitted by the Commission on State 
Mandates. Only the asset's yearly depreciated value using the straight-line 
method may be claimed. The Internal Revenue Service, "Publication 946" may be 
used to obtain an estimated useful life for the fixed asset. If a fixed asset is 
acquired for the subject state mandate, but is utilized in some way not directly 
related to the program, only the pro-rated portion of the asset which is used for 
purposes of the program is reimbursable. 

Source documents may include, but are not limited to, invoices, receipts, 
purchase orders and other documents evidencing the validity of the purchases. 

(5) Training 

Only the cost for a reasonable number of employees attending the training is 
reimbursable. Specialized training must be justified in writing by the claimant. 
Give the class title, dates, location, and name(s) of the employee(s) attending 
training classes associated with the mandate. Reimbursable costs include 
salaries and benefits for time spent, the registration fee, transportation, lodging, 

-anEI per-diem. 

For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained for a period of two 
years after the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or 
last amended, whichever is later. When no funds are appropriated for the initial claim 
at the time the claim was filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years 
from the date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be made available 
to the State Controller's Office on request. 

Chapters 783/95, 156/96, and 749/96, Page4 of 5 Revised 10/98 
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B. Form INR-1, Claim Summary 

This form is used to summarize direct costs by claim component and compute 
allowable indirect costs for the mandate. Claim statistics shall identify the work 
performed for costs claimed. The claimant must give the number of investment reports 
prepared during the fiscal year of the claim. 

School districts and local boards of education may compute the amount of indirect 
costs utilizing the State Department of Education's Annual Program Cost Data Report 
J-380 or J-580 rate. as applicable. The cost data on this form is carried forward to form 
FAM-27. 

C. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

Revised 10/98 

Form FAM-27 contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized 
representative of the district. All applicable information from form INR-1 must be 
carried forward to this form for the State Controller's Office to process the claim for 
payment. 

I 

Form INR-2 

Component/ 
Activity 

Cost Detail 

... 
Form INR-1 

Claim Surmiary 

i 
FAM-27 

Clain 

for Payment 

~ 

Illustration of Claim Forms 

Fonn INR-2 Component/Activity Cost Detail 

Complete a separate form INR-2, for each cost 
component for which expenses are claimed . 

1. Statement of Investment Po~cy 

2. Quarterly Report of Investments 
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CLAIM FOR PAYMENT For State Controller Use Only Program 

• 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 (19) Program Number 00169 

169 INVESTMENT REPORTS (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 
(20) Date Filed --'--'--

(21) LRS Input __ / __ / __ 

r (01) Claimant Identification Number " Reimbursement Claim Data L 
A (02) Claimant Name 
B (22) INR-1, (03) 
E 
L County of Location 

(23) INR-1, (04)(1 Hn 

H Street Address or P.O. Box Suite 
E (24) INR-1, (04)(2)(n 
R 
E City State Zip Code 

\. ,J 
(25) INR-1, (06) 

Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (26) 

(03) Es ti mated D (09) Reimbursement D (27) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined D (28) 

(05) Amended D (11) Amended D (29) 

Fiscal Year of Cost (06) 20 _ /20_ (12) 20 _/20 _ (30) 

Total Claimed Amount (07) (13) (31) 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000 (14) (32) 

• Less: Prior Claim Payment Received (15) (33) 

Net Claimed Amount (16) (34) 

Due from State (08) (17) (35) 

Due to State (18) (36) 

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code§ 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the local agency to file claims 
with the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 783, Statutes of 1995, and Chapter 156, Statutes of 1996, and certify under 
penalty of perjury that I have not violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by Chapter 
783, Statutes of 1995, and Chapter 156, Statutes of 1996. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or actual 
costs for the mandated program of Chapter 783, Statutes of 1995, and Chapter 156, Statutes of 1996, set forth on the attached 
statements. 

Signature of Authorized Officer Date 

Type or Print Name Title 
(38) Name of Contact Person for Claim 

( ) Telephone Number - Ext. • 
E-Mail Address 

Fonn FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) Chapters 783/95 and 156/96 
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Program INVESTMENT REPORTS (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 
FORM 

169 Certification Claim Form 
Instructions 

FAM-27 

(01) Leave blank. 

(02) A set of mailing labels with the claimant's l.D. number and address was enclosed with the letter regarding the claiming 
instructions. The mailing labels are designed to speed processing and prevent common errors that delay payment. Affix a label in 
the space shown on form FAM-27. Cross out any errors and print the correct information on the label. Add any missing address 
items, except county of location and a person's name. If you did not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

(03) If filing an original estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated. 

(04) If filing an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04) Combined. 

(05) If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. 

(07) Enter the amount of estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous yea~s actual costs by more than 10%, complete form 
INR-1 and enter the amount from line (11 ). 

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07). 

(09) If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement. 

(10) If filing an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (10) Combined. 

(11) If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended. 

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

(13) Enter the amount of reimbursement claim from form INR-1, line (11). 

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs are incurred or the claims shall be 
reduced by a late penalty. Enter either the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty) or $1,000, whichever 
is less. 

(15) If filing a reimbursement claim and a claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for the claim. 
Otherwise, enter a zero. 

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

(17) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is positive, enterthat amount on line (17) Due from State. 

(18) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is negative, enter that amount in line (18) Due to State. 

(19) to (21) Leave blank. 

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for 
the reimbursement claim, e.g., INR-1, (03), means the information is located on form INR-1, line (03). Enter the information on 
the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, i.e., no cents. Indirect costs 
percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should be shown as 8. 
Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process. 

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and 
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by a signed 
certification. 

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person to contact if additional information is required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED, ORIGINAL FORM FAM-27 WITH ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (NO COPIES 
NECESSARY) TO: 

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATIN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) 

Address, if delivered by other delivery service: 

OFFICE OF THE STA TE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 
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(01) Claimant 

Claim Statistics 

MANDATED COSTS 

INVESTMENT REPORTS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(02) Type of Claim 

Reimbursement 

Estimated 

CJ 
CJ 

(03) Number of investment reports prepared during the fiscal year 

Direct Costs Object Accounts 

(04) Reimbursable Components (a) (b) (c) (d) 

Salaries Materials 
Contract 

and and Training 
Services 

Benefits Supplies 

1. Statement of Investment Policy 

2. Quarterly Report of Investments 

(05) Total Direct Costs 

Indirect Costs 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate [(From J-380 or J-580] 

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (06) x line (05)(f) ] 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (05)(f) + line (07)] 

Cost Reduction 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

(e) 

Fixed 
Assets 

FORM 

INR-1 

Fiscal Year 

19_/20 

(f) 

Total 

% 

• 

(10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

i---------------1------1 

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (08) - {line (09) +line (10))] 

New 1/98 Chapters 783/95, 156/96, and 749/96 
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INVESTMENT REPORTS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 

INR-1 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. If more than one department has incurred costs for this mandate, give 
the name of each department. A form INR-1 should be completed for each department. 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year of costs. 

Form INR-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form INR-1 if you are filing an 
estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 
10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the 
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, form INR-1 must be 
completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the high 
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) Enter the number of investment reports that were prepared during the fiscal year. 

(04) Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the total from form INR-2, line 
(05), columns (d), (e), (f), (g), and (h) to form INR-1, block (04), columns (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) in the 
appropriate row. Total each row. 

(05) Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through (f). 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate. Enter the indirect cost rate from the Department of Education form J-380 or J-580, 
as applicable for the fiscal year of costs. 

• 

(07) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06), by the Total Direct • 
Costs, line (05)(f). 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (05)(f), and Total Indirect 
Costs, line (07). 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct 
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim. 

(10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of other reimbursements received from 
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds, 
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the 
reimbursement sources and amounts. 

(11) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements, 
line (10), from Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (08). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the 
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim or line (13) for the Reimbursement 
Claim. 

Chapters 783/95, 156/96, and 749/96 New 1198 
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State Controller's Office 

MANDATED COSTS 

INVESTMENT REPORTS 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 

INR-2 

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year Costs Were Incurred 

(03) Reimbursable Components: Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed. 

D Statement of Investment Policy D Quarterly Report of Investments 

(04) Description of Expenses: Complete columns (a) through (h). Object Accounts 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) 

Employee Names, Job Classifications. 
Hourly Hours 

Salaries Materials 
Rate Worked Contract Fixed Functions Performed, and Description of and and Training 

Services Assets Expenses 
or or 

Benefits Supplies 
Unit Cost Quantity 

(05) Total D Subtotal D Page: __ of __ 

New 1/98 Chapters 783/95, 156/96, and 749/96 
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School Mandated Cost Manual 

INVESTMENT REPORTS 
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred. 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 
INR-2 

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box which indicates the cost component being claimed. Check 
only one box per form. A separate form INR-2 shall be prepared for each applicable component. 

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support 
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box "checked" in block (03), enter the 
employee names, position titles, a brief description of the activities performed, actual time spent by 
each employee, productive hourly rates, fringe benefits, supplies used, contract services, training 
costs, etc. Contract services are reimbursable to the extent that the activities performed require special 
skill or knowledge that are not readily available from the claimant's staff. If a piece of equipment 
acquired for the Investment Reports program is also utilized for other programs, only a prorated cost of 
the equipment is reimbursable. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) must be of sufficient 
detail to explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, all supporting 
documents must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than two years after the end of the 
calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. When no 
funds are appropriated for the initial payment at the time the claim was filed, supporting documents 
must be retained for two years from the date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be 
made available to the State Controller's Office on request. 

Object/ Columns Submit these 

Sub object supporting 
documents Accounts (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (I) (g} (h) with the claim 

' 
. 

. 

Salaries= . 

Salaries 
Employee Hourly Hours Hourly Rate 

Name Rate Worked x 
Hours Worked 

.. 
Title 

Benefits;;; . 

Benefits 
Benefit Benefit Rate 

Activities Rate x 
Salaries 

. 

Services Cost= 
and Supplies Description 

Unit Quantity 
Unit Cost 

of x 
Supplies Used 

Cost Used 
Quantity 

Office Supplies Used 

Training 

Contract 
Services 

Fixed 
Assets 

(05) 

Employee 
Name 

Oates Registration 
TiUe Attended Fee 

·. 

Name of Class 

Name of Hours Itemized 
Contractor Hourly Worked Cost of ' 

Specific Tasks Rate Dates of Services Invoice 

Performed Service Performed 

" ·-· -------·-~· -~ 1--•""'-"'•'· ... ~ ,~- " -~.-.---->' "°'-·'>o'"'-~,)' 
>'-<· ,,, __ 

Description of 
Equipment Unit Quantity 

Itemized Cost 

Purchased Cost Used 
of Equipment Invoice 

Purchased 
Equipment ID 

Total line (04), columns (d), (e), (f), (g), and {h) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate 
box to indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the 
component/activity costs, number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d), (e), (f), (g), and 
(h) to form INR-1, block (04), columns (a), (b), (c), {d), and (e) in the appropriate row. 

Chapters 783/95, 156/96, and 749/96 New1/98 
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OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 

STATE MANDATED COSTS CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS NO. 2001-03 

LAW ENFORCEMENT SEXUAL HARASSMENT TRAINING 
(SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 

APRIL 30, 2001 

In accordance with Government Code Section (GC §) 17561, eligible claimants may submit 
claims to the State Controller's Office (SCO) for reimbursement of costs incurred for state 
mandated cost programs. The following are claiming instructions and forms that eligible 
claimants will use for the filing of claims for Law Enforcement Sexual Harassment Training 
(LESH). These claiming instructions are issued subsequent to the adoption of the program's 
parameters and guidelines (P's & G's) by the Commission on State Mandates (COSM). 

Penal Code Section 13519.7, subdivisions (a) and (c), as added by Chapter 126, Statutes of 1993, 
require peace officers who are victims of sexual harassment in the workplace to follow sexual 
harassment complaint guidelines developed by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and 
Training, and that peace officers who completed their basic training before January 1, 1995, 
receive supplementary training on sexual harassment in the workplace. 

On September 28, 2000, the COSM determined that Penal Code Section 13519.7, subdivisions 
(a) and (c), establish costs mandated by the State according to the provisions listed in the 
P's & G's. For your reference, the P's & G's are included as an integral part of the claiming 
instructions. 

Eligible Claimants 

Any school district, community college district, or county office of education that employs peace 
officers and incurs increased costs as a direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim 
reimbursement of these costs. 

Filing Deadlines 

Pursuant to Penal Code Section 13519.7, subdivision (c), the supplementary training on sexual 
harassment in the workplace should have been completed by January 1, 1997. Therefore, it is 
anticipated that a majority of the training costs would have been incurred prior to the 1998-99 
fiscal year. However, if costs are being claimed for the 1998-99 and subsequent fiscal years, 
include a brief explanation of why the sexual harassment training was not completed until that 
time on form LESH-2. 

A. Initial Claims 

Initial reimbursement claims must be filed within 120 days from the issuance date of 
claiming instructions. Therefore, reimbursement claims for the 1996-97 through 1999-00 
fiscal years and an estimated claim for the 2000-01 fiscal year must be filed with the SCO 
and must be delivered or postmarked on or before August 28, 2001. Thereafter, having 
received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file an annual reimbursement 
claim by January 15 of the following fiscal year. Claims filed after the deadline will be 
reduced by a late penalty of10%, not to exceed $1,000. 
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Costs for all initial reimbursement claims must be filed separately according to the fiscal year • 
in which the costs were incurred. However, the initial claims will be considered as one claim 
for the purpose of computing the late claim penalty. Do not prorate the penalty among fiscal 
years. If the claims are late, the penalty should be applied to a single fiscal year. 

In order for a claim to be considered properly filed, it must include any specific supporting 
documentation requested in the instructions. Claims filed more than one year after the 
deadline or without the requested supporting documentation will not be accepted. 

B. Estimated Claims 

Unless otherwise specified in the claiming instructions, school districts are not required to 
provide cost schedules and supporting documents with an estimated claim if the estimated 
amount does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than I 0%. Claimants 
can simply enter the estimated amount on form F AM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated 
claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than I 0%, claimants must 
complete supplemental claim forms to support their estimated costs as specified for the 
program to explain the reason for the increased costs. If no explanation supporting the higher 
estimate is provided with the claim, it will automatically be adjusted to I I 0% of the previous 
fiscal year's actual costs. 

Estimated claims filed with the SCO must be postmarked by January I 5 of the fiscal year in 
which costs will be incurred. However, 2000-01 estimated claims must be filed with the SCO 
and postmarked by August 28, 2001. Timely filed claims will be paid before late claims. 

Minimum Claim Cost 

GC § 17564(a) provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to§ 17561 unless such a claim 
exceeds $200 per program per fiscal year. However, any county superintendent of schools, as the 
fiscal agent for the district, may submit a combined claim in excess of $200 on behalf of districts 
within the county even if an individual claim does not exceed $200. A combined claim must 
show the individual claim costs for each eligible district. Once a combined claim is filed, all 
subsequent fiscal years relating to the same mandate must be filed in a combined form. The 
county superintendent receives the reimbursement payment and is responsible for disbursing 
funds to each participating district. A district may withdraw from the combined claim form by 
providing the county superintendent and the SCO with a written notice of its intent to file a 
separate claim at least 180 days prior to the deadline for filing the claim. Claims should be 
rounded to the nearest dollar. 

Reimbursement of Claims 

Initial reimbursement claims will only be reimbursed to the extent that expenditures can be 
supported and if such information is unavailable, claims will be reduced. In addition, ongoing 
reimbursement claims must be supported by documentation as evidence of the expenditures. 
Examples of documentation may include, imt are not limited to, employee time records that 
identify mandate activities, payroll records, invoices, receipts, contracts, travel expense 
vouchers, purchase orders, and caseload statistics. 
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Audit of Costs 

All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if costs are related to the mandate, 
are reasonable and not excessive, and the claim was prepared in accordance with the P's & G's 
adopted by the COSM. If any adjustments are made to a claim, a "Notice of Claim Adjustment," 
specifying the claim component adjusted, the amount adjusted, and the reason for the adjustment, 
will be mailed within 30 days after payment of the claim. 

On-site audits will be conducted by the SCO as deemed necessary. Accordingly, all 
documentation to support actual costs claimed must be retained for a period of two years after 
the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or amended regardless 
of the year of costs incurred. If no funds are appropriated for initial claims at the time the claims 
are filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years from the date of initial payment 
of the claim. Claim documentation shall be made available to the SCO on request. 

Retention of Claiming Instructions 

Claiming instructions and forms should be retained permanently in your Mandated Cost Manual 
for future reference and use in filing claims. These forms should be duplicated to meet your 
filing requirements. You will be notified of updated forms or changes to claiming instructions as 
necessary. For your reference, these and future mandated costs claiming instructions and forms 
can be found on the Internet at www.sco.ca.gov/ard/local/locreim/index.htm. 

Address for Filing Claims 

Submit a signed, original and form FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all other forms and 
supporting documents (no copies necessary) to: 

If delivered by 
U.S. Postal Service: 

Office of the State Controller 
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

3 

If delivered by 
other delivery services: 

Office of the State Controller 
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 
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Adopted: February 22, 200 I 
f:\Mandates\l 997\97tc07\Ps&Gslpg02220 I 

Parameters and Guidelines 

Penal Code Section 13519.7, Subdivisions (a) and (c) 
Statutes of 1993, Chapter 126 

Law Enforcement Sexual Harassment Complaint Procedures and Training 

I. SUMMARY OF MANDATE 

Penal Code Section 13519.7 as added by Statutes of 1993, Chapter 126, requires, in subdivision 
(a), that city police departments, county sheriffs' departments, districts, and state university 
departments follow sexual harassment complaint guidelines developed by the Commission on 
Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST) and, in subdivision (c), that peace officers, who 
completed their basic training before January 1, 1995, receive supplementary training on sexual 
harassment in the workplace by January 1, 1997, 

On September 28, 2000, the Commission on State Mandates (Commission) adopted its Statement 
of Decision on the subject test claim, finding that Penal Code section 13519.7, subdivisions (a) 
and ( c ), constitutes a reimbursable state mandated program as follows: 

"The sexual harassment guidelines, entitled "Sexual Harassment in the Workplace, 
Guidelines and Curriculum, 1994" which were developed by POST in response to Penal 
Code section 13 519. 7, subdivision (a), constitute a reimbursable state mandated program 
within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution and 
Government Code section 17514;" 

"Penal Code section 13519.7, subdivision (c), which requires peace officers to receive a 
one-time, two-hour course on sexual harassment by January 1, 1997, constitutes a 
reimbursable state mandated program within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of 
the California Constitution and Government Code section 17514 when the sexual 
harassment training occurs during the employee's regular working hours, or when the 
sexual harassment training occurs outside the employee's regular working hours and is 
an obligation imposed by an MOU existing on January 1, 1994 (the effective date of the 
statute), which requires the local agency to provide or pay for continuing education 
training, for the following increased 'costs mandated by the state': 

• Salaries, benefits, and incidental expenses for each veteran officer to receive a one
time, two-hour course on sexual harassment; and 

• Costs to present the one-time, two-hour course in the form of materials and trainer 
time." 

1 
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II. ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS 

Cities, counties, city and county, school districts and community college districts that employ 
peace officers, and special districts as defined in Government Code section 17520 that are • 
authorized by statute to maintain a police department. 1 

III. PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT 

Section 17557 of the Government Code, prior to its amendment by Statutes of 1998, Chapter 
681, stated that a test claim must be submitted on or before December 31 following a given fiscal 
year to establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year. This test claim was filed by 
the County of Los Angeles on December 23, 1997. Therefore, costs incurred in implementing 
Statutes of 1993, Chapter 126, after July 1, 1996, are eligible for reimbursement. 

Actual costs for one fiscal year shall be included in each claim. Estimated costs for the 
subsequent year may be included on the same claim, if applicable. Pursuant to section 17561, 
subdivision (d)(l) of the Government Code, all claims for reimbursement shall be submitted 
within 120 days of notification by the State Controller of the enactment of the claim's bill. 

If total costs for a given year do not exceed $200, no reimbursement shall be allowed, except as 
otherwise allowed by Government Code section 17564. 

IV. REIMBURSABLE ACTIVITIES 

A. Sexual Harassment Complaint Procedures 

Local law enforcement agency costs incurred in following the sexual harassment guidelines 
developed by POST are reimbursable as follows: 

One-time Costs 

For the development of a local law enforcement agency's sexual harassment complaint policies 
and procedures, including: 

1. Developing a formal written procedure for the acceptance of complaints from peace officers 
who are the victims of sexual harassment training in the workplace, 

2. Providing a written copy of the local agency's complaint procedure to every peace officer 
employee, 

3. Using definitions and examples of sexual harassment as contained in the Code of Federal 
Regulations (29 CFR 1604.l l) and California Government Code Section 12950, 

4. Identifying the specific steps complainants should follow for initiating a complaint, 

5. Addressing supervisory/management responsibilities to intervene and/or initiate an 
investigation when possible sexual harassment is observed in the workplace, 

6. Stating that agencies must attempt to prevent retaliation, and under the law, sanctions can be 
imposed if complainants and/or witnesses are subjected to retaliation, 

7. Identifying parties to whom the incident should/may be reported, allowing complainant to 
circumvent their normal chain of command in order to report a sexual harassment incident, 
including stating that the complainant is always entitled to go directly to the California 
Department of Fair Employment Housing (DFEH) and/ or the Federal Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) to file a complaint, 

1 Penal Code section 13507 defines "district" to include the school districts, community college districts, and special 
districts authorized by statute to maintain a police department for purposes of the chapter on local officer standards 
and training. 
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8. Requiring that all complaints shall be fully documented by the person receiving the 
complaint, 

9. Requiring that all sexual harassment prevention training shall be documented for each person 
and maintained in an appropriate file. 

B. Sexual Harassment Training 

Local law enforcement agency costs incurred in conducting sexual harassment training during 
their employee's regular working hours, or outside the employee's regular working hours and is 
an obligation imposed by an MOU existing on January I, 1994 which requires that the local 
agency provide or pay for continuing education training, are reimbursable. 

Claimant-Sponsored Training 

Costs incurred in conducting a one-time, two-hour supplementary training class on sexual 
harassment in the workplace for each peace officer who completed basic training before 
January 1, 1995, are reimbursable as follows: 

1. Training the trainers to conduct the training, 

2. Obtaining training materials including, but not limited to, training videos and audio visual 
aids, 

3. A one-time, two-hour sexual harassment training course for each peace officer veteran that 
includes: 

a. Instructor time to prepare and teach the two-hour sexual harassment class, 

b. Trainee time to attend the two-hour sexual harassment class . 

Outside Training 

Costs incurred in attending a one-time, two-hour outside training class which meets the 
requirements of the mandated training on sexual harassment in the workplace for peace officers, 
who completed their basic training before January I, 1995, are reimbursable as follows: 

I. Trainee time to attend the one-time, two-hour sexual harassment class, 

2. Training fees for each peace officer attending the one-time, two-hour class, 

3. Purchase of training materials for each peace officer attending the one-time, two-hour class. 

V. CLAIM PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION 

Claims for reimbursement must be timely filed and identify each cost element for which 
reimbursement is claimed under this mandate. Claimed costs must be identified to each 
reimbursable activity identified in Section IV of this document and they must be supported by 
the following cost element information: 

A. Direct Cost 

Direct cost are defined as cost that can be traced to specific goods, services, units, programs, 
activities or functions and shall be supported by the following cost element information: 

I . Salaries and Benefits 

Identify the employee(s), and/or show the classification of the employee(s) involved. Describe 
the reimbursable activities performed and specify the actual time devoted to each reimbursable 
activity by each employee, productive hourly rate and related fringe benefits. 

3 
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Reimbursement for personal services includes compensation paid for salaries, wages and 
employee fringe benefits. Employee fringe benefits include regular compensation paid to an 
employee during periods of authorized absences (e.g., annual leave, sick leave) and the 
employer's contribution of social security, pension plans, insurance and worker's compensation 
insurance. Fringe benefits are eligible for reimbursement when distributed equitably to all job 
activities, which the employee performs. 

2. Materials and Supplies 

Only expenditures that can be identified as direct costs of this mandate may be claimed. List the 
cost of the materials and supplies consumed specifically for the purposes of this mandate. 
Purchases shall be claimed at the actual price after deducting cash discounts, rebates and 
allowances received by the claimant. Supplies that are withdrawn from inventory shall be 
charged based on a recognized method of costing, consistently applied. 

3. Contract Services 

Provide the name(s) of the contractor(s) who performed the services, including any fixed 
contract for services. Describe the reimbursable activity (ies) performed by each named 
contractor and give the number of actual hours spent on the activities, if applicable. Show the 
inclusive dates when services were performed and itemize all costs for those services. 

4. Fixed Assets 

List the costs of the fixed assets that have been acquired specifically for the purpose of this 
mandate. If the fixed asset is utilized in some way not directly related to the mandated program, 
only the pro-rata portion of the asset, which is used for the purposes of the mandated program, is 
eligible for reimbursement. 

5. Travel 

Travel expenses for mileage, per diem, lodging and other employee entitlements are eligible for 
reimbursement in accordance with the rules of the local jurisdiction. Provide the name(s) of the 
traveler(s), purpose of the travel, inclusive dates and times of travel, destination points and travel 
costs. 

6. Training 

The cost of training an employee to perform the mandated activities as specified in section IV of 
these parameters and guidelines, is eligible for reimbursement. Identify the employee(s) by 
name and job classification. Provide the title and subject of the training session, the date(s) 
attended and the location. Reimbursable costs may include salaries and benefits of trainees and 
trainers, registration fees, transportation, lodging, per diem, and incidental audiovisual aids. If 
the training encompasses subjects broader than this mandate, only the pro rata portion of the 
training costs can be claimed. 

B. Indirect Costs 

Indirect costs are defined as costs which are incurred for a common or joint purpose, benefiting 
more than one program and are not directly assignable to a particular department or program 
without efforts disproportionate to the result achieved. Indirect costs may include both (I) 
overhead costs of the unit performing the mandate; and (2) the costs of central government 
services distributed to other departments based on a systematic and rational basis through a cost 
allocation plan. 
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I. Special Districts, Counties and Cities 

Compensation for indirect costs is eligible for reimbursement utilizing the procedure provided in 
the OMB A-87. Claimants have the option of using 10% of direct labor, excluding fringe 
benefits, or preparing an Indirect Cost Rate Proposal (ICRP) for the department ifthe indirect 
cost rate exceeds 10%. If more than one department is claiming indirect costs for the mandated 
program, each department must have its own ICRP prepared in accordance with OMB A-87. An 
ICRP must be submitted with the claim when the indirect cost rate exceeds 10%. 

2. School Districts 

School districts must use the J-380 (or subsequent replacement) non-restrictive indirect cost rate 
provisionally approved by the California Department of Education. 

3. Community Colleges 

Community colleges have the option of using (1) a federally approved rate, utilizing the cost 
accounting principles from the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21 "Cost 
Principles of Educational Institutions", (2) the rate calculated on State Controller's Form FAM-
29C, or (3) a 7% indirect cost rate. 

VI. SUPPORTING DATA 

For audit purposes, all costs claimed shall be traceable to source documents (e.g., invoices, 
receipts, purchase orders, contracts, worksheets, calendars, declarations) that show evidence of 
the validity of such costs and their relationship to the state mandated program. All 
documentation in support of the claimed costs shall be made available to the State Controller's 
Office, as may be requested, and all reimbursement claims are subject to audit during the period 
specified in Government Code section 17558.5, subdivision (a) . 

VII. OFFSETTING SAVINGS AND OTHER REIMBURSEMENT 

Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences as a direct result of the subject mandate shall be 
deducted from the costs claimed. In addition, reimbursement for this mandate received from any 
source, including but not limited to, federal funds and other state funds shall be identified and 
deducted from this claim. 

VIII. STATE CONTROLLER'S OFFICE REQUIRED CERTIFICATION 

An authorized representative of the claimant shall be required to provide a certification of the 
claim, as specified in the State Controller's Office claiming instructions, for those costs 
mandated by the State contained herein. 

IX. PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES AMENDMENTS 

Pursuant to Title 2, California Code of Regulations, section 1183 .2, Parameters and Guidelines 
amendments filed before the deadline for initial claims as specified in the Claiming Instructions 
shall apply to all years eligible for reimbursement as defined in the original parameters and 
guidelines. A Parameters and Guidelines amendment filed after the initial claiming deadline 
must be submitted on-0r before January 15, following a fiscal year in order to establish eligibility 
for reimbursement for that fiscal year . 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

CLAIM FOR PAYMENT For State Controller Use Only Program 

• 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 (19) Program Number 00194 

194 LAW ENFORCEMENT SEXUAL (20) Date Filed __ / __ / __ 

HARASSMENT TRAINING (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) (21) LRS Input __ ! __ ! __ 

I' (01) Claimant Identification Number " Reimbursement Claim Data L 
A (02) Claimant Name 
B (22) LESH-1, (04)(a) 
E 
L County of Location 

(23) LESH-1, (04)(b) 

H Street Address or P.O. Box Suite 
E (24) LESH-1, (05)(A)(1 )(f) 
R 

E City State Zip Code 
(25) LESH-1, (05)(8)(1)(1) 

'- ~ 

Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (26) LESH-1, (05)(8)(2)(1) 

(03) Estimated D (09) Reimbursement D (27) LESH-1, (07) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined D (28) 

(05) Amended D (11) Amended D (29) 

Fiscal Year of Cost (06) 20_/20_ (12) 20_/20 -- (30) 

Total Claimed Amount (07) (13) (31) 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000 (14) (32) 

• Less: Prior Claim Payment Received (15) (33) 

Net Claimed Amount (16) (34) 

Due from State (08) (17) (35) 

Due to State (18) (36) 

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code§ 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the local agency to file claims 
with the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 126, Statutes of 1993, certify under penalty of perjury that I have not violated 
any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by Chapter 
126, Statutes of 1993. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or actual 
costs for the mandated program of Chapter 126, Statutes of 1993, set forth on the attached statements. 

Signature of Authorized Officer Date 

• Type or Pnnt Name Title 
(38) Name of Contact Person for Claim 

Telephone Number ( ) - Ext. 

E-Mail Address 

Form FAM-27 (New 4/01) Chapter 126/93 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

Program LAW ENFORCEMENT SEXUAL HARASSMENT TRAINING (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 
FORM 

194 Certification Claim Form 
FAM-27 

Instructions 

(01) Leave blank. 

(02) A set of mailing labels with the claimanrs l.D. number and address was enclosed with the letter regarding the claiming 
instructions. Affix a label in the space shown. If you did not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

(03) If filing an original estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03), Estimated. 

(04) If filing an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04), Combined. 

(05) If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05), Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. 

(07) Enter the amount of estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous yea~s actual costs by more than .10%, complete form 
LESH-1 and enter the amount from line (12). 

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07). 

(09) If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09), Reimbursement. 

(10) If filing an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an" X "in the box on line (10), Combined. 

(11) If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (11 ), Amended. 

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

(13) Enter the amount of reimbursement claim from form LESH-1, line (12). 

(14) Filing Deadline. Initial Claims of Ch. 126/93. If the reimbursement claims for fiscal years 1996-97 through 1999-00 are filed 
after August 28, 2001, the claims must be reduced by a late penalty. Costs for all initial reimbursement claims must be filed 
separately according to the fiscal year in which the costs were incurred. However, the initial claims will be considered as one 
claim for the purpose of computing the late claim penalty. Do not prorate the penalty among the fiscal years. If the claims are 
late, the penalty should be applied to a single fiscal year. Enter either the product of multiplying the sum total of line (13) for all 
applicable FAM-27's by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty) or $1,000, whichever is less. 

In subsequent years, reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs were incurred 
or the claims shall be reduced by a late penalty. Enter etther the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty) 
or $1,000, whichever is less. 

(15) If filing a reimbursement claim and a claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for the claim. 
Otherwise. enter a zero. 

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enter that amount on line (17), Due from State. 

(18) if line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative, enter that amount in line (18), Due to State. 

(19) to (21) Leave blank. 

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for 
the reimbursement claim, e.g., LESH-1, (05)(A)(1)(f), means the information is located on form LESH-1, block (05), component 
(A), line (1 ), column (f). Enter the information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded 
to the nearest dollar, i.e., no cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent 
symbol, i.e., 8.19% should be shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process. 

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, sig'ned by the agency's authorized officer, and 
must include the person's name and tttle, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by a signed 
certification. 

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person to contact if addttional information is required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED, ORIGINAL FORM'FAM-27 WITH ALL 'OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (NO COPIES 
NECESSARY) TO: 

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Form FAM-27 (New 4/01) 

Address, if delivered by other delivery service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 
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Program MANDATED COSTS 
FORM 

194 LAW ENFORCEMENT SEXUAL HARASSMENT TRAINING (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 
LESH-1 

CLAIM SUMMARY • (01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement CJ 
Estimated CJ 19_/20 -

(03) Department Leave blank. 

Claim Statistics 

(04) Number of peace officers who received supplementary training on sexual harassment through: 

(a) Claimant-sponsored training during the fiscal year of the claim 

(b) Outside training during the fiscal year of the claim 

Direct Costs Object Accounts 

(05) Reimbursable Components (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Salaries Services Fixed Travel 
and and Assets and Total 

A. One-Time Costs Benefits Supplies Training 

• 1. Develop Policies & Procedures 

B. Ongoing Costs 

1. Claimant-Sponsored Training 

2. Outside Training 

(06) Total Direct Costs 

Indirect Costs 

(07) Indirect Cost Rate [From J-380 or J-580] % 

(08) Total Indirect Costs [Line (06)(e) x line (07)] 

(09) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (06)(e) + line (08)] 

Cost Reduction 

(10) Less: Offsetting Savings 

• ( 11) Less: Other Reimbursements 

(12) Total Claimed Amount [Line (09) - {line (10) + line (11)}] 

New 4/01 Chapter 126/93 
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Program MANDATED COSTS 
FORM 

194 LAW ENFORCEMENT SEXUAL HARASSMENT TRAINING (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 
LESH-1 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year of costs. 

Form LESH-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form LESH-1 if you are filing 
an estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more 
than 10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the 
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, form LESH-1 must 
be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the 
high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) Department. Leave blank. 

(04) (a) Enter the number of peace officers who received supplementary training on sexual harassment in 
the workplace through claimant-sponsored training during the fiscal year of the claim. 

(b) Enter the number of peace officers who received supplementary training on sexual harassment in 
the workplace through outside training during the fiscal year of the claim. 

(05) Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the total from form LESH-2, line 
(05), columns (d) through (g) to form LESH-1, block (05), columns (a) through (d) in the appropriate 
row. Total each row. 

(06) Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through (e). 

(07) Indirect Cost Rate. For school districts and county offices of education, enter the indirect cost rate from 
the Department of Education form J-380 or J-580, as applicable for the fiscal year of costs. Community 
college districts have the option of using a federally approved rate, the rate calculated on the State 
Controller's Office form FAM-29C, or 7%. 

(08) Total Indirect Costs. Multiply Total Direct Costs, line (06)(e), by the Indirect Cost Rate, line (07). 

(09) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (06)(e), and Total Indirect 
Costs, line (08). 

(10) Less: Offsetting Savings. If applicable, enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct 
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim. 

(11) Less: Other Reimbursements. If applicable, enter the amount of other reimbursements received from 
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds, 
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the 
reimbursement sources and amounts. 

(12) Total Claimed Amount. From Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (09), subtract the sum of Offsetting 
Savings, line (10), and Other Reimbursements, line (11 ). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the 
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim or line (13) for the Reimbursement 
Claim. 
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Program MANDATED COSTS 

• 194 LAW ENFORCEMENT SEXUAL HARASSMENT TRAINING (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

FORM 

LESH-2 

• 

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year 

(03) Reimbursable Components: Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed. 

One-Time Costs: c:::::::::J Develop Policies and Procedures 

Ongoing Costs: c:::::::::J Claimant-Sponsored Training 

(04) Description of Expenses: Complete columns (a) through (g).1 

~) (~ (~ (d) 

Employee Names, Job 
Classifications, Functions Performed, 

and Description of Expenses 

(05) Total c:::::::::J Subtotal c:::::::::J 
New 4/01 

Hourly 
Rate 

or 
Unit Cost 

Hours 
Worked 

or 
Quantity 

Page: __ of __ 

Salaries 
and 

Benefits 

c:::::::::J Outside Training 

Object Accounts 

(e) (f) 

Services 
and 

Supplies 

Fixed 
Assets 

(g) 

Travel 
and 

Training 

Chapter 126/93 
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Program LAW ENFORCEMENT SEXUAL HARASSMENT TRAINING (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 
FORM 

194 COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 
LESH-2 

Instructions 

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Fiscal Year. Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred. 

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box which indicates the cost component being claimed. Check 
only one box per form. A separate form LESH-2 shall be prepared for each applicable component. 

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support 
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box "checked" in block (03), enter the 
employee names, position titles, a brief description of the activities performed, actual time spent by 
each employee, productive hourly rates, fringe benefits, supplies used, contract services, travel and 
training expenses. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) must be of sufficient detail to 
explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, all supporting documents 
must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than two years after the end of the calendar 
year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. If no funds are 
appropriated for the initial payment at the time the claims are filed, supporting documents must be 
retained for two years from the date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be made 
available to the State Controller's Office on request. 

Object/ Columns Submit these 

Sub object supporting 
documents Accounts (a) (b) (C) (d) (e) (f) (g) with the claim 

Salaries and Salaries;: 
Benefits Employee Hourty Hours 

Hourty Rate 
Name Rate Workeo 

Salaries x Hours Worked 

Title 

Benefit Benefits= 
Benefits 

Rate 
Benefit Rate 

Activities x Salaries 

Services and 
Description 

Cost= 
Supplies 

of 
Unit Quantity Unit Cost 

Supplies Useo 
Cost Useo x Quantity 

Supplies Useo 

Name of Hours Worked Itemized 
Contract Contractor Hourty Cost of 
Services Rale Inclusive Dates Services Invoice 

Specific Tasks 
of Service Perfonmeo Perfonmed 

Description of Itemized Cost 
Fixed Assets Equipment Unit Cosl Usage of Equipment Invoice 

Purchased Purchased 

Travel and Purpose of Trip Per Diem Rate Days Cost= Rate x 

Training Name and Title Days or Miles 
Mileage Rate Miles 

Departure and or Total 
Travel Return Date Travel Cost Travel Mode Travel Cost 

Employee 

Training Namemtte Dates Registration 
Attended Fee 

Name of Class 

(05) Total line (04), columns (d) through (g) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to 

• 

• 

indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the • 
component/activity costs, number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d) through (g) to 
form LESH-1, block (05), columns (a) through (d) in the appropriate row. 
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• Mandate Reimbursement Process 

• 

• 

(School Districts) 

1. Summary of Chapter 486n5 and 1459/84 

Chapter 486, Statutes of 1975, established the Board of Control's authority to hear and make 
determinations on claims submitted by local governments that allege costs mandated by the State. In 
addition, Chapter 486175 contains provisions authorizing the State Controller's Office to receive, 
review, and pay reimbursement claims for mandated costs submitted by local governments. 

Chapter 1459, Statutes of 1984, created the Commission on State Mandates, which replaced the 
Board of Control with respect to hearing mandated cost claims. This law established the "sole and 
exclusive procedure" by which a local agency is allowed to claim reimbursement as required by 
Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California Constitution for State Mandates under Government Code 
Section 17552. 

Together these laws establish the process by which local agencies are to receive reimbursement for 
state mandated programs. As such, they prescribe the procedures that must be followed before 
mandated costs are to be recognized. They also dictate reimbursement activities by requiring local 
agencies to file claims according to instructions issued by the State Controller's Office. 

On March 27, 1986, the Commission on State Mandates determined that Chapter 486, Statutes of 
1975, and Chapter 1459, Statutes of 1984, resulted in state mandated costs that are reimbursable 
pursuant to Part 7 (commencing with Government Code Section 17500) of Division 4 of Title 2. 

2. Eligible Claimants 

Any school district, county office of education, or community college district that incurs increased 
costs as a direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs. 

3. Appropriations 

These claiming instructions are issued following the adoption of the program's parameters and 
guidelines by the Commission on State Mandates. To determine if funding is available for the current 
fiscal year refer to the schedule, "Appropriations for State Mandated Cost Programs" in the "Annual 
Claiming Instructions for State Mandated Costs" issued in October of each year to county 
superintendents of schools and superintendents of schools. 

4. Types of Claims 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims 

A claimant may file a reimbursement and/or estimated claim. A reimbursement claim details the 
costs actually incurred for a prior fiscal year. An estimated claim shows the costs to be incurred 
for the current fiscal year. 

B. Minimum Claim 

A claim for reimbursement or an estimate must exceed $200 per year. However, a county as 
fiscal agent for the school district, may submit a combined claim in excess of $200 on behalf of 
districts within the county even if an individual district's claim does not exceed $200. The 
combined claim must show the individual claim costs for each district. Once a combined claim is 
filed, all subsequent claims for the same mandate must be filed in a combined form. A school 
district may withdraw from the combined claim form by providing a written notice to the county 
superintendent of schools and the State Controller's Office, of its intent to file a separate claim at 
least 180 days prior to the deadline for filing a claim. 
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5. Filing Deadline 

Refer to item 3 "Appropriations" to determine if the program is funded for the current fiscal year. If 
funding is available, an estimated claim must be filed with the State Controller's Office and 
postmarked by January 15 of the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. Timely filed estimated 
claims will be paid before late claims. 

After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a reimbursement claim 
by January 15 of the following fiscal year regardless whether the payment was more or less than the 
actual costs. If the school district fails to file a reimbursement claim, monies received must be 
returned to the State. If no estimated claim was filed, the district may file a reimbursement claim 
detailing the actual costs incurred for the fiscal year, provided there was an appropriation for the 
program for that fiscal year. (See item 3 above). 

A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed with the State Controller's Office and 
postmarked by January 15 following the fiscal year in which the costs were incurred. If the claim is 
filed after the deadline but by January 15 of the succeeding fiscal year, the approved claim will be 
reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the 
deadline will not be accepted. 

6. Reimbursable Activities 

Eligible claimants will be reimbursed for costs incurred in the filing of successful test claims and 
reimbursement claims. The purpose of a test claim is to establish that local governments (counties, 
cities, school districts, special districts, etc.,) cannot be made financially whole unless all state 
mandated costs, both direct and indirect, are reimbursed. Since local costs would not have been 
incurred for test claims and reimbursement claims but for implementing state imposed mandates, all 
resulting costs are recoverable. 

A. Test Claims 

All costs of successful test claims presented to the Commission on State Mandates are 
reimbursable, including unsuccessful test claims if an adverse Commission ruling is later 
reversed as a result of a court order. The following costs would be reimbursable: 

Accumulated costs (current and prior years) for presenting a test claim which was successful 
shall be claimed in the fiscal year in which the Commission determines a reimbursable mandate 
exists for the program. After a successful test claim, costs incurred for developing parameters 
and guidelines, and necessary cost data for the program shall be claimed in the fiscal year in 
which costs were incurred. 

(1) Preparing and Presenting Test Claims 

The costs of preparing and presenting test claims to the Commission and the additional costs 
of litigation, if an unsuccessful test claim is later revised by a court order. 

(2) Developing Parameters and Guidelines 

The costs of developing parameters and guidelines for the successful test claim. 

(3) Collection of Cost Data 

The collection of cost data to determine the statewide impact of the successful test claim. 

( 4) Drafting Claiming Instructions 

The costs of assisting the State Controller's Office in drafting the required claiming 
instructions. 

B. Reimbursement Claims 

(1) Preparation of the Claim 

Revised 10/99 Chapter 486/75, Page 2 of 6 
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All costs incurred for the preparation and submission of successful reimbursement claims to 
the State Controller's Office are claimable. 

(2) Classes for Claim Preparation 

The costs of attending classes designed to assist the claimant in identifying and correctly 
preparing the required documentation for a specific mandate are reimbursable. Allowable 
costs include, but are not limited to, salaries and benefits, transportation, registration fees 
and per diem. 

Please note that costs of preparing and submitting reimbursement claims should be claimed 
in the fiscal year in which costs were incurred rather than in the fiscal year of the program 
cost. 

For example, the initial filing deadline for Chapter 1117/84, Airport Land Use, for the 
increased costs incurred in the 1985/86 through 1988/89 fiscal years was May 15, 1990. The 
costs would be incurred in the 1989/90 fiscal year to prepare and file reimbursement claims 
for all four fiscal years. Therefore, the costs should be identified in the 1989/90 Mandate 
Reimbursement Process claim. 

C. Incorrect Reduction Claims 

If a claimant files a successful appeal with the Commission on State Mandates regarding the 
incorrect reduction of a claim and the Commission rules for the claimant, the following costs are 
reimbursable: 

( 1) Preparation of the Claim 

All costs incurred for the preparation and submission of a claim to the State Controller's 
Office . 

(2) Presentation to the Commission 

The costs of presenting a successful incorrect reduction claim to the Commission. 

Accumulated costs (current and prior years) to present a successful incorrect reduction claim 
shall be claimed in the fiscal year in which the Commission determined that the claim was 
incorrectly reduced. 

7. Reimbursement Limitations 

A. b.&9;1 sg&ti r::igt &xsa&QiR9 $QO fi?&F Rg1.1r '"ill Iii& S9R&id&r:&&i ~ir=Rbwr:sabl&; &t.ib-j&st tg pr9Ji?liF 

QQQWR::)8Rt:ati9R. 4 R)' iil~QWRt 8XQ88'1iR9 $QQ fi?&F Rg1.1r ·uill b& &l.l~&;t tg J:&"i&t" aRd &1.19&&'JW&Rt 

appr:g"al by ti:!& ataw Cr;iRtrr;illar. 

B. Reimbursement limitation for independent contractor costs is detailed under Item 8.A.(3)(a) of 
these claiming instructions for the preparation and submission of reimbursement claims. 

C. Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source (e.g. federal, 
state grants, foundations, etc.,) as a result of this mandate shall be identified and deducted so 
only net local costs are claimed. 

8. Claiming Forms and Instructions 

The diagram, "Illustration of Claim Forms," provides a graphical presentation of forms required to be 
filed with a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated report in substitution for forms MRP-1 
and MRP-2 provided the format of the report and data fields contained within the report are identical 
to the claim forms included in these instructions. The claim forms provided with these instructions 
should be duplicated and used by the claimant to file estimated or reimbursement claims. The State 
Controller's Office will revise the manual and claim forms as necessary. In such instances, new 
replacement forms will be placed on the Internet for immediate access by claimants. 
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A. Form MRP-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail 

This form is used to segregate the detailed costs by claim component. A separate form MRP-2 
must be completed for each cost component being claimed. Costs reported on this form must be 
supported as follows: 

(1) Salaries and Benefits 

Identify the employee(s) and/or show the classification of each employee(s) involved. 
Describe the mandated functions performed by each employee and specify the actual time 
spent, the productive hourly rate, and related fringe benefits. 

Reimbursement of personnel services includes compensation paid for salaries, wages, and 
employee fringe benefits. Employee fringe benefits include regular compensation paid to an 
employee during periods of authorized absences (e.g. annual leave, sick leave) and the 
employer's contribution to social security, pension plans, insurance, and workers' 
compensation insurance. Fringe benefits are eligible for reimbursement when distributed 
equitably to all job activities that the employee performs. However, benefit rates must be 
itemized. 

Source documents may include, but are not limited to, employee time records that show the 
employee's actual time spent on this mandate. 

(2) Materials and Supplies 

Only expenditures that can be identified as a direct result of this mandate may be claimed. 
List the cost of materials consumed or expended specifically for the purpose of this mandate. 
The cost of materials and supplies that are not used exclusively for the mandate is limited to 
the pro rata portion used to comply with this mandate. Purchases shall be claimed at the 
actual price after deducting cash discounts, rebates, and allowances received by the 
claimant. Supplies that are withdrawn from inventory shall be charged based on a recognized 
method of costing, consistently applied. 

Source documents may include, but are not limited to, invoices, receipts, purchase orders, 
and other documents evidencing the validity of the expenditures. 

(3) Contract Services 

Costs incurred for contract services and/or legal counsel that assist in the preparation, 
submission, and/or presentation of claims are recoverable. 

Give the name(s) of the contractor(s) who performed the services. Describe the activities 
performed by each named contractor, actual time spent on this mandate, inclusive dates 
when services were performed, and itemize all costs for services performed. Attach 
consultant invoices with the claim. 

Source documents may include, but are not limited to, contracts, invoices, and other 
documents evidencing the validity of the expenditures. 

Limitation on reimbursement for independent contractor costs for the preparation and 
submission of reimbursement claims. 

(a) If a school district contracts with an independent contractor for the preparation and 
submission of reimbursement claims, the costs reimbursable by the state for that purpose 
shall not exceed the lesser of ( 1) 10 percent of the amount of the claims prepared and 
submitted by the independent contractor, or (2) the actual costs that would necessarily 
have been incurred for that purpose if performed by employees of the school district. 

Revised 10/99 

The maximum amount of reimbursement provided for an independent contractor may be 
exceeded only if the school district establishes, by appropriate documentation and 
governing board certification, that the preparation and submission of these claims could 
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not have been accomplished without the incurring of the additional costs claimed by the 
school district. 

(b) Costs incurred for contract services and/or legal counsel that assist in the preparation, 
submission, and/or presentation of claims are recoverable within the limitations imposed 
under (a) above. Provide copies of the invoices and/or claims that were paid. For the 
preparation and submission of claims pursuant to Government Code Sections 17561 and 
17564, submit an estimate of the actual costs that would have been incurred for that 
purpose if performed by employees of the school district. This cost estimate is to be 
certified by the governing body or its designee. 

If reimbursement is sought for independent contractor costs that are in excess of [Test 
(1)] ten percent of the claims prepared and submitted by the independent contractor or 
[Test (2) ) the actual costs that necessarily would have been incurred for that purpose if 
performed by employees of the school district, appropriate documentation must be 
submitted to show that the preparation and submission of these claims could not have 
been accomplished without the incurring of the additional costs claimed by the district. 
Appropriate documentation includes the record of dates and time spent by staff of the 
contractor for the preparation and submission of claims on behalf of the school district, 
the contractor's billed rates and an explanation of reasons for exceeding Test (1) and/or 
Test (2). In the absence of appropriate documentation, reimbursement is limited to the 
lesser of Test (1) and/or Test (2). No reimbursement shall be permitted for the cost of 
contracted services without the submission of an estimate of actual costs by the district. 

(4) Training 

(a) Classes 

Include the cost of classes designed to assist the claimant in identifying and correctly 
preparing state required documentation for specific reimbursable mandates. Such cost 
includes, but is not limited to, salaries and benefits, transportation, registration fees, per 
diem, and related costs incurred as a result of this mandate. 

(b) Commission Workshops 

Participation in workshops convened by the Commission is reimbursable. Such costs 
include, but are not limited to, salaries and benefits, transportation and per diem. This 
does not include reimbursement for participation in rulemaking proceedings. 

For audit purposes all supporting documents must be retained for a period of two years after the 
end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever 
is later. Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller's Office on request. 

B. Form MRP-1, Claim Summary 

This form is used to summarize direct costs by claim component and compute the allowable 
indirect costs for the mandate. Claim statistics shall identify the work performed for which costs 
are claimed. The claimant must give the chapter/statute and name of each mandated program. If 
claiming the cost of a successful test claim or incorrect reduction claim, give the date when the 
claim was heard by the Commission on State Mandates. Direct costs on this form are derived 
from form MRP-2 and carried forwarQ to form FAM-27. 

Indirect costs may be computed as 10% of direct labor costs, excluding fringe benefits. If an 
indirect cost rate of greater than 10% is used, include the Indirect Cost Rate Proposal (ICRP) with 
the claim. If more than one department is involved in the mandated program, each department 
must have their own ICRP . 
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C. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

This form contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized officer of the local agency. 
All applicable information from form MRP-1 must be carried forward to this form in order for the 
State Controller's Office to process the claim for payment. 

Form MRP-2 

ComponenUActivity 

Cost Detail 

.... 

~' 

Form MRP-1 

Claim Summary 

1 • 

FAM -27 

Claim 

for Payment 

Revised 10/99 

Illustration of Claim Forms 

Fonn MRP-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail 

Complete a separate form MRP-2 for each cost 
component listed below. Claimable activ~ies are 
identified for each component. 

A. Test Claims 

1. Preparing and Presenting Test Claims 
2. Developing parameters and Guidelines 
3. Collection of Cost Data 
4. Drafting Claiming Instructions 

B. Reimbursement Claims 

1. Preparation of the Claim 
2. Classes for Claim Preparation 

C. Incorrect Reduction Claim 

1. Preparation of the Claim 
2. Presentation to the Commission 
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CLAIM FOR PAYMENT For State Controller Use Only Program 

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 (19) Program Number 00042 

042 MANDATE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS (20) Date Filed __ ! __ ! __ 

(SCHOOL DISTRICTS) (21) LRS Input __ ! __ ! __ • r (01) Claimant Identification Number " Reimbursement Claim Data L 
A (02) Claimant Name 
B (22) MRP-1, (03)(a) 
E 
L County of Location 

(23) MRP-1, (03)(b) 

H Street Address or P.O. Box Suite 
E (24) MRP-1, (03)(c) 
R 
E City State Zip Code 

(25) MRP-1, (04)(1)(d) 
\.. ~ 

Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (26) MRP-1, (04)(2)(d) 

(03) Estimated D (09) Reimbursement D (27) MRP-1, (04)(3)(d) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined D (28) MRP-1, (06) 

(05) Amended D (11) Amended D (29) 

Fiscal Year of Cost (06) 20_120 -- (12) 20_/20 -- (30) 

Total Claimed Amount (07) (13) (31) 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, notto exceed $1,000 (14) (32) 

• Less: Prior Claim Payment Received (15) (33) 

Net Claimed Amount (16) (34) 

Due from State (08) (17) (35) 

Due to State (18) (36) 

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code § 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the local agency to file claims 
with the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 486, Statutes of 1975, and Chapter 1459, Statutes of 1894, and certify under 
penalty of perjury that I have not violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by Chapter 
486, Statutes of 1975, and Chapter 1459, Statutes of 1894. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or actual 
costs for the mandated program of Chapter 486, Statutes of 1975, and Chapter 1459, Statutes of 1894, set forth on the attached 
statements. 

Signature of Authorized Officer Date 

• Type or Print Name Title 
(38) Name of Contact Person for Claim 

( ) Telephone Number - Ext. 

E-Mail Address 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) Chapters 486/75 and 1459/84 
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School Mandated Cost Manual 

Program 

042 
MANDATE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 

Certification Claim Form 
Instructions 

(01) Use mailing label or leave blank. 

FORM 
FAM-27 

(02) A set of mailing labels with the claimanfs l.D. number and address was enclosed with the letter regarding the claiming 
instructions. The mailing labels are designed to speed processing and prevent common errors that delay payment. Affix a label in 
the space shown on form FAM-27. Cross out any errors and print the correct information on the label. Add any missing address 
items, except county of location and a person's name. If you did not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

(03) If filing an original estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated. 

(04) If filing an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04) Combined. 

(05) If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. 

(07) Enter the amount of estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete forms 
MRP-1 and enterthe amount from line (11). 

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07). 

(09) If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement. 

(1 O) If filing an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (10) Combined. 

(11) If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended. 

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed. 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

(13) Enter the amount of the reimbursement claim from forms MRP-1, line (11). 

(14) 

(15) 

Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs were incurred or the claims shall be 
reduced by a late penalty. Enter either the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty) or $1,000, whichever 
is less. 

If filing a reimbursement claim and a claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for the claim. 
Otherwise, enter a zero. 

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

(17) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is positive, enter that amount on line (17) Due from State. 

(18) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is negative, enter that amount in line (18) Due to State. 

(19) to (21) leave blank. 

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for 
the reimbursement claim, e.g., MRP-1, (03)(a), means the information is located on form MRP-1, block (03), column (a). Enter 
the information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, i.e., no 
cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should be 
shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process. 

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and 
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by a signed 
certification. 

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person to contact if additional information is required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED, ORIGINAL FORM FAM-27 WITH ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (NO COPIES 
NECESSARY) TO: 

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) 

Address, if delivered by other delivery service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Chapters 486/75 and 1459/84 

• 

• 

• 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

• 
MANDATED COSTS 

FORM 
MANDATE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 
MRP-1 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement CJ 
Estimated CJ 19 /20 

Claim Statistics 

(03) Chapter Name and Number of Mandates (a} (b) (c) 
Test Reimbursement Incorrect 

Claims Claims Reduction 
Claims 

Total Number of Claims Filed 

• Direct Costs Object Accounts 

(04) Reimbursable Components (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Salaries Materials & Travel & Contract 
Total & Benefits Supplies Training Services 

1. Test Claims 

2. Reimbursement Claims 

3. Incorrect Reduction Claims 

(05) Total Direct Costs 

Indirect Costs 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate From J-380, J-580, or FAM-29C % 

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (06) x {line (05)(e} - line (05}(d)}] 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (05)(e) + line (07)] 

Cost Reduction 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

• (10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (OB) - {line (09) + line (1 O)}] 

Revised 9/00 Chapters 486175 and 1459/84 
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School Mandated Cost Manual State Controller's Office 

MANDATE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS 

Certification Claim Form 

Instructions 

FORM 

MRP-1 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred or are to be incurred. Form MRP-1 must be filed for 
a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form MRP-1 if you are filing an estimated claim and the 
estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%. Simply enter the 
amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated claim exceeds the 
previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, form MRP-1 must be completed and a statement 
attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the high estimated claim will 
automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) Test Claims: Enter the chapter/statute or state regulation and program name. Give the date when the 
successful test claim was heard by the Commission on State Mandates. Enter an "x" in column (a) for 
each program. 

(04) 

Reimbursement Claims: List each chapter/statute or state regulation and program name that is 
included in the claim preparation costs. Enter an "x" in column (b) for each program. 

Incorrect Reduction Claims: Enter the chapter/statute or state regulation and program name. Give 
the date when the successfully appealed incorrect reduction claim was heard by the Commission on 
State Mandates. Enter an "-X:' in column (a) for each program. 

Total the "x"'s in each column. (Attach a separate schedule if more space is needed to meet your 
requirements). 

Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the total from form MRP-2, line 
(05), columns (d), (e), (f), and (g) to form MRP-1, block (04) columns (a), (b), (c), and (d) in the 
appropriate row. Total each row and enter in column (e). 

(05) Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through (e). 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate. Enter the indirect cost rate from the Department of Education form J-380, J-580, or 
FAM-29C, as applicable, for the fiscal year of costs. 

(07) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying Total Direct Costs, line (05)(e), by the Indirect Cost 
Rate, line (06). 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (05)(e), and Total Indirect 
Costs, line (07). 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct 
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim. 

(10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of other reimbursements received from 
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds, 
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the 
reimbursement sources and amounts. 

(11) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements, 

• 

• 

line (10), from Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (08). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the • 
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim, or line (13) for the Reimbursement 
Claim. 

Chapters 486/75 and 1459/84 Revised 9/00 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

MANDATED COSTS 

MANDATE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS 
FORM 

MRP-2 
•

. COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL ,.._ ___ ____,.. ___ __._____,. 

• 

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year Costs Were Incurred 

(03) Reimbursable Component: Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed. 

C:::J Test Claims C:::J Incorrect Reduction Claims 

C:::J Reimbursement Claims 

(04) Description of Expenses: Complete columns (a) through (g) 

(a) 

Employee Names, Job Classifications, 
Functions Performed, 

and Description of Expenses 

(05) Total C:::J Subtotal C:::J 

(b) 
Hourly 
Rate 

or 
Unit Cost 

Page: __ of __ 

(c) 
Hours 

Worked 
or 

Quantity 

Object Accounts 

(d) (e) (f) 

Salaries Materials Travel 
and and and 

Benefits Supplies Training 

(g) 

Contract 
Services 

Revised 9/00 Chapters 486n5 and 1459/84 
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School Mandated Cost Manual State Controller's Office 

MANDATE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

FORM 

MRP-2 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. If more than one department has incurred costs for the mandate, give the name of 
each department. A form MRP-2 should be completed for each department. 

(02) Enter the fiscal year in which costs were incurred. 

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check only one box per form to indicate the cost component being claimed. A 
separate form MRP-2 shall be prepared for each applicable component. 

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support reimbursable 
costs. Allowable costs for the following cost components include, but are not limited to: 

Object/ 

Test Claim: Salaries and benefits, supplies, consultants, legal services, travel, etc. 

Reimbursement Claim: Salaries and benefits, supplies, contract services, training, etc. 

Incorrect Reduction Claim: Salaries and benefits, supplies. contract services, etc. 

To detail costs under each cost component activity heading, enter the employee names, position titles, a brief 
description of the activities performed, actual time spent by each employee, productive hourly rates, fringe 
benefits, supplies used, contract services, training and travel expenses, etc. If attorney fees are claimed, costs that 
are reasonable and not excessive will be considered reimbursable, subject to proper documentation. For audit 
purposes, all supporting documents must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than two years after 
the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. Such 
documents shall be made available to the State Controller's Office on request. 

Columns Submit these 

Sub object supporting 
documents Accounts (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) with the claim 

Salaries= 

Salaries Employee Hourly Hours Hourty Rate 
Name Rate Worked x 

Hours Worked 

Title Benefits= 

Benefits 
Benefit Hours Benefit Rate 
Rate Worked x 

Activities Salaries 

Cost= . 

Materials Description Unit Quantity 
Unit Cost 

and of Cost Used 
x 

Supplies Supplies Used Quantity 
Used 

Travel and Purpose of Trip Per Diem Rate Days Rate x Days 
Training 

Travel 

Training 

Contract 
Services 

(05) 

Name and Tttle or Miles 
Mileage Rate Miles 

Departure and Total Travel 
Return Date Travel Cost Travel Mode Cost .. 

Employee 
Dates Name and Hie Attended Registration 

Fee 
Name of Class 

. 
. 

Name of Hours Itemized 
Contractor Hourly Worked Cost 

Inclusive of Invoice 
Specific Tasks Rate Dates of . Services 

Performed Service Performed 

Total line (04), columns (d), (e), (f), and (g) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to indicate if 
the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the component costs, number each 
page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d), (e), (f), and (g) to form MRP-1, block (04), columns (a), (b), (c), 
and (d) in the appropriate row. 

Chapters 486/75 and 1459184 Revised 9100 
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OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 

STATE MANDATED COSTS CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS NO. 2000-16 

OPEN MEETINGS ACT (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 

FEBRUARY 5, 2001 

In accordance with Government Code Section (GC §) 17561, eligible claimants may submit 
claims to the State Controller's Office (SCO) for reimbursement of costs incurred for state 
mandated cost programs. The following are claiming instructions and forms that eligible 
claimants will use for the filing of claims for Open Meetings Act. These claiming instructions are 
issued subsequent to the adoption of the program's amended parameters and guidelines 
(P's & G's) by the Commission on State Mandates (COSM). 

GC § 54954.2 as added by Chapter 641, Statutes of 1986, requires the legislative body of the 
district, or its designee, to post an agenda containing a brief general description of each item of 
business to be transacted or discussed at the regular meeting, subject to exceptions stated therein, 
specifying the time and location of the regular meeting and requiring that the agenda be posted at 
least 72 hours before the meeting in a location freely accessible to the public. 

GC § 54954.3 as added by Chapter 641, Statutes of 1986, provides an opportunity for members 
of the public to address the legislative body on specific agenda items or any item of interest that 
is within the subject matter jurisdiction of the legislative body, and this opportunity for comment 
must be stated on the posted agenda. 

On October 22, 1987, the COSM determined that the OMA program establishes costs mandated 
by the state according to the provisions listed in the attached amended P's & G's. For your 
reference, the P's & G's are included as an integral part of the claiming instructions. 

Eligible Claimants 

Any school district, community college district, or County Office of Education that incurs 
increased costs as a direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of those 
costs. 

Reimbursement Options 

Three reimbursement options were established by the COSM for costs incurred during a fiscal 
year: Actual Time, Standard-Time, and Flat-Rate. All meetings of the same type or name must 
be claimed using the same basis for the entire fiscal year. However, the meetings may be claimed 
using a different basis during a subsequent fiscal year. For each type or name of a meeting 
claimed, claimants shall select one of the following reimbursement options: 

A. Actual Time 

Actual costs of administering the Open Meetings Act program in compliance with this 
mandate may be claimed. The following are reimbursable expenditures related to Open 
Meetings Act: Salaries and benefits, services and supplies, and fixed assets. Forms OMA-2A 
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and OMA-3 must be completed to claim actual costs associated with this mandate. Forms • 
OMA-1 and F AM-27 are then used to summarize these costs. 

B. Standard-Time 

In lieu of actual time, a standard-time allowance of 20 or 30 minutes per agenda item, as 
provided for in the P's & G's, shall be used to calculate the cost of each brief agenda that was 
prepared during the fiscal year. This standard-time allowance covers the direct and, if 
applicable, the indirect costs incurred in compliance with this mandate. Forms OMA-2S and 
OMA-3 must be completed to claim standard-time costs associated with this mandate. Forms 
OMA-1 and F AM-27 are then used to summarize these costs. · 

C. Flat-Rate 

In lieu of actual costs, a flat-rate allowance of $100.00 per meeting for the base fiscal year of 
1997-98, as provided for in the P's & G's, shall be used to claim the cost of each brief 
agenda that was prepared during the fiscal year. This flat-rate allowance covers the direct and 
indirect costs incurred in compliance with this mandate and will be adjusted each subsequent 
fiscal year by the Implicit Price Deflator. Forms OMA-2F and OMA-3 must be completed to 
claim flat-rate costs associated with this mandate. Forms OMA-I and FAM-27 are then used 
to summarize these costs. 

Filing Deadlines 

Eligible claimants have the option of filing new reimbursement claims for fiscal years 1997-98 
through 1999-00 for reimbursable activities pursuant to these amended P's & G's. If an eligible 
claimant exercises this option, the new reimbursement claim or claims shall include a reduction 
under "Other Reimbursements" for payments received on the original reimbursement claim for 
the Open Meetings Act mandate for the applicable fiscal year. The SCO will process and pay the 
reimbursement claims, if any, filed by eligible claimants that do not exercise this option pursuant 
to the original P's & G's and the statutory provisions that applied to those claims when filed. 

A. Initial Claims 

Initial claims must be filed within 120 days from the issuance date of claiming 
instructions. Reimbursement claims for the 1997-98 through 1999-00 fiscal years must be 
filed with the SCO and must be delivered or postmarked on or before June 5, 2001. 
Annually thereafter, having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must 
file a reimbursement claim by January 15 of the following fiscal year. Claims filed after 
the deadline will be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000. All initial 
reimbursement claims will be considered as one claim for the purpose of computing the 
late claim penalty. If the claims are late, the penalty should be applied to a single fiscal 
year. Do not prorate the penalty among fiscal years. In order for a claim to be considered 
properly filed, it must include any specific supporting documentation requested in the 
instructions. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline or without the 
requested supporting documentation will not be accepted. 

B. Estimated Claims 

Unless otherwise specified in the claiming instructions, school districts are not required 
to provide cost schedules and supporting documents with an estimated claim if the 

2 
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estimated amount does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 
10%. The claimant can simply enter the estimated amount on form FAM-27, line (07). 
However, if the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more 
than 10%, the claimant must complete supplemental claim forms to support their 
estimated costs as specified for the program to explain the reason for the increased costs. 
If no explanation supporting the higher estimate is provided with the claim, it will 
automatically be adjusted to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

Estimated claims for fiscal year 2000-01 must be filed with the SCO and postmarked by 
June 5, 2001. Thereafter, they must be filed with the SCO and postmarked by January 15 
of the fiscal year in which costs will be incurred. Timely filed claims are paid before late 
claims. 

Minimum Claim Cost 

GC § 17564(a) provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to § 17561 unless such a claim 
exceeds $200 per program per fiscal year. However, any county superintendent of schools, as the 
fiscal agent for the district, may submit a combined claim in excess of $200 on behalf of districts 
within the county even if an individual claim does not exceed $200. A combined claim must 
show the individual claim costs for each eligible district. Once a combined claim is filed, all 
subsequent fiscal years relating to the same mandate must be filed in a combined form. The 
county superintendent receives the reimbursement payment and is responsible for disbursing 
funds to each participating district. A district may withdraw from the combined claim form by 
providing the county superintendent and the SCO with a written notice of its intent to file a 
separate claim at least 180 days prior to the deadline for filing the claim. Claims should be 
rounded to the nearest dollar. 

Reimbursement Claims 

Initial reimbursement claims will only be reimbursed to the extent that expenditures can be 
supported and if such information is unavailable, claims will be reduced. In addition, ongoing 
reimbursement claims must be supported by documentation as evidence of the expenditures. 
Examples of documentation may include, but are not limited to, copies of agendas, employee 
time records that identify mandate activities, payroll records, invoices, receipts, contracts, travel 
expense vouchers, purchase orders, and caseload statistics. 

Audit of Costs 

All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if costs are related to the mandate, 
are reasonable and not excessive, and the claim was prepared in accordance with the P's & G's 
adopted by the COSM. If any adjustments are made to a claim, a "Notice of Claim Adjustment" 
specifying the claim component adjusted, the amount adjusted, and the reason for the adjustment, 
will be mailed within 30 days after payment of the claim. 

On-site audits will be conducted by the SCO as deemed necessary. Accordingly, all 
documentation to support actual costs claimed must be retained for a period of two years after 
the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or amended regardless 
of the year the costs were incurred. When no funds are appropriated for initial claims at the time 
the claim is filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years from the date of initial 
payment of the claim. Claim documentation shall be made available to the SCO upon request. 
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Retention of Claiming Instructions 

Claiming instructions and forms should be retained permanently in your Mandated Cost Manual 
for future reference and use in filing claims. These forms should be duplicated to meet your 
filing requirements. You will be notified of updated forms or changes to claiming instructions as 
necessary. For your reference, these and future mandated costs claiming instructions and forms 
can be found on the Internet at www.sco.ca.gov/ard/local/locreim/index.htm. 

Address for Filing Claims 

Submit a signed original, a copy of form F AM-27, Claim for Payment, and a copy of all other 
forms and supporting documents to: 

If delivered by 
U.S. Postal Service: 

Office of the State Controller 
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

4 

If delivered by 
other delivery services: 

Office of the State Controller 
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

• 
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Adopted: 09/'22/88 
12105191 
11/30/00 

Amended: 
Amended: 

Parameters and Guidelines Amendment, as Modified by Staff 
Government Code Section 54954.2 

Chapter 641, Statutes of 1986 
Open Meetings Act 

I. SUMMARY OF MANDATE 

Chapter 641, Statutes of 1986, (Chapter 641/86) added section 54954.2 to the 
Government Code to require that the legislative body of the local agency, or its designee, 
post an agenda containing a brief general description of each item of business to be 
transacted or discussed at the regular meeting, subject to exceptions stated therein, 
specifying the time and location of the regular meeting and requiring that the agenda be 
posted at least 72 hours before the meeting in a location freely accessible to the public. 

S~-54954.3 was added to the Government Code by Chapter 641/86 to provide an 
opportunity for members of the public to address the legislative body on specific agenda 
items or any item ofmterest that is within the subject matter jurisdiction of the legislative 
body, and this opportunity-for comment must be stated on the posted agenda. 

II.. COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES DECISION 

m. 

At its October 22, 1987, hearing, the Commission on State Mandates determined that the 
requirement on the legislative body of a local agency to post an agenda containing a brief 
general description of each item of business to be transacted or discussed at a regular 
meeting, the prohibition of any action to be taken on any item not appearing on the 
posted agenda, and the requirement that every agenda for regular meetings provide an 
opportunity for members of the public to directly address the legislative body on items of 
interest to the public that are within the subject matter jurisdiction of the legislative body, 
as contained in Government Code sections 54954.2 and 54954.3, as enacted by Chapter 
641, Statutes of 1986, resulted fu. reimbursable state mandated program. 

ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS 

Any city, county, school or special district which fu.curs increased costs as a result of this 
reimbtrrsable state mandated program is eligible to claim reimbursement of those costs. 

N. PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT 

Ch!lpter 641, Statutes of 1986, was approved by the Governor on August29, 1986, and 
became effective January 1, 1987. Section 17557 of the Government Code states that a 
test claim must be submitted on or before December 31 following a given fiscal year to 
establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year. The test claim for this 
mandate was filed by the city of Los Angeles on April 1, 1987. Therefore, costs fu.curred 
on or after August 29, 1986, are eligible for reimburs_ement. 

Actual costs for one fiscal year shall be included in each claim. Estimated costs for the 
subsequent year may be ii:tcluded on the same claim, if applicable. Pursuant to section 
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mandate was tiled by the city of Los Angeles on April 1, 1987. Therefore, costs 
incurred on or after August 29, 1986, are eligible for reimbursement. 

Actual costs for one fiscal year shall· be included in each claim. Estimated costs for the 
subsequent year may be included on the same claim, if applicable. Pursuant to section 
17561 (d)(3) of the Government Code, all claims for reimbursement of costs shall be 
submitted within 120 days of notification by the State Controller of the enactment of the 
claims bill. 

Claimants may use the standard costs or the flat rate specified in section VI. A. 2 and 3 
for costs incurred beginning in fiscal year 1997-98. 

If the total costs for a given fiscal year do not exceed $200, no reimbursement shall be 
allowed, except as otherwise allowed by Government Code section 17564. 

V. REIMBURSABLE COSTS 

A. Scope of Mandate 

Local agencies shall be reimbursed for the increased. costs which they are 
required to incur to prepare and post, at a site accessible to the public and at 
least 72 hours before the meeting, a single agenda containing a brief general 
description of each item of business to be transacted or discussed at any one 
regular meetirig, and citing the time and location of the regular meeting. 
Further, every agenda for a regular meeting must state that there is an 
opportunity for members of the public to address the legislative booy on items 
of interest to the public that are within the subject matter jurisdiction of the 
legislative body, subject to exceptions stated therein. 

For each eligible c~t meeting the above criteria, the following cost items are 
reimbursable: 

B. Reimbursable Activities of Government Code sections 54954.2 and 54954.3, 
Chapter 641, Statutes of 1986, in accordance with the provisions of Government 
Code section 54954.4 of Chapter 238, Statutes of 1991: 

1. increased costs to prepare a single agenda for a regular meeting of the 
legislative body of a local agency containing a brief general description 
of each item of business to be transacted or discussed at a regular · 
meeting and citing the time and location of the regular meeting;. and 

2. costs to posf a single agenda 72 hours before a meeting in a location 
freely accessible to the public. Further, every agenda for a regular 
meeting must state that there is an opportunity for members of the public 
that are within the subject matter jurisdiction of the legislative body, 
subject to exceptions stated therein. 
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VI . 

• 

• 

• 

CLAIM PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION 

Each claim for reimbursement pursuant to this mandate must be timely filed and set 
forth a listing of each open meeting agenda for which reimbursement is claimed under 
this mandate. 

A. Reimbursement Options 

For each type or name of meeting claimed during a fiscal year, select one of the 
following reimbursement options. For example, all city council meetings in a given 
fiscal year may be claimed on only one basis: actual time or standard time or a flat-rate. 
If standard time is selected, all city council meetings must be claimed using this basis 
for the entire year. However, all city council meetings could be claimed on an actual 
cost basis during a subsequent fiscal year. 

l. Actual Time 

List the meeting names and dates. Show the names of the employees involved, the 
classification of the employees, mandated functions performed, actual number of 

.hours devoted to each functibn, and productive hourly rates and benefits. 

~Standard-Time 
a. Main Legislative Body Meetings of Counties and Cities. 

List the meeting names and dates. For each meeting, multiply the number of 
agenda items, excludllig standard agenda items such as "adjournment", "call-to
order", "flag salute", "public comments", by 30 minutes and then by the blended 
productive hourly rate of the_ involved employees. 

Counties and cities may claim indirect costs pursuant to section VI. D. 

b. Special District Meetings, and County and City Meetings, Other Than Main 
Legislative Body 

List the meeting names and dates. For each meeting, multiply the number of 
agenda items, excludlllg standard agenda items such as "adjournment", "call-to
order", "flag salute", "public cominents", by 20 minutes and then by the blended 
productive hourly rate of the involved employees. 

Special districts, counties and cities may claim indirect costs pursuant to 

section VI. D. 

c. School and Community College Districts and County Offices of Education 

List the meeting names and dates. For each meeting, multiply the number of 
agenda items times the minutes per agenda item for County Offices of Education 
and for districts, by enrollment size, times the blended productive hourly rate of the 
involved employees. The minutes per agenda item for County Offites of Education 
and for districts by enrollment size are: 

3 
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County Offices of Education:45 minutes 
Districts: 
Enrollment 20,000 or more: 45 minutes 
Enrollment 10,000-19,999: 15 minutes 
Enrollment less than 10,000: 10 minutes 

School and community college districts and County Offices of Education may claim 
indirect costs pursuant to section VI. D. 

3. Flat-Rate 

List the meeting names and dates. Multiply the uniform cost allowance by the 
number of meetings. For fiscal year 1997-98, the uniform cost allowance is $100 
per meeting. The uniform cost allowance shall be adjusted each subsequent year by 
the Implicit Price Deflator referenced in Government Code section 17523. 

B. Services, Equipment and Stipplies 

Only expenditures which can be identified as a direct cost as a result of the mandate can 
be claimec!-. List cost of materiiils or equipment acquired which have been consumed or 
e~ded specifically for the purposes of this mandate. 

C. Fixed Assets 

List the cost of fixed assets that have been acquired specifically for the purpose of this 
mandate. If a fixed assert is acquired for the open meeting act program but is utilized. 
in some way not directly related to the program, only the pro-rata portion of the asset 
which is used for the purposes of the program is reimbursable. 

D. Indirect Costs 

Special Districts, Counties and Cities 

Indirect costs are eligible for reimbursement utilizing the procedure provided in the 
OMB A-87. Claimants have the option of using 10% of direct labor, excluding fringe 
benefits, or preparing an Indirect Cost Rate Proposal (ICRP) for the department if the 
indirect cost rate exceeds 10 % . If more than one department is claiming indirect costs 
for the mandated program, each department must have its own ICRP prepared in 
accordance with OMB A-87. An ICRP must be submitted with the claim when the 
indirect cost rate exceeds 10 % . 

School Districts · 

School districts must use the J-380 (or subsequent replacement) non-restrictive indirect 
cost rate provisicinally approved by the California Department of Education. 

County Offices of Education 

County offices of education must use the J-580 (or subsequent replacement) non
restrictive indirect cost rate provisionally approved by the California Department of 
Education. 
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Comm.unity Colleges 

Comm.unity colleges have the option of using (1) a federally approved rate, utilizing the 
cost accounting principles from the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21 
"Cost Principles of Educational Institutions", (2) the rate calculated on State 
Controller's Form FAM-29C, or (3) a 7% indirect cosi rate. 

VII. SUPPORTING DATA 

For auditing purposes, all costs claimed must be traceable to source documents and/or 
worksheets that show evidence of and the validity of such costs. For those entities that 
elect reimbursement pursuant to Option 2, the standard time methodology in VI. A., 
documents showing the calculation of the blended productive hourly rate and copies of 
agendas shall be sufficient evidence. For those entities that elect reimbursement 
pursuant to Option 3, the flat-rate methodology in VI. A., copies of agendas shall be 
sufficient evidence. Pursuant to Government Code section 17558.5, the supporting 
documents must be kept on file by the agezicy submitting the claim for a period of up to 
two years after the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim is filed, 
and made available .at the request of t!J.e State Controller or his agent. The blended 
p~tive hourly rate, used in claiming standard or unit time reimbursements, may be 
calculated by determining the percentage of time spent by persons or classifications of 
persons on the reimbursable activities and multiplying the productive hourly rate 
(including salaries, benefits, and indirect costs, if not claimed elsewhere) for each 
person or classifi~tion of persons times the percentage of time spent by that person or 
classification of persons. Claimants may determine a percentage allocation for the 
person or classification of persons in a base fiscal year and use that percentage 
allocation for subsequent future years by multiplying the base year percentages times 
the productive hourly rate for that person qr classification of persons for the fiscal year 
of the reimbursement claim. 

For example, a.city manager may determine that the percentage of time spent on the 
reimbursable activities by various classifications of personnel in a ba8e year of fiscal 
year 1998-99 was as follows: 

City Manager: 17 % 
City Attorney: 15% 
City Clerk: 36 % 
Department Managers: 9% 
Secretaries: 23 % 

Total: 100% 
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The city determines that the productive hourly rate (salary, benefits, and indirect costs) 
for fiscal year 2000-01 for each classification as follows: 

Salary Benefits Indirect Indirect Productive 
Cost Rate Costs Hourly Rate 

City MSJ'.!ager $60 $12 29% $13 $85 
City Attorney $55 $10 30% $15 $80 
City Clerk $40 $8 31% $12 $00 
Department $45 $9 30% $11 $65 
Manager 
Secretaries $18 $5 25% $7 $30 

The blended productive hourly rate for fiscal year 2000-01 is determined by multiplying 
the percentages in the base year times the productive hourly rate in the fiscal year 
claimed, and adding the totals, as follows: 

City Manager: 
City Attorney: 
City Clerk: 
Department Managers: 
Secretaries: 

Total: 

17% 
15% 
36% 

9% 
23% 

· 100% 

$85 
$80 
$60 
$65 
$30 

$14.25 
$12.00 
$21.60 
$ 5.85 
$ 6.90 
$60.80 

The city's claim would be determined by multiplying the blended productive hourly rate 
times the minutes per·agenda item times the number of agenda items. 

vm. OFFSETI'ING SAVINGS AND OTHER REIMBURSEMENT 

Any offsetting savings that the claimant experiences, as a direct result of this mandate 
must be deducted from the costs claimed. In addition, reimbursement for this mandate 
received from any source, including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal 
funds and other, state funds, shall be identified and deducted from this claim. 

IX. STATE CONTROLLER'S OFFICE REQUIRED CERTIFICATION 

An authorized representative of the claimant will be required to provide a certification 
of the claim, as specified in the State Controller's claiming instructions, for those costs 
mandates by the state contained herein. 

X. PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES AMENDMENTS 

Any eligible claimant or state agency may petition the Commission to amend the 
standard time and fl.at rate provisions stated herein. Pursuant to Title 2, California 
Code of Regulations, section 1183.2, parameters and guidelines amendmentS filed 
before the deadline for initial claims as specified in the Claiming Instructions shall 
apply to all years eligible for reimbursement as defined in the original parameters and 
guidelines. A parameters and guidelines amendment filed after the initial claiming 
deadline must be submitted on or before January 15, following a fiscal year in order to 
establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year. 

f:rnandates/1998/pga/pgaOS/pgal 13000 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

For State Controller Use Only Program 
CLAIM FOR PAYMENT (19) Program Number 00201 

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 201 OPEN MEETINGS ACT II (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) (20) Date Filed --'--'--

(21) LRS Input __ / __ / __ • ~ (01) Claimant Identification Number "I Reimbursement Claim Data 

A (02) i.;1a1mant Name 
B (22) OMA-1, (03) 
E 
L County of Location (23) OMA-1, (04)(d) 

H Street Address or P.O. Box Suite 
E (24) OMA-1, (05) 

R 
E City State Zip Code 

'\. ~ 
(25) 

Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (26) 

(03) Estimated D (09) Reimbursement D (27) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined D (28) 

(05J Amended D (11) Amended D (29) 

Fiscal Year of Cost (06) 20 _/20_ (12) 20 _/20 -- (30) 

Total Claimed Amount (07) (13) (31) 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000 (14) (32) 

• Less: Prior Claim Payment Received (15) (33) 

Net Claimed Amount (16) (34) 

Due from State (08) (17) (35) 

Due to State (18) (36) 

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code § 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the local agency to file claims 
with the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 641, Statutes of 1986, and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not 
violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by Chapter 
641, Statutes of 1986. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or actual 
costs for the mandated program of Chapter 641, Statutes of 1986, set forth on the attached statements. 

Signature of Authorized Officer Date 

• Type or Print Name Title 
(38) Name of Contact Person for Claim 

Telephone Number ( ) - Ext. 

E-Mail Address 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) Chapter 641/86 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...,.~~.;....;;,;;.;. 

Program 

201 
(01) Leave blank. 

OPEN MEETINGS ACT II (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 
Certification Claim Form 

Instructions 

FORM 
FAM-27 

(02) A set of mailing labels with the claimanfs l.D. number and address was enclosed with the letter regarding the claiming 
instructions. The mailing labels are designed to speed processing and prevent common errors that delay payment. Affix a label in 
the space shown on form FAM-27. Cross out any errors and print the correct information on the label. Add any missing address 
items, except county of location and a person's name. If you did not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

(03) If filing an original estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated. 

(04) If filing an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04) Combined. 

(05) If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. 

(07) Enter the amount of estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous yea~s actual costs by more than 10%, complete form 
OMA-1 and enterthe amount from line (13). 

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07). 

(09) If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement. 

(10) lffiling an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (10) Combined. 

(11) If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended. 

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

(13) Enter the amount of reimbursement claim from form OMA-1, line (13). 

(14) 

(15) 

Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs were incurred or the claims shall be 
reduced by a late penalty. Enter either the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty) or $1,000, whichever 
is less. 

If filing a reimbursement claim and a claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for the claim. 
Otherwise, enter a zero. 

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

(17) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is positive, enter that amount on line (17) Due from State. 

(18) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is negative, enter that amount in line (18) Due to State. 

(19) to (21) Leave blank. 

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for 
the reimbursement claim, e.g., OMA-1, (04){d), means the information is located on form OMA-1, block (04), column {d). Enter 
the information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, i.e., no 
cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should be 
shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process. 

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer. and 
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by a signed 
certification. 

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person to contact if additional information is required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED, ORIGINAL FORM FAM-27 WITH ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (NO COPIES 
NECESSARY) TO: 

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) 

Address, if dellvered by other delivery service: 

OFFICE OF THE STA TE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Chapter 641/86 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

MANDATED COSTS 
FORM 

OPEN MEETINGS ACT 
OMA-1 

CLAIM SUMMARY • (01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement CJ 
Estimated CJ 19 _120 -

. .. :··· ·' '·' 
.. . . 

. .. . ... .· ... ', ., .. ,_, .,, . .. . . . ... .. . . 

Claim Statistics 

(03) Number of regular meetings for which a brief agenda was prepared and posted 

.. ;:+ • :f .. · ... ·.· . ... 
···m~' 

. 
• 

······· ··~~· . . · . ' •,.;··: ; ,·: ,. •· .. f 
. · .. . 

Direct Costs: Actual Time Option Object Accounts 

(04) Reimbursable Component (a) (b) (c) (d) 

Salaries Services Fixed Total 
and Benefits and Supplies Assets Direct Costs 

Preparation of Brief Agenda and Posting 

·.· . . •.••.. ®f . .. 
. · ... · . ... .· . .. . 

Direct Costs: Standard-Time Option 

(05) Standard-Time Reimbursement Option [From fonn OMA-25, line (04)(f)] 

. . . 
. 

. 
••• . • Indirect Costs: Actual Time Option and/or Standard-Time Option 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate [From J-380 or J-580] % 

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Method 1 or Method 2] 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (04)(d) + line (05) + line (07)] 

. . . . ,:-., ' -. .. . 

Direct and Indirect Costs: Flat-Rate Option 

(09) Flat-Rate Reimbursement Option [From fonn OMA-2F, line (04)(d)] 

. · . . . . . . 
. ---·;·::: •. f. .. · .. . . 

(10) Total Direct and Indirect Costs of All Options [Line (08) + line (09)] 

• 
. ·.· . -- -- ,,-- ,,,,-,, ,., --- ---~------- _._, ____ -- --- _, ,,,• - ....... .. . . . 

Cost Reduction 

(11) Less: Offsetting Savings 

• (12) Less: Other Reimbursements 

(13) Total Claimed Amount [Line (10)-{line (11) +line (12)}] 

Revised 2/01 Chapter 641/86 
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State Controller's Office 

OPEN MEETINGS ACT 
CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant. 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 
OMA-1 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred or are to be incurred. 

Form OMA-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form OMA-1 if you are filing an 
estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 
10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the 
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, form OMA-1 must 
be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the 
high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) Claim Statistics. Enter the number of regular meetings for which a brief agenda was prepared and 
posted during the fiscal year. 

(04) Reimbursable Component. Enter all the totals from form OMA-2A. line (06), columns (d) through (f) to 
form OMA-1, line (04), columns (a) through (c) in the appropriate row. Total the row and enter in 
column (d). 

(05) Standard-Time Reimbursement Option. The standard-time allowance covers the direct and indirect 
costs incurred in compliance with this mandate. Enter the total from form OMA-2S, line (04)(f). 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate. Enter the indirect cost rate from the Department of Education form J-380 or J-580, 
as applicable for the fiscal year of costs. 

• 

(07) Total Indirect Costs. If the blended hourly rate for the Standard-Time allowance includes indirect costs, • 
use Method 1. If the blended hourly rate for the Standard-Time allowance does not include indirect 
costs, use Method 2. 

Method 1: Multiply Total Direct Costs, line (04)(d), by the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06). 

Method 2: Multiply the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (04)(d), and Standard-Time Reimbursement 
Option, line (05), by the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06). 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (04)(d), Standard-Time 
Reimbursement Option, line (05), and Total Indirect Costs, line (07). 

(09) Flat-Rate Reimbursement Option. The flat-rate allowance covers the direct and indirect costs incurred 
in compliance with this mandate. Enter the total from form OMA-2F, line (04)(d). 

(10) Total Direct and Indirect Costs of All Options. Enter the sum of Total Direct and Indirect Costs, 
line (08), and Flat-Rate Reimbursement Option, line (09). 

(11) Less: Offsetting Savings. If applicable, enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct 
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim. 

(12) Less: Other Reimbursements. If applicable, enter the amount of other reimbursements received from 
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds, 
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the 
reimbursement sources and amounts. 

(13) 

Include any payments received on the original reimbursement claims for the Open Meetings Act 
mandate for the applicable year for claimants who exercised the option of filing new claims for the 
1997-98 through 1999-00 fiscal years. 

Total Claimed Amount. From Total Direct and Indirect Costs of All Options, line (10), subtract the sum 
of Offsetting Savings, line (11 ), and Other Reimbursements, line (12). Enter the remainder on this line. 

Revised 2101 Chapter 641/86 
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State Controller's Office 

MANDATED COSTS 
OPEN MEETINGS ACT 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

1(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year 

(03) Meeting Type or Name 

(04) Reimbursable Component: Preparation of Brief Agenda and Posting 

(05) Actual Time Option: Complete columns (a) through (f). 

(a) (b) (c) 

Employee Names, Job Classifications, 
Hourly Hours 

Functions Performed, Rate Worked 

and Description of Expenses 
or or 

Unit Cost Quantity 

(06) Total c:::::::J Subtotal c:::::::J Page: __ of __ 

Revised 2/01 

(d) 

Salaries 
and 

Benefits 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

Object Accounts 

(e) 

Services 
and 

Supplies 

FORM 
OMA-2A 

(f) 

Fixed 
Assets 

Chapter 641/86 
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State Controller's Office 

OPEN MEETINGS ACT 
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

Instructions 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 
OMA-2A 

Complete form OMA-2A when calculating agenda costs using the Actual Time Option. 
Please note that all meetings of the same type or name in a given fiscal year may be claimed on only one basis. 

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Fiscal Year. Enter the fiscal year in which costs were incurred. 

(03) Meeting Type or Name. Enter the name of the meeting for which a brief agenda was prepared and 
posted. A separate form OMA-2A should be prepared for the district's legislative body and each board 
or commission which holds public hearings. 

(04) Reimbursable Component. Preparation of Brief Agenda and Posting. No entry necessary. 

(05) Actual Time Option. The following table identifies the type of information required to support costs of 
direct labor, services and supplies, and fixed assets needed in the preparation of a brief general 
description of agenda items and posting 72 hours before a meeting in a location that is freely 
accessible to the public. The descriptions required in column (S)(a) must be of sufficient detail to 
explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, all supporting documents 
must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than two years after the end of the calendar 
year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. When no funds 
are appropriated for the initial payment at the time the claim was filed, supporting documents must be 
retained for two years from the date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be made 
available to the State Controller's Office upon request. 

ObjecU Columns Submit these 

Sub object supporting 

Accounts (a) (b) (C) (d) (e) (f) documents 
with the claim 

Salaries= 

Salaries Employee Hourly Hours Hourly Rate 
Name Rate Worked x 

Hours Worked 

Title 
Benefits = 

Benefits Benefit Benefit Rate 
Activities Rate x I 

Salaries 

Services Name of Hours 
and Supplies Itemized 

Contractor Hourly Worked Cost of 
Invoice 

Specific Tasks Rate Inclusive Dates , Services 
Contract 

Performed of Service Performed 
Services 

. 
Cost= 

Description 
Unit Quantity Unit Cost 

Office Supplies of 
Cost Used x . 

Supplies Used Quantity 
Used . 

Description of 
Itemized Cost of Fixed Equipment Unit Quantity 

Assets Purchased Cost Used Equipment Invoice 

• 
Purchased 

Equipment ID 

(06) Total line (05), columns (d) through (f) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to 
indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the 
component/activity costs, number each page. Carry forward the totals from line (06), columns (d) 
through (f) to form OMA-1, line (04), columns (a) through (c). 

Revised 2/01 Chapter 641/86 
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MANDATED COSTS 
OPEN MEETINGS ACT 

FORM 
OMA-2S 

• 
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

i--------r---------~ 
(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year 

(03) Standard-Time Reimbursement Option: Complete columns {a) through (f). 

(a) {b) {c) {d) 
Number of Minutes Per 

Agenda Items Agenda Item 
Meeting Type or Name Date 

• 

(04) Total D Subtotal D Page: __ of __ 

Revised 2/01 

(e) 
Blended 

Hourly Rate 

(f) 

Total 

Chapter 641/86 
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State Controller's Office 

OPEN MEETINGS ACT 
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

Instructions 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 
OMA-2S 

Complete form OMA-2S when calculating agenda costs using the Standard-Time Option. 
Please note that all meetings of the same type or name in a given fiscal year may be claimed on only one basis. 

(01) Claimant. Enterthe name of the claimant. 

(02) Fiscal Year. Enter the fiscal year in which costs were incurred. 

(03) Standard-Time Reimbursement Option. 

(a) Date. Enter the date of each meeting. 

(b) Meeting Type or Name. Enter the type or name of each meeting. 

(c) Number of Agenda Items. Enter the number of agenda rtems for each meeting. 

(d) Minutes Per Agenda Item. The minutes per agenda item for County Offices of Education and for districts by enrollment size are: 

County Offices of Education: 0.75 hour (45 minutes) 

Districts: Enrollment of 20,000 or more: 0.75 hour (45 minutes) 

Enrollment of 10,000 to 19,999: 0.25 hour (25 minutes) 

Enrollment of less than 10,000: 0.17 hour (10 minutes) 

(e) Blended Hourly Rate. Enter the blended hourly rate of all personnel who participated in the preparation and posting of the agenda 
during the fiscal year. 

The blended productive hourly rate, used in claiming standard or unrt time reimbursements, may be calculated by determining the 
percentage of time spent by persons or classifications of persons on the reimbursable activities and multiplying the productive 
hourly rate (including salaries, benefrts, and indirect costs, if not claimed elsewhere) for each person or classification of persons in 
a base fiscal year and use that percentage allocation for subsequent future years by multiplying the base year percentages times 
the productive hourly rate for that person or classification of persons for the fiscal year of the reimbursement claim. 

For example, a principal may determine that the percentage of time spent on the reimbursable activities by various classifications 
of personnel in a base year of fiscal year 1998-99 was as follows: Principal 17%, Vice Principal 15%, Office Clerks 36%, Office 
Manager 9%, and Secretaries 23%. 

The school district determines that the productive hourly rate (salaries, benefits, and indirect costs) for fiscal year 2000-01 for each 
classification is as follows: 

Indirect Productive 
Classification Salary Benefits Costs Hourly Rate 
Principal $60 $12 $13 $85 
Vice Principal 55 10 15 80 
Office Clerks 40 8 12 60 
Office Manager 45 9 11 65 
Secretaries 18 5 7 30 

The school district's blended productive hourly rate of $60.80 for fiscal year 2000-01 is determined by multiplying the percentages 
in the base year times the productive hourly rate in the fiscal year claimed, and adding the totals, as follows: 

Percentage of Productive Blended Productive 
Classification Time Spent Hourly Rate Hourly Rate 

Principal 17% $85 $14.45 
Vice Principal 15% 80 12.00 
Office Clerks 36% 60 21.60 
Office Manager 9% 65 5.85 
Secretaries 23% 30 6.90 

Total 100% $60.80 

(f) Total. Multiply the Number of Agenda Items, column (c), by the Minutes Per Agenda Item as expressed as a fraction of one hour, 
column (d), by the Blended Hourly Rate, column (e). 

For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than two years after the end of 
the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. When no funds are appropriated for 
the initial payment at the time the claim was filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years from the date of initial payment 
of the claim. Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller's Office upon request. 

(04) Total line (03), column (f) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to indicate if the amount is a total or a subtotal. If 
more than one form is needed to detail the component/activity costs, number each page. Carry forward the totals from line (04), 
column (f) to form OMA-1, line (05). 

Revised 2/01 Chapter 641/86 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

Program 

• 201 
(01) Claimant 

MANDATED COSTS 

OPEN MEETINGS ACT II (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

(02) Fiscal Year 

(03) Flat-Rate Reimbursement Option: Complete columns (a) through (d). 

• 

(04) Total D 
Revised 9/01 

(a) 

Meeting Type or Name 

Subtotal D 

(b) 
Uniform Cost 

Allowance 

Page: __ of __ 

(c) 
Number of 
Agendas 

FORM 

OMA-2F 

(d) 

Total 

Chapter 641/86 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

Program OPEN MEETINGS ACT II (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 
FORM 

201 COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 
OMA-2F 

Instructions 

Complete form OMA-2F when calculating agenda costs using the Flat-Rate Option. 
Please note that all meetings of the same type or name in a given fiscal year may be claimed using only one 
basis. 

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Fiscal Year. Enter the fiscal year in which costs were incurred. 

(03) Flat-Rate Reimbursement Option. 

(a) Meeting Type or Name. Enter the type or name of the meeting. Only one entry per meeting type 
or name is needed. 

(b) Uniform Cost Allowance. Enter the uniform cost allowance for the fiscal year of the claim. 

Fiscal Year 

1997-98 

1998-99 

1999-00 

2000-01 

2001-02 fl 

fl May Revision Forecast, April 2001 

Uniform Cost Allowance 

$100.00 

101.90 

105.67 

109.90 

112.35 

Source: California Department of Finance, from the US Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis 

(c) Number of Agendas. Enter the number of agendas that were prepared for each meeting type or 
name listed in column (a). 

(d) Total. Multiply the Uniform Cost Allowance, column (b), by the Number of Agendas, column (c). 

For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less 
than two years after the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last 
amended, whichever is later. When no funds are appropriated for the initial payment at the time the 
claim was filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years from the date of initial payment 
of the claim. Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller's Office upon request. 

(04) Total line (03), column (d), and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to indicate if the 
amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the componenUactivity costs, 
number each page. Carry forward the totals from line (04), column (d) to form OMA-1, line (09) . 

Revised 9/01 Chapter 641/86 

• 

• 
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State Controller's Office School Mandated Cost Manual 

MANDATED COSTS 
FORM 

• OPEN MEETINGS ACT 
OMA-3 

MEETING DETAIL 

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year 

(03) Detail of Meetings: Complete columns (a) and (b). 

(a) (b) 

Date Meeting Type or Name 

• 

(04) Page: __ of __ 

Revised 2/01 Chapter 641/86 
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State Controller's Office 

OPEN MEETINGS ACT 
MEETINGS DETAIL 

Instructions 

Complete form OMA-3 for all reimbursement options. 

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Fiscal Year. Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred. 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 

OMA-3 

(03) Detail of Meetings. Provide the following information for each regular meeting being claimed regardless 
of type or name. List the meetings in order of date. 

(a) Date. Enter the date of each meeting being claimed. 

(b) Meeting Type or Name. Enter the type or name of each regular meeting held during the fiscal year 
for which a brief agenda was prepared and posted. 

(04) If more than one form is needed to provide the detail of the meetings, number each page. 

Revised 2/01 Chapter 641/86 
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OFFICE OF THE ST ATE CONTROLLER 

STATE MANDATED COSTS CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS NO. 2000-11 

PEACE OFFICERS PROCEDURAL BILL OF RIGHTS (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 

OCTOBER 2, 2000 

In accordance with Government Code Section (GC) 17561, eligible claimants may submit claims 
to the State Controller's Office (SCO) for reimbursement of costs incurred for state mandated 
cost programs. The following are claiming instructions and forms that eligible claimants will use 
for the filing of claims for Peace Officers Procedural Bill of Rights (PPBR). These claiming 
instructions are issued subsequent to adoption of the program's parameters and guidelines 
(P's & G's) by the Commission on State Mandates (COSM). 

On November 30, 1999, the COSM determined that the PPBR program establishes costs 
mandated by the state according to the provisions listed in the attached P's & G's. For your 
reference, the P's & G's are included as an integral part of the claiming instructions. 

Government Code Sections 3300 through 3310, as added and amended Chapter 465, Statutes of 
1976; Chapters 775, 1173, 1174, and 1178, Statutes of 1978; Chapter 405, Statutes of 1979; 
Chapter 1367, Statutes of 1980; Chapter 994, Statutes of 1982; Chapter 964, Statutes of 1983; 
Chapter 1165, Statutes of 1989; and Chapter 675, Statutes of 1990, provide procedural protection 
for peace officers employed by school districts when a peace officer is subject to an interrogation 
by the employer, is facing punitive action, or receives an adverse comment in his or her 
personnel file. This applies to peace officers classified as permanent employees, peace officers 
who serve at the pleasure of the school district, and are terminable without cause ("at will" 
employees), and peace officers on probation who have not reached permanent status. 

Eligible Claimants 

Any school district (K-12), county board of education, or community college, employing peace 
officers pursuant to Penal Code 830, and incurring increased costs as a direct result of this 
mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs. 

Filing Deadlines 

Reimbursement claims for the 1994-95 through 1999-00 fiscal years must be filed with the SCO. 
Claims must be delivered or postmarked on or before January 30, 2001. Annually thereafter, 
having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a reimbursement claim 
by January 15th of the following fiscal year. Claims filed after the deadline will be reduced by a 
late penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000. In order for a claim to be considered properly filed, it 
must include any specific supporting documentation requested in the instructions. Claims filed 
more than one year after the deadline, or without the requested supporting documentation, 
will not be accepted. 

Estimated claims filed with the SCO must be postmarked by January l 51
h of the fiscal year in 

which costs will be incurred. However, 2000-01 estimated claims must be filed with the SCO 
and postmarked by January 30, 2001. Timely filed claims will be paid before late claims . 
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Minimum Claim Cost 

GC § 17564(a) provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to § 17561 unless such a claim 
exceeds $200 per program per fiscal year. However, any county superintendent of schools, as the 
fiscal agent for the district, may submit a combined claim in excess of $200 on behalf of districts 
within the county even if an individual claim does not exceed $200. A combined claim must 
show the individual claim costs for each eligible district. Once a combined claim is filed, all 
subsequent fiscal years relating to the same mandate must be filed in a combined form. The 
county superintendent receives the reimbursement payment and is responsible for disbursing 
funds to each participating district. A district may withdraw from the combined claim form by 
providing the county superintendent and the SCO with a written notice of its intent to file a 
separate claim at least 180 days prior to the deadline for filing the claim. Claims should be 
rounded to the nearest dollar. 

Estimated Claims 

Unless otherwise specified in the claiming instructions, school districts are not required to 
provide cost schedules and supporting documents with an estimated claim if the estimated 
amount does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than I 0%. The claimant 
can simply enter the estimated amount on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated 
claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, the claimant must 
complete supplemental claim forms to support their estimated costs as specified for the program 
to explain the reason for the increased costs. If no explanation supporting the higher estimate is 
provided with the claim, it will automatically be adjusted to 110% of the previous fiscal year's 
actual costs. 

Reimbursement Claims 

Initial reimbursement claims will only be reimbursed to the extent that expenditures can be 
supported and if such information is unavailable, claims will be reduced. In addition, ongoing 
reimbursement claims must be supported by documentation as evidence of the expenditures. 
Examples of documentation may include, but are not limited to, employee time records that 
identify mandate activities, payroll records, invoices, receipts, contracts, travel expense 
vouchers, purchase orders, and caseload statistics. 

Audit of Costs 

All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if costs are related to the mandate, 
are reasonable and not excessive, and the claim was prepared in accordance with the P's & G's 
adopted by the COSM. If any adjustments are made to a claim, a "Notice of Claim Adjustment," 
specifying the claim component adjusted, the amount adjusted, and the reason for the adjustment, 
will be mailed within 30 days after payment of the claim. 

On-site audits will be conducted by the SCO as deemed necessary. Accordingly, all 
documentation to support actual costs claimed must be retained for a period of two years after 
the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or amended regardless 
of the year of costs incurred. When no funds are appropriated for initial claims at the time the 
claim is filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years from the date of initial 
payment of the claim. Claim documentation shall be made available to the SCO on request. 

2 
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Retention of Claiming Instructions 

The claiming instructions and forms in this package should be retained permanently in your 
Mandated Cost Manual for future reference and use in filing claims. These forms should be 
duplicated to meet your filing requirements. You will be notified of updated forms or changes to 
claiming instructions as necessary. 

For your reference, these and future mandated costs claiming instructions and forms can be 
found on the Internet at www.sco.ca.gov/ard/local/locreim/index.htm. 

Address for Filing Claims 

Submit a signed, original form FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all other forms and supporting 
documents (no copies necessary) to: 

If delivered by 
U.S. Postal Service: 

Office of the State Controller 
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

3 

If delivered by 
other delivery services: 

Office of the State Controller 
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 
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F /mandates/4499/adoptedPG 
Adopted: July 27, 2000 

PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES 

Government Code Sections 3300 through 3310 

As Added and Amended by Statutes of 1976, Chapter 465; 
Statutes of 1978, Chapters 775, 1173, 1174, and 1178; 

Statutes of 1979, Chapter 405; Statutes of 1980, Chapter 1367; Statutes of 1982, Chapter 
994; Statutes of 1983, Chapter 964; Statutes of 1989, Chapter 1165; and 

Statutes of 1990, Chapter 675 

Peace Officers Procedural Bill of Rights 

I. SUMMARY AND SOURCE OF THE MANDATE 

In order to ensure stable employer-employee relations and effective law enforcement 
services, the Legislature enacted Government Code sections 3300 through 3310, known as 
the Peace Officers Procedural Bill of Rights (POBAR). 

The test claim legislation provides procedural protections to peace officers employed by 
local agencies and school districts.! when a peace officer is subject to an interrogation by 
the employer, is facing punitive action or receives an adverse comment in his or her 
personnel file. The protections required by the test claim legislation apply to peace 
officers classified as permanent employees, peace officers who serve at the pleasure of the 
agency and are terminable without cause ("at-will" employees), and peace officers on 
probation who have not reached permanent status . 

On November 30, 1999, the Commission adopted its Statement of Decision that the test 
claim legislation constitutes a partial reimbursable state mandated program within the 
meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution and Government Code 
section 17514. 

II. ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS 

Counties, cities, a city and county, school districts and special districts that employ peace 
officers are eligible claimants. 

III. PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT 

At the time this test claim was filed, Section 17557 of the Government Code stated that a 
test claim must be submitted on or before December 31 following a given fiscal year to 
establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year. On December 21, 1995, the 
City of Sacramento filed the test claim for this mandate. Therefore, costs incurred for 
Statutes of 1976, Chapter 465; Statutes of 1978, Chapters 775, 1173, I I 74, and 1178; 
Statutes of 1979, Chapter 405; Statutes of 1980, Chapter 1367; Statutes of 1982, Chapter 
994; Statutes of 1983, Chapter 964; Statutes of 1989, Chapter 1165; and Statutes of 1990, 
Chapter 675 are eligible for reimbursement on or after July 1, 1994. 

Actual costs for one fiscal year shall be included in each claim. Estimated costs for the 
subsequent year may be included on the same claim, if applicable. Pursuant to section 
17561, subdivision (d)(l) of the Government Code, all claims for reimbursement of initial 

1 Government Code section 3301 states: "For purposes of this chapter, the term public safety officer means 
all peace officers specified in Sections 830. l, 830.2, 830.3, 830.31, 830.32, 830.33, except subdivision (e), 
830.34, 830.35, except subdivision (c), 830.36, 830.37, 830.38, 830.4, and 830.5 of the Penal Code." 

1 
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years' costs shall be submitted within 120 days of notification by the State Controller of 
the issuance of claiming instructions. 

If total costs for a given year do not exceed $200, no reimbursement shall be allowed, 
except as otherwise allowed by Government Code section 17564. 

IV. REIMBURSABLE ACTIVITIES 

For each eligible claimant, all direct and indirect costs of labor, supplies and services, 
training and travel for the performance of the following activitie~ are eligible for 
reimbursement: 

A. Administrative Activities (On-going Activities) 

1. Developing or updating internal policies, procedures, manuals and other 
materials pertaining to the conduct of the mandated activities 

2. Attendance at specific training for human resources, law enforcement and legal 
counsel regarding the requirements of the mandate. 

3. Updating the status of the POBAR cases. 

B. Administrative Appeal 

1. Reimbursement period of July 1, 1994 through December 31, 1998 - The 
administrative appeal activities listed below apply to permanent employees, at-will 
employees, and probationary employees. 

Providing the opportunity for, and the conduct of an administrative appeal for the 
following disciplinary actions (Gov. Code,§ 3304, subd. (b)): 

• Dismissal, demotion, suspension, salary reduction or written reprimand 
received by probationary and at-will employees whose liberty interest are not 
affected (i.e.: the charges supporting a dismissal do not harm the employee's 
reputation or ability to find future employment); 

• Transfer of permanent, probationary and at-will employees for purposes of 
punishment; 

• Denial of promotion for permanent, probationary and at-will employees for 
reasons other than merit; and 

• Other actions against permanent, probationary and at-will employees that result 
in disadvantage, harm, loss or hardship and impact the career opportunities of 
the employee. 

Included in the foregoing are the preparation and review of the various documents to 
commence and proceed with the administrative hearing; legal review and assistance 
with the conduct of the administrative hearing; preparation and service of subpoenas, 
witness fees, and salaries of employee witnesses, including overtime; the time and 
labor of the administrative body and its attendant clerical services; the preparation 
and service of any rulings or orders of the administrative body. 

2. Reimbursement period beginning January 1, 1999 - The administrative appeal 
activities listed below apply to permanent employees and the Chief of Police. 

Providing the opportunity for, and the conduct of an administrative appeal for the 
following disciplinary actions (Gov. Code, § 3304, subd. (b)): 

2 
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• Dismissal, demotion, suspension, salary reduction or written reprimand 
received by the Chief of Police whose liberty interest is not affected (i.e.: the 
charges supporting a dismissal do not harm the employee's reputation or ability 
to find future employment); 

• Transfer of permanent employees for purposes of punishment; 

• Denial of promotion for permanent employees for reasons other than merit; and 

• Other actions against permanent employees or the Chief of Police that result in 
disadvantage, harm, loss or hardship and impact the career opportunities of the 
employee. 

Included in the foregoing are the preparation and review of the various documents to 
commence and proceed with the administrative hearing; legal review and assistance 
with the conduct of the administrative hearing; preparation and service of subpoenas, 
witness fees, and salaries of employee witnesses, including overtime; the time and 
labor of the administrative body and its attendant clerical services; the preparation and 
service of any rulings or orders of the administrative body. 

C. Interrogations 

Claimants are eligible for reimbursement for the performance of the activities listed in 
this section only when a peace officer is under investigation, or becomes a witness to 
an incident under investigation, and is subjected to an interrogation by the commanding 
officer, or any other member of the employing public safety department, that could 
lead to dismissal, demotion, suspension, reduction in salary, written reprimand, or 
transfer for purposes of punishment. (Gov. Code,§ 3303) . 

Claimants are not eligible for reimbursement for the activities listed in this section 
when an interrogation of a peace officer is in the normal course of duty, counseling, 
instruction, or informal verbal admonishment by, or other routine or unplanned contact 
with, a supervisor or any other public safety officer. Claimants are also not eligible for 
reimbursement when the investigation is concerned solely and directly with alleged 
criminal activities. (Gov. Code, § 3303, subd. (i)). 

1. When required by the seriousness of the investigation, compensating_ the peace 
officer for interrogations occurring during off-duty time in accordance with regular 
department procedures. (Gov. Code,§ 3303, subd. (a)). 

Included in the foregoing is the preparation and review of overtime compensation 
requests. 

2. Providing prior notice to the peace officer regarding the nature of the interrogation 
and identification of the investigating officers. (Gov. Code,§ 3303, subds. (b) and 
(c)). 

Included in the foregoing is the review of agency complaints or other documents to 
prepare the notice of interrogation; determination of the investigating officers; 
redaction of the agency complaint for names of the complainant or other accused 
parties or witnesses or confidential information; preparation of notice or agency 
complaint; review by counsel; and presentation of notice or agency complaint to 
peace officer . 

3. Tape recording the interrogation when the peace officer employee records the 
interrogation. (Gov. Code, § 3303, subd. (g)). 
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Included in the foregoing is the cost of tape and storage, and the cost of 
transcription. 

4. Providing the peace officer employee with access to the tape prior to any further 
interrogation at a subsequent time, or if any further proceedings are contemplated • 
and the further proceedings fall within the following categories (Gov. Code, § 3303, 
subd. (g)); 

a) The further proceeding is not a disciplinary action; 

b) The further proceeding is a dismissal, demotion, suspension, salary reduction or 
written reprimand received by a probationary or at-will employee whose liberty 
interest is not affected (i.e., the charges supporting the dismissal does not harm the 
employee's reputation or ability to find future employment); 

c) The further proceeding is a transfer of a permanent, probationary or at-will 
employee for purposes of punishment; 

d) The further proceeding is a denial of promotion for a permanent, probationary or 
at-will employee for reasons other than merit; 

e) The further proceeding is an action against a permanent, probationary or at-will 
employee that results in disadvantage, harm, loss or hardship and impacts the career 
of the employee. 

Included in the foregoing is the cost of tape copying. 

5. Producing transcribed copies of any notes made by a stenographer at an 
interrogation, and copies of reports or complaints made by investigators or other 
persons, except those that are deemed confidential, when requested by the officer, 
in the following circumstances (Gov. Code, § 3303, subd. (g)): 

a) When the investigation does not result in disciplinary action; and 

b) When the investigation results in: 

• A dismissal, demotion, suspension, salary reduction or written reprimand 
received by a probationary or at-will employee whose liberty interest is not 
affected (i.e.; the charges supporting the dismissal do not harm the 
employee's reputation or ability to find future employment); 

• A transfer of a permanent, probationary or at-will employee for purposes of 
punishment; 

• A denial of promotion for a permanent, probationary or at-will employee 
for reasons other than merit; or 

• Other actions against a permanent, probationary or at-will employee that 
result in disadvantage, harm, loss or hardship and impact the career of the 
employee. 

Included in the foregoing is the review of the complaints, notes or tape recordings 
for issues of confidentiality by law enforcement, human relations or counsel; cost 
of processing, service and retention of copies. 

D. Adverse Comment 

Performing the following activities upon receipt of an adverse comment (Gov. Code, 
§§ 3305 and 3306): 
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School Districts 

(a) If an adverse comment results in the deprivation of employment through dismissal, 
suspension, demotion, reduction in pay or written reprimand for a permanent peace 
officer, or harms the officer's reputation and opportunity to find future 
employment, then schools are entitled to reimbursement for: 

• Obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse comment; or 

• Noting the peace officer's refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document 
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such 
circumstances. 

(b) If an adverse comment is obtained in connection with a promotional examination, 
then school districts are entitled to reimbursement for the following activities: 

• Providing notice of the adverse comment; 

• Providing an opportunity to review and sign the adverse comment; 

• Providing an opportunity to respond to the adverse comment within 30 days; 
and 

• Noting the peace officer's refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document 
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such 
circumstances. 

( c) If an adverse comment is not obtained in connection with a promotional 
examination, then school districts are entitled to reimbursement for: 

• Obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse comment; or 

• Noting the peace officer's refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document 
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such 
circumstances. 

Counties 

(a) If an adverse comment results in the deprivation of employment through dismissal, 
suspension, demotion, reduction in pay or written reprimand for a permanent peace 
officer, or harms the officer's reputation and opportunity to find future 
employment, then schools are entitled to reimbursement for: 

• Obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse comment; or 

• Noting the peace officer's refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document 
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such 
circumstances. 

(b) If an adverse comment is related to the investigation of a possible criminal offense, 
then counties are entitled to reimbursement for the following activities: 

• Providing notice of the adverse comment; 

• Providing an opportunity to review and sign the adverse comment; 

• Providing an opportunity to respond to the adverse comment within 30 days; 
and 
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• Noting the peace officer's refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document 
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such 
circumstances. 

( c) If an adverse comment is not related to the investigation of a possible criminal 
offense, then counties obtained are entitled to reimbursement for: 

• Providing notice of the adverse comment: and 

• Obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse comment; or 

• Noting the peace officer's refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document 
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such 
circumstances. 

Cities and Special Districts 

(a) If an adverse comment results in the deprivation of employment through dismissal, 
suspension, demotion, reduction in pay or written reprimand for a permanent peace 
officer, or harms the officer's reputation and opportunity to find future 
employment, then schools are entitled to reimbursement for: 

• Obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse comment; or 

• Noting the peace officer's refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document 
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such 
circumstances. 

(b) If an adverse comment is related to the investigation of a possible criminal offense, 
then cities and special districts are entitled to reimbursement for the following 
activities: 

• Providing notice of the adverse comment; 

• Providing an opportunity to review and sign the adverse comment; 

• Providing an opportunity to respond to the adverse comment within 30 days; 
and 

• Noting the peace officer's refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document 
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such 
circumstances. 

( c) If an adverse comment is not related to the investigation of a possible criminal 
offense, then cities and special districts are entitled to reimbursement for the 
following activities: 

• Providing notice of the adverse comment; 

• Providing an opportunity to respond to the adverse comment within 30 days; 
and 

• Obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse comment; or 

• Noting the peace officer's refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document 
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such 
circumstances. 

Included in the foregoing are review of circumstances or documentation leading to adverse 
comment by supervisor, command staff, human resources staff or counsel, including 
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determination of whether same constitutes an adverse comment; preparation of comment 
and review for accuracy; notification and presentation of adverse comment to officer and 
notification concerning rights regarding same; review of response to adverse comment, 
attaching same to adverse comment and filing . 

V. CLAIM PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION 
Claims for reimbursement must be timely filed and identify each cost element for which 
reimbursement is claimed under this mandate. Claimed costs must be identified to each 
reimbursable activity identified in Section IV. of this document. 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 

Claimed costs shall be supported by the following cost element information: 

A. Direct Costs 

Direct Costs are defined as costs that can be traced to specific goods, services, units, 
programs, activities or functions. 

Claimed costs shall be supported by the following cost element information: 

1. Salaries and Benefits 

Identify the employee(s), and/or show the classification of the employee(s) involved. 
Describe the reimbursable activities performed and specify the actual time devoted to 
each reimbursable activity by each employee, the productive hourly rate, and related 
employee benefits. 

Reimbursement includes compensation paid for salaries, wages, and employee 
benefits. Employee benefits include regular compensation paid to an employee during 
periods of authorized absences (e.g., annual leave, sick leave) and the employer's 
contributions to social security, pension plans, insurance, and worker's compensation 
insurance. Employee benefits are eligible for reimbursement when distributed 
equitably to all job activities performed by the employee. 

2. Materials and Supplies 

Only expenditures that can be identified as a direct cost of this mandate may be 
claimed. List the cost of the materials and supplies consumed specifically for the 
purposes of this mandate. Purchases shall be claimed at the actual price after deducting 
cash discounts, rebates and allowances received by the claimant. Supplies that are 
withdrawn from inventory shall be charged based on a recognized method of costing, 
consistently applied. 

3. Contract Services 

Provide the name(s) of the contractor(s) who performed the services, including any 
fixed contracts for services. Describe the reimbursable activity(ies) performed by each 
named contractor and give the number of actual hours spent on the activities, if 
applicable. Show the inclusive dates when services were performed and itemize all 
costs for those services. Submit contract consultant and attorney invoices with the 
claim. 

4. Travel 

Travel expenses for mileage, per diem, lodging, and other employee entitlements are 
eligible for reimbursement in accordance with the rules of the local jurisdiction. 
Provide the name(s) of the traveler(s), purpose of travel, inclusive dates and times of 
travel, destination points, and travel costs. 
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5. Training 

The cost of training an employee to perform the mandated activities is eligible for 
reimbursement. Identify the employee(s) by name and job classification. Provide the 
title and subject of the training session, the date(s) attended, and the location. 
Reimbursable costs may include salaries and benefits, registration fees, transportation, 
lodging, and per diem. 

B. Indirect Costs 

Indirect costs are defined as costs which are incurred for a common or joint purpose, 
benefiting more than one program and are not directly assignable to a particular 
department or program without efforts disproportionate to the result achieved. Indirect 
costs may include both ( 1) overhead costs of the unit performing the mandate; and (2) the 
costs of central government services distributed to other departments based on a systematic 
and rational basis through a cost allocation plan. 

Compensation for indirect costs is eligible for reimbursement utilizing the procedure 
provided in the OMB A-87. Claimants have the option of using 10% of direct labor, 
excluding fringe benefits, or preparing an Indirect Cost Rate Proposal (ICRP) for the 
department if the indirect cost rate claimed exceeds 10%. If more than one department is 
claiming indirect costs for the mandated program, each department must have its own 
ICRP prepared in accordance with OMB A-87. An ICRP must be submitted with the 
claim when the indirect cost rate exceeds 10%. 

VI. SUPPORTING DATA 

For audit purposes, all costs claimed shall be traceable to source documents (e.g., 
employee time records, invoices, receipts, purchase orders, contracts, worksheets, 
calendars, declarations, etc.) that show evidence of the validity of such costs and their 
relationship to the state mandated program. All documentation in support of the claimed 
costs shall be made available to the State Controller's Office, as may be requested, and all 
reimbursement claims are subject to audit during the period specified in Government Code 
section 17558.5, subdivision (a). 

All claims shall identify the number of cases in process at the beginning of the fiscal year, 
the number of new cases added during the fiscal year, the number of cases completed or 
closed during the fiscal year, and the number of cases in process at the end of the fiscal 
year. 

VII. OFFSETTING SAVINGS AND OTHER REIMBURSEMENT 

Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences as a direct result of the subject mandate 
shall be deducted from the costs claimed. In addition, reimbursement for this mandate 
received from any source, including but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds 
and other state funds shall be identified and deducted from this claim. 

VIII. STATE CONTROLLER'S OFFICE REQUIRED CERTIFICATION 

An authorized representative of the claimant shall be required to provide a certification 
of the claim, as specified in the State Controller's claiming instructions, for those costs 
mandated by the State contained herein. 

8 
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CLAIM FOR PAYMENT For State Controller Use Only Program 

• 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 (19) Program Number 00186 

186 PEACE OFFICERS PROCEDURAL BILL OF RIGHTS 
(20) Date Filed __ / __ / __ 

(21) LRS Input __ ! __ / __ 

r (01) Claimant Identification Number " Reimbursement Claim Data L 
A (02) <.;1a1mant Name 
B (22) PPBR-1, (03)(a) 
E 
L County of Location 

(23) PPBR-1, (03)(b) 

H Street Address or P.O. Box Suite 
E (24) PPBR-1, (03)(c) 
R 
E City State Zip Code 

\.. ~ 
(25) PPBR-1, (03)(d) 

Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (26) PPBR-1, (04)(1)(e) 

(03) Estimated D (09) Reimbursement D (27) PPBR-1, (04)(2)(e) 

(04) Combined D c10) Combined D (28) PPBR-1, (04)(3)(e) 

(05) Amended D (11) Amended D (29) PPBR-1, (04)(4)(e) 

Fiscal Year of Cost (06) 20 _/20 -- (12) 20 _/20 -- (30) PPBR-1, (06) 

Total Claimed Amount (07) (13) (31) 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, notto exceed $1,000 (14) (32) 

• Less: Prior Claim Payment Received (15) (33) 

Net Claimed Amount (16) (34) 

Due from State (08) (17) (35) 

Due to State (18) (36) 

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code§ 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the local agency to file claims 
with the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 465, Statutes of 1976, certify under penalty of perjury that I have not violated 
any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by Chapter 
465, Statutes of 1976. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or actual 
costs for the mandated program of Chapter 465, Statutes of 1976, set forth on the attached statements. 

Signature of Authorized Officer Date 

Type or Print Name Title 
(38) Name of Contact Person for Claim 

( ) Telephone Number - Ext. • 
E-Mail Address 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) Chapter 465176 
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Program PEACE OFFICERS PROCEDURAL BILL OF RIGHTS (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 
FORM 

186 Certification Claim Form 
FAM-27 

Instructions 

(01) Use mailing label or leave blank. 

(02) A set of mailing labels with the claimant's l.D. number and address has been enclosed with the claiming instructions. Affix a label 
in the space shown on form FAM-27. If you did not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

(03) If filing an original estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated. 

(04) If filing an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04) Combined. 

(05) If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. 

(07) Enter the amount of estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous yea~s actual costs by more than 10%, complete forms 
PPBR-1 and enter the amount from line (11 ). 

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07). 

(09) If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement. 

(10) If filing an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (10) Combined. 

(11) If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended. 

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

(13) 

(14) 

Enter the amount of the reimbursement claim from forms PPBR-1, line (11). 

Filing Deadline. Initial Claims of Chapter465/76. If the reimbursement claim for fiscal years 1994-95 through 1999-00, is filed 
after January 30, 2001, the claim must be reduced by a late penalty. Costs for all initial reimbursement claims must be filed 
separately according to the fiscal year in which the costs were incurred. However, the initial claims will be considered as one 
claim for the purpose of computing the late claim penalty. Do not prorate the penalty among the fiscal years. If the claims are 
late, the penalty should be applied to a single fiscal year. Enter either the product of multiplying the sum total of line (13) for all 
applicable FAM-27's by the factor 0.1O(10% penalty) or $1,000, whichever is less. 

In subsequent years, reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs are incurred or 
the claims shall be reduced by a late penalty. Enter either the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty) or 
$1,000, whichever is less. 

(15) If filing a reimbursement claim and a claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for the claim. 
Otherwise, enter a zero. 

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

(17) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is positive, enterthat amount on line (17) Due from State. 

(18) If line (16) Net Claimed Amount is negative, enter that amount in line (18) Due to State. 

(19) to (21) Leave blank. 

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for 
the reimbursement claim e.g. PPBR-1, (04), means the information is located on form PPBR, line (04). Enter the information on 
the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, i.e., no cents. Indirect cost 
percentage should be shown as a whole number without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should be shown as 8. Completion of 
this data block will expedite the payment process. 

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and 
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by a signed 
certification. 

(38) Enter the name, telephone number. and e-mail address of the person to contact if additional information is required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED, ORIGINAL FORM FAM-27 WITH ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (NO COPIES 
NECESSARY) TO: 

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Form FAM-27 (New 10/00) 

Address, if delivered by other delivery service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Chapter 465/76 
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MANDATED COSTS 
FORM 

PEACE OFFICERS PROCEDURAL BILL OF RIGHTS 
PPBR-1 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 

Reimbursement CJ 
Estimated CJ 19 /20 

Claim Statistics 

(03) (a) Number of cases in process at the beginning of the fiscal year 

(b) Number of new cases added during the fiscal year 

(c) Number of cases completed or closed during the fiscal year 

(d) Number of cases in process at the end of the fiscal year 
.. .. 

i 
.. ··. 

-~~if . 
. 

.. r 
. . ·. .. ·• . .. . . 

Direct Costs Object Accounts 

(04) Reimbursable Activities (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Salaries Materials Travel 
Contract 

and and and 
Services Total 

Benefits Supplies Training 

• 1. Administrative Activities 

2. Administrative Appeal 

3. Interrogations 

4. Adverse Comment 

(05) Total Direct Costs 
. 

. . · ... · · . . 

Indirect Costs 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate [From J-380 or J-580] % 

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (05)(e) x line (06)] 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (05)(e) + line (07)] 

. .; ~· -------- -
.· 

. . · ... . 

Cost Reduction 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

• (10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (08) - {line (09) + line (1 O)}] 

New 10/00 Chapter 465/76 
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PEACE OFFICERS PROCEDURAL BILL OF RIGHTS 

Certification Claim Form 

Instructions 

FORM 

PPBR-1 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year of costs. 

From PPBR-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form PPBR-1 if you are filing 
an estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more 
than 10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the 
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, form PPBR-1 must 
be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the 
high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) (a) Enter the number of cases that were processed at the beginning of the fiscal year. 

(b) Enter the number of new cases that were added during the fiscal year. 

(c) Enter the number of cases that were completed or closed during the fiscal year. 

( d) Enter the number of cases that were in process at the end of the fiscal year. 

(04) Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the total from form PPBR-2, line 
(05), columns (d), (e), (f), and (g) to form PPBR-1, block (04) columns (a), (b), (c), and (d) in the 
appropriate row. Total each row. 

(05) 

(06) 

Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through (e). 

Indirect Cost Rate. Enter the indirect cost rate from the Department of Education form J-380 or J-580, 
as applicable for the fiscal year of costs. 

(07) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06), by the Total Direct 
Costs, line (05)(e). 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (05)(e), and Total Indirect 
Costs, line (07). 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct 
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim. 

(10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of other reimbursements received from 
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds, 
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the 
reimbursement sources and amounts. 

(11) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements, 
line (10), from Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (08). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the 
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (13) for the Reimbursement Claim. 

New 10/00 Chapter 465176 
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MANDATED COSTS 

POLICE OFFICERS PROCEDURAL BILL OF RIGHTS 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

FORM 

PPBR-2 

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year 

(03) Reimbursable Component: Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed. 

c:::::::J Administrative Activities c:::::::J Administrative Appeal 

c:::::::J Interrogations c:::::::J Adverse Comment 

(04) Description of Expenses Object Accounts 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 

Employee Names, Job 
Hourly Hours Salaries Materials Travel 

Classifications, Functions Performed, 
Rate Worked and and and Contract 

and Description of Expenses 
or or Benefits Supplies Training Services 

Unit Cost Quantity 

(05) Total c:::::::J Subtotal c:::::::J Page: __ of __ 

New 10/00 Chapter 465/76 
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POLICE OFFICERS PROCEDURAL BILL OF RIGHTS 
CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) No entry required. 

FORM 
PPBR-2 

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box which indicates the cost component being claimed. Check 
only one box per form. A separate form PPBR-2 shall be prepared for each applicable component. 

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support 
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box "checked" in block (03), enter the 
employee names, position titles, a brief description of the activities performed, actual time spent by 
each employee, productive hourly rates, fringe benefits, supplies used, travel and training expense, 
and contract services. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) must be of sufficient detail to 
explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, all supporting documents 
must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than two years after the end of the calendar 
year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. Such documents 
shall be made available to the State Controller's Office on request 

Object/ Columns Submit these 

Sub object 
supporting 
documents 

Accounts (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 
with the claim 

. 

Salaries= " 
Salaries Employee Hourly Hours Hourly Rate . 

Name Rate Worked x I 
I 

Hou rs Worked . 
. 

Title Benefits= 

Benefits 
Benefil Hours Benefit Rate 
Rate Worked x 

Activities Salaries 

Cost= 
Materials Description Unit Quantity 

Unit Cost 
and of x 

Supplies Supplies Used Cost Used Quantity 
Used 

Travel and Purpose of Trip Per Diem Rate Days Rate x Days 
Training 

Travel 

Training 

Contract 
Services 

(05) 

Name and Title or Miles 
Mileage Rate Miles 

Departure and Total Travel 
Retum Date Travel Cost Travel Mode Cost . . 

Employee Dates 
Name andnle Attended Registration 

Fee 
Name of Class 

Name of Hours Itemized 
Contractor Hourly Worked Cost 

Inclusive of Invoice 
Specific Tasks Rate Dates of Services 

Performed Service Perfonmed 

Total line (04), columns (d), (e), (f), and (g) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box 
to indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the component 
costs, number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d), (e), (f), and (g) to form PPBR-1, 
block (04), columns (a), (b), (c), and (d) in the appropriate row. 

New 10/00 Chapter 465/76 
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1. 

THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS 

Summary of the Mandate 

Chapter 1249, Statutes of 1992, added Penal Code section 832.9. This statute requires 
school districts employing peace officers to reimburse the officer or any member of his or 
her immediate family for actual and necessary moving and relocation expenses incurred 
when it is necessary to move because the officer has received a threat that a Ufe threatening 
action may be taken against the officer or his or her immediate family as a result of the 
peace officer's employment. 

Chapter 666, Statutes of 1995, amended Penal Code section 832.9, by specifying 
guidelines for reimbursement 

On April 24, 1997, the Commission determined that the requirements of Penal Code section 
832.9, as added by Chapter 1249, Statutes of 1992 and amended by Chapter 666, Statutes 
of 1995, imposed upon school districts, a new program or higher level of service, within the 
meaning of section 6, article XIII B of the California Constitution and section 17514 of the 
Government Code. 

2. Eligible Claimants 

3 . 

Any school district (K-12), county board of education, or community college, employing 
peace officers pursuant to Penal Code section 830, and incurring increased costs as a 
direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs. 

Appropriations 

These claiming instructions are issued following the adoption of the program's parameters 
and guidelines by the Commission on State Mandates. Funding for payment of initial claims 
covering fiscal years 1995-96, 1996-97, and 1997-98 may be made available in a future 
appropriation act subject to the approval of the Legislature and the Governor. 

To determine if this program is funded in subsequent fiscal years, refer to the schedule, 
"Appropriation for State Mandated Cost Programs," in the "Annual Claiming Instructions for 
State Mandated Costs" issued in September of each year to county superintendents of 
schools and superintendents of schools. 

4. Types of Clalms 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims 

A claimant may file a reimbursement and/or an estimated claim. A reimbursement 
claim details the costs actually incurred for a prior fiscal year. An estimated claim 
shows the costs to be incurred for the current fiscal year. 

B. Minimum Claim 

New 5198 

Government Code section 17564(a) provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to 
Government Code section 17561 unless such a claim exceeds $200 per program per fiscal 
year. However, any county superintendent of schools, as fiscal agent for the school 
district, may submit a combined claim in excess of $200 on behalf of one or more districts 
within the county even if the individual districrs claim does not exceed $200. A combined 
claim must show the individual costs for each district Once a combined claim is filed, all 
subsequent years relating to the same mandate must be filed in a combined form. The 
county receives the reimbursement payment and is responsible for disbursing funds to 

Chapters 1249/92 and 666/95, Page 1of17 
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each participating district. A district may withdraw from the combined claim form by 
providing a written notice of its intent to file a separate claim, to the county superintendent 
of schools and the State Controller's Office at least 180 days prior to the deadline for filing 
the claim. 

5. Filing Deadline 

A. Initial Claims 

Pursuant to Government Code section 17561, subdivision (d)(3), initial claims must be 
filed within 120 days from the issuance of claiming instructions. Accordingly: 

( 1) Reimbursement claims detailing the actual costs incurred for the 1995-96, and 
1996-97 fiscal years must be filed with the State Controller's Office and postmarked by 
September 1. 1998. If the reimbursement claim is filed after the deadline of 
September 1, 1998, the approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not 
to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline will not be 
accepted. 

(2) Estimated claims for costs to be incurred during the 1997-98 fiscal year must be filed 
with the State Controller's Office and posbnarked by September 1, 1998. Timely filed 
estimated claims are paid before late claims. If a payment is received for the 
estimated claim, a 1997-98 reimbursement claim must be filed by November 30, 1998. 

B. Annually Thereafter 

Refer to the item, "Reimbursable State Mandated Cost Programs", contained in the annual 
cover letter for mandated cost programs issued annually in September, which identifies the 
fiscal years for which claims may be filed. If an ''>(' is shown for the program listed under 
"19_-19_ Reimbursement Claim", and/or"19_-19_ Estimated Claim", claims may be 
filed as follows: 

(1) An estimated claim filed with the State Controller's Office must be posbnarked by 
November 30 of the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. Timely filed 
estimated claims will be paid before late claims. 

After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a 
reimbursement claim by November 30 of the following fiscal year. If the district fails to 
file a reimbursement claim, monies received for the estimated claim must be returned 
to the State. If no estimated claim was filed, the agency may file a reimbursement 
claim detailing the actual costs incurred for the fiscal year, provided there was an 
appropriation for the program for that fiscal year. For information regarding 
appropriations for reimbursement claims, refer to the schedule, "Appropriation for 
State Mandated Cost Programs," in the previous fiscal year's annual claiming 
instructions. 

(2) A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed with the Stale 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30 following the fiscal year in which 
costs were incurred. If the claim is filed after the deadline but by November 30 of the 
succeeding fiscal year, the approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, 
not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline will not be 
accepted. 

6. Reimbursable Components 

For each eligible claimant, the direct and indirect cost of labor, supplies, and services 
incurred for the following mandated components are reimbursable: 

Chapters 1249/92 and 666/95, Page 2of17 NewS/98 
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A. Moving and Relocatlon Expenses from July 1, 1995 through December 31, 1995 

(1) Review and Approval of Claims 

Review and approve claims for actual and necessary moving and relocation expenses 
incurred when it is necessary to move because the officer has received a threat that a 
life threatening action may be taken against the officer. or his, or her immediate family 
as a result of the peace officer's employment. Costs incurred before and after the 
change of residence, including the cost of moving household effects either by 
commercial household goods carrier or by the employee, are reimbursable. 

(2) Payment of Expenses 

Payment of the approved reimbursement to the peace officer or member of the 
immediate family residing with the officer for actual and necessary moving and 
relocation expenses. 

B. Moving and Relocation Expenses from January 1, 1996 to Present 

(1) Notification of a Threat 

Receipt of notification of a credible threat. (Penal Code section 832.9, subdivisions 
(b)(5) and (c)). 

(2) Approval of Relocation Plans 

Approval of relocation plans and if necessary, verification of residency of any 
immediate family member. (Penal Code section 832.9, subdivisions (a), (b)(3), 
and (d)). 

(3) Review and Approval of Claims 

Review and approval of claims for actual and necessary moving and relocation 
expenses incurred when it is necessary to move because the officer has received 
a threat that a life threatening action may be taken against the officer, or his, or 
her immediate family as a result of the peace officer's employment. Costs 
incurred before and after the change of residence, including the cost of moving 
household effects either by commercial household goods carrier or by the 
employee. Approval of •actual and necessary relocation costs" is subject to the 
limitations set forth in Penal Code section 832.9, as amended by Chapter 666, 
StaMes of 1995. 

(4) Payment of Expenses 

Payment of the approved reimbursement to the peace officer or member of the 
immediate family for actual and necessary moving and relocation expenses. 

7. Reimbursement Limitations 

A. litigation expenses "allowable as costs" and "not allowable as costs• pursuant to section 
1033.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure, are not reimbursable if incurred by claimants and/or 
local law enforcement agencies responding to and/or defending claims or actions brought 
under Penal Code section 832.9. 

B. After January 1, 1996, the following costs are not reimbursable: 

New 5/98 

(1) Moving Costs 

Moving Costs that are not included in the Department of Personnel Administration 
rules governing promotional relocations, (Penal Code section 832.9, subdivision 
(b)(1). Refer to DPAArticle 7, beginning on page 7.) 

Chapters 1249/92 and 666195, Page 3 of 17 
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(2) Loss/Decrease In Value 

Loss or decrease in value of a peace officer's residence due to a forced sale, (Penal 
Code section 832.9, subdivision (b)(2).) 

(3) Unapproved Expenses 

Costs incurred by a peace officer or the immediate family without prior approval of the 
appointing authority, (Penal Code section 832.9, subdivision (b)(3).) 

(4) Unauthorized Payment of Salaries 

Unauthorized payment of the peace officer's salary while moving; (Penal Code 
section 832.9, subdivision (b)(4).) 

(5) Temporary Housing 

Temporary relocation housing which exceeds 60 days, (Penal Code section 832.9, 
subdivision (b )(6).) 

(61 Relocation Costs 

Relocation costs incurred 120 days after the original notification of a viable threat if the 
peace officer has failed to relocate, (Penal Code section 832.9, subdivision (b)(7).) 

C. Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the daimant received from any source 
including but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds 
as a direct result of this mandate, shall be identified and deducted so only net local 
costs are claimed. 

8. Claiming Forms and Instructions 

The diagram "Illustration of Claim Forrns" provides a graphical presentation of forms required to 
be filed with a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated report in substitution for 
forms TAP-1 and TAP-2 provided the format of the report and data fields contained within the 
report are identical to the claim forms included in these instructions. The claim forms provided 
with these instructions should be duplicated and used by the claimant to file estimated or 
reimbursement claims. The State Controller's Office will revise the manual and claim forms as 
necessary. In such instances, new replacement forms will be mailed to claimants. 

A. Form TAP-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail 

This form is used to segregate the detailed costs by claim component. A separate form 
TAP-2 must be completed for each cost component being claimed. Costs reported on 
this form must be supported as follows: 

( 1 ) Salaries and Benefits 

Identify the employee(s), and/or show the classification of the employee(s) 
involved. Describe the mandated functions performed by each employee, and 
specify the actual time spent the productive hourly rates, and related fringe 
benefits. 

Source documents to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are not 
limited to, employee time records that show the employee's actual time spent on 
this mandate. 

(2) Services and Supplies 

Only expenditures that can be identified as a direct cost of this mandate may be 
claimed. list the cost of materials consumed or expended specifically for the purpose 
of this mandate. 

Chapters 1249/92 and 666/95, Page4of17 New5/98 
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New5/98 

Source documents to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are not limited 
to, invoices, receipts, purchase orders, and other documents evidencing the validity of 
the expenditures. 

(3) Contracted Services 

Contracting costs are reimbursable to the extent that the function to be performed 
requires special skill or knowledge that is not readily available from the claimant's 
staff or the service to be provided by the contractor is cost effective. 

Give the name(s) of contractor(s) who performed the service(s). Describe the 
activities performed by each named contractor, actual time spent on this mandate, 
inclusive dates when services were performed, and itemize all costs for services 
performed. Attach consultant invoices with the claim. 

Source documents to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are not 
limited to, contracts, invoices, and other documents evidencing the validity of the 
expenditures. 

(4) Employee Reimbursement 

Reimbursement to the peace officer or member of his or her immediate family for 
actual and necessary moving and relocation expenses must provide the following: 

(a) Show the dates when the claimant received notification of the threat, when 
moving and relocation expenses were incurred, and when the officer or member 

of his or her immediate family was reimbursed. 

(b) Submit with the claim, a copy of the contract, invoices, and receipts for the cost 
of moving and relocation. Identify the independent contractor or employee who 

provided services for moving and relocation . 

(c) If confidentiality is involved, to protect the officer's relocation, mark out sensitive 
areas of the contract, invoices, and receipts. 

For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained for a period of two years 
after the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last 
amended, whichever is later. When no funds are appropriated for the initial claim at the 
time the claim was filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years from the 
date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be made available to the State 
Controller's Office on request. 

B. Fonn TAP-1, Claim Summary 

This form is used to summarize direct costs by claim component and compute 
allowable indirect costs for the mandate. Claim statistics shall identify the work 
performed for costs claimed. The claimant must give the number of peace officers who 
were relocated in the fiscal year of claim as a result of credible threats received. 

The Commission on State Mandates requests that claimants send a copy of form TAP-1 for 
each of the initial years' reimbursement claims by mail or facsimile to the Commission on 
State Mandates, 1300 I Street, Suite 950, Sacramento, CA 95814, Facsimile: (916) 
445-0278. Although providing this information is not a condition of payment, claimants are 
encouraged to provide this information to enable the Commission to develop a statewide 
cost estimate and recommend an appropriation to the Legislature. 

School districts and local offices of education may compute the amount of indirect 
costs utilizing the State Department of Education's Annual Program Cost Data Report 
J-380 or J-580 rate, as applicable. The cost data on this form is carried forward to form 
FAM-27 . 
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C. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

Form FAM-27 contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized representative 
of the district. All applicable information from form TAP-1 must be carried forward to this 
form for the State Controller's Office to process the claim for payment. 

I 

FonnTAP-2 

Component/ 
Adivity 

CostDeta~ 

• 
FormTAP-1 

Claim Surrmary 

i 
FJ>M.V 
Clain 

for Payment 

,... 

Illustration of Claim Fonns 

Fonn TAP-2, Component/Activity Cost Detall 

Complete a separate fonn TAP-2 for each cost 
component for which costs are daimed. 

1. Moving and Relocation Expenses 7/1195 to 12131195 

2. Moving and Relocation Expenses 1/1/96 to Present 
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DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION RULES 

Moving and Relocation Expenses 

Effective January 1, 1996 

599.714.1 Scopa 

(a) Whenever a permanent state officer or employee is required by any appointing power because of a 
change in assignment promotion or other reason related to his/her duties, to change his/her place of 
residence, such officer, agent or employee shall receive reimbursement of his/her actual and necessary 
moving and relocation expenses incurred by him/her both before and after and by reason of such change 
of residence, subject to the provisions and limitations of this article. 

(b) For the purposes of this article, a move occurs on the official reporting date to the new headquarters, 
and when a change in residence is reasonable to be required. Relocation shall be paid, when the 
following conditions are met 

(1) The officer's or employee's officially designated headquarters is changed for the advantage of the 
State, which includes the following: 

(A) A promotion offered by any appointing authority, not including those movements that the employee 
could make through transfer. reinstatemen~ or reemployment eligibility; or 

(B) An involuntary transfer initiated by and at the discretion of the appointing authority, 

(C) Any involuntary transfer required to affect a mandatory reinstatement following: 

- termination of a career executive or exempt appointment 
- leave of absence 
- rejection from probation 

(D) any involuntary transfer required to affect a mandatory reinstatement following the expiration or 
involuntary termination of a temporary appointment, limited term appointment, or training and 
development assignment when: 

- the employee did not relocate to accept the appointment or assignment, or 
- the employee did relocate, at State expense, to accept the appointment or assignment. 

(2) The move must be a minimum of 50 miles plus the number of miles between the old residence and the 
old headquarters. 

(3) Relocations that meet the above criteria will be fully reimbursed to the extent and limitations in this 
article. 

(c) A change of residence is not deemed reasonable to be required for voluntary transfers or permissive 
reinstatements, with or without a salary increase, in response to general requests which specify that 
moving and relocation expenses will not be paid, or for any non-promotional transfer which is primarily for 
the benefit of the officer or employee. 

{d) When an appointment does not meet the criteria in (a) and (b) the appointing power may, at his/her 
discretion, determine in advance that it is in the best interest of the State to reimburse all or part of the 
actual reasonable and necessary relocation expenses provided in this article as an incentive to recruit 
employees to positions that are designated by the appointing power as difficult to fill or because of 
outstanding qualifications of the appointee, or due to unusual and unavoidable hardship to the employee 
by reason of the change of residence. 

(1) Relocations that meet this criteria shall be reimbursed only for the items in this article specifically 
authorized by the appointing power, and may be subject to further limitations designated by the 
appointing power . 
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(2) Upon determination that any reimbursement will be made, the appointing power shall: 

(A) Determine which provisions will apply to the relocation and establish any additional limitations to those 
provisions such as dollar limits, weight limits, or time limits. 

(B) Notify the employee in writing, of specific allowable reimbursements prior to the move. 

(e) Requirements and limitations specified in this article may not be waived or exceeded by the appointing 
power. 

(f) Unauthorized relocation expenses and relocation expenses incurred prior to receipt of a written notice 
of allowable relocation expenses are the responsibility of the employee. 

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 19815.4(d), 19816 and 19820, Government Code. Reference: Section 
19841, Government Code. 

599.715.1 Reimbursement for Miscellaneous Expenses 

An officer or employee who is required to change his/her place of residence according to Section 
599. 714.1 may receive reimbursement for up to $200 for miscellaneous expenses upon submittal of 
documentation of the payment of all such expenses and certification that the expenses were related to 
dissolution to the old household and/or the establishment of a new household and were not otherwise 
reimbursed. 

(a) Reimbursement for the installation and/or connection of appliances or antennas purchased after the 
change of residence shall be allowed provided no claim is made for installation and/or connection of a 
similar item in the movement of household goods, and installation and/or connection occurs within sixty 
days of the establishment of a new residence. 

(b) Deposits are not reimbursable. 

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 19815.4{d), 19816 and 19820, Government Code. Reference: Section 
19841, Government Code. 

599.716.1 Reimbursement for Sale of a Residence 

(a) Whenever a state officer or employee is required, as defined in Section 599. 714.1 to change his/her 
officially designated headquarter and this requires the sales of his/her residence the officer or employee 
shall be reimbursed only for actual and necessary selling costs as determined by prevailing practices 
within the area of sale. Claims for reimbursement must be substantiated by the seller's closing escrow 
statement and other pertinent supportive documents. Seller's points are not eligible for reimbursement. 
Claims will include only those items which are listed in the following subsection. 

(b) Actual and necessary selling costs are: 

(1) Brokerage commission; 
(2) Title insurance; 
(3) Escrow fees; 
(4) Prepayment penalties; 
(5) Taxes, charges or fees fixed by local authority required to consummate the sale of the 

residence; and 
(6) Miscellaneous sellers costs customary to the area, not to exceed $200. 

(c) Actual and necessary selling costs will be reimbursed for that portion of the dwelling the employee 
actually occupies if the employee or officer owns and resides in a multi-family dwelling. 

(d) Commissions and fees will not be reimbursed if paid to the employee, the employee's spouse or 
spouse's employer, or to any member of the household. 
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(e) Claims for the sale of a residence must be submitted within two years following the date the officer or 
employee reports to the new official headquarters. No extensions will be allowed thereafter . 

(f) Rebates to employees will be deducted from the claim prior to reimbursement. 

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 3517.8, 19815.4(d), 19816 and 19820, Government Code. Reference: 
Section 19841, Government Code. 

599.717.1 Settlement of a Lease 

(a) Whenever an officer or employee is required, as defined by-Section·599.714.1(a) to change his/her 
place of residence and such change requires the setUement of a lease on the employee's old residence, 
the officer or employee shall receive the actual and necessary cost of settlement of the unexpired lease to 
a maximum of one year. In no event shall the lease settlement include any costs, deposits or fees. 

( I ) Reimbursement shall not be allowed if it is determined that the officer or employee knew or 
reasonably should have known that a transfer according to Section 599. 714.1 was imminent before 
entering into a lease agreement 

(2) Claims for settlement of a lease shall include a lease agreement signed by both the employee and the 
lessor, and shall be itemized and submitted within nine months following the new reporting date. 

(b) If an employee is required under 599.714.1(a) to change his/her place of residence and such notice to 
the employee is insufficient to provide the employee the notice period required by a month to month rental 
agreement, reimbursement may be claimed for the number of days penalty paid by the employee to a 
maximum of 30 calendar days. 

(1) Reimbursement shall not be allowed for days that the employee failed to notify the landlord after 
notification by the employer of the reassignments. 

(2) Claims shall be accompanied by a copy of the rental agreement, an itemized receipt for the penalty 
and the name and address of the individual or company to which the rental penalty has been paid. 

(c) No reimbursement shall be made for forfeiture of cleaning or security deposits, or for repair, 
replacement, or damages of rental property. 

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 19815.4(d), 19816 and 19820, Government Code. Reference: Section 
19841, Government Code. 

599.718.1 Expenses for Moving Household Effects 

(a) For the purpose of these regulations, household or personal effects include items such as furniture, 
clothing, musical instruments, household appliances, food, and other items which are usual or necessary 
for the maintenance of one household. 

(b) Household effects shall not include items connected to a for profit business, items from another 
household, items that are permanently affixed to the property being vacated or items that would normally 
be discarded or recycled. 

(c) At the discretion of the appointing power, other items may be considered household effects based on a 
consideration of the estimated cost of the move and a review of the items listed on the inventory. 
Expenses related to moving items other than those described in (a) that have not been approved by the 
appointing power shall be the responsibility of the employee. 

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 19815.4(d), 19816 and 19820, Government Code, Reference: Section 
19841, Government Code . 
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599.719.1 Reimbursement for Moving Household Effects 

Reimbursement shall be allowed for the cost of moving an employee's effects either via commercial 
household goods carrier or by the employee. Reimbursements under this rule shall not exceed the cost 
of moving the employee's household goods from the old residence to the new headquarters plus 50 miles 
unless the appointing authority determines that a longer move is in the best interest of the State. Any 
additional expense associated with an interstate or intercountry move shall be approved in advance by the 
appointing power. No reimbursement will be allowed for the hiring of casual labor. 

(a) When the employee retains a commercial mover. reimbursement for actual and necessary expenses 
incurred by a commercial mover under this article for the packing. insurance, one pickup, transportation, 
storage-in-transit (not including warehouse handling charges except when required by interstate tariffs), 
one delivery, unpacking, and installation at the new location of an employee's household effects shall be 
allowed subject to the following: 

(1) Weight of household effects for which expenses may be reimbursed shall not exceed 5,000 kilograms 
(11,000 pounds). 

(2) Duration of storage-in-transit for which charges may be reimbursed shall not exceed 60 calendar days 
unless a longer period of storage is approved in advance by the appointing authority based on hardship 
to the employee. 

(3) Rates at which reimbursement is allowed shall not exceed the minimum rates, at the minimum 
declared valuation, established by the California Public Utilities Commission for household goods carriers, 
unless a higher rate is approved by the Department of General Services. 

(4) Cost of insurance for which reimbursement is allowed shall not exceed the cost of insurance 
coverage at $2.00 valuation for each pound of household effects shipped by household goods carrier. 

(5) Claims for exceptions to the 11,000 pounds statutory limit will be considered by the appointing 
authority up to a maximum of 23,000 pounds, only when it has been determined that every reasonable 
effort had been made to conform to the limit. Exceptions to the number of pick-ups and deliveries may be 
made by the appointing power when it is reasonably necessary and in the best interest of the state. 

(b) When the employee does not retain a commercial mover. reimbursement shall be allowed as follows 
for expenses related to the movement by the employee of his/her household effects in a truck or trailer. 

(1) Rental of a truck or trailer from a commercial establishment. When not included in the truck rental 
rate, the cost of gasoline, rental of a furniture, dolly, packing cartons and protective pads will be 
reimbursed. If the total costs exceed $1,000 the claim must be accompanied by at least one written 
commercial rate quote. Reimbursement will be made at the rate (including gasoline) which results in the 
lowest cost; or 

(2) Mileage reimbursement at the rates provided in Section or 599.631.1 (b) for noncommercial 
privately-owned motor vehicles used in transporting the employee's household effects. 

(3) Reimbursement for more than one trip by the method described in (b)(1) or (2) above may be allowed 
if the employee's agency has determined that the total cost would be less than the cost of movement by a 
commercial household goods carrier. 

{c) If household goods are moved exclusively in the employee's personal vehicle, reimbursement for 
mileage may be claimed at the State mileage rate. No other mileage or moving expense shall be allowed. 

(d) All claims for the reimbursement of the movement of household goods require receipts. Unless an 
exception is granted by the appointing authority, claims shall be submitted no later than 2 years and 60 
days from the effective date of appointment or 15 days prior to voluntary separation, whichever is first. 

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 19815.4(d), 19816, and 19820, Government Code. Reference: Section 
19841, Government Code. 
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599.720.1 Reimbursement for Movement of a Mobile Home 

For the movement of a mobile home which contains the household effects of an officer or employee, and 
has served as the employee's residence at the previous location at the time of notification of relocation, 
reimbursement will be allowed as follows: 

(a) Where transportation of the trailer coach is by a commercial mobile home transporter and receipts are 
submitted: 

(1) For tolls, taxes, charges, fees, or permits fixed by the State or local authority required for the 
transportation or assembly or trailer coaches actually incurred by the employee. 

(2) Charges for disassembly and assembly of the trailer, including but not limited to, disassembly and 
assembly of trailer, skirt, awnings, porch, the trailer coach itself, and other miscellaneous documented, 
itemized expenses related to the dissolution of the old household and/or the establishment of the new 
household, up to $2,500 unless an exception is approved by the appointing power. 

(3) Reimbursement will be allowed for the actual cost supported by voucher and installation of wheels and 
axles necessary to comply with the requirements of Chapter 5, Article 1 of the California Vehicle Code. 

(4) Three competitive bids shall be obtained and reimbursement will be approved at the lowest bid. 
Based on information documenting the attempt to obtain three bids as provided by the employee, the 
appointing power may waive the three bid requirement 

(5) Reimbursement received under this section precludes any additional reimbursement for miscellaneous 
expenses under Section 599.715.1. 

(6) Movement of the trailer coach at rates exceeding the minimum rates established by the California 
Public Utilities Commission for mobile home transporters: 

(7) Charges at P. U. C. minimum rates to obtain permits identified above: 

(8) Storage-in-transit for up to 60 calendar days at P. U. C. minimum rates, unless an extension is 
approved by the appointing authority. 

(b) Where transportation of the coach is by an employee, expenses may be claimed for a one-way trip by 
submitting gasoline receipts. 

(c) Reimbursement will not be allowed for: 

(1) Purchase of parts and materials except for those items necessary to comply with the minimum 
requirements of the California Administrative Code, Title 25, Chapter 5. 

(2) Repairs including tires and tubes, and breakdown in transit 

(3) Costs associated with maintenance or repair of the trailer coach. 

(4) Costs for separate shipment of household goods carrier unless that is determined to be the most 
economical method of transport 

(5) Costs associated with the movement or handling of permanent structures. 

(d) All claims related to the movement of a trailer coach and the household goods therein require receipts 
and shall be submitted no later than 2 years and 60 days from the effective date of appointment, or 15 
days prior to the voluntary separation, whichever is first No extension will be granted. 

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 19B15.4(d), 19616, and 19820, Government Code. Reference: Section 
19841, Government Code . 
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599.722.1 Relocation Subsistence Reimbursement and Miieage 

(a) If eligible under Section 599. 714(a). an officer or employee shall be reimbursed for actual lodging, 
supported by a receipt, and meal and incidental expenses in accordance with and not to exceed the 
rate established in Section 599.619(a)(1) and (2), while locating a permanent residence at the new 
location. Employees who do not furnish receipts for lodging may be reimbursed for noncommercial 
meals and noncommercial lodging in accordance with 599.619(b). A permanent residence is typically 
an abode that is purchased, or rented on a monthly basis, of a type that provides long-term living 
accommodations, where any utilities are hooked up (gas, electric, cable, phone), and mail is 
delivered. 

(1) Reimbursement may be claimed for up to 60 days, except an extension of up to 30 days may be 
granted when the Appointing power has determined in advance that the delay of change of residence 
is a result of unusual and unavoidable circumstances that are beyond the control of the officer or 
employee. The maximum reimbursement to be received by said officer, or employee shall not exceed 
the equivalent dollar amount of 60 days of full meals, incidentals, and receipted lodging. 

(2) Interruptions in relocation caused by sick leave, vacation or other authorized leaves of absence 
shall be reimbursable at the option of the employee providing the employee remains at the new 
location and is actively seeking a permanent residence. 

(3) The relocation subsistence reimbursement shall terminate immediately upon establishment of a 
permanent residence. The appointing power shall determine when a permanent residence has been 
established. 

(4) Partial days shall count as full days for the purpose of computing the 60-day period. 

(b) Upon approval of the Appointing Power, meals and/or lodging expenses, for up to fourteen days, 
arising from trips to the new location for the sole purpose of locating housing shall be reimbursed in 
accordance with Section 599.619(a)(1) and (2), or 599.619(c)(1) or 599.619(d). Claims for 
reimbursement of meals/lodging expenses in this item are limited to those incurred after receipt of 
formal written authorization for relocation and prior to the effective date of appointment. 

The period claimed shall be included in the computation of the 60-day relocation period. 

{c) Reimbursement for travel from the old residence to the new headquarters may be claimed one 
way one time and shall not exceed the mileage rate allowed in 599.631 (a). 

Note: Authority cited: Section 3539.5, Government Code. Reference: Section 19841, Government 
Code. 

599.724.1 Payment of Claims for Moving and Relocation Expenses 

(a) The Department of Personnel Administration shall be responsible for prescribing any specific 
procedures necessary for effective and economical operation of this article. Claims shall be made on 
authorized forms, scheduled in the normal manner and submitted through regular channels to the 
State Controller for payment. All claims must be substantiated by invoices, receipts, or other 
evidence for each item claimed. 

(b) Agencies may contract directly with the carrier for movement of household effects of officers and 
employees at state expense, subject to the same restrictions as if the shipment was arranged by the 
officer or employee and reimbursed by the State. 

(c) If the change in residence results in the salary of the officer or employee being paid by a different 
appointing power, all allowable moving and relocation expenses shall be paid by the new appointing 
power except where the old appointing power agrees to pay all or part of the expenses allowable 
under this Article. 

(d) Each department shall be responsible for insuring that upon notice to the employee of an impending 
move a copy of these rules shall be given to the officer or employee. 
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(e) When exceptions have been granted by an appointing authority, the written justification of those 
exceptions shall be maintained with the applicable claims . 

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 19815.4(d), 19816, and 19820, Government Code, Reference: Section 
19841 and 19842, Government Code. 

599.619 Reimbursement for Meals and Lodging 

The employee on travel status shall be reimbursed actual expenses for receipted lodging, and for meals 
and incidentals as provided in this section, unless directed to travel under the provision of 599.624.1. 
Lodging and/or meals provided by the State or included in hotel expenses or conference fees, or in 
transportation costs, such as airline tickets, or otherwise provided shall not be claimed for reimbursement. 
The circumstances of travel will determine the rate allowed. 

(a) Short-term Travel. Reimbursement for short-term subsistence will be authorized only when the 
traveler incurs expenses arising from the use of reasonable, moderately priced commercial lodging and 
meal establishments, such as hotels, motels, bed and breakfast inns, campgrounds, restaurants, cafes, 
diners, etc., that cater to the general public. Employees who stay with friends or relatives may claim 
meals only in accordance with the rates and time frames set forth below. Lodging receipts are required. 
The short-term rate is intended for trips of such duration that weekly or monthly rates are not obtainable 
and will be discontinued after the 30th consecutive day assigned to one location unless an extension has 
been previously documented and approved by the appointing power. In extending short-term travel, the 
appointing power shall consider the expected remaining length of travel assignment 

(1) In computing reimbursement for continuous short-term travel of more than 24 hours and less than 31 
consecutive days, the employee will be reimbursed for actual costs up to the maximum allowed for each 
meal, incidental, and lodging expense for each complete 24 hours of travel, beginning with the traveler's 
time of departure and return, as follows: 

(A) On the first day of travel on a trip of 24 hours or more: 

Trip begins at or before 6 a.m.: breakfast may be claimed on the first day 

Trip begins at or before 11 a.m.: lunch may be claimed on the first day 

Trip begins at or before 5 p.m.: dinner may be claimed on the first day 

(B) On the fractional day of travel at the end of the trip of more than 24 hours: 

Trip ends at 8 a.m.: breakfast may be claimed 

Trip ends at or after 2 p.m.: lunch may be claimed 

Trip ends at or after 7 p.m.: dinner may be claimed 

If the fractional day includes an overnight stay, receipted lodging may be claimed. No meal or lodging 
expense may be claimed or reimbursed more than once on any given date or 24 hour period. 

(C) Reimbursement shall be for actual expenses, subject to the following maximum rates: 

Meals: 

Breakfast ......................................................................... $6.00 

Lunch ............................................................................ 10.00 

Dinner ............................................................................ 18.00 

Incidentals ......................................................................... 6.00 

Receipts are not required for regular short term travel meals . 
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Lodging: 

Statewide, with receipts .................................... Actual up to $79.00 plus tax 

If lodging receipts are not submitted, reimbursement shall be for meals only at the rates and time frames 
set forth in this section. 

(2) In computing reimbursement for continuous travel of less than 24 hours, actual expenses, up to the 
maximums in (C) above, will be reimbursed for breakfast and/or dinner and/or lodging in accordance with 
the following time frames: 

Travel begins at or before 6 a.m. and ends at or after 9 a.m.: breakfast may be claimed 

Travel begins at or before 4 p.m. and ends at or after 7 p.m.: dinner may be claimed 

lf the trip of less than 24 hours includes an overnight stay, receipted lodging may be claimed. 

No lunch or incidentals may be reimbursed on travel of less than 24 hours. 

(b) Long-term Travel. Reimbursement for long-term meals and receipted lodging will be authorized when 
the traveler incurs expenses in one location comparable to those arising from the use of commercial 
establishments catering to the long-term visitor. Meals and/or lodging provided by the State shall not be 
claimed for reimbursement. With approval of the appointing power and upon meeting the criteria in (3) 
below, an employee on long-term field assignment who is living at the long term location may claim either: 

(1) $24.00 for meals and incidentals and up to $24.00 for receipted lodging for travel of 12 hours up to 24 
hours; either $24.00 for meals or up to $24.00 for receipted lodging for travel less than 12 hours, or 

(2) Reimbursement for actual individual expense, substantiated by receipts for lodging, utility, gas, and 
electricity, up to a maximum of $1, 130.00 per calendar month while on a long term assignment, and 
$10.00 for incidentals, without receipts, for each period of 12 to 24 hours; $5.00 for meals and incidentals 
for periods of less than 12 hours at the long term location. 

(3) To claim expenses under either (1) or (2) above, the employee must meet the following criteria: 

(A) The employee continues to maintain a permanent residence at the primary headquarters and 

(B) The permanent residence is occupied by the employee's dependents, or 

(C) The permanent residence is maintained at a net expense to the employee exceeding $200 per month. 

(D) The employee must submit substantiating evidence of these conditions to the appointing power in 
accordance with its requirements. 

(4) Employees who do not meet the criteria to claim (1) or (2) above may claim $12.00 for meals and 
incidentals and $12.00 for receipted lodging for every 12 to 24 hours at the long term location; $12.00 for 
meals or $12.00 receipted lodging for periods of less than 12 hours at the Jong term location. 

(5) With the approval of the appointing power, the reimbursement of long term lodging may continue when 
the employee is away from the long term location on short term business travel or other absences from 
the location as approved by the appointing authority. 

(c) Out-of-State Travel. Out-of-State travel is any kind of travel outside the State of California for the 
purpose of conducting business outside the State of California. For short-term out-of-state travel, 
employees will be reimbursed for actual lodging expenses, supported by receipt, and will be reimbursed 
for meal and incidental expenses as defined in section 599.619(a). Failure to furnish lodging receipts will 
limit reimbursement to meals only at the rates specified in (a). Long-term out-of-state travel will be 
reimbursed according to section 599.619(c). 
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(d) Out-of-Country Travel. For shorter out-of-country travel, employees will be reimbursed for actual 
lodging expenses, supported by a receipt, and will be reimbursed for actual meal and incidental expenses 
subject to maximum rates in accordance with the published Government meal and incidental rates for 
foreign travel for the dates of travel. Failure to furnish lodging receipts will limit reimbursement to meals 
only in accordance with the published Government meals and incidental rates for foreign travel. 
Long-term out-of-country travel will be reimbursed according to section 599.619(a) through (c). 

(e) Exceptions to reimburse in excess of maximum lodging rate cited in (a) of this rule may be granted by 
the appointing power only in an emergency, or when there is no lodging available at the State maximum 
rate or when it is cost effective: The appointing power sharr document the reason for each exception and 
shall keep this documentation on file for three calendar years from the date of exception. 

NOTE: Authority cited; sections 3539.5, 19815.4(d), 19816 and 19820, Government Code. Reference: 

Sections 3527(b) and 11030, Government Code. 

599.631 TRANSPORTATION BY PRIVATELY OWNED AUTOMOBILE 

(a) Where the employee is authorized to use a privately owned automobile on official state business the 
reimbursement rate shall be up to 31 cents per mile. Claims for reimbursement for private vehicle 
expenses must include the vehicle license number and the name of each state officer, employee, or 
board, commission, or authority, member transported on the trip. No reimbursement of transportation 
expense shall be allowed any passenger in any vehicle operated by another state officer, employee, or 
member. 

(1) Expenses arriving from travel between home and headquarters or garage shall not be allowed, except 
as provided in 599.626(d)(2) or 599.626.1 (c}, regardless of the employee's normal mode of transportation . 

(2) When a trip is commenced or terminated at a claimant's home on a regularly scheduled work day, the 
distance traveled shall be computed from either his or her residence or headquarters, whichever shall 
result in the lesser distance except as provided in 599.626.1(c). 

(3) However, if the employee commences or terminates travel on a regularly scheduled day off, mileage 
may be computed from his or her residence. 

(b) Where the employee's use of a privately owned automobile is authorized for travel to or from a 
common carrier terminal, and the automobile is not parked at the terminal during the period of travel, the 
employee may claim double the number of miles between the terminal and the employee's headquarters 
of residence, whichever is less, at a rate defined in section 599.631(a), while the employee occupies the 
automobile for the distance between the terminal and his or her residence or headquarters. If the 
employee commences or terminates travel one hour before or after his/her regularly scheduled work day, 
or on a regularly scheduled day off, mileage may be computed from his/her residence. 

(c) All ferry, bridge, or toll charges while on state business will be allowed with any required receipts. 

(d) All necessary parking charges while on state business will be allowed, with any required receipts, for: 

(1) Day parking on trips away from the headquarters office and employee's primary residence. 

(2) Overnight parking on trips away from the headquarters and employee's primary residence, except that 
parking shall not be claimed if expense-free overnight parking is available. 

(3) Day parking adjacent to either headquarters office, a temporary job site, or training site, but only if the 
employee had other reimbursable private or state automobile expenses for the same day. An employee 
may not prorate weekly or monthly parking fees. 

(e) Gasoline, maintenance, and automobile repair expenses will not be allowed . 
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{f) The mileage reimbursement rates include the cost of maintaining liability insurance at the minimum 
amount prescribed by a law and collection insurance sufficient to cover the reasonable value of the 
automobile, less a deductible. When a privately owned automobile operated by a state officer, agent, or 
employee is damaged by collision or is otherwise accidentally damaged, reimbursement for repair or the 
deductible to a maximum of $500.00 will be allowed if: 

(1) The damage occurred while the automobile was used on official business by permission or 
authorization of the employing agency; and 

(2) The automobile was damaged through no fault of the state officer, agent; or employee; and 

(3) The amount claimed is an actual loss to the state officer, agent, or employee, and is not recoverable 
directly from or through the insurance coverage of any party involved in the accident; and 

(4) The loss claimed does not result from a decision of a state officer, agent, or employee not to maintain 
collision coverage; and 

(5) The claim is processed in accordance with the procedures prescribed by the Department of Personnel 
Administration. 

(g) Specialized Vehicles. An employee with a physical disability who must operate a motor vehicle on 
official state business and who can operate only specially equipped or modified vehicles may claim a rate 
of 24 cents per mile without certification. Where travel is authorized to and from a common carrier 
terminal, as specified in section 599.631(b). Supervisors approving these claims must determine the 
employee's need for the use of such vehicles. 

AUTHORIZED RELOCATION EXPENSES 

Per Diem - Employees may claim up to 60 days while at the new location until a new permanent 
residence is found. Specific per diem allowance for excluded employee are attached. Extensions of the 
per diem may be granted by the Department of Personnel Administration if the employee suffers unusual 
hardship. Requests for extensions must be submitted to the Relocation Liaison, on a Std. 256 prior to the 
expiration of the 60 day period. The Relocation Liaison will review the Std. 256 for completeness then 
forward to the Department of Personnel Administration. 

Shioment of Household Goods - The State will pay for the packing, transportation, insurance, 
storage-in-transit, unpacking and installation of employee's household effects. The employer will issue 
the relocating employee a "Moving Service Authorization" which the employee will give to any licensed 
mover. The Moving Service Authorization authorizes the mover to bill the State directly. There is no 
actual dollar limitation, {the State only pays minimum tariff rates), however there is an 11,000 pound 
weight limit. If the mover estimates the weight of the household goods to be more than 11,000 pounds, the 
employee should immediately submit a Std. 256 with the mover's estimate to the Relocation Liaison. The 
Department of Personnel Administration may approve excess weight provided the employee requests the 
exception in advance of the actual move. 

The State will not pay for the shipment of the following prohibited items: 

automobiles 
other motor vehicles 
farm tractor, implements and equipment 
trailers with or without other property 
boats 
all animals, livestock, or pets 

• 

• 

belongings which are not the property of the immediate family of the officer or employee 
belongings related to commercial enterprises engaged in by the officer or employee 
firewood, fuels 
bricks, sand ceramic wall tile • 
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wire fence or other building materials 
wastepaper and rags 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

Storaae in Transit - The State will pay for the storage of household goods for up to 60 days. Storage is 
limited to 11,000 pounds of household goods unless the excess weight has been previously approved by 
DPA. The storage company should bill the State directly using the authorization of the Moving Service 
Authorization. Miscellaneous items taken out of storage prior to the moving company delivering all 
household goods is not reimbursable and must be paid by the employee. 

Sale of Residence - The State will pay for certain costs associated with the sale of the employee's 
dwelling which was his/her residence at the time of notification of the transfer. 

Reimbursable costs are: 

Brokerage Commission 
Escrow fees 
Title insurance 
Prepayment penalties 
Local taxes. charges or fees required to consummate the sale 
Miscellaneous sellers costs up to $200.00 

Nonreimbursable costs are: 

Seller's Points 
Property tax 
Repair work and re-inspection fees 

Excluded employees have two years from the reporting date at the new headquarters to submit a claim for 
reimbursement of seller's costs. There is no extension of the time limit for Non-represented employees. 

Settlement of a Lease - The State will pay for the settlement of a lease which was entered into prior to 
notification of the transfer. Claims for payment of the lease settlement must be submitted within 9 months 
from the reporting date at the new headquarters. 

Movement of a Trailer Coach - The State will pay for the actual cost of transporting the mobile home to 
the new location plus up to $2,500 for disassembly and assembly of the trailer. Request for 
reimbursement in excess of $2,500 must be submitted to DPA on a Std. 256 prior to the move; approval 
will only be given for the lowest of three bids. Household goods must be shipped in the mobile home 
unless DPA approves a separate shipment. 

Miscellaneous - There is a $200.00 miscellaneous allowance with documentation and certification, which 
is intended to assist the employee in establishing the new household. This allowance should be used to 
pay utility installation fees, appliance hook-up fees and the like. It is appropriate to use this allowance for 
cable hook-up. This allowance may not be used to satisfy deposit requirements. The allowance may not 
be claimed if moving a mobile home; hook-up, etc., are included in the mobile home set-up charge. 

Mileage - The employee may be reimbursed 24 cents per mile for one vehicle to make one one-way trip 
between the old residence and the new residence. Anything over locating cents is considered taxable 
income. 

Private car mileage for the purpose of locating housing at the new location is not reimbursable. 

EXPENSES INCURRED PRIOR TO THE OFFICIAL TRANSFER CANNOT BE CLAIMED . 
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CLAIM FOR PAYMENT For Stale Controller Use Only Program 

• 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561 (19) Program Number 00162 

162 THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 
(20) Date Filed --'--'--

(21) LRS Input __ / __ / __ 

r (01) Claimant Identification Number "I Reimbursement Claim Data L 
A (02) c1a1mant Name 
B (22) TAP-1, (03) 
E 
L County of Location 

(23) TAP-1, (04)(1)(e) 

H Street Address or P.O. Box Suite 
E (24) TAP-1, (04)(2)(e) 
R 
E City State Zip Code 

(25) TAP-1, (06) 
\... ~ 

Type of Claim Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim (26) 

(03) Estimated D (09) Reimbursement D (27) 

(04) Combined D (10) Combined D (28) 

(05) Amended D (11) Amended D (29) 

Fiscal Year of Cost (06) 20 _ /20_ (12) 20_/20 _ (30) 

Total Claimed Amount (07) (13) (31) 

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000 (14) (32) 

• Less: Prior Claim Payment Received (15) (33) 

Net Claimed Amount (16) (34) 

Due from State (08) (17) (35) 

Due to State (18) (36) 

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM 

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code§ 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the local agency to file claims 
with the State of California for costs mandated by Chapter 1249, Statutes of 1992, and Chapter 666, Statutes of 1995, and certify under 
penalty of perjury that I have not violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1096, inclusive. 

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein; and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program mandated by Chapter 
1249, Statutes of 1992, and Chapter 666, Statutes of 1995. 

The amounts for Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or actual 
costs for the mandated program of Chapter Chapter 1249, Statutes of 1992, and Chapter 666, Statutes of 1995, set forth on the attached 
statements. 

Signature of Authorized Officer Date 

Type or Print Name Tille 
(38) Name of Contact Person for Claim 

( ) Ext. Telephone Number -• 
E-Mail Address 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) Chapters 1249/92 and 666/95 
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Program THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS (SCHOOL DISTRICTS) 
FORM 

162 Certification Claim Form 
Instructions 

FAM-27 

(01) Leave blank. 

(02) A set of mailing labels with the claimanfs l.D. number and address was enclosed with the letter regarding the claiming 
instructions. The mailing labels are designed to speed processing and prevent common errors that delay payment. Affix a label in 
the space shown on form FAM-27. Cross out any errors and print the correct information on the label. Add any missing address 
items, except county of location and a person's name. if you did not receive labels, print or type your agency's mailing address. 

(03) If filing an original estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03), Estimated. 

(04) If filing an original estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04), Combined. 

(05) If filing an amended or combined claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05). Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred. 

(07) Enter the amount of estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous yea~s actual costs by more than 10%, complete form 
TAP-1 and enter the amount from line (11). 

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07). 

(09) If filing an original reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09), Reimbursement. 

(10) If filing an original reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (10). Combined. 

(11) If filing an amended or a combined claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (11 ), Amended. 

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed, 
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year. 

(13) Enter the amount of reimbursement claim from form TAP-1, line (11). 

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs were incurred or the claims shall be 

• 

reduced by a late penalty. Enter either the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty) or $1,000, whichever • 
is less. 

(15) If filing a reimbursement claim and a claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for the claim. 
Otherwise, enter a zero. 

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13). 

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enterthat amount on line (17), Due from State. 

(18) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative, enter that amount in line (18), Due to State. 

(19) to (21) Leave blank. 

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for 
the reimbursement claim, e.g., TAP-1, (03), means the information is located on form TAP-1, line (03). Enter the information on 
the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, i.e., no cents. Indirect costs 
percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should be shown as 8. 
Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process. 

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If It is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and 
must include the person's name and title. typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by a signed 
certification. 

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person whom this office should contact if additional information is 
required. 

SUBMIT A SIGNED, ORIGINAL FORM FAM-27 WITH ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (NO COPIES 
NECESSARY) TO: 

Address, If delivered by U.S. Postal Service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
P.O. Box 942850 
Sacramento, CA 94250 

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/01) 

Address, if delivered by other delivery service: 

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER 
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Chapters 1249/92 and 666/95 
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MANDATED COSTS 

THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim 

(03) Number of peace officers relocated in the fiscal year of claim 

Direct Costs 

(04) Reimbursable Components: 

Reimbursement c::::J 
Estimated c::::J 

(b) (C) 
Services 

FORM 

TAP-1 

Fiscal Year 

19_/19_ 

(d) (a) 
Salaries 

and 
Benefits 

and Employee Total 
Supplies Reimbursemen 

1. Moving and Relocation Expenses (7/1195 - 12131195) 

2. Moving and Relocation Expenses (1/1/96- Present) 

(05) Total Direct Costs 

f''4i.' j·~ '''>'"'fw~ .•··~~ '°"~~- t~ ~~. J'~•-iJi_ ~";'!!)~ -~ ~-~,,,_,,. • 
. · '"""" ,.,_,_,,,,_'- .-;.·1 .:.~.v~~ -~ ·<i::::.1#'' .. ~''"''' ,·~- ~~::- ~-'"' !+~!~ 
Jf;' """tt ~{ ~· ~-" -- '9 -· ·" """ :i«·- ; ""' -~ -~,;;b·"~"'::". ~: -:.r"'rc:.,,,fli -r ~ff~· dr·~ • ~ -J;~-t~-~-·'·""':~. ¥ . ~ ,,,. ~ µ ~·,.;, ." - , ~ Ii' -~- -~~ ~- - ·~w .. ~ • . --~ ~ ~ "'~•#¥'-;,,.,, ~,.,""~ ~"" ~I" •t'°"' '""¥"""~~ct~~"-.,~ iJ_:t ,,..,>;;;;t~ 

·•12m·~- -~·· ---:.·" .. ,.;.. .. ,."~::iw-•• : .. ._~ •• ---~.;,,,. __ .,~~;._h,,. -'"'~'"""'"~~-~~: """'r 1 "''f'"' fl "), '• "~· ·~ ~,;;;.; to,,_-~~ ... ·:;;. ~~~. '~' "'~,~-"'*"" ~ ~ 

Indirect Costs 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate [From J-380 or J.5801 % 

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (06) x {line (05)(d) • line (OS)(c)}) 

(08) Total Direct and indirect Costs [Une (05)(d) + line (07)J 

!-,..,."'..,~ ;"'· ~· -:;::r -~~"'~-,~ ~~~ fil ~~"'v1r: ~,~""•~/rm~,#~~ ''4~""~-""'Pr-*"'"1"".~' ~.,.,., -·~-::1"V~ 
l..',I •°""" ~-~ ~ ;\' l ~~!>,;, ~ ~f.: ~ ~~ •JAJ:'' -~"°~ :"'\; ,,-,.\pc;:'"YW'~• ~f'i- ~'-'~ ~ f ~;JJ~li 

\::i~ ~""'"'t>T" ,-"-t""--4:?!;;;" ~ ~:/!~,,, l '1"'""'~ jtr•J:-< ~~"'"'J;l, t.<J!lr"'"f!.,~ ~-~,fi-'i<""~:;i ff ,,. ~if:1"'"';:'!t; "'"""~.;:~~ 
• ~~!-~ • .;. Y$w; _f:jiit-.,,, ;f*i~,~;r~~,,. ~ ,,_ .i:1.=4 ~ --w'; :: .... ~:.ftj<~""",iMl~~ - :t:'4lit<i ~,,.4'."...:;,t*""~ ~. ~~r-·~" ~' 
11 iii -~11 .'11\l<··:- -- •""· -~ -~,..,, ... -"'~-: ... .;:.., .. ·ff·-. ,.;~.~ {>'~·:· :·~ :ffi:iiJf·~l 
fi~i ,~~ ~~-... ,~1"~ ~~vr~ ~r;~: r~":~~"';""''~-J,~ -~-);·'" ~"j1~' ~'a .. "~~~s"''\:.B* ,, •4 

' (~ ' ""' t' "J!{ ;J;i; ,f• •"*='!"'"'.;:: 1 t-5,> '"""°""'ftffl ,~ .... ~-<"'-~-·-
......... -:lii; .•.. ···~-ilE '--~~ ~· ~ .. !.~ ..... --"·' ~'"-'-·-~ .-.«t>.:-~'\t·"'~ 
Cost Reduction 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable 

(10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable 

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (08) • {Line (09) + Une (1 O)}J 

New5/98 Chapters 1249/92 and 666/95 
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THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 
TAP-1 

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. 
Enter the fiscal year of costs. Form TAP-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete 
form T AP-1 if you are filing an estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal 
year's actual costs by 10%, do not complete form TAP-1. Simply enterthe amount of the estimated 
claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's 
actual costs by more than 10%, form TAP-1 must be completed and a statement attached explaining the 
increased costs. Without this information the high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% 
of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) Enter the number of peace officers relocated in the fiscal year of claim due to credible threats. 

(04) Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the totals from form TAP-2, line 
(05) columns (d), (e), and (f) to form TAP-1, block (04) columns (a), (b), and (c) in the appropriate 
row. Total the row. 

(05) Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through {d). 

(06) Indirect Cost Rate. Enter the indirect cost rate from the Department of Education form J-380 or J-580, 
as applicable, for the fiscal year of costs. 

(07) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06) by the Total Direct 
Costs, line (05)(d) reduced by Employee Reimbursement, line (05)(c). 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (05)(d) and Total Indirect Costs, 
line (07). 

(09) Less: Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct 
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim. 

( 10) Less: Other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of other reimbursements received from 
any source, including but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds which 
reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the reimbursement 
sources and amounts. 

(11) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements, 
line (10), from Total Direct and Indirect Costs, fine (08). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the 
amount forward to form FAM-27, fine (13) for the Reimbursement Claim. 

Chapters 1249/92 and 666195 NewS/98 
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THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

Instructions 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred. 

FORM 
TAP-2 

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box which indicates the cost component being claimed. 
Check only one box perform. A separate form TAP-2 shall be prepared for each component 
which applies. 

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support 
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box "checked" in block (03), list separately 
costs associated with each officer's relocation. Enter the employee name(s), position title(s), a brief 
description of the activities performed, actual time spent by each employee, productive hourly rates, 
fringe benefits, supplies used, and contracted services. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) 
must be of sufficient detail to explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. If the 
descriptions are incomplete, the claim cannot be processed for payment. For audit purposes, all 
supporting documents must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than two years after the 
end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. 
When no funds are appropriated for the initial claim at the time the claim was filed, supporting documents 
must be retained for two years from the date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be 
made available to the State Controller's office on request. 

Object/ 
Sub-object 
Accounts 

Salaries 

Benefits 

Material and 
Supplies 

Contracted 
Services 

Employee 
Reimbursement 

(a) 

Employee Name 

Trtle 

Activities 
Performed 

Description 
of 

Supplies Used 

Name of 
Contrador 

Specific Tasks 

Name of Peace 
Officer 

(b) 

Hourly 
Rate 

Benefd 
Rate 

Unit 
Cost 

Hourly 
Rate 

Date of 
Receipt of 
Notification 
ofThreat 

Columns 

(c) 

Hours 
Worked 

Quantity 
Used 

Inclusive 
Dates 

Date Moving 
and 

Relocation 
Expenses 

(d) 

Salaries= 
Hourly Rate 

x 

Submit 
th-

(f) (g) supporting 

Invoices 

Invoices 

(05) Total line (04), columns (d), (e), and (f) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to 
indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed for the component/activity, 
number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d), (e), and (f) to form TAP-1, block (04) 
columns (a), (b), and (c) in the appropriate row. 

Chapters 1249/92 and 666195 New5198 
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State Controller's Office 

(01) Claimant 

MANDATED COSTS 

THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS 
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

FORM 

TAP-2 

(03) Reimbursable Components: Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed. 

D Moving and Relocation Expenses (7/1195) - 12131195) 

D Moving and Relocation Expenses (1/1/96 - Present) 

(04) Description of Expenses: Complete columns {a) through (g) 

(a) (b) (c) 
Hours 

Employee Names. Job Classifications, Functions Hourty Rate Worked 
Performed or or 

and Unit Cost Quantity 

New5198 

(d) 

Salaries 
and 

Benefits 

Object Accounts 

(e) 

Material 
and 

Supplies 

(f) (g) 

Contracted Employee 
Services Reimburse 

ment 

Chapters 1249/92 and 666/95 
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• STATE MANDATES APPORTIONMENT SYSTEM (SMAS) 

• 

• 

Program Name 

Expulsion of Pupils: Transcripts 

Immunization Records 

Revised 9/01 

School mandates included in SMAS 

Chapter/Statute 

Ch. 1253/75 

Ch. 1176/77 

Program Number 

91 

32 

Appendix A, Page 1 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA TRAVEL EXPENSE GUIDELINES 

1. Introduction 

The State's per diem travel allowance is paid for each complete 24 hour period. In computing 
allowances for travel of more than 24 hours, one full allowance may be claimed for each complete 
24 hours of travel, beginning with the traveler's departure time. For travel which is the last fractional 
part of a period travel of more than 24 hours, the allowance for meals or lodging may be claimed 
provided the travel time meets the following requirements: 

Breakfast Breakfast may be claimed if travel began at or prior to 6:00 a.m. and 
terminated at or after 9:00 a.m .. 

Lunch: Lunch may be claimed if travel began at or prior to 11 :00 a.m. and terminated 
at or after 2:00 p.m .. 

Dinner. Dinner may be claimed if travel began at or prior to 4:00 p.m. and terminated 
at or after 7:00 p.m .. 

Lodging: Lodging may be claimed if travel is extended overnight. 

Travel beginning before Monday or ending after Friday must be justified in writing. 

2. Reimbursement Rates Effective July 1, 1985 

Designated High Cost Areas, Effective 7-1-85 through 7-1-87 
U.S. Postal Service Zip Codes 

Long Beach: 90801 90802 90803 90804 90815 

Los Angeles: 90004 90005 90006 90007 90010 90012 90013 90014 
90017 90019 90020 90021 90024 90025 90028 90035 
90038 90041 90045 90046 90048 90049 90057 90064 
90069 90071 90077 90210 90212 90230 90245 

Monterey: 93940 

Oakland: 96406 94607 94608 94621 

San Diego: 92101 92103 92106 92108 92109 92110 

San Francisco: 94102 94103 94104 94105 94107 94108 94109 94110 
94112 94114 94115 94116 94117 94118 64121 94122 
94124 94127 94129 94131 94132 94133 94134 

San Jose: 95112 95113 95121 95131 

Santa Barbara: 93101 93105 93108 93110 93117 

A. Mileage 

The reimbursement rate for private automobile mileage is 20.5 cents per mile without 
certification and up to 30.0 cents per mile with certification that the costs of operating the 
vehicle equals or exceeds the minimum rate . 

90015 
90036 
90067 

94111 
94123 

Revised 9/01 Appendix B, Page 1 
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B. Short Term Subsistence 

Standard Rate 

Breakfast $ 4.00 
Lunch 7.00 
Dinner 13.00 
Incidentals 4.00 
Lodging 47.00 
Total $ 75.00 

Rate for Designated High Cost Areas 

Breakfast 
Lunch 
Dinner 
Incidentals 
Lodging, up to 
Total 

$ 5.00 
8.00 

15.00 
4.00 

63.00 with receipt 
$ 95.00 

3. Reimbursement Rates Effective July 8, 1987 

Designated High Cost Areas, Effective 7-1-87 through 7-1-88 

U.S. Postal Service Zip Codes 

Anaheim: 92802 92805 

Burbank: 91601 

Costa Mesa: 92626 

Irvine: 92714 92715 

Long Beach: 90801 90802 90803 90804 90815 

Los Angeles: 90004 90005 90006 90007 90010 90012 90013 
90017 90019 90020 90021 90024 90025 90028 
90038 90041 90045 90046 90048 90049 90057 
90069 90071 90077 90210 90212 90230 90245 

Monterey: 93940 

Newport Beach: 92660 92663 

Oakland: 96406 94607 94608 94621 

San Diego: 92101 92103 92106 92108 92109 92110 

San Francisco: 94102 94103 94104 94105 94106 94107 94108 
94111 94112 94114 94115 94116 94117 94118 
94123 94124 94127 94129 94131 94132 94133 

San Jose: 95112 95113 95121 95131 

San Mateo: 94010 94030 94080 94128 

Santa Barbara: 93101 93105 93108 93110 93117 

A. Mileage 

90014 90015 
90035 90036 
90064 90067 
90292 

94109 94110 
64121 94122 
94134 

The rate fer the authorized use of a privately owned vehicle is 21.0 cents per mile without 
certification and up to 30.0 cents per mile with certification that the cost of operating the vehicle 
equals or exceeds the minimum rate. 
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B. Short Term Subsistence 

Standard Rate 

Breakfast $ 5.00 
Lunch 9.00 
Dinner 16.00 
Incidentals 5.00 
Lodging 47.00 
Total $ 82.00 

without receipt 

4. Reimbursement Rates Effective July 1, 1988 

A. Mileage 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

Rate for Designated High Cost Areas 

Breakfast 
Lunch 
Dinner 
Incidentals 
Lodging, up to 
Total 

$ 5.00 
8.50 

15.50 
4.00 

71.00 with receipt 
$ 104.00 

The rate for the authorized use of a privately owned vehicle is 22.5 cents per mile without 
certification and up to 30.0 cents per mile with certification that the cost of operating the vehicle 
equals or exceeds the minimum rate. 

B. Short Term Subsistence 

Standard Rate 

Breakfast 
Lunch 
Dinner 
Incidentals 
Lodging 
Total 

Maximum Rate 

$ 5.00 
9.00 

16.00 
5.00 

47.00 without receipt 
$ 82.00 

Actual lodging cost, with a receipt of up to $75.00, plus applicable taxes is allowable. 

C. Parking 

Parking fees, without a receipt, is allowed for amounts equal to or less than $6.00. 

5. Reimbursement Rates Effective July 1, 1989 

A. Mileage 

The rate for the authorized use of a privately owned vehicle is 24.0 cents per mile without 
certification and up to 30.0 cents per mile with certification that the cost of operating the vehicle 
equals or exceeds the minimum rate. 

B. Short Term Subsistence 

Standard Rate 

Breakfast 
Lunch 
Dinner 
Incidentals 
Lodging 
Total 

Maximum Rate 

$ 5.00 
9.50 

17.00 
5.50 

47.00 without receipt 
$ 84.00 

Actual lodging cost, with a receipt of up to $79.00, plus applicable taxes is allowable. 

C. Parking 

Parking fees, without a receipt, is allowed for amounts equal to or less than $6.00. 
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6. Reimbursement Rates Effective September 1, 1992 

A. Mileage 

The rate for the authorized use of a privately owned vehicle is 24.0 cents per mile without 
certification and up to 30.0 cents per mile with certification that the cost of operating the vehicle 
equals or exceeds the minimum rate. 

B. Short Term Subsistence 

Standard Rate 

Breakfast 
Lunch 
Dinner 
Incidentals 
Lodging 
Total 

Maximum Rate 

$ 5.50 
9.50 

17.00 
5.00 

47.00 without receipt 
$ 84.00 

Actual lodging cost, with a receipt of up to $79.00, plus applicable taxes is allowable. 

C. Parking 

Parking fees, without a receipt, is allowed for amounts equal to or less than $6.00. 

7. Reimbursement Rates Effective January 1, 1996 

A. Mileage 

The rate tor the authorized use of a privately owned vehicle is 24.0 cents per mile without 
certification and up to 30.0 cents per mile with certification that the cost of operating the vehicle 
equals or exceeds the minimum rate. 

B. Short Term Subsistence 

Standard Rate 

Breakfast 
Lunch 
Dinner 
Incidentals 
Lodging 
Total 

Maximum Rate 

$ 5.50 
9.50 

17.00 
5.00 

24.99 without receipt 
$ 61.99 

Actual lodging cost, with a receipt of up to $79.00, plus applicable taxes is allowable. 

C. Parking 

Parking fees, without a receipt, is allowed for amounts equal to or less than $6.00. 

8. Reimbursement Rates Effective July 1, 1997 

A. Mileage 

The rate fOr the authorized use of a privately owned vehicle is 31.0 cents per mile. 
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B. Short Term Subsistence 

Standard Rate 

Breakfast 
Lunch 
Dinner 
Incidentals 
Lodging 
Total 

Maximum Rate 

$ 5.50 
9.50 

17.00 
5.00 

24.99 without receipt 
$ 61.99 

School Mandated Cost Manual 

Actual lodging cost, with a receipt of up to $79.00, plus applicable taxes is allowable. 

C. Parking 

Parking fees, without a receipt, is allowed for amounts equal to or less than $6.00. 

9. Reimbursement Rates Effective July 1, 1999, Unless Otherwise Specified 

A. Mileage 

The rate for the authorized use of a privately owned vehicle is 31.0 cents per mile. 

B. Meals/Incidentals 

Meal expenses for breakfast, lunch, and dinner will be reimbursed in the amount of actual 
expenses up to the maximums. The term "incidentals" includes, but is not limited to, expenses 
for laundry, cleaning and pressing of clothing, and fees and tips for services. It does not include 
taxicab fares, lodging taxes, or the costs of telegrams or telephone calls. 

Maximum Rate 

Breakfast $ 6.00 
Lunch 10.00 
Dinner 18.00 
Incidentals 6.00 

Actual lodging cost, with a receipt of up to $79.00, plus applicable taxes is allowable. Effective 
November 2, 1999, actual lodging is up to $84.00 plus applicable taxes. 

Effective November 2, 1999 through June 30, 2000, when employees are required to do 
business and obtain lodging in the counties of Alameda, San Mateo and Santa Clara, and 
Central and Western Los Angeles, reimbursement will be for actual receipted lodging to a 
maximum of $110.00, plus applicable taxes. Central and Western Los Angeles is the territory 
bordered by Sunset Boulevard on the North, the Pacific Ocean on the West, Imperial 
Boulevard/Freeway 105 on the South, and Freeways 110, 10, and 101 on the East. This area 
includes downtown Los Angeles, Inglewood, Los Angeles International Airport, Playa del Rey, 
Venice, Santa Monica, Brentwood, West Los Angeles, Westwood Village, Culver City, Beverly 
Hills, Century City, West Hollywood, and Hollywood. 

C. Parking 

Parking fees, without a receipt, is allowed for amounts equal to or less than $10.00 . 
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GOVERNMENT CODE SECTIONS 17500-17616 

GC§17500: Legislative findings and declarations 

The Legislature finds and declares that the existing system for reimbursing local agencies and school 
districts for the costs of state-mandated local programs has not provided for the effective determination of 
the state's responsibilities under Section 6 of Article XlllB of the California Constitution. The Legislature 
finds and declares that the failure of the existing process to adequately and consistently resolve the 
complex legal questions involved in the determination of state-mandated costs has led to an increasing 
reliance by local agencies and school districts on the judiciary and, therefore, in order to relieve 
unnecessary congestion of the judicial system, it is necessary to create a mechanism which is capable of 
rendering sound quasi-judicial decisions and providing an effective means of resolving disputes over the 
existence of state-mandated local programs. 

It is the intent of the Legislature in enacting this part to provide for the implementation of Section 6 of 
Article XlllB of the California Constitution and to consolidate the procedures for reimbursement of statutes 
specified in the Revenue and Taxation Code with those identified in the Constitution. Further, the 
Legislature intends that the Commission on State Mandates, as a quasi-judicial body, will act in a 
deliberative manner in accordance with the requirements of Section 6 of Article XlllB of the California 
Constitution. 

GC §17510: Construction of part 

Unless the context otherwise requires, the definitions contained in this chapter govern the construction of 
this part. The definition of a word applies to any variants thereof and the singular tense of a word includes 
the plural. 

GC §17511: "City" 

"City" means any city whether general law or charter, except a city and county. 

GC §17512: "Commission" 

"Commission" means the Commission on State Mandates. 

GC §17513: "Costs mandated by the federal government" 

"Costs mandated by the federal government" means any increased costs incurred by a local agency or 
school district after January 1, 1973, in order to comply with the requirements of a federal statute or 
regulation. "Costs mandated by the federal government" includes costs resulting from enactment of a 
state law or regulation where failure to enact that law or regulation to meet specific federal program or 
service requirements would result in substantial monetary penalties or loss of funds to public or private 
persons in the state. "Costs mandated by the federal government" does not include costs which are 
specifically reimbursed or funded by the federal or state government or programs or services which may 
be implemented at the option of the state, local agency, or school district. 

GC §17514: "Costs mandated by the state" 

"Costs mandated by the state" means any increased costs which a local agency or school district is 
required to incur after July 1, 1980, as a result of any statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, or any 
executive order implementing any statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, which mandates a new 
program or higher level of service of an existing program within the meaning of Section 6 of Article XlllB 
of the California Constitution . 
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GC §17515: "County" 

"County" means any chartered or general law county. "County" includes a city and county. 

GC §17516: "Executive order" 

"Executive order" means any order, plan, requirement, rule, or regulation issued by any of the following: 
(a) The Governor. (b) Any officer or official serving at the pleasure of the Governor. (c) Any agency, 
department, board, or commission of state government. "Executive order'' does not include any order, 
plan, requirement, rule, or regulation issued by the State Water Resources Control Board or by any 
regional water quality control board pursuant to Division 7 (commencing with Section 13000) of the Water 
Code. It is the intent of the Legislature that the State Water Resources Control Board and regional water 
quality control boards will not adopt enforcement orders against publicly owned dischargers which 
mandate major waste water treatment facility construction costs unless federal financial assistance and 
state financial assistance pursuant to the Clean Water Bond Act of 1970 and 1974, is simultaneously 
made available. "Major" means either a new treatment facility or an addition to an existing facility, the cost 
of which is in excess of 20 percent of the cost of replacing the facility. 

GC §17517: "Fund" 

"Fund" means the State Mandates Claims Fund. 

GC §17518: "Local agency" 

"Local agency" means any city, county, special district, authority, or other political subdivision of the state. 

GC §17519: "School district" 

"School district" means any school district, community college district, or county superintendent of 
schools. 

GC §17520: "Special district" 

"Special districf' means any agency of the state which performs governmental or proprietary functions 
within limited boundaries. "Special districf' includes a redevelopment agency, a joint powers agency or 
entity, a county service area, a maintenance district or area, an improvement district or improvement 
zone, or any other zone or area. "Special district" does not include a city, a county, a school district, or a 
community college district. County free libraries established pursuant to Chapter 2 (commencing with 
Section 27151) of Division 20 of the Education Code, areas receiving county fire protection services 
pursuant to Section 25643 of the Government Code, and county road districts established pursuant to 
Chapter 7 (commencing with Section 1550) of Division 2 of the Streets and Highways Code shall be 
considered "special districts" for all purposes of this part. 

GC §17521: "Test claim" 

"Test claim" means the first claim, including claims joined or consolidated with the first claim, filed with the 
commission alleging that a particular statute or executive order imposes costs mandated by the state. 

GC §17522: Definitions 

(a) "Initial reimbursement claim" means a claim filed with the Controller by a local agency or school district 
for costs to be reimbursed for the fiscal years specified in ·the first statute that appropriates funds for 
reimbursement of the mandate. (b) "Annual reimbursement claim" means a claim for actual costs incurred 
in a prior fiscal year filed with the Controller by a local agency or school district for which appropriations 
are made to the Controller for this purpose. (c) "Estimated reimbursement claim" means a claim filed with 
the Controller by a local agency or school district in conjunction with an initial reimbursement claim, 
annual reimbursement claim, or at other times, for estimated costs to be reimbursed during the current or 
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future fiscal years, for which appropriations are made to the Controller for this purpose. (d) "Entitlement 
claim" means a claim filed by a local agency or school district with the Controller for the purpose of 
establishing or adjusting a base year entitlement. All entitlement claims are subject to Section 17616. 

GC §17523: "Deflator" 

"Deflater" means the Implicit Price Deflater for the Costs of Goods and Services to Governmental 
Agencies, as determined by the Department of Finance. 

GC §17524: "Base year entitlement" 

"Base year entitlement" means that amount determined to be the average for the approved 
reimbursement claims of each local agency or school district for the three preceding fiscal years adjusted 
by the change in the deflater. A base year entitlement shall not include any nonrecurring or initial startup 
costs incurred by a local agency or school district in any of those three fiscal years. For those mandates 
which become operative on January 1 of any year, the amount of the "approved reimbursement claim" for 
the first of the three years may be computed by annualizing the amount claimed for the six-month period 
of January through June in that first year, excluding nonrecurring or startup costs. 

GC §17525: Members: Term and per diem for specified members 

(a) There is hereby created the Commission on State Mandates, which shall consist of seven members 
as follows: (1) The Controller. (2) The Treasurer. (3) The Director of Finance. (4) The Director of the 
Office of Planning and Research. (5) A public member with experience in public finance, appointed by the 
Governor and approved by the Senate. (6) Two members from the following three categories appointed 
by the Governor and approved by the Senate, provided that no more than one member shall come from 
the same category: (A) A city council member. (B) A member of a county or city and county board of 
supervisors. (C) A governing board member of a school district as defined in Section 17519. (b) Each 
member appointed pursuant to paragraph (5) or (6) of subdivision (a) shall be subject to both of the 
following: (1) The member shall serve for a term of four years subject to renewal. (2) The member shall 
receive per diem of one hundred dollars ($100) for each day actually spent in the discharge of official 
duties and shall be reimbursed for any actual and necessary expenses incurred in connection with the 
performance of duties as a member of the commission. 

GC §17526: Open Meetings: Executive sessions 

(a) All meetings of the commission shall be open to the public, except that the commission may meet in 
executive session to consider the appointment or dismissal of officers or employees of the commission or 
to hear complaints or charges brought against a member, officer, or employee of the commission. (b) The 
commission shall meet at least once every month. (c) The time and place of meetings may be set by 
resolution of the commission, by written petition of a majority of the members, or by written call of the 
chairperson. The chairperson may, for good cause, change the starting time or place, reschedule, or 
cancel any meeting. (d) This section shall become operative on July 1, 1996. 

GC §17527: Powers of commission 

In carrying out its duties and responsibilities, the commission shall have the following powers: (a) To 
examine any document, report, or data, including computer programs and data files, held by any local 
agency or school district. (b) To meet at times and places as it may deem proper. (c) As a body or, on the 
authorization of the commission, as a committee composed of one or more members, to hold hearings at 
any time and place it may deem proper. (d) Upon a majority vote of the commission, to issue subpoenas 
to compel the attendance of witnesses and the production of books, records, papers, accounts, reports, 
and documents. (e) To administer oaths. (f) To contract with other agencies or individuals, public or 
private, as it deems necessary, to provide or prepare services, facilities, studies, and reports to the 
commission as will assist it in carrying out its duties and responsibilities. (g) To adopt, promulgate, 
amend, and rescind rules and regulations, which shall not be subject to the review and approval of the 
Office of Administrative Law pursuant to the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act provided for in 
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Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 11340) of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2. (h) To do any and all other 
actions necessary or convenient to enable it fully and adequately to perform its duties and to exercise the 
powers expressly granted to it. 

GC §17528: Election of officers 

The members of the commission shall elect a chairperson and a vice chairperson of the commission. 

GC §17529: Appointment of attorney: Duties 

The commission may appoint as attorney to the commission an attorney at law of this state, who shall 
hold office at the pleasure of the commission. The attorney shall represent and appear for the 
commission in all actions and proceedings involving any question under this part or under any order or 
act of the commission. The attorney shall advise the commission and each member of the commission, 
when so requested, in regard to all matters in connection with the powers and duties of the commission 
and the members thereof. The attorney shall generally perform all duties and services as attorney to the 
commission which the commission may require. 

GC§17530: Appointment of executive director: Duties 

The commission shall appoint an executive director, who shall be exempt from civil service and shall hold 
office at the pleasure of the commission. The executive director shall be responsible for the executive and 
administrative duties of the commission and shall organize, coordinate, supervise, and direct the 
operations and affairs of the commission and expedite all matters within the jurisdiction of the 
commission. The executive director shall keep a full and true record of all proceedings of the commission, 
issue all necessary process, writs, warrants, and notices, and perform other duties as the commission 
prescribes. 

GC §17531: Authority of executive director to employ necessary staff 

The executive director may employ those officers, examiners, experts, statisticians, accountants, 
inspectors, clerks, and employees as the executive director deems necessary to carry out the provisions 
of this part or to perform the duties and exercise the powers conferred upon the commission by law. 

GC §17532: Quorum: Investigations, inquiries, and hearings 

A majority of the commissioners shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of any business, for the 
performance of any duty, or for the exercise of any power of the commission. Any investigation, inquiry, or 
hearing which the commission has power to undertake or to hold may be undertaken or held by or before 
any commissioner or commissioners designated for the purpose by the commission. The evidence in any 
investigation, inquiry, or hearing may be taken by the commissioner or commissioners to whom the 
investigation, inquiry, or hearing has been assigned or, in his or her or their behalf, by an examiner 
designated for that purpose. Every finding, opinion, and order ·made by the commissioner or 
commissioners so designated, pursuant to the investigation, inquiry, or hearing, when approved or 
confirmed by the commission and ordered filed in its office, shall be deemed to be the finding, opinion, 
and order of the commission. 

GC §17533: Provisions not applicable to hearing by commission 

Notwithstanding Section 11425.10, Chapter 4.5 (commencing with Section 11400) of Part 1 of Division 3 
does not apply to a hearing by the commission under this part. 

GC §17550: Reimbursements of local agencies and school districts 

Reimbursement of local agencies and school districts for costs mandated by the state shall be provided 
pursuant to this chapter. 
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GC §17551: Commission hearing and decision upon claims 

(a) The commission, pursuant to the provisions of this chapter, shall hear and decide upon a claim by a 
local agency or school district that the local agency or school district is entitled to be reimbursed by the 
state for costs mandated by the state as required by Section 6 of Article XlllB of the California 
Constitution. (b) The commission, pursuant to the provisions of this chapter, shall hear and decide upon a 
claim by a local agency or school district filed on or after January 1, 1985, that the Controller has 
incorrectly reduced payments to the local agency or school district pursuant to paragraph (2) of 
subdivision (d) of Section 17561. 

GC §17552: Exclusivity of procedure provided by chapter 

This chapter shall provide the sole and exclusive procedure by which a local agency or school district 
may claim reimbursement for costs mandated by the state as required by Section 6 of Article XlllB of the 
California Constitution. 

GC §17553: Adoption of procedures for receiving claims and providing hearings: 
Postponement of hearings 

(a) The commission shall adopt procedures for receiving claims pursuant to this article and for providing a 
hearing on those claims. The hearing procedure shall provide for presentation of evidence by the 
claimant, the Department of Finance and any other affected department or agency, and any other 
interested person. The procedures shall ensure that a statewide cost estimate is adopted within 12 
months after receipt of a test claim, when a determination is made by the commission that a mandate 
exists. This deadline may be extended for up to six months upon the request of either the claimant or the 
commission. Hearing of a claim may be postponed at the request of the claimant, without prejudice, until 
the next scheduled hearing. (b) The procedures adopted by the commission pursuant to subdivision (a) 
shall include the following: (1) Provisions for acceptance of more than one claim on the same statute or 
executive order relating to the same statute or executive order filed with the commission, and, absent 
agreement by the test claimants to the contrary, to designate the first to file as the lead test claimant. (2) 
Provisions for consolidating test claims relating to the same statute or executive order filed with the 
commission with time limits that do not exceed 90 days from the initial filing for consolidating the test 
claims and for claimants to designate a single contact for information regarding the test claim. (3) 
Provisions for claimants to designate a single claimant for a test claim relating to the same statute or 
executive order filed with the commission, with time limits that do not exceed 90 days from the initial filing 
for making that designation. (c) If a completed test claim is not received by the commission within 30 
calendar days from the date that an incomplete test claim was returned by the commission, the original 
test claim filing date may be disallowed, and a new test claim may be accepted on the same statute or 
executive order. (d) In addition, the commission shall determine whether an incorrect reduction claim is 
complete within 10 days after the date that the incorrect reduction claim is filed. If the commission 
determines that an incorrect reduction claim is not complete, the commission shall notify the local agency 
and school district that filed the claim stating the reasons that the claim is not complete. The local agency 
or school district shall have 30 days to complete the claim. The commission shall serve a copy of the 
complete incorrect reduction claim on the Controller. The Controller shall have no more than 90 days after 
the date the claim is delivered or mailed to file any rebuttal to an incorrect reduction claim. The failure of 
the Controller to file a rebuttal to an incorrect reduction claim shall not serve to delay the consideration of 
the claim by the commission. 

GC §17554: Commission's authority to expedite claim 

With the agreement of all parties to the claim, the commission may waive the application of any 
procedural requirement imposed by this chapter or pursuant to Section 17553 in order to expedite action 
on the claim. The authority granted by this section includes the consolidation of claims and the shortening 
of time periods . 
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GC §17555: Date for public hearing: Test claim form and procedure 

(a) The commission, within 10 days after receipt of a test claim based upon a statute or executive order, 
shall set a date for a public hearing on the claim within 75 days. The test claim may be based upon 
estimated costs that a local agency or school district may incur as a result of the statute or executive 
order and may be filed at any time after the statute is enacted or the executive order is adopted. The 
claim shall be submitted in a form prescribed by the commission. After a hearing in which the claimant 
and any other interested organization or individual may participate, the commission shall determine if 
there are costs mandated by the state. (b) This section shall become operative on July 1, 1996. 

GC §17556: Criteria for not finding costs mandated by the state 

The commission shall not find costs mandated by the state as defined in Section 17514, in any claim 
submitted by a local agency or school district, if, after a hearing, the commission finds that (a) The claim 
is submitted by a local agency or school district which requested legislative authority for that local agency 
or school district to implement the program specified in the statute, and that statute imposes costs upon 
that local agency or school district requesting the legislative authority. A resolution from the governing 
body or a letter from a delegated representative of the governing body of a local agency or school district 
which requests authorization for that local agency or school district to implement a given program shall 
constitute a request within the meaning of this paragraph. (b) The statute or executive order affirmed for 
the state that which had been declared existing law or regulation by action of the courts. (c) The statute or 
executive order implemented a federal law or regulation and resulted in costs mandated by the federal 
government, unless the statute or executive order mandates costs which exceed the mandate in that 
federal law or regulation. (d) The local agency or school district has the authority to levy service charges, 
fees, or assessments sufficient to pay for the mandated program or increased level of service. (e) The 
statute or executive order provides for offsetting savings to local agencies or school districts which result 
in no net costs to the local agencies or school districts, or includes additional revenue that was 
specifically intended to fund the costs of the state mandate in an amount sufficient to fund the cost of the 
state mandate. (f) The statute or executive order imposed duties which were expressly included in a ballot 
measure approved by the voters in a statewide election. (g) The statute created a new crime or infraction, 
eliminated a crime or infraction, or changed the penalty for a crime or infraction, but only for that portion of 
the statute relating directly to the enforcement of the crime or infraction. 

GC §17557: Determination of amount to be subvened for reimbursement: Parameters and 
guidelines 

(a) If the commission determines there are costs mandated by the state pursuant to Section 17555, it 
shall determine the amount to be subvened to local agencies and school districts for reimbursement. In 
so doing it shall adopt parameters and guidelines for reimbursement of any claims relating to the statute 
or executive order. The successful test claimants shall submit proposed parameters and guidelines within 
30 days of adoption of a statement of decision on a test claim. At the request of a successful test 
claimant, the commission may provide for one or more extensions of this 30-day period at any time prior 
to its adoption of the parameters and guidelines. If proposed parameters and guidelines are not submitted 
within the 30-day period and the commission has not granted an extension, then the commission shall 
notify the test claimant that the amount of reimbursement the test claimant is entitled to for the first 12 
months of incurred costs will be reduced by 20 percent, unless the test claimant can demonstrate to the 
commission why an extension of the 30-day period is justified. A local agency, school district, and the 
state may file a claim or request with the commission to amend, modify, or supplement the parameters or 
guidelines. The commission may, after public notice .and hearing, amend, modify, or supplement the 
parameters and guidelines. (b) In adopting parameters and guidelines, the commission may adopt an 
allocation formula or uniform allowance which would provide for reimbursement of each local agency or 
school district of a specified amount each year. (c) The parameters and guidelines adopted by the 
commission shall specify the fiscal years for which local agencies and school districts shall be reimbursed 
for costs incurred, provided, however, that the commission shall not specify therein any fiscal year for 
which payment could be provided in the annual Budget Act. A test claim shall be submitted on or before 
June 30 following a fiscal year in order to establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year. The 
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claimant may thereafter amend the test claim at any time prior to a commission hearing on the claim 
without affecting the original filing date as long as the amendment substantially relates to the original test 
claim. 

GC §17558: Submission of parameters and guidelines to Controller: Transfer of claims; 
claiming instructions 

(a) The commission shall submit the adopted parameters and guidelines to the Controller. All claims 
relating to a statute or executive order that are filed after the determination of the test claim pursuant to 
Section 17557 shall be transferred to the Controller who shall pay and audit the claims from funds made 
available for that purpose. (b) Not later than 60 days after receiving the adopted parameters and 
guidelines from the commission, the Controller shall issue claiming instructions for each mandate that 
requires state reimbursement, to assist local agencies and school districts in claiming costs to be 
reimbursed. In preparing claiming instructions, the Controller may request the assistance of other state 
agencies. The claiming instructions shall be derived from the statute or executive order creating the 
mandate and the parameters and guidelines adopted by the commission. (c) The Controller shall, within 
60 days after receiving revised adopted parameters and guidelines from the commission or other 
information necessitating a revision of the claiming instructions, prepare and issue revised claiming 
instructions for mandates that require state reimbursement that have been established by commission 
action pursuant to Section 17555 or after any decision or order of the commission pursuant to Section 
17551. In preparing revised claiming instructions, the Controller may request the assistance of other state 
agencies. (d) This section shall become operative on July 1, 1996. 

GC §17558.5: Reimbursement claim: Audit; remittance advice and other notices of payment 

(a) A reimbursement claim for actual costs filed by a local agency or school district pursuant to this 
chapter is subject to audit by the Controller no later than two years after the end of the calendar year in 
which the reimbursement claim is filed or last amended. However, if no funds are appropriated for the 
program for the fiscal year for which the claim is made, the time for the Controller to initiate an audit shall 
commence to run from the date of initial payment of the claim. (b) The Controller shall notify the claimant 
in writing within 30 days after issuance of a remittance advice of any adjustment to a claim for 
reimbursement that results from an audit or review. The notification shall specify the claim components 
adjusted, the amounts adjusted, and the reason for the adjustment. Remittance advices and other notices 
of payment action shall not constitute notice of adjustment from an audit or review. (c) Nothing in this 
section shall be construed to limit the adjustment of payments when inaccuracies are determined to be 
the result of the intent to defraud, or when a delay in the completion of an audit is the result of willful acts 
by the claimant or inability to reach agreement on terms of final settlement. (d) This section shall become 
operative on July 1, 1996. 

GC §17558.6: Legislative intent 

It is the intent of the Legislature that the Commission on State Mandates review its process by which local 
agencies may appeal the reduction of reimbursement claims on the basis that the reduction is incorrect in 
order to provide for a more expeditious and less costly process. 

GC §17559: Judicial review 

(a) The commission may order a reconsideration of all or part of a test claim or incorrect reduction claim 
on petition of any party. The power to order a reconsideration or amend a test claim decision shall expire 
30 days after the statement of decision is delivered or mailed to the claimant. If additional time is needed 
to evaluate a petition for reconsideration filed prior to the expiration of the 30-day period, the commission 
may grant a stay of that expiration for no more than 30 days, solely for the purpose of considering the 
petition. If no action is taken on a petition within the time allowed for ordering reconsideration, the petition 
shall be deemed denied. (b) A claimant or the state may commence a proceeding in accordance with the 
provisions of Section 1094.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure to set aside a decision of the commission on 
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the ground that the commission's decision is not supported by substantial evidence. The court may order 
the commission to hold another hearing regarding the claim and may direct the commission on what basis 
the claim is to receive a rehearing. 

GC §17560: Deadlines for filing reimbursement claims 

Reimbursement for state-mandated costs may be claimed as follows: (a) A local agency or school district 
may file an estimated reimbursement claim by January 15 of the fiscal year in which costs are to be 
incurred, and, by January 15 following that fiscal year shall file an annual reimbursement claim that 
details the costs actually incurred for that fiscal year, or it may comply with the provisions of subdivision 
(b). (b) A local agency or school district may, by January 15 following the fiscal year in which costs are 
incurred, file an annual reimbursement claim that details the costs actually incurred for that fiscal year. (c) 
In the event revised claiming instructions are issued by the Controller pursuant to subdivision (c) of 
Section 17558 between October 15 and January 15, a local agency or school district filing an annual 
reimbursement claim shall have 120 days following the issuance date of the revised claiming instructions 
to file a claim. 

GC §17561: Reimbursement of costs for state mandated programs 

(a) The state shall reimburse each local agency and school district for all "costs mandated by the state," 
as defined in Section 17514. (b) (1) For the initial fiscal year during which these costs are incurred, 
reimbursement funds shall be provided as follows: (A) Any statute mandating these costs shall provide an 
appropriation therefor. (B) Any executive order mandating these costs shall be accompanied by a bill 
appropriating the funds therefor, or alternatively, an appropriation for these costs shall be included in the 
Budget Bill for the next succeeding fiscal year. The executive order shall cite that item of appropriation in 
the Budget Bill or that appropriation in any other bill which is intended to serve as the source from which 
the Controller may pay the claims of local agencies and school districts. (2) In subsequent fiscal years 
appropriations for these costs shall be included in the annual Governor's Budget and in the 
accompanying Budget Bill. In addition, appropriations to reimburse local agencies and school districts for 
continuing costs resulting from chaptered bills or executive orders for which claims have been awarded 
pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 17551 shall be included in the annual Governor's Budget and in the 
accompanying Budget Bill subsequent to the enactment of the local government claims bill pursuant to 
Section 17600 that includes the amounts awarded relating to these chaptered bills or executive orders. 
(c) The amount appropriated to reimburse local agencies and school districts for costs mandated by the 
state shall be appropriated to the Controller for disbursement. (d) The Controller shall pay any eligible 
claim pursuant to this section within 60 days after the filing deadline for claims for reimbursement or 15 
days after the date the appropriation for the claim is effective, whichever is later. The Controller shall 
disburse reimbursement funds to local agencies or school districts if the costs of these mandates are not 
payable to state agencies, or to state agencies who would otherwise collect the costs of these mandates 
from local agencies or school districts in the form of fees, premiums, or payments. When disbursing 
reimbursement funds to local agencies or school districts, the Controller shall disburse them as follows: 
(1) For initial reimbursement claims, the Controller shall issue claiming instructions to the relevant local 
agencies pursuant to Section 17558. Issuance of the claiming instructions shall constitute a notice of the 
right of the local agencies and school districts to file reimbursement claims, based upon parameters and 
guidelines adopted by the commission. (A) When claiming instructions are issued by the Controller 
pursuant to Section 17558 for each mandate determined pursuant to Section 17555 that requires state 
reimbursement, each local agency or school district to which the mandate is applicable shall submit 
claims for initial fiscal year costs to the Controller within 120 days of the issuance date for the claiming 
instructions. (B) When the commission is requested to review the claiming instructions pursuant to 
Section 17571, each local agency or school district to which the mandate is applicable shall submit a 
claim for reimbursement within 120 days after the commission reviews the claiming instructions for 
reimbursement issued by the Controller. (C) If the local agency or school district does not submit a claim 
for reimbursement within the 120-day period, or submits a claim pursuant to revised claiming instructions, 
it may submit its claim for reimbursement as specified in Section 17560. The Controller shall pay these 
claims from the funds appropriated therefor, provided that the Controller (i) may audit the records of any 
local agency or school district to verify the actual amount of the mandated costs, and (ii) may reduce any 
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claim that the Controller determines is excessive or unreasonable. (2) In subsequent fiscal years each 
local agency or school district shall submit its claims as specified in Section 17560. The Controller shall 
pay these claims from funds appropriated therefor, provided that the Controller (A) may audit the records 
of any local agency or school district to verify the actual amount of the mandated costs, (B) may reduce 
any claim that the Controller determines is excessive or unreasonable, and (C) shall adjust the payment 
to correct for any underpayments or overpayments which occurred in previous fiscal years. (3) When 
paying a timely filed claim for initial reimbursement, the Controller shall withhold 20 percent of the amount 
of the claim until the claim is audited to verify the actual amount of the mandated costs. All initial 
reimbursement claims for all fiscal years required to be filed on their initial filing date for a state-mandated 
local program shall be considered as one claim for the purpose of computing any late claim penalty. Any 
claim for initial reimbursement filed after the filing deadline shall be reduced by 10 percent of the amount 
that would have been allowed had the claim been timely filed, provided that the amount of this reduction 
shall not exceed one thousand dollars ($1,000). The Controller may withhold payment of any late claim 
for initial reimbursement until the next deadline for funded claims unless sufficient funds are available to 
pay the claim after all timely filed claims have been paid. In no case shall a reimbursement claim be paid 
if submitted more than one year after the filing deadline specified in the Controller's claiming instructions 
on funded mandates contained in a claims bill. 

GC §17561.5: Payment of claim with interest 

(a) The payment of an initial reimbursement claim by the Controller shall include accrued interest at the 
Pooled Money Investment Account rate, if the payment is being made more than 365 days after adoption 
of the statewide cost estimate for an initial claim or, in the case of payment of a subsequent claim relating 
to that same statute or executive order, if payment is being made more than 60 days after the filing 
deadline for, or the actual date of receipt of, the subsequent claim, whichever is later. In those instances, 
interest shall begin to accrue as of the 366th day after adoption of the statewide cost estimate for an initial 
claim and as of the 61st day after the filing deadline for, or actual date of receipt of, the subsequent claim, 
whichever is later. (b) This section shall become operative on July 1, 1996 . 

GC §17561.6: Payment 

(a) A budget act item or appropriation pursuant to this part for reimbursement of claims shall include an 
amount necessary to reimburse any interest due pursuant to Section 17561.5. (b) This section shall 
become operative on July 1, 1996. 

GC §17562: Review of costs of state-mandated local programs 

(a) The Legislature hereby finds and declares that the increasing revenue constraints on state and local 
government and the increasing costs of financing state-mandated local programs make evaluation of the 
cumulative effects of state-mandated local programs imperative. Accordingly, it is the intent of the 
Legislature to establish a method for regularly reviewing the costs of state-mandated local programs, by 
evaluating the benefit of previously enacted mandates. (b) (1) A statewide association of local agencies 
or a Member of the Legislature may submit a proposal to the Legislature recommending the elimination or 
modification of a state-mandated local program. To make such a proposal, the association or member 
shall submit a letter to the Chairs of the Assembly Committee on Local Government and the Senate 
Committee on Local Government specifying the mandate and the concerns and recommendations 
regarding the mandate. The association or member shall include in the proposal all information relevant 
to the conclusions. If the chairs of the committees desire additional analysis of the submitted proposal, 
the chairs may refer the proposal to the Legislative Analyst for review and comment. The chairs of the 
committees may refer up to a total of 10 of these proposals to the Legislative Analyst for review in any 
year. Referrals shall be submitted to the Legislative Analyst by September 1 of each year. (2) The 
Legislative Analyst shall review and report to the Legislature with regard to each proposal that is referred 
to the office pursuant to paragraph (1). The Legislative Analyst shall recommend that the Legislature 
adopt, reject, or modify the proposal. The report and recommendations shall be submitted to the 
Legislature by December 1 of each year. (3) The Department of Finance shall review all statutes enacted 
each year that contain provisions making inoperative Section 2229 or Section 2230 of the Revenue and 
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Taxation Code or Section 17561 or Section 17565 that have resulted in costs or revenue losses 
mandated by the state that were not identified when the statute was enacted. The review shall identify the 
costs or revenue losses involved in complying with the provisions of the statutes. The Department of 
Finance shall also review all statutes enacted each year that may result in cost savings authorized by the 
state. The Department of Finance shall submit an annual report of the review required by this subdivision, 
together with the recommendations as it may deem appropriate, by December 1 of each year. (c) It is the 
intent of the Legislature that the Assembly Committee on Local Government and the Senate Committee 
on Local Government hold a joint hearing each year regarding the following: (1) The reports and 
recommendations submitted pursuant to subdivision (b). (2) The reports submitted pursuant to Sections 
17570, 17600, and 17601. (3) Legislation to continue, eliminate, or modify any provision of law reviewed 
pursuant to this subdivision. The legislation may be by subject area or by year or years of enactment. (d) 
This section shall become operative on July 1, 1996. 

GC §17563: Use of funds received for public purposes 

Any funds received by a local agency or school district pursuant to the provisions of this chapter may be 
used for any public purpose. 

GC §17564: Filing of claims: Threshold amount 

(a) No claim shall be made pursuant to Sections 17551 and 17561, nor shall any payment be made on 
claims submitted pursuant to Sections 17551 and 17561, unless these claims exceed two hundred dollars 
($200), provided that a county superintendent of schools or county may submit a combined claim on 
behalf of school districts, direct service districts, or special districts within their county if the combined 
claim exceeds two hundred dollars ($200) even if the individual school district's, direct service district's, or 
special district's claims do not each exceed two hundred dollars ($200). The county superintendent of 
schools or the county shall determine if the submission of the combined claim is economically feasible 
and shall be responsible for disbursing the funds to each school, direct service, or special district. These 
combined claims may be filed only when the county superintendent of schools or the county is the fiscal 
agent for the districts. All subsequent claims based upon the same mandate shall only be filed in the 
combined form unless a school district, direct service district, or special district provides to the county 
superintendent of schools or county and to the Controller, at least 180 days prior to the deadline for filing 
the claim, a written notice of its intent to file a separate claim. (b) Claims for direct and indirect costs filed 
pursuant to Section 17561 shall be filed in the manner prescribed in the parameters and guidelines. 

GC§17565: Reimbursement of subsequently mandated costs 

If a local agency or a school district, at its option, has been incurring costs which are subsequently 
mandated by the state, the state shall reimburse the local agency or school district for those costs 
incurred after the operative date of the mandate. 

GC §17567: Insufficiency of appropriation: Proration of claims 

In the event that the amount appropriated for reimbursement purposes pursuant to Section 17561 is not 
sufficient to pay all of the claims approved by the Controller, the Controller shall prorate claims in 
proportion to the dollar amount of approved claims timely filed and on hand at the time of proration. The 
Controller shall adjust prorated claims if supplementary funds are appropriated for this purpose. In the 
event that the Controller finds it necessary to prorate claims as provided by this section, the Controller 
shall immediately report this action to the Department of Finance, the Chairperson of the Joint Legislative 
Budget Committee, and the Chairperson of the respective committee in each house of the Legislature 
which considers appropriations in order to assure appropriation of these funds in the Budget Act. If these 
funds cannot be appropriated on a timely basis in the Budget Act, the Controller shall transmit this 
information to the commission which shall include these amounts in its report to the Legislature pursuant 
to Section 17600 to assure that an appropriation sufficient to pay the claims is included in the local 
government claims bills or other appropriation bills. If the local government claims bills required by 
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Section 17612 have been introduced in the Legislature, the Controller shall report directly to the 
chairperson of the respective committee in each house of the Legislature which considers appropriations 
to assure inclusion of a sufficient appropriation in the claims bills. 

GC §17568: Payment of claims submitted after deadline 

If a local agency or school district submits an otherwise valid reimbursement claim to the Controller after 
the deadline specified in Section 17560, the Controller shall reduce the reimbursement claim in an 
amount equal to 10 percent of the amount which would have been allowed had the reimbursement claim 
been timely filed, provided that the amount of this reduction shall not exceed one thousand dollars 
($1,000). In no case shall a reimbursement claim be paid which is submitted more than one year after the 
deadline specified in Section 17560. Estimated claims which were filed by the deadline specified in that 
section shall be paid in full before payments are made on estimated claims filed after the deadline. In the 
event the amount appropriated to the Controller for reimbursement purposes is not sufficient to pay the 
estimated claims approved by the Controller, the Controller shall prorate those claims in proportion to the 
dollar amount of approved claims filed after the deadline and shall report to the commission or the 
Legislature in the same manner as described in Section 17566 in order to assure appropriation of funds 
sufficient to pay those claims. 

GC §17570: Annual report to Legislature 

The Legislative Analyst shall review each unfunded statutory or regulatory mandate for which claims have 
been approved by the Legislature pursuant to a claims bill during the preceding fiscal year. Any 
recommendations by the Legislative Analyst to eliminate or modify the mandates shall be contained in the 
annual analysis of the Budget Bill prepared by the Legislative Analyst. 

GC §17571: Review and modification of claiming instructions 

The commission, upon request of a local agency or school district, shall review the claiming instructions 
issued by the Controller or any other authorized state agency for reimbursement of mandated costs. If the 
commission determines that the claiming instructions do not conform to the parameters and guidelines, 
the commission shall direct the Controller to modify the claiming instructions and the Controller shall 
modify the claiming instructions to conform to the parameters and guidelines as directed by the 
commission. 

GC §17575: Review of bills 

When a bill is introduced in the Legislature, and each time a bill is amended, on and after January 1, 
1985, the Legislative Counsel shall determine whether the bill mandates a new program or higher level of 
service pursuant to Section 6 of Article XlllB of the California Constitution. The Legislative Counsel shall 
make this determination known in the digest of the bill and shall describe in the digest the basis for this 
determination. The determination by the Legislative Counsel shall not be binding on the commission in 
making its determination pursuant to Section 17555. 

GC §17576: Amendment of bills on floor: Notification by Legislative Counsel 

Whenever the Legislative Counsel determines that a bill will mandate a new program or higher level of 
service pursuant to Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California Constitution, the Department of Finance 
shall prepare an estimate of the amount of reimbursement which will be required. This estimate shall be 
prepared for the respective committees of each house of the Legislature which consider taxation 
measures and appropriation measures and shall be prepared prior to any hearing on the bill by any such 
committee . 
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GC §17577: Amount of estimates 

The estimate required by Section 17576 shall be the amount estimated to be required during the first 
fiscal year of a bill's operation in order to reimburse local agencies and school districts for costs mandated 
by the state by the bill. 

GC §17578: Amendment of bills on floor: Notification by Legislative Counsel 

In the event that a bill is amended on the floor of either house, whether by adoption of the report of a 
conference committee or otherwise, in such a manner as to mandate a new program or higher level of 
service pursuant to Section 6 of Article XlllB of the California Constitution, the Legislative Counsel shall 
immediately inform, respectively, the Speaker of the Assembly and the President of the Senate of that 
fact. Notification from the Legislative Counsel shall be published in the journal of the respective houses of 
the Legislature. 

GC §17579: Requirement for new mandates to specify reimbursement requirements: 
Appropriations 

(a) Any bill introduced or amended on and after January 1, 1985, for which the Legislative Counsel has 
determined the bill will mandate a new program or higher level of service pursuant to Section 6 of Article 
XIII B of the California Constitution, shall contain a section specifying that reimbursement shall be made 
from the fund pursuant to Section 17610 when the amount of the claim has been determined pursuant to 
Article 1 (commencing with Section 17550) of this chapter or that there is no mandate or that the mandate 
is being disclaimed and the reason therefor. (b) Any bill introduced or amended on and after January 1, 
1985, may, but is not required to, contain an appropriation to provide reimbursement of costs mandated 
by the state. 

GC §17581: Conditions for exemption from implementation of statute or executive order 

(a) No local agency shall be required to implement or give effect to any statute or executive order, or 
portion thereof, during any fiscal year and for the period immediately following that fiscal year for which 
the Budget Act has not been enacted for the subsequent fiscal year if all of the following apply: (1) The 
statute or executive order, or portion thereof, has been determined by the Legislature, the commission, or 
any court to mandate a new program or higher level of service requiring reimbursement of local agencies 
pursuant to Section 6 of Article XlllB of the California Constitution. (2) The statute or executive order, or 
portion thereof, has been specifically identified by the Legislature in the Budget Act for the fiscal year as 
being one for which reimbursement is not provided for that fiscal year. For purposes of this paragraph, a 
mandate shall be considered to have been specifically identified by the Legislature only if it has been 
included within the schedule of reimbursable mandates shown in the Budget Act and it is specifically 
identified in the language of a provision of the item providing the appropriation for mandate 
reimbursements. (b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, if a local agency elects to implement or 
give effect to a statute or executive order described in subdivision (a), the local agency may assess fees 
to persons or entities which benefit from the statute or executive order. Any fee assessed pursuant to this 
subdivision shall not exceed the costs reasonably borne by the local agency. (c) This section shall not 
apply to any state-mandated local program for the trial courts, as specified in Section 77203. (d) This 
section shall not apply to any state-mandated local program for which the reimbursement funding counts 
toward the minimum General Fund requirements of Section 8 of Article XVI of the Constitution. 

GC §17600: Report on number of mandates and their costs 

At least twice each calendar year the commission shall report to the Legislature on the number of 
mandates it has found pursuant to Article 1 (commencing with Section 17550) and the estimated 
statewide costs of these mandates. This report shall identify the statewide costs estimated for each 
mandate and the reasons for recommending reimbursement. 
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GC §17601: Report on claims denied 

The commission shall report to the Legislature on January 15, 1986, and each January 15 thereafter, on 
the number of claims it denied during the preceding calendar year and the basis on which the particular 
claims were denied. 

GC §17610: Costs paid from fund: Limit on costs 

(a} The costs arising from a statute containing a statement that the statute mandates a new program or 
higher level of service and specifying that reimbursement shall be made from the fund shall, upon 
certification of the estimated statewide cost by the commission to the Controller, be paid from the fund, 
provided that the estimated statewide cost of the claim does not exceed one million do.liars ($1,000,000). 
The Controller shall receive, review, and pay reimbursement claims from the fund as the claims are 
received. Claims for initial reimbursement shall be filed with the Controller within 120 days from the date 
that the Controller issued claiming instructions on mandates funded by the fund. When paying a timely 
filed claim for initial reimbursement, the Controller shall withhold 20 percent of the amount of the claim 
until the claim is audited to verify the actual amount of the mandated cost. Any claim for initial 
reimbursement filed after the filing deadline shall be reduced by 10 percent of the amount which would 
have been allowed had the claim been timely filed, provided that the amount of this reduction shall not 
exceed one thousand dollars ($1,000). The Controller may withhold payment of any initial reimbursement 
claim filed after the filing deadline until the next deadline for funding claims unless sufficient funds are 
available to pay the claim after all timely filed claims have been paid. (b) For purposes of this section, 
"estimated statewide cost" means the total amount of funds estimated to be necessary to reimburse all 
eligible local agencies and school districts for costs incurred as a result of the mandate during the first 12-
month period following the operative date of the mandate. (c) For purposes of this section, "costs arising 
from a statute" means the total amount of funds necessary to reimburse eligible local agencies and 
school districts for costs incurred as a result of complying with a mandate for the fiscal years specified in 
the parameters and guidelines in accordance with Section 17557 . 

GC §17612: Local government claims bills: Judicial review of funding deletions 

(a) Immediately upon receipt of the report submitted by the commission pursuant to Section 17600, a 
local government claims bill shall be introduced in the Legislature. The local government claims bill, at the 
time of its introduction, shall provide for an appropriation sufficient to pay the estimated costs of these 
mandates except where the costs have been or will be paid pursuant to Section 17610. (b) The 
Legislature may amend, modify, or supplement the parameters and guidelines for mandates contained in 
the local government claims bill. If the Legislature amends, modifies, or supplements the parameters and 
guidelines, it shall make a declaration in the local government claims bill specifying the basis for the 
amendment, modification, or supplement. (c) If the Legislature deletes from a local government claims bill 
funding for a mandate, the local agency or school district may file in the Superior Court of the County of 
Sacramento an action in declaratory relief to declare the mandate unenforceable and enjoin its 
enforcement. 

GC §17613: Authorization of augmentation for mandated costs 

(a} The Director of Finance may, upon receipt of any report submitted pursuant to Section 17567, 
authorize the augmentation of the amount available for expenditure to reimburse costs mandated by the 
state, as defined in Section 17514, as follows: (1) For augmentation of (A) any schedule in any item to 
reimburse costs mandated by the state in any budget act, or (B) the amount appropriated in a local 
government claims bill for reimbursement of the claims of local agencies, as defined by Section 17518, 
from the unencumbered balance of any other item to reimburse costs mandated by the state in that 
budget act or another budget act or in an appropriation for reimbursement of the claims of local agencies 
in another local government claims bill. (2) For augmentation of (A) any schedule in any budget act item, 
or (B) any amount appropriated in a local government claims bill, when either of these augmentations is 
for reimbursement of mandated claims of school districts, as defined in Section 17519, when the source 
of this augmentation is (A) the unencumbered balance of any other scheduled amount in that budget act 
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or another budget act, or (B) an appropriation in another local government claims bill, when either of 
these appropriations is for reimbursement of mandate claims of school districts. This paragraph applies 
only to appropriations that are made for the purpose of meeting the minimum funding guarantee for 
educational programs pursuant to Section 8 of Article XVI of the California Constitution. (b) No 
authorization for an augmentation pursuant to this section may be made sooner than 30 days after the 
notification in writing of the necessity therefor to the chairperson of the committee in each house which 
considers appropriations and the chairperson of the Joint Legislative Budget Committee, or not sooner 
than whatever lesser time as the chairperson of the joint committee, or his or her designee, may in each 
instance determine. 

GC §17614: State Mandates Claims Fund 

There is hereby created the State Mandates Claims Fund. Notwithstanding Section 13340, money in the 
fund is continuously appropriated without regard to fiscal years for the sole purpose of paying claims 
pursuant to Section 17610. 

GC §17615: Legislative findings and intent 

The Legislature finds and declares that the existing system for reimbursing local agencies and school 
districts for actual costs mandated by the state on an annual claim basis is time consuming, cumbersome, 
and expensive at both the local and state levels. The Controller must process voluminous claims with all 
claims subject to a desk audit and selected claims also subject to a field audit. Local agencies are 
required to maintain extensive documentation of all claims in anticipation of such an audit. The volume of 
these records is substantial and will continue to grow with no relief in sight as new programs are 
mandated. The cost to local agencies and school districts for filing claims, and for maintaining 
documentation and responding to the Controller's audits is substantial. The current administrative cost to 
both state and local governments represents a significant expenditure of public funds with no apparent 
benefit to the taxpayers. It is the intent of the Legislature to streamline the reimbursement process for 
costs mandated by the state by creating a system of state mandate apportionments to fund the costs of 
certain programs mandated by the state. 

GC §17615.1: Review of programs for inclusion in system 

Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 2231 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, the commission shall 
establish a procedure for reviewing, upon request, mandated cost programs for which appropriations 
have been made by the Legislature for the 1982-83, 1983-84, and 1984-85 fiscal years, or any three 
consecutive fiscal years thereafter. At the request of the Department of Finance, the Controller, or any 
local agency or school district receiving reimbursement for the mandated program, the commission shall 
review the mandated cost program to determine whether the program should be included in the State 
Mandates Apportionment System. If the commission determines that the State Mandates Apportionment 
System would accurately reflect the costs of the state mandated program, the commission shall direct the 
Controller to include the program in the State Mandates Apportionment System. 

GC §17615.2: Calculation of disbursement amounts 

(a) Notwithstanding Section 17561, after November 30, 1985, for those programs included in the State 
Mandates Apportionment System, after approval by the commission, there shall be disbursed by the 
Controller to each local agency and school district which has submitted a reimbursement claim for costs 
mandated by the state in the 1982-83, 1983-84, and the 1984-85 fiscal years, or any three consecutive 
fiscal years thereafter, an amount computed by averaging the· approved reimbursement claims for this 
three-year period. The amount shall first be adjusted according to any changes in the deflator. The 
deflater shall be applied separately to each year's costs for the three years which comprise the base 
period. Funds for these purposes shall be available to the extent they are provided for in the Budget Act 
of 1985 and the Budget Act for any subsequent fiscal year thereafter. For purposes of this article, "base 
period" means the three fiscal years immediately succeeding the commission's approval. (b) When the 
Controller has made payment on claims prior to commission approval of the program for inclusion in the 
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State Mandates Apportionment System, the payment shall be adjusted in the next apportionment to the 
amount which would have been subvened to the local agency or school district for that fiscal year had the 
State Mandates Apportionment System been in effect at the time of the initial payment. 

GC §17615.3: Annual recalculation of allocation 

Notwithstanding Section 17561, by November 30, 1986, and by November 30 of each year thereafter, for 
those programs included in the State Mandates Apportionment System, the Controller shall recalculate 
each allocation for each local agency and school district for the 1985-86 fiscal year, by using the actual 
change in the deflator for that year. That recalculated allocation shall then be adjusted by the estimated 
change in the deflator for the 1986 -87 fiscal year, and each fiscal year thereafter, to establish the 
allocation amount for the 1986-87 fiscal year, and each fiscal year thereafter. Additionally, for programs 
approved by the commission for inclusion in the State Mandates Apportionment System on or after 
January 1, 1988, the allocation for each year succeeding the three-year base period shall be adjusted 
according to any changes in both the deflator and workload. The Controller shall then subvene that 
amount after adjusting it by any amount of overpayment or underpayment in the 1985-86 fiscal year, and 
each fiscal year thereafter, due to a discrepancy between the actual change and the estimated change in 
the deflator or workload. Funds for these purposes shall be available to the extent they are provided for in 
the Budget Act of 1986 and the Budget Act for any subsequent fiscal year thereafter. For purposes of this 
article, "workload" means, for school districts and county offices of education, changes in the average 
daily attendance; for community colleges, changes in the number of full-time equivalent students; for 
cities and counties, changes in the population within their boundaries; and for special districts, changes in 
the population of the county in which the largest percentage of the district's population is located. 

GC §17615.4: Procedure for newly mandated programs 

(a) When a new mandate imposes costs which are funded either by legislation, in local government 
claims bills, or from the State Mandates Claim Fund, local agencies and school districts may file 
reimbursement claims as required by Section 17561, for a minimum of three years after the initial funding 
of the new mandate. (b) After actual cost claims are submitted for three fiscal years against such a new 
mandate, the commission shall determine, upon request of the Controller or a local entity or school district 
receiving reimbursement for the program, whether the amount of the base year entitlement adjusted by 
changes in the deflator and workload accurately reflects the costs incurred by the local agency or school 
district. If the commission determines that the base year entitlement, as adjusted, does accurately reflect 
the costs of the program, the commission shall direct the Controller to include the program in the State 
Mandates Apportionment System. (c) The Controller shall make recommendations to the commission and 
the commission shall consider the Controller's recommendations for each new mandate submitted for 
inclusion in the State Mandates Apportionment System. All claims included in the State Mandates 
Apportionment System pursuant to this section are also subject to the audit provisions of Section 17616. 

GC §17615.5: Procedure where no base year entitlement has been established 

(a) If any local agency or school district has an established base year entitlement which does not include 
costs for a particular mandate, that local agency or school district may submit reimbursement claims for a 
minimum of three consecutive years, adjusted pursuant to Section 17615.3 by changes in the deflator 
and workload, or entitlement claims covering a minimum of three consecutive years, after which time its 
base year entitlement may be adjusted by an amount necessary to fund the costs of that mandate. (b) If 
any local agency or school district has no base year entitlement, but wishes to begin claiming costs of 
one or more of the mandates included in the State Mandates Apportionment System, that local agency or 
school district may submit reimbursement claims for a minimum of three consecutive years, or entitlement 
claims covering the preceding three consecutive years, which shall be adjusted pursuant to Sections 
17615.2 and 17615.3 by changes in the deflator and workload, after which time a base year entitlement 
may be established in an amount necessary to fund the costs of the mandate or mandates . 
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GC §17615.6: Procedure where program is no longer mandatory 

If a local agency or school district realizes a decrease in the amount of costs incurred because a mandate 
is discontinued, or made permissive, the Controller shall determine the amount of the entitlement 
attributable to that mandate by determining the base year amount for that mandate for the local agency or 
school district plus the annual adjustments. This amount shall be subtracted from the annual subvention 
which would otherwise have been allocated to the local agency or school district. 

GC §17615.7: Procedure where program is modified 

If a mandated program included in the State Mandates Apportionment System is modified or amended by 
the Legislature or by executive order, and the modification or amendment significantly affects the costs of 
the program, as determined by the commission, the program shall be removed from the State Mandate 
Apportionment System, and the payments reduced accordingly. Local entities or school districts may 
submit actual costs claims for a period of three years, after which the program may be considered for 
inclusion in the State Mandates Apportionment System, pursuant to the provisions of Section 17615.4. 

GC §17615.8: Review of base year entitlement 

(a) The commission shall establish a procedure for reviewing, upon request, any apportionment or base 
year entitlement of a local agency or school district. (b) Local agencies and school districts which request 
such a review shall maintain and provide those records and documentation as the commission or its 
designee determines are necessary for the commission or its designee to make the required 
determinations. With the exception of records required to verify base year entitlements, the records may 
not be used to adjust current or prior apportionments, but may be used to adjust future apportionments. 
(c) If the commission determines that an apportionment or base year entitlement for funding costs 
mandated by the state does not accurately reflect the costs incurred by the local agency or school district 
for all mandates upon which that apportionment is based, the commission shall direct the Controller to 
adjust the apportionment accordingly. For the purposes of this section, an apportionment or a base year 
entitlement does not accurately reflect the costs incurred by a local agency or school district if it falls short 
of reimbursing, or overreimburses, that local agency's or school district's actual costs by 20 percent or by 
one thousand dollars ($1,000), whichever is less. (d) If the commission determines that an apportionment 
or base year entitlement for funding costs mandated by the state accurately reflects the costs incurred by 
the local agency or school district for all mandates upon which that apportionment is based, the 
commission may, in its discretion, direct the Controller to withhold, and, if so directed, the Controller shall 
withhold the costs of the commission's review from the next apportionment to the local agency or school 
district, if the commission review was requested by the local agency or school district. 

GC §17615.9: Review of programs under SMAS 

The commission shall periodically review programs funded under the State Mandate Apportionments 
System to evaluate the effectiveness or continued statewide need for each such mandate. 

GC §17616: Audits and verification by Controller 

Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 2231 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, the Controller shall 
have the authority to do either or both of the following: (a) Audit the fiscal years comprising the base year 
entitlement no later than three years after the year in which the base year entitlement is established. The 
results of such audits shall be used to adjust the base year entitlements and any subsequent 
apportionments based on that entitlement, in addition to adjusting actual cost payments made for the 
base years audited. (b) Verify that any local agency or school district receiving funds pursuant to this 
article is providing the reimbursed activities. 
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FOREWORD

The claiming instructions contained in this manual are issued for the sole purpose of assisting
claimants with the preparation of claims for submission to the State Controller’s Office. These
instructions have been prepared based upon interpretation of the State of California statutes,
regulations, and parameters and guidelines adopted by the Commission on State Mandates.
Therefore, unless otherwise specified, these instructions should not be construed in any
manner to be statutes, regulations, or standards.

If you have any questions concerning the enclosed material, write to the address below or
call the Local Reimbursements Section at (916) 324-5729, or email to lrsdar@sco.ca.gov.

State Controller’s Office
Attn:  Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Prepared by the State Controller's Office
Updated September 30, 2003
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REIMBURSABLE STATE MANDATED COST PROGRAMS

Claims for the following State mandated cost programs may be filed with the SCO. For your convenience,
the programs are listed in alphabetical order by program name. An "X" indicates the fiscal year for which a
claim may be filed.

2002-03
Reimburse-
ment Claims

2003-04
Estimated

Claims
Community College Districts

x x Chapter 77/78 Absentee Ballots
x x Chapter 961/75 Collective Bargaining
x x Chapter 1120/96 Health Benefits for Survivors of Peace Officers & Firefighters
x x Chapter 1/84 Health Fee Elimination
x x Chapter 783/95 Investment Reports
x x Chapter 284/98 Law Enforcement College Jurisdiction Agreements
x x Chapter 126/93 Law Enforcement Sexual Harassment Training
x x Chapter 486/75 Mandate Reimbursement Process
x x Chapter 641/86 Open Meetings Act/Brown Act Reform
x x Chapter 465/76 Peace Officers Procedural Bill of Rights
x x Chapter 875/85 Photographic Record of Evidence
x x Chapter 908/96 Sex Offenders:  Disclosure by Law Enforcement Officers
x x Chapter 1249/92 Threats Against Peace Officers
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APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE 2003-04 FISCAL YEAR

Source of State Mandated Cost Appropriations
Schedule Program Amount Appropriated
Chapter 379/02, Item 6110-295-00011

(1) Chapter 77/78 Absentee Ballots $        0
(2) Chapter 961/75 Collective Bargaining 0
(3) Chapter 1120/96 Health Benefits for Survivors of Peace Officers and Firefighters 0
(4) Chapter 783/95 Investment Reports 0
(5) Chapter 284/98 Law Enforcement College Jurisdiction Agreements 0
(6) Chapter 126/93 Law Enforcement Sexual Harassment Training 0
(7) Chapter 486/75 Mandate Reimbursement Process 0
(8) Chapter 641/86 Open Meetings Act/Brown Act Reform 0
(9) Chapter 465/76 Peace Officers Procedural Bill of Rights 0
(10) Chapter 875/85 Photographic Record of Evidence 0
(11) Chapter 908/96 Sex Offenders:  Disclosure by Law Enforcement Officers 0
(12) Chapter 1249/92 Threats Against Peace Officers 0

Total Appropriations, Item 6110-295-001 $        0
Chapter 379/02, Item 6870-295-0001
(13) Chapter 1/84 Health Fee Elimination 1,000
TOTAL - Funding for the 2003-04 Fiscal Year   $1,000

                                                     
1 Pursuant to provision 5, “The Controller shall not make any payment from this item to reimburse community college districts for claimed costs
of state-mandated education programs.  Reimbursements to community college districts for education mandates shall be paid from the
appropriate item within the community colleges budget.”
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FILING A CLAIM
1. Introduction

The law in the State of California, (Government Code Sections 17500 through 17616), provides for
the reimbursement of costs incurred by school districts for costs mandated by the State. Costs
mandated by the State means any increased costs which a school district is required to incur after
July 1, 1980, as a result of any statute enacted after January 1, 1975, or any executive order
implementing such statute which mandates a new program or higher level of service of an existing
program.

Estimated claims that show costs to be incurred in the current fiscal year and reimbursement claims
that detail the costs actually incurred for the prior fiscal year may be filed with the State Controller's
Office (SCO). Claims for on-going programs are filed annually by January 15. Claims for new
programs are filed within 120 days from the date claiming instructions are issued for the program. A
10 percent penalty, (up to $1,000 for continuing claims, no limit for initial claims), is assessed for
late claims. The SCO may audit the records of any school district to verify the actual amount of
mandated costs and may reduce any claim that is excessive or unreasonable.

When a program has been reimbursed for three or more years, the COSM may approve the
program for inclusion in the State Mandates Apportionment System (SMAS). For programs included
in SMAS, the SCO determines the amount of each claimant's entitlement based on an average of
three consecutive fiscal years of actual costs adjusted by any changes in the Implicit Price Deflator
(IPD). Claimants with an established entitlement receive an annual apportionment adjusted by any
changes in the IPD and, under certain circumstances, by any changes in workload. Claimants with
an established entitlement do not file further claims for the program.

The SCO is authorized to make payments for costs of mandated programs from amounts
appropriated by the State Budget Act, by the State Mandates Claims Fund, or by specific
legislation. In the event the appropriation is insufficient to pay claims in full, claimants will receive
prorated payments in proportion to the dollar amount of approved claims for the program. Balances
of prorated payments will be made when supplementary funds are made available.

The instructions contained in this manual are intended to provide general guidance for filing a
mandated cost claim. Since each mandate is administered separately, it is important to refer to the
specific program for information relating to established policies on eligible reimbursable costs.

2. Types of Claims
There are three types of claims: Reimbursement, Estimated, and Entitlement. A claimant may file a
reimbursement claim for actual mandated costs incurred in the prior fiscal year or may file an
estimated claim for mandated costs to be incurred during the current fiscal year. An entitlement
claim may be filed for the purpose of establishing a base year entitlement amount for mandated
programs included in SMAS.  A claimant who has established a base year entitlement for a
program would receive an automatic annual payment which is reflective of the current costs for the
program.

All claims received by the SCO will be reviewed to verify actual costs. An adjustment of the claim
will be made if the amount claimed is determined to be excessive, improper, or unreasonable. The
claim must be filed with sufficient documentation to support the costs claimed. The types of
documentation required to substantiate a claim are identified in the instructions for the program.
The certification of claim, form FAM-27, must be signed and dated by the entity's authorized officer
in order for the SCO to make payment on the claim.
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A. Reimbursement Claim
A reimbursement claim is defined in GC Section 17522 as any claim filed with the SCO by a
local agency for reimbursement of costs incurred for which an appropriation is made for the
purpose of paying the claim. The claim must include supporting documentation to substantiate
the costs claimed.

Initial reimbursement claims are first-time claims for reimbursement of costs for one or more
prior fiscal years of a program that was previously unfunded. Claims are due 120 days from the
date of issuance of the claiming instructions for the program by the SCO. The first statute that
appropriates funds for the mandated program will specify the fiscal years for which costs are
eligible for reimbursement.

Annual reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 following the fiscal year in which
costs were incurred for the program. A reimbursement claim must detail the costs actually
incurred in the prior fiscal year.

An actual claim for the 2002-03 fiscal year may be filed by January 15, 2004, without a late
penalty.  Claims filed after the deadline will be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed
$1,000.  However, initial reimbursement claims will be reduced by a late penalty of 10% with no
limitation.  In order for a claim to be considered properly filed, it must include any specific
supporting documentation requested in the instructions. Claims filed more than one year after
the deadline or without the requested supporting documentation will not be accepted.

B. Estimated Claim
An estimated claim is defined in GC Section 17522 as any claim filed with the SCO, during the
fiscal year in which the mandated costs are to be incurred by the local agency, against an
appropriation made to the SCO for the purpose of paying those costs.

An estimated claim may be filed in conjunction with an initial reimbursement claim, annual
reimbursement claim, or at other times for estimated costs to be incurred during the current
fiscal year. Annual estimated claims are due January 15 of the fiscal year in which the costs are
to be incurred. Initial estimated claims are due on the date specified in the claiming instructions.
Timely filed estimated claims are paid before those filed after the deadline.

After receiving payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a reimbursement claim by
January 15 following the fiscal year in which costs were incurred. If the claimant fails to file a
reimbursement claim, monies received for the estimated claims must be returned to the State.

C. Entitlement Claim

An entitlement claim is defined in GC Section 17522 as any claim filed by a local agency with
the SCO for the sole purpose of establishing or adjusting a base year entitlement for a
mandated program that has been included in SMAS. An entitlement claim should not contain
nonrecurring or initial start-up costs. There is no statutory deadline for the filing of entitlement
claims. However, entitlement claims and supporting documents should be filed by January 15
to permit an orderly processing of claims. When the claims are approved and a base year
entitlement amount is determined, the claimant will receive an apportionment reflective of the
program's current year costs.  School mandates included in SMAS are listed in Section 2,
number 6.

Once a mandate has been included in SMAS and the claimant has established a base year
entitlement, the claimant will receive automatic payments from the SCO for the mandate. The
automatic apportionment is determined by adjusting the claimant's base year entitlement for
changes in the implicit price deflator of costs of goods and services to governmental agencies,
as determined by the State Department of Finance. For programs approved by the COSM for
inclusion in SMAS on or after January 1, 1988, the payment for each year succeeding the three
year base period is adjusted according to any changes by both the deflator and average daily
attendance. Annual apportionments for programs included in the system are paid on or before
November 30 of each year.
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A base year entitlement is determined by computing an average of the claimant's costs for any
three consecutive years after the program has been approved for the SMAS process. The
amount is first adjusted according to any changes in the deflator. The deflator is applied
separately to each year's costs for the three years, which comprise the base year. The SCO
will perform this computation for each claimant who has filed claims for three consecutive
years. If a claimant has incurred costs for three consecutive years but has not filed a claim in
each of those years, the claimant may file an entitlement claim, form FAM-43, to establish a
base year entitlement. An entitlement claim does not result in the claimant being reimbursed for
the costs incurred, but rather entitles the claimant to receive automatic payments from SMAS.

3. Minimum Claim Amount
For initial claims and annual claims filed on or after September 30, 2002, if the total costs for a
given year do not exceed $1,000, no reimbursement shall be allowed except as otherwise allowed
by GC Section 17564. The county shall determine if the submission of a combined claim is
economically feasible and shall be responsible for disbursing the funds to each special district.
Combined claims may be filed only when the county is the fiscal agent for the special districts. A
combined claim must show the individual claim costs for each eligible school district. All
subsequent claims based upon the same mandate shall only be filed in the combined form unless a
special district, provides to the county and to the Controller, at least 180 days prior to the deadline
for filing the claim, a written notice of its intent to file a separate claim.

GC Section 17564(a) provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to  Sections 17551 and 17561,
unless such a claim exceeds one thousand dollars ($1,000), provided that a county superintendent
of schools may submit a combined claim on behalf of school districts within their county if the
combined claim exceeds $1,000, even if the individual school district’s claim does not each exceed
$1,000. The county superintendent of schools shall determine if the submission of the combined
claim is economically feasible and shall be responsible for disbursing the funds to each school
district. These combined claims may be filed only when the county superintendent of schools is the
fiscal agent for the districts. A combined claim must show the individual claim costs for each eligible
district. All subsequent claims based upon the same mandate shall only be filed in the combined
form unless a school district provides a written notice of its intent to file a separate claim to the
county superintendent of schools and to the SCO at least 180 days prior to the deadline for filing
the claim.

4. Filing Deadline for Claims
Initial reimbursement claims (first-time claims) for reimbursement of costs of a previously unfunded
mandated program must be filed within 120 days from the date of issuance of the program’s
claiming instructions by the SCO. If the initial reimbursement claim is filed after the deadline, but
within one year of the deadline, the approved claim must be reduced by a 10% penalty. A claim
filed more than one year after the deadline cannot be accepted for reimbursement.

Annual reimbursement claims for costs incurred during the previous fiscal year and estimated
claims for costs to be incurred during the current fiscal year must be filed with the SCO and
postmarked on or before January 15.  If the annual or estimated reimbursement claim is filed after
the deadline, but within one year of the deadline, the approved claim must be reduced by a 10%
late penalty, not to exceed $1,000.  Claims must include supporting data to show how the amount
claimed was derived. Without this information, the claim cannot be accepted.

Entitlement claims do not have a filing deadline. However, entitlement claims and supporting
documents should be filed by January 15 to permit an orderly processing of claims.  Entitlement
claims are used to establish a base year entitlement amount for calculating automatic annual
payments.  Entitlement does not result in the claimant being reimbursed for costs incurred, but
rather entitles the claimant to receive automatic payments from SMAS.
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5. Payment of Claims
In order for the SCO to authorize payment of a claim, the Certification of Claim, form FAM-27, must
be properly filled out, signed, and dated by the entity's authorized officer.

Reimbursement and estimated claims are paid within 60 days of the filing deadline for the claim. A
claimant is entitled to receive accrued interest at the pooled money investment account rate if the
payment was made more than 60 days after the claim filing deadline or the actual date of claim
receipt, whichever is later. For an initial claim, interest begins to accrue when the payment is made
more than 365 days after the adoption of the program's statewide cost estimate. The SCO may
withhold up to 20 percent of the amount of an initial claim until the claim is audited to verify the
actual amount of the mandated costs. The 20 percent withheld is not subject to accrued interest.

In the event the amount appropriated by the Legislature is insufficient to pay the approved amount
in full for a program, claimants will receive a prorated payment in proportion to the amount of
approved claims timely filed and on hand at the time of proration.

The SCO reports the amounts of insufficient appropriations to the State Department of Finance, the
Chairperson of the Joint Legislative Budget Committee, and the Chairperson of the respective
committee in each house of the Legislature which considers appropriations in order to assure
appropriation of these funds in the Budget Act. If these funds cannot be appropriated on a timely
basis in the Budget Act, this information is transmitted to the COSM which will include these
amounts in its report to assure that an appropriation sufficient to pay the claims is included in the
next local government claims bill or other appropriation bills. When the supplementary funds are
made available, the balance of the claims will be paid.

Unless specified in the statutes, regulations, or parameters and guidelines, the determination of
allowable and unallowable costs for mandates is based on the Parameters and Guidelines adopted
by the COSM. The determination of allowable reimbursable mandated costs for unfunded
mandates is made by the COSM. The SCO determines allowable reimbursable costs, subject to
amendment by the COSM, for mandates funded by special legislation. Unless specified, allowable
costs are those direct and indirect costs, less applicable credits, considered to be eligible for
reimbursement. In order for costs to be allowable and thus eligible for reimbursement, the costs
must meet the following general criteria:

1. The cost is necessary and reasonable for proper and efficient administration of the mandate
and not a general expense required to carry out the overall responsibilities of government.

2. The cost is allocable to a particular cost objective identified in the Parameters and Guidelines.

3. The cost is net of any applicable credits that offset or reduce expenses of items allocable to the
mandate.

The SCO has identified certain costs that, for the purpose of claiming mandated costs, are
unallowable and should not be claimed on the claim forms unless specified as reimbursable under
the program. These expenses include, but are not limited to, subscriptions, depreciation,
memberships, conferences, workshops general education, and travel costs.

6. State Mandates Apportionment System (SMAS)
Chapter 1534, Statutes of 1985, established SMAS, a method of paying certain mandated
programs as apportionments. This method is utilized whenever a program has been approved for
inclusion in SMAS by the COSM.

When a mandated program has been included in SMAS, the SCO will determine a base year
entitlement amount for each school district that has submitted reimbursement claims, (or
entitlement claims), for three consecutive fiscal years. A base year entitlement amount is
determined by averaging the approved reimbursement claims, (or entitlement claims), for 1982-83,
1983-84, and 1984-85 years or any three consecutive fiscal years thereafter. The amounts are first
adjusted by any change in IPD, which is applied separately to each year's costs for the three years
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that comprise the base period. The base period means the three fiscal years immediately
succeeding the COSM's approval.

Each school district with an established base year entitlement for the program will receive
automatic annual payments from the SCO reflective of the program's current year costs. The
amount of apportionment is adjusted annually for any change in the IPD. If the mandated program
was included in SMAS after January 1, 1988, the annual apportionment is adjusted for any change
in both the IPD and workload.

In the event a school district has incurred costs for three consecutive fiscal years but did not file a
reimbursement claim in one or more of those fiscal years, the school district may file an entitlement
claim for each of those missed years to establish a base year entitlement. An "entitlement claim"
means any claim filed by a county with the SCO for the sole purpose of establishing a base year
entitlement. A base year entitlement shall not include any nonrecurring or initial start-up costs.

Initial apportionments are made on an individual program basis. After the initial year, all
apportionments are made by November 30. The amount to be apportioned is the base year
entitlement adjusted by annual changes in the IPD for the cost of goods and services to
governmental agencies as determined by the State Department of Finance.

In the event the county determines that the amount of apportionment does not accurately reflect
costs incurred to comply with a mandate, the process of adjusting an established base year
entitlement upon which the apportionment is based, is set forth in GC Section 17615.8  and
requires the approval of the COSM.

School Mandates Included In SMAS

Program Name Chapter/Statute Program Number

Immunization Records Ch. 1176/77 32

Pupil Expulsion Transcripts, program #91, Chapter 1253/75 was removed from SMAS for the
2002-03 fiscal year. This program was consolidated with other mandate programs that are
included in Pupil Suspension, Expulsions, and Expulsion Appeals, program #176.

7. Direct Costs
A direct cost is a cost that can be identified specifically with a particular program or activity.  Each
claimed reimbursable cost must be supported by documentation as described in Section 12.  Costs
that are typically classified as direct costs are:

(1) Employee Wages, Salaries, and Fringe Benefits

For each of the mandated activities performed, the claimant must list the names of the
employees who worked on the mandate, their job classification, hours worked on the
mandate, and rate of pay. The claimant may, in-lieu of reporting actual compensation and
fringe benefits, use a productive hourly rate:

(a) Productive Hourly Rate Options

A local agency may use one of the following methods to compute productive hourly rates:

•  Actual annual productive hours for each employee

•  The weighted-average annual productive hours for each job title, or

•  1,800* annual productive hours for all employees

If actual annual productive hours or weighted-average annual productive hours for each job
title is chosen, the claim must include a computation of how these hours were computed.
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*  1,800 annual productive hours excludes the following employee time:
o Paid holidays
o Vacation earned
o Sick leave taken
o Informal time off
o Jury duty
o Military leave taken.

(b) Compute a Productive Hourly Rate

1. Compute a productive hourly rate for salaried employees to include actual fringe benefit
costs. The methodology for converting a salary to a productive hourly rate is to
compute the employee's annual salary and fringe benefits and divide by the annual
productive hours.

Table 1    Productive Hourly Rate, Annual Salary + Benefits Method

Formula: Description:
[(EAS + Benefits) ÷ APH] = PHR EAS = Employee's Annual Salary

APH = Annual Productive Hours
[($26,000 + $8,099)] ÷ 1,800 hrs = 18.94 PHR = Productive Hourly Rate

•  As illustrated in Table 1, if you assume an employee's compensation was $26,000
and $8,099 for annual salary and fringe benefits, respectively, using the "Salary +
Benefits Method," the productive hourly rate would be $18.94.  To convert a biweekly
salary to EAS, multiply the biweekly salary by 26.  To convert a monthly salary to
EAS, multiply the monthly salary by 12.  Use the same methodology to convert other
salary periods.

2.  A claimant may also compute the productive hourly rate by using the "Percent of Salary
Method."

Table 2    Productive Hourly Rate, Percent of Salary Method

Example:
Step 1:  Fringe Benefits as a Percent of

Salary
Step 2:  Productive Hourly Rate

Retirement 15.00 % Formula:
Social Security & Medicare  7.65 [(EAS x (1 + FBR)) ÷ APH] = PHR
Health & Dental Insurance  5.25
Workers Compensation  3.25 [($26,000 x (1.3115)) ÷ 1,800 ] = $18.94
Total 31.15 %

Description:
EAS = Employee's Annual Salary APH = Annual Productive Hours
FBR = Fringe Benefit Rate PHR = Productive Hourly Rate

•  As illustrated in Table 3, both methods produce the same productive hourly rate.
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Reimbursement for personnel services includes, but is not limited to, compensation paid
for salaries, wages and employee fringe benefits. Employee fringe benefits include
employer's contributions for social security, pension plans, insurance, workmen's
compensation insurance and similar payments. These benefits are eligible for
reimbursement as long as they are distributed equitably to all activities. Whether these
costs are allowable is based on the following presumptions:

•  The amount of compensation is reasonable for the service rendered.

•  The compensation paid and benefits received are appropriately authorized by the
governing board.

•  Amounts charged for personnel services are based on payroll documents that are
supported by time and attendance or equivalent records for individual employees.

•  The methods used to distribute personnel services should produce an equitable
distribution of direct and indirect allowable costs.

For each of the employees included in the claim, the claimant must use reasonable rates
and hours in computing the wage cost. If a person of a higher-level job position performs
an activity which normally would be performed by a lower-level position, reimbursement
for time spent is allowable at the average salary range for the lower-level position. The
salary rate of the person at the higher level position may be claimed if it can be shown
that it was more cost effective in comparison to the performance by a person at the
lower-level position under normal circumstances and conditions. The number of hours
charged to an activity should reflect the time expected to complete the activity under
normal circumstances and conditions. The numbers of hours in excess of normal
expected hours are not reimbursable.

(c) Calculating an Average Productive Hourly Rate

In those instances where the claiming instructions allow a unit as a basis of claiming
costs, the direct labor component of the unit cost should be expressed as an average
productive hourly rate and can be determined as follows:

Table 4  Calculating an Average Productive Hourly Rate

Time
Spent

Productive
Hourly Rate

Total Cost
by Employee

Employee A 1.25 hrs $6.00 $7.50

Employee B 0.75 hrs 4.50 3.38

Employee C 3.50 hrs 10.00 35.00

Total 5.50 hrs $45.88

Average Productive Hourly Rate is $45.88/5.50 hrs. = $8.34

(d) Employer's Fringe Benefits Contribution

A local agency has the option of claiming actual employer's fringe benefit contributions
or may compute an average fringe benefit cost for the employee's job classification and
claim it as a percentage of direct labor. The same time base should be used for both
salary and fringe benefits when computing a percentage. For example, if health and
dental insurance payments are made annually, use an annual salary. After the
percentage of salary for each fringe benefit is computed, total them.
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For example:

(e) Materials and Supplies

Only actual expenses can be claimed for materials and supplies, which were acquired
and consumed specifically for the purpose of a mandated program. The claimant must
list the materials and supplies that were used to perform the mandated activity, the
number of units consumed, the cost per unit, and the total dollar amount claimed.
Materials and supplies purchased to perform a particular mandated activity are
expected to be reasonable in quality, quantity and cost. Purchases in excess of
reasonable quality, quantity and cost are not reimbursable. Materials and supplies
withdrawn from inventory and charged to the mandated activity must be based on a
recognized method of pricing, consistently applied.  Purchases shall be claimed at the
actual price after deducting discounts, rebates and allowances received by local
agencies.

(f) Calculating a Unit Cost for Materials and Supplies

In those instances where the claiming instructions suggest that a unit cost be
developed for use as a basis of claiming costs mandated by the State, the materials
and supplies component of the unit cost should be expressed as a unit cost of
materials and supplies as shown in Table 1 or Table 2:

Table 1  Calculating A Unit Cost for Materials and Supplies

Supplies Cost Per Unit

Amount of
Supplies Used

Per Activity

Unit Cost
of Supplies
Per Activity

Paper 0.02  4 $0.08
Files 0.10  1 0.10
Envelopes 0.03  2 0.06
Photocopies 0.10  4   0.40

$0.64

Employer's Contribution % of Salary

Retirement 15.00%

Social Security 7.65%

Health and Dental

Insurance
5.25%

Worker's Compensation 0.75%

Total 28.65%
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Table 2  Calculating a Unit Cost for Materials and Supplies

Supplies
Supplies

Used

Unit Cost
of Supplies
Per Activity

Paper ($10.00 for 500 sheet ream)  250 Sheets $5.00
Files ($2.50 for box of 25)  10 Folders 1.00
Envelopes ($3.00 for box of 100)  50 Envelopes 1.50
Photocopies ($0.05 per copy)  40 Copies 2.00

$9.50

If the number of reimbursable instances, is 25, then the unit cost of supplies is $0.38
per reimbursable instance ($9.50 / 25).

(g) Contract Services

The cost of contract services is allowable if the local agency lacks the staff resources or
necessary expertise, or it is economically feasible to hire a contractor to perform the
mandated activity. The claimant must give the name of the contractor; explain the
reason for having to hire a contractor; describe the mandated activities performed; give
the dates when the activities were performed, the number of hours spent performing
the mandate, the hourly billing rate, and the total cost. The hourly billing rate shall not
exceed the rate specified in the claiming instructions for the mandated program. The
contractor's invoice, or statement, which includes an itemized list of costs for activities
performed, must accompany the claim.

(h) Equipment Rental Costs

Equipment purchases and leases (with an option to purchase) are not reimbursable as
a direct cost unless specifically allowed by the claiming instructions for the particular
mandate. Equipment rentals used solely for the mandate are reimbursable to the extent
such costs do not exceed the retail purchase price of the equipment plus a finance
charge. The claimant must explain the purpose and use for the equipment, the time
period for which the equipment was rented and the total cost of the rental. If the
equipment is used for purposes other than reimbursable activities, only the prorata
portion of the rental costs can be claimed.

(i) Capital Outlay

Capital outlays for land, buildings, equipment, furniture and fixtures may be claimed if
the claiming instructions specify them as allowable. If they are allowable, the claiming
instructions for the program will specify a basis for the reimbursement. If the fixed asset
or equipment is also used for purposes other than reimbursable activities for a specific
mandate, only the prorata portion of the purchase price used to implement the
reimbursable activities can be claimed.

(j) Travel Expenses

Travel expenses are normally reimbursable in accordance with travel rules and
regulations of the local jurisdiction. For some programs, however, the claiming
instructions may specify certain limitations on expenses, or that expenses can only be
reimbursed in accordance with the State Board of Control travel standards. When
claiming travel expenses, the claimant must explain the purpose of the trip, identify the
name and address of the persons incurring the expense, the date and time of departure
and return for the trip, description of each expense claimed, the cost of transportation,
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number of private auto mileage traveled, and the cost of tolls and parking with receipts
required for charges over $10.00.

(k) Documentation

It is the responsibility of the claimant to make available to the SCO, upon request,
documentation in the form of general and subsidiary ledgers, purchase orders,
invoices, contracts, canceled warrants, equipment usage records, land deeds, receipts,
employee time sheets, agency travel guidelines, inventory records, and other relevant
documents to support claimed costs. The type of documentation necessary for each
claim may differ with the type of mandate.

8. Indirect Costs
Indirect costs are: (a) Incurred for a common or joint purpose benefiting more than one cost
objective, and (b) not readily assignable to the cost objectives specifically benefited, without effort
disproportionate to the results achieved. Indirect costs can originate in the department performing
the mandate or in departments that supply the department performing the mandate with goods,
services and facilities. As noted previously, in order for a cost to be allowable, it must be allocable
to a particular cost objective. With respect to indirect costs, this requires that the cost be distributed
to benefiting cost objectives on bases, which produce an equitable result in relation to the benefits
derived by the mandate.

A college has the option of using a federally approved rate, utilizing the cost accounting principles
from Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21 "Cost Principles for Educational Institutions,"
or the Controller's methodology outlined in the following paragraphs. If the federal rate is used, it
must be from the same fiscal year in which the costs were incurred.

The Controller allows the following methodology for use by community colleges in computing an
indirect cost rate for state mandates. The objective of this computation is to determine an equitable
rate for use in allocating administrative support to personnel that performed the mandated cost
activities claimed by the community college. This methodology assumes that administrative
services are provided to all activities of the institution in relation to the direct costs incurred in the
performance of those activities. Form FAM-29C has been developed to assist the community
college in computing an indirect cost rate for state mandates. Completion of this form consists of
three main steps:

1. The elimination of unallowable costs from the expenses reported on the financial statements.

2. The segregation of the adjusted expenses between those incurred for direct and indirect
activities.

3. The development of a ratio between the total indirect expenses and the total direct expenses
incurred by the community college.

The computation is based on total expenditures as reported in "California Community Colleges
Annual Financial and Budget Report, Expenditures by Activity (CCFS-311)." Expenditures classified
by activity are segregated by the function they serve. Each function may include expenses for
salaries, fringe benefits, supplies, and capital outlay. OMB Circular A-21 requires expenditures for
capital outlays to be excluded from the indirect cost rate computation.

Generally, a direct cost is one incurred specifically for one activity, while indirect costs are of a more
general nature and are incurred for the benefit of several activities. As previously noted, the
objective of this computation is to equitably allocate administrative support costs to personnel that
perform mandated cost activities claimed by the college. For the purpose of this computation we
have defined indirect costs to be those costs which provide administrative support to personnel who
perform mandated cost activities. We have defined direct costs to be those costs that do not
provide administrative support to personnel who perform mandated cost activities and those costs
that are directly related to instructional activities of the college. Accounts that should be classified
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as indirect costs are: Planning, Policy Making and Coordination, Fiscal Operations, Human
Resources Management, Management Information Systems, Other General Institutional Support
Services, and Logistical Services. If any costs included in these accounts are claimed as a
mandated cost, i.e., salaries of employees performing mandated cost activities, the cost should be
reclassified as a direct cost. Accounts in the following groups of accounts should be classified as
direct costs: Instruction, Instructional Administration, Instructional Support Services, Admissions
and Records, Counseling and Guidance, Other Student Services, Operation and Maintenance of
Plant, Community Relations, Staff Development, Staff Diversity, Non-instructional Staff-Retirees'
Benefits and Retirement Incentives, Community Services, Ancillary Services and Auxiliary
Operations. A college may classify a portion of the expenses reported in the account Operation and
Maintenance of Plant as indirect. The claimant has the option of using a 7% or a higher indirect cost
percentage if the college can support its allocation basis.

The indirect cost rate, derived by determining the ratio of total indirect expenses to total direct
expenses when applied to the direct costs claimed, will result in an equitable distribution of the
college's mandate related indirect costs. An example of the methodology used to compute an
indirect cost rate is presented in Table 4.
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Table 4    Indirect Cost Rate for Community Colleges

MANDATED COST
INDIRECT COST RATE FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES

FORM
FAM-29C

 (01) Claimant (02) Period of Claim

 (03) Expenditures by Activity (04) Allowable Costs

Activity EDP Total Adjustments Total Indirect Direct

 Subtotal Instruction 599 $19,590,357 $1,339,059 $18,251,298 $0 $18,251,298

 Instructional Administration and
Instructional Governance

6000

Academic Administration 6010 2,941,386 105,348 2,836,038 0 2,836,038

Course and Curriculum
Develop.

6020 21,595 0 21,595 0 21,595

Academic/Faculty Senate 6030

Other Instructional
Administration & Instructional
Governance

6090

 Instructional Support Services 6100

Learning Center 6110 22,737 863 21,874 0 21,874

Library 6120 518,220 2,591 515,629 0 515,629

Media 6130 522,530 115,710 406,820 0 406,820

Museums and Galleries 6140 0 0 0 0 0

Academic Information
Systems and Tech.

6150

Other Instructional Support
Services

6190

 Admissions and Records 6200 584,939 12,952 571,987 0 571,987

 Counseling and Guidance 6300

Counseling and Guidance 6310

Matriculation and Student
Assessment

6320

Transfer Programs 6330

Career Guidance 6340

Other Student Counseling and
Guidance

6390

 Other Student Services 6400

Disabled Students Programs &
Services

6420

Subtotal $24,201,764 $1,576,523 $22,625,241 $0 $22,625,241
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Table 4     Indirect Cost Rate for Community Colleges (continued)

MANDATED COST
INDIRECT COST RATE FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES

FORM
FAM-29C

 (01) Claimant (02) Period of Claim
 (03) Expenditures by Activity (04) Allowable Costs

Activity EDP Total Adjustments Total Indirect Direct

Extended Opportunity
Programs & Services

6430

Health Services 6440 0 0 0 0 0

Student Personnel Admin. 6450 289,926 12,953 276,973 0 276,973

Financial Aid Administration 6460 391,459 20,724 370,735 0 370,735

Job Placement Services 6470 83,663 0 83,663 0 83,663

Veterans Services 6480 25,427 0 25,427 0 25,427

Miscellaneous Student
Services

6490 0 0 0 0 0

Operation & Maintenance of
Plant

6500

Building Maintenance and
Repairs

6510 1,079,260 44,039 1,035,221 0 1,035,221

Custodial Services 6530 1,227,668 33,677 1,193,991 0 1,193,991

Grounds Maintenance and
Repairs

6550 596,257 70,807 525,450 0 525,450

Utilities 6570 1,236,305 0 1,236,305 0 1,236,305

Other 6590 3,454 3,454 0 0 0

Planning, Policy Making, and
Coordination

6600 587,817 22,451 565,366 565,366 0

 General Inst. Support Services 6700

Community Relations 6710 0 0 0 0 0

Fiscal Operations 6720 634,605 17,270 617,335 553,184 (a)  64,151

Human Resources
Management

6730

Noninstructional Staff Benefits
& Incentives

6740

Staff Development 6750

Staff Diversity 6760

Logistical Services 6770

Management Information
Systems

6780

Subtotal $30,357,605 $1,801,898 $28,555,707 $1,118,550 $27,437,157
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Table 4     Indirect Cost Rate for Community Colleges (continued)

MANDATED COST
INDIRECT COST RATE FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES

FORM
FAM-29C

 (01) Claimant (02) Period of Claim

 (03) Expenditures by Activity (04) Allowable Costs

Activity EDP Total Adjustments Total Indirect Direct

 General Inst. Sup. Serv. (cont.) 6700

Other General Institutional
Support Services

6790

 Community Services 6800

Community Recreation 6810 703,858 20,509 683,349 0 683,349

Community Service Classes 6820 423,188 24,826 398,362 0 398,362

Community Use of Facilities 6830 89,877 10,096 79,781 0 79,781

Economic Development 6840

Other Community Svcs. &
Economic Development

6890

 Ancillary Services 6900

Bookstores 6910 0 0 0 0 0

Child Development Center 6920 89,051 1,206 87,845 0 87,845

Farm Operations 6930 0 0 0 0 0

Food Services 6940 0 0 0 0 0

Parking 6950 420,274 6,857 413,417 0 413,417

Student Activities 6960 0 0 0 0 0

Student Housing 6970 0 0 0 0 0

Other 6990 0 0 0 0 0

 Auxiliary Operations 7000

Auxiliary Classes 7010 1,124,557 12,401 1,112,156 0 1,112,156

Other Auxiliary Operations 7090 0 0 0 0 0

 Physical Property Acquisitions 7100 814,318 814,318 0 0 0

 (05)  Total $34,022,728 $2,692,111 $31,330,617 $1,118,550 $30,212,067

 (06)  Indirect Cost Rate:  (Total Indirect Cost/Total Direct Cost) 3,70233%

 (07)  Notes

 (a)  Mandated Cost activities designated as direct costs per claim instructions.
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9. Offset Against Mandated Claims
As noted previously, allowable costs are defined as those direct and indirect costs, less
applicable credits, considered to be eligible for reimbursement. When all or part of the costs of a
mandated program are specifically reimbursable from local assistance revenue sources (e.g.,
state, federal, foundation, etc.), only that portion of any increased costs payable from school
district funds is eligible for reimbursement under the provisions of GC Section 17561.

Example 1:

As illustrated in Table 5, this example shows how the "Offset against State Mandated Claims" is
determined for school districts receiving block grant revenues not based on a formula allocation.
Program costs for each of the situations equals $100,000.

Table 5    Offset Against State Mandates, Example 1

Program
Costs

Actual Local
Assistance
Revenues

State
Mandated

Costs

Offset Against
State Mandated

Claims

Claimable
Mandated

Costs
1. $100,000 $95,000 $2,500 $-0- $2,500
2. 100,000 97,000 2,500 -0- 2,500
3. 100,000 98,000 2,500  500 2,000
4. 100,000 100,000 2,500 2,500 -0-
5. 100,000 * 50,000 2,500 1,250 1,250
6. 100,000 * 49,000 2,500 250 2,250

* School district share is $50,000 of the program cost.

Numbers (1) through (4), in Table 5, show intended funding at 100% from local assistance
revenue sources. Numbers (5) and (6) show cost sharing on a 50/50 basis with the district. In
numbers (1) through (6), included in the program costs of $100,000 are state mandated costs of
$2,500. The offset against state mandated claims is the amount of actual local assistance
revenues which exceeds the difference between program costs and state mandated costs. This
offset cannot exceed the amount of state mandated costs.

In (1), local assistance revenues were less than expected. Local assistance funding was not in
excess of the difference between program costs and state mandated costs. As a result, the offset
against state mandated claims is zero and $2,500 is claimable as mandated costs.

In (4), local assistance revenues were fully realized to cover the entire cost of the program,
including the state mandate activity; therefore, the offset against state mandated claims is $2,500,
and claimable costs are $0..

In (5), the district is sharing 50% of the project cost. Since local assistance revenues of $50,000
were fully realized, the offset against state mandated claims is $1,250.

In (6), local assistance revenues were less than the amount expended and the offset against
state mandated claims is $250. Therefore, the claimable mandated costs are $2,250.

Example 2:

As illustrated in Table 6, this example shows how the offset against state mandated claims is
determined for school districts receiving special project funds based on approved actual costs.
Local assistance revenues for special projects must be applied proportionately to approved costs.
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Table 6    Offset Against State Mandates, Example 2
Program

Costs
Actual Local
Assistance
Revenues

State
Mandated

Costs

Offset Against
State Mandated

Claims

Claimable
Mandated

Costs
1. $100,000 $100,000 $2,500 $2,500 $-0-
2. 100,000 ** 75,000 2,500 1,875 625
3. 100,000 ** 45,000 1,500  1,125 375

** School district share is $25,000 of the program cost.
In (2), the entire program cost was approved. Since the local assistance revenue source covers
75% of the program cost, it also proportionately covered 75% of the $2,500 state mandated
costs, or $1,875.

If in (3) local assistance revenues are less than the amount expected because only $60,000 of
the $100,000 program costs were determined to be valid by the contracting agency, then a
proportionate share of state mandated costs is likewise reduced to $1,500. The offset against
state mandated claims is $1,125. Therefore, the claimable mandated costs are $375.

Federal and State Funding Sources

The listing in Appendix C is not inclusive of all funding sources that should be offset against
mandated claims but contains some of the more common ones. State school fund
apportionments and federal aid for education, which are based on average daily attendance and
are part of the general system of financing public schools as well as block grants which do not
provide for specific reimbursement of costs (i.e., allocation formulas not tied to expenditures),
should not be included as reimbursements from local assistance revenue sources.

Governing Authority

The costs of salaries and expenses of the governing authority, such as the school superintendent
and governing board, are not reimbursable. These are costs of general government as described
in the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-87, “Cost Principles for State, Local and
Indian Tribal Governments ".

10.  Notice of Claim Adjustment
All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if the claim was prepared in
accordance with the claiming instructions. If any adjustments are made to a claim, the claimant
will receive a "Notice of Claim Adjustments" detailing adjustments made by the SCO.

11. Audit of Costs
All claims submitted to the State Controller’s Office (SCO) are reviewed to determine if costs are
related to the mandate, are reasonable and not excessive, and the claim was prepared in
accordance with the SCO’s claiming instrucitons and the Parameters and Guidelines (P’s & G’s)
adopted by the Commission on State Mandates (COSM). If any adjustments are made to a claim,
a "Notice of Claim Adjustment" specifying the claim component adjusted, the amount adjusted,
and the reason for the adjustment, will be mailed within 30 days after payment of the claim.

Pursuant to Government Code (GC) Section 17558.5, subdivision (a), a reimbursement claim for
actual costs filed by a local agency or school district pursuant to this chapter is subject to the
initiation of an audit by the Controller no later than three years after the date that the actual
reimbursement claim is filed or last amended, whichever is later. However, if no funds are
appropriated or no payment is made to a claimant for the program for the fiscal year for which the
claim is filed, the time for the Controller to initiate an audit shall commence to run from the date of
initial payment of the claim. All documents used to support the reimbursable activities, must be
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retained during the period subject to audit. If an audit has been initiated by the Controller during
the period subject to audit, the retention period is extended until the ultimate resolution of any
audit findings.

On-site audits will be conducted by the SCO as deemed necessary. Accordingly, all
documentation to support actual costs claimed must be retained for a period of three years after
the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or amended regardless
of the year of costs incurred. When no funds are appropriated for initial claims at the time the
claim is filed, supporting documents must be retained for three years from the date of initial
payment of the claim. Claim documentation shall be made available to the SCO on request.

12. Source Documents

To be eligible for mandated cost reimbursement for any fiscal year, only actual costs may be
claimed.  Actual costs are those costs actually incurred to implement the mandated activities.
Actual costs must be traceable and supported by source documents that show the validity of such
costs, when they were incurred, and their relationship to the reimbursable activities.  A source
document is a document created at or near the same time the actual cost was incurred for the
event or activity in question.  Source documents may include, but are not limited to, employee
time records or time logs, sign-in sheets, invoices, and receipts.

Evidence corroborating the source documents may include, but is not limited to, worksheets, cost
allocation reports (system generated), purchase orders, contracts, agendas, training packets, and
declarations.  Declarations must include a certification or declaration stating, “I certify under
penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct
based upon personal knowledge.”  Evidence corroborating the source documents may include
data relevant to the reimbursable activities otherwise in compliance with local, state, and federal
government requirements.  However, corroborating documents cannot be substituted for source
documents.

13. Claim Forms and Instructions

A claimant may submit a computer generated report in substitution for Form-1 and Form-2,
provided the format of the report and data fields contained within the report are identical to the
claim forms included with these instructions. The claim forms provided with these instructions
should be duplicated and used by the claimant to file an estimated or reimbursement claim. The
SCO will revise the manual and claim forms as necessary.

A. Form-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail

This form is used to segregate the detail costs by claim component. In some mandates,
specific reimbursable activities have been identified for each component. The expenses
reported on this form must be supported by the official financial records of the claimant and
copies of supporting documentation, as specified in the claiming instructions, must be
submitted with the claims. All supporting documents must be retained for a period of not less
than three years after the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended.

B. Form-1, Claim Summary

This form is used to summarize direct costs by component and compute allowable indirect
costs for the mandate. The direct costs summarized on this form are derived from Form-2
and are carried forward to form FAM-27.
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Community colleges have the option of using a federally approved rate (i.e., utilizing the cost
accounting principles from the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21) or form
FAM-29C.

C. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment

This form contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized officer of the county.
All applicable information from Form-1 must be carried forward onto this form in order for the
SCO to process the claim for payment. An original and one copy of the FAM-27 is required.

Claims should be rounded to the nearest dollar. Submit a signed original and one copy of
form FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all other forms and supporting documents (To
expedite the payment process, please sign the form FAM-27 with blue ink, and attach a
copy of the form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.) Use the following mailing
addresses:

If delivered by
U.S. Postal Service:

If delivered by
Other delivery services:

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816

14. RETENTION OF CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS

For your convenience, the revised claiming instructions in this package have been arranged in
alphabetical order by program name. These revisions should be inserted in the School Mandated
Cost Manual and the old forms they replace should be removed. The instructions should then be
retained permanently for future reference, and the forms should be duplicated to meet your filing
requirements. Annually, updated forms and any other information or instructions claimants may
need to file claims, as well as instructions and forms for all new programs released throughout the
year will be placed on the SCO’s web site at www.sco.ca.gov/ard/local/locreim/index/shtml.

If you have any questions concerning mandated cost reimbursements, please write to us at the
address listed for filing claims, send e-mail to lrsdar@sco.ca.gov, or call the Local
Reimbursements Section at (916) 324-5729.

All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if costs are related to the mandate,
are reasonable and not excessive, and the claim was prepared in accordance with the SCO’s
claiming instructions and the COSM’s P’s and G’s. If any adjustments are made to a claim, a
"Notice of Claim Adjustment" specifying the claim component adjusted, the amount adjusted, and
the reason for the adjustment, will be mailed within 30 days after payment of the claim.

On-site audits will be conducted by the SCO as deemed necessary. Pursuant to GC Section
17558.5, subdivision (a), a reimbursement claim for actual costs filed by a school district is
subject to audit by the State Controller no later than three years after the date the actual
reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. However, if no funds were
appropriated or no payment was made to a claimant for the program for the fiscal year for which
the claim was filed, the time for the Controller to initiate an audit shall commence to run from the
date of initial payment of the claim. Therefore, all documentation to support actual costs claimed
must be retained for the same period, and shall be made available to the SCO on request.
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OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER

STATE MANDATED COSTS CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS NO. 2003-08

ABSENTEE BALLOTS
(COMMUNITY COLLEGES)

In accordance with Government Code Section (GC §) 17561, eligible claimants may submit
claims to the State Controller’s Office (SCO) for reimbursement of costs incurred for state
mandated cost programs. The following are claiming instructions and forms that eligible
claimants will use for the filing of claims for the Absentee Ballots (AB) program. These claiming
instructions are issued subsequent to adoption of the program’s parameters and guidelines
(P’s & G’s) by the Commission on State Mandates (COSM).

On June 17, 1981, the Board of Control, predecessor agency to the COSM, determined that
Elections Code Section 3003, as added by Chapter 77 Statutes of 1978, and Chapter 920, Statutes
of 1994, established costs mandated by the State according to the provisions listed in the
amended P’s & G’s. 

Chapter 1032, Statutes of 2002 (AB 3005) required the COSM to amend the P’s & G’s to delete
“community college districts,” as defined by Government Code Section 17519, from the list of
eligible claimants. Rather than billing community college districts for election services provided
by the community college districts, the community college districts must file a claim directly
with the SCO for reimbursement of these costs. For your reference, the P’s & G’s are included as
an integral part of the claiming instructions. 

Eligible Claimants
Any community college district, as defined in GC §17519, that has incurred increased costs as a
direct result of administering their own election program, in compliance with Chapter 77,
Statutes of 1978. Community college districts cannot claim reimbursement when the county
election official administers a community college district’s election.

Filing Deadlines

A. Reimbursement Claims
Beginning with the 2002-03 fiscal year, estimated claims may be filed with the SCO and be
delivered or postmarked on or before September 9, 2003 or an actual claim for the 2002-03
fiscal year may be filed by January 15, 2004, without a late penalty. Claims filed after the
deadline will be reduced by a late penalty of 10%.

In order for a claim to be considered properly filed, it must include any specific supporting
documentation requested in the instructions. Claims filed more than one year after the
deadline or without the requested supporting documentation will not be accepted.
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B. Estimated Claims
Unless otherwise specified in the claiming instructions, community college districts are not
required to provide cost schedules and supporting documents with an estimated claim if the
estimated amount does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%.
Claimants can simply enter the estimated amount on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if
the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%,
claimants must complete supplemental claim forms to support their estimated costs as
specified for the program to explain the reason for the increased costs. If no explanation
supporting the higher estimate is provided with the claim, it will automatically be adjusted to
110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. Future estimated claims filed with the SCO
must be postmarked by January 15 of the fiscal year in which costs will be incurred. Claims
filed timely will be paid before late claims.

Minimum Claim Cost
For initial claims and annual claims filed on or after September 30, 2002, if the total costs for a
given year do not exceed $1,000, no reimbursement shall be allowed except as otherwise allowed
by GC § 17564. 

 Reimbursement of Claims
To be eligible for mandated cost reimbursement for any fiscal year, only actual costs may be
claimed. Actual costs are those costs actually incurred to implement the mandated activities.
Actual costs must be traceable and supported by source documents that show the validity of such
costs, when they were incurred, and their relationship to the reimbursable activities.

Reimbursement claims will only be reimbursed to the extent that expenditures can be supported.
If such information is unavailable, claims will be reduced. In addition, ongoing reimbursement
claims must be supported by documentation as evidence of the expenditures. Examples of
documentation may include, but are not limited to, employee time records that identify mandate
activities, payroll records, invoices, receipts, contracts, travel expense vouchers, purchase orders,
and caseload statistics. Refer to Sections IV and V of the attached amended P’s & G’s.

Audit of Costs

All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if costs are related to the mandate,
are reasonable and not excessive, and if the claim was prepared in accordance with the P’s & G’s
adopted by the COSM. If any adjustments are made to a claim, a "Notice of Claim Adjustment"
specifying the claim component adjusted, the amount adjusted, and the reason for the adjustment,
will be mailed within 30 days after payment of the claim.

On-site audits will be conducted by the SCO as deemed necessary. Pursuant to GC § 17558.5,
subdivision (a), a reimbursement claim for actual costs filed by a community college district is
subject to audit by the State Controller no later than three years after the date the actual
reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. However, if no funds were
appropriated or no payment was made to a claimant for the program for the fiscal year for which
the claim was filed, the time for the Controller to initiate an audit shall commence to run from
the date of initial payment of the claim. Therefore, all documentation to support actual costs
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claimed must be retained for the same period, and shall be made available to the SCO on request. 

Retention of Claiming Instructions

The claiming instructions and forms in this package should be retained permanently in your
Mandated Cost Manual for future reference and use in filing claims. These forms should be
duplicated to meet your filing requirements. You will be notified of updated forms or changes to
claiming instructions as necessary.

For your reference, these and future mandated costs claiming instructions and forms can be
found on the Internet at www.sco.ca.gov/ard/local/locreim/index.shtml.

Address for Filing Claims

Claims should be rounded to the nearest dollar. Submit a signed original and a copy of form
FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all other forms and supporting documents. (To expedite the
payment process, please sign the form in blue ink, and attach a copy of the form FAM-27 to
the top of the claim package.) Use the following mailing addresses:

If delivered by
U.S. Postal Service:

If delivered by
other delivery services:

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES AMENDMENT

Elections Code Sections 3003 and 3024

Statutes 1978, Chapter 77
Statutes 2002, Chapter 1032

Absentee Ballots

I. SUMMARY OF THE MANDATE
Elections Code section 3003, as added by Statutes 1978, chapter 77, and amended by Statutes
1994, chapter 920, requires that absentee ballots be available to any registered voter.1  The Board
of Control, predecessor agency to the Commission on State Mandates, determined at its hearing
of June 17, 1981, that a reimbursable state mandate requiring an “increased level of service”
exists in Statutes 1978, chapter 77.  Under prior law, absentee ballots were provided only when
the following conditions were met:

a. illness,
b. absence from precinct at day of election,
c. physical handicap,
d. conflicting religious commitments, or
e. voter’s residence is more than ten miles from his polling place.

Elections Code section 3024, as added by Statutes 2002, chapter 10322 requires the Commission
on State Mandates to amend these parameters and guidelines to “delete school districts, county
boards of education, and community college districts from the list of eligible claimants.”
AB 3005 specifies that the cost to administer absentee ballots when issues and elective offices
related to school districts, as defined by Government Code section 17519, are included on a
ballot election with non-education issues and elective offices shall not be fully or partially
prorated to a school district.

II. ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS

“Local agencies,” as defined in Government Code section 17518, that have incurred increased
costs as a direct result of this mandate are eligible to claim reimbursement of those costs.
“School districts,” as defined in Government Code section 17519, that have incurred increased
costs as a direct result of administering their own election program are eligible to claim
reimbursement of those costs.  School districts cannot claim reimbursement when the county
election official administers a school district election.

III. PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT

Actual costs for one fiscal year should be included in each claim.  Estimated costs for the
subsequent year may be included on the same claim, if applicable.  Pursuant to Government

                                                
1 Statutes 1994, chapter 920 only renumbered Elections Code section 3003.
2 Assembly Bill No. 3005 (2001-2002 Reg. Sess.), hereafter referred to as AB 3005.
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Code section 17561, subdivision (d)(1), all claims for reimbursement of initial years costs shall
be submitted within 120 days of issuance of the claiming instructions by the State Controller.

For initial claims and annual claims filed prior to September 30, 2002, including amendments
thereof, if the total costs for a given fiscal year do not exceed $200, no reimbursement shall be
allowed except as otherwise allowed by Government Code section 17564.  For initial claims and
annual claims filed on or after September 30, 2002, if the total costs for a given fiscal year do not
exceed $1000, no reimbursement shall be allowed except as otherwise allowed by Government
Code section 17564.

A. Local Agencies

Government Code section 17557, prior to its amendment by Statutes 1998, chapter 681 (effective
September 22, 1998) stated that a test claim must be submitted on or before December 31
following a given fiscal year to establish eligibility for that fiscal year.  

Statutes 1978, chapter 77 became effective on January 1, 1979.  The test claim was filed on
January 2, 1981.  Therefore, in accordance with Section 17557, as in effect on the date of the
filing of the test claim, all costs incurred by local agencies in compliance with Statutes 1978,
chapter 77 are eligible for reimbursement on or after July 1, 1980.  The first claim submitted will
report costs incurred from July 1, 1980 through June 30, 1981.  

B. School Districts

California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1185.3, prior to its amendment (effective
September 13, 1999), stated that a parameters and guidelines amendment filed after the initial
claiming deadline must be submitted on or before November 30 following a fiscal year in order
to establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year.  An amendment was filed on
August 25, 1997.  Therefore, in accordance with Section 1185.3, as in effect on the date of the
filing of the parameters and guidelines amendment, all costs incurred by school districts in
compliance with Statutes 1978, chapter 77 are eligible for reimbursement on or after July 1, 1996
through September 27, 2002.

Effective September 13, 1999, California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.2, states that
a parameters and guidelines amendment filed after the initial claiming deadline must be
submitted on or before January 15 following a fiscal year in order to establish eligibility for
reimbursement for that fiscal year.  This amendment, as required by AB 3005, was effective
September 28, 2002.  Therefore, only those costs incurred by school districts to administer their
own election program in compliance with Statutes 1978, chapter 77 are eligible for
reimbursement on or after September 28, 2002.

IV. REIMBURSABLE ACTIVITIES
To be eligible for mandated cost reimbursement for any fiscal year, only actual costs may be
claimed.  Actual costs are those costs actually incurred to implement the mandated activities.
Actual costs must be traceable and supported by source documents that show the validity of such
costs, when they were incurred, and their relationship to the reimbursable activities.  A source
document is a document created at or near the same time the actual cost was incurred for the
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event or activity in question.  Source documents may include, but are not limited to, employee
time records or time logs, sign-in sheets, invoices, and receipts.

Evidence corroborating the source documents may include, but is not limited to, worksheets, cost
allocation reports (system generated), purchase orders, contracts, agendas, training packets, and
declarations.  Declarations must include a certification or declaration stating, “I certify under
penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct
based upon personal knowledge.”  Evidence corroborating the source documents may include
data relevant to the reimbursable activities otherwise in compliance with local, state, and federal
government requirements.  However, corroborating documents cannot be substituted for source
documents.

The claimant is only allowed to claim and be reimbursed for increased costs for reimbursable
activities identified below.  Increased cost is limited to the cost of an activity that the claimant is
required to incur as a result of the mandate.

For each eligible claimant, these parameters and guidelines shall provide reimbursement only for
costs associated with the increase in absentee ballot filings, as determined under the formulas
below.

A. Elections Done by the County Election Official and Billed to the Local Agency

Methods 1, 2 and 3, below, are intended for use where a local agency election is done by the
county election official and billed to the local agency.  When county election officials provide
election services to other local agencies, the costs of those billed services pursuant to the
Uniform District Election Law (Elections Code section 10500 et seq.) shall not be included in the
county’s reimbursement claim.  

Method 1

This method applies when the county election official does all calculations and provides a billing
that distinguishes the reimbursable amount and the non-reimbursable amount billed.

If the county election official determines the claimant’s pro rata share of reimbursable costs and
reports the pro rata share of these costs in a separate bill or as a line item on a bill, the claimant
may claim the amount paid to the county for the reimbursable costs.

Method 2

This method assumes that the percentage increase in absentee ballots is uniform throughout the
county, and uses the countywide figures to determine the percentage of reimbursable costs.

1. Obtain data from county election official on the number of reimbursable absentee ballots (n),
the number of absentee ballots cast (z) for the fiscal year, and the amount billed to the local
agency by the county for total absentee ballot costs.

2. Calculate the Reimbursable Cost Percentage

 n  • 100 = Reimbursable Cost Percentage (p)
 z 
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3. Calculate the Reimbursable Costs

  p   • amount billed by county = Amount of Reimbursable Costs
100

Method 3

This method is more complex, and requires the local agency to have data on numbers of ballots
and absentee ballots filed in the local agency area.  It requires the collection of more data, which
may or may not be readily available.  

1. Base Year Calculation (remains the same for all fiscal years claimed)

w) Number of ballots cast in the district or local agency area from January 1, 1975 through
December 30, 1978 (w)

x) Number of absentee ballots cast in the district or local agency area from January 1, 1975
through December 30, 1978 (x)

2. Calculation for Fiscal Year Claimed (compute for each fiscal year claimed)

y) Number of ballots cast in the district or local agency area in fiscal year claimed (y)

z) Number of absentee ballots cast in the district or local agency area in fiscal year claimed
(z)

3. Formula for Calculating Number of Reimbursable Absentee Ballots Filed

z – (x • y) = Number of reimbursable absentee ballots (n)
w

4. Calculation of Reimbursable Cost Percentage

 n  • 100 = Reimbursable Cost Percentage (p)
 z 

5. Calculation of Reimbursable Costs

  p   • amount billed by county = Amount of Reimbursable Costs
100

B. Local Agencies or School Districts that Administer their Own Elections

Method 4, below, is intended for use where local agencies and school districts do their own
elections and thus have the information on both numbers of ballots and absentee ballots, as well
as the per-ballot cost information needed for item 4.

Method 4

1. Base Year Calculation (remains the same for all fiscal years claimed)

w) Number of ballots cast in the district or local agency area from January 1, 1975 through
December 30, 1978 (w)

x) Number of absentee ballots cast in the district or local agency area from January 1, 1975
through December 30, 1978 (x)
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2. Calculation for Fiscal Year Claimed (compute for each claim)

y) Number of ballots cast in the district or local agency area in fiscal year claimed (y)

z) Number of absentee ballots cast in the district or local agency area in fiscal year claimed
(z)

3. Formula for Calculating Number of Reimbursable Absentee Ballots Filed

z – (x • y) = Number of reimbursable absentee ballots (n)
w

4. Calculation of Cost Per Absentee Ballot Filing (See section V. Claim Preparation and
Submission)

a. Material $___________

b. Postage $___________

c. Labor $___________

d. Overhead $___________

e. Cost per Absentee Ballot $___________
(a+b+c+d)

5. Computation of Reimbursement

A. Number of reimbursable filings (Item 3)(n) ___________

B. Cost per Absentee Ballot filing (Item 4)(e) $___________

Total Reimbursement (A • B) $___________

V. CLAIM PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION
Each of the following cost elements must be identified for each reimbursable activity identified
in Section IV, Reimbursable Activities, of this document.  Each claimed reimbursable cost must
be supported by source documentation as described in Section IV.  Additionally, each
reimbursement claim must be filed in a timely manner.

A. Direct Cost Reporting

Direct costs are those costs incurred specifically for the reimbursable activities.  The following
direct costs are eligible for reimbursement.

1.  Salaries and Benefits

Report each employee implementing the reimbursable activities by name, job
classification, and productive hourly rate (total wages and related benefits divided by
productive hours).  Describe the specific reimbursable activities performed and the hours
devoted to each reimbursable activity performed.
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2.  Materials and Supplies

Report the cost of materials and supplies that have been consumed or expended for the
purpose of the reimbursable activities.  Purchases shall be claimed at the actual price
after deducting discounts, rebates, and allowances received by the claimant.  Supplies
that are withdrawn from inventory shall be charged on an appropriate and recognized
method of costing, consistently applied.

3.  Contracted Services

Report the name of the contractor and services performed to implement the reimbursable
activities.  Attach a copy of the contract to the claim.  If the contractor bills for time and
materials, report the number of hours spent on the activities and all costs charged.  If the
contract is a fixed price, report the dates when services were performed and itemize all
costs for those services.

4.  Fixed Assets and Equipment

Report the purchase price paid for fixed assets and equipment (including computers)
necessary to implement the reimbursable activities.  The purchase price includes taxes,
delivery costs, and installation costs.  If the fixed asset or equipment is also used for
purposes other than the reimbursable activities, only the pro-rata portion of the purchase
price used to implement the reimbursable activities can be claimed.

5.  Travel

Report the name of the employee traveling for the purpose of the reimbursable activities.
Include the date of travel, destination point, the specific reimbursable activity requiring
travel, and related travel expenses reimbursed to the employee in compliance with the
rules of the local jurisdiction.  Report employee travel time according to the rules of cost
element A.1, Salaries and Benefits, for each applicable reimbursable activity.

B.  Indirect Cost Rates

Indirect costs are costs that are incurred for a common or joint purpose, benefiting more than one
program, and are not directly assignable to a particular department or program without efforts
disproportionate to the result achieved.  Indirect costs may include both (1) overhead costs of the
unit performing the mandate; and (2) the costs of the central government services distributed to
the other departments based on a systematic and rational basis through a cost allocation plan.

Local Agencies

Compensation for indirect costs is eligible for reimbursement utilizing the procedure provided in
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-87.  Claimants have the option of
using 10% of direct labor, excluding fringe benefits, or preparing an Indirect Cost Rate Proposal
(ICRP) if the indirect cost rate claimed exceeds 10%.

If the claimant chooses to prepare an ICRP, both the direct costs (as defined and described in
OMB Circular A-87 Attachments A and B) and the indirect costs shall exclude capital
expenditures and unallowable costs (as defined and described in OMB A-87 Attachments A and
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B).  However, unallowable costs must be included in the direct costs if they represent activities
to which indirect costs are properly allocable.

The distribution base may be (1) total direct costs (excluding capital expenditures and other
distorting items, such as pass-through funds, major subcontracts, etc.), (2) direct salaries and
wages, or (3) another base which results in an equitable distribution.

In calculating an ICRP, the Claimant shall have the choice of one of the following
methodologies:

1. The allocation of allowable indirect costs (as defined and described in OMB Circular
A-87 Attachments A and B) shall be accomplished by (1) classifying a department’s
total costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, and (2) dividing the total
allowable indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an equitable distribution base.
The result of this process is an indirect cost rate which is used to distribute indirect
costs to mandates.  The rate should be expressed as a percentage which the total
amount allowable indirect costs bears to the base selected; or

2. The allocation of allowable indirect costs (as defined and described in OMB Circular
A-87 Attachments A and B) shall be accomplished by (1) separating a department
into groups, such as divisions or sections, and then classifying the division’s or
section’s total costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, and (2) dividing the
total allowable indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an equitable distribution
base.  The result of this process is an indirect cost rate that is used to distribute
indirect costs to mandates.  The rate should be expressed as a percentage which the
total amount allowable indirect costs bears to the base selected.

School Districts

School districts must use the J-380 (or subsequent replacement) non-restrictive indirect cost rate
provisionally approved by the California Department of Education.

County offices of education must use the J-580 (or subsequent replacement) non-restrictive
indirect cost rate provisionally approved by the California Department of Education.

Community colleges have the option of using: (1) a federally approved rate, utilizing the cost
accounting principles from the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21, "Cost
Principles of Educational Institutions"; (2) the rate calculated on State Controller's Form
FAM-29C; or (3) a 7% indirect cost rate.

VI. RECORD RETENTION
Pursuant to Government Code section 17558.5, subdivision (a), a reimbursement claim for actual
costs filed by a local agency or school district pursuant to this chapter3 is subject to the initiation
of an audit by the Controller no later than three years after the date that the actual reimbursement
claim is filed or last amended, whichever is later.  However, if no funds are appropriated or no
payment is made to a claimant for the program for the fiscal year for which the claim is filed, the
time for the Controller to initiate an audit shall commence to run from the date of initial payment

                                                
3 This refers to Title 2, division 4, part 7, chapter 4 of the Government Code.
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of the claim.  All documents used to support the reimbursable activities, as described in
Section IV, must be retained during the period subject to audit.  If an audit has been initiated by
the Controller during the period subject to audit, the retention period is extended until the
ultimate resolution of any audit findings.

VII. OFFSETTING SAVINGS AND REIMBURSEMENTS
Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences in the same program as a result of the same
statutes or executive orders found to contain the mandate shall be deducted from the costs
claimed.  In addition, reimbursement for this mandate from any source, including but not limited
to, services fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds, shall be identified and deducted
from this claim.

VIII. STATE CONTROLLER’S CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS
Pursuant to Government Code section 17558, subdivision (b), the Controller shall issue claiming
instructions for each mandate that requires state reimbursement not later than 60 days after
receiving the adopted parameters and guidelines from the Commission, to assist local agencies
and school districts in claiming costs to be reimbursed.  The claiming instructions shall be
derived from the statute or executive order creating the mandate and the parameters and
guidelines adopted by the Commission.

Pursuant to Government Code section 17561, subdivision (d)(1), issuance of the claiming
instructions shall constitute a notice of the right of the local agencies and school districts to file
reimbursement claims, based upon parameters and guidelines adopted by the Commission.

IX. REMEDIES BEFORE THE COMMISSION
Upon request of a local agency or school district, the Commission shall review the claiming
instructions issued by the State Controller or any other authorized state agency for
reimbursement of mandated costs pursuant to Government Code section 17571.  If the
Commission determines that the claiming instructions do not conform to the parameters and
guidelines, the Commission shall direct the Controller to modify the claiming instructions and
the Controller shall modify the claiming instructions to conform to the parameters and guidelines
as directed by the Commission.

In addition, requests may be made to amend parameters and guidelines pursuant to Government
Code section 17557, subdivision (a), and California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.2.
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(19)

(20) Date Filed
(21) LRS Input

(01)

(02)

(26)

### FALSE (03) (09) (27)

### FALSE (04) (10) (28)

### FALSE (05) (11) (29)

(06) (12) (30)

(07) (13) (31)

(14) (32)

(15) (33)

(16) (34)

(08) (17) (35)

(18) (36)

(38)

Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim

State Controller's Office Community College Mandated Cost Manual

AB-1, (13)

Program Number 00231

Total Claimed Amount

____/____/____
____/____/____

Form FAM-27 (Revised 09/03)

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000

Less: Prior Claim Payment Received

E-Mail Address

Type or Print Name

(        )           -                  Ext.Telephone Number

Title
Name of Contact Person for Claim

Type of Claim

20___/ 20___ 20___/20___Fiscal Year of Cost

ReimbursementEstimated

Combined Combined

Amended

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM

Date

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code Section 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the community college 
district to file mandated cost claims with the State of California for this program,  and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not 
violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1098, inclusive.

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein, and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program.  All offsetting savings 
and reimbursements set forth in the Parameters and Guidelines are identified, and all costs claimed are supported by source 
documentation currently maintained by the claimant.

The amounts for this Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs set forth on the attached statements. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and  correct.

Signature of Authorized Officer

Net Claimed Amount

Due from State

Due to State

AB-1, (09)

AB-1, (10)

AB-1, (11)

AB-1, (12)

AB-1, (03)(d)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

Reimbursement Claim Data

AB-1,  (03)(a)

AB-1, (03)(b)

AB-1, (03)(c)
Suite

State Zip Code

L
A
B
E
L

H
E
R
E

Claimant Identification Number

Claimant Name

County of Location

Street Address or P.O. Box

City

For State Controller Use Only

231
CLAIM FOR PAYMENT

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561

ABSENTEE BALLOTS

Amended

AB-1, (05)(e)

AB-1, (06)

AB-1, (07)

AB-1, (08)
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ABSENTEE BALLOTS

Certification Claim Form
Instructions

FORM
FAM-27

(01) Enter the payee number assigned by the State Controller’s Office.

(02) Enter your Official Name, County of Location, Street or P. O. Box address, City, State, and Zip Code.

(03) If filing an estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated.

(04) Leave blank.

(05) If filing an amended estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred.

(07) Enter the amount of the estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete
form AB-1 and enter the amount from line (09).

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07).

(09) If filing a reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement.

(10) If filing a combined reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (10) Combined.

(11) If filing an amended reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended.

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed,
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year.

(13) Enter the amount of the reimbursement claim from form AB-1, line (09). The total claimed amount should exceed $1,000.

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs were incurred or the claims shall be
reduced by a late penalty. Enter zero if the claim was timely filed, otherwise, enter the product of multiplying line (13) by the
factor 0.10 (10% penalty), not to exceed $1,000.

(15) If filing an actual reimbursement claim and an estimated claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount
received for the claim. Otherwise, enter a zero.

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13).

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enter that amount on line (17), Due from State.

(18) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative, enter that amount on line (18), Due to State.

(19) to (21) Leave blank.

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for
the reimbursement claim, e.g. AB-1.2, (03)(a) means the information is located on form AB-1.2, block (03), line (a). Enter the
information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, i.e., no
cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should be
shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process.

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by an original signed
certification. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form FAM-27 with blue ink, and attach a copy of the
form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.)

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person to contact if additional information is required.

Claims should be rounded to the nearest dollar. Submit a signed original and a copy of form FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all
other forms and supporting documents. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form in blue ink, and attach a
copy of the form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.) Use the following mailing addresses:

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Address, if delivered by other delivery service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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Program

231
MANDATED COSTS

ABSENTEE BALLOTS
CLAIM SUMMARY

FORM
AB-1

(02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year
Reimbursement

(01) Claimant

Estimated 20___/20___
Method 4
This method requires the school district to have data on the number of ballots and absentee ballots filed.

(03) (a) Number of ballots cast from 01/01/75 through 12/30/78

(b) Number of absentee ballots cast from 01/01/75 through 12/30/78

(c) Number of ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim

(d) Number of absentee ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim

Direct Costs Object Accounts

(a)
Salaries and

Benefits

(b)
Services and

Supplies

(c)
Travel and
Training

(d)
Fixed

Assets

(e)
Total

(04) Total Cost of Absentee Ballots in the Fiscal Year of
Claim

(05) Total Direct Costs

Indirect Costs

(06) Indirect Cost Rate [Federally approved OMB A-21, FAM-29C, or 7%]  %l

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (06) x line (05)(a)] 

(08) Total Cost of Absentee Ballots in the Fiscal Year of Claim                                   [Line (05)(e) + line (07)]

(09) Number of Reimbursable Absentee Ballots Filed   [Line (03)(d) - {line (03)(b) x line (03)(c) ÷ line (03)(a)}]

(10) Amount Billed by the County (attach billing statement)

(11) Increased Costs                                                                              [Line (10) x {line (09) ÷ line (03)(d)}]

Cost Reduction

(12) Less:  Offsetting Savings

(13) Less:  Other Reimbursements

(14) Total Claimed Amount [Line (11) – {line (12) + line (13)}]
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Program

231
ABSENTEE BALLOTS

CLAIM SUMMARY
Instructions

FORM
AB-1

(01) Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. Enter
the fiscal year for which costs were incurred or are to be incurred.
Form AB-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form AB-1 if you are filing an
estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than
10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than 10%, form AB-1 must be
completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year’s actual costs.

(03) (a) Enter the number of ballots cast from January 1, 1975, through December 30, 1978.

(b) Enter the number of absentee ballots cast from January 1, 1975, through December 30, 1978.

(c) Enter the number of ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim.

(d) Enter the number of absentee ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim.

(04) Enter the total costs from form AB-2, line (05), columns (d), through (g) to form AB-1, block (04),
columns (a), through (d) in the appropriate row. Total the row. 

(05) Enter the total for each row.

(06) Community college districts may use the federally approved OMBA-21 rate, the rate computed using
form FAM 29C, or a 7% indirect cost rate, for the fiscal year of costs.

(07) Enter the result of multiplying Total Direct Costs, line (05)(e), by the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06).

(08) Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (05)(e), and Total Indirect Costs, line (07).

(09) To determine the number of additional absentee ballot filings that are reimbursable, multiply the number
of absentee ballots cast from 01/01/75 to 12/30/78, line (03)(b), by the number of ballots cast in the fiscal
year of claim, line (03)(c). Divide that product by the number of ballots cast from 01/01/75 to 12/30/78,
line (03)(a). Subtract the quotient from the number of ballots cast in the fiscal year of claim, line (03)(d).
Enter the difference as the number of additional ballot filings.

(10) Enter the amount that was billed to the community college district by the county.

(11) Enter the product of multiplying line (10) by the quotient from dividing line (09) by line (03)(d). 

(12) If applicable, enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct result of this mandate.
Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim.

(13) If applicable, enter the amount of other reimbursements received from any source including, but not
limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds, which reimbursed any portion of
the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the reimbursement sources and amounts.

(14) Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (12), and Other Reimbursements, line (13), from Increased
Costs, line (11). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the amount forward to form FAM-27, line
(07) for the Estimated Claim or line (13) for the Reimbursement Claim.
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Program

231
MANDATED COSTS

ABSENTEE BALLOTS
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

FORM
AB-2

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year Costs Were Incurred

(03) Reimbursable Component:  Total Cost of Absentee Ballots in the Fiscal Year of Claim

(04) Description of Expenses:  Complete columns (a) through (g). Object Accounts

(a)
Employee Names, Job Classifications,

Functions Performed, and Description of Expenses

(b)
Hourly Rate

or
Unit Cost

(c)
Hours

Worked
or

Quantity

(d)
Salaries

and
Benefits

(e)
Services

and
Supplies

(f)
Travel
and

Training

(g)
Fixed

Assets

(05)  Total Subtotal    Page:____of____
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Program

231
ABSENTEE BALLOTS

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL
Instructions

FORM
AB-2

(01) Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred.

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box which indicates the cost component being claimed. Check
only one box per form. A separate form AB-2 shall be prepared for each applicable component.

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box “checked” in block (03), enter the
employee names, position titles, a brief description of the activities performed, actual time spent by
each employee, productive hourly rates, fringe benefits, supplies used, contract services, etc. Contract
services are reimbursable to the extent that the activities performed require special skill or knowledge
that are not readily available from the claimant’s staff. If a piece of equipment acquired for the
Absentee Ballots program is also utilized for other programs, only a prorated cost of the equipment is
reimbursable. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) must be of sufficient detail to explain
the cost of activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be
retained by the claimant for a period of not less than three years after the date the claim was filed or
last amended, whichever is later. If no funds were appropriated and no payment was made at the time
the claim was filed, the time for the Controller to initiate an audit shall be three years from the date of
initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller’s Office on
request.

ColumnsObject/
Sub object
Accounts (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Submit
supporting

documents with
the claim

Employee
Name/Title

Hourly
Rate

Hours
Worked

Salaries =
Hourly Rate

x Hours Worked

Salaries and
Benefits

Salaries

Benefits
Activities

Performed
Benefit
Rate

Benefits =
Benefit Rate

x Salaries

Description
of

Supplies Used

Unit
Cost

Quantity
Used

Cost =
Unit Cost
x Quantity

Used

Services  and
Supplies

Supplies

Contract
Services

Name of
Contractor

Specific Tasks
Performed

Hourly
Rate

Hours Worked

Inclusive Dates
of Service

Cost=
Hourly Rate x
Hours Worked

or
Total Contract

Copy of
Contract

and
Invoices

Purpose of Trip
Name and Title

Departure and
Return Date

Per Diem Rate

Mileage Rate

Travel Cost

Days

Miles

Travel Mode

Cost = Rate x
Days or Miles

or Total
Travel Cost

Travel and
Training

Travel

Training
Employee
Name/Title

Name of Class
Dates Attended Registration Fee

Fixed
Assets

Description of
Equipment
Purchased

Unit Cost

Cost=
Unit Cost

x
Usage

(05) Total line (04), columns (d) through (g) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to
indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the
component/activity costs, number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d) through (g) to
form AB-1, block (04), columns (a) through (d) in the appropriate row.
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Collective Bargaining
1. Summary of Chapters 961/75 and 1213/91

The Rodda Act repealed Education Code Article 5 (commencing with § 13080), of Chapter 1 of
Division 10 and added Chapter 10.7 (commencing with § 3540) to Division 4 of Title 1 of the
Government Code, relating to public educational employment relations.

The Rodda Act, which became operative July 1, 1976, repealed the Winton Act and enacted
provisions requiring the employer and employee to meet and negotiate, thereby creating a collective
bargaining atmosphere for public school employers. It also established the Public Employment
Relations Board (PERB).  PERB is responsible for issuing formal interpretations and rulings regarding
collective bargaining under the Rodda Act.

Government Code Section 3547.5 as added by Chapter 1213, Statutes of 1991, requires school
districts to publicly disclose major provisions of a collective bargaining agreement after negotiations
but before the agreement becomes binding.

On July 17, 1978, the Commission on State Mandates (COSM), (formerly Board of Control)
determined that Chapter 961, Statutes of 1975, resulted in state mandated costs that are
reimbursable pursuant to Part 7 (commencing with Government Code § 17500) of Division 4 of
Title 2.

On August 20, 1998, COSM determined that Chapter 1213, Statutes of 1991, resulted in state
mandated costs that are reimbursable pursuant to Part 7 (commencing with Government Code
§ 17500) of Division 4 of Title 2.

2. Eligible Claimants

Any school district (K-12), county office of education, or community college district that incurs
increased costs as a direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs.

3. Appropriations

These claiming instructions are issued following the adoption of the amended parameters and
guidelines by COSM. To determine if this program is funded in subsequent fiscal years, refer to the
schedule “Appropriation for State Mandated Cost Programs” in the Annual Claiming Instructions for
State Mandated Costs issued in October of each year to county superintendents of schools and
superintendents of schools.

4. Types of Claims

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims

A claimant may file a reimbursement and/or an estimated claim. A reimbursement claim details
the costs actually incurred for a prior year. An estimated claim shows the costs to be incurred for
the current fiscal year.

B. Minimum Claim

Section 17564(a) of the Government Code provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to
Section 17561 unless such a claim exceeds $200 per program per fiscal year. However, any
county superintendent of schools, as fiscal agent for the school districts, may submit a combined
claim in excess of $200 on behalf of districts within the county even if an individual district’s claim
does not exceed $200. A combined claim must show the individual claim costs for each district.
Once a combined claim is filed, all subsequent fiscal years relating to the same mandate must be
filed in a combined form. The county superintendent receives the reimbursement payment and is
responsible for disbursing funds to each participating school district. A school district may
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withdraw from the combined claim form by providing a written notice of its intent to file a separate
claim to the county superintendent of schools and the State Controller’s Office at least 180 days
prior to the deadline for filing the claim.

5. Filing Deadline

A. Initial Claims- -County offices of education and school districts that submitted 1998-99  fiscal year
claims for professional and consultant services at the $100 per hour rate may  amend their claims
to be reimbursed at the $135 per hour rate.

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561, Subdivision (d)(1)(A), initial claims must be filed
within 120 days from the issuance date of claiming instructions. Accordingly:

(1) Amended reimbursement claims for the 1998-99 fiscal year must be filed with the State
Controller’s Office and postmarked by August 3, 2000. If the amended reimbursement claim
is filed after the deadline of August 3, 2000, the approved amount of the difference between
the $100 and $135 rate change must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed
$1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline will not be accepted.

(2) An amended 1999-00 estimated claim for professional and consultant services at the $135
per hour rate may be filed with the State Controller’s Office and postmarked by             
August 3, 2000. Timely filed amended estimated claims will be paid before late claims.

B. Annually Thereafter

Refer to the item “Reimbursable State Mandated Cost Programs” contained in the cover letter for
mandated cost programs issued annually in October that identifies the fiscal years for which
claims may be filed. If an “x” is shown for the program listed under “19__/19__Reimbursement
Claim” and/or “19__/20__Estimated Claim,” claims may be filed as follows:

(1) An estimated claim filed with the State Controller’s Office must be postmarked by January 15
of the fiscal year in which costs will be incurred. Timely filed estimated claims will be paid
before late claims.

After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a reimbursement
claim by January 15 of the following fiscal year. If the school district fails to file a
reimbursement claim, monies received for the estimated claim must be returned to the State.
If no estimated claim was filed, the school district may file a reimbursement claim detailing
the actual costs incurred for the fiscal year, provided there was an appropriation for the
program for that fiscal year. For information regarding appropriations for reimbursement
claims, refer to the “Appropriation for State Mandated Cost Programs” in the previous fiscal
year’s annual claiming instructions.

(2) A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed with the State Controller’s
Office and postmarked by January 15 following the fiscal year in which costs will be incurred.
If the claim is filed after the deadline but by January 15 of the succeeding fiscal year, the
approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed
more than one year after the deadline will not be accepted.

6. Reimbursable Activities

The objective of the reporting forms is to determine the Rodda Act costs incurred during the current
year and compare them with the adjusted costs incurred in the base year under the Winton Act. The
first three claim components listed below apply to both the Winton Act and Rodda Act. Components D
through F, which apply to the Rodda Act, represent activities that were not required under the Winton
Act.
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A. Determining Bargaining Units and Exclusive Representation

The cost of determining appropriate bargaining units, exclusive representation and
representatives are reimbursable. Activities determined to be eligible reimbursements for this
component are as follows:

(1) Bargaining Unit Lists

Development of proposed lists for the bargaining unit determination hearings.

(a) Contract services necessary for development of proposed lists.

(b) Salaries and benefits of district employees and related costs necessary to develop
proposed lists.

(2) PERB Hearings

Representation costs for the school employer at PERB hearings held to determine the
bargaining units and their exclusive representative.

(a) Salaries and benefits of district employees used to prepare for and represent employer at
hearings.

(b) Contract services used to prepare for and represent the employer at hearings.

(3) Substitutes

The cost of hiring substitutes to replace the employer and exclusive bargaining unit witnesses
required testifying at PERB hearings. The claimant must include with the claim, a list of
teacher witnesses, their job classifications, and the date they were required to testify.

The cost of substitute release time for employee witnesses asked to attend PERB hearings
by bargaining units, but not required to testify, is not eligible for reimbursement in this
component.

(4) Travel

Travel Expenses incurred by district employer representatives required to attend PERB
hearings. Reimbursement shall reflect the rate specified by the regulations governing
employees of the local school district. However, the reimbursement cannot exceed the rate
adopted by the Board of Control for state employees.

(5) Transcript

The cost of preparing one transcript per PERB hearing is reimbursable.

B. Election of Unit Representation

The cost of elections and decertification elections of unit representatives is reimbursable in the
event PERB determines that a question of representation exists and orders an election held by
secret ballot. The claimant must include with the claim, any PERB agreements or orders that
state how the election must be held.

Activities eligible for reimbursement for this component are as follows:

(1) Precinct Voting List

The salaries, benefits, and related cost of developing and preparing a precinct list, if required
by PERB.

(2) Ballot Tally Observers

The salary and benefits of a school employer representative, if required by PERB to observe
the ballot count.
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C. Cost of Negotiations

Costs associated with receipt of the exclusive representative’s initial contract proposal, holding
public hearings, providing a reasonable number of copies of the employer’s contract proposal to
the public, development and presentation of the initial district contract proposal, negotiation of the
contract, reproduction and distribution of the final contract agreement.  The claimant must include
with the claim, a listing of the dates of all negotiation sessions held during the fiscal year of claim.

Activities determined to be eligible for reimbursement of this component are as follows:

(1) Representative’s Contract Proposal

The employer’s cost of analyzing the exclusive representative’s initial contract proposal.

(a) Salaries and benefits for public school employer representatives and supporting
personnel participating in planning sessions and related contract services.

(2) Public Hearings

The cost of holding public hearings related to the contract negotiations.

(3) Public Distribution of Proposed Contract

The cost of providing a reasonable number of copies of the district’s proposed contract to the
public.

(a) Reproduction of copies of the initial contract proposal for the district’s supervisory,
management, and confidential representatives are reimbursable.

(b) A reasonable number of copies of the initial contract for distribution to the public is
reimbursable.

(4) District Contract Proposal

The cost of employer salaries and benefits necessary for development and presentation of
the initial district proposal and related contract services.

(5) Negotiation

The cost of negotiating a contract with the employee representatives.

(a) Salaries and benefits for district employer representatives participating in negotiations
and related contract services. Reimbursable costs for a maximum of five school district
representatives per unit per negotiating session will be reimbursed.

(b) Substitutes hired so that exclusive bargaining unit representatives can attend
negotiations. List the job classification of the bargaining unit representative who required
a substitute. List the dates and time the substitute worked. Substitute costs for a
maximum of five representatives per unit negotiating per session are reimbursable.

(6) Public Distribution of Final Contract

The cost of reproduction of the contract and distribution of the final contract agreement.

(a) Reproduction of copies of the initial contract for distribution to the district’s supervisory,
management, and confidential employee representatives.

(b) A reasonable number of copies of the final contract for purposes of public information.

The following costs are not eligible for reimbursement of this component:

(c) The cost of copies of the final contract provided to the collective bargaining unit
members.

(d) The salaries of union representatives.
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D. Impasse Proceedings

The cost of impasse proceedings is reimbursable. Activities determined to be reimbursable for
this component are as follows:

(1) Mediation

Representation costs for the school employer at mediation sessions are reimbursable.

(a) Salaries and benefits for district employees to prepare and represent the employer at the
sessions. Cost for a maximum of five public school employer representatives per
mediation session will be reimbursed.

(b) Contract services used to prepare for and represent the employer at the sessions.

(c) The cost of substitutes hired to allow exclusive bargaining unit representatives to attend
impasse proceedings. List the job classification of the employee witnesses and the dates
and time of their attendance at mediation sessions. Reimbursement to a public school
district employer is limited to the cost of hiring a maximum of five substitutes to replace
five representatives so they can attend a mediation session.

(d) The cost of renting facilities for the sessions.

(e) The cost of the mediator is not eligible for reimbursement.

(2) Fact Finding

The cost of development and publication of the findings of the panel.

(a) All the costs of the district employer representative serving on the fact-finding panel.

(b) Fifty percent of the cost of the fact-finding panel mutually incurred by the employer
representative and the employee bargaining unit representative. This may include the
cost of teacher substitutes so that witnesses can attend fact-finding proceedings and the
rental of facilities required to conduct the fact-finding hearing.

(c) Special costs imposed on the district for the development of unique data required by a
fact-finding panel. Describe the special costs and explain why this data would not have
been required by a fact-finding panel under the Winton Act.

E. Collective Bargaining Agreement Disclosure

Disclosure of collective bargaining agreement after the negotiation and before adoption by the
governing body, as required by Government Code Section 3547.5 and California State
Department of Education Management Advisory 92-01 (or subsequent replacement).

(1) Prepare the disclosure forms and documents.

(2) Distribute a copy of the disclosure forms and documents to board members with a copy of the
proposed agreement.

(3) Make a copy of the disclosure forms and documents and the proposed agreement available
to the public, prior to the day of the public meeting.

(4) Train employer’s personnel to prepare the disclosure forms and documents.

(5) Materials and supplies necessary to prepare the disclosure forms and documents.

For items (1) through (3) above, list the date(s) of the public hearing(s) at which the major
provisions of the agreement were disclosed in accordance with the requirements of Government
Code Section 3547.5 and the Department of Education Advisory 92-01 (or subsequent
replacement).

Procedures or formats that exceed those or duplicate activities required under any other statute
or executive orders are not reimbursable under this component.
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F. Contract Administration

The cost of contract administration and adjudication of contract disputes either by arbitration or
litigation is reimbursable.

Activities determined to be reimbursable for this component are as follows:

(1) Training Sessions

Reasonable costs incurred for a reasonable number of training sessions held for supervisory
and management personnel regarding contract administration and interpretation of the
negotiated contract.

(2) Grievances

(a) Salaries and benefits of public school personnel involved in adjudication of contract
disputes along with related contract services.

(b) Substitutes hired so that representative of an exclusive bargaining unit can attend
adjudication hearings regarding contract disputes. List the job classifications of the
employee witnesses and the dates and time they were required to attend adjudication
hearings.

(c) The cost of one transcript per hearing is reimbursable.

(3) Contract Disputes Presented Before PERB

(a) Public school employer costs regarding contract disputes that are presented before
PERB.

(b) Litigation costs incurred by a public school employer as a defendant in a court suit
involving contract disputes may be reimbursable. (See (4) “Appeal of PERB Ruling,”
below, if claimant is the plaintiff).

(c) Expert witness fees if the witness is called by the public school employer.

(d) Reasonable reproduction costs for copies of a new contract that is required as a result of
a dispute.

(e) A public school employer’s portion of an arbitrator’s fees (50% of costs) for adjudicating
grievances.

(4) Appeal of PERB Ruling

Reasonable claimant costs associated with a contract dispute are reimbursable when the
claimant is the plaintiff in a court suit to appeal a PERB ruling and the claimant is the
prevailing party.

(a) The costs incurred become eligible for reimbursement in the fiscal year in which the
appeal process has been exhausted.

(b) The claimant must include with the claim a copy of the court’s ruling.

(c) If the claim includes costs associated with more than one appeal, the costs associated
with each appeal must be shown separately.

No reimbursement is allowed where the public school employer has filed action directly with
the courts without first submitting the dispute to PERB, if required.

No reimbursement shall be provided for filing of a brief with the court by a person who is not
party to a litigation (i.e., amicus curiae).

The following costs are not eligible for reimbursement of this component:

(d) Contract interpretations conducted at staff meetings.
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(e) Personal development and informational programs (i.e., classes, conferences, seminars,
workshops) and time spent by employees attending such meetings.

(f) Labor/management non-adversarial training sessions

(g) Purchase of books and subscriptions for personal development and information
purposes.

G. Unfair Labor Practice Charges

The cost of unfair labor practice adjudication process and public notice complaints are
reimbursable.

Activities determined to be reimbursable for this component are as follows:

(1) Unfair Labor Practice Presented to PERB

(a) Salaries and benefits of public school district representatives and related contract
services.

(b) The cost of substitutes hired to replace representatives of an exclusive bargaining unit
required to attend adjudication hearings regarding unfair labor practice charges.

(c) The cost of a transcript for each PERB hearing.

(d) Reasonable reproduction costs.

(e) Expert witness fees if the witness is called by the public school district.

(2) Appeal of a PERB Ruling

Claimant costs associated with the appeal of a PERB unfair labor practice decision are
reimbursable if the claimant is the prevailing party.

(a) The costs incurred become eligible for reimbursement in the fiscal year in which the
appeal process has been exhausted.

(b) The claim must include a copy of the court’s ruling.

(c) If the claim includes costs associated with more than one appeal, the costs associated
with each appeal must be shown separately.

The following costs are not eligible for reimbursement of this component:

(d) Appeal of an unfair labor practice if PERB is the prevailing party.

(e) The filing of a brief with the court by a person who is not party to the litigation (i.e.,
amicus curiae).

7. Reimbursement Limitations

A. Fringe Benefits

The actual fringe benefit costs may be claimed if supported by an itemized list of the costs, such
as for: Retirement, social security, health and dental insurance, workers’ compensation, etc.. If no
itemization is submitted, twenty one percent of direct salary may be used for computing the fringe
benefit costs.

B. Contract Services

The contract services guidelines in 8.A.(3) shall prevail, except that the reimbursable fee for
collective bargaining contract services will not exceed $135 per hour. Additionally, annual retainer
fees shall be based on a fee not greater than $135 per hour. The claims that are based on annual
retainers shall contain a certification that the fee is no greater than $135 per hour. Reasonable
expenses will also be paid if identified on the monthly billings of consultants. However, travel
expenses for consultants and experts (including attorneys) hired by the claimant shall not be
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reimbursed in an amount higher than that received by state employees as established under Title
2, Division 2, Section 700ff, California Code of Regulations.

C. Travel Expenses

Reimbursement of business and travel expenses is limited to an amount and type of that which
can be claimed by state employees. Refer to Appendix B, State of California, Travel Expense
Guidelines, for current per diem rates.

D. Other Revenue Sources

Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source including, but not
limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds as a direct result of this
mandate shall be identified and deducted so only net local cost is claimed.

E. Governing Authority

Salaries and expenses of the governing authority e.g. the Board of Trustees and Superintendent
of Schools, are not reimbursable as a direct cost.  These are costs of general government as
described by the federal guideline “Cost Principles and Procedures for Establishing Cost
Allocation Plans and Indirect Cost Rates for Grants and Contracts with the Federal Government,”
ASMB C-10.

F. Quantify “Increased” Costs

Determination of increased costs for each of these components requires the cost of current year
Rodda Act activities to be offset (reduced) by the cost of the base year Winton Act activities. The
Winton Act base year is generally fiscal year 1974-75.

Winton Act base year costs are adjusted by the Implicit Price Deflator (IPD) prior to offset against
the current year Rodda Act costs for claim components, 6.A., 6.B., and 6.C. The IPD shall be
listed in the annual claiming instructions.

Base Year                    Adjustment

  1974-75           1.490 1979-80 FY

  1974-75           1.560 1980-81 FY

  1974-75           1.697 1981-82 FY

  1974-75           1.777 1982-83 FY

The cost of a claimant’s current year Rodda Act activities are offset (reduced) by the cost of the
base year Winton Act activities either by matching each component when claimants can provide
sufficient documentation to segregate each component of the Winton Act base year activity costs
or, by combining all three components when claimant cannot satisfactorily segregate each
component of the Winton Act base year costs.

All allowable activity costs for Rodda Act components, 6.D., 6.E., 6.F., and 6.G., are increased
costs since there were no similar activities required by the Winton Act; therefore no Winton Act
base year offset is to be calculated.

8. Claiming Forms and Instructions

The diagram "Illustration of Claim Forms" provides a graphic presentation of forms required to be filed
with a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated report in substitution for forms CB-1 and
CB-2 provided the format of the report and data fields contained within the report are identical to the
claim forms included in this program. The claim forms provided for this program can be duplicated
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and used by the claimant to file estimated or reimbursement claims. The State Controller’s Office will
revise the manual and claim forms as necessary.

A. Form CB-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail

This form is used to segregate the detailed costs by claim component. A separate form CB-2
must be completed for each cost component being claimed. Costs reported on this form must be
supported as follows:

(1) Salaries and Benefits

Identify the employee(s) and/or show the classification of each employee(s) involved.
Describe the mandated functions performed by each employee and specify the actual time
spent, the productive hourly rate, and related fringe benefits.

Reimbursement of personnel services includes compensation paid for salaries, wages, and
employee fringe benefits. Employee fringe benefits include regular compensation paid to an
employee during periods of authorized absences (e.g. annual leave, sick leave) and the
employer’s contribution to social security, pension plans, insurance, and workers’
compensation insurance. Fringe benefits are eligible for reimbursement when distributed
equitably to all job activities that the employee performs.

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are not limited
to, employee time records that show the employee’s actual time spent on this mandate. The
worksheet used to compute the hourly salary rate must be submitted with your claim. Actual
benefit percent must be itemized. If no itemization is submitted, twenty one percent (21%)
must be used for computation of claim costs. Identify the classification of employees
committed to functions required under the Winton Act and those required by Chapter 961,
Statutes of 1975.

(2) Materials and Supplies

Only expenditures that can be identified as a direct result of this mandate may be claimed.
List the cost of materials consumed or expended specifically for the purpose of this mandate.
The cost of materials and supplies that are not used exclusively for the mandate is limited to
the pro rata portion used to comply with this mandate. Purchases shall be claimed at the
actual price after deducting cash discounts, rebates, and allowances received by the
claimant. Supplies that are withdrawn from inventory shall be charged based on a recognized
method of costing, consistently applied.

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are not limited
to, invoices, receipts, purchase orders, and other documents evidencing the validity of the
expenditures.

(3) Contract Services

Show the name(s) of professionals or consultants separately, specify the functions performed
relative to the mandate, length of appointment, and the itemized costs of such services.
Invoices must be submitted as supporting documentation with the claim. The maximum
reimbursable fee for contract services is $135 per hour. Annual retainer fees shall be no
greater than $135 per hour. Reasonable expenses will also be paid as identified on the
monthly billings of consultants.

Source documents required to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are not limited
to, contracts, invoices, and other documents evidencing the validity of the expenditures.

(4) Travel

Travel expenses for mileage, per diem, lodging, and other employee entitlements are
reimbursable in accordance with the rules of the local jurisdiction. Give the name(s) of the
traveler(s), purpose of travel, inclusive dates, destination points, and costs.
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Source documents may include, but are not limited to, employee travel expense claims,
receipts and other documents evidencing the travel expenses.

For audit purposes all supporting documents must be retained for a period of two years after the
end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever
is later. Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller’s Office on request.

B. Form CB-1, Claim Summary

This form is used to summarize direct costs by cost component and compute allowable indirect
costs for the mandate. The direct costs summarized on this form are derived from form CB-2 and
carried forward to form FAM-27.

School districts and county offices of education may compute the amount of indirect costs utilizing
the State Department of Education’s Annual Program Cost Data Report J-380 or J-580 rate, as
applicable. Community college districts must use one of the following three alternatives: A
federally approved rate based on OMB Circular A-21; the State Controller’s FAM-29C that utilizes
CCFS-311.

C. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment

This form contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized officer of the school
district. All applicable information from form CB-1 must be carried forward to this form in order for
the State Controller's Office to process the claim for payment.
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Illustration of Forms

Form CB-2

Component/Activity

Cost Detail

Form CB-1

Claim Summary

FAM-27

Claim

for Payment

Form CB-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail
Complete a separate form CB-2 for each cost component claimed.

A. Determining Bargaining Units and Exclusive Representation

(1) Bargaining Unit Lists
(2) PERB Hearings
(3)   Substitutes
(4)   Travel Costs
(5)   Transcripts

B. Election of Unit Representation

(1) Precinct Voting List
(2) Ballot Tally Observers

C. Cost of Negotiations

(1) Representative’s Contract Proposal
(2) Public Hearings
(3) Public Distribution of Proposed Contract
(4) District Contract Proposal
(5) Negotiation
(6) Public Distribution of Final Contract

D. Impasse Proceedings

(1) Mediation
(2) Fact Finding

E. Collective Bargaining Agreement Disclosure

(1) Prepare Disclosure Forms and Documents
(2) Distribute Forms and Documents
(3) Copy Forms and Documents
(4) Train Employer’s Personnel
(5) Purchase Necessary Supplies

F. Contract Administration

(1) Training Sessions
(2) Grievances
(3) Contract Disputes Presented to PERB
(4) Appeal of a PERB Ruling

G. Unfair Labor Practice Charges

(1) Unfair Labor Practice Presented to PERB
(2) Appeal of a PERB Ruling
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(19)

(20) Date Filed
(21) LRS Input

(01)

(02)

(26)

### FALSE (03) (09) (27)

### FALSE (04) (10) (28)

### FALSE (05) (11) (29)

(06) (12) (30)

(07) (13) (31)

(14) (32)

(15) (33)

(16) (34)

(08) (17) (35)

(18) (36)

(38)

Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim

State Controller's Office Community College Mandated Cost Manual

CB-1, (12)

Program Number 00232

Total Claimed Amount

____/____/____
____/____/____

Form FAM-27 (Revised 09/03)

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000

Less: Prior Claim Payment Received

E-Mail Address

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code Section 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the community college 
district to file mandated cost claims with the State of California for this program,  and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not 
violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1098, inclusive.

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein, and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program.  All offsetting savings 
and reimbursements set forth in the Parameters and Guidelines are identified, and all costs claimed are supported by source 
documentation currently maintained by the claimant.

The amounts for this Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs set forth on the attached statements. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and  correct.

CB-1, (14)

Type or Print Name

(        )           -                  Ext.Telephone Number

Title
Name of Contact Person for Claim

Type of Claim

20___/20 ___ 20___/20 ___Fiscal Year of Cost

ReimbursementEstimated

Combined Combined

Amended

CB-1, (15)

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM

DateSignature of Authorized Officer

Net Claimed Amount

Due from State

Due to State

CB-1, (04)(e)

CB-1, (05)(e)

CB-1, (07)

CB-1, (11)

CB-1, (03)(4)(e)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

Reimbursement Claim Data

CB-1,  (03)(1)(e)

CB-1, (03)(2)(e)

CB-1, (03)(3)(e)
Suite

State Zip Code

L
A
B
E
L

H
E
R
E

Claimant Identification Number

Claimant Name

County of Location

Street Address or P.O. Box

City

For State Controller Use Only

232
CLAIM FOR PAYMENT

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

Amended

CB-1, (03)(5)(e)

CB-1, (03)(6)(e)

CB-1, (03)(7)(e)

CB-1, (04)(d)
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232
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

Certification Claim Form
Instructions

FORM
FAM-27

(01) Enter the payee number assigned by the State Controller’s Office.

(02) Enter your Official Name, County of Location, Street or P. O. Box address, City, State, and Zip Code.

(03) If filing an estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated.

(04) If filing a combined estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04) Combined.

(05) If filing an amended estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. Leave boxes (03) and (04) blank.

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred.

(07) Enter the amount of the estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete
form CB-1 and enter the amount from line (16).

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07).

(09) If filing a reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement.

(10) If filing a combined reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an " X " in the box on line (10) Combined.

(11) If filing an amended reimbursement claim, enter an "X " in the box on line (11) Amended.

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed,
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year.

(13) Enter the amount of the reimbursement claim from form CB-1, line (16). The total claimed amount must be a minimum of $1,000.

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs are incurred or the claims shall be
reduced by a late penalty. Enter zero if the claim was timely filed, otherwise, enter the product of multiplying line (13) by the
factor 0.10 (10% penalty), or $1,000, whichever is less.

(15) If filing an actual reimbursement claim and an estimated claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount
received for the claim. Otherwise, enter a zero.

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13).

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enter that amount on line (17), Due from State.

(18) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative, enter that amount on line (18), Due to State.

(19) to (21) Leave blank.

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for
the reimbursement claim, e.g., CB-1, (03)(01)(e), means the information is located on form CB-1, block (03), line (1), column (e).
Enter the information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar,
i.e., no cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 35.19% should
be shown as 35. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process.

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by an original signed
certification. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form FAM-27 with blue ink, and attach a copy of the
form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.)

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person to contact if additional information is required.

Claims should be rounded to the nearest dollar. Submit a signed original and a copy of form FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all
other forms and supporting documents. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form in blue ink, and attach a
copy of the form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.) Use the following mailing addresses:

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Address, if delivered by other delivery service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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CLAIM SUMMARY

FORM
CB-1

(02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year

Reimbursement

(01) Claimant

Estimated

Rodda Act Direct Costs Cost Elements
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)(03) Reimbursable Components

Salaries and
Benefits

Materials and
Supplies

Travel and
Training

Contract
Services Total

1. Determining Bargaining Units and
Exclusive Representation

2. Election of Unit Representation

3. Cost of Negotiations

4. Impasse Proceedings

5. Collective Bargaining Agreement
Disclosure

6. Contract Administration

7. Unfair Labor Practice Charges

(04) Total Rodda Act Direct Costs

Winton Act Direct Costs

(05) Base Year, 1974-75 Direct Costs

(06) Base Year Direct Costs Adjusted by IPD [Line (05)(e) x 3.291 for 2002-03 F.Y.]

(07) Increased Direct Costs [Line (04)(e) – line (06)]

Indirect Costs

(08) Total Rodda Act Direct Costs less Contract Services [Line (04)(e) – line (04)(d)]

(09) Base Year Costs less Contract Services adjusted by IPD [{Line (05)(e) - line (05)(d)} x 3.291] l

(10) Increased Direct Costs less Contract Services [Line (08) - line (09)]

(11) Indirect Cost Rate [Federally approved OMB A-21, FAM-29C, or 7%]                  %

(12) Increased Indirect Costs [Line (10) x line (11)]

(13) Total Increased Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (07) + line (12)]

Cost Reduction

(14) Less:  Offsetting Savings

(15) Less:  Other Reimbursements

(16) Total Claimed Amount [Line (13) – {line (14) + line (15)}]

20 /20
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CLAIM SUMMARY
Instructions

FORM
CB-1

(01) Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed.
Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred or are to be incurred.

Form CB-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form CB-1 if you are filing an
estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than
10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than 10%, form CB-1 must be
completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year’s actual costs.

(03) For each of the reimbursable components, enter the total allowable cost from form CB-2, line (05),
columns (d) through (g) onto form CB-1, block (03), lines (1) through (7), columns (a) through (d). Total
each line and enter in column (e).

(04) Add columns (03)(d) and (e) for Cost Elements, and enter the totals on this line.

(05) Method A. Enter the 1974-75 Winton Act (base year) costs on line (05)(e). Enter on line (05)(d) any
contract service costs included in line (05)(e).

Method B. Enter the amount from form CB-1.1, line (04)(b) onto line (05)(e). Enter on line (05)(d) any
contract service costs included in line (05)(e). 

(06) Method A. Multiply the base year cost on line (05)(e) by the implicit price deflator (IPD). The 2002-03
IPD is 3.291.

Method B. Enter the amount from form CB-1.1, line (04)(d).

(07) Subtract the Base Year Direct Costs Adjusted by the IPD, line (06), from Total Rodda Act Direct Cost,
line (04)(e).

(08) Subtract Total Contract Services, line (04)(d), from Total Rodda Act Direct Costs, line (04)(e).

(09) Subtract Base Year Contract Services, line (05)(d), from Base Year, 1974-75 Direct Costs, line (05)(e),
and multiply the remainder by the IPD.

(10) Subtract Base Year Costs less Contract Services adjusted by the IPD, line (09), from Total Rodda Act
Direct Costs less Contract Services, line (08).

(11) Community college districts may use the federally approved OMB A-21 rate, the rate computed using
form FAM-29C, or the 7% indirect cost rate.

(12) Multiply Incremental Direct Costs less Contract Services, line (10), by Indirect Cost Rate, line (11).

(13) Enter the sum of Incremental Costs, line (07), and Incremental Indirect Costs, line (12).

(14) Less:  Offsetting Savings. If applicable, enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim.

(15) Less:  Other Reimbursements. If applicable, enter the amount of other reimbursements received from
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds,
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the
reimbursement sources and amounts.

(16) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (14), and Other Reimbursements,
line (15), from Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (13). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (13) for the Reimbursement Claim.
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DETERMINING WINTON ACT COSTS

FORM
CB-1.1

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year 20___/20___

NOTE: Beginning with the 1992-93 claims, a community college has the option of using Method A or Method B
for this segment of the claim to determine increased costs due to the Rodda Act.

Method A: Community college districts have been using this method in previous fiscal years to determine
increased costs. The community college district reduces the current Rodda Act costs by the total 1974-75
Winton Act (base year) cost adjusted by annual changes in the implicit price deflator. Rodda Act costs in
excess of the adjusted Winton Act costs are claimable. If a community college district chooses to continue
with this method, do not complete form CB-1.1.

Method B: This method is new. It may be advantageous for a community college district to use this
method if the district can provide cost documentation for each 1974-75 Winton Act cost component listed
below. The Rodda Act has the three similar matching cost components. Under each matched component,
report only the amount of Winton Act costs adjusted by changes in the implicit price deflator for which
current Rodda Act costs exist. Examples: (1) If the Rodda Act costs exceed the adjusted Winton Act costs
for the component, all Winton Act costs of the component must be reported for purposes of reducing the
Rodda Act costs. (2) If the adjusted Winton Act costs exceed current Rodda Act costs for the component,
residual Winton Act costs do not have to be applied against current Rodda Act costs of other components.
If Method B is chosen, the claimant must complete the following:

(01) Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Enter the fiscal year for which costs are being filed.

(03) Complete the following:

(a) Enter in column (a) the current Rodda Act costs for each of the three cost components, if any.

(b) Enter in column (b) the amount of the 1974-75 Winton Act costs applicable to each of the three
components. The total on line (4) column (b) should be the same as shown on form CB-1, line (5)(e).

(c) Enter in column (c) the product of multiplying the 1974-75 Winton Act cost component in column (b)
by the implicit price deflator specified for the fiscal year of the claim.

(d) Enter in each row, column (d), the lesser amount of column (a) or column (c). Total column (d) and
forward the amount to form CB-1, line (06).

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Similar Cost Components of the
Rodda Act and Winton Act Current Rodda

Act Costs
1974-75 Winton

Act Costs Applied

1974-75 Winton
Act Costs

 Adjusted by IPD

Winton Act Costs
to be Applied

1. Determination of Bargaining and Exclusive
Representation

  $   $   $   $

2. Election of Unit Representation

3. Meet and Confer (Cost of Negotiations)

4. Totals   $   $   $   $
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COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

FORM
CB-2

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year Costs Were Incurred

(03) Reimbursable Components: Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed.
Determining Bargaining Units and Exclusive Representation Collective Bargaining Agreement Disclosure

Election of Unit Representation Contract Administration

Cost of Negotiations Unfair Labor Practice Charges

Impasse Proceedings

(04) Description of Expenses: Complete columns (a) through (g) Object Accounts

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Employee Names, Job Classifications,
Functions Performed

and Description of Expenses

Hourly
Rate

or
Unit Cost

Hours
Worked

or
Quantity

Salaries
and

Benefits

Materials
and

Supplies
Travel Contract

Services

(05)  Total Subtotal Page:____of____
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Component/Activity Cost Detail
Instructions

FORM
CB-2

(01) Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Fiscal Year. Enter the fiscal year costs were incurred.

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box that indicates the cost component being claimed. Check
only one box per form. A separate form CB-2 shall be prepared for each component that applies.

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box “checked” in block (03), enter the
employee name(s), position title(s), a brief description of the activities performed, actual time spent by
each employee, productive hourly rate(s), fringe benefit(s), materials and supplies used, travel, and
contract services. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) must be of sufficient detail to
explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, all supporting documents
must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than three years after the end of the calendar
year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. Such documents
shall be made available to the State Controller’s Office on request.

ColumnsObject/
Sub object
Accounts (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Submit these
supporting
documents

with the claim

Salaries Employee
Name

Hourly
Rate

Hours
Worked

Salaries =
Hourly Rate

x Hours Worked

Benefits
Title

Activities

Benefit
Rate

Hours
Worked

Benefits =
Benefit Rate

x Salaries

Materials
and

Supplies

Description
of

Supplies Used

Unit
Cost

Quantity
Used

Cost =
Unit Cost
x Quantity

Used

Travel
Purpose of Trip
Name and Title
Departure and
Return Date

Per Diem
Rate

Mileage Rate
Travel Cost

Days
Miles

Travel Mode

Total Travel
Cost =

Rate x Days
or Miles

Contract
Services

Name of
Contractor

Specific Tasks
Performed

Hourly
Rate

Hours
Worked
Inclusive
Dates of
Service

Cost =
Hourly Rate

x
Hours

Worked

(05) Total line (04), columns (d), (e), (f) , and (g) and enter the sum on this line.  Check the appropriate box
to indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal.  If more than one form is needed to detail the component
costs, number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d), (e), (f), and (g) to form CB-1, block
(03), columns (a), (b), (c), and (d) in the appropriate row.
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OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER

STATE MANDATED COSTS CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS NO. 2001-07

HEALTH BENEFITS FOR SURVIVORS OF
PEACE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS 

(COMMUNITY COLLEGES)

In accordance with Government Code (GC) Section 17561, eligible claimants may submit claims
to the State Controller’s Office (SCO) for reimbursement of costs incurred for state mandated
cost programs. The following are claiming instructions and forms that eligible claimants will use
for the filing of claims for Health Benefits for Survivors of Peace Officers and Firefighters (HB).
These claiming instructions are issued subsequent to adoption of the program’s parameters and
guidelines (P’s & G’s) by the Commission on State Mandates (COSM).

Labor Code (LC) Section 4856 as added by Chapter 1120, Statutes of 1996, requires community
college districts to provide lifelong health benefits to the survivors of peace officers and
firefighters who died in the line of duty after September 30, 1996. Chapter 193, Statutes of 1997,
requires community college districts to provide health benefits to survivors of peace officers and
firefighters killed in the line of duty before September 30, 1996. Chapter 193, Statutes of 1997,
also amended LC Section 4856 to apply these benefits retroactively. 

On October 26, 2000, the COSM determined that LC Section 4856 establishes costs mandated by
the State according to the provisions listed in the attached P’s & G’s. For your reference, the
P’s & G’s are included as an integral part of the claiming instructions. 

Eligible Claimants
Any community college district, employing peace officers pursuant to Penal Code Section 830,
and incurring increased costs as a direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement
of these costs.  

Filing Deadlines

A. Initial Claims
Initial reimbursement claims must be filed within 120 days from the issuance date of
claiming instructions. If the death of the peace officer or firefighter occurred before 9/30/96,
reimbursement claims for Chapter 193, Statutes of 1997, for the period 1/1/98 to 6/30/98 and
fiscal years 1998-99 and 1999-00, must be filed with the SCO and be delivered or
postmarked on or before October 2, 2001. If death occurred after 9/30/96, for Chapter 1120,
Statutes of 1996, reimbursement costs for fiscal years 1997-98 through 1999-00, must be
filed with the SCO and be delivered or postmarked on or before October 2, 2001. Estimated
claims for the 2000-01 fiscal year must also be delivered or postmarked on or before
October 2, 2001. Thereafter, having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant
must file an annual reimbursement claim by January 15 of the following fiscal year. Claims
filed after the deadline will be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000. 
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Costs for all initial reimbursement claims must be filed separately according to the fiscal year
in which the costs were incurred. However, the initial claims will be considered as one claim
for the purpose of computing the late claim penalty. Do not prorate the penalty among fiscal
years. If the claims are late, the penalty should be applied to a single fiscal year.

In order for a claim to be considered properly filed, it must include any specific supporting
documentation requested in the instructions. Claims filed more than one year after the
deadline, or without the requested supporting documentation, will not be accepted.

B. Estimated Claims
Unless otherwise specified in the claiming instructions, community college districts are not
required to provide cost schedules and supporting documents with an estimated claim if the
estimated amount does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%.
Claimants can simply enter the estimated amount on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if
the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%,
claimants must complete supplemental claim forms to support their estimated costs as
specified for the program to explain the reason for the increased costs. If no explanation
supporting the higher estimate is provided with the claim, it will automatically be adjusted to
110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. Future estimated claims filed with the SCO
must be postmarked by January 15 of the fiscal year in which costs will be incurred. Timely
filed claims will be paid before late claims.

Minimum Claim Cost
For initial claims and annual claims filed on or after September 30, 2002, if the total costs for a
given year do not exceed $1,000, no reimbursement shall be allowed except as otherwise allowed
by GC Section 17564. 

Reimbursement of Claims
Initial reimbursement claims will only be reimbursed to the extent that expenditures can be
supported and if such information is unavailable, claims will be reduced. In addition, ongoing
reimbursement claims must be supported by documentation as evidence of the expenditures.
Examples of documentation may include, but are not limited to, employee time records that
identify mandate activities, payroll records, invoices, receipts, contracts, travel expense
vouchers, purchase orders, and caseload statistics.

Audit of Costs
All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if costs are related to the mandate,
are reasonable and not excessive, and the claim was prepared in accordance with the P’s & G’s
adopted by the COSM.  If any adjustments are made to a claim, a "Notice of Claim Adjustment,"
specifying the claim component adjusted, the amount adjusted, and the reason for the adjustment,
will be mailed within 30 days after payment of the claim.

On-site audits will be conducted by the SCO as deemed necessary. Accordingly, all
documentation to support actual costs claimed must be retained for a period of two years after
the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or amended regardless
of the year of costs incurred. When no funds are appropriated for initial claims at the time the
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claim is filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years from the date of initial
payment of the claim.  Claim documentation shall be made available to the SCO on request.

Retention of Claiming Instructions
The claiming instructions and forms in this package should be retained permanently in your
Mandated Cost Manual for future reference and use in filing claims. These forms should be
duplicated to meet your filing requirements. You will be notified of updated forms or changes to
claiming instructions as necessary.

For your reference, these and future mandated costs claiming instructions and forms can be
found on the Internet at www.sco.ca.gov/ard/local/locreim/index.htm.

Address for Filing Claims
Claims should be rounded to the nearest dollar. Submit a signed original and a copy of form
FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all other forms and supporting documents. (To expedite the
payment process, please sign the form in blue ink, and attach a copy of the form FAM-27 to
the top of the claim package.) Use the following mailing addresses:

If delivery is by If delivery is by
U.S. Postal Service: other delivery services:

Office of the State Controller Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850 3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  94250 Sacramento, CA  95816
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Adopted: March 29, 2001
f:\mandates\1997\97tc25\Ps&Gs\adoptpg

Parameters and Guidelines

Labor Code Section 4856, Government Code Section 21635
Statutes of 1996, Chapter 1120
Statutes of 1997, Chapter 193

Health Benefits for Survivors of Peace Officers and Firefighters
_______________________________________________________________________

I. SUMMARY AND SOURCE OF THE MANDATE

Statutes of 1996, chapter 1120 enacted Labor Code section 4856, which requires local
agencies to provide lifelong health benefits to the survivors of peace officers and
firefighters who die in the line of duty.  Statutes of 1997, chapter 193 further amended
Labor Code section 4856 by applying this benefit retroactively.  Additionally, chapter
1120 amended Government Code section 21635, by deleting language exempting local
agencies from collective bargaining under the Meyers-Milias-Brown Act with their
employees for survivor health benefits.

On October 26, 2000, the Commission adopted its Statement of Decision that the test
claim legislation constitutes a reimbursable state mandated program upon local
governments within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution
and Government Code section 17514.

II. ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS

1. Providing Survivor Health Benefits (Labor Code Section 4856)
Counties, cities, a city and county, and special districts, as defined in Government
Code section 17518 that employ peace officers and firefighters, and school districts,
as defined in Government Code section 17519, that employ peace officers are eligible
claimants.

2. Collective Bargaining (Government Code Section 21635)
Counties, cities, a city and county, and special districts, as defined in Government
Code section 17518 are eligible claimants.

III. PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT

Section 17557 of the Government Code, prior to its amendment by Statutes of 1998,
chapter 681, (effective September 22, 1998), stated that a test claim must be submitted on
or before December 31 following a given fiscal year to establish eligibility for
reimbursement for that fiscal year.  The test claim for this mandate was filed on
June 9, 1998.
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Statutes of 1996, chapter 1120, an urgency statute, became effective September 30, 1996.
It requires that local agencies provide health benefits to the survivors of peace officers
and firefighters killed in the line of duty after September 30, 1996.  And it allows
collective bargaining for the continued health benefits coverage of a surviving spouse.
Therefore, costs incurred for Statutes of 1996, chapter 1120, are eligible for
reimbursement on or after July 1, 1997.

Statutes of 1997, chapter 193, became effective on January 1, 1998.  It requires that local
agencies provide health benefits to the survivors of peace officers and firefighters killed
in the line of duty before September 30, 1996.  Therefore, cost incurred for Statutes of
1997, chapter 193, are eligible for reimbursement on or after January 1, 1998.

Actual costs for one fiscal year shall be included in each claim.  Estimated costs for the
subsequent year may be included on the same claim, if applicable.  Pursuant to section
17561, subdivision (d)(1) of the Government Code, all claims for reimbursement of
initial years’ costs shall be submitted within 120 days of notification by the State
Controller of the issuance of claiming instructions.

If total costs for a given year do not exceed $200, no reimbursement shall be allowed,
except as otherwise allowed by Government Code section 17564.

IV. REIMBURSABLE ACTIVITIES

For each eligible claimant, all direct and indirect costs of labor, materials, supplies and
services, training and travel for the performance of the following activities, are eligible
for reimbursement:

Component A.  Providing Survivor Health Benefits (Labor Code Section 4856)
1. Developing or updating internal policies, procedures and manuals as necessary to

provide health benefits to the deceased peace officer’s or firefighter’s surviving
spouse and eligible dependents, as required under Labor Code section 4856
(one-time activity).

2. Upon the death of a peace officer or firefighter killed in the line of duty, the
ongoing costs of maintaining files, manually or electronically, related to providing
health benefits to the deceased peace officer’s or firefighter’s surviving spouse and
eligible dependents, as required under Labor Code section 4856, is reimbursable.

3. Dependent Notification

a. Upon the death of a peace officer or firefighter killed in the line of duty,
providing a one-time notification to the surviving spouse that the local
government employer must continue providing health benefits to the
deceased employee’s spouse and minor dependents under the same terms
and conditions provided before death, or prior to the accident or injury that
caused death.  If there is no surviving spouse, then providing a one-time
notification to the minor dependents, or guardian, that the local
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government employer must continue providing health benefits until the
minor dependents reach the age of 21 years.  

b. Providing a one-time notice to the minor dependents of peace officers or
firefighters killed in the line of duty, when they are no longer eligible for
continued health benefits under the surviving spouse’s coverage.  Or, if
there is no surviving spouse, when the minor dependents reach the age of
21 years.

c. Upon remarriage of the surviving spouse, providing  a one-time notice to
the surviving spouse that the new spouse or stepchildren cannot be added
as family members under the continued health benefits coverage of the
surviving spouse.

4. Upon the death of a peace officer or firefighter killed in the line of duty,
communicating with the insurance plan provider for the purpose of notifying the
insurance plan provider of the peace officer’s or firefighter’s death, and
coordinating with the insurance plan provider to ensure that the deceased peace
officer’s or firefighter’s surviving spouse and eligible dependents will continue
receiving health benefits under the same terms and conditions as provided before
death, or prior to the accident or injury that caused death.

5. Upon the death of a peace officer or firefighter killed in the line of duty, the
amount of the insurance premiums paid to HMOs, or the contributions to self-
insured pools, for the continued health benefits coverage to the deceased peace
officer’s or firefighter’s surviving spouse, as required under Labor Code section
4856, is reimbursable.  Eligible minor dependents are provided health benefits
under the surviving spouse’s coverage.  If there is no surviving spouse, eligible
dependents are provided health benefits until the age of 21 years.  A surviving
spouse’s new spouse or stepchildren are ineligible for continued health benefits
under the surviving spouse’s coverage.

Component B.   Collective Bargaining for the Continued Health Benefits Coverage of a
Surviving Spouse (Government Code Section 21635)

1. Developing or updating internal policies, procedures and manuals as necessary to
collective ly bargain with local employee representatives (one-time activity).

2. Maintaining files manually or electronically related to collective bargaining.

3. The cost of up to five employer representatives and the cost of up to five
employee representatives will be reimbursed for the following activities if a
representative of a recognized employee organization requests that the local
governmental employer meet and confer in good faith.
a. Reviewing the recognized employee organization’s initial contract proposal.

b. Developing and presenting the local government employer’s response to the
recognized employee organization’s initial contract proposal.

c. Participating in negotiating planning sessions in preparation of pending
negotiations with the recognized employee organization’s representatives.
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d. Negotiating with the recognized employee organization’s representatives.

e. Holding public hearings, pursuant to Government Code 3505.1, so that the
governing board can approve the memorandum of understanding.

f. Reproducing and distributing to employer representatives (supervisory,
management, and confidential) that portion of the final contract agreement.
Reproducing and distributing copies of the final contract to collective
bargaining unit members are not reimbursable.

V.  CLAIM PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION

Claims for reimbursement must be timely filed and identify each cost element for which
reimbursement is claimed under this mandate.  Claimed costs must be identified to each
reimbursable activity identified in Section IV of this document.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
Claimed costs shall be supported by the following cost element information:

A.  Direct Costs
Direct Costs are defined as costs that can be traced to specific goods, services, units,
programs, activities or functions.

Claimed costs shall be supported by the following cost element information:

1.  Salaries and Benefits
Identify the employee(s), and/or show the classification of the employee(s) involved.
Describe the reimbursable activities performed and specify the actual time devoted to
each reimbursable activity, the productive hourly rate, and related employee benefits.

Reimbursement includes compensation paid for salaries, wages, and employee benefits.
Employee benefits include regular compensation paid to an employee during periods of
authorized absences (e.g., annual leave, sick leave) and the employer’s contributions to
social security, pension plans, insurance, and workers’ compensation insurance.
Employee benefits are eligible for reimbursement when distributed equitably to all job
activities performed by the employee.

2.  Materials and Supplies
Only expenditures that can be identified as a direct cost of this mandate may be claimed.
List the cost of the materials and supplies consumed specifically for the purposes of this
mandate.  Purchases shall be claimed at the actual price after deducting cash discounts,
rebates and allowances received by the claimant.  Supplies that are withdrawn from
inventory shall be charged based on a recognized method of costing, consistently applied.

3.  Contract Services

Contracted services for participation of employer representatives in contract negotiations
and negotiation planning sessions will be reimbursed.  Provide the name(s) of the
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contractor(s) who performed the services, including any fixed contracts for services.
Describe the reimbursable activity(ies)  performed by each named contractor and give the
number of actual hours spent on the activities, if applicable.  Show the inclusive dates
when services were performed and itemize all costs for those services.  Submit contract
consultant and attorney invoices with the claim.

4.  Travel
Travel expenses for mileage, per diem, lodging, and other employee entitlements are
eligible for reimbursement in accordance with the rules of the local jurisdiction.  Provide
the name(s) of the traveler(s), purpose of travel, inclusive dates and times of travel,
destination points and travel costs.

5.  Training

The cost of training an employee to perform the mandated activities is eligible for
reimbursement.  Identify the employee(s) by name and job classification.  Provide the
title and subject of the training session, the date(s) attended, and the location.
Reimbursable costs may include salaries and benefits, registration fees, transportation,
lodging, and per diem.

B.  Indirect Costs
Indirect costs are defined as costs which are incurred for a common or joint purpose,
benefiting more than one program and are not directly assignable to a particular
department or program without efforts disproportionate to the result achieved.  Indirect
costs may include both (1) overhead costs of the unit performing the mandate; and (2) the
costs of central government services distributed to other departments based on a
systematic and rational basis through a cost allocation plan.

Cities, Counties, and Special Districts

Compensation for indirect costs is eligible for reimbursement utilizing the procedure
provided in the OMB A-87.  Claimants have the option of using 10% of direct labor,
excluding fringe benefits, or preparing an Indirect Cost Rate Proposal (ICRP) if the
indirect cost rate claimed exceeds 10%.

If the claimant chooses to prepare an ICRP, both the direct costs (as defined and
described in OMB Circular A-87 Attachments A and B) and the indirect costs shall
exclude capital expenditures and unallowable costs (as defined and described in OMB
Circular A-87 Attachments A and B).  However, unallowable costs must be included in
the direct costs if they represent activities to which indirect costs are properly allocable.

The distribution base may be (1) total direct costs (excluding capital expenditures and
other distorting items, such as pass-through funds, major subcontracts, etc.), (2) direct
salaries and wages, or (3) another base which results in an equitable distribution.
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In calculating an ICRP, the Claimant shall have the choice of one of the two following
methodologies:

1. The allocation of allowable indirect costs (as defined and described in OMB
Circular A-87 Attachments A and B) shall be accomplished by (1) classifying a
department’s total costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, and (2)
dividing the total allowable indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an
equitable distribution base.  The result of this process is an indirect cost rate
which is used to distribute indirect costs to mandates.  The rate should be
expressed as a percentage which the total amount allowable indirect costs bears to
the base selected; or

2. The allocation of allowable indirect costs (as defined and described in OMB
Circular A-87 Attachments A and B) shall be accomplished by (1) separating a
department into groups, such as divisions or sections, and then classifying the
division’s or section’s total costs for the base period as either direct or indirect,
and (2) dividing the total allowable indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an
equitable distribution base.  The result of this process is an indirect cost rate
which is used to distribute indirect costs to mandates.  The rate should be
expressed as a percentage which the total amount allowable indirect costs bears to
the base selected.

School Districts

1. School districts must use the J-380 (or subsequent replacement) non-restrictive
indirect cost rate provisionally approved by the California Department of
Education.

2. County offices of education must use the J-580 (or subsequent replacement)
non-restrictive indirect cost rate provisionally approved by the State Department
of Education.

3. Community colleges have the option of using (1) a federally approved rate,
utilizing the cost accounting principles from the Office of Management and
Budget Circular A-21 “Cost Principles of Educational Institutions”, (2) the rate
calculated on State Controller’s Form FAM-29C, or (3) a 7% indirect cost rate.

VI.  SUPPORTING DATA

For audit purposes, all costs claimed shall be traceable to source documents (e.g.,
employee time records, invoices, receipts, purchase orders, contracts, worksheets,
calendars, declarations, etc.) that show evidence of the validity of such costs and their
relationship to the state mandated program.  All documentation in support of the claimed
costs shall be made available to the State Controller’s Office, as may be requested, and
all reimbursement claims are subject to audit during the period specified in Government
Code, section 17558.5, subdivision (a).
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VII.  OFFSETTING SAVINGS AND OTHER REIMBURSEMENT

Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences as a direct result of the subject mandate
shall be deducted from the costs claimed.  In addition, reimbursement for this mandate
received from any source, including but not limited to, service fees collected, federal
funds and other state funds shall be identified and deducted from this claim.

VIII.  STATE CONTROLLER’S OFFICE REQUIRED CERTIFICATION

An authorized representative of the claimant shall be required to provide a certification of
the claim, as specified in the State Controller’s claiming instructions, for those costs
mandated by the State contained herein.

IX. PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES AMENDMENTS

Pursuant to Title 2, California Code of Regulations, section 1183.2, Parameters and
Guidelines amendments filed before the deadline for initial claims as specified in the
Claiming Instructions shall apply to all years eligible for reimbursement as defined in the
original parameters and guidelines.  A Parameters and Guidelines amendment filed after
the initial claiming deadline must be submitted on or before January 15, following a
fiscal year in order to establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year.
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State Controller's Office
Program

(19)

(20) Date Filed

(21) LRS Input
(01)

(02)

(26)

### FALSE (03) (09) (27)

### FALSE (04) (10) (28)

### FALSE (05) (11) (29)

(06) (12) (30)

(07) (13) (31)

(14) (32)

(15) (33)

(16) (34)

(08) (17) (35)

(18) (36)

(38)

Form FAM-27 (Revised 09/03)

Amended

HB-1, (04)(B)(3)(f)

HB-1, (04)(B)(4)(f)

HB-1, (04)(B)(5)(f)

HB-1, (06)

For State Controller Use Only

233
CLAIM FOR PAYMENT

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561
HEALTH BENEFITS FOR SURVIVORS OF
PEACE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS 

L
A
B
E
L

H
E
R
E

Claimant Identification Number

Claimant Name

County of Location

Street Address or P.O. Box

City

Suite

State Zip Code

Reimbursement Claim Data

HB-1, (03)

HB-1, (04)(A)(1)(f)

HB-1, (04)(B)(1)(f)

HB-1, (04)(B)(2)(f)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

HB-1, (07)

HB-1, (09)

HB-1, (10)

Amended

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM

Date

Net Claimed Amount

Due from State

Type of Claim

20___/20___ 20___/20___Fiscal Year of Cost

ReimbursementEstimated

Combined Combined

(        )           -                  Ext.Telephone Number

Title

E-Mail Address

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000

Less: Prior Claim Payment Received

Type or Print Name
Name of Contact Person for Claim

Due to State

Program Number 00233

Total Claimed Amount

____/____/____

____/____/____

Signature of Authorized Officer

Community College Mandated Cost Manual

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code Section 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the community college 
district to file mandated cost claims with the State of California for this program,  and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not 
violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1098, inclusive.

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein, and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program.  All offsetting savings 
and reimbursements set forth in the Parameters and Guidelines are identified, and all costs claimed are supported by source 
documentation currently maintained by the claimant.

The amounts for this Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs set forth on the attached statements. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and  correct.

Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim
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State Controller’s Office  Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Form FAM-27 (Revised 09/03)

Program

233
HEALTH BENEFITS FOR SURVIVORS OF
PEACE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS 

Certification Claim Form
Instructions

FORM
FAM-27

(01) Enter the payee number assigned by the State Controller’s Office.

(02) Enter your Official Name, County of Location, Street or P. O. Box address, City, State, and Zip Code.

(03) If filing an estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03), Estimated.

(04) Leave blank.

(05) If filing an amended estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05), Amended. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred.

(07) Enter the amount of the estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete
form HB-1 and enter the amount from line (11).

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07).

(09) If filing a reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09), Reimbursement.

(10) Leave blank.

(11) If filing an amended reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (11), Amended.

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed,
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year.

(13) Enter the amount of the reimbursement claim from form HB-1, line (11). The total claimed amount must exceed $1,000.

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs were incurred or the claims shall be
reduced by a late penalty. Enter zero if the claim was timely filed, otherwise, enter the product of multiplying line (13) by the
factor 0.10 (10% penalty), or $1,000, whichever is less.

(15) If filing an actual reimbursement claim and an estimated claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount
received for the claim. Otherwise, enter a zero.

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13).

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enter that amount on line (17), Due from State.

(18) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative, enter that amount on line (18), Due to State.

(19) to (21) Leave blank.

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for
the reimbursement claim, e.g., HB-1, (04)(A)(1)(f), means the information is located on form HB-1, block (04), line (A)(1), column
(f). Enter the information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar,
i.e., no cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should
be shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process.

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by an original signed
certification. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form FAM-27 with blue ink, and attach a copy of the
form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.)

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person to contact if additional information is required.

Claims should be rounded to the nearest dollar. Submit a signed original and a copy of form FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all
other forms and supporting documents. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form in blue ink, and attach a
copy of the form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.) Use the following mailing addresses:

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Address, if delivered by other delivery service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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Program

233
MANDATED COSTS

HEALTH BENEFITS FOR SURVIVORS OF
PEACE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS 

CLAIM SUMMARY

FORM
HB-1

(02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year
Reimbursement

(01) Claimant

Estimated

Claim Statistics

(03) Number of peace officers and firefighters who died in the line of duty during the fiscal year

Direct Costs Object Accounts

(04) Reimbursable Components (a) (b) (c) (d)

 A.  One-Time Costs

Salaries
and

Benefits

Materials
and

Supplies

Contract
Services

Travel
and

Training

1. Develop Policies & Procedures

 B.  Ongoing Costs

1. File Maintenance

2. Dependent Notification

3. Insurance Notification

4. Continued Coverage

(05) Total Direct Costs

Indirect Costs

(06) Indirect Cost Rate [Federally approved OMB A-21, FAM-29C, or 7%]

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (06) x line (05)(a)] 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (05)(f) + line (07)]

Cost Reduction

(09) Less:  Offsetting Savings

(10) Less:  Other Reimbursements

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (08) - {line (09) + line (10)}]
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Program

233
HEALTH BENEFITS FOR SURVIVORS OF
PEACE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS 

CLAIM SUMMARY
Instructions

FORM
HB-1

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. If more than one department has incurred costs for this mandate, give
the name of each department. A separate form HB-1 should be completed for each department.

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed.
Enter the fiscal year of costs.

Form HB-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form HB-1 if you are filing an
estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than
10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than 10%, form HB-1 must be
completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year’s actual costs.

(03) Enter the number of peace officers and firefighters who died in the line of duty during the fiscal year of
the claim.

(04) Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the total from form HB-2, line
(05), columns (d) through (g) to form HB-1, block (04), columns (a) through (d) in the appropriate row.
Total each row.

(05) Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through (f).

(06) Community college districts may use the federally approved OMBA-21 rate, the rate computed using
form FAM 29C, or a 7% indirect cost rate, for the fiscal year of costs.

(07) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06), by the Total
Salaries and Benefits, line (05)(a).

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (05)(f), and Total Indirect
Costs, line (07).

(09) Less:  Offsetting Savings. If applicable, enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim.

(10) Less:  Other Reimbursements. If applicable, enter the amount of other reimbursements received from
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds,
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the
reimbursement sources and amounts.

(11) Total Claimed Amount. From Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (08), subtract the sum of Offsetting
Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements, line (10). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim or line (13) for the Reimbursement
Claim.
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233
MANDATED COSTS

HEALTH BENEFITS FOR SURVIVORS OF
PEACE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS 
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

FORM
HB-2

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year

(03) Reimbursable Components:  Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed.

One-Time Costs: Develop Policies and Procedures (A1)

Ongoing Costs: File Maintenance (A2) Insurance Notification (A4)

Dependent Notification (A3) Continued Coverage (A5)

(04) Description of Expenses Object Accounts

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Employee Names, Job Classifications,
Functions Performed, Description of

Expenses, and *Date of Death

Hourly
Rate

or
Unit Cost

Hours
Worked

or
Quantity

Salaries
and

Benefits

Materials
and

Supplies

Contract
Services

Travel
and

Training

(05)  Total Subtotal
 Page: of
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233
HEALTH BENEFITS FOR SURVIVORS OF
PEACE OFFICERS AND FIREFIGHTERS 
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

Instructions

FORM
HB-2

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant. If more than one department has incurred costs for this mandate, give
the name of each department. A separate form HB-2 should be completed for each department.

(02) Fiscal Year. Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred.

(03) Reimbursable Components. Each component title lists the corresponding reimbursable activity from the
Parameters and Guidelines. For example, Continued Coverage (A5), means the component description is listed in
the Parameters and Guidelines under Section IV. Reimbursable Activities, Component A. 5.

Check the box which indicates the cost component being claimed. Check only one box per form. A separate form
HB-2 shall be prepared for each applicable component.

(04) *Date of Death. Enter the date of death for each peace officer and firefighter in block (04), column (a).

Ch. 193/97, Death before 9/30/96: Reimbursement of costs for the period 1/1/98 to 6/30/98 and fiscal years
1998-99 and 1999-00 for actual claims and 2000-01 for estimated claims.   

Ch. 1120/96, Death after 9/30/96: Reimbursement of costs for fiscal years 1997-98 through 1999-00 for actual
claims and 2000-01 for estimated claims.

Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support reimbursable
costs. To detail costs for the component activity box “checked” in block (03), enter the employee names, position
titles, a brief description of the activities performed, actual time spent by each employee, productive hourly rates,
fringe benefits, supplies used, contract services, travel expenses, etc. The descriptions required in column
(4)(a) must be of sufficient detail to explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes,
all supporting documents must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than three years after the end of
the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. When no funds
are appropriated for the initial payment at the time the claim was filed, supporting documents must be retained for
three years from the date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be made available to the State
Controller’s Office on request.

ColumnsObject/
Sub object
Accounts (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Submit these
supporting
documents

with the claim

Salaries Employee
Name/Title

Hourly
Rate

Hours
Worked

Salaries =
Hourly Rate

x Hours
Worked

Benefits Activities
Performed

Benefit
Rate

Benefits =
Benefit Rate

x Salaries

Materials and
Supplies

Description
of

Supplies Used

Unit
Cost

Quantity
Used

Cost =
Unit Cost
x Quantity

Used

Contract
Services

Name of
Contractor

Specific Tasks
Performed

Hourly
Rate

Hours Worked

Inclusive
Dates of
Service

Cost =
Hourly Rate x
Hours Worked

or
Total Contract

Invoice

Travel and
Training

Travel

Purpose of Trip
Name and Title

Departure and
Return Date

Per Diem
Rate

Mileage Rate

Travel Cost

Days

Miles

Travel Mode

Cost = Rate x
Days or Miles

or Total
Travel Cost

Training
Employee
Name/Title

Name of Class

Dates
Attended

Registration
Fee

(05) Total line (04), columns (d) through (h) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to indicate if the
amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the component/activity costs, number each
page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d) through (h) to form HB-1, block (04), columns (a) through (e) in the
appropriate row.
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HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 

1. Summary of Chapters 1/84, 2nd E.S., and Chapter 1118/87 

Chapter 1, Statutes of 1984, 2nd E. S., repealed Education Code § 72246 v.tlich authorized 
community college districts to charge a fee for the purpose of providing health supervision 
and services, direct and indirect medical and hospitalization services, and operation of 
student health centers. The statute also required community college districts that charged 
a fee in the 1983/84 fiscal year to maintain that level of health services in the 1984/85 
fiscal year and each fiscal year thereafter. The provisions of this statute 1M>uld 
automatically repeal on December 31, 1987, v.tlich 11\0uld reinstate the community college 
districts' authority to charge a health fee as specified. 

Chapter 1118, Statutes of 1987 amended Education Code § 72246 to require any 
community college district that provided health services in the 1986/87 fiscal year to 
maintain health services at that level in the 1986/87 fiscal year and each fiscal year 
thereafter. Chapter 8, Statutes of 1993, has revised the numbering of§ 72246 to§ 76355. 

2. Eligible Claimants 

Any community college district incurring increased costs as a result of this mandate is 
eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs. 

3. Appropriations 

To determine if current funding is available for this program, refer to the schedule 
"Appropriations for State Mandated Cost Programs" in the "Annual Claiming Instructions for 
State Mandated Costs" issued in mid-September of each year to community college 
presidents. 

4. Types of Claims 

A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims 

A claimant may file a reimbursement claim and/or an estimated claim. A 
reimbursement claim details the costs actually incurred for a prior fiscal year. An 
estimated claim shows the costs to be incurred for the current fiscal year. 

B. Minimum Claim 

Section 17564(a), Government Code, provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to 
Section 17561 unless such a claim exceeds $200 per program per fiscal year. 

5. Filing Deadline 

Revised 9/97 

( 1) Refer to item 3 "Appropriations" to determine if the program is funded for the current 
fiscal year. If funding is available, an estimated claim must be filed with the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30, of the fiscal year in v.tlich costs 
are to be incurred. Timely filed estimated claims will be paid before late claims. 

After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a 
reimbursement claim by November 30, of the following fiscal year regardless 
v.tlether the payment was more or less than the actual costs. If the local agency 
fails to file a reimbursement claim, monies received must be returned to the 
State. If no estimated claim was filed, the local agency may file a reimbursement 
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claim detailing the actual costs incurred for the fiscal year, provided there was an 
appropriation for the program for that fiscal year. (See item 3 above). 

(2) A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed with the State 
Controller's Office and postmarked by November 30 following the fiscal year in \Nhich 
costs vvere incurred. If the claim is filed after the deadline but by November 30 of the 
succeeding fiscal year, the approved claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, 
not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the deadline will not be 
accepted. 

6. Reimbursable Components 

Eligible claimants will be reimbursed for health service costs at the level of service 
provided in the 1986/87 fiscal year. The reimbursement will be reduced by the amount of 
student health fees authorized per the Education Code § 76355. 

After January 1, 1993, pursuant to Chapter 8, Statutes of 1993, the fees students vvere 
required to pay for health supervision and services vvere not more than: 

$10.00 per semester 

$5.00 for summer school 

$5.00 for each quarter 

Beginning with the summer of 1997, the fees are: 

$11.00 per semester 

$8.00 for summer school or 

$8.00 for each quarter 

The district may increase fees by the same percentage increase as the Implicit Price 
Deflator (IPD) for the state and local government purchase of goods and services. 
Whenever the IPD calculates an increase of one dollar ($1) above the existing amount, the 
fees may be increased by one dollar ($1 ). 

7. Reimbursement Limitations 

A. If the level at \Nhich health services vvere provided during the fiscal year of 
reimbursement is less than the level of health services that vvere provided in the 
1986/87 fiscal year, no reimbursement is forthcoming. 

B. Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source (e.g. 
federal, state grants, foundations, etc.) as a result of this mandate, shall be identified 
and deducted so only net local costs are claimed. 

8. Claiming Forms and Instructions 

The diagram "Illustration of Claim Forms" provides a graphical presentation of forms 
required to be filed with a claim. A claimant may submit a computer generated report in 
substitution for forms HFE-1.0, HFE-1.1, and form HFE-2 provided the format of the report 
and data fields contained within the report are identical to the claim forms included in these 
instructions. The claim forms provided with these instructions should be duplicated and 
used by the claimant to file estimated and reimbursement claims. The State Controller's 
Office will revise the manual and claim forms as necessary. In such instances, new 
replacement forms will be mailed to claimants. 
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A. Form HFE- 2, Health Services 

This form is used to list the health services the community college provided during the 
1986/87 fiscal year and the fiscal year of the reimbursement claim. 

B. Form HFE-1.1, Claim Summary 

This form is used to compute the allowable increased costs an individual college of 
the community college district has incurred to comply with the state mandate. The 
level of health services reported on this form must be supported by official financial 
records of the community college district. A copy of the document must be submitted 
with the claim. The amount shoVIKl on line (13) of this form is carried to form HFE-1.0. 

C. Form HFE-1.0, Claim Summary 

This form is used to list the individual colleges that had increased costs due to the 
state mandate and to compute a total claimable cost for the district. The ''Total 
Amount Claimed", line (04) on this form is carried forward to form FAM-27, line 13, for 
the reimbursement claim, or line (07) for the estimated claim. 

D. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment 

Revised 9/97 

This form contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized representative 
of the local agency. All applicable information from form HFE-1.0 and HFE 1.1 must 
be carried forward to this form for the State Controller's Office to process the claim for 
payment. 

Form HFE-2 

Health 

Services 

Form HFE-1.1 
ComponenU 

Activity 

Cost Detail 

Form HFE-1.0 

Claim Summary 

l 
FAM-27 

Claim 

for Payment 

Illustration of Claim Forms 

Forms HFE-1.1, Claim Summary 

Complete a separate form HFE-1.1 for each 
college for which costs are claimed by the 
community college district. 
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Program
(19)

(20) Date Filed

(21) LRS Input
(01)

(02)

(26)

### FALSE (03) (09) (27)

### FALSE (04) (10) (28)

### FALSE (05) (11) (29)

(06) (12) (30)

(07) (13) (31)

(14) (32)

(15) (33)

(16) (34)

(08) (17) (35)

(18) (36)

(38)

Amended

For State Controller Use Only

234
CLAIM FOR PAYMENT

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561

HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION

L
A
B
E
L

H
E
R
E

Claimant Identification Number

Claimant Name

County of Location

Street Address or P.O. Box

City

Suite

State Zip Code

Reimbursement Claim Data

HFE-1.0, (04)(b)(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

Net Claimed Amount

Due from State

Due to State

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM

Date

Type of Claim

20___/20___ 20___/20___Fiscal Year of Cost

ReimbursementEstimated

Combined Combined

Amended

Type or Print Name

(        )           -                  Ext.Telephone Number

Title
Name of Contact Person for Claim

Form FAM-27 (Revised 09/03)

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000

Less: Prior Claim Payment Received

E-Mail Address

Program Number 00234

Total Claimed Amount

____/____/____

____/____/____

Signature of Authorized Officer

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code Section 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the community college 
district to file mandated cost claims with the State of California for this program,  and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not 
violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1098, inclusive.

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein, and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program.  All offsetting savings 
and reimbursements set forth in the Parameters and Guidelines are identified, and all costs claimed are supported by source 
documentation currently maintained by the claimant.

The amounts for this Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs set forth on the attached statements. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and  correct.

Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim

State Controller's Office Community College Mandated Cost Manual
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Form FAM-27 (Revised 09/03)

Program

234
HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION

Certification Claim Form
Instructions

FORM
FAM-27

(01) Enter the payee number assigned by the State Controller’s Office.

(02) Enter your Official Name, County of Location, Street or P. O. Box address, City, State, and Zip Code.

(03) If filing an estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated.

(04) Leave blank.

(05) If filing an amended estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred.

(07) Enter the amount of the estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete
form HFE-1.1 and enter the amount from line (13).

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07).

(09) If filing a reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement.

(10) Leave blank.

(11) If filing an amended reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended.

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed,
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year.

(13) Enter the amount of the reimbursement claim from form HFE-1.1, line (13 ). The total claimed amount must exceed $1,000.

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs are incurred or the claims shall be
reduced by a late penalty. Enter zero if the claim was timely filed, otherwise, enter the product of multiplying line (13) by the
factor 0.10 (10% penalty), or $1,000, whichever is less.

(15) If filing an actusl reimbursement claim and an estimated claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount
received for the claim. Otherwise, enter a zero.

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13).

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enter that amount on line (17), Due from State.

(18) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative, enter that amount on line (18), Due to State.

(19) to (21) Leave blank.

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for
the reimbursement claim, e.g., HFE-1.0, (04)(b), means the information is located on form HFE-1.0, block (04), column (b). Enter
the information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, i.e., no
cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should be
shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process.

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by an original signed
certification. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form FAM-27 with blue ink, and attach a copy of the
form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.)

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person whom this office should contact if additional information is
required.

Claims should be rounded to the nearest dollar. Submit a signed original and a copy of form FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all
other forms and supporting documents. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form in blue ink, and attach a
copy of the form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.) Use the following mailing addresses:

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Address, if delivered by other delivery service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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MANDATED COSTS FORM 

HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION HFE-1.0 
CLAIM SUMMARY 

(01) Claimant (02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year 
Reimbursement CJ 
Estimated C:J 19 _/19 -

(03) List all the colleges of the community college district identified in form HFE-1.1, line (03) 

{a) (b) 
Name of College Claimed 

Amount 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

(04) Total Amount Claimed [Line (3.1 b) + line (3.2b) + line (3.3b) + ... line (3.21 b)] 

Revised 9/97 Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 
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HEAL TH FEE ELIMINATION 

CLAIM SUMMARY 

Instructions 

State Controller's Office 

FORM 

HFE-1.0 

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. Only a community college district may file a claim with the State 
Controller's Office on behalf of its colleges. 

(02) Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. Enter the fiscal year 
for which the expenses were/are to be incurred. A separate claim must be filed for each fiscal year. 

Form HFE-1.0 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form HFE-1.0 if you are filing an 
estimated claim and the estimate is not more than 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. Simply 
enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated claim 
exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, forms HFE-1.0 and HFE-1.1 must be 
completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the high 
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. 

(03) List all the colleges of the community college district which have increased costs. A separate form HFE-1 .1 
must be completed for each college showing how costs were derived. 

(04) Enter the total claimed amount of all colleges by adding the Claimed Amount, line (3.1 b) + line (3.2b) ... + 
(3.21 b). 

Chapters 1/84 and 1118/87 Revised 9/97 
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Revised 09/03

Program

234
MANDATED COSTS

HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION
CLAIM SUMMARY

FORM
HFE-1.1

(02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year
Reimbursement

(01) Claimant

Estimated 20___/20___

(03) Name of College

(04) Indicate with a check mark, the level at which health services were provided during the fiscal year of reimbursement in
comparison to the 1986-87 fiscal year. If the “Less” box is checked, STOP, do not complete the form. No reimbursement is
allowed.

Direct Cost Indirect
Cost

Total

(05) Cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim                                

(06) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services in excess of 1986-87

(07) Cost of providing current fiscal year health services at 1986-87 level
[Line (05) - line (06)]

(08) Complete columns (a) through (g) to provide detail data for health fees

Collection Period (a)
Number of
Students
Enrolled

(b)
Students

Exempt per
EC

76355(c)(1)

(c)
Students

Exempt per
EC

76355(c)(2)

(d)
Students

Exempt per
EC

76355(c)(3)

(e)
Number of
Students
Subject to
Health Fee
(a)-(b)-(-c)-(d)

(f)
Unit Cost

Per
Student
Per EC
76355

(g)
Student
Health
Fees

(e) x (f)

1. Per Fall Semester

2. Per Spring Semester

3. Per Summer Session

4. Per First Quarter

5. Per Second Quarter

6. Per third Quarter

(09) Total health fee that could have been collected: The sum of (Line (08)(1)(c) through line (08)(6)(c)

(10) Subtotal [Line (07) - line (09)] l

Cost Reduction

(11) Less:  Offsetting Savings

(12) Less:  Other Reimbursements

(13) Total Claimed Amount [Line (10) - {line (11) + line (12)}]

LESS MORESAME
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Program

234
HEALTH FEE ELIMINATION

CLAIM SUMMARY
Instructions

FORM
HFE-1.1

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. Only a community college district may file a claim with the State Controller’s Office
(SCO) on behalf of its colleges.

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed. Enter the fiscal
year of costs.

Form HFE-1.1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form HFE-1.1 if you are filing an
estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than 10%.
Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated claim
exceeds the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than 10%, form HFE-1.1 must be completed and a
statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the high estimated claim will
automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year’s actual costs.

(03) Enter the name of the college or community college district that provided student health services in the 1986-87
fiscal year and continue to provide the same services during the fiscal year of claim.

(04) Compare the level of services provided during the fiscal year of reimbursement to the 1986-87 fiscal year and
indicate the result by marking a check in the appropriate box. If the “Less” box is checked, STOP and do not
complete the remaining part of this claim form. No reimbursement is forthcoming. 

(05) Enter the direct cost, indirect cost, and total cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim on line (05). Direct
cost of health services is identified on the college expenditure report authorized by Education Code §76355 and
included in the Community College Annual Financial and Budget Report CCFS-311, EDP Code 6440, column 5. If
the amount of direct costs claimed is different than that shown on the expenditure report, provide a schedule listing
those community college costs that are in addition to, or a reduction to expenditures shown on the report. For
claiming indirect costs, college districts have the option of using a federally approved rate from the Office of
Management and Budget Circular A-21, form FAM-29C, or a 7% indirect cost rate.    

(06) Enter the direct cost, indirect cost, and total cost of health services that are in excess of the level provided in the
1986-87 fiscal year. 

(07) Enter the difference of the cost of health services for the fiscal year of claim, line (05) and the cost of providing
current fiscal year services that are in excess of the level provided in the 1986-87 fiscal year line (06).

(08) Complete columns (a) through (g) to provide details on the number of students enrolled, the number of students
exempt per EC Section 76355(c)(1), (2), and (3), and the amount of health service fees that could have been
collected.  After 05/01/01, the student fees for health supervision and services are $12.00 per semester, $9.00 for
summer school, and $9 for each quarter. 

(09) Enter the sum of student health fees that could have been collected, other than exempt students.

(10)

(11)

Enter the difference of the cost of providing health services at the 1986-87 level, line (07) and the total health fee
that could have been collected, line (09). If line (09) is greater than line (07), no claim shall be filed.

Enter the total savings experienced by the school identified in line (03) as a  direct cost of this mandate. Submit a
detailed schedule of  savings with the claim.

(12)

(13)

Enter the total of other reimbursements received from any source, (i.e., federal, other state programs, etc.,)
Submit a detailed schedule of reimbursements with the claim.

Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (11), and Other Reimbursements, line (12), from Total 1986-87 Health
Service Cost excluding Student Health Fees.
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MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH ELIMINATION FEE 

HEAL TH SERVICES 

{01) Claimant: I {02) Fiscal Year costs were incurred: 

{03) Place an "X" in columns (a) and/or {b), as applicable, to indicate which health services 
were provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal years. 

Accident Reports 

Appointments 
College Physician, surgeon 
Dermatology, family practice 
Internal Medicine 
Outside Physician 
Dental Services 
Outside Labs, (X-ray, etc.) 
Psychologist, full services 
Cancel/Change Appointments 
Registered Nurse 
Check Appointments 

Assessment, Intervention and Counseling 
Birth Control 
Lab Reports 
Nutrition 
Test Results, office 
Venereal Disease 
Communicable Disease 
Upper Respiratory Infection 
Eyes, Nose and Throat 
EyeNision 
Dermatology/ Allergy 
Gynecology/Pregnancy Service 
Neuralgic 
Orthopedic 
Genito/Urinary 
Dental 
Gastro-1 ntestinal 
Stress Counseling 
Crisis Intervention 
Child Abuse Reporting and Counseling 
Substance Abuse Identification and Counseling 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
Eating Disorders 
Weight Control 
Personal Hygiene 
Burnout 
Other Medical Problems, list 

Examinations, minor illnesses 
Recheck Minor Injury 

Health Talks or Fairs, Information 
Sexually Transmitted Disease 
Drugs 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 

FORM 

HFE-2 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 

Revised 9/93 Chapter 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 1 729
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MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH ELIMINATION FEE 

HEAL TH SERVICES 

FORM 

HFE-2 

(01) Claimant: I (02) Fiscal Year costs were incurred: 

(03) Place an "X" in column (a) and/or (b), as applicable, to indicate which health services were 
provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal years. 

Child Abuse 
Birth Control/Family Planning 
Stop Smoking 
Library, Videos and Cassettes 

First Aid, Major Emergencies 

First Aid, Minor Emergencies 

First Aid Kits, Filled 

Immunizations 
Diphtheria!T etanus 
Measles/Rubella 
Influenza 
Information 

Insurance 
On Campus Accident 
Voluntary 
Insurance Inquiry/Claim Administration 

Laboratory Tests Done 
Inquiry/Interpretation 
Pap Smears 

Physical Examinations 
Employees 
Students 
Athletes 

Medications 
Antacids 
Antidiarrheal 
Aspirin, Tylenol, Etc 
Skin Rash Preparations 
Eye Drops 
Ear Drops 
Toothache, oil cloves 
Sting kill 
Midol, Menstrual Cramps 
Other, list 

Parking Cards/Elevator Keys 
Tokens 
Return Card/Key 
Parking Inquiry 
Elevator Passes 
Temporary Handicapped Parking Permits 

Chapter 1/84 and 1118/87, Page 2 
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FY 

1986/87 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 
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MANDATED COSTS 

HEALTH ELIMINATION FEE 

HEAL TH SERVICES 

{01) Claimant: I {02) Fiscal Year costs were incurred: 

{03) Place an "X" in columns {a) and/or {b), as applicable, to indicate which health services 
were provided by student health service fees for the indicated fiscal years. 

Referrals to Outside Agencies 
Private Medical Doctor 
Health Department 
Clinic 

Tests 

Dental 
Counseling Centers 
Crisis Centers 
Transitional Living Facilities, battered/homeless women 
Family Planning Facilities 
Other Health Agencies 

Blood Pressure 
Hearing 
Tuberculosis 

Reading 
Information 

Vision 
Glucometer 
Urinalysis 
Hemoglobin 
EKG 
Strep A testing 
PG Testing 
Monos pot 
Hemacult 
Others, list 

Miscellaneous 
Absence Excuses/PE Waiver 
Allergy Injections 
Band aids 
Booklets/Pamphlets 
Dressing Change 
Rest 
Suture Removal 
Temperature 
Weigh 
Information 
Report/Form 
Wart Removal 
Others, list 

Committees 
Safety 
Environmental 
Disaster Planning 

(a) 
FY 

1986/87 

FORM 

HFE-2 

(b) 
FY 

of Claim 
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OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER

STATE MANDATED COSTS CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS NO. 2003-06

INVESTMENT REPORTS

(COMMUNITY COLLEGES)

In accordance with Government Code (GC) Section 17561, eligible claimants may submit claims to
the State Controller’s Office (SCO) for reimbursement of costs incurred for state mandated cost
programs. The following are claiming instructions and forms that eligible claimants will use for the
filing of claims for the Investment Reports (INR) program. These claiming instructions are issued
subsequent to adoption of the program’s amended parameters and guidelines (P’s & G’s) by the
Commission on State Mandates (COSM).

On March 27, 1997, the COSM determined that the provisions of GC Section 53646, subdivisions
(a), (b), and (e), as added by Chapter 783, Statutes of 1995, and amended by Chapters 156 and 749,
Statutes of 1996, imposed a new program or a higher level of service in an existing program, by
requiring agencies to render an annual statement of investment policy and to render quarterly
reports of investments. These instructions incorporate amendments to the original mandate that was
filed on October 13, 2000. For your reference, the amended P’s & G’s are included as an integral
part of the claiming instructions. 

Eligible Claimants

Any community college district, as defined in GC Section 17519, that have incurred increased costs
as a direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs.

Filing Deadlines

A. Reimbursement Claims
Initial reimbursement claims must be filed within 120 days from the issuance date of claiming
instructions. Reimbursement claims for fiscal years 1999-00 through 2001-02 must be filed with
the SCO and be delivered or postmarked on or before September 9, 2003.

Beginning with the 2002-03 fiscal year, estimated claims may be filed with the SCO and be
delivered or postmarked on or before September 9, 2003 or an actual claim for the 2002-03
fiscal year may be filed by January 15, 2004, without a late penalty. Claims filed after the
deadline will be reduced by a late penalty of 10%.

Costs for all initial reimbursement claims must be filed separately according to the fiscal year in
which the costs were incurred. In order for a claim to be considered properly filed, it must
include any specific supporting documentation requested in the instructions. Claims filed more
than one year after the deadline will not be accepted.
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B. Estimated Claims
Unless otherwise specified in the claiming instructions, claimants are not required to provide
cost schedules and supporting documents with an estimated claim if the estimated amount does
not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%. Claimants can simply enter
the estimated amount on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated claim exceeds the
previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, claimants must complete supplemental
claim forms to support their estimated costs as specified for the program to explain the reason
for the increased costs. If no explanation supporting the higher estimate is provided with the
claim, it will automatically be adjusted to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. Future
estimated claims filed with the SCO must be postmarked by January 15 of the fiscal year in
which costs will be incurred. Claims filed timely will be paid before late claims.

Minimum Claim Cost
For initial claims and annual claims filed on or after September 30, 2002, if the total costs for a
given year do not exceed $1,000, no reimbursement shall be allowed except as otherwise allowed
by GC Section 17564. The county superintendent of schools shall determine if the submission of a
combined claim is economically feasible and shall be responsible for disbursing the funds to each
school district. Combined claims may be filed only when the county is the fiscal agent for the
school districts. A combined claim must show the individual claim costs for each eligible school
district.

Reimbursement of Claims
To be eligible for mandated cost reimbursement for any fiscal year, only actual costs may be
claimed. Actual costs are those costs actually incurred to implement the mandated activities. Actual
costs must be traceable and supported by source documents that show the validity of such costs,
when they were incurred, and their relationship to the reimbursable activities.

Initial reimbursement claims will only be reimbursed to the extent that expenditures can be
supported and, if such information is unavailable, claims will be reduced. In addition, ongoing
reimbursement claims must be supported by documentation as evidence of the expenditures.
Examples of documentation may include, but are not limited to, employee time records that identify
mandate activities, payroll records, invoices, receipts, contracts, travel expense vouchers, purchase
orders, and caseload statistics. Refer to Sections IV and V of the attached amended P's & G’s.

Audit of Costs

All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if costs are related to the mandate, are
reasonable and not excessive, and the claim was prepared in accordance with the P’s & G’s adopted
by the COSM. If any adjustments are made to a claim, a "Notice of Claim Adjustment" specifying
the claim component adjusted, the amount adjusted, and the reason for the adjustment, will be
mailed within 30 days after payment of the claim.

On-site audits will be conducted by the SCO as deemed necessary. Pursuant to GC Section 17558.5,
subdivision (a), a reimbursement claim for actual costs filed by a school district is subject to audit
by the State Controller no later than three years after the date the actual reimbursement claim was
filed or last amended, whichever is later. However, if no funds were appropriated or no payment
was made to a claimant for the program for the fiscal year for which the claim was filed, the time
for the Controller to initiate an audit shall commence to run from the date of initial payment of the
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claim. Therefore, all documentation to support actual costs claimed must be retained for the same
period, and shall be made available to the SCO on request. 

Retention of Claiming Instructions

The claiming instructions and forms in this package should be retained permanently in your
Mandated Cost Manual for future reference and use in filing claims. These forms should be
duplicated to meet your filing requirements. You will be notified of updated forms or changes to
claiming instructions as necessary.

For your reference, these and future mandated costs claiming instructions and forms can be found
on the Internet at www.sco.ca.gov/ard/local/locreim/index.shtml.

Address for Filing Claims
Submit a signed original and a copy of form FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all other forms and
supporting documents to:

If delivered by
U.S. Postal Service:

If delivered by
Other delivery services:

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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j:/mandates/2000/pga/00pga02/pgaadopt022703

PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES AMENDMENT

Government Code Section 53646, Subdivisions (a), (b), and (e)

Statutes 1995, Chapter 783
Statutes 1996, Chapter 156
Statutes 1996, Chapter 749

Investment Reports

I. SUMMARY OF THE MANDATE

Statutes 1995, chapter 783 repealed the 1993 version of Government Code section 53646, and
replaced it with a new section.  Statutes 1996, chapter 156, an urgency bill, and Statutes 1996,
chapter 749, amended subdivisions (a) and (e) of section 53646.  Government Code section
53646 requires the treasurer or chief fiscal officer to render an annual statement of investment
policy and a quarterly report of investments, containing specified information to the legislative
body and oversight committee, as specified.

On March 27, 1997, the Commission on State Mandates determined that the provisions of
Government Code section 53646, subdivisions (a), (b) and (e), as added by Statutes 1995,
chapter 783, and amended by Statutes 1996, chapters 156 and 749, impose a new program or a
higher level of service in an existing program upon specified local agencies and school districts
within the meaning of section 6, article XIII B of the California Constitution and section 17514
of the Government Code by requiring those agencies to perform the following activities:

• To render an annual statement of investment policy pursuant to Government Code
section 53646, subdivision (a).

• To render quarterly reports of investments, as specified, pursuant to Government Code
section 53646, subdivisions (b) and (e).

II. ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS

The eligible claimants are any county, city, city and county or other public agency or political
subdivision of the state, including school districts as defined in Government Code section 17519.

III. PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT

Government Code section 17557, prior to its amendment by Statutes 1998, chapter 681 (effective
September 22, 1998), states that a test claim shall be submitted on or before December 31st
following a given fiscal year to establish eligibility for that fiscal year.  The test claim for
Investment Reports was filed on December 23, 1996, establishing eligibility for fiscal year
1995-1996.  However, the test claim statutes were not in effect on July 1, 1995.  Therefore,
initial reimbursement claims were filed for costs incurred, as follows:
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Costs incurred pursuant to Statutes 1995, chapter 783 are reimbursable on or after January 1,
1996.
Costs incurred pursuant to Statutes 1996, chapter 156 an urgency statute, are reimbursable on or
after July 12, 1996.

• Costs incurred pursuant to Statutes 1996, chapter 749 are reimbursable on or after
January 1, 1997.

California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.2, states that a parameters and guidelines
amendment filed after the initial claiming deadline must be submitted on or before January 15
following a fiscal year in order to establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year.  An
amendment was filed on October 13, 2000.  Therefore, in accordance with Section 1183.2, all
costs incurred by eligible claimants in compliance with Statutes 1995, chapter 783, and
Statutes 1996, chapters 156 and 749 are eligible for reimbursement on or after July 1, 1999.

Actual costs for one fiscal year shall be included in each claim.  Estimated costs for the
subsequent year may be included on the same claim, if applicable.  

Pursuant to Government Code section 17561, subdivision (d)(1), all claims for reimbursement of
costs shall be submitted within 120 days of issuance of the claiming instructions by the State
Controller.  

For initial claims and annual claims filed prior to September 30, 2002, including amendments
thereof, if the total costs for a given fiscal year do not exceed $200, no reimbursement shall be
allowed except as otherwise allowed by Government Code section 17564.  For initial claims and
annual claims filed on or after September 30, 2002, if the total costs for a given fiscal year do not
exceed $1000, no reimbursement shall be allowed except as otherwise allowed by Government
Code section 17564.

IV. REIMBURSABLE ACTIVITIES

To be eligible for mandated cost reimbursement for any fiscal year, only actual costs may be
claimed.  Actual costs are those costs actually incurred to implement the mandated activities.
Actual costs must be traceable and supported by source documents that show the validity of such
costs, when they were incurred, and their relationship to the reimbursable activities.  A source
document is a document created at or near the same time the actual cost was incurred for the
event or activity in question.  Source documents may include, but are not limited to, employee
time records or time logs, sign-in sheets, invoices, and receipts.

Evidence corroborating the source documents may include, but is not limited to, worksheets, cost
allocation reports (system generated), purchase orders, contracts, agendas, training packets, and
declarations.  Declarations must include a certification or declaration stating, “I certify under
penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct
based upon personal knowledge.”  Evidence corroborating the source documents may include
data relevant to the reimbursable activities otherwise in compliance with local, state, and federal
government requirements.  However, corroborating documents cannot be substituted for source
documents.

The claimant is only allowed to claim and be reimbursed for increased costs for reimbursable
activities identified below.  Increased cost is limited to the cost of an activity that the claimant is
required to incur as a result of the mandate.
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For each eligible claimant, the following activities are reimbursable:

A. Statement of Investment Policy

Prepare and submit the annual statement of investment policy, and changes to:

1. The legislative body and any oversight committee for consideration at a public meeting,
effective January 1, 1996.1

2. The county board of supervisors and any oversight committee for review and approval at
a public meeting, effective January 1, 1997.

B. Quarterly Report of Investments

1. Implementation Costs

Develop or modify existing policies and procedures for compiling data necessary to
render the quarterly report of investments, as required in Government Code section
53646, subdivisions (b)(1), (2), (3) and/or (e), and update same as needed pursuant to the
annual statement of investment policy.

2. Ongoing Costs

Compile data necessary to render a quarterly report of investments to the chief executive
officer, the internal auditor, and the legislative body of the local agency within 30 days
following the end of the quarter covered by the report.  (Gov. Code, § 53646, subd. (b)
(1), (2), and (3) and/or (e).)

a. For each investment that is held on the last day of each quarter and included in a
quarterly report of investments, the following activities are eligible for
reimbursement:

1. One-time data entry into investment reporting application or software:

• the type of investment and issuer,
• date of maturity, and
• par and dollar amount invested

2. Providing a description of any of the local agency's funds, investments or
programs, including lending programs that are under the management of
contracted parties.

3. Obtaining and reporting current market value as of the date of the quarterly
report, and reporting the source of this valuation for all investments held by the
local agency2 and under management of any outside party that is not also a local
agency or the State of California Local Agency Investment Fund.

                                                
1 For the period from January 1, 1996, through December 31, 1996, counties are eligible for reimbursement for the
costs incurred to carry out this activity.
2 Government Code section 53630, subdivision (a), defines "local agency" as "county, city, city and county,
including a chartered city or county, a community college district, or other public agency or corporation in this
state."
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4. Providing required copies of the most recent statement(s) received by a local
agency3 from the Local Agency Investment Fund, the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation-insured accounts in a bank or savings and loan association, a county
investment pool, or any combination of these. [Unit Cost Per Page]

5. Determining if, on the last day of each quarter, the portfolio complies with the
statement of investment policy, and providing an explanation if the portfolio does
not comply.  (Gov. Code, § 53646, subd. (b) (2).)

b. Compiling the cash flow information necessary to provide a statement, and any
required explanation, denoting the local agency's ability to meet its pool's expenditure
requirements for the next six months. Cash flow information needed to provide this
statement includes forecasted expenditure requirements and non-investment revenue,
plus investment revenue anticipated from securities held at the end of the quarter
(Gov. Code, § 53636, subd. (b)(3).).

c. Automated Systems.  The use of specialized software for compiling information
required in the quarterly reports of investments is reimbursable.  However, if the
specialized software is used for other purposes, only the pro rata cost of the software,
including licensing agreement, that is directly related to the reimbursable activities
specified above, may be claimed under Materials and Supplies and/or Contracted
Services.

3. Non-Reimbursable Activities

The following activities are not reimbursable:

a. Duplicate entry of investment transactions4 into custodian bank records or other
databases.

b. Producing and presenting reports of transactions related to securities not held at the
end of a quarter.

c. Determining if investment transactions related to securities not held at the end of the
quarter comply with the investment policy.

d. Accumulating and compiling data necessary to prepare the monthly reports of
investment transactions pursuant to Government Code section 53607, or any other
monthly investment reports.

V. CLAIM PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION

Each of the following cost elements must be identified for each reimbursable activity identified
in Section IV, Reimbursable Activities, of this document.  Each claimed reimbursable cost must
be supported by source documentation as described in Section IV.  Additionally, each
reimbursement claim must be filed in a timely manner.

                                                
3 Ibid.
4 Type of investment and issuer, date of maturity, and par and dollar amount invested. (Gov. Code, § 53646,
subd. (b).)
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A. Direct Cost Reporting

Direct costs are those costs incurred specifically for the reimbursable activities.  The
following direct costs are eligible for reimbursement.

1.  Salaries and Benefits

Report each employee implementing the reimbursable activities by name, job
classification, and productive hourly rate (total wages and related benefits divided by
productive hours).  Describe the specific reimbursable activities performed and the hours
devoted to each reimbursable activity performed.

2.  Materials and Supplies

Report the cost of materials and supplies that have been consumed or expended for the
purpose of the reimbursable activities.  Purchases shall be claimed at the actual price
after deducting discounts, rebates, and allowances received by the claimant.  Supplies
that are withdrawn from inventory shall be charged on an appropriate and recognized
method of costing, consistently applied.

3.  Contracted Services

Report the name of the contractor and services performed to implement the reimbursable
activities.  Attach a copy of the contract to the claim.  If the contractor bills for time and
materials, report the number of hours spent on the activities and all costs charged.  If the
contract is a fixed price, report the dates when services were performed and itemize all
costs for those services.

4. Fixed Assets and Equipment

Report the purchase price paid for fixed assets and equipment (including computers)
necessary to implement the reimbursable activities.  The purchase price includes taxes,
delivery costs, and installation costs.  If the fixed asset or equipment is also used for
purposes other than the reimbursable activities, only the pro-rata portion of the purchase
price used to implement the reimbursable activities can be claimed.

5.  Travel

Report the name of the employee traveling for the purpose of the reimbursable activities.
Include the date of travel, destination point, the specific reimbursable activity requiring
travel, and related travel expenses reimbursed to the employee in compliance with the
rules of the local jurisdiction.  Report employee travel time according to the rules of cost
element A.1, Salaries and Benefits, for each applicable reimbursable activity.

6.  Training

Report the cost of training an employee to perform the reimbursable activities, as
specified in Section IV of this document.  Report the name and job classification of each
employee preparing for, attending, and/or conducting training necessary to implement
the reimbursable activities.  Provide the title, subject, and purpose (related to the mandate
of the training session), dates attended, and location.  If the training encompasses
subjects broader than the reimbursable activities, only the pro-rata portion can be
claimed.  Report employee training time for each applicable reimbursable activity
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according to the rules of cost element A.1, Salaries and Benefits, and A.2, Materials and
Supplies.  Report the cost of consultants who conduct the training according to the rules
of cost element A.3, Contracted Services.

B. Indirect Cost Rates

Indirect costs are costs that have been incurred for common or joint purposes.  These costs
benefit more than one cost objective and cannot be readily identified with a particular final cost
objective without effort disproportionate to the results achieved.  After direct costs have been
determined and assigned to other activities, as appropriate, indirect costs are those remaining to
be allocated to benefited cost objectives.  A cost may not be allocated as an indirect cost if any
other cost incurred for the same purpose, in like circumstances, has been claimed as a direct cost.

Indirect costs include: (a) the indirect costs originating in each department or agency of the
governmental unit carrying out state mandated programs, and (b) the costs of central
governmental services distributed through the central service cost allocation plan and not
otherwise treated as direct costs.

1.  School districts must use the J-380 (or subsequent replacement) non-restrictive indirect cost
rate provisionally approved by the California Department of Education.

2. County offices of education must use the J-580 (or subsequent replacement) non-restrictive
indirect cost rate provisionally approved by the California Department of Education.

3.  Community colleges have the option of using (1) a federally approved rate, using the cost
accounting principles from the OMB Circular A-21 "Cost Principles of Educational
Institutions", (2) the rate calculated on State Controller's Form FAM-29C; or (3) a 7%
indirect cost rate.

4.  Counties, Cities and Special Districts

Claimants have the option of using 10% of direct labor, excluding fringe benefits, or preparing
an Indirect Cost Rate Proposal (ICRP) if the indirect cost rate claimed exceeds 10%.

If the claimant chooses to prepare an ICRP, both the direct costs (as defined and described in
OMB Circular A-87 Attachment A and B) and the indirect costs shall exclude capital
expenditures and unallowable costs (as defined and described in OMB Circular A-87
Attachments A and B).  However, unallowable costs must be included in the direct costs if they
represent activities to which indirect costs are properly allocable.

The distribution base may be (1) total direct costs (excluding capital expenditures and other
distorting items, such as pass-through funds, major subcontracts, etc.), (2) direct salaries and
wages, or (3) another base which results in an equitable distribution.

In calculating an ICRP, the Claimant shall have the choice of one of the two following
methodologies:

a. The allocation of allowable indirect costs (as defined and described in OMB Circular
A-87 Attachments A and B) shall be accomplished by (1) classifying a department’s total
costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, and (2) dividing the total allowable
indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an equitable distribution base.  The result of
this process is an indirect cost rate which is used to distribute indirect costs to mandates. 
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The rate should be expressed as a percentage which the total amount allowable indirect
costs bears to the base selected.

b. The allocation of allowable indirect costs (as defined and described in OMB Circular
A-87 Attachment A and B) shall be accomplished by (1) separating a department into
groups, such as divisions or sections, and then classifying the division’s or section’s total
costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, and (2) dividing the total allowable
indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an equitable distribution base.  The result of
this process is an indirect cost rate which is used to distribute indirect costs to mandates.
The rate should be expressed as a percentage which the total amount allowable indirect
costs bears to the base selected.

VI. RECORD RETENTION

Pursuant to Government Code section 17558.5, subdivision (a), a reimbursement claim for actual
costs filed by a local agency or school district pursuant to this chapter5 is subject to the initiation
of an audit by the Controller no later than three years after the date that the actual reimbursement
claim is filed or last amended, whichever is later.  However, if no funds are appropriated or no
payment is made to a claimant for the program for the fiscal year for which the claim is filed, the
time for the Controller to initiate an audit shall commence to run from the date of initial payment
of the claim.  All documents used to support the reimbursable activities, as described in Section
IV, must be retained during the period subject to audit.  If an audit has been initiated by the
Controller during the period subject to audit, the retention period is extended until the ultimate
resolution of any audit findings.

VII. OFFSETTING SAVINGS AND REIMBURSEMENTS

Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences in the same program as a result of the same
statutes or executive orders found to contain the mandate shall be deducted from the costs
claimed.  In addition, reimbursement for this mandate from any source, including but not limited
to, services fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds, shall be identified and deducted
from this claim.  Service fees collected include cost reimbursements received by counties
pursuant to Government Code sections 27135, 27013 and 53684, subdivision (b).

VIII. STATE CONTROLLER’S CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS

Pursuant to Government Code section 17558, subdivision (b), the Controller shall issue claiming
instructions for each mandate that requires state reimbursement not later than 60 days after
receiving the adopted parameters and guidelines from the Commission, to assist local agencies
and school districts in claiming costs to be reimbursed.  The claiming instructions shall be
derived from the statute or executive order creating the mandate and the parameters and
guidelines adopted by the Commission.

Pursuant to Government Code section 17561, subdivision (d)(1), issuance of the claiming
instructions shall constitute a notice of the right of the local agencies and school districts to file
reimbursement claims, based upon parameters and guidelines adopted by the Commission.

                                                
5 This refers to Title 2, division 4, part 7, chapter 4 of the Government Code.
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IX. REMEDIES BEFORE THE COMMISSION

Upon request of a local agency or school district, the Commission shall review the claiming
instructions issued by the State Controller or any other authorized state agency for
reimbursement of mandated costs pursuant to Government Code section 17571.  If the
Commission determines that the claiming instructions do not conform to the parameters and
guidelines, the Commission shall direct the Controller to modify the claiming instructions and
the Controller shall modify the claiming instructions to conform to the parameters and guidelines
as directed by the Commission.

In addition, requests may be made to amend parameters and guidelines pursuant to Government
Code section 17557, subdivision (a), and California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.2.
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Program
(19)

(20) Date Filed
(21) LRS Input

(01)

(02)

(26)

### FALSE (03) (09) (27)

### FALSE (04) (10) (28)

### FALSE (05) (11) (29)

(06) (12) (30)

(07) (13) (31)

(14) (32)

(15) (33)

(16) (34)

(08) (17) (35)

(18) (36)

(38)

Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim

State Controller's Office Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Program Number 00235

Total Claimed Amount

____/____/____
____/____/____

Form FAM-27 (Revised 09/03 )

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000

Less: Prior Claim Payment Received

E-Mail Address

Type or Print Name

(        )           -                  Ext.Telephone Number

Title
Name of Contact Person for Claim

Type of Claim

20___/ 20 ___ 20___/ 20 ___Fiscal Year of Cost

ReimbursementEstimated

Combined Combined

Amended

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM

Date

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code Section 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the community college 
district to file mandated cost claims with the State of California for this program,  and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not 
violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1098, inclusive.

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein, and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program.  All offsetting savings 
and reimbursements set forth in the Parameters and Guidelines are identified, and all costs claimed are supported by source 
documentation currently maintained by the claimant.

The amounts for this Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs set forth on the attached statements. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and  correct.

Signature of Authorized Officer

Net Claimed Amount

Due from State

Due to State

INR-1, (06)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

Reimbursement Claim Data

INR-1, (03)

INR-1, (04)(1)(f)

INR-1, (04)(2)(f)
Suite

State Zip Code

L
A
B
E
L

H
E
R
E

Claimant Identification Number

Claimant Name

County of Location

Street Address or P.O. Box

City

For State Controller Use Only

235
CLAIM FOR PAYMENT

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561

INVESTMENT REPORTS 

Amended

INR-1, (07)

INR-1, (09)

INR-1, (10)
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State Controller’s Office Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Form FAM-27 (Revised 09/03)

Program

235
INVESTMENT REPORTS 
Certification Claim Form

Instructions

FORM
FAM-27

(01) Enter the payee number assigned by the State Controller’s Office..

(02) Enter your Official Name, County of Location, Street or P. O. Box address, City, State, and Zip Code.

(03) If filing an estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated.

(04) Leave blank.

(05) If filing an amended estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended.

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred.

(07) Enter the amount of the estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete
form INR-1 and enter the amount from line (11). 

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07).

(09) If filing a reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement.

(10) Leave blank.

(11) If filing an amended reimbursement claim, enter an "X " in the box on line (11) Amended.

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed,
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year.

(13) Enter the amount of the reimbursement claim from form INR-1, line (11). The total claimed amount must exceed $1,000.

(14) Filing Deadline. Initial Claims of Ch. 783/95 et seq. If the reimbursement claims for fiscal years 1999-00 through 2001-02 and
estimated claims for 2002-03 are filed after September 9, 2003, the claims must be reduced by a late penalty. Costs for all initial
reimbursement claims must be filed separately to the fiscal year in which the costs were incurred. Reimbursement claims must
be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs are incurred or the claims shall be reduced by a late penalty.
Enter zero if the claim was timely filed, otherwise, enter the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty), or
$1,000, whichever is less.

(15) If filing a reimbursement claim and a claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for the claim.
Otherwise, enter a zero.

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13).

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enter that amount on line (17), Due from State.

(18) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative, enter that amount on line (18), Due to State.

(19) to (21) Leave blank.

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for
the reimbursement claim, e.g., INR-1, (04)(1)(f), means the information is located on form INR-1, block (04), line (1), column (f).
Enter the information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar,
i.e., no cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should
be shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process.

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by an original signed
certification. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form FAM-27 with blue ink, and attach a copy of the
form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.)

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person to contact if additional information is required.

SUBMIT A SIGNED ORIGINAL, AND A COPY OF FORM FAM-27, WITH ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS TO:

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Address, if delivered by other delivery service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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Program

235
MANDATED COSTS

INVESTMENT REPORTS
CLAIM SUMMARY

FORM
INR-1

(02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year

Reimbursement     

(01) Claimant

Estimated 20___/ 20 ___

Claim Statistics

(03) Number of investment reports prepared during the fiscal year

Object Accounts

(04) Reimbursable Components (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Salaries
and

Benefits

Materials
and

Supplies

Training
and Travel

Contract
Services

Fixed
Assets Total

1. Statement of Investment Policy

2. Quarterly Report of Investments

(05) Total Direct Costs

Indirect Costs

(06) Indirect Cost Rate [Federally approved OMB A-21, FAM-29C, or 7%]  %l

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (06) x line (05)(a)]

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (05)(f) + line (07)]

Cost Reduction

(09) Less:  Offsetting Savings, if applicable

(10) Less:  Other Reimbursements, if applicable

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (08) - {line (09) + line (10)}]
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Program

235
INVESTMENT REPORTS

CLAIM SUMMARY
Instructions

FORM
INR-1

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. If more than one department has incurred costs for this mandate, give
the name of each department. A form INR-1 should be completed for each department.

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed.
Enter the fiscal year of costs.

Form INR-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form INR-1 if you are filing an
estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than
10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than 10%, form INR-1 must be
completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the high
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year’s actual costs.

(03) Enter the number of investment reports that were prepared during the fiscal year.

(04) For each reimbursable component, enter the total from form INR-2, line (05), columns (d), (e), (f), (g),
and (h) to form INR-1, block (04), columns (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) in the appropriate row. Total each
row.

(05) Total columns (a) through (f).

(06) Community college districts may use the federally approved OMBA-21 rate, the rate computed using
form FAM 29C, or a 7% indirect cost rate, for the fiscal year of costs.

(07) Enter the result of multiplying the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06), by the Total Salaries and Benefits, line
(05)(a).

(08) Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (05)(f), and Total Indirect Costs, line (07).

(09) If applicable, enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct result of this mandate.
Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim.

(10) If applicable, enter the amount of other reimbursements received from any source including, but not
limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds, which reimbursed any portion of
the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the reimbursement sources and amounts.

(11) Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements, line (10), from Total
Direct and Indirect Costs, line (08). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the amount forward to
form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim or line (13) for the Reimbursement Claim.
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Program

235
MANDATED COSTS

INVESTMENT REPORTS
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

FORM
INR-2

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year Costs Were Incurred

(03) Reimbursable Components:  Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed.

Statement of Investment Policy Quarterly Report of Investments

(04) Description of Expenses:  Complete columns (a) through (h). Object Accounts

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Employee Names, Job Classifications,
Functions Performed, and Description of

Expenses

Hourly
Rate

or
Unit Cost

Hours
Worked

or
Quantity

Salaries and
Benefits

Materials
and

Supplies

Training and
Travel

Contract
Services

Fixed
Assets

(05)  Total Subtotal Page:____of____
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Program

235
INVESTMENT REPORTS

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL
Instructions

FORM
INR-2

(01) Enter the name of the claimant.
(02) Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred.
(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box which indicates the cost component being claimed. Check

only one box per form. A separate form INR-2 shall be prepared for each applicable component.
(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support

reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box “checked” in block (03), enter the
employee names, position titles, a brief description of the activities performed, actual time spent by
each employee, productive hourly rates, fringe benefits, supplies used, contract services, training
costs, etc. Contract services are reimbursable to the extent that the activities performed require special
skill or knowledge that are not readily available from the claimant’s staff. If equipment or specialized
software required for the quarterly report is acquired and is also utilized for other programs, only the
prorated cost of the expense is reimbursable. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) must be of
sufficient detail to explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, all
supporting documents must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than three years after
the date the claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. If no funds were appropriated and no
payment was made at the time the claim was filed, the time for the Controller to initiate an audit shall
be from the date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be made available to the State
Controller’s Office on request.

ColumnsObject/
Sub object
Accounts (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Submit these
supporting
documents

with the claim

Salaries Employee
Name

Hourly
Rate

Hours
Worked

Salaries =
Hourly Rate

x
Hours Worked

Benefits

Title

Activities

Benefit
Rate

Benefits =
Benefit Rate

x
Salaries

Materials
and Supplies

Description
Of Materials,
Specialized

Software
 and Supplies

Used

Unit
Cost

Quantity
Used

Cost =
Unit Cost

x
Quantity

Used

Travel and
Training

Travel

Purpose of
Trip

Name and
Title

Departure and
Return Date

Per Diem
Rate

Mileage Rate
Travel Cost

Days
Miles

Travel Mode

Cost  = Rate x
Days or Miles

or Total
Travel Cost

Training

Employee
Name/ Title

Name of Class

Dates
Attended

Registration
Fee

Contract
Services

Name of
Contractor

Specific Tasks
Performed

Hourly
Rate

Hours
Worked

Dates of
Service

Cost = 
Hourly Rate

x
Hours Worked

Copy of
Contract

Fixed
Assets

Description of
Equipment
Purchased

Equipment ID

Unit
Cost

Quantity
Used

Cost =
Unit Cost

x
Quantity Used

(05) Total line (04), columns (d), (e), (f), (g), and (h) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate
box to indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the
component/activity costs, number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d), (e), (f), (g), and
(h) to form INR-1, block (04), columns (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) in the appropriate row.
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OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER

STATE MANDATED COSTS CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS NO. 2002-05

LAW ENFORCEMENT COLLEGE JURISDICTION AGREEMENTS

In accordance with Government Code (GC) Section 17561, eligible claimants may submit claims
to the State Controller’s Office (SCO) for reimbursement of costs incurred for state mandated
cost programs. The following are claiming instructions and forms that eligible claimants will use
for the filing of claims for the Law Enforcement College Jurisdiction Agreements program.
These claiming instructions are issued subsequent to adoption of the program’s parameters and
guidelines (P’s & G’s) by the Commission on State Mandates (COSM).

Education Code Section 67381, as added by Chapter 284, Statutes of 1998, requires law
enforcement agencies of all public colleges and universities and some independent post
secondary institutions to enter into written agreements with local law enforcement agencies
delineating their respective geographical boundaries for investigating certain violent crimes on
campuses. § 67381 further requires the agreements to be posted for public viewing and a copy to
be transmitted to the Legislative Analyst.

On April 26, 2001, the COSM determined that Chapter 284/98, establishes costs mandated by
the State according to the provisions listed in the attached P’s & G’s. For your reference, the P’s
& G’s are included as an integral part of the claiming instructions. 

Eligible Claimants
Any community college or joint powers authority between community colleges that incurs
increased costs as a direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of these
costs.

Filing Deadlines

A. Reimbursement Claims
Reimbursement claims must be filed within 120 days from the issuance date of claiming
instructions. Costs incurred in implementing the provisions of this program are reimbursable
for the period January 1, 1999, through June 30, 1999, and fiscal years 1999-00, and 2000-01
and must be filed with the SCO and be delivered or postmarked on or before August 6, 2002.
Estimated claims for 2001-02 fiscal year must also be delivered or postmarked on or before
August 6, 2002. Thereafter, having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant
must file an annual reimbursement claim by January 15 of the following fiscal year. Claims
filed after the deadline will be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000. 

In order for a claim to be considered properly filed, it must include any specific supporting
documentation requested in the instructions. Claims filed more than one year after the
deadline will not be accepted.
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B. Estimated Claims
Unless otherwise specified in the claiming instructions, school districts are not required to
provide cost schedules and supporting documents with an estimated claim if the estimated
amount does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%. Claimants
can simply enter the estimated amount on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated
claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, claimants must
complete supplemental claim forms to support their estimated costs as specified for the
program to explain the reason for the increased costs. If no explanation supporting the higher
estimate is provided with the claim, it will automatically be adjusted to 110% of the previous
fiscal year's actual costs. Future estimated claims filed with the SCO must be postmarked by
January 15 of the fiscal year in which costs will be incurred. Claims filed timely will be paid
before late claims.

Minimum Claim Cost
GC Section 17564 provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to Sections 17551 and 17561,
unless such a claim exceeds two hundred dollars ($200), provided that a county superintendent
of schools or county may submit a combined claim on behalf of school districts, direct service
districts, or special districts within their county if the combined claim exceeds $200, even if the
individual school district’s, direct service district’s, or special district’s claims do not each
exceed $200. The county superintendent of schools or the county shall determine if the
submission of the combined claim is economically feasible and shall be responsible for
disbursing the funds to each school, direct service, or special district. These combined claims
may be filed only when the county superintendent of schools or the county is the fiscal agent for
the districts. A combined claim must show the individual claim costs for each eligible district.
All subsequent claims based upon the same mandate shall only be filed in the combined form
unless a school district, direct service district, or special district provides to the county
superintendent of schools or county and to the SCO, at least 180 days prior to the deadline for
filing the claim, a written notice of its intent to file a separate claim.

Reimbursement of Claims
Initial reimbursement claims will only be reimbursed to the extent that expenditures can be
supported and, if such information is unavailable, claims will be reduced. In addition, ongoing
reimbursement claims must be supported by documentation as evidence of the expenditures.
Examples of documentation may include, but are not limited to, employee time records that
identify mandate activities, payroll records, invoices, receipts, contracts, travel expense
vouchers, purchase orders, and caseload statistics.

Audit of Costs
All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if costs are related to the mandate,
are reasonable and not excessive, and the claim was prepared in accordance with the P’s & G’s
adopted by the COSM. If any adjustments are made to a claim, a "Notice of Claim Adjustment"
specifying the claim component adjusted, the amount adjusted, and the reason for the adjustment,
will be mailed within 30 days after payment of the claim.

On-site audits will be conducted by the SCO as deemed necessary. Accordingly, all
documentation to support actual costs claimed must be retained for a period of two years after
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the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or amended regardless
of the year of costs incurred. When no funds are appropriated for initial claims at the time the
claim is filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years from the date of initial
payment of the claim. Claim documentation shall be made available to the SCO on request.

Retention of Claiming Instructions
The claiming instructions and forms in this package should be retained permanently in your
Mandated Cost Manual for future reference and use in filing claims. These forms should be
duplicated to meet your filing requirements. You will be notified of updated forms or changes to
claiming instructions as necessary.

For your reference, these and future mandated costs claiming instructions and forms can be
found on the Internet at www.sco.ca.gov/ard/local/locreim/index.htm.

Address for Filing Claims
Submit a signed, original form FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all other forms and supporting
documents (no copies necessary) to:

If delivered by
U.S. Postal Service:

If delivered by
Other delivery services:

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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Adopted: January 24, 2002
j:\Mandates\1998\tc\98tc20\PsGs\pgadopt012402

Parameters and Guidelines
Education Code Section 67381

Statutes of 1998, Chapter 284

Law Enforcement College Jurisdiction Agreements

I. SUMMARY OF THE MANDATE
Education Code section 67381 requires law enforcement agencies of all public colleges and
universities and some independent postsecondary institutions to enter into written agreements
with local law enforcement agencies delineating their respective geographical boundaries for
investigating certain violent crimes on campuses.  The section further requires the agreements to
be posted for public viewing and a copy to be transmitted to the Legislative Analyst.

On April 26, 2001, the Commission on State Mandates (Commission) adopted the Statement of
Decision for Law Enforcement College Jurisdiction Agreements (98-TC-20, formerly Campus
Safety Plans.)  The Commission found that Education Code section 67381 constitutes a new
program or higher level of service and imposes costs mandated by the state within the meaning
of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution and Government Code section 17514.
Accordingly, the Commission approved this test claim for the following reimbursable activities:

1. Preparing the written agreements, or 

2. Reviewing and modifying existing agreements to conform with section 67381, and

3. Placing these written agreements in a place of public viewing and transmitting them
to the Legislative Analyst.

The Commission further found that that the activity of community colleges being responsible for
their own costs of investigating crimes and incidents on campuses does not constitute a
reimbursable state mandate.

II. ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS
Any community college, or joint powers authority between community colleges, which incurs
increased costs as a result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement.

III. PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT
The test claim for this mandate was submitted on June 25, 1999.  Therefore, pursuant to
Government Code section 17557, all mandated costs incurred on or after January 1, 1999, which
is the effective date of Statutes of 1998, chapter 284, are reimbursable.

Actual costs for one fiscal year should be included in each claim.  Estimated costs for the
subsequent year may be included on the same claim, if applicable.  Pursuant to Government
Code section 17551, subdivision (d)(1), all claims for reimbursement of initial years’ costs shall
be submitted within 120 days of release of claiming instructions by the State Controller.

If the total costs for a given fiscal year do not exceed $200, no reimbursement shall be allowed,
except as otherwise provided for by Government Code section 17564.
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IV. REIMBURSABLE ACTIVITIES
For each eligible claimant, the following activities are eligible for reimbursement:

A. Written Agreements

For campus law enforcement agencies to enter into written agreements with local law
enforcement agencies, to designate which law enforcement agency shall have operational
responsibility for the investigation of each Part I violent crime1 occurring on each campus and
delineate the specific geographical boundaries of each agency’s operational responsibility,
including maps as necessary.

If a campus law enforcement agency already has a written agreement, to review and modify the
existing agreement to conform to Education Code section 67381.

B. Public Viewing

For the community college to make the written agreements available for public viewing.

C. State Reporting

For the community college to transmit a copy of each written agreement it has entered into, and
any other information it deems pertinent to the implementation of the agreement, to the
Legislative Analyst.

The activity of community colleges being responsible for their own costs of investigating crimes
and incidents on campuses is not reimbursable.

D. Training

To train staff on implementing the reimbursable activities listed in section IV, activities
A through C, of these parameters and guidelines.  (One-time activity for each employee.)

V. CLAIM PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION
Each claim for reimbursement pursuant to this mandate must be timely filed and identify each of
the following cost elements to each reimbursable activity identified in Section IV of this
document.

A. Direct Cost Reporting

Direct costs are those costs incurred specifically for the reimbursable activities.  Direct costs that
are eligible for reimbursement are:

1. Salaries and Benefits

Report each employee implementing the reimbursable activities by name, job
classification, and productive hourly rate (total wages and related benefits divided by
productive hours).  Describe the specific reimbursable activities performed and the hours
devoted to each reimbursable activity performed.

2. Materials and Supplies

                                                          
1 Per Education Code section 67381, subdivision (i), “Part 1 violent crimes” means willful homicide, forcible rape,
robbery, and aggravated assault, as defined in the Uniform Crime Reporting Handbook of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
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Report the cost of materials and supplies that have been consumed or expended for the
purpose of the reimbursable activities.  Purchases shall be claimed at the actual price after
deducting discounts, rebates, and allowances received by the claimant.  Supplies that are
withdrawn from inventory shall be charged on an appropriate and recognized method of
costing, consistently applied. 

3. Contracted Services

Report the name of the contractor and services performed to implement the reimbursable
activities.  Attach a copy of the contract to the claim.  If the contractor bills for time and
materials, report the number of hours spent on the activities and all costs charged.  If the
contract is a fixed price, report the dates when services were performed and itemize all
costs for those services.

4. Fixed Assets and Equipment

Report the purchase price paid for fixed assets and equipment (including computers)
necessary to implement the reimbursable activities.  The purchase price includes taxes,
delivery costs, and installation costs.  If the fixed asset or equipment is also used for
purposes other than the reimbursable activities, only the pro-rata portion of the purchase
price used to implement the reimbursable activities can be claimed.

5. Travel

Report the name of the employee traveling for the purpose of the reimbursable activities.
Include the date of travel, destination point, the specific reimbursable activity requiring
travel, and related travel expenses reimbursed to the employee in compliance with the
rules of the local jurisdiction.  Report employee travel time according to the rules of cost
element A.1, Salaries and Benefits, for each applicable reimbursable activity.

6. Training

Report the cost of training an employee to perform the reimbursable activities, as
specified in Section IV of this document.  Report the name and job classification of each
employee preparing for, attending, and/or conducting training necessary to implement the
reimbursable activities.  Provide the title, subject, and purpose (related to the mandate of
the training session), dates attended, and location.  If the training encompasses subjects
broader than the reimbursable activities, only the pro-rata portion can be claimed.  Report
employee training time for each reimbursable activity according to the rules of cost
element A.1, Salaries and Benefits, and A.2, Materials and Supplies.  Report the cost of
consultants who conduct the training according to the rules of cost element A.3,
Contracted Services.
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B. Indirect Cost Rates

Indirect costs are costs that have been incurred for common or joint purposes.  These costs
benefit more than one cost objective and cannot be readily identified with a particular final cost
objective without effort disproportionate to the results achieved.  After direct costs have been
determined and assigned to other activities, as appropriate, indirect costs are those remaining to
be allocated to benefited cost objectives.  A cost may not be allocated as an indirect cost if any
other cost incurred for the same purpose, in like circumstances, has been claimed as a direct cost.

Indirect costs include: (a) the indirect costs originating in each department or agency of the
governmental unit carrying out state mandated programs, and (b) the costs of central
governmental services distributed through the central service cost allocation plan and not
otherwise treated as direct costs.

Community colleges have the option of using: (1) a federally approved rate, utilizing the cost
accounting principles from the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21, "Cost
Principles of Educational Institutions"; (2) the rate calculated on State Controller's Form FAM-
29C; or (3) a 7% indirect cost rate.

VI. SUPPORTING DATA
A. Source Documents

For auditing purposes, all incurred costs claimed must be traceable to source documents that
show evidence of the validity and relationship to the reimbursable activities.  Documents may
include, but are not limited to, worksheets, employee time records or time logs, cost allocation
reports (system generated), invoices, receipts, purchase orders, contracts, agendas, training
packets with signatures and logs of attendees, calendars, declarations, and data relevant to the
reimbursable activities otherwise reported in compliance with local, state, and federal
government requirements.

B. Record Keeping

Pursuant to Government Code section 17558.5, subdivision (a), a reimbursement claim for actual
costs filed by a local agency or school district pursuant to this chapter is subject to audit by the
State Controller no later than two years after the end of the calendar year in which the
reimbursement claim is filed or last amended.∗  See the State Controller’s claiming instructions
regarding retention of required documentation during the audit period.

VII. OFFSETTING SAVINGS AND REIMBURSEMENTS
Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences in the same program as a result of the same
statutes or executive orders found to contain the mandate shall be deducted from the costs
claimed.  In addition, reimbursement for this mandate received from any source, including but
not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds and other state funds shall be identified and
deducted from this claim.

                                                          
∗ This refers to Title 2, division 4, part 7, chapter 4 of the Government Code.
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VIII. STATE CONTROLLER’S OFFICE REQUIRED CERTIFICATION
An authorized representative of the claimant shall be required to provide a certification of the
claim, as specified in the State Controller’s claiming instructions, for those costs mandated by
the state contained herein.

IX. PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES AMENDMENTS
Parameters and guidelines may be amended pursuant to Title 2, California Code of Regulations,
section 1183.2.
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Program
(19)

(20) Date Filed

(21) LRS Input
(01)

(02)

(26)

### FALSE (03) (09) (27)

### FALSE (04) (10) (28)

### FALSE (05) (11) (29)

(06) (12) (30)

(07) (13) (31)

(14) (32)

(15) (33)

(16) (34)

(08) (17) (35)

(18) (36)

(38)

Form FAM-27 (Revised 09/03)

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code Section 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the community college 
district to file mandated cost claims with the State of California for this program,  and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not 
violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1098, inclusive.

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein, and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program.  All offsetting savings 
and reimbursements set forth in the Parameters and Guidelines are identified, and all costs claimed are supported by source 
documentation currently maintained by the claimant.

The amounts for this Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs set forth on the attached statements. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and  correct.

Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim

State Controller's Office Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Program Number 00212

Total Claimed Amount

____/____/____

____/____/____

Signature of Authorized Officer

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000

Less: Prior Claim Payment Received

E-Mail Address

Type or Print Name
Name of Contact Person for Claim

(        )           -                  Ext.Telephone Number

Title

Type of Claim

20___/20___ 20___/20___Fiscal Year of Cost

ReimbursementEstimated

Combined Combined

Amended

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM

Date

Net Claimed Amount

Due from State

Due to State

LECJ-1, (04)(4)(f)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

Reimbursement Claim Data

LECJ-1, (04)(1)(f)

LECJ-1, (04)(2)(f)

LECJ-1, (04)(3)(f)
Suite

State Zip Code

L
A
B
E
L

H
E
R
E

Claimant Identification Number

Claimant Name

County of Location

Street Address or P.O. Box

City

For State Controller Use Only

212
CLAIM FOR PAYMENT

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561

LAW ENFORCEMENT COLLEGE JURISDICTION AGREEMENTS

Amended

LECJ-1, (06)

LECJ-1, (07)

LECJ-1, (09)

LECJ-1, (10)
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Form FAM-27 (Revised 09/03)

Program

212
LAW ENFORCEMENT COLLEGE JURISDICTION AGREEMENTS

Certification Claim Form
Instructions

FORM
FAM-27

(01) Enter the payee number assigned by the State Controller’s Office.

(02) Enter your Official Name, County of Location, Street or P. O. Box address, City, State, and Zip Code.

(03) If filing an estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated.

(04) Leave blank.

(05) If filing an amended estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred.

(07) Enter the amount of the estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete
form LECJ-1 and enter the amount from line (11).

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07).

(09) If filing a reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement.

(10) Leave blank.

(11) If filing an amended reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended.

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed,
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year.

(13) Enter the amount of the reimbursement claim from form LECJ-1, line (11). The total claimed amount must exceed $1,000.

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs were incurred or the claims shall be
reduced by a late penalty. Enter zero if the claim was timely filed, otherwise, enter the product of multiplying line (13) by the
factor 0.10 (10% penalty), or $1,000, whichever is less.

(15) If filing a reimbursement claim and an estimated claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for
the claim. Otherwise, enter a zero.

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13).

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enter that amount on line (17), Due from State.

(18) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative, enter that amount on line (18), Due to State.

(19) to (21) Leave blank.

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for
the reimbursement claim, e.g., LECJ-1, (04)(1)(f), means the information is located on form LECJ-1, line (04)(1), column (f).
Enter the information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar,
i.e., no cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should
be shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process.

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim."  If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by an original signed
certification. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form FAM-27 with blue ink, and attach a copy of the
form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.)

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person to contact if additional information is required.

SUBMIT A SIGNED ORIGINAL, AND A COPY OF FORM FAM-27, WITH ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS TO:
Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Address, if delivered by other delivery service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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212
MANDATED COSTS

LAW ENFORCEMENT COLLEGE JURISDICTION AGREEMENTS
CLAIM SUMMARY

FORM
LECJ-1

(02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year
Reimbursement

(01) Claimant

Estimated 19___/20___

Claim Statistics

(03) (Leave Blank)

Direct Costs Object Accounts

(04) (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Reimbursable Components Salaries

and
Benefits

Materials
and

Supplies
Contract
Services 

Fixed
Assets

Travel
and

Training
Total

1. Written Agreements

2. Public Viewing

3. State Reporting

4. Training

(05) Total Direct Costs

Indirect Costs

(06) Indirect Cost Rate [Federally approved OMB A-21, FAM-29C, or 7%]  %l

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (05)(a) x line (06)]

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (05)(f) + line (07)]

Cost Reduction

(09) Less:  Offsetting Savings

(10) Less:  Other Reimbursements

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (08) - {line (09) + line (10)}]
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LAW ENFORCEMENT COLLEGE JURISDICTION AGREEMENTS

CLAIM SUMMARY
Instructions

FORM
LECJ-1

(01) Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed.
Enter the fiscal year of costs.

Form LECJ-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form LECJ-1 if you are filing an
estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than
10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than 10%, form LECJ-1 must
be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year’s actual costs.

(03) Leave blank.

(04) Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the totals from form LECJ-2, line
(05), columns (d) through (h), to form LECJ-1, block (04), columns (a) through (e), in the appropriate
row. Total each row.

(05) Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through (f).

(06) Indirect Cost Rate. Community college districts may use the federally approved OMBA-21 rate, the rate
computed using form FAM 29C, or a 7% indirect cost rate, for the fiscal year of costs.

(07) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06), by Total Salaries
and Benefits, line (05)(a).

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of the Total Direct Costs, line (05)(f), and Total Indirect
Costs, line (07).

(09) Less:  Offsetting Savings. If applicable, enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim.

(10) Less:  Other Reimbursements. If applicable, enter the amount of other reimbursements received from
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds,
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the
reimbursement sources and amounts.

(11) Total Claimed Amount. From Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (08), subtract the sum of Offsetting
Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements, line (10). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim or line (13) for the Reimbursement
Claim.
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MANDATED COSTS

LAW ENFORCEMENT COLLEGE JURISDICTION AGREEMENTS
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

FORM
LECJ-2

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year

(03) Reimbursable Components:  Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed.

Written Agreements Public Viewing

State Reporting Training

(04) Description of Expenses Object Accounts

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Employee Names, Job
Classifications, Functions Performed,

and Description of Expenses

Hourly
Rate

or
Unit Cost

Hours
Worked

or
Quantity

Salaries
and

Benefits

Materials
and

Supplies

Contract
Services

Fixed
Assets

Travel
and

Training

(05)  Total Subtotal Page:____of____
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LAW ENFORCEMENT COLLEGE JURISDICTION AGREEMENTS

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL
Instructions

FORM
LECJ-2

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant. If more than one department has incurred costs for this
mandate, give the name of each department. A separate form LECJ-2 should be completed for each
department.

(02) Fiscal Year. Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred.

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box which indicates the cost component being claimed. Check
only one box per form. A separate form LECJ-2 shall be prepared for each applicable component.

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box “checked” in block (03), enter the
employee names, position titles, a brief description of the activities performed, actual time spent by
each employee, productive hourly rates, fringe benefits, supplies used, contract services, travel and
training expenses. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) must be of sufficient detail to
explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, all supporting documents
must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than three years after the end of the calendar
year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. If no funds are
appropriated for the initial payment at the time the claims are filed, supporting documents must be
retained for three years from the date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be made
available to the State Controller’s Office on request.

ColumnsObject/
Sub object
Accounts (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Submit
supporting
documents

with the claim

Salaries Employee
Name

Hourly
Rate

Hours
Worked

Salaries =
Hourly Rate

x Hours
Worked

Benefits

Title

Activities
Benefit
Rate

Benefits =
Benefit Rate

x Salaries

Materials and
Supplies

Description
of

Supplies Used

Unit
Cost

Quantity
Used

Cost =
Unit Cost
x Quantity

Used

Contract
Services

Name of
Contractor

Specific Tasks
Performed

Hourly
Rate

Hours Worked

Inclusive
Dates of
Service

Cost =
Hourly Rate

x
Hours Worked

Copy of
Contract

Fixed Assets
Description of

Equipment
Purchased

Unit Cost Usage
Cost =

Unit Cost x
Usage

Travel and
Training

Travel

Purpose of Trip
Name and Title

Departure and
Return Date

Per Diem
Rate

Mileage Rate

Travel Cost

Days

Miles

Travel Mode

Cost = Rate x
Days or Miles

or Total
Travel Cost

Training
Employee
Name/Title

Name of Class

Dates
Attended

Registration
Fee

(05) Total line (04), columns (d) through (h) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to
indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the
component/activity costs, number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d) through (h) to
form LECJ-1, block (05), columns (a) through (e) in the appropriate row.
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OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER

STATE MANDATED COSTS CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS NO. 2001-03

LAW ENFORCEMENT SEXUAL HARASSMENT TRAINING
(COMMUNITY COLLEGES)

In accordance with Government Code (GC) Section 17561, eligible claimants may submit claims
to the State Controller’s Office (SCO) for reimbursement of costs incurred for state mandated
cost programs. The following are claiming instructions and forms that eligible claimants will use
for the filing of claims for Law Enforcement Sexual Harassment Training (LESH). These
claiming instructions are issued subsequent to the adoption of the program’s parameters and
guidelines (P’s & G’s) by the Commission on State Mandates (COSM).

Penal Code Section 13519.7, subdivisions (a) and (c), as added by Chapter 126, Statutes of 1993,
require peace officers who are victims of sexual harassment in the workplace to follow sexual
harassment complaint guidelines developed by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and
Training, and that peace officers who completed their basic training before January 1, 1995,
receive supplementary training on sexual harassment in the workplace.

On September 28, 2000, the COSM determined that Penal Code Section 13519.7, subdivisions
(a) and (c), establish costs mandated by the State according to the provisions listed in the
P’s & G’s. For your reference, the P’s & G’s are included as an integral part of the claiming
instructions.

Eligible Claimants
Any community college district employs peace officers and incurs increased costs as a direct
result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs.

Filing Deadlines
Pursuant to Penal Code Section 13519.7, subdivision (c), the supplementary training on sexual
harassment in the workplace should have been completed by January 1, 1997. Therefore, it is
anticipated that a majority of the training costs would have been incurred prior to the 1998-99
fiscal year. However, if costs are being claimed for the 1998-99 and subsequent fiscal years,
include a brief explanation of why the sexual harassment training was not completed until that
time on form LESH-2.

A. Initial Claims
Initial reimbursement claims must be filed within 120 days from the issuance date of
claiming instructions. Therefore, reimbursement claims for the 1996-97 through 1999-00
fiscal years and an estimated claim for the 2000-01 fiscal year must be filed with the SCO
and must be delivered or postmarked on or before August 28, 2001. Thereafter, having
received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file an annual reimbursement
claim by January 15 of the following fiscal year. Claims filed after the deadline will be
reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000.
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Costs for all initial reimbursement claims must be filed separately according to the fiscal year
in which the costs were incurred. However, the initial claims will be considered as one claim
for the purpose of computing the late claim penalty. Do not prorate the penalty among fiscal
years. If the claims are late, the penalty should be applied to a single fiscal year.

In order for a claim to be considered properly filed, it must include any specific supporting
documentation requested in the instructions. Claims filed more than one year after the
deadline or without the requested supporting documentation will not be accepted.

B. Estimated Claims
Unless otherwise specified in the claiming instructions, community college districts are not
required to provide cost schedules and supporting documents with an estimated claim if the
estimated amount does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%.
Claimants can simply enter the estimated amount on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if
the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%,
claimants must complete supplemental claim forms to support their estimated costs as
specified for the program to explain the reason for the increased costs. If no explanation
supporting the higher estimate is provided with the claim, it will automatically be adjusted to
110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs.

Estimated claims filed with the SCO must be postmarked by January 15 of the fiscal year in
which costs will be incurred. However, 2000-01 estimated claims must be filed with the SCO
and postmarked by August 28, 2001. Timely filed claims will be paid before late claims.

Minimum Claim Cost
GC Section 17564(a) provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to GC Section 17561 unless
such a claim exceeds $200 per program per fiscal year. However, any county superintendent of
community colleges, as the fiscal agent for the district, may submit a combined claim in excess
of $200 on behalf of districts within the county even if an individual claim does not exceed $200.
A combined claim must show the individual claim costs for each eligible district. Once a
combined claim is filed, all subsequent fiscal years relating to the same mandate must be filed in
a combined form. The county superintendent receives the reimbursement payment and is
responsible for disbursing funds to each participating district. A district may withdraw from the
combined claim form by providing the county superintendent and the SCO with a written notice
of its intent to file a separate claim at least 180 days prior to the deadline for filing the claim.
Claims should be rounded to the nearest dollar.

Reimbursement of Claims

Initial reimbursement claims will only be reimbursed to the extent that expenditures can be
supported and if such information is unavailable, claims will be reduced. In addition, ongoing
reimbursement claims must be supported by documentation as evidence of the expenditures.
Examples of documentation may include, but are not limited to, employee time records that
identify mandate activities, payroll records, invoices, receipts, contracts, travel expense
vouchers, purchase orders, and caseload statistics.
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Audit of Costs
All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if costs are related to the mandate,
are reasonable and not excessive, and the claim was prepared in accordance with the P’s & G’s
adopted by the COSM. If any adjustments are made to a claim, a "Notice of Claim Adjustment,"
specifying the claim component adjusted, the amount adjusted, and the reason for the adjustment,
will be mailed within 30 days after payment of the claim.

On-site audits will be conducted by the SCO as deemed necessary. Accordingly, all
documentation to support actual costs claimed must be retained for a period of two years after
the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or amended regardless
of the year of costs incurred. If no funds are appropriated for initial claims at the time the claims
are filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years from the date of initial payment
of the claim. Claim documentation shall be made available to the SCO on request. 

Retention of Claiming Instructions
Claiming instructions and forms should be retained permanently in your Mandated Cost Manual
for future reference and use in filing claims. These forms should be duplicated to meet your
filing requirements. You will be notified of updated forms or changes to claiming instructions as
necessary. For your reference, these and future mandated costs claiming instructions and forms
can be found on the Internet at www.sco.ca.gov/ard/local/locreim/index.htm.

Address for Filing Claims
Submit a signed, original and form FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all other forms and
supporting documents (no copies necessary) to:

If delivered by
U.S. Postal Service:

If delivered by
other delivery services:

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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Adopted: February 22, 2001
f:\Mandates\1997\97tc07\Ps&Gs\pg022201

Parameters and Guidelines

Penal Code Section 13519.7, Subdivisions (a) and (c)
Statutes of 1993, Chapter 126

Law Enforcement Sexual Harassment Complaint Procedures and Training

I.  SUMMARY OF MANDATE
Penal Code Section 13519.7 as added by Statutes of 1993, Chapter 126, requires, in subdivision
(a), that city police departments, county sheriffs’ departments, districts, and state university
departments follow sexual harassment complaint guidelines developed by the Commission on
Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST) and, in subdivision (c), that peace officers, who
completed their basic training before January 1, 1995, receive supplementary training on sexual
harassment in the workplace by January 1, 1997.

On September 28, 2000, the Commission on State Mandates (Commission) adopted its Statement
of Decision on the subject test claim, finding that Penal Code section 13519.7, subdivisions (a)
and (c), constitutes a reimbursable state mandated program as follows: 

“The sexual harassment guidelines, entitled “Sexual Harassment in the Workplace,
Guidelines and Curriculum, 1994” which were developed by POST in response to Penal
Code section 13519.7, subdivision (a), constitute a reimbursable state mandated program
within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution and
Government Code section 17514;”

“Penal Code section 13519.7, subdivision (c), which requires peace officers to receive a
one-time, two-hour course on sexual harassment by January 1, 1997, constitutes a
reimbursable state mandated program within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of
the California Constitution and Government Code section 17514 when the sexual
harassment training occurs during the employee’s regular working hours, or when the
sexual harassment training occurs outside the employee’s regular working hours and is
an obligation imposed by an MOU existing on January 1, 1994 (the effective date of the
statute), which requires the local agency to provide or pay for continuing education
training, for the following increased ‘costs mandated by the state’:

• Salaries, benefits, and incidental expenses for each veteran officer to receive a one-
time, two-hour course on sexual harassment; and

• Costs to present the one-time, two-hour course in the form of materials and trainer
time.”
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II.  ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS
Cities, counties, city and county, school districts and community college districts that employ
peace officers, and special districts as defined in Government Code section 17520 that are
authorized by statute to maintain a police department.1

III.  PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT
Section 17557 of the Government Code, prior to its amendment by Statutes of 1998, Chapter
681, stated that a test claim must be submitted on or before December 31 following a given fiscal
year to establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year.  This test claim was filed by
the County of Los Angeles on December 23, 1997.  Therefore, costs incurred in implementing
Statutes of 1993, Chapter 126, after July 1, 1996, are eligible for reimbursement.

Actual costs for one fiscal year shall be included in each claim.  Estimated costs for the
subsequent year may be included on the same claim, if applicable.  Pursuant to section 17561,
subdivision (d)(1) of the Government Code, all claims for reimbursement shall be submitted
within 120 days of notification by the State Controller of the enactment of the claim’s bill.

If total costs for a given year do not exceed $200, no reimbursement shall be allowed, except as
otherwise allowed by Government Code section 17564.

IV.  REIMBURSABLE ACTIVITIES 
A.  Sexual Harassment Complaint Procedures

Local law enforcement agency costs incurred in following the sexual harassment guidelines
developed by POST are reimbursable as follows:

One-time Costs

For the development of a local law enforcement agency’s sexual harassment complaint policies
and procedures, including:

1. Developing a formal written procedure for the acceptance of complaints from peace officers
who are the victims of sexual harassment training in the workplace,

2. Providing a written copy of the local agency’s complaint procedure to every peace officer
employee,

3. Using definitions and examples of sexual harassment as contained in the Code of Federal
Regulations (29 CFR 1604.11) and California Government Code Section 12950,

4. Identifying the specific steps complainants should follow for initiating a complaint,

5. Addressing supervisory/management responsibilities to intervene and/or initiate an
investigation when possible sexual harassment is observed in the workplace,

6. Stating that agencies must attempt to prevent retaliation, and under the law, sanctions can be
imposed if complainants and/or witnesses are subjected to retaliation,

7. Identifying parties to whom the incident should/may be reported, allowing complainant to
circumvent their normal chain of command in order to report a sexual harassment incident,
including stating that the complainant is always entitled to go directly to the California
Department of Fair Employment Housing (DFEH) and/ or the Federal Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) to file a complaint,

                                                
1 Penal Code section 13507 defines “district” to include the school districts, community college districts, and special
districts authorized by statute to maintain a police department for purposes of the chapter on local officer standards
and training.
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8. Requiring that all complaints shall be fully documented by the person receiving the
complaint,

9. Requiring that all sexual harassment prevention training shall be documented for each person
and maintained in an appropriate file.

B.  Sexual Harassment Training

Local law enforcement agency costs incurred in conducting sexual harassment training during
their employee’s regular working hours, or outside the employee’s regular working hours and is
an obligation imposed by an MOU existing on January 1, 1994 which requires that the local
agency provide or pay for continuing education training, are reimbursable.

Claimant-Sponsored Training

Costs incurred in conducting a one-time, two-hour supplementary training class on sexual
harassment in the workplace for each peace officer who completed basic training before
January 1, 1995, are reimbursable as follows:

1. Training the trainers to conduct the training,

2. Obtaining training materials including, but not limited to, training videos and audio visual
aids,

3. A one-time, two-hour sexual harassment training course for each peace officer veteran that
includes:

a. Instructor time to prepare and teach the two-hour sexual harassment class,

b. Trainee time to attend the two-hour sexual harassment class.

Outside Training

Costs incurred in attending a one-time, two-hour outside training class which meets the
requirements of the mandated training on sexual harassment in the workplace for peace officers,
who completed their basic training before January 1, 1995, are reimbursable as follows:

1. Trainee time to attend the one-time, two-hour sexual harassment class,

2. Training fees for each peace officer attending the one-time, two-hour class,

3. Purchase of training materials for each peace officer attending the one-time, two-hour class.

V.  CLAIM PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION
Claims for reimbursement must be timely filed and identify each cost element for which
reimbursement is claimed under this mandate.  Claimed costs must be identified to each
reimbursable activity identified in Section IV of this document and they must be supported by
the following cost element information:

A.  Direct Cost

Direct cost are defined as cost that can be traced to specific goods, services, units, programs,
activities or functions and shall be supported by the following cost element information:

1.  Salaries and Benefits

Identify the employee(s), and/or show the classification of the employee(s) involved.  Describe
the reimbursable activities performed and specify the actual time devoted to each reimbursable
activity by each employee, productive hourly rate and related fringe benefits.
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Reimbursement for personal services includes compensation paid for salaries, wages and
employee fringe benefits.  Employee fringe benefits include regular compensation paid to an
employee during periods of authorized absences (e.g., annual leave, sick leave) and the
employer’s contribution of social security, pension plans, insurance and worker’s compensation
insurance.  Fringe benefits are eligible for reimbursement when distributed equitably to all job
activities, which the employee performs.

2.  Materials and Supplies

Only expenditures that can be identified as direct costs of this mandate may be claimed.  List the
cost of the materials and supplies consumed specifically for the purposes of this mandate.
Purchases shall be claimed at the actual price after deducting cash discounts, rebates and
allowances received by the claimant.  Supplies that are withdrawn from inventory shall be
charged based on a recognized method of costing, consistently applied.

3.  Contract Services

Provide the name(s) of the contractor(s) who performed the services, including any fixed
contract for services.  Describe the reimbursable activity (ies) performed by each named
contractor and give the number of actual hours spent on the activities, if applicable.  Show the
inclusive dates when services were performed and itemize all costs for those services.

4.  Fixed Assets

List the costs of the fixed assets that have been acquired specifically for the purpose of this
mandate.  If the fixed asset is utilized in some way not directly related to the mandated program,
only the pro-rata portion of the asset, which is used for the purposes of the mandated program, is
eligible for reimbursement.

5.  Travel

Travel expenses for mileage, per diem, lodging and other employee entitlements are eligible for
reimbursement in accordance with the rules of the local jurisdiction.  Provide the name(s) of the
traveler(s), purpose of the travel, inclusive dates and times of travel, destination points and travel
costs.

6.  Training

The cost of training an employee to perform the mandated activities as specified in section IV of
these parameters and guidelines, is eligible for reimbursement.  Identify the employee(s) by
name and job classification.  Provide the title and subject of the training session, the date(s)
attended and the location.  Reimbursable costs may include salaries and benefits of trainees and
trainers, registration fees, transportation, lodging, per diem, and incidental audiovisual aids.  If
the training encompasses subjects broader than this mandate, only the pro rata portion of the
training costs can be claimed.

B.  Indirect Costs

Indirect costs are defined as costs which are incurred for a common or joint purpose, benefiting
more than one program and are not directly assignable to a particular department or program
without efforts disproportionate to the result achieved.  Indirect costs may include both (1)
overhead costs of the unit performing the mandate; and (2) the costs of central government
services distributed to other departments based on a systematic and rational basis through a cost
allocation plan.
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1.  Special Districts, Counties and Cities

Compensation for indirect costs is eligible for reimbursement utilizing the procedure provided in
the OMB A-87.  Claimants have the option of using 10% of direct labor, excluding fringe
benefits, or preparing an Indirect Cost Rate Proposal (ICRP) for the department if the indirect
cost rate exceeds 10%.  If more than one department is claiming indirect costs for the mandated
program, each department must have its own ICRP prepared in accordance with OMB A-87.  An
ICRP must be submitted with the claim when the indirect cost rate exceeds 10%.

2.  School Districts

School districts must use the J-380 (or subsequent replacement) non-restrictive indirect cost rate
provisionally approved by the California Department of Education.

3.  Community Colleges

Community colleges have the option of using (1) a federally approved rate, utilizing the cost
accounting principles from the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21 “Cost
Principles of Educational Institutions”, (2) the rate calculated on State Controller’s Form FAM-
29C, or (3) a 7% indirect cost rate.

VI.  SUPPORTING DATA
For audit purposes, all costs claimed shall be traceable to source documents (e.g., invoices,
receipts, purchase orders, contracts, worksheets, calendars, declarations) that show evidence of
the validity of such costs and their relationship to the state mandated program.  All
documentation in support of the claimed costs shall be made available to the State Controller’s
Office, as may be requested, and all reimbursement claims are subject to audit during the period
specified in Government Code section 17558.5, subdivision (a).

VII.  OFFSETTING SAVINGS AND OTHER REIMBURSEMENT
Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences as a direct result of the subject mandate shall be
deducted from the costs claimed.  In addition, reimbursement for this mandate received from any
source, including but not limited to, federal funds and other state funds shall be identified and
deducted from this claim.

VIII.  STATE CONTROLLER’S OFFICE REQUIRED CERTIFICATION
An authorized representative of the claimant shall be required to provide a certification of the
claim, as specified in the State Controller’s Office claiming instructions, for those costs
mandated by the State contained herein.

IX. PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES AMENDMENTS
Pursuant to Title 2, California Code of Regulations, section 1183.2, Parameters and Guidelines
amendments filed before the deadline for initial claims as specified in the Claiming Instructions
shall apply to all years eligible for reimbursement as defined in the original parameters and
guidelines.  A Parameters and Guidelines amendment filed after the initial claiming deadline
must be submitted on or before January 15, following a fiscal year in order to establish eligibility
for reimbursement for that fiscal year.
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State Controller's Office
Program

(19)

(20) Date Filed

(21) LRS Input
(01)

(02)

(26)

### FALSE (03) (09) (27)

### FALSE (04) (10) (28)

### FALSE (05) (11) (29)

(06) (12) (30)

(07) (13) (31)

(14) (32)

(15) (33)

(16) (34)

(08) (17) (35)

(18) (36)

(38)

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/03)

LESH-1, (05)(B)(2)(e)

LESH-1, (07)

For State Controller Use Only

Suite

(23)

(24)

(25)

Reimbursement Claim Data

236
CLAIM FOR PAYMENT

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561
LAW ENFORCEMENT SEXUAL

HARASSMENT TRAINING 

L
A
B
E
L

H
E
R
E

Claimant Identification Number

Claimant Name

County of Location

Street Address or P.O. Box

City State Zip Code

LESH-1, (04)(a)

LESH-1, (04)(b)

LESH-1, (05)(A)(1)(e)

Estimated

Combined Combined

Amended Amended

(        )           -                  Ext.Telephone Number

Title

E-Mail Address

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code Section 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the community college 
district to file mandated cost claims with the State of California for this program,  and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not 
violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1098, inclusive.

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein, and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program.  All offsetting savings 
and reimbursements set forth in the Parameters and Guidelines are identified, and all costs claimed are supported by source 
documentation currently maintained by the claimant.

The amounts for this Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs set forth on the attached statements. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and  correct.

Signature of Authorized Officer

Net Claimed Amount

Due from State

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM

Date

Due to State

Program Number 00236

Total Claimed Amount

____/____/____

____/____/____

Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim

Name of Contact Person for Claim

Less: Prior Claim Payment Received

Type or Print Name

Community College Mandated Cost Manual

LESH-1, (08)

LESH-1, (10)

LESH-1, (11)

LESH-1, (05)(B)(1)(e)

(22)

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000

Type of Claim

20___/20___ 20___/20___Fiscal Year of Cost

Reimbursement
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Program

236
LAW ENFORCEMENT SEXUAL HARASSMENT TRAINING 

Certification Claim Form
Instructions

FORM
FAM-27

(01) Enter the payee number assigned by the State Controller’s Office.

(02) Enter your Official Name, County of Location, Street or P. O. Box address, City, State, and Zip Code.

(03) If filing an estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03), Estimated.

(04) Leave blank.

(05) If filing an amended claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05), Amended. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred.

(07) Enter the amount of the estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete
form LESH-1 and enter the amount from line (12).

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07).

(09) If filing a reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09), Reimbursement.

(10) Leave blank.

(11) If filing an amended claim, enter an "X " in the box on line (11), Amended.

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed,
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year.

(13) Enter the amount of the reimbursement claim from form LESH-1, line (12). The total claimed amount must exceed $1,000.

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs were incurred or the claims shall be
reduced by a late penalty. Enter zero if the claim was timely filed, otherwise, enter the product of multiplying line (13) by the
factor 0.10 (10% penalty), or $1,000, whichever is less.

(15) If filing a reimbursement claim and a claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for the claim.
Otherwise, enter a zero.

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13).

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enter that amount on line (17), Due from State.

(18) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative, enter that amount on line (18), Due to State.

(19) to (21) Leave blank.

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for
the reimbursement claim , e.g., LESH-1, (05)(A)(1)(f), means the information is located on form LESH-1, block (05), component
(A), line (1), column (f). Enter the information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded
to the nearest dollar, i.e., no cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent
symbol, i.e., 8.19% should be shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process.

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by an original signed
certification. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form FAM-27 with blue ink, and attach a copy of the
form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.)

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person to contact if additional information is required.

SUBMIT A SIGNED ORIGINAL, AND A COPY OF FORM FAM-27, WITH ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS TO:
Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Address, if delivered by other delivery service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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Program

236
MANDATED COSTS

LAW ENFORCEMENT SEXUAL HARASSMENT TRAINING 
CLAIM SUMMARY

FORM
LESH-1

(02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year
Reimbursement

(01) Claimant

Estimated 20___/20___

(03) Department  Leave blank.

Claim Statistics

(04) Number of peace officers who received supplementary training on sexual harassment through:

(a) Claimant-sponsored training during the fiscal year of the claim

(b) Outside training during the fiscal year of the claim

Direct Costs Object Accounts

(05) Reimbursable Components (a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

 A. One-Time Costs

Salaries
and

Benefits

Services
and

Supplies

Fixed
Assets

Travel
and

Training
Total

  1. Develop Policies & Procedures

 B. Ongoing Costs

  1. Claimant-Sponsored Training

  2. Outside Training

(06) Total Direct Costs

Indirect Costs

(07) Indirect Cost Rate [Federally approved OMB A-21, FAM-29C, or 7%]  %l

(08) Total Indirect Costs [Line (06)(a) x line (07)]

(09) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (06)(e) + line (08)]

Cost Reduction

(10) Less:  Offsetting Savings

(11) Less:  Other Reimbursements

(12) Total Claimed Amount [Line (09) - {line (10) + line (11)}]
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Program

236
MANDATED COSTS

LAW ENFORCEMENT SEXUAL HARASSMENT TRAINING (SCHOOL DISTRICTS)
CLAIM SUMMARY

FORM
LESH-1

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed.
Enter the fiscal year of costs.

Form LESH-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form LESH-1 if you are filing
an estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more
than 10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than 10%, form LESH-1 must
be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the
high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year’s actual costs.

(03) Department. Leave blank.

(04) (a) Enter the number of peace officers who received supplementary training on sexual harassment in
the workplace through claimant-sponsored training during the fiscal year of the claim.

(b) Enter the number of peace officers who received supplementary training on sexual harassment in
the workplace through outside training during the fiscal year of the claim.

(05) Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the total from form LESH-2, line
(05), columns (d) through (g) to form LESH-1, block (05), columns (a) through (d) in the appropriate
row. Total each row.

(06) Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through (e).

(07) Indirect Cost Rate. Community college districts may use the federally approved OMBA-21 rate, the rate
computed using form FAM 29C, or a 7% indirect cost rate, for the fiscal year of costs.

(08) Total Indirect Costs. Multiply Total Salaries and Benefits, line (06)(a), by the Indirect Cost Rate, line
(07).

(09) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (06)(e), and Total Indirect
Costs, line (08).

(10) Less:  Offsetting Savings. If applicable, enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim.

(11) Less:  Other Reimbursements. If applicable, enter the amount of other reimbursements received from
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds,
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the
reimbursement sources and amounts.

(12) Total Claimed Amount. From Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (09), subtract the sum of Offsetting
Savings, line (10), and Other Reimbursements, line (11). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim or line (13) for the Reimbursement
Claim.
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236
MANDATED COSTS

LAW ENFORCEMENT SEXUAL HARASSMENT TRAINING 
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

FORM
LESH-2

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year

(03) Reimbursable Components:  Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed.

One-Time Costs: Develop Policies and Procedures

Ongoing Costs: Claimant-Sponsored Training Outside Training

(04) Description of Expenses:  Complete columns (a) through (g). Object Accounts

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Employee Names, Job
Classifications, Functions Performed,

and Description of Expenses

Hourly
Rate

or
Unit Cost

Hours
Worked

or
Quantity

Salaries
and

Benefits

Services
and

Supplies

Fixed
Assets

Travel
and

Training

(05)  Total Subtotal Page:____of____
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236
LAW ENFORCEMENT SEXUAL HARASSMENT TRAINING 

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL
Instructions

FORM
LESH-2

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Fiscal Year. Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred.

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box which indicates the cost component being claimed. Check
only one box per form. A separate form LESH-2 shall be prepared for each applicable component.

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box “checked” in block (03), enter the
employee names, position titles, a brief description of the activities performed, actual time spent by
each employee, productive hourly rates, fringe benefits, supplies used, contract services, travel and
training expenses. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) must be of sufficient detail to
explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, all supporting documents
must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than three years after the end of the calendar
year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. When no funds
are appropriated for the initial payment at the time the claim was filed, supporting documents must be
retained for three years from the date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be made
available to the State Controller’s Office on request.

ColumnsObject/
Sub object
Accounts (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Submit these
supporting
documents

with the claim

Salaries and
Benefits

Salaries

Employee
Name

Hourly
Rate

Hours
Worked

Salaries =
Hourly Rate

x Hours Worked

Benefits

Title

Activities
Benefit
Rate

Benefits =
Benefit Rate

x Salaries

Services and
Supplies

Supplies

Description
of

Supplies Used

Unit
Cost

Quantity
Used

Cost =
Unit Cost
x Quantity

Used

Contract
Services

Name of
Contractor

Specific Tasks
Performed

Hourly
Rate

Hours Worked

Inclusive Dates
of Service

Itemized
Cost of

Services
Performed

Invoice

Fixed Assets
Description of

Equipment
Purchased

Unit Cost Usage
Itemized Cost
of Equipment

Purchased
Invoice

Travel and
Training

Travel

Purpose of Trip
Name and Title

Departure and
Return Date

Per Diem Rate

Mileage Rate

Travel Cost

Days

Miles

Travel Mode

Cost = Rate x
Days or Miles

or Total
Travel Cost

Training
Employee
Name/Title

Name of Class

Dates
Attended

Registration
Fee

(05) Total line (04), columns (d) through (g) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to
indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the
component/activity costs, number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d) through (g) to
form LESH-1, block (05), columns (a) through (d) in the appropriate row.
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OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER

STATE MANDATED COSTS CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS NO. 2003-04C

MANDATE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS
(COMMUNITY COLLEGES)

MAY 6, 2003

In accordance with Government Code (GC) Section 17561, eligible claimants may submit
claims to the State Controller’s Office (SCO) for reimbursement of costs incurred for state
mandated cost programs. The following are claiming instructions and forms that eligible
claimants will use for the filing of claims for the Mandate Reimbursement Process (MRP)
program. These claiming instructions are issued subsequent to adoption of the program’s
parameters and guidelines (P’s & G’s) by the Commission on State Mandates (COSM).

On March 27, 1986, the COSM determined that Chapters 486, Statutes of 1975, and Chapter
1459, Statutes of 1984, establish costs mandated by the State according to the provisions listed
in the amended P’s & G’s. For your reference, the P’s & G’s are included as an integral part of
the claiming instructions. 

The P’s & G’s for this program are amended each year after the enactment of the Budget Act.
Refer to Provision 8 in Budget Act Item 0840-001-0001, and Provision 1 in Item
8885-001-0001, Statutes of 2002, that require the COSM to amend the P’s & G’s. 

Eligible Claimants
Any community college district, as defined by GC Section 17519, that incurs increased costs as
a direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs.

Filing Deadlines

A. Reimbursement Claims
Beginning with the 2002-03 fiscal year, estimated claims may be filed with the SCO and be
delivered or postmarked on or before September 9, 2003 or an actual claim for the 2002-03
fiscal year may be filed by January 15, 2004, without a late penalty. Claims filed after the
deadline will be reduced by a late penalty of 10%.

In order for a claim to be considered properly filed, it must include any specific supporting
documentation requested in the instructions. Claims filed more than one year after the
deadline or without the requested supporting documentation will not be accepted.

B. Estimated Claims
Unless otherwise specified in the claiming instructions, community college districts are not
required to provide cost schedules and supporting documents with an estimated claim if the
estimated amount does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%.
Claimants can simply enter the estimated amount on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if
the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%,
claimants must complete supplemental claim forms to support their estimated costs as
specified for the program to explain the reason for the increased costs. If no explanation
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supporting the higher estimate is provided with the claim, it will automatically be adjusted
to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. Future estimated claims filed with the
SCO must be postmarked by January 15 of the fiscal year in which costs will be incurred.
Claims filed timely will be paid before late claims.

Minimum Claim Cost
For initial claims and annual claims filed on or after September 30, 2002, if the total costs for
a given year do not exceed $1,000, no reimbursement shall be allowed except as otherwise
allowed by GC Section 17564. 

Reimbursement of Claims
To be eligible for mandated cost reimbursement for any fiscal year, only actual costs may be
claimed. Actual costs are those costs actually incurred to implement the mandated activities.
Actual costs must be traceable and supported by source documents that show the validity of
such costs, when they were incurred, and their relationship to the reimbursable activities.

Reimbursement claims will only be reimbursed to the extent that expenditures can be supported
and, if such information is unavailable, claims will be reduced. In addition, ongoing
reimbursement claims must be supported by documentation as evidence of the expenditures.
Examples of documentation may include, but are not limited to, employee time records that
identify mandate activities, payroll records, invoices, receipts, contracts, travel expense
vouchers, purchase orders, and caseload statistics. Refer to Sections IV and V of the attached
amended P’s and G’s.

Audit of Costs
All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if costs are related to the mandate,
are reasonable and not excessive, and the claim was prepared in accordance with the P’s & G’s
adopted by the COSM. If any adjustments are made to a claim, a "Notice of Claim Adjustment"
specifying the claim component adjusted, the amount adjusted, and the reason for the
adjustment, will be mailed within 30 days after payment of the claim.

On-site audits will be conducted by the SCO as deemed necessary. Pursuant to GC Section
17558.5, subdivision (a), a reimbursement claim for actual costs filed by a community college
district is subject to audit by the State Controller no later than three years after the date the
actual reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. However, if no funds
were appropriated or no payment was made to a claimant for the program for the fiscal year for
which the claim was filed, the time for the Controller to initiate an audit shall commence to run
from the date of initial payment of the claim. Therefore, all documentation to support actual
costs claimed must be retained for the same period, and shall be made available to the SCO on
request. 

Retention of Claiming Instructions

The claiming instructions and forms in this package should be retained permanently in your
Mandated Cost Manual for future reference and use in filing claims. These forms should be
duplicated to meet your filing requirements. You will be notified of updated forms or changes to
claiming instructions as necessary.
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For your reference, these and future mandated costs claiming instructions and forms can be
found on the Internet at www.sco.ca.gov/ard/local/locreim/index.shtml.

Address for Filing Claims
Claims should be rounded to the nearest dollar. Submit a signed original and a copy of form
FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all other forms and supporting documents. (To expedite the
payment process, please sign the form in blue ink, and attach a copy of the form FAM-27
to the top of the claim package.) Use the following mailing addresses:

If delivered by
U.S. Postal Service:

If delivered by
Other delivery services:

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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j:\mandates\csm4000\4485\2002\pgaadopt022703

Amended Parameters and Guidelines
Statutes 1975, Chapter 486
Statutes 1984, Chapter 1459

Statutes 1995, Chapter 303 (Budget Act of 1995)
Statutes 1996, Chapter 162 (Budget Act of 1996)
Statutes 1997, Chapter 282 (Budget Act of 1997)
Statutes 1998, Chapter 324 (Budget Act of 1998)
Statutes 1999, Chapter 50 (Budget Act of 1999)
Statutes 2000, Chapter 52 (Budget Act of 2000)
Statutes 2001, Chapter 106 (Budget Act of 2001)
Statutes 2002, Chapter 379 (Budget Act of 2002)

Mandate Reimbursement Process

[For fiscal years 1995-1996, 1996-1997, 1997-1998, 1998-1999, 1999-2000, 2000-2001, 2001-
2002, and 2002-2003 only, these parameters and guidelines are amended, pursuant to the
requirements of: (1) provision 11 of Item 0840-001-001, and provision 1 of Item 8885-001-0001
of the Budget Act of 1995; (2) provision 9 of Item 0840-001-0001, and provision 1 of Item
8885-001-0001 of the Budget Act of 1996; (3) provision 9 of Item 0840-001-0001, and provision
1 of Item 8885-001-0001 of the Budget Act of 1997; (4) provision 8 of  Item 0840-001-0001,
and provision 1 of Item 8885-001-0001 of the Budget Act of 1998; (5) provision 8 of Item 0840-
001-0001, and provision 1 of Item 8885-001-0001 of the Budget Act of 1999, (6) provision 8 of
Item 0840-001-0001, and provision 1 of Item 8885-001-0001 of the Budget Act of 2000, (7)
provision 8 of Item 0840-001-0001, and provision 1 of Item 8885-001-0001 of the Budget Act of
2001; and (8) provision 8 of Item 0840-001-0001, and provision 1 of Item 8885-001-0001 of the
Budget Act of 2002, to include Appendix A.]

Mandate Reimbursement Process
Adopted: November 20, 1986

First Amendment Adopted: March 26, 1987
Second Amendment Adopted: October 26, 1995

Third Amendment Adopted: January 30, 1997
Fourth Amendment Adopted: September 25, 1997

Fifth Amendment Adopted: October 29, 1998
Sixth Amendment Adopted: September 30, 1999

Seventh Amendment Adopted: September 28, 2000
Eighth Amendment Adopted: October 25, 2001
Ninth Amendment Adopted: February 27, 2003
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I. SUMMARY OF THE MANDATE

Statutes 1975, chapter 486, established the Board of Control's authority to hear and make
determinations on claims submitted by local governments that allege costs mandated by the state.
 In addition, Statutes 1975, chapter 486 contains provisions authorizing the State Controller's
Office to receive, review, and pay reimbursement claims for mandated costs submitted by local
governments.

Statutes 1984, chapter 1459, created the Commission on State Mandates (Commission), which
replaced the Board of Control with respect to hearing mandate cost claims.  This law established
the "sole and exclusive procedure" by which a local agency or school district is allowed to claim
reimbursement as required by article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution for state
mandates under Government Code section 17552.

Together these laws establish the process by which local agencies receive reimbursement for
state-mandated programs.  As such, they prescribe the procedures that must be followed before
mandated costs are recognized.  They also dictate reimbursement activities by requiring local
agencies and school districts to file claims according to instructions issued by the Controller.

On March 27, 1986, the Commission determined that local agencies and school districts incurred
"costs mandated by the state" as a result of Statutes 1975, chapter 486, and Statutes 1984,
chapter 1459.  Specifically, the Commission found that these two statutes imposed a new
program by requiring local governments to file claims in order to establish the existence of a
mandated program as well as to obtain reimbursement for the costs of mandated programs.

II. ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS

Any local agency as defined in Government Code section 17518, or school district as defined in
Government Code section 17519, which incurs increased costs as a result of this mandate is
eligible to claim reimbursement of those costs.

III. PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT

Pursuant to Government Code section 17560, reimbursement for state-mandated costs may be
claimed as follows:

(a) A local agency or school district may file an estimated reimbursement claim by
January 15 of the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred, and, by January 15
following that fiscal year shall file an annual reimbursement claim that details the costs
actually incurred for that fiscal year; or it may comply with the provisions of
subdivision (b).

(b) A local agency or school district may, by January 15 following the fiscal year in which
costs are incurred, file an annual reimbursement claim that details the costs actually
incurred for that fiscal year.

(c) In the event revised claiming instructions are issued by the Controller pursuant to
subdivision (c) of section 17558 between October 15 and January 15, a local agency or
school district filing an annual reimbursement claim shall have 120 days following the
issuance date of the revised claiming instructions to file a claim.

Reimbursable actual costs for one fiscal year shall be included in each claim.  Estimated costs
for the subsequent year may be included on the same claim, if applicable.  Pursuant to
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Government Code section 17561 (d)(1), all claims for reimbursement of initial years’ costs shall
be submitted within 120 days of the issuance of the State Controller’s claiming instructions.  If
the total costs for a given fiscal year do not exceed $1,000, no reimbursement shall be allowed,
except as otherwise allowed by Government Code section 17564.

IV. REIMBURSABLE ACTIVITIES

To be eligible for mandated cost reimbursement for any fiscal year, only actual costs may be
claimed.  Actual costs are those costs actually incurred to implement the mandated activities. 
Actual costs must be traceable and supported by source documents that show the validity of such
costs, when they were incurred, and their relationship to the reimbursable activities.  A source
document is a document created at or near the same time the actual cost was incurred for the
event or activity in question.  Source documents may include, but are not limited to, employee
time records or time logs, sign-in sheets, invoices, and receipts.

Evidence corroborating the source documents may include, but is not limited to, worksheets, cost
allocation reports (system generated), purchase orders, contracts, agendas, training packets, and
declarations.  Declarations must include a certification or declaration stating, “I certify under
penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct
based upon personal knowledge.”  Evidence corroborating the source documents may include
data relevant to the reimbursable activities otherwise in compliance with local, state, and federal
government requirements.  However, corroborating documents cannot be substituted for source
documents.

The claimant is only allowed to claim and be reimbursed for increased costs for reimbursable
activities identified below.  Increased cost is limited to the cost of an activity that the claimant is
required to incur as a result of the mandate.

For each eligible claimant, the following activities are reimbursable:

A. Scope of Mandate

Local agencies and school districts filing successful test claims and reimbursement claims
incur state-mandated costs.  The purpose of this test claim is to establish that local
governments cannot be made financially whole unless all state mandated costs -- both direct
and indirect -- are reimbursed.  Since local costs would not have been incurred for test claims
and reimbursement claims but for the implementation of state-imposed mandates, all
resulting costs are recoverable.

B. Reimbursable Activities

1.  Test Claims

All costs incurred by local agencies and school districts in preparing and presenting
successful test claims are reimbursable, including those same costs of an unsuccessful test
claim if an adverse Commission ruling is later reversed as a result of a court order.  These
activities include, but are not limited to, the following: preparing and presenting test claims,
developing parameters and guidelines, collecting cost data, and helping with the drafting of
required claiming instructions.  The costs of all successful test claims are reimbursable.

Costs that may be reimbursed include the following: salaries and benefits, materials and
supplies, consultant and legal costs, transportation, and indirect costs.
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2.  Reimbursement Claims

All costs incurred during the period of this claim for the preparation and submission of
successful reimbursement claims to the State Controller are recoverable by the local agencies
and school districts.  Allowable costs include, but are not limited to, the following: salaries
and benefits, service and supplies, contracted services, training, and indirect costs.

Incorrect Reduction Claims are considered to be an element of the reimbursement process.
Reimbursable activities for successful incorrect reduction claims include the appearance of
necessary representatives before the Commission on State Mandates to present the claim, in
addition to the reimbursable activities set forth above for successful reimbursement claims.

3. Training

a.  Classes 

Include the costs of classes designed to assist the claimant in identifying and correctly
preparing state-required documentation for specific reimbursable mandates.  Such costs
include, but are not limited to, salaries and benefits, transportation, registration fees, per
diem, and related costs incurred because of this mandate.  (One-time activity per
employee.)

b.  Commission Workshops

Participation in workshops convened by the Commission is reimbursable.  Such costs
include, but are not limited to, salaries and benefits, transportation, and per diem.  This
does not include reimbursement for participation in rulemaking proceedings.

V. CLAIM PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION

Each of the following cost elements must be identified for each reimbursable activity identified
in Section IV, Reimbursable Activities, of this document.  Each claimed reimbursable cost must
be supported by source documentation as described in Section IV.  Additionally, each
reimbursement claim must be filed in a timely manner.

A. Direct Cost Reporting

Direct costs are those costs incurred specifically for the reimbursable activities.  The
following direct costs are eligible for reimbursement.

1.  Salaries and Benefits

Report each employee implementing the reimbursable activities by name, job classification,
and productive hourly rate (total wages and related benefits divided by productive hours). 
Describe the specific reimbursable activities performed and the hours devoted to each
reimbursable activity performed.

2.  Materials and Supplies

Report the cost of materials and supplies that have been consumed or expended for the
purpose of the reimbursable activities.  Purchases shall be claimed at the actual price after
deducting discounts, rebates, and allowances received by the claimant.  Supplies that are
withdrawn from inventory shall be charged on an appropriate and recognized method of
costing, consistently applied.
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3.  Contract Services

Report the name of the contractor and services performed to implement the reimbursable
activities.  Attach a copy of the contract to the claim.  If the contractor bills for time and
materials, report the number of hours spent on the activities and all costs charged.  If the
contract is a fixed price, report the dates when services were performed and itemize all costs
for those services.

4.  Fixed Assets and Equipment

Report the purchase price paid for fixed assets and equipment (including computers)
necessary to implement the reimbursable activities.  The purchase price includes taxes,
delivery costs, and installation costs.  If the fixed asset or equipment is also used for purposes
other than the reimbursable activities, only the pro-rata portion of the purchase price used to
implement the reimbursable activities can be claimed.

5.  Travel

Report the name of the employee traveling for the purpose of the reimbursable activities. 
Include the date of travel, destination point, the specific reimbursable activity requiring
travel, and related travel expenses reimbursed to the employee in compliance with the rules
of the local jurisdiction.  Report employee travel time according to the rules of cost element
A.1, Salaries and Benefits, for each applicable reimbursable activity.

6. Training

Report the cost of training an employee to perform the reimbursable activities, as specified in
Section IV of this document.  Report the name and job classification of each employee
preparing for, attending, and/or conducting training necessary to implement the reimbursable
activities.  Provide the title, subject, and purpose (related to the mandate of the training
session), dates attended, and location.  If the training encompasses subjects broader than the
reimbursable activities, only the pro-rata portion can be claimed.  Report employee training
time for each applicable reimbursable activity according to the rules of cost element A.1,
Salaries and Benefits, and A.2, Materials and Supplies.  Report the cost of consultants who
conduct the training according to the rules of cost element A.3, Contracted Services.

B. Indirect Cost Reporting

1.  Local Agencies

Indirect costs are costs that are incurred for a common or joint purpose, benefiting more than
one program, and are not directly assignable to a particular department or program without
efforts disproportionate to the result achieved.  Indirect costs may include both (1) overhead
costs of the unit performing the mandate; and (2) the costs of the central government services
distributed to the other departments based on a systematic and rational basis through a cost
allocation plan.

Compensation for indirect costs is eligible for reimbursement utilizing the procedure
provided in the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-87.  Claimants have
the option of using 10% of direct labor, excluding fringe benefits, or preparing an Indirect
Cost Rate Proposal (ICRP) if the indirect cost rate claimed exceeds 10%.
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If the claimant chooses to prepare an ICRP, both the direct costs (as defined and described in
OMB Circular A-87 Attachments A and B) and the indirect costs shall exclude capital
expenditures and unallowable costs (as defined and described in OMB A-87 Attachments A
and B).  However, unallowable costs must be included in the direct costs if they represent
activities to which indirect costs are properly allocable.

The distribution base may be (1) total direct costs (excluding capital expenditures and other
distorting items, such as pass-through funds, major subcontracts, etc.), (2) direct salaries and
wages, or (3) another base which results in an equitable distribution.

In calculating an ICRP, the Claimant shall have the choice of one of the following
methodologies:

a. The allocation of allowable indirect costs (as defined and described in OMB Circular
A-87 Attachments A and B) shall be accomplished by (1) classifying a department’s
total costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, and (2) dividing the total
allowable indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an equitable distribution base. 
The result of this process is an indirect cost rate which is used to distribute indirect
costs to mandates.  The rate should be expressed as a percentage which the total
amount allowable indirect costs bears to the base selected; or

b.   The allocation of allowable indirect costs (as defined and described in OMB Circular
A-87 Attachments A and B) shall be accomplished by (1) separating a department
into groups, such as divisions or sections, and then classifying the division’s or
section’s total costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, and (2) dividing
the total allowable indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an equitable
distribution base.  The result of this process is an indirect cost rate that is used to
distribute indirect costs to mandates.  The rate should be expressed as a percentage
which the total amount allowable indirect costs bears to the base selected.

2. School Districts

Indirect costs are costs that have been incurred for common or joint purposes.  These costs
benefit more than one cost objective and cannot be readily identified with a particular final
cost objective without effort disproportionate to the results achieved.  After direct costs have
been determined and assigned to other activities, as appropriate, indirect costs are those
remaining to be allocated to benefited cost objectives.  A cost may not be allocated as an
indirect cost if any other cost incurred for the same purpose, in like circumstances, has been
claimed as a direct cost.

Indirect costs include: (a) the indirect costs originating in each department or agency of the
governmental unit carrying out state mandated programs, and (b) the costs of central
governmental services distributed through the central service cost allocation plan and not
otherwise treated as direct costs.

School districts must use the J-380 (or subsequent replacement) non-restrictive indirect cost
rate provisionally approved by the California Department of Education.

3. County Offices of Education

County offices of education must use the J-580 (or subsequent replacement) non-restrictive
indirect cost rate provisionally approved by the California Department of Education.
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4. Community College Districts

Community colleges have the option of using: (1) a federally approved rate, utilizing the cost
accounting principles from the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21, "Cost
Principles of Educational Institutions"; (2) the rate calculated on State Controller's Form
FAM-29C; or (3) a 7% indirect cost rate.

VI. RECORD RETENTION

Pursuant to Government Code section 17558.5, subdivision (a), a reimbursement claim for actual
costs filed by a local agency or school district pursuant to this chapter1 is subject to the initiation
of an audit by the Controller no later than three years after the date that the actual reimbursement
claim is filed or last amended, whichever is later.  However, if no funds are appropriated or no
payment is made to a claimant for the program for the fiscal year for which the claim is filed, the
time for the Controller to initiate an audit shall commence to run from the date of initial payment
of the claim.  All documents used to support the reimbursable activities, as described in Section
IV, must be retained during the period subject to audit.  If an audit has been initiated by the
Controller during the period subject to audit, the retention period is extended until the ultimate
resolution of any audit findings.

VII. OFFSETTING SAVINGS AND OTHER REIMBURSEMENT

Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences in the same program as a direct result of the
same statutes or executive orders found to contain the mandate shall be deducted from the costs
claimed.  In addition, reimbursement for this mandate from any source, including but not limited
to, services fees collected,  federal funds, and other state funds, shall be identified and deducted
from this claim.

VIII. STATE CONTROLLER’S CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS

Pursuant to Government Code section 17558, subdivision (b), the Controller shall issue claiming
instructions for each mandate that requires state reimbursement not later than 60 days after
receiving the adopted parameters and guidelines from the Commission, to assist local agencies
and school districts in claiming costs to be reimbursed.  The claiming instructions shall be
derived from the statute or executive order creating the mandate and the parameters and
guidelines adopted by the Commission.

Pursuant to Government Code section 17561, subdivision (d)(1), issuance of the claiming
instructions shall constitute a notice of the right of the local agencies and school districts to file
reimbursement claims, based upon parameters and guidelines adopted by the Commission.

IX. REMEDIES BEFORE THE COMMISSION

Upon request of a local agency or school district, the Commission shall review the claiming
instructions issued by the State Controller or any other authorized state agency for
reimbursement of mandated costs pursuant to Government Code section 17571.  If the
Commission determines that the claiming instructions do not conform to the parameters and
guidelines, the Commission shall direct the Controller to modify the claiming instructions and

                                                          
1 This refers to Title 2, division 4, part 7, chapter 4 of the Government Code.
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the Controller shall modify the claiming instructions to conform to the parameters and guidelines
as directed by the Commission.   

In addition, requests may be made to amend parameters and guidelines pursuant to Government
Code section 17557, subdivision (a), and California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.2.

(Continue to Appendix A)
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PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES

Statutes 1975, Chapter 486

Statutes 1984, Chapter 1459

APPENDIX A

Limitation on Reimbursement for Independent Contractor Costs During Fiscal Years
1995-1996, 1996-1997, 1997-1998, 1998-1999, 1999-2000, 2000-2001,

2001-2002, and 2002-20032

A. If a local agency or school district contracts with an independent contractor for the
preparation and submission of reimbursement claims, the costs reimbursable by the state
for that purpose shall not exceed the lesser of (1) 10 percent of the amount of the claims
prepared and submitted by the independent contractor, or (2) the actual costs that would
necessarily have been incurred for that purpose if performed by employees of the local
agency or school district.

The maximum amount of reimbursement provided in subdivision (a) for an independent
contractor may be exceeded only if the local agency or school district establishes, by
appropriate documentation, that the preparation and submission of these claims could not
have been accomplished without incurring the additional costs claimed by the local
agency or school district.

B. Costs incurred for contract services and/or legal counsel that assist in the preparation,
submission and/or presentation of claims are recoverable within the limitations imposed
under A. above.  Provide copies of the invoices and/or claims that were paid.  For the
preparation and submission of claims pursuant to Government Code sections 17561 and
17564, submit an estimate of the actual costs that would have been incurred for that
purpose if performed by employees of the local agency or school district; this cost
estimate is to be certified by the governing body or its designee.

                                                          
2 The limitation added by (1) the Budget Act of 1995, Statutes 1995, chapter 303, in Item 0840-001-001, Provision
11, and in Item 8885-001-001, Provision 1, (2) the Budget Act of 1996, Statutes 1996, chapter 162, in Item 0840-
001-0001, Provision 9, and in Item 8885-001-0001, Provision 1, (3) the Budget Act of 1997, Statutes 1997, chapter
282, in Item 0840-001-0001, Provision 9, and in Item 8885-001-0001, Provision 1, and (4) the Budget Act of 1998,
Statutes 1998, chapter 324, in Item 0840-001-0001, Provision 8, and Item 8885-001-0001, Provision 1, (5) the
Budget Act of 1999, Statutes 1999, chapter 50, in Item 0840-001-0001, Provision 8, and in Item 8885-001-0001,
Provision 1, (6) the Budget Act of 2000, Statutes 2000, chapter 52, in Item 0840-001-0001, Provision 8, and in Item
8885-001-0001, Provision 1, (7) the Budget Act of 2001, Statutes 2001, chapter 106,in Item 0840-001-0001,
Provision 8, and in Item 8885-001-0001, Provision 1, (8) the Budget Act of 2002, Statutes 2002, chapter 379, in
Item 0840-001-0001, Provision 8, and in Item 8885-001-0001, Provision 1, is shown as part A. of this Appendix. 
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If reimbursement is sought for independent contractor costs that are in excess of
[Test (1)] ten percent of the claims prepared and submitted by the independent contractor
or [Test (2)] the actual costs that necessarily would have been incurred for that purpose if
performed by employees or the local school district, appropriate documentation must be
submitted to show that the preparation and submission of these claims could not have been
accomplished without the incurring of the additional costs claimed by the local agency or
school district.  Appropriate documentation includes the record of dates and time spent by
staff of the contractor for the preparation and submission of claims on behalf of the local
agency or school district, the contractor's billed rates, and explanation on reasons for
exceeding Test (1) and/or Test (2).  In the absence of appropriate documentation,
reimbursement is limited to the lesser of Test (1) and/or Test (2).  No reimbursement shall
be permitted for the cost of contracted services without the submission of an estimate of
actual costs by the local agency or school district.
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State Controller's Office
Program

(19)

(20) Date Filed
(21) LRS Input

(01)

(02)

(26)

### FALSE (03) (09) (27)

### FALSE (04) (10) (28)

### FALSE (05) (11) (29)

(06) (12) (30)

(07) (13) (31)

(14) (32)

(15) (33)

(16) (34)

(08) (17) (35)

(18) (36)

(38)

Amended

MRP-1, (04)(2)(e)

MRP-1, (04)(3)(e)

MRP-1, (06)

MRP-1, (07)

For State Controller Use Only

237
CLAIM FOR PAYMENT

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561

MANDATED REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS 

L
A
B
E
L

H
E
R
E

Claimant Identification Number

Claimant Name

County of Location

Street Address or P.O. Box

City

Suite

State Zip Code

Reimbursement Claim Data

MRP-1, (04)(1)(e)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

MRP-1, (03)(a)

MRP-1, (03)(b)

MRP-1, (03)(c)

MRP-1, (09)

MRP-1, (10)

Date

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code Section 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the community college 
district to file mandated cost claims with the State of California for this program,  and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not 
violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1098, inclusive.

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein, and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program.  All offsetting savings 
and reimbursements set forth in the Parameters and Guidelines are identified, and all costs claimed are supported by source 
documentation currently maintained by the claimant.

The amounts for this Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs set forth on the attached statements. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and  correct.

Signature of Authorized Officer

Net Claimed Amount

Due from State

Due to State

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM

Type of Claim

20___/ 20___ 20___/ 20___Fiscal Year of Cost

ReimbursementEstimated

Combined Combined

Amended

Type or Print Name

(        )           -                  Ext.Telephone Number

Title
Name of Contact Person for Claim

Less: Prior Claim Payment Received

E-Mail Address

Program Number 00237

Total Claimed Amount

____/____/____
____/____/____

Form FAM-27 (Revised 09/03)

Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000
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237
MANDATE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS

Certification Claim Form
Instructions

FORM
FAM-27

(01) Enter the payee number assigned by the State Controller’s Office.

(02) Enter your Official Name, County of Location, Street or P. O. Box address, City, State, and Zip Code.

(03) If filing a combined estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated.

(04) Leave blank.

(05) If filing an amended estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended.

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred.

(07) Enter the amount of the estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete
form MRP-1 and enter the amount from line (11).

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07).

(09) If filing a reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement.

(10) Leave blank.

(11) If filing an amended reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended.

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed,
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year.

(13) Enter the amount of the reimbursement claim from form MRP-1, line (11). The total claimed amount must exceed $1,000.

(14) Filing Deadline. Reimbursement claims for fiscal year 2001-02 and estimated claims for fiscal year 2002-03 must be filed by
September 9, 2003.  Thereafter, reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs
were incurred or the claims shall be reduced by a late penalty of 10%. Enter zero if the claim was timely filed, otherwise, enter
the product of multiplying line (13) by the factor 0.10 (10% penalty), or $1,000, whichever is less.

(15) If filing a reimbursement claim and a claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for the claim.
Otherwise, enter a zero.

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13).

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enter that amount on line (17), Due from State.

(18) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative, enter that amount on line (18), Due to State.

(19) to (21) Leave blank.

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for
the reimbursement claim, e.g. MRP-1, (04)(1)(e), means the information is located on form MRP-1, block (04), line (1), column
(e). Enter the information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest
dollar, i.e., no cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548%
should be shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process.

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by an original signed
certification. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form FAM-27 with blue ink, and attach a copy of the
form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.)

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person to contact if additional information is required.

SUBMIT A SIGNED ORIGINAL, AND A COPY OF FORM FAM-27, WITH ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS TO:

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Address, if delivered by other delivery service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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MANDATE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS 
CLAIM SUMMARY

FORM
MRP-1

(02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year
Reimbursement

(01) Claimant

Estimated 20___/20___

Claim Statistics

(03)  Chapter/Statute, Name, and Number of Mandates (a) (b) (c)

Test
Claims

Reimbursement/
Incorrect Reduction

Claims
Training

Total Number of Claims Filed

Direct Costs Object Accounts

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)(04) Reimbursable Components

Salaries
& Benefits

Services
 & Supplies

Travel &
Training

Fixed
Assets Total

1. Test Claims

2. Reimbursement Claims

3. Training

(05) Total Direct Costs

Indirect Costs

(06) Indirect Cost Rate [Federally approved OMB A-21, FAM-29C, or 7%]  %l

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (06) x line (05)(a)]

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (05)(e) + line (07)]

Cost Reduction

(09) Less:  Offsetting Savings

(10) Less:  Other Reimbursements

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (08) - {line (09) + line (10)}]
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MANDATE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS 

Certification Claim Form
Instructions

FORM
MRP-1

(01) Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed.
Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred or are to be incurred.

Form MRP-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form MRP-1 if you are filing an
estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than
10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than 10%, form MRP-1 must
be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year’s actual costs.

(03) Test Claims:  Enter the chapter/statute or state regulation and program name. Give the date when the
successful test claim was heard by the Commission on State Mandates. Enter an “X” in column (a) for
each program. 

Reimbursement Claims/Incorrect Reduction Claims:  List each chapter/statute or state regulation
and program name that is included in the claim preparation costs. Enter an “X” in column (b) for each
program. Give the date when the successfully appealed incorrect reduction claim was heard by the
Commission on State Mandates. 

Training:  Enter the chapter/statute or state regulation and program name. Give the date when the
training took place. Enter an “X” in column (c).

Total the “X”s in each column. Attach a separate schedule if more space is needed to meet your
requirements.   

(04) Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the total from form MRP-2, line
(05), columns (d), (e), (f), and (g) to form MRP-1, block (04) columns (a), (b), (c), and (d) in the
appropriate row. Total each row and enter in column (e).

(05) Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through (e).

(06) Indirect Cost Rate. Community college districts may use the federally approved OMBA-21 rate, the rate
computed using form FAM 29C, or a 7% indirect cost rate, for the fiscal year of costs.

(07) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying Total Salaries and Benefits, line (05)(a), by the
Indirect Cost Rate, line (06). 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (05)(e), and Total Indirect
Costs, line (07).

(09) Less:  Offsetting Savings. If applicable, enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim.

(10) Less:  Other Reimbursements. If applicable, enter the amount of other reimbursements received from
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds,
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the
reimbursement sources and amounts.

(11) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements,
line (10), from Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (08). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim, or line (13) for the Reimbursement
Claim.
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COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

FORM
MRP-2

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year

(03) Reimbursable Component:  Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed.

 Test Claims  Reimbursement Claims  Incorrect Reduction Claims

(04) Description of Expenses Object Accounts

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Employee Names, Job Classifications,
Functions Performed, 

and Description of Expenses

Hourly
Rate

or
Unit Cost

Hours
Worked

or
Quantity

Salaries
and

Benefits

Services
and

Supplies

Travel
and

Training

Fixed
Assets

(05)  Total Subtotal Page:____of____  
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CLAIM SUMMARY
Instructions

FORM
MRP-2

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. If more than one department has incurred costs for the mandate, give the name of
each department. A form MRP-2 should be completed for each department.

(02) Enter the fiscal year in which costs were incurred.

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check only one box per form to indicate the cost component being claimed. A separate
form MRP-2 shall be prepared for each applicable component.

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support reimbursable costs.
Allowable costs for the following cost components include, but are not limited to:

•  Test Claim - Salaries and benefits, supplies, consultants and legal services, travel, etc.
•  Reimbursement Claim/Incorrect Reduction Claim - Salaries and benefits, supplies, contracted services.etc., 
•  Training - Registration fee.

To detail costs for the component activity box “checked” in block (03), enter the employee names, position titles, a
brief description of the activities performed, actual time spent by each employee, productive hourly rates, fringe
benefits, supplies used, contract services, etc. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) must be of sufficient
detail to explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, all supporting documents must
be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than three years after the date the claim was filed or last amended,
whichever is later. If no funds were appropriated and no payment was made at the time the claim was filed, the time
for the Controller to initiate an audit shall be from the date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be
made available to the State Controller’s Office on request.

ColumnsObject/
Sub object
Accounts (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Submit these
supporting
documents

with the claim

Salaries Employee
Name
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Hourly Rate

x
Hours Worked

Benefits
Title
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Benefit
Rate

Benefits =
Benefit Rate

x
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Specific Tasks
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Rate
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Worked
Inclusive
Dates of
Service
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Hourly Rate

x
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Worked

Copy of
Contract

Services &
Supplies

Contract
Services

Office
Supplies

Description
of

Supplies Used

Unit
Cost

Quantity
Used

Cost =
Unit Cost

x
Quantity

Used

Purpose of Trip
Name and Title
Departure and
Return Date

Per Diem Rate
Mileage Rate
Travel Cost

Days
Miles

Travel Mode

Cost=Rate x
Days or
Miles or

Total Trave;
Cost

Travel &
Training

Travel

Training

Employee
Name and Title

Name of Class

Dates
Attended

Registration
Fee

Fixed
Assets

Description of
Equipment
Purchased

Unit
 Cost Usage

Cost =
Unit Cost

x
Usage

(05) Total line (04), columns (d), (e), (f), and (g) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to indicate if the
amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the component costs, number each page. Enter
totals from line (05), columns (d), (e), (f), and (g) to form MRP-1, block (04), columns (a), (b), (c), and (d) in the
appropriate row.
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OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER

STATE MANDATED COSTS CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS NO. 2002-11

OPEN MEETINGS ACT/BROWN ACT REFORM

 (COMMUNITY COLLEGES)

In accordance with Government Code (GC) Section 17561, eligible claimants may submit claims
to the State Controller’s Office (SCO) for reimbursement of costs incurred for state mandated
cost programs. The following are claiming instructions and forms that eligible claimants will use
for the filing of claims for the Open Meetings Act/Brown Act Reform (BAR) program. These
claiming instructions are issued subsequent to the adoption of the program’s parameters and
guidelines (P’s & G’s) by the Commission on State Mandates (COSM).

GC Sections 54952, 54954.2, 54957.1, and 54957.7 require that legislative bodies of community
college districts comply with certain changes to the Ralph M. Brown Act, also known as the
Open Meetings Act. The test claim legislation expanded the types of legislative bodies required
to comply with the notice and agenda requirements of GC Sections 54954.2 and 54954.3.  

On June 28, 2001, the COSM determined that the BAR program establishes costs mandated by
the State according to the provisions listed in the attached amended P’s & G’s. For your
reference, the P’s & G’s are included as an integral part of the claiming instructions.

Eligible Claimants
Any community college district, that incurs increased costs as a direct result of this mandate is
eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs.

Reimbursement Options
Three reimbursement options were established by the COSM for costs incurred during a fiscal
year: Actual Time, Standard-Time, and Flat-Rate. All meetings of the same type or name must
be claimed using the same basis for the entire fiscal year. However, the meetings may be claimed
using a different basis during a subsequent fiscal year. For each type or name of a meeting
claimed, claimants shall select one of the following reimbursement options:

A. Actual Time
Actual costs of administering the BAR program in compliance with this mandate may be
claimed. Eligible claimants must claim actual costs incurred for subsequent reporting of
action taken in closed session, providing copies of documents approved or adopted in
closed session, and training. See Section V. A. (page 6) of the P’s & G’s. The following
are reimbursable activities related to the BAR program: Salaries and benefits, materials and
supplies, contract services, travel and training, and fixed assets. Forms BAR-2A and BAR-3
must be completed to claim actual costs associated with this mandate. Forms BAR-1 and
FAM-27 are then used to summarize these costs.
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B. Standard-Time
In lieu of actual time, a standard-time allowance of 10 or 45 minutes per agenda item, based
on enrollment size of the district, as provided for in the P’s & G’s, shall be used to calculate
the cost of each brief agenda that was prepared during the fiscal year. This standard-time
allowance covers the direct and, if applicable, the indirect costs incurred in compliance with
this mandate. Forms BAR-2S and BAR-3 must be completed to claim standard-time costs
associated with this mandate. Forms BAR-1 and FAM-27 are then used to summarize these
costs.

C. Flat-Rate
In lieu of actual costs, a flat-rate allowance of $90.10 per meeting for the base fiscal year of
1993-94, as provided for in the P’s & G’s, shall be used to claim the cost of each agenda that
was prepared during the fiscal year. The flat-rate allowance includes all costs incurred for
preparing and posting an agenda including closed session agenda items. Claimants who
filed reimbursement claims under the Open Meetings Act program using the flat rate
option cannot file another reimbursement claim using this option for initial year costs
for agenda preparation of closed session items under the BAR program. Refer to
Sections III. and IV. of the P’s and G’s. The direct and indirect costs incurred in
compliance with this mandate will be adjusted each subsequent fiscal year by the Implicit
Price Deflator. Forms BAR-2F and BAR-3 must be completed to claim flat-rate costs
associated with this mandate. Forms BAR-1 and FAM-27 are then used to summarize these
costs.

Filing Deadlines
Eligible claimants have the option of filing new reimbursement claims for the period
January 1, 1994, to June 30, 1994, and fiscal years 1994-95 through 2000-01 for reimbursable
activities incurred only in compliance with the BAR mandate pursuant to these P’s & G’s. The
initial years’ costs shall not include any costs that were claimable or reimbursed pursuant
to the Open Meetings Act (OMA) program per claiming instructions 2000-15 and 16.
Annual claims, commencing with the 2001-02 fiscal year, shall include all costs for the
OMA and BAR programs. See Section I. of the P’s & G’s for the expanded types of
“legislative bodies” required to comply with the notice and agenda requirements of GC §§
54954.2 and 54954.3.

A. Initial Claims
Initial claims must be filed within 120 days from the issuance date of claiming
instructions. Reimbursement claims for the period January 1, 1994, to June 30, 1994, and
fiscal years 1994-95 through 2001-02 must be filed with the SCO and be delivered or
postmarked on or before October 30, 2002. Annually thereafter, having received
payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a reimbursement claim by
January 15 of the following fiscal year. Claims filed after the deadline will be reduced
by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000. All initial reimbursement claims will be
considered as one claim for the purpose of computing the late claim penalty. If the claims
are late, the penalty should be applied to a single fiscal year. Do not prorate the penalty
among fiscal years. In order for a claim to be considered properly filed, it must include
any specific supporting documentation requested in the instructions. Claims filed more
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than one year after the deadline or without the requested supporting documentation
will not be accepted.

B. Estimated Claims
Estimated claims for fiscal year 2002-03 must be filed with the SCO and postmarked by
October 30, 2002. Thereafter, they must be filed with the SCO and postmarked by
January 15 of the fiscal year in which costs will be incurred. Timely filed claims are paid
before late claims.

Unless otherwise specified in the claiming instructions, community colleges are not
required to provide cost schedules and supporting documents with an estimated claim if
the estimated amount does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than
10%. The claimant can simply enter the estimated amount on form FAM-27, line (07).
However, if the estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more
than 10%, the claimant must complete supplemental claim forms to support their
estimated costs as specified for the program to explain the reason for the increased costs.
If no explanation supporting the higher estimate is provided with the claim, it will
automatically be adjusted to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs.

Minimum Claim Cost
For initial claims and annual claims filed on or after September 30, 2002, if the total costs for a
given year do not exceed $1,000, no reimbursement shall be allowed except as otherwise allowed
by GC Sections 17564. 

Reimbursement Claims
Initial reimbursement claims will only be reimbursed to the extent that expenditures can be
supported and if such information is unavailable, claims will be reduced. In addition, ongoing
reimbursement claims must be supported by documentation as evidence of the expenditures.
Examples of documentation may include, but are not limited to, copies of agendas, employee
time records that identify mandate activities, payroll records, invoices, receipts, contracts, travel
expense vouchers, purchase orders, and caseload statistics.

Audit of Costs
All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if costs are related to the mandate,
are reasonable and not excessive, and the claim was prepared in accordance with the P’s & G’s
adopted by the COSM. If any adjustments are made to a claim, a "Notice of Claim Adjustment"
specifying the claim component adjusted, the amount adjusted, and the reason for the adjustment,
will be mailed within 30 days after payment of the claim.

On-site audits will be conducted by the SCO as deemed necessary. Accordingly, all
documentation to support actual costs claimed must be retained for a period of three years after
the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or amended regardless
of the year the costs were incurred. When no funds are appropriated for initial claims at the time
the claim is filed, supporting documents must be retained for three years from the date of initial
payment of the claim. Claim documentation shall be made available to the SCO upon request.
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Retention of Claiming Instructions
Claiming instructions and forms should be retained permanently in your Mandated Cost Manual
for future reference and use in filing claims. These forms should be duplicated to meet your
filing requirements. You will be notified of updated forms or changes to claiming instructions as
necessary. For your reference, these and future mandated costs claiming instructions and forms
can be found on the Internet at www.sco.ca.gov/ard/local/locreim/index.shtml.

Address for Filing Claims
Claims should be rounded to the nearest dollar. Submit a signed original and a copy of form
FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all other forms and supporting documents. (To expedite the
payment process, please sign the form in blue ink, and attach a copy of the form FAM-27 to
the top of the claim package.) Use the following mailing addresses:

If delivered by
U.S. Postal Service:

If delivered by
other delivery services:

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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Adopted: April 25, 2002
j:\mandates\csm4000\4469\PsGs\pgadopt042502

Parameters and Guidelines
Government Code Sections 54952, 54954.2, 54954.3, 54957.1, and 54957.7

Statutes of 1986, Chapter 641
Statutes of 1993, Chapters 1136, 1137 and 1138

Open Meetings Act/Brown Act Reform

I. SUMMARY OF THE MANDATE

Government Code sections 54952, 54954.2, 54957.1 and 54957.7, require that “legislative
bodies” of local agencies comply with certain changes to the Ralph M. Brown Act, also known
as the Open Meetings Act.

On June 28, 2001, the Commission on State Mandates (Commission) adopted its Statement of
Decision on the Brown Act Reform test claim (CSM-4469).  The Commission found that
Government Code sections 54952, 54954.2, 54957.1, and 54957.7, as added and amended by
Statutes of 1993, chapters 1136, 1137, and 1138, constitutes a reimbursable state mandated
program upon local governments within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California
Constitution and Government Code section 17514.  The test claim legislation expanded the types
of “legislative bodies” required to comply with the notice and agenda requirements of
Government Code sections 54954.2 and 54954.3, to include:

• Local Bodies created by state or federal statute.

• Standing Committees with less than a quorum of members of the legislative body that
has a continuing subject matter jurisdiction or a meeting schedule fixed by formal
action.

• Permanent & Temporary Advisory Bodies (except bodies of less than a quorum of the
members of the legislative body).

It also required all “legislative bodies” to perform a number of additional activities in relation to
the closed session requirements of the Brown Act, as follows:

• To include a brief general description on the agenda of all items to be discussed in
closed session.  A brief general description of an item generally need not exceed 20
words.  (Gov. Code, § 54954.2, subd. (a).)

• To disclose in an open meeting, prior to holding any closed session, each item to be
discussed in the closed session.  (Gov. Code, § 54957.7, subd. (a).)

• To reconvene in open session prior to adjournment and report the actions and votes
taken in closed session for the five items identified in Government Code section
54957.1, subdivision (a)(1-4, 6).  (Gov. Code, § 54957.7, subd. (b).)

• To provide copies of closed session documents as required.  (Gov. Code, § 54957.1,
subd. (b) and (c).)
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The Commission previously adopted two test claims on the Brown Act:

1. Open Meetings Act

On March 23, 1988, the Commission adopted the Open Meetings Act test claim (CSM-4257).
Statutes of 1986, chapter 641, added Government Code section 54954.2 to require that the
legislative body of the local agency, or its designee, post an agenda containing a brief general
description of each item of business to be transacted or discussed at the regular meeting,
subject to exceptions stated therein, specifying the time and location of the regular meeting and
requiring that the agenda be posted at least 72 hours before the meeting in a location freely
accessible to the public.  The following types of “legislative bodies” were eligible for
reimbursement:

• Governing board, commission, directors or body of a local agency or any board or
commission thereof, as well as any board, commission, committee, or other body on
which officers of a local agency serve in their official capacity.

• Any board, commission, committee, or body which exercises authority delegated to it
by the legislative body.

• Planning commissions, library boards, recreation commissions, and other permanent
boards or commissions of a local agency composed of at least a quorum of the members
of the legislative body.

Statutes of 1986, chapter 641 also added Government Code section 54954.3 to provide an
opportunity for members of the public to address the legislative body on specific agenda items
or any item of interest that is within the subject matter jurisdiction of the legislative body, and
this opportunity for comment must be stated on the posted agenda.

2. School Site Councils and Brown Act Reform

On April 27, 2000, the Commission approved the School Site Councils and Brown Act Reform
test claim (CSM-4501).  This test claim was based on Government Code section 54954 and
Education Code section 35147, which addressed the application of the open meeting act
provisions of the Brown Act to specified school site councils and advisory committees of
school districts.1

II. ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS

Any county, city, a city and county, school or special district that incurs increased costs as a
result of this reimbursable state mandated program is eligible to claim reimbursement of those
costs.

III. PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT

Government Code section 17557, prior to its amendment by Statutes of 1998, chapter 681
(effective September 22, 1998), stated that a test claim must be submitted on or before December
31 following a given fiscal year to establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year.
The test claim for Brown Act Reform was filed on December 29, 1994.  Statutes
of 1993, chapters 1136, 1137, and 1138, became effective January 1, 1994.  Therefore, costs

                                                
1 The parameters and guidelines for the School Site Councils and Brown Act Reform test claim are not included in
these parameters and guidelines.
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incurred on or after January 1, 1994 for compliance with the Brown Act Reform mandate are
eligible for reimbursement.

Actual costs for one fiscal year shall be included in each claim.  Estimated costs for the
subsequent year may be included on the same claim, if applicable.  Pursuant to Government
Code section 17561, subdivision (d)(1), all claims for reimbursement of initial years’ costs shall
be submitted within 120 days of notification by the State Controller of the issuance of claiming
instructions.

If total costs for a given fiscal year do not exceed $200, no reimbursement shall be allowed
except as otherwise allowed by Government Code section 17564.

Initial years’ costs shall not include any costs that were claimable or reimbursed pursuant to
Open Meetings Act Parameters and Guidelines as amended on December 4, 1991 or
November 30, 2000.  Reimbursement for these costs must be claimed as prescribed in the
Controller’s Claiming Instructions No. 2000-15 and 2000-16 for local agencies and schools,
respectively.

Annual claims, commencing with the 2001-2002 fiscal year, shall include all costs for Open
Meetings Act and Brown Act Reform.

IV. REIMBURSABLE ACTIVITIES

For each eligible claimant, the following activities are eligible for reimbursement:

A.  Agenda Preparation and Posting Activities

1. Prepare a single agenda for a regular meeting of a legislative body of a local agency or
school district containing a brief description of each item of business to be transacted or
discussed at a regular meeting, including items to be discussed in closed session, and
citing the time and location of the regular meeting.2  (Gov. Code, § 54954.2,
subd. (a).)

2. Post a single agenda 72 hours before a meeting in a location freely accessible to the
public.  Further, every agenda must state that there is an opportunity for members of the
public to comment on matters that are within the subject matter jurisdiction of the
legislative body, subject to exceptions stated therein.  (Gov. Code, §§ 54954.2,
subd. (a), and 54954.3, subd. (a).)

Beginning January 1, 1994, the following types of “legislative bodies” are eligible to claim
reimbursement under these parameters and guidelines for the activities listed in section IV.A:

• Local Bodies created by state or federal statute.

• Standing Committees with less than a quorum of members of the legislative body that
has a continuing subject matter jurisdiction or a meeting schedule fixed by formal
action.

• Permanent & Temporary Advisory Bodies (except bodies of less than a quorum of the
members of the legislative body).

                                                
2 As amended by Statutes of 1993, chapter 1136.
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Beginning January 1, 1994, the following “legislative bodies” are eligible to claim
reimbursement under these parameters and guidelines for the preparation of a brief general
description of closed session agenda items, using either the actual or standard time
reimbursement options pursuant to section V.A.1 or 2:

• Governing board, commission, directors or body of a local agency or any board or
commission thereof, as well as any board, commission, committee, or other body on
which officers of a local agency serve in their official capacity.

• Any board, commission, committee, or body which exercises authority delegated to it
by the legislative body.

• Planning commissions, library boards, recreation commissions, and other permanent
boards or commissions of a local agency composed of at least a quorum of the members
of the legislative body.

• Local Bodies created by state or federal statute.

• Standing Committees with less than a quorum of members of the legislative body that
has a continuing subject matter jurisdiction or a meeting schedule fixed by formal
action.

• Permanent & Temporary Advisory Bodies (except bodies of less than a quorum of the
members of the legislative body).

B.  Closed Session Activities

1. Disclose in an open meeting, prior to holding any closed session, each item to be
discussed in the closed session.  (Gov. Code, § 54957.7, subd. (a).)

2. Reconvene in open session prior to adjournment to make any disclosures required by
Section 54957.1 of action taken in the closed session, including items as follows:  (Gov.
Code, § 54957.7, subd. (b).)

a. Approval of an agreement concluding real estate negotiations as specified in
Section 54956.8.  (Gov. Code, § 54957.1, subd. (a)(1).)

b. Approval given to its legal counsel to defend, or seek or refrain from seeking
appellate review or relief, or to enter as an amicus curiae in any form of litigation as
the result of consultation under Section 54956.9.  (Gov. Code, § 54957.1,
subd. (a)(2).)

c. Approval given to its legal counsel of a settlement of pending litigation as defined in
Section 54956.9, at any stage prior to or during a judicial or quasi-judicial proceeding
shall be reported after the settlement is final.  (Gov. Code, § 54957.1, subd. (a)(3).)

d. Disposition reached as to claims discussed in closed session pursuant to Section
54956.95 shall be reported as soon as reached in a manner that identifies of the name
of the claimant, the name of the local agency claimed against, the substance of the
claim, and any monetary amount approved for payment and agreed upon by the
claimant.  (Gov. Code, § 54957.1, subd. (a)(4).)
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e. Approval of an agreement concluding labor negotiations with represented employees
pursuant to Section 54957.6 shall be reported after the agreement is final and has
been accepted or ratified by the other party.  (Gov. Code, § 54957.1, subd. (a)(6).)

3. Provide copies of any contracts, settlement agreements, or other documents that were
finally approved or adopted in the closed session to a person who submitted a written
request within the timelines specified or to a person who has made a standing request, as
set forth in Sections 54954.1 or 54956 within the time lines specified.  (Gov. Code, §
54957.1, subd. (b) and (c).)

4. Train members of only those legislative bodies that actually hold closed executive
sessions, on the closed session requirements of Brown Act Reform.  If such training is
given to all members of the legislative body, whether newly appointed or existing
members, contemporaneously, time of the trainer and legislative members is
reimbursable.  Additionally, time for preparation of training materials, obtaining
materials including training videos and audio visual aids, and training the trainers to
conduct the training is reimbursable.  See Section V.B.6 of these parameters and
guidelines.

Beginning January 1, 1994, the following “legislative bodies” are eligible to claim
reimbursement under these parameters and guidelines for the activities listed in IV.B:

• Governing board, commission, directors or body of a local agency or any board or
commission thereof, as well as any board, commission, committee, or other body on
which officers of a local agency serve in their official capacity.

• Any board, commission, committee, or body which exercises authority delegated to it
by the legislative body.

• Planning commissions, library boards, recreation commissions, and other permanent
boards or commissions of a local agency composed of at least a quorum of the members
of the legislative body.

• Local Bodies created by state or federal statute.

• Standing Committees with less than a quorum of members of the legislative body that
has a continuing subject matter jurisdiction or a meeting schedule fixed by formal
action.

• Permanent & Temporary Advisory Bodies (except bodies of less than a quorum of the
members of the legislative body).
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V. CLAIM PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION

Each reimbursement claim must be timely filed.  Each of the following cost elements must be
identified for each reimbursable activity identified in section IV of this document.

A.  Reimbursement Options for Agenda Preparation and Posting, Including Closed Session
Agenda Items

Eligible claimants may use the actual time, standard time, or flat rate reimbursement options for
claiming costs incurred pursuant to section IV.A of these parameters and guidelines for agenda
preparation and posting, including closed session items.3  Eligible claimants must claim actual
costs incurred for subsequent reporting of action taken in closed session, providing copies of
documents approved or adopted in closed session, and training.

For each type or name of meeting claimed during a fiscal year, select one of the following
reimbursement options.  For example, all city council meetings in a given fiscal year may be
claimed on only one basis: actual time, standard time or flat-rate.  If standard time is selected, all
city council meetings must be claimed using this basis for the entire year.  However, all city
council meetings could be claimed on an actual cost basis during a subsequent fiscal year.

1. Actual Time

List the meeting names and dates.  Report each employee implementing the reimbursable
activities by name, job classification, and productive hourly rate (total wages and related
benefits divided by productive hours).  Describe the specific reimbursable activities
performed and the hours devoted to each reimbursable activity performed.

Counties and cities may claim indirect costs pursuant to section V.C.

2. Standard Time

a. Main Legislative Body Meetings of Counties and Cities

List the meeting names and dates.  For each meeting, multiply the number of agenda
items, excluding standard agenda items such as “adjournment”, “call to order”, “flag
salute”, and “public comments”, by 30 minutes and then by the blended productive
hourly rate of the involved employees.

Counties and cities may claim indirect costs pursuant to section V.C.

b. Special District Meetings, and County and City Meetings Other Than Main
Legislative Body

List the meeting names and dates.  For each meeting, multiply the number of agenda
items, excluding standard agenda items such as “adjournment”, “call to order”, “flag
salute”, and “public comments”, by 20 minutes and then by the blended productive
hourly rate of the involved employees.

                                                
3 The flat rate includes all of the costs for preparing and posting an agenda, including closed session agenda items.
Claimants that filed reimbursement claims under the Open Meetings Act Program using the flat rate reimbursement
option cannot file another reimbursement claim using the flat rate option for initial years costs for agenda
preparation of closed session items under Brown Act Reform. Refer to sections III and IV of these parameters and
guidelines.
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Special districts, counties and cities may claim indirect costs pursuant to
section V.C.

c. School and Community College Districts and County Offices of Education

List the meeting names and dates.  For each meeting, multiply the number of agenda
items times the minutes per agenda item for County Offices of Education and for
districts, by enrollment size, times the blended productive hourly rate of the involved
employees.  The minutes per agenda for County Offices of Education and for districts
by enrollment size are:

County Offices of Education: 45 minutes
Districts:

Enrollment 20,000 or more 45 minutes
Enrollment 10,000 – 19,999 15 minutes
Enrollment less than 10,000 10 minutes

School and community college districts and County Offices of Education may claim
indirect costs pursuant to section V.C.

3. Flat Rate4

List the meeting names and dates.  Multiply the uniform cost allowance, shown in the table
provided below, by the number of meetings.  The uniform cost allowance shall be adjusted
each year subsequent to fiscal year 1997-1998 by the Implicit Price Deflator referenced in
Government Code section 17523.

1993-1994 $     90.10
1994-1995 92.44
1995-1996 95.12
1996-1997 97.31
1997-1998 100.00

B.  Direct Cost Reporting

Direct costs that are eligible for reimbursement are:

1.  Salaries and Benefits

Report each employee implementing the reimbursable activities by name, job classification,
and productive hourly rate (total wages and related benefits divided by productive hours).
Describe the specific reimbursable activities performed and the hours devoted to each
reimbursable activity performed.

                                                
4 The flat rate includes all of the costs for preparing and posting an agenda, including closed session agenda items.
Claimants that filed reimbursement claims under the Open Meetings Act Program using the flat rate reimbursement
option cannot file another reimbursement claim using the flat rate option for initial years costs for agenda
preparation of closed session items under Brown Act Reform. Refer to sections III and IV of these parameters and
guidelines.
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2.  Materials and Supplies

Report the cost of materials and supplies that have been consumed or expended for the
purpose of the reimbursable activities.  Purchases shall be claimed at the actual price after
deducting discounts, rebates, and allowances received by the claimant.  Supplies that are
withdrawn from inventory shall be charged on an appropriate and recognized method of
costing, consistently applied.

3.  Contracted Services

Report the name of the contractor and services performed to implement the reimbursable
activities.  If the contractor bills for time and materials, report the number of hours spent on
the activities and all costs charged.  If the contract is a fixed price, report the services that
were performed during the period covered by the reimbursement claim.  If the contract
services are also used for purposes other than the reimbursable activities, only the pro-rata
portion of the services used to implement the reimbursable activities can be claimed.  Submit
contract consultant and attorney invoices with the claim and a description of the contract
scope of services.

4.  Fixed Assets and Equipment

Report the purchase price paid for fixed assets and equipment (including computers)
necessary to implement the reimbursable activities.  The purchase price includes taxes,
delivery costs, and installation costs.  If the fixed asset or equipment is also used for purposes
other than the reimbursable activities, only the pro-rata portion of the purchase price used to
implement the reimbursable activities can be claimed.

5.  Travel

Report the name of the employee traveling for the purpose of the reimbursable activities.
Include the date of travel, destination point, the specific reimbursable activity requiring
travel, and related travel expenses reimbursed to the employee in compliance with the rules
of the local jurisdiction.  Report employee travel time according to the rules of cost element
B.1, Salaries and Benefits, for each applicable reimbursable activity.

6.  Training

Report the cost of training members of the legislative body to perform the reimbursable
activities, as specified in section IV.B of this document.  Report the name and job
classification of each employee preparing for, attending, and/or conducting training
necessary to implement the reimbursable activities.  Provide the title, subject, and purpose
(related to the mandate of the training session), dates attended, and location.  If the training
encompasses subjects broader than the reimbursable activities, only the pro-rata portion can
be claimed.  Report employee training time for each applicable reimbursable activity
according to the rules of cost element B.1, Salaries and Benefits, and B.2, Materials and
Supplies. Report the cost of consultants who conduct the training according to the rules of
cost element B.3, Contracted Services.  This data, if too voluminous to be included with the
claim, may be reported in a summary.  However, supporting data must be maintained as
described in section VI.
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C.  Indirect Cost Rates

Indirect costs are defined as costs which are incurred for a common or joint purpose, benefiting
more than one program and are not directly assignable to a particular department of program
without efforts disproportionate to the result achieved.  Indirect costs may include both (1)
overhead costs of the unit performing the mandate; and (2) the costs of central government
services distributed to other departments based on a systematic and rational basis through a cost
allocation plan.

Cities, Counties and Special Districts

Compensation for indirect costs is eligible for reimbursement utilizing the procedure provided in
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-87.  Claimants have the option of
using 10% of direct labor, excluding fringe benefits, or preparing an Indirect Cost Rate Proposal
(ICRP) if the indirect cost rate claimed exceeds 10%.

If the claimant chooses to prepare an ICRP, both the direct costs (as defined and described in
OMB Circular A-87 Attachments A and B) and the indirect costs shall exclude capital
expenditures and unallowable costs (as defined and described in OMB A-87 Attachments A and
B).  However, unallowable costs must be included in the direct costs if they represent activities
to which indirect costs are properly allocable.

The distribution base may be (1) total direct costs (excluding capital expenditures and other
distorting items, such as pass-through funds, major subcontracts, etc.), (2) direct salaries and
wages, or (3) another base which results in an equitable distribution.

In calculating an ICRP, the Claimant shall have the choice of one of the following
methodologies:

1. The allocation of allowable indirect costs (as defined and described in OMB Circular
A-87 Attachments A and B) shall be accomplished by (1) classifying a department’s total
costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, and (2) dividing the total allowable
indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an equitable distribution base.  The result of
this process is an indirect cost rate which is used to distribute indirect costs to mandates.
The rate should be expressed as a percentage which the total amount allowable indirect
costs bears to the base selected; or

2. The allocation of allowable indirect costs (as defined and described in OMB Circular
A-87 Attachments A and B) shall be accomplished by (1) separating a department into
groups, such as divisions or sections, and then classifying the division’s or section’s total
costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, and (2) dividing the total allowable
indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an equitable distribution base.  The result of
this process is an indirect cost rate that is used to distribute indirect costs to mandates.
The rate should be expressed as a percentage which the total amount allowable indirect
costs bears to the base selected.

School Districts

School districts must use the J-380 (or subsequent replacement) nonrestrictive indirect cost rate
provisionally approved by the California Department of Education.
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County Offices of Education

County offices of education must use the J-580 (or subsequent replacement) nonrestrictive
indirect cost rate provisionally approved by the California Department of Education.

Community Colleges

Community colleges have the option of using (1) a federally approved rate, using the cost
accounting principles from the OMB Circular A-21 "Cost Principles of Educational Institutions",
(2) the rate calculated on State Controller's Form FAM-29C; or (3) a 7% indirect cost rate.

VI. SUPPORTING DATA

A.  Source Documents

For auditing purposes, all incurred costs claimed must be traceable to source documents that
show evidence of their validity and relationship to the reimbursable activities.  Documents may
include, but are not limited to, worksheets, employee time records or time logs, cost allocation
reports (system generated), invoices, receipts, purchase orders, contracts, agendas, training
packets with signatures and logs of attendees, calendars, declarations, and data relevant to the
reimbursable activities otherwise reported in compliance with local, state, and federal
government requirements.

For those entities that elect reimbursement pursuant to the standard time methodology, option 2
in section V.A, documents showing the calculation of the blended productive hourly rate and
copies of agendas shall be sufficient evidence.  For those entities that elect reimbursement
pursuant to the flat-rate methodology, option 3 in section V.A, copies of agendas shall be
sufficient evidence.

The blended productive hourly rate, used in claiming standard or unit time reimbursements, may
be calculated by determining the percentage of time spent by persons or classifications of
persons on the reimbursable activities and multiplying the productive hourly rate (including
salaries, benefits and indirect costs, if not claimed elsewhere) for each person or classification of
persons times the percentage of time spent by that person or classification of persons.  Claimants
may determine a percentage allocation for the person or classification of persons in a base fiscal
year and use that percentage allocation for subsequent future years by multiplying the base year
percentages times the productive hourly rate for that person or classification of persons for the
fiscal year of the reimbursement claim.

For example, a city manager may determine that the percentage of time spent on the
reimbursable activities by various classifications in a base year of fiscal year 1998-1999 was as
follows:

City Manager 17%
City Attorney 15%
City Clerk 36%
Department Managers 9%
Secretaries 23%

Total 100%
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The city determines that the productive hourly rate (salaries, benefits, and indirect costs) for
fiscal year 2000-2001 for each classification is as follows:

Salary Benefits Indirect
Cost Rate

Indirect
Costs

Productive
Hourly Rate

City Manager $60 $12 29% $13 $85
City Attorney $55 $10 30% $15 $80
City Clerk $40 $ 8 31% $12 $60
Department Manager $45 $ 9 30% $11 $65
Secretaries $18 $ 5 25% $ 7 $30

The blended productive hourly rate for fiscal year 2000-2001 is determined by multiplying the
percentages in the base year times the productive hourly rate in the fiscal year claimed, and
adding the totals, as follows:

City Manager 17% $85 $14.25
City Attorney 15% $80 $12.00
City Clerk 36% $60 $21.60
Department Manager 9% $65 $ 5.85
Secretaries 23% $30 $ 6.90

Total 100% $60.80

The city’s claim would be determined by multiplying the blended productive hourly rate times
the minutes per agenda item times the number of agenda items.

B.  Record Keeping

Pursuant to Government Code section 17558.5, subdivision (a), a reimbursement claim for actual
costs filed by a local agency or school district pursuant to this chapter is subject to audit by the
State Controller no later than two years after the end of the calendar year in which the
reimbursement claim is filed or last amended.  See the State Controller’s claiming instructions
regarding retention of required documentation during the audit period.

VII. OFFSETTING SAVINGS AND REIMBURSEMENTS

Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences in the same program as a result of the same
statutes or executive orders found to contain a mandate shall be deducted from the costs claimed.
In addition, reimbursement for this mandate from any other source, including but not limited to,
service fees collected, federal funds and other state funds, shall be identified and deducted from
this claim.

VIII. STATE CONTROLLER’S OFFICE REQUIRED CERTIFICATION

An authorized representative of the claimant shall be required to provide a certification of the
claim, as specified in the State Controller’s claiming instructions, for those costs mandated by
the State contained herein.

IX. PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES AMENDMENTS

Parameters and guidelines may be amended pursuant to Title 2, California Code of Regulations
section 1183.2.
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(19)

(20) Date Filed

(21) LRS Input
(01)

(02)

(26)

### FALSE (03) (09) (27)

### FALSE (04) (10) (28)

### FALSE (05) (11) (29)

(06) (12) (30)

(07) (13) (31)

(14) (32)

(15) (33)

(16) (34)

(08) (17) (35)

(18) (36)

(38)

Form FAM-27 (Revised 09/03)

    Community College Mandated Cost ManualState Controller's Office

Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000

Program Number 00238

Total Claimed Amount

____/____/____

____/____/____

Less: Prior Claim Payment Received

Type or Print Name
Name of Contact Person for Claim

Due to State

Net Claimed Amount

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code Section 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the community college 
district to file mandated cost claims with the State of California for this program,  and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not 
violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1098, inclusive.

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein, and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program.  All offsetting savings 
and reimbursements set forth in the Parameters and Guidelines are identified, and all costs claimed are supported by source 
documentation currently maintained by the claimant.

The amounts for this Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs set forth on the attached statements. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and  correct.

Signature of Authorized Officer

(        )           -                  Ext.Telephone Number

Title

E-Mail Address

Type of Claim

20___/20___ 20___/20___Fiscal Year of Cost

ReimbursementEstimated

Combined Combined

Amended

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM

Date

Due from State

BAR-1, (06)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

Reimbursement Claim Data

BAR-1, (03)

BAR-1, (04)(f)

BAR-1, (05)

State Zip CodeCity

Suite

For State Controller Use Only

238
CLAIM FOR PAYMENT

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561
OPEN MEETINGS ACT/BROWN ACT REFORM

L
A
B
E
L

H
E
R
E

Claimant Identification Number

Claimant Name

County of Location

Street Address or P.O. Box

Amended

BAR-1, (07)

BAR-1, (09)

BAR-1, (11)

BAR-1, (12)
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State Controller’s Office Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/03)

Program

238
OPEN MEETINGS ACT/BROWN ACT REFORM

Certification Claim Form
Instructions

FORM
FAM-27

(01) Enter the payee number assigned by the State Controller’s Office.

(02) Enter your Official Name, County of Location, Street or P. O. Box address, City, State, and Zip Code.

(03) If filing an estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated.

(04) If filing a combined estimated claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (04) Combined.

(05) If filing an amended claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended.

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred.

(07) Enter the amount of the estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete
form BAR-1 and enter the amount from line (13).

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07).

(09) If filing a reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement.

(10) If filing a combined reimbursement claim on behalf of districts within the county, enter an "X" in the box on line (10) Combined.

(11) If filing an amended claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended.

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed,
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year.

(13) Enter the amount of the reimbursement claim from form BAR-1, line (13). The total claimed amount must exceed $1,000.

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs were incurred or the claims shall be
reduced by a late penalty. Enter zero if the claim was timely filed, otherwise, enter the product of multiplying line (13) by the
factor 0.10 (10% penalty), or $1,000, whichever is less.

(15) If filing an actual reimbursement claim and an estimated claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount
received for the claim. Otherwise, enter a zero.

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13).

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enter that amount on line (17), Due from State.

(18) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative, enter that amount on line (18), Due to State.

(19) to (21) Leave blank.

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for
the reimbursement claim, e.g., BAR-1, (04)(f), means the information is located on form BAR-1, block (04), column (f). Enter the
information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, i.e., no
cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should be
shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process.

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by an original signed
certification. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form FAM-27 with blue ink, and attach a copy of the
form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.)

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person to contact if additional information is required.

Claims should be rounded to the nearest dollar. Submit a signed original and a copy of form FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all
other forms and supporting documents. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form in blue ink, and attach a
copy of the form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.) Use the following mailing addresses:

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Address, if delivered by other delivery service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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State Controller’s Office     Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Revised 09/03

Program

238
MANDATED COSTS

OPEN MEETINGS ACT/BROWN ACT REFORM 
CLAIM SUMMARY

FORM
BAR-1

(02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year
Reimbursement

(01) Claimant

Estimated 20___/20___

Claim Statistics

(03) Number of regular meetings for which a brief agenda was prepared and posted

Direct Costs:  Actual Time Option Object Accounts
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)(04) Reimbursable Component

Salaries
and

Benefits

Materials
and

Supplies

Contract
Services

Fixed
Assets

Travel
and

Training

Total
Direct Costs

Preparation of Brief Agenda and Posting

Direct Costs:  Standard-Time Option

(05) Standard-Time Reimbursement Option [From form BAR-2S, line (04)(f)]

Indirect Costs:  Actual Time Option and/or Standard-Time Option

(06) Indirect Cost Rate [Federally approved OMB A-21, FAM-29C, or 7%]  %l

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Method 1 or Method 2]

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (04)(f) + line (05) + line (07)]

Direct and Indirect Costs:  Flat-Rate Option

(09) Flat-Rate Reimbursement Option [From form BAR-2F, line (04)(d)]

(10) Total Direct and Indirect Costs of All Options [Line (08) + line (09)]

Cost Reduction

(11) Less:  Offsetting Savings

(12) Less:  Other Reimbursements

(13) Total Claimed Amount [Line (10) - {line (11) + line (12)}]
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State Controller’s Office     Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Revised 09/03

Program

238
OPEN MEETINGS ACT/BROWN ACT REFORM 

CLAIM SUMMARY
Instructions

FORM
BAR-1

Note: The initial years’ costs shall not include any costs that were claimable or reimbursed
pursuant to the Open Meetings Act (OMA) program per claiming instructions 2000-15 and 16.
Annual claims, commencing with the 2001-02 fiscal year, shall include all costs for the OMA and
BAR programs.  See Section I. of the P’s & G’s.

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed.
Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred or are to be incurred.

Form BAR-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form BAR-1 if you are filing an
estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than
10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than 10%, form BAR-1 must
be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the
high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year’s actual costs.

(03) Claim Statistics. Enter the number of regular meetings for which a brief agenda was prepared and
posted during the fiscal year.

(04) Reimbursable Component. Enter all the totals from form BAR-2A, line (06), columns (d) through (h) to
form BAR-1, line (04), columns (a) through (e) in the appropriate row. Total the row and enter in
column (f).

(05) Standard-Time Reimbursement Option. The standard-time allowance covers the direct and indirect
costs incurred in compliance with this mandate. Enter the total from form BAR-2S, line (04)(f).

(06) Community college districts may use the federally approved OMBA-21 rate, the rate computed using
form FAM 29C, or a 7% indirect cost rate, for the fiscal year of costs.

(07) Total Indirect Costs. If the blended hourly rate for the Standard-Time allowance includes indirect costs,
use Method 1. If the blended hourly rate for the Standard-Time allowance does not include indirect
costs, use Method 2.

Method 1: Multiply Total Direct Costs, line (04)(f), by the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06).

Method 2: Multiply the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (04)(f), and Standard-Time Reimbursement
Option, line (05), by the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06).

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (04)(f), Standard-Time
Reimbursement Option, line (05), and Total Indirect Costs, line (07).

(09) Flat-Rate Reimbursement Option. The flat-rate allowance covers the direct and indirect costs incurred
in compliance with this mandate. Enter the total from form BAR-2F, line (04)(d).

(10) Total Direct and Indirect Costs of All Options. Enter the sum of Total Direct and Indirect Costs,
line (08), and Flat-Rate Reimbursement Option, line (09).

(11) Less:  Offsetting Savings. If applicable, enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim.

(12) Less:  Other Reimbursements. If applicable, enter the amount of other reimbursements received from
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds,
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the
reimbursement sources and amounts.

(13) Total Claimed Amount. From Total Direct and Indirect Costs of All Options, line (10), subtract the sum
of Offsetting Savings, line (11), and Other Reimbursements, line (12). Enter the remainder on this line.
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State Controller’s Office      Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Revised 09/03

Program

238
MANDATED COSTS

OPEN MEETINGS ACT/BROWN ACT REFORM
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

FORM
BAR-2A

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year

(03) Meeting Type or Name

(04) Reimbursable Component:  Preparation of Brief Agenda and Posting

(05) Actual Time Option:  Complete columns (a) through (h). Object Accounts

(a)

Employee Names, Job Classifications,
Functions Performed,

and Description of Expenses

(b)
Hourly
Rate

or
Unit Cost

(c)
Hours

Worked
or

Quantity

(d)

Salaries
and

Benefits

(e)

Materials
and

Supplies

(f)

Contract
Services

(g)

Fixed
Assets

(h)

Travel
and

Training

(06)  Total Subtotal Page:____of____
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State Controller’s Office      Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Revised 09/03

Program

238
OPEN MEETINGS ACT/BROWN ACT REFORM

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL
Instructions

FORM
BAR-2A

The initial years’ costs shall not include any costs that were claimable or reimbursed pursuant to the Open Meetings
Act (OMA) program per claiming instructions 2000-15 and 16. Annual claims, commencing with the 2001-02 fiscal
year, shall include all costs for the OMA and BAR programs.  See Section I. of the P’s & G’s.

Complete form BAR-2A when calculating agenda costs using the Actual Time Option.
Please note that all meetings of the same type or name in a given fiscal year may be claimed on only one basis.

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Fiscal Year. Enter the fiscal year in which costs were incurred.

(03) Meeting Type or Name. Enter the name of the meeting for which a brief agenda was prepared and posted. A
separate form BAR-2A should be prepared for the district’s legislative body and each board or commission which
holds public hearings.

(04) Reimbursable Component. Preparation of Brief Agenda and Posting. No entry necessary.

(05) Actual Time Option. The following table identifies the type of information required to support costs of direct labor,
materials and supplies, contract services, travel and training, and fixed assets needed in the preparation of a brief
general description of agenda items and posting 72 hours before a meeting in a location that is freely accessible to
the public. The descriptions required in column (5)(a) must be of sufficient detail to explain the cost of
activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained by the claimant
for a period of not less than two years after the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was
filed or last amended, whichever is later. When no funds are appropriated for the initial payment at the time the
claim was filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years from the date of initial payment of the claim.
Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller’s Office upon request.

ColumnsObject/
Sub object
Accounts (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Submit
supporting
documents

with the claim

Employee
Name/Title

Hourly
Rate

Hours
Worked

Salaries =
Hourly Rate

x Hours
Worked

Salaries and
Benefits

Salaries

Benefits
Activities

Performed
Benefit
Rate

Benefits =
Benefit Rate

x Salaries

Materials
 and

Supplies

Description
of

Supplies Used

Unit
Cost

Quantity
Used

Cost =
Unit Cost
x Quantity

Used

Contract
Services

Name of
Contractor

Specific Tasks
Performed

Hourly
Rate

Hours Worked

Inclusive
Dates of
Service

Itemized
Cost of

Services
Performed

Copy of
Contract

and
Invoices

Fixed
 Assets

Description of
Equipment
Purchased

Unit Cost Usage
Itemized Cost
of Equipment
Purchased

Travel and
Training

Travel

Purpose of Trip
Name and Title

Departure and
Return Date

Per Diem
Rate

Mileage Rate

Travel Cost

Days

Miles

Travel Mode

Cost = Rate x
Days or Miles

or Total
Travel Cost

Training
Employee
Name/Title

Name of Class

Dates
Attended

Registration
Fee

(06) Total line (05), columns (d) through (h) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to indicate if the
amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the component/activity costs, number each
page. Carry forward the totals from line (06), columns (d) through (h) to form BAR-1, line (04), columns (a) through
(e).
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Program

238
MANDATED COSTS

OPEN MEETINGS ACT/BROWN ACT REFORM II
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

FORM
BAR-2F

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year

(03) Flat-Rate Reimbursement Option:  Complete columns (a) through (d).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Meeting Type or Name

Uniform Cost
Allowance

$113.97 for 02-03
$115.80 for 03-04

Number of
Agendas

Total
(b) x (c)

(04) Total Subtotal Page:____of____
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Revised 09/03

Program

238
OPEN MEETINGS ACT/BROWN ACT REFORM II

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL
Instructions

FORM
BAR-2F

The initial years’ costs shall not include any costs that were claimable or reimbursed pursuant to the
Open Meetings Act (OMA) program per claiming instructions 2000-15 and 16. Annual claims, commencing
with the 2001-02 fiscal year, shall include all costs for the OMA and BAR programs.  See Section I. of the
P’s & G’s.

Complete form BAR-2F when calculating agenda costs using the Flat-Rate Option.
Please note that all meetings of the same type or name in a given fiscal year may be claimed using only
one basis.

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Fiscal Year. Enter the fiscal year in which costs were incurred.

(03) Flat-Rate Reimbursement Option.

(a) Meeting Type or Name. Enter the type or name of the meeting. Only one entry per meeting type
or name is needed.

(b) Uniform Cost Allowance. Enter the uniform cost allowance for the fiscal year of the claim.

Fiscal Year Uniform Cost Allowance
1993-94 $90.10
1994-95 92.44
1995-96 95.12
1996-97 97.31
1997-98 100.00
1998-99 101.90
1999-00 105.67
2000-01 109.90
2001-02 112.35
2002-03 113.97
2003-04 f/ 115.80

f/ July 31 Revision Forecast, July 2003

Source:  California Department of Finance, from the US Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis

(c) Number of Agendas. Enter the number of agendas that were prepared for each meeting type or
name listed in column (a).

(d) Total. Multiply the Uniform Cost Allowance, column (b), by the Number of Agendas, column (c).

(04) Total line (03), column (d), and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to indicate if the
amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the component/activity costs,
number each page. Carry forward the totals from line (04), column (d) to form BAR-1, line (09).
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Revised 09/03

Program

238
MANDATED COSTS

OPEN MEETINGS ACT/BROWN ACT REFORM
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

FORM
BAR-2S

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year

(03) Standard-Time Reimbursement Option:  Complete columns (a) through (f).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Date Meeting Type or Name Number of
Agenda Items

Minutes Per
Agenda Item

Blended
Hourly Rate Total

(04) Total Subtotal Page:____of____
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State Controller’s Office Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Revised 09/03

Program

238
OPEN MEETINGS ACT/BROWN ACT REFORM

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL
Instructions

FORM
BAR-2S

The initial years’ costs shall not include any costs that were claimable or reimbursed pursuant to the Open Meetings Act (OMA)
program per claiming instructions 2000-15 and 16. Annual claims, commencing with the 2001-02 fiscal year, shall include all costs
for the OMA and BAR programs. See Section I. of the P’s & G’s.

Complete form BAR-2S when calculating agenda costs using the Standard-Time Option.
Please note that all meetings of the same type or name in a given fiscal year may be claimed on only one basis.

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Fiscal Year. Enter the fiscal year in which costs were incurred.

(03) Standard-Time Reimbursement Option.

(a) Date. Enter the date of each meeting.

(b) Meeting Type or Name. Enter the type or name of each meeting.

(c) Number of Agenda Items. Enter the number of agenda items for each meeting.

(d) Minutes Per Agenda Item. The minutes per agenda item for County Offices of Education and for districts by enrollment size are:

County Offices of Education: 0.75 hour (45 minutes)
Districts: Enrollment of 20,000 or more: 0.75 hour (45 minutes)

Enrollment of 10,000 to 19,999: 0.25 hour (15 minutes)
Enrollment of less than 10,000: 0.17 hour (10 minutes)

(e) Blended Hourly Rate. Enter the blended hourly rate of all personnel who participated in the preparation and posting of the agenda
during the fiscal year.

The blended productive hourly rate, used in claiming standard or unit time reimbursements, may be calculated by determining the
percentage of time spent by persons or classifications of persons on the reimbursable activities and multiplying the productive
hourly rate (including salaries, benefits, and indirect costs, if not claimed elsewhere) for each person or classification of persons in
a base fiscal year and use that percentage allocation for subsequent future years by multiplying the base year percentages times
the productive hourly rate for that person or classification of persons for the fiscal year of the reimbursement claim.

For example, a principal may determine that the percentage of time spent on the reimbursable activities by various classifications
of personnel in a base year of fiscal year 1998-99 was as follows: Principal 17%, Vice Principal 15%, Office Clerks 36%, Office
Manager 9%, and Secretaries 23%.

The school district determines that the productive hourly rate (salaries, benefits, and indirect costs) for fiscal year 2000-01 for each
classification is as follows:

Classification Salary Benefits
Indirect
Costs

Productive
Hourly Rate

Principal $60 $12 $13 $85
Vice Principal 55 10 15 80
Office Clerks 40 8 12 60
Office Manager 45 9 11 65
Secretaries 18 5 7 30

The school district’s blended productive hourly rate of $60.80 for fiscal year 2000-01 is determined by multiplying the percentages
in the base year times the productive hourly rate in the fiscal year claimed, and adding the totals, as follows:

Classification
Percentage of

Time Spent
Productive
Hourly Rate

Blended Productive
Hourly Rate

Principal 17% $85 $14.45
Vice Principal 15% 80 12.00
Office Clerks 36% 60 21.60
Office Manager 9% 65 5.85
Secretaries 23% 30 6.90

Total 100% $60.80

(f) Total. Multiply the Number of Agenda Items, column (c), by the Minutes Per Agenda Item as expressed as a fraction of one hour,
column (d), by the Blended Hourly Rate, column (e).

For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than two years after the end of
the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. When no funds are appropriated for
the initial payment at the time the claim was filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years from the date of initial payment
of the claim. Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller’s Office upon request.

(04) Total line (03), column (f) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to indicate if the amount is a total or a subtotal. If
more than one form is needed to detail the component/activity costs, number each page. Carry forward the totals from line (04),
column (f) to form BAR-1, line (05).
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MANDATED COSTS

OPEN MEETINGS ACT/BROWN ACT REFORM
MEETING DETAIL

FORM
BAR-3

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year

(03) Detail of Meetings:  Complete columns (a) and (b).

(a) (b)
Date Meeting Type or Name

(04) Page:____of____
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OPEN MEETINGS ACT/BROWN ACT REFORM

MEETINGS DETAIL
Instructions

FORM
BAR-3

Complete form BAR-3 for all reimbursement options.

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Fiscal Year. Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred.

(03) Detail of Meetings. Provide the following information for each regular meeting being claimed regardless
of type or name. List the meetings in order of date.

(a) Date. Enter the date of each meeting being claimed.

(b) Meeting Type or Name. Enter the type or name of each regular meeting held during the fiscal year
for which a brief agenda was prepared and posted.

(04) If more than one form is needed to provide the detail of the meetings, number each page.
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OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER

STATE MANDATED COSTS CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS NO. 2000-11

PEACE OFFICERS PROCEDURAL BILL OF RIGHTS

(COMMUNITY COLLEGES)

In accordance with Government Code (GC) Section 17561, eligible claimants may submit claims
to the State Controller’s Office (SCO) for reimbursement of costs incurred for state mandated
cost programs. The following are claiming instructions and forms that eligible claimants will use
for the filing of claims for Peace Officers Procedural Bill of Rights (PPBR). These claiming
instructions are issued subsequent to adoption of the program’s parameters and guidelines
(P’s & G’s) by the Commission on State Mandates (COSM).

On November 30, 1999, the COSM determined that the PPBR program establishes costs
mandated by the state according to the provisions listed in the attached P’s & G’s. For your
reference, the P’s & G’s are included as an integral part of the claiming instructions. 

Government Code Sections 3300 through 3310, as added and amended Chapter 465, Statutes of
1976; Chapters 775, 1173, 1174, and 1178, Statutes of 1978; Chapter 405, Statutes of 1979;
Chapter 1367, Statutes of 1980; Chapter 994, Statutes of 1982; Chapter 964, Statutes of 1983;
Chapter 1165, Statutes of 1989; and Chapter 675, Statutes of 1990, provide procedural protection
for peace officers employed by community college districts when a peace officer is subject to an
interrogation by the employer, is facing punitive action, or receives an adverse comment in his or
her personnel file. This applies to peace officers classified as permanent employees, peace
officers who serve at the pleasure of the community college district, and are terminable without
cause (“at will” employees), and peace officers on probation who have not reached permanent
status.

Eligible Claimants
Any community college district employing peace officers, pursuant to Penal Code 830, and
incurring increased costs as a direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of
these costs. 

Filing Deadlines
Reimbursement claims for the 1994-95 through 1999-00 fiscal years must be filed with the SCO.
Claims must be delivered or postmarked on or before January 30, 2001. Annually thereafter,
having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a reimbursement claim
by January 15th of the following fiscal year. Claims filed after the deadline will be reduced by a
late penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000. In order for a claim to be considered properly filed, it
must include any specific supporting documentation requested in the instructions. Claims filed
more than one year after the deadline, or without the requested supporting documentation,
will not be accepted.
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Estimated claims filed with the SCO must be postmarked by January 15th of the fiscal year in
which costs will be incurred. However, 2000-01 estimated claims must be filed with the SCO
and postmarked by January 30, 2001. Timely filed claims will be paid before late claims.

Minimum Claim Cost
For initial claims and annual claims filed on or after September 30, 2002, if the total costs for a
given year do not exceed $1,000, no reimbursement shall be allowed except as otherwise allowed
by GC §17564.

Estimated Claims
Unless otherwise specified in the claiming instructions, community college districts are not
required to provide cost schedules and supporting documents with an estimated claim if the
estimated amount does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%. The
claimant can simply enter the estimated amount on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, the claimant
must complete supplemental claim forms to support their estimated costs as specified for the
program to explain the reason for the increased costs. If no explanation supporting the higher
estimate is provided with the claim, it will automatically be adjusted to 110% of the previous
fiscal year's actual costs.

Reimbursement Claims
Initial reimbursement claims will only be reimbursed to the extent that expenditures can be
supported and if such information is unavailable, claims will be reduced. In addition, ongoing
reimbursement claims must be supported by documentation as evidence of the expenditures.
Examples of documentation may include, but are not limited to, employee time records that
identify mandate activities, payroll records, invoices, receipts, contracts, travel expense
vouchers, purchase orders, and caseload statistics.

Audit of Costs
All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if costs are related to the mandate,
are reasonable and not excessive, and the claim was prepared in accordance with the P’s & G’s
adopted by the COSM. If any adjustments are made to a claim, a "Notice of Claim Adjustment,"
specifying the claim component adjusted, the amount adjusted, and the reason for the adjustment,
will be mailed within 30 days after payment of the claim.

On-site audits will be conducted by the SCO as deemed necessary. Accordingly, all
documentation to support actual costs claimed must be retained for a period of two years after
the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or amended regardless
of the year of costs incurred. When no funds are appropriated for initial claims at the time the
claim is filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years from the date of initial
payment of the claim. Claim documentation shall be made available to the SCO on request. 

Retention of Claiming Instructions
The claiming instructions and forms in this package should be retained permanently in your
Mandated Cost Manual for future reference and use in filing claims. These forms should be
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duplicated to meet your filing requirements. You will be notified of updated forms or changes to
claiming instructions as necessary.

For your reference, these and future mandated costs claiming instructions and forms can be
found on the Internet at www.sco.ca.gov/ard/local/locreim/index.htm.

Address for Filing Claims
Claims should be rounded to the nearest dollar. Submit a signed original and a copy of form
FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all other forms and supporting documents. (To expedite the
payment process, please sign the form in blue ink, and attach a copy of the form FAM-27 to
the top of the claim package.) Use the following mailing addresses:

If delivered by
U.S. Postal Service:

If delivered by
other delivery services:

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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F/mandates/4499/adoptedPG
Adopted: July 27, 2000

PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES
Government Code Sections 3300 through 3310

As Added and Amended by Statutes of 1976, Chapter 465;
Statutes of 1978, Chapters 775, 1173, 1174, and 1178;

Statutes of 1979, Chapter 405; Statutes of 1980, Chapter 1367; Statutes of 1982, Chapter
994; Statutes of 1983, Chapter 964; Statutes of 1989, Chapter 1165; and

Statutes of 1990, Chapter 675

Peace Officers Procedural Bill of Rights 

I. SUMMARY AND SOURCE OF THE MANDATE
In order to ensure stable employer-employee relations and effective law enforcement
services, the Legislature enacted Government Code sections 3300 through 3310, known as
the Peace Officers Procedural Bill of Rights (POBAR).

The test claim legislation provides procedural protections to peace officers employed by
local agencies and school districts1 when a peace officer is subject to an interrogation by
the employer, is facing punitive action or receives an adverse comment in his or her
personnel file.  The protections required by the test claim legislation apply to peace
officers classified as permanent employees, peace officers who serve at the pleasure of the
agency and are terminable without cause (“at-will” employees), and peace officers on
probation who have not reached permanent status.

On November 30, 1999, the Commission adopted its Statement of Decision that the test
claim legislation constitutes a partial reimbursable state mandated program within the
meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution and Government Code
section 17514.

II. ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS
Counties, cities, a city and county, school districts and special districts that employ peace
officers are eligible claimants.

III. PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT
At the time this test claim was filed, Section 17557 of the Government Code stated that a
test claim must be submitted on or before December 31 following a given fiscal year to
establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year.  On December 21, 1995, the
City of Sacramento filed the test claim for this mandate.  Therefore, costs incurred for
Statutes of 1976, Chapter 465; Statutes of 1978, Chapters 775, 1173, 1174, and 1178;
Statutes of 1979, Chapter 405; Statutes of 1980, Chapter 1367; Statutes of 1982, Chapter
994; Statutes of 1983, Chapter 964; Statutes of 1989, Chapter 1165; and Statutes of 1990,
Chapter 675 are eligible for reimbursement on or after July 1, 1994.

                                                
1 Government Code section 3301 states: “For purposes of this chapter, the term public safety officer means
all peace officers specified in Sections 830.1, 830.2, 830.3, 830.31, 830.32, 830.33, except subdivision (e),
830.34, 830.35, except subdivision (c), 830.36, 830.37, 830.38, 830.4, and 830.5 of the Penal Code.”
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Actual costs for one fiscal year shall be included in each claim.  Estimated costs for the
subsequent year may be included on the same claim, if applicable.  Pursuant to section
17561, subdivision (d)(1) of the Government Code, all claims for reimbursement of initial
years’ costs shall be submitted within 120 days of notification by the State Controller of
the issuance of claiming instructions.

If total costs for a given year do not exceed $200, no reimbursement shall be allowed,
except as otherwise allowed by Government Code section 17564.

IV. REIMBURSABLE ACTIVITIES
For each eligible claimant, all direct and indirect costs of labor, supplies and services,
training and travel for the performance of the following activities, are eligible for
reimbursement:

A. Administrative Activities (On-going Activities)

1.  Developing or updating internal policies, procedures, manuals and other
materials pertaining to the conduct of the mandated activities 

2.  Attendance at specific training for human resources, law enforcement and legal
counsel regarding the requirements of the mandate.

3.  Updating the status of the POBAR cases.

B.   Administrative Appeal  

1.  Reimbursement period of July 1, 1994 through December 31, 1998 – The
administrative appeal activities listed below apply to permanent employees, at-will
employees, and probationary employees.

Providing the opportunity for, and the conduct of an administrative appeal for the
following disciplinary actions (Gov. Code, § 3304, subd. (b)):

• Dismissal, demotion, suspension, salary reduction or written reprimand
received by probationary and at-will employees whose liberty interest are not
affected (i.e.: the charges supporting a dismissal do not harm the employee’s
reputation or ability to find future employment);

• Transfer of permanent, probationary and at-will employees for purposes of
punishment;

• Denial of promotion for permanent, probationary and at-will employees for
reasons other than merit; and

• Other actions against permanent, probationary and at-will employees that result
in disadvantage, harm, loss or hardship and impact the career opportunities of
the employee.

Included in the foregoing are the preparation and review of the various documents to
commence and proceed with the administrative hearing; legal review and assistance
with the conduct of the administrative hearing; preparation and service of subpoenas,
witness fees, and salaries of employee witnesses, including overtime; the time and
labor of the administrative body and its attendant clerical services; the preparation and
service of any rulings or orders of the administrative body.

2. Reimbursement period beginning January 1, 1999 – The administrative appeal
activities listed below apply to permanent employees and the Chief of Police.
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Providing the opportunity for, and the conduct of an administrative appeal for the
following disciplinary actions (Gov. Code, § 3304, subd. (b)):

• Dismissal, demotion, suspension, salary reduction or written reprimand
received by the Chief of Police whose liberty interest is not affected (i.e.: the
charges supporting a dismissal do not harm the employee’s reputation or ability
to find future employment);

• Transfer of permanent employees for purposes of punishment;

• Denial of promotion for permanent employees for reasons other than merit; and

• Other actions against permanent employees or the Chief of Police that result in
disadvantage, harm, loss or hardship and impact the career opportunities of the
employee.

Included in the foregoing are the preparation and review of the various documents to
commence and proceed with the administrative hearing; legal review and assistance
with the conduct of the administrative hearing; preparation and service of subpoenas,
witness fees, and salaries of employee witnesses, including overtime; the time and
labor of the administrative body and its attendant clerical services; the preparation and
service of any rulings or orders of the administrative body.

C. Interrogations 

Claimants are eligible for reimbursement for the performance of the activities listed in
this section only when a peace officer is under investigation, or becomes a witness to
an incident under investigation, and is subjected to an interrogation by the commanding
officer, or any other member of the employing public safety department, that could
lead to dismissal, demotion, suspension, reduction in salary, written reprimand, or
transfer for purposes of punishment.  (Gov. Code, § 3303).  

Claimants are not eligible for reimbursement for the activities listed in this section
when an interrogation of a peace officer is in the normal course of duty, counseling,
instruction, or informal verbal admonishment by, or other routine or unplanned contact
with, a supervisor or any other public safety officer.  Claimants are also not eligible for
reimbursement when the investigation is concerned solely and directly with alleged
criminal activities. (Gov. Code, § 3303, subd. (i)).

1.  When required by the seriousness of the investigation, compensating the peace
officer for interrogations occurring during off-duty time in accordance with regular
department procedures. (Gov. Code, § 3303, subd. (a)).

Included in the foregoing is the preparation and review of overtime compensation
requests.

2. Providing prior notice to the peace officer regarding the nature of the interrogation
and identification of the investigating officers. (Gov. Code, § 3303, subds. (b) and
(c)).

Included in the foregoing is the review of agency complaints or other documents to
prepare the notice of interrogation; determination of the investigating officers;
redaction of the agency complaint for names of the complainant or other accused
parties or witnesses or confidential information; preparation of notice or agency
complaint; review by counsel; and presentation of notice or agency complaint to
peace officer.
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3. Tape recording the interrogation when the peace officer employee records the
interrogation. (Gov. Code, § 3303, subd. (g)).

Included in the foregoing is the cost of tape and storage, and the cost of
transcription.

4. Providing the peace officer employee with access to the tape prior to any further
interrogation at a subsequent time, or if any further proceedings are contemplated
and the further proceedings fall within the following categories (Gov. Code, § 3303,
subd. (g));

a) The further proceeding is not a disciplinary action;

b) The further proceeding is a dismissal, demotion, suspension, salary reduction or
written reprimand received by a probationary or at-will employee whose liberty
interest is not affected (i.e., the charges supporting the dismissal does not harm the
employee’s reputation or ability to find future employment);

c) The further proceeding is a transfer of a permanent, probationary or at-will
employee for purposes of punishment;

d) The further proceeding is a denial of promotion for a permanent, probationary or
at-will employee for reasons other than merit;

e) The further proceeding is an action against a permanent, probationary or at-will
employee that results in disadvantage, harm, loss or hardship and impacts the career
of the employee.

Included in the foregoing is the cost of tape copying.

5.  Producing transcribed copies of any notes made by a stenographer at an
interrogation, and copies of reports or complaints made by investigators or other
persons, except those that are deemed confidential, when requested by the officer,
in the following circumstances (Gov. Code, § 3303, subd. (g)):

a) When the investigation does not result in disciplinary action; and

b) When the investigation results in:

• A dismissal, demotion, suspension, salary reduction or written reprimand
received by a probationary or at-will employee whose liberty interest is not
affected (i.e.; the charges supporting the dismissal do not harm the
employee’s reputation or ability to find future employment);

• A transfer of a permanent, probationary or at-will employee for purposes of
punishment;

• A denial of promotion for a permanent, probationary or at-will employee
for reasons other than merit; or

• Other actions against a permanent, probationary or at-will employee that
result in disadvantage, harm, loss or hardship and impact the career of the
employee.

Included in the foregoing is the review of the complaints, notes or tape recordings
for issues of confidentiality by law enforcement, human relations or counsel; cost
of processing, service and retention of copies.
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D.   Adverse Comment

Performing the following activities upon receipt of an adverse comment (Gov. Code,
§§ 3305 and 3306):

School Districts

(a) If an adverse comment results in the deprivation of employment through dismissal,
suspension, demotion, reduction in pay or written reprimand for a permanent peace
officer, or harms the officer’s reputation and opportunity to find future
employment, then schools are entitled to reimbursement for:

• Obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse comment; or

• Noting the peace officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such
circumstances.

(b) If an adverse comment is obtained in connection with a promotional examination,
then school districts are entitled to reimbursement for the following activities:

• Providing notice of the adverse comment;

• Providing an opportunity to review and sign the adverse comment;

• Providing an opportunity to respond to the adverse comment within 30 days;
and

• Noting the peace officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such
circumstances.

(c) If an adverse comment is not obtained in connection with a promotional
examination, then school districts are entitled to reimbursement for:

• Obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse comment; or

• Noting the peace officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such
circumstances.

Counties

(a) If an adverse comment results in the deprivation of employment through dismissal,
suspension, demotion, reduction in pay or written reprimand for a permanent peace
officer, or harms the officer’s reputation and opportunity to find future
employment, then schools are entitled to reimbursement for:

• Obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse comment; or

• Noting the peace officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such
circumstances.

(b) If an adverse comment is related to the investigation of a possible criminal offense,
then counties are entitled to reimbursement for the following activities:

• Providing notice of the adverse comment;

• Providing an opportunity to review and sign the adverse comment;
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• Providing an opportunity to respond to the adverse comment within 30 days;
and

• Noting the peace officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such
circumstances.

(c) If an adverse comment is not related to the investigation of a possible criminal
offense, then counties obtained are entitled to reimbursement for:

• Providing notice of the adverse comment: and

• Obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse comment; or

• Noting the peace officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such
circumstances.

Cities and Special Districts

(a) If an adverse comment results in the deprivation of employment through dismissal,
suspension, demotion, reduction in pay or written reprimand for a permanent peace
officer, or harms the officer’s reputation and opportunity to find future
employment, then schools are entitled to reimbursement for:

• Obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse comment; or

• Noting the peace officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such
circumstances.

(b) If an adverse comment is related to the investigation of a possible criminal offense,
then cities and special districts are entitled to reimbursement for the following
activities:

• Providing notice of the adverse comment;

• Providing an opportunity to review and sign the adverse comment;

• Providing an opportunity to respond to the adverse comment within 30 days;
and

• Noting the peace officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such
circumstances.

(c) If an adverse comment is not related to the investigation of a possible criminal
offense, then cities and special districts are entitled to reimbursement for the
following activities:

• Providing notice of the adverse comment;

• Providing an opportunity to respond to the adverse comment within 30 days;
and

• Obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse comment; or

• Noting the peace officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment on the document
and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace officer under such
circumstances.
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Included in the foregoing are review of circumstances or documentation leading to adverse
comment by supervisor, command staff, human resources staff or counsel, including
determination of whether same constitutes an adverse comment; preparation of comment
and review for accuracy; notification and presentation of adverse comment to officer and
notification concerning rights regarding same; review of response to adverse comment,
attaching same to adverse comment and filing.

V.  CLAIM PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION 
Claims for reimbursement must be timely filed and identify each cost element for which
reimbursement is claimed under this mandate.  Claimed costs must be identified to each
reimbursable activity identified in Section IV. of this document.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION

Claimed costs shall be supported by the following cost element information:

A.  Direct Costs 

Direct Costs are defined as costs that can be traced to specific goods, services, units,
programs, activities or functions.

Claimed costs shall be supported by the following cost element information:

1.  Salaries and Benefits

Identify the employee(s), and/or show the classification of the employee(s) involved.
Describe the reimbursable activities performed and specify the actual time devoted to
each reimbursable activity by each employee, the productive hourly rate, and related
employee benefits.

Reimbursement includes compensation paid for salaries, wages, and employee
benefits.  Employee benefits include regular compensation paid to an employee during
periods of authorized absences (e.g., annual leave, sick leave) and the employer’s
contributions to social security, pension plans, insurance, and worker’s compensation
insurance.  Employee benefits are eligible for reimbursement when distributed
equitably to all job activities performed by the employee. 

2. Materials and Supplies

Only expenditures that can be identified as a direct cost of this mandate may be
claimed.  List the cost of the materials and supplies consumed specifically for the
purposes of this mandate.  Purchases shall be claimed at the actual price after deducting
cash discounts, rebates and allowances received by the claimant.  Supplies that are
withdrawn from inventory shall be charged based on a recognized method of costing,
consistently applied.

3. Contract Services

Provide the name(s) of the contractor(s) who performed the services, including any
fixed contracts for services.  Describe the reimbursable activity(ies) performed by each
named contractor and give the number of actual hours spent on the activities, if
applicable.  Show the inclusive dates when services were performed and itemize all
costs for those services.  Submit contract consultant and attorney invoices with the
claim.  

4. Travel

Travel expenses for mileage, per diem, lodging, and other employee entitlements are
eligible for reimbursement in accordance with the rules of the local jurisdiction. 
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Provide the name(s) of the traveler(s), purpose of travel, inclusive dates and times of
travel, destination points, and travel costs.

5. Training

The cost of training an employee to perform the mandated activities is eligible for
reimbursement.  Identify the employee(s) by name and job classification.  Provide the
title and subject of the training session, the date(s) attended, and the location.
Reimbursable costs may include salaries and benefits, registration fees, transportation,
lodging, and per diem.

B.  Indirect Costs 

Indirect costs are defined as costs which are incurred for a common or joint purpose,
benefiting more than one program and are not directly assignable to a particular
department or program without efforts disproportionate to the result achieved.  Indirect
costs may include both (1) overhead costs of the unit performing the mandate; and (2) the
costs of central government services distributed to other departments based on a systematic
and rational basis through a cost allocation plan.

Compensation for indirect costs is eligible for reimbursement utilizing the procedure
provided in the OMB A-87.  Claimants have the option of using 10% of direct labor,
excluding fringe benefits, or preparing an Indirect Cost Rate Proposal (ICRP) for the
department if the indirect cost rate claimed exceeds 10%.  If more than one department is
claiming indirect costs for the mandated program, each department must have its own
ICRP prepared in accordance with OMB A-87.  An ICRP must be submitted with the
claim when the indirect cost rate exceeds 10%.

VI. SUPPORTING DATA
For audit purposes, all costs claimed shall be traceable to source documents (e.g.,
employee time records, invoices, receipts, purchase orders, contracts, worksheets,
calendars, declarations, etc.) that show evidence of the validity of such costs and their
relationship to the state mandated program.  All documentation in support of the claimed
costs shall be made available to the State Controller’s Office, as may be requested, and all
reimbursement claims are subject to audit during the period specified in Government Code
section 17558.5, subdivision (a).  

All claims shall identify the number of cases in process at the beginning of the fiscal year,
the number of new cases added during the fiscal year, the number of cases completed or
closed during the fiscal year, and the number of cases in process at the end of the fiscal
year.

VII. OFFSETTING SAVINGS AND OTHER REIMBURSEMENT 
Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences as a direct result of the subject mandate
shall be deducted from the costs claimed.  In addition, reimbursement for this mandate
received from any source, including but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds
and other state funds shall be identified and deducted from this claim. 

VIII. STATE CONTROLLER’S OFFICE REQUIRED CERTIFICATION
An authorized representative of the claimant shall be required to provide a certification of
the claim, as specified in the State Controller’s claiming instructions, for those costs
mandated by the State contained herein.
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State Controller's Office
Program

(19)

(20) Date Filed

(21) LRS Input
(01)

(02)

(26)

### FALSE (03) (09) (27)

### FALSE (04) (10) (28)

### FALSE (05) (11) (29)

(06) (12) (30)

(07) (13) (31)

(14) (32)

(15) (33)

(16) (34)

(08) (17) (35)

(18) (36)

(38)

Form FAM-27 (Revised 09/03)

Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Amended

PPBR-1, (04)(1)(e)

PPBR-1, (04)(2)(e)

PPBR-1, (04)(3)(e)

PPBR-1, (04)(4)(e)

For State Controller Use Only

239
CLAIM FOR PAYMENT

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561

PEACE OFFICERS PROCEDURAL BILL OF RIGHTS

L
A
B
E
L

H
E
R
E

Claimant Identification Number

Claimant Name

County of Location

Street Address or P.O. Box

City

Suite

State Zip Code

Reimbursement Claim Data

PPBR-1, (03)(a)

PPBR-1, (03)(b)

PPBR-1, (03)(c)

PPBR-1, (03)(d)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

PPBR-1, (06)

PPBR-1, (07)

PPBR-1, (09)

PPBR-1, (10)

Due to State

Combined

Amended

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM

Date

Net Claimed Amount

Due from State

Type of Claim

20___/20___ 20___/20___Fiscal Year of Cost

ReimbursementEstimated

Combined

(        )           -                  Ext.Telephone Number

Title

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000

Less: Prior Claim Payment Received

E-Mail Address

Type or Print Name
Name of Contact Person for Claim

Program Number 00239

Total Claimed Amount

____/____/____

____/____/____

Signature of Authorized Officer

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code Section 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the community college 
district to file mandated cost claims with the State of California for this program,  and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not 
violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1098, inclusive.

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein, and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program.  All offsetting savings 
and reimbursements set forth in the Parameters and Guidelines are identified, and all costs claimed are supported by source 
documentation currently maintained by the claimant.

The amounts for this Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs set forth on the attached statements. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and  correct.

Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim
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PEACE OFFICERS PROCEDURAL BILL OF RIGHTS 

Certification Claim Form
Instructions

FORM
FAM-27

(01) Enter the payee number assigned by the State Controller’s Office.
(02) Enter your Official Name, County of Location, Street or P. O. Box address, City, State, and Zip Code.

(03) If filing an estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated.

(04) Leave blank.

(05) If filing an amended estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred.

(07) Enter the amount of the estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete
forms PPBR-1 and enter the amount from line (11).

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07).

(09) If filing a reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement.

(10) Leave blank.

(11) If filing an amended reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended.

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed,
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year.

(13) Enter the amount of the reimbursement claim from form PPBR-1, line (11). The total claimed amount must exceed $1,000.

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs are incurred or the claims shall be
reduced by a late penalty. Enter zero if the claim was timely filed, otherwise, enter the product of multiplying line (13) by the
factor 0.10 (10% penalty), or $1,000, whichever is less.

(15) If filing an actual reimbursement claim and an estimated claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount
received for the claim. Otherwise, enter a zero.

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13).

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enter that amount on line (17), Due from State.

(18) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative, enter that amount on line (18), Due to State.

(19) to (21) Leave blank.

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for
the reimbursement claim e.g. PPBR-1, (04), means the information is located on form PPBR, line (04). Enter the information on
the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, i.e., no cents. Indirect cost
percentage should be shown as a whole number without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should be shown as 8. Completion of
this data block will expedite the payment process.

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by an original signed
certification. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form FAM-27 with blue ink, and attach a copy of the
form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.)

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person to contact if additional information is required.

Claims should be rounded to the nearest dollar. Submit a signed original and a copy of form FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all
other forms and supporting documents. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form in blue ink, and attach a
copy of the form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.) Use the following mailing addresses:

Address, if delivered by other delivery service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA 95816

Address, if delivered by other delivery service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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239
MANDATED COSTS

PEACE OFFICERS PROCEDURAL BILL OF RIGHTS
CLAIM SUMMARY

FORM
PPBR-1

(02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year

Reimbursement

(01) Claimant

Estimated 20___/20___

Claim Statistics

(03) (a) Number of cases in process at the beginning of the fiscal year

(b) Number of new cases added during the fiscal year

(c) Number of cases completed or closed during the fiscal year

(d) Number of cases in process at the end of the fiscal year

Direct Costs Object Accounts

(04) Reimbursable Activities (a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Salaries

and
Benefits

Materials
and

Supplies

Travel
and

Training

Contract
Services Total

1. Administrative Activities

2. Administrative Appeal

3. Interrogations

4. Adverse Comment

(05) Total Direct Costs

Indirect Costs

(06) Indirect Cost Rate [Federally approved OMB A-21, FAM-29C, or 7%]  %l

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (05)(a) x line (06)]

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (05)(e) + line (07)]

Cost Reduction

(09) Less:  Offsetting Savings, if applicable

(10) Less:  Other Reimbursements, if applicable

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (08) – {line (09) + line (10)}]
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PEACE OFFICERS PROCEDURAL BILL OF RIGHTS

Certification Claim Form
Instructions

FORM
PPBR-1

(01) Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed.
Enter the fiscal year of costs.

From PPBR-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form PPBR-1 if you are filing
an estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more
than 10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than 10%, form PPBR-1 must
be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year’s actual costs.

(03) (a) Enter the number of cases that were processed at the beginning of the fiscal year.

(b) Enter the number of new cases that were added during the fiscal year.

(c) Enter the number of cases that were completed or closed during the fiscal year.

(d) Enter the number of cases that were in process at the end of the fiscal year.

(04) Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the total from form PPBR-2, line
(05), columns (d), (e), (f), and (g) to form PPBR-1, block (04) columns (a), (b), (c), and (d) in the
appropriate row. Total each row.

(05) Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through (e).

(06) Indirect Cost Rate. Community college districts may use the federally approved OMBA-21 rate, the rate
computed using form FAM 29C, or a 7% indirect cost rate, for the fiscal year of costs.

(07) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06), by the Total
Salaries and Benefits, line (05)(a).

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (05)(e), and Total Indirect
Costs, line (07).

(09) Less:  Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim.

(10) Less:  Other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of other reimbursements received from
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds,
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the
reimbursement sources and amounts.

(11) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements,
line (10), from Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (08). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim or line (13) for the Reimbursement
Claim.
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MANDATED COSTS

POLICE OFFICERS PROCEDURAL BILL OF RIGHTS
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

FORM
PPBR-2

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year

(03) Reimbursable Component:  Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed.

Administrative Activities Administrative Appeal

Interrogations Adverse Comment

(04) Description of Expenses Object Accounts

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Employee Names, Job
Classifications, Functions Performed,

and Description of Expenses

Hourly
Rate

or
Unit Cost

Hours
Worked

or
Quantity

Salaries
and

Benefits

Materials
and

Supplies

Travel
and

Training

Contract
Services

(05)  Total     Subtotal Page:____of____
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239
POLICE OFFICERS PROCEDURAL BILL OF RIGHTS

CLAIM SUMMARY
Instructions

FORM
PPBR-2

(01) Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Fiscal year: Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred.

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box, which indicates the cost component being claimed. Check
only one box per form. A separate form PPBR-2 shall be prepared for each applicable component.

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box “checked” in block (03), enter the
employee names, position titles, a brief description of the activities performed, actual time spent by
each employee, productive hourly rates, fringe benefits, supplies used, travel and training expense,
and contract services. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) must be of sufficient detail to
explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, all supporting documents
must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than three years after the end of the calendar
year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is later. Such documents
shall be made available to the State Controller’s Office on request.

ColumnsObject/
Sub object
Accounts (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Submit these
supporting
documents

with the claim

Salaries Employee
Name

Hourly
Rate

Hours
Worked

Salaries =
Hourly Rate

x
Hours Worked

Benefits
Title

Activities

Benefit
Rate

Benefits =
Benefit Rate

x
Salaries

Materials
and

Supplies

Description
of

Supplies Used

Unit
Cost

Quantity
Used

Cost =
Unit Cost

x
Quantity

Used

Purpose of Trip
Name and Title

Departure and
Return Date

Per Diem Rate

Mileage Rate

Travel Cost

Days

Miles

Travel Mode

Rate x Days
or Miles

Total Travel
Cost

Travel and
Training

Travel

Training

Employee
Name and Title

Name of Class

Dates
Attended Registration

Fee

Contract
Services

Name of
Contractor

Specific Tasks
Performed

Hourly
Rate

Hours
Worked
Inclusive
Dates of
Service

Cost =
Hourly Rate

x
Hour Worked

Invoice

(05) Total line (04), columns (d), (e), (f), and (g) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box
to indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the component
costs, number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d), (e), (f), and (g) to form PPBR-1,
block (04), columns (a), (b), (c), and (d) in the appropriate row.
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OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER

STATE MANDATED COSTS CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS NO. 2002-07

PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF EVIDENCE

(COMMUNITY COLLEGES)

In accordance with Government Code (GC) Section 17561, eligible claimants may submit claims to
the State Controller’s Office (SCO) for reimbursement of costs incurred for state mandated cost
programs. The following are claiming instructions and forms that eligible claimants will use for the
filing of claims for the Photographic Record of Evidence (PRE) program. These claiming instructions
are issued subsequent to adoption of the program’s parameters and guidelines (P’s & G’s) by the
Commission on State Mandates (COSM).

Penal Code Section 1417.3, as added by Chapter 875, Statutes of 1985, and amended by Chapter 734,
Statutes of 1986, and Chapter 382, Statutes of 1990, requires a photographic record of evidence, and
in some instances a certified chemical analysis of the exhibit, for those exhibits in a criminal trial that
pose a security, storage, or safety problem, or if the exhibit, by its nature, is toxic and poses a health
hazard to humans.

On October 26, 2000, the COSM determined that Chapters 875/85, 734/86, and 382/90 established
costs mandated by the State according to the provisions listed in the attached P’s & G’s. For your
reference, the P’s & G’s are included as an integral part of the claiming instructions. 

Eligible Claimants
Any community college district, with law enforcement agencies that introduce exhibits in criminal
trials, and incurs increased costs as a direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement
of these costs.

Filing Deadlines

A. Reimbursement Claims
Reimbursement claims must be filed within 120 days from the issuance date of claiming
instructions. Costs incurred in implementing the provisions of this program are reimbursable for
fiscal years 1997-98, through 2000-01 and must be filed with the SCO and be delivered or
postmarked on or before September 4, 2002. Estimated claims for 2001-02 fiscal year must also
be delivered or postmarked on or before September 4, 2002. Thereafter, having received payment
for an estimated claim, the claimant must file an annual reimbursement claim by January 15 of the
following fiscal year. Claims filed after the deadline will be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not
to exceed $1,000. 

In order for a claim to be considered properly filed, it must include any specific supporting
documentation requested in the instructions. Claims filed more than one year after the
deadline will not be accepted.
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B. Estimated Claims
Unless otherwise specified in the claiming instructions, school districts are not required to provide
cost schedules and supporting documents with an estimated claim if the estimated amount does
not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%. Claimants can simply enter
the estimated amount on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated claim exceeds the
previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, claimants must complete supplemental
claim forms to support their estimated costs as specified for the program to explain the reason for
the increased costs. If no explanation supporting the higher estimate is provided with the claim, it
will automatically be adjusted to 110% of the previous fiscal year's actual costs. Future estimated
claims filed with the SCO must be postmarked by January 15 of the fiscal year in which costs will
be incurred. Claims filed timely will be paid before late claims.

Minimum Claim Cost
GC Section 17564 provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to Sections 17551 and 17561, unless
such a claim exceeds two hundred dollars ($200), provided that a county superintendent of schools or
county may submit a combined claim on behalf of school districts, direct service districts, or special
districts within their county if the combined claim exceeds $200, even if the individual school
district’s, direct service district’s, or special district’s claims do not each exceed $200. The county
superintendent of schools or the county shall determine if the submission of the combined claim is
economically feasible and shall be responsible for disbursing the funds to each school, direct service,
or special district. These combined claims may be filed only when the county superintendent of
schools or the county is the fiscal agent for the districts. A combined claim must show the individual
claim costs for each eligible district. All subsequent claims based upon the same mandate shall only
be filed in the combined form unless a school district, direct service district, or special district
provides to the county superintendent of schools or county and to the SCO, at least 180 days prior to
the deadline for filing the claim, a written notice of its intent to file a separate claim.

Reimbursement of Claims
Initial reimbursement claims will only be reimbursed to the extent that expenditures can be supported
and, if such information is unavailable, claims will be reduced. In addition, ongoing reimbursement
claims must be supported by documentation as evidence of the expenditures. Examples of
documentation may include, but are not limited to, employee time records that identify mandate
activities, payroll records, invoices, receipts, contracts, travel expense vouchers, purchase orders, and
caseload statistics.

Audit of Costs
All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if costs are related to the mandate, are
reasonable and not excessive, and the claim was prepared in accordance with the P’s & G’s adopted
by the COSM. If any adjustments are made to a claim, a "Notice of Claim Adjustment" specifying the
claim component adjusted, the amount adjusted, and the reason for the adjustment, will be mailed
within 30 days after payment of the claim.

On-site audits will be conducted by the SCO as deemed necessary. Accordingly, all documentation to
support actual costs claimed must be retained for a period of two years after the end of the calendar
year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or amended regardless of the year of costs incurred.
When no funds are appropriated for initial claims at the time the claim is filed, supporting documents
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must be retained for two years from the date of initial payment of the claim. Claim documentation
shall be made available to the SCO on request.

Retention of Claiming Instructions
The claiming instructions and forms in this package should be retained permanently in your
Mandated Cost Manual for future reference and use in filing claims. These forms should be
duplicated to meet your filing requirements. You will be notified of updated forms or changes to
claiming instructions as necessary.

For your reference, these and future mandated costs claiming instructions and forms can be found on
the Internet at www.sco.ca.gov/ard/local/locreim/index.htm.

Address for Filing Claims
Submit a signed, original form FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all other forms and supporting
documents (no copies necessary) to:

If delivered by
U.S. Postal Service:

If delivered by
Other delivery services:

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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Adopted: February 28, 2002
F:/mandates/98TC11/PsGs/adoptedPsGs

Parameters and Guidelines
Penal Code Section 1417.3

 Statutes of 1985, Chapter 875
Statutes of 1986, Chapter 734
Statutes of 1990, Chapter 382

Photographic Record of Evidence

I.  SUMMARY AND SOURCE OF THE MANDATE
Penal Code section 1417.3, as added by Statutes of 1985, chapter 875, and amended by Statutes
of 1986, chapter 734, and Statutes of 1990, chapter 382, requires a photographic record of
evidence, and in some instances a certified chemical analysis of the exhibit, for those exhibits in
a criminal trial that pose a security, storage, or safety problem, or if the exhibit, by its nature, is
toxic and poses a health hazard to humans.

On October 26, 2000, the Commission adopted its Statement of Decision that the test claim
legislation constitutes a reimbursable state mandated program upon law enforcement agencies
within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution and Government
Code section 17514 for the following:

• Activities reasonably necessary to provide a photographic record of evidence for
evidence that poses a security, safety, or storage problem as determined by the court.
(Pen. Code, § 1417.3, subd. (a).)

• Activities reasonably necessary to provide a photographic record of evidence for
evidence that poses a health hazard.  (Pen. Code, § 1417.3, subd. (b).)

• The provision of a certified written chemical analysis of evidence that poses a health
hazard.  (Pen. Code, § 1417.3, subd. (b).)

• The storage of evidence that poses a security, safety, or storage problem as determined by
the court.  (Pen. Code, § 1417.3, subd. (a).)

• The storage of evidence that poses a health hazard.  (Pen. Code, § 1417.3, subd. (b).)

II.  ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS
Counties, cities, or a city and county, school districts and special districts that have law
enforcement agencies that introduce exhibits in criminal trials are eligible claimants.

III.  PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT
Section 17557 of the Government Code states that a test claim must be submitted on or before
June 30th  following a fiscal year to establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year.
This test claim was filed by the City of Los Angeles, Police Department on October 23, 1998.
Therefore, costs incurred for Statutes of 1985, chapter 875, Statutes of 1986, chapter 734, and
Statutes of 1990, chapter 382, are eligible for reimbursement on or after July 1, 1997.

Actual costs for one fiscal year shall be included in each claim.  Estimated costs for the
subsequent year may be included in the same claim, if applicable.  Pursuant to Government Code
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section 17561, subdivision (d)(1), all claims for reimbursement of initial years’ costs shall be
submitted within 120 days from the date on which the State Controller issues claiming
instructions.

If total costs for a given year do not exceed $200.00, no reimbursement shall be allowed, except
as otherwise allowed by Government Code section 17564.

IV.  REIMBURSABLE ACTIVITIES
For each eligible claimant, the following activities are eligible for reimbursement:

A. Administrative Activities

1. Developing internal policies, procedures, and manuals, to implement the activities
listed in sections IV.B, IV.C, and IV.D of these Parameters and Guidelines (one-
time activity).

2. Maintaining files manually or electronically pursuant to implementation of
activities listed in sections IV.B, IV.C, and IV.D. of these Parameters and
Guidelines.  The cost of this activity will be prorated for photographs actually
introduced or offered as exhibits (ongoing activity).

B. Photographic Record of Evidence (Pen. Code, § 1417.3(a))

For exhibits that pose a security, safety, or storage problem as determined by the court,
or for exhibits that pose a health hazard to humans, including the definition of
hazardous waste in 40 Code of Federal Regulations part 261, or human health hazards
which are subject to Health and Safety Code sections 117600 et seq., or Health and
Safety Code sections 25140, et seq.:
1. Purchasing equipment and supplies reasonably necessary to photograph the

exhibits, whether for digital or film pictures, including, but not limited to:
cameras, developing equipment, laser printers, software, film, computers, and
storage.

2. Taking of the photographs, sorting and storing photographs, and developing and
printing photographs.  This activity is limited to photographs actually introduced
or offered into evidence as exhibits.  Claimant must provide supporting
documentation with subsequent reimbursement claims that the court has deemed
the exhibit a security, safety or storage problem by providing a copy of the court
order, local rule, or other proof of the court’s determination.

C. Provision of Certified Written Chemical Analysis (Pen. Code, § 1417.3(b))

For those exhibits that pose a health hazard to humans, the sampling, analysis, and
preparation of a written report by a laboratory certified by the State of California for
performing the chemical analysis.  This does not include reimbursement for sampling,
analysis, or report preparation for controlled substances, including those defined in
Health and Safety Code sections 11054 et. seq. unless the exhibit is toxic and poses a
health hazard to humans.
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D. Storage of Exhibits (Cal. Code of Regs., tit. 2, § 1183.1(a))

For exhibits that pose a security, safety, or storage problem as determined by the court,
or for exhibits that pose a health hazard to humans for which the local entity offers or
introduces a photographic record of evidence:

Transportation to and maintenance within an appropriate storage facility for the type of
exhibit.  Storage of the exhibit shall be from the time of photographing until after final
determination of the action as prescribed by Penal Code sections 1417.1, 1417.5,
1417.6, or court order or rule of court that dictates the retention schedule for exhibits in
criminal trials.

V.  CLAIM PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION
Each claim for reimbursement pursuant to this mandate must be timely filed and identify each of
the following cost elements for each reimbursable activity identified in section IV of this
document.

A. Direct Cost Reporting

Direct costs are those costs incurred specifically for the reimbursable activities.  Direct costs that
are eligible for reimbursement are:

1. Salaries and Benefits

Report each employee implementing the reimbursable activities by name, job
classification, and productive hourly rate  (total wages and related benefits divided by
productive hours).  Describe the specific reimbursable activities performed and the hours
devoted to each reimbursable activity performed.

2. Materials and Supplies

Report the cost of materials and supplies that have been consumed or expended for the
purpose of these reimbursable activities.  Purchases shall be claimed at the actual price
after deducting discounts, rebates, and allowances received by the claimant.  Supplies
that are withdrawn from inventory shall be charged based on an appropriate and
recognized method of costing, consistently applied.

3. Contracted Services

Report the name(s) of the contractor(s) and service(s) performed to implement the
reimbursable activities.  Attach a copy of the contract to the claim. If the contractor bills
for time and materials, report the number of hours spent on the activities and all costs
charged.  If the contract is a fixed price, report the dates when services were performed
and itemize all costs for those services.

4.   Fixed Assets and Equipment

Report the purchase price paid for fixed assets and equipment (including computers)
necessary to implement the reimbursable activities.  The purchase price includes taxes,
delivery costs, and installation costs.  If the fixed asset or equipment is also used for
purposes other than the reimbursable activities, only the pro-rata portion of the purchase
price used to implement the reimbursable activities can be claimed.
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5. Travel

Report the name of the employee traveling for the purpose of the reimbursable activities.
Include the date of travel, destination point, the specific reimbursable activity requiring
travel, and related travel expenses reimbursed to the employee in compliance with the
rules of the local jurisdiction.  Report employee travel time according to the rules of cost
element A.1, Salaries and Benefits, for each applicable reimbursable activity.

6. Training

Report the cost of training an employee to perform the reimbursable activities, as
specified in Section IV of this document.  Report the name and job classification of each
employee preparing for, attending, and/or conducting training necessary to implement the
reimbursable activities.  Provide the title, subject, and purpose (related to the mandate of
the training session), dates attended, and location.  If the training encompasses subjects
broader than the reimbursable activities, only the pro-rata portion can be claimed.  Report
employee training time for each applicable reimbursable activity according to the rules of
cost element A.1, Salaries and Benefits, and A.2, Materials and Supplies. Report the cost
of consultants who conduct the training according to the rules of cost element A.3,
Contracted Services.

B.  Indirect Costs

Compensation for indirect costs is eligible for reimbursement.  

1.  School Districts

School districts must use the J-380 (or subsequent replacement) nonrestrictive indirect cost rate
provisionally approved by the California Department of Education.

County offices of education must use the J-580 (or subsequent replacement) nonrestrictive
indirect cost rate provisionally approved by the California Department of Education.

Community colleges have the option of using: (1) a federally approved rate, utilizing the cost
accounting principles from the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-21, "Cost
Principles of Educational Institutions"; (2) the rate calculated on State Controller's Form FAM-
29C; or (3) a 7% indirect cost rate.

2.  Counties, Cities and Special Districts

Claimants have the option of using 10% of direct labor, excluding fringe benefits, or preparing
an Indirect Cost Rate Proposal (ICRP) if the indirect cost rate claimed exceeds 10%.

If the claimant chooses to prepare an ICRP, both the direct costs (as defined and described in
OMB Circular A-87 Attachment A and B) and the indirect costs shall exclude capital
expenditures and unallowable costs (as defined and described in OMB Circular A-87
Attachments A and B).  However, unallowable costs must be included in the direct costs if they
represent activities to which indirect costs are properly allocable.

The distribution base may be (1) total direct costs (excluding capital expenditures and other
distorting items, such as pass-through funds, major subcontracts, etc.), (2) direct salaries and
wages, or (3) another base which results in an equitable distribution.

In calculating an ICRP, the Claimant shall have the choice of one of the two following
methodologies:
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a. The allocation of allowable indirect costs (as defined and described in OMB Circular A-
87 Attachments A and B) shall be accomplished by (1) classifying a department’s total
costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, and (2) dividing the total allowable
indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an equitable distribution base.  The result of
this process is an indirect cost rate which is used to distribute indirect costs to mandates.
The rate should be expressed as a percentage which the total amount allowable indirect
costs bears to the base selected.

b. The allocation of allowable indirect costs (as defines and described in OMB Circular A-
87 Attachment A and B) shall be accomplished by (1) separating a department into
groups, such as divisions or sections, and then classifying the division’s or section’s total
costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, and (2) dividing the total allowable
indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an equitable distribution base.  The result of
this process is an indirect cost rate which is used to distribute indirect costs to mandates.
The rate should be expressed as a percentage which the total amount allowable indirect
costs bears to the base selected.

VI.  SUPPORTING DATA
A.  Source Documents

For auditing purposes, all incurred costs claimed must be traceable to source documents that
show evidence of the validity and their relationship to the reimbursable activities.  Documents
may include, but are not limited to, worksheets, employee time records or time logs, cost
allocation reports (system generated), invoices, receipts, purchase orders, contracts, agendas,
training packets with signatures and logs of attendees, calendars, declarations, and date relevant
to the reimbursable activities otherwise reported in compliance with local, state, and federal
government requirements.    

B.  Record Keeping

Pursuant to Government Code section 17558.5, subdivision (a), a reimbursement claim for actual
costs filed by a local agency or school district pursuant to this chapter is subject to audit by the
State Controller no later than two years after the end of the calendar year in which the
reimbursement claim is filed or last amended.  See the State Controller’s claiming instructions
regarding retention of required documentation during the audit period.   

VII.  OFFSETTING SAVINGS AND REIMBURSEMENTS
Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences in the same program as a result of the same
statute or executive orders found to contain the mandate shall be deducted from the costs
claimed.  In addition, reimbursement for this mandate received from any source, including but
not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds and other state funds, shall be identified and
deducted from this claim.  This includes offsets pursuant to Health and Safety Code section
11642, subdivision (c)(1) which authorizes the State Controller, to the extent funds are available,
to reimburse counties with population under 1.75 million for the cost of removal, disposal or
storage of toxic waste from clandestine drug labs.

VIII.  STATE CONTROLLER’S OFFICE REQUIRED CERTIFICATION
An authorized representative of the claimant shall be required to provide a certification of the
claim, as specified in the State Controller’s claiming instructions, for those costs mandated by
the state contained herein.
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IX. PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES AMENDMENTS
Parameters and guidelines may be amended pursuant to Title 2, California Code of Regulations,
section 1183.2.
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State Controller's Office
Program

(19)

(20) Date Filed

(21) LRS Input
(01)

(02)

(26)

### FALSE (03) (09) (27)

### FALSE (04) (10) (28)

### FALSE (05) (11) (29)

(06) (12) (30)

(07) (13) (31)

(14) (32)

(15) (33)

(16) (34)

(08) (17) (35)

(18) (36)

(38)

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/03)

Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000

Name of Contact Person for Claim

Program Number 00240

Total Claimed Amount

____/____/____

____/____/____

Due to State

Net Claimed Amount

Signature of Authorized Officer

Less: Prior Claim Payment Received

Type or Print Name

Due from State

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code Section 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the community college 
district to file mandated cost claims with the State of California for this program,  and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not 
violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1098, inclusive.

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein, and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program.  All offsetting savings 
and reimbursements set forth in the Parameters and Guidelines are identified, and all costs claimed are supported by source 
documentation currently maintained by the claimant.

The amounts for this Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs set forth on the attached statements. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and  correct.

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM

Date

(        )           -                  Ext.Telephone Number

Title

E-Mail Address

Type of Claim

20___/20___ 20___/20___Fiscal Year of Cost

ReimbursementEstimated

Combined Combined

Amended

PRE-1, (04)(4)(f)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

Reimbursement Claim Data

PRE-1, (04)(1)(f)

PRE-1, (04)(2)(f)

PRE-1, (04)(3)(f)
Suite

State Zip Code

L
A
B
E
L

H
E
R
E

Claimant Identification Number

Claimant Name

County of Location

Street Address or P.O. Box

City

For State Controller Use Only

240
CLAIM FOR PAYMENT

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561

PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF EVIDENCE (COMMUNITY COLLEGES)

Amended

PRE-1, (06)

PRE-1, (07)

PRE-1, (09)

PRE-1, (10)
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State Controller’s Office Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/03)

Program

240
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF EVIDENCE (COMMUNITY COLLEGES)

Certification Claim Form
Instructions

FORM
FAM-27

(01) Enter the payee number assigned by the State Controller’s Office.

(02) Enter your Official Name, County of Location, Street or P. O. Box address, City, State, and Zip Code.

(03) If filing an estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated.

(04) Leave blank.

(05) If filing an amended estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred.

(07) Enter the amount of the estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete
form PRE-1 and enter the amount from line (11).

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07).

(09) If filing a reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement.

(10) Leave blank.

(11) If filing an amended reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended.

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed,
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year.

(13) Enter the amount of the reimbursement claim from form PRE-1, line (11). The total claimed amount must exceed $1,000.

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs were incurred or the claims shall be
reduced by a late penalty. Enter zero if the claim was timely filed, otherwise, enter the product of multiplying line (13) by the
factor 0.10 (10% penalty), not to exceed $1,000.

(15) If filing a reimbursement claim or an estimated claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for
the claim. Otherwise, enter a zero.

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13).

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enter that amount on line (17), Due from State.

(18) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative, enter that amount on line (18), Due to State.

(19) to (21) Leave blank.

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for
the reimbursement claim, e.g., PRE-1, (04)(1)(f), means the information is located on form PRE-1, line (04)(1), column (f). Enter
the information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, i.e., no
cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should be
shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process.

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim."  If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by an original signed
certification. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form FAM-27 with blue ink, and attach a copy of the
form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.)

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person to contact if additional information is required.

SUBMIT A SIGNED ORIGINAL, AND A COPY OF FORM FAM-27, WITH ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS TO:
Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Address, if delivered by other delivery service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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State Controller’s Office Community College  Mandated Cost Manual

Revised 09/03

Program

240
MANDATED COSTS

PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF EVIDENCE (COMMUNITY COLLEGES)
CLAIM SUMMARY

FORM
PRE-1

(02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year
Reimbursement

(01) Claimant

Estimated 20___/20___

Claim Statistics

(03) (Leave Blank)

Direct Costs Object Accounts

(04) (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Reimbursable Components Salaries

and
Benefits

Materials
and

Supplies
Contract
Services 

Fixed
Assets

Travel
and

Training
Total

1. Administrative Activities

2. Photographic Record of
Evidence

3. Provision of Certified
Written Chemical Analysis

4. Storage of Exhibits

(05) Total Direct Costs

Indirect Costs

(06) Indirect Cost Rate [Federally approved OMB A-21, FAM-29C, or 7%]  %l

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (05)(a) x line (06)]

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (05)(f) + line (07)]

Cost Reduction

(09) Less:  Offsetting Savings

(10) Less:  Other Reimbursements

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (08) - {line (09) + line (10)}]
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State Controller’s Office Community College  Mandated Cost Manual

Revised 09/03

Program

240
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF EVIDENCE (COMMUNITY COLLEGES)

CLAIM SUMMARY
Instructions

FORM
PRE-1

(01) Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed.
Enter the fiscal year of costs.

Form PRE-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form PRE-1 if you are filing an
estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than
10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than 10%, form PRE-1 must
be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year’s actual costs.

(03) Leave blank.

(04) Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the totals from form PRE-2, line
(05), columns (d) through (h), to form PRE-1, block (04), columns (a) through (e), in the appropriate
row. Total each row.

(05) Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through (f).

(06) Indirect Cost Rate.  Community college districts may use the federally approved OMBA-21 rate, the
rate computed using form FAM 29C, or a 7% indirect cost rate, for the fiscal year of costs.

(07) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06), by the Total
Salaries and Benefits, line (05)(a).

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (05)(f), and Total Indirect
Costs, line (07).

(09) Less:  Offsetting Savings. If applicable, enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim.

(10) Less:  Other Reimbursements. If applicable, enter the amount of other reimbursements received from
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds,
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the
reimbursement sources and amounts.

(11) Total Claimed Amount. From Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (08), subtract the sum of Offsetting
Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements, line (10). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim or line (13) for the Reimbursement
Claim.
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State Controller’s Office Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Revised 09/03

Program

240
MANDATED COSTS

PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF EVIDENCE (COMMUNITY COLLEGES)
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

FORM
PRE-2

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year

(03) Reimbursable Components:  Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed.

Administrative Activities         Photographic Record of Evidence

Provision of Certified Written Chemical Analysis         Storage of Exhibits

(04) Description of Expenses Object Accounts

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Employee Names, Job
Classifications, Functions Performed,

and Description of Expenses

Hourly
Rate

or
Unit Cost

Hours
Worked

or
Quantity

Salaries
and

Benefits

Materials
and

Supplies

Contract
Services

Fixed
Assets

Travel
and

Training

(05)  Total Subtotal Page:____of____
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State Controller’s Office Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Revised 09/03

Program

240
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF EVIDENCE (COMMUNITY COLLEGES)

COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL
Instructions

FORM
PRE-2

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant. If more than one department has incurred costs for this
mandate, give the name of each department. A separate form PRE-2 should be completed for each
department.

(02) Fiscal Year. Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred.

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box which indicates the cost component being claimed. Check
only one box per form. A separate form PRE-2 shall be prepared for each applicable component.

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box “checked” in block (03), enter the
employee names, position titles, a brief description of the activities performed, actual time spent by
each employee, productive hourly rates, fringe benefits, supplies used, contract services, travel and
training expenses. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) must be of sufficient detail to
explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, all supporting documents
must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than three years after the date the claim was
filed or last amended, whichever is later. If no funds were appropriated and no payment was made at
the time the claims are filed, the time for the Controller to initiate an audit shall be three years from the
date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller’s
Office on request.

ColumnsObject/
Sub object
Accounts (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Submit
supporting
documents

with the claim

Salaries Employee
Name

Hourly
Rate

Hours
Worked

Salaries =
Hourly Rate

x Hours
Worked

Benefits

Title

Activities
Benefit
Rate

Benefits =
Benefit Rate

x Salaries

Materials and
Supplies

Description
of

Supplies Used

Unit
Cost

Quantity
Used

Cost =
Unit Cost
x Quantity

Used

Contract
Services

Name of
Contractor

Specific Tasks
Performed

Hourly
Rate

Hours Worked

Inclusive
Dates of
Service

Cost =
Hourly Rate x
Hours Worked

or
Total Contract

Copy of
Contract

Fixed Assets
Description of

Equipment
Purchased

Unit Cost Usage
Cost =

Unit Cost x
Usage

Travel and
Training

Travel

Purpose of Trip
Name and Title

Departure and
Return Date

Per Diem
Rate

Mileage Rate

Travel Cost

Days

Miles

Travel Mode

Cost = Rate x
Days or Miles

or Total
Travel Cost

Training
Employee
Name/Title

Name of Class

Dates
Attended

Registration
Fee

(05) Total line (04), columns (d) through (h) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to
indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the
component/activity costs, number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d) through (h) to
form PRE-1, block (05), columns (a) through (e) in the appropriate row.
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OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER

STATE MANDATED COSTS CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS NO. 2002-09

SEX OFFENDERS: DISCLOSURE BY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS
(MEGAN’S LAW)

(COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICTS)

In accordance with Government Code (GC) Section 17561, eligible claimants may submit claims
to the State Controller’s Office (SCO) for reimbursement of costs incurred for state mandated
cost programs. The following are claiming instructions and forms that eligible claimants will use
for the filing of claims for the Sex Offenders: Disclosure by Law Enforcement Officers (SOD)
program. These claiming instructions are issued subsequent to adoption of the program’s
parameters and guidelines (P’s & G’s) by the Commission on State Mandates (COSM).

Penal Code Sections (PC) Sections 290 and 290.4, as added by Chapter 908, Statutes of 1996, et
seq require the registration of certain convicted sex offenders and public disclosure of their
identity by local law enforcement agencies.

On August 23, 2001, the COSM determined that Chapter 908/96 et seq, established costs
mandated by the State according to the provisions listed in the attached P’s & G’s. For your
reference, the P’s & G’s are included as an integral part of the claiming instructions. 

Eligible Claimants
Any community college district that incurs increased costs as a direct result of this mandate, is
eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs.

Filing Deadlines

A. Initial Claims
Initial reimbursement claims must be filed within 120 days from the issuance date of
claiming instructions. Reimbursement claims for fiscal years 1996-97 through 2001-02 must
be filed with the SCO and be delivered or postmarked on or before October 1, 2002.
Estimated claims for the 2002-03 fiscal year must also be delivered or postmarked on or
before October 1, 2002. Thereafter, having received payment for an estimated claim, the
claimant must file an annual reimbursement claim by January 15 of the following fiscal year.
Claims filed after the deadline will be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed
$1,000. The claiming periods for the reimbursable activities listed in IV., beginning on page
2 of the P’s and G’s, are as follows:

One-Time Activities

• IV. A. 1. - Training 
Claiming Period - Fiscal years 1996-97 to 2001-02
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• IV. A. 2. - Policies and Procedures

Claiming Period - Fiscal years 1996-97 to 2001-02

• IV. A. 3. - Notice to Sex Offenders
Claiming Period - October 8, 1997, to June 30, 1998, and fiscal years 1998-99 to 2001-02.

On-Going Activities

• IV. B. 1. - Transmission to Department of Justice (DOJ)
Claiming Period - January 1, 1999, to June 30, 1999, and fiscal years 1999-00 to
2001-02. 

• IV. B. 2. - Removal from Local Files
Claiming Period - October 8, 1997, to June 30, 1998, and fiscal years 1998-99 to
2001-02. 

• IV. B. 3. - Pre-Registration
Claiming Period - October 8, 1997, to June 30, 1998, and fiscal years 1998-99 to
2001-02. 

• IV. B. 4. - Employer Verification
Claiming Period - October 8, 1997, to June 30, 1998, and fiscal years 1998-99 to
2001-02. 

• IV. B. 5. - Vehicle Verification 

Claiming Period - October 8, 1997, to June 30, 1998, and fiscal years 1998-99 to
2001-02. 

• IV. B. 6. - Residential Verification

Claiming Period - January 1, 1999, to June 30, 1999, and fiscal years 1999-00 to
2001-02.

• IV. B. 7. - Re-Evaluation

Claiming Period - September 25, 1996, to June 30, 1997, and fiscal years 1997-98 to
2001-02.

• IV. B. 8. - Information Maintenance
Claiming Period - September 25, 1996, to June 30, 1997, and fiscal years 1997-98 to
2001-02 .

• IV. B. 9. - Access Provision
Claiming Period - September 25, 1996, to June 30, 1997, and fiscal years 1997-98 to
2001-02. This claiming period terminates on December 31, 2003, since PC § 290.4 is
only operative until January 1, 2004.
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•  IV. B. 10. - Record Maintenance 
Claiming Period - October 8, 1997, to June 30, 1998, and fiscal years 1998-99 to      2001-02. 

Costs for all initial reimbursement claims must be filed separately according to the fiscal year
in which the costs were incurred. However, the initial claims will be considered as one claim
for the purpose of computing the late claim penalty. Do not prorate the penalty among fiscal
years. If the claims are late, the penalty should be applied to a single fiscal year.

In order for a claim to be considered properly filed, it must include any specific supporting
documentation requested in the instructions. Claims filed more than one year after the
deadline will not be accepted.

B. Estimated Claims
Unless otherwise specified in the claiming instructions, school districts are not required to
provide cost schedules and supporting documents with an estimated claim if the estimated
amount does not exceed the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%. Claimants
can simply enter the estimated amount on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the estimated
claim exceeds the previous fiscal year's actual costs by more than 10%, claimants must
complete supplemental claim forms to support their estimated costs as specified for the
program to explain the reason for the increased costs. If no explanation supporting the higher
estimate is provided with the claim, it will automatically be adjusted to 110% of the previous
fiscal year's actual costs. Future estimated claims filed with the SCO must be postmarked by
January 15 of the fiscal year in which costs will be incurred. Claims filed timely will be paid
before late claims.

Minimum Claim Cost
GC Section 17564 provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to GC Sections 17551 and
17561, unless such a claim exceeds two hundred dollars ($200), provided that a county
superintendent of schools or county may submit a combined claim on behalf of school districts,
direct service districts, or special districts within their county if the combined claim exceeds
$200, even if the individual school district’s, direct service district’s, or special district’s claims
do not each exceed $200. The county superintendent of schools or the county shall determine if
the submission of the combined claim is economically feasible and shall be responsible for
disbursing the funds to each school, direct service, or special district. These combined claims
may be filed only when the county superintendent of schools or the county is the fiscal agent for
the districts. A combined claim must show the individual claim costs for each eligible district.
All subsequent claims based upon the same mandate shall only be filed in the combined form
unless a school district, direct service district, or special district provides to the county
superintendent of schools or county and to the SCO, at least 180 days prior to the deadline for
filing the claim, a written notice of its intent to file a separate claim.

Reimbursement of Claims
Initial reimbursement claims will only be reimbursed to the extent that expenditures can be
supported. If such information is unavailable, claims will be reduced. In addition, ongoing
reimbursement claims must be supported by documentation as evidence of the expenditures.
Examples of documentation may include, but are not limited to, employee time records that
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identify mandate activities, payroll records, invoices, receipts, contracts, travel expense
vouchers, purchase orders, and caseload statistics.

Audit of Costs
All claims submitted to the SCO are reviewed to determine if costs are related to the mandate,
are reasonable and not excessive, and if the claim was prepared in accordance with the P’s & G’s
adopted by the COSM. If any adjustments are made to a claim, a "Notice of Claim Adjustment"
specifying the claim component adjusted, the amount adjusted, and the reason for the adjustment,
will be mailed within 30 days after payment of the claim.

On-site audits will be conducted by the SCO as deemed necessary. Accordingly, all
documentation to support actual costs claimed must be retained for a period of two years after
the end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or amended regardless
of the year of costs incurred. When no funds are appropriated for initial claims at the time the
claim is filed, supporting documents must be retained for two years from the date of initial
payment of the claim. Claim documentation shall be made available to the SCO on request.

Retention of Claiming Instructions
The claiming instructions and forms in this package should be retained permanently in your
Mandated Cost Manual for future reference and use in filing claims. These forms should be
duplicated to meet your filing requirements. You will be notified of updated forms or changes to
claiming instructions as necessary.

For your reference, these and future mandated costs claiming instructions and forms can be
found on the Internet at www.sco.ca.gov/ard/local/locreim/index.htm.

Address for Filing Claims
Submit a signed, original form FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all other forms and supporting
documents (no copies necessary) to:

If delivered by
U.S. Postal Service:

If delivered by
other delivery services:

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Office of the State Controller
Attn: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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Adopted: March 28, 2002
j:\Mandates\1997\97tc15\PsGs\pgadopt032802

Parameters and Guidelines
Penal Code Sections 290 and 290.4

Statutes of 1996, Chapters 908 and 909
Statutes of 1997, Chapters 17, 80, 817, 818, 819, 820, 821, and 822

Statutes of 1998, Chapters 485, 550, 927, 928, 929, and 930

Sex Offenders: Disclosure by Law Enforcement Officers
(“Megan’s Law”)

I. SUMMARY OF THE MANDATE
The test claim legislation (Penal Code sections 290 and 290.4) concerns the registration of
certain convicted sex offenders and public disclosure of their identity by local law enforcement
agencies.  Section 290 specifically relates to the registration of these sex offenders when they are
released from incarceration, when they move or change their temporary or permanent residence,
or when they update their registration on an annual basis.  Section 290 also allows local law
enforcement agencies to disclose the identities of sex offenders to the public when a peace
officer reasonably suspects that it is necessary to protect the public.  Section 290.4 requires the
Department of Justice to continually compile and maintain information regarding the identity of
convicted sex offenders and to establish a “900” telephone number and
CD-ROM program for public access of this information.  The Department of Justice must
distribute the information obtained on convicted sex offenders by CD-ROM or other electronic
medium to local law enforcement agencies who in turn “may” then provide public access to the
information.  However, municipal police departments of cities with a population of less than
200,000 are exempt from this requirement.

On August 23, 2001, the Commission on State Mandates (Commission) adopted its Statement of
Decision partially approving the test claim.  The Commission found that the following required
activities are a “new program or higher level of service” under article XIII B,
section 6 of the California Constitution and result in “costs mandated by the state” within the
meaning of Government Code section 17514: 

• Submission of Registered Sex Offender information to the Department of Justice’s
Violent Crime Information Network by Local Law Enforcement Agencies (Pen. Code,
§290, subd. (a)(1)(F).)

• Removal of Registration for Decriminalized Conduct (Pen. Code, §290,
subd. (a)(2)(F)(i).) 

• Pre-register (Pen. Code, §290, subd. (e)(1)(A-C).)

• Contents of Registration Upon Release (Pen. Code, §290, subd. (e)(2)(A-E).)

• Notice of Reduction of Registration Period (Pen. Code, §290, subd. (l)(1).)

• High-Risk Sex Offenders (Pen. Code, §290, subd. (n).)

• CD ROM (Pen. Code, §290.4, subd. (4)(A-C).)
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• Records Retention (Pen. Code, §290, subd. (o).)

Lastly, the Commission found that all other activities in the test claim legislation did not
constitute a reimbursable state mandated program pursuant to article XIII B, section 6 of the
California Constitution.

II. ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS
Any county, city, city and county, or community college district, that has incurred increased
costs as a direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of these costs, except as
limited in Section IV, activity 12.

III. PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT
Government Code section 17551, prior to its amendment by Statutes of 1998, chapter 681,
(effective September 22, 1998), stated that a test claim must be submitted on or before December
31 following a given fiscal year to establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year.
The test claim for this mandate was filed on December 30, 1997.  Therefore, costs incurred on or
after July 1, 1996, for compliance with the mandate are reimbursable, unless otherwise specified
below.1

Actual costs for one fiscal year shall be included in each claim.  Estimated costs for the
subsequent year may be included on the same claim, if applicable.  Pursuant to Government
Code section 17561, subdivision (d)(1), all claims for reimbursement of initial years’ costs shall
be submitted within 120 days of notification by the State Controller of the issuance of claiming
instructions.

If total costs for a given fiscal year do not exceed $200, no reimbursement shall be allowed,
except as otherwise allowed by Government Code section 17564.

IV. REIMBURSABLE ACTIVITIES
For each eligible claimant, the following activities are eligible for reimbursement:

A.  One-Time Activities

1. Train staff on implementing the reimbursable activities listed in Section IV, activities 2
through 13, of these parameters and guidelines.  (One-time activity per employee.)

2. Develop internal policies, procedures, and manuals to implement Sex Offenders:
Disclosure by Law Enforcement Officers (“Megan’s Law”).

3. Notify every registered sex offender convicted prior to January 1, 1997, within the
claimant’s jurisdiction of the reduction in the time to register or reregister from 14 days
to 5 days.  (Pen. Code, § 290, subd. (l)(1).)2  (Reimbursement period begins
October 8, 1997.)

                                                
1 The statutes have different operative dates, therefore the reimbursement period for some activities may begin on a
different date.
2 As amended by Statutes of 1997, chapter 821, an urgency statute effective October 8, 1997.
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B.  On-Going Activities

1. Develop, collect, and transmit sex offender registrations from the local jurisdiction
directly into the Department of Justice Violent Crime Information Network.
(Pen. Code, § 290, subd. (a)(1)(F).)3  (Reimbursement period begins           January 1,
1999.)

2. Remove a sex offender’s registration from the local jurisdiction’s files within 30 days
of receiving notice to do so from the Department of Justice.  (Pen. Code, § 290, subd.
(a)(2)(F)(i).)4  (Reimbursement period begins October 8, 1997.)

3. If the local law enforcement agency is the current place of incarceration, pre-
registration of a convicted sex offender, including the obtaining of a current
photograph and fingerprints of the offender as well as a written statement relaying
information as is required by the Department of Justice.  Notify the sex offender as
acknowledgement of the information contained within the pre-registration statement.
(Pen. Code, § 290, subd. (e)(1)(A-C).)5  (Reimbursement period begins October 8,
1997.)

4. Verify that the sex offender’s signed statement contains the name and address of the
offender’s employer, and the address of the offender’s place of employment if it is
different from the employer’s main address.  (Pen. Code,§ 290, subd. e)(2)(A).)6

(Reimbursement period begins October 8, 1997.)
5. Verify that the offender’s registration includes information related to any vehicle

regularly driven by the offender, including license number, make, model, and such
other information as may be requested by the Department of Justice.  (Pen. Code,
§ 290, subd. (e)(2)(C).)7  (Reimbursement period begins October 8, 1997.)

6. Verify that the convicted sex offender has adequate proof of residence, as determined
by the Department of Justice; proof of residence is currently limited to a California
driver’s license, California identification card, recent rent or utility receipt, printed
personalized checks or other recent banking documents, or any other information
that the registering official believes is reliable.  If the offender does not have a
residence, and no reasonable expectation of obtaining a residence in the foreseeable
future, then the local law enforcement agency shall obtain a statement to that effect
from the sex offender.  (Pen. Code, § 290, subd. (e)(2)(E).)8  (Reimbursement period
begins January 1, 1999.)

7. Provide high-risk sex offenders a printed form from the Department of Justice
regarding reevaluation in order to be removed from the high-risk classification.

(Pen. Code, § 290, subd. (n)(1)(G)(ii).)9  (Reimbursement period begins
September 25, 1996.)

                                                
3 As added by Statutes of 1998, chapter 929.
4 As added by Statutes of 1997, chapter 821.
5 As added by Statutes of 1997, chapter 821.
6 As added and amended by Statutes of 1997, chapter 821.
7 As added and amended by Statutes of 1997, chapter 821.
8 As added by Statutes of 1998, chapters 928 and 929.
9 As added by Statutes of 1996, chapter 908, an urgency statute effective September 25, 1996.
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8. (Maintain such photographs and statistical information concerning high-risk sex
offenders as is received quarterly from the Department of Justice.  (Pen. Code, § 290,
subd. (n)(2).)10  (Reimbursement period begins September 25, 1996.)

9. For sheriff’s departments in each county, municipal police departments of cities with
a population of more than 200,000, and police departments or community college
districts, to provide the necessary equipment, and staff assistance for the public to
access the sex offender information provided by the Department of Justice on CD-
ROM or other electronic medium, and to obtain information from individuals
requesting access to the CD-ROM as required by the Department of Justice.  (Pen.
Code, § 290.4, subd. (a)(4)(A).)11  (Reimbursement period: September 25, 1996
through December 31, 2003.)

10. Maintain records of those persons requesting access to the information contained
within the CD-ROM or other electronic medium for a minimum of five years, and
costs of destruction of such records at the end of such time.  Additionally, a record of
the means and dates of dissemination of information regarding high-risk offenders
must be maintained for a minimum of five years, and costs of destruction at the end
of such time.  (Pen. Code, § 290, subd. (o).)12  (Reimbursement period begins
October 8, 1997.)

V. CLAIM PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION
Each reimbursement claim for this mandate must be timely filed.  Each of the following cost
elements must be identified for each reimbursable activity identified in Section IV of this
document.

A.  Direct Cost Reporting

Direct costs are those costs incurred specifically for the reimbursable activities.  Direct costs that
are eligible for reimbursement are:

1. Salaries and Benefits

Report each employee implementing the reimbursable activities by name, job classification,
and productive hourly rate (total wages and related benefits divided by productive hours).
Describe the specific reimbursable activities performed and the hours devoted to each
reimbursable activity performed.

2. Materials and Supplies

Report the cost of materials and supplies that have been consumed or expended for the
purpose of the reimbursable activities.  Purchases shall be claimed at the actual price after
deducting discounts, rebates, and allowances received by the claimant.  Supplies that are
withdrawn from inventory shall be charged on an appropriate and recognized method of
costing, consistently applied.

3. Contracted Services

                                                
10 As added by Statutes of 1996, chapter 908.
11 As added by Statutes of 1996, chapter 908.  Penal Code section 290.4 contains a sunset provision wherein it is
only operative until January 1, 2004.
12 As amended by Statutes of 1997, chapter 821.
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Report the name of the contractor and services performed to implement the reimbursable
activities.  If the contractor bills for time and materials, report the number of hours spent on
the activities and all costs charged.  If the contract is a fixed price, report the services that
were performed during the period covered by the reimbursement claim.  If the contract
services are also used for purposes other than the reimbursable activities, only the pro-rata
portion of the services used to implement the reimbursable activities can be claimed.  Submit
contract consultant and attorney invoices with the claim and a description of the contract
scope of services.

4. Fixed Assets and Equipment

Report the purchase price paid for fixed assets and equipment (including computers)
necessary to implement the reimbursable activities.  The purchase price includes taxes,
delivery costs, and installation costs.  If the fixed asset or equipment is also used for
purposes other than the reimbursable activities, only the pro-rata portion of the purchase
price used to implement the reimbursable activities can be claimed.

5. Travel

Report the name of the employee traveling for the purpose of the reimbursable activities.
Include the date of travel, destination point, the specific reimbursable activity requiring
travel, and related travel expenses reimbursed to the employee in compliance with the rules
of the local jurisdiction.  Report employee travel time according to the rules of cost element
A.1, Salaries and Benefits, for each applicable reimbursable activity.

6. Training

Report the cost of training an employee to perform the reimbursable activities, as specified
in Section IV of this document.  Report the name and job classification of each employee
preparing for, attending, and/or conducting training necessary to implement the reimbursable
activities.  Provide the title, subject, and purpose (related to the mandate of the training
session), dates attended, and location.  If the training encompasses subjects broader than the
reimbursable activities, only the pro-rata portion can be claimed.  Report employee training
time for each applicable reimbursable activity according to the rules of cost element A.1,
Salaries and Benefits, and A.2, Materials and Supplies.  Report the cost of consultants who
conduct the training according to the rules of cost element
A.3, Contracted Services.  This data, if too voluminous to be included with the claim, may
be reported in a summary.  However, supporting data must be maintained as described in
Section VI.

B.  Indirect Cost Rates

Indirect costs are costs that are incurred for a common or joint purpose, benefiting more than one
program, and are not directly assignable to a particular department or program without efforts
disproportionate to the result achieved.  Indirect costs may include both (1) overhead costs of the
unit performing the mandate; and (2) the costs of the central government services distributed to
the other departments based on a systematic and rational basis through a cost allocation plan.

Cities and Counties

Compensation for indirect costs is eligible for reimbursement utilizing the procedure provided in
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-87.  Claimants have the option of
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using 10% of direct labor, excluding fringe benefits, or preparing an Indirect Cost Rate Proposal
(ICRP) if the indirect cost rate claimed exceeds 10%.

If the claimant chooses to prepare an ICRP, both the direct costs (as defined and described in
OMB Circular A-87 Attachments A and B) and the indirect costs shall exclude capital
expenditures and unallowable costs (as defined and described in OMB A-87 Attachments A and
B).  However, unallowable costs must be included in the direct costs if they represent activities
to which indirect costs are properly allocable.

The distribution base may be (1) total direct costs (excluding capital expenditures and other
distorting items, such as pass-through funds, major subcontracts, etc.), (2) direct salaries and
wages, or (3) another base which results in an equitable distribution.

In calculating an ICRP, the Claimant shall have the choice of one of the following
methodologies:

1. The allocation of allowable indirect costs (as defined and described in OMB Circular A-
87 Attachments A and B) shall be accomplished by (1) classifying a department’s total
costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, and (2) dividing the total allowable
indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an equitable distribution base.  The result of
this process is an indirect cost rate which is used to distribute indirect costs to mandates.
The rate should be expressed as a percentage which the total amount allowable indirect
costs bears to the base selected; or

2. The allocation of allowable indirect costs (as defined and described in OMB Circular A-
87 Attachments A and B) shall be accomplished by (1) separating a department into
groups, such as divisions or sections, and then classifying the division’s or section’s total
costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, and (2) dividing the total allowable
indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an equitable distribution base.  The result of
this process is an indirect cost rate that is used to distribute indirect costs to mandates.
The rate should be expressed as a percentage which the total amount allowable indirect
costs bears to the base selected.

Community Colleges

Community colleges have the option of using: (1) a federally approved rate, utilizing the cost
accounting principles from the OMB Circular A-21, "Cost Principles of Educational
Institutions"; (2) the rate calculated on State Controller's Form FAM-29C; or (3) a 7% indirect
cost rate.
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VI. SUPPORTING DATA
A.  Source Documents

For auditing purposes, all incurred costs claimed must be traceable to source documents that
show evidence of their validity and relationship to the reimbursable activities.  Documents may
include, but are not limited to, worksheets, employee time records or time logs, cost allocation
reports (system generated), invoices, receipts, purchase orders, contracts, agendas, training
packets with signatures and logs of attendees, calendars, declarations, and data relevant to the
reimbursable activities otherwise reported in compliance with local, state, and federal
government requirements.

B.  Record Keeping

Pursuant to Government Code section 17558.5, subdivision (a), a reimbursement claim for actual
costs filed by a local agency or school district pursuant to this chapter is subject to audit by the
State Controller no later than two years after the end of the calendar year in which the
reimbursement claim is filed or last amended.∗  See the State Controller’s claiming instructions
regarding retention of required documentation during the audit period.

VII. OFFSETTING SAVINGS AND REIMBURSEMENTS
Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences in the same program as a result of the same
statutes or executive orders found to contain the mandate shall be deducted from the costs
claimed.  In addition, reimbursement for this mandate received from any source, including but
not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds and other state funds shall be identified and
deducted from this claim.

VIII. STATE CONTROLLER’S OFFICE REQUIRED CERTIFICATION
An authorized representative of the claimant shall be required to provide a certification of the
claim, as specified in the State Controller’s claiming instructions, for those costs mandated by
the State contained herein.

IX. PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES AMENDMENTS
Parameters and guidelines may be amended pursuant to Title 2, California Code of Regulations
section 1183.2.

                                                
∗ This refers to Title 2, division 4, part 7, chapter 4 of the Government Code.
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(19)

(20) Date Filed

(21) LRS Input
(01)

(02)

(26)

### FALSE (03) (09) (27)

### FALSE (04) (10) (28)

### FALSE (05) (11) (29)

(06) (12) (30)

(07) (13) (31)

(14) (32)

(15) (33)

(16) (34)

(08) (17) (35)

(18) (36)

(38)

Form FAM-27 (Revised 09/03)

Community College Mandated Cost Manual

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code Section 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the community college 
district to file mandated cost claims with the State of California for this program,  and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not 
violated any of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1098, inclusive.

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein, and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program.  All offsetting savings 
and reimbursements set forth in the Parameters and Guidelines are identified, and all costs claimed are supported by source 
documentation currently maintained by the claimant.

The amounts for this Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs set forth on the attached statements. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and  correct.

Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim

SOD-1, (04)(B)(10)(f)

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000

Program Number 00241

Total Claimed Amount

____/____/____

____/____/____

Signature of Authorized Officer

Less: Prior Claim Payment Received

E-Mail Address

Type or Print Name
Name of Contact Person for Claim

(        )           -                  Ext.Telephone Number

Title

Type of Claim

20___/20___ 20___/20___Fiscal Year of Cost

ReimbursementEstimated

Combined Combined

Amended

SOD-1, (06)

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM

Date

Net Claimed Amount

Due from State

Due to State

SOD-1, (04)(B)(6)(f)

SOD-1, (04)(B)(7)(f)

SOD-1, (04)(B)(8)(f)

SOD-1, (04)(B)(9)(f)

SOD-1, (04)(B)(1)(f)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

Reimbursement Claim Data

SOD-1, (04)(A)(1)(f)

SOD-1, (04)(A)(2)(f)

SOD-1, (04)(A)(3)(f)
Suite

State Zip Code

L
A
B
E
L

H
E
R
E

Claimant Identification Number

Claimant Name

County of Location

Street Address or P.O. Box

City

For State Controller Use Only

241
CLAIM FOR PAYMENT

Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561
SEX OFFENDERS:  DISCLOSURE BY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS 

(MEGAN'S LAW) - (COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICTS)

Amended

SOD-1, (04)(B)(2)(f)

SOD-1, (04)(B)(3)(f)

SOD-1, (04)(B)(4)(f)

SOD-1, (04)(B)(5)(f)
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Form FAM-27 (Revised 09/03)

Program

241
SEX OFFENDERS: DISCLOSURE BY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS

(MEGAN’S LAW)
 (COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICTS)

Certification Claim Form
Instructions

FORM
FAM-27

(01) Enter the payee number assigned by the State Controller’s Office.

(02) Enter your Official Name, County of Location, Street or P. O. Box address, City, State, and Zip Code.

(03) If filing an estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03) Estimated.

(04) Leave blank.

(05) If filing an amended claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05) Amended. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred.

(07) Enter the amount of the estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete
form SOD-1 and enter the amount from line (11).

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07).

(09) If filing a reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09) Reimbursement.

(10) Leave blank.

(11) If filing an amended claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (11) Amended.

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed,
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year.

(13) Enter the amount of the reimbursement claim from form SOD-1, line (11). The total claimed amount must exceed $1,000.

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs were incurred or the claims shall be
reduced by a late penalty. Enter zero if the claim was timely filed, otherwise, enter the product of multiplying line (13) by the
factor 0.10 (10% penalty), or $1,000, whichever is less.

(15) If filing a reimbursement claim and an estimated claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for
the claim. Otherwise, enter a zero.

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13).

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enter that amount on line (17), Due from State.

(18) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative, enter that amount on line (18), Due to State.

(19) to (21) Leave blank.

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for
the reimbursement claim, e.g., SOD-1, (04)(A)(1)(g), means the information is located on form SOD-1, line (04)(A)(1), column
(g). Enter the information on the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest
dollar, i.e., no cents. Indirect costs percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548%
should be shown as 8. Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process.

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim."  If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by an original signed
certification. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form FAM-27 with blue ink, and attach a copy of the
form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.)

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person to contact if additional information is required.

SUBMIT A SIGNED ORIGINAL, AND A COPY OF FORM FAM-27, WITH ALL OTHER FORMS AND SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS TO:
Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Address, if delivered by other delivery service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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241
MANDATED COSTS

SEX OFFENDERS: DISCLOSURE BY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS
(MEGAN’S LAW) - (COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICTS)

CLAIM SUMMARY

FORM
SOD-1

(02) Type of Claim

Reimbursement
Fiscal Year(01) Claimant

Estimated

Claim Statistics

(03) Leave blank.

Direct Costs Object Accounts
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)(04) Reimbursable

Components
A.  One-Time Costs

Salaries and
Benefits

Materials and
Supplies

Contract 
Services

Fixed
Assets

Travel and
Training

1.  Training

2.  Policies and Procedures

3.  Notice to Sex Offenders

B.  Ongoing Costs
1.  Transmission to DOJ

2.  Removal from Local Files

3.  Pre-Registration 

4.  Employer Verification

5.  Vehicle Verification 

6.  Residential Verification

7.  Re-Evaluation

8.  Information Maintenance

9.  Access Provision

10.  Record Maintenance

(05) Total Direct Costs

Indirect Costs

(06) Indirect Cost Rate [Federally approved OMB A-21, FAM-29C, or 7%]

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (06) x line (05)(a)] 

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (05)(f) + line (07)]

Cost Reduction

(09) Less:  Offsetting Savings

(10) Less:  Other Reimbursements

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (08) - {line (09) + line (10)}]
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Program

241
SEX OFFENDERS: DISCLOSURE BY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS

(MEGAN’S LAW) - (COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICTS)
CLAIM SUMMARY

Instructions

FORM
SOD-1

(01) Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed.
Enter the fiscal year of costs.

Form SOD-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form SOD-1 if you are filing
an estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more
than 10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than 10%, form SOD-1 must
be completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the
high estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year’s actual costs.

(03) Leave blank.

(04) Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the total from form SOD-2, line
(05), columns (d) through (h) to form SOD-1, block (05), columns (a) through (e) in the appropriate
row. Total each row.

(05) Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through (f).

(06) Indirect Cost Rate.  Community college districts may use the federally approved OMBA-21 rate, the
rate computed using form FAM 29C, or a 7% indirect cost rate, for the fiscal year of costs.

(07) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06), by the Total
Salaries and Benefits, line (05)(a).

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (05)(f), and Total Indirectt
Costs, line (07).

(09) Less:  Offsetting Savings. If applicable, enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim.  

(10) Less:  Other Reimbursements. If applicable, enter the amount of other reimbursements received from
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds,
that reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the
reimbursement sources and amounts.

(11) Total Claimed Amount. From Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (08), subtract the sum of Offsetting
Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements, line (10). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim or line (13) for the Reimbursement
Claim.
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SEX OFFENDERS: DISCLOSURE BY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS

(MEGAN’S LAW) - (COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICTS)
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

FORM
SOD-2

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year

(03) Reimbursable Components:  Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed.

 One-Time         Training Policies and Procedures Notice to Sex Offenders

 Ongoing Transmission to DOJ Removal from Local Files Pre-Registration

Employer Verification Vehicle Verification Residential Verification

Re-Evaluation Information Maintenance Access Provision

Record Maintenance

(04) Description of Expenses Object Accounts
(a)

Employee Names, Job
Classifications, Functions Performed

and Description of Expenses

(b)
Hourly
Rate or

Unit Cost

(c)
Hours

Worked or
Quantity

(d)
Salaries

and
Benefits

(e)
Materials

and
Supplies

(f)
Contract
Services

(g)
Fixed

Assets

(h)
Travel
and

Training

(05)  Total              Subtotal            Page:____of____
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Program

241
SEX OFFENDERS: DISCLOSURE BY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS

(MEGAN’S LAW) - (COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICTS)
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

Instructions

FORM
SOD-2

(01) Claimant. Enter the name of the claimant. 

(02) Fiscal Year. Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred.

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box which indicates the cost component being claimed. Check
only one box per form. A separate form SOD-2 shall be prepared for each applicable component.

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box “checked” in block (03), enter the
employee names, position titles, a brief description of the activities performed, actual time spent by
each employee, productive hourly rates, fringe benefits, supplies used, contract services, travel and
training expenses. The descriptions required in column (4)(a) must be of sufficient detail to
explain the cost of activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, all supporting documents
must be retained by the claimant for a period of not less than three years after the date the claim was
filed or last amended, whichever is later. If no funds were appropriated and no payment was made at
the time the claims are filed, the time for the Controller to initiate an audit shall be three years from the
date of initial payment of the claim. Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller’s
Office on request.

ColumnsObject/
Sub object
Accounts (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Submit
supporting
documents

with the claim

Salaries Employee
Name/Title

Hourly
Rate

Hours
Worked

Salaries =
Hourly Rate

x Hours
Worked

Benefits Activities
Performed

Benefit
Rate

Benefits =
Benefit Rate

x Salaries

Materials
 and

Supplies

Description
of

Supplies Used

Unit
Cost

Quantity
Used

Cost =
Unit Cost
x Quantity

Used

Contract
Services

Name of
Contractor

Specific Tasks
Performed

Hourly
Rate

Hours Worked

Inclusive
Dates of
Service

Cost =
Hourly Rate

x Hours
Worked

Copy of
Contract

and
Invoices

Fixed
 Assets

Description of
Equipment
Purchased

Unit Cost Usage

Cost =
Unit Cost
x Quantity

Used

Travel and
Training

Travel

Purpose of Trip
Name and Title

Departure and
Return Date

Per Diem
Rate

Mileage Rate

Travel Cost

Days

Miles

Travel Mode

Cost = Rate x
Days or Miles

or Total
Travel Cost

Training
Employee
Name/Title

Name of Class

Dates
Attended

Registration
Fee

(05) Total line (04), columns (d) through (h) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to
indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the
component/activity costs, number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d) through (h) to
form SOD-1, block (05), columns (a) through (e) in the appropriate row.
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State Controller's Office
 Community College Mandated Cost Manual

 Revised 9/02                                                          Chapters 1249/92 and 666/95, Page 1 of 16

THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS
1. Summary of the Mandate

Chapter 1249, Statutes of 1992, added Penal Code section 832.9.  This statute requires school
districts employing peace officers to reimburse the officer or any member of his or her immediate
family for actual and necessary moving and relocation expenses incurred when it is necessary to move
because the officer has received a threat that a life threatening action may be taken against the officer
or his or her immediate family as a result of the peace officer's employment.

Chapter 666, Statutes of 1995, amended Penal Code section 832.9, by specifying guidelines for
reimbursement. 

On April 24, 1997, the Commission determined that the requirements of Penal Code section 832.9, as
added by Chapter 1249, Statutes of 1992 and amended by Chapter 666, Statutes of 1995, imposed
upon school districts, a new program or higher level of service, within the meaning of section 6, article
XIII B of the California Constitution and section 17514 of the Government Code.

2. Eligible Claimants

Any community college district, employing peace officers pursuant to Penal Code section 830, and
incurring increased costs as a direct result of this mandate is eligible to claim reimbursement of these
costs.

3. Appropriations
These claiming instructions are issued following the adoption of the program's parameters and
guidelines by the Commission on State Mandates.  Funding for payment of initial claims covering fiscal
years 1995-96, 1996-97, and 1997-98 may be made available in a future appropriation act subject to
the approval of the Legislature and the Governor.

To determine if this program is funded in subsequent fiscal years, refer to the schedule, "Appropriation
for State Mandated Cost Programs," in the "Annual Claiming Instructions for State Mandated Costs"
issued in September of each year to county superintendents of schools and superintendents of
schools.

4. Types of Claims
A. Reimbursement and Estimated Claims

A claimant may file a reimbursement and/or an estimated claim.  A reimbursement claim details
the costs actually incurred for a prior fiscal year.  An estimated claim shows the costs to be
incurred for the current fiscal year. 

B. Minimum Claim
Government Code section 17564(a) provides that no claim shall be filed pursuant to Government
Code section 17561 unless such a claim exceeds $200 per program per fiscal year.  However, any
county superintendent of schools, as fiscal agent for the school district, may submit a combined
claim in excess of $200 on behalf of one or more districts within the county even if the individual
district's claim does not exceed $200.  A combined claim must show the individual costs for each
district.  Once a combined claim is filed, all subsequent years relating to the same mandate must
be filed in a combined form.  The county receives the reimbursement payment and is responsible
for disbursing funds to each participating district.  A district may withdraw from the combined claim
form by providing a written notice of its intent to file a 

separate claim, to the county superintendent of schools and the State Controller's Office at least
180 days prior to the deadline for filing the claim.   
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5. Filing Deadline

A. Initial Claims
Pursuant to Government Code section 17561, subdivision (d)(3), initial claims must be filed within
120 days from the issuance of claiming instructions.  Accordingly:

Reimbursement claims detailing the actual costs incurred for the 1995-96, and 1996-97 fiscal years
must be filed with the State Controller's Office and postmarked by September 1, 1998.  If the
reimbursement claim is filed after the deadline of September 1, 1998, the approved claim must be
reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000. Claims filed more than one year after the
deadline will not be accepted.

Estimated claims for costs to be incurred during the 1997-98 fiscal year must be filed with the
State Controller's Office and postmarked by September 1, 1998. Timely filed estimated claims are
paid before late claims. If a payment is received for the estimated claim, a 1997-98 reimbursement
claim must be filed by November 30, 1998.

B. Annually Thereafter

Refer to the item, "Reimbursable State Mandated Cost Programs", contained in the
annual cover letter for mandated cost programs issued annually in September, which
identifies the fiscal years for which claims may be filed.  If an "x" is shown for the program
listed under "19__-19__  Reimbursement Claim", and/or "19__-19__ Estimated Claim",
claims may be filed as follows:

An estimated claim filed with the State Controller's Office must be postmarked by November 30 of
the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred.  Timely filed estimated claims will be paid before
late claims.

After having received payment for an estimated claim, the claimant must file a reimbursement
claim by November 30 of the following fiscal year.  If the district fails to file a reimbursement claim,
monies received for the estimated claim must be returned to the State.  If no estimated claim was
filed, the agency may file a reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs incurred for the fiscal
year, provided there was an appropriation for the program for that fiscal year.  For information
regarding appropriations for reimbursement claims, refer to the schedule, "Appropriation for State
Mandated Cost Programs," in the previous fiscal year's annual claiming instructions.  

A reimbursement claim detailing the actual costs must be filed with the State Controller's Office
and postmarked by November 30 following the fiscal year in which costs were incurred.  If the
claim is filed after the deadline but by November 30 of the succeeding fiscal year, the approved
claim must be reduced by a late penalty of 10%, not to exceed $1,000.  Claims filed more than
one year after the deadline will not be accepted.

6. Reimbursable Components
For each eligible claimant, the direct and indirect cost of labor, supplies, and services incurred for the
following mandated components are reimbursable:

A. Moving and Relocation Expenses from July 1, 1995 through December 31, 1995
(1) Review and Approval of Claims

Review and approve claims for actual and necessary moving and relocation expenses
incurred when it is necessary to move because the officer has received a threat that a life
threatening action may be taken against the officer, or his, or her immediate family as a result
of the peace officer's employment.  Costs incurred before and after the change of residence,
including the cost of moving household effects either by commercial household goods carrier
or by the employee, are reimbursable.

(2) Payment of Expenses
Payment of the approved reimbursement to the peace officer or member of the immediate
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family residing with the officer for actual and necessary moving and relocation expenses.

B. Moving and Relocation Expenses from January 1, 1996 to Present
(1) Notification of a Threat

Receipt of notification of a credible threat.  (Penal Code section 832.9, subdivisions (b)(5) and (c)).
(2) Approval of Relocation Plans

Approval of relocation plans and if necessary, verification of residency of any immediate family
member.  (Penal Code section 832.9, subdivisions (a), (b)(3), and (d)).

(3) Review and Approval of Claims
Review and approval of claims for actual and necessary moving and relocation expenses incurred
when it is necessary to move because the officer has received a threat that a life threatening
action may be taken against the officer, or his, or her immediate family as a result of the peace
officer's employment.  Costs incurred before and after the change of residence, including the cost
of moving household effects either by commercial household goods carrier or by the employee.
Approval of "actual and necessary relocation costs" is subject to the limitations set forth in Penal
Code section 832.9, as amended by Chapter 666, Statutes of 1995.

(4) Payment of Expenses
Payment of the approved reimbursement to the peace officer or member of the immediate family
for actual and necessary moving and relocation expenses.

7. Reimbursement Limitations
A. Litigation expenses "allowable as costs" and "not allowable as costs" pursuant to section  1033.5

of the Code of Civil Procedure, are not reimbursable if incurred by claimants and/or local law
enforcement agencies responding to and/or defending claims or actions brought under Penal
Code section 832.9.

B. After January 1, 1996, the following costs are not reimbursable:

(1) Moving Costs
Moving Costs that are not included in the Department of Personnel  Administration rules
governing promotional relocations, (Penal Code section 832.9, subdivision (b)(1).  Refer to
DPA Article 7, beginning on page 7.)

(2) Loss/Decrease in Value
Loss or decrease in value of a peace officer's residence due to a forced sale, (Penal Code
section 832.9, subdivision (b)(2).)

(3) Unapproved Expenses
Costs incurred by a peace officer or the immediate family without prior approval of the
appointing authority, (Penal Code section 832.9, subdivision (b)(3).)

(4) Unauthorized Payment of Salaries
Unauthorized payment of the peace officer's salary while moving, (Penal Code section
832.9, subdivision (b)(4).)

(5) Temporary Housing
Temporary relocation housing which exceeds 60 days, (Penal Code section 832.9, subdivision
(b)(6).) 

(6) Relocation Costs
Relocation costs incurred 120 days after the original notification of a viable threat if the peace
officer has failed to relocate, (Penal Code section 832.9, subdivision (b)(7).)
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Any offsetting savings or reimbursement the claimant received from any source including but
not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds as a direct result of
this mandate, shall be identified and deducted so only net local costs are claimed.

8. Claiming Forms and Instructions
The diagram "Illustration of Claim Forms" provides a graphical presentation of forms required to be
filed with a claim.  A claimant may submit a computer generated report in substitution for forms TAP-1
and TAP-2 provided the format of the report and data fields contained within the report are identical to
the claim forms included in these instructions.  The claim forms provided with these instructions should
be duplicated and used by the claimant to file estimated or reimbursement claims.  The State
Controller's Office will revise the manual and claim forms as necessary.  In such instances, new
replacement forms will be mailed to claimants.

A. Form TAP-2, Component/Activity Cost Detail
This form is used to segregate the detailed costs by claim component.  A separate form TAP-2
must be completed for each cost component being claimed.  Costs reported on this form must be
supported as follows:

(1) Salaries and Benefits

Identify the employee(s), and/or show the classification of the employee(s) involved. Describe
the mandated functions performed by each employee, and specify the actual time spent, the
productive hourly rates, and related fringe benefits.  

Source documents to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are not limited to,
employee time records that show the employee's actual time spent on this mandate. 

(2) Services and Supplies

Only expenditures that can be identified as a direct cost of this mandate may be claimed. List
the cost of materials consumed or expended specifically for the purpose of this mandate.

Source documents to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are not limited to,
invoices, receipts, purchase orders, and other documents evidencing the validity of the
expenditures. 

(3) Contracted Services

Contracting costs are reimbursable to the extent that the function to be performed requires
special skill or knowledge that is not readily available from the claimant's staff or the service to
be provided by the contractor is cost effective.  

Give the name(s) of contractor(s) who performed the service(s). Describe the activities
performed by each named contractor, actual time spent on this mandate, inclusive dates when
services were performed, and itemize all costs for services performed. Attach consultant
invoices with the claim.

Source documents to be maintained by the claimant may include, but are not limited to,
contracts, invoices, and other documents evidencing the validity of the expenditures.

(4) Employee Reimbursement

Reimbursement to the peace officer or member of his or her immediate family for actual and
necessary moving and relocation expenses must provide the following:

(a) Show the dates when the claimant received notification of the threat, when moving and
relocation expenses were incurred, and when the officer or member of his or her
immediate family was reimbursed.

(b) Submit with the claim, a copy of the contract, invoices, and receipts for the cost of moving
and relocation.  Identify the independent contractor or employee who provided services for
moving and relocation. 

(c) If confidentiality is involved, to protect the officer's relocation, mark out sensitive areas of
the contract, invoices, and receipts. 
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For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained for a period of two years after the
end of the calendar year in which the reimbursement claim was filed or last amended, whichever is
later.  When no funds are appropriated for the initial claim at the time the claim was filed,
supporting documents must be retained for two years from the date of initial payment of the claim.
Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller's Office on request.

B. Form TAP-1, Claim Summary
This form is used to summarize direct costs by claim component and compute allowable indirect
costs for the mandate.  Claim statistics shall identify the work performed for costs claimed.  The
claimant must give the number of peace officers who were relocated in the fiscal year of claim as a
result of credible threats received.

The Commission on State Mandates requests that claimants send a copy of form TAP-1 for each
of the initial years' reimbursement claims by mail or facsimile to the Commission on State
Mandates, 1300 I Street, Suite 950, Sacramento, CA 95814, Facsimile: (916) 445-0278.  Although
providing this information is not a condition of payment, claimants are encouraged to provide this
information to enable the Commission to develop a statewide cost estimate and recommend an
appropriation to the Legislature.  

School districts and local offices of education may compute the amount of indirect costs utilizing
the State Department of Education's Annual Program Cost Data Report J-380 or J-580 rate, as
applicable.  The cost data on this form is carried forward to form FAM-27.

C. Form FAM-27, Claim for Payment
Form FAM-27 contains a certification that must be signed by an authorized representative of the
district.  All applicable information from form TAP-1 must be carried forward to this form for the
State Controller's Office to process the claim for payment
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DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION RULES

Moving and Relocation Expenses

Effective January 1, 2002

599.714.1 Scope
(a) Whenever a permanent state officer or employee is required by any appointing power because of a
change in assignment promotion or other reason related to his/her duties, to change his/her place of
residence, such officer, agent or employee shall receive reimbursement of his/her actual and necessary
moving and relocation expenses incurred by him/her both before and after and by reason of such change
of residence, subject to the provisions and limitations of this article.

(b) For the purposes of this article, a move occurs on the official reporting date to the new headquarters,
and when a change in residence is reasonable to be required.  Relocation shall be paid, when the
following conditions are met:

(1) The officer's or employees officially designated headquarters is changed for the advantage of the State,
which includes the following:

(A) A promotion offered by any appointing authority, not including those movements that the employee
could make through transfer, reinstatement, or reemployment eligibility; or

(B) An involuntary transfer initiated by and at the discretion of the appointing authority,

(C) Any involuntary transfer required to affect a mandatory reinstatement following:

(I) Termination of a career executive or exempt appointment

(II) Leave of absence

(III) Rejection from probation

(D) Any involuntary transfer required to affect a mandatory reinstatement following the expiration or
involuntary termination of a temporary appointment, limited term appointment, or training and development
assignment when:

(I) the employee did not relocate to accept the appointment or assignment, or

(II) the employee did relocate, at State expense, to accept the appointment or assignment

(2) The move must be a minimum of 50 miles plus the number of miles between the old residence and the
old headquarters.

(3) Relocations that meet the above criteria will be fully reimbursed to the extent and limitations in this
article.

(c) A change of residence is not deemed reasonable to be required for voluntary transfers or permissive
reinstatements, with or without a salary increase, in response to general requests which specify that
moving and relocation expenses will not be paid, or for any non-promotional transfer which is primarily for
the benefit of the officer or employee.

(d) When an appointment does not meet the criteria in (a) and (b) the appointing power may, at his/her
discretion, determine in advance that it is in the best interest of the State to reimburse all or part of the
actual reasonable and necessary relocation expenses provided in this article as an incentive to recruit
employees to positions that are designated by the appointing power as difficult to fill or because of
outstanding qualifications of the appointee, or due to unusual and unavoidable hardship to the employee
by reason of the change of residence.

(1) Relocations that meet this criteria shall be reimbursed only for the items in this article specifically
authorized by the appointing power, and may be subject to further limitations designated by the  appointing
power.
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(2) Upon determination that any reimbursement will be made, the appointing power shall:

(A) Determine which provisions will apply to the relocation and establish any additional limitations to those
provisions such as dollar limits, weight limits, or time limits.

(B) Notify the employee in writing, of specific allowable reimbursements prior to the move.

(e) Requirements and limitations specified in this article may not be waived or exceeded by the appointing
power.

(f) Unauthorized relocation expenses and relocation expenses incurred prior to receipt of a written notice
of allowable relocation expenses are the responsibility of the employee.

599.715.1  Reimbursement for Miscellaneous Expenses-Excluded Employees
An officer or employee who is required to change his/her place of residence according to Section
599.714.1 may receive reimbursement for up to $200 for miscellaneous expenses upon submittal of
documentation of the payment of all such expenses and certification that the expenses were related to
dissolution to the old household and/or the establishment of a new household and were not otherwise
reimbursed.

(a) Reimbursement for the installation and/or connection of appliances or antennas purchased after the
change of residence shall be allowed provided no claim is made for installation and/or connection of a
similar item in the movement of household goods, and installation and/or connection occurs within sixty
days of the establishment of a new residence.

(b) Deposits are not reimbursable.

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 19815.4(d), 19816 and 19820, Government Code.  Reference: Section
19841, Government Code.

599.716.1  Reimbursement for Sale of a Residence
(a) Whenever an officer or employee is required, as defined in Section 599.714, to change his/her officially
designated headquarter and such change requires the settlement of a lease on the employee’s old
residence, the officer or employee shall receive the actual and necessary costs of settlement of the
unexpired lease to a maximum of one year.

(b) Reimbursement shall not be allow if it is determined that the officer or employee knew or reasonably
should have known that a transfer according to Section 599.714 was imminent before entering into a lease
agreement.

(c) Claims for settlement of a lease shall be documented and itemized and submitted within six months
following the new reporting date except that the Director of the Department of Personnel Administration
may grant an extension of not more than three months upon receipt of evidence warranting such extension
prior to the expiration of the six-months period.

(1) The claim may be a signed agreement between the officer or employee and the lessor or it may be
made unilaterally by the officer or employee.

(2) In no event shall the final settlement by the State exceed one year’s rent nor shall it include any costs,
deposits or fees.

599.717.1   Settlement of a Lease-Excluded Employee
(a) Whenever an officer or employee is required, as defined by Section 599.714.1(a) to change his/her
place of residence and such change requires the settlement of a lease on the employee's old residence,
the officer or employee shall receive the actual and necessary cost of settlement of the unexpired lease to
a maximum of one year.  In no event shall the lease settlement include any costs, deposits or fees.

(1) Reimbursement shall not be allowed if it is determined that the officer or employee knew or reasonably
should have known that a transfer according to Section 599.714.1 was imminent before entering into a
lease agreement.

(2) Claims for settlement of a lease shall include a lease agreement signed by both the employee and the
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lessor, and shall be itemized and submitted within nine months following the new reporting date.

(b) If an employee is required under 599.714.1(a) to change his/her place of residence and such notice to
the employee is insufficient to provide the employee the notice period required by a month to month rental
agreement, reimbursement may be claimed for the number of days penalty paid by the employee to a
maximum of 30 calendar days.

(1) Reimbursement shall not be allowed for days that the employee failed to notify the landlord after
notification by the employer of the reassignments.

(2) Claims shall be accompanied by a copy of the rental agreement, an itemized receipt for the penalty and
the name and address of the individual or company to which the rental penalty has been paid.

(c) No reimbursement shall be made for forfeiture of cleaning or security deposits, or for repair,
replacement, or damages of rental property.

599.718.1  Expenses for Moving Household Effects

(a) For the purpose of these regulations, household or personal effects include items such as furniture,
clothing, musical instruments, household appliances, food, and other items that are usual or necessary for
the maintenance of one household.

(b) Household effects shall not include items connected to a for profit business, items from another
household, items that are permanently affixed to the property being vacated or items that would normally
be discarded or recycled.

(c) At the discretion of the appointing power, other items may be considered household effects based on a
consideration of the estimated cost of the move and a review of the items listed on the inventory.
Expenses related to moving items other than those described in (a) that have not been approved by the
appointing power shall be the responsibility of the employee.

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 19815.4(d), 19816 and 19820, Government Code, Reference: Section
19841.

599.719.1   Reimbursement for Moving Household Effects

Reimbursement shall be allowed for the cost of moving an employee's effects either via commercial
household goods carrier or by the employee.   Reimbursements under this rule shall not exceed the cost of
moving the employee's household goods from the old residence to the new headquarters plus 50 miles
unless the appointing authority determines that a longer move is in the best interest of the State.  Any
additional expense associated with an interstate or intercountry move shall be approved in advance by the
appointing power.  No reimbursement will be allowed for the hiring of casual labor.

(a) When the employee retains a commercial mover, reimbursement for actual and necessary expenses
incurred by a commercial mover under this article for the packing, insurance, one pickup, transportation,
storage-in-transit (not including warehouse handling charges except when required by interstate tariffs),
one delivery, unpacking, and installation at the new location of an employee's household effects shall be
allowed subject to the following:

(1) Weight of household effects for which expenses may be reimbursed shall not exceed 5,000 kilograms
(11,000 pounds).

(2) Duration of storage-in-transit for which charges may be reimbursed shall not exceed 60 calendar days
unless a longer period of storage is approved in advance by the appointing authority based on hardship to
the employee.

(3) Rates at which reimbursement is allowed shall not exceed the minimum rates, at the minimum declared
valuation, established by the California Public Utilities Commission for household goods carriers, unless a
higher rate is approved by the Department of General Services.

(4) Cost of insurance for which reimbursement is allowed shall not exceed the cost of insurance coverage
at $2.00 valuation for each pound of household effects shipped by household goods carrier.

(5) Claims for exceptions to the 11,000 pounds statutory limit will be considered by the appointing authority
up to a maximum of 23,000 pounds, only when it has been determined that every reasonable effort had
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been made to conform to the limit.   Exceptions to the number of pick-ups and deliveries may be made by
the appointing power when it is reasonably necessary and in the best interest of the state.

(b) When the employee does not retain a commercial mover, reimbursement shall be allowed as follows
for expenses related to the movement by the employee of his/her household effects in a truck or trailer.

(1) Rental of a truck or trailer from a commercial establishment.  When not included in the truck rental rate,
the cost of gasoline, rental of furniture, dolly, packing cartons and protective pads will be reimbursed.  If
the total costs exceed $1,000 the claim must be accompanied by at least one written commercial rate
quote.  Reimbursement will be made at the rate (including gasoline) which results in the lowest cost; or

(2) Mileage reimbursement at the rates provided in Section or 599.631.1 (b) for noncommercial privately
owned motor vehicles used in transporting the employee's household effects.

(3) Reimbursement for more than one trip by the method described in (b)(1) or (2) above may be allowed if
the employee's agency has determined that the total cost would be less than the cost of movement by a
commercial household goods carrier.

(c) If household goods are moved exclusively in the employee's personal vehicle, reimbursement for
mileage may be claimed at the State mileage rate.  No other mileage or moving expense shall be allowed.

(d) All claims for the reimbursement of the movement of household goods require receipts.   Unless an
exception is granted by the appointing authority, claims shall be submitted no later than 2 years and 60
days from the effective date of appointment or 15 days prior to voluntary separation, whichever is first.

599.720.1 Reimbursement for Movement of a Mobile Home
For the movement of a mobile home, which contains the household effects of an officer or employee, and
has served as the employee's residence at the previous location at the time of notification of relocation,
reimbursement will be allowed as follows:

(a) Where transportation of the trailer coach is by a commercial mobile home transporter and receipts are
submitted:

(1) For tolls, taxes, charges, fees, or permits fixed by the State or local authority required for the
transportation or assembly or trailer coaches actually incurred by the employee.

(2) Charges for disassembly and assembly of the trailer, including but not limited to, disassembly and
assembly of trailer, skirt, awnings, porch, the trailer coach itself, and other miscellaneous documented,
itemized expenses related to the dissolution of the old household and/or the establishment of the new
household, up to $2,500 unless an exception is approved by the appointing power. 

(3) Reimbursement will be allowed for the actual cost supported by voucher and installation of wheels and
axles necessary to comply with the requirements of Chapter 5, Article 1 of the California Vehicle Code.

(4) Three competitive bids shall be obtained and reimbursement will be approved at the lowest bid.  Based
on information documenting the attempt to obtain three bids as provided by the employee, the appointing
power may waive the three-bid requirement.

(5) Reimbursement received under this section precludes any additional reimbursement for miscellaneous
expenses under Section 599.715.1.

(6) Movement of the trailer coach at rates exceeding the minimum rates established by the California
Public Utilities Commission for mobile home transporters:

(7) Charges at P. U. C. minimum rates to obtain permits identified above:

(8) Storage-in-transit for up to 60 calendar days at P. U. C. minimum rates, unless an extension is
approved by the appointing authority.

(b) Where transportation of the coach is by an employee, expenses may be claimed for a one-way trip by
submitting gasoline receipts.

(c) Reimbursement will not be allowed for :

(1) Purchase of parts and materials except for those items necessary to comply with the minimum
requirements of the California Administrative Code, Title 25, Chapter 5.
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(2) Repairs including tires and tubes, and breakdown in transit.

(3) Costs associated with maintenance or repair of the trailer coach.

(4) Costs for separate shipment of household goods carrier unless that is determined to be the most
economical method of transport.

(5) Costs associated with the movement or handling of permanent structures.

(d) All claims related to the movement of a trailer coach and the household goods therein require receipts
and shall be submitted no later than 2 years and 60 days from the effective date of appointment, or 15
days prior to the voluntary separation, whichever is first.  No extension will be granted.

599.722.1  Relocation Subsistence Reimbursement and Mileage
(a) If eligible under Section 599.714(a), an officer or employee shall be reimbursed for actual lodging,
supported by a receipt, and meal and incidental expenses in accordance with and not to exceed the
rate established in Section 599.619(a)(1) and (2), while locating a permanent residence at the new
location.  Employees who do not furnish receipts for lodging may be reimbursed for noncommercial
meals and noncommercial lodging in accordance with 599.619(b).  A permanent residence is typically
an abode that is purchased, or rented on a monthly basis, of a type that provides long-term living
accommodations, where any utilities are hooked up (gas, electric, cable, phone), and mail is delivered.

(1) Reimbursement may be claimed for up to 60 days, except an extension of up to 30 days may be
granted when the Appointing power has determined in advance that the delay of change of residence
is a result of unusual and unavoidable circumstances that are beyond the control of the officer or
employee.  The maximum reimbursement to be received by said officer, or employee shall not exceed
the equivalent dollar amount of 60 days of full meals, incidentals, and receipted lodging.

(2) Interruptions in relocation caused by sick leave, vacation or other authorized leaves of absence
shall be reimbursable at the option of the employee providing the employee remains at the new
location and is actively seeking a permanent residence.

(3) The relocation subsistence reimbursement shall terminate immediately upon establishment of a
permanent residence.  The appointing power shall determine when a permanent residence has been
established.

(4) Partial days shall count as full days for the purpose of computing the 60-day period.

(b) Upon approval of the Appointing Power, meals and/or lodging expenses, for up to fourteen days,
arising from trips to the new location for the sole purpose of locating housing shall be reimbursed in
accordance with Section 599.619(a)(1) and (2), or 599.619(c)(1) or 599.619(d).  Claims for
reimbursement of meals/lodging expenses in this item are limited to those incurred after receipt of
formal written authorization for relocation and prior to the effective date of appointment.

The period claimed should be included in the computation of the 60-day relocation period.

(c) Reimbursement for travel from the old residence to the new headquarters may be claimed one way
one time and shall not exceed the mileage rate allowed in 599.631(a). 

Note: Authority cited: Section 3539.5, Government Code.  Reference: Section 19841, Government
Code.

599.724.1 Payment of Claims for Moving and Relocation Expenses
(a) The Department of Personnel Administration shall be responsible for prescribing any specific
procedures necessary for effective and economical operation of this article.  Claims shall be made on
authorized forms, scheduled in the normal manner and submitted through regular channels to the
State Controller for payment.  All claims must be substantiated by invoices, receipts, or other evidence
for each item claimed.

(b) Agencies may contract directly with the carrier for movement of household effects of officers and
employees at state expense, subject to the same restrictions as if the shipment was arranged by the
officer or employee and reimbursed by the State.

(c) If the change in residence results in the salary of the officer or employee being paid by a different
appointing power, all allowable moving and relocation expenses shall be paid by the new appointing
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power except where the old appointing power agrees to pay all or part of the expenses allowable
under this Article.

(d) Each department shall be responsible for insuring that upon notice to the employee of an impending
move a copy of these rules shall be given to the officer or employee.

(e) When exceptions have been granted by an appointing authority, the written justification of those
exceptions shall be maintained with the applicable claims.

599.619 Reimbursement for Meals and Lodging
The employee on travel status shall be reimbursed actual expenses for receipted lodging, and for meals
and incidentals as provided in this section, unless directed to travel under the provision of 599.624.1.
Lodging and/or meals provided by the State or included in hotel expenses or conference fees, or in
transportation costs such as airline tickets, or otherwise provided shall not be claimed for reimbursement.
Snacks and continental breakfasts, such as rolls, juice and coffee, are not considered to be meals. The
circumstances of travel will determine the rate allowed.

(a) Short-term Travel.  Reimbursement for short-term subsistence will be authorized only when the
traveler incurs expenses arising from the use of reasonable, moderately priced commercial lodging
and meal establishments, such as hotels, motels, bed and breakfast inns, campgrounds,
restaurants, cafes, diners, etc., that cater to the general public.  Employees who stay with friends or
relatives may claim meals only in accordance with the rates and time frames set forth below.
Lodging receipts are required.  The short-term rate is intended for trips of such duration that weekly
or monthly rates are not obtainable and will be discontinued after the 30th consecutive day assigned
to one location unless an extension has been previously documented and approved by the
appointing power.  In extending short-term travel, the appointing power shall consider the expected
remaining length of travel assignment.

(1) In computing reimbursement for continuous short-term travel of more than 24 hours and less
than 31 consecutive days, the employee will be reimbursed for actual costs up to the maximum
allowed for each meal, incidental, and lodging expense for each complete 24 hours of travel,
beginning with the traveler's time of departure and return, as follows:

(A) On the first day of travel on a trip of 24 hours or more:
Trip begins at or before 6am: breakfast may be claimed on the first day

Trip begins at or before 11am:  lunch may be claimed on the first day

Trip begins at or before 5pm: dinner may be claimed on the first day

(B) On the fractional day of travel at the end of the trip of more than 24 hours:
Trip ends at 8 am: breakfast may be claimed

Trip ends at or after 2pm: lunch may be claimed

Trip ends at or after 7pm: dinner may be claimed

If the fractional day includes an overnight stay, receipted lodging may be claimed.  No meal or
lodging expense may be claimed or reimbursed more than once on any given date or during any 24-
hour period.

(C) Reimbursement shall be for actual expenses, subject to the following maximum rates:

Meals:
                     Breakfast                                                                                               $6.00

                     Lunch             $10.00

                     Dinner $18.00

                     Incidentals                                                                                              $6.00

Receipts for meals must be maintained by the employee as substantiation that the amount claimed
was not in excess of the amount of actual expense. The term incidentals includes but is not limited to
expenses for laundry, cleaning and pressing of clothing, and fees and tips for services, such as for
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porters and baggage carriers. It does not include taxicab fares, lodging taxes or the costs of
telegrams or telephone calls.
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Lodging
Statewide, with receipts. Actual up to $84.00 plus tax 

When employees are required to do business and obtain lodging in the Counties of Los Angeles and
San Diego and an actual lodging up to $110.00 plus tax.

When employees are required to do business and obtain lodging in the Counties of Alameda, San
Francisco, San Mateo and Santa Clara, actual lodging up to $140.00 plus tax.

If lodging receipts are not submitted, reimbursement will be for actual expenses for meals/incidentals
only at the rates and time frames set forth in this section.

 (2) In computing reimbursement for continuous travel of less than 24 hours, actual expenses, up to
the maximums in (C) above, will be reimbursed for breakfast and/or dinner and/or lodging in
accordance with the following time frames:
Travel begins at or before 6 a.m. and ends at or after 9 a.m.: Breakfast may be claimed

Travel begins at or before 4 p.m. and ends at or after 7 p.m.: Dinner may be claimed

If the trip of less than 24 hours includes an overnight stay, receipted lodging may be claimed.

No lunch or incidentals may be reimbursed on travel of less than 24 hours.

(b) Long-term Travel.  Reimbursement for long-term meals and receipted lodging will be authorized
when the traveler incurs expenses in one location comparable to those arising from the use of
commercial establishments catering to the long-term visitor.  Meals and/or lodging provided by the
State shall not be claimed for reimbursement.  With approval of the appointing power and upon
meeting the criteria in (3) below, an employee on long-term field assignment who is living at the
long-term location may claim either:

(1) $24.00 for meals and incidentals and up to $24.00 for receipted lodging for travel of 12 hours up
to 24 hours; either $24.00 for meals or up to $24.00 for receipted lodging for travel less than 12
hours, or 

(2) Reimbursement for actual individual expense, substantiated by receipts for lodging, utility, gas,
and electricity, up to a maximum of $1,130.00 per calendar month while on a long term assignment,
and $10.00 for incidentals, without receipts, for each period of 12 to 24 hours; $5.00 for meals and
incidentals for periods of less than 12 hours at the long term location.

(3) To claim expenses under either (1) or (2) above, the employee must meet the following criteria:

(A) The employee continues to maintain a permanent residence at the primary headquarters and 

(B) The permanent residence is occupied by the employee's dependents, or 

(C) The permanent residence is maintained at a net expense to the employee exceeding $200 per
month.

(D) The employee must submit substantiating evidence of these conditions to the appointing power
in accordance with its requirements.

(4) Employees who do not meet the criteria to claim (1) or (2) above may claim $12.00 for meals and
incidentals and $12.00 for receipted lodging for every 12 to 24 hours at the long term location;
$12.00 for meals or $12.00 receipted lodging for periods of less than 12 hours at the long term
location.

(5) With the approval of the appointing power, the reimbursement of long term lodging may continue
when the employee is away from the long term location on short term business travel or other
absences from the location as approved by the appointing authority.

(c) Out-of-State Travel.  Out-of-State travel is any kind of travel outside the State of California for the
purpose of conducting business outside the State of California.  For short-term out-of-state travel,
employees will be reimbursed for actual lodging expenses, supported by receipt, and will be
reimbursed for meal and incidental expenses as defined in section 599.619(a).  Failure to furnish
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lodging receipts will limit reimbursement to meals only at the rates specified in (a).  Long-term out-of-
state travel will be reimbursed according to Section 599.619(c).

(d) Out-of-Country Travel.  For short-term out-of-country travel, employees will be reimbursed for actual
lodging expenses, supported by a receipt, and will be reimbursed for actual meal and incidental expenses
subject to maximum rates in accordance with the published Government meal and incidental rates for foreign
travel for the dates of travel.  Failure to furnish lodging receipts will limit reimbursement to meals only in
accordance with the published Government meals and incidental rates for foreign travel.  Long-term out-of-
country travel will be reimbursed according to Section 599.619(a) through (c). 

(e) Exceptions to reimburse in excess of the maximum lodging rate cited in (a) of this rule may be
granted by the Appointing Power only in an emergency, or when there is no lodging available at the
State maximum rate or when it is cost effective.  The Appointing Power shall document the reasons
for each exception and shall keep this documentation on file for three calendar years from the date
of the exception.

NOTE: Authority cited; sections 3539.5, 19815.4(d), 19816 and 19820, Government Code.  Reference:

Sections 3527(b) and 11030, Government Code. 

599.631 TRANSPORTATION BY PRIVATELY OWNED AUTOMOBILE
(a) Where the employee is authorized to use a privately owned automobile on official state business the
reimbursement rate shall be up to 31 cents per mile.  Claims for reimbursement for private vehicle
expenses must include the vehicle license number and the name of each state officer, employee, or board,
commission, or authority, member transported on the trip.  No reimbursement of transportation expense
shall be allowed any passenger in any vehicle operated by another state officer, employee, or member.

(1) Expenses arriving from travel between home and headquarters or garage shall not be allowed, except
as provided in 599.626(d)(2) or 599.626.1(c), regardless of the employee's normal mode of transportation.

(2) When a trip is commenced or terminated at a claimant's home on a regularly scheduled work day, the
distance traveled shall be computed from either his or her residence or headquarters, whichever shall
result in the lesser distance except as provided in 599.626.1(c).

(3) However, if the employee commences or terminates travel on a regularly scheduled day off, mileage
may be computed from his or her residence.

(b) Where the employee's use of a privately owned automobile is authorized for travel to or from a
common carrier terminal, and the automobile is not parked at the terminal during the period of travel, the
employee may claim double the number of miles between the terminal and the employee's headquarters of
residence, whichever is less, at a rate defined in section 599.631(a), while the employee occupies the
automobile for the distance between the terminal and his or her residence or headquarters.  If the
employee commences or terminates travel one hour before or after his/her regularly scheduled work day,
or on a regularly scheduled day off, mileage may be computed from his/her residence.

(c) All ferry, bridge, or toll charges while on state business will be allowed with any required receipts.

(d) All necessary parking charges while on state business will be allowed, with any required receipts, for:

(1) Day parking on trips away from the headquarters office and employee's primary residence.

(2) Overnight parking on trips away from the headquarters and employee's primary residence, except that
parking shall not be claimed if expense-free overnight parking is available.

(3) Day parking adjacent to either headquarters office, a temporary job site, or training site, but only if the
employee had other reimbursable private or state automobile expenses for the same day.  An employee
may not prorate weekly or monthly parking fees.

(e) Gasoline, maintenance, and automobile repair expenses will not be allowed. 

 (f) The mileage reimbursement rates include the cost of maintaining liability insurance at the minimum
amount prescribed by a law and collection insurance sufficient to cover the reasonable value of the
automobile, less a deductible.  When a privately owned automobile operated by a state officer, agent, or
employee is damaged by collision or is otherwise accidentally damaged, reimbursement for repair or the
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deductible to a maximum of $500.00 will be allowed if:

(1) The damage occurred while the automobile was used on official business by permission or
authorization of the employing agency; and

(2) The automobile was damaged through no fault of the state officer, agent, or employee; and

(3) The amount claimed is an actual loss to the state officer, agent, or employee, and is not recoverable
directly from or through the insurance coverage of any party involved in the accident; and

(4) The loss claimed does not result from a decision of a state officer, agent, or employee not to maintain
collision coverage; and

(5) The claim is processed in accordance with the procedures prescribed by the Department of Personnel
Administration.

(g) Specialized Vehicles.  An employee with a physical disability who must operate a motor vehicle on
official state business and who can operate only specially equipped or modified vehicles may claim a rate
of 24 cents per mile without certification.  Where travel is authorized to and from a common carrier
terminal, as specified in section 599.631(b).  Supervisors approving these claims must determine the
employee's need for the use of such vehicles.

AUTHORIZED RELOCATION EXPENSES
Per Diem - Employees may claim up to 60 days while at the new location until a new permanent residence
is found.  Specific per diem allowance for excluded employee are attached.  Extensions of the per diem
may be granted by the Department of Personnel Administration if the employee suffers unusual hardship.
Requests for extensions must be submitted to the Relocation Liaison, on a Std. 256 prior to the expiration
of the 60 day period.  The Relocation Liaison will review the Std. 256 for completeness then forward to the
Department of Personnel Administration.

Shipment of Household Goods - The State will pay for the packing, transportation, insurance,  storage-in-
transit, unpacking and installation of employee's household effects.  The employer will issue the relocating
employee a "Moving Service Authorization" which the employee will give to any licensed mover.  The
Moving Service Authorization authorizes the mover to bill the State directly.  There is no actual dollar
limitation, (the State only pays minimum tariff rates), however there is an 11,000 pound weight limit. If the
mover estimates the weight of the household goods to be more than 11,000 pounds, the employee should
immediately submit a Std. 256 with the mover's estimate to the Relocation Liaison.  The Department of
Personnel Administration may approve excess weight provided the employee requests the exception in
advance of the actual move.

The State will not pay for the shipment of the following prohibited items:

Automobiles other motor vehicles farm tractor, implements and equipment trailers with or without other
property boats all animals, livestock, or pets belongings which are not the property of the immediate
family of the officer or employee belongings related to commercial enterprises engaged in by the
officer or employee firewood, fuels bricks, sand ceramic wall tile wire fence or other building materials
wastepaper and rags.

Storage in Transit - The State will pay for the storage of household goods for up to 60 days. Storage is
limited to 11,000 pounds of household goods unless the excess weight has been previously approved by
DPA. The storage company should bill the State directly using the authorization of the Moving Service
Authorization. Miscellaneous items taken out of storage prior to the moving company delivering all
household goods is not reimbursable and must be paid by the employee.

Sale of Residence - The State will pay for certain costs associated with the sale of the employee's dwelling
which was his/her residence at the time of notification of the transfer.

Reimbursable costs are:

Brokerage Commission, Escrow fees, Title insurance, Prepayment penalties, Local taxes, charges or
fees required to consummate the sale. Miscellaneous sellers costs up to $200.00.

Nonreimbursable costs are:

Seller's Points, Property tax, Repair work and re-inspection fees.
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Excluded employees have two years from the reporting date at the new headquarters to submit a claim for
reimbursement of seller's costs.  There is no extension of the time limit for Non-represented employees.

Settlement of a Lease - The State will pay for the settlement of a lease which was entered into prior to
notification of the transfer.  Claims for payment of the lease settlement must be submitted within 9 months
from the reporting date at the new headquarters.

Movement of a Trailer Coach - The State will pay for the actual cost of transporting the mobile home to the
new location plus up to $2,500 for disassembly and assembly of the trailer.  Request for reimbursement in
excess of $2,500 must be submitted to DPA on a Std. 256 prior to the move; approval will only be given for
the lowest of three bids.  Household goods must be shipped in the mobile home unless DPA approves a
separate shipment.

Miscellaneous - There is a $200.00 miscellaneous allowance with documentation and certification, which is
intended to assist the employee in establishing the new household.  This allowance should be used to pay
utility installation fees, appliance hook-up fees and the like.  It is appropriate to use this allowance for cable
hook-up.  This allowance may not be used to satisfy deposit requirements.  The allowance may not be
claimed if moving a mobile home; hook-up, etc., are included in the mobile home set-up charge.

Mileage - The employee may be reimbursed 24 cents per mile for one vehicle to make one one-way trip
between the old residence and the new residence.  Anything over locating cents is considered taxable
income.

Private car mileage for the purpose of locating housing at the new location is not reimbursable.

EXPENSES INCURRED PRIOR TO THE OFFICIAL TRANSFER CANNOT BE  CLAIMED.
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Program
(19)

(20) Date Filed

(21) LRS Input
(01)

(02)

(26)

### FALSE (03) (09) (27)

### FALSE (04) (10) (28)

### FALSE (05) (11) (29)

(06) (12) (30)

(07) (13) (31)

(14) (32)

(15) (33)

(16) (34)

(08) (17) (35)

(18) (36)

(38)

Form FAM-27 (Revised 9/03)

In accordance with the provisions of Government Code Section 17561, I certify that I am the officer authorized by the community college 
to file mandated cost claims with the State of California for this program,  and certify under penalty of perjury that I have not violated any 
of the provisions of Government Code Sections 1090 to 1098, inclusive.

I further certify that there was no application other than from the claimant, nor any grant or payment received, for reimbursement of 
costs claimed herein, and such costs are for a new program or increased level of services of an existing program.  All offsetting savings 
and reimbursements set forth in the Parameters and Guidelines are identified, and all costs claimed are supported by source 
documentation currently maintained by the claimant.

The amounts for this Estimated Claim and/or Reimbursement Claim are hereby claimed from the State for payment of estimated and/or 
actual costs set forth on the attached statements. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and  correct.

Estimated Claim Reimbursement Claim

Less: 10% Late Penalty, not to exceed $1,000

Less: Prior Claim Payment Received

Program Number 00242

Total Claimed Amount

____/____/____

____/____/____

Signature of Authorized Officer

Type or Print Name
Name of Contact Person for Claim

(        )           -                  Ext.Telephone Number

Title

E-Mail Address

Type of Claim

20___/20___ 20___/20___Fiscal Year of Cost

ReimbursementEstimated

Combined Combined

Amended

(37) CERTIFICATION OF CLAIM

Date

Net Claimed Amount

Due from State

Due to State

TAP-1, (06)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

TAP-1, (04)(1)(e)

TAP-1, (04)(2)(e)

State Zip CodeCity

Suite

CLAIM FOR PAYMENT
Pursuant to Government Code Section 17561

THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS (SCHOOL DISTRICTS)

L
A
B
E
L

H
E
R
E

Claimant Identification Number

Claimant Name

County of Location

Street Address or P.O. Box

For State Controller Use Only

242
Reimbursement Claim Data

TAP-1, (03)

State Controller's Office Community College Mandated Cost Manual

Amended

TAP-1, (07)

TAP-1, (9)

TAP-1, (10)
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Program

242
THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS (SCHOOL DISTRICTS)

Certification Claim Form
Instructions

FORM
FAM-27

(01) Enter the payee number assigned by the State Controller’s Office.

(02) Enter your Official Name, County of Location, Street or P. O. Box address, City, State, and Zip Code.

(03) If filing an estimated claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (03), Estimated.

(04) Leave blank.

(05) If filing an amended claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (05), Amended. 

(06) Enter the fiscal year in which costs are to be incurred.

(07) Enter the amount of the estimated claim. If the estimate exceeds the previous year's actual costs by more than 10%, complete
form TAP-1 and enter the amount from line (11).

(08) Enter the same amount as shown on line (07).

(09) If filing a reimbursement claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (09), Reimbursement.

(10) Leave blank.

(11) If filing an amended claim, enter an "X" in the box on line (11), Amended.

(12) Enter the fiscal year for which actual costs are being claimed. If actual costs for more than one fiscal year are being claimed,
complete a separate form FAM-27 for each fiscal year.

(13) Enter the amount of the reimbursement claim from form TAP-1, line (11). The total claimed amount must exceed $1,000.

(14) Reimbursement claims must be filed by January 15 of the following fiscal year in which costs were incurred or the claims shall be
reduced by a late penalty. Enter zero if the claim was timely filed, otherwise, enter the product of multiplying line (13) by the
factor 0.10 (10% penalty), or $1,000, whichever is less.

(15) If filing a reimbursement claim and a claim was previously filed for the same fiscal year, enter the amount received for the claim.
Otherwise, enter a zero.

(16) Enter the result of subtracting line (14) and line (15) from line (13).

(17) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is positive, enter that amount on line (17), Due from State.

(18) If line (16), Net Claimed Amount, is negative, enter that amount on line (18), Due to State.

(19) to (21) Leave blank.

(22) to (36) Reimbursement Claim Data. Bring forward the cost information as specified on the left-hand column of lines (22) through (36) for
the reimbursement claim, e.g., TAP-1, (03), means the information is located on form TAP-1, line (03). Enter the information on
the same line but in the right-hand column. Cost information should be rounded to the nearest dollar, i.e., no cents. Indirect costs
percentage should be shown as a whole number and without the percent symbol, i.e., 7.548% should be shown as 8.
Completion of this data block will expedite the payment process.

(37) Read the statement "Certification of Claim." If it is true, the claim must be dated, signed by the agency's authorized officer, and
must include the person's name and title, typed or printed. Claims cannot be paid unless accompanied by an original signed
certification. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form FAM-27 with blue ink, and attach a copy of the
form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.)

(38) Enter the name, telephone number, and e-mail address of the person whom this office should contact if additional information is
required.

Claims should be rounded to the nearest dollar. Submit a signed original and a copy of form FAM-27, Claim for Payment, and all
other forms and supporting documents. (To expedite the payment process, please sign the form in blue ink, and attach a
copy of the form FAM-27 to the top of the claim package.) Use the following mailing addresses:

Address, if delivered by U.S. Postal Service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
P.O. Box 942850
Sacramento, CA  94250

Address, if delivered by other delivery service:

OFFICE OF THE STATE CONTROLLER
ATTN: Local Reimbursements Section
Division of Accounting and Reporting
3301 C Street, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA  95816
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MANDATED COSTS

THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS
CLAIM SUMMARY

FORM
TAP-1

(02) Type of Claim Fiscal Year
Reimbursement

(01) Claimant

Estimated 20___/20___

Claim Statistics

(03) Number of peace officers relocated in the fiscal year of claim

Direct Costs Object Accounts

(04) Reimbursable Components (a) (b) (c) (d)

Salaries and
Benefits

Services
and Supplies

Employee
Reimburse-

ment
Total

1. Moving and Relocation Expenses
(7/1/95 - 12/31/95)

2. Moving and Relocation Expenses
(1/1/96 - Present)

(05) Total Direct Costs

Indirect Costs

(06) Indirect Cost Rate [Federally Approved OMB A-21, FAM-29C, or 7%]  %l

(07) Total Indirect Costs [Line (06) x line (05)(a)]

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs [Line (05)(e) + line (07)]

Cost Reduction

(09) Less:  Offsetting Savings, if applicable

(10) Less:  Other Reimbursements, if applicable

(11) Total Claimed Amount [Line (08) - {line (09) + line (10)}]
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THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS

CLAIM SUMMARY
Instructions

FORM
TAP-1

(01) Enter the name of the claimant. If more than one department has incurred costs for this mandate, give
the name of each department. A form TAP-1 should be completed for each department.

(02) Type of Claim. Check a box, Reimbursement or Estimated, to identify the type of claim being filed.
Enter the fiscal year of costs.

Form TAP-1 must be filed for a reimbursement claim. Do not complete form TAP-1 if you are filing an
estimated claim and the estimate does not exceed the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than
10%. Simply enter the amount of the estimated claim on form FAM-27, line (07). However, if the
estimated claim exceeds the previous fiscal year’s actual costs by more than 10%, form TAP-1 must be
completed and a statement attached explaining the increased costs. Without this information the
estimated claim will automatically be reduced to 110% of the previous fiscal year’s actual costs.

(03) Enter the number of peace officers relocated in the fiscal year of claim due to credible threats.

(04) Reimbursable Components. For each reimbursable component, enter the total from form TAP-2, line
(05), columns (d), (e), and (f) to form TAP-1, block (04), columns (a), (b), and (c) in the appropriate
row. Total each row.

(05) Total Direct Costs. Total columns (a) through (d).

(06) Indirect Cost Rate. Community college districts may use the federally approved OMBA-21 rate, the rate
computed using form FAM 29C, or a 7% indirect cost rate, for the fiscal year of costs.  

(07) Total Indirect Costs. Enter the result of multiplying the Indirect Cost Rate, line (06) by the Total Salaries
and Benefits, line (05)(a).

(08) Total Direct and Indirect Costs. Enter the sum of Total Direct Costs, line (05)(d), and Total Indirect
Costs, line (07).

(09) Less:  Offsetting Savings, if applicable. Enter the total savings experienced by the claimant as a direct
result of this mandate. Submit a detailed schedule of savings with the claim.

(10) Less:  Other Reimbursements, if applicable. Enter the amount of other reimbursements received from
any source including, but not limited to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds,
which reimbursed any portion of the mandated cost program. Submit a schedule detailing the
reimbursement sources and amounts.

(11) Total Claimed Amount. Subtract the sum of Offsetting Savings, line (09), and Other Reimbursements,
line (10), from Total Direct and Indirect Costs, line (08). Enter the remainder on this line and carry the
amount forward to form FAM-27, line (07) for the Estimated Claim or line (13) for the Reimbursement
Claim.
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MANDATED COSTS

THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

FORM
TAP-2

(01) Claimant (02) Fiscal Year Costs Were Incurred

(03) Reimbursable Components:  Check only one box per form to identify the component being claimed.

Moving and Relocation Expenses
(7/1/95 - 12/31/95)

Moving and Relocation Expenses
(1/1/96 - Present)

(04) Description of Expenses:  Complete columns (a) through (g). Object Accounts

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Employee Names, Job Classifications,
Functions Performed, and Description of Expenses

Hourly
Rate

or
Unit Cost

Hours
Worked

or
Quantity

Salaries
and

Benefits

Services
and

Supplies

Employee
Reimburse-

ment

(05)  Total Subtotal Page:____of____
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THREATS AGAINST PEACE OFFICERS
COMPONENT/ACTIVITY COST DETAIL

Instructions

FORM
TAP-2

(01) Enter the name of the claimant.

(02) Enter the fiscal year for which costs were incurred.

(03) Reimbursable Components. Check the box which indicates the cost component being claimed. Check
only one box per form. A separate form TAP-2 shall be prepared for each applicable component.

(04) Description of Expenses. The following table identifies the type of information required to support
reimbursable costs. To detail costs for the component activity box “checked” in block (03), enter the
employee names, position titles, a brief description of the activities performed, actual time spent by
each employee, productive hourly rates, fringe benefits, supplies used, contract services, etc. The
descriptions required in column (4)(a) must be of sufficient detail to explain the cost of
activities or items being claimed. For audit purposes, all supporting documents must be retained by
the claimant for a period of not less than three years after the date the claim was filed or last amended,
whichever is later. If no funds were appropriated and no payment was made at the time the claim was
filed, the time for the Controller to initiate an audit shall be from the date of initial payment of the claim.
Such documents shall be made available to the State Controller’s Office on request.

Submit these
supporting

documents with
the claim

Object/
Sub object
Accounts

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Salaries Employee
Name

Hourly
Rate

Hours
Worked

Salaries =
Hourly Rate

x
Hours Worked

Benefits

Title

Activities
Benefit
Rate

Benefits =
Benefit Rate

x
Salaries

Services
and Supplies

Office Supplies

Description
of

Supplies Used

Unit
Cost

Quantity
Used

Cost =
Unit Cost

x
Quantity

Used

Contract
Services

Name of
Contractor

Specific Tasks
Performed

Hourly
Rate

Hours
Worked

Dates of
Service

Cost =
Hourly Rate

x
Hour Worked

Invoice

Employee
Reimbursement

Name of
Peace Officer

Date of Receipt
of Notification

of Threat

Date of Moving
and Relocation

Expenses

Amount of
Reimburse-

ment
Invoices

(05) Total line (04), columns (d), (e), and (f) and enter the sum on this line. Check the appropriate box to
indicate if the amount is a total or subtotal. If more than one form is needed to detail the
component/activity costs, number each page. Enter totals from line (05), columns (d), (e), and (f) to
form TAP-1, block (04), columns (a), (b), and (c) in the appropriate row.
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A.  STATE OF CALIFORNIA TRAVEL EXPENSE GUIDELINES
Travel Program Effective January 31, 2002

The travel reimbursement program continues to be subject to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
requirements for an accountable plan. There are no flat rate reimbursements. All items are to be
claimed for the actual amount of expense, up to the maximum allowed. If the provisions below do not
require submission of a receipt for a given item of expense, it is the employee’s responsibility to retain
receipts and other records of the expense and have them available for audit.

Lodging and meals that are provided by the State, included in hotel expenses, conference fees, or
transportation costs such as airline tickets; or otherwise provided shall not be claimed for
reimbursement.

Employees may be reimbursed for actual expenses for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and incidentals for
each 24 hours of travel, as follows:

Breakfast up to $6.00
Lunch up to 10.00
Dinner up to 18.00
Incidentals up to 6.00

Incidental expenses include, but are not limited to, expenses for laundering and pressing of clothing
and tips for services such as porters and baggage handlers. Incidentals do not include taxicab fares,
lodging taxes, or the cost of telegrams or telephone calls.

Lodging

All lodging reimbursements require a receipt from a commercial lodging establishment such as a
hotel, motel, bed and breakfast inn, or campground that caters to the general public. No lodging will
be reimbursed without a valid receipt. Employees who stay with friends or relatives are not eligible
for lodging reimbursement, but may claim their actual expenses for meals and incidentals.

Short-Term Travel

A. For continuous short-term travel of more than 24 hours but less than 31 days, the employee will
be reimbursed for actual costs up to the maximum for each meal, incidental, and lodging expense
for each completed 24 hours of travel, beginning with the traveler’s time of departure and return as
follows:

1. On the first day of travel at the beginning of a trip of more than 24 hours:

Trip begins at or before 6 a.m.   -  Breakfast may be claimed

Trip begins at or before 11 a.m. -  Lunch may be claimed

Trip begins at or before 5 p.m.   -  Dinner may be claimed

2. On the fractional day of travel at the end of a trip of more than 24 hours:

Trip ends at or after 8 a.m.     -  Breakfast may be claimed

Trip ends at or after 2 p.m.    -   Lunch may be claimed

Trip ends at or after 7 p.m.    -   Dinner may be claimed
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If the fractional day includes an overnight stay, receipted lodging may be claimed. No meal or lodging
expenses may be claimed or reimbursed more than once on any given date or during any 24-hour
period.

(b) For continuous travel of less than 24 hours, the employee will be reimbursed for actual expenses,
up to a maximum as follows:

Travel begins at or before 6 a.m. and ends at or after 9 a.m.    -  Breakfast may be claimed
Travel begins at or before 4 p.m. and ends at or after 7 p.m.    -  Dinner may be claimed

If the trip extends overnight, receipted lodging may be claimed. No lunch or incidentals may be
claimed on a trip of less than 24 hours.

Short-Term Travel Maximum Lodging Reimbursement Rate

A. Statewide except as in (B) and (C) below, actual receipted lodging up to $84 plus tax.

B. When required to conduct state business and obtain lodging in the counties of Los Angeles and
San Diego, reimbursement will be for actual receipted lodging, to a maximum of $110 plus tax.

C. When required to conduct state business and obtain lodging in the counties of Alameda, San
Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara, reimbursement will be for actual receipted lodging, to a
maximum of $140 plus tax.

Long-Term Travel

Actual expenses for long-term meals and receipted lodging will be reimbursed when the employee
incurs expenses in one location comparable to those arising from the use of establishments catering
to long-term visitors.

A. Full Long-Term Travel

To qualify for full long-term travel reimbursement, the employee on long-term field assignment
must meet the following criteria:

a) The employee continues to maintain a permanent residence at the primary headquarters, and
either,

b) The permanent residence is occupied by the employee’s dependents, or

c) The permanent residence is maintained at a net expense to the employee exceeding $200
per month.

The employee who is living at the long-term location may claim either:

1. Reimbursement for actual individual expense, substantiated by receipts for lodging, water, sewer,
gas, and electricity, up to a maximum of $1,130 per calendar month while on the long-term
assignment, and actual expenses up to $10 for meals and incidentals, for each period of 12 to 24
hours and up to $5 for actual meals and incidentals for each period of less than 12 hours at the
long-term location, or

2. Long-term subsistence rates of $24 for actual meals and incidentals, $24 for receipted lodging for
travel of 12 hours up to 24 hours, and either $24 for actual meals or $24 for receipted lodging for
travel less than 12 hours when the employee incurs expenses in one location comparable to
those arising from the use of establishments catering to long-term visitors.
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B. Partial Long-Term Travel

An employee on long-term field assignment who does not maintain a separate residence in the
headquarters area may claim long-term subsistence rates of up to $12 for actual meals and
incidentals and $12 for receipted lodging for travel of 12 hours up to 24 hours at the long-term
location, and either $12 for actual meals or $12 for receipted lodging for travel less than 12 hours
at the long-term location.

Receipts

Receipts or vouchers shall be submitted for every item of expense of $25 or more.

A. Receipts are required for every item of transportation and business expense incurred as a
result of conducting state business except for actual expenses as follows:

1. Railroad and bus fares of less than $25, when travel is wholly within the State of
California.

2. Street car, ferry fares, bridge and road tolls, local rapid transit system, taxi, shuttle, or
hotel bus fares, and parking fees of $10 or less for each continuous period of parking or
each separate transportation expense noted in this item.

3. Telephone, telegraph, tax, or other business charges related to state business of $5 or
less.

4. In the absence of a receipt, reimbursement will be limited to the non-receipted amount
above.

B. Reimbursement will be claimed only for the actual and necessary expenses noted above.
Regardless of the above exceptions, the approving officer may require additional certification
and/or explanation in order to determine that an expense was actually and reasonably
incurred. In the absence of a satisfactory explanation, the expense shall not be allowed.

Mileage

When an employee is authorized by his/her appointing authority or designee to operate a privately
owned vehicle on state business, the employee will be allowed to claim and be reimbursed 34 cents
per mile. An employee who is required to use a specialized vehicle that has been modified to
accommodate disabilities may claim 37 cents per mile.
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B.  GOVERNMENT CODE SECTIONS 17500-17616

GC §17500: Legislative Findings and Declarations

The Legislature finds and declares that the existing system for reimbursing local agencies and school
districts for the costs of state-mandated local programs has not provided for the effective determination of
the state's responsibilities under Section 6 of Article XIIIB of the California Constitution. The Legislature
finds and declares that the failure of the existing process to adequately and consistently resolve the
complex legal questions involved in the determination of state-mandated costs has led to an increasing
reliance by local agencies and school districts on the judiciary and, therefore, in order to relieve
unnecessary congestion of the judicial system, it is necessary to create a mechanism which is capable of
rendering sound quasi-judicial decisions and providing an effective means of resolving disputes over the
existence of state-mandated local programs. It is the intent of the Legislature in enacting this part to
provide for the implementation of Section 6 of Article XIIIB of the California Constitution and to
consolidate the procedures for reimbursement of statutes specified in the Revenue and Taxation Code
with those identified in the Constitution. Further, the Legislature intends that the Commission on State
Mandates, as a quasi-judicial body, will act in a deliberative manner in accordance with the requirements
of Section 6 of Article XIIIB of the California Constitution.

GC §17510: Construction of Part

Unless the context otherwise requires, the definitions contained in this chapter govern the construction of
this part. The definition of a word applies to any variants thereof and the singular tense of a word includes
the plural.

GC §17511: “City”

"City" means any city whether general law or charter, except a city and county.

GC §17512: “Commission”

"Commission" means the Commission on State Mandates.

GC §17513: “Cost Mandated by the Federal Government”

"Costs mandated by the federal government" means any increased costs incurred by a local agency or
school district after January 1, 1973, in order to comply with the requirements of a federal statute or
regulation. "Costs mandated by the federal government" includes costs resulting from enactment of a
state law or regulation where failure to enact that law or regulation to meet specific federal program or
service requirements would result in substantial monetary penalties or loss of funds to public or private
persons in the state. "Costs mandated by the federal government" does not include costs which are
specifically reimbursed or funded by the federal or state government or programs or services which may
be implemented at the option of the state, local agency, or school district.

GC §17514: “Costs Mandated by the State”

"Costs mandated by the state" means any increased costs which a local agency or school district is
required to incur after July 1, 1980, as a result of any statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, or any
executive order implementing any statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, which mandates a new
program or higher level of service of an existing program within the meaning of Section 6 of Article XIIIB
of the California Constitution.

GC §17515: “County”

"County" means any chartered or general law county. "County" includes a city and county.
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GC §17516: “Executive Order”

"Executive order" means any order, plan, requirement, rule, or regulation issued by any of the following:
(a) The Governor. (b) Any officer or official serving at the pleasure of the Governor. (c) Any agency,
department, board, or commission of state government. "Executive order" does not include any order,
plan, requirement, rule, or regulation issued by the State Water Resources Control Board or by any
regional water quality control board pursuant to Division 7 (commencing with Section 13000) of the Water
Code. It is the intent of the Legislature that the State Water Resources Control Board and regional water
quality control boards will not adopt enforcement orders against publicly owned dischargers which
mandate major waste water treatment facility construction costs unless federal financial assistance and
state financial assistance pursuant to the Clean Water Bond Act of 1970 and 1974, is simultaneously
made available. "Major" means either a new treatment facility or an addition to an existing facility, the cost
of which is in excess of 20 percent of the cost of replacing the facility.

GC §17517: "Fund"

"Fund" means the State Mandates Claims Fund.

GC §17518: "Local Agency"

"Local agency" means any city, county, special district, authority, or other political subdivision of the state.

GC §17519: "School District"

"School district" means any school district, community college district, or county superintendent of
schools.

GC §17520: "Special District"

"Special district" means any agency of the state which performs governmental or proprietary functions
within limited boundaries. "Special district" includes a redevelopment agency, a joint powers agency or
entity, a county service area, a maintenance district or area, an improvement district or improvement
zone, or any other zone or area. "Special district" does not include a city, a county, a school district, or a
community college district. County free libraries established pursuant to Chapter 2 (commencing with
Section 27151) of Division 20 of the Education Code, areas receiving county fire protection services
pursuant to Section 25643 of the Government Code, and county road districts established pursuant to
Chapter 7 (commencing with Section 1550) of Division 2 of the Streets and Highways Code shall be
considered "special districts" for all purposes of this part.

GC §17521: "Test Claim"

"Test claim" means the first claim, including claims joined or consolidated with the first claim, filed with the
commission alleging that a particular statute or executive order imposes costs mandated by the state.

GC §17522: Definitions

(a) "Initial reimbursement claim" means a claim filed with the Controller by a local agency or school district
for costs to be reimbursed for the fiscal years specified in the first statute that appropriates funds for
reimbursement of the mandate. (b) "Annual reimbursement claim" means a claim for actual costs incurred
in a prior fiscal year filed with the Controller by a local agency or school district for which appropriations
are made to the Controller for this purpose. (c) "Estimated reimbursement claim" means a claim filed with
the Controller by a local agency or school district in conjunction with an initial reimbursement claim,
annual reimbursement claim, or at other times, for estimated costs to be reimbursed during the current or
future fiscal years, for which appropriations are made to the Controller for this purpose. (d) "Entitlement
claim" means a claim filed by a local agency or school district with the Controller for the purpose of
establishing or adjusting a base year entitlement. All entitlement claims are subject to Section 17616.
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GC §17523: "Deflator"

"Deflator" means the Implicit Price Deflator for the Costs of Goods and Services to Governmental
Agencies, as determined by the Department of Finance.

GC §17524: "Base Year Entitlement"

"Base year entitlement" means that amount determined to be the average for the approved
reimbursement claims of each local agency or school district for the three preceding fiscal years adjusted
by the change in the deflator. A base year entitlement shall not include any nonrecurring or initial startup
costs incurred by a local agency or school district in any of those three fiscal years. For those mandates
which become operative on January 1 of any year, the amount of the "approved reimbursement claim" for
the first of the three years may be computed by annualizing the amount claimed for the six-month period
of January through June in that first year, excluding nonrecurring or startup costs.

GC §17525: Members: Term and Per Diem for Specified Members

(a) There is hereby created the Commission on State Mandates, which shall consist of seven members
as follows: (1) The Controller. (2) The Treasurer. (3) The Director of Finance. (4) The Director of the
Office of Planning and Research. (5) A public member with experience in public finance, appointed by the
Governor and approved by the Senate. (6) Two members from the following three categories appointed
by the Governor and approved by the Senate, provided that no more than one member shall come from
the same category: (A) A city council member. (B) A member of a county or city and county board of
supervisors. (C) A governing board member of a school district as defined in Section 17519. (b) Each
member appointed pursuant to paragraph (5) or (6) of subdivision (a) shall be subject to both of the
following: (1) The member shall serve for a term of four years subject to renewal. (2) The member shall
receive per diem of one hundred dollars ($100) for each day actually spent in the discharge of official
duties and shall be reimbursed for any actual and necessary expenses incurred in connection with the
performance of duties as a member of the commission.

GC §17526: Open Meetings: Executive Sessions

(a) All meetings of the commission shall be open to the public, except that the commission may meet in
executive session to consider the appointment or dismissal of officers or employees of the commission or
to hear complaints or charges brought against a member, officer, or employee of the commission. (b) The
commission shall meet at least once every month. (c) The time and place of meetings may be set by
resolution of the commission, by written petition of a majority of the members, or by written call of the
chairperson. The chairperson may, for good cause, change the starting time or place, reschedule, or
cancel any meeting. (d) This section shall become operative on July 1, 1996.

GC §17527: Powers of Commission

In carrying out its duties and responsibilities, the commission shall have the following powers: (a) To
examine any document, report, or data, including computer programs and data files, held by any local
agency or school district. (b) To meet at times and places as it may deem proper. (c) As a body or, on the
authorization of the commission, as a committee composed of one or more members, to hold hearings at
any time and place it may deem proper. (d) Upon a majority vote of the commission, to issue subpoenas
to compel the attendance of witnesses and the production of books, records, papers, accounts, reports,
and documents. (e) To administer oaths. (f) To contract with other agencies or individuals, public or
private, as it deems necessary, to provide or prepare services, facilities, studies, and reports to the
commission as will assist it in carrying out its duties and responsibilities. (g) To adopt, promulgate,
amend, and rescind rules and regulations, which shall not be subject to the review and approval of the
Office of Administrative Law pursuant to the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act provided for in
Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 11340) of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2. (h) To do any and all other
actions necessary or convenient to enable it fully and adequately to perform its duties and to exercise the
powers expressly granted to it.
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GC §17528: Election of Officers

The members of the commission shall elect a chairperson and a vice chairperson of the commission.

GC §17529: Appointment of Attorney: Duties

The commission may appoint as attorney to the commission an attorney at law of this state, who shall
hold office at the pleasure of the commission. The attorney shall represent and appear for the
commission in all actions and proceedings involving any question under this part or under any order or
act of the commission. The attorney shall advise the commission and each member of the commission,
when so requested, in regard to all matters in connection with the powers and duties of the commission
and the members thereof. The attorney shall generally perform all duties and services as attorney to the
commission which the commission may require.

GC §17530: Appointment of Executive Director: Duties

The commission shall appoint an executive director, who shall be exempt from civil service and shall hold
office at the pleasure of the commission. The executive director shall be responsible for the executive and
administrative duties of the commission and shall organize, coordinate, supervise, and direct the
operations and affairs of the commission and expedite all matters within the jurisdiction of the
commission. The executive director shall keep a full and true record of all proceedings of the commission,
issue all necessary process, writs, warrants, and notices, and perform other duties as the commission
prescribes.

GC §17531: Authority of Executive Director to Employ Necessary Staff

The executive director may employ those officers, examiners, experts, statisticians, accountants,
inspectors, clerks, and employees as the executive director deems necessary to carry out the provisions
of this part or to perform the duties and exercise the powers conferred upon the commission by law.

GC §17532: Quorum: Investigations, Inquiries, and Hearing

A majority of the commissioners shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of any business, for the
performance of any duty, or for the exercise of any power of the commission. Any investigation, inquiry, or
hearing which the commission has power to undertake or to hold may be undertaken or held by or before
any commissioner or commissioners designated for the purpose by the commission. The evidence in any
investigation, inquiry, or hearing may be taken by the commissioner or commissioners to whom the
investigation, inquiry, or hearing has been assigned or, in his or her or their behalf, by an examiner
designated for that purpose. Every finding, opinion, and order made by the commissioner or
commissioners so designated, pursuant to the investigation, inquiry, or hearing, when approved or
confirmed by the commission and ordered filed in its office, shall be deemed to be the finding, opinion,
and order of the commission.

GC §17533: Provisions not Applicable to Hearing by Commission

Notwithstanding Section 11425.10, Chapter 4.5 (commencing with Section 11400) of Part 1 of Division 3
does not apply to a hearing by the commission under this part.

GC §17550: Reimbursements of Local Agencies and Special Districts

Reimbursement of local agencies and school districts for costs mandated by the state shall be provided
pursuant to this chapter.

GC §17551: Commission Hearing and Decision Upon Claims

(a) The commission, pursuant to the provisions of this chapter, shall hear and decide upon a claim by a
local agency or school district that the local agency or school district is entitled to be reimbursed by the
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state for costs mandated by the state as required by Section 6 of Article XIIIB of the California
Constitution. (b) Commission review of claims may be had pursuant to subdivision (a) only if the test claim
is filed within the time limits specified in this section. (c) Local agency and school district test claims shall
be filed not later than three years following the date the mandate became effective, or in the case of
mandates that became effective before January 1, 2002, the time limit shall be one year from the effective
date of this subdivision. (d) The commission, pursuant to the provisions of this chapter, shall hear and
decide upon a claim by a local agency or school district filed on or after January 1, 1985, that the
Controller has incorrectly reduced payments to the local agency or school district pursuant to paragraph
(2) of subdivision (d) of Section 17561.

GC §17552: Exclusivity of Procedure by Chapter

This chapter shall provide the sole and exclusive procedure by which a local agency or school district
may claim reimbursement for costs mandated by the state as required by Section 6 of Article XIIIB of the
California Constitution.

GC §17553: Adoption of Procedure for Receiving Claims and Providing Hearings:
Postponement of Hearings

(a) The commission shall adopt procedures for receiving claims pursuant to this article and for providing a
hearing on those claims. The hearing procedure shall provide for presentation of evidence by the
claimant, the Department of Finance and any other affected department or agency, and any other
interested person. The procedures shall ensure that a statewide cost estimate is adopted within 12
months after receipt of a test claim, when a determination is made by the commission that a mandate
exists. This deadline may be extended for up to six months upon the request of either the claimant or the
commission. Hearing of a claim may be postponed at the request of the claimant, without prejudice, until
the next scheduled hearing. (b) The procedures adopted by the commission pursuant to subdivision (a)
shall include the following: (1) Provisions for acceptance of more than one claim on the same statute or
executive order relating to the same statute or executive order filed with the commission, and, absent
agreement by the test claimants to the contrary, to designate the first to file as the lead test claimant. (2)
Provisions for consolidating test claims relating to the same statute or executive order filed with the
commission with time limits that do not exceed 90 days from the initial filing for consolidating the test
claims and for claimants to designate a single contact for information regarding the test claim. (3)
Provisions for claimants to designate a single claimant for a test claim relating to the same statute or
executive order filed with the commission, with time limits that do not exceed 90 days from the initial filing
for making that designation. (c) If a completed test claim is not received by the commission within 30
calendar days from the date that an incomplete test claim was returned by the commission, the original
test claim filing date may be disallowed, and a new test claim may be accepted on the same statute or
executive order. (d) In addition, the commission shall determine whether an incorrect reduction claim is
complete within 10 days after the date that the incorrect reduction claim is filed. If the commission
determines that an incorrect reduction claim is not complete, the commission shall notify the local agency
and school district that filed the claim stating the reasons that the claim is not complete. The local agency
or school district shall have 30 days to complete the claim. The commission shall serve a copy of the
complete incorrect reduction claim on the Controller. The Controller shall have no more than 90 days after
the date the claim is delivered or mailed to file any rebuttal to an incorrect reduction claim. The failure of
the Controller to file a rebuttal to an incorrect reduction claim shall not serve to delay the consideration of
the claim by the commission.

GC §17554: Commission’s Authority to Expedite Claim

With the agreement of all parties to the claim, the commission may waive the application of any
procedural requirement imposed by this chapter or pursuant to Section 17553 in order to expedite action
on the claim. The authority granted by this section includes the consolidation of claims and the shortening
of time periods.
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GC §17555: Date for Public Hearing: Test Claim Form and Procedure

(a) The commission, within 10 days after receipt of a test claim based upon a statute or executive order,
shall set a date for a public hearing on the claim within 75 days. The test claim may be based upon
estimated costs that a local agency or school district may incur as a result of the statute or executive
order and may be filed at any time after the statute is enacted or the executive order is adopted. The
claim shall be submitted in a form prescribed by the commission. After a hearing in which the claimant
and any other interested organization or individual may participate, the commission shall determine if
there are costs mandated by the state. (b) This section shall become operative on July 1, 1996.

GC §17556: Criteria for not Finding Costs Mandated by the State

The commission shall not find costs mandated by the state, as defined in Section 17514, in any claim
submitted by a local agency or school district, if, after a hearing, the commission finds that: (a) The claim
is submitted by a local agency or school district which requested legislative authority for that local agency
or school district to implement the program specified in the statute, and that statute imposes costs upon
that local agency or school district requesting the legislative authority. A resolution from the governing
body or a letter from a delegated representative of the governing body of a local agency or school district
which requests authorization for that local agency or school district to implement a given program shall
constitute a request within the meaning of this paragraph. (b) The statute or executive order affirmed for
the state that which had been declared existing law or regulation by action of the courts. (c) The statute or
executive order implemented a federal law or regulation and resulted in costs mandated by the federal
government, unless the statute or executive order mandates costs which exceed the mandate in that
federal law or regulation. (d) The local agency or school district has the authority to levy service charges,
fees, or assessments sufficient to pay for the mandated program or increased level of service. (e) The
statute or executive order provides for offsetting savings to local agencies or school districts which result
in no net costs to the local agencies or school districts, or includes additional revenue that was
specifically intended to fund the costs of the state mandate in an amount sufficient to fund the cost of the
state mandate. (f) The statute or executive order imposed duties which were expressly included in a ballot
measure approved by the voters in a statewide election. (g) The statute created a new crime or infraction,
eliminated a crime or infraction, or changed the penalty for a crime or infraction, but only for that portion of
the statute relating directly to the enforcement of the crime or infraction.

GC §17557: Determination of Amount to be Subvened for Reimbursement: Parameters and
Guidelines

(a) If the commission determines there are costs mandated by the state pursuant to Section 17555, it
shall determine the amount to be subvened to local agencies and school districts for reimbursement. In
so doing it shall adopt parameters and guidelines for reimbursement of any claims relating to the statute
or executive order. The successful test claimants shall submit proposed parameters and guidelines within
30 days of adoption of a statement of decision on a test claim. At the request of a successful test
claimant, the commission may provide for one or more extensions of this 30-day period at any time prior
to its adoption of the parameters and guidelines. If proposed parameters and guidelines are not submitted
within the 30-day period and the commission has not granted an extension, then the commission shall
notify the test claimant that the amount of reimbursement the test claimant is entitled to for the first 12
months of incurred costs will be reduced by 20 percent, unless the test claimant can demonstrate to the
commission why an extension of the 30-day period is justified. A local agency, school district, and the
state may file a claim or request with the commission to amend, modify, or supplement the parameters or
guidelines. The commission may, after public notice and hearing, amend, modify, or supplement the
parameters and guidelines. (b) In adopting parameters and guidelines, the commission may adopt an
allocation formula or uniform allowance which would provide for reimbursement of each local agency or
school district of a specified amount each year. (c) The parameters and guidelines adopted by the
commission shall specify the fiscal years for which local agencies and school districts shall be reimbursed
for costs incurred, provided, however, that the commission shall not specify therein any fiscal year for
which payment could be provided in the annual Budget Act. A test claim shall be submitted on or before
June 30 following a fiscal year in order to establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year. The
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claimant may thereafter amend the test claim at any time prior to a commission hearing on the claim
without affecting the original filing date as long as the amendment substantially relates to the original test
claim.

GC §17558: Submission of Parameters and Guidelines to Controller: Transfer of Claims;
Claiming Instructions

(a) The commission shall submit the adopted parameters and guidelines to the Controller. All claims
relating to a statute or executive order that are filed after the determination of the test claim pursuant to
Section 17557 shall be transferred to the Controller who shall pay and audit the claims from funds made
available for that purpose. (b) Not later than 60 days after receiving the adopted parameters and
guidelines from the commission, the Controller shall issue claiming instructions for each mandate that
requires state reimbursement, to assist local agencies and school districts in claiming costs to be
reimbursed. In preparing claiming instructions, the Controller may request the assistance of other state
agencies. The claiming instructions shall be derived from the statute or executive order creating the
mandate and the parameters and guidelines adopted by the commission. (c) The Controller shall, within
60 days after receiving revised adopted parameters and guidelines from the commission or other
information necessitating a revision of the claiming instructions, prepare and issue revised claiming
instructions for mandates that require state reimbursement that have been established by commission
action pursuant to Section 17555 or after any decision or order of the commission pursuant to Section
17551. In preparing revised claiming instructions, the Controller may request the assistance of other state
agencies. (d) This section shall become operative on July 1, 1996.

GC §17558.5: Reimbursement Claim: Audit; Remittance Advice and Other Notices of Payment

(a) A reimbursement claim for actual costs filed by a local agency or school district pursuant to this
chapter is subject to the initiation of an audit by the Controller no later than three years after the date that
the actual reimbursement claim is filed or last amended, whichever is later. However, if no funds are
appropriated or no payment is made to a claimant for the program for the fiscal year for which the claim is
filed, the time for the Controller to initiate an audit shall commence to run from the date of initial payment
of the claim. (b) The Controller shall notify the claimant in writing within 30 days after issuance of a
remittance advice of any adjustment to a claim for reimbursement that results from an audit or review.
The notification shall specify the claim components adjusted, the amounts adjusted, interest charges on
claims adjusted to reduce the overall reimbursement to the local agency or school district, and the reason
for the adjustment. Remittance advices and other notices of payment action shall not constitute notice of
adjustment from an audit or review. (c) The interest rate charged by the Controller on reduced claims
shall be set at the Pooled Money Investment Account rate and shall be imposed on the dollar amount of
the overpaid claim from the time the claim was paid until overpayment is satisfied. (d) Nothing in this
section shall be construed to limit the adjustment of payments when inaccuracies are determined to be
the result of the intent to defraud, or when a delay in the completion of an audit is the result of willful acts
by the claimant or inability to reach agreement on terms of final settlement.

GC §17558.6: Legislative Intent

It is the intent of the Legislature that the Commission on State Mandates review its process by which local
agencies may appeal the reduction of reimbursement claims on the basis that the reduction is incorrect in
order to provide for a more expeditious and less costly process.

GC §17559: Judicial Review

(a) The commission may order a reconsideration of all or part of a test claim or incorrect reduction claim
on petition of any party. The power to order a reconsideration or amend a test claim decision shall expire
30 days after the statement of decision is delivered or mailed to the claimant. If additional time is needed
to evaluate a petition for reconsideration filed prior to the expiration of the 30-day period, the commission
may grant a stay of that expiration for no more than 30 days, solely for the purpose of considering the
petition. If no action is taken on a petition within the time allowed for ordering reconsideration, the petition
shall be deemed denied. (b) A claimant or the state may commence a proceeding in accordance with the
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provisions of Section 1094.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure to set aside a decision of the commission on
the ground that the commission's decision is not supported by substantial evidence. The court may order
the commission to hold another hearing regarding the claim and may direct the commission on what basis
the claim is to receive a rehearing.

GC §17560: Deadlines for Filing Reimbursement Claims

Reimbursement for state-mandated costs may be claimed as follows: (a) A local agency or school district
may file an estimated reimbursement claim by January 15 of the fiscal year in which costs are to be
incurred, and, by January 15 following that fiscal year shall file an annual reimbursement claim that
details the costs actually incurred for that fiscal year; or it may comply with the provisions of subdivision
(b). (b) A local agency or school district may, by January 15 following the fiscal year in which costs are
incurred, file an annual reimbursement claim that details the costs actually incurred for that fiscal year. (c)
In the event revised claiming instructions are issued by the Controller pursuant to subdivision (c) of
Section 17558 between October 15 and January 15, a local agency or school district filing an annual
reimbursement claim shall have 120 days following the issuance date of the revised claiming instructions
to file a claim.

GC §17561: Reimbursement of Costs for State Mandated Programs

(a) The state shall reimburse each local agency and school district for all "costs mandated by the state,"
as defined in Section 17514. (b) (1) For the initial fiscal year during which these costs are incurred,
reimbursement funds shall be provided as follows: (A) Any statute mandating these costs shall provide an
appropriation therefor. (B) Any executive order mandating these costs shall be accompanied by a bill
appropriating the funds therefor, or alternatively, an appropriation for these costs shall be included in the
Budget Bill for the next succeeding fiscal year. The executive order shall cite that item of appropriation in
the Budget Bill or that appropriation in any other bill which is intended to serve as the source from which
the Controller may pay the claims of local agencies and school districts. (2) In subsequent fiscal years
appropriations for these costs shall be included in the annual Governor's Budget and in the
accompanying Budget Bill. In addition, appropriations to reimburse local agencies and school districts for
continuing costs resulting from chaptered bills or executive orders for which claims have been awarded
pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 17551 shall be included in the annual Governor's Budget and in the
accompanying Budget Bill subsequent to the enactment of the local government claims bill pursuant to
Section 17600 that includes the amounts awarded relating to these chaptered bills or executive orders.
(c) The amount appropriated to reimburse local agencies and school districts for costs mandated by the
state shall be appropriated to the Controller for disbursement. (d) The Controller shall pay any eligible
claim pursuant to this section within 60 days after the filing deadline for claims for reimbursement or 15
days after the date the appropriation for the claim is effective, whichever is later. The Controller shall
disburse reimbursement funds to local agencies or school districts if the costs of these mandates are not
payable to state agencies, or to state agencies that would otherwise collect the costs of these mandates
from local agencies or school districts in the form of fees, premiums, or payments. When disbursing
reimbursement funds to local agencies or school districts, the Controller shall disburse them as follows:
(1) For initial reimbursement claims, the Controller shall issue claiming instructions to the relevant local
agencies pursuant to Section 17558. Issuance of the claiming instructions shall constitute a notice of the
right of the local agencies and school districts to file reimbursement claims, based upon parameters and
guidelines adopted by the commission. (A) When claiming instructions are issued by the Controller
pursuant to Section 17558 for each mandate determined pursuant to Section 17555 that requires state
reimbursement, each local agency or school district to which the mandate is applicable shall submit
claims for initial fiscal year costs to the Controller within 120 days of the issuance date for the claiming
instructions. (B) When the commission is requested to review the claiming instructions pursuant to
Section 17571, each local agency or school district to which the mandate is applicable shall submit a
claim for reimbursement within 120 days after the commission reviews the claiming instructions for
reimbursement issued by the Controller. (C) If the local agency or school district does not submit a claim
for reimbursement within the 120-day period, or submits a claim pursuant to revised claiming instructions,
it may submit its claim for reimbursement as specified in Section 17560. The Controller shall pay these
claims from the funds appropriated therefor, provided that the Controller (i) may audit the records of any
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local agency or school district to verify the actual amount of the mandated costs, and (ii) may reduce any
claim that the Controller determines is excessive or unreasonable. (2) In subsequent fiscal years each
local agency or school district shall submit its claims as specified in Section 17560. The Controller shall
pay these claims from funds appropriated therefor, provided that the Controller (A) may audit the records
of any local agency or school district to verify the actual amount of the mandated costs, (B) may reduce
any claim that the Controller determines is excessive or unreasonable, and (C) shall adjust the payment
to correct for any underpayments or overpayments which occurred in previous fiscal years. (3) When
paying a timely filed claim for initial reimbursement, the Controller shall withhold 20 percent of the amount
of the claim until the claim is audited to verify the actual amount of the mandated costs. All initial
reimbursement claims for all fiscal years required to be filed on their initial filing date for a state-mandated
local program shall be considered as one claim for the purpose of computing any late claim penalty. Any
claim for initial reimbursement filed after the filing deadline shall be reduced by 10 percent of the amount
that would have been allowed had the claim been timely filed. The Controller may withhold payment of
any late claim for initial reimbursement until the next deadline for funded claims unless sufficient funds
are available to pay the claim after all timely filed claims have been paid. In no case shall a
reimbursement claim be paid if submitted more than one year after the filing deadline specified in the
Controller's claiming instructions on funded mandates contained in a claims bill.

GC §17561.5: Payment of Claim with Interest

(a) The payment of an initial reimbursement claim by the Controller shall include accrued interest at the
Pooled Money Investment Account rate, if the payment is being made more than 365 days after adoption
of the statewide cost estimate for an initial claim or, in the case of payment of a subsequent claim relating
to that same statute or executive order, if payment is being made more than 60 days after the filing
deadline for, or the actual date of receipt of, the subsequent claim, whichever is later. In those instances,
interest shall begin to accrue as of the 366th day after adoption of the statewide cost estimate for an initial
claim and as of the 61st day after the filing deadline for, or actual date of receipt of, the subsequent claim,
whichever is later. (b) This section shall become operative on July 1, 1996.

GC §17561.6: Payment

(a) A budget act item or appropriation pursuant to this part for reimbursement of claims shall include an
amount necessary to reimburse any interest due pursuant to Section 17561.5. (b) This section shall
become operative on July 1, 1996.

GC §17562: Review of Costs of State-Mandated Local Programs

(a) The Legislature hereby finds and declares that the increasing revenue constraints on state and local
government and the increasing costs of financing state-mandated local programs make evaluation of
state-mandated local programs imperative. Accordingly, it is the intent of the Legislature to increase
information regarding state mandates and establish a method for regularly reviewing the costs and
benefits of state-mandated local programs. (b) The Controller shall submit a report to the Joint Legislative
Budget Committee and fiscal committees by January 1 of each year. This report shall summarize, by
state mandate, the total amount of claims paid per fiscal year and the amount, if any, of mandate
deficiencies or surpluses. This report shall be made available in an electronic spreadsheet format. The
report shall compare the annual cost of each mandate to the statewide cost estimate adopted by the
commission. (c) After the commission submits its second semiannual report to the Legislature pursuant to
Section 17600, the Legislative Analyst shall submit a report to the Joint Legislative Budget Committee
and legislative fiscal committees on the mandates included in the commission's reports. The report shall
make recommendations as to whether the mandate should be repealed, funded, suspended, or modified.
(d) In its annual analysis of the Budget Bill and based on information provided pursuant to subdivision (b),
the Legislative Analyst shall identify mandates that significantly exceed the statewide cost estimate
adopted by the commission. The Legislative Analyst shall make recommendations on whether the
mandate should be repealed, funded, suspended, or modified. (e) (1) A statewide association of local
agencies or a Member of the Legislature may submit a proposal to the Legislature recommending the
elimination or modification of a state-mandated local program. To make such a proposal, the association
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or member shall submit a letter to the Chairs of the Assembly Committee on Local Government and the
Senate Committee on Local Government specifying the mandate and the concerns and
recommendations regarding the mandate. The association or member shall include in the proposal all
information relevant to the conclusions. If the chairs of the committees desire additional analysis of the
submitted proposal, the chairs may refer the proposal to the Legislative Analyst for review and comment.
The chairs of the committees may refer up to a total of 10 of these proposals to the Legislative Analyst for
review in any year. Referrals shall be submitted to the Legislative Analyst by December 1 of each year.
(2) The Legislative Analyst shall review and report to the Legislature with regard to each proposal that is
referred to the office pursuant to paragraph (1). The Legislative Analyst shall recommend that the
Legislature adopt, reject, or modify the proposal. The report and recommendations shall be submitted
annually to the Legislature by March 1 of the year subsequent to the year in which referrals are submitted
to the Legislative Analyst. (3) The Department of Finance shall review all statutes enacted each year that
contain provisions making inoperative Section 2229 or Section 2230 of the Revenue and Taxation Code
or Section 17561 or Section 17565 that have resulted in costs or revenue losses mandated by the state
that were not identified when the statute was enacted. The review shall identify the costs or revenue
losses involved in complying with the statutes. The Department of Finance shall also review all statutes
enacted each year that may result in cost savings authorized by the state. The Department of Finance
shall submit an annual report of the review required by this subdivision, together with the
recommendations as it may deem appropriate, by December 1 of each year. (f) It is the intent of the
Legislature that the Assembly Committee on Local Government and the Senate Committee on Local
Government hold a joint hearing each year regarding the following: (1) The reports and recommendations
submitted pursuant to subdivision (e). (2) The reports submitted pursuant to Sections 17570, 17600, and
17601. (3) Legislation to continue, eliminate, or modify any provision of law reviewed pursuant to this
subdivision. The legislation may be by subject area or by year or years of enactment.

GC §17563: Use of Funds Received for Public Purpose

Any funds received by a local agency or school district pursuant to the provisions of this chapter may be
used for any public purpose.

GC §17564: Filing of Claims: Threshold Amount

(a) No claim shall be made pursuant to Sections 17551 and 17561, nor shall any payment be made on
claims submitted pursuant to Sections 17551 and 17561, unless these claims exceed one thousand
dollars ($1,000), provided that a county superintendent of schools or county may submit a combined
claim on behalf of school districts, direct service districts, or special districts within their county if the
combined claim exceeds one thousand dollars ($1,000) even if the individual school district's, direct
service district's, or special district's claims do not each exceed one thousand dollars ($1,000). The
county superintendent of schools or the county shall determine if the submission of the combined claim is
economically feasible and shall be responsible for disbursing the funds to each school, direct service, or
special district. These combined claims may be filed only when the county superintendent of schools or
the county is the fiscal agent for the districts. All subsequent claims based upon the same mandate shall
only be filed in the combined form unless a school district, direct service district, or special district
provides to the county superintendent of schools or county and to the Controller, at least 180 days prior to
the deadline for filing the claim, a written notice of its intent to file a separate claim. (b) Claims for direct
and indirect costs filed pursuant to Section 17561 shall be filed in the manner prescribed in the
parameters and guidelines.

GC §17565: Reimbursement of Subsequently Mandated Costs

If a local agency or a school district, at its option, has been incurring costs which are subsequently
mandated by the state, the state shall reimburse the local agency or school district for those costs
incurred after the operative date of the mandate.
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GC §17567: Insufficiency of Appropriation:  Proration of Claims

In the event that the amount appropriated for reimbursement purposes pursuant to Section 17561 is not
sufficient to pay all of the claims approved by the Controller, the Controller shall prorate claims in
proportion to the dollar amount of approved claims timely filed and on hand at the time of proration. The
Controller shall adjust prorated claims if supplementary funds are appropriated for this purpose. In the
event that the Controller finds it necessary to prorate claims as provided by this section, the Controller
shall immediately report this action to the Department of Finance, the Chairperson of the Joint Legislative
Budget Committee, and the Chairperson of the respective committee in each house of the Legislature
which considers appropriations in order to assure appropriation of these funds in the Budget Act. If these
funds cannot be appropriated on a timely basis in the Budget Act, the Controller shall transmit this
information to the commission which shall include these amounts in its report to the Legislature pursuant
to Section 17600 to assure that an appropriation sufficient to pay the claims is included in the local
government claims bills or other appropriation bills. If the local government claims bills required by
Section 17612 have been introduced in the Legislature, the Controller shall report directly to the
chairperson of the respective committee in each house of the Legislature which considers appropriations
to assure inclusion of a sufficient appropriation in the claims bills.

GC §17568: Payment of Claims Submitted After Deadline

If a local agency or school district submits an otherwise valid reimbursement claim to the Controller after
the deadline specified in Section 17560, the Controller shall reduce the reimbursement claim in an
amount equal to 10 percent of the amount which would have been allowed had the reimbursement claim
been timely filed, provided that the amount of this reduction shall not exceed one thousand dollars
($1,000). In no case shall a reimbursement claim be paid which is submitted more than one year after the
deadline specified in Section 17560. Estimated claims which were filed by the deadline specified in that
section shall be paid in full before payments are made on estimated claims filed after the deadline. In the
event the amount appropriated to the Controller for reimbursement purposes is not sufficient to pay the
estimated claims approved by the Controller, the Controller shall prorate those claims in proportion to the
dollar amount of approved claims filed after the deadline and shall report to the commission or the
Legislature in the same manner as described in Section 17566 in order to assure appropriation of funds
sufficient to pay those claims.

GC §17570: Annual Report to Legislature

The Legislative Analyst shall review each unfunded statutory or regulatory mandate for which claims have
been approved by the Legislature pursuant to a claims bill during the preceding fiscal year. Any
recommendations by the Legislative Analyst to eliminate or modify the mandates shall be contained in the
annual analysis of the Budget Bill prepared by the Legislative Analyst.

GC §17571: Review and Modification of Claiming Instructions

The commission, upon request of a local agency or school district, shall review the claiming instructions
issued by the Controller or any other authorized state agency for reimbursement of mandated costs. If the
commission determines that the claiming instructions do not conform to the parameters and guidelines,
the commission shall direct the Controller to modify the claiming instructions and the Controller shall
modify the claiming instructions to conform to the parameters and guidelines as directed by the
commission.

GC §17575: Review of Bills

When a bill is introduced in the Legislature, and each time a bill is amended, on and after January 1,
1985, the Legislative Counsel shall determine whether the bill mandates a new program or higher level of
service pursuant to Section 6 of Article XIIIB of the California Constitution. The Legislative Counsel shall
make this determination known in the digest of the bill and shall describe in the digest the basis for this
determination. The determination by the Legislative Counsel shall not be binding on the commission in
making its determination pursuant to Section 17555.
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GC §17576: Amendment of Bills on Floor: Notification by Legislative Counsel

Whenever the Legislative Counsel determines that a bill will mandate a new program or higher level of
service pursuant to Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California Constitution, the Department of Finance
shall prepare an estimate of the amount of reimbursement which will be required. This estimate shall be
prepared for the respective committees of each house of the Legislature which consider taxation
measures and appropriation measures and shall be prepared prior to any hearing on the bill by any such
committee.

GC §17577: Amount of Estimates

The estimate required by Section 17576 shall be the amount estimated to be required during the first
fiscal year of a bill's operation in order to reimburse local agencies and school districts for costs mandated
by the state by the bill.

GC §17578: Amendment of Bills on Floor: Notification by Legislative Counsel

In the event that a bill is amended on the floor of either house, whether by adoption of the report of a
conference committee or otherwise, in such a manner as to mandate a new program or higher level of
service pursuant to Section 6 of Article XIIIB of the California Constitution, the Legislative Counsel shall
immediately inform, respectively, the Speaker of the Assembly and the President of the Senate of that
fact. Notification from the Legislative Counsel shall be published in the journal of the respective houses of
the Legislature.

GC §17579: Requirement for New Mandates to Specify Reimbursement Requirements:
Appropriations

(a) Any bill introduced or amended on and after January 1, 1985, for which the Legislative Counsel has
determined the bill will mandate a new program or higher level of service pursuant to Section 6 of Article
XIII B of the California Constitution, shall contain a section specifying that reimbursement shall be made
from the fund pursuant to Section 17610 when the amount of the claim has been determined pursuant to
Article 1 (commencing with Section 17550) of this chapter or that there is no mandate or that the mandate
is being disclaimed and the reason therefor. (b) Any bill introduced or amended on and after January 1,
1985, may, but is not required to, contain an appropriation to provide reimbursement of costs mandated
by the state.

GC §17581: Conditions for Exemption From Implementation of Statute or Executive Order

(a) No local agency shall be required to implement or give effect to any statute or executive order, or
portion thereof, during any fiscal year and for the period immediately following that fiscal year for which
the Budget Act has not been enacted for the subsequent fiscal year if all of the following apply: (1) The
statute or executive order, or portion thereof, has been determined by the Legislature, the commission, or
any court to mandate a new program or higher level of service requiring reimbursement of local agencies
pursuant to Section 6 of Article XIIIB of the California Constitution. (2) The statute or executive order, or
portion thereof, has been specifically identified by the Legislature in the Budget Act for the fiscal year as
being one for which reimbursement is not provided for that fiscal year. For purposes of this paragraph, a
mandate shall be considered to have been specifically identified by the Legislature only if it has been
included within the schedule of reimbursable mandates shown in the Budget Act and it is specifically
identified in the language of a provision of the item providing the appropriation for mandate
reimbursements. (b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, if a local agency elects to implement or
give effect to a statute or executive order described in subdivision (a), the local agency may assess fees
to persons or entities which benefit from the statute or executive order. Any fee assessed pursuant to this
subdivision shall not exceed the costs reasonably borne by the local agency. (c) This section shall not
apply to any state-mandated local program for the trial courts, as specified in Section 77203. (d) This
section shall not apply to any state-mandated local program for which the reimbursement funding counts
toward the minimum General Fund requirements of Section 8 of Article XVI of the Constitution.
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GC §17581.5 Exemption From Provisions of School Bus Safety II Mandate and School Crimes
Reporting II Mandate

(a) A school district shall not be required to implement or give effect to the statutes, or portion thereof,
identified in subdivision (b) during any fiscal year and for the period immediately following that fiscal year
for which the Budget Act has not been enacted for the subsequent fiscal year if all of the following apply:
(1) The statute or portion thereof, has been determined by the Legislature, the commission, or any court
to mandate a new program or higher level of service requiring reimbursement of local agencies pursuant
to Section 6 of Article XIIIB of the California Constitution. (2) The statute, or portion thereof, has been
specifically identified by the Legislature in the Budget Act for the fiscal year as being one for which
reimbursement is not provided for that fiscal year. For purposes of this paragraph, a mandate shall be
considered to have been specifically identified by the Legislature only if it has been included within the
schedule of reimbursable mandates shown in the Budget Act and it is specifically identified in the
language of a provision of the item providing the appropriation for mandate reimbursements. (b) This
section applies only to the following mandates: (1) The School Bus Safety II mandate (Chapter 642 of the
Statutes of 1992; Chapter 831 of the Statutes of 1994; and Chapter 739 of the Statutes of 1997). (2) The
School Crimes Reporting II mandate (Chapter 759 of the Statutes of 1992 and Chapter 410 of the
Statutes of 1995).

GC §17600: Report on Number of Mandates and Their Costs

At least twice each calendar year the commission shall report to the Legislature on the number of
mandates it has found pursuant to Article 1 (commencing with Section 17550) and the estimated
statewide costs of these mandates. This report shall identify the statewide costs estimated for each
mandate and the reasons for recommending reimbursement.

GC §17601: Report on Claims Denied

The commission shall report to the Legislature on January 15, 1986, and each January 15 thereafter, on
the number of claims it denied during the preceding calendar year and the basis on which the particular
claims were denied.

GC §17610: Costs Paid From Fund: Limit on Costs

(a) The costs arising from a statute containing a statement that the statute mandates a new program or
higher level of service and specifying that reimbursement shall be made from the fund shall, upon
certification of the estimated statewide cost by the commission to the Controller, be paid from the fund,
provided that the estimated statewide cost of the claim does not exceed one million dollars ($1,000,000).
The Controller shall receive, review, and pay reimbursement claims from the fund as the claims are
received. Claims for initial reimbursement shall be filed with the Controller within 120 days from the date
that the Controller issued claiming instructions on mandates funded by the fund. When paying a timely
filed claim for initial reimbursement, the Controller shall withhold 20 percent of the amount of the claim
until the claim is audited to verify the actual amount of the mandated cost. Any claim for initial
reimbursement filed after the filing deadline shall be reduced by 10 percent of the amount which would
have been allowed had the claim been timely filed, provided that the amount of this reduction shall not
exceed one thousand dollars ($1,000). The Controller may withhold payment of any initial reimbursement
claim filed after the filing deadline until the next deadline for funding claims unless sufficient funds are
available to pay the claim after all timely filed claims have been paid. (b) For purposes of this section,
"estimated statewide cost" means the total amount of funds estimated to be necessary to reimburse all
eligible local agencies and school districts for costs incurred as a result of the mandate during the first 12-
month period following the operative date of the mandate. (c) For purposes of this section, "costs arising
from a statute" means the total amount of funds necessary to reimburse eligible local agencies and
school districts for costs incurred as a result of complying with a mandate for the fiscal years specified in
the parameters and guidelines in accordance with Section 17557.
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GC §17612: Local Government Claims Bills: Judicial Review of Funding Deletions

(a) Immediately upon receipt of the report submitted by the commission pursuant to Section 17600, a
local government claims bill shall be introduced in the Legislature. The local government claims bill, at the
time of its introduction, shall provide for an appropriation sufficient to pay the estimated costs of these
mandates except where the costs have been or will be paid pursuant to Section 17610. (b) The
Legislature may amend, modify, or supplement the parameters and guidelines for mandates contained in
the local government claims bill. If the Legislature amends, modifies, or supplements the parameters and
guidelines, it shall make a declaration in the local government claims bill specifying the basis for the
amendment, modification, or supplement. (c) If the Legislature deletes from a local government claims bill
funding for a mandate, the local agency or school district may file in the Superior Court of the County of
Sacramento an action in declaratory relief to declare the mandate unenforceable and enjoin its
enforcement.

GC §17613: Authorization of Augmentation for Mandated Costs

(a) The Director of Finance may, upon receipt of any report submitted pursuant to Section 17567,
authorize the augmentation of the amount available for expenditure to reimburse costs mandated by the
state, as defined in Section 17514, as follows: (1) For augmentation of (A) any schedule in any item to
reimburse costs mandated by the state in any budget act, or (B) the amount appropriated in a local
government claims bill for reimbursement of the claims of local agencies, as defined by Section 17518,
from the unencumbered balance of any other item to reimburse costs mandated by the state in that
budget act or another budget act or in an appropriation for reimbursement of the claims of local agencies
in another local government claims bill. (2) For augmentation of (A) any schedule in any budget act item,
or (B) any amount appropriated in a local government claims bill, when either of these augmentations is
for reimbursement of mandated claims of school districts, as defined in Section 17519, when the source
of this augmentation is (A) the unencumbered balance of any other scheduled amount in that budget act
or another budget act, or (B) an appropriation in another local government claims bill, when either of
these appropriations is for reimbursement of mandate claims of school districts. This paragraph applies
only to appropriations that are made for the purpose of meeting the minimum funding guarantee for
educational programs pursuant to Section 8 of Article XVI of the California Constitution. (b) No
authorization for an augmentation pursuant to this section may be made sooner than 30 days after the
notification in writing of the necessity therefor to the chairperson of the committee in each house which
considers appropriations and the chairperson of the Joint Legislative Budget Committee, or not sooner
than whatever lesser time as the chairperson of the joint committee, or his or her designee, may in each
instance determine.

GC §17614: State Mandates Claims Fund

There is hereby created the State Mandates Claims Fund. Notwithstanding Section 13340, money in the
fund is continuously appropriated without regard to fiscal years for the sole purpose of paying claims
pursuant to Section 17610.

GC §17615: Legislative Findings and Intent

The Legislature finds and declares that the existing system for reimbursing local agencies and school
districts for actual costs mandated by the state on an annual claim basis is time consuming, cumbersome,
and expensive at both the local and state levels. The Controller must process voluminous claims with all
claims subject to a desk audit and selected claims also subject to a field audit. Local agencies are
required to maintain extensive documentation of all claims in anticipation of such an audit. The volume of
these records is substantial and will continue to grow with no relief in sight as new programs are
mandated. The cost to local agencies and school districts for filing claims, and for maintaining
documentation and responding to the Controller's audits is substantial. The current administrative cost to
both state and local governments represents a significant expenditure of public funds with no apparent
benefit to the taxpayers. It is the intent of the Legislature to streamline the reimbursement process for
costs mandated by the state by creating a system of state mandate apportionments to fund the costs of
certain programs mandated by the state.
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GC §17615.1: Review of Programs for Inclusion in System

Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 2231 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, the commission shall
establish a procedure for reviewing, upon request, mandated cost programs for which appropriations
have been made by the Legislature for the 1982-83, 1983-84, and 1984-85 fiscal years, or any three
consecutive fiscal years thereafter. At the request of the Department of Finance, the Controller, or any
local agency or school district receiving reimbursement for the mandated program, the commission shall
review the mandated cost program to determine whether the program should be included in the State
Mandates Apportionment System. If the commission determines that the State Mandates Apportionment
System would accurately reflect the costs of the state mandated program, the commission shall direct the
Controller to include the program in the State Mandates Apportionment System.

GC §17615.2: Calculation of Disbursement Amounts

(a) Notwithstanding Section 17561, after November 30, 1985, for those programs included in the State
Mandates Apportionment System, after approval by the commission, there shall be disbursed by the
Controller to each local agency and school district which has submitted a reimbursement claim for costs
mandated by the state in the 1982-83, 1983-84, and the 1984-85 fiscal years, or any three consecutive
fiscal years thereafter, an amount computed by averaging the approved reimbursement claims for this
three-year period. The amount shall first be adjusted according to any changes in the deflator. The
deflator shall be applied separately to each year's costs for the three years which comprise the base
period. Funds for these purposes shall be available to the extent they are provided for in the Budget Act
of 1985 and the Budget Act for any subsequent fiscal year thereafter. For purposes of this article, "base
period" means the three fiscal years immediately succeeding the commission's approval. (b) When the
Controller has made payment on claims prior to commission approval of the program for inclusion in the
State Mandates Apportionment System, the payment shall be adjusted in the next apportionment to the
amount which would have been subvened to the local agency or school district for that fiscal year had the
State Mandates Apportionment System been in effect at the time of the initial payment.

GC §17615.3: Annual Recalculation of Allocation

Notwithstanding Section 17561, by November 30, 1986, and by November 30 of each year thereafter, for
those programs included in the State Mandates Apportionment System, the Controller shall recalculate
each allocation for each local agency and school district for the 1985-86 fiscal year, by using the actual
change in the deflator for that year. That recalculated allocation shall then be adjusted by the estimated
change in the deflator for the 1986 -87 fiscal year, and each fiscal year thereafter, to establish the
allocation amount for the 1986-87 fiscal year, and each fiscal year thereafter. Additionally, for programs
approved by the commission for inclusion in the State Mandates Apportionment System on or after
January 1, 1988, the allocation for each year succeeding the three-year base period shall be adjusted
according to any changes in both the deflator and workload. The Controller shall then subvene that
amount after adjusting it by any amount of overpayment or underpayment in the 1985-86 fiscal year, and
each fiscal year thereafter, due to a discrepancy between the actual change and the estimated change in
the deflator or workload. Funds for these purposes shall be available to the extent they are provided for in
the Budget Act of 1986 and the Budget Act for any subsequent fiscal year thereafter. For purposes of this
article, "workload" means, for school districts and county offices of education, changes in the average
daily attendance; for community colleges, changes in the number of full-time equivalent students; for
cities and counties, changes in the population within their boundaries; and for special districts, changes in
the population of the county in which the largest percentage of the district's population is located.

GC §17615.4: Procedure for Newly Mandated Program

(a) When a new mandate imposes costs which are funded either by legislation, in local government
claims bills, or from the State Mandates Claim Fund, local agencies and school districts may file
reimbursement claims as required by Section 17561, for a minimum of three years after the initial funding
of the new mandate. (b) After actual cost claims are submitted for three fiscal years against such a new
mandate, the commission shall determine, upon request of the Controller or a local entity or school district
receiving reimbursement for the program, whether the amount of the base year entitlement adjusted by
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changes in the deflator and workload accurately reflects the costs incurred by the local agency or school
district. If the commission determines that the base year entitlement, as adjusted, does accurately reflect
the costs of the program, the commission shall direct the Controller to include the program in the State
Mandates Apportionment System. (c) The Controller shall make recommendations to the commission and
the commission shall consider the Controller's recommendations for each new mandate submitted for
inclusion in the State Mandates Apportionment System. All claims included in the State Mandates
Apportionment System pursuant to this section are also subject to the audit provisions of Section 17616.

GC §17615.5: Procedure Where No Base Year Entitlement Has Been Established

(a) If any local agency or school district has an established base year entitlement which does not include
costs for a particular mandate, that local agency or school district may submit reimbursement claims for a
minimum of three consecutive years, adjusted pursuant to Section 17615.3 by changes in the deflator
and workload, or entitlement claims covering a minimum of three consecutive years, after which time its
base year entitlement may be adjusted by an amount necessary to fund the costs of that mandate. (b) If
any local agency or school district has no base year entitlement, but wishes to begin claiming costs of
one or more of the mandates included in the State Mandates Apportionment System, that local agency or
school district may submit reimbursement claims for a minimum of three consecutive years, or entitlement
claims covering the preceding three consecutive years, which shall be adjusted pursuant to Sections
17615.2 and 17615.3 by changes in the deflator and workload, after which time a base year entitlement
may be established in an amount necessary to fund the costs of the mandate or mandates.

GC §17615.6: Procedure Where Program is No Longer Mandatory

If a local agency or school district realizes a decrease in the amount of costs incurred because a mandate
is discontinued, or made permissive, the Controller shall determine the amount of the entitlement
attributable to that mandate by determining the base year amount for that mandate for the local agency or
school district plus the annual adjustments. This amount shall be subtracted from the annual subvention
which would otherwise have been allocated to the local agency or school district.

GC §17615.7: Procedure Where Program is Modified

If a mandated program included in the State Mandates Apportionment System is modified or amended by
the Legislature or by executive order, and the modification or amendment significantly affects the costs of
the program, as determined by the commission, the program shall be removed from the State Mandate
Apportionment System, and the payments reduced accordingly. Local entities or school districts may
submit actual costs claims for a period of three years, after which the program may be considered for
inclusion in the State Mandates Apportionment System, pursuant to the provisions of Section 17615.4.

GC §17615.8: Review of Base Year Entitlement

(a) The commission shall establish a procedure for reviewing, upon request, any apportionment or base
year entitlement of a local agency or school district. (b) Local agencies and school districts which request
such a review shall maintain and provide those records and documentation as the commission or its
designee determines are necessary for the commission or its designee to make the required
determinations. With the exception of records required to verify base year entitlements, the records may
not be used to adjust current or prior apportionments, but may be used to adjust future apportionments.
(c) If the commission determines that an apportionment or base year entitlement for funding costs
mandated by the state does not accurately reflect the costs incurred by the local agency or school district
for all mandates upon which that apportionment is based, the commission shall direct the Controller to
adjust the apportionment accordingly. For the purposes of this section, an apportionment or a base year
entitlement does not accurately reflect the costs incurred by a local agency or school district if it falls short
of reimbursing, or overreimburses, that local agency's or school district's actual costs by 20 percent or by
one thousand dollars ($1,000), whichever is less. (d) If the commission determines that an apportionment
or base year entitlement for funding costs mandated by the state accurately reflects the costs incurred by
the local agency or school district for all mandates upon which that apportionment is based, the
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commission may, in its discretion, direct the Controller to withhold, and, if so directed, the Controller shall
withhold the costs of the commission's review from the next apportionment to the local agency or school
district, if the commission review was requested by the local agency or school district.

GC §17615.9: Review of Programs Under SMAS

The commission shall periodically review programs funded under the State Mandate Apportionments
System to evaluate the effectiveness or continued statewide need for each such mandate.

GC §17616: Audits and Verification by Controller

Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 2231 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, the Controller shall
have the authority to do either or both of the following: (a) Audit the fiscal years comprising the base year
entitlement no later than three years after the year in which the base year entitlement is established. The
results of such audits shall be used to adjust the base year entitlements and any subsequent
apportionments based on that entitlement, in addition to adjusting actual cost payments made for the
base years audited. (b) Verify that any local agency or school district receiving funds pursuant to this
article is providing the reimbursed activities.
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CIRCULAR A-21 Revised 05/10/04
TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS

SUBJECT:  Cost Principles for Educational Institutions

1. Purpose. This Circular establishes principles for determining costs applicable to grants, contracts, and other
agreements with educational institutions. The principles deal with the subject of cost determination, and make no
attempt to identify the circumstances or dictate the extent of agency and institutional participation in the financing of a
particular project. The principles are designed to provide that the Federal Government bear its fair share of total
costs, determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, except where restricted or
prohibited by law. Agencies are not expected to place additional restrictions on individual items of cost. Provision for
profit or other increment above cost is outside the scope of this Circular.

2. Supersession. The Circular supersedes Federal Management Circular 73 8, dated December 19, 1973. FMC 73 8
is revised and reissued under its original designation of OMB Circular No. A 21.

3. Applicability.

a. All Federal agencies that sponsor research and development, training, and other work at educational institutions
shall apply the provisions of this Circular in determining the costs incurred for such work. The principles shall also
be used as a guide in the pricing of fixed price or lump sum agreements. 
 

b. In addition, Federally Funded Research and Development Centers associated with educational institutions shall
be required to comply with the Cost Accounting Standards, rules and regulations issued by the Cost Accounting
Standards Board, and set forth in 48 CFR part 99; provided that they are subject thereto under defense related
contracts.

4. Responsibilities. The successful application of cost accounting principles requires development of mutual
understanding between representatives of educational institutions and of the Federal Government as to their scope,
implementation, and interpretation.

5. Attachment. The principles and related policy guides are set forth in the Attachment, "Principles for determining
costs applicable to grants, contracts, and other agreements with educational institutions."

6. Effective date. The provisions of this Circular shall be effective October 1, 1979, except for subsequent
amendments incorporated herein for which the effective dates were specified in these revisions (47 FR 33658, 51
FR 20908, 51 FR 43487, 56 FR 50224, 58 FR 39996, 61 FR 20880, 63 FR 29786, 63 FR 57332, 65 FR 48566 and
69 FR 25970). Institutions as of the start of their first fiscal year beginning after that date shall implement the
provisions. Earlier implementation, or a delay in implementation of individual provisions, is permitted by mutual
agreement between an institution and the cognizant Federal agency.

7. Inquiries. Further information concerning this Circular may be obtained by contacting the Office of Federal
Financial Management, Office of Management and Budget, Washington, DC 20503, telephone (202) 395 3993.

Attachment

PRINCIPLES FOR DETERMINING COSTS APPLICABLE TO GRANTS,
CONTRACTS, AND OTHER AGREEMENTS WITH
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
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PRINCIPLES FOR DETERMINING COSTS APPLICABLE TO GRANTS,
CONTRACTS, AND OTHER AGREEMENTS WITH
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
A. Purpose and scope.

1. Objectives. This Attachment provides principles for determining the costs applicable to research and development,
training, and other sponsored work performed by colleges and universities under grants, contracts, and other
agreements with the Federal Government. These agreements are referred to as sponsored agreements.

2. Policy guides. The successful application of these cost accounting principles requires development of mutual
understanding between representatives of universities and of the Federal Government as to their scope,
implementation, and interpretation. It is recognized that

a. The arrangements for Federal agency and institutional participation in the financing of a research, training, or
other project are properly subject to negotiation between the agency and the institution concerned, in accordance
with such governmentwide criteria or legal requirements as may be applicable.
 

b. Each institution, possessing its own unique combination of staff, facilities, and experience, should be encouraged
to conduct research and educational activities in a manner consonant with its own academic philosophies and
institutional objectives.
 

c. The dual role of students engaged in research and the resulting benefits to sponsored agreements are
fundamental to the research effort and shall be recognized in the application of these principles.
 

d. Each institution, in the fulfillment of its obligations, should employ sound management practices.
 

e. The application of these cost accounting principles should require no significant changes in the generally
accepted accounting practices of colleges and universities. However, the accounting practices of individual
colleges and universities must support the accumulation of costs as required by the principles, and must provide
for adequate documentation to support costs charged to sponsored agreements.
 

f. Cognizant Federal agencies involved in negotiating facilities and administrative (F&A) cost rates and auditing
should assure that institutions are generally applying these cost accounting principles on a consistent basis.
Where wide variations exist in the treatment of a given cost item among institutions, the reasonableness and
equitableness of such treatments should be fully considered during the rate negotiations and audit.

3. Application. These principles shall be used in determining the allowable costs of work performed by colleges and
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universities under sponsored agreements. The principles shall also be used in determining the costs of work
performed by such institutions under subgrants, cost reimbursement subcontracts, and other awards made to them
under sponsored agreements. They also shall be used as a guide in the pricing of fixed price contracts and
subcontracts where costs are used in determining the appropriate price. The principles do not apply to:

a. Arrangements under which Federal financing is in the form of loans, scholarships, fellowships, traineeships, or
other fixed amounts based on such items as education allowance or published tuition rates and fees of an
institution.
 

b. Capitation awards.
 

c. Other awards under which the institution is not required to account to the Federal Government for actual costs
incurred.
 

d. Conditional exemptions.

(1) OMB authorizes conditional exemption from OMB administrative requirements and cost principles circulars for
certain Federal programs with statutorily authorized consolidated planning and consolidated administrative
funding, that are identified by a Federal agency and approved by the head of the Executive department or
establishment. A Federal agency shall consult with OMB during its consideration of whether to grant such an
exemption.

(2) To promote efficiency in State and local program administration, when Federal non entitlement programs with
common purposes have specific statutorily authorized consolidated planning and consolidated administrative
funding and where most of the State agency's resources come from non Federal sources, Federal agencies may
exempt these covered State administered, non entitlement grant programs from certain OMB grants management
requirements. The exemptions would be from all but the allocability of costs provisions of OMB Circulars A 87
(Attachment A, subsection C.3), "Cost Principles for State, Local, and Indian Tribal Governments," A 21 (Section
C, subpart 4), "Cost Principles for Educational Institutions," and A 122 (Attachment A, subsection A.4), "Cost
Principles for Non Profit Organizations," and from all of the administrative requirements provisions of OMB
Circular A 110, "Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Agreements with Institutions of Higher
Education, Hospitals, and Other Non Profit Organizations," and the agencies' grants management common rule.

(3) When a Federal agency provides this flexibility, as a prerequisite to a State's exercising this option, a State
must adopt its own written fiscal and administrative requirements for expending and accounting for all funds,
which are consistent with the provisions of OMB Circular A 87, and extend such policies to all subrecipients.
These fiscal and administrative requirements must be sufficiently specific to ensure that: funds are used in
compliance with all applicable Federal statutory and regulatory provisions, costs are reasonable and necessary
for operating these programs, and funds are not be used for general expenses required to carry out other
responsibilities of a State or its subrecipients.

4. Inquiries.

All inquiries from Federal agencies concerning the cost principles contained in this Circular, including the
administration and implementation of the Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) (described in Sections C.10 through
C.13) and disclosure statement (DS 2) requirements, shall be addressed by the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB), Office of Federal Financial Management, in coordination with the Cost Accounting Standard Board (CASB)
with respect to inquiries concerning CAS. Educational institutions' inquiries should be addressed to the cognizant
agency.

B. Definition of terms.

1. Major functions of an institution refers to instruction, organized research, other sponsored activities and other
institutional activities as defined below:

a. Instruction means the teaching and training activities of an institution. Except for research training as provided in
subsection b, this term includes all teaching and training activities, whether they are offered for credits toward a
degree or certificate or on a non credit basis, and whether they are offered through regular academic
departments or separate divisions, such as a summer school division or an extension division. Also considered
part of this major function are departmental research, and, where agreed to, university research.

(1) Sponsored instruction and training means specific instructional or training activity established by grant,
contract, or cooperative agreement. For purposes of the cost principles, this activity may be considered a major
function even though an institution's accounting treatment may include it in the instruction function.

(2) Departmental research means research, development and scholarly activities that are not organized research
and, consequently, are not separately budgeted and accounted for. Departmental research, for purposes of this
document, is not considered as a major function, but as a part of the instruction function of the institution.
 

b. Organized research means all research and development activities of an institution that are separately budgeted
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and accounted for. It includes:

(1) Sponsored research means all research and development activities that are sponsored by Federal and non
Federal agencies and organizations. This term includes activities involving the training of individuals in research
techniques (commonly called research training) where such activities utilize the same facilities as other research
and development activities and where such activities are not included in the instruction function.

(2) University research means all research and development activities that are separately budgeted and
accounted for by the institution under an internal application of institutional funds. University research, for
purposes of this document, shall be combined with sponsored research under the function of organized research.
 

c. Other sponsored activities means programs and projects financed by Federal and non Federal agencies and
organizations which involve the performance of work other than instruction and organized research. Examples of
such programs and projects are health service projects, and community service programs. However, when any of
these activities are undertaken by the institution without outside support, they may be classified as other
institutional activities.
 

d. Other institutional activities means all activities of an institution except:

(1) instruction, departmental research, organized research, and other sponsored activities, as defined above;

(2) F&A cost activities identified in Section F; and

(3) specialized service facilities described in Section J.47. Other institutional activities include operation of
residence halls, dining halls, hospitals and clinics, student unions, intercollegiate athletics, bookstores, faculty
housing, student apartments, guest houses, chapels, theaters, public museums, and other similar auxiliary
enterprises. This definition also includes any other categories of activities, costs of which are "unallowable" to
sponsored agreements, unless otherwise indicated in the agreements.

2. Sponsored agreement, for purposes of this Circular, means any grant, contract, or other agreement between the
institution and the Federal Government.

3. Allocation means the process of assigning a cost, or a group of costs, to one or more cost objective, in reasonable
and realistic proportion to the benefit provided or other equitable relationship. A cost objective may be a major
function of the institution, a particular service or project, a sponsored agreement, or a F&A cost activity, as described
in Section F. The process may entail assigning a cost(s) directly to a final cost objective or through one or more
intermediate cost objectives.

4. Facilities and administrative (F&A) costs, for the purpose of this Circular, means costs that are incurred for
common or joint objectives and, therefore, cannot be identified readily and specifically with a particular sponsored
project, an instructional activity, or any other institutional activity. F&A costs are synonymous with "indirect" costs, as
previously used in this Circular and as currently used in Appendices A and B. The F&A cost categories are described
in Section F.1.

C. Basic considerations.

1. Composition of total costs. The cost of a sponsored agreement is comprised of the allowable direct costs incident
to its performance, plus the allocable portion of the allowable F&A costs of the institution, less applicable credits as
described in subsection 5.

2. Factors affecting allowability of costs. The tests of allowability of costs under these principles are: (a) they must be
reasonable; (b) they must be allocable to sponsored agreements under the principles and methods provided herein;
(c) they must be given consistent treatment through application of those generally accepted accounting principles
appropriate to the circumstances; and (d) they must conform to any limitations or exclusions set forth in these
principles or in the sponsored agreement as to types or amounts of cost items.

3. Reasonable costs. A cost may be considered reasonable if the nature of the goods or services acquired or
applied, and the amount involved therefore, reflect the action that a prudent person would have taken under the
circumstances prevailing at the time the decision to incur the cost was made. Major considerations involved in the
determination of the reasonableness of a cost are: (a) whether or not the cost is of a type generally recognized as
necessary for the operation of the institution or the performance of the sponsored agreement; (b) the restraints or
requirements imposed by such factors as arm's length bargaining, Federal and State laws and regulations, and
sponsored agreement terms and conditions; (c) whether or not the individuals concerned acted with due prudence in
the circumstances, considering their responsibilities to the institution, its employees, its students, the Federal
Government, and the public at large; and, (d) the extent to which the actions taken with respect to the incurrence of
the cost are consistent with established institutional policies and practices applicable to the work of the institution
generally, including sponsored agreements.

4. Allocable costs.
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a. A cost is allocable to a particular cost objective (i.e., a specific function, project, sponsored agreement,
department, or the like) if the goods or services involved are chargeable or assignable to such cost objective in
accordance with relative benefits received or other equitable relationship. Subject to the foregoing, a cost is
allocable to a sponsored agreement if (1) it is incurred solely to advance the work under the sponsored
agreement; (2) it benefits both the sponsored agreement and other work of the institution, in proportions that can
be approximated through use of reasonable methods, or (3) it is necessary to the overall operation of the
institution and, in light of the principles provided in this Circular, is deemed to be assignable in part to sponsored
projects. Where the purchase of equipment or other capital items is specifically authorized under a sponsored
agreement, the amounts thus authorized for such purchases are assignable to the sponsored agreement
regardless of the use that may subsequently be made of the equipment or other capital items involved.
 

b. Any costs allocable to a particular sponsored agreement under the standards provided in this Circular may not be
shifted to other sponsored agreements in order to meet deficiencies caused by overruns or other fund
considerations, to avoid restrictions imposed by law or by terms of the sponsored agreement, or for other reasons
of convenience.
 

c. Any costs allocable to activities sponsored by industry, foreign governments or other sponsors may not be shifted
to federally sponsored agreements.
 

d. Allocation and documentation standard.

(1) Cost principles. The recipient institution is responsible for ensuring that costs charged to a sponsored
agreement are allowable, allocable, and reasonable under these cost principles.

(2) Internal controls. The institution's financial management system shall ensure that no one person has complete
control over all aspects of a financial transaction.

(3) Direct cost allocation principles. If a cost benefits two or more projects or activities in proportions that can be
determined without undue effort or cost, the cost should be allocated to the projects based on the proportional
benefit. If a cost benefits two or more projects or activities in proportions that cannot be determined because of
the interrelationship of the work involved, then, notwithstanding subsection b, the costs may be allocated or
transferred to benefited projects on any reasonable basis, consistent with subsections d. (1) and (2).

(4) Documentation. Federal requirements for documentation are specified in this Circular, Circular A 110,
"Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Agreements with Institutions of Higher Education,
Hospitals, and Other Non Profit Organizations," and specific agency policies on cost transfers. If the institution
authorizes the principal investigator or other individual to have primary responsibility, given the requirements of
subsection d. (2), for the management of sponsored agreement funds, then the institution's documentation
requirements for the actions of those individuals (e.g., signature or initials of the principal investigator or designee
or use of a password) will normally be considered sufficient.

5. Applicable credits.

a. The term "applicable credits" refers to those receipts or negative expenditures that operate to offset or reduce
direct or F&A cost items. Typical examples of such transactions are: purchase discounts, rebates, or allowances;
recoveries or indemnities on losses; and adjustments of overpayments or erroneous charges. This term also
includes "educational discounts" on products or services provided specifically to educational institutions, such as
discounts on computer equipment, except where the arrangement is clearly and explicitly identified as a gift by
the vendor.
 

b. In some instances, the amounts received from the Federal Government to finance institutional activities or service
operations should be treated as applicable credits. Specifically, the concept of netting such credit items against
related expenditures should be applied by the institution in determining the rates or amounts to be charged to
sponsored agreements for services rendered whenever the facilities or other resources used in providing such
services have been financed directly, in whole or in part, by Federal funds. (See Sections F.10, J.14, and J.47 for
areas of potential application in the matter of direct Federal financing.)

6. Costs incurred by State and local governments. Costs incurred or paid by State or local governments on behalf of
their colleges and universities for fringe benefit programs, such as pension costs and FICA and any other costs
specifically incurred on behalf of, and in direct benefit to, the institutions, are allowable costs of such institutions
whether or not these costs are recorded in the accounting records of the institutions, subject to the following:

a. The costs meet the requirements of subsections 1 through 5.
 

b. The costs are properly supported by cost allocation plans in accordance with applicable Federal cost accounting
principles.
 

c. The costs are not otherwise borne directly or indirectly by the Federal Government.

7. Limitations on allowance of costs. Sponsored agreements may be subject to statutory requirements that limit the
allowance of costs. When the maximum amount allowable under a limitation is less than the total amount determined
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in accordance with the principles in this Circular, the amount not recoverable under a sponsored agreement may not
be charged to other sponsored agreements.

8. Collection of unallowable costs, excess costs due to noncompliance with cost policies, increased costs due to
failure to follow a disclosed accounting practice and increased costs resulting from a change in cost accounting
practice. The following costs shall be refunded (including interest) in accordance with applicable Federal agency
regulations:

a. Costs specifically identified as unallowable in Section J, either directly or indirectly, and charged to the Federal
Government.
 

b. Excess costs due to failure by the educational institution to comply with the cost policies in this Circular.
 

c. Increased costs due to a noncompliant cost accounting practice used to estimate, accumulate, or report costs.
 

d. Increased costs resulting from a change in accounting practice.

9. Adjustment of previously negotiated F&A cost rates containing unallowable costs. Negotiated F&A cost rates
based on a proposal later found to have included costs that (a) are unallowable as specified by (i) law or regulation,
(ii) Section J of this Circular, (iii) terms and conditions of sponsored agreements, or (b) are unallowable because
they are clearly not allocable to sponsored agreements, shall be adjusted, or a refund shall be made, in accordance
with the requirements of this section. These adjustments or refunds are designed to correct the proposals used to
establish the rates and do not constitute a reopening of the rate negotiation. The adjustments or refunds will be
made regardless of the type of rate negotiated (predetermined, final, fixed, or provisional).

a. For rates covering a future fiscal year of the institution, the unallowable costs will be removed from the F&A cost
pools and the rates appropriately adjusted.
 

b. For rates covering a past period, the Federal share of the unallowable costs will be computed for each year
involved and a cash refund (including interest chargeable in accordance with applicable regulations) will be
made to the Federal Government. If cash refunds are made for past periods covered by provisional or fixed rates,
appropriate adjustments will be made when the rates are finalized to avoid duplicate recovery of the unallowable
costs by the Federal Government.
 

c. For rates covering the current period, either a rate adjustment or a refund, as described in subsections a and b,
shall be required by the cognizant agency. The choice of method shall be at the discretion of the cognizant
agency, based on its judgment as to which method would be most practical.
 

d. The amount or proportion of unallowable costs included in each year's rate will be assumed to be the same as
the amount or proportion of unallowable costs included in the base year proposal used to establish the rate.

10. Consistency in estimating, accumulating and reporting costs.

a. An educational institution's practices used in estimating costs in pricing a proposal shall be consistent with the
educational institution's cost accounting practices used in accumulating and reporting costs.
 

b. An educational institution's cost accounting practices used in accumulating and reporting actual costs for a
sponsored agreement shall be consistent with the educational institution's practices used in estimating costs in
pricing the related proposal or application.
 

c. The grouping of homogeneous costs in estimates prepared for proposal purposes shall not per se be deemed an
inconsistent application of cost accounting practices under subsection a when such costs are accumulated and
reported in greater detail on an actual cost basis during performance of the sponsored agreement.
 

d. Appendix A also reflects this requirement, along with the purpose, definitions, and techniques for application, all
of which are authoritative.

11. Consistency in allocating costs incurred for the same purpose.

a. All costs incurred for the same purpose, in like circumstances, are either direct costs only or F&A costs only with
respect to final cost objectives. No final cost objective shall have allocated to it as a cost any cost, if other costs
incurred for the same purpose, in like circumstances, have been included as a direct cost of that or any other final
cost objective. Further, no final cost objective shall have allocated to it as a direct cost any cost, if other costs
incurred for the same purpose, in like circumstances, have been included in any F&A cost pool to be allocated to
that or any other final cost objective.
 

b. Appendix A reflects this requirement along with its purpose, definitions, and techniques for application,
illustrations and interpretations, all of which are authoritative.

12. Accounting for unallowable costs.
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a. Costs expressly unallowable or mutually agreed to be unallowable, including costs mutually agreed to be
unallowable directly associated costs, shall be identified and excluded from any billing, claim, application, or
proposal applicable to a sponsored agreement.
 

b. Costs which specifically become designated as unallowable as a result of a written decision furnished by a
Federal official pursuant to sponsored agreement disputes procedures shall be identified if included in or used in
the computation of any billing, claim, or proposal applicable to a sponsored agreement. This identification
requirement applies also to any costs incurred for the same purpose under like circumstances as the costs
specifically identified as unallowable under either this subsection or subsection a.
 

c. Costs which, in a Federal official's written decision furnished pursuant to sponsored agreement disputes
procedures, are designated as unallowable directly associated costs of unallowable costs covered by either
subsection a or b shall be accorded the identification required by subsection b.
 

d. The costs of any work project not contractually authorized by a sponsored agreement, whether or not related to
performance of a proposed or existing sponsored agreement, shall be accounted for, to the extent appropriate, in
a manner which permits ready separation from the costs of authorized work projects.
 

e. All unallowable costs covered by subsections a through d shall be subject to the same cost accounting principles
governing cost allocability as allowable costs. In circumstances where these unallowable costs normally would
be part of a regular F&A cost allocation base or bases, they shall remain in such base or bases. Where a directly
associated cost is part of a category of costs normally included in a F&A cost pool that shall be allocated over a
base containing the unallowable cost with which it is associated, such a directly associated cost shall be retained
in the F&A cost pool and be allocated through the regular allocation process.
 

f. Where the total of the allocable and otherwise allowable costs exceeds a limitation of cost or ceiling price
provision in a sponsored agreement, full direct and F&A cost allocation shall be made to the sponsored
agreement cost objective, in accordance with established cost accounting practices and standards which
regularly govern a given entity's allocations to sponsored agreement cost objectives. In any determination of a
cost overrun, the amount thereof shall be identified in terms of the excess of allowable costs over the ceiling
amount, rather than through specific identification of particular cost items or cost elements.
 

g. Appendix A reflects this requirement, along with its purpose, definitions, techniques for application, and
illustrations of this standard, all of which are authoritative.

13. Cost accounting period.

a. Educational institutions shall use their fiscal year as their cost accounting period, except that:

(1) Costs of a F&A function which exists for only a part of a cost accounting period may be allocated to cost
objectives of that same part of the period on the basis of data for that part of the cost accounting period if the cost
is: (i) material in amount, (ii) accumulated in a separate F&A cost pool or expense pool, and (iii) allocated on the
basis of an appropriate direct measure of the activity or output of the function during that part of the period.

(2) An annual period other than the fiscal year may, upon mutual agreement with the Federal Government, be
used as the cost accounting period if the use of such period is an established practice of the educational
institution and is consistently used for managing and controlling revenues and disbursements, and appropriate
accruals, deferrals or other adjustments are made with respect to such annual periods.

(3) A transitional cost accounting period other than a year shall be used whenever a change of fiscal year occurs.
 

b. An educational institution shall follow consistent practices in the selection of the cost accounting period or
periods in which any types of expense and any types of adjustment to expense (including prior period
adjustments) are accumulated and allocated.
 

c. The same cost accounting period shall be used for accumulating costs in a F&A cost pool as for establishing its
allocation base, except that the Federal Government and educational institution may agree to use a different
period for establishing an allocation base, provided:

(1) The practice is necessary to obtain significant administrative convenience,

(2) The practice is consistently followed by the educational institution,

(3) The annual period used is representative of the activity of the cost accounting period for which the F&A costs
to be allocated are accumulated, and

(4) The practice can reasonably be estimated to provide a distribution to cost objectives of the cost accounting
period not materially different from that which otherwise would be obtained.
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d. Appendix A reflects this requirement, along with its purpose, definitions, techniques for application and
illustrations, all of which are authoritative.

14. Disclosure Statement.

a. Educational institutions that received aggregate sponsored agreements totaling $25 million or more subject to
this Circular during their most recently completed fiscal year shall disclose their cost accounting practices by filing
a Disclosure Statement (DS 2), which is reproduced in Appendix B. With the approval of the cognizant agency, an
educational institution may meet the DS 2 submission by submitting the DS 2 for each business unit that received
$25 million or more in sponsored agreements.
 

b. The DS 2 shall be submitted to the cognizant agency with a copy to the educational institution's audit cognizant
office.
 

c. Educational institutions receiving $25 million or more in sponsored agreements that are not required to file a DS
2 pursuant to 48 CFR 9903.202 1 shall file a DS 2 covering the first fiscal year beginning after the publication
date of this revision, within six months after the end of that fiscal year. Extensions beyond the above due date
may be granted by the cognizant agency on a case by case basis.
 

d. Educational institutions are responsible for maintaining an accurate DS 2 and complying with disclosed cost
accounting practices. Educational institutions must file amendments to the DS 2 when disclosed practices are
changed to comply with a new or modified standard, or when practices are changed for other reasons.
Amendments of a DS 2 may be submitted at any time. If the change is expected to have a material impact on the
educational institution's negotiated F&A cost rates, the revision shall be approved by the cognizant agency before
it is implemented. Resubmission of a complete, updated DS 2 is discouraged except when there are extensive
changes to disclosed practices.
 

e. Cost and funding adjustments. Cost adjustments shall be made by the cognizant agency if an educational
institution fails to comply with the cost policies in this Circular or fails to consistently follow its established or
disclosed cost accounting practices when estimating, accumulating or reporting the costs of sponsored
agreements, if aggregate cost impact on sponsored agreements is material. The cost adjustment shall normally
be made on an aggregate basis for all affected sponsored agreements through an adjustment of the educational
institution's future F&A costs rates or other means considered appropriate by the cognizant agency. Under the
terms of CAS covered contracts, adjustments in the amount of funding provided may also be required when the
estimated proposal costs were not determined in accordance with established cost accounting practices.
 

f. Overpayments. Excess amounts paid in the aggregate by the Federal Government under sponsored agreements
due to a noncompliant cost accounting practice used to estimate, accumulate, or report costs shall be credited or
refunded, as deemed appropriate by the cognizant agency. Interest applicable to the excess amounts paid in the
aggregate during the period of noncompliance shall also be determined and collected in accordance with
applicable Federal agency regulations.
 

g. Compliant cost accounting practice changes. Changes from one compliant cost accounting practice to another
compliant practice that are approved by the cognizant agency may require cost adjustments if the change has a
material effect on sponsored agreements and the changes are deemed appropriate by the cognizant agency.
 

h. Responsibilities. The cognizant agency shall:

(1) Determine cost adjustments for all sponsored agreements in the aggregate on behalf of the Federal
Government. Actions of the cognizant agency official in making cost adjustment determinations shall be
coordinated with all affected Federal agencies to the extent necessary.

(2) Prescribe guidelines and establish internal procedures to promptly determine on behalf of the Federal
Government that a DS 2 adequately discloses the educational institution's cost accounting practices and that the
disclosed practices are compliant with applicable CAS and the requirements of this Circular.

(3) Distribute to all affected agencies any DS 2 determination of adequacy and/or noncompliance.

D. Direct costs.

1. General. Direct costs are those costs that can be identified specifically with a particular sponsored project, an
instructional activity, or any other institutional activity, or that can be directly assigned to such activities relatively
easily with a high degree of accuracy. Costs incurred for the same purpose in like circumstances must be treated
consistently as either direct or F&A costs. Where an institution treats a particular type of cost as a direct cost of
sponsored agreements, all costs incurred for the same purpose in like circumstances shall be treated as direct costs
of all activities of the institution.

2. Application to sponsored agreements. Identification with the sponsored work rather than the nature of the goods
and services involved is the determining factor in distinguishing direct from F&A costs of sponsored agreements.
Typical costs charged directly to a sponsored agreement are the compensation of employees for performance of
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work under the sponsored agreement, including related fringe benefit costs to the extent they are consistently
treated, in like circumstances, by the institution as direct rather than F&A costs; the costs of materials consumed or
expended in the performance of the work; and other items of expense incurred for the sponsored agreement,
including extraordinary utility consumption. The cost of materials supplied from stock or services rendered by
specialized facilities or other institutional service operations may be included as direct costs of sponsored
agreements, provided such items are consistently treated, in like circumstances, by the institution as direct rather
than F&A costs, and are charged under a recognized method of computing actual costs, and conform to generally
accepted cost accounting practices consistently followed by the institution.

E. F&A costs.

1. General. F&A costs are those that are incurred for common or joint objectives and therefore cannot be identified
readily and specifically with a particular sponsored project, an instructional activity, or any other institutional activity.
See Section F.1 for a discussion of the components of F&A costs.

2. Criteria for distribution.

a. Base period. A base period for distribution of F&A costs is the period during which the costs are incurred. The
base period normally should coincide with the fiscal year established by the institution, but in any event the base
period should be so selected as to avoid inequities in the distribution of costs.
 

b. Need for cost groupings. The overall objective of the F&A cost allocation process is to distribute the F&A costs
described in Section F to the major functions of the institution in proportions reasonably consistent with the nature
and extent of their use of the institution's resources. In order to achieve this objective, it may be necessary to
provide for selective distribution by establishing separate groupings of cost within one or more of the F&A cost
categories referred to in subsection 1. In general, the cost groupings established within a category should
constitute, in each case, a pool of those items of expense that are considered to be of like nature in terms of their
relative contribution to (or degree of remoteness from) the particular cost objectives to which distribution is
appropriate. Cost groupings should be established considering the general guides provided in subsection c.
Each such pool or cost grouping should then be distributed individually to the related cost objectives, using the
distribution base or method most appropriate in the light of the guides set forth in subsection d.
 

c. General considerations on cost groupings. The extent to which separate cost groupings and selective distribution
would be appropriate at an institution is a matter of judgment to be determined on a case by case basis. Typical
situations which may warrant the establishment of two or more separate cost groupings (based on account
classification or analysis) within an F&A cost category include but are not limited to the following:

(1) Where certain items or categories of expense relate solely to one of the major functions of the institution or to
less than all functions, such expenses should be set aside as a separate cost grouping for direct assignment or
selective allocation in accordance with the guides provided in subsections b and d.

(2) Where any types of expense ordinarily treated as general administration or departmental administration are
charged to sponsored agreements as direct costs, expenses applicable to other activities of the institution when
incurred for the same purposes in like circumstances must, through separate cost groupings, be excluded from
the F&A costs allocable to those sponsored agreements and included in the direct cost of other activities for cost
allocation purposes.

(3) Where it is determined that certain expenses are for the support of a service unit or facility whose output is
susceptible of measurement on a workload or other quantitative basis, such expenses should be set aside as a
separate cost grouping for distribution on such basis to organized research, instructional, and other activities at
the institution or within the department.

(4) Where activities provide their own purchasing, personnel administration, building maintenance or similar
service, the distribution of general administration and general expenses, or operation and maintenance
expenses to such activities should be accomplished through cost groupings which include only that portion of
central F&A costs (such as for overall management) which are properly allocable to such activities.

(5) Where the institution elects to treat fringe benefits as F&A charges, such costs should be set aside as a
separate cost grouping for selective distribution to related cost objectives.

(6) The number of separate cost groupings within a category should be held within practical limits, after taking
into consideration the materiality of the amounts involved and the degree of precision attainable through less
selective methods of distribution.
 

d. Selection of distribution method.

(1) Actual conditions must be taken into account in selecting the method or base to be used in distributing
individual cost groupings. The essential consideration in selecting a base is that it be the one best suited for
assigning the pool of costs to cost objectives in accordance with benefits derived; a traceable cause and effect
relationship; or logic and reason, where neither benefit nor cause and effect relationship is determinable.
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(2) Where a cost grouping can be identified directly with the cost objective benefited, it should be assigned to that
cost objective.

(3) Where the expenses in a cost grouping are more general in nature, the distribution may be based on a cost
analysis study which results in an equitable distribution of the costs. Such cost analysis studies may take into
consideration weighting factors, population, or space occupied if appropriate. Cost analysis studies, however,
must (a) be appropriately documented in sufficient detail for subsequent review by the cognizant Federal agency,
(b) distribute the costs to the related cost objectives in accordance with the relative benefits derived, (c) be
statistically sound, (d) be performed specifically at the institution at which the results are to be used, and (e) be
reviewed periodically, but not less frequently than every two years, updated if necessary, and used consistently.
Any assumptions made in the study must be stated and explained. The use of cost analysis studies and periodic
changes in the method of cost distribution must be fully justified.

(4) If a cost analysis study is not performed, or if the study does not result in an equitable distribution of the costs,
the distribution shall be made in accordance with the appropriate base cited in Section F, unless one of the
following conditions is met: (a) it can be demonstrated that the use of a different base would result in a more
equitable allocation of the costs, or that a more readily available base would not increase the costs charged to
sponsored agreements, or (b) the institution qualifies for, and elects to use, the simplified method for computing
F&A cost rates described in Section H.

(5) Notwithstanding subsection (3), effective July 1, 1998, a cost analysis or base other than that in Section F
shall not be used to distribute utility or student services costs. Instead, subsections F.4.c and F.4.d may be used in
the recovery of utility costs.
 

e. Order of distribution.

(1) F&A costs are the broad categories of costs discussed in Section F.1.

(2) Depreciation and use allowances, operation and maintenance expenses, and general administrative and
general expenses should be allocated in that order to the remaining F&A cost categories as well as to the major
functions and specialized service facilities of the institution. Other cost categories may be allocated in the order
determined to be most appropriate by the institutions. When cross allocation of costs is made as provided in
subsection (3), this order of allocation does not apply.

(3) Normally an F&A cost category will be considered closed once it has been allocated to other cost objectives,
and costs may not be subsequently allocated to it. However, a cross allocation of costs between two or more F&A
cost categories may be used if such allocation will result in a more equitable allocation of costs. If a cross
allocation is used, an appropriate modification to the composition of the F&A cost categories described in Section
F is required.

F. Identification and assignment of F&A costs.

1. Definition of Facilities and Administration. F&A costs are broad categories of costs. "Facilities" is defined as
depreciation and use allowances, interest on debt associated with certain buildings, equipment and capital
improvements, operation and maintenance expenses, and library expenses. "Administration" is defined as general
administration and general expenses, departmental administration, sponsored projects administration, student
administration and services, and all other types of expenditures not listed specifically under one of the subcategories
of Facilities (including cross allocations from other pools).

2. Depreciation and use allowances.

a. The expenses under this heading are the portion of the costs of the institution's buildings, capital improvements to
land and buildings, and equipment which are computed in accordance with Section J.14.
 

b. In the absence of the alternatives provided for in Section E.2.d, the expenses included in this category shall be
allocated in the following manner:

(1) Depreciation or use allowances on buildings used exclusively in the conduct of a single function, and on
capital improvements and equipment used in such buildings, shall be assigned to that function.

(2) Depreciation or use allowances on buildings used for more than one function, and on capital improvements
and equipment used in such buildings, shall be allocated to the individual functions performed in each building
on the basis of usable square feet of space, excluding common areas such as hallways, stairwells, and rest
rooms.

(3) Depreciation or use allowances on buildings, capital improvements and equipment related to space (e.g.,
individual rooms, laboratories) used jointly by more than one function (as determined by the users of the space)
shall be treated as follows. The cost of each jointly used unit of space shall be allocated to benefiting functions on
the basis of:
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(a) the employee full time equivalents (FTEs) or salaries and wages of those individual functions benefiting
from the use of that space; or

(b) institution wide employee FTEs or salaries and wages applicable to the benefiting major functions (see
Section B.1) of the institution.

(4) Depreciation or use allowances on certain capital improvements to land, such as paved parking areas,
fences, sidewalks, and the like, not included in the cost of buildings, shall be allocated to user categories of
students and employees on a full time equivalent basis. The amount allocated to the student category shall be
assigned to the instruction function of the institution. The amount allocated to the employee category shall be
further allocated to the major functions of the institution in proportion to the salaries and wages of all employees
applicable to those functions.
 

c. Large research facilities. The following provisions apply to large research facilities that are included in F&A rate
proposals negotiated after January 1, 2000, and on which the design and construction begin after July 1, 1998.
Large facilities, for this provision, are defined as buildings with construction costs of more than $10 million. The
determination of the Federal participation (use) percentage in a building is based on institution's estimates of
building use over its life, and is made during the planning phase for the building.

(1) When an institution has large research facilities, of which 40 percent or more of total assignable space is
expected for Federal use, the institution must maintain an adequate review and approval process to ensure that
construction costs are reasonable. The review process shall address and document relevant factors affecting
construction costs, such as:

-- Life cycle costs
-- Unique research needs
-- Special building needs
-- Building site preparation
-- Environmental consideration
-- Federal construction code requirements
-- Competitive procurement practices

The approval process shall include review and approval of the projects by the institution's Board of Trustees
(which can also be called Board of Directors, Governors or Regents) or other independent entities.

(2) For research facilities costing more than $25 million, of which 50 percent or more of total assignable space is
expected for Federal use, the institution must document the review steps performed to assure that construction
costs are reasonable. The review should include an analysis of construction costs and a comparison of these
costs with relevant construction data, including the National Science Foundation data for research facilities based
on its biennial survey, "Science and Engineering Facilities at Colleges and Universities." The documentation
must be made available for review by Federal negotiators, when requested.

3. Interest. Interest on debt associated with certain buildings, equipment and capital improvements, as defined in
Sections J.25, shall be classified as an expenditure under the category Facilities. These costs shall be allocated in
the same manner as the depreciation or use allowances on the buildings, equipment and capital improvements to
which the interest relates.

4. Operation and maintenance expenses.

a. The expenses under this heading are those that have been incurred for the administration, supervision,
operation, maintenance, preservation, and protection of the institution's physical plant. They include expenses
normally incurred for such items as janitorial and utility services; repairs and ordinary or normal alterations of
buildings, furniture and equipment; care of grounds; maintenance and operation of buildings and other plant
facilities; security; earthquake and disaster preparedness; environmental safety; hazardous waste disposal;
property, liability and all other insurance relating to property; space and capital leasing; facility planning and
management; and, central receiving. The operation and maintenance expense category should also include its
allocable share of fringe benefit costs, depreciation and use allowances, and interest costs.
 

b. In the absence of the alternatives provided for in Section E.2.d, the expenses included in this category shall be
allocated in the same manner as described in subsection 2.b for depreciation and use allowances.
 

c. For F&A rates negotiated on or after July 1, 1998, an institution that previously employed a utility special cost
study in its most recently negotiated F&A rate proposal in accordance with Section E.2.d, may add a utility cost
adjustment (UCA) of 1.3 percentage points to its negotiated overall F&A rate for organized research. Exhibit B
displays the list of eligible institutions. The allocation of utility costs to the benefiting functions shall otherwise be
made in the same manner as described in subsection F.4.b. Beginning on July 1, 2002, Federal agencies shall
reassess periodically the eligibility of institutions to receive the UCA.
 

d. Beginning on July 1, 2002, Federal agencies may receive applications for utilization of the UCA from institutions
not subject to the provisions of subsection F.4.c.
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5. General administration and general expenses.

a. The expenses under this heading are those that have been incurred for the general executive and administrative
offices of educational institutions and other expense of a general character which do not relate solely to any
major function of the institution; i.e., solely to (1) instruction, (2) organized research, (3) other sponsored activities,
or (4) other institutional activities. The general administration and general expense category should also include
its allocable share of fringe benefit costs, operation and maintenance expense, depreciation and use allowances,
and interest costs. Examples of general administration and general expenses include: those expenses incurred
by administrative offices that serve the entire university system of which the institution is a part; central offices of
the institution such as the President's or Chancellor's office, the offices for institution wide financial management,
business services, budget and planning, personnel management, and safety and risk management; the office of
the General Counsel; and, the operations of the central administrative management information systems. General
administration and general expenses shall not include expenses incurred within non university wide deans'
offices, academic departments, organized research units, or similar organizational units. (See subsection 6,
Departmental administration expenses.)
 

b. In the absence of the alternatives provided for in Section E.2.d, the expenses included in this category shall be
grouped first according to common major functions of the institution to which they render services or provide
benefits. The aggregate expenses of each group shall then be allocated to serviced or benefited functions on the
modified total cost basis. Modified total costs consist of the same elements as those in Section G.2. When an
activity included in this F&A cost category provides a service or product to another institution or organization, an
appropriate adjustment must be made to either the expenses or the basis of allocation or both, to assure a proper
allocation of costs.

6. Departmental administration expenses.

a. The expenses under this heading are those that have been incurred for administrative and supporting services
that benefit common or joint departmental activities or objectives in academic deans' offices, academic
departments and divisions, and organized research units. Organized research units include such units as
institutes, study centers, and research centers. Departmental administration expenses are subject to the following
limitations.

(1) Academic deans' offices. Salaries and operating expenses are limited to those attributable to administrative
functions.

(2) Academic departments:

(a) Salaries and fringe benefits attributable to the administrative work (including bid and proposal
preparation) of faculty (including department heads), and other professional personnel conducting research
and/or instruction, shall be allowed at a rate of 3.6 percent of modified total direct costs. This category does
not include professional business or professional administrative officers. This allowance shall be added to
the computation of the F&A cost rate for major functions in Section G; the expenses covered by the
allowance shall be excluded from the departmental administration cost pool. No documentation is required
to support this allowance.

(b) Other administrative and supporting expenses incurred within academic departments are allowable
provided they are treated consistently in like circumstances. This would include expenses such as the
salaries of secretarial and clerical staffs, the salaries of administrative officers and assistants, travel, office
supplies, stockrooms, and the like.

(3) Other fringe benefit costs applicable to the salaries and wages included in subsections (1) and (2) are
allowable, as well as an appropriate share of general administration and general expenses, operation and
maintenance expenses, and depreciation and/or use allowances.

(4) Federal agencies may authorize reimbursement of additional costs for department heads and faculty only in
exceptional cases where an institution can demonstrate undue hardship or detriment to project performance.
 

b. The following guidelines apply to the determination of departmental administrative costs as direct or F&A costs.

(1) In developing the departmental administration cost pool, special care should be exercised to ensure that costs
incurred for the same purpose in like circumstances are treated consistently as either direct or F&A costs. For
example, salaries of technical staff, laboratory supplies (e.g., chemicals), telephone toll charges, animals, animal
care costs, computer costs, travel costs, and specialized shop costs shall be treated as direct cost wherever
identifiable to a particular cost objective. Direct charging of these costs may be accomplished through specific
identification of individual costs to benefiting cost objectives, or through recharge centers or specialized service
facilities, as appropriate under the circumstances.

(2) The salaries of administrative and clerical staff should normally be treated as F&A costs. Direct charging of
these costs may be appropriate where a major project or activity explicitly budgets for administrative or clerical
services and individuals involved can be specifically identified with the project or activity. "Major project" is
defined as a project that requires an extensive amount of administrative or clerical support, which is significantly928
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greater than the routine level of such services provided by academic departments. Some examples of major
projects are described in Exhibit C.

(3) Items such as office supplies, postage, local telephone costs, and memberships shall normally be treated as
F&A costs.
 

c. In the absence of the alternatives provided for in Section E.2.d, the expenses included in this category shall be
allocated as follows:

(1) The administrative expenses of the dean's office of each college and school shall be allocated to the
academic departments within that college or school on the modified total cost basis.

(2) The administrative expenses of each academic department, and the department's share of the expenses
allocated in subsection (1) shall be allocated to the appropriate functions of the department on the modified total
cost basis.

7. Sponsored projects administration.

a. The expenses under this heading are limited to those incurred by a separate organization(s) established
primarily to administer sponsored projects, including such functions as grant and contract administration (Federal
and non Federal), special security, purchasing, personnel, administration, and editing and publishing of research
and other reports. They include the salaries and expenses of the head of such organization, assistants, and
immediate staff, together with the salaries and expenses of personnel engaged in supporting activities
maintained by the organization, such as stock rooms, stenographic pools and the like. This category also
includes an allocable share of fringe benefit costs, general administration and general expenses, operation and
maintenance expenses, depreciation/use allowances. Appropriate adjustments will be made for services
provided to other functions or organizations.
 

b. In the absence of the alternatives provided for in Section E.2.d, the expenses included in this category shall be
allocated to the major functions of the institution under which the sponsored projects are conducted on the basis
of the modified total cost of sponsored projects.
 

c. An appropriate adjustment shall be made to eliminate any duplicate charges to sponsored agreements when this
category includes similar or identical activities as those included in the general administration and general
expense category or other F&A cost items, such as accounting, procurement, or personnel administration.

8. Library expenses.

a. The expenses under this heading are those that have been incurred for the operation of the library, including the
cost of books and library materials purchased for the library, less any items of library income that qualify as
applicable credits under Section C.5. The library expense category should also include the fringe benefits
applicable to the salaries and wages included therein, an appropriate share of general administration and
general expense, operation and maintenance expense, and depreciation and use allowances. Costs incurred in
the purchases of rare books (museum type books) with no value to sponsored agreements should not be
allocated to them.
 

b. In the absence of the alternatives provided for in Section E.2.d, the expenses included in this category shall be
allocated first on the basis of primary categories of users, including students, professional employees, and other
users.

(1) The student category shall consist of full time equivalent students enrolled at the institution, regardless of
whether they earn credits toward a degree or certificate.

(2) The professional employee category shall consist of all faculty members and other professional employees of
the institution, on a full time equivalent basis.

(3) The other users category shall consist of all other users of library facilities.
 

c. Amount allocated in subsection b shall be assigned further as follows:

(1) The amount in the student category shall be assigned to the instruction function of the institution.

(2) The amount in the professional employee category shall be assigned to the major functions of the institution in
proportion to the salaries and wages of all faculty members and other professional employees applicable to
those functions.

(3) The amount in the other users category shall be assigned to the other institutional activities function of the
institution.

9. Student administration and services.
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a. The expenses under this heading are those that have been incurred for the administration of student affairs and
for services to students, including expenses of such activities as deans of students, admissions, registrar,
counseling and placement services, student advisers, student health and infirmary services, catalogs, and
commencements and convocations. The salaries of members of the academic staff whose responsibilities to the
institution require administrative work that benefits sponsored projects may also be included to the extent that the
portion charged to student administration is determined in accordance with Section J.10. This expense category
also includes the fringe benefit costs applicable to the salaries and wages included therein, an appropriate share
of general administration and general expenses, operation and maintenance, and use allowances and/or
depreciation.
 

b. In the absence of the alternatives provided for in Section E.2.d, the expenses in this category shall be allocated to
the instruction function, and subsequently to sponsored agreements in that function.

10. Offset for F&A expenses otherwise provided for by the Federal Government.

a. The items to be accumulated under this heading are the reimbursements and other payments from the Federal
Government that are made to the institution to support solely, specifically, and directly, in whole or in part, any of
the administrative or service activities described in subsections 2 through 9.
 

b. The items in this group shall be treated as a credit to the affected individual F&A cost category before that
category is allocated to benefiting functions.

G. Determination and application of F&A cost rate or rates.

1. F&A cost pools.

a. (1) Subject to subsection b, the separate categories of F&A costs allocated to each major function of the institution
as prescribed in Section F shall be aggregated and treated as a common pool for that function. The amount in
each pool shall be divided by the distribution base described in subsection 2 to arrive at a single F&A cost rate for
each function.

(2) The rate for each function is used to distribute F&A costs to individual sponsored agreements of that function.
Since a common pool is established for each major function of the institution, a separate F&A cost rate would be
established for each of the major functions described in Section B.1 under which sponsored agreements are
carried out.

(3) Each institution's F&A cost rate process must be appropriately designed to ensure that Federal sponsors do
not in any way subsidize the F&A costs of other sponsors, specifically activities sponsored by industry and foreign
governments. Accordingly, each allocation method used to identify and allocate the F&A cost pools, as described
in Sections E.2 and F.2 through F.9, must contain the full amount of the institution's modified total costs or other
appropriate units of measurement used to make the computations. In addition, the final rate distribution base (as
defined in subsection 2) for each major function (organized research, instruction, etc., as described in Section
B.1) shall contain all the programs or activities that utilize the F&A costs allocated to that major function. At the
time a F&A cost proposal is submitted to a cognizant Federal agency, each institution must describe the process it
uses to ensure that Federal funds are not used to subsidize industry and foreign government funded programs.
 

b. In some instances a single rate basis for use across the board on all work within a major function at an institution
may not be appropriate. A single rate for research, for example, might not take into account those different
environmental factors and other conditions which may affect substantially the F&A costs applicable to a particular
segment of research at the institution. A particular segment of research may be that performed under a single
sponsored agreement or it may consist of research under a group of sponsored agreements performed in a
common environment. The environmental factors are not limited to the physical location of the work. Other
important factors are the level of the administrative support required, the nature of the facilities or other resources
employed, the scientific disciplines or technical skills involved, the organizational arrangements used, or any
combination thereof. Where a particular segment of a sponsored agreement is performed within an environment
which appears to generate a significantly different level of F&A costs, provisions should be made for a separate
F&A cost pool applicable to such work. The separate F&A cost pool should be developed during the regular
course of the rate determination process and the separate F&A cost rate resulting therefrom should be utilized;
provided it is determined that (1) such F&A cost rate differs significantly from that which would have been
obtained under subsection a, and (2) the volume of work to which such rate would apply is material in relation to
other sponsored agreements at the institution.

2. The distribution basis. F&A costs shall be distributed to applicable sponsored agreements and other benefiting
activities within each major function (see Section B.1) on the basis of modified total direct costs, consisting of all
salaries and wages, fringe benefits, materials and supplies, services, travel, and subgrants and subcontracts up to
the first $25,000 of each subgrant or subcontract (regardless of the period covered by the subgrant or subcontract).
Equipment, capital expenditures, charges for patient care and tuition remission, rental costs, scholarships, and
fellowships as well as the portion of each subgrant and subcontract in excess of $25,000 shall be excluded from
modified total direct costs. Other items may only be excluded where necessary to avoid a serious inequity in the
distribution of F&A costs. For this purpose, a F&A cost rate should be determined for each of the separate F&A cost
pools developed pursuant to subsection 1. The rate in each case should be stated as the percentage that the
amount of the particular F&A cost pool is of the modified total direct costs identified with such pool.
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3. Negotiated lump sum for F&A costs. A negotiated fixed amount in lieu of F&A costs may be appropriate for self
contained, off campus, or primarily subcontracted activities where the benefits derived from an institution's F&A
services cannot be readily determined. Such negotiated F&A costs will be treated as an offset before allocation to
instruction, organized research, other sponsored activities, and other institutional activities. The base on which such
remaining expenses are allocated should be appropriately adjusted.

4. Predetermined rates for F&A costs. Public Law 87 638 (76 Stat. 437) authorizes the use of predetermined rates in
determining the "indirect costs" (F&A costs in this Circular) applicable under research agreements with educational
institutions. The stated objectives of the law are to simplify the administration of cost type research and development
contracts (including grants) with educational institutions, to facilitate the preparation of their budgets, and to permit
more expeditious closeout of such contracts when the work is completed. In view of the potential advantages offered
by this procedure, negotiation of predetermined rates for F&A costs for a period of two to four years should be the
norm in those situations where the cost experience and other pertinent facts available are deemed sufficient to
enable the parties involved to reach an informed judgment as to the probable level of F&A costs during the ensuing
accounting periods.

5. Negotiated fixed rates and carry forward provisions. When a fixed rate is negotiated in advance for a fiscal year (or
other time period), the over or under recovery for that year may be included as an adjustment to the F&A cost for the
next rate negotiation. When the rate is negotiated before the carry forward adjustment is determined, the carry
forward amount may be applied to the next subsequent rate negotiation. When such adjustments are to be made,
each fixed rate negotiated in advance for a given period will be computed by applying the expected F&A costs
allocable to sponsored agreements for the forecast period plus or minus the carry forward adjustment (over or under
recovery) from the prior period, to the forecast distribution base. Unrecovered amounts under lump sum agreements
or cost sharing provisions of prior years shall not be carried forward for consideration in the new rate negotiation.
There must, however, be an advance understanding in each case between the institution and the cognizant Federal
agency as to whether these differences will be considered in the rate negotiation rather than making the
determination after the differences are known. Further, institutions electing to use this carry forward provision may
not subsequently change without prior approval of the cognizant Federal agency. In the event that an institution
returns to a postdetermined rate, any over or under recovery during the period in which negotiated fixed rates and
carry forward provisions were followed will be included in the subsequent postdetermined rates. Where multiple
rates are used, the same procedure will be applicable for determining each rate.

6. Provisional and final rates for F&A costs. Where the cognizant agency determines that cost experience and other
pertinent facts do not justify the use of predetermined rates, or a fixed rate with a carry forward, or if the parties
cannot agree on an equitable rate, a provisional rate shall be established. To prevent substantial overpayment or
underpayment, the provisional rate may be adjusted by the cognizant agency during the institution's fiscal year.
Predetermined or fixed rates may replace provisional rates at any time prior to the close of the institution's fiscal year.
If a provisional rate is not replaced by a predetermined or fixed rate prior to the end of the institution's fiscal year, a
final rate will be established and upward or downward adjustments will be made based on the actual allowable
costs incurred for the period involved.

7. Fixed rates for the life of the sponsored agreement.

a. Federal agencies shall use the negotiated rates for F&A costs in effect at the time of the initial award throughout
the life of the sponsored agreement. "Life" for the purpose of this subsection means each competitive segment of
a project. A competitive segment is a period of years approved by the Federal funding agency at the time of the
award. If negotiated rate agreements do not extend through the life of the sponsored agreement at the time of the
initial award, then the negotiated rate for the last year of the sponsored agreement shall be extended through the
end of the life of the sponsored agreement. Award levels for sponsored agreements may not be adjusted in future
years as a result of changes in negotiated rates.
 

b. When an educational institution does not have a negotiated rate with the Federal Government at the time of the
award (because the educational institution is a new grantee or the parties cannot reach agreement on a rate), the
provisional rate used at the time of the award shall be adjusted once a rate is negotiated and approved by the
cognizant agency.

8. Limitation on reimbursement of administrative costs.

a. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection 1.a, the administrative costs charged to sponsored agreements
awarded or amended (including continuation and renewal awards) with effective dates beginning on or after the
start of the institution's first fiscal year which begins on or after October 1, 1991, shall be limited to 26% of
modified total direct costs (as defined in subsection 2) for the total of General Administration and General
Expenses, Departmental Administration, Sponsored Projects Administration, and Student Administration and
Services (including their allocable share of depreciation and/or use allowances, interest costs, operation and
maintenance expenses, and fringe benefits costs, as provided by Sections F.5, F.6, F.7 and F.9) and all other
types of expenditures not listed specifically under one of the subcategories of facilities in Section F.
 

b. Existing F&A cost rates that affect institutions' fiscal years which begin on or after October 1, 1991, shall be
unilaterally amended by the cognizant Federal agency to reflect the cost limitation in subsection a.
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c. Permanent rates established prior to this revision that have been amended in accordance with subsection b may
be renegotiated. However, no such renegotiated rate may exceed the rate which would have been in effect if the
agreement had remained in effect; nor may the administrative portion of any renegotiated rate exceed the
limitation in subsection a.
 

d. Institutions should not change their accounting or cost allocation methods which were in effect on May 1, 1991, if
the effect is to: (i) change the charging of a particular type of cost from F&A to direct, or (ii) reclassify costs, or
increase allocations, from the administrative pools identified in subsection to the other F&A cost pools or fringe
benefits. Cognizant Federal agencies are authorized to permit changes where an institution's charging practices
are at variance with acceptable practices followed by a substantial majority of other institutions.

9. Alternative method for administrative costs.

a. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection 1.a, an institution may elect to claim fixed allowance for the
"Administration" portion of F&A costs. The allowance could be either 24% of modified total direct costs or a
percentage equal to 95% of the most recently negotiated fixed or predetermined rate for the cost pools included
under "Administration" as defined in Section F.1, whichever is less, provided that no accounting or cost allocation
changes with the effects described in subsection 8.d have occurred. Under this alternative, no cost proposal need
be prepared for the "Administration" portion of the F&A cost rate nor is further identification or documentation of
these costs required (see subsection c). Where a negotiated F&A cost agreement includes this alternative, an
institution shall make no further charges for the expenditure categories described in Sections F.5, F.6, F.7 and
F.9.
 

b. In negotiations of rates for subsequent periods, an institution that has elected the option of subsection a may
continue to exercise it at the same rate without further identification or documentation of costs, provided that no
accounting or cost allocation changes with the effects described in subsection 8.d have occurred.
 

c. If an institution elects to accept a threshold rate, it is not required to perform a detailed analysis of its
administrative costs. However, in order to compute the facilities components of its F&A cost rate, the institution
must reconcile its F&A cost proposal to its financial statements and make appropriate adjustments and
reclassifications to identify the costs of each major function as defined in Section B.1, as well as to identify and
allocate the facilities components. Administrative costs that are not identified as such by the institution's
accounting system (such as those incurred in academic departments) will be classified as instructional costs for
purposes of reconciling F&A cost proposals to financial statements and allocating facilities costs.

10. Individual rate components.

In order to satisfy the requirements of Section J.14 and to provide mutually agreed upon information for management
purposes, each F&A cost rate negotiation or determination shall include development of a rate for each F&A cost
pool as well as the overall F&A cost rate.

11. Negotiation and approval of F&A rate.

a. Cognizant agency assignments. "A cognizant agency" means the Federal agency responsible for negotiating and
approving F&A rates for an educational institution on behalf of all Federal agencies.

(1) Cost negotiation cognizance is assigned to the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) or the
Department of Defense's Office of Naval Research (DOD), normally depending on which of the two agencies
(HHS or DOD) provides more funds to the educational institution for the most recent three years. Information on
funding shall be derived from relevant data gathered by the National Science Foundation. In cases where neither
HHS nor DOD provides Federal funding to an educational institution, the cognizant agency assignment shall
default to HHS. Notwithstanding the method for cognizance determination described above, other arrangements
for cognizance of a particular educational institution may also be based in part on the types of research
performed at the educational institution and shall be decided based on mutual agreement between HHS and
DOD.

(2) Cognizant assignments as of December 31, 1995, shall continue in effect through educational institutions'
fiscal years ending during 1997, or the period covered by negotiated agreements in effect on December 31,
1995, whichever is later, except for those educational institutions with cognizant agencies other than HHS or
DOD. Cognizance for these educational institutions shall transfer to HHS or DOD at the end of the period covered
by the current negotiated rate agreement. After cognizance is established, it shall continue for a five year period.
 

b. Acceptance of rates. The negotiated rates shall be accepted by all Federal agencies. Only under special
circumstances, when required by law or regulation, may an agency use a rate different from the negotiated rate
for a class of sponsored agreements or a single sponsored agreement.
 

c. Correcting deficiencies. The cognizant agency shall negotiate changes needed to correct systems deficiencies
relating to accountability for sponsored agreements. Cognizant agencies shall address the concerns of other
affected agencies, as appropriate.
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d. Resolving questioned costs. The cognizant agency shall conduct any necessary negotiations with an educational
institution regarding amounts questioned by audit that are due the Federal Government related to costs covered
by a negotiated agreement.
 

e. Reimbursement. Reimbursement to cognizant agencies for work performed under Circular A 21 may be made by
reimbursement billing under the Economy Act, 31 U.S.C. 1535.
 

f. Procedure for establishing facilities and administrative rates. The cognizant agency shall arrange with the
educational institution to provide copies of rate proposals to all interested agencies. Agencies wanting such
copies should notify the cognizant agency. Rates shall be established by one of the following methods:

(1) Formal negotiation. The cognizant agency is responsible for negotiating and approving rates for an
educational institution on behalf of all Federal agencies. Non cognizant Federal agencies, which award
sponsored agreements to an educational institution, shall notify the cognizant agency of specific concerns (i.e., a
need to establish special cost rates) that could affect the negotiation process. The cognizant agency shall
address the concerns of all interested agencies, as appropriate. A pre negotiation conference may be scheduled
among all interested agencies, if necessary. The cognizant agency shall then arrange a negotiation conference
with the educational institution.

(2) Other than formal negotiation. The cognizant agency and educational institution may reach an agreement on
rates without a formal negotiation conference; for example, through correspondence or use of the simplified
method described in this Circular.
 

g. Formalizing determinations and agreements. The cognizant agency shall formalize all determinations or
agreements reached with an educational institution and provide copies to other agencies having an interest.
 

h. Disputes and disagreements. Where the cognizant agency is unable to reach agreement with an educational
institution with regard to rates or audit resolution, the appeal system of the cognizant agency shall be followed for
resolution of the disagreement.

12. Standard Format for Submission. For facilities and administrative (F&A) rate proposals submitted on or after July
1, 2001, educational institutions shall use the standard format, shown in Appendix C, to submit their F&A rate
proposal to the cognizant agency. The cognizant agency may, on an institution by institution basis, grant exceptions
from all or portions of Part II of the standard format requirement. This requirement does not apply to educational
institutions that use the simplified method for calculating F&A rates, as described in Section H.

H. Simplified method for small institutions.

1. General.

a. Where the total direct cost of work covered by Circular A 21 at an institution does not exceed $10 million in a
fiscal year, the use of the simplified procedure described in subsections 2 or 3, may be used in determining
allowable F&A costs. Under this simplified procedure, the institution's most recent annual financial report and
immediately available supporting information shall be utilized as basis for determining the F&A cost rate
applicable to all sponsored agreements. The institution may use either the salaries and wages (see subsection 2)
or modified total direct costs (see subsection 3) as distribution basis.
 

b. The simplified procedure should not be used where it produces results that appear inequitable to the Federal
Government or the institution. In any such case, F&A costs should be determined through use of the regular
procedure.

2. Simplified procedure Salaries and wages base.

a. Establish the total amount of salaries and wages paid to all employees of the institution.
 

b. Establish an F&A cost pool consisting of the expenditures (exclusive of capital items and other costs specifically
identified as unallowable) that customarily are classified under the following titles or their equivalents:

(1) General administration and general expenses (exclusive of costs of student administration and services,
student activities, student aid, and scholarships).

(2) Operation and maintenance of physical plant; and depreciation and use allowances; after appropriate
adjustment for costs applicable to other institutional activities.

(3) Library.

(4) Department administration expenses, which will be computed as 20 percent of the salaries and expenses of
deans and heads of departments.

In those cases where expenditures classified under subsection (1) have previously been allocated to other
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institutional activities, they may be included in the F&A cost pool. The total amount of salaries and wages
included in the F&A cost pool must be separately identified.
 

c. Establish a salary and wage distribution base, determined by deducting from the total of salaries and wages as
established in subsection a the amount of salaries and wages included under subsection b.
 

d. Establish the F&A cost rate, determined by dividing the amount in the F&A cost pool, subsection b, by the amount
of the distribution base, subsection c.
 

e. Apply the F&A cost rate to direct salaries and wages for individual agreements to determine the amount of F&A
costs allocable to such agreements.

3. Simplified procedure Modified total direct cost base.

a. Establish the total costs incurred by the institution for the base period.

 

b. Establish a F&A cost pool consisting of the expenditures (exclusive of capital items and other costs specifically
identified as unallowable) that customarily are classified under the following titles or their equivalents:

(1) General administration and general expenses (exclusive of costs of student administration and services,
student activities, student aid, and scholarships).

(2) Operation and maintenance of physical plant; and depreciation and use allowances; after appropriate
adjustment for costs applicable to other institutional activities.

(3) Library.

(4) Department administration expenses, which will be computed as 20 percent of the salaries and expenses of
deans and heads of departments.

In those cases where expenditures classified under subsection (1) have previously been allocated to other
institutional activities, they may be included in the F&A cost pool. The modified total direct costs amount included
in the F&A cost pool must be separately identified.
 

c. Establish a modified total direct cost distribution base, as defined in Section G.2, that consists of all institution's
direct functions.
 

d. Establish the F&A cost rate, determined by dividing the amount in the F&A cost pool, subsection b, by the amount
of the distribution base, subsection c.
 

e. Apply the F&A cost rate to the modified total direct costs for individual agreements to determine the amount of
F&A costs allocable to such agreements.

J. General provisions for selected items of cost.

Sections 1 through 54 provide principles to be applied in establishing the allowability of certain items involved in
determining cost. These principles should apply irrespective of whether a particular item of cost is properly treated as
direct cost or F&A cost. Failure to mention a particular item of cost is not intended to imply that it is either allowable or
unallowable; rather, determination as to allowability in each case should be based on the treatment provided for
similar or related items of cost. In case of a discrepancy between the provisions of a specific sponsored agreement
and the provisions below, the agreement should govern.

1. Advertising and public relations costs.

a. The term advertising costs means the costs of advertising media and corollary administrative costs. Advertising
media include magazines, newspapers, radio and television, direct mail, exhibits, electronic or computer
transmittals, and the like.
 

b. The term public relations includes community relations and means those activities dedicated to maintaining the
image of the institution or maintaining or promoting understanding and favorable relations with the community or
public at large or any segment of the public.
 

c. The only allowable advertising costs are those that are solely for:

(1) The recruitment of personnel required for the performance by the institution of obligations arising under a
sponsored agreement (See also subsection b. of section J.42, Recruiting); 

(2) The procurement of goods and services for the performance of a sponsored agreement;
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(3) The disposal of scrap or surplus materials acquired in the performance of a sponsored agreement except
when non-Federal entities are reimbursed for disposal costs at a predetermined amount; or

(4) Other specific purposes necessary to meet the requirements of the sponsored agreement.
 

d. The only allowable public relations costs are:

(1) Costs specifically required by the sponsored agrrement;

(2) Costs of communicating with the public and press pertaining to specific activities or accomplishments which
result from performance of sponsored agreements (these costs are considered necessary as part of the outreach
effort for the sponsored agreement); or

(3) Costs of conducting general liaison with news media and government public relations officers, to the extent
that such activities are limited to communication and liaison necessary keep the public informed on matters of
public concern, such as notices of Federal contract/grant awards, financial matters, etc.
 

e. Costs identified in subsections c and d if incurred for more than one sponsored agreement or for both sponsored
work and other work of the institution, are allowable to the extent that the principles in sections D. ("Direct Costs")
and E. ("F & A Costs") are observed. 
 

f. Unallowable advertising and public relations costs include the following:

(1) All advertising and public relations costs other than as specified in subsections 1.c, 1.d and 1.e.

(2) Costs of meetings, conventions, convocations, or other events related to other activities of the institution,
including:

(a) Costs of displays, demonstrations, and exhibits;

(b) Costs of meeting rooms, hospitality suites, and other special facilities used in conjunction with shows
and other special events; and

(c) Salaries and wages of employees engaged in setting up and displaying exhibits, making
demonstrations, and providing briefings;

(3) Costs of promotional items and memorabilia, including models, gifts, and souvenirs;

(4) Costs of advertising and public relations designed solely to promote the institution.

2. Advisory councils.

Costs incurred by advisory councils or committees are allowable as a direct cost where authorized by the Federal
awarding agency or as an indirect cost where allocable to sponsored agreements.

3. Alcoholic beverages.

Costs of alcoholic beverages are unallowable.

4. Alumni/ae activities.

Costs incurred for, or in support of, alumni/ae activities and similar services are unallowable.

5. Audit costs and related services.

a. The costs of audits required by, and performed in accordance with, the Single Audit Act, as implemented by
Circular A-133, "Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations" are allowable. Also see 31
USC 7505(b) and section ___.230 ("Audit Costs") of Circular A-133.
 

b. Other audit costs are allowable if included in an indirect cost rate proposal, or if specifically approved by the
awarding agency as a direct cost to an award.
 

c. The cost of agreed-upon procedures engagements to monitor subrecipients who are exempted from A-133 under
section ___.200(d) are allowable, subject to the conditions listed in A-133, section ___.230 (b)(2).

6. Bad Debt.

Bad debts, including losses (whether actual or estimated) arising from uncollectable accounts and other claims,
related collection costs, and related legal costs, are unallowable.935
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7. Bonding costs.

a. Bonding costs arise when the Federal Government requires assurance against financial loss to itself or others by
reason of the act or default of the institution. They arise also in instances where the institution requires similar
assurance. Included are such bonds as bid, performance, payment, advance payment, infringement, and fidelity
bonds. 
 

b. Costs of bonding required pursuant to the terms of the award are allowable. 
 

c. Costs of bonding required by the institution in the general conduct of its operations are allowable to the extent
that such bonding is in accordance with sound business practice and the rates and premiums are reasonable
under the circumstances.

8. Commencement and convocation costs.

Costs incurred for commencements and convocations are unallowable, except as provided for in Section F.9.

9. Communication costs.

Costs incurred for telephone services, local and long distance telephone calls, telegrams, postage, messenger,
electronic or computer transmittal services and the like are allowable.

10. Compensation for personal services.

a. General. Compensation for personal services covers all amounts paid currently or accrued by the institution for
services of employees rendered during the period of performance under sponsored agreements. Such amounts
include salaries, wages, and fringe benefits (see subsection f). These costs are allowable to the extent that the
total compensation to individual employees conforms to the established policies of the institution, consistently
applied, and provided that the charges for work performed directly on sponsored agreements and for other work
allocable as F&A costs are determined and supported as provided below. Charges to sponsored agreements
may include reasonable amounts for activities contributing and intimately related to work under the agreements,
such as delivering special lectures about specific aspects of the ongoing activity, writing reports and articles,
participating in appropriate seminars, consulting with colleagues and graduate students, and attending meetings
and conferences. Incidental work (that in excess of normal for the individual), for which supplemental
compensation is paid by an institution under institutional policy, need not be included in the payroll distribution
systems described below, provided such work and compensation are separately identified and documented in
the financial management system of the institution.
 

b. Payroll distribution.

(1) General Principles.

(a) The distribution of salaries and wages, whether treated as direct or F&A costs, will be based on payrolls
documented in accordance with the generally accepted practices of colleges and universities. Institutions
may include in a residual category all activities that are not directly charged to sponsored agreements, and
that need not be distributed to more than one activity for purposes of identifying F&A costs and the functions
to which they are allocable. The components of the residual category are not required to be separately
documented.

(b) The apportionment of employees' salaries and wages which are chargeable to more than one
sponsored agreement or other cost objective will be accomplished by methods which will-

(1) be in accordance with Sections A.2 and C; 

(2) produce an equitable distribution of charges for employee's activities; and 

(3) distinguish the employees' direct activities from their F&A activities.

(c) In the use of any methods for apportioning salaries, it is recognized that, in an academic setting,
teaching, research, service, and administration are often inextricably intermingled. A precise assessment of
factors that contribute to costs is not always feasible, nor is it expected. Reliance, therefore, is placed on
estimates in which a degree of tolerance is appropriate.

(d) There is no single best method for documenting the distribution of charges for personal services.
Methods for apportioning salaries and wages, however, must meet the criteria specified in subsection b.(2).
Examples of acceptable methods are contained in subsection c. Other methods that meet the criteria
specified in subsection b.(2) also shall be deemed acceptable, if a mutually satisfactory alternative
agreement is reached.
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(2) Criteria for Acceptable Methods.
 

(a) The payroll distribution system will 

(i) be incorporated into the official records of the institution; 

(ii) reasonably reflect the activity for which the employee is compensated by the institution; and 

(iii) encompass both sponsored and all other activities on an integrated basis, but may include the use
of subsidiary records. (Compensation for incidental work described in subsection a need not be
included.)

(b) The method must recognize the principle of after the fact confirmation or determination so that costs
distributed represent actual costs, unless a mutually satisfactory alternative agreement is reached. Direct
cost activities and F&A cost activities may be confirmed by responsible persons with suitable means of
verification that the work was performed. Confirmation by the employee is not a requirement for either direct
or F&A cost activities if other responsible persons make appropriate confirmations.

(c) The payroll distribution system will allow confirmation of activity allocable to each sponsored agreement
and each of the categories of activity needed to identify F&A costs and the functions to which they are
allocable. The activities chargeable to F&A cost categories or the major functions of the institution for
employees whose salaries must be apportioned (see subsection b.(1)b)), if not initially identified as
separate categories, may be subsequently distributed by any reasonable method mutually agreed to,
including, but not limited to, suitably conducted surveys, statistical sampling procedures, or the application
of negotiated fixed rates.

(d) Practices vary among institutions and within institutions as to the activity constituting a full workload.
Therefore, the payroll distribution system may reflect categories of activities expressed as a percentage
distribution of total activities.

(e) Direct and F&A charges may be made initially to sponsored agreements on the basis of estimates made
before services are performed. When such estimates are used, significant changes in the corresponding
work activity must be identified and entered into the payroll distribution system. Short term (such as one or
two months) fluctuation between workload categories need not be considered as long as the distribution of
salaries and wages is reasonable over the longer term, such as an academic period. 

(f) The system will provide for independent internal evaluations to ensure the system's effectiveness and
compliance with the above standards.

(g) For systems which meet these standards, the institution will not be required to provide additional support
or documentation for the effort actually performed.
 

c. Examples of Acceptable Methods for Payroll Distribution:

(1) Plan Confirmation: Under this method, the distribution of salaries and wages of professorial and professional
staff applicable to sponsored agreements is based on budgeted, planned, or assigned work activity, updated to
reflect any significant changes in work distribution. A plan confirmation system used for salaries and wages
charged directly or indirectly to sponsored agreements will meet the following standards:

(a) A system of budgeted, planned, or assigned work activity will be incorporated into the official records of
the institution and encompass both sponsored and all other activities on an integrated basis. The system
may include the use of subsidiary records.

(b) The system will reasonably reflect only the activity for which the employee is compensated by the
institution (compensation for incidental work described in subsection a need not be included). Practices
vary among institutions and within institutions as to the activity constituting a full workload. Hence, the
system will reflect categories of activities expressed as a percentage distribution of total activities. (See
Section H for treatment of F&A costs under the simplified method for small institutions.)

(c) The system will reflect activity applicable to each sponsored agreement and to each category needed to
identify F&A costs and the functions to which they are allocable. The system may treat F&A cost activities
initially within a residual category and subsequently determine them by alternate methods as discussed in
subsection b.(2)(c).

(d) The system will provide for modification of an individual's salary or salary distribution commensurate
with a significant change in the employee's work activity. Short term (such as one or two months) fluctuation
between workload categories need not be considered as long as the distribution of salaries and wages is
reasonable over the longer term, such as an academic period. Whenever it is apparent that a significant
change in work activity that is directly or indirectly charged to sponsored agreements will occur or has
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occurred, the change will be documented over the signature of a responsible official and entered into the
system.

(e) At least annually a statement will be signed by the employee, principal investigator, or responsible
official(s) using suitable means of verification that the work was performed, stating that salaries and wages
charged to sponsored agreements as direct charges, and to residual, F&A cost or other categories are
reasonable in relation to work performed.

(f) The system will provide for independent internal evaluation to ensure the system's integrity and
compliance with the above standards.

(g) In the use of this method, an institution shall not be required to provide additional support or
documentation for the effort actually performed.

(2) After the fact Activity Records: Under this system the distribution of salaries and wages by the institution will be
supported by activity reports as prescribed below.

(a) Activity reports will reflect the distribution of activity expended by employees covered by the system
(compensation for incidental work as described in subsection a need not be included).

(b) These reports will reflect an after the fact reporting of the percentage distribution of activity of employees.
Charges may be made initially on the basis of estimates made before the services are performed, provided
that such charges are promptly adjusted if significant differences are indicated by activity records.

(c) Reports will reasonably reflect the activities for which employees are compensated by the institution. To
confirm that the distribution of activity represents a reasonable estimate of the work performed by the
employee during the period, the reports will be signed by the employee, principal investigator, or
responsible official(s) using suitable means of verification that the work was performed.

(d) The system will reflect activity applicable to each sponsored agreement and to each category needed to
identify F&A costs and the functions to which they are allocable. The system may treat F&A cost activities
initially within a residual category and subsequently determine them by alternate methods as discussed in
subsection b.(2)(c).

(e) For professorial and professional staff, the reports will be prepared each academic term, but no less
frequently than every six months. For other employees, unless alternate arrangements are agreed to, the
reports will be prepared no less frequently than monthly and will coincide with one or more pay periods.

(f) Where the institution uses time cards or other forms of after the fact payroll documents as original
documentation for payroll and payroll charges, such documents shall qualify as records for this purpose,
provided that they meet the requirements in subsections (a) through (e).

(3) Multiple Confirmation Records: Under this system, the distribution of salaries and wages of professorial and
professional staff will be supported by records which certify separately for direct and F&A cost activities as
prescribed below.
 

(a) For employees covered by the system, there will be direct cost records to reflect the distribution of that
activity expended which is to be allocable as direct cost to each sponsored agreement. There will also be
F&A cost records to reflect the distribution of that activity to F&A costs. These records may be kept jointly or
separately (but are to be certified separately, see below).

(b) Salary and wage charges may be made initially on the basis of estimates made before the services are
performed, provided that such charges are promptly adjusted if significant differences occur.

(c) Institutional records will reasonably reflect only the activity for which employees are compensated by the
institution (compensation for incidental work as described in subsection a need not be included).

(d) The system will reflect activity applicable to each sponsored agreement and to each category needed to
identify F&A costs and the functions to which they are allocable.

(e) To confirm that distribution of activity represents a reasonable estimate of the work performed by the
employee during the period, the record for each employee will include: 

(1) the signature of the employee or of a person having direct knowledge of the work, confirming that
the record of activities allocable as direct costs of each sponsored agreement is appropriate; and, 

(2) the record of F&A costs will include the signature of responsible person(s) who use suitable means
of verification that the work was performed and is consistent with the overall distribution of the
employee's compensated activities. These signatures may all be on the same document.
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(f) The reports will be prepared each academic term, but no less frequently than every six months.

(g) Where the institution uses time cards or other forms of after the fact payroll documents as original
documentation for payroll and payroll charges, such documents shall qualify as records for this purposes,
provided they meet the requirements in subsections (a) through (f).
 

d. Salary rates for faculty members. 

(1) Salary rates for academic year. Charges for work performed on sponsored agreements by faculty members
during the academic year will be based on the individual faculty member's regular compensation for the
continuous period which, under the policy of the institution concerned, constitutes the basis of his salary. Charges
for work performed on sponsored agreements during all or any portion of such period are allowable at the base
salary rate. In no event will charges to sponsored agreements, irrespective of the basis of computation, exceed
the proportionate share of the base salary for that period. This principle applies to all members of the faculty at an
institution. Since intra university consulting is assumed to be undertaken as a university obligation requiring no
compensation in addition to full time base salary, the principle also applies to faculty members who function as
consultants or otherwise contribute to a sponsored agreement conducted by another faculty member of the same
institution. However, in unusual cases where consultation is across departmental lines or involves a separate or
remote operation, and the work performed by the consultant is in addition to his regular departmental load, any
charges for such work representing extra compensation above the base salary are allowable provided that such
consulting arrangements are specifically provided for in the agreement or approved in writing by the sponsoring
agency.

(2) Periods outside the academic year.

(a) Except as otherwise specified for teaching activity in subsection (b), charges for work performed by faculty
members on sponsored agreements during the summer months or other period not included in the base salary
period will be determined for each faculty member at a rate not in excess of the base salary divided by the period
to which the base salary relates, and will be limited to charges made in accordance with other parts of this
section. The base salary period used in computing charges for work performed during the summer months will be
the number of months covered by the faculty member's official academic year appointment.

(b) Charges for teaching activities performed by faculty members on sponsored agreements during the summer
months or other periods not included in the base salary period will be based on the normal policy of the institution
governing compensation to faculty members for teaching assignments during such periods.

(3) Part time faculty. Charges for work performed on sponsored agreements by faculty members having only part
time appointments will be determined at a rate not in excess of that regularly paid for the part time assignments.
For example, an institution pays $5000 to a faculty member for half time teaching during the academic year. He
devoted one half of his remaining time to a sponsored agreement. Thus, his additional compensation,
chargeable by the institution to the agreement, would be one half of $5000, or $2500.
 

e. Noninstitutional professional activities. Unless an arrangement is specifically authorized by a Federal sponsoring
agency, an institution must follow its institution wide policies and practices concerning the permissible extent of
professional services that can be provided outside the institution for noninstitutional compensation. Where such
institution wide policies do not exist or do not adequately define the permissible extent of consulting or other
noninstitutional activities undertaken for extra outside pay, the Federal Government may require that the effort of
professional staff working on sponsored agreements be allocated between (1) institutional activities, and (2)
noninstitutional professional activities. If the sponsoring agency considers the extent of noninstitutional
professional effort excessive, appropriate arrangements governing compensation will be negotiated on a case by
case basis.
 

f. Fringe benefits. 

(1) Fringe benefits in the form of regular compensation paid to employees during periods of authorized absences
from the job, such as for annual leave, sick leave, military leave, and the like, are allowable, provided such costs
are distributed to all institutional activities in proportion to the relative amount of time or effort actually devoted by
the employees. See subsection 11.f.(4) for treatment of sabbatical leave.

(2) Fringe benefits in the form of employer contributions or expenses for social security, employee insurance,
workmen's compensation insurance, tuition or remission of tuition for individual employees are allowable,
provided such benefits are granted in accordance with established educational institutional policies, and are
distributed to all institutional activities on an equitable basis. Tuition benefits for family members other than the
employee are unallowable for fiscal years beginning after September 30, 1998. See Section J.45.b, Scholarships
and student aid costs, for treatment of tuition remission provided to students.

(3) Rules for pension plan costs are as follows:

(a) Costs of the institution's pension plan which are incurred in accordance with the established policies of the
institution are allowable, provided: (i) such policies meet the test of reasonableness, (ii) the methods of cost
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allocation are equitable for all activities, (iii) the amount of pension cost assigned to each fiscal year is
determined in accordance with subsection (b), and (iv) the cost assigned to a given fiscal year is paid or funded
for all plan participants within six months after the end of that year. However, increases to normal and past
service pension costs caused by a delay in funding the actuarial liability beyond 30 days after each quarter of the
year to which such costs are assignable are unallowable.

(b) The amount of pension cost assigned to each fiscal year shall be determined in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles. Institutions may elect to follow the "Cost Accounting Standard for Composition
and Measurement of Pension Cost" (48 Part 9904 412).

(c) Premiums paid for pension plan termination insurance pursuant to the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act (ERISA) of 1974 (Pub. L. 93 406) are allowable. Late payment charges on such premiums are unallowable.
Excise taxes on accumulated funding deficiencies and prohibited transactions of pension plan fiduciaries
imposed under ERISA are also unallowable.

(4) Rules for sabbatical leave are as follows:

(a) Costs of leave of absence by employees for performance of graduate work or sabbatical study, travel, or
research are allowable provided the institution has a uniform policy on sabbatical leave for persons engaged in
instruction and persons engaged in research. Such costs will be allocated on an equitable basis among all
related activities of the institution. 

(b) Where sabbatical leave is included in fringe benefits for which a cost is determined for assessment as a direct
charge, the aggregate amount of such assessments applicable to all work of the institution during the base period
must be reasonable in relation to the institution's actual experience under its sabbatical leave policy.

(5) Fringe benefits may be assigned to cost objectives by identifying specific benefits to specific individual
employees or by allocating on the basis of institution wide salaries and wages of the employees receiving the
benefits. When the allocation method is used, separate allocations must be made to selective groupings of
employees, unless the institution demonstrates that costs in relationship to salaries and wages do not differ
significantly for different groups of employees. Fringe benefits shall be treated in the same manner as the salaries
and wages of the employees receiving the benefits. The benefits related to salaries and wages treated as direct
costs shall also be treated as direct costs; the benefits related to salaries and wages treated as F&A costs shall
be treated as F&A costs.
 

g. Institution furnished automobiles. 

That portion of the cost of institution furnished automobiles that relates to personal use by employees (including
transportation to and from work) is unallowable regardless of whether the cost is reported as taxable income to
the employees.
 

h. Severance pay. 

(1) Severance pay is compensation in addition to regular salary and wages which is paid by an institution to
employees whose services are being terminated. Costs of severance pay are allowable only to the extent that
such payments are required by law, by employer-employee agreement, by established policy that constitutes in
effect an implied agreement on the institution's part, or by circumstances of the particular employment. 

(2) Severance payments that are due to normal recurring turnover and which otherwise meet the conditions of
subsection (1) may be allowed provided the actual costs of such severance payments are regarded as expenses
applicable to the current fiscal year and are equitably distributed among the institution's activities during that
period.

(3) Severance payments that are due to abnormal or mass terminations are of such conjectural nature that
allowability must be determined on a case-by-case basis. However, the Federal Government recognizes its
obligation to participate, to the extent of its fair share, in any specific payment. 

(4) Costs incurred in excess of the institution's normal severance pay policy applicable to all persons employed
by the institution upon termination of employment are unallowable.

11. Contingency provisions.

Contributions to a contingency reserve or any similar provision made for events the occurrence of which cannot be
foretold with certainty as to time, intensity, or with an assurance of their happening, are unallowable, except as noted
in the cost principles in this circular regarding self-insurance, pensions, severance and post-retirement health costs.

12. Deans of faculty and graduate schools.

The salaries and expenses of deans of faculty and graduate schools, or their equivalents, and their staffs, are
allowable.
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13. Defense and prosecution of criminal and civil proceedings, claims, appeals and patent infringement.

a. Definitions.

"Conviction," as used herein, means a judgment or conviction of a criminal offense by any court of competent
jurisdiction, whether entered upon verdict or a plea, including a conviction due to a plea of nolo contendere.

"Costs," include, but are not limited to, administrative and clerical expenses; the cost of legal services, whether
performed by in house or private counsel; the costs of the services of accountants, consultants, or others retained
by the institution to assist it; costs of employees, officers and trustees, and any similar costs incurred before,
during, and after commencement of a judicial or administrative proceeding that bears a direct relationship to the
proceedings.

"Fraud," as used herein, means –

(1) acts of fraud or corruption or attempts to defraud the Federal Government or to corrupt its agents;

(2) acts that constitute a cause for debarment or suspension (as specified in agency regulations), and (3) acts
which violate the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C., sections 3729 3731, or the Anti kickback Act, 41 U.S.C., sections
51 and 54.

"Penalty," does not include restitution, reimbursement, or compensatory damages.

"Proceeding," includes an investigation.
 

b. (1) Except as otherwise described herein, costs incurred in connection with any criminal, civil or administrative
proceeding (including filing of a false certification) commenced by the Federal Government, or a State, local or
foreign government, are not allowable if the proceeding 

(a) relates to a violation of, or failure to comply with, a Federal, State, local or foreign statute or regulation, by the
institution (including its agents and employees); and 

(b) results in any of the following dispositions:

(i) In a criminal proceeding, a conviction.

(ii) In a civil or administrative proceeding involving an allegation of fraud or similar misconduct, a
determination of institutional liability.

(iii) In the case of any civil or administrative proceeding, the imposition of a monetary penalty.

(iv) A final decision by an appropriate Federal official to debar or suspend the institution, to rescind or void
an award, or to terminate an award for default by reason of a violation or failure to comply with a law or
regulation.

(v) A disposition by consent or compromise, if the action could have resulted in any of the dispositions
described in subsections (i) through (iv).

(2) If more than one proceeding involves the same alleged misconduct, the costs of all such proceedings shall be
unallowable if any one of them results in one of the dispositions shown in subsection b.
 

c. If a proceeding referred to in subsection b. is commenced by the Federal Government and is resolved by consent
or compromise pursuant to an agreement entered into by the institution and the Federal Government, then the
costs incurred by the institution in connection with such proceedings that are otherwise not allowable under
subsection b. may be allowed to the extent specifically provided in such agreement.
 

d. If a proceeding referred to in subsection b. is commenced by a State, local or foreign government, the authorized
Federal official may allow the costs incurred by the institution for such proceedings, if such authorized official
determines that the costs were incurred as a result of –

(1) a specific term or condition of a federally sponsored agreement; or 

(2) specific written direction of an authorized official of the sponsoring agency.
 

e. Costs incurred in connection with proceedings described in subsection b, but which are not made unallowable by
that subsection, may be allowed by the Federal Government, but only to the extent that:

(1) The costs are reasonable in relation to the activities required to deal with the proceeding and the underlying
cause of action;
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(2) Payment of the costs incurred, as allowable and allocable costs, is not prohibited by any other provision(s) of
the sponsored agreement;

(3) The costs are not otherwise recovered from the Federal Government or a third party, either directly as a result
of the proceeding or otherwise; and,

(4) The percentage of costs allowed does not exceed the percentage determined by an authorized Federal
official to be appropriate considering the complexity of procurement litigation, generally accepted principles
governing the award of legal fees in civil actions involving the United States as a party, and such other factors as
may be appropriate. Such percentage shall not exceed 80 percent. However, if an agreement reached under
subsection c has explicitly considered this 80 percent limitation and permitted a higher percentage, then the full
amount of costs resulting from that agreement shall be allowable.
 

f. Costs incurred by the institution in connection with the defense of suits brought by its employees or ex employees
under section 2 of the Major Fraud Act of 1988 (Pub. L. 100 700), including the cost of all relief necessary to make
such employee whole, where the institution was found liable or settled, are unallowable.
 

g. Costs of legal, accounting, and consultant services, and related costs, incurred in connection with defense
against Federal Government claims or appeals, or the prosecution of claims or appeals against the Federal
Government, are unallowable.
 

h. Costs of legal, accounting, and consultant services, and related costs, incurred in connection with patent
infringement litigation, are unallowable unless otherwise provided for in the sponsored agreements.
 

i. Costs, which may be unallowable under this section, including directly associated costs, shall be segregated and
accounted for by the institution separately. During the pendency of any proceeding covered by subsections b and
f, the Federal Government shall generally withhold payment of such costs. However, if in the best interests of the
Federal Government, the Federal Government may provide for conditional payment upon provision of adequate
security, or other adequate assurance, and agreement by the institution to repay all unallowable costs, plus
interest, if the costs are subsequently determined to be unallowable.

14. Depreciation and use allowances.

a. Institutions may be compensated for the use of their buildings, capital improvements, and equipment, provided
that they are used, needed in the institutions' activities, and properly allocable to sponsored agreements. Such
compensation shall be made by computing either depreciation or use allowance. Use allowances are the means
of providing such compensation when depreciation or other equivalent costs are not computed. The allocation for
depreciation or use allowance shall be made in accordance with Section F.2. Depreciation and use allowances
are computed applying the following rules:
 

b. The computation of depreciation or use allowances shall be based on the acquisition cost of the assets involved.
The acquisition cost of an asset donated to the institution by a third party shall be its fair market value at the time
of the donation. 
 

c. For this purpose, the acquisition cost will exclude:

(1) the cost of land; 

(2) any portion of the cost of buildings and equipment borne by or donated by the Federal Government,
irrespective of where title was originally vested or where it is presently located; and

(3) any portion of the cost of buildings and equipment contributed by or for the institution where law or agreement
prohibits recovery.
 

d. In the use of the depreciation method, the following shall be observed: 

(1) The period of useful service (useful life) established in each case for usable capital assets must take into
consideration such factors as type of construction, nature of the equipment, technological developments in the
particular area, and the renewal and replacement policies followed for the individual items or classes of assets
involved.

(2) The depreciation method used to charge the cost of an asset (or group of assets) to accounting periods shall
reflect the pattern of consumption of the asset during its useful life. 

In the absence of clear evidence indicating that the expected consumption of the asset will be significantly
greater in the early portions than in the later portions of its useful life, the straight-line method shall be presumed
to be the appropriate method.

Depreciation methods once used shall not be changed unless approved in advance by the cognizant Federal942
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agency. The depreciation methods used to calculate the depreciation amounts for F&A rate purposes shall be the
same methods used by the institution for its financial statements. This requirement does not apply to those
institutions (e.g., public institutions of higher education) which are not required to record depreciation by
applicable generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).

(3) Where the depreciation method is introduced to replace the use allowance method, depreciation shall be
computed as if the asset had been depreciated over its entire life (i.e., from the date the asset was acquired and
ready for use to the date of disposal or withdrawal from service). The aggregate amount of use allowances and
depreciation attributable to an asset (including imputed depreciation applicable to periods prior to the conversion
to the use allowance method as well as depreciation after the conversion) may be less than, and in no case,
greater than the total acquisition cost of the asset. 

(4) The entire building, including the shell and all components, may be treated as a single asset and depreciated
over a single useful life. A building may also be divided into multiple components. Each component item may
then be depreciated over its estimated useful life. The building components shall be grouped into three general
components of a building: building shell (including construction and design costs), building services systems
(e.g., elevators, HVAC, plumbing system and heating and air-conditioning system) and fixed equipment (e.g.,
sterilizers, casework, fume hoods, cold rooms and glassware/washers). In exceptional cases, a Federal
cognizant agency may authorize a institution to use more than these three groupings. When a institution elects to
depreciate its buildings by its components, the same depreciation methods must be used for F&A purposes and
financial statement purposes, as described in subsection d.2. 

(5) Where the depreciation method is used for a particular class of assets, no depreciation may be allowed on
any such assets that have outlived their depreciable lives. (See also subsection e.(3))
 

e. Under the use allowance method, the following shall be observed: 

(1) The use allowance for buildings and improvements (including improvements such as paved parking areas,
fences, and sidewalks) shall be computed at an annual rate not exceeding two percent of acquisition cost. 

The use allowance for equipment shall be computed at an annual rate not exceeding six and two-thirds percent
of acquisition cost. Use allowance recovery is limited to the acquisition cost of the assets. For donated assets, use
allowance recovery is limited to the fair market value of the assets at the time of donation. 

(2) In contrast to the depreciation method, the entire building must be treated as a single asset without separating
its "shell" from other building components under the use allowance method. The entire building must be treated
as a single asset, and the two-percent use allowance limitation must be applied to all parts of the building. 

The two-percent limitation, however, need not be applied to equipment or other assets that are merely attached
or fastened to the building but not permanently fixed and are used as furnishings, decorations or for specialized
purposes (e.g., dentist chairs and dental treatment units, counters, laboratory benches bolted to the floor,
dishwashers, modular furniture, and carpeting). Such equipment and assets will be considered as not being
permanently fixed to the building if they can be removed without the need for costly or extensive alterations or
repairs to the building to make the space usable for other purposes. Equipment and assets that meet these
criteria will be subject to the 6 2/3 percent equipment use allowance.

(3) A reasonable use allowance may be negotiated for any assets that are considered to be fully depreciated,
after taking into consideration the amount of depreciation previously charged to the Federal Government, the
estimated useful life remaining at the time of negotiation, the effect of any increased maintenance charges,
decreased efficiency due to age, and any other factors pertinent to the utilization of the asset for the purpose
contemplated. 

(4) Notwithstanding subsection e.(3), once a institution converts from one cost recovery methodology to another,
acquisition costs not recovered may not be used in the calculation of the use allowance in subsection e.(3). 
 

f. Except as otherwise provided in subsections b. through e., a combination of the depreciation and use allowance
methods may not be used, in like circumstances, for a single class of assets (e.g., buildings, office equipment,
and computer equipment). 
 

g. Charges for use allowances or depreciation must be supported by adequate property records, and physical
inventories must be taken at least once every two years to ensure that the assets exist and are usable, used, and
needed. Statistical sampling techniques may be used in taking these inventories. In addition, when the
depreciation method is used, adequate depreciation records showing the amount of depreciation taken each
period must also be maintained. 
 

h. This section applies to the largest college and university recipients of Federal research and development funds
as displayed in Exhibit A, List of Colleges and Universities Subject to Section J.14.h of Circular A-21. 

(1) Institutions shall expend currently, or reserve for expenditure within the next five years, the portion of F&A cost
payments made for depreciation or use allowances under sponsored research agreements, consistent with
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Section F.2, to acquire or improve research facilities. This provision applies only to Federal agreements, which
reimburse F&A costs at a full negotiated rate. These funds may only be used for (a) liquidation of the principal of
debts incurred to acquire assets that are used directly for organized research activities, or (b) payments to
acquire, repair, renovate, or improve buildings or equipment directly used for organized research. For buildings
or equipment not exclusively used for organized research activity, only appropriately proportionate amounts will
be considered to have been expended for research facilities. 

(2) An assurance that an amount equal to the Federal reimbursements has been appropriately expended or
reserved to acquire or improve research facilities shall be submitted as part of each F&A cost proposal submitted
to the cognizant Federal agency which is based on costs incurred on or after October 1, 1991. This assurance will
cover the cumulative amounts of funds received and expended during the period beginning after the period
covered by the previous assurance and ending with the fiscal year on which the proposal is based. The
assurance shall also cover any amounts reserved from a prior period in which the funds received exceeded the
amounts expended.

15. Donations and contributions.

a. Contributions or Donations rendered. 
Contributions or donations, including cash, property, and services, made by the institution, regardless of the
recipient, are unallowable.
 

b. Donated services received. 
Donated or volunteer services may be furnished to a institution by professional and technical personnel,
consultants, and other skilled and unskilled labor. The value of these services is not reimbursable either as a
direct or F&A cost. However, the value of donated services may be used to meet cost sharing or matching
requirements in accordance with Circular A-110.
 

c. Donated property. 
The value of donated property is not reimbursable either as a direct or F&A cost, except that depreciation or use
allowances on donated assets are permitted in accordance with Section J.14. The value of donated property may
be used to meet cost sharing or matching requirements, in accordance with Circular A-110.

16. Employee morale, health, and welfare costs and costs.

a. The costs of employee information publications, health or first-aid clinics and/or infirmaries, recreational activities,
employee counseling services, and any other expenses incurred in accordance with the institution's established
practice or custom for the improvement of working conditions, employer-employee relations, employee morale,
and employee performance are allowable.
 

b. Such costs will be equitably apportioned to all activities of the institution. Income generated from any of these
activities will be credited to the cost thereof unless such income has been irrevocably set over to employee
welfare organizations.
 

c. Losses resulting from operating food services are allowable only if the institution’s objective is to operate such
services on a break-even basis. Losses sustained because of operating objectives other than the above are
allowable only (a) where the institution can demonstrate unusual circumstances, and (b) with the approval of the
cognizant Federal agency.

17. Entertainment costs.

Costs of entertainment, including amusement, diversion, and social activities and any costs directly associated with
such costs (such as tickets to shows or sports events, meals, lodging, rentals, transportation, and gratuities) are
unallowable.

18. Equipment and other capital expenditures.

a. For purposes of this subsection, the following definitions apply:

(1) "Capital Expenditures" means expenditures for the acquisition cost of capital assets (equipment, buildings,
and land), or expenditures to make improvements to capital assets that materially increase their value or useful
life. Acquisition cost means the cost of the asset including the cost to put it in place. Acquisition cost for
equipment, for example, means the net invoice price of the equipment, including the cost of any modifications,
attachments, accessories, or auxiliary apparatus necessary to make it usable for the purpose for which it is
acquired. Ancillary charges, such as taxes, duty, protective in transit insurance, freight, and installation may be
included in, or excluded from the acquisition cost in accordance with the institution's regular accounting practices.

(2) "Equipment" means an article of nonexpendable, tangible personal property having a useful life of more than
one year and an acquisition cost which equals or exceeds the lesser of the capitalization level established by the
institution for financial statement purposes, or $5000.

(3) "Special purpose equipment" means equipment which is used only for research, medical, scientific, or other
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technical activities. Examples of special purpose equipment include microscopes, x-ray machines, surgical
instruments, and spectrometers.

(4) "General purpose equipment" means equipment, which is not limited to research, medical, scientific or other
technical activities. Examples include office equipment and furnishings, modular offices, telephone networks,
information technology equipment and systems, air conditioning equipment, reproduction and printing
equipment, and motor vehicles.
 

b. The following rules of allowability shall apply to equipment and other capital expenditures: 

(1) Capital expenditures for general purpose equipment, buildings, and land are unallowable as direct charges,
except where approved in advance by the awarding agency.

(2) Capital expenditures for special purpose equipment are allowable as direct costs, provided that items with a
unit cost of $5000 or more have the prior approval of the awarding agency.

(3) Capital expenditures for improvements to land, buildings, or equipment which materially increase their value
or useful life are unallowable as a direct cost except with the prior approval of the awarding agency. 

(4) When approved as a direct charge pursuant to subsections J.18.b(1) through (3)above, capital expenditures
will be charged in the period in which the expenditure is incurred, or as otherwise determined appropriate by and
negotiated with the awarding agency. 

(5) Equipment and other capital expenditures are unallowable as indirect costs. However, see section J.14,
Depreciation and use allowances, for rules on the allowability of use allowances or depreciation on buildings,
capital improvements, and equipment. Also, see section J.43, Rental costs of buildings and equipment, for rules
on the allowability of rental costs for land, buildings, and equipment. 

(6) The unamortized portion of any equipment written off as a result of a change in capitalization levels may be
recovered by continuing to claim the otherwise allowable use allowances or depreciation on the equipment, or by
amortizing the amount to be written off over a period of years negotiated with the cognizant agency.

19. Fines and penalties.

Costs resulting from violations of, or failure of the institution to comply with, Federal, State, and local or foreign laws
and regulations are unallowable, except when incurred as a result of compliance with specific provisions of the
sponsored agreement, or instructions in writing from the authorized official of the sponsoring agency authorizing in
advance such payments.

20. Fund raising and investment costs.

a. Costs of organized fund raising, including financial campaigns, endowment drives, solicitation of gifts and
bequests, and similar expenses incurred solely to raise capital or obtain contributions, are unallowable.
 

b. Costs of investment counsel and staff and similar expenses incurred solely to enhance income form investments
are unallowable.
 

c. Costs related to the physical custody and control of monies and securities are allowable.

21. Gain and losses on depreciable assets.

a. (1) Gains and losses on the sale, retirement, or other disposition of depreciable property shall be included in the
year in which they occur as credits or charges to the asset cost grouping(s) in which the property was included.
The amount of the gain or loss to be included as a credit or charge to the appropriate asset cost grouping(s) shall
be the difference between the amount realized on the property and the undepreciated basis of the property.

(2) Gains and losses on the disposition of depreciable property shall not be recognized as a separate credit or
charge under the following conditions:

 
(a) The gain or loss is processed through a depreciation account and is reflected in the depreciation
allowable under Section J.14.

(b) The property is given in exchange as part of the purchase price of a similar item and the gain or loss is
taken into account in determining the depreciation cost basis of the new item.

(c) A loss results from the failure to maintain permissible insurance, except as otherwise provided in Section
J.25.

(d) Compensation for the use of the property was provided through use allowances in lieu of depreciation.
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b. Gains or losses of any nature arising from the sale or exchange of property other than the property covered in
subsection a shall be excluded in computing sponsored agreement costs.
 

c. When assets acquired with Federal funds, in part or wholly, are disposed of, the distribution of the proceeds shall
be made in accordance with Circular A 110, "Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Agreements
with Institutions of Higher Education, Hospitals, and Other Non Profit Organizations."

22. Goods or services for personal use.

Costs of goods or services for personal use of the institution's employees are unallowable regardless of whether the
cost is reported as taxable income to the employees.

23. Housing and personal living expenses.

a. Costs of housing (e.g., depreciation, maintenance, utilities, furnishings, rent, etc.), housing allowances and
personal living expenses for/of the institution's officers are unallowable regardless of whether the cost is reported
as taxable income to the employees.
 

b. The term "officers" includes current and past officers.

24. Idle facilities and idle capacity.

a. As used in this section the following terms have the meanings set forth below: 

(1) "Facilities" means land and buildings or any portion thereof, equipment individually or collectively, or any
other tangible capital asset, wherever located, and whether owned or leased by the institution.

(2) "Idle facilities" means completely unused facilities that are excess to the institution's current needs. 

(3) "Idle capacity" means the unused capacity of partially used facilities. It is the difference between: 

(a) that which a facility could achieve under 100 percent operating time on a one-shift basis less operating
interruptions resulting from time lost for repairs, setups, unsatisfactory materials, and other normal delays;
and 

(b) the extent to which the facility was actually used to meet demands during the accounting period. A multi-
shift basis should be used if it can be shown that this amount of usage would normally be expected for the
type of facility involved.

(4) "Cost of idle facilities or idle capacity" means costs such as maintenance, repair, housing, rent, and other
related costs, e.g., insurance, interest, property taxes and depreciation or use allowances.
 

b. The costs of idle facilities are unallowable except to the extent that: 

(1) They are necessary to meet fluctuations in workload; or 

(2) Although not necessary to meet fluctuations in workload, they were necessary when acquired and are now
idle because of changes in program requirements, efforts to achieve more economical operations,
reorganization, termination, or other causes which could not have been reasonably foreseen. Under the
exception stated in this subsection, costs of idle facilities are allowable for a reasonable period of time, ordinarily
not to exceed one year, depending on the initiative taken to use, lease, or dispose of such facilities.
 

c. The costs of idle capacity are normal costs of doing business and are a factor in the normal fluctuations of usage
or indirect cost rates from period to period. Such costs are allowable, provided that the capacity is reasonably
anticipated to be necessary or was originally reasonable and is not subject to reduction or elimination by use on
other sponsored agreements, subletting, renting, or sale, in accordance with sound business, economic, or
security practices. Widespread idle capacity throughout an entire facility or among a group of assets having
substantially the same function may be considered idle facilities.

25. Insurance and indemnification.

a. Costs of insurance required or approved, and maintained, pursuant to the sponsored agreement, are allowable.
 

b. Costs of other insurance maintained by the institution in connection with the general conduct of its activities, are
allowable subject to the following limitations: 

(1) types and extent and cost of coverage must be in accordance with sound institutional practice; 

(2) costs of insurance or of any contributions to any reserve covering the risk of loss of or damage to federally
owned property are unallowable, except to the extent that the Federal Government has specifically required or
approved such costs; and 946
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(3) costs of insurance on the lives of officers or trustees are unallowable except where such insurance is part of
an employee plan which is not unduly restricted.
 

c. Contributions to a reserve for a self insurance program are allowable, to the extent that the types of coverage,
extent of coverage, and the rates and premiums would have been allowed had insurance been purchased to
cover the risks.
 

d. Actual losses which could have been covered by permissible insurance (whether through purchased insurance
or self insurance) are unallowable, unless expressly provided for in the sponsored agreement, except that costs
incurred because of losses not covered under existing deductible clauses for insurance coverage provided in
keeping with sound management practice as well as minor losses not covered by insurance, such as spoilage,
breakage and disappearance of small hand tools, which occur in the ordinary course of operations, are
allowable.
 

e. Indemnification includes securing the institution against liabilities to third persons and other losses not
compensated by insurance or otherwise. The Federal Government is obligated to indemnify the institution only to
the extent expressly provided for in the sponsored agreement, except as provided in subsection d.
 

f. Insurance against defects. Costs of insurance with respect to any costs incurred to correct defects in the
institution's materials or workmanship are unallowable.
 

g. Medical liability (malpractice) insurance is an allowable cost of research programs only to the extent that the
research involves human subjects. Medical liability insurance costs shall be treated as a direct cost and shall be
assigned to individual projects based on the manner in which the insurer allocates the risk to the population
covered by the insurance.

26. Interest.

a. Costs incurred for interest on borrowed capital, temporary use of endowment funds, or the use of the institution’s
own funds, however represented, are unallowable. However, interest on debt incurred after July 1, 1982 to
acquire buildings, major reconstruction and remodeling, or the acquisition or fabrication of capital equipment
costing $10,000 or more, is allowable. 
 

b. Interest on debt incurred after May 8, 1996 to acquire or replace capital assets (including construction,
renovations, alterations, equipment, land, and capital assets acquired through capital leases) acquired after that
date and used in support of sponsored agreements is allowable, subject to the following conditions:

(1) For facilities costing over $500,000, the institution shall prepare, prior to acquisition or replacement of the
facility, a lease-purchase analysis in accordance with the provisions of Sec___.30 through____.37 of OMB
Circular A-110, which shows that a financed purchase, including a capital lease is less costly to the institution
than other operating lease alternatives, on a net present value basis. Discount rates used shall be equal to the
institution's anticipated interest rates and shall be no higher than the fair market rate available to the institution
from an unrelated ("arm's length") third-party. The lease-purchase analysis shall include a comparison of the net
present value of the projected total cost comparisons of both alternatives over the period the asset is expected to
be used by the institution. The cost comparisons associated with purchasing the facility shall include the
estimated purchase price, anticipated operating and maintenance costs (including property taxes, if applicable)
not included in the debt financing, less any estimated asset salvage value at the end of the defined period. The
cost comparison for a capital lease shall include the estimated total lease payments, any estimated bargain
purchase option, operating and maintenance costs, and taxes not included in the capital leasing arrangement,
less any estimated credits due under the lease at the end of the defined period. Projected operating lease costs
shall be based on the anticipated cost of leasing comparable facilities at fair market rates under rental
agreements that would be renewed or reestablished over the period defined above, and any expected
maintenance costs and allowable property taxes to be borne by the institution directly or as part of the lease
arrangement. 

(2) The actual interest cost claimed is predicated upon interest rates that are no higher than the fair market rate
available to the institution from an unrelated (arm's length) third party.

(3) Investment earnings, including interest income on bond or loan principal, pending payment of the construction
or acquisition costs, are used to offset allowable interest cost. Arbitrage earnings reportable to the Internal
Revenue Service are not required to be offset against allowable interest costs. 

(4) Reimbursements are limited to the least costly alternative based on the total cost analysis required under
subsection (1). For example, if an operating lease is determined to be less costly than purchasing through debt
financing, then reimbursement is limited to the amount determined if leasing had been used. In all cases where a
lease-purchase analysis is required to be performed, Federal reimbursement shall be based upon the least
expensive alternative.

(5) For debt arrangements over $1 million, unless the institution makes an initial equity contribution to the asset
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purchase of 25 percent or more, the institution shall reduce claims for interest expense by an amount equal to
imputed interest earnings on excess cash flow, which is to be calculated as follows. Annually, non-Federal
entities shall prepare a cumulative (from the inception of the project) report of monthly cash flows that includes
inflows and outflows, regardless of the funding source. Inflows consist of depreciation expense, amortization of
capitalized construction interest, and annual interest cost. For cash flow calculations, the annual inflow figures
shall be divided by the number of months in the year (i.e., usually 12) that the building is in service for monthly
amounts. Outflows consist of initial equity contributions, debt principal payments (less the pro rata share
attributable to the unallowable costs of land) and interest payments. Where cumulative inflows exceed cumulative
outflows, interest shall be calculated on the excess inflows for that period and be treated as a reduction to
allowable interest cost. The rate of interest to be used to compute earnings on excess cash flows shall be the
three-month Treasury bill closing rate as of the last business day of that month. 

(6) Substantial relocation of federally sponsored activities from a facility financed by indebtedness, the cost of
which was funded in whole or part through Federal reimbursements, to another facility prior to the expiration of a
period of 20 years requires notice to the cognizant agency. The extent of the relocation, the amount of the Federal
participation in the financing, and the depreciation and interest charged to date may require negotiation and/or
downward adjustments of replacement space charged to Federal programs in the future.

(7) The allowable costs to acquire facilities and equipment are limited to a fair market value available to the
institution from an unrelated (arm's length) third party.
 

c. Institutions are also subject to the following conditions:

(1) Interest on debt incurred to finance or refinance assets re-acquired after the applicable effective dates
stipulated above is unallowable.

(2) Interest attributable to fully depreciated assets is unallowable.
 

d. The following definitions are to be used for purposes of this section:

(1) "Re-acquired" assets means assets held by the institution prior to the applicable effective dates stipulated
above that have again come to be held by the institution, whether through repurchase or refinancing. It does not
include assets acquired to replace older assets.

(2) "Initial equity contribution" means the amount or value of contributions made by non-Federal entities for the
acquisition of the asset prior to occupancy of facilities. 

(3) "Asset costs" means the capitalizable costs of an asset, including construction costs, acquisition costs, and
other such costs capitalized in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).

27. Labor relations costs.

Costs incurred in maintaining satisfactory relations between the institution and its employees, including costs of
labor management committees, employees' publications, and other related activities, are allowable.

28. Lobbying.

Reference is made to the common rule published at 55 FR 6736 (2/26/90), and OMB's governmentwide guidance,
amendments to OMB's governmentwide guidance, and OMB's clarification notices published at 54 FR 52306
(12/20/89), 61 FR 1412 (1/19/96), 55 FR 24540 (6/15/90) and 57 FR 1772 (1/15/92), respectively. In addition, the
following restrictions shall apply:

a. Notwithstanding other provisions of this Circular, costs associated with the following activities are unallowable:

(1) Attempts to influence the outcomes of any Federal, State, or local election, referendum, initiative, or similar
procedure, through in kind or cash contributions, endorsements, publicity, or similar activity;

(2) Establishing, administering, contributing to, or paying the expenses of a political party, campaign, political
action committee, or other organization established for the purpose of influencing the outcomes of elections;

(3) Any attempt to influence –

(i) the introduction of Federal or State legislation; 

(ii) the enactment or modification of any pending Federal or State legislation through communication with
any member or employee of the Congress or State legislature, including efforts to influence State or local
officials to engage in similar lobbying activity; or 

(iii) any government official or employee in connection with a decision to sign or veto enrolled legislation;
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(4) Any attempt to influence –

(i) the introduction of Federal or State legislation; or 

(ii) the enactment or modification of any pending Federal or State legislation by preparing, distributing, or
using publicity or propaganda, or by urging members of the general public, or any segment thereof, to
contribute to or participate in any mass demonstration, march, rally, fund raising drive, lobbying campaign
or letter writing or telephone campaign; or

(5) Legislative liaison activities, including attendance at legislative sessions or committee hearings, gathering
information regarding legislation, and analyzing the effect of legislation, when such activities are carried on in
support of or in knowing preparation for an effort to engage in unallowable lobbying.
 

b. The following activities are excepted from the coverage of subsection a:

(1) Technical and factual presentations on topics directly related to the performance of a grant, contract, or other
agreement (through hearing testimony, statements, or letters to the Congress or a State legislature, or
subdivision, member, or cognizant staff member thereof), in response to a documented request (including a
Congressional Record notice requesting testimony or statements for the record at a regularly scheduled hearing)
made by the recipient member, legislative body or subdivision, or a cognizant staff member thereof, provided
such information is readily obtainable and can be readily put in deliverable form, and further provided that costs
under this section for travel, lodging or meals are unallowable unless incurred to offer testimony at a regularly
scheduled Congressional hearing pursuant to a written request for such presentation made by the Chairman or
Ranking Minority Member of the Committee or Subcommittee conducting such hearings;

(2) Any lobbying made unallowable by subsection a.(3) to influence State legislation in order to directly reduce
the cost, or to avoid material impairment of the institution's authority to perform the grant, contract, or other
agreement; or

(3) Any activity specifically authorized by statute to be undertaken with funds from the grant, contract, or other
agreement.
 

c. When an institution seeks reimbursement for F&A costs, total lobbying costs shall be separately identified in the
F&A cost rate proposal, and thereafter treated as other unallowable activity costs in accordance with the
procedures of Section B.1.d.
 

d. Institutions shall submit as part of their annual F&A cost rate proposal a certification that the requirements and
standards of this section have been complied with.
 

e. Institutions shall maintain adequate records to demonstrate that the determination of costs as being allowable or
unallowable pursuant to this section complies with the requirements of this Circular.
 

f. Time logs, calendars, or similar records shall not be required to be created for purposes of complying with this
section during any particular calendar month when: 

(1) the employee engages in lobbying (as defined in subsections a and b) 25 percent or less of the employee's
compensated hours of employment during that calendar month; and

(2) within the preceding five year period, the institution has not materially misstated allowable or unallowable
costs of any nature, including legislative lobbying costs. When conditions (1) and (2) are met, institutions are not
required to establish records to support the allowability of claimed costs in addition to records already required or
maintained. Also, when conditions (1) and (2) are met, the absence of time logs, calendars, or similar records will
not serve as a basis for disallowing costs by contesting estimates of lobbying time spent by employees during a
calendar month.
 

g. Agencies shall establish procedures for resolving in advance, in consultation with OMB, any significant questions
or disagreements concerning the interpretation or application of this section. Any such advance resolutions shall
be binding in any subsequent settlements, audits, or investigations with respect to that grant or contract for
purposes of interpretation of this Circular, provided, however, that this shall not be construed to prevent a
contractor or grantee from contesting the lawfulness of such a determination.
 

h. Executive lobbying costs. 

Costs incurred in attempting to improperly influence either directly or indirectly, an employee or officer of the
Executive Branch of the Federal Government to give consideration or to act regarding a sponsored agreement or
a regulatory matter are unallowable. Improper influence means any influence that induces or tends to induce a
Federal employee or officer to give consideration or to act regarding a federally sponsored agreement or
regulatory matter on any basis other than the merits of the matter.
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29. Losses on other sponsored agreements or contracts.

Any excess of costs over income under any other sponsored agreement or contract of any nature is unallowable.
This includes, but is not limited to, the institution's contributed portion by reason of cost sharing agreements or any
under recoveries through negotiation of flat amounts for F&A costs.

30. Maintenance and repair costs.

Costs incurred for necessary maintenance, repair, or upkeep of buildings and equipment (including Federal property
unless otherwise provided for) which neither add to the permanent value of the property nor appreciably prolong its
intended life, but keep it in an efficient operating condition, are allowable. Costs incurred for improvements which
add to the permanent value of the buildings and equipment or appreciably prolong their intended life shall be treated
as capital expenditures (see section 18.a(1)).

31. Material and supplies costs.

a. Costs incurred for materials, supplies, and fabricated parts necessary to carry out a sponsored agreement are
allowable.
 

b. Purchased materials and supplies shall be charged at their actual prices, net of applicable credits. Withdrawals
from general stores or stockrooms should be charged at their actual net cost under any recognized method of
pricing inventory withdrawals, consistently applied. Incoming transportation charges are a proper part of
materials and supplies costs.
 

c. Only materials and supplies actually used for the performance of a sponsored agreement may be charged as
direct costs.
 

d. Where federally donated or furnished materials are used in performing the sponsored agreement, such materials
will be used without charge.

32. Meetings and Conferences.

Costs of meetings and conferences, the primary purpose of which is the dissemination of technical information, are
allowable. This includes costs of meals, transportation, rental of facilities, speakers' fees, and other items incidental
to such meetings or conferences. But see section J.17, Entertainment costs.

33. Memberships, subscriptions and professional activity costs.

a. Costs of the institution’s membership in business, technical, and professional organizations are allowable.
 

b. Costs of the institution’s subscriptions to business, professional, and technical periodicals are allowable.
 

c. Costs of membership in any civic or community organization are unallowable.
 

d. Costs of membership in any country club or social or dining club or organization are unallowable.

34. Patent costs.

a. The following costs relating to patent and copyright matters are allowable: 

(1) cost of preparing disclosures, reports, and other documents required by the sponsored agreement and of
searching the art to the extent necessary to make such disclosures; 

(2) cost of preparing documents and any other patent costs in connection with the filing and prosecution of a
United States patent application where title or royalty-free license is required by the Federal Government to be
conveyed to the Federal Government; and 

(3) general counseling services relating to patent and copyright matters, such as advice on patent and copyright
laws, regulations, clauses, and employee agreements (but see sections J.37, Professional service costs, and
J.44, Royalties and other costs for use of patents). 
 

b. The following costs related to patent and copyright matter are unallowable: 

(i) Cost of preparing disclosures, reports, and other documents and of searching the art to the extent necessary to
make disclosures not required by the award 

(ii) Costs in connection with filing and prosecuting any foreign patent application, or any United States patent
application, where the sponsored agreement award does not require conveying title or a royalty-free license to
the Federal Government, (but see section J.44, Royalties and other costs for use of patents).
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35. Plant and homeland security costs.

Necessary and reasonable expenses incurred for routine and homeland security to protect facilities, personnel, and
work products are allowable. Such costs include, but are not limited to, wages and uniforms of personnel engaged in
security activities; equipment; barriers; contractual security services; consultants; etc. Capital expenditures for
homeland and plant security purposes are subject to section J.18, Equipment and other capital expenditures, of this
Circular.

36. Preagreement costs.

Costs incurred prior to the effective date of the sponsored agreement, whether or not they would have been
allowable thereunder if incurred after such date, are unallowable unless approved by the sponsoring agency.

37. Professional service costs.

a. Costs of professional and consultant services rendered by persons who are members of a particular profession
or possess a special skill, and who are not officers or employees of the institution, are allowable, subject to
subparagraphs b and c when reasonable in relation to the services rendered and when not contingent upon
recovery of the costs from the Federal Government. In addition, legal and related services are limited under
section J.13.
 

b. In determining the allowability of costs in a particular case, no single factor or any special combination of factors
is necessarily determinative. However, the following factors are relevant:

(1) The nature and scope of the service rendered in relation to the service required.

(2) The necessity of contracting for the service, considering the institution's capability in the particular area.

(3) The past pattern of such costs, particularly in the years prior to sponsored agreements.

(4) The impact on the institution's business (i.e., what new problems have arisen).

(5) Whether the proportion of Federal work to the institution's total business is such as to influence the institution
in favor of incurring the cost, particularly where the services rendered are not of a continuing nature and have
little relationship to work under Federal grants and contracts.

(6) Whether the service can be performed more economically by direct employment rather than contracting.

(7) The qualifications of the individual or concern rendering the service and the customary fees charged,
especially on non-sponsored agreements.

(8) Adequacy of the contractual agreement for the service (e.g., description of the service, estimate of time
required, rate of compensation, and termination provisions).
 

c. In addition to the factors in subparagraph b, retainer fees to be allowable must be supported by evidence of bona
fide services available or rendered.

38. Proposal costs.

Proposal costs are the costs of preparing bids or proposals on potential federally and non federally funded
sponsored agreements or projects, including the development of data necessary to support the institution's bids or
proposals. Proposal costs of the current accounting period of both successful and unsuccessful bids and proposals
normally should be treated as F&A costs and allocated currently to all activities of the institution, and no proposal
costs of past accounting periods will be allocable to the current period. However, the institution's established
practices may be to treat proposal costs by some other recognized method. Regardless of the method used, the
results obtained may be accepted only if found to be reasonable and equitable.

39. Publication and printing costs.

a. Publication costs include the costs of printing (including the processes of composition, plate-making, press work,
binding, and the end products produced by such processes), distribution, promotion, mailing, and general
handling. Publication costs also include page charges in professional publications.
 

b. If these costs are not identifiable with a particular cost objective, they should be allocated as indirect costs to all
benefiting activities of the institution.
 

c. Page charges for professional journal publications are allowable as a necessary part of research costs where:

(1) The research papers report work supported by the Federal Government: and 
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(2) The charges are levied impartially on all research papers published by the journal, whether or not by federally
sponsored authors.

40. Rearrangement and alteration costs.

Costs incurred for ordinary or normal rearrangement and alteration of facilities are allowable. Special arrangement
and alteration costs incurred specifically for the project are allowable with the prior approval of the sponsoring
agency.

41. Reconversion costs.

Costs incurred in the restoration or rehabilitation of the institution's facilities to approximately the same condition
existing immediately prior to commencement of a sponsored agreement, fair wear and tear excepted, are allowable.

42. Recruiting costs.

a. Subject to subsections b, c, and d, and provided that the size of the staff recruited and maintained is in keeping
with workload requirements, costs of "help wanted" advertising, operating costs of an employment office
necessary to secure and maintain an adequate staff, costs of operating an aptitude and educational testing
program, travel costs of employees while engaged in recruiting personnel, travel costs of applicants for interviews
for prospective employment, and relocation costs incurred incident to recruitment of new employees, are
allowable to the extent that such costs are incurred pursuant to a well managed recruitment program. Where the
institution uses employment agencies, costs not in excess of standard commercial rates for such services are
allowable.
 

b. In publications, costs of help wanted advertising that includes color, includes advertising material for other than
recruitment purposes, or is excessive in size (taking into consideration recruitment purposes for which intended
and normal institutional practices in this respect), are unallowable.
 

c. Costs of help wanted advertising, special emoluments, fringe benefits, and salary allowances incurred to attract
professional personnel from other institutions that do not meet the test of reasonableness or do not conform with
the established practices of the institution, are unallowable.
 

d. Where relocation costs incurred incident to recruitment of a new employee have been allowed either as an
allocable direct or F&A cost, and the newly hired employee resigns for reasons within his control within 12
months after hire, the institution will be required to refund or credit such relocation costs to the Federal
Government.

43. Rental costs of buildings and equipment.

a. Subject to the limitations described in subsections b. through d. of this section, rental costs are allowable to the
extent that the rates are reasonable in light of such factors as: rental costs of comparable property, if any; market
conditions in the area; alternatives available; and, the type, life expectancy, condition, and value of the property
leased. Rental arrangements should be reviewed periodically to determine if circumstances have changed and
other options are available.
 

b. Rental costs under "sale and lease back" arrangements are allowable only up to the amount that would be
allowed had the institution continued to own the property. This amount would include expenses such as
depreciation or use allowance, maintenance, taxes, and insurance.
 

c. Rental costs under "less-than-arms-length" leases are allowable only up to the amount (as explained in
subsection b) that would be allowed had title to the property vested in the institution. For this purpose, a less-
than-arms-length lease is one under which one party to the lease agreement is able to control or substantially
influence the actions of the other. Such leases include, but are not limited to those between -– 

(1) divisions of a institution; 

(2) non-Federal entities under common control through common officers, directors, or members; and 

(3) a institution and a director, trustee, officer, or key employee of the institution or his immediate family, either
directly or through corporations, trusts, or similar arrangements in which they hold a controlling interest. For
example, a institution may establish a separate corporation for the sole purpose of owning property and leasing it
back to the institution.
 

d. Rental costs under leases which are required to be treated as capital leases under GAAP are allowable only up
to the amount (as explained in subsection b) that would be allowed had the institution purchased the property on
the date the lease agreement was executed. The provisions of Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement
13, Accounting for Leases, shall be used to determine whether a lease is a capital lease. Interest costs related to
capital leases are allowable to the extent they meet the criteria in section J.26. Unallowable costs include
amounts paid for profit, management fees, and taxes that would not have been incurred had the institution
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purchased the facility.

44. Royalties and other costs for use of patents.

a. Royalties on a patent or copyright or amortization of the cost of acquiring by purchase a copyright, patent, or
rights thereto, necessary for the proper performance of the award are allowable unless: 

(1) The Federal Government has a license or the right to free use of the patent or copyright.

(2) The patent or copyright has been adjudicated to be invalid, or has been administratively determined to be
invalid.

(3) The patent or copyright is considered to be unenforceable.

(4) The patent or copyright is expired.

 

b. Special care should be exercised in determining reasonableness where the royalties may have been arrived at
as a result of less-than-arm's-length bargaining, e.g.:

(1) Royalties paid to persons, including corporations, affiliated with the institution. 

(2) Royalties paid to unaffiliated parties, including corporations, under an agreement entered into in
contemplation that a sponsored agreement award would be made. 

(3) Royalties paid under an agreement entered into after an award is made to a institution. 
 

c. In any case involving a patent or copyright formerly owned by the institution, the amount of royalty allowed should
not exceed the cost which would have been allowed had the institution retained title thereto.

45. Scholarships and student aid costs.

a. Costs of scholarships, fellowships, and other programs of student aid are allowable only when the purpose of the
sponsored agreement is to provide training to selected participants and the charge is approved by the
sponsoring agency. However, tuition remission and other forms of compensation paid as, or in lieu of, wages to
students performing necessary work are allowable provided that -- 

(1) The individual is conducting activities necessary to the sponsored agreement; 

(2) Tuition remission and other support are provided in accordance with established educational institutional
policy and consistently provided in a like manner to students in return for similar activities conducted in
nonsponsored as well as sponsored activities; and

(3) During the academic period, the student is enrolled in an advanced degree program at the institution or
affiliated institution and the activities of the student in relation to the Federally sponsored research project are
related to the degree program;

(4) the tuition or other payments are reasonable compensation for the work performed and are conditioned
explicitly upon the performance of necessary work; and 

(5) it is the institution's practice to similarly compensate students in nonsponsored as well as sponsored activities.
 

b. Charges for tuition remission and other forms of compensation paid to students as, or in lieu of, salaries and
wages shall be subject to the reporting requirements stipulated in Section J.10, and shall be treated as direct or
F&A cost in accordance with the actual work being performed. Tuition remission may be charged on an average
rate basis.

46. Selling and marketing.

Costs of selling and marketing any products or services of the institution are unallowable (unless allowed under
subsection J.1 as allowable public relations costs or under subsection J.38 as allowable proposal costs).

47. Specialized service facilities.

a. The costs of services provided by highly complex or specialized facilities operated by the institution, such as
computers, wind tunnels, and reactors are allowable, provided the charges for the services meet the conditions of
either subsection 47.b. or 47.c. and, in addition, take into account any items of income or Federal financing that
qualify as applicable credits under subsection C.5. of this Circular.
 

b. The costs of such services, when material, must be charged directly to applicable awards based on actual usage
of the services on the basis of a schedule of rates or established methodology that 
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(1) does not discriminate against federally supported activities of the institution, including usage by the institution
for internal purposes, and 

(2) is designed to recover only the aggregate costs of the services. The costs of each service shall consist
normally of both its direct costs and its allocable share of all F&A costs. Rates shall be adjusted at least
biennially, and shall take into consideration over/under applied costs of the previous period(s).
 

c. Where the costs incurred for a service are not material, they may be allocated as F&A costs.
 

d. Under some extraordinary circumstances, where it is in the best interest of the Federal Government and the
institution to establish alternative costing arrangements, such arrangements may be worked out with the
cognizant Federal agency.

48. Student activity costs.

Costs incurred for intramural activities, student publications, student clubs, and other student activities, are
unallowable, unless specifically provided for in the sponsored agreements.

49. Taxes.

a. In general, taxes which the institution is required to pay and which are paid or accrued in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles are allowable. Payments made to local governments in lieu of taxes
which are commensurate with the local government services received are allowable, except for-- 

(1) taxes from which exemptions are available to the institution directly or which are available to the institution
based on an exemption afforded the Federal Government, and in the latter case when the sponsoring agency
makes available the necessary exemption certificates; and

(2) special assessments on land which represent capital improvements.
 

b. Any refund of taxes, interest, or penalties, and any payment to the institution of interest thereon, attributable to
taxes, interest, or penalties which were allowed as sponsored agreement costs, will be credited or paid to the
Federal Government in the manner directed by the Federal Government. However, any interest actually paid or
credited to an institution incident to a refund of tax, interest, and penalty will be paid or credited to the Federal
Government only to the extent that such interest accrued over the period during which the institution has been
reimbursed by the Federal Government for the taxes, interest, and penalties.

50. Termination costs applicable to sponsored agreements.

Termination of awards generally gives rise to the incurrence of costs, or the need for special treatment of costs,
which would not have arisen had the sponsored agreement not been terminated. Cost principles covering these
items are set forth below. They are to be used in conjunction with the other provisions of this Circular in termination
situations.

a. The cost of items reasonably usable on the institution's other work shall not be allowable unless the institution
submits evidence that it would not retain such items at cost without sustaining a loss. In deciding whether such
items are reasonably usable on other work of the institution, the awarding agency should consider the institution's
plans and orders for current and scheduled activity. 

Contemporaneous purchases of common items by the institution shall be regarded as evidence that such items
are reasonably usable on the institution's other work. Any acceptance of common items as allocable to the
terminated portion of the sponsored agreement shall be limited to the extent that the quantities of such items on
hand, in transit, and on order are in excess of the reasonable quantitative requirements of other work. 
 

b. If in a particular case, despite all reasonable efforts by the institution, certain costs cannot be discontinued
immediately after the effective date of termination, such costs are generally allowable within the limitations set
forth in this Circular, except that any such costs continuing after termination due to the negligent or willful failure
of the institution to discontinue such costs shall be unallowable.
 

c. Loss of useful value of special tooling, machinery, and equipment is generally allowable if: 

(1) Such special tooling, special machinery, or equipment is not reasonably capable of use in the other work of
the institution,

(2) The interest of the Federal Government is protected by transfer of title or by other means deemed appropriate
by the awarding agency, and 

(3) The loss of useful value for any one terminated sponsored agreement is limited to that portion of the
acquisition cost which bears the same ratio to the total acquisition cost as the terminated portion of the sponsored
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agreement bears to the entire terminated sponsored agreement award and other sponsored agreements for
which the special tooling, machinery, or equipment was acquired.
 

d. Rental costs under unexpired leases are generally allowable where clearly shown to have been reasonably
necessary for the performance of the terminated sponsored agreement less the residual value of such leases, if:

(1) the amount of such rental claimed does not exceed the reasonable use value of the property leased for the
period of the sponsored agreement and such further period as may be reasonable, and 

(2) the institution makes all reasonable efforts to terminate, assign, settle, or otherwise reduce the cost of such
lease. There also may be included the cost of alterations of such leased property, provided such alterations were
necessary for the performance of the sponsored agreement, and of reasonable restoration required by the
provisions of the lease. 
 

e. Settlement expenses including the following are generally allowable:

(1) Accounting, legal, clerical, and similar costs reasonably necessary for:

(a) The preparation and presentation to the awarding agency of settlement claims and supporting data with
respect to the terminated portion of the sponsored agreement, unless the termination is for default (see
Subpart. __.61 of Circular A-110); and 

(b) The termination and settlement of subawards.

(2) Reasonable costs for the storage, transportation, protection, and disposition of property provided by the
Federal Government or acquired or produced for the sponsord agreement, except when institutions are
reimbursed for disposals at a predetermined amount in accordance with Subparts ___.32 through ___.37 of
Circular A-110.

(3) F&A costs related to salaries and wages incurred as settlement expenses in subsections b.(1) and (2).
Normally, such F&A costs shall be limited to fringe benefits, occupancy cost, and immediate supervision.
 

f. Claims under subawards, including the allocable portion of claims which are common to the sponsored
agreement and to other work of the institution, are generally allowable.

An appropriate share of the institution's F&A costs may be allocated to the amount of settlements with
subcontractors and/or subgrantees, provided that the amount allocated is otherwise consistent with the basic
guidelines contained in section E, F&A costs. The F&A costs so allocated shall exclude the same and similar
costs claimed directly or indirectly as settlement expenses.

51. Training costs.

The cost of training provided for employee development is allowable.

52. Transportation costs.

Costs incurred for freight, express, cartage, postage, and other transportation services relating either to goods
purchased, in process, or delivered, are allowable. When such costs can readily be identified with the items
involved, they may be charged directly as transportation costs or added to the cost of such items. Where
identification with the materials received cannot readily be made, inbound transportation cost may be charged to the
appropriate F&A cost accounts if the institution follows a consistent, equitable procedure in this respect. Outbound
freight, if reimbursable under the terms of the sponsored agreement, should be treated as a direct cost.

53. Travel costs.

a. General.

Travel costs are the expenses for transportation, lodging, subsistence, and related items incurred by employees
who are in travel status on official business of the institution. Such costs may be charged on an actual cost basis,
on a per diem or mileage basis in lieu of actual costs incurred, or on a combination of the two, provided the
method used is applied to an entire trip and not to selected days of the trip, and results in charges consistent with
those normally allowed in like circumstances in the institution’s non-federally sponsored activities. 
 

b. Lodging and subsistence. 

Costs incurred by employees and officers for travel, including costs of lodging, other subsistence, and incidental
expenses, shall be considered reasonable and allowable only to the extent such costs do not exceed charges
normally allowed by the institution in its regular operations as the result of the institution’s written travel policy. In
the absence of an acceptable, written institution policy regarding travel costs, the rates and amounts established
under subchapter I of Chapter 57, Title 5, United States Code ("Travel and Subsistence Expenses; Mileage955
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Allowances"), or by the Administrator of General Services, or by the President (or his or her designee) pursuant to
any provisions of such subchapter shall apply to travel under sponsored agreements (48 CFR 31.205-46(a)).
 

c. Commercial air travel. 

(1) Airfare costs in excess of the customary standard commercial airfare (coach or equivalent), Federal
Government contract airfare (where authorized and available), or the lowest commercial discount airfare are
unallowable except when such accommodations would:

(a) require circuitous routing; 

(b) require travel during unreasonable hours; (c) excessively prolong travel;

(d) result in additional costs that would offset the transportation savings; or

(e) offer accommodations not reasonably adequate for the traveler’s medical needs. The institution must
justify and document these conditions on a case-by-case basis in order for the use of first-class airfare to be
allowable in such cases.

(2) Unless a pattern of avoidance is detected, the Federal Government will generally not question a institution's
determinations that customary standard airfare or other discount airfare is unavailable for specific trips if the
institution can demonstrate either of the following:

(a) that such airfare was not available in the specific case; or 

(b) that it is the institution’s overall practice to make routine use of such airfare.

d. Air travel by other than commercial carrier. 

Costs of travel by institution-owned, -leased, or -chartered aircraft include the cost of lease, charter, operation
(including personnel costs), maintenance, depreciation, insurance, and other related costs. The portion of such
costs that exceeds the cost of allowable commercial air travel, as provided for in subsection 53.c., is unallowable.

54. Trustees.

Travel and subsistence costs of trustees (or directors) are allowable. The costs are subject to restrictions regarding
lodging, subsistence and air travel costs provided in Section 53.

K. Certification of charges.

1. To assure that expenditures for sponsored agreements are proper and in accordance with the agreement
documents and approved project budgets, the annual and/or final fiscal reports or vouchers requesting payment
under the agreements will include a certification, signed by an authorized official of the university, which reads
essentially as follows: "I certify that all expenditures reported (or payment requested) are for appropriate purposes
and in accordance with the provisions of the application and award documents."

2. Certification of F&A costs.

a. Policy.

(1) No proposal to establish F&A cost rates shall be acceptable unless such costs have been certified by the
educational institution using the Certificate of F&A Costs set forth in subsection b. The certificate must be signed
on behalf of the institution by an individual at a level no lower than vice president or chief financial officer of the
institution that submits the proposal.

(2) No F&A cost rate shall be binding upon the Federal Government if the most recent required proposal from the
institution has not been certified. Where it is necessary to establish F&A cost rates, and the institution has not
submitted a certified proposal for establishing such rates in accordance with the requirements of this section, the
Federal Government shall unilaterally establish such rates. Such rates may be based upon audited historical
data or such other data that have been furnished to the cognizant Federal agency and for which it can be
demonstrated that all unallowable costs have been excluded. When F&A cost rates are unilaterally established
by the Federal Government because of failure of the institution to submit a certified proposal for establishing such
rates in accordance with this section, the rates established will be set at a level low enough to ensure that
potentially unallowable costs will not be reimbursed.
 

b. Certificate. The certificate required by this section shall be in the following form:

Certificate of F&A Costs

This is to certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief:
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(1) I have reviewed the F&A cost proposal submitted herewith;

(2) All costs included in this proposal [identify date] to establish billing or final F&A costs rate for [identify period
covered by rate] are allowable in accordance with the requirements of the Federal agreement(s) to which they
apply and with the cost principles applicable to those agreements.

(3) This proposal does not include any costs which are unallowable under applicable cost principles such as
(without limitation): advertising and public relations costs, contributions and donations, entertainment costs, fines
and penalties, lobbying costs, and defense of fraud proceedings; and

(4) All costs included in this proposal are properly allocable to Federal agreements on the basis of a beneficial or
causal relationship between the expenses incurred and the agreements to which they are allocated in
accordance with applicable requirements.

For educational institutions that are required to file a DS-2 in accordance with Section C.14, the following
statement shall be added to the "Certificate of F&A Costs":

(5) The rate proposal is prepared using the same cost accounting practices that are disclosed in the DS-2,
including its amendments and revisions, filed with and approved by the cognizant agency.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Institution: ____________________________________________

Signature: _____________________________________________

Name of Official: ________________________________________

Title: _________________________________________________

Date of Execution: ______________________________________
 

Exhibit A -- List of Colleges and Universities Subject to Section J.12.h of Circular A-21.

1. Johns Hopkins University

2. Stanford University

3. Massachusetts Institute of Technology

4. University of Washington

5. University of California-Los Angeles

6. University of Michigan

7. University of California-San Diego

8. University of California-San Francisco

9. University of Wisconsin-Madison

10. Columbia University

11. Yale University

12. Harvard University

13. Cornell University

14. University of Pennsylvania

15. University of California-Berkeley

16. University of Minnesota

17. Pennsylvania State University

18. University of Southern California

19. Duke University

20. Washington University

21. University of Colorado

22. University of Illinois-Urbana

23. University of Rochester

24. University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

25. University of Pittsburgh

26. University of Chicago

27. University of Texas-Austin

28. University of Arizona
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29. New York University

30. University of Iowa

31. Ohio State University

32. University of Alabama-Birmingham

33. Case Western Reserve

34. Baylor College of Medicine

35. California Institute of Technology

36. Yeshiva University

37. University of Massachusetts

38. Vanderbilt University

39. Purdue University

40. University of Utah

41. Georgia Institute of Technology

42. University of Maryland-College Park

43. University of Miami

44. University of California-Davis

45. Boston University

46. University of Florida

47. Carnegie-Mellon University

48. Northwestern University

49. Indiana University

50. Michigan State University

51. University of Virginia

52. University of Texas-SW Medical Center

53. University of California-Irvine

54. Princeton University

55. Tulane University of Louisiana

56. Emory University

57. University of Georgia

58. Texas A&M University-all campuses

59. New Mexico State University

60. North Carolina State University-Raleigh

61. University of Illinois-Chicago

62. Utah State University

63. Virginia Commonwealth University

64. Oregon State University

65. SUNY-Stony Brook

66. University of Cincinnati

67. CUNY-Mount Sinai School of Medicine

68. University of Connecticut

69. Louisiana State University

70. Tufts University

71. University of California-Santa Barbara

72. University of Hawaii-Manoa

73. Rutgers State University of New Jersey

74. Colorado State University

75. Rockefeller University

76. University of Maryland-Baltimore

77. Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University

78. SUNY-Buffalo

79. Brown University

80. University of Medicine & Dentistry of New Jersey

81. University of Texas-Health Science Center San Antonio

82. University of Vermont 958
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83. University of Texas-Health Science Center Houston

84. Florida State University

85. University of Texas-MD Anderson Cancer Center

86. University of Kentucky

87. Wake Forest University

88. Wayne State University

89. Iowa State University of Science & Technology

90. University of New Mexico

91. Georgetown University

92. Dartmouth College

93. University of Kansas

94. Oregon Health Sciences University

95. University of Texas-Medical Branch-Galveston

96. University of Missouri-Columbia

97. Temple University

98. George Washington University

99. University of Dayton

Exhibit B -- Listing of institutions that are eligible for the utility cost adjustment.

1. Baylor University

2. Boston College

3. Boston University

4. California Institute of Technology

5. Carnegie-Mellon University

6. Case Western University

7. Columbia University

8. Cornell University (Endowed)

9. Cornell University (Statutory)

10. Cornell University (Medical)

11. Dayton University

12. Emory University

13. George Washington University (Medical)

14. Georgetown University

15. Harvard Medical School

16. Harvard University (Main Campus)

17. Harvard University (School of Public Health)

18. Johns Hopkins University

19. Massachusetts Institute of Technology

20. Medical University of South Carolina

21. Mount Sinai School of Medicine

22. New York University (except New York University Medical Center)

23. New York University Medical Center

24. North Carolina State University

25. Northeastern University

26. Northwestern University

27. Oregon Health Sciences University

28. Oregon State University

29. Rice University

30. Rockefeller University

31. Stanford University

32. Tufts University

33. Tulane University

34. Vanderbilt University

35. Virginia Commonwealth University
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36. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

37. University of Arizona

38. University of CA, Berkeley

39. University of CA, Irvine

40. University of CA, Los Angeles

41. University of CA, San Diego

42. University of CA, San Francisco

43. University of Chicago

44. University of Cincinnati

45. University of Colorado, Health Sciences Center

46. University of Connecticut, Health Sciences Center

47. University of Health Science and The Chicago Medical School

48. University of Illinois, Urbana

49. University of Massachusetts, Medical Center

50. University of Medicine & Dentistry of New Jersey

51. University of Michigan

52. University of Pennsylvania

53. University of Pittsburgh

54. University of Rochester

55. University of Southern California

56. University of Tennessee, Knoxville

57. University of Texas, Galveston

58. University of Texas, Austin

59. University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center

60. University of Virginia

61. University of Vermont & State Agriculture College

62. University of Washington

63. Washington University

64. Yale University

65. Yeshiva University

Exhibit C -- Examples of "major project" where direct charging of administrative or clerical staff salaries may be
appropriate.

* Large, complex programs such as General Clinical Research Centers, Primate Centers, Program Projects,
environmental research centers, engineering research centers, and other grants and contracts that entail
assembling and managing teams of investigators from a number of institutions.

* Projects which involve extensive data accumulation, analysis and entry, surveying, tabulation, cataloging,
searching literature, and reporting (such as epidemiological studies, clinical trials, and retrospective clinical records
studies).

* Projects that require making travel and meeting arrangements for large numbers of participants, such as
conferences and seminars.

* Projects whose principal focus is the preparation and production of manuals and large reports, books and
monographs (excluding routine progress and technical reports).

* Projects that are geographically inaccessible to normal departmental administrative services, such as research
vessels, radio astronomy projects, and other research fields sites that are remote from campus.

* Individual projects requiring project-specific database management; individualized graphics or manuscript
preparation; human or animal protocols; and multiple project-related investigator coordination and communications.

These examples are not exhaustive nor are they intended to imply that direct charging of administrative or clerical
salaries would always be appropriate for the situations illustrated in the examples. For instance, the examples would
be appropriate when the costs of such activities are incurred in unlike circumstances, i.e., the actual activities
charged direct are not the same as the actual activities normally included in the institution's facilities and
administrative (F&A) cost pools or, if the same, the indirect activity costs are immaterial in amount. It would be
inappropriate to charge the cost of such activities directly to specific sponsored agreements if, in similar
circumstances, the costs of performing the same type of activity for other sponsored agreements were included as
allocable costs in the institution's F&A cost pools. Application of negotiated predetermined F&A cost rates may also960
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be inappropriate if such activity costs charged directly were not provided for in the allocation base that was used to
determine the predetermined F&A cost rates.

Appendix A Part 99005 -- Cost Accounting Standards for Educational Institutions.

CAS 9905.501 -- Consistency in estimating, accumulating and reporting costs by educational institutions.

Purpose

The purpose of this standard is to ensure that each educational institution's practices used in estimating costs for a
proposal are consistent with cost accounting practices used by the educational institution in accumulating and
reporting costs. Consistency in the application of cost accounting practices is necessary to enhance the likelihood
that comparable transactions are treated alike. With respect to individual sponsored agreements, the consistent
application of cost accounting practices will facilitate the preparation of reliable cost estimates used in pricing a
proposal and their comparison with the costs of performance of the resulting sponsored agreement. Such
comparisons provide one important basis for financial control over costs during sponsored agreement performance
and aid in establishing accountability for costs in the manner agreed to by both parties at the time of agreement. The
comparisons also provide an improved basis for evaluating estimating capabilities.

Definitions

(a) The following are definitions of terms which are prominent in this standard.

(1) Accumulating costs means the collecting of cost data in an organized manner, such as through a system of
accounts.
 

(2) Actual cost means an amount determined on the basis of cost incurred (as distinguished from forecasted
cost), including standard cost properly adjusted for applicable variance.

(3) Estimating costs means the process of forecasting a future result in terms of cost, based upon information
available at the time.

(4) Indirect cost pool means a grouping of incurred costs identified with two or more objectives but not identified
specifically with any final cost objective.

(5) Pricing means the process of establishing the amount or amounts to be paid in return for goods or services.

(6) Proposal means any offer or other submission used as a basis for pricing a sponsored agreement,
sponsored agreement modification or termination settlement or for securing payments thereunder.

(7) Reporting costs means the providing of cost information to others.

Fundamental Requirement

An educational institution's practices used in estimating costs in pricing a proposal shall be consistent with the
educational institution's cost accounting practices used in accumulating and reporting costs.

An educational institution's cost accounting practices used in accumulating and reporting actual costs for a
sponsored agreement shall be consistent with the educational institution's practices used in estimating costs in the
related proposal or application.

The grouping of homogeneous costs in estimates prepared for proposal purposes shall not per se be deemed an
inconsistent application of cost accounting practices of this paragraph when such costs are accumulated in reported
in greater detail on an actual costs basis during performance of the sponsored agreement.

Techniques for application

(a) The standard allows grouping of homogeneous costs in order to cover those cases where it is not practicable to
estimate sponsored agreement costs by individual cost element. However, costs estimated for proposal purposes
shall be presented in such a manner and in such detail that any significant cost can be compared with the actual cost
accumulated and reported therefor. In any event, the cost accounting practices used in estimating costs in pricing a
proposal and in accumulating and reporting costs on the resulting sponsored agreement shall be consistent with
respect to:

(1) The classification of elements of cost as direct or indirect; (2) the indirect cost pools to which each element
of cost is charged or proposed to be charged; and (3) the methods of allocating indirect costs to the sponsored
agreement.

(b) Adherence to the requirement of this standard shall be determined as of the date of award of the sponsored
agreement, unless the sponsored agreement has submitted cost or pricing data pursuant to 10 U.S.C. 2306(a) or 41961
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U.S.C. 254(d) (Pub. L. 87-653), in which case adherence to the requirement of this standard shall be determined as
of the date of final agreement on price, as shown on the signed certificate of current cost or pricing data.
Notwithstanding 9905.501-40(b), changes in established cost accounting practices during sponsored agreement
performance may be made in accordance with Part 9903 (48 CFR 9903).

(c) The standard does not prescribe the amount of detail required in accumulating and reporting costs. The basic
requirement which must be met, however, is that for any significant amount of estimated cost, the sponsored
agreement must be able to accumulate and report actual cost at a level which permits sufficient and meaningful
comparison with its estimates. The amount of detail required may vary considerably depending on how the proposed
costs were estimated, the data presented in justification or lack thereof, and the significance of each situation.
Accordingly, it is neither appropriate nor practical to prescribe a single set of accounting practices which would be
consistent in all situations with the practices of estimating costs. Therefore, the amount of accounting and statistical
detail to be required and maintained in accounting for estimated costs has been and continues to be a matter to be
decided by Government procurement authorities on the basis of the individual facts and circumstances. 

CAS 9905.502 -- Consistency in allocating costs incurred for the same purpose by educational institutions.

Purpose

The purpose of this standard is to require that each type of cost is allocated only once and on only one basis to any
sponsored agreement or other cost objective. The criteria for determining the allocation of costs to a sponsored
agreement or other cost objective should be the same for all similar objectives. Adherence to these cost accounting
concepts is necessary to guard against the overcharging of some cost objectives and to prevent double counting.
Double counting occurs most commonly when cost items are allocated directly to a cost objective without eliminating
like cost items from indirect cost pools which are allocated to that cost objective.

Definitions

(a) The following are definitions of terms which are prominent in this standard.

(1) Allocate means to assign an item of cost, or a group of items of cost, to one or more cost objectives. This
term includes both direct assignment of cost and the reassignment of a share from an indirect cost pool. 

(2) Cost objective means a function, organizational subdivision, sponsored agreement, or other work unit for
which cost data are desired and for which provision is made to accumulate and measure the cost of processes,
products, jobs, capitalized projects, etc.

(3) Direct cost means any cost which is identified specifically with a particular final cost objective. Direct costs
are not limited to items which are incorporated in the end product as material or labor. Costs identified
specifically with a sponsored agreement are direct costs of that sponsored agreement. All costs identified
specifically with other final cost objectives of the educational institution are direct costs of those cost objectives.

(4) Final cost objective means a cost objective which has allocated to it both direct and indirect costs, and in the
educational institution's accumulation system, is one of the final accumulation points.

(5) Indirect cost means any cost not directly identified with a single final cost objective, but identified with two or
more final cost objectives or with at least one intermediate cost objective.

(6) Indirect cost pool means a grouping of incurred costs identified with two or more cost objectives but not
identified with any final cost objective.

(7) Intermediate cost objective means a cost objective that is used to accumulate indirect costs or service
center costs that are subsequently allocated to one or more indirect cost pools and/or final cost objectives.

Fundamental Requirement

All costs incurred for the same purpose, in like circumstances, are either direct costs only or indirect costs only with
respect to final cost objectives. No final cost objective shall have allocated to it as an indirect cost any cost, if other
costs incurred for the same purpose, in like circumstances, have been included as a direct cost of that or any other
final cost objective. Further, no final cost objective shall have allocated to it as a direct cost any cost, if other costs
incurred for the same purpose, in like circumstances, have been included in any indirect cost pool to be allocated to
that or any other final cost objective.

Techniques for application

(a) The Fundamental Requirement is stated in terms of cost incurred and is equally applicable to estimates of costs
to be incurred as used in sponsored agreement proposals.

(b) The Disclosure Statement to be submitted by the educational institution will require that the educational institution
set forth its cost accounting practices with regard to the distinction between direct and indirect costs. In addition, for
those types of cost which are sometimes accounted for as direct and sometimes accounted for as indirect, the
educational institution will set forth in its Disclosure Statement the specific criteria and circumstances for making
such distinctions. In essence, the Disclosure Statement submitted by the educational institution, by distinguishing962
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between direct and indirect costs, and by describing the criteria and circumstances for allocating those items which
are sometimes direct and sometimes indirect, will be determinative as to whether or not costs are incurred for the
same purpose. Disclosure Statement as used herein refers to the statement required to be submitted by educational
institutions in Section C.14.

(c) In the event that an educational institution has not submitted a Disclosure Statement, the determination of
whether specific costs are directly allocable to sponsored agreements shall be based upon the educational
institution's cost accounting practices used at the time of sponsored agreement proposal.

(d) Whenever costs which serve the same purpose cannot equitably be indirectly allocated to one or more final cost
objectives in accordance with the educational institution's disclosed accounting practices, the educational institution
may either (1) use a method for reassigning all such costs which would provide an equitable distribution to all final
cost objectives, or (2) directly assign all such costs to final cost objectives with which they are specifically identified.
In the event the educational institution decides to make a change for either purpose, the Disclosure Statement shall
be amended to reflect the revised accounting practices involved.

(e) Any direct cost of minor dollar amount may be treated as an indirect cost for reasons of practicality where the
accounting treatment for such cost is consistently applied to all final cost objectives, provided that such treatment
produces results which are substantially the same as the results which would have been obtained if such cost had
been treated as a direct cost.

Illustrations

(a) Illustrations of costs which are incurred for the same purpose:

(1) An educational institution normally allocates all travel as an indirect cost and previously disclosed this
accounting practice to the Government. For purposes of a new proposal, the educational institution intends to
allocate the travel costs of personnel whose time is accounted for as direct labor directly to the sponsored
agreement. Since travel costs of personnel whose time is accounted for as direct labor working on other
sponsored agreements are costs which are incurred for the same purpose, these costs may no longer be
included within indirect cost pools for purposes of allocation to any covered Government sponsored
agreement. The educational institution's Disclosure Statement must be amended for the proposed changes in
accounting practices. 

(2) An educational institution normally allocates purchasing activity costs indirectly and allocates this cost to
instruction and research on the basis of modified total costs. A proposal for a new sponsored agreement
requires a disproportionate amount of subcontract administration to be performed by the purchasing activity.
The educational institution prefers to continue to allocate purchasing activity costs indirectly. In order to
equitably allocate the total purchasing activity costs, the educational institution may use a method for allocating
all such costs which would provide an equitable distribution to all applicable indirect cost pools. For example,
the educational institution may use the number of transactions processed rather than its former allocation base
of modified total costs. The educational institution's Disclosure Statement must be amended for the proposed
changes in accounting practices.

(b) Illustrations of costs which are not incurred for the same purpose:

(1) An educational institution normally allocates special test equipment costs directly to sponsored agreements.
The costs of general purpose test equipment are normally included in the indirect cost pool which is allocated
to sponsored agreements. Both of these accounting practices were previously disclosed to the Government.
Since both types of costs involved were not incurred for the same purpose in accordance with the criteria set
forth in the educational institution's Disclosure Statement, the allocation of general purpose test equipment
costs from the indirect cost pool to the sponsored agreement, in addition to the directly allocated special test
equipment costs, is not considered a violation of the standard.
 

(2) An educational institution proposes to perform a sponsored agreement which will require three firemen on
24-hour duty at a fixed-post to provide protection against damage to highly inflammable materials used on the
sponsored agreement. The educational institution presently has a firefighting force of 10 employees for general
protection of its facilities. The educational institution's costs for these latter firemen are treated as indirect costs
and allocated to all sponsored agreements; however, it wants to allocate the three fixed-post firemen directly to
the particular sponsored agreement requiring them and also allocate a portion of the cost of the general
firefighting force to the same sponsored agreement. The educational institution may do so but only on condition
that its disclosed practices indicate that the costs of the separate classes of firemen serve different purposes
and that it is the educational institution's practice to allocate the general firefighting force indirectly and to
allocate fixed-post firemen directly.

Interpretation

(a) Consistency in Allocating Costs Incurred for the Same Purpose by Educational Institutions, provides, in this
standard, that " * * * no final cost objective shall have allocated to it as a direct cost any cost, if other costs incurred for
the same purpose, in like circumstances, have been included in any indirect cost pool to be allocated to that or any
other final cost objective."
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(b) This interpretation deals with the way this standard applies to the treatment of costs incurred in preparing,
submitting, and supporting proposals. In essence, it is addressed to whether or not, under the standard, all such
costs are incurred for the same purpose, in like circumstances.

(c) Under this standard, costs incurred in preparing, submitting, and supporting proposals pursuant to a specific
requirement of an existing sponsored agreement are considered to have been incurred in different circumstances
from the circumstances under which costs are incurred in preparing proposals which do not result from such specific
requirement. The circumstances are different because the costs of preparing proposals specifically required by the
provisions of an existing sponsored agreement relate only to that sponsored agreement while other proposal costs
relate to all work of the educational institution.

(d) This interpretation does not preclude the allocation, as indirect costs, of costs incurred in preparing all proposals.
The cost accounting practices used by the educational institution, however, must be followed consistently and the
method used to reallocate such costs, of course, must provide an equitable distribution to all final cost objectives.

CAS 9905.505 -- Accounting for unallowable costs -- Educational institutions.

Purpose

(a) The purpose of this standard is to facilitate the negotiation, audit, administration and settlement of sponsored
agreements by establishing guidelines covering (1) identification of costs specifically described as unallowable, at
the time such costs first become defined or authoritatively designated as unallowable, and (2) the cost accounting
treatment to be accorded such identified unallowable costs in order to promote the consistent application of sound
cost accounting principles covering all incurred costs. The standard is predicated on the proposition that costs
incurred in carrying on the activities of an educational institution -- regardless of the allowability of such costs under
Government sponsored agreements -- are allocable to the cost objectives with which they are identified on the basis
of their beneficial or causal relationships.

(b) This standard does not govern the allowability of costs. This is a function of the appropriate procurement or
reviewing authority.

Definitions

(a) The following are definitions of terms which are prominent in this standard.

(1) Directly associated cost means any cost which is generated solely as a result of the incurrence of another
cost, and which would not have been incurred had the other cost not been incurred. 

(2) Expressly unallowable cost means a particular item or type of cost which, under the express provisions of
an applicable law, regulation, or sponsored agreement, is specifically named and stated to be unallowable.

(3) Indirect cost means any cost not directly identified with a single final cost objective, but identified with two or
more final cost objectives or with at least one intermediate cost objective.

(4) Unallowable cost means any cost which, under the provisions of any pertinent law, regulation, or sponsored
agreement, cannot be included in prices, cost reimbursements, or settlements under a Government sponsored
agreement to which it is allocable.

Fundamental requirement

(a) Costs expressly unallowable or mutually agreed to be unallowable, including costs mutually agreed to be
unallowable directly associated costs, shall be identified and excluded from any billing, claim, application, or
proposal applicable to a Government sponsored agreement.

(b) Costs which specifically become designated as unallowable as a result of a written decision furnished by a
Federal official pursuant to sponsored agreement disputes procedures shall be identified if included in or used in the
computation of any billing, claim, or proposal applicable to a sponsored agreement. This identification requirement
applies also to any costs incurred for the same purpose under like circumstances as the costs specifically identified
as unallowable under either this paragraph or paragraph (a) of this subsection.

(c) Costs which, in a Federal official's written decision furnished pursuant to disputes procedures, are designated as
unallowable directly associated costs of unallowable costs covered by either paragraph (a) or (b) of this subsection
shall be accorded the identification required by paragraph b. of this subsection.

(d) The costs of any work project not contractually authorized, whether or not related to performance of a proposed or
existing contract, shall be accounted for, to the extent appropriate, in a manner which permits ready separation from
the costs of authorized work projects.

(e) All unallowable costs covered by paragraphs (a) through (d) of this subsection shall be subject to the same cost
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accounting principles governing cost allocability as allowable costs. In circumstances where these unallowable
costs normally would be part of a regular indirect-cost allocation base or bases, they shall remain in such base or
bases. Where a directly associated cost is part of a category of costs normally included in an indirect-cost pool that
will be allocated over a base containing the unallowable cost with which it is associated, such a directly associated
cost shall be retained in the indirect-cost pool and be allocated through the regular allocation process.

(f) Where the total of the allocable and otherwise allowable costs exceeds a limitation-of-cost or ceiling-price
provision in a sponsored agreement, full direct and indirect cost allocation shall be made to the cost objective, in
accordance with established cost accounting practices and Standards which regularly govern a given entity's
allocations to Government sponsored agreement cost objectives. In any determination of unallowable cost overrun,
the amount thereof shall be identified in terms of the excess of allowable costs over the ceiling amount, rather than
through specific identification of particular cost items or cost elements.

Techniques for application

(a) The detail and depth of records required as backup support for proposals, billings, or claims shall be that which is
adequate to establish and maintain visibility of identified unallowable costs (including directly associated costs), their
accounting status in terms of their allocability to sponsored agreement cost objectives, and the cost accounting
treatment which has been accorded such costs. Adherence to this cost accounting principle does not require that
allocation of unallowable costs to final cost objectives be made in the detailed cost accounting records. It does
require that unallowable costs be given appropriate consideration in any cost accounting determinations governing
the content of allocation bases used for distributing indirect costs to cost objectives. Unallowable costs involved in
the determination of rates used for standard costs, or for indirect-cost bidding or billing, need be identified only at the
time rates are proposed, established, revised or adjusted.

(b) The visibility requirement of paragraph (a) of this subsection, may be satisfied by any form of cost identification
which is adequate for purposes of sponsored agreement cost determination and verification. The standard does not
require such cost identification for purposes which are not relevant to the determination of Government sponsored
agreement cost. Thus, to provide visibility for incurred costs, acceptable alternative practices would include (1) the
segregation of unallowable costs in separate accounts maintained for this purpose in the regular books of account,
(2) the development and maintenance of separate accounting records or workpapers, or (3) the use of any less
formal cost accounting techniques which establishes and maintains adequate cost identification to permit audit
verification of the accounting recognition given unallowable costs. Educational institutions may satisfy the visibility
requirements for estimated costs either (1) by designation and description (in backup data, workpapers, etc.) of the
amounts and types of any unallowable costs which have specifically been identified and recognized in making the
estimates, or (2) by description of any other estimating technique employed to provide appropriate recognition of any
unallowable costs pertinent to the estimates.

(c) Specific identification of unallowable costs is not required in circumstances where, based upon considerations of
materiality, the Government and the educational institution reach agreement on an alternate method that satisfies the
purpose of the standard.

Illustrations

(a) An auditor recommends disallowance of certain direct labor and direct material costs, for which a billing has been
submitted under a sponsored agreement, on the basis that these particular costs were not required for performance
and were not authorized by the sponsored agreement. The Federal officer issues a written decision which supports
the auditor's position that the questioned costs are unallowable. Following receipt of the Federal officer's decision,
the educational institution must clearly identify the disallowed direct labor and direct material costs in the educational
institution's accounting records and reports covering any subsequent submission which includes such costs. Also, if
the educational institution's base for allocation of any indirect cost pool relevant to the subject sponsored agreement
consists of direct labor, direct material, total prime cost, total cost input, etc., the educational institution must include
the disallowed direct labor and material costs in its allocation base for such pool. Had the Federal officer's decision
been against the auditor, the educational institution would not, of course, have been required to account separately
for the costs questioned by the auditor.

(b) An educational institution incurs, and separately identifies, as a part of a service center or expense pool, certain
costs which are expressly unallowable under the existing and currently effective regulations. If the costs of the
service center or indirect expense pool are regularly a part of the educational institution's base for allocation of
general administration and general expenses (GA&GE) or other indirect expenses, the educational institution must
allocate the GA&GE or other indirect expenses to sponsored agreements and other final cost objectives by means of
a base which includes the identified unallowable indirect costs.

(c) An auditor recommends disallowance of certain indirect costs. The educational institution claims that the costs in
question are allowable under the provisions of Office Of Management and Budget Circular A-21, Cost Principles For
Educational Institutions; the auditor disagrees. The issue is referred to the Federal officer for resolution pursuant to
the sponsored agreement disputes clause. The Federal officer issues a written decision supporting the auditor's
position that the total costs questioned are unallowable under the Circular. Following receipt of the Federal officer's
decision, the educational institution must identify the disallowed costs and specific other costs incurred for the same
purpose in like circumstances in any subsequent estimating, cost accumulation or reporting for Government
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sponsored agreements, in which such costs are included. If the Federal officer's decision had supported the
educational institution's contention, the costs questioned by the auditor would have been allowable and the
educational institution would not have been required to provide special identification.

(d) An educational institution incurred certain unallowable costs that were charged indirectly as general
administration and general expenses (GA&GE). In the educational institution's proposals for final indirect cost rates
to be applied in determining allowable sponsored agreement costs, the educational institution identified and
excluded the expressly unallowable costs. In addition, during the course of negotiation of indirect cost rates to be
used for bidding and billing purposes, the educational institution agreed to classify as unallowable cost, various
directly associated costs of the identifiable unallowable costs. On the basis of negotiations and agreements between
the educational institution and the Federal officer's authorized representatives, indirect cost rates were established,
based on the net balance of allowable GA&GE. Application of the rates negotiated to proposals, and to billings, for
covered sponsored agreements constitutes compliance with the standard.

(e) An employee, whose salary, travel, and subsistence expenses are charged regularly to the general
administration and general expenses (GA&GE) pool, takes several business associates on what is clearly a
business entertainment trip. The entertainment costs of such trips is expressly unallowable because it constitutes
entertainment expense prohibited by OMB Circular A-21, and is separately identified by the educational institution.
The educational institution does not regularly include its GA&GE in any indirect-expense allocation base. In these
circumstances, the employee's travel and subsistence expenses would be directly associated costs for identification
with the unallowable entertainment expense. However, unless this type of activity constituted a significant part of the
employee's regular duties and responsibilities on which his salary was based, no part of the employee's salary
would be required to be identified as a directly associated cost of the unallowable entertainment expense.

CAS 9905.506 -- Cost accounting period -- Educational institutions.

Purpose

The purpose of this standard is to provide criteria for the selection of the time periods to be used as cost accounting
periods for sponsored agreement cost estimating, accumulating, and reporting. This standard will reduce the effects
of variations in the flow of costs within each cost accounting period. It will also enhance objectivity, consistency, and
verifiability, and promote uniformity and comparability in sponsored agreement cost measurements.

Definitions

(a) The following are definitions of terms which are prominent in this standard.

(1) Allocate means to assign an item of cost, or a group of items of cost, to one or more cost objectives. This
term includes both direct assignment of cost and the reassignment of a share from an indirect cost pool.
 

(2) Cost Objective means a function, organizational subdivision, sponsored agreement, or other work unit for
which cost data are desired and for which provision is made to accumulate and measure the cost of processes,
products, jobs, capitalized projects, etc.

(3) Fiscal year means the accounting period for which annual financial statements are regularly prepared,
generally a period of 12 months, 52 weeks, or 53 weeks.

(4) Indirect cost pool means a grouping of incurred costs identified with two or more cost objectives but not
identified specifically with any final cost objective.

Fundamental requirement

Educational institutions shall use their fiscal year as their cost accounting period, except that:

Costs of an indirect function which exists for only a part of a cost accounting period may be allocated to cost
objectives of that same part of the period.

An annual period other than the fiscal year may be used as the cost accounting period if its use is an established
practice of the educational institution.

A transitional cost accounting period other than a year shall be used whenever a change of fiscal year occurs.

An educational institution shall follow consistent practices in the selection of the cost accounting period or periods in
which any types of expense and any types of adjustment to expense (including prior-period adjustments) are
accumulated and allocated.

The same cost accounting period shall be used for accumulating costs in an indirect cost pool as for establishing its
allocation base, except that the contracting parties may agree to use a different period for establishing an allocation
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base.

Techniques for application

(a) The cost of an indirect function which exists for only a part of a cost accounting period may be allocated on the
basis of data for that part of the cost accounting period if the cost is (1) material in amount, (2) accumulated in a
separate indirect cost pool or expense pool, and (3) allocated on the basis of an appropriate direct measure of the
activity or output of the function during that part of the period.

(b) The practices required by this standard shall include appropriate practices for deferrals, accruals, and other
adjustments to be used in identifying the cost accounting periods among which any types of expense and any types
of adjustment to expense are distributed. If an expense, such as insurance or employee leave, is identified with a
fixed, recurring, annual period which is different from the educational institution's cost accounting period, the
standard permits continued use of that different period. Such expenses shall be distributed to cost accounting
periods in accordance with the educational institution's established practices for accruals, deferrals, and other
adjustments.

(c) Indirect cost allocation rates, based on estimates, which are used for the purpose of expediting the closing of
sponsored agreements which are terminated or completed prior to the end of a cost accounting period need not be
those finally determined or negotiated for that cost accounting period. They shall, however, be developed to
represent a full cost accounting period, except as provided in paragraph (a) of this subsection.

(d) An educational institution may, upon mutual agreement with the Government, use as its cost accounting period a
fixed annual period other than its fiscal year, if the use of such a period is an established practice of the educational
institution and is consistently used for managing and controlling revenues and disbursements, and appropriate
accruals, deferrals or other adjustments are made with respect to such annual periods.

(e) The parties may agree to use an annual period which does not coincide precisely with the cost accounting period
for developing the data used in establishing an allocation base: Provided,

(1) The practice is necessary to obtain significant administrative convenience, (2) the practice is consistently
followed by the educational institution, (3) the annual period used is representative of the activity of the cost
accounting period for which the indirect costs to be allocated are accumulated, and (4) the practice can
reasonably be estimated to provide a distribution to cost objectives of the cost accounting period not materially
different from that which otherwise would be obtained.

(f) When a transitional cost accounting period is required, educational institution may select any one of the following:
(1) the period, less than a year in length, extending from the end of its previous cost accounting period to the
beginning of its next regular cost accounting period, (2) a period in excess of a year, but not longer than 15 months,
obtained by combining the period described in subparagraph (f)(1) of this subsection with the previous cost
accounting period, or (3) a period in excess of a year, but not longer than 15 months, obtained by combining the
period described in subparagraph (f)(1) of this subsection with the next regular cost accounting period. A change in
the educational institution's cost accounting period is a change in accounting practices for which an adjustment in
the sponsored agreement price may be required.

Illustrations

(a) An educational institution allocates indirect expenses for Organized Research on the basis of a modified total
direct cost base. In a proposal for a sponsored agreement, it estimates the allocable expenses based solely on the
estimated amount of indirect costs allocated to Organized Research and the amount of the modified total direct cost
base estimated to be incurred during the 8 months in which performance is scheduled to be commenced and
completed. Such a proposal would be in violation of the requirements of this standard that the calculation of the
amounts of both the indirect cost pools and the allocation bases be based on the educational institution's cost
accounting period.

(b) An educational institution whose cost accounting period is the calendar year, installs a computer service center to
begin operations on May 1. The operating expense related to the new service center is expected to be material in
amount, will be accumulated in an intermediate cost objective, and will be allocated to the benefitting cost objectives
on the basis of measured usage. The total operating expenses of the computer service center for the 8-month part of
the cost accounting period may be allocated to the benefitting cost objectives of that same 8-month period.

(c) An educational institution changes its fiscal year from a calendar year to the 12-month period ending May 31. For
financial reporting purposes, it has a 5-month transitional "fiscal year." The same 5-month period must be used as
the transitional cost accounting period; it may not be combined, because the transitional period would be longer than
15 months. The new fiscal year must be adopted thereafter as its regular cost accounting period. The change in its
cost accounting period is a change in accounting practices; adjustments of the sponsored agreement prices may
thereafter be required.

(d) Financial reports are prepared on a calendar year basis on a university-wide basis. However, the contracting
segment does all internal financial planning, budgeting, and internal reporting on the basis of a twelve month period
ended June 30. The contracting parties agree to use the period ended June&nbsp30 and they agree to overhead
rates on the June 30 basis. They also agree on a technique for prorating fiscal year assignment of the university's967
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central system office expenses between such June 30 periods. This practice is permitted by the standard.

(e) Most financial accounts and sponsored agreement cost records are maintained on the basis of a fiscal year
which ends November 30 each year. However, employee vacation allowances are regularly managed on the basis
of a "vacation year" which ends September 30 each year. Vacation expenses are estimated uniformly during each
"vacation year." Adjustments are made each October to adjust the accrued liability to actual, and the estimating rates
are modified to the extent deemed appropriate. This use of a separate annual period for determining the amounts of
vacation expense is permitted.
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